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PREFA C E.

The present Cyclopaedia is not a revision of the well-known " Dictionary

of Mechanics," issued by its publishers more than a quarter of a century

ago, but is an entirely new work. The amount of matter retained from the

" Dictionary " bears but an insignificant proportion to the present contents.

The plan of the work has been materially changed ; not merely so as greatly

to increase the number of subjects treated and to group them more logical-

ly, but to give a connected view of the chief types of each class of inven-

tion, to exhibit clearly their relations to each other and the principles of

construction involved in them, and in most cases to present results of their

actual working from well-authenticated records. Special efforts have also

been directed toward rendering the information given of such practical util-

ity that the work may serve as a trustworthy guide to the engineer and me-

chanical student in their every-day avocations. To this end, simplified rules

have been introduced, with plain examples of their application
;

graphic

methods have been preferred to those involving mechanical demonstration
;

and facts generally have been combined wherever possible in condensed tab-

ular form. All the principal mechanical inventions and discoveries which

have contributed, toward the vast progress accomplished during late years

in science and the arts—and more particularly those which have attracted the

world's attention at the great International Expositions of Vienna in 1873,

Philadelphia in 18TG, and Paris in 1878—will be found described in these

pages. Where the magnitude of a subject has precluded its treatment in

detail, ample bibliographical references are supplied, which will dii'ect the

reader in the path of closer investigation.

The editor gratefully acknowledges his indebtedness to his contributors

for the preparation of many important original articles, and for valued

counsel. While care has been taken to accord proper recognition to all

authorities quoted, special credit is due to the "American Cyclopcedia" for

illustrations and some few selections from the text of the mechanical and

scientific articles.
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ABACUS. An instrument employed by the ancients for facilitating calculations ; similar to that

now frequently employed for teaching children the rudiments of arithmetic, and which is commonly
sold in our stationers' shops. It usually consists of twelve parallel wires, fixed in a light rectangu-

lar frame; each wire carrying 12 beads or balls. There are thus 12 times 12, answering to the

common multiplication-table, all the results of which it demonstrates to the dullest capacity. All

the operations of addition or subtraction are likewise performed by it, by merely moving the

beads from one side to the other of the frame. By thus smoothing the difficulties of acquiring

arithmetical knowledge' at the very outset, and rendering it quite obvious and amusing at the same
time, the apparatus becomes one of considerable importance in education.

Another kind of abacus consists of a series of parallel wires fixed in a frame like the former.

On each wire there are nine little balls ; the lowest stand for units, the next above for tens, the next

Slillions

Hundreds of thousand

Tens of thousands...

.

Thousands
Hundreds

Tens
Units
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hundreds, and so on up to any number. The frame is divided into two compartments, a and b, by
a cross-wire at c, which is sufficiently raised above the wires to allow the little balls to slide under it.

Suppose the whole 63 balls to be placed in the compartment a, and it be proposed to note the sum of

4,346,072, it is effected by sliding the balls shown in b from their previous situation in a. See Cal-
cclating-Machines.

ACCUMULATOR. An apparatus used for working hydraulic cranes, lifts, and other machines
where a steady, powerful pressure of water is required. Fig. 2 represents the portable accumulator
used in connection with other hydraulic machinery at the St. Gothard Tunnel. It is interposed

between the pump and the lift. It consists of a vertical cylinder, in which a piston travels, and which
has to be loaded to a weight equivalent to 450 lbs. per square inch. When the lift is not in opera-

tion, the piston is raised to an extent proportionate to the quantity of water introduced, which it

returns to the lift when the ingress-cock of the latter is opened. The diameter of the piston is

11.81 inches, and the stroke is "66.93 inches. The volume of water contained is 26.2 gallons, and
the pressure on the piston should be 21.18 tons; the piston and cross-head weigh 1.18 ton. A
load of 20 tons of lead-ingots is suspended to the cross-head at the top of the piston. These can be
removed at will to facilitate the moving of the apparatus from place to place on the works.

The. accumulator illustrated in Fig. 3 admits of the use of a long cylinder of small diameter. The



2 ADDRESSING-MACHINE.

weisht of masonry J/, rests upon the cylinder C, and entirely surrounds the same. No guide is

therefore needed to control the vertical movement of the weight, and the centre of gravity of the

latter is situated low down. The plate F is in two portions consolidated by the screw-rods Z. The

unner ioint has a stuffing-box, to which access may be had through the cover h.

TdDRESsTnG-MACHINE An apparatus used for affixing the addresses on a large number of

mi7s?ve such as newspapers, upon which the same series of names mu^t be mscnbed as the day

S 'slue recurs There a e t^o general forms of this machine. In one the addresses are separate y

printed on sips of gummed paper, which are fed from the apparatus, which cu s ofP eac-h addre s

Fn turn and aUows the latter to remain attached to the wrapper. The other mode is to set up the

ivne of each address in a form, and so to arrange the forms that they are successive y presented a

aTpot to which the enveloped papers are consecutively fed. A large number of these machines

""Ih^J^SJ^reTranr-oads may be estimated approximately by multiplying the weight of

waters fi-om?he Gwennap and Redruth mines, and is nearly thirty miles m length
^^^^.^^^.^^^

"agricultural Machinery. Agricultural machme^^
^f^eSry Sud a ys em ^^2

that to facilitate their consideration a system of classifacation is neccbsary. sue
j j

based on the history of every crop
;
hence we have—

„„,„^„;„„ it for the reception of

1. Implements for clearing ground, breaking it, and otherwise preparing it tor tue reception

the seed.

2. Implements for depositing the seed.

3. Implements for the cultivation of the plant.

4. Implements for gathering crops.

5. Implements for preparing the crops for market.

6. Miscellaneous implements applicable to various iarm-uses. ,.^^ ._„ „„.„„ „ach divi-
These classes will be cousidered in their order, and examples of machinery given under eaci am

sion Dairy implements are principally referred to under Dairy Apparatus Churns, and Cheese-

Making ;
farm-engines, undei Engines, Steam, Forms of. See also Drainage, Irrigation, and Mills.

1. Implements for clearing, breaking Ground, etc.
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The journal of the larger

Stump-Pullers.—The primitive method of extracting stumps is to hitch on a yoke of oxen, and,
after cutting away the earth from around the stump as much as possible, drag the latter from the
soil by main strength. Explosives are frequently employed to blow the stump to pieces. A
mechanical apparatus for stump-extraction is represented in Fig. 4. It consists of two beams
placed at right angles, and carrying each a wheel at their outer ends
wheel on the right is hinged to its beam so that the
wheel may be turned back parallel to the beam for con-
venience in drawing the machine from place to place.

A loop secured to the ends of the hinged journal carries

a hook, to which the harness of the horse is hitched.
Near the intersection of the beams is placed a guide for
a knife, which may be adjusted by a lever as deep in the
ground as is desired. To the rear of the beam on the
left is attached a loop that encircles the stump. The
horse is hitched to the apparatus as shown.

In operating the machine the loop is first dropped in

place, and a ring is placed above it. A wedge is then
driven into the top of the stump so as to fasten the ring,

the latter serving both to prevent the loop from slipping
oif, and also as a band to keep the wedge from spreading
the lower part of the stump so as to tighten the loop. "The knife is next forced into the ground for
five or six inches, so that, on driving the horse around the stump, it cuts otf such side roots as may
lie in its path. At each round the knife is driven in deeper until all the roots are divided. The hook
shown is then dropped and held down by the foot until it catches upon a root. A few rounds twist
off this last, and the stump may then be easily raised from the ground.

Flouc/Jis.—The plough is primarily designed to prepare the ground for cultivation by turning it over,
thus burying the weeds and loosening the earth. Modifications of the plough, however, have of late
been contrived to assist in cultivating operations, such as the destruction of weeds, loosening the
surface of the earth, or casting the same against the rows of the grain or plant, as the case may be,
and ploughs of this description will be treated of under the head of CuUivaiors, by which term they
are now generally known. The modern plough consists of a frame, to which horses mav be attached,
and to which is fastened a device to detach (in advance of the share) the furrow "from the un-
ploughed land ; a share to sever the bottom of the furrow from the land beneath, a gauge-wheel to
regulate the depth to which the share shall enter the soil, and a mould-board to invert the furrow.

In Fig. 5 is represented an improved form of plough, made by the Ames Plough Co. A is the frame

;

-S B are the handles by which the operator guides the plough ; C is the gauge-wheel, which runs upon

5_
the surface of the soil and determines by the distance
between its perimeter at the bottom and the bottom
of the ploughshare the depth of the furrow; D is

the coulter which severs the furrow-slice from the land
in advance of the share ; E is the mould-board, and F
is the clevis to which the draught is applied.
The manner in which the furrow is turned by the

plough is of considerable importance. Greensward land
may be ploughed with the furrows turned completely
over so as to kill the herbage, as shown in Fig. 6

;

or it may be lap-furrowed, as shown in Fig. 7. The
difference is, that in the former case the ploughed land lies solid, and is difficult to break up, whereas
in the latter the land will break somewhat of itself, while there will remain at the same time beneath

the furrows the hollow triangular spaces shown in Fig. 7. Hence, when the cultivator, or clod-
crusher, is passed over the land, the soil will be more thoroughly broken up. In arable land—that
is, land that has been well ploughed before, and is not of a very clayey nature—the furrows may be
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turned completely over with such a short turn that the twisting of the foil itself will cause it to break

UD IS shown in Fi-. 8. Still another kind of ploughing is performed by the double Michigan plough,

the furrows of whfch arc shown in Fig. 9. The upper furrow merely skims or pares ofE the upper

portion of the sod and inverts it in the bottom of tbe furro--a trench
^ft

^^J
^^^ b^^^^^^^^ plough m

its previous traverse. By this method the soil is well broken up. The ploughmg may be deep, ana

the roots of grass, weeds, etc., are thoroughly buried._
mould-board All other

The amount of twist given to the furrow is determined by the torm ot the mouia Doara

proper for ploughing flat furrow-slices, and stands as much
^-f

f^ 5«--^. *^,f,°,t'tnfit t^n-
?he land-side (as the side of the plough next to the unploughed

^^^^^^.A^f."j^ifSeredge of^the
erally considered best to incline it even a little more, m order to obtain that |^e^ciea eu

Sw-slices so essential to their sure and finished matching, side by side, as they come Horn

'XX^n^tic^Ai^^^^^^^ and the dotted lines denote the direction

^^J^^^^^^:,^
will fal ,"i) being the mould. In order to plough lap-furrowed sices the

^"f'^^^^^^ f^f̂ ^^^^^^^

Is .hown inFi- 12, in which A represents the land-side, or unploughed land, ^ the couUe or cut ei

i SeZll ^nd A E. and F the'furrows already turned. The/o™^ mclmation of the
^^^^^

or cutter m'ay be made greater or less, but it is

i^^-^tfr b"ect4t Sfseverfibroi roots

some cases a circular cutter takes the place of t^^ knifc-coulter because i^j.^^

the more readily. The width of the furrow depends upon the position ot tue piou^n wuu
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to the line of draught of the horses, and is usually adjusted through the medium of either the draught-

rod or of the clevis, and examples of each of these methods will be found in our illustrations. To
illustrate the influence of the line of draught upon the plough, however, let b in Fig. 13 represent the

13.
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TJX • +1,,. ^-;,-|t>i nf fnrrow-slice some regard must be had to the strength of the particu-

lJlT::TSrrnentliil XS^TS^Cu^J a .iae. slice in a strong, stiff sod than when

runn^n'^Tn one moJe ksily broken, ov it will cripple and double when raised to a perpendicular posi-

""ivt^^S^^^^^^^ -^-S and lapped each one upon the i^eceding^he
^^ hen tli^/

^"^^^ %f^ \\'l.

^ ^g gg^e^ to ten, thus setting the furrows at an angle of 45 ,
which is

rS^o fuiro^^^^^^ '? '''' ^^*^°^°^ the atmosphere,

and tre<^rLtest cubical contents°of soiUo the action of the harrow m preparing a seed-bed.

^'^^feu^ shown a^^rie-b.^^^ Jt^-Z^^^t I^S^f t^SS^S^^^
S::^t^^i:^^l^^^ ^U^^ aUeel-coulter is employed. The line of

draught is regulated by the clevis being moved laterally to the width of the furrow, and vertically

to steady the plough as
^^^.^-J.^^^Pj.^^; , , -^ „ „,ou<^h Fig. 18, has some important advantages. The

The double Miciigan or
f'^^'f^^J^^^^^^ in thickness, and inverts it into the bottom of

forward or skim Plo"g^^ P-^ f oVl^n 2u"h f^^^^^^^^^^
throws up the lower soil, completely

the previous furrow. The second or main FOUo" ^^
„,,„{„.„ to the field. This forms an excellent

burying the inverted sod, and giving
^^ 1;°

J^^^f«hei roots wh ch grow best in a deep, loose bed
preparation for all crops, particulariy ca rots and othe oot^,

^ J.^ J ^.^^^ ^^^ ^

lratUTait:r.^Tgr^^^^^^^^^ by the use of this double plough than

16.

.», one h„i„g a single ^''^-'^''-^'^^^-^^'^'^^^^^SJ^^^ STo"
tbe width of the f»rro» is only oncha £ the dept .

But w.th « ='*«
P'»»J

•

j ^^^ „„„„, „„ ,,,.

fS^Te^riUrraJ^q^rhpe^tin''^^^

18.

20.

ti^^tJt\s:t.T:z^%r^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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work. And, in addition to this difficulty, the inverted surface would not be so well pulverized as by
the use of the double plough.

Side-hill or swivel ploughs are designed to throw the furrow-slice down-hill, whichever way the

plough may be moving. The plough is pivoted so that it may be moved from side to side of the

beam when at the end of the furrow. The ploughing may then be done across and across the field

instead of around it or in sections. Fig. 16 is an Ames side-hill plough. Another variety of the

swivel or " turn-wrist " plough is shown in Fig. 17. It is so constructed that two ploughs attached

to one beam are readily changed from one side to the other, turning the furrow-slices either to the

right or left as desired. The forward plough turns the sod to the depth of about three inches, de-

positing it at the bottom of the channel ; and the rear plough works to the depth of five to seven

inches, raising and pulverizing the under or subsoil, and depositing it upon the forward furrow-slice,

burying the sod below the reach of the harrow or cultivator.

Fig. 15 is a plough designed for deep tilling, and it may be taken as a representative of the class

of ploughs used in sugar-cultivation. The line of draught is adjustable by the clevis, as shown.

In the New York plough, Fig. 19, the line of draught for regulating the width of the furrow is

adjusted at the end of the beam where it connects with the handle-frame. The handles may be
kept nearly equidistant laterally from the share, giving a central draught.

Fig. 20 is a Scotch subsoil plough, which is used for

following directly after the turning-plough, and in the

same furrow, breaking up, lifting a few inches, and
pulverizing the subsoil. For making roads, the class

of plough shown in Fig. 21 is used. Strength and du-

rability are here prime requisites, as the principal duty

is simply to loosen the ground, cutting a width of from
seven to nine inches at a traverse.

As regards the tractile power required to draw a

plough, from experiments in England it appears that

about 35 per cent, of the whole required draught is ex-

pended in overcoming the friction of the implement on
its bottom and sides, about 55 for cutting the furrow-

slice, and only about 10 per cent, for turning the sod.

Hence the exclusive attention formerly given to forming the mould-board, as a means of reducing

the draught, should have been directed more to lessening the force required for cutting the hard soil.

These data are not wholly satisfactory for the light ploughs of the United States.

To ascertain the amount of friction, suppose the plough weighs 100 lbs. Half its weight would be
50 lbs., the friction on the sole of the plough. The friction of the sides would vary greatly with
ploughs, being very small with those having a perfect centre-draught, or with no tendency to press

against the land on the left. The whole friction and force for lilting the sod would therefore be
about 150 lbs. ; leaving 250 lbs. as the force for cutting the slice. A very easy-running plough
would leave a much smaller force—some as low as 200 lbs.

This estimate is liable to grea,t variation. A wet and clayey soil would double the friction ; a very

22.

ft-

d1

B
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23.

hard piece of ground would add
much to the force required for cut-

ting the slice; if loose, the force

would be comparatively small ; or if

quite moist, this force would be also

nnich diminished ; while the great

difference in the draught of ploughs

would vary the results still further.

The estimate, however, for soil dry

enough to be friable, and of medium
tenacity, is probably not far from

correct, for ploughing in this country—showing that most of the force required is for the act of cut-

ting, and indicating the importance of giving special attention to the cutting edge.

Sfeam-P!oitffIii»ff.—This answers the use of a gang-plough hauled across and across or else around

the field by means of wire ropes, the

steam-engine remaining stationary.

In Fig. 22 is represented Fowler's dou-

ble-engine system,* which requires

two engines, one on each headland,

each of which alternately draws the

cultivating implement across the

field. Each engine is provided with

a winding or hauling drum, which in

turn pulls the implement and pays

out the slack rope. This system is

both simple and effective. The im-

plement is drawn with considerable

velocity—often much faster than a

man can walk—and the steam drag

or harrow will pass over from fifty

to sixty acres of land per day. Fow-

4

(2
-J3-J?

B
-^SSIg-

Dl

©
Jfl

u
n

* From "British Manufacturing Industries,"' article Agricultural Machinery, by G. P. Bevan, F.G. S.
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ler's double-engine system appeals to large capitalists, but the same firm also provides good single-

en"-ine sets foAhe use of smaller employers. The single-engine system (Fig. 23) requires an engine

on°one headland and a self-moving windlass on the other. The engine is provided with the patent

Burton clip-drum, capable of hauling the cultivating implement backward and forward between the

eno-ine and windlass. Both engine and windlass travel along the two headlands opposite each other.

A "third system is offered in Fig. 24, in which the engine remains stationary, and the rope is

arran°-ed in an irregular triangle or square, while the implement passes to and fro between two

fixed linchors, rendered movable at pleasure. This is called the " round-about system," because the

rope is carried around anchors and incloses the space to be cultivated. The several systems thus

slio-htly described will be more easily understood by reference to the accompanying diagrams. One

of''the main advantages of the " round-about " plan is that it enables the farmer to employ any ordi-

nary traction-engine for ploughing purposes, and thus reduces the amount of capital required m
commencing steam-cultivation.

, „ . , ^ , ^ />. ^ i

The following particulars, taken from one of the Royal Agricultural Society's Implement Catalogues,

will give the reader a good idea of what is

24. included in a set of steam-cultivating im-

plements. Messrs. J. Fowler and Co.'s

double engine, 20 horse-power set, consists

of a pair of 20 horse-power self-moving

engines with single cylinders, fitted with

single winding drums, 800 yards of best

steel-wire rope, and works a thirteen-tined

cultivator. There may be a six-furrow bal-

ance combined plough and digger in addi-

tion.

It appears from a test of Messrs. Fowler

and Co.'s apparatus, made by the Royal

Agricultural Society, that the machine was

able to turn over soil in an efficient man-

ner at a saving as compared with horse-

labor on light land of 2^ to 25 per cent.

;

on heavy land 25 to 30 per cent. ; and in

trenching 80 to 85 per cent.

Gang-Ploughs.—The gang-plough has a

framework to which are attached two or

more ploughs, together with a seat for the

driver. Mechanical means are provided whereby the ploughs may be lifted entirely clear of or be

adjusted to any required depth in the ground. The smaller and lighter gang-ploughs may be dia^vn

"Ran

3^a)!HPi=SH?gaS5:33?t^BQaffi«Off?*3=E^^

by horses after the manner of sulky-ploughs ; but in many cases, and especially in England, gang-

ploughs are employed for steam-ploughing, as previously described.

In Figs. 25 and 26 are given two views of an improved Enghsh gang cultivator-plough.
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The frame to which the ploughs are attached, stands on three wheels, of which the middle one isa cas er-wheel, whi e the two end-wheels revolve in turn-tables, which lift or lower the main frame
exactly by the depth of the furrow, according to the direction which is given to the wheel Theplough-skifes turn m sockets, and are connected by a long rod, working short levers, so that theturnmg round of one plough causes all the others to turn as well. There are, further two connected horizonta pulling levers, by turning which either backward or forward the ploucrhs arealso turned completely round and locked. The ploughs themselves are shaped so as to cut with
either end._ While at work the main frame travels in a slanting position over the land, the front-wheel running in the preceding furrow, the hind-wheel on the unploughed ground, the ploughman
steering the furrow-wheel. too ,

iJiuu^uuidu

Table showing Dynamomdric Tests of Gang-Ploughs at Paris Exposition, 18Y8. (1)

NAMES OF CON-
TESTANTS.

Meixmoron de 1

Dombasle, Nancy, >-

France
)

Trials.

Sur-

face

Meas-
ure

by
Plani-

meter.

Going.

Eeturninff.
Deere & Co., Mo-

\ \
Going,

line, 111 j" Returning.

Square

inches.

178.5

174.7
1S7.3
195.2

Length

of

trace.

(2)

Feet.

7.9T

7.75
8.24
7.79

Mean
ordi-

nate.

(3)

Inches.

1.92

1.85
1.87
2.06

Corres-

ponding

effort.

Foot-

pounds.

8595.5

3616.8
3651.9
402S.8

Mean
depth

of

furrow.

Mean
width

of

furrow

elice

of the

gang-

plough.

Inches. Inches.

5.9 26.4

6.2
6.3
6.5

24.4
27.1
27.6

Section

of

land

turned.

Square

feet.

1.098

1.080
1.213
1.269

Power
necessary

to dis-

place 35..3

cubic feet

of earth.

Mean of

two trials.

Foot-

pounds.

35421.2

828SiV7

Length

of

fun-ow.

Feet.

524

524
524
524

Time
of

travel.

Min.

Sec,

4 8

4 42
4 12

4 22

Weight
of

Plough

Pounds,

543.4

572.

*aS^-^}^
ground was slightly inclined. (2) The base line on the paper ribbon of the dynamometer (3^ Mean distance between the base and profile lines on paper ribbon.

u.yu'liuumeicr. va; mean QiB-

See Scientific American, xxxix., 162.

27.

In Fig. 27 is represented the Collins Gang and Sulky Plough, in which the depth of furrow is regu-
lated by the adjustment of the slide upon the arc shown. The ploughs are raised above the ground
by throwing the left-hand lever forward, causing the clamp attached thereto to enga<^e the rim of the
wheel which fnrrip« it nxror liftinrr +1,q f..„.s,^ „.^A »,1„..„1,^ rri„ *„!.„ 4.u„ c j. j!..__ i' ii _ • i , i -,wheel which carries it over, lifting the frame and ploughs
lever and its rear sliding clamp are drawn back on the
arc and fastened at the point necessary to give the
required depth of furrow. The left-hand 'lever is
then retracted, depressing the ploughs into the
ground.

Sul/cy.Plotiffh.—This name is given to single ploughs,
which are mounted upon a frame on which a scat for
the ploughman is arranged. The sulkv-plough shown
in Fig. 28 is arranged for three draught-horses. By
applying the brake to the wheel the horses raise
the plough out of the ground instead of the driver
having to pull it out by main force. The team is
hitched to the end of the beam instead of to the
tongue or carriage, thus avoiding side-draught and
relieving the weight from the horses' necks. Owing
to the peculiar construction of the axle, the lowei^
ing of the plough into the ground throws the furrow-
wheel down and the land-wheel up, keeping the plough

To take the first furrow, the right-hand

28.
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level thereby avoiding all the trouble of leveling up with levers or screws. The depth of furrow

can be instantly changed by the driver without getting off or stopping the horses. It can also be

readily adjusted to take more or less land.
, , j u- i,

• * i, *--pp + = +

Clod CWtcr—This machine is used to break up the land which is of such a stiff nature as to

remain in lumps or clods after ploughing. In the implement illustrated in Fig. 29, it consists of about

two dozen circular cast-iron disks, placed loosely upon an axle, so as to revolve

separately. Their outer circumference is formed into teeth, which crush and

disintegrate the clods as they roll over the surface of the field. Every alter-

nate disk has a larger hole for the axle, which causes it to rise and fall while

turning over, and thus prevent the disks from clogging.

This clod-crusher can be used only where the ground and the clods have

become quite dry. Even then it packs the soil, and if followed by a harrow,

with scarifier teeth, to loosen it again, it would prove an advantage. It is

^^- only in certain seasons that it is most successfully employed, or when quite

dry weather follows a wet spring. As thorough tile-draining is generally adopted, it becomes less

^^^Harrlios are used to disintegrate and pulverize the ground after ploughing. Several forms of

these implements are presented herewith.

31.

Fig
harrow.

30 is the ordinary square harrow; Fig. 31, the Friedmann harrow, and Fig- 32 the Scotch

For land contaLing many fibrous roots, 'or much stiff clay, the disk or wheel harrow rep-

83.
84.

^^^^

. 1
• v\rr q-? 5, used The wheel-'-ano-s (that is to say, the shafts to which each row of disks

85.

and force down small stones level with the suiiace. luey ituut,i
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scythe, and rake, press the earth close about the seed, and secure a more sure and quick germination
On light and sandy lands they are invaluable, and in all cases their use has greatly increased the
product. Much benefit is undoubtedly found in compressing the surface of such light soils, by pre-
venting the escape of those gases from the manure so essential to vegetation, and which are so rapidly
extracted by the sun and winds. Great advantage is gained by rolling early in the spring while the
ground is yet soft. Clay lands, by heaving, pull to pieces and displace the roots of grain and grasses
sown the previous autumn, and the heavy roller presses the roots and earth together to their proper
position, when vegetation goes on again, and thus, in a measure, prevents what is termed winter-
kdhng.

_
Fig. 35 represents an approved form constructed wholly of iron, except the tongue and

box, which are of wood. These rollers are made of various diameters, from twenty to thirty-six
inches, in separate sections, each one foot long, placed on a wrought-iron shaft independently of each
other.

Fig. 36 is a hand-roller used upon lawns and gardens. Additional weight is supplied by iron
weights pivoted as shown to the axle.

2. Implements for dc/josilincf Seed, etc.

_
Seed-Sowing Machines—Drills.—These machines are mainly distinguished by the mechanical de-

vices by which the drills are opened, seed fed, and drills reclosed upon the seed. Of these the feed-
mg-device is the essential feature, and this usually involves either means for varying the quantity of
seed fed by varying the escape-openings, or by positive mechanical movements variable in speed.
The principal requirements are capability of distributing seed with a continuous and regular dis-
charge from each distributor or grain-tube; accuracy in quantity of seed discharged ; efficiency in
regulating the same under all circumstances on inclined, level, or irregular land ; changeability of the
feed-apparatus to suit coarse or fine seed, and facility of adjustment.

Fig. 37 represents a sowing-machine to which a horse may be attached, or it may be pushed by
hand. A is the seed-box, in the bottom of which is the seed-delivering device, which consists either
of a brush D, or a revolving cylinder C. The
former is employed for small, the latter for
large seed. To change the quantity of seed
sown, the speed of either of these feed-devices
is increased as follows : ^ is a casting contain-
ing several diameters of gears upon one cast-
ing, which is either fast to the wheel or the
axle. Into one of these gears is meshed a
pinion fast upon an horizontal shaft or spindle,
which by means of bevel-gears at the other
end rotates the brush or cylinder as the case
may be. Hence by changing the pinion at B
from meshing into the larger or smaller gear
at B, therotations of the brush or cylinder may be increased or diminished, and the quantity of seed
sown varied in consequence. The grain-spout enters the ground at its point, and therefore opens the
drill ready to receive the seed, while the swing-board beneath the handles closes the earth over the
sown seed, and the roller following compacts and levels the same over the seed.

iig. 38 IS a Bickford and Huffman grain-drill. It contains eight dropping-tubes. The mode by
Which the gram is discharged from the hopper down these tubes is exhibited in section in Fig. 39.

37.

38. 39. 40.

41

^^ r-ir-n-i.which shows the interior of the hopper, and a revolving
wheel, the projecting rims of which form the bottom of the
seed-holder

; the axle causes this wheel to revolve, and the
small projections on the interior of the rim carry the seed to where it drops through an opening in
the plate which forms the side of the seed-holder. The rapidity of discharge is perfectly controTled
by wheel-work, which causes the axle to revolve slowly or fast at pleasure. The seed-holder is
divided into two parts by the wheel, as shown by cross-section in Fig. 40 ; one part containing wheat,
barley, and other medium-sized grains, and the other for corn, peas, and the larger seeds. This
hgure shows the opemng in the side-plates, through which the grain is discharged. As these two
divisions must be used on separate occasions, the apertures between them and the hopper are opened
and closed at pleasure by a sliding bottom with a single movement of the hand. This sliding bottom
IS shown in ^ig 41, and forms hoppers with sloping sides down which the grain passes. The ends of
the tubes ^vhlch are shod with steel, are made to pass any desired depth into the mellowed soil, and
torm the drills lor the seed, which is immediately covered by the faUing earth as the drill passes.
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Tn Fir's 4'> and 43 is shown the " force-feed " device. The seed is delivered from the internal flange

of the feed-wheel. Fig. 42 exhibits the feed for wheat and small grain, and Fig. 43 the same tor

44.

42. 43,

0=^1

corn or coarse -rain The flan-e serving as a bottom for the distribution, the grain rests upon it

;

cr'uentywhr^he wheel is revolved, the seed travels exactly with ^t, thereby nsurmg the flow

of grin to be in a steady, unbroken stream. The two casmgs, as shown by ^^c cuts, between which

the feed-wheel revolves, forms the outer walls of a complete measurmg channel or tbroat through
'

which the gram is carried by the rotary motion ot

the wheel, thus providing the means of measuring

the seed with as much accuracy as could be done

with a small measure. The quantity sown per acre

is governed by simply increasing or diminishing the

speed of the feed-wheel.

In Fig. 44 is represented Kuhn's grain-drill, m
which the change of speed in the feeding-device is

altered by a system of cone-gearing shown in Fig.

45. The lower gear-wheel may be adjusted to

mesh into such of the cone-gears as is required in

accordance with the amount of seed to be deposited.

The mode in which the grain is fed by a positive

mechanical movement is exhibited in Figs. 46 to 49.

Fig. 46 shows a feed -wheel. Fig. 47 a sectional

view of wheel and cap, and Figs. 48 and 49 the de-

livery of the grain. In Fig. 50 is represented a

potato-planting machine. The cut potatoes are

placed in the hopper shown. Secured upon the

axle is a cast-iron disk, around the periphery of

which a number of holes are made in order that

the cups may be fastened thereon, at any points

or at any distances apart. As this disk revolves,

the cups, which are turned rearward, enter the

hopper from beneath, passing through an orifice

protected by bristles, which serve to prevent the

escape of the seed. The cups thus become filled As they are carried on out of the hopper by

the disk, they pass through a box, also shown larger at one side. The sides of this attachment are

48. 46. 49.

fitted with bristles, which, while offering no resistance to the passage of the cup, retain the seed in

the same as it is reversed by the rotation of the disk. As soon, however, as each cup emerges fiom
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50.

P^

between thebristles, its contents drop out—directly, however, into the drill made by the oponinc-
p ough. Wings in rear of the latter, as the machine advances, replace the soil in the furrow com°
pleting the planting. The knives in the cutter divide

'

the seed into pieces of uniform size, and thus the con-
stant filling of the cups is rendered more certain.

Figs. 51 and 52 represent an apparatus for cutting
potatoes before planting. They are placed in the tubes
shown on the table, across which a strap passes, thence
over a pulley, and finally is attached to a treadle. On
the upper side of the strap are bolted horizontal
blades (see enlarged view. Fig. 52), which carry one or
more vertical cutters on the portions contained within
the peripheries of the tubes. These tubes, it will be
seen, are slotted in order to allow all the blades to be
drawn through them, an operation effected through the
strap and treadle already referred to. By increasing
the number of vertical cutters in any tube, the number
of pieces into which the potato is divided is of course
augmented. The system of knives is connected by bars underneath the table, secured to vertical
arms extending down through slots in the same.

In operation, after the potatoes are deposited, one in each tube, pressure upon the treadle carries
the knives through them ; and thus divided, they fall through
apertures beneath the tubes, upon an inclined plane, and into
any vessel placed for their reception.

3. Implementsfor the Cultivation of the Plant.
Cultivators.—The name cultivator has been applied to a class

of implements which is adapted to perform the various agricult-
ural operations necessary to the cultivation of the crop. Prop-
erly speaking, the term should imply that its duties commence
after the crop is above the ground ; but, unfortunately, it has
been applied to machines employed in preparing the ground for
the reception of seed, which, so to speak, trench upon the duty of
the harrow. The ordinary duty of the cultivator, however, is to
loosen the earth, destroy weeds, and in some cases to gather the
surface earth and leave it around the growing plants or crop.
It follows, then, that to admit of the use of the cultivator, the
crop must be sown or planted in drills or rows. Cultivators are
made in various forms to suit the duty required. When they
operate between two rows they are termed single, and when
between three rows, double cultivators. Those which provide
a seat for the driver are termed sulky-cultivators, while those
not so provided are simply " cultivators," and are usually distin-
guished by an additional term indicating the kind of crop they
are intended to cultivate. Thus we have " corn-cultivajors,"
"cotton-cultivators," etc. Double cultivators are arranged so
that the outside teeth may be adjusted in width to suit ihe
width of the rows of the crop. In Fig. 53 is shown a hand-
cultivator, the two outside rows of teeth being adjustable in
width to suit the width of the crop-rows by means of the slotted
stays in the rear, which are held by the set screw shown.

In Fig. 54 is represented a cultivator having a gauge-wheel
adjustable upon the draught-beam, and also a roller. By these
devices the depth at which the implement works in the ground is

adjusted. The cultivator shown in Fig. 55 has iron side-beams
,, . , ^, ^

so curved that, as they are expanded or contracted by loosening
the iron keys that confine the teeth in their places, the latter are moved forward or back to a poin°

otherl
^°^^^ ^^"^^ ^^^^ *^ ^°^^ parallel with the centre-beam, and at equal distances from the

^^^

in-^JhTelrth'hiZ'noS °H- ""r
^'^' C'-^leuIated to work in the rear, in form like small ploughs, throw-

the lartrt^orfrom^. l^'r'^''"''
'"'^ ^"'°^ ""'^^ ^''''^ side-beams; they may be placed to throwme eartn to or trom the centre, or rows of vegetables.

j j i
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The cultivator shown in Fig. 56 is adapted to loosen the surface of the soil and destroy weeds.

The drau'^ht-rod is connected to the centre of the beam to render the operation of the machine steady,

55. 56.

^^,_
and facilitate the regulation of the depth to which the teeth enter the soil,

and hiller.

Fig. 5*7 is a cultivator

The" soifloosencd by the teeth is thrown against the plants by a rear-share. The width of

the hiller and of the teeth is adjustable to suit the

duty. Fig. 58 represents an improved wheel-culti-

vator operating between rows of corn. The shovel-

frame is pivoted to the axle, and the handles are at-

tached on each side the ploughs, when not in op-

eration are suspended from the hooks shown. For
A- ploughing out between narrow rows the ridging

or double-mould plough represented in Fig. 59 is

used. It is also employed for opening drills to

plant potatoes. Fig. 60 is a double-mould plough

or cultivator for sugar-cane. The mould-boards are

made to expand to suit the width of the rows.

The double share cuts off a surface-slice of the

soil, and the wings or mould - boards throw the

same up to the cane-plants. Fig. 61 is a four-fur-

row plough of English construction, designed for

steam-cultivation, and the notable feature in it is the admirably simple means provided for adjusting

the widths of the furrows. The implement has the rigid frame which is so essential m steam culti-

5S.

C^^ —-_^
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vating implements, while the alteration of the width of the furrows is effected by means of wed"-es
which throw the ploughs at different angles to the frames. The employment of wed"-es in this wav
does away with the necessity for bolts or screws, and makes a thoroughly rigid fasteniiF-- while at the
same time every facility is afforded for adjusting the width of furrow very quickly '^'

61.

Fig. 62 is a type of the cultivators similar in construction to the double-mould-board plout^h The
object IS to throw the earth on each side, the wings ^ ^ at the sides being provided to "alter the
width of the mould to suit that of the cross-rows. The
piece C is also removable, so that part of the earth
may, if desired, fall between the moulds instead of being
delivered at the sides.

4. Implements for gathering Crops.
Mou'cTs.—The essential parts of a mower are suitable

driving-wheels upon which it travels, and from which
motion is transmitted to the cutting apparatus ; a main
frame supporting the mechanical movements ; the cutting
apparatus consisting of a finger or cutter bar and a recip°
rocating scythe ; levers or handles by means of which the
driver can put the machine in or out of gear, and lift the
cutting apparatus to pass obstructions

;
jointed or flexible connections between the finger-bar and

63.
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frame allowing the cutting apparatus to conform to the undulations of the surface of the ground in-

denen'dently of the main frame, and admitting of the folding over of the cutting apparatus on to the

frame when traveling on the road so as to stow it out of the way in a compact shape
;

appliances at

each end of the finger-bar for regulating the height of the stubble, and mechanical meansof throw-

ino- the mechanism operating the cutter-bar in or out of motion. The diameter of the drivmg-wheels

(A Fi- 63) is usually about 30 inches. Hence it follows that one revolution of the wheel carries the

machine forward 94 28 inches. The scythe sections project forward 2 inches, so that they must have

a sufficient number of vibrations, which (multiplied by the 2 inches) will cut over all the ground trav-

ersed Now as the machine represented has 51.6 vibrations to one revolution of the driving-wheel, the

cut made equals (51.6 multiplied by 2 equals 103.2, which less 94.28 equals) 8.92 inches more than the

actual distance traveled by the machine. These vibrations are obtained by multiplymg-gear which

cause the shaft driving the scythe (through the medium of a crank-disk and connecting-rod) to re-

volve the necessary number of revolutions faster than the wheels A. ...
In Fit- 63 ^ ^ are the wheels upon which the machine travels, the lugs or projections shown

upon the'per'iphery of each being provided for the purpose of enabling the wheels to take a firm

hold of the ''round This is necessary, because the reciprocating motion necessary to the cutting-

knives is obtained either by gear-wheels attached to the shaft upon which the wheels A A revolve

or by the said wheels themselves containing an internal gear-wheel. In either case the gear or tooth

wheel actuates the parts which operate the cutter-scythe. Hence it follows that if the wheels A A
were to slide over the ground and not revolve, the operation of the scythe would cease, and the ma-

64.

65.

chine would pass over the herbage without mowing it. The framework f^^^TJ^S/^^ f^^^^^^^^^
ments necessarv to the operation of the machine is carried by means of suitable bearings upon the

axle connecting the wheels A A, and upon this framework there is provided a seat for the operator
°

The levers, or handles, by which the operator

throws the cutting-knives into or out of opera-

tion, or raises or lowers the cutting-device, are

convenient to the hand. The machine sho^ra

in Figs. 63, 64, 65, and 66, is known as the

Buckeye mower, the driver's seat being re-

moved to show the arrangement of the mechan-

ical parts the more distinctly. The wheels A
A are not, in the mower under consideration,

fast upon the axle £, so that when the ma-

chine is in transit to or from the field of opera-

tions the wheels revolve independently, and are,

therefore, the only parts in motion. When,

however, the machine is in position ready to

operate they are connected to the axle £, m
the following manner : Fast to the axle B are

the ratchet-wheels C, and attached to the side

of each of the wheels A A are two pawls or

catches, each pivoted at one end, so that the

other end may engage or disengage with the

teeth of the ratchet. To retain the pawl in fixed, engaged, or ^i-W^^^

a snrin- which is shown at K Another advantage of this arrangement i^, t^^t ^^ ben ne no

back"n|(in which operation they cannot exert much power), they are relieved of the duty of movm,

the working-gear of the machine.
. i u „,^r^^;o,^ Tn the first CFic 63)

To drive^ the shaft / (Fig. 63) two methods
f f-;'^l^:'JlZ'£'tn^ a pinion gear d fo the

the bevel-gear D drives a pinion upon a short shaft having at itb otiier enu a pm b
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In the second methodpinion G in Fig. 67, which figure is a plan view of the part H in Fi"-. 63.
(Figs. 65 and 66) the bevel-wheel I) gears direct to the pinion G.

Fast upon the axle B is the bevel-

gear wheel D (Fig. 66), which engages 66.

with the bevel-pinion G^ the latter being
formed in one casting with the internal

gear H. This ar-

rangement is con-

structed in order
that, the bevel-gear

having 71 teeth, or

cogs, and the bev-

el-pinion having 12
teeth, the revolu-

tions of the latter may be 5.91 to one
of the former ; and the internal gear H
having -IS cogs, and the spur-pinion hav-
ing 11 cogs, the revolutions of the lat-

ter are 4.o6 times those of the former.
Upon the shaft /, Fig. 63, at the end A',

is a crank-disk shown, carrying a crank-
pin which communicates reciprocating
motion to the rod which is pivoted at

that end of the scythe-bar, thus also im-
parting a reciprocating motion to the
latter. Thus it will be noted that the
multiplication of scythe reciprocations
over the wheel revolutions is obtained
in two places : first between the wheels
I) and Cr, and next between the wheel H
and its pinion. All these wheels are cased in to prevent them from becoming clogged or entan-^led withNN, Fig. 63, is the iron frame swung by bearings upon the axle B, and carrying the^parts so
herbage,

far described J/ is a wrought-iron hinge-bar connecting the cutting-device to the frame N to which
It IS hmged beneath

;
while is a brace attached rigidly to J/, and hinged to the frame N at its other

end. The jomts of the hinges by which both J/ and O respectively are attached to the frame iV^are
parallel one with the other and also with the shaft /, an arrangement which permits of the cuttino--device
bemg raised and, lowered without the intervention of a double or universal joint. It is obvious that
the cutting-device (as we have termed that part of the machine which consists of the finoer-bar
scythe-bar, and the attachments at each end thereof) must be lifted out of the way when it is re-
qmred to pass over an obstruction, and for this purpose the lever Q and its attachments are provided.
Upon the draught-pole P is the ratchet casting shown in Fig. 68, and upon the projecting pin shown

therein fits the hole shown in the lever Q, illustrated in Fig. 69 ; the catch R engages and disengagesG (by operating the latch S) with the teeth of the ratchet shown in Fig. 68. To the eve shown
at i a chain is attached, the lower end of the chain being fast to the hinge-bar M in Ficr 63 so thatby operating the lever Q the bar M may be raised to the requisite height and detained there by the
catch R engaging with the ratchet. ^

We now come to the cutting-device, which consists essentially of a bar of iron, to which are fixedthe cutting-kmves, and which is termed the scythe; a bar to which are fixed the stationary cutters,and which is termed the finger-bar; a mechanical device at each end whereby to regulate the height

suiSL'S the l^round'

"' ''''^ '^''^''^ °^ permitting the scythe to lay in a plane parallel with the

In Fig. 70 is shown the scythe, the eye at A being that to which the rod K in Fig. 63 is attached,
so as to impart the reciprocating motion ; and in Fig.
71 (foreground) is shown the finger-bar, formed of
a series of fingers attached to a bar. These finn-crs
serve a fourfold purpose. They are stationary, and
have a slot which forms a guide, wherein the scythe
reciprocates, and is thus maintained in proper posi-
tion; the finger-points passing in advance of the knives into the herbage hold the same while it is be-ing cut, and they act as guards to protect the knives from becoming damaged by contact with stonesor other foreign substances, while at the same time they hold the lower or stationary knives.

fl^Jh if• l'''°l
-"^

scythe are held at each end by castings termed shoes, of which the one nearest
tne bar .W, m iig 6o, is called the inside, and the one at the other end the outside shoe. To these
shoes are attached the devices which, when adjusted, keep the guard-fingers the desired height fnom

2
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the ground. This is accomplished on the inside shoe of the wheel W, shown in Fig. &?>, which is ad-

justable for vertical height in a slot provided in the shoe, the wheel IT the vei'tical

height between the bottom of that wheel which runs upon the ground, and the guard-fingers, is dimin-

ished, and vice versa. The same result is attained on the outside shoe by adjusting the height of the

foot of the same from the iinger-bar.

In the outside shoes are also carried the track-clearers shown in Fig. 71, at the end of the bar.

These cause the herbage, when mown, to fall clear of that uncut, thus leaving a clear space between the

two. In addition, however, the inside shoe performs another and an important duty, as follows : The
cutting-device requires to cant or tilt to suit the conformation of the land beneath the guard-fingers,

and it follows that the connection between this device and the bar must be such that while the former
can follow the above conformation it can yet be lifted bodily to pass an obstruction. Those two ends

are attained as shown in Fig. 72, in which .4 is a section of the shoe, B is the end of the finger-bar

attached to the shoe, J/ is an edge-view of

the bar M shown in Fig. 63, C is the chain

to raise the same, and 6^ is a lug or gag.

Now, the distance allowed between the top

of the gag G and the underneath face of

the bar M is sufficient to permit the finger-

bar to lie at any angle necessary to suit the

slope of the land ; but when it is intended

to raise the same to pass an obstruction,

the following action takes place : The
weight of the cutter-bar is in the direction

of the arrow D ; hence, when the bar M is

raised (in the direction of the arrow E^ by
the chain C, the outside shoe remains upon
the ground until the top of the gag G con-

tacts with the face of the bar Jf, whereupon the whole cutting-device raises up to a height deter-

mined by the distance the lever M is moved.
The cutting-device or mowing-part of the machine is shown in Fig. Yl. The scythe-knives operate

laterally on the finger-guards and above the lower knives. A cutting-edge is given to the knives held

in the fingers by beveling oif the bottom-face edge, while the cutting-edge for the upper or scythe

knives is formed by beveling off the top face at the edges. For cutting grass or other green herb-

age, the edges of the knives are plain, but for cutting grain the knives are given a sickle-edge—that

is to say, the beveled face of the knife is serrated to form fine teeth. The sickle-edged knife will

not serve for grass-mowing, but is preferred for grain, because it retains its cutting-edge without grind-

ing, thus saving that labor.

When, however, the grain is to be cut sufficiently near the ground that the knives come into con-

tact with weeds or other green herbage, plain knives must be used, as sickle-knives would become

clogged. The cutting angle for scythe sections or knives is about 60°, and for sickle-edges about 40°

The variations in the construction of all mowmg-machines consist of mechanical devices and move-

Id
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ments, designed to effect the objects herein described. In the machine here illustrated, the mowing

is performed in front of the driving-wheels A A, while in others it is performed in a line with the

axle B, and in yet others still farther to the rear of the side. In some cases, also, the frame JV iV,

Fig. 63, is made to adjust out of the line of draught, so that the points of the finger-guards may depress

toward' or cant from the surface of the sward. In all mowing-machines the cutting-device is either

made to lift and stand vertical, or else to fold over to the frame of the mower, in order to be out of

the way during transportation from place to place.

73.

In Fig. IS is shown Wm. Anson Wood's mower, in which an internal gear-wheel, provided upon the

main wheel, drives the cutter-bar.

Reapers or harvesting-machines are used for cutting grain-crops. They either deliver the grain to

one side in gavels ready to bind into sheaves, or elevate the gavels upon a platform where two opera-

tors bind them into sheaves by hand. An attachment is often provided whereby the machine suc-

cessfully performs the binding of the sheaves automatically with wire before delivering them.

The essential parts of a reaper are : the cutting arrangement, similar in design to that of mowing-

machines (except that in many cases sickle-knives in place of plain knives are used) ; sweep or table

rakes to convey the grain to and from the machine ; and mechanical means to regulate the delivery of

the gavels, so that the size of the same shall be sufficient for binding even in spots or places upon the

land where the crop is very light. Many of these machines are constructed so that the various devices

for raking, sweeping, gathering, or delivering, may be detached, leaving the machine a simple mower.

The term " Harvester " originated in the Western States, and was applied to distinguish machines

which bound the grain from those which simply delivered it in gavels. In Figs. 74 and 75 is shown
the Champion mower and reaper, with the names of the various parts marked thereon. The reaping

part of the machine consists of the device above the large shoe, which is for operating the rake-arms

and the wooden framework, and its attachments whereon and whereby the grain is gathered and de-

livered in gavels. The chain-wheel is fast to the upright spindle, to which the rake-arms are pivoted

or hinged, and is driven by a chain passing ai'ound another chain-wheel attached to the main axle

74.
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of the machine. To the rake-arms are attached rollers running upon an inclined pathway termed a

cam. The plane of this pathway is arranged so as to lower the rake-arm to, and lift it from, the

75.

table, to rake the grain on to and off from the talDle—the rake-guide being provided to prevent the

rake from contact with the finger-bar.

The rake-arms may be permitted to sweep a gavel of grain from the table at each descent, or may
be made to carry the grain on to the table, and allow it to remain there until sufficient is accumulated

to form a gavel, when the rake may be allowed to sweep it off. The arrangement by means of which

this is accomplished is the switch shown in Fig. 75, operated by means of the treadle-ciank and trip-

chain shown in Fig. 74. The switch acts to raise the roller-path, lifting the rake-arm and rake before

it has time to rake the gavel from the table. When, however, sufficient grain has accumulated to

IWI/IIP-^
form a proper-sized gavel, the switch moves out of the way, and the rake sweeps the gavel from the

table ; and in this manner the size of the delivered gavel can be regulated by the operator.
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Mr. John Coleman, an English judge at the Centennial Exhibition, says, referring to this class of

machines, in his report to the English Government :
" A word or two as to table-rakes may not be out

of place, seeing that this form of reaper is unknown in England. The ordinary sweep-rake is replaced

by a jointed rake, which travels in a given orbit on the table or platform, being driven by universal-

joint-and-bevel gearings, the direction of travel being regulated by a cam screened from the grain by
a shield. The advantages claimed for this invention are reduction of draught and superior form of the

grain for binding. The rake, when uncontrolled, works continuously but can be arrested at any
point by a leverage from the driver's foot. This is a desirable feature, allowing of uniform sheaves

for a variable crop. The disadvantages appear to be that, as the rake compresses at the corner of

the table, there is some risk of shedding when over-ripe ; also, that the compact nature of the sheaf

interferes with the drying influence of sun and wind, so important when grain is cut in a green con-

dition ; and, lastly, the table-rake is not suitable for very heavy crops, especially if the straw is long."

In Fig. 76 is shown the Buckeye mower and reaper, with dropping attachment. In machines of

this class a revolving reel instead of sweep-rakes is employed, and the gavels are dropped in the rear

of the machine. The duty of the reel is to press the grain to the knives, and hold it while being cut

by the scythe. The dropper, as the slotted frame behind the cutter-bar is called, is raised at an angle

to collect the grain, and is lowered by hand to deposit the gavel.

The Walter A. Wood binder makes a bundle or sheaf to every ten feet, if allowed to work auto-

matically. The binder can be removed from the machine, and the grain bound by hand upon tables

T7-

attached for the purpose. The amount of duty claimed for a Walter A. Wood harvester with binding
attachment is, with fair grain on fair ground, from ten to fifteen acres per day.

In Figs. 77 and 78 is shown the

McCormick harvester with self-bind- 78.

ing attachment, the latter showing the

binding attachment detached.

The details of the McCormick sheaf-

binder are represented in Figs. 79-86.

The binding apparatus is fixed at

the side of the reaping machinery.

The grain as cut is delivered by an
endless band to the elevators, shown
in Fig. 79, by which it is raised and
delivered under the guard on to the
platform. Fig. 79 also shows the
general form of the binding - arms
and their position before inclosing a
sheaf. The standard carrying the
binding-arm has a reciprocating move-
ment imparted to it, by whicli it is

moved from the position shown in

Fig. 79 to the various other positions

shown successively in Figs. 80, 81, 82,

etc. To put the machine into work, the
wire from the upper spool is thread-

ed into the main arm, as shown, and
jointed to the wire from the lower spool brought up from under the twister, as shown in the upper
part of Fig. 85. The main arm may now be supposed to have moved to the position shown in Fig.

81, and is about to descend through the slot in the platform, and to take the position shown in Fig.

82, at which position the thumb /—seen also in other figures—has moved and passed the other part
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of the wire, or that from the upper spool, in between the teeth of the twister, so that the two parts

The standard now begins to return to theof the wire are between opposite teeth in the twister,
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position shown in Fig. 19, and in its rectilinear movement the teeth of two wheels shown in Fig.

86 engage in a rack by which they are revolved, and in their revolution they move the two steel

wheels which form the twister and the cutter, a differential movement being given to them by the

difference in the number of teeth in the main wheels, so that the twister-teeth gradually overlap after

several revolutions by one revolution of the main wheels. As seen in Fig. 82, the sheaf is inclosed,

both parts of the wire are in the twister-teeth, and the latter now begin to revolve.

Fig. 83 shows the position after the first twist, and Fig. 84 shows the twist completed, and the

wire cut off, the wheels having assumed the position shown in Fig. 86, and the standard having

nearly returned to the position of Fig. 79. Fig. 80 shows the position of both arms after the sheaf

is bound, but before it is released. Each successive sheaf passes the last one off the platform.

Now, it will have been seen that the wire has been joined by twisting both above and below the

twister, so that, though cut off in one place, the wire is by the join continuous from lower to upper

spool, as seen in Fig. 84. When the arm begins to rise again, the lower wire, as seen in Fig. 79, is

pulled to the position seen in the lower part of Fig. 85, and as the arm still rises, the wire is

pulled in between the twister-teeth, as shown by the light-dotted lines. Now it becomes necessary

to get the wire to the position shown in the dark-dotted lines, or to that shown in Fig. 81, and to

effect this the twister-wheels receive a half-revolution, obtained by the meeting of a projecting arm

and two studs on the main cog-wheels, during the latter part of the return-movement of the stand-

ard, which it will be seen carries all this mechanism. The projecting arm thus gives the wheels a

push farther round. The wire is now in the position shown in Figs. 79, 81, and 85, and the whole

is ready to recommence the binding operation.
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The following is a summary of the dynamometer tests of sheaf-binders made at the Royal Agri-

cultural Society in August, 187Y :

Width of cut, with lay
'• against lay
" average

Height of stubble
Side-Jraught, with lay

" against lay

Mean draught (in lbs.), with lay
' against lay
" average

Mean draught (in lbs), per inch width of cut,
|

with lay I

Mean draught (in lbs.), per inch width of cut,
i

against lay
!

Mean draught (In lbs.), per inch width of cut,

average
Mean speed in miles per hour
Width of knife

No. of sheaves cut

Name of Exhibitor in Order of Trial.

C. H. McConnick.

Total weight of sheaves

Mean weight of each sheaf

Foot-pounds of work per lb. of corn cut, or

height to which corn must be raised to re

resent work done in cutting and binding

or
I

v-y
it. \

58 in.

52 In.

55 in.

8 in.

8r> lb.

25 lb.

464
471
467.5

8 1b.

9.061b.

8.53 lb.

3.15
5 ft. 6 in.

17

265 lb.

15.6

423.5

Walter A. Wood,

60 in.

61 in.

65.5 in.

Bin.
151b.
251b.
468
460
464

93.61b.

7.54 1b.

8.45 lb.

8.00
4 ft.

21

371 lb.

17.7

420.7

D. M. Osborne & Co.

55.2 in.

62 in.

58. 6 in.

7 in.

85 lb.

37.5
480
413
452

8.851b.

6.751b.

7.81b.
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bearings ; hence to alter the distance at which the forks approach the surface it is necessary only to

change the position of the fork-carrying frame with relation to the draught-frame. This is accom-

plished by the lever shown above the driver's seat. The motion of the forks is closely similar to

that performed by hand in tossing the hay. English machines usually have two separately-rotating

frames carrying forks, each fork occupying
90. one-half of the width between the wheels.

The direction of motion of the forks may
be reversed, so that, after the hay has been

strewed in the usual way, it may be thrown

backward. A machine of this class is shown

in Fig. 90.

Fig. 91 represents an American hay-ted-

der having revolving forks. The fork-shaft

is revolved by multiplying gear from the

wheel-axle. It is furnished with sixteen

forks, attached to a light reel in such a man-

ner that they revolve "rapidly, with a rotary,

continuous, and uniform motion. It never

clogs, may be easily backed, and readily

passes over ordinary obstructions, without any attention on the part of the driver.

Hay-tedders should be used on the meadow about three times a day, which will enable the farmer
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to cut his crop in the morning, and draw it in the same day
;
giving him, also, more uniformly dried

and better hay.

Horse hmi-rakes gather the hay preparatory to its removal from the meadows. That repre-

sented iu Fig. 92 may be used without lifting the rake or stopping the horse. It has a double row

of teeth, pointing each way, which are brought alternately into use as the rake makes a semi-revolu-

tion at each forming windrow, in its onward progress. They are kept flat upon the ground by the

pressure of the square frame on their points, beneath the handles ; but, as soon as a load of hay

has collected, the handles are slightly raised, throwing this frame backward off the points, and rais-

ing them enough for the forward row to catch the earth. The continued motion of the horse causes

the teeth to rise and revolve, throwing the backward teeth foremost, over the windrow. In this

way each set of teeth is alternately brought into operation.

An improved form of rake is represented iu Fig. 93. It is arranged with a sulky, so that the

operator can ride. The spring-teeth gather the hay and retain it until the driver, by pulling the

vertical lever, lifts the teeth and discharges it. The horizontal bars projecting through the teeth

keep the hay from rising with them, thus insuring its complete discharge. Fig. 94 shows another

form of spring-tooth rake, the teeth of which are made of stiff, elastic wire, on the points of which

94.

the rake runs ; they bend in passing an obstruction, and spring back into their place again. The
rake is unloaded by simply lifting by the lower handles, the upper ones being intended for holding

and guiding ; the rake is light, and about one-half the weight sustained by the horse.

Hai/siveeps are essentially large, stout, coarse rakes, with teeth projecting both ways, like those

of a common revolver ; a horse is attached to each end, and a boy rides each horse. A horse passes

along each side of the windrow, and the two thus draw this rake after them, scooping up the hay as

they go. When 500 lbs. or more are collected, they draw it at once to the stack or barn, and the

horses turning about at each end, causing the gates to make half a circle, draw the teeth backward

9G.

95.

from the heap of hay, and go empty for another load—the teeth on opposite sides being thus used
alternately. In Fig. 95 the apparatus is shown separate, and in Fig. 96 in operation.

97. 98.
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Hay-loading machines lift the hay upon vehicles. The Douglas machine, shown in Fig. 97, consists

of a frame hinged to the rear of the wagon, and suspended by chains, by which it can be raised and

lowered at will. Upon the hinged frame stands an upright frame, carrying rollers at its top and bot-

tom. Around the rollers pass leather belts, armed with steel spurs, which pick up the hay as the

wagon passes over it. The lower rollers are rotated by chain-gear from the rear axle of the wagon.

Horse haij-forks are also used to facilitate the loading and unloading of hay. Fig. 98 shows Glad-

ding's fork," in which a hinge-joint is placed at the connection of the head and handle, so that at any

moment, by a Jerk on the cord which passes through a bore in the handle, the fork is dropped, and

the load allowed to fall on the stack or wagon, as shown in the lower figure. Another form of fork

adapted for lifting hay into barn-win-

99. 100. dows, etc., is represented in Fig. 99, in

which the mode of operation is plainly

shown.
A double hay-fork is represented in

Fig. 100, and another in Fig. 101, which

consists of two three-pronged forks con-

nected by a hinge. Fig. 102 shows a

simple clamp for attaching this fork to

a beam. It is raised and lowered by the

double ropes passing over two iixod pul-

leys and the one on the elevator—the

horse moving twice as fast as the load is

raised.

For pitching hay, or any material

which hangs well together, harpoon-

forks work most rapidly, but they are obviously not suited for short straw.

Walker's harpoon is a straight bar of metal, appearing almost as simple as a crowbar (Fig 103).

Its point is driven into the hay as far as desired, when a movement at the handle is made, which

turns up the point at right an-

101. gles (Fig. 104), enabling it to

lift a large quantity of hay.

A modification has spurs,

which are thrown out on op-

posite sides. The combined

fork and knife invented by

Kniffen and Harrington is an

excellent hay-knife when fold-

ed, as shown in Fig. 106, and

an efficient elevator when
opened, as shown in Fig. 105.

At a trial in Auburn, New
York, this fork discharged a

load of hay weighing 2,300

pounds, over a beam, in two

minutes.

Fig. lOY represents a hay-

stacker, which first elevates

the hay, and then swings it

around over the stack, dropping it where desired. The horizontal motion of the

crane is effected as follows : Two ropes are attached to the whippletree ; one, a

strong one, to elevate the hay, running on the pulleys at B, C, and D ; and the

other, a smaller one, passing the swivel-pulley at A, on the end of the lever B, ex-

tending from the foot of the upright shaft. This cord then passes up and over a

pulley above the weight E. The weight is about four pounds, and is attached to

the end of the smaller cord. At the same time that the horse, in drawing, ele-

vates the fork with its load of hay, the weight E is raised until it strikes the pulley, when the power

of the horse becomes applied to the end of the level B, causing it to revolve, and swing the hay over

the stack. As the horse backs, the wei2;ht drops again to the ground, taking up the slack rope

from under the horse's feet, and the weight of the fork causes the arm of the derrick to revolve

back over the load. The intended height for raising the hay, before swinging, is regulated by

lengthening or shortening the smaller cord, as the arm will not revolve until the weight strikes the

pulley under the head-block.

5. Implcmenis for prepnrinq Crops.

Thras/iinc, - Machine.—Thrkshm^ and cleaning machine. Thrashing and separatmg machme.

Thrashing and winnowing machine. All the above terms are applied to the same class of implement.

The operation of simply'thrashing is rarely resorted to, since the additional parts necessary to perform

the winnowing add but very little to the cost, while increasing vastly the utility of the machme. The

term cleaning, as applied to thrashing machines, is synonymous with the term winnowing. The term

scparatinfr, however, is applied to such processes as separate the grain from the straw, and all such

other purifvinc and assorting as cannot be performed by the simplest process of winnowing. Hence

processes which separate the grain into divisions of equal gravity' are separating processes, while

those intended simply to remove matter foreign to the grain itself are termed cleaning processes.

The first and simplest processes of cleaning "^and separating only are performed in the thrashing
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machine—the further cleaning, polishing, and separating processes being done by the miller. See
Mills.

105.

In Fig. 108 is represented a sectional view of an excellent thrashing and cleaning; machine, the de-

sign of Minard Harder, of Cobleskill, New York. In this machine the grain is fed into the machine as

denoted by the arrow marked 1, the thrashing operation being performed conjointly by the roller A
and the concave ; thence it passes to the separator C, which allows the loose grain to fall through, while

the straw passes along, finding exit as denoted by the arrow 2. The grain and chaff passing through the

108.

109.

separator fall into a trough and thence to three sieves marked respectively B, E, and F. G \b a. re-

volving fan which forces a current of air between the sieves, the grain falling through while the chaff
and dust are carried away with the air-current produced by the fan. The revolving'cylinder A is pro-
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vided with a series of spikes arranged spirally in rows around its circumference. The concave is a

bar standing parallel with the axis of the cylinder A, and contains stationary spikes, and in the pas-

sage of the straw through these spikes the thrashing is performed. The spikes beat the grain-ears,

loosening the grain therefrom. The rotary motion of the cylinder A throws the grain and straw to

the separator C, and to maintain an even feed of the same to the separator the beater H is provided,

consisting of a revolving shaft carrying three wings. This serves also to prevent the grain-straw from

being thrown by the cylinder A too far forward upon the separator C. In the rear of the beater or

feeder, and equalizer, as it may be more properly termed, is hinged a light board marked /, whose

duty is to force the straw lightly down, and prevent its being thrown too far forward by the beater.

The separating device is shown in Fig. 109, in which K K K K K are perforated boards between

each of which are situated the blades c. These perforated boards and the blades are operated recipro-

cally, the motion of the boards being in a direction opposite to that of the blades c ; the motions arc

slightly vertical as well as lateral, so that during the reciprocating movement the blades rise and fall

through the separator-boards. When the motion of the blades is toward the arrow 2, in Fig. 108, the

blades lift, thus carrying the straw toward that end of the machine. The blades / are not level

upon their upper edges, but are serrated with teeth similar to saw-teeth, the front of the teeth facing

the rear of the machine so as to hold the straw on the one stroke, and allow it to pass over the slop-

ing back of the teeth during the backward motion. In addition to this, the upper edge of the blades

has a wave-like form, and the highest part of one blade is opposite laterally to the lowest part of the

next one, so that they impart to the straw a combined zigzag, vertical, and horizontal movement tow-

ard the arrow marked 2, affording ample disturbance to the straw to insure the falling of the grain

therefrom. The double crank denoted by L is employed to operate the rod J/, which is attached to the

separator, and also the rod N attached to the trough 0. The separator and the trough are suspended

by links. By suitable construction, while a reciprocating movement is given to the separator in nearly

an horizontal plane, the blades are made to receive, in addition to this horizontal movement, simultane-

ously with the separator, a vertical movement (up and down) at nearly right angles in relation to the

separator. The grain after falling through the separator to the reciprocating trough traverses by

reason of the motion of the trough and its own gravity to the end F, and thence falls to the delivery-

board Q. Upon the end of the board Q is a row of forks /, whose duty is to prevent foreign sub-

stances from falling in a body upon the first sieve Z',wluch is termed the chaffing-sieve. The middle

sieve E carries the operation of cleaning still further. The sieve I) is coarsest, and has its square

meshes of the same size for all kinds of grain, while the mesh of the middle sieve is varied in the

size and shape of its mesh to suit the grain. For buckwheat and barley a square mesh, and for

wheat, rye, and oats, a mesh longer than it is wide, are employed. The lower screen i^has more slant

than the others, in order to separate seeds and small grain. The cleaned grain falls from the sieves

into the grain-spout, and the screenings into the screening-drawer at V^ while the chaff and dust pass

out with the air-current as shown by the arrow 3. The capacity of this machine, as determined by a

test in Auburn, New York, in 1866, is 250 bundles of wheat-straw, producing 11 bushels of very

clean wheat, thrashed in 40 minutes.

In Figs. 110 and 111 are represented an English thrashing-machine. Fig. 110 is a side elevation,

showing the framing, stiffened around the edges, and at intervals in the length, by plates. It also

110.

shows the arrangement of the pulleys for driving the drum, shakers, fan, etc. The other view is of

a lono-itudinal section through the centre of the machine, and shows clearly the arrangement of drum,

shakers, shoes, barley-awners, and fan. The engravings explain the arrangement of the machine

thoroudily, and we need not, therefore, attempt any detailed description, but confine ourselves to the

speciarfeatures of this machine, other than the iron framework mentioned above. The drum-spindle

is of steel, and the rings placed upon it are slotted out, as shown in Fig. Ill, to receive a number ot

iron bars, to which the beater-plates are attached, this arrangement being found preferable to intro-

ducin"- wood beneath the beaters. The concave at the back of the drum is entirely of wrought-iron.
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The shakers consist of four boxes, the straw-platforms being arranged as shown. They are actuated

by two crank-shafts, one at each end, connected with the shakers by brackets. The cranks are pro-

vided with long bearings, and a collar at each end, over which the top bearing-block overlaps, to keep
out the dirt. The reciprocating dressing-shoes are hung on spring rods, as shown, and are worked by
a crank-shaft similar to those for the shakers. The whole of the blast employed in the machine is

taken from one fan, shown in Fig. Ill, one part being taken under the riddle of the main dressing-

shoe, and the other thrown upward to act on the corn as it passes from the cleaner to the screen.

111.

The elevators are entirely within the machine, and lift the grain from the reservoir. It will be noted
that the main difference between the English and American machines consists in that, in the former,
revolving flails are employed instead of a spiked roller and concave. In England, however, the straw
is used for thatching barns and stacks, so that it is desirable that it should leave the machine un-
broken. This object is better served with the revolving flails than with the sjjiked rollers.

Figs. 112 to 11-1 represent Berdsell's improved machine for thrashing and hulling clover. The

112.

thrashing-cylinder D has four rows of wedge-shaped teeth set spirally on its surface, as shown in Fig.

112, which take the clover-stalks from the seed-board A, and carry them up as indicated by the arrow

under the concave /, which is provided with three rows of teeth. As the teeth in the concave are
only half as far apart as the teeth in the cylinder, the latter are so arranged as to pass alternately
through the spaces between the teeth in the concave.'
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The vibrating-board E conducts the thrashed clover on to the upper bolt B, which is made of thin

boards, perforated with holes one and one-eighth inch in diameter ; and in the same frame is a screen

114.

TW
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B\ with holes three-fourths of an inch in diameter. When the screen moves toward the thrashing-

cylinder, it descends and slips forward under the straw, and rises as it moves back, carrying the straw

from the thrashing-cylinder, and it passes off at the end of the screen, while the bolls and seed pass

through the screen on the table T. A belt of slats, h b, carries the bolls and seed off of the table
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T on to the inclined feed-board P, which conducts them on to the hulling-cylinder L. The shaft of

this cylinder may be provided with a pulley or gear to turn it and operate the machine, as the pulley

1 on tins shaft is connected by belt to pulley 2 on the thrashing-cylinder. The cylinder L is covered with

iron roughened like a rasp, and case-hardened. It is provided with a concave of iron, having a rasp-

surface similar to that of the cylinder X, and the bolls and seed fed to the cylinder off the board P
are carried up as indicated by the arrow, and over between the cylinder and concave which separates

the bolls from the seed, both falling to the board M' . They are then carried by the belt of slats, h b,

to the screens of woven wire Q Q, to the shoe O, which screens and separates the hulls from the

seed, the latter passing through the screens, while the hulls pass off at the end of the screen.

The case J^' around the fan compels the blast to pass between the end of the board J/ and the

screen, so as to pass among the seed ; and the blast also passes between the screens and under the

lower screen, thus mingling with the falling seed. The screens B traverse so fast that they slip forward

under the straw as they descend, and, as they rise and move back, they lift the straw ami carry it

back. This operation being continued, the straw passes off at the rear end of the screens.

A bran-separator is illustrated in Figs. 115 to 117. Fig. 115 is a sectional view, and Fig. 117 a sec-

tional plan, with the top parts removed, in order more plainly to show the parts represented in Fig.

116. A is the shaft ; Ji, the cylinder ; C, the inner revolving shell ; and D, the outer or stationary

shell. The cylinder is made by framing staves of the form and in the position represented at 1, 2,

3, etc.. Fig. 117, into corresponding cast-heads ; the staves thus forming the longitudinal and work-

ing surface, and which may be covered with any kind of material that will make it rough and durable.

Air is let into the cylinder at the lower end, through holes around the centre, and spaces between the

staves emit it to carry the flour and other stuffs through the several qualities of wire-cloth with which
the inner surface of the revolving shell is covered. The cylinder is driven by a belt and pulleys, as

is represented at the bottom of Fig. 116. The inner surface of the revolving shell is covered with

the above-named wire-cloth. Thus, the space between the top and the beveled dividing ring J^, Fig.

116, is covered with a quality that will let through little else but pure flour, which falls, and by the

dividing ring is conducted into an endless trough /, attached to the inner and sheet-iron or zinc-lined

surface of the stationary shell, and by the sweepers i^,

attached to the revolving shell, is brought around and
discharged at the spout G. The space between the di-

viding rings ii' and H is covered witli a quality that will

discharge an inferior quality to the above, which falls, as

above, into the endless trough J, and by the sweepers K
is brought around and discharged at the spout L. The
space between the dividing rings If and 31 is covered

with a quality that will take out the fine particles of the

bran, called dusting, which falls, as above, into the end-

less trough j\', and by the sweepers is discharged at

the spout P. The space between the dividing ring J/
and the bottom is covered with a quality that will sepa-

rate the shorts from the bran, the shorts falling to the

bottom, or into the endless trough i?, and by the sweepers
S is discharged at the spout T, the bran passing down
the inside of the revolving shell, and by the arms U of

its cast-head is swept around to and discharged at the spout V.

combination of gear-wheels.

Fanning-mills or winnowing-machines clean coffee, grain, etc., from chaff, dirt, and other light impuri-

118.

The revolving shell is driven by a

ties. The apparatus shown in Fig. 118 is designed for hand-use. Multiplying gear is placed be-
tween the crank-handle and bar shown. The sieves are vibrated by means of acrank disk-rod and bell-
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crank. The grain is fed in at the top, and passes througli the sieves, the uppermost of which is coarse,

while the lower ones are of varying degrees of fineness, the object being to distribute the fanning

duty, by arresting the motion of the grain, so that the coarser impurities pass out between the up-

per and the finer ones between the lower sieves.

6. Miscellaneous Agricullural hnplemenh.—Of these there is a large number variously adapted to

special uses. As a representative of a very important class, we introduce Fig. 119, which is a ditcher,

designed by ex-Governor Randolph, of New Jersey. In this machine the flange-wheel A cuts the

ground upon each side ready for the cutter to slice out the soil, which is elevated and delivered

.

at the side of the machine at Z. The screw-gearing serves to regulate the depth, etc., of the trench.

This machine has dug a ditch 1,000 feet long, 2 feet deep, and 5 inches wide, in one hour, the soil

being heavy muck and blue clay.

120. 122.

121.

Feed-cidlers are employed to cut feed for cattle. Fig. 120 is an apparatus having a simple lever

carrying a knife. To the end of the trough is attached a stationary blade. The fodder is fed through

the trough by hand between the knives. Fig. 121 shows a geared stalk and straw cutter, having

self-feeding spiked rollers. It has two revolving knives and a fixed knife. The apparatus shown in

Fig. 122 has spiral knives, above which is a roller composed of disks of raw-hide closely compressed
upon a mandrel. Between the roller and knives the material passes. Fig. 123 represents a machine

124. 125.

for mixing corn and cobs for feed. It is driven by power, the operation being performed by the re-

volving hooked teeth. The speed should be about 600 revolutions per minute. Fig. 124 is a machine
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for cutting vegetables for fodder. The cutting-wheel is made of cast-iron, through which are inserted
three knives similar to plane-irons

; these cut the vegetables into thin slices with great rapidity, and
the cross-knives operate to cut and break them into irregular pieces of convenient form and size for
cattle or sheep.

Cornshcllers remove the grain of Indian-corn or maize from the cob. The general principle fol-

lowed is that of scratching off the corn by means of short spike projections upon a cylindrical or
flat surface. The operation of the apparatus shown in Fig. 125 is evident. In the machine shown
in Fig. 126 the spiked teeth are arranged radially upon a rotating disk, the cobs being fed singly, and
presented lengthwise to the face of the disk.

Cider-JliUs.—These usually consist of a grin ding-mill and a press, for crushing apples and ex-
pressing the juice. The apples are placed in the hopper, as shown, and the pulp, after grinding, is

placed in the press (Fig. 127).

Incubators.—The essential elements involved in hatching eggs by artificial means are that the eggs
shall be kept for 21 days at a temperature of about 102° Fahr., and that in no case shall that tem-
perature fall below 100" or rise above 106°, while the eggs should be carefully turned over once in
every 24 hours.

12T.

123.
129.

In Fig. 128 is shown a simple form of this apparatus known as Corbett's incubator, which con-
sists of a cylindrical wooden box, in which are placed two sieves containing the eggs. During the
process of hatching, the box is buried to its upper edge in horse-manure, which must, however, be the
product of grain-fed (not grass-fed) horses, and must not be over two months old. The ventilator
shown at the top is opened to reduce the temperature as desired. After the eggs are hatched the
chicks are removed to what is termed the " artificial mother," shown in Fig. 129. This is a box
exactly the same as the incubator, but provided with an horizontal disk, covered on the underside with
a piece of sheep-skin from a long-wool sheep, and arranged to be moved up and down by a screw.
The manure is heaped partly around the box, to provide the needed warmth ; the door is let down for
a pathway in and out for the chicks (see Fig. 129), and in this they are placed as soon as ready to be
removed from the incubator. After having been fed a few times, the chicks will learn to come out
from beneath the wool to feed when the platform is tapped.

Cow-Milker.—An apparatus for milking cows is shown in Fig. 130. It consists of a glass receiver,
having a cover which may be closed air-tight. Through this cover extend four rubber tubes, which ter-

minate in metal tubes attached to the teats. Air is ex-
hausted from the receiver by the pump shown, and the

^^^'
,

milk thus drawn down. The device may be suspended by
the hooks on a strap over the cow's back. J. R.
AIR-COMPRESSORS. Machines for compressing air,

which is afterward to be used in suitable engines as a
motor, or through its expansion as a means of reducing
the temperature of adjacent bodies, or as a blast for
forges, etc. The machines performing the last-men-

tioned duty are known as Blowing engines and blowers.

The name "blower" is more commonly applied to ro-

tary machines, either force, blast, or fan, and " blow-
ing engine " to piston apparatus. The former, having
a wide range of uses, are separately treated under Blow-
ers. For mechanical applications of compressed air,

see Brakes, Caissons, Diving, Foundations, Hammer,
Locomotive, Railroad, Refrigerating Machinery, and
Telegraph. For theoretical considerations, see Steam.

Apparatus for compressing air includes, first, a mo-
tor ; second, a machine wherein the air is compressed.
Compressors may be classified as follows: 1. AVith re-

gard to air-pressure generated. Low -jyrcssure com-
pressors are those in which air is compressed to a
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pressure not exceeding 2 absolute atmospheres—that is to say, to less than one effective atmosphere.

Medium-pres&ure coinjjrcssors are those in which the pressure attained is compressed between 2 and

4 absolute atmospheres, or between 1 and 3 effective atmospheres. High-pressure compressors are

those in which the air is compressed to between 4 and 8 absolute atmospheres—that is to say, below

2 effective atmospheres. Ve^'y kigh-pressure compressors are those in which the air is compressed to

pressures above 8 absolute atmospheres.

2. With regard to volume furnished at a given pressure, each one of the foregoing classes may be

divided into low-duty and higli-duty machines. Each of these subdivisions may be again divided into

piston-coinpressors, the primitive type of which is the blast-machine of blast-furnaces, in which the air

contained in a cylinder is brought to the desired pressure by means of a piston which gradually

decreases the volume of the cylinder to that which corresponds to the pressure desired ; and compres-

sors without pistons, the primitive type of which is the trompe or water-bellows of Catalan forges, and

which includes all other machines not coming under the piston-compressor class.

In piston-compressors the piston may act on the air either directly or by the intermediary of water,

which serves as packing. Hydraulic piston-compressors, as the last-mentioned class may be termed,

may be again divided in accordance with the means used for cooling the air and the cylinder. As
each class above mentioned will be considered in turn, for the convenience of the reader the various

groupings are recapitulated as follows in their proper connection

:

I. Low-Presscre Compressors.

A. Loiv-dutg Machines.

B. High-duty Machines.

1. Exhausting and compressing apparatus for sugar-works.

2. Blowing-engines for blast-furnaces, which include («) walking-beam engines, {h) horizontal

engines, (c) vertical engines.

3. Compressing and exhausting machines for pneumatic telegraphs.

C. Compressors vithoiit Fisio7is, which include

—

1. Water-machines. 2. Stcam-machincs.

II. Medicm-Presscre Compressors.

A. Loio-duty Machines.

1. Forcing-pumps, for diving-apparatus.

2. Compressors for compressed-air wells.

'3. Compressors for pneumatic foundations and caissons.

B. High-duty Machines.
131. 1. Blast-engines for Bessemer converters.

III. High-Pressure Compressors.

A. Low-duty 2Iachines.

1. Piston-compressors acting directly on the air to be
compressed.

2. Hydraulic piston-compressors.

B. High-didy Machines.

1. Compressors in which there is no refrigeration,

2. Compressors in which the refrigeratory apparatus is

purely exterior, and is a water-envelope, or a jacket

in which there is water in circulation.

3. Compressors in which refrigeration is effected by
water maintained on the piston.

4. Compressors wherein refrigeration is received by
water introduced at the periphery of the compress-

ing piston.

5. Compressors wherein refrigeration is effected by in-

jection of water in the compressory cylinder.

6. Compressors wherein refrigeration is effected by in-

jection of water in spray in the compressing cylin-

der, and by circulation of water in a jacket about

the same, and also within the piston.

7. Hydraulic piston-compressors.

8. Impact compressors.

IV. Vert High-Pressure Compressors,

A. Low-duty Machines.

1. Compressors having pistons acting directly on the

air to be compressed.

2. Hydraulic piston-compressors.

B. High-duty machines subdivided in the same manner.

I. Low-Pressure Compressors. A. Loiv-dtcty Appara-
tus.—This class includes hand and forge bellows ; also,

forcing-pumps for supplying air to respiratory apparatus used by firemen, etc. The Fayal pump.

Fig. 131, consists of a leather bellows, fixed between heads, in which are inlet and delivery valves.

In the centre of the bellows is a piston of wood, connected by a split connecting-rod with the crank-
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shaft and wheel. The air is driven into a sheet-iron reservoir in the lower portion of the machine,

which communicates with the delivery-valvc, and by a lateral tube with the air-conduit. This appa-

ratus furnishes air uuder pressure of from 11.7 to 15.6 inches of water, and this excess of pressure

of from .04 to .03 atmosphere is sufficient to supply fresh air to five or six miners with their lamps

at a distance of some 300 feet from the compressor.
, , , . i

B High-duty Apparatus. 1. Mac/tines for Su(/ar-Works.—Fig. 132 represents the blowing and

exhaustinn- machine used in the large German sugar-works for injecting carbonic acid into the

defecatin^ apparatus. The air-cylinder is in line with the steam-cylinder, the piston-rods being

182.

connected and guided as shown. The diameter of the air-piston varies according to the power

of the machine from 17.5 to 31.2 inches, the stroke generally being equal to the diameter. The

revolutions vary from 35 to GO per minute. The valve-mechanism is clearly shown in the en-

one attached to the con-

133.

°
2. Mast-Furnace Blowincj-Engi7ies.—[a) Walking-beam Machines. Fig. 133 shows the dispo-

sition of the machine used at Ebbw Vale, Wales. This engine, owing to its size, is probably the

most powerful of its class extant. The dimensions are as follows : Motor, diameter of steam-piston, 71.5

inches ; stroke, 142.7 inches ; length of walldng-beam, 35 feet 7 inches ; fly-wheel, diameter, 30 feet 7

inches ; weight, 85 tons ; air-cylinder, diameter of piston, 142.7 inches ; area of same, 112 square feet

86 square inches ; stroke, 142.7 inches ; volume of cylinder, 1,358 cubic feet 818 cubic inches ;
revolutions

per minute, 16 ; velocity of piston per second, 6 feet 4 inches ; theoretic volume generated per minute,

43,496 cubic feet; absolute pressure of blast, 1.3 atmosphere; volume of air theoretically furnished

at this pressure, 33,458 cubic feet. (6) Ilorizontal Machines. Fig. 134 represents the blowing-engine

at Georgs-Marien Hiitte, near Osnabriick. The steam-piston has two rods

necting-rod of the crank-shaft and fly-wheel,

the other communicating with the air-pump

piston. The principal dimensions, etc., are

as follows: Absolute air-pressure, 1.33 at-

mosphere ; volume of air furnished at this

pressure, 15,421 cubic feet. Motor: Diam-

eter of steam-piston, 4 feet 4 inches ; stroke,

85 inches, cut-off at § stroke. Diameter of

fly-wheel, 30 feet 4 inches. Weight, 28

tons. Normal steam pressure, 4.5 atmos-

pheres. Air-cylinder : Diameter of piston,

9 feet ; stroke,' 85 inches ; useful volume of

cylinder, 487 cubic feet ; revolutions per

minute, 21 ; theoretic volume generated per

minute, 20,516 cubic feet. As will be seen

from Fig. 135, the air-valves are disposed on

the cylinder-heads. The inlet-valves, seven

in number, are placed in three vertical lines

in the upper half of the heads, and are of

iron, with leather packing. Their mode of

support by articulated rods is clearly shown.

The total opening is .19 the piston-surface.

The delivery-valves, 16 in number, are placed

in six vertical lines, and are formed of leaves

of rubber fixed at one side. Their total
.

opening is .156 that of the piston-surface. The piston is hollowed, (c) Vertical Blowing-Engines.

Fig. 136 represents a type of compressor employed in many localities in Pennsylvania. The inlet-

valves arc placed in the extremities of the cylinders, and are provided with springs so as to insure

their rapid closing. The delivery-valves are of leather. The cylinder is surrounded by an annular

chamber. The dimensions, etc., are as follows: Absolute air-pressure, 1.3 atmosphere. Volume of

air at the pressure, 11,804 cubic feet. Motor: Diameter of steam-piston, 43 inches; stroke, 47.1

inches ; two fly-wheels of 20 feet 4 inches diameter. Air-cylinder : Diameter of piston, 83 inches
;

stroke, 46.8 inches; useful volume of cylinder, 151 cubic feet; revolutions per minute, 60; volume

generated per minute, 15,345 cubic feet.
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3. Compressors for Pneumatic Telegraphs.—These machines are used in large cities for producing

the pressure or vacuum for impelling packets through underground systems of pneumatic tubes (see

135.

Pneumatic Telegraphy, in Telegraph). Fig. 13V represents the machine used in the Post-Office, Lon-

don, England. The walking-beam is connected with two compressing cylinders, also to steam-cylin-
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ders built on the compound system, and to the fly-wheel. The absolute pressure of the compressed

air is 1.1 atmosphere, and the corresponding volume of air furnished is 588 cubic feet when cylin-

ders are single-acting ; when double-acting, twice this total. The dimensions are as follows : Motor :

Diameter of small piston, l&.l inches ; large piston, 24.9 inches; stroke of small piston, 48.7 inches;

of large piston, 65.1 inches. Cut-off at ^ stroke; condensing; steam-pressure, 75 lbs. Air-cylin-

ders: Diameter of air-piston, 34.7 inches; stroke, 35.5 inches; useful volume of cylinder, 20 cubic

feet 22 cubic inches ; revolutions per minute, 25 ; volume generated per minute, one cylinder, 998

cubic feet ; two cylinders, 1,996 cubic feet. The cylinders are made as shown in Fig. 137, so as to be

both exhausting and compressing, or cither exhausting or compressing. To this end the valves

are placed in chambers on each side of the cylinder, as shown. The inlet-valves are on the left,

the delivery-valves on the right. The two upper ones communicate with the atmosphere; the lower

pair communicate, one with the receiver to be exhausted, the other with the compressed-air resei'voir.

It will readily be seen how, by suitable adjustment of these valves, the apparatus may be made to

act in the different ways above described. The total valve openings aggregate air-area .0087 that of

the piston-surface.

C. Compressoi-s tvithout Pistons. 1. Wa(cr-Appa7riius.—Of this variety they are two types, that in

which the compression is produced only by the progressive reduction of the volume occupied by the

air in a reservoir in which water is admitted ; and that in which the compression is produced by the

entrainment of the air by means of a liquid vein escaping under a given pressure. The first may be

termed: (1.) Simple Displacement Apparatus. Machines of this description are used in some of the

pneumatic-dispatch stations of Paris. An example is given in Fig. 138. The machine consists of a

water-reservoir 5 feet 2 inches in diameter,

12 feet 2 inches in length, and 64.7 cubic ^^®-

feet in capacity, and two air-chambers, 208
cubic feet volume. One tube connects the

reservoir with the city water-mains, anoth-

er serves for emptying the reservoir, and

a third on the upper portion of the latter

communicates with the air-chambers. The
air-chambers are connected as shown, and

from one a tube leads directly to the

pneumatic conduit. If the three recep-

tacles be filled with air, and placed in

communication with one another, but shut

off from the pneumatic pipe, water enter-

ing the reservoir at a pressure of about

35 feet drives out the air, and compresses it in the two chambers. When the reservoir is filled, the

air is reduced from a volume of 663 cubic feet to one of 416 cubic feet, and the pressure amounts to

1.59 absolute atmosphere. (2.) Entrainment Apparatus. To this class belongs the well-known

water-bellows or trompc of the Catalan forges. An improved device on the same principle has been

invented by M. Romilly, and is illustrated in Fig. 139. This apparatus is formed of a conical tube

«, having a valve S, which prevents the air escaping from the reservoir to which the tube is attached.

Water is'lcd in the compressing reservoir through an ajutage 0, in the form of a liquid vein at a given

pressure which entrains air with it, and so effects compression of the latter in the reservoir V.

The reservoir is 282.4 cubic feet in capacity, and M. Romilly has determined that with water at 35

feet pressure a quantity of air can be introduced equal to .465 of the volume of the water employed

raising the air-pressure to 1.6 atmosphere.

2. JSteam Apparatus. Injectors. (See also same general headmg.)—Mr. Siemens has investigated

the application of the steam-injector to the propulsion of gases, and he has constructed an injector

which, with steam at 45 lbs. pressure, produces a vacuum of 23.7 inches of mercury. Fig. 140 is

140.

189.

a section of the apparatus. The injection-pipe is slightly conical in form, maintaining the conver-

gences of the concentric air and steam jets toward the axis of the tube on a length compressed be-

tween twelve and twenty times the breadth of the annular air-induction aperture. The object of this

convern-ence is to secure complete mingUng of steam and air. Mr. Siemens has applied this apparatus

to the production of a vacuum in 21,369 feet of pneumatic-dispatch tubes in London. Three injectors
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maintained in pipes of the above lengtli and 2.9 inches in diameter a vacuum of 9.8 inches of mercury,

with steam at a pressure of 29 lbs. per square inch, and a consumption of coal of about 56 lbs. per hour.

The same apparatus has been used for blast in

141. the Siemens furnace and in sugar-works. It

cannot be practically. employed as a rule to ef-

fect compressions over 25.5 inches of mercury.

3. Apparatus has been produced wherein
compressed air itself has entrained the sur-

rounding atmosphere. Experiment on this sub-

ject has not resulted in the invention of any
practicable machine based thereon.

II. Medium-Presscee Compressors. A. Low-
duty Apparahis.— 1. Fig. 141 represents a com-
pressor of the Sommeiller type designed for

low duty. The piston-plunger moves in an
horizontal pump-body, while the valves are

placed in a vertical chamber connecting with

the pump-cylinder. This column is filled with

water, so that when the piston is at the end

of its stroke the water covers the valve above.

As at each impulsion a portion of the water is

entrained by the compressed air, there is placed

around the chamber a water-jacket into which

a stream of water constantly enters, the liquid

passing through the valve into the compressor at each aspiration. The dimensions, etc., are as fol-

lows : Absolute pressure of air, .5 atmosphere ; volume of air furnished per minute, 278 cubic feet.

Motor of any type : Compressor single-acting

;

diameter of compressing piston, 5.8 inches

;

stroke, same ; useful volume of cylinder, 91 cu-

bic feet; revolutions per minute, 15 ; theoretic

volume generated by the piston at this velocity,

1,403 cubic feet.

2. Comp'cssors for supplying Air under

Pressure in Wells.—Fig. 142 is a double-acting

compressor used in sinking wells near Liege,

Belgium. It is driven by a vertical engine, as

shown. The aspiration-valves are fixed on the

upper half of each head of the air-cylinder and

open directly into the atmosphere. The com-

pressing valves open into a chamber communica-

ting with the lower section of each cylinder-

head. This chamber is connected by a tube with

the well. The following are the dimensions,

etc. : Absolute air-pressure, 3 atmospheres ; vol-

ume of air furnished at this pressure, 12 cubic feet.

2*7.5 inches; normal steam-pressure, 52.5 lbs,

142.

Motor
Air-cylinder

:

; Diameter of piston, 14.9 inches

;

Diameter of piston, 23.6 inches

;

stroke,

stroke,

148.

TTTT

n

same ; useful volume of cylinder, 6 cubic feet ; revolutions per minute, 30 ; theoretic volume gene-

rated per minute, 35.5 cubic feet.
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3. Compressors for Bridge-Foundations.—These are mainly employed for forcing air into bridge-

caissons. The disposition of the Gail compressor used at Kehl Bridge is the plan for Fig. 143. The rods

of the cyUnders are connected. The compressing cyhnder is at the base of an iron box, so that the

intermediate space between its outer periphery and the box may be filled with water. In this box also

are the aspiration and compression valves. The dimensions, etc., are as follows : Absolute air-pres-

sure, 3.0 atmospheres ; volume furnished at this pressure, 60 cubic

feet. Motor: Diameter of piston, 12.5 inches; stroke, 23.6 inches

;

144.

fly-wheel, 6.5 feet in diameter ; steam-pressure, 75 lbs. Compression

cylinder: Diameter of piston, 15.7 inches; stroke, 23.6 inches; use-

fill volume of cylinder, 4,5C1 cubic inches ; revolutions per minute,

40; theoretic volume generated per minute, 213 cubic feet.

The caissons of the East River Bridge, New York City, were sup-

plied with compressed air by six steam-engines driving two single-

acting compi-essors, with cylinders 14.9 inches in diameter by 13.7

inches stroke. See Caissoxs.

B. High-duty Machines. Engine for Bessemer Conve^-ters.—Fig.

144 represents an engine of this class, employed in Pittsburg. The
cylinders are disposed vertically, the air-cylinder being uppermost

and inverted. Around this cylinder is a water-jacket, and the valves

are placed in the ends, which, divided by a diametrical partition,

constitute inlet and delivery chambers. The valves are formed of

very light disks of vulcanized India-rubber, supported by disks of

brass. They move on bronze seats inserted in the cylinder-ends, and

are held thereon by spheral springs. The dimensions, etc., are as

follows : Absolute air-pressure, 2.66 atmospheres ; volume of air

furnished at this pressure, 2,389 cubic feet. Motor: Diameter of

piston, 41 inches; stroke, 47 inches. Air-cylinder: Diameter of

piston, 53.4 inches ; stroke, 47 inches ; useful volume of cylinder,

63.7 cubic feet ; revolutions per minute, 50 ; theoretic volume of air

delivered per minute, 6,356 cubic feet.

III. High-Presscre Compressors.—Machines of this class are by

far the most numerous. Air employed as a means of transmission of power over long distances is

compressed to a pressure of from 4 to 8 atmospheres, in order to enable it to overcome friction of

pipes, etc., and to reach the apparatus of which it is the motor with effective workmg energy.

145.
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A. hm-duty Apparatus.— 1. Under this heading may be classed the compressors used for supply-

ing air as motive-power for rock-drills, where but small volume is required. The general construction

of the Burleigh compressor is shown in Fig. 145. There are two vertical inverted air-cylinders, the

pistons of which are moved by cranks, on a shaft which carries at one extremity the fly-wheel, and
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at the other the crank which is connected with a direct-acting inverted engine mounted on the

same support. The delivery-valves are placed in a chamber which connects the upper parts of the

two cylinders. They are cooled by a stream of water, regulated to quantity by a suitable valve. The
machine may be said to furnish 35.3 cubic feet of air, at 4 atmospheres and at 90 revolutions per

minute. This is one of the most successful compressors for supplying power to drills yet constructed.

2. Hydraulic Fisfo7i- Compressors.—The compressor used in the mines of Perseberg, Sweden (Fig.

146), is connected with and actuated by the pumpiug-engine. It consists of two vertical cyhnders

connected by a cast-iron bed below, and carrying a valve-box above. In one of the cylinders is the

piston which, surrounded by water, causes the liquid at each stroke to rise in one vessel and descend

in the other. In order to facilitate the descent of the piston, a cross-head is attached to the piston-

rod from the arms—bars extend

down on each side and below
the apparatus. These bars sus-

tain a counterweight which equi-

librates the v/ater in the second
cylinder. Simple flap-valves of

leather backed with metal are

employed. The iulet-valves are

counterwcighted. The dimen-

sions and data are as follows :

Absolute air-pressure, 2.5 atmos-

pheres ; volume of air furnished

at this pressure, 32.1 cubic feet.

Compressor (double-acting) : Di-

ameter of piston, 15.6 inches;

stroke, 85.8 inches ; useful vol-

ume of cylinder, 10 cubic feet;

number of double strokes per

minute, 4 ; theoretic volume de-

livered at this velocity, 80 cubic

feet.

B. HigJi-dviii Apparcdus.—To
this class belong the permanent
machines for distributing air-

pressure as motive-power to nu-

merous points.

1. Compressors loith no Re-

frigercdion.—When no means
of cooling is employed, compres-

sors cannot be advantageously

used except for low pressures,

and at velocities so far reduced

that the heat developed by the

compression may be dissipated

as fast as generated. It is rare-

ly that a pressure above 2 at-

mospheres can be reached, work-

ing at high speed, as dry air

compressed to this degree at-

tains a temperature of 165°

Fahr. ; or 3 atmospheres work-

ing at low velocity as the final

temperature of air compressed
imderthis pressure exceeds 266°

Fahr. The Sachs compressor

(Fig. 147) is an example. In

this case the motor (at Vieille

Montagne) is an 8-horse-power

hydraulic wheel. The useful

effort applied to the compressor

is 6-horse power, the remainder

being otherwise utilized. The
piston acts in its horizontal cylinder directly on the air. The three inlet-valves at one end of the

cylinder open into the atmosphere ; the three delivery-valves in the other end open into chambers

which communicate with a cast-iron tube placed parallel to the cylinder. On this is a safety-valve

and the connection for the air-conduit. Dimensions and data: Absolute air-pressure, 3 atmos-

pheres; volume of air furnished at this pressure, 47 cubic feet. Air-cylinder. Diameter of piston,

9.7 inches ; stroke, 35.8 inches ; useful volume of cylinder, 2,730 cubic inches ; revolutions per minute,

45 ; theoretic volume delivered per minute,, 143 cubic feet. As compression is not carried to a high

degree, the heat generated causes no difficulty.

2. Compressors cooled by Water-Etivelope.—In the majority of compressors the refrigeration is

accomplished by jacketing the cylinder and causing a circulation of water in the annular space

between. Failure of this means is mostly due to the fact that the air remains dry, and in this
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condition the compression causes a development of heat which increases rapidly with the pressure.

This heat is incompletely absorbed by the water because of the high velocity with which the air

traverses the cylinder, and the consequence is that piston-packing and valves speedily deteriorate.

These machines are most advantageously employed for pressures between 3 and 4 atmospheres.

One of tiie most successful compressors of this class is that constructed by Mr. Sturgeon, in Eng-

land, the disposition of which is shown in Fig. 148. The air-cylinder is attached to one side of a

148.

hollow bed or receiver, and is worked by a steam-engme

attached to the other side through a crank-shaft carrying a

fly-wheel at each end. To these fly-wheels the crank-pins are

attached at right angles to each other, so that the piston of

the steam-engine may be at the middle of its stroke and the

best point of its power, when the piston of the air-engine is

approaching the end of its stroke, where it meets the great-

est resistance from the compression of the air. The valve-

boxes of the air-cylinder (Fig. 149) serve as covers, and are

bolted to the receiver. The inlet-valves are at the centre of

the boxes. The construction is such that, as the piston begins

to recede, the rod carries the valve with it until its progress

is checked by a stop, it then being full open, and the rod, continuing its movement through the valve,

holds the latter open until the end of the stroke. On the commencement of the return-stroke the

valve is at once closed in the same manner. The delivery-valves consist of a number of small valves

distributed over the surface of the cylinder-cover or valve-))ox, and affording a large area of outlet

opposite the direction of movement of the piston. The following data relate to one of these com-

pressors exhibited at the Manchester (England) Exhibition of 1874: Absolute air-pressure, 3 atmos-

pheres; volume of air furnished at this pressure, 35 cubic feet. Motor: Diameter of piston, 11.7

inches ; stroke, same ; diameter of fly-wheels, 3 feet 10 inches. Compressor (double-acting) :
Diameter

of piston, 10.4 inches; stroke, 11.7 inches; useful volume of cylinder, 1,037 cubic inches; revolu-

tions per minute (average), 145—these have been carried as high as 440 ;
theoretic volume deliv-

ered per minute, 174 cubic feet.

3. Compressors refrigerated bi/ Layer of Wafer on the Pwto??.—This mode of cooling is much more

efficacious than a simple outside water circulation, because the inner

periphery of the cylinder which is in contact with the heated air is kept

wet, as a quantity of water passes around the piston which may be suf-

ficient to saturate the air with watery vapor during its compression. In

this state, air maybe compressed to 7.5 atmospheres without its tempera-

ture exceeding 104' Fahr. The portable compressor of MM. Saultier

and Lemonnier, a section of which is given in Fig. 150, belongs to this

class. It is a small, strong machine, built of sufficiently light weight to

be carried by a mule. The cylinders, of which there are two, arc open

above. A thin stream of water passes to a circular channel in the

upper part of the cylinders, by which it is distributed around their

inner portion to the pistons, through the inlet-valves, in which it enters

into the space in which the air is compressed, so that it comes in direct

contact with the air. There are three valves in each cylinder : two

inlets in the piston, and one delivery at the cylinder-bottom. They

are simply bronze cups on seats of the same metal, provided with suit-

able springs, and guided by stems, dimensions, data, etc. Absolute air-

pressure, 5 atmospheres ; volume of air furnished at this pressure by

both cylinders, 5 cubic feet 269 Cubic inches. Jlotor of 10-horse power,

any form. Compressor : Diameter of pistons, 9.3 inches ;
stroke, 11.7

inches ; useful volume of cylinders, 479 cubic feet ; revolutions per

minute, 27 ; theoretic volume deUvered by the pistons at this velocity,

26 cubic feet.

4. Compressors refrigerated bi/ Water introduced at the Fcrip7ier>/ of
the Compressing Fiston.—In 1872 Messrs. Benjamin Roy & Co., who
built the first air-compressing machines for the St. Gothard Tunnel, ....
adopted a system of construction which involved a hollow compressing piston, receiving by its rod

water under pressure which it distributed uniformly over the piston by means of a channel at the
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middle. This disposition is analogous to the water-layer on the piston in the preceding class of ma-
chines, but it is considered preferable because it is applicable to double-acting, to horizontal, and
to fast-running compressors, since the piston is no longer formed of two independent portions, of
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which one (the liquid packing) may be disadvantageously affected by high velocities. In Fig. 151
is given a section of the air-cylinder and pump of a compressor of this type, made for mining
purposes by the French Compagnie do I'Horme. The piston is hollow, and has on its periphery
five channels, of which one communicates by apertures with its interior, and serves as an escape for

the water. The others receive the metal packing-rings. In rear of the piston is a hollow rod which
is screwed in the piston-rod, and which, passing through the rear cylinder-head, connects with a.

pump. The latter is composed of two small barrels and a spring accumulator. The pistons consist

of two solid rods connected by a cross-piece and a sleeve to the prolonged hollow piston-rod. These
plungers pump the water from a reservoir into the accumulator chamber, whence it is forced through
the piston-rod and out through the piston, as already described. The water then escapes into a reser-

voir, in which is an automatic valve,

ISwhich opens when a certain level

reached, and allows the water to pass

into the receptacle, from which it is

pumped. Dimensions and data : Abso-
lute air-pressure, 6 atmospheres ; volume
of air furnished at this pressure by two
cylinders, 142 cubic feet. Motor, two
direct-acting horizontal cylinders. Di-

ameter of pistons, 19.5 inches ; stroke,

81.2 inches. Variable cut-off. Conden-
sing. Fly-wheels, 11 feet 5 inches in

diameter. Two double-acting air-com-

pressing cylinders. Diameter of pistons,

15.6 inches ; stroke, 31.2 inches ; useful

volume of cylinders, 3,547 cubic feet

;

revolutions per minute, 60. Volume de-

livered at this velocity, one cylinder, 422
cubic feet ; two cylinders, 844 cubic feet.

5. Compressors refrigerated hij Injec-

tion of Water in the Ci/Under.—This sys-

tem is better than the foregoing, because

the air becomes more perfectly saturated

with watery vapor. The compressing

cylinder of the Windhausen machine (see

Refrigerating Machinery) is of this

class, and is represented in Fig. 152. The
cylinder has a double envelope in which

cold water circulates. In order to aug-

ment the surface exposed to the action

of the water, grooves are made close

together on the outside of the interior

shell. Four valves, placed in each end

of the cylinder, are contained in the

covers, which form chambers, and are

connected by horizontal tubes, whence

lead the air-ducts. The two inlet-valves

placed at the upper part of the cover

are guided by stems which carry small

pistons moving in closed cylinders, in which the air forms an elastic cushion. A lever, actuated

by traverse-guides on the piston-rod, moves these stems so as completely to close the inlet-valves

when the piston reaches the end of its stroke. The two delivery-valves at the lower part of the
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cylinder are composed each of a cylinder of bronze closed by a lightly concave bottom. This cylinder

travels in another closed cylinder in which the air-sprinij tends to maintain the valve upon its seat.

These valves are also guided by stems terminated by a projection with which a lever comes in contact

so as to lift the traverse guide of the piston at the end of each aspirating stroke. The cooling of

the air is directly effected in the cylinder by a jet of cold water which enters at the upper portion

of each end of the cylinder through an apertui-e made between the two inlet-valves. This injection

is produced by small pumps placed laterally at each end of the cylinder, the pistons of which are

actuated by the air compressed in the cylinder, so that the intensity of the jet increases with the

degree of compression of the air. Dimensions and data: Absolute air-pressure, 5 atmospheres ; vol-

ume of air per minute furnished at this pressure, 371 cubic feet. Motor, single horizontal cylinder

communicating with compressor ; compressor horizontal, double-acting. Diameter of piston, 43.6 inch-

es ; stroke, 41 inches; useful volume of cylinder, 37.1 cubic feet ; revolutions per minute, 25 ;
theo-

retic volume at this velocity, 1,858.5 cubic feet.

153.6. Compressors refrigerated by Injection of
Water in Form of Spray into the Cylinder (Fig.

153).—Four sets of compressing cylinders, three

in each group, and all belonging to this type,

are in use at Airolo, St. Gothard Tunnel. To
each group motive power is communicated from
gearing connected with the shaft of a turbine

wheel. There is a circulation of water in the

head and around each cylinder, and also in the

piston and rod, besides an injection of spray at

each end. The circulation around the body and
ends of the cylinders is obtained from small

pumps operated from the rod of the compress-

ing piston. This pump injects water into the

hollows in the cylinder-ends and into the annu-

lar space formed around the cylinder by a

sheet-iron envelope. The piston-rod, which is

of steel, is bored through to receive a copper

tube of smaller diameter. This tube is nearly

as long as the rod, and is connected to it at the

rear end by a screw-threaded bronze plug.

The mode of connection at the opposite ex-

tremity is clearly shown in the drawing. The
water injected by the pump passes through
this tube and returns by the annular space be-

tween the tube and piston-rod, as far as a dia-

phragm which is formed of a bronze ring fixed

on the rod just inside the piston, and which
compels the water to penetrate the latter, cool-

ing the two faces as indicated by the arrows.

This water then escapes by the rubber tube

attached to the rear end of the piston-rod.

The water which enters at each end of the

cylinder does so through spouts so constructed

that two fine streams are emitted by each, and
the two jets on escaping are caused to meet at

nearly a right angle, so that the water becomes
turned to spray by the impact. The quantity of

water introduced is regulated so as to maintain
the air completely saturated. Under these con-

ditions, even when circulation inside the piston

is not continuous, it has been found possible to maintain the temperature of the entire apparatus at

about 86' Fahr. Three valves are placed at each end of the cylinder, two inlet and one delivery.

The total area of the inlet-valves is .11, and of the delivery-valves .04, that of the piston-surface.

Dimensions and data : Absolute air-pressure, 6 atmospheres ; volume of air furnished at this pressure

by the three compressors of a group, 236.9 cubic feet. Motor for each group turbine of 46.8 inches

diameter, under 528 feet head velocity, 390 turns per minute. Transmission by gearing in ratio of 1

to 4.35. Triple compressors, double-acting. Diameter of pistons, 17.9 inches; stroke, 17.5 inches;

useful volume of cylinders, 26.4 cubic feet ; revolutions per minute, 90 ; theoretic volume delivered

at this velocity for each compressor, 475.2 cubic feet. Final temperature of air on leaving cylinders,

104^. It will be seen that the four groups of compressors employed produce at the above average

velocity of 90 revolutions 947,600 cubic feet of air at a pressure of 6 absolute atmospheres.

7. Hydraulic Piston- Compressors.—An example of this type is the improved Sommeiller com-

pressor used in the tunneling of Mont Cenis, as shown in Fig. 154. The two cylinders of each com-
pressor are isolated, and each has its own piston, only one of the faces of which (that in contact with

the water, and which, by the intermediation of the latter, acts on the air) is concealed, while the other

is easily accessible in the pump-body in which it moves. The piston is very long, so that it guides

itself. The valves consist of four circular leaves of leather with metallic backing, resting on an
inclined bronze seat. These are disposed, two by two, along the vertical column of the compressor,

as Bhown in the engraving. The upper ones are the inlet-valves, and take air from a cylindrical iron
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envelope which communicates with the atmosphere. The lower valves open into a water-box, and
serve I'or the introduction of water to replace that entrained by the compressed air. The delivery-

154.

155.

valve is of bronze, and conical. Dimensions and data : Absolute air-pressure, 1 atmospheres
;

volume of air furnished at this pressure by the two compressors connected to a single hydraulic
wheel, 68.4 cubic feet. Motor, hydraulic wheel, 216 inches in diameter, and 163.8 inches in breadth,
discharging 35.3 cubic feet of water per second, under a head of 216 inches. Direct crank-connec-
tion. Compressor: Piston-diameter, 23.4 inches; stroke, 58.5 inches; useful volume of cylinders,

14.9 feet ; number of turns per minute, 8 ; theoretic volume of air delivered at this velocity, 476.55
cubic feet. Final temperature of air on leaving compressors, 104" Fahr.

8. Shock- Compressors.—These machines are not used industrially, on account of their inefficiency.

They are really nothing but hydraulic rams of large size. They were usfd for a time at the Mont
Cenis Tunnel, but were removed to give place to piston-compressors.

IV. Very High-Pressdre Compressors.—Compressors belonging under this division are not largely

employed for indus-

trial purposes. They i,56.

are utilized for com-
pressing air to a great

degree in small reser-

voirs, such as arc car-

ried by divers, when
the latter take with

them their own air-

supply, instead of de-

pending on pumps at

the surface. They are

also used for com-
pressing gases in cyl-

inders which are de-

livered to consumers,

for the oxyhydrogen
light, etc. ; also for

filling the air-reservoirs of compressed-air locomotives and of tor-

pedoes, and for forcing air into gaseous waters.

A. Low-duffi Apparatus.—M. Rouquayrol's pump (Fig. 155) is

adapted to filling reservoirs of air for divers, of a capacity of some-
thing less than a cubic foot, with air under 40 atmospheres' press-

ure. The apparatus is composed of two pump-bodies of unequal
diameter. The first has large diameter and long stroke ; the second,
a much smaller diameter, and a stroke reduced, so that the volume
delivered by the piston of the large body may be five times greater
than that delivered by the small piston. The air compressed by the
large piston is forced into a small reservoir forming the upper por-
tion of the pump-body ; and it is in this reservoir that the small pis-

ton carries the pressure from 5 atmospheres to 25. With an appa-
ratus of four such differential bodies, a pressure of 100 atmospheres
may be obtained by man-power. The valves have water-joints, and
all the connections are made with great accuracy.

B. High-dutii Apparatus. 1. Direct-action Machines.—The Hurcourt compressor (Fig. 156) is used
in Paris for compressing gas, at a pressure of 11 atmospheres, into cylinders holding 247.1 cubic feet
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each The apparatus consists of two single-acting pumps, disposed on each side of a pyramidal

support which carries at its summit a shaft with cranks at right angles, and a belt-puUey be-

tween the two standards. The cylinder is of cast-iron, with no exterior envelope, and no means

of refrigeration. At the base is 'a tube, in which is the conical inlet-valve. Opening into the

piston is a conical valve which communicates by three openings leading through the rod, and

just above the piston-packing, with the annular space between rod and cylinder. The piston,

on desccndin", compresses the sas contained in the pump-body, until a pressure is reached

sufficient to enable the gas to lift the valve in the piston and pass into the annular space

above. On the up-stroke of the pump the gas is again compressed, and at the same time a new

supply is drawn in through the valve in the cylinder-bottom. Dimensions and data: Absolute air-

pressure, 11 atmospheres; volume of compressed gas furnished at this pressure by the two pumps,

2 939 7 cubic feet. Motor, horizontal non-condensing engine—no steam expansion—connects with

e' compressors by belting. Diameter of piston, 13.26 inches; stroke, 24.9 inches; steam-pressure,

6 atmospheres ; revolutions per minute, 70. Compressor : Diameter of piston, 7.02 inches
:
stroke,

23.4 inches ; useful volume of cylinder, 538.6 cubic feet ; revohitions per minute, 30 ;
theoretic

volume generated at this velochy by each compressor, 32,337.6 cubic feet.

2. Hydraulic Fisfon- Compressors.—The machines under this class are but two: one, a very old

apparatus, not used at present ; in the second, in which the air is compressed to 25 atmospheres, the

refrigeration is accomplished by injection, and the compression effected in two unequal cylinders. This

machine has not been subjected to sufficient practical tests to admit any authentic data being presented.

Summari/.—In the construction of air-compressors, the present tendency is to use metal through-

out. For piston-packing, rings or segments in cast-iron or bronze arc employed ; for stuffing boxes,

soft allovs, and for valves in machines for distributing power, plates of steel, resting in bronze seats,

either with or without springs, are recommended. With regard to dimensions, starting with the vol-

ume of compressed air to be furnished per minute under a given pressure, the useful volume to be

given to the compressor is first to be calculated, keeping in view the fact that the compressing piston,

if on the hvdraulic svstem, should not travel faster than 15 revolutions per minute ;
or, if direct-aet-

inf, not more than 60 revolutions. The useful volume determined, the stroke of the piston is fixed so

that the velocity per second shall not exceed 29.25 inches for hydraulic piston-compressors, or 58

inches for direct-acting compressors. If the diameter is too large, two cylinders are employed.

Ecsults of 7\'sis.—¥vora the records of a large number of experimental investigations, the following

results are selected : I. Apparatus without piston— 1. Machines acting by simple displacement of

water: useful effect, 6 to 40 per cent.—Experiments of MM. Romilly and Worms (AnnaJcs des

Mines). 2. Entrainment apparatus: useful effect, 41.50 per cent.—Same experimenters. II. Hy-

draulic piston apparatus—Sommeiller compressor improved : useful effect, 84 per cent.—Daxhelet's ex-

periments (Revue Umvcrsclle des Mines). III. Apparatus with piston acting directly on air—London

Pneumatic Telegraph compressor : useful effect, 87 per cent.—Tested by constructor {Enffineerim/,

1874). Schacht' compressors, Saarbriick mines: air compressed to 4 atmospheres, 80 per cent. In

power utilizable at driven shaft of compressor, with expansion of one-half, about 40 per cent. ; at 3

atmospheres, 84nV per cent. ; at 1 atmosphere, 91 per cent.—Ilasslacher's experiments (ylwHa^cs des

Mines Frussie7ines, vol. xvii.). Ryhope Colliery compressor: average useful effect, 06 per cent.—Tay-

lor's experiments {Transactions of Xorth of England Institute of Mminy and Mechanical Engineers,

vol. xxi.). As a rule, it may be stated that the useful effect of the most improved compressors is 80

per cent, at average rate of travel.

Distribution of Compuessed Air. Tidjing.—lMhcs are usually of cast or wrought iron, the former

being preferable for large diameters, and the latter for those below 3.9 to 5.7 inches. Wrought-iron has

the advantage of lightness and flexibility. Tubes of riveted sheet-iron are sometimes used for trans-

mitting blast to furnaces. Copper tubing is employed where flexible joints and sections of peculiar

shape are needed. Lead tube is of little value, and rubber tubes are used for flexible connections.

The latter are usually lined with wire-spiral, and covered with canvas. Diameter of Tubincj.—The

following table shows the losses of pressure in millimetres of mercury which occur in conduits 1,000

metres in length, and of diameters increasing from .1 to .35 metre, velocity of air from 1 to 6 metres

:

Velocity of the air

at opening of con-

duits, in metres,

per second.
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determining the fraction of absolute work theoretically transmitted by air delivered, which machines,
driven by said air, return in the form of effective work. This work has always represented 55 to 75
per cent, of the absolute work, which corresponds to the consumption of compressed air. At St.

Gothard Tunnel, M. Rcbourt, by direct experiment upon compressed-air locomotives, determined that

the relation of tractile work to the theoretic work of air expended was comprised between .50 and
.60. If, instead of seeking a ratio between the effective work and the theoretic work contained in the
air expended, we determine the same between the first and the work expended to compress the air

so as to obtain the total useful effect of the entire system, or, in other words, for the fraction of work
expended by primary motor which is returned from the shaft of the compressed-air engine, the relation

is found to be between 20 and 25 per cent, at high pressure, or 35 and 40 per cent, at low pressure.

Works for Reference.—The foregoing article is translated and abridged fiom L^Air Comprime,
by A. Pernolet (Paris, 1876), to which the reader is referred for complete discussion of the subject.

For a full list of all the authorities on compressed air, reference may be had to " Tunnelling, Explo-
sive Compounds, and Rock-Drills," bv H. S. Drinker, E. M. (New York, 1S7S).

AIR-CHAMBER. See Pumps.
AIR-ENGINE. See Engines, Air.

AIR-ESCAPE. A simple and ingenious contrivance for letting off the air from water-pipes. If a
range of water-pipes be led over a rising ground, it will be found that air will collect in the higher
parts and obstruct the progress of the water, to remedy which inconvenience the air-escape is em-
ployed. A hollow vessel is attached to the upper part of the pipe, in the top of which vessel there is

fixed a ball cock, adjusted in such a way that, when any air collects in the pipe, it will ascend into

the vessel, and, by displacing the water, cause the ball to descend, and thus open the cock, when the
air is allowed to escape. No water, however, can escape, for, when that fluid rises in the vessel above
a certain height, the ball rises and shuts the cock ; new air then collects, displaces the water, lowers
the ball, the cock is opened, and it again escapes.

AIR-GUN. A machine in which highly-compressed air is substituted for gunpowder to expel the
ball, which will be projected forward with greater or less velocity, according to the state of conden-
sation and the weight of the body projected.

It consists of a lock, stock, barrel, ramrod, etc., of about the size and weight of a common fowling-

piece. Under the lock at b is screwed a hollow copper ball c, perfectly air-tight. This ball is fully

charged with condensed air, by means of the syringe B, previous to its being applied to the tube at b.

Being charged and screwed on as above stated, if a bullet be rammed down in the barrel, and the
trigger a be pulled, the pin in b will, by the spring-work in the lock, forcibly strike out into the ball,

and thence, by pushing it suddenly, a valve within it will let out a portion of the condensed air, which,
rushing through the aperture in the lock, will act forcibly against the ball, impelling it to the distance

of 60 or 70 yards, or farther if
^"''" the air be strongly compressed.

At every discharge only a portion

of the air escapes from the ball

;

therefore, by re-cocking the piece

another discharge may be made,
which may be repeated for a num-
ber of times proportioned to the

size of the ball. The air in the
copper ball is condensed by the
syringe B in the following man-
ner : The ball is screwed quite

close on the top of the syringe

;

at the end of the steel-pointed

rod ffi is a stout ring, through
which passes the rod k; upon
this rod the feet should l^e firmly

set ; then the hands are to be
applied to the two handles i i

fixed on the side of the barrel

of the syringe, when, by moving
the barrel B steadily up and
down on the rod «, the ball c

will become charged with condensed air, and the progress of condensation may be estimated by the
increasing difficulty in forcing down the syringe. At the end of the rod k is usually a square hole,

that the rod may serve as a key for attaching

the ball to either the gun or syringe. In the 1^8-

inside of the ball is fixed a valve and spring,

which gives way to the admission of the air,

but upon its emission comes close up to the

orifice, shutting out the external air. The pis-

ton-rod works air-tight by a collar of leather on
it, in the barrel B ; it is therefore obvious that,

when the barrel is drawn up, the air will rush
in at the hole h ; when it is pushed down, it

will h.ave no other way to pass from the press-

ure of the piston but into the ball c at the top. The barrel being drawn up, the operation is re-

peated, until the condensation is so great as to resist the action of the piston.
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In Gifford's air-gun, Fig. 158, the barrel is in communication with the inside of the trigger-box,

in the interior of which is a valve-piston, consisting of a steel rod carrying a ring fitted with a caou-

tchouc disk for closing communication. Air enters the barrel by a bell-shaped chamber. By pressing

strono-ly on the extremity of the rod, the disli is compressed and closes the reservoir-orifice. By sud-

denly°relcasing the piston-valve, the elasticity of the rubber, combined with the pressure of the air,

causes the sudden opening of the reservoir-orifice, and emits a blast of air to the rear of the projec-

tile. The air is compressed into a reservoir beneath the barrel by means of a piston working longi-

tudinally in a valved interior tube.

AIK-PIPES. An invention for clearing the holds of ships and other close places of their foul air.

The contrivance is simply this : A long tube, open at both ends, is placed with one end opening into an

apartment to be ventilated, and the other out of it. The air in the outer end of the tube is rarefied

by heat, and the dense air from the hold comes in to supply the partial vacuum, the escape of the

foul air'in the hold being supplied by fresh air introduced through an opening above ; and this pro-

cess is carried on until the air becomes everywhere equally elastic.

AIR-PUMP. The air-pump is an instrument by which a vacuum can be produced in a given

space, or rather by which air can be greatly rarefied, for an absolute vacuum cannot be produced by

its means. Fig. 159 represents a simple form of this machine. Through the centre of the brass

plate there is drilled an orifice A, from which orifice there is led a pipe A B, forming a communication

between the receiver R and the interior of the cylinder B P V, which communication may be opened

or closed by means of a stopcock at G. The cylinder or barrel BF V\s furnished with a piston BP
accurately fitted to the cylinder, but capable of free motion up and down, which motion is effected

by means of a piston-rod D C, which moves through a stuffed or air-tight collar at D. The bottom

of the cylinder or barrel is furnished with a valve V opening outward. This cylinder communicates

with anotherBXP V, constructed and furnished in a similar

manner ; and the two piston-rods are provided with racks C C
at the top, the teeth of which are acted upon by those of a

wheel placed between them, as may be seen in the figure.

Let us now attend to the mode of action. Suppose the stop-

cock at G open, and the pistons as they are in the figure.

The piston BP being at the top, a free communication is

formed between the receiver R and the first cylinder, and the

piston being pushed down past the orifice at B, the air con-

tained in the cyUnder or barrel will be forced into less space

or compressed, and, of course, its elastic force increased. In

consequence of this increased elasticity, the valve at V will

be opened and the air expelled. When the piston is lifted,

this valve will be shut by the pressure of the atmospheric

air without ; thus a portion of the air which was contained

in the receiver, communication-pipe, and barrel, has been

expelled, and that which remains will consequently be less

dense ; another stroke of the piston will diminish the density

still more ; and this process may be continued until the den-

sity be so diminished that, when compressed by the descent

of the piston to the bottom of the barrel, its clastic force is

only sufficient to open the valve V. It will be easily seen

that the exhaustion of the air in the receiver depends on the

elasticity of the air ; for when the piston descends and expels the air contained within the barrel,

which it will do completely if it go to the bottom, and then, in returning, the valve V being shut, a

vacuum will be formed in the barrel until the piston in its ascent

passes the orifice B, when the air within the receiver will expand

and fill the whole cavity. The operation of the second barrel and

piston is precisely similar to that of the first, so that when the one

is understood, the other requires no explanation.

The degree of exhaustion will depend upon the workmanship of

the pump, the number of strokes of the piston, and the relative

capacities of the receiver and barrels ; but perhaps in no case can

the vacuum in the receiver be made perfect. For the purpose of

determining the degree of exhaustion, a mercurial gauge is em-

ployed, which acts on a similar principle with the common barom-

eter. A glass tube ^i^ rests in a basin of mercury F, and its up-

per orifice opens into the brass plate «§ S. When the exhaustion of

the receiver has commenced, the pressure of the air in the receiver

must be less than that of the atmosphere without. Wherefore,

since the air in the receiver presses the mercury down the tube,

and the atmosphere pressing on the mercury in the basin forces it

up the tube, with the greater force the mercury w ill rise in the

tube, and it will rise the higher according to the difference of the

density, and consequently clastic force, of the air in the receiver,

and that of the atmosphere.

Two examples of the latest improved air-pumps are given here-

with. Fig. 160 is the free-piston air-pump of M. J. A. Deleuil.

The peculiarity of the machine is that the piston works out of contact with the barrel of the pump,
and, of course, without friction. The film of air between piston and cylinder-wall forms a kind of

160.
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161.

lubricatin"' cushion. The piston is driven by an epieycloidal combination operated by crank and

fly-wheel and is guided by its rod, as shown. There are two valves at each end of the cylinder, one
'

opening inward, the other outward. The outward-opening valves both com-

municate with the same tube, which is secured and united with the cylinder

at both extremities. At the middle point of this tube a branch leading

from it may be connected with a condensing apparatus ; so that the pump
may be used for condensation as well as rarefaction. AVhcn used for the

ordinary purposes of an air-pump this branch is open to the atmosphere.

On the other side, the two inward-opening valves are similarly connected,

and the branch tube on that side establishes communication with the receiver

to be exhausted. The valves arc opened and shut mechanically by the pis-

ton itself in a manner not shown in the figure. For this purpose two cylin-

drical rods are introduced passing through the piston, and reaching from

end to end of the cylinder, but capable of a slight longitudinal movement

as the piston changes its direction. This movement opens a valve at one

end, and simultaneously closes the corresponding one at the opposite end ;

but this change having been eifccted, the rod remains stationary, the piston

sliding on it in continuing its movement. "With a machine of this kind,

having a cylinder 4^ inches in diameter, a 20-gallon receiver may be ex-

hausted down to a pressure of less than half an inch of mercury in five

minutes.

Fig. 161 represents an air-pump devised by M. do las Marismas, which may

be cheaply constructed. Two reservoirs A A counterpoise each other, and

are supported by the pulley B. They communicate with two glass balloons

G by means of the glass tubes D, and of the India-rubber tubes K They

are filled with mercury, which, when one of the reservoirs is lifted, passes into

the balloon and drive's the air out of it through the capillary tube I] which

is soldered to the top, at the same time that the other reservoir, in falling

lower than 2t1.64 inches, causes the mercury to quit the other balloon, thus

forming a barometric vacuum. The balloons communicate with the plate G
by the glass tubes //, which plunge to within 0.39 inch of the bottom of the

balloons. They arc automatically closed as soon as the mercury rises within

the balloons to drive out the air, and opened as scon as it retires to produce

a vacuum. The air cannot reenter the balloons by the tubes i^after having

been once driven out, because, in order to escape by the orifice /, it is obliged

to pass throuc;h a slight layer of mercury contained in the curved tube J ;
and when the vacuum is

formed in the balloons, the atmospheric pressure causes the mercury to mount up again in the

tubes, and thus prevents the return of air. In order to receive the air or gas contained hi the plate,

all that is to be done is to place the required recipient in communication with the orifice J. The

decree of vacuum produced is indicated by the barometer I\, which communicates with the plate by

tube L. The return of the air is effected 'through the tube J/, which communicatees on one side with

the plate, and on the other plunges into the mercui-v contained in the bent tube N.

Bunsen's Air-Pump is represented in Fig. 1G2. Falling water is employed to carry the surrounding

air with it, and in this way a steady exhaustion is produced. The device consists of a wide glass tube

D in which a nari-ower tube reaches downward to N, connected at

the top bv a well-fitting cork M. Water is carried in by a side

branch C," connected by"means of an India-rubber tube B, closed by

a spring H, with a tube A drawing water from a reservoir. The

current of this water going down in the tube D around the inner

tube draws the air from T and -S' and from any vessel connected

with S. To increase the effect, the wide tube D is connected below

with a lead tube F which reaches 20 or ."^O feet down ; so that this

long descending column of water acts like a powerful continuous

piston.

AIR-Snir. A vessel adapted to the navigation of the air. The

subject will be considered under the two heads of Balhom and Fly-

ing-Machines.

TIic Balloon is a bag or hollow vessel of light impermeable mate-

rial, which, when filled with a gas lighter than air, ascends. The

theoretical considerations governing this result are as follows :

1. If a body is wholly immersed in any fluid, it will be pressed

upward by a force equal to the weight of a volume of the fluid

equal to the volume of the body.

2. If the upward pressure is less than the weight of the body,

the latter will have a tendency to fall, under the action of a force

equal to the difference between the body's weight and the weight

of an equal volume of the fluid.

3. If the upward pressure is equal to the weight of the body,

the bodv will have no tendency either to fall or rise.
, .„ , ^ i +

4. If" the upward pressure is greater than the body's weight, the body will have a tendency to

rise due to a force equal to the difference between the weight of a volume of fluid equal to the vol-

ume of the body, and the weight of the bodv. These principles are a concise statement of the theory

of a balloon's action. If we have a body whose weight per cubic foot is less than the weigbt ot a

tra.
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cubic foot of air, the body will rise with a force equal to the difference between the body's weight

and the weight of an equal volume of air. For instance, if a balloon is filled with hydrogen, the air

will exert a lifting force of about jlxj of a pound for each cubic foot in the volume of the balloon, so

that, if the weight of the balloon and car is less than this lifting force, the balloon will ascend. If

common illuminating gas is used in the balloon, the lifting force will be about one-twenty-tifth of a

pound for each cubic foot of the balloon's volume. The weight of the material in a balloon varies

greatly, of course, according to the construction, some balloons only weighing, with the network, about

one-twentieth of a pound per square foot of surface, or even less, and others weighing as much as

one-eighth of a pound per square foot of surface. The ordinary shape of a balloon approximates

closely to that of a sphere, which it is commonly assumed to be in making calculations.

These rules may be applied in examples in order to exhibit the calculations involved in the design-

ing of a balloon. A balloon has a diameter of 40 feet ; the weight of the material and netting is one-

eighth of a pound per square foot of surface ; the weight of the car and contents is 600 lbs. ; and

the gas which distends the balloon is subject to an upward pressure of one-twenty-fifth of a pound

per cubic foot.

The volume of the balloon is 33,510 cubic feet, so that the upward pressure due to the air is about

1,340 lbs. The surface of the balloon is 5,026.5 feet, so that the weight of material and netting

is about 628 lbs., to which must be added the weight of the car, making a downward pressure of

1,228 lbs. ; hence the unbalanced upward pressure, which causes the balloon to ascend, is about

112 lbs. It will now be evident that the lifting force of a balloon is entirely due to the air, and

is impeded, instead of being assisted, by the gas ; so that it would be better, if it were practicable, to

make a balloon with a vacuum in the interior. It must be remembered that, as a balloon ascends

above the earth's surface, the air in which it is immersed grows continually less dense, so that the

lifting force becomes less and less, unless the volume of the balloon is increased. Thus, at about

18,000 feet elevation, the air is only about half as dense as at the sea-level ; at 36,000 feet elevation,

i as dense, and so on. Hence balloons are rarely filled at the surface.

In making the estimate for a balloon, one can generally ascertain the weight of the car and eon-

tents, the difference of weight of a cubic foot of air and of the gas to be employed (which may be

called the buoyant effort), and the weight of the balloon with its ropes and network per square foot

of surface. It is then required to find the diameter of a balloon which will have a tendency to rise

with a given force. The calculation by which this is determined is somewhat complex, but it will be

found explained at length below, an example being added for the purpose of further illustration.

The following quantities must first be ascertained : 1. The buoyant effort, or difference between the

weight of a cubic foot of air and of gas. 2. The weight, which includes the weight of everything

except the material of the balloon and the netting, together with the lifting force. 3. The superficial

weight, or weight of the material and netting, per square foot of the balloon's surface.

The operations for finding the required diameter are as follows : (a) Diviile twice the superficial

weight by the buoyant effort, (b) Divide 8 times the cube of the superficial weight by the cube of

the buoyant effort, (c) Divide 0.95403 times the weight by the buoyant effort, (d) Multiply

15.27888 times the cube of the superficial weight by the weight, and divide the product by the fourth

power of the buoyant effort, (c) Divide 0.91188 times the square of the weight by the square of

buoyant effort. (/) Add together the quantities obtained by rules (d) and (c), and take the square

root of the sum. {[/) Add together the quantities obtained by rules (b), (c), and (/), and take the

cube root of the sum. (h) Add together the quantities obtained by rules (b) and (c), subtract the

quantity obtained by rule (/), and take the cube root of the difference, (i) Add together the quan-

tities obtained by rules («), ((/), and {h). The sum will be the diameter required.

Example : It is required to find the necessary diameter of a balloon, the following data being

given

:

The weight of the car and contents is 475 lbs., of the valve 25 lbs., and the air is to exert a

lifting force of 100 lbs. The gas in the balloon is to be such that the difference between its

weight and that of a cubic foot of air shall be 0.04 lb. The weight of the material and netting

is to be 0.12 lb. per square foot of balloon-surface.

Pursuing the same steps as indicated in the preceding rules, we find : 1. The buoyant effort

= 0.04 lb. 2. The weight = 475 -I- 25 + 100 = 600 lbs. 3. The superficial weight = 0.12 lb.

(a) 2 X 0.12 -5- 0.04 = 6. (6) 8 x 0.001728 -=- 0.000064 = 216. (c) 0.95493 x 600 ^0.04 = 14,324.

(d ) 15.27888 x 0.001728 -=- 0.00000256 = 6,187,946. (c) 0.91188 x 360,000 -4- 0.0016 = 205,173,000.

(/) v'{2'^5,173,000 -t- 6,187,946) = 14,.538. (^) V (216 + 14,324 -M4,538) = 30.75. (/O'* 1/(216

+ 14,324—14,538) = 1.26. («) 6 + 30.75 -|- 1.26 = 38.01 feet, required diameter.

As there are many who like to know the reasons for a result, we have added the method by which
the rules are obtained, which can readily be verified by those who are familiar with algebra. Let
h = buoyant effort, W = weight, and a = superficial weight.

The balloon is to have sufficient volume that the upward pressure of the air, which is the volume
of the balloon multiplied by the buoyant effort, shall be equal to the weight, increased by the product

of the superficial weight and the surface of the balloon. Assuming that the balloon is in the form of

a sphere, this condition is expressed by the following equation, calling x the diameter of the balloon

:

2 a rS a* 95493W
0.5236 X 6 x a:^ = W + 3.1416 x « x a;^ From which we dedsce : z = h 1- ; h

b \- b^ b
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the same value as was given in the foregoing rules.

It will be evident, by inspecting the equation of condition, that the same method can be applied to

any form of balloon whose volume and surface can be expressed algebraically.

4
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In Fi"-. 163 is represented M. Dupuy deLomes's great balloon, remarkable alike for its peculiar con-

struction and from the fact that it has been found possible to cause it to move slowly in a desired

direction by means of the screw-propeller. The balloon consists of white silk taffeta lined with India-

rubber, and again with nainsook. To the last a varnish is applied.

In order that the plane of the movement shall be more directly under the control of the aeronaut,

the following dimensions have been adopted : Length, 118 feet 6 inches; diameter at centre, 48 feet

8 inches; ai-ea through the centre, 1,862 square feet ; volume, 121,983 cubic feet; height from top

of balloon to keel of car, 95i feet ; distance between screw-shaft and major axis of balloon, 67.1 feet.

The rudder is a triangular sail of 161| square feet area, and is manipulated by cords from the car. In

Fi"-. 163, A is the balloon ; £ the car, with D network ; a a, taffeta covering ; b b, collar attaching

the upper netting to the covering of the balloon ; d d, silken ropes suspending the car ; e e, balance-

164.

165.

--toff ffeflt.

ropes for the car ; 8, small internal balloon, with line of intersection with the balloon ; E, gaff-sail or

rudder ; H, pendent tubes for securing a constant degree of inflation. These arc filled with hydrogen,

which gas alone is used in the balloon, and hung down for a distance of 25 feet. As the gas expands

it forces itself down these tubes, while its own pressure in the tube reacts upon the main body of the

gas in the balloon, preserving such an excess of interior pressure as prevents the shape of the outer

covering being altered by the wind. The small internal balloon 8, or ballonet, still further serves to

maintain a constant surface. As the gas escapes through diminution of pressure in the primary bal-

loon, it becomes filled with air. At t/are the cords regulating the valves S; T is the tube for filling

the balloncf with air; 31 is a crank for working the screw Q; I are stays for strengthening tlic

screw. Experiment with this air-ship has given results in remarkable accordance with the inventor's

calculations. Eight men, rotating the screw at 25 revolutions per minute, caused the aerostat to

travel at the rate of 52.5 feet per second. This speed was augmented to 55.8 feet per second with

27.5 rotations. The baJlonet was found to maintain the exterior surface ; no rocking motion was im-

parted by persons in the car, and it was reported that the head of the aerostat was readily kept in any

desired direction at an angle to the wind, by the labor of 8 men upon the screw-crank.

It having been shown, by the experiments of M. Paul Bert and others, that animal life may be ex-

tinguished in a too rarefied atmosphere, on account of the insufficient supply of oxygen, attempts have

been made to reach exceedingly high altitudes by carrying a supply of oxygen gas, which the aeronauts

inhaled when the atmosphere became unbearable. The last effort in this direction was that of MM.
Sivel, Spinelli, and Tissandier, in 1875. At 23,000 feet the aeronauts, despite the oxygen, relapsed

into a kind of stupor, and it is supposed that, in partial delirium, one of them cut away the oxygen-

bags, with other objects, in his intense desire to mount upward. MM. Spinelli and Sivel were suffo-

cated, and the third revived from his insensibility after the balloon had sunk to a lower altitude. The
maximum height attained, shown by the barometers, was 27,500 feet. Previously, and without the

aid of oxygen, Coxwell and Glaisher reached an altitude estimated at 37,000 feet.

Two automatic devices for adjusting the elevation of a balloon, and for giving warning of a descent,

are illustrated in Figs. 164 and i65. The ballast-regulator, Fig. 164, is a bladder A inflated with air

before ascending, and placed between two boards, one of which is fixed upright and the other hinged

thereto. A rubber spring keeps the movable piece up against the bladder, and by suitable connection

the moving-board is attached to the handle of a water-barrel, so as to turn a stream on or off in

accordance with its motion. When the bladder swells, as the balloon rises into an atmosphere of
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greater temiitj', the handle of the spigot is moved so as to diminish gradually or check the escape of
water ; while the descent of the balloon causes the contraction of the "bladder and the openin"
of the spigot. This device was intended to relieve the aeronaut from the necessity of watchfulness
during a brief period, so that he might sleep. The second ai)i)aratus, Fig. 165, is an ordinary barom-
eter-tube, into which are led wires from a battery. The ends of the wires are connected by an insu-
lated substance, and are adjusted at any desired mark on the barometer corresponding to a given alti-

tude, and above the mercury. Should the balloon descend, the mercury rises, touches the wires,
establishes the electric circuit, and a bell is sounded. Mr. Donaldson, the inventor of these devices,
also succeeded in directing the course of his balloon, in some measure, by large kites lowered into
currents of air of favorable direction. lie also found that low-flying balloons were preferable to
balloons at high elevations for purposes of traveling. By so adjus'ting his ballast that his air-ship
floated at about four feet above the ground, he was able to impel himself by a pole, and by vigorous
pushes on the same to cause his balloon to leap over low houses, trees, etc.

In Fig. 166 are represented Sivel's sounding balloons, for recognizing the presence of currents of air
above or below the main aerostat. A rod 30 feet in length was projected from the car, and held in
equilibrium by the upper balloon, which was 19 feet

in diameter, and which was filled with gas. This 166.

was attached to a rope 3,000 feet long, and allowed
to ascend that distance above the car. The other
small balloon was filled with air, and, being attached
to a line of similar length, fell far below. After
many experiments and no small amount of costly

investigation, the Aeronautical Society of Great
Britain, so long presided over by the Duke of Ar-
gyll, has pronounced decisively against the balloon
as incapable of being made useful for the purpose
of locomotion, except in the way of waftage ; and
in a report (1876), the secretary of the Society de-
clares that the sole improvement of which the bal-

loon is capable is the invention of some means to

secure its ascent and descent without the expendi-
tui'e of gas or ballast.

Suppose we have, for example, a balloon so
weighted that it would float on the discharge of
35 lbs. of ballast, or on receiving an additional

thousand cubic feet of gas. It is plain that, if

some mechanical means (say a screw acting verti-

cally) were added, capable of exerting a lifting force
of 35 lbs. more than its own weight—a light 2-horse-
power engine would drive it—the voyager would
be able to rise without discharging ballast, or sink
without discharging gas, and so be able to avoid
obstacles while drifting over the surface, or to rise

above adverse currents to such as might be more fa-

vorable.

But, for the purposes of real aerial navigation,
such drifting is wholly inadequate. The work to be
accomplished is not the floating of a relatively light
body in more or less favorable air-currents, but the
propulsion of a heavy body with a force sufficient to
overcome all aerial resistance, and with velocity
enough to make the inevitable driftage relatively

unimportant. This has not yet been achieved, though
the efforts toward it have shown some very encouraging results. Certain experiments made at the
expense of the Aeronautical Society, to determine the exact lifting pressure of air-currents against
a plane inclined at different angles, obtained results which are especially promising. The plane used
was a steel plate a foot square, and the substitute for wind or the resistance, occasioned by the pas-
sage of a body at high speed through the air, was the blast of a powerful fan-blower. Placed at
right angles to this blast, the pressure on the plate was 3J- lbs., indicating a wind-velocity of
about 25 miles an hour. Inclined at an angle of 15°, the plate received a direct pressure of
only one-third of a pound, while the lifting pressure amounted to 1| lb. In other words, a plane
of 1 square foot, held at an angle of 15' against a current of air having the velocity of 25 miles an
hour, will carry four times as much weight as it meets resistance. A less angle than 15° could not
be tried, owing to some obstruction to the action of the apparatus. The experiments showed, how-
ever, that the ratio of the lift to the thrust greatly increased as the inclination of the plane dimin-
ished, and also that the lifting power of the current, per square foot of plane, increased with the
extension of the sustaining surface, probably on the same principle that makes a large sail on a ship
so much more efficient than an equal area of small sails.

Regarding the power required to lift a weight in the air by means of vertical screws, in a " Report
on the English Aeronautical Exhibition of 1868," by Mr. Wcnham, the following paragraph appears:
" The Society has brought out the remarkable fact that a 1-horse-power engine can be made to
weigh only 13 lbs., thus showing the possibility of obtaining flight by the repudiated system of verti-
cal screws, even with the enormous expenditure of power that this plan is known to require." In
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'order to ascertain what actual lifting power could be obtained with planes moving in horizontal

orbits, Mr. Moy constructed new aero-plane wheels, 12 feet in diameter, with 12 planes to each

wheel, the whole presenting 160 square feet of surface, driven by a steam-engine weighing 80 lbs.

By placing the whole acting surface on these two wheels, an interesting experiment was carried out.

It was palpable, however, that, from the conditions of the actual trial, the full lifting power due to

1G6A.

the surface, angle, and velocity could not bo hoped for. These revolving planes were traveling all

the time in one circle. They had not the advantage of obtaining an abutment upon a previously

undisturbed body of air. The experiment was in an inclosed part of the building. A great part of

its power was expended in drawing downward a body of air. The whole weight of the machine was
186 lbs. Levers were attached to the spindle of the aero-plane wheels, which were weighted to take

off all over 120 lbs. This latter weight
^" was raised from the floor as much as 6

inches under one aero-plane and 2 inches

under the other, this inequality being due
to one wing-plane having broken.

The engine, therefore, was proved capa-

ble of raising itself, and 40 lljs. additional

weight, under great disadvantages. The
revolutions of these two 12-feet aero-

planes were 67 per minute.

The largest and probably the most per-

fect balloon which has been made is that

designed by M. Henri Giffard, and exhib-

ited by him in the City of Paris during the

continuance of the French International

Exposition of 1878. The following is a
summary of some of the principal figures

connected with this interesting aerostat:

—Dimensions : Diameter of the spherical

envelope, 118 feet 1 inch; height aljove

the ground when at its moorings, 180 feet

5 inches; capacity of envelope, 882,915
cubic feet. Weights : Material of the bal-

loon with its two valves, 5 tons 3 cwt.

;

netting, 3 tons 5 cwt. ; ropes attached to

the nets, rings, pulleys, etc., 3 tons 12
cwt.; car and its appurtenances, 1 ton 11

cwt.; total weight of materials, 13 tons
11 cwt. Weight of cable supported by
the balloon, 2 tons 9 cwt. ; fifty passen-
gers and two aeronauts, 3 tons ; ballast,

grapnels, etc., 3 tons ; total weight lifted,

22 tons.

The shape of this balloon, Fig. 166 a,

is perfectly spherical, the object of thus
departing from the usual pear-shaped form

being to obtain a greater capacity with the same weight of material, and hence greater lifting

power. The sphere is constructed of 104 gores, each measuring 3 feet 6 inches at its widest
part. The material is a compound fabric composed of layers: I, muslin; 2, pure India-rubber;

3, linen canvas ; 4, pure India-rubber ; 5, canvas ; 6, vulcanized rubber ; 7, muslin. The surface
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is covered with a mixture of boiled linseed-oil and litharge, and afterward with a coat of white
paint. The method of making the seams is as follows: The edges of two gores having been
sewn together by two undulating Hues of stitches, a strip of material consisting of a thickness of
vulcanized India-rubber between two layers of muslin is laid over the outside of the seam, bein"
made to adhere by a coat of India-rubber varnish previously applied ; and the inside of the seam is

covered in the same way with a strip of muslin saturated with the same solution of India-rubber.
No knots are used in the netting, seizings being applied at the intersection of the I'opes, and the
junctions covered with goat-leather. The car. Fig. 1C6b, is suspended by 16 cords from a strong
steel ring A, of small diameter, and this ring is in its turn suspended at a distance of about 4 feet
from a second and larger ring £, which is hollow, and is constructed of steel plates having an ex-
ternal diameter of 5 feet 3 inches. The upper ring is attached by 16 ropes to as many sheave-
blocks C. Through each of these blocks passes a smaller rope carrying a smaller block at each end.
Consequently, there are 64 of these latter blocks supporting the weight of the car, and communica-
ting the lifting strain of the balloon to the cable by which it is attached to the ground. At D are the
moving ropes. The valve consists of a metallic disk 21| inches in diameter, which is maintained in
close contact with a seat of vulcanized rubber by a series of spiral springs fixed above it. It is ar-

ranged in the centre of a large circle of a similar material to that of which the balloon is con-
structed, but somewhat thicker, and is held between two flanges of wood 8 feet in diameter, which
are held together by screws. In and closing the neck of the balloon is a second valve, which con-
sists of a circular metallic plate 31^ inches in diameter, which is kept pressed against its seat by a
set of very delicate springs, so that upon the slightest increase of pressure within the balloon the
valve opens, and a quantity of gas proportional to the excess escapes. The car consists of an orna-
mental annular balcony, 19 feet 8 inches in external diameter, the floor being 3 feet 3 inches wide.

In Fig. 166 A is given an elevation of M. Giffard's balloon, showing it as arranged in the court
of the Tuileries, Paris. A is the balloon ; B, the car suspended over the conical pit with the em-
barking bridge in position. At C is the winding machinery to which the retaining cable of the
balloon is brought. This cable is nearly 3,000 feet long, weighs over 2|- tons, and is tapered from
a diameter of 3.35 inches at its upper end to 2.56 inches at its lower extremity. At its point of
connection with the aerostat the cable is secured to a dynamometer, by which the strain on the cable
and the lifting power of the balloon are determined. The small balloon marked D represents an
ordinary aerostat of 35,000 cubic feet capacity, capable of carrying 3 or 4 persons. (See Engineer-
ing^ xxvi., 658.)

Mr. C. F. Ritchel has devised an aerial machine wherein is employed a balloon 25 feet in length
and 13 in diameter, weighing 66 lbs., and charged Avith hydrogen gas. Broad worsted bands extend
over that and down to a rod of brass tubing, from which the machine is suspended by slender cords.
The after portion of the machine is at the base a parallelogram of rods, from which rise, lengthwise,
curved rods, drawn near together at the top. All these rods are of mandrel-drawn brass, light and
very strong. Above the apex of this form rises a cog-edged steel wheel, with double handles so
geared to a four-bladed fan moving horizontally directly beneath, that the operator can give the fan
2,000 revolutions per minute. The extreme diameter of this revolving fan is 24 inches. The blades
are set like those of the screw of a propeller. Just behind the wheel is a very small seat, upon which
the operator perches. His feet rest upon two light treadles above and in front of the fan. From
the front of this form spring other rods, carrying at their extremity a vertically-working revolving
fan, 22 inches in diameter. It is so geared to the main fan that it may be operated or not, at the
pleasure of the driver, and can be made to turn from one side to the other, so as to deflect the course
of the machine in the air. This fan makes 2,800 revolutions per minute when the other is making
2,000. The total weight of the apparatus is 114 lbs. For particulars of trial of this machine, which
seemingly worked quite satisfactorily in still air, see Scientijic American, xxxviii., 405.

The Flying Machine.—Human muscular power being proportionately very much inferior to that
of the bird, it follows that no contrivance of the nature of wings can be successfully operated by the
unaided strength of a man's muscles. Either some motor must be employed to drive the lifting

mechanism, or an auxiliary balloon, as already pointed out, must be used. In view of the fact that
a kite is sustained in the air by the pressure of the wind against it, provided the direction of the
wind is oblique to its surface, some authorities consider the moving plane to be the simplest mech-
anism that can be devised for the flying-machine, in connection with two propeller-wheels, turning in

opposite directions, so as to keep the machine in an upright position. The best angle of inclination

of the fixed plane—that is, the angle in which the least amount of surface is required— is 54° 10'

with a horizontal line ; but the power required for motion in this case is very great. By reducing
the angle between the fixed surface and a horizontal line, the power required for jjropulsion is dimin-
ished ; but it is necessary to give the machine a much higher velocity, in order that it may be sus-

tained in the air ; or, if the original velocity is retained, the area of fixed surface must be largely

increased, which will, of course, add to the weight. It must be remembered also that the machine
will not be sustained unless it is in motion, so that it cannot rise from the ground, but must be
launched from an elevation. M. Bruignac considers that, by attaching balloons to flying-machines,

they can be propelled by the aid of less power than in the case where a sustaining plane surface is

used. The best form of balloon, according to M. Bruignac, is that of a horizontal cylinder with coni-

cal ends, the slant height of the cones being equal to the diameters of their bases. It is found by
experiment that, if three bodies having the same cross-section are moved through the air at the same
velocity, having the forms respectively of a circular plane, a sphere, a cone with slant height equal

to diameter of bases, the resistances to motion in the two latter cases will be (calling the resistance
E E

of the plane II) for the sphere—, and for the cone —

.

The most favorable form of aerial machine, according to Jif Bruignac, is a combination of a balloon
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with a sustainin"- plane. By his calculations, it appears that the most advantageous design, for a

speed of 20 miles an hour in a calm, must not weigh, with engines, navigators, fuel, stores, etc., more

than 2 200 lbs. and must have the following dimensions : There must be a balloon, tilled with hydro-

gen 2rfeet in 'diameter and 9-i feet long, together with a sustaining plane 9i feet long and 16 feet

wide • and an engine capable of exerting from 6 to 7 horse power. This is equivalent to saying that

the problem is impossible with our present means of construction, and would seem to settle the matter

conclusively unless it can be shown that a more favorable plan than the best one discussed by M.

Brui"-nac can be designed. It is pretty evident that, if a machine is not practicable even in theory,

there is little hope ofits actual success.
, . , ,,

Dr. F. A. P. Barnard has published a paper, entitled "Aerial Navigation" (1875), in which M.

Brui'^nac's investigations are reviewed. Dr. Barnard offers the following suggestion :
" If it is possible

to lift a given weight into the air and make it move in any desired direction, it is certainly easier to

do the same with a^part of that weight. Let the inventor, then, attach his lifting apparatus to some

vehicle on land—as, for instance, a railroad-train—and, by sustaining some of the weight, make it move

more easily ; let him remove the locomotive, and put in its place his aerial propeller. If this works

well, there is some hope of actually getting into the air ;
but should it fail, it would seem advisable

for him to abandon his experiments."

The reader is referred to the " Patent-Office Reports of the United States " for descriptions of hun-

dreds of devices whereby it has been hoped to solve the problem of aerial navigation. The quest

has a singular fascination, but it has ruined thousands, and teems with examples of misdirected

ener"-v and "-enius. In conclusion, it may be added that the problems to be solved before aerial

navigation takes its place among human achievements are consequently these two :
the invention of

an apparatus to accomplish the work of the bird's wings and tail, and an engine capable of develop-

ing great power with comparatively little weight of machinery and fuel. For the purpose of naviga-

tion°the flying-ship must be, however, like the bird, heavy in comparison with air, that it may not be

at the mercy of every gust of wind ; and it must be strong enough to withstand the pressure of

strong gales, or, what is equivalent, the resistance due to rapid motion. Hence it is evident that,

whatever it may be, the successful air-ship will not be and will not contain a gas-bag. For the prac-

tical navigation of the air, the balloon is and will ever be a delusion and a snare ; and the general

recognition of this truth by intelligent workers in this field is one of the most encouraging features

of modern aeronautics.

It is quite possible that a'irial rafts, supported by balloons, may sometimes be useful^ in regions

favored with winds which blow steadily in a fixed direction for months at a time ; but in ordinary

climates they cannot but be as useless for commercial purposes as log-rafts in a sea everywhere as

vexed by conflicting currents as Hell Gate was in its worst days. A self-propelling vessel supported

bv a balloon would be little, if any, better. No balloon light enough to sustain such a vessel could

begin to withstand the pressure it would meet in stemming or crossing the current of a moderate

wind, or in being driven through still air at the rate of 20 or 30 miles an hour; and unless it can

do this, and much more, it is out of the question for practical navigation.

Works of Reference.—A very large and complete list of works on aeronautics will he found in

"Aerial Navigation," a fragmentary volume written by Charles B. Mansfield in 1851, and published

in London and New York in 1877. The rules and theoretica} discussion in this article are by Mr. R.

H. Buel, in Scientific American, vol. xxii., 64. Sec also vol. xxix. of same journal.

AJUTAGE. A tube fitted to the mouth of a vessel for the purpose of modifying the discharge of wa-

ter. If cylindrical or conical, it considerably increases the efflux of water. In the former case, when

the length of the ajutage does not excaed four times its diameter, the increase is in the proportion of

1.33 to 1. With an ajutage composed of two conic frustrums on a horizontal axis, the bases open-

ing respectively into the vessel and into the atmosphere, the length of the outer frustrum being three

times that of the inner one, and the opening into the vessel being seven-eighths the size of the deliv-

ery-opening, the proportion of 3 to 2 has been obtained.

ALARMS. Machines for giving warning of danger or calling attention. For boiler-alarms, for

indicating low water or an over-high pressure of steam in steam-generators, see Boilers. For marine-

alarms, including fog-whistles, etc., see Lighthouse and Buoys.

Fire-Alarnvi, as a rule, depend for their operation upon the increased temperature of the air in the

vicinity of the fire, or upon the burning away of certain connecting-cords which are stretched in

exposed situations. Of the first of these, the simplest form is a gun loaded with blank cartridge

and suspended near the ceiling. The increased heat determines the explosion. Of the second, a

simple arrangement is a weight hung by a cord. When the cord burns, the weight falls, the crash

giving the alarm. Another device consists of a series of tubes which proceed from each floor to a

central office. The occurrence of fire in the edifice produces a blast of air (due to its expansion)

from the tubes. In another invention the increased heat of the apartment causes expansion of a

body of mercury, and brings it in contact with a wire of a metal which readily amalgamates. The

wire then breaks with the strain, and releases a clock-work, which sounds a bell and opens a cock,

allowing the escape of an extinguishing agent. Another device involves a thermostatic arrangement,

by which a closing of an electric circuit is made when the metal expands with the heat. The ther-

mostat is a column of mercury which ascends in a tube and makes the electric connection, or a plate

or coil of two metals on the principle of the chronometer-balance, or it is an elongating-rod. The

connection made, an armature in the telegraphic wire circuit is attracted by its magnet, and releases a

clock-work alarm. The Tunnicliffe alarm is a small cylindrical metal barrel, attached by a screw to

any part of the room. It is loaded with a small charge of powder, and provided with a fuse con-

taining a chemical mixture, which ignites whenever the surrounding atmosphere is heated to 200°

Fahr. The explosion follows, making a loud noise, and, if desired, a small plug is ejected so as to

strike and release a detent in a clock-work, which sounds a bell. Fig. 167 represents a fire-alarm
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which, when acted upon by heat, causes a bell to ring, and which may be ordinarily employed in lieu

of the common press-button us a means of sounding electric bells for calls. To the two metal col-

umns to which the battery-wires are fastened arc attached two thin elastic plates of metal tipped

with steel. Their tendency, when heated, is to curve inward, come in contact, and establish electric

communication, thus sounding a gong elsewhere situated. Between the plates is a rod supported by

a spring. When the rod is pulled down, a metal part on its end touches both plates, and the current

passes. The plates, when the rod is held up by its spring, are separated by a piece of insulating

material on the rod. This device is very sensitive, and may be adjusted

167. by moving one of the plates by the screw shown on the side.

Earthquake-Alarms have been made, based on the supposition or dis-

covery that a few seconds previous to an earthquake the magnet tempo-

i-arily loses its power. To an armature is attached a weight, so that,

upon the magnet becoming paralyzed, the weight drops, and, striking a

bell, gives the alarm.

Gas-Alarms are employed to give warning of fire-damps in mines,

and also of dangerous leakage of illuminating gas. Chuard's device con-

sists of a light metallic stem, surmounted by a thin glass globe filled with

atmospheric air. On the lower end of the stem is a ball which gives the

device buoyancy, and also a weight, so that the apparatus is maintained

in vertical position in a vessel of distilled water. The weight is gradu-

ated so that the normal condition of the air causes the finger to indicate

zero on the scale. When the surrounding air becomes mixed with hydro-

gen, the relative weight of the glass globe is changed, and, its contained

air being heavier than the surrounding atmosphere, it sinks, and thus

moves a pointer on a scale. At a certain point on the latter is a mark
indicating that the mingled air and gas has become dangerously explo-

sive, and when the pointer reaches this mark it comes in contact with a

magnet, by which a lever is moved and an alarm sounded. Several other

devices founded upon endosmotic action have been proposed. A bladder

of air is placed in a position exposed to the action of escaping hydrogen,

and, by the absorption of gas, its form or specific weight becomes changed,

and by this means a mechanical device for sounding an alarm is actu-

ated. Another gas-alarm for mines or rooms consists of a galvanic battery with a bell, and a glass

tube filled with chloride of palladium. This metallic salt is extremely sensitive to the presence of

carbonic-acid gas, a small quantity of which at once throws down some of the metal from the solu-

tion, and this precipitate, collecting in the bottom of a tube, at once establishes a connection in a

current of electriciiy, and an electric bell is sounded.

AmeWs Fire-Damp Alarm consists of a small tube bent in the form of a U, one of the branches of

which ends in a funnel closed by porous earthenware. The tube contains mercury, and, in ordinary

circumstances, when the apparatus, full of air, is placed in pure air, the surfaces of mercury in the two

branches are on the same level. But this is not the case when the air is vitiated by proto-carbonate

of hydrogen. This gas will filter through the earthen partition, penetrate into the funnel, increase

the pressure, and make the column of mercury rise in one branch of the bent tube so as to cause a

contact between two platinum wires which terminate in the two poles of an electric battery. The

current is thus established, and, if an electric bell is placed in the circuit, a signal will be given, which

can be conveyed to any distance.

Mill-Hopper Alarms are attachments to grinding-mills to indicate that the hopper is nearly empty

of grist. Mills have been burned by sparks and heat generated by the stones when running empty

;

and there are numerous devices for giving timely notice of the fact, and also for stopping the ma-

chinery thereupon. In one apparatus of this kind, which may serve as an example, a bell is so ar-

ranged within the hopper that, when surrounded by the grain, it is held stationary, but w hen uncovered

is caused to ring by the tremulous motion of the hopper. The grain rests upon a float hinged near

the bottom of the hopper. When the grain is about expended, the float is raised by a weighted lever,

and the spout of an upper hopper is opened to supply the lower one with grain.

Money-T)rawer Alarms are devices which strike a bell when the till-drawer is opened. A cleat on

the lower portion of the drawer engages a latch, and rings the bell when the drawer is opened or

closed.

A Pocket-Alarm is shaped like a watch, and has a chain attached to the hook at its upper end.

In case a pickpocket attempts to take the chain, his pulling on the same turns a spring-wheel and

moves a hammer in the apparatus which sounds a bell. Another device is designed to be attached

to the watch, and also to the chain. On the latter being jerked, a spring hammer inside the apparatus

is freed, and a percussion-cap is struck and exploded.

Clock-Alarms usually consist of a bell or wire coil and hammer, which is set in motion by a recoil

escapement. Devices are provided so that whatever figure on a small movable dial is made to come

to a small pointer set as a tail to the hour-hand, the alarm is let off at that hour, and operates until

the spring which actuates it runs down. Alarms are also arranged in connection with the mechanism

of watches, to sound at certain fixed times.

Bilf/e-Water Alarms are used on ships to indicate an excessive depth of water in the hold, and a

possible leak. One form has a rectangular box, placed vertically near the bottom of the vessel. As

the water rises in the box a float therein is lifted, and the rod of the latter connects with clock-work,

so that the same may be released and allowed to sound a bell when the float reaches a certain height.

A dial is provided in connection with the rod, so as to indicate the height of the float at alHimes.

In another form a tube is bent to conform to the transverse sectional shape of the vessel, and is pro-
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vided with a wbistlc at each end. At the lowest midship portion the bilge-water is admitted at a
gauze-covered opening. When a considerable amount of water has collected in the pipe, the rolling

of the vessel causes the water to expel the air in the tube through the whistles, which thus sound an
alarm. A form of leak-alarm is represented in Fig. 168. The water rising in the hold elevates the

float, permitting the spring-drum to revolve and wind up the chain. This rings the alarm-bell, and

169.

168.

rlim

moves the index, which signifies the depth. As the water falls the float rewinds the spring. An ice-

berg-alarm is a thermometrical device.

Burglar-AJarms are devices to be attached or connected with doors or windows, so as to give
warning of the attempted entrance of an intruder. Fig. 169 shows one of the numerous forms of
the application of the electric circuit and apparatus to the above purpose. Copper wires running
through the house connect with a battery, and have circuit connections attached to the doors or win-
dows, so that, when one of the latter is opened, the armature is released from the magnets and causes
a bell to strike, and also ignites a fluid-lamp or candle, or turns on the gas, left burning low. The
circuit being completed by the motion of the door or window, the magnet B attracts the armature C,

and sets free a detent, so that a weight runs an alarm-hammer, while the match-puller reciprocates

and lights the lamp or gas. Portable burglar-alarms are constructed in the form of wedge-shaped
cases having clock-work and a gong inside. These are placed on the floor, so that the door of a room,
on being opened, strikes the device and moves a detent, which allows the clock-work to run down and
sound the bell.

Alarm-Funyieh are used to indicate that liquid in a barrel has risen to a certain point. The fun-
nel being placed over the bung-hole of the barrel, the rising liquid raises the float, which detaches
the button from its stop and rings the alarm-bell.

A Hoi-Bearing Alarm, for giving warning of an overheated journal, is illustrated in Fig. 170. It is the
invention of Mr. S. Alley. The alarm is given by a tappet fixed to the revolving-shaft striking against the
clapper of a bell. This bell, as will be seen from the engraving, Fig. 1*70, is hung from the end of a
lever which is supported in a raised position by resting on a knife-edge formed at the side of a hollow
spindle which rests on the top of a hollow fusible plug A, inserted in a casting which can be screwed
into the top of the bearing. The plug A is made of hard lubricant, and, on its melting, the hollow
plunger on the spindle c falls, thus lowering the bell so that its clapper is acted upon by a wooden
striker fixed to the revolving-shaft. When the plunger c falls the
glass globe containing oil falls with it, until the collar a of its

mounting comes into contact with the tubular part b of the main
casting. This arrests the further fall of the globe, and the plunger
c, continuing to fall, parts the conical joint shown, and allows any
oil that may be in the glass globe to fall at once through the holes
d on to the bearing.

ALCAllAZA. A vessel of porous earthenware, used for cooling
the contained liquid by evaporation from the exterior surface—popu-
larly called a " water-monkey." The vessel is usually enveloped in

a light cord net, and, after being filled, is suspended in a draught of
air.

ALLOYS. Aniiinojiy Alloys.—All the antimony-metal of com-
merce may be considered an alloy. It is never pure, but contains
iron in all instances. Antimony and tin, in equal pai'ts, form a
moderately-hard, brittle, but very brilliant alloy, not soon tarnished,
and frequently employed for small speculums in telescopes. Of all the metals, antimony combines
most readily with potassium and sodium. These alloys are obtained by smelting the carbonaceous
compounds of these metals or their oxides mixed with carbon. The presence of other metals, such as
copper and silver, does not diminish the aflinity of these metals for antimony. The alloy thus formed
of the alkaline metals is not easily evaporated by a strong heat. 80 parts of lead and 20 of anti-

mony form type-metal ; to this, commonly, 5 or 6 parts of bismuth are added. Tin 80 parts, antimony
20, is music-metal ; it is also composed of 62.8 tin, 8 antimony, 26 copper, and 3.2 iron. Plate-pew-
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ter also contains from 5 to */ per cent, of antimony ; 89 tin, 7 antimony, 2 copper, 2 iron, is one of

these compositions. Britannia-metal contains frequently an equal amount of antimony. Qucen's-

metal is 75 tin, 8 antimony, 8 bismuth, and 9 lead. Crude antimony is employed for purifjing gold.

Aluminum Alloys.—The only aluminum alloys which have acquired importance in the arts are the

so-called aluminum bronzes. According to M. Morin, very homogeneous alloys are obtained with

copper, and 5, 7^, and 10 per cent, of aluminum. The alloys with 5 and 10 per cent, of aluminum
are both of a golden color, while that with 7^ per cent, has a greenish tint. Even so small an addi-

tion as 1 per cent, of aluminum to copper considerably increases its ductility and fusibility, and im-

parts to it the property of completely filling the mould, making a dense casting free from all air-

bubbles. At the same time the copper becomes more resistant of chemical reagents, increases in

hardness without losing in malleability, and unites in itself the most valuable qualities of bronze and
brass. A copper alloy with 2 per cent, of aluminum is said to be used in the studio of Christofle, in

Paris, for works of art. It works well under the chisel and graver.

The true aluminum bronzes are alloys containing 90 to 95 per cent, of copper with 10 to 5 per cent,

of aluminum. The direct mixture, by first fusion, of 10 parts of aluminum and 90 of copper, gives

a brittle alloy, which, however, increases in strength and tenacity by several successive fusions ef-

fected in crucibles. The aluminum bronze is homogeneous, and possesses sufficient expansion to fill

the remotest parts of the mould. It affords sharp castings that can be worked more readily than

steel. Aluminum bronze may be forged at a dull-red heat, and hammered until cooled off without

presenting any flaws or cracks. Like copper, it is rendered milder and more ductile by being plunged

into cold water when hot. The bronze polishes beautifully and possesses great strength—according

to Anderson's experiments, an average of 75,618^ lbs. per square inch. The resistance to compres-

sion is feeble. From the experiments of Colonel Strange on the relative rigidity of brass, ordinary,

and aluminum bronze, it appears that the last named is 40 times as rigid as brass, and 3 times as

rigid as ordinary bronze.

Other experiments have shown that aluminum bronze docs not expand or contract as much as

ordinary bronze, or brass ; that under the tool it produces long and resisting chips, does not clog the

file, engraves nicely, etc., and it is easily rolled into sheets ; that in the melted state it expands very

much, and is fit forthe sharpest castings; but that, as it cools off rapidly, it is subject to shrinkage,

and hence to cracks when the articles are bulk}', thus reciuiring numerous runners and a heavy feed-

ing head ; and lastly, that, although not entirely unoxidizable, it is not so readily tarnished by con-

tact with the air as polished brass, iron, steel, etc. Dr. Biedermann speaks very highly of this metal

:

" In the construction of physical, geodic, and astronomical instruments," he says, " it is far prefer-

able to all other metals. In jewelry, and articles of art and luxury, it is employed in large quantities.

Many kinds of house-utensils are made of it, and it is also adapted to journal and axle boxes. Gun
and pistol barrels, as well as rifled cannon, have been made of it, and have done excellent service."

It has been highly recommended for type-metal—type made of it lasting, it is affirmed, fully 50 times

as long as those from common metal type. It has been employed for the bed of perforating machines
for perforating postage-stamps, and for the main-springs of watches (90 copper and 5 aluminum),

being very hard and elastic, not magnetic, and less liable to rust than steel. Its price, however,

ranging, according to its percentage of aluminum, is j^robably the greatest impediment to its com-
mon use.

Aluminum alloys with many other metals have been made, but none of them have acquired a

permanent value in the arts. They may be passed over with the brief remark that aluminum contain-

ing 4 per cent, of silver is employed for the beams of fine bnlances, for which it is peculiarly fitted

from its comparative lightness and stability; and that the addition of a small percentage of aluminum
to steel is claimed to impart special virtues to the latter— a claim which, however, has not yet been
well established.

Arsenic Alloys.—Arsenic promotes the union of those metals which without its assistance do not

unite. It has this effect on zinc and lead, iron and lead, .and iron and aluminum. Like antimony, it

has a remarkable tendency to cause metals to crystallize, but its alloys are not so brittle as those of

antimony. In producing a high degree of fluidity, it admits of the melting of metals at a low heat,

and enables them to contract in small compass. All metals combine easily with arsenic, and the

alloys, with the exception of silver, are readily decomposed by continued heat. It requires caution in

operating upon the arsenic alloys of alkaline metals, as they decompose rapidly in damp air, and
evolve arseniureted hydrogen, a virulent poison. Alloys of copper and arsenic arc commonly known
as white copper or tombac. Arsenic is added to lead in the proportion of two or three thousandths

in the manufacture of shot, the effect being to help the solidification, and to cause the metal to pour

more readily. The alloys of arsenic are generally known as arsenides, and are rather " unions " than

true alloys of metals.

Bismuth Alloys.—Bismuth is scarcely used alone, but it is employed for imparting fusibility to

alloys, thus:

8 bismuth, 5 lead, 3 tin, constitute Newton's fusible alloy, which melts at 212° F.

2 bismuth, 1 lead, 1 tin, Rose's fusible alloy, which melts at 201° F.

5 bismuth, 3 lead, 2 tin, when combined, melt at 199°.

8 bismuth, 5 lead, 4 tin, 1 type-metal, constitute the fusible alloy used on the Continent for pro-

ducing the beautiful casts of the French medals, by the cliclw process. The metals should be re-

peatedly melted, and poured into drops until they are well mixed. Mr. Charles V. Walker substituted

antimony for the type-metal, and strongly recommends this latter in preference to the first-named

fusible alloy. Sec " JElectrotype Manipulation," part ii., pp. 9-11, where the cliche process is described.

1 bismuth and 2 tin make the alloy Mr. Cowper found to be the most suitable for rose-engine and
eccentric-turned patterns, to be printed from after the manner of letter-press. He recommends the

thin plates to be cast upon a cold surface of metal or stone, upon which a piece of smooth paper is
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placed, and then a metal ring ; the alloy should neither burr nor crumble ; if proper, it turns soft

and silky ; when too crystalline, more tin should be added.

2 bismuth, 4 lead, 3 tin,
} (.^^gtitute pewterer's soft-solders.

1 bismuth, 1 lead, 2 tm,
)

*^

All these alloys must be cooled quickly, to avoid the separation of the bismuth ; they are rendered

more fusible by a small addition of mercury.

Cadmium AHoys are little used in the arts. The ready volatilization of the metal has been the

chief drawback to their formation and study. 78 parts of cadmium to 22 parts mercury is sometimes

used for filling teeth. 750 parts gold, 166 silver, and 84 cadmium, is an alloy for jewelers'

use. Cadmium 2, tin 2, lead 1, and bismuth 3, melts at 150^ F., and is known as Wood's fusible

alloy.

Chromium Alloi/s.—These are usually combinations of the metal with iron or steel. Iron 08.60 and

chromium 31.40 is fibrous, silvery, and very brittle. Alloys of steel and chromium can be polished

and damascened. The addition of from 1 to 2 per cent, of chromium tends to harden and slightly

increase the tenacity and ductility of cast-steel. Chromeisen, however, has been used to replace

Spiegcleisen in steel-making, and the result has been a very soft steel. This is remarka))le, owing

to tlie known hardness of chromium. The alloy, on being analyzed, yielded metallic iron 96.40 per

cent. ; metallic chromium, 2.30 per cent. ; lime, silica, 1.30, and carbon traces. Chromium alloys

have been made with tin and copper, but have no utilizations.

Cobalt Alfoi/s.—Cobalt with antimony forms an iron-gray alloy; with iron, a very hard alloy; with

gold, it is yellow and fragile ; with platinum, fusible. Cobalt amalgam resembles silver. Alloys of

this metal have been made with lead and tin, but have no especial interest.

Copper AUo;/s.—Copper unites easily with most other metals, and forms the Ijasis of a large num-

ber of important alloys. Of these the principal are those made of copper and zinc, or the brasses,

and those of copper and tin, known as bronze, gun and bell metal.

Copper, when alloyed with nearly half its weight of lead, forms an inferior alloy, resembling gun-

metal in color, but very much softer and cheaper, lead being only about one-fourth the value of tin,

and used in much larger proportion. This inferior alloy is called pot-metal, and also cock-metal,

because it is used for large vessels and measures, for the large taps or cocks for brewers, dyers, and

distillers, and those of smaller kinds for household use.

Generally the copper is only alloyed with one of tlie metals—zinc, tin, or lead ;
occasionally with

two, and sometimes with the three in various proportions. In many cases the new metals are care-

fully weighed, according to the qualities desired in the alloy, but random mixtures more frequently

occur, from the ordinary practice of filling the crucible in great part with various pieces of old metal,

of unknown proportions, and adding a certain quantity of new metal to bring it up to the color and

hardness required. This is not done solely from motives of economy, but also from an impression

which appears to be very generally entertained, that such mixtures are more homogeneous than those

composed entirely of new metals, fused together for the first time.

The remarks we have to offer on these copper alloys will be arranged in the tabular form, in four

groups ; and, to make them as practical as possible, they will be stated in the terms commonly used

in the brass-foundery. Thus, when the founder is asked the usual proportions of yellow brass, he will

say, 6 to 8 oz. of zinc (to every pound of copper being implied). In speaking of gun-metal, he would

not say it had one-ninth, or 11 per cent., of tin, but simply that it was 1|, 2, or 2^ oz. (of tin), as the

case might be ; so that the quantity and kind of the alloy, or the addition to the pound of copper, is

usually alone named.
Alloys of Co[,pcr and Zinc only.—The marginal numbers denote the ounces of zinc added to every

pound of copper.

^ to i oz. Castings are seldom made of pure copper, as, under ordinary circumstances, it does not

cast soundly ; about half an ounce of zinc is usually added, frequently in the shape of 4 oz. of

brass to every pound of copper ; and by others, 4 oz. of brass are added to every 2 or 3 lbs.

of copper.

1 to 11 oz. Gilding-metal, for common jewelry. It is made by mixing 4 parts of copper with 1 of

calamine brass; or sometimes 1 lb. of "copper with 6 oz. of brass. The sheet gilding-metal

will be found to match pretty well in color with the cast gun-metal, which latter does not

admit of being rolled ; they niay be therefore used together when required.

3 oz. Red sheet-brass, made at Hegermiihl, or 5^- parts copper, 1 zinc. ( l/re.)

3 to 4 oz. Batli-metal, pinchbeck, Mannheim gold, similor, and alloys bearing various names, and re-

sembling inferior jeweler's gold greatly alloyed with copper, are of about this proportion

;

some of them contain a little tin ; now, however, they are scarcely used.

6 oz. Brass, that bears soldering well.

6 oz. Bristol brass is said to be of this proportion.

8 oz. Ordinary brass, the general proportion ; less fit for soldering than 6 oz., it being more fusible.

8 oz. Emerson's patent brass was of this proportion, and so is, generally, the ingot brass, made by

simple fusion of the two metals.

9 oz. This proportion is the one extreme of 5Iuntz's patent sheathing. See lOf.

10| oz. Muntz's metal, or 40 zinc and 00 copper. " Any proportions," says the patentee, "between

the extremes 50 zinc and 50 copper, and 37 zinc, 63 copper, will roll and work at the red-

heat ; " but the first-named proportion, or 40 zinc to 60 copper, is preferred.

The metal is cast into ingots, heated to a red heat, and rolled and worked at that heat into

ships' bolts and other fastenings and sheathing.

12 oz. Spelter-solder for copper and iron is sometimes made in this proportion ; for brass-work the

metals are generally mixed in equal parts. See 16 oz.

12 oz. Pale-yellow metal, fit for dipping in acids, is often made in this proportion.
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16 oz. Soft spelter-solder, suitable for ordinary brass-work, is made of equal parts of copper and

zinc. About 14 lbs. of each are melted together and poured into an ingot-mould with cross-

ribs, which indents it into little squares of about 2 lbs. weight ; much of the zinc is lost.

These lumps are afterward heated nearly to redness upon a charcoal fire, and are brol.en up,

one at a time, with great rapidity, on an anvil or in an iron pestle and mortar. The heat is

a critical point ; if too great, the solder is beaten into a cake or coarse lumps, and becomes

tarnished ; when the heat is proper, it is nicely granulated, and remains of a bright-yellow

color ; it is afterward passed through a sieve. Of course, the ultimate proportion is less

than 16 oz. of zinc.

16 oz. Equal parts is the one extreme of JIuntz's patent sheathing. See 10|f.

16^ oz. Hamilton and Parker's patent mosaic gold, which is dark-colored when first cast, but on

dipping assumes a beautiful golden tint. "When cooled and broken," say the patentees, "all

yellowness must cease, and the tinge vary from reddish-fawn or salmon color to a light purple

or lilac, and from that to whiteness." The proportions are stated as from 52 to 58 zinc to

50 of copper, or 16|- to 17 oz. to the pound.

82 oz., or 2 zinc to 1 copper. A bluish-white brittle alloy, very brilliant, and so crystalline that it

may be pounded cold in a pestle and mortar.

128 oz., or 2 oz. of copper to every pound of zinc. A hard crystalline metal, differing but little from
zinc, but more tenacious ; it has been used for laps or polishing-disks.

BetnarJcs on the Alloys of Copper and Zinc.—These metals seem to mix in all proportions.

The addition of zinc continually increases the fusibility, but, from the extremely volatile nature of

zinc, these alloys cannot be arrived at with very strict regard to proportion.

The red color of copper slides into that of yellow brass at about 4 to 5 oz. to the pound, and
remains little altered unto about 8 or 10 oz. ; after this it becomes whiter, and when 82 oz. of zinc

are added to 16 of copper, the mixture has the brilliant silvery color of speculum metal, but with

a bluish tint.

These alloys, from about 8 to 16 oz. to the pound of copper, are extensively used for dipping,

as in an enormous variety of furniture-work ; in all cases the metal is annealed before the application

of the scouring or cleaning processes, and of the acids, bronzes, and lacquers subseriuently used.

The alloys with zinc retain their malleability and ductility well, unto about 8 or ten oz. to the

pound ; after this the crystalline character slowly begins to prevail. The alloy of 2 zinc and 1 cop-

per, before named, may be crumbled in a mortar when cold.

The ordinary range of good yellow brass, that files and turns well, is from about 4|^ to 9 oz. to

the pound. With additional zinc, it is harder and more crystalline ; with less, more tenacious, and it

hangs to the file like copper ; the range is wide, and small differences are not perceived.

Alloys of Copper and Tin only.—The marginal numbers denote the ounces of tin added to every

pound of copper.

Ancient Copper and J'in Alloys.

f oz. Ancient bronze nails, flexible, or 20 copper, 1 tin. (Ure.)

According to Pliny, as quoted by Wilkinson.

Ancient weapons and tools, by various analyses, or 8 to 15 per

cent, tin; medals from 8 to 12 per cent, tin, with 2 parts

zinc added to each 100, for improving the bronze color.
(
Urc.)

If
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The addition of tin continually increases the fusibility, although, when it is added cold, it is apt to

make the copper pasty, or even to set it in a solid lump in the crucible.

The red color of th« copper is not greatly impaired in those proportions used by the engineer,

namely, up to about 2^ oz. to the pound ; it becomes grayish-white at 6, the limit suitable for bells,

and quite white at about 8, the speculum metal ; after this the alloy becomes of a bluish cast.

The tin alloy is scarcely malleable at 2 oz., and soon becomes very hard, brittle, and sonorous ; and

when it has ceased to serve for producing sound, it is employed for reflecting light.

The tough, tenacious character of copper under the tools rapidly gives way ; alloys of 1^ cut easily,

2^ assume about the maximum hardness without being crystalline ;
after this they yield to the file by

crumbling in fragments rather than by ordinary abrasion in shreds, until the tin very greatly predomi-

nates, as1n the pewters. When the alloys become the more flexible, soft, malleable, and ductile, the

less copper they contain.

Alloys of Copper and Lead only.—The marginal numbers denote the ounces of lead added to every

pound of copper.

2 oz. A red-colored and ductile alloy.

4 oz. Less red and ductile ; neither of these is so much used as the following, as the object is to cm-

plov as much lead as possible.

6 oz. Ordinary pot-metal, called dry pot-metal, as this quantity of lead will be taken up without sep-

arating on cooling ; this is brittle when warmed.

7 oz. This alloy is rather short, or disposed to break.

8 oz. Inferior pot-metal, called wet pot-metal, as the lead partly oozes out in cooling, especially when

the new metals are mixed ; it is therefore always usual to fill the crucible in part with old

metal, and to add new for the remainder. This alloy is very brittle when slightly warmed.

More lead can scarcely be used, as it separates on cooling.

Remarks on the Alloys of Copper and Lead only.—These metals mix in all proportions until the lead

amounts to nearly half ; after this they separate in cooling.

The addition of lead greatly increases the fusibiUty.

The red color of the copper is soon deadened by the lead ; at about 4 oz. to the pound the work

has a bluish leaden hue when first turned, but changes in an hour or so to that of a dull gun-metal

character.

When the lead does not exceed about 4 oz. the mixture is tolerably malleable, but with more lead

it soon becomes very brittle and rotten ; the alloy is greatly inferior to gun-metal, and is principally

used on account of the cheapness of the mixture, and the facility with which it is turned and filed.
_

Alloys of Copper, Zinc, Tin, and Lead, cic—This group refers principally to gun-metal alloys, to which

more or less zinc is added by many engineers ; the quantity of tin in every pound of the alloy, which

is expressed by the marginal numbers, principally determines the hardness.

Keller's statues at Versailles are found, as the mean of four analyses, to consist of

Copper 91.40, or about 14f oz.

Zinc.
.;!"!*

5.53 " 1 "

Tin l.'JO " f
"

Lead 1.37 " i"

If
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Remarks on Allocs of Copper, Zinc, Tin, Lead, etc.—Ordinary Yellow Brass (copper and zinc) is ren-

dered very sensibly harder, so as not to require to be hammered, by a small addition of tin, say one-

quarter or one-half oz. to the pound. On the other hand, by the addition of one-ijuarter to one-half

oz. of lead, it becomes more malleable and casts more sharply. Brass becomes a little whiter for the

tin and redder for the lead. The addition of nickel to copper and zinc constitutes the so-called Ger-

man silver.

Gun-Metal (copper and tin) very commonly receives a small addition of zinc ;
this makes the alloy

mix better, and to lean to the character of brass by increasing the malleability without materially re-

ducing the hardness. The standard measures for the Exchequer were made of a tough alloy of this

kind. The zinc, which is sometimes added in the form of brass, also improves the color of the alloy,

both in the recent and bronzed states. Lead, in small quantity, imin-oves the ductility of gun-metal,

but at the expense of its hardness and color ; it is seldom added. Kickel has been proposed as an

addition to gun-metal by Mr. Donkin, and antimony by Dr. Ure.

Some important experiments in regard to the strength of gun-metal, as affected by heat and as

compared with the strength of some other metals under like conditions, have been made by the Brit-

ish Admiralty (see "Engineering," vol. xxiv., No. 614). Five rods 1 inch in diameter were made re-

spectively of the following compositions: No. 1—copper, 87.75 ; tin,. 9.75; zinc, 2.5. No. 2—copper,

91 ; tin, 7 ; zinc, 2. No. 3—copper, 85 ; tin, 5 ; zinc, 10. No. 4—copper, 83 ; tin, 2 ;
zinc,^15. No. 5

—copper, 92.5 ; tin, 5 ; zinc, 2.5. These were gradually heated in an oil-bath up to 500° Fahr. It

appears that all the varieties of gun-metal suffer a gradual but not serious loss of strength and duc-

tility up to a certain temperature, at which, within a few degrees, a great change takes place ; the

strength falls to about one-half the original, and the ductility is wholly gone. At temperatures above

this point, up to 500°, there is little, if any, further loss of strength. The precise temperature at

which this great change and loss of strength takes place, although uniform in the specimens cast from

the same pot, varies about 100° in the same composition cast at different temperatures, or with some

varying conditions in the foundery process. The precise temperature at which the change took place

in No. 1 series was ascertained to be about 870', while in another bar of similar composition the change

occurred at a little over 250°. The possibility of such a change taking place at a temperature so low

in the best gun-metal, used for the more important parts of machinery and boiler-mountings, is serious.

Phosphor-bronze, the only metal in the series which, from its strength and hardness, could be used

as a substitute, was less affected by temperature, and at 500° retains more than two-thirds of its

strength and one-third its duetilitv.

Rolled iluntz metal and copper are satisfactory up to 500°, and may be used as securing bolts

with safety.

Pot-Mdal (copper and lead) is improved by the addition of tin, and the three metals will mix in

almost any proportions. When the tin predominates, the alloy so much the more nearly approaches

the condition of gun-metal. Zinc may be added to pot-metal in very small quantity, but when the

zinc becomes a considerable amount, the copper takes up the zinc, forming a kind of brass, and

leaves the lead at libertv, and which, in great measure, separates in cooling. Zinc and lead are

also very indisposed to mix alone, although a little arsenic assists their union by "killing" the

lead, as in shot-metal. Antimony also facilitates the combination of pot-metal ; 7 lead, 1 anti-

mony, and 16 copper, mixed perfectly well the first fusion, and the alloy was decidedly harder than

4 lead and 16 copper, and apparently a lietter metal. " Lead and antimony, though in small quan-

titv, have a remarkable effect in diminishing the elasticity and sonorousness of the copper alloys."
_

Prof. R. H. Thurston has conducted a very extended series of investigations into the properties

of certain copper alloys, and has deduced the following principal results :

Copper-Zinc Alloys.—The experiments upon copper-zinc were begun by casting one series of 21 bars,

each 28 inches in length and 1 inch square in section, and then a second series of 20 bars of similar

size. In the first series the proportions of zinc and copper differed regularly for each bar, to the ex-

tent of 5 per cent., bar 1 containing 5 per cent, of zinc, bar 2, 10 per cent., and so on up^to 100 per

cent, of pure zinc. In the second series the first bar contained 2* per cent, and the last 97^ per cent.

of zinc, the relative differences being the same.

By examination of the color of these various alloys it appears that they may be divided into three

clearly-marked classes, viz. : the yellow alloys, which excludes all those containing less than 55 per

cent, of zinc ; the silver-white and" brilliant alloys, containing between 60 and 70 per cent, of zinc ; and

the bluish-grav alloys, containing more than 75 per cent, of zinc. On applying tests for transverse

strength, it appears that the first class above noted may be separated into two divisions, one showing

considerably more strength than the other; in the first are included the bars containing from 17.99

to 83.50 zinc (and probaWy all the alloys from pure copper to the latter limit). These show a mod-

ulus of rupture (by which is meant a value proportional to the transverse strength of a bar, and which

is theoretically eqidvalent to U times the load which would break a bar of 1 unit in length, breadth,

and depth, supported at both ends, and loaded in the middle) from 21,000 to 28,000, and are charac-

terized by great ductility and an earthy fracture. The second division includes alloys from 38.65

zinc to 52.28 zinc inclusive, which show "greater strength than the preceding. The point of maximum

strength is determined to be between 38.65 zinc and 44.94 zinc. The second class of alloys show

great weakness and lack of ductility. The minimum strength was found in alloy of 65 per cent, zinc,

the modulus of rupture being but one-tenth of the maximum. Alloys of the third class showed much

greater strength than those of the second, but not equal to that of those of the first.

In tensile strength,' allovs containing up to 50 per cent, zinc average 30,000 lbs. to tlie square

inch, and are classed as useful metals. 60, 65, and 70 per cent, zinc alloys are very weak, the highest

average being that of the 60 per cent, allov, which is 3,727 lbs. to the square inch. The remainder

of the 21, or third class, average from 18,065 to 5,400 lbs. per square inch, pure zinc being the

weakest. The maximum strength is possessed by an alloy containing somewhat less than 44 per
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cent, of zinc, and the minimum tenacity is 1,774 lbs. per square inch in an alloy of 70 per^cent.

zinc. In torsional tests the average results agreed with the foregoing. In compression the 55 per

cent, alloy showed a maximum of 121,000 lbs. to the square inch, pure zinc yielding at 22,000

lbs. Tests conducted on the second series of alloys closely confirm the results already stated, and

need not be detailed.
, . , i

• p

It is well known that, no matter how accurately alloys may be compounded, chemical analysis of

the metal after casting often reveals a notably diiferent composition. In analyzing the copper-zinc

alloys above noted, it was found that the only general difference between the components of the

original mixtures and those determined by analysis was that in almost every case a smaller percent-

age' of zinc appeared, and a larger percentage of copper. The real decrease of zinc is believed to be

due to volatilization of the metal in melting and casting. The average loss was from 1 to 2 per cent.

in a bar. In several bars a considerable amount of liquation took place, and in general the upper

end of the bar contained the highest percentage of copper.

The variation of specific gravity with change of composition follows a very definite law, decreasing

very regularly with the increase in percentage of zinc. None of the zinc-copper alloys have a gi-eater

density°than that of pure zinc, the only apparent exceptions being caused by the presence of pores

and other flaws.

Copper-Tin Alloys.—In the experiments on the copper-tin alloys, bars of the same size as already

noted were first cast. Two series of alloys were prepared, the first numbering SO compositions, be-

ginning with pure copper, and then varying in percentages of tin from 1.9 up to 99.4-4, and ending m
pure tin. The second series consisted of 20 bars ranging from 97^ per cent, copper and 21 per cent,

tin to 97i per cent, tin and 2i per cent, copper, with a regular difference of 5 per cent.

Alloys containing respectively 1.9, 3.73, 7.20, 10, 13.43, 20, and 23.68 per cent, tin were found to

have considerable strength ; and all the rest of series 1 are stated to be practically useless where

strength is a requirement. The dividing-line between the strong and brittle alloys is precisely that

at which the color changes from golden-yellow to silver-white, viz., at a composition containing be-

tween 24 and 30 per cent, of tin. Alloys containing more than 24 per cent, of tin are comparatively

valueless. Tests by tension give results according with the foregoing. Generally it appears that the

tensile and compressive strengths of the alloys are in no way related to each other ; that the torsion-

al strength is closely proportional to the tensile strength, and that the transverse strength may de-

pend in some degree upon the compressive strength ; but it is much more nearly related to the ten-

sile strength, as is shown by the general correspondence of the curve of the transverse with that of

the tensile strength. The maximum crushing strength was given by the 30 per cent, tin alloy, and

the minimum by pure tin.

The results of the tests for transverse strength on the second series do not seem to corroborate the

theory given by some writers, that peculiar properties are possessed by the alloys which are com-

pounded of simple multiples of their atomic weights or chemical equivalents, and that these properties

are lost as the composition varies more or less from this definite constitution. It does appear that a

certain percentage composition gives a maximum strength, and another certain percentage a mini-

mum ; but neither of these compositions is represented by simple multiples of the atomic weights.

Besides, there appears to be a perfectly regular law of decrease from the maximum to the minimum

strength, which does not seem to have any relation to the atomic proportions, but only to the percent-

age composition. On analyzing the copper-tin alloys, there appears to be a greater loss of tin than

of copper in the bars which contain the greater percentage of copper, and a greater loss of copper

than of tin in the bars which contain the largest percentage of tin ; and that the bars which contain

about equal amounts of the two metals show a great tendency to liquation. In the alloys containing

less than 35 per cent, of tin by original mixture there is a greater loss of tin than of copper, with but

three exceptions. In the alloys containing more than 70 per cent, of tin there is a gi-eater loss of

copper than of tin, with only one exception. In all of the alloys of these two classes the extreme

variation of a sinde mixture is 3.6 per cent., and generally it is less than 1 per cent. It further ap-

pears that the actual specific gravities of all the alloys containing less than 25 per cent, of tin does

not greatly vary from 8.95.

Japanese and Chinese ^ronses.—5Iagnificent objects of art produced from these alloys attracted

great attention at the Centennial Exposition of 1876.

The Japanese alloys are mostly used for ornamental castings, statues, musical instruments, and bells.

The name given to an alloy generally corresponds to the color produced by the treatment which the

objects have to undergo before thev are finished ; thus some of the alloys are named green copper,

violet copper, black copper, etc. This color depends both upon the composition of the alloy and the

chemicals used in coloring the metal. There are many different means used to produceone and the

same color, and it so happens that almost every manufacturer uses particular compositions of his

own ;
generally it is only the proportions that differ, but sometimes even the constituent elements are

different, although the alloy is called by the same name.

The " green copper" (Sei-Do) is composed of copper and lead, or copper, lead, and tin; the Sen-

toku-do, of copper, lead, and spelter, and similar to the old Corinthian alloy, is said to have been

first produced by a large conflagration which took place in China during the earlier part of the

fifteenth centurv. The black allov called U-do, of copper, lead, and tin ; the brass, of copper and

spelter, sometinies with a slight addition of lead, as, for instance, in Yechiu, one of the chief places

of production of ornamental castings, inlaid with gold and silver ; the purple alloy is composed of cop-

per and lead ; the so-called Gin-shibu-ichi is generally composed of 4 parts of copper or alloy and 6

parts of silver. Another peculiar composition is the Shakudo, copper with a small percentage (2 to

5 per cent.) of gold, which produces a beautiful dark-blue color, and is mostly used for articles formed

by hammering "or for repousse work, generally inlaid with gold and silver, and producing designs

somewhat similar to the so-called " Niello " work.
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A very beautiful production is Mokumc, a word meaning "veins of tlie wood." Pieces of this

metal are produced by overlaying and soldering together a certain number of plates of alloys of

silver, red copper, and a blue alloy. These are hammered, kneaded, resoldered, and the hollow spaces

filled up with new metal. Finally, when stretched out in a thin sheet, an exquisite marbled pattern

is produced. Messrs. Tiffany & Co., of New York City, have succeeded also in making this curious

combination in great beauty. M. ilorin has analyzed various Japanese bronzes, and considers that

the patina of black bronzes forms part of the metal, and is not due to a varnish or a superficial

sulphurization, but results from the use of a bronze of rather complex nature, in which are SO per

cent, of copper, 4 of tin, 10 of lead, 2 of zinc, and 4 of iron, gold, nickel, arsenic, and sulphur.

Some of the bronzes analyzed show a proportion of lead varying from 10 to 20 per cent, added at the

expense of the copper, and a quantity of 7 per cent, of tin. Moulded in very thin plates, this bronze
readily takes any form given to it, and is easily worked, the patina appearing of itself when the fin-

ished work of art is subjected, in a muffle-fui-nace, to the action of a very high temperature. Un-
fortunately, these bronzes are very brittle. Fine imitations of Japanese bronzes are made in France
by peculiar chemical treatment of metallic surfaces.

Phospltor-Bronze.—By the addition of a small percentage of phosphorus to bronze alloy, the qualities

of the latter become more and more changed, the grain or fracture becomes finer, the color brighter,

the elasticity and resistance to strain and compression increase considerably, and when melted it

attains great fluidity. Messrs. Montefiore and Kiinzel have experimented with alloys of copper and
nickel, and with manganese—binary alloys ; also with ternary—bronzes of copper, tin, and manga-
nese, with copper, tin, and nickel, as well as with iron alloyed with copper and tin. The manganese
alloys they concluded to be entirely useless, as also those of nickel and of iron. They obtained great

tensile strength and hardness with some of these compositions, but their ready oxidability at high
temperatures made the cpialities of the castings uncertain and impracticable.

The action of phosphorus is twofold : 1. It eliminates the oxides, as stated above; and, 2. It makes
the tin capable of adopting a crystalline structure ; and as two crystalline metals form a much more
homogeneous alloy than two metals of which one is not crystalline, phosphor-bronze must necessa-

rily be more homogeneous than ordinary bronze. Homogeneity and absence of oxygen increase the

elasticity and absolute resistance of the alloy. Another great advantage of phosphor-bronze is that

its hardness can be regulated by varying the proportion of phosphorus, which, in ordinary bronze,

is done by increasing the proportion of tin, whereby the danger of segregation in the casting is

greatly augmented. Ordinary bronze, after one or two smeltings, becomes thick-flowing and putty-

like, while phosphor-bronze remains perfectly liquid until the moment it sets—solidifies ; if, there-

fore, it is cast just before the "setting" takes place, no segregation is possible. Combinations
of phosphorus with copper, with tin, or with other metals, have long been known by chemists, but

Dr. Kiinzel was the first to employ the same for the purposes above stated. A number of phosphor-
bronze alloys are now manufactured, varying in composition to suit the objects for which they are

intended. The scope of their applications is of course very great. The harder alloys are used for

casting bells, tools for gunpowder mills, etc. ; other somewhat softer alloys are used for engineering

purposes, and the still softer for rolling, drawing, and embossing, etc.

The following tables will show the results of tests made by Mr. Kirkaldy with various phosphor-
bronze alloys

:

CAST METAL.

Pure popper
Ordinary gun-metal,
containing parts cop-
per and 1 part tin

Phosphor-bronze

Diminution

of Section

before

Rupture.

Per cent.

3. SO

3. CO
8.40
1.50

33.40

Resistauce in Pounds per

Sijuare Inch.

Elastic.

lb.

4.4000

12.800
23.S00
24. TOO
16.100

Absolute.

lb.

C.S75

1G.C60
52.625
46.100
41.44S

DRAWN METAL.

Yarious alloys

:

Phosphor-bronze

(I il

it i;

Copper
Steel

Iron, galvanized, best
charcoal E

Pulling Stress per

Square Inch.

g^

lb.

102.T50
120.957
120.950
139.141
159.515
151.119
63.122
120.976

lb.

49.351
47.7^7
53.3S1
54.111
58.853
64.569
37.002
74.687

Twists in

5 Inches.

S-o

lb. lb.

6.7 89
22.3 52
13.0 124
17.3 53
13.3
15.8
86.7
22.4

66
60
96
79

65.834 46.160 48.0 87

Per ct.

37.5
34.1
42.4
44.9
46.6
42.8
84.1
10.9

28.0

A series of interesting experiments with phosphor-bronze were made in Berlin by the Royal

Academy of Industry, in order to ascertain the qualities and capacities of the metal while under

heavy strain, and its resistance to often repeated strains. The first bar of phosphor-bronze was tried

under a constant strain of 10 tons per square inch, and resisted 408,230 pulls ; a bar of ordinarj'

bronze broke even before the strain of 10 tons per square inch had been attained. A second bar

of phosphor-bronze was tried under a strain of 12i tons per square inch, and withstood 147,850

pulls; and a third bar, under 7^ tons strain, broke only after 3,100,000 pulls. On the bending-

machine, phosphor-bronze, while under 9 tons strain per square inch, remained unbroken after

4,0n0,()00 bends, while ordinary bronze broke after 15i:»,000 bends. Major Majendie tested phosphor-

bronze as to its liability to emit sparks when subject to friction, and attained very satisfactory results.

A grindstone of 9 inches diameter was made to revolve very rapid!}-, so that any point on the grinding-

face would describe a distance of 2,000 feet per minute ; the metal was then pressed against the

revolving stone, and the results proved that the harder descriptions of phosphor-bronze emit sparks

less readily than the softer samples, and much less readily than ordinary gun-metal or copper.
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For frictional purposes a special alloy is made by fusing phosphor-bronze in certain proportions,

too-ethcr with another soft alloy of different degree of fusibility, so as to produce by cooling the

eiven alloys. The shell is then formed of a very tough and hard phosphor-bronze, and the interior

of aforesaid soft alloy. The bearing-surface may then be considered to consist of a large number

of small bearings of soft metal, inclosed in castings of metal almost as hard as the arbor itself.

The microscope reveals this disposition very plainly ; and if one of these bearings be carefully sub-

mitted to heat, so as to cause the soft fusible metal to run off, the rest will remain in the form

of a spongy mass. Bearings, slides, eccentrics, etc., of this peculiar alloy are now very largely in

use, and the practical results show that it wears more than five times as long as gun-metal.

Phosphor-bronze is readily rolled or beaten out into sheets. In Russia it has been used as a

material for cartridge sheathing, and specimens have stood 120 trials without tearing. Sheets of

the alloy stand the action of sea-water much better than copper. In a comparative experiment

made at Blankenberg, lasting over a period of six months, between the best English copper and

phosphor-bronze, the following results were arrived at

:

THICKNESS OF THE SHEETS
= 0.236 Inches.
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The following alloys of gold are transcribed from the memoranda of the proportions employed by
a practical jeweler of considerable experience :

*

First Group.—Different kinds of gold that are finished by polishing, burnishing, etc., without neces-
sarily requiring to be colored.

The gold of 22 carats fine, or the " Old Standard," is so little used, on account of its expense and
greater softness, that it has been purposely omitted.

18 carats, or New Standard gold, of yellow tint :
*

15 dwt. grs. gold.

2 dwt. 18 grs. silver.

2 dwt. 6 grs. copper.

20 dwt. grs.

18 carats, or New Standard gold, of red tint :*

15 dwt. grs. gold.

1 dwt. 18 grs. silver.

3 dwt. 6 grs. copper.

20 dwt, grs.

16 carats, or spring-gold. This, when drawn or
rolled very hard, makes springs little inferior

to those of steel

:

1 oz. 16 dwt. gold, or 1.12

6 dwt. silver, — .4

12 dwt. copper,— .12

2 oz. 14 dwt. 2.8

60s. gold of yellow tint, or the fine gold of the
jewelers—16 carats nearly:

1 oz. dwt. gold.

7 dwt. silver.

5 dwt. copper.

1 oz. 12 dwt.

60s. gold of red tint, or 16 carats:

1 oz. dwt. gold.

2 dwt. silver.

8 dwt. copper.

1 oz. 10 dwt.

40s. gold, or the old-fashioned jewelers' gold,

about 11 carats fine ; no longer used :

1 oz. dwt. gold.

12 dwt. silver.

12 dwt. copper.

2 oz. 4 dwt.

Second Group.—Colored golds : these all require to be submitted to the process of wet-coloring,
which will be explained. They are used in much smaller quantities, and require to be very exactly
proportioned.

Full red gold

:

5 dwt. gold.

5 dwt. copper.

10 dwt.

Red gold

:

10 dwt. gold.

1 dwt. silver.

4 dwt. copper.

15 dwt.

Blue gold, scarcely used :

5 dwt. gold.

5 dwt. steel filings.

10 dwt.

Green gold

:

5 dwt. grs. gold.

21 grs. silver.

5 dwt. 21 grs.

Gray gold (platinum is also called gray gold by
jewelers) :

3 dwt. 15 grs. gold.

1 dwt. 9 grs. silver.

5 dwt. grs.

Antique gold, of a fine greenish-yellow color

:

18 dwt. 9 grs. gold, or 18. 9

21 grs. silver, — 1. 3

18 grs. copper, — .12

20 dwt. grs. 20.

Third Group.—Gold solders : these are generally made from gold of the same quality and value as

they are intended for, with a small addition of silver and copper, thus

:

Solder for 22-carat gold

:

1 dwt. grs. of 22-carat gold.

2 grs. silver

1 gr. copper.

1 dwt. 3 grs.

Solder for 1 8-carat gold

:

1 dwt. grs. of 1 8-carat gold.

2 grs. silver.

1 gr. copper.

1 dwt. 3 grs.

Solder for 60s. gold :
*

1 dwt. grs. of 60s. gold.

10 grs. silver.

8 grs. copper.

1 dwt. 18 grs.

Solder for 40s. gold ; but middling silver solder is

more generally used

:

1 dwt. fine gold.

1 dwt. silver.

2 dwt. copper.

4 dwt.

* When it is not otherwise expressed, it will be understood all these alloys are made with fine gold, fine silver, and
fine copper, obtained direct from the refiners. And to insure the standard gold passing the test of the Hall, 3 or 4
grains additional of gold are usually added to every ounce.
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Dr. Hermstadt's imitation of gold, which is stated not only to resemble gold in color, but also in

specific gravity and ductility, consists of 16 parts of platinum, 1 parts of copper, and 1 of zinc, put

in a crucible, covered with charcoal powder, and melted into a mass.

Gold alloyed with platinum is also rather elastic, but the platinum whitens the alloy more rapidly

than silver. , •

When 12 parts manganese and 88 parts gold are melted together, an alloy is produced having _a

pale yellowish-gray color, with considerable lustre and hardness, and little ductility. Its fracture is

granular and spongy. It is less easily fusible than gold, and the manganese may be completely sep-

arated by roasting.

Iron and gold have a strong affinity for each other, and the latter may be united in all proportions

with steel or cast-iron. Gold may be used for soldering iron. An alloy with 8 per cent, of iron is of

a pale yellowish-gray color, very ductile and tenacious, and harder than gold. With from 15 to 20

per cent, of iron, the alloy is gray, and will take a very beautiful polish. It is used in jewelry under

the name of gray gold. When 75 to 80 per cent, of iron is alloyed with gold, it has the color of sil-

ver, and is so hard as to be applicable to the purposes of cutting-instruments.

Cohalt readily unites with gold, and forms alloys of a dull yellow color, which are brittle when the

proportion of cobalt is one-sixtieth.

Nickel and gold have a brass-yellow color, and are also brittle.

Copper has a great affinity for gold, and combines in all proportions. It heightens the color of

gold and increases its hardness, while its ductility is somewhat impaired. The maximum hardness is

attained with one-eighteenth copper. These alloys, being more fusible than gold, are used for solder-

ing this metal.

The alloy called jewelers' gold should contain at least 74.6 of gold. In France, according to Ber-

thier, it varies from 92 to 25 per cent. In Great Britain, 18 carats, or 75 per cent., is the standard

for jewelers' gold, although the proportion of this metal is rarely so much. In Sweden it is 76.6 per

cent., it being there, as in most parts of Europe, regulated by law. In the United States the standard

of gold is not subjected to any legal provision, except in regard to coin, which must contain 9 parts

gold to 1 alloy, of which alloy'at least one-half must be silver. In Great Britain the coin consists

of 11 parts gold and 1 copper ; and in France, 10 parts of gold and 1 part of copper.

In order to deepen the color of gold alloyed with silver, artists have a mode of alloying a small por-

tion of copper with the surface onl)', which is done in the following manner: 1 oz. of yellow wax is

melted, and there is added to it a mixture of 2 oz. calcined alum, 12 oz. red chalk, 2 oz. verdigris, and

2 oz. peroxide of copper (copper scales). The four last named must be ground to an impalpable

powder, completely mixed with the melted wax, and moulded into sticks for use. After the surface

of the gold is well rubbed over with these sticks, the article must be exposed to heat sufficient to

burn off the wax entirely. It is then burnished, and washed with a liquor composed of one pint of

water to 2 oz. ashes produced by calcining argal or crude tartar, 2 oz. common salt, and 4 oz. sulphur.

AnfimoHi/ unites easily with gold, and produces alloys of a color more or less pale, according to the

proportions used. They are brittle, and have a dull, granular fracture. The presence of a very

minute proportion of antimony destroys the ductility of gold. It was from this faculty to render

brittle, which antimony exerts over all the other metals, that the earlier chemists gave it the title of

regulus, or little king. To its sulphuret was given the name of lujms metallorum, because, in the puri-

fication of gold, its feeble affinity allowed it to yield the sulphur to the inferior metals, while itself

combined with the gold. The sulphuret is still used for the same purpose.

Till forms, with gold, compounds more fusible than the latter; they are ductile when cold, but

crumble at a red heat, if the proportion of tin be as much as one-thirty-seventh. With one-twelfth

tin the alloy is of a pale-yellow color, but slightly ductile, and has an earthy fracture.

Zinc, in small proportion, renders gold brittle ; even '.ts vapors sensibly produce this effect on gold

in fusion. With one-tenth zinc the alloy is very brittle, and has the color of brass. With one-half

zinc it is white, very hard, and takes a high polish. Hellat asserts that an alloy of 7 parts zinc and 1

part of gold is entirely volatilized in a furnace.

Bismuth forms, with gold, brittle alloys of a brassy color. The vapor of bismuth is also sufficient to

diminish the ductility of gold.

Lead forms allovs with gold which are brittle in every proportion. It requires but 1 part of lead

in 500,000 of gold to alter sensibly its ductility. An alloy consisting of 1 part lead and 12 parts

gold is extremely brittle, and has a dull granular fracture similar to that of porcelain.

Silver and gold may be united bv rapid fusion in all proportions ; but if the fused mass be very

slowly cooledj'part of the silver, in combination with a small proportion of gold, separates and floats

upon the surface, leaving beneath an alloy of 5 parts gold and 1 part silver. The alloys of these

metals are more fusible than gold, and have a greenish tinge ; even 5 per cent, of silver produces a

decided change of color. The proportions used for the green gold of the jewelers are 70.8 of gold

and 29.2 of .silver. These alloys are verv ductile, and are harder, more elastic, and more sonorous

than either of the metals themselves. The maximum hardness is attained when the proportion of

silver is one-third.

Platinum may be united with gold in all proportions ; but, to produce an alloy completely homo-

geneous, it should be exposed to a very high temperature, so as to effect a perfect fusion. These al-

Toys are ductile and elastic. When they contain from 7 to 10 per cent, of platinum the color is dull

yellow, like tarnished silver. With one-fifth it exactly resembles platinum ; with one-seventeenth

platinum it is in appearance not distinguishable from gold.

Platinum and silver together combine with gold in' all proportions, forming double alloys which are

ductile, and possess more stiffness and elasticity than alloys of gold and silver only. Platinum is

sometimes introduced into an alloy of silver, gold, and copper, called dore, and it is not easy to detect

the fraud.
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Palladium and gold form alloys with less ductility than that of the pure metals. They have a gran-
ular structure, and vary in color from white to gray. With equal parts it is nearly white, and a very
small proportion lessens the color of gold.

Rhodium and gold form alloys, according to Del Rio, which are brittle, unless the proportion of the
former be very small, when it hardens the gold without impairing its ductility. With one-seventh
rhodium the color is unaltered—a striking difference between its effects and those of platinum and
palladium upon gold.

Iridium, in being alloyed with gold, but slightly affects it color, and produces ductile alloys.

Osmium also forms ductile alloys with gold.

Arseniurets of gold (as alloys of arsenic with gold are termed) may be formed by exposing heated
gold to the vapor of arsenic. The gold absorbs a very small proportion, but retains it with so strong
an affinity that it cannot be entirely separated even at a very high temperature. This alloy is

brittle.

Tellurium may be combined with gold artificially, by treating the latter in solution with telluretcd
hydrogen gas. The native combinations of these metals found in Transylvania will be noticed among
the ores of gold.

Mercury and gold form alloys called amcdgams. They may be formed by immersing or agitating
gold in mercury, which dissolves it even at common temperatures ; but the combination is hastened
by heat. An alloy saturated with gold, and compressed in chamois skin, is white, and at first soft,

but soon becomes solid. It crystallizes in four-sided prisms, and contains 2 parts of gold and 1 of
mercury. When sufficiently soft to be kneaded between the fingers, it contains 6 or 7 parts mercury
and 1 of gold. Amalgams arc used in (lilding.

Iridium Alloys.—Iridium is usually mingled with platinum, the alloys of which see.

Iron Alloys.—Iron and Copper.—Direct union difficult, but an apparently homogeneous alloy can
be obtained by the simultaneous reduction of the oxides of iron and copper. 0.0286 per cent, of cop-
per diminishes the tenacity of malleable iron ; 0.5 per cent, of copper in wrought-iron or steel renders
it red-short ; 2 per cent, makes steel brittle.

Iron and Zinc yield, when heated together, a crystalline friable alloy of no value. So-called gal-
vanized iron is iron covered with a thin alloy of iron and zinc. The iron is immersed in dilute sul-
phuric acid to clear off rust, and is passed through a bath of molten zinc covered with sal ammoniae.
Aich Meted is copper 60 per cent., zinc 38 to 44, and iron 5 to 3 per cent. It is very ductile.

Sterro Mctcd is a similar alloy, containing copper 60, zinc 34 to 44, malleable iron 2 to 4, and tin

1 to 2.

Iron eind Tin, when heated together, combine in various proportions, producing alloys varying from
gray to white in color, with a granular crystalline fracture, somewhat brittle, and harder than tin.

When a clean surface of sheet-iron is immersed in a bath of molten tin, a firm adherent coating of a
highly stanniferous alloy is deposited on the surface, the plate so prepared constituting the ordinary
tin-plate.

Iron and Titanium.—By the treatment of titaniferous iron ores in the blast-furnace, pig-iron has
been obtained containing upward of 1 per cent, of titanium, either alloyed or disseminated through
the iron ; but the malleable iron or steel produced therefrom affords no evidence of its presence.

Iron and Manganese.—The necessity of an alloy rich in manganese for the success of the Bessemer
steel process has given rise to ferro-manganese, which is obtained by reducing peroxide of manga-
nese, charcoal, and granulated scrap or cast iron in graphite crucibles. Carbonate of manganese
and oxide of iron, with excess of charcoal in the specially-prepared bed of the Siemens furnace, re-

sult in a fusible alloy of carbon, iron, and manganese. See Mangeinesc Alloys.

Iron and Tungsten.—Tungsten may be mixed with iron by fusion in all proportions, and the larger
the quantity of tungsten, the harder and more difficult to melt is the compound. Like carbon, it ap-
pears to diminish the ductility of iron both when hot and cold, but especially when cold. It is then pos-
sible, by melting together tungsten and iron, to obtain a steel much harder than one with carbon
alone, without the danger of incurring at the same time an excessive fragility when cold, or difficulties

of working when hot. For uses which require a special degree of hardness, a steel rich in tungsten,
called "special steel," is frequently employed. Thus a fine Sheffield steel for lathe tools, according
to an analysis made by Baron Barnekow in the laboratory of the Stockholm School of Mines, con-
tained 9.3 per cent, of tungsten and 0.7 per cent, of silicium, with only 0.6 per cent, of carbon. This
steel, which is used, without being tempered, for turning cylinders cast of hard iron, is of sufficient

hardness to scratch glass, and yet it is not fragile, for great difficulty is experienced in breaking a
f-inch square bar. Prof. Heeren has also found, in a special steel of Mushet's, 8.3 per cent, of tungsten
and 1.73 per cent, of manganese

; this steel seems by its properties to be analogous to that mentioned
above. In another special steel from Howell, Sheffield, 2.863 percent, of tungsten and 1.15 per cent.
of carbon were found.

Tungsten is added for obtaining not only a steel of great hardness, but one.of moderate hardness
combined with a great softness and high ductile capacity. Thus, a steel which would seem to be suit-

able for the tubes of cast-iron cannons gave, on analysis by Tamm : Carbon, 0.52 per cent. ; silicium,

0.04 per cent. ; tungsten, 0.3 per cent.
;
phosphorus, 0.04 per cent. ; sulphur, 0.005 per cent. Tested

by Styffe, it showed a strength of 77^ tons per square inch, with a ratio of the section of rupture to
the original section represented by 0.54. The mean lengthening after rupture was 13 per cent., with-
out taking into account the striction, or reduction of area due to tension, px'oduced by the rupture, and
which extended itself over about three-fourths of an inch.

Iron and Lead.—No good alloy known.
Iron and Nickel.—The alloys of iron and nickel are whiter than iron, are magnetic, capable of re-

ceiving a high polish, and are not so easily affected by air or moisture as iron alone. A natural alloy
of iron and nickel occurs in meteoric masses.
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Iron and Cobalt produce alloys similar to those of nickel. The effect of the cobalt is to render the

iron red-short. n -j t, i -i

Iron and Silver do not alloy well together. The alloy seems homogeneous when fluid, but the silver

separates after coolinq. Silver tends to render malleable iron red-short.

Iron ivith Gold and Platinum.—These metals alloy well together, small quantities of iron added to

gold increasing its hardness. With platinum and steel an alloy may be obtained that is fusible at a

temperature considerably below that required to melt steel ; and, with 1 per cent, of platinum, steel

yields a tenacious and tine-grained product.

Lead Alloys.—La^A is allojed with antimony in the manufacture of type-metal; see Antimony

Allot/s. Combined with arsenic, it is employed for shot-making ; see Arsenic Alloys. Lead in very

small proportions suffices to impair the ductility of copper both at ordinary temperatures and at a

red heat. For pewter, solders, etc., see Tin Alloys ; also Soldering. Lead enters into fusible alloys,

for which see Bismuth Alloys. The alloys of lead and silver separate when slowly cooled from fusion.

Practical application of this ([uality is afforded in the Patinson process for the separation or con-

centration of silver, in the treatment of argentiferous lead.

Manqanese AUoi/s.—See Iron and Manganese, under Iron Alloys. Manganese bronze is formed by

the addition of from 1 to 2 per cent, of manganese to the proper proportions of copper and zinc, for

the making of either bronze or brass. It is very homogeneous and close-grained, even a good-sized

infot broken through presenting a fracture as fine and close-grained as a piece of steel
;
the metal

also possesses increased strength, toughness, and hardness, which latter quality can be increased very

considerably. In color it resembles good gun-metal, but is of a rather brighter and more golden hue.

It can be forged at a red heat and rolled into rods or sheets, and drawn into wire and tubes.
_

It is about equal in tensile strength and elongation to wrought-iron of average good quality, while

its elastic limit is rather higher ; i'or scarcely any wrought-iron will exceed 10 or 11 tons.
^
A num-

ber of forged specimens which have been tested considerably exceed the very best wrought-iron both

in tensile strength and ultimate elongation, and are fully equal to mild qualities of steel.

Mercury Amalgams.—The bodies resulting from the union of mercury with another metal are called

amalgams. They include amalgams of mercury and tin, for silvering of mirrors ; of mercury with

gold and tin, employed in gilding; and with tin, gold, and silver, used in dentistry. 30 parts of mer-

cury to 1 part sodium forms a compound liquid at moderate heat, but at the ordinary temperature

yields a granular, tolerably hard solid, which may be filed into a powder ; while with 1 per cent, of

sodium it is viscid, and consists of a solid and liquid portion. This amalgam is
_

employed as a

medium for eifecting the amalgamation of iron, platinum, etc. ; it is also used to faciUtate the amal-

gamation of gold and silver. An amalgam of zinc with 20 per cent, mercury is used for coating the

rubbers of electrical machines.

Molybdenum ^//oy.s.—Berthier states that an alloy of tin 83, molybdenum 7 (or n?), is as white,

ductile, and tenacious, as tin, and may be laminated into thin sheets. An alloy of molybdenum with

lead whitens the color of the lead, if the proportion of molybdenum is not over one-twentieth; above

that, lead becomes harder and darker.

Platinum Alloys.—1\\e alloy of platinum, iridium, and rhodium, is harder and withstands a higher

heat than pure platinum, and for that reason is better adapted for making crucibles. Alloys of

platinum and iridium have a greater density in proportion to the amount of iridium present. With

90 per cent, of platinum and 10 of iridium,' the density is 21.6; it reaches 22.38 if the iridium forms

95 per cent, of the whole.

Rhodium ^/foys.—According to Messrs. Scott and Faraday, alloys of steel holding from 1 to 2 per

cent, of rhodium'present verv great tenacity united to such hardness, that the cutting-instruments made

with these alloys could bear" a tempering-heat 30° Fahr. above that of the best Indian wootz, although

the tempering-point of the latter is 40° above that of the best English cast-steel. Equal parts of steel

and rhodium yield a fusible alloy well adapted for the manufacture of metallic mirrors.

Nickel Alloys.—Nickel is principally used together with copper and zinc, in alloys that are rendered

the harder and whiter the more nickel they contain ; they are known under the names of albata,

British plate, electrum, German silver, pakfong, teutanag, etc. The proportions differ much, accord-

ing to price ; thus the

Commonest are 3 to 4 parts nickel, 20 copper, and 16 zinc.

Best are 5 to 6 parts nickel, 20 copper, and 8 to 10 zinc.

About two-thirds of this metal is used for articles resembling plated goods, and some of which are

also plated (see Silver) ; the remainder is employed for harness, furniture, drawing and mathematical

instruments, spectacles, the tongues for accordions, and numerous other small works.

The II7(;7e Copper of the Chinese, which is the same as the German silver of the present day, is

composed, according to the analysis of Dr. Fyfe, of

31.6 parts of nickel, 40.4 of copper, 2.5.4 of zinc, and 2.6 of iron.

17_48 " " .53.39 " 13.0 " Frick''s Imitative Silver.

The white copper manufactured at Sutil, in the duchy of Saxe-Hildburghausen, is said by Kefer-

stein to consist of copper, 88.000; nickel, 8.753; sulphur, with a little antimony, 0.750; silex, clay,

and iron, 1.75. The iron is considered to be accidentally introduced into these several alloys, along

with the nickel, and a minute quantity is not prejudicial.

Iron and steel have been alloyed with nickel ; the former (the same as the meteoric iron, which

always contains nickel) is little disposed to rust, whereas the alloy of steel with nickel is worse in

that respect than steel not alloyed.

Palladium Alloys.—These are all harder than the pure metal. With silver it forms a very tough

malleable allov, fit for the graduations of mathematical instruments, and for dental surgery, for

which it is much used by the French. With silver and copper, palladium makes a very springy alloy,

used for the points of pencil-cases, inoculating lancets, tooth-picks, or any purpose where elasticity
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and the property of not tarnishing are required ; thus alloyed, it takes a high polish. Pure palladium
is not fusible at ordinary temperatures, but at a high temperature it agglutinates so as to be after-
ward malleable and ductile.

Palladium and silver combine in almost all proportions, making alloys which have been used for
scales on philosophical instruments.

Silver Alloys.—English standard silver consists of ll.,^r pure silver and \% copper, or 11.10 silver
and 0.90 copper. A pound of troy, therefore, is composed of 11 oz. 2dwts. pure silver and 18 dwts. of
copper. Its density is 10.3 ; its calculated density is 10.5, so that the metals dilate a little on com-
bining. The French silver coin is constituted of 9 silver and 1 copper. {Brande.) The French
billon coin is 1 silver and 4 copper. (Kdli/.)

^^ For silvei- plate, the French proportions are 9| parts silver, | copper; and for trinkets, 8 parts
silver, 2 copper."

Silver solders are made in the following proportions :

_
Hardest silver solder : 4 parts fine silver and 1 part copper. This is difficult to fuse, but is occa-

sionally employed for figures.

Hard silver solder : 3 parts sterling silver and 1 part brass wire, which is added when the silver is

melted, to avoid wasting the zinc.

Soft silver solder, for general use : 2 parts fine silver and 1 part brass wire. By some few, three-
fourths part of arsenic is added, to render the solder more fusible and white, but it becomes less
malleable. The arsenic must be introduced at the last moment, with care to avoid its fumes.

Silver is also soldered with tin solder (2 tin, 1 lead), and with pure tin.

Silver and mercury are used in the plastic metallic stopping for teeth.

When heated in a muffle, the alloys of silver and copper are superficially oxidized, presenting various
colored films on the surface. Thus, pure silver with 50 parts of copper per 1,000 silver becomes dull
grayish-white; with 100 parts of copper per 1,000, it assumes a dull grayish-white color with black
fringes along the edges ; while with 120 to 140 parts copper the alloy becomes gray, and almost black.
If the copper reaches ICO parts per 1,000, the alloy becomes entirely black. Doppler's reflector-
metal has a bluish-white color, and contains 4 parts of silver to 1 of zinc.

Tin Alhi/s.—Tin imparts hardness, whiteness, and fusibility to many alloys, and is the basis of
different solders, pewters, Britannia metal, and other important alloys, all of which have a low power
of conducting heat.

_
Pewter is principally tin; mostly lead is the only addition, at other times copper, but antimony,

zinc, etc., are used with the above, as will be separately adverted to. The exact proportions are un-
known even to those engaged in the manufacture of pewter, as it is found to be the better mixed
when It contains a considerable portion of old metal, to which new metal is added by trial.

Generally, however, pewter consists of lead 80 and tin 20 parts, to wliich other metals are often
added. Some pewters, when cast, are black, shining, and soft ; when turned, dull and bluish. Other
pewters only contain one-fifth or one-sixth of lead ; these, when cast, are white, without gloss, and
hard

;
such are pronounced very good metal, and are but little darker than tin. The French Legisla-

ture sanctions the employment of 18 per cent, of lead with 82 of tin, as quite harmless in vessels for
wine and vinegar.

The finest pewter, frequently called " tin and temper," consists mostly of tin, with a very little cop-
per, which makes it hard and somewhat sonorous, but the pewter becomes brown-colored when the
copper is in excess. The copper is melted, and twice its weight of tin is added to it, and from about
one-half to 7 lbs. of this alloy, or the " temper " are added to every block of tin weighing from 360 to
390 lbs.

Antimony is said to harden tin and to preserve a more silvery color, but is little used in pewter.
Zinc is employed to cleanse the metal, rather than as an ingredient. Some stir tlic fluid pewter with a
thin strip, half zinc and half tin ; others allow a small lump of zinc to float on the surface of the
fluid metal while they are casting, to lessen the oxidation.

Coarse plumbers' solder contains lead 2 to tin 1 part ; common solder is formed of equal parts of
the two metals and fine solder has 2 parts of tin to 1 of lead.

ZiMc Allot/s.—The principal zinc alloys have already been referred to in connection with the alloys
of copper, tin, and lead, which see. In alloys where zinc is a component part, it is best to melt the
zinc in a separate vessel, to pour the molten copper, etc., into the casting-ladle, and, after having cov-
ered the latter with a brasque, to let the zinc into the copper through an opening made in the brasque.
When melted, zinc is quickly oxidized by air; and if the temperature is raised above that of fusion, it

will volatilize rapidly, and its vapors will burn, producing a flaring white light and fumes.
Works for Reference.—"A Treatise on Metallurgy," Overman, 1866; "The Practical Brass and

Iron Founder's Guide," Larkin, 1867; "Nouveau Manuel complet des Alliages Metalliques," Ilerve,

Paris, Librairie Encyclopedique de Roret (no date) ;
" Das Kupfer und seine Legirungen, mit besou-

derer Beriicksichtigung ihrer Anwendung in der Technik," Bischolf, Berlin, 1865; "The Brass
Founder's Manual," Graham, 1868; "Guide Pratique des Alliages Metalliques," Guettier, Paris,

1865; same in English, "Metallic Alloys," 1872; "Useful Metals and their Alloys," Scoffern,

Truan, and others, London, 1866; "The JPhysical Conditions involved in the Construction of Artil-

lery," Kobert Mallet, 1856; "A Manual of Metallurgy," Greenwood, 1875; article "Alloys" in

Knight's "American Mechanical Dictionary," 1874; "A Practical Treatise on Casting and Founding,"
Sprctson, 1878; "Wrinkles and Recipes," Benjamin, 1878. See also "Report of Committee on
Metallic Alloys," U. S. Board appointed to test iron, steel, and other metals, Washington, Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1878.

For special alloys, see as follows :
" Fusible at specified Temperatures," Eclectic Engineering

Magazine, 1869, p. 172; "Cu 60; Zn 40, very malleable," Mem. Am. Academy, '^qw Series, Vol.
viii. ; " Phosphorized and other Bronzes for Artillery," Engineer, Feb. 23, 1872, p. 127; "Rules for
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Making and Melting Allov?," Jour. Applied CImn., Oct., 18Y3, p. 158; "Melting Points, Lead and

Tin AUoys," Iro7i Age, March 27, 1873, p. 1, also Lnffinier, Sept. 4, 1874 ;
" White Metal for

5Iacbinery," Eclectic Eng. Mag., June, 1873, p. 570; " Deposition ol' Alloys," Iron Age, Dec., 1874;

"Malleable Brass," Am. Record of Science, kc, 1874, p. 510; "Alloy of Silver and Copper," Proc.

Roij. Soc, May 27, 1875, p. 433; "Alloy of Lead and Tin Foil," Iron Age, Aug. 26, 1875, p. 3;

"Chrome L-on," Chemical Neivs, Sept. 10, 1875, p. 136; " Chromeisen and Others," Eng. and

Mining Jour., Dec. 25, 1875, p. 627; "Alloy for Journal-Boxes," Min&s, Metccls, and Arts, Feb. 3,

1876 p. 182; "Alloy for Bearings," 9/A Rep. Am. R. R. Master Mediunics' Assoc'n, 1876, p. 20;

"Alloy of Bronze and Spiegeleiscn," Sci. American Supplement, Dec. 2, 1876, p. 713; "Parson's

Allov," Sci. Amcr., Dec. 9, 1876, p. 367; "Muutz's Metal," Iron Age, Dec. 14, 1876, p. 7; "Alloys,"

by W. G. Wertheim, Comptes Rendus, 1843, vol. xsi., p. 998; "Tin and Phosphorus in Copper," Sci.

Amer. Sup., March 24, 1877, p. 1017; "Copper Alloys," Sci. Amer., Aug. 4, 1877, p. 65 ;
"Nickel
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A.MALGAMATING MACHINERY. Amalgamation is the process of extracting gold and silver

from tlie gangues in which they occur in Nature by combining them with mercury. The ores are

crushed, and then washed through diifercnt machines in which mercury is placed. This seizes upon

the little particles of the metals that come in contact with it, and brings them together into one

mass, from which the earthy matters are all washed away. Any greasy substance present almost

wholly prevents this effect, the grease adhering in a film upon the surface of the mercury, and thus

rendering impracticable the close contact necessary for their union. The amalgam is from time to

time taken out of the washing-machines, squeezed through cloth or dressed deerskin, the liquid por-

tion replaced, and the solid distilled in an apparatus suitable for saving the mercury, which is then

ready for use upon another lot of ore.

Amalgamation of Silver.—The various processes are as follows: The patio process, the hot

process, the estufa process, the barrel process, and the pan process. In the patio process, the materials

necessary for the reduction of the silver are magistral (a soluble sulphate of copper produced from cop-

per pyrites), common salt, and mercury. The ore is ground to powder and mixed whh water to a mud.

It is then placed iu walled receivers 'called " lameros," where it parts with a portion of its water,

and accumulates until it becomes sufficient to form a " torta." This is then spread out to the thick-

ness of about a foot and tramped by animals, magistral and salt being afterward added, and finally

the mercury. Piepeated treading
^'^^- follows, until the mercury has ab-

1 sorbed all the silver, when the

;

mass is washed by agitation in a

series of tanks in which are rap-

idly revolving stirrers. The rate

of motion of these is gradually re-

duced, and the metallic or heavier

particles sink. The earthy por-

tions in suspension are drawn
off, and the amalgam and heavier

mineral particles are separated by
subsequent washing. A portion

of the mercui-y is then strained

out, and the remaining amalgam
is formed into bricks and retorted.

The hot process is chiefly em-

ployed in South America on a

peculiar class of ores, containing

a large proportion of native silver

ore, in which that metal occurs in

the form of chloride, iodide, or

bromide. The ore is stamped and

washed, and the richer portion

condensed. The latter is placed

in a cazo, or copper-bottomed ves-

sel, over a furnace; water is added

to make it into a paste, and sub-

sequently the salt and mercury

are introduced. The operation

completed, the liquid matter is

removed and added to the ingre-

dients of a "torta," while the solid

portions are stored in wooden cis-

_ terns, and are subsequently washed

I

and treated as described under the

patio process.

In the estufa process, the ground ore is amalgamated as described by patio amalgamation until

the process is about half completed. It is then removed into a chamber termed an estufa (stove),

which has under it a fireplace 6 or 8 feet in length, so connected by side-flues with small chimneys

^
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as to elevate the temperature of the room containing the ore. Here it is exposed to a gentle heat,

and allowed to remain two or three days, when it is again removed, and the reduction completed by
the ordinary method of patio amalgamation.

In the barrel process, the ores are dried in a kiln, dry-stamped, screened, and roasted in reverbera-

tory furnaces, salt and carbonate of soda being added. The roasted ore is then screened and placed
with iron fragments, mercury, and water in revolving barrels. The amalgam is strained through a
canvas bag to remove a portion of the quicksilver, and is distilled in circular retorts.

The pan process dispenses with the roasting incident to the barrel process, and with the frequent
manipulations and loss of time incident to the patio process. A large number of pans and amalga-
mators have been devised, all, however, being similar in their action. The grinding in all is effected

between two opposing plates of iron, and the chief differences between them consist in the modifica-

tion of the form of these plates and the extent of their surface. They all combine the qualities of

a mill with the capacity to hold a certain amoimt of ore-pulp, for it is not simply grinding that is

required ; the operation of amalgamation and chemical reduction of the ores is connected with it.

Inasmuch as the constant grinding would soon cut through the thin bottoms of the pans if unpro-
tected, and destroy the mullers, false bottoms or dies are cast for the pans, and face-plates (shoes)

of hard white iron for the mullers. These are so made as to be easily taken out, and are renewed
when worn out. In general, the pans are not intended to receive and grind coarse materials, though
in some of them ore as large as kernels of corn, or even larger, can be ground to a fine powder with-
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out much injury to the pan. In practice it is the

battery-pulp and sand which are fed, and this is

generally done in charges (or "batches"), the weight

of which depends upon the capacity of the pan.

They are first ground, and then, with the addition of quicksilver, and at a lower rate of speed,

the amalgamation is effected. The charge is then drawn off into a larger pan, fitted with stirrers,

called the separator. In this the pulp is much diluted with water, and the quicksilver and amalgam

fall to the bottom and are collected.

Fam.—The principal pans and amalgamators may be grouped in two chief divisions : 1. Those

with flat bottoms ; 2. Those with curved or conoidal bottoms.

The Wheeler pan. Fig. 171, is made with a flat bottom, to which the dies are secured by dovetailed

tongues and sockets. The shoes are attached to the muller-plate in similar way. The muller is car-

ried' by a vertical shaft passing up through the cone in the middle of the pan, and is raised up for

the purpose of cleaning the pan by a screw cut on the shaft. The regulation of the distance of the

shoe and die from one another in working is accomplished by a hand-wheel at the side of the pan,

which through a lever raises or lowers the steel block into which the toe of the upright shaft steps.

Bevel-gearing transmits the motion of the vertical shaft from the horizontal shaft, which has a pulley

on its outer end.

The Horn pan. Fig. Ill, has, like the Wheeler, a flat bottom. The body of the pan is set directly

upon the plate which serves both as foundation and as steam-bottom, and the joint is made with

cement. The shoes and dies are secured by dovetailed tongues and sockets. A groove runs around

the pan, outside the circumference of the "muller, which is traversed by a scraper, fastened to the

muller. The gutter around the cone is also scraped in the same way. The muller is hung loose

upon the driver, which is carried by the vertical shaft, and is regulated as to height by the screw at

the top, the point of which rests upon the top of the shaft. A yoke is fastened to the bottom of

the pan, which serves for a foot-step, and also carries the bearing "for the horizontal-motion shaft.

The Patton pan. Fig. 173, is a combination of the two pans above described. The steam-bottom

is fastened beneath, as m the Wheeler pan ; and the yoke, which in the Horn pan serves for a foot-
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step, and also carries the bearing for tlie horizontal shaft, is here dispensed with, the foot-step and

shaft-bearing being set upon the wooden framing of the mill which carries the pans. The manner of

hanging the^'muUer loose upon the driver, which is carried by a vertical shaft and regulated in height

175.

:es—

by a screw at the top, is the same as in the Horn
pan ; and the attachment of the dies to the bottom,

and of the shoes to the muller, by means of dove-

tailed tongues and sockets, is the same as in both

the Wheeler and the Horn pans ; but in the Patton

pan the sides are of wood. The curved flanges shown
extending inward from the upper part of the side are intended to effect a circulation of the pulp.

The combination pan, Fig. 174, is the Patton pan with the Wheeler foot-step, its chief feature being

a cast-iron ring set in the pan to protect the wooden sides. This ring can be replaced when worn.

The Knox pan, Fig. 175, is of cast-iron, and has

a false bottom with projecting vertical rim at the

periphery to form a hollow annular space under-

neath for the introduction of steam. There is

also a radial groove in the false bottom for the

accumulation of quicksilver and amalgam, con-

necting with the lower discharge-hole situated op-

posite the driving-shaft. The centre of the yoke

(/, attached to the muller m, is keyed to a vertical

wrought-iron shaft s, guided by a cast-iron hollow

cone in the middle of the pan. The muller m is

a flat cast-iron ring, attached to which are four

arms at right angles to one another, and to these

the cast-iron shoes a are bolted through slits c.

Between the muller and shoe a wooden shoe r,

of the exact shape of the iron one, is introduced

to prevent the settling of the unground pulp in

the latter, the upper face of the wooden shoe

reaching above the surface of the pulp.

The Agitator.—The battery-slimes, after being

amalgamated in the pan and the amalgam col-

lected in the settler, are run to a third receptacle

resembling the pan and settler, but of larger di-

mensions and with different working apparatus.

Some kinds of amalgam, such as those containing

copper or antimony, are friable, and on account

of their fineness cannot be recovered from the pulp while it is thick. It is, therefore, run into a

eircular tank or tub in which wooden stirrers revolve, a copious stream of water running constantly
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in at the top. Here the pulp is thoroughly beaten up and thinned, and while the lighter parts flow

off with the current, the amalgam and floured mercury fall to the bottom and collect there. This
amalgam is always both poorer and less pure than that from the settler.

Fig. 176 shows one of II. J. Booth & Company's agitators. It is formed of a round tub, the bot-

tom and sides of which are made of wood. In the centi-e a hollow cast-iron cone is bolted, through
which rises the shaft, driven by a cog-wheel below. A cast-iron cap or carrier rests on the top of the
shaft, and from this project iron arms, in which are fastened the wooden stirrers, hanging vertically

and reaching down nearly to the bottom of the tub.

Tlie Settler.—The work of the settler. Fig. 177, in the system of amalgamation, is to separate the
minute particles of mercury and amalgam from the pulp through which they are distributed. It

resembles a pan in some respects,

being made up of a circular box, in 1''
^f-

which revolves a central axis carry-

ing arms, and to these arms are fixed

shoes. These iron shoes, however, do
not come in contact with the bottom
of the settler, as no grinding action is

desired. They are faced with wooden
rubbers, which keep the heavier parts

of the pulp thoroughly stirred up,

while the revolving arms perform a

similar service for the lighter portions

floating above. The pulp is thinned

by a stream of water during the ope-

ration, for which reason the settler

has a larger capacity than the pan.

It is formed of a conoidal iron cast-

ing, in the hollow axis of which works
the upright to which the revolving

arms are fastened. The sides of the

settler are of wood, but sometimes
sheet-iron is used instead. Holes
stopped by plugs are pierced in the

sides at different levels, through which
the thinned pulp can be gradually

drawn off. On one side is bolted an
iron quicksilver bowl, communicating
with a radial gutter cast in the iron

bottom. The rotai-y part of the apparatus consists of the central shaft before mentioned, which
carries on its lower end a beveled cog-wheel, and at its upper end an arrangement for adjusting the

height of the wooden rubbers, so as to lower them as they gradually wear away. This arrangement
consists in a deep collar embracing the vertical part of the conoidal iron bottom of the settler, and
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hung upon the shaft by a screw furnished with a hand-wheel.

The revolving arms are carried out from this collar.

Retorts for Amalgams.—The silver retort is as well adapted
for the retorting of gold as of silver amalgam, when the quan-

tity is sufficiently large to render it desirable. The silver retort

shown at a in Fig. 178 is commonly made 12 inches in diame-

ter inside, with a hood at the mouth having lugs to catch the

clamp which fastens the door. The whole retort is set on cast-

iron bearers in an arch, with the fire-grate under it. The neck
of the retort passes through the back wall, and connects with

the condenser. The condensed
quicksilver filters through a bag
fastened on the end of the pipe,

and is received into a tray.

Amalgamation of Gold.—
Two distinct systems of gold

amalgamation are in use in Cali-

fornia, namely, amalgamation in

the battery, and amalgamation
in special appliances after the

gold has been previously crushed. In amalgamating in the battery, the latter is often provided with

amalgamated copper plates extending the whole length of the box, one on the feed side and the other

on the discharge, and each having an inclination of from 40° to 45° toward the stampers. When
these are not employed, spaces for the accumulation of amalgam are allowed between the dies and

sides of the box, and vertical iron bars are placed inside the gratings, between which the hard amal-

gam is found to collect. The copper plates are covered with mercury, and the latter is also sprinkled

into the boxes by the feeder. One ounce of gold requires for its collection about an ounce of mercury.

When the rock is crushed without the introduction of silver into the mill, the sand and water

issuing from the latter are conducted over blankets spread on the bottoms and lining the sides of

shallow troughs and sluices inclined at an angle of from 3° to 4° with the horizon. Beyond these

blankets there are in most cases riffles or amalgamated copper plates, which are again followed by
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some contrivance for collecting the pyrites remaining in the tailings. At the further extremity of

this system of appliances there is sometimes a long tail-sluice for the purpose of arresting any auri-

ferous material which may have escaped being caught by the other arrangements.

The blanket washings ai'e introduced into a box in front of the amalgamators, one of which, the

invention of Mr. M. A. Atwood, is represented in Fig. 179. This consists of two hollow cylindrical

troughs 1 1, of wood or iron, which are filled with pure quicksilver. Over these the blanket wash-

ings are directed. The gold, being specifically heavier than the quicksilver, w'ill sink to the bot-

tom, with the exception of that part which is attached to the quartz or sulphuret, and is conse-

quently buoyed up. The floating skimmings are agitated by wooden cylinders c, suspended par-

allel to and over the centre lines of the trough, and provided with radial arms of iron,the ends

of which are slightly curved. These arms are set along the cylinders in 12 longitudinal rows,

containing alternately 8 and 9 arms, those of each row being set opposite the spaces in the next.

They are not allowed to dip into the quicksilver, but almost touch. These cylinders make 60 revo-

lutions per minute.

The Rubber.—The sands, after passing from the amalgamators, may be discharged into Eureka

rubbers, in which the particles of gold are intended to be further cleaned and brightened by rubbing

and detached from the sands, while they have an opportunity at the same time to be caught on the

amalgamated copper plates of the rubber. The Eureka rubber. Fig. 180, consists of a rectangular

cast-iron box, 7 inches deep and 4 feet 8 inches square, provided with a false bottom of cast-ii'on

dies or plates, on which cast-iron shoes, fastened to a wooden frame, receive a rectilinear motion by
rods connected with an eccentric. The wooden shoe-boards are covered

with amalgamated copper plate.

In the Forstcr and Firmin system of amaJc/amation the pulverized

ore containing free gold or silver is fed from the hopper, shown in

Fig. 181, with a horizontal tube A. While in the act of falling it

is impinged upon by a stream of mercury, which escapes from the re-

ISl.

ceptacle B through the inner pipe shown. The flow is broken up and carried forward by steam

or air pressure, after the manner of the well-known principle of the sand-blast. The horizontal

tube connects with a vertical tube C, upon which the ore and the atomized mercury are together

forcibly projected, grain by grain, in a continuous stream, and fall by their own gravity into the
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washer or receiver D. It is claimed that an almost unlimited quantity of ore may be treated

by this process, as the attendants have only to feed the hoppers and remove the deposit. The
inventors state that " with only a throe-inch tube from three to five tons of ore can be treated

per hour." In connection with this amalgamator an improved washer, shown in detail in Fig.

181, is used. This consists of a vessel having a conical bottom, in which rollers E, and also with

scrapers or muUers F, are placed. The feed-water is injected through the shaft or near the

bottom of the vessel, and the upward current carries off the waste ore, while the amalgam and

surplus mercury collect in the dead-water space in the conical bottom, whence they are drawn off

through the discharge cock.

Use of Sodmm Amalgam.—The extraction of gold by amalgamation has hitherto been often at-

tended with difficulties, occasioned by the presence of compounds of sulphur, arsenic, antimony, bis-

muth, or tellurium in the ores, which by covering the gold with a thin film of tarnish prevents its

entering into combination with mercury. The use of sodium amalgam, discovered by Dr. Henry
Wurtz of New York, is said not only to facilitate amalgamation under such circumstances, but also

to prevent the " sickening " of mercury, which is apt to take place in the presence of certain chemi-

cal compounds (among others, sulphate of iron). It is also claimed that by its use the " flouring " of

mercury when ground with compounds containing sulphur, arsenic, tellurium, etc., may to a great extent

be avoided. See Phillips's " Mining and Metallurgy of Gold and Silver," London, 186Y, p. 220.

Miscellaneous JIackiiies.—A large number of special contrivances for separating and amalgamating
purposes have been patented, none of which have come into very extended use. Many of them will

be found fully illustrated and described in the article " Amalgamator " in Knight's " Mechanical

Dictionary."

ANCHOR. A heavy curved instrument, used for retaining ships in a required position. The forms

of anchors, and the materials of which they are made, are various. In many parts of the East Indies

the lower part of the anchor is formed of a cross of a very strong and heavy kind of wood, the extrem-

ities of which are made pointed. About the middle of each arm of the cross is inserted a long bar of

the same wood, the upper ends of which converge to a point, and are secured either by ropes or an iron

hoop, and the space between the bars is filled up with stones, to make the anchors sink more deeply and
readily. In Spain, and in the South Seas, anchors are sometimes formed of copper, but generally in

Europe they are made of forged iron. Anchors may be divided into two classes : mooring anchors and
ships' anchors. Mooring anchors are those which are laid down for a permanency in docks and harbors,

and are considerably heavier than ships' anchors, from which they differ in form, having sometimes but

one arm, and sometimes, instead of arms, having at the extremity a heavy circular mass of iron and
no stock : these latter are called mushroom-anchors. The general form of ships' anchors is shown in

the annexed figure. There is a long bar of iron a, called the shank, from the lower extremity of which
branch two curved arms b b in opposite

182. directions, and forming an angle of 60°

each with the shank. Upon each arm,

toward the end, is laid a thick triangu-

lar piece of iron c c, termed the fluke.

In the upper end of the shank is an eye,

through which passes a ring d, to which

the cable is attached. The stock ee is

composed of two strong beams of wood,

embracing the shank, or an iron rod

passing through the shank. The stock

stands at right angles to the plane of

the arms, and serves to guide the an-

chor in its descent, so as to cause one of the flukes to enter the ground. Ships are generally provided

with three large anchors, named the best bower, the small, and the sheet anchor ; a smaller anchor,

termed the stream-anchor ; and another, still smaller, named the hedge, which latter has generally an

iron stock passing through an eye in the shank, secured thereto by a key, or forelock, which admits

of its being readily displaced : its principal use is in changing the position of a ship in harbor, and in

an operation termed kedging. From the great mass of iron in large anchors (some weighing from
3 to 4 tons), the perfect forging of them becomes a matter of much difficulty ; as, from the great

heat necessary to weld such masses, the iron is liable to become " burnt," as it is termed. The
strength of anchors is tested by means of the hydrostatic press. The proof-strains are as follows :

Weight of Anchor in Cwt.
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1*3.

ing, 10; exemption from fouling, 10; fishing, 10; facility of transportation in boats, 5; quick trip-

ping, 5: total, 160.

The largest anchor now in existence was made for the Great Eastern. It weighs 8 tons exclusive

of the stock, and the length of its shank is 20 feet 6 inches. It is somewhat different in form from

ordinary anchors, the flukes being split so that the sea-bottom may be more readily pierced. The

weight of the largest anchors for vessels of 1,000 tons or less bears usually the proportion of about

.0025 the tonnage.

The form of anchor most commonly used in place of that represented in Fig. 182 is Trotman s,

which is an improvement embodying some minor modifications on Porter's anchor, shown in Fig. 183.

Hawkins's anchor, A to Ji, Fig. 184, has its shank a

forked to form two loops b and c, in each of which is

an eye. Between the loops is an iron block d, having

a circular aperture to receive the arras, and a square

aperture at right angles to the former, into which is

screwed a stout bar of iron e, termed a toggle, project-

ing equally on each side of the crown-piece ; on the

end of the crown-piece, opposite to that in which is

inserted the toggle, is a ring/ for the buoy-rope. The

arms ff h are formed in one piece, and, before the palms

i i are attached, one end of the arms must be passed

through the eyes in the loops of the shanks and through

the eye of the crown-piece; the palms are then to be put on, and must both lie in the same plane;

after which the arms are to be curved in the same plane with the palms. The crown-piece is firmly

keyed to the arms, and the toggle must be of such a length and form as to make it bear firmly against

the forepart of the fork in the shank, so as to prevent the crown-piece and arms from turning round

upon it, and to retain them at an angle of 50^ with the shank. When the anchor is let go, one end

of the toggle will come in contact with the ground, which puts the flukes in a position to enter; and

when the°strain is upon the cable, that end of the toggle which is upward comes in contact with the

throat of the shank, and sets the anchor in the holding position, which is shown in perspective at C.

The advantage of this mode of constructing anchors is, that both arms take the ground, and there-

fore the weight of metal may be diminished and yet an equal, if not a greater, effect be obtained;

also, as there is no stock, and no projecting upper fluke, there is little risk oi fouling, as it is termed

—

that is, of the cable entwining round the arms.

An anchor upon a similar principle, but of a somewhat different construction, was invented by Mr.

Soames, a front and a side elevation of which are given in Figs. 185 and 186 respectively. In this

anchor there is but one fluke «, which is T-shaped, and works on a pivot in a triangular frame, com-

posed of the two sides b and c, forged in one piece, and a stay d, which serves as a stock ; // are

loops, or eyes, for the reception of ^he chains that unite the ring g, to which the cable is to be fast-

ened. For general purposes, this anchor is perhaps preferable to the former, it being free from the

objection we made to that one, as it admits of detaching the arm, which renders it more convenient

to stow away; also, as the shank is formed in two parts, instead of one of equal area, they are more

easily forged soundly, and consequently less liable to breakage.

The peculiarity of the anchor proposed by W. Rogers consists in its having a hollow shank, formed
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out of 6 bars of iron, of such thickness as to insure the forging of them perfectly sound for an-
chors of the largest dimensions. In Fig. 187, A represents a side-view of the anchor, and B a plan
of the stock. The two principal pieces a a are bent so as to form a part of the arms or flukes ; the
other four are formed into a hollow tube bb (as shown in section at C) for a centre-piece, and
the whole are firmly welded together at both ends of the shank. The intermediate parts are secured
by strong hoops i i, so that every piece must bear its proportion of the entire strain. In place of
the usual ring, there is a bolt and shackle c, employed alone when the anchor is to be used with

ZD
chain cables ; but when hempen cables are to be used, a ring d is connected to the shackle c by an
additional shackle and bolt e. The anchor-stock/ may be formed either ol a single piece, or of two
pieces hooped together, and is secured in its place as follows : The bolt and shackle c being with-
drawn, the small end of the shank is passed through the eye of the stock /(which is defended by an
iron plate g on each side) ; the collar h is then put over, and the stock is keyed up against the hoop
i by the forelock key k passing through a hole in the shank.

Williams's anchor. Fig. 188, has three flukes hinged to a block at the lower end of the shank, and
so set that two of them may penetrate the ground simultaneously, while the third falls down upon
the shank to prevent the fouling of the cable. The flukes are hinged to separate blocks, and are

ISS.

188 a. 188 B.

120° apart. Fig. 188 a represents Morgan's anchor, the arms of which are separately pivoted to the

shank, and are connected by a curved bar passing through the latter. When one fluke has hold on
the ground, its arm rests against and is supported by the crown-piece, while the other arm falls down
upon the shank. Fouling is thus prevented, and the arms through the curved bar recnforce one an-

other. Marshall's anchor. Fig. 188 b, has straight arms, moving separately on a pivot passing through
the crown. The arms are barbed, and oscillation is checked by cusps on the thick portion of the

crown, which hold the arms at a given inclination to the shank. Latham's anchor. Fig. 189, has its
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shank A B in two pieces, between which plays a middle fluke attached to an arm C, which has two
other fliukes on its ends. When the anchor is let go, the flukes make about a quarter of a revolution,

lying in the position shown when they enter the ground. The shoulder on the crown-piece comes
against the shank, and restrains the oscillation of the arms in either direction. This anchor may be
very compactly stowed by bringing the arms parallel with the shank.
Two simple forms of anchor are represented in Figs. 190 and 190 a. Both are in use by fishermen

the world over. In Fig. 190 a two stout pieces of wood are lashed or framed together crosswise

;

from the extremities rise wooden or iron rods, which inclose a large stone ; the rods meet above,

190 a.

190 n. 190 c.

and an eye is added for the attachment of the cable. Fig. 190 is simply a forked piece of wood, the

long arm serving as a shank, the short one, which is barbed and shod with iron, as a single fluke.

Sea-anchors are used by vessels when off soundings to prevent drifting, and to keep the ship's head to

wind or sea. They are used during bad weather, and often enable vessels to ride out storms in which
their safety might otherwise be endangered. The sea-anchor represented in Fig. 190 b consists of

three spars lashed in the form of a triangle. Canvas is attached to the spars and backed by a strong

rope-netting. A kedge suspended from the base of the triangle, keeps it in vertical position, and
three hawsers are attached to the angles and also to the ship's cable. The anchor in Fig. 190 c is made
of two stout iron bars pivoted together at their middle and spread apart at right angles to each other.

A rope is carried from end to end, and canvas and netting are spread on the frame thus formed. A
buoy is fastened to the end of one of the bars, and prevents the sinking of the contrivance, while

showing its position. The bars of which this anchor is formed may be folded parallel, thus admit-

ting of the compact stowage of the device when not in use.

Tj'zack's anchor is represented in Figs. 191 and 192. A is the shank made in two parts secured
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to each other by the pins H a K D. The arm with its fluke £ is fitted with a T head h (/, which

bears on the pin M, as shown. Two pins i^i^ arc fixed in the head, and act instead of the single

pin H. The anchor has only one arm, which is reversible, and so arranged that, whichever way the

anchor falls, it finds itself at once in a position to bite. The other chief advantages claimed are

:

that the anchor cannot foul when holding, having no projection above the shank ; that it is very snug

for handling; occupies a minimum space in stowing; can be readily taken to pieces; and pos-

194.

193.

sesscs unusual strength, being made without a single weld. This anchor has been experimented

with to test its biting and holding power, by dragging it over some rough ground by means of a

powerful steam winch, when it was found that, immediately the steam winch caused the anchor to

move, the arm at once penetrated the ground and buried itself immovably. An anchor of this typo,

weighing 6 tons 3 cwt. 5 qrs. exclusive of stock, has been subjected to the following strains, viz.

:

In the first instance to the Admiralty test, 9 tons 1 cwt. 1 qr. ; then to 13, lY, 21, 25, 26 ; and finally

to 32 tons, at which strain—250 per cent, overproof—it was broken to destruction.

Anchor-trippers are devices for tripping or letting go an anchor, either after it is catted and fished

or while it is hanging from the cat-falls. We give illustrations of five devices for tripping the

anchor under the first-mentioned circumstances. In Holmes's tripper. Fig. 193, a short chain is at-

tached to the ring of the anchor, and a large link on the end of said chain passes over a pin. The
latter has a spiral thread which works in a nut in the bearing, so that, when the pin is turned, it re-

cedes, and so frees the link. The shank-painter is similarly secured to a like device, and both pins

must therefore be turned simultaneously to drop the anchor. In Ilcitman's tripper. Fig. 194, the

anchor is suspended by shank-painter and ring-stopper. One end of each chain is fast to the vessel,

while the rings at the other ends rest upon pivoted latch-pieces. These last are supported upon a

bar, which is rotated by a lever to give simultaneous disengagement of the latches. In Gibson's

flipper, Fig. 195, the fluke of the anchor rests on a block A, which is pivoted in a notch of the

gunwale. A bar B attached to said

195. block is held by a shackle-bar C, when
the latter is in its upper position.

By sliding the shackle in its staple

the bar is released, and the block A
is thus free to turn under the weight

of the anchor. Duncan's device, Fig.

196, is for dropping the anchor from
the cat-falls. The ring of the anchor

is held in a clutch substituted for the

usual cat-hook, which is automatical-

ly opened by the chains and levers

shown as the tackle is slackened. In

Stacy's device, Fig. 197, the hook is

canted by a rope made fast to an eye

in its rear portion, as the fall is paid

out. As the hook upsets, the anchor,

of course, slides off. In both Bur-

ton's and Spence's inventions the prin-

ciple is the same. It consists in sup-

porting the end of what is termed the

standing part of the cat-head stopper

and shank-painter by bolts turning

upon pivots, and retained in a proper

position by a catch, which being with-

drawn, the bolt turns upon its pivot

and the stopper slips off; by which

means all risk of jamming the turns

of the stopper (as in the common method of letting go the running end) is avoided, the danger to the

men on the forecastle is done away, and the anchor can be let go at a moment's warning.

The arrangements in each of these inventions being the same, whether applied to cat-head stoppers

or shank-painters, we shall therefore show one invention as applied to cathead stoppers, and the

other to shank-painters. Figs. 198 and 199 show Capt. Burton's method of letting go a cat-head

stopper, a is the cat-head ; 6 e a bolt, turning upon a pivot d ; the end c forms an oblique plane,
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and is held down by the clamp e turning upon a pivot /, the clamp being secured by a hasp g and

pin h The standing end of the stopper, having an eye formed in it, passes over the end 6 of the

bolt be- the other end of the stopper passes through the ring of the anchor and over the thumb-

cleat k and is made fast round the timber-head I. When it is required to let go the anchor, a hand-

spike is inserted between the thumb-cleat A-, so as to nip the clamp e, and the hasp g is cast off

;

then upon withdrawing the handspike, the bolt, being no longer held by the clamp e, turns upon

its pivot d by the weight of the anchor on the stopper, and the eye of the stopper slips off the end

of the bolt.
„ , . , , • ^ -p- oAr> •

Fi"-3. 200 and 200 a represent Mr. Spence's invention for lettmg go a shank-pamter. ±ig. 200 is an

elevation, and Fig. 200 a the plan, a is a cast-iron carriage, bolted through the ship's side, and sup-

porting the hook d by a pin or pivot at 6 ; fZ e a lever turning upon a centre /, the end d bemg

formed into a hook, which clasps the upper end of the bolt h, the lever being retained in the posi-

tion shown in the plan by a pin ^ ; h is part of a chain forming the standing part of the shank-

painter, and supported by the bolt b. To the other end of the chain is spliced the running part of

the shank-painter, which passes round the shank of the anchor, and is made fast to a timber-head.

When it is required to let go the shank-painter, an iron bar is inserted into the end e of the lever

199.

d e, which is made hollow for the purpose, and, the pin g being withdrawn, the lever is turned round

its centre until the bolt is released from the hook d, when it falls, and the chain-end of the shank-

painter slips off.

See also Bridge, and Lighthouses ; for those used in other structures, see Docks, and i'lLES and

Screw Moorings. „-,„,-„ i^t. v ^

Works, etc., relating to Anchors.—CotscW (G.), "Treatise on Ships' Anchors," 1856; "Parliament-

ary Reports on Anchors, 1800-1864 ;" "Rapports de la Commission du Mimstere de la Marine sur

I'Exposition de 1867," Paris, 1868 ; Lace's "Seamanship," 5th edition, 1873.

ANEMOMETER. An instrument for measuring the force of the wind. Attention was first given

to this subject by Dr. Croune in 1667, and instruments were contrived by him and by Wolfius and

others in the last century. These have all given place to recent inventions of more perfect construc-

tion The first attempts were to measure the force of the wind by its pressure upon a vertical plane,

kept in position bv a spring or by a weight suspended by a cord wound around a conical spiral axis,

which wei"-ht the "wind would raise more or less according to the degree of pressure on the vertical

plane A%a"- of air opening into a glass tube which was shaped like the letter L, and contained a

fluid which by compression of the bag was forced down one leg and up the other, was another con-

trivance for the same purpose. Another form of it was to dispense with the bag and turn one ex-

tremity of the tube against the wind, expanding it to a funnel shape, so that the wind might blow

directly into it and press upon the surface of the fluid. The tube was drawn out to a sinall diameter

in the curve at the bottom, so as to check the sudden fluctuations caused by irregular blasts of wind.

By means of this simple instrument. Dr. Lind, who invented it, ascertained the force of the wind at

different velocities by the height of the column of water raised by it. A gentle breeze, moving at

the rate of nearly 4 miles an hour, raises a column of water one-fortieth of an inch, which is equiva-

lent to a pressure of 2^ ounces upon a square foot. A high wind moving 32^ miles per hour raises

the column 1 inch, with a pressure of nearly 5^ lbs. on the square foot. A column of 3 inches in-

dicates a pressure of 15^ lbs., and a velocity exceeding 56J miles an hour. At 9 inches the wind is

a violent hurricane moving 97^ miles an hour, and exerting a pressure on the square foot of

46i lbs The atmospheric pressure being a little over 2,000 lbs. on the square foot, or equal

to a column of water 33 feet high, the greatest force exerted by the wind is feeble in comparison

"^^A m"re complicated apparatus was invented by Dr. Whewell, and another by Mr. Osier, both of

which have been used in England at the meteorological observatories and government institutions.

Both are self-registering, and determine the force of the wind by the number of revolutions of a
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windmill fly, the axis of which by perpetual screws and toothed wheels is connected with the register-

infj pencil. In Whewell's instrument the windmill with its wheels and vane is on a horizontal plate,

which revolves on the top of a vertical cylinder. The pencil is attached to a little block of wood or

nut, through which passes a screw from the horizontal plate above to a circular rim below the cylin-

der, all which revolves around the cylinder as the wind changes. A straight rod also goes through

the pencil-block or nut, up and down which it slides as the screw turns. According as the wind

blows gently or strongly, this screw turns slowly or fast, and carries the pencil down the cylinder at

a proportional rate. Its point reaches the surface of the cylinder and marks upon it its position

;

and as the frame turns with the change of direction of the wind, the course of the wind is registered

upon the face of the cylinder. For this purpose it is divided by vertical lines into 16 or 32 equal

parts corresponding to the points of the compass. This instrument is deficient in not recording the

time during which each wind blows, nor the times of its changes, nor its force at any particular

moment. It merely gives the order of the changes of the wind, and the entire quantity that

blows from each point. This is known by the vertical length of the pencil-mark in each

division of the cylinders corresponding to the courses. It is defective also by the friction of its

machinery.

Osier's instrument, constructed on similar principles, is more complicated than Whewell's. Its

register is divided by lines into spaces, which represent the 24 hours of the day, and in these spaces

pencils inscribe lines, one of which indicates the direction, another the pressure of the wind, and a

third, connected with a rain-gauge, the quantity of rain which has fallen at every hour. The register

moves along by clockwork under the pencils, and at the meteorological observatory at Greenwich a

new one is employed every day. In the Royal Exchange in London one of these instruments is in

use with a register made to last a week. By the lines inscribed on the register the integral or quan-

tity of the wind can be calculated that has blown to each point of the compass during the periods

of the observations ; and thence the resultant, or average effect of all the winds.

The instrument now in use in the United States office for weather reports is Robinson's anemome-
ter. Fig. 201, which consists of four horizontal arms
radiating from a central point, at which is a ver- ^ '

tical axis of revolution. A hollow hemispherical cup _,.,--*' ^3-^.
is attached to each arm in such manner that, when j^^^M^^ ^^

^S^^k
the wind is pressing upon the concave side of a cup I^K J MmKmk
on one arm, the cup on the opposite arm presents its ^^^^^~~'~-.»,,^^ ^^,,„.——«1)M
convex side toward the wind. The wind exerts more ^^^ ^ ^^^^^-««
pressure on the concave side than on the convex, and /^

—

'

hence causes the arms to revolve. The rate of revo- Wm^m^
lution per minute gives the velocity of the wind. ^^^^
Each instrument has to be tested by placing it upon "-»-,,

a moving body on a calm day. In this way it is

easily found what the number of revolutions is which

the instrument will give for any velocity; it is then placed upon a high building, and its axis

attached to a recording apparatus similar to that described above.

Biram's anemometer is an instrument for measuring and registering the quantities of air which

circulate through the passages of mines. It was invented in consequence of the recommendation of

a committee appointed by the British House of Commons, that the use of such an instrument should

be adopted as a precaution against the explosions in coal-mines. It is a disk of a foot diameter,

made to revolve when placed in a current of air, and furnished with registering wheels like those

upon a gas-meter. Any want of attention on the part of those having charge of supplying the re-

quired current of fresh air is thus readily detected.

An extended treatise on this subject will bo found under the same heading in Spon's "Dictionary

of Engineerincr."

ANIMAL STRENGTH. Of all the first movers of machinery, the force derived from the strength

of man or other animals was first used, and at present, in a multitude of cases, is still the most

convenient. As horses were formerly employed for the same purposes that water-wheels, wind-

mills, and steam-engines now are, it has become usual to calculate the effect of these machines

as equivalent to so many horses ; and animal strength becomes thus a sort of measure of mechanical

force.

When an animal is at rest, and exerts its strength against any obstacle, then the force of the animal

is greatest ; or the animal, when standing still, will support the greatest load. If the animal begins to

move, then it cannot support so great a load, because a part of its strength must be employed to effect

the motion ; and the greater the speed with which the animal moves, the less will be the force exerted

on the obstacle, or the less will be the load which it is able to carry, for the greater will be the portion

of its strength directed to the movement of its own body ; and there will be a speed with whidi the

animal can move and carry no load, but where the whole of his strength is employed in keeping up

its velocity.

It is clear that, in the first and last of these cases, the useful effect of the animal is nothing, in a

mechanical point of view. There must, however, be a certain relation between the load and speed of

the animal, in which the useful effect is a maximum. It has been found that the mechanical effect

of any animal at work during a given time is greatest when the animal moves with one-third of the

greatest velocity with which it can move unloaded, and the load which it bears is four-ninths of that

which it can only move.
Man and Animal Fowei' compared.—The following table, from Haswell's "Engineers' and Me-

chanics' Pocket-Book," shows the amount of labor produced by animal power under different cir-

cumstances :

6
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MANNER OF APPLICATION.

10 Hours per Day.

Man throwing earth with shovel a height of 5 feet

Man wheeling a loaded barrow up an inclined plane, height one
twelftli of length

Man raising and pitching earth with a shovel to a horizontal
distance of lo feet

Man pushing and drawing alternately in a vertical direction. .

.

Man transporting weight upon a barrow and returning unloaded.
Man walking upon a level

Horse drawing a four-wheeled carriage at a walk
Horse with load on back at walk
Horse transporting a loaded wagon and returning unloaded at a

walk
Horse drawing a loaded wagon at a walk

8 HorRS PER Dat.

Man ascending a slight elevation unloaded
Man walking and pushing or drawing in a horizontal dii-eetion.

Man turning a crank
Man upon a tread-mill
Man rowing
Horse upon a revolving platform at a walk
Ox, same conditions
Mule, '' "

Ass, " "

7 Hours per Day.

Man walking -nith a load on his back

6 Hours per Day.

Man transporting a weight upon his back and returning un-
loaded

Man transporting a weight upon his back up a slight elevation,

and returning unloaded
Man raising a weight by the hands

4i Hours per Day.

Horse upon a revolving platform at a trot

Horse drawing an unloaded four-wheeled carriage at a trot. . .

.

Horse drawing a loaded four-wheeled carriage at a trot

Power,

Lbs.

132

6
13

182
143
154
204

1,540

1,540

143
26
18

140
26
100
132
66
.S2

88

140

140
44

66
!»7

770

Velocity per

Second.

Feet.

1*

2i
2i
1

5
3

5
3
2

3

2f

2i

If

.2

i

''i

Weight Raised,

Foot per

Minute.

Lis.

480

4,950

810
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To Dr. Burcq's studies upon this body of trained gymnasts may be added those of M. Eugene Paz,

who for a long period has been observing the results which methodical physical exercise produces in

certain invalids, and in a large number of people of various callings, notably artists, literary and busi-

ness men, and others, whose muscles are normally less voluminous than those of the picked soldiers

at the Faisanderie School. By means of a variety of ingenious mechanical apparatus, and by a course

of investigation wholly different from that of Dr. Burcq, M. Paz reaches precisely the same results.

He notes especially the increase in weight and decrease of volume of the body, above referred to, and
also the augmentation of pulmonary capacity. Three operatic singers, who were rigorously trained for

a year, attained a maximum lung-power corresponding exactly to an increase of one-sixth. It fol-

lows, therefore, that Dr. Burcq's results may be considered in the light of a general law.

F. E. Nipher has determined, after a series of investigations upon variation of muscular strength,

that the coefficient of muscular power per square centimetre of section of muscle is a quality which
varies greatly with different muscles, and with the same muscle at different times ; or, the work which
a muscle can perform depends not only upon its size, but also upon its quality. Muscles which are

seldom called into action have not the same contracting power as those which .arc daily used.

Brute Strength.—The following table shows the amount of labor a horse of average strength is

capable of performing at different velocities on canals, railroads, and turnpikes:
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Aqueduct oi Autioili I'out Uu (iuid, JSjmes.

rudest example of Roman work, and contrasts strangely with the bridge of the Aqueduct of Nimes,
or Pont du Gard, across which the waters of the river Ilure were led. This bridge spanned the valley
of the river Gard by a triple row of arches, the first six having a span of 60 feet each ; above these

High Bridge, Harlem Kiver.

were 12 similar ones; while the upper row was composed of 36 smaller arches, arranged as in the
illustration, the whole forming one of the finest examples of Roman architecture.

Aqueduct Data.—The following table, abridged from Fanning's " Treatise on Water-Work Engi-

neering," gives the principal data respecting several well-known masonry conduits :

Table showing Dimensions, etc., of Aqueducts.

LOCALITY.

Cochituate, Boston
Croton, New York
Washington Aq., I). C. .

.

Brooklyn, L. I

Sudbury, Boston
Baltimore
Loch Katrine, Glasgow.

.

Canal Isabel II., Madrid.
Vienna
Vanne, P.aris

Dhuis, "

Pont du Gard, Nimes . .

.

Pont Pyla, Lyons

Width.

Feet.

5.

7.417
9.

10.

9.

9.

8.

7.0522
5. OUT
6.6
2.3
4.

1.833

Height.

Feet.

6.833
8.458
9.

8.667
7. 067
9.

8.

9.184
6.

6.6
3.5

Depth of

Water.

Ftet.

6.333
6.0^3
3.465
5.00
5.3

6.85

5.00

s!33'
1.833

Velocity of

Flow per

second.

Feet.

1.

2.218
1.893

1.7126

Daily Delivery at

given depth.

U. S. Gals.

16.898,980

59.840,243

27,559,364

60,000,000

Total Daily

Capacity.

U. S. Gals.

16,500,000

100,000,000
lOO.OOO.OOO

70,000,000

70,000,000
170,000,000
60,000,000

52,000,000

23,500,o6o

5,500,000

Tlie Croton Aqueduct.—The following description of the Croton Aqueduct gives many of the de-

tails of aqueduct construction. This great work was begun in ISSY and completed in 1842, at a total

cost of $12,500,000. Its length from its source at Croton River to the reservoir in New York is
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40^ miles, 33 miles of which distance it is built of stone, brick, and cement, arched above and below.

It has a capacity for discharging about 100,000,000 gallons per day. The Croton River rises in Put-

nam County, New York. At the spot where the first dam is constructed the surface-water was about

38 feet lower than the elevation required as a head for the delivery of water into the city of New
York. The effect of the dam was to set back the water about six miles, forming the reservoir, which

has an area of about 400 acres, now called Croton Lake. The available capacity of this reservoir,

down to the point where the water would cease to flow into the aqueduct, is estimated at 000,000,000

gallons ; in addition to which, the receiving-reservoir in the city is capable of containing 150,000,000

gallons more when full, which together afford a reserve-supply of 750,000,000 gallons in seasons of

extreme drought. In case of necessity, several large lakes in Putnam County may be turned into the

river or aqueduct. The following table shows the various lengths and inclinations of the conduit

:

LENGTHS AND INCLINATIONS.
Distances in

Miles.

Distances in

Feet.
Tall in Feet.

From the dam to the meetins- of the jreneral inclination

From here to Harlem Kirer the general inclination 0.021 per 100 or I.IOSS feetj

per mile of .5,280 feet

At the aqueduct-bridge of Harlem River to the general inclination 2 feet are

added, the water being carried over in pipes by a siphon of 12 feet
|

To Manhattan Valley, the general inclination of I.IOSS feet per mile

Across Manhattan Valley the water passes in a siphon of 109 feet head, for

that reason 3 feet are added to the general inclination i

From here to the receiving-reservoir inches per mile
j

From the influence-gate of this reservoir to its effluence-gate

To the distributing-reservoir the water is carried in a siphon by pipes for

the entire distance
[

Distributing-reservoir
'

These 47.9069 feet form the fall at the bottom of the aqueduct ; at the head

this bottom is 11.4633 feet below the surface of the lake, but only S.2iHh)

feet at the discharge in the receiving-reservoir, which gives 8.2C33 feet

difference, added to the fall at bottom; this makes the entire fall, or the

accurate difference between the surface of the Croton Lake and that of

the distributing-reservoir

4.9490

27.9816

0.2750
2.0140

0.791T
2.1727

0.1720

2.1760
0.0800

40..5620

20.130

147,479

1.4.'50

10,635

4.1 SO
11.471

908

11.4^9

420

2.9507

30.9700

2.34.50

2.2334

3.7783
1.6295

0.0000

4.0000

0.0000

47.9069

3.2633

51.1702

Construction of Aqueduct- Canal.—Where the masonry of the aqueduct is cut in level ground or

side-hills, a course of concrete 3 inches high is laid under the whole extent of masonry, under the

extrados of the inverted arch, as high as the shape of the extrados required. Where water-veins

were met, and ia loose ground, or where the depressed ground made foundation-walls necessary, the

concrete bedding was put 12 inches high, as broad as the clear width of the aqueduct, but under the

side-walls only 6 inches. In both cases each of the side-walls was carried up 13 inches perpendicu-

larly, by which the spring-line of the inverted arch was reached ;
after this the inverted arch was

turned one-haif a brick 4 inches thick, the stone part of the side-walls carried up 4 feet high, and on

both sides plastered three-eighths of an inch thick with hydraulic mortar. When these walls had

set, the inner facing, one-halfa brick 4 inches thick, was carried up ; at last the roofing-arch, 1 brick

8 inches thick ; then the spandril-backing, over which and the upper part of the extrados plaster of

three-eighths of an inch thickness was laid on and smoothed off with the trowel. Where suitable

stone was to be had near, the side-walls could be carried up ; also the roofing-arch, which in this

case was turned 12 inches thick ; this, however, has been carried into execution in but few instances.

The courses of masonry were leveled off every 12 inches, and no stone put in which reached through

the wall or raised over the course of 12 inches. Granite, or gneiss of the most sound quality, was used.

The hydraulic mortar at tunnels, and deep cuts in earth and rock, had the proportions of 1 part

cement to 3 sand ; upon foundation-walls, however, 1 part cement to 2^ sand in volume ;
the same pro-

portion for concrete. The sand for concrete, containing coarse and fine grains, was first mixed with

water, then there was added to it from 2 to 2\ broken stone of the size of IJ inch, or the same

amount of coarse gravel, and worked till the mass became uniform, and the broken stone completely

covered and bedded in the mortar. Immediately after this preparation the concrete was laid and set-

tled with a stamper, till the surface had the appearance of an even floor. The courses were laid not

over 6 inches thick. For brick masonry the proportion of cement to sand was 1 to 2. The mortar for

vertical joints was put to the brick before laid, the brick forced into its bed in such a manner that

from horizontal and vertical joints the mortar is readily forced out like sausages ; the superfluous

mortar was then taken off and the joints smoothed immediately. Only bricks of superior quality were

admitted—No. 1 for the inverted arch and the facing, No. 2 for the roofing-arch.

Culverts.—In order to carry off rivers, creeks, and field-waters, underneath the aqueduct, culverts

were constructed at a suitable depth. Their fall or inclination was 1 in 20 ;
and where the upper

end happened to be below the surface of the ground, generally the case at side-hills, a well was con-

structed, Figs. 20*7 and 210. The culvert, Figs. 210, 211, and 212, is one of the smallest dimensions,

with bottom and roof of stone slabs ; that of Figs. 207, 208, and 209, is a large one ;
bottom and

roofing are of smooth, well-wrought stone ; the side-walls only faced with it, while the backing of

this face-work is of rough masonry. In the body of the foundation-wall of the aqueduct an arch of

dry stone, without mortar, was rolled over the extrados of culvert. Fig. 209 ;
after this the founda-

tion was carried farther up. The fall-well at the arched culverts is round in plan. Fig. 208.

The Gatewai/.—From the effluence of the lake a tunnel is cut through solid rock 180 feet in

length. It has no facing of masonry, and in dimensions is kept somewhat larger than the general

aqueduct. Fig. 203. The ground is uncommonly favorable for the construction of the gateway.
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Scale.—1 inch= 40 feet.
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oflfering rock-foundations throughout. As shown in Fig. 205, the channel of the aqueduct is widened,

and the water runs through an arch in the bulkhead a «, then passes the screen-frame, a set of

"•uard-f-ates, and a set of "regulating-gates. The screen, formed of oak slabs 6 inches by 1, allowed

a quantity of fish to pass through tlie 1-inch spaces into the aqueduct. In order to prevent this, a

fine brass netting was put over the screen, through which only very small fish could pass ; to prevent

which, other artificial preparations will be required. Below the wall with the regulating-gates, the

width of the water-way is reduced to the general width of the aqueduct by an ogee curve, in order to

let the water into the proper aqueduct without any loss of fall.

The "-uard-gates with their frames are of cast-iron. The regulating-gates with their frames arc of

gun-metal, in°ordcr to obtain a superior tightness. The caps //, Fig. 203, are secured upon the sad-

dles ^ y by bolts. In turning to the left the female screw, whereby the shover is raised, the saddles

with the caps press upon the base and are kept closer and closer upon their bed ;
in screwing right,

however, they press upward. To prevent their loosening and lifting, the screw-bolts n n n are put in

;

they reach down through two courses of stone, and there they are bent ; some of them are secured to

the caps of the screen-frame. In shutting the gates by turning to the right, the bolts n n secure the

caps// to their places and prevent their lifting. The masonry in all parts of the gateway is of rough

gneiss in hydraulic mortar, faced with well-hammered stone ; the partitions between the gates are of

cut stone. To keep the gates and utensils secure, a stone house is erected over the gateway.

The line of the aqueduct follows the left bank of the Croton River for 5 miles, passes through sev-

eral tunnels cut through the rock, and crosses the valley of the Sing Sing Kill. Across the stream an

arch of 88 feet was required. The abutment-walls of this bridge are 20 feet thick, on solid rock-

foundation. The arch is constructed over a half-oval, 33 feet in height, 4 feet thick at the spring-

line and 3 feet at the keystone ; the granite and gneiss for it was cut with much accuracy, not allow-

ing the joints to be over three-sixteenths of an inch thick. The spandrils were carried up solid, slop-

ing upward, thence with hance-walls and alternating openings, till 3 inches over the highest point of

extrados : these openings were arched over with half a brick. Across those openings the hance-walls

were connected together by bond-stone. On the top of the small brick arches a rubble masonry of 6

inches in height was laid, and the whole leveled off ; on this the concrete course of 9 inches height to

the extrados °of the inverted arch of aqueduct. As far as the clear width of the bridge-arch and its

abutments extended, the construction of the aqueduct was so altered, that the side-walls were carried

up 5 feet high instead of 4, as in ordinary aqueduct, and the arch was turned over a segment of 7 feet

7 inches long, 2 feet Si inches high. Bottom and side-walls were provided with a lining of cast-iron

worked in with the masonry, whereby the aqueduct was rendered absolutely water-tight above these

constructions. The same iron lining was applied also at the before-mentioned street-bridge. Be-

tween the attic-wall and the side-wall of the aqueduct spaces were left, covered over, above the

attic-wall, carried up in connection with the side-walls of the aqueduct, and covered with a coping-

stone, the whole then filled over with earth. The spaces serve not only for protection against frost

from without, but also for carrying off the Avater falling from the sky on the back-filling down

into the hollows. Upon the extrados of the bridge-arch the drainage-water runs over the tangeutal

surface of the spandril-backing into the dry foundation-wall. The surface over which the water

drains is well plastered with hydraulic mortar. The exterior masonry of both the bridges is of well-

hammered stone. Throughout the structure hydraulic mortar was used. For the distance of aque-

duct between the bridges and back of them to the side-hills the rock-bottom was prepared with steps,

and a foundation-wall of dry stone-masonry carried up. The exterior faces of some thickness into the

wall were laid in hydraulic mortar, and the joints pointed with the trowel.

From this point "it is not necessary to trace the line in detail, and we therefore proceed at once to

the termination of the aqueduct on the continent. The valley of the Harlem River, at a point 33 miles

distant from the Croton Dam, slopes down gradually until it reaches the water's edge. The tide-water

has here a width of 620 feet. The bank of the island, being of solid gneiss-rock, rises with a slope

of 35° to the height of the top of the aqueduct. The slope of this rock below water, as far as it

could be examined, is steeper, and disappears under a deposit of mud mixed with sand and bowlders.

It is supposed this rock has connection with that of the opposite shore. In the basin formed by its

depression below the strait is deposited a mass of white marble, upon which the gneiss mid alluvium

of sand, mixed with pieces of rock and bowlders, are found, upon which mud consisting chiefly of

vegetable matter is deposited.

The bridge on which the aqueduct is carried over the strait has 15 arches, 8 of which are 80 feet in

width by 100 feet in height above flood-tide, placed in the water, and upon both the shores 7 arches

of 50 feet span each ; two abutments were founded on the gneiss-rock, three upon the marble, and

seven on piles. With this arrangement the conduit-water is carried across to the island in a siphon

of 12 feet depression.

In order to take the water out of the aqueduct and let it into the pipes, and, after passing over the

bridge, redischarge the same into the aqueduct, 2 gate-chambers, a and h. Fig. 217, are placed. Fig.

230 shows the ground-plan. Fig. 229 the longitudinal section, and Fig. 228 the cross-section of the in-

fluence gate-chamber (entrance into the siphon) ; C C is a basin, the bottom of which is level with the

deepest line of the intrados of the inverted arch ; d d are the gateways ; e e the two pipes
;
the influx

of the water can be regulated by the two cast-iron double gates KK; fcfh is a waste-wear, whereby

the waste-water, or the whole content of the aqueduct, may be let off
; / is the gateway, g the waste-

wear well, h the sewer. The construction of the latter for the first 30 feet in length is .shown by Fig.

232 ; following the slope downward, it is funneled into the shape and construction of Fig. 231, which

leads to Ilarlcm River. Fig. 223 is the section of gateway for the waste-wear ;
Fig. 229_the elevation

of front with the gates 1 1. All the gates are of shape and construction as shown at Fig. 202. The

rod-caps of waste-wear are connected by the bolts m m. Fig. 228, with the consols n ; but the rod-caps

of the gateways by the bolts tn n, which are kept down and secured in the pier below by the cross-
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piece n. Over the entire structure a stone building is erected, arched with bricks, and covered with

3-inch graywaclce slabs. The effluent-gate 6, Fig. 217, at the island-extremity of the bridge, is of the

same arrangement in reversed ordei', but without waste-wear ; it receives the water from the pipes

of the siphon, and discharges it again into the aqueduct. From the bridge the aqueduct passes

through Manhattan Valley and through Manhattan Hill tunnel, the longest of the whole line—worked

1,215 feet through rock. The receiving-reservoir, located in the middle of New York City, in Central

228.

229

232.

Park, has a water-surface of 31 acres. Distribution of the water throughout the city is effected

through about 400 miles of cast-iron pipes. A storage-reservoir has been constructed at Boyd's Cor-

ners, on the west branch of the Croton, 23 miles from the Croton Dam. It has a water-surface of

279 acres, and a maximum depth at the dam of 57 feet.

The Aquedcct of the Loch Katrine Water-Works, which conducts water into the city of Glasgow,

is 34 miles in length, has an inclination of 1 in 6,33G, and is capable of passing 50,000,000 gallons daily.
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The valleys of Duchray, Endrick, and Blane, e, /, h, Fig. 233, aggregating 3| miles in length, are

crossed by cast-iron siphon-pipes 48 inches in diameter, with a mean fall of 1 in 1,000 between their

extremities. In Fig. 233, a is the river Clyde, b the city of Glasgow, c Mugdock Reservoir, d Mugdock

Tunnel, e Blane Valley, / Endrick Valley, g Ducnmore Tunnel, h Duchray Valley, i Loch Katrine Tun-

nel and k Loch Katrine. The minor ravines of the first ten miles are crossed by bridges ;
an exam-

ple' is given of one made of wrought-iron tubes, Figs. 23-1 and 235, 8 feet broad and 6.5 feet high

234.

inside. A cast-iron trough J of the same dimensions extends over portions of the valleys where the

ground is not much depressed. The tubes are supported by masonry piers 50 feet apart. The level

of the tube / is about 3 feet lower than that of the cast-iron trough / at each end, in order to

insure the tube being always filled with water, so as to maintain an equal temperature of the metal.

Discharge-valves are placed in the tubes, so that the water can always be run off in the valley

beneath. The tube also rests at the ends on an India-rubber bolster ; and similar vertical bolsters

are wedged against the sides at the joint with the cast-iron trough. This leaves the tube free to con-

tract and expand longitudinally under change of temperature, without risk of leakage.

In the entire line of the aqueduct there are, in all, 25 important bridges of iron and stone,

and about 80 distinct tunnels, aggregating some 13 miles. The cast-ii'on siphon-pipes are car-

ried down and up the sides, and along the bottom of the three valleys. They have ordinary spigot

and socket joints, and are strengthened by projecting webs cast upon them. They are protected from

the effects of weather, and thus kept from injurious expansion and contraction, by a |-inch cover-

ing of felt enveloped in tarpaulin.

The Washington Aqueduct, which supplies the cities of Washington and Georgetown with water

from the Potomac River, 11 miles distant, consists for the greater part of its length of a masonry
conduit 9 feet in internal diameter. The total length of the aqueduct is 16j\ miles, and it is capa-

ble of supplying 100,000,090 gallons per day. The most remarkable feature is the bridge over

Cabin John Creek, which is stone-arched, having a span of 220 feet. The arch is an arc of a

circle 134.28 feet in radius, and its rise is 57.26 feet. The channel through which the water passes

consists of a conduit of circular section 9 feet diameter inside, and 9 inches thick, imbedded in the

masonry. The bridge over Rock Creek may also be noted. The water is carried across this stream

(which divides the cities of Washington and Georgetown) by means of two arches of cast-iron pipes

of 3 feet 6 inches interior diameter, formed of sections with flanges firmly screwed to each other, and

braced. Upon these is laid a bridge over which the street-cars pass, and which serves as a public

avenue of communication between the two cities. The span is 200 feet, and the rise 20 feet.

The 5Iadrid Aqueduct.—The aqueduct which supplies Madrid, Spain, with water from the river

Lozoya is 47 miles in length. The river gorge is crossed by a cut-stone dam 98 feet in height, its

wings abutting upon the solid rock of the hill-sides. The transverse section of the water-way has an
area of 20 square feet. The discharge is 6,600,000 cubic feet of water daily, about four-fifths of

which is used for irrigating a tract of some 5,000 acres.

Paris Aqueducts.—The water-supply of Paris, France, is derived from two great spring-water aque-

ducts. The springs of the Dhuis, in the Department of the Aisne, are situated at a level of 128.5

metres above the sea ; that of the reservoirs at Menilmontant is 107.85 metres. The total fall of the

aqueduct, which is 134 kilometres long, is therefore only 20.63 metres, and this is unequally dis-

tributed over the length. The cross-section is egg-shaped, 1.10 x 0.70, the masonry of ashlar being

only 20 centimetres thick, and the whole section is coated by a layer of Portland cement 2 centimetres

thick. The intrados of the arch is similarly covered down to the springing. The water-supply ob-

tained amounts to about 5,500,000 gallons daily. The plan of the Menilmontant reservoir is a large

semicircle of 188 metres diameter, joined to a rectangle 188 metres by 42. Tlic Vanne aqueduct,

which conducts water from the springs of the Vanne, in the Department of the Yonne, is calculated to

supply about 23,500,000 gallons daily. It has an average falling gradient of 0.13 per 1000. The
cross-section is circular, the diameter being 2.14 metres ; the masonry is 0.3 metre thick at the spring-

ing, reduced to 0.20 metre at the crown and centre of invert, and is of ashlar masonry, laid on hy-

draulic-lime mortar. The inner coat of cement extends 10 centimetres above the theoretical highest

water-line, and the extrados of the arch is also covered with cement. The total length of the aque-

duct is 137 kilometres 630 metres, of which 58.5 kilometres are in cutting, 35.5 kilometres in tunnels,

25.8 on arches, and 17.8 iji inverted siphons. The length of tunnel and arching is therefore enor-

mous. The siphons consist of two cast-iron pipes 42 inches in diameter. The reservoir at Moutrouge
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covers an area of about 9+ statute acres, and consists of two stories, of which the lower one is 5.5

metres liigh, and lias a capacity of 44,000,000 gallons, while the upper story is 3.10 metres high, and
has storage for 25,000,000 gallons more.

The Virginia City (Nevada) Aqueduct.—The iron pipe which carries the water-supply to Virginia

City and Gold Hill, Nevada, from Marlettc Lake, probably sustains the greatest natural water-pressure

in the world, namely, 1,720 feet, or 750 lbs., to the square inch. The most difficult part of the under-

taking begins at an elevation of 1,855 feet above the track of the Virginia and Truckee Railroad,

and, following by an easterly course the crest of the spur from which it starts, crosses the valley and

237 a

gradually ascends to its outlet end, making the entire length 37,100 feet. The average diameter of

the pipe is Hi inches, and its entire weight about 700 tons. The pressure gradually decreases as the

ground rises to the cast and west, and the iron decreases in thickness from five-sixteenths to one-six-

teenth of an inch toward both inlet and outlet. The inlet had a perpendicular elevation above the

outlet of 465 feet, which gives sufficient head to insure a supply of 2,350,000 gallons daily. Fig.

236 will convey an idea of the country over which this undertaking was carried out, as it shows a

profile of the pipe. Fig. 237 a shows a lead joint in detail. One of these joints is made between
every two lengths of pipe of 26 feet

2 inches in length each. A is a
wrought-iron collar, always one-six-

teenth of an inch thicker than the

thickness of iron in the respective

pipe, leaving a play of three-eighths

of an inch between the inside of

the collar and the outside of the

pipe. £ is the lead, which is run

in and calked up tight from both

sides three-eighths of an inch thick.

A nipple of No. 9 iron is riveted in

one end of each pipe. Fig. 237 b

shows the method of tightening

leaky joints. At A is the clasp, the

application of which for forcing

back the lead where it works out, on
account of the longitudinal expan-

sion and contraction of the pipes, is

clearly evident. Fig. 237 c is the

elbow used for making short curves

in the line of the pipe around rocky

bluffs, etc. At £ are angle-irons

riveted on the pipe on the outside of the curves, which by means of iron straps arc connected with the

corresponding angle-iron on the next pipe. Fig. 237 d sliows the mode of strapping together pipes and

elbows ; and Fig. 237 e is the self-acting air or vacuum valve used at each high point on the line of pipe.

When the water is on, the valve a is kept wide open ; the small valve c is shut, while the valve b is

closed by the pressure. If any air accumulates in the pipe, on the elevation where this air-cock is

placed, it is occasionally blown off by opening the cock c. Should a break occur in the main line at

a point lower than the air-cock and within its district, the valve b falls down and admits the air into

the main pipe, so as to prevent a vacuum. Should the valve b get out of order, the valve a is shut,

and the other valve 6 taken off and repaired. After a break on the main line is repaired and the

water let on again, the valve b being down or open, the air rushes out at b, its stem being weighted

by the weight d, so as only to close when the water begins to escape. See Hydraulic Mixing,

Works for Reference.—"' On the Loch Katrine Water-Works," Gale, Proceedings Inst. M. E., 1864;
" Croton Aqueduct," Tower, 1843; " Water-Works, Ancient and Modern," papers delivered before

Austrian Institute of Engineers and Architects, by E. H. D'Avigdor, December, 1875, January, 1876

;

"Water-Supply of Cities and Towns," Humber, London, 1876 ; "A Treatise on Water-Supply Engi-

neering," J. T. Fanning, New York, 1877.

ARCHES. Arches are of various shapes, as pointed, elliptical, segmental, and circular. The outer

surface of the arch is called the cxtreiclos, or back of the arch ; the inner or concave surface the intrados,

or the soffit. The joints of all arches should be perpendicular to the surface of the soffits. The stones
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are called arch-stones, or voussoirs. The first course on each side are termed springeis, which rest on

the imposts or abutments. In case of a segmental arch, the course beneath the springers are called

skew-backs. The extreme width between springers is called the sjjmi of the arch, and the versed sine

of the curve of the soffit the rise of the arch. The highest portion of the arch is called the a-own,

and the centre course of voussoirs the kci/-course. The side portions of arches between the sprmgmg

and the crown are termed haunches, or 'flanks. All arches should be well sustained by backing on

K

(F^s

31

<?=^ ^
the haunches, called spandrel-hacVma:. The line of intersection of arches cutting across each other

transversely is called a ffroin. In Fig. 238, A is a semicircular arch ; £, segmental arch
; C, ellip-

tical arch ; U, three-centre arch ; U, parabolic arch ; F, pointed arch ; G, straight arch
;
B, cam-

bered arch ; /, groined arch ; /, fluing arch ; K, skew arch ; L, trimmer arch ; J/, reheving arch

;

H, inverted arch.
.

ARBOK. The axle or spindle of a wheel or pinion ; also the mandrel on which a circular object is

turned on the lathe.
. .

ARCHIMEDEAN SCREW. This consists of a screw-blade turned around a solid axis, similar to a

winding staircase, and inclosed in a hollow cylin-

der. When placed in an inclined position with the

lower end in the water, the latter is caught be-

tween the screw-blades, and, the cylinder being

turned in the proper direction, the water will be

raised and discharged at the upper end. This

apparatus may be usefully employed in raising

water to a limited height (10 or 15 feet or less).

By its aid one man may raise 40 gallons of water

10 feet high in a minute—a larger amount of

work than can generally be done with hand-

pumps, owing to friction in the latter. Fig. 239.

ARCHITRAVE. In carpentry, borders fixed

around the opening of doorways or windows for

ornament, and also to conceal the joint between
i t u *

frame and plastering. When the base of the architrave is not of equal thickness throughout, but

stepped back in the centre, it is said to be " double-faced." Architraves are generally built up of

parts glued together, tongued and grooved if large, "^'-^ "- "i-—'- '- -nr^hinrrv ,n one niece.

ARMATURE. See Magnet,

They are also made by machinery in one piece.
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ARMING-PRESS. A machine used for embossing the back and sides of the cover of a book.
ARMOR. The problem for which a solution is sought in the cuirassing of ships of war is how

best to protect them against the effects of the shock of the enormous projectiles which, thrown with
an extraordinary energy from heavy guns of large calibre, will have to be resisted in future naval
engagements, and against the convergent and simultaneous fire of other heavy guns but of smaller
calibres. Up to 1802, experiments which involved the testing of plates randng from a quarter of an
inch to 8 inches in thickness, supported by various backings, vieklcd the following conclusions •

1
Good tough wrought-iron of high elasticity, but not necessarily of the highest ultimate tensile strength"
IS the best material for use in iron defenses ; 2. Rolled iron, though not, perhaps, equal in resistance
to the best hammered iron, has such great advantages as to cost, il' used in simple forms, as to iustify
Its iise where lightness is not of extreme importance; 8. In plates or bars of ordinary dimensions the
resistance to cannon-shot varies in a proportion approximating that of the squares of the thickness of
the bars or plates

; 4. Rigid backing is immensely superior to elastic backing, so far as the endurance
of the front facing is concerned, but the clastic backing deadens the effect of a blow upon any struct-
ure behind

; 5. The larger the masses and the fewer the joints, the stronger the structure, so long as
the limits of uniform and perfect manufacture are observed ; 6. Revolving iron shields are practi-
cable and safe

; Y. The qualities necessary in an armor-plate are softness combined with tou-hness
or better expressed by the word ductility. Apparently, the purer and better the iron is, the more this
quality is perceptible

; any impurity or alloy appears to harden the metal and produce brittleness
ihe presence of either sulphur or phosphorus in the fuel is specially to be guarded against as pro-
ductive of red-shortness and cold-shortness in the iron. TIic presence of more than 0.2 per cent of
carbon in the armor-plates also appears highly prejudicial.

In 1865 a series of experiments were made by the British Government, to determine the relative
penetrating effects of two shot on an iron plate, provided thev strike with the same work or ener^-y
notwithstanding the one may be heavy with a low velocity, and the other light with a hiuh velocilV'From these tests the following practical conclusions were drawn when the projectiles are fired direct •

An unbacked wrought-iron plate will be perforated with equal facilitv bv solid steel shot of similar
form of head, and having the same diameter, provided they have the same vis viva on impact • and it
IS immaterial whether this vis viva be the result of a heavy shot and low velocity, or a light shot and
high velocity within the usual limits of length, and so on, which occur in practice. An unbacked iron
plate will be penetrated by solid steel shot of the same form of head but different diameters, provided
their striking vis viva varies as the diameter, nearly, that is, as the circumference of the shot ; and
the resistance of unbacked wrought-iron plates to absolute penetration by solid steel shot and equal
diameter varies as the square of their thickness nearly. These experiments also proved that al-
though, in the case of cast-iron, a light projectile moving with a high velocitv will indent iron plates
to a greater depth than a heavier projectile with a low velocity but "equal work, it is not as necessary
that there should be a high velocity when the projectiles arc of a hard material, such as steel and
chilled iron

;
and this result is much in favor of rifled guns, by enabling them to prove effective with

comparatively moderate charges. If the plate is set at an angle, or the gun is fired obliquely at an up-
right plate, the shot has then a tendency to glance off and continue its motion in a new direction.
The force with which the shot acting obliquely will strike is to that with which it would strike if act-
ing directly as the sine of the angle of incidence is to unity. That is, the shot striking in a slantin"
direction maybe supposed to have opposed to it a plate of a thickness equal to the diagonal formed by
the line of direction. From the foregoing it may be demonstrated that a 4.5-inch unbacked plate, when
fired at direct, requires a force represented by 28 foot-tons per inch of shot's circumference to insure
penetration. When placed at an angle of 38° with the ground, the force required is increased to
73.9 foot-tons. An experiment of this nature, where solid steel shot of 70 lbs. weight and 6.S4
inches in diameter were fired against a 4.5-inch plate, set at an angle of 52° with the vertical, showed
that a force of 52.7 foot-tons per inch of shot's circumference was not sufficient to insure 'perfora-
tion, although the plates were cracked and opened at the back.

Since the determination of these results, both the calibre of guns and the thickness of armor-
plates have greatly increased, and the latest trials—those of the 100-ton gun built for the Italian Gov-
ernment for use on the iron-clads Dandolo and Duilio—bring into remarkable relief the great superi-
ority of steel as compared with iron plates, and at the same time yield results which could not be
predicated upon those obtained with guns of smaller size.
The difficulties connected with the manufacture of iron plates of thicknesses greater than about

14 inches, and the consequent deterioration of the manufactured product, have hitherto led to a
preference being given to armor built up of two plates, the thicker of which placed outside has suffi-
cicnt strength to arrest, or nearly so, the heaviest projectiles at present forming the armaments of
European navies (that is to say, calibres from 10 to 14 inches). The inner skin of the ship is thus
protected by the second and thinner armor-plate, unless the shell should burst in the packing between
thetwo plates, which would necessarily produce disastrous effects. The penetration of iron plates
14 inches in thickness requires an energy in the projectile of 230 foot-tons per inch of circumfer-
ence

;
and only the heaviest calibres have hitherto been able to effect this, impartin":, as they do, a

striking energy of about this amount. So that, in the presence of 12.inch or 14-inch calibres the
adoption of this form of armor has been entirely justified.

'

In the experiments conducted at Spezia against targets, the projectiles from the 100-ton gun de-
veloped a mean striking energy of 550 foot-tons, and those of the 18-ton and 25-ton suns an enertry
of 170 foot-tons per inch of circumference. The outer iron plate of the compound farget at Spezia
was 12 inches thick, to perforate which, according to Noble's formula, would require a somewhat less
force; and other trials with the 18-ton gun entirely confirmed this theorv, the projectiles pos-
sessing only the force actually required to pierce the outer plate ; this force being thus absorbed,
the shots were of course stopped without producing any further destructive effects upon the target.
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The projectiles fired with an energy of 230 foot-tons per inch of circumference, fired separately as
well as simultaneously and converging, naturally produced effects very similar to those fired against
the heavy 22-inch iron and the steel plates.

Invariably, however, totally different effects were produced by the projectiles from the 100-ton
gun, which were fired, as has been already stated, with a velocity representing an average of 550
foot-tons per inch of circumference. The thickest iron plates forming the target should have been,
according to Noble, easily pierced by the projectile endowed with such a striking force, and they
were pierced completely. No reference need be made here to the compound target, which required
only 275 foot-tons per inch to penetrate it ; while the shot from the 100-ton gun, possessing twofold
this force, had, as the experiments showed, a very large excess of power. On the other hand, the
untouched steel plate, and the second one that had been injured by previous rounds, both completely
stopped the projectiles from the 100-ton gun, and thus preserved the inner wall of the ship. The results

of these rounds, and especially of that one fired against a fragment of the target much smaller than
the original plate, and which, moreover, was only hanging to the backing, proves undoubtedly the
superior resisting power of steel as compared with iron. Thus the same plate resisted one round
from a 9.8-inch calibre gun, with a striking force of projectile of 162 foot-tons per inch of circumfer-
ence ; two simultaneous rounds from the 9.8-inch and 11-inch gun, with a striking force of about 170
foot-tons for each projectile, and one round from the 100-ton gun. After sustaining these three
rounds, the backing was quite preserved without the skin of the ship sustaining serious injury. The
pointed end of the projectile striking the iron plate acted like a wedge, rolled the fibres of the iron
back laterally, and destroyed, by the vibration produced, the welding between the layers of iron
forming the plate—an effect very visible at the Spezia trials ; the projectile thus opens a way for
itself through what can only be considered as a series of plates in close juxtaposition, but with
only imperfect adherence.

Steel plates, which are constructed of a compact metal, are homogeneous, of an equal and con-
stant resistance in all directions, and present quite a different nature of resistance to the pointed head
of the projectile, which, striking a compact mass, cannot penetrate with the same facility, and, finding
no fibre it can throw back, it is broken up, and tends to act like a wedge. In consequence of the
rupture of the point, the shot is stopped, producing an effect which, it is true, damages the plate, but,
thanks to the uniform compactness of the metal of the plate, the penetrating effects of the projectile

are destroyed. Iron plates, even of enormous thickness, must remain powerless to resist such for-

midable assaults ; and it would therefore appear that steel alone is capable of opposing itself to

shocks of these tremendous magnitudes.

The targets referred to are shown in Figs. 240-243 the plates being mounted on framing repre-
senting that of the Duilio and the Dandolo. Figs. 240 and 241 are front elevations, showing the
two wrought-iron plates of Cammell and Marrel respectively. The plates were each 11 feet 6 inches

241.

*

j
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backed by framing representing that of the ships, the deck-beams, however, being bent downward
toward the ground, and their ends being well strutted. Wrought-iron stringers were also introduced

in the timber backhig.

It will be seen from the Spczia trials that steel may stop shot which would penetrate iron. At
the same time, steel is much more liable to be destroyed by splitting, and to snap its bolts. The state-

ment may be put in this way : The shot may be stopped by expending its work in fracturing steel

when it would penetrate iron, because the steel, by transmitting the shock through its mass, absorbs

it chiefly in making cracks in various directions, while soft iron does not transmit the blow, but

receives the whole work on the immediate locality of the point of impact, and so must yield more
easily. In order to keep intact the steel protection when the plate becomes disintegrated grad-

ually under the blows of comparatively small shot, the adoption of an outside coating or binder of

wrought-iron plates of great width and extent has been proposed, into which the bolts would hold,

with massive steel plates behind it. It is claimed that much cracking and splitting of the steel

might then take place without serious displacement of fragments. Tests of plates constructed in

view of the foregoing have been made, the general results of which show a decided advantage in

placing iron behind the steel.
' The "compound plates" tested by the Admiralty (Portsmouth, 1877)*

were of four types: 1. Cammell's sub-cavbonized plate of solid steel, containing but 13 per cent,

of carbon. This split, although the test (impact of 250-lb. Palliser shot from 12-ton 9-inch muzzle-

loading rifle-gun at 30 feet range) was well withstood. 2. A combined iron and steel plate, composed

of steel (.64 per cent, carbon) 4 inches thick, backed by 5 inches of wrought-iron, was easily pene-

trated. 3. A sandwiched plate, composed of three-quarter inch of wrought-iron, 6^ inches of steel,

and If inch of iron, likewise failed. 4. A plate of Whitworth compressed steel, in which hardened

steel screw-plugs were inserted, cracked under the impact, the plugs tending to produce this effect.

It may be added that the whole question of armor-plating is (1878) undergoing revolution, and that

no completely eflicient system has ever yet been discovered. The problem, after all the enormous

outlay spent in attempts toward its solution, has virtually narrowed itself down to whether it were

better to adopt iron armor, which does not fissure, but allows the projectiles to penetrate ; or steel

armor, which successfully resists the penetration of the shot, but is itself broken up.

The Modern Tyjjcs of Armored Vessels.—The Inflexible, yl. Fig. 244. The protected portion of the

ship is confined to the citadel or battery, within whose walls are inclosed all the vital parts of the

vessel. The vessel measures 110 feet in length, 75 feet in breadth, and is armored to the depth

of 6 feet 5 inches below the water-line, and 9 feet 7 inches above it. The armored portion is

included between the two shaded vertical bands in the figure. The sides of the citadel consist of an

outer thickness of 1 2-inch armor-plating, strengthened by vertical angle-iron guides 11 inches wide

and 3 feet apart, the space between them being filled in with teak backing. Behind these girders, in

the wake of the water-line, is another thickness of 12-inch armor, backed by horizontal girders 6

inches wide, and supported liy a second thickness of teak backing. Inside this are two thicknesses

of 1-ineh plating, to which the horizontal girders are secured ; the whole of the armor-backing and

plating being supported by and bolted to transverse frames 2 feet apart, and composed of plates and

angle-irons. It will thus be seen that the total thickness of armor at the water-line strake is not less

than 24 inches. The armor-belt, however, is not of uniform strength throughout, but varies in

accordance with the importance of the protection required and the exposure to attack. Consequently,

while the armor at the water-level is 24 inches in two thicknesses of 12 inches each, above the water-

line it is 20 inches in two thicknesses of 12 inches and 8 inches, and below the water-line it is

reduced to 16 inches in two thickness of 12 inches and 4 inches. The teak backing with which it is

supported also varies inversely as the thickness of the armor, being respectively 17 inches, 21

inches, and 25 inches in thickness, and forming, with the armor with which it is associated, a uni-

form wall 41 inches thick. The depth of armor below the load water-line is 6 feet 5 inches ; but as

the vessel will be sunk a foot on going into action, by letting water into its double bottom, the sides

will thus have armor protection to the depth of 7 feet 5 inches below the fighting-line. The outside

armor is fastened bv l)olts 4 inches in diameter, secured with nuts and elastic washers on the inside.

The shelf-plate on which the armor rests is formed of -i-inch steel plates, with angle-iron on the

outer edge 5 inches by Z\ inches by nine-tenths of an inch. The armor on the fore bulkhead of

the citadel is exactly tlie same in every respect as that on the sides, but the armor of the rear bulk-

head is somewhat thinner, being of the respective gradations of 22, 18, and 14 inches, and forming,

with the teak backinir, which is 16, 20, and 24 inches, a uniform thickness of 38 inches. It may also

be useful to mention that before and abaft the citadel the frames are formed of 7-inch and 4-inch

angle-irons, covered with y'l-inch plates. The total weight of the armor, exclusive of deck, is 2,250

tons, and the total weight of armor, inclusive of deck, is 3,155 tons.

The most singular feature in the design of the ship is the situation of the turrets. All turrets

are placed on the middle line—an arrangement which, though advantageous in some respects, pos-

sesses this signal disadvantage, that in double-turreted monitors only one-half of the guns can be

brought to bear on the enemy—which rise up on either side of the ship en echelon within the walla

of the citadel, the forward turret being on the port-side and the after turret on the starboard-

side, while the superstructures are Iniilt up along a fore-and-aft line of the deck. By these means

the whole of the four guns can be discharged simultaneously at a ship right ahead or right astern,

or on either beam, or in pairs, toward any point of the compass. The walls of the turrets, which

last have an internal diameter of 28 feet, are formed of a single thickness of 18 inches, with

backing of the same thickness, and an inner plating of 1 inch in two equal thicknesses.

The Thunderer, B, Fig. 244. Here the height of the side-armor above and below water is shown.

The position of the armored deck is indicated "by the line along the upper edge of the side-armor.

Engineering, xxxiv., 625.
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244.

The preadnought, (7, Fig. 244. The citadel is 184 feet in length, and the height between-decks is 7
teet 6 inches. It is armored with solid plates 11 inches thick; except at the ends and abreast the
bases ot the turrets, where the thickness is increased to 13 and 14 inches. The armor-belt, which is
carried entirely around the vessel, is 11 inches thick on the water-line, tapering to 8 inches at 5 feet
below water, where it stops. It also tapers above water, fore and aft of the citadel as well as toward
the ends. This armor-belt, fore and aft the fighting part of the ship, rises only 4 feet above water,
and is intended solely to protect the vital portion of the hull. The turret-deck is plated with two
courses of U and 1 inch iron respectively, and the main berth-deck below is also plated with the same
thickness of metal fore and aft of the citadel.
The turrets rise through the citadel-deck to a height of 12 feet from the base or revolving deck-

plattorm inclosed by the citadel. The diameter of each turret inside of framing is 27 feet 4 inches,

7
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the depth of the framing being 10 inches. They are built up with two courses of plates and two

courses of teak, in the following manner : first, the shell or wall consists of two 5-inch plates,_ bolted

to'^ether and riveted to the framing ; on the exterior of this shell is a teak backing 6 inches thick
;
on

this backing armor-plates 7 inches thick are secured ; next, teak backing 9 inches thick is fastened

on ; finally, armor-plates outside of all, 7 inches thick—all securely bolted together. The plates were

rolled at Sheffield, and curved to templates, drilled and prepared for their places.

The Alexandra, D, Fig. 244. The sills of the main-deck ports are 9 feet and those of the upper-deck

ports more than 17 feet above the water. The water-line is protected by a belt having a maximum

thickness of 12 inches, and it will be seen that the armor forward is carried down over the ram,

both to strengthen the latter, and to guard the vital parts of the ship from injury by a raking

fire from ahead, at times when waves or pitching action might expose the bow. The machinery,

magazines, etc., are similarly protected against a raking fire from abaft by an armed bulkhead 5

inches thick. The batteries are protected by armor only 8 inches thick below and 6 inches above

;

the total weight of armor and backing is 2,350 tons.

The Temerairc, E, Fig. 244. This vessel carries her upper-deck armament in two fixed open-top tur-

rets, the forward one protected by 10-inch, the after one by 8-inch armor. Like all belted ships, the

Temeraire has weak places in her water-line ; but amidships, over the most vital parts, she has

11-inch armor (against 12-inch in the Alexandra), reduced very slightly above and below. At the

bow, to guard against exposure to raking fire in pitching, the armor is carried down over the point

of the ram, and similar protection is gained for the magazines, etc., against raking fire from aft, by

an armored bulkhead across the hold (shown in the sketches) ; this is plated with 5-inch armor. The

deck at the level of the top of the belt outside the main-deck battery is \\ inch thick. The hull,

which has the usual double bottom, and is divided into very numerous water-tight compartments, is

built on the well-known bracket-frame system, and it is sheathed externally with wood covered with

zinc. The weight of the armor and backing is about 2,300 tons, or nearly the same as in the Alex-

andra.

The Shannon, F, Fig. 244. There are several interesting peculiarities in the construction of this

vessel. The guns which are to fight upon the broadside are on an open deck, and all without protec-

tion of armor. The armor is limited to a belt extending around the vessel at the water-line ;
this

belt is not tapered toward the bow, as is usual, but ends abruptly 60 feet short of it, at an armored

bulkhead 9 inches thick, which extends across the vessel at this point, and descends 5 feet under

water. Forward of this bulkhead the armor takes the form of a submerged deck 5 feet below water,

running forward and sloping to 10 feet at the stem. The plating of this deck is 3 inches thick. The

deck aft of this armor-bulkhead is of iron 1^ inch thick, covered by wood ; the hatches passing

through it are protected by shell-proof gratings. The armor-bulkhead already referred to—that across

the bow of the vessel, 60 feet from the stem—rises to a height of 20 feet above the water-level to the

top of the forecastle ; and it here turns at the sides, extending aft and embracing the forecastle with

arms 26 feet long on both sides. It thus guards both decks against raking fires from ahead, and

creates an armored forecastle, open at the rear, and carrying two 18-ton bow-guns. Within this

armored forecastle are the instruments for communicating with the engine-room, the helm, and the

battery. In other respects the ship is unarmored.

The armor-belt referred to is 9 feet deep, 5 feet of which are under water and 4 feet above water.

It is put on in 12-foot lengths, and extends from 4 inches under the counter to 60 feet from the stem.

The thickness at the water-line is 9 inches, tapering below as well as above the water.

The Nelson and Northampton, G, Fig. 244. In these vessels the protecting armor consists of a belt

on the water-line of about 181 feet in length amidships ; this belt is 9 feet deep, 4 feet above water

and 5 feet under water. It is put on in two strakes ; the upper plates are 9 inches thick on a 10-inch

backing of teak, and the lower plates are tapered to 6 inches thick, supported by a teak backing 13

inches thick. Extending across the ship at each end of this armor-belt there is an armor-bulkhead

;

it starts at the bottom of the armor-belt, 5 feet under water, and extends to the upper deck, having in

all a depth of 22 feet. Its thickness is 9 inches above water, tapering to 6 inches at the bottom.

Between the main and upper decks these bulkheads are shaped to form corner ports at the fore and

after ends of the battery. Between the armor-bulkheads, and at the upper level of the armor-belt,

the lower deck is formed throughout of 2-inch plates, by means of which protection is afforded to the

machinery, boilers, magazines, etc. A peculiar feature is the horizontal armor as here applied. For

about 57 feet at the fore-end there is an armor-deck. This deck is 2 inches thick, and it is 5 feet

under water at the junction with the armor-bulkhead, but inclines deeper toward the stem, and ter-

minates forward in the ram. There is likewise an horizontal armor-deck of the same thickness and

depth under water, extending from the after armored bulkhead to the stern. These submerged

armor-decks are intended to protect the lower part of the ship fore and aft of the armored bulkheads,

especially the steering-gear provided for emergencies.

The Duquesne (French), //, Fig. 244. This vessel is a cruiser of the rapid type, and is designed for

17 knots per hour at sea. The frames, bulkheads, beams, and all interior parts, also masts, are com-

posed of steel ; but the outside plating of the hull is entirely of iron, and the bottom is sheathed with

2 layers of teak planks, in all 7 inches thick, and coppered, put on in a similar manner to the system

of the English, except that, to insulate the iron from the copper, thick layers of marine glue have

been placed bet\\een the iron hull and the teak planks, also between the teak and copper.

The Dandolo (Italian), /, Fig. 244. There is a central armored citadel or compartment, 107 feet in

length and 58 feet in breadth, which descends to 5 feet 11 inches below the load water-line. It prc-

tects the machinery and boilers, the magazines and shell-rooms, and a portion of the machinery for

working the turrets and guns. Forward and aft of this citadel, the decks, which are 4 feet 9 inches

under water, are defended by horizontal armor. Over this citadel is built a second central armored

compartment, which incloses the bases of the turrets and the remaining portion of the mechanism
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employed in loading and working the guns. Lastly, above this second compartment rise the two tur-

rets. The turrets are phiced at each end of the central armored citadel—not in an even line with
each other, but diagonally at opposite corners of it, with the centres at the distance of 1 feet 8 inches
from the longitudinal centre-line of the vessel, so that one turret is on the starboard side and the other
on the port side. The effect of this arrangement is to render possible the discharge of three guns
simultaneously in a direction parallel with the keel. Only the central portion of the ship and the
two turrets will be protected by vertical armor.

As regards the armor of the central portion of the vessel, the thickness at the water-line is 22
inches. The decks are protected by horizontal armor of iron and steel, the former being under the
latter. The armor of the turrets will be composed of solid plates 19 inches in thickness, resting upon
teak backing.

Admiral Popoff and Novgorod (Russian), Figs. 245 and 245 a : Circular iron-elads or Popoffkas

245. 245 a.

These vessels are circular only in one sense ; i. e.,

their horizontal sections only are circular, or, in

other words, they have circular water-lines. The
departure from a circle is a small extension or pro-

tuberance at the stern for the purpose of facilitat-

ing the arrangement and working of the rudder

and steering-apparatus. It follows as a conse-

quence from the circular form of water-line, that

all the radial sections are alike ; the bottom of the

vessel is an extended plane surface, which is con-

nected with the edge of the deck by a quadrant of

a small circle. With this form of section great

displacement is obtained on moderate draught of

water. The deck of the circular ship is formed in

section with such curvature as to give in a ship of

100 feet in diameter a round-up of about 4 feet.

Types of Armor Platincj—Laminated Armor.—In American iron-clads this type of armor has been
largely used. It consists of consecutive plates averaging 1 inch in thickness, but backed, as in some
of our monitors, by armor-stringers or plank-armor of small breadth and moderate thickness. Ex-
periments made by the English Admiralty proved this laminated armor to be far inferior to solid

armor in power of resistance, and that no amount of strengthening can compensate for the defects
of the system. The resistance of single armor-plates, shown by direct experiment for all thicknesses
up to 5^ inches to vary as the square of the thickness, does not obtain for laminated armor. For
example, a 4-inch solid plate would be 16 times as strong as a 1-inch plate, but would not be four
times as strong as four 1-inch plates riveted together, although it would be much stronger than the
laminated structure. From actual experiment, it also appears that projectiles arrested by a 4-inch
solid plate easily penetrated 6 inches of laminated plates.

Elastic-Bacl-ed Armor.—It has already been noted that a rigid backing for armor is in all re-

spects preferable to an elastic one ; and this conclusion is substantiated by experiments upon a large
variety of types of armor, using a number of different substances as support. Millboard in thicknesses
of 15 inches, tissues of wire ropes 14 inches thick, India-rubber and pine. India-rubber and oak (1 inch
rubber and 20 inches oak, afterward 4 inches of rubber and same thickness of wood), have all been
tried, and have failed. A similar result was obtained with a target of four 1-inch wrought-iron
plates, and four sheets of rubber 1 inch thick, backed by 20 inches of solid oak ; and it was conclu-
sively settled, by comparative tests, that India-rubber serves no useful purpose in causing (as was
supposed might be the case) the shot to recoil. A large iron boiler 10 feet in diameter was packed
with wool at Shoeburyness, in 1864, and subjected to the shot of a 68-pounder and u Ill-pounder
Arnistrong gun at 100 yards range. The shot passed through 11 feet of wool, the iron caisson, and
buried themselves in 12 feet of solid earth. Five bales of hog-hair, backed by 4-inch plank, aggregating
a thickness of 3 feet 3|^ inches, have been easily pierced by a 38-pound rifle-shot. The advantages of
wood backing are not so much that it adds material strength or resistance to the armor-plate, but

—

1. It distributes the blow. 2. It is a soft cushion, to deaden the vibration and save the fastenings.
3. It catches the splinters. 4. It still holds the large disks, that may be broken out of a plate,

firmly enough to resist shells. A solid backing of wood of from 2 to 4^ times the thickness of the
iron unquestionably adds to the resistance, and, when divided into a cellular form by iron edge-pieces
or girders, as in the Chalmers target, offers great support, and prevents the distortion of the plates
by buckling.

The Armor of American Iron-clads may be briefly summarized as follows : The original monitor
had her hull protected by 5 layers of 1-inch plate, diminishing first to 4 inches and then to 3 inches
in thickness below the water-line. Her turret was built of 8 layers of 1-inch iron. The Passaic
class of monitors have armor of the same thickness as the first monitor, with 39 inches of wood
backing. The Canonicus class have 5 layers of 1-inch plates, supported by 2 armor-stringers let

into 27 inches of wood backing. Their turrets have 11 layers of 1-inch plates. The Miantonomoh
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and the Monadnock, which are wood-built, are protected much like the Canonicus. The Puritan

and the Dictator have 6 layers of 1-inch plates on tlieir sides, with 42 inches of wood backing.

Their turrets are 15 inches thick, made up of two drums, with segments of wrought-iron hoops 5

inches thick, placed between the drums, which are composed of layers of 1-inch plates. In the

Kalamazoo class the total thickness of hull-armor is 6 inches, made up of 2 layers of 3-inch

plates, backed by 30 inches of oak, still further strengthened near the water-line with 3 armor-

stringers 8 inches square, let into the backing, and only a few inches apart. This is by far the

most formidable armor carried by any of our monitors ; and while there are in some places 14

inches of iron, there is no part of it nearly so strong as it would be with that thickness of solid plates.

The turrets of the Kalamazoo are 15 inches thick, like those of the Dictator, but none of them have

any backing or wood about them. The rapid diminution in thickness of armor on these vessels is a

serious defect, leaving no ground for comparison with corresponding English ships. The Dictator,

for instance, 2^ feet below the water-line, has but two 1-inch plates, and at 3 feet only one. Though

generally unfit for cruisers, the monitors are well adapted to coast and harbor defense.

Works for Ecfcrmce.—'' A Treatise on Ordnance and Armor," A. L. Holley, 1865; "Report of

Secretary of the Navy on Armored Vessels," Washington, 1864 ; Capt. Noble's " Report on the Pene-

tration, etc., of Armor-Plates," 1876; "System of Naval Defenses," Eads, 1868; "Our Iron-clad

Ships," and "Shipbuilding in Iron and Steel," by E. J. Reed, London, 1869; "Reports of the Com-

mittee Appointed by the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to Examine the Designs upon

Ships-of-War which have recently been Constructed," London, 18'72 ;
" La Marine cuirassee," by M. P.

Dislere, Paris, 1873 ; and " Reports of the Secretary of the Navy "—Report of Chief-Engineer J W.
King, U. S. N., on European Ships-of-War, etc.. Senate Ex. Docs., No. 27, Washington, 1877 (from

which copious extracts arc embodied in the foregoing).

ARMOR, SUBMARINE. See Diving.

ARRIS. The angle formed by the meeting of two surfaces not in the same plane. A piece of square

timber sawed diagonally is said "to be cut arriswise. The term is applied to tiles laid diagonally.

ARRIS-PIECES. The portions of a built mast between the hoops.

ARTESIAN WELL. See Well-Boring.
ARTIFICIAL STONE. See Concrete.

ARTILLERY. See Ordnance.
ASBESTOS. A mineral fibre composed of silicate of magnesia, silicate of lime, and protoxide of

iron and manganese. Mineralogically, the name is given to the fibrous varieties of tremolite, actino-

lite, and other species of hornblende, excepting such as contain alumina, and also to the corresponding

mineral pyroxene. It exists in vast quantities in the United States, in various parts of Great Britain,

Hungary, Italy, Corsica, and the Tyrol. To various kinds of asbestos have been applied the names
" mountain leather," " mountain cork," " amianthus," and " chrysolite," and certain other minerals

having characteristics resembling those of asbestos arc described as asbestoid, asbestiform, and as la-

mellar-fibrous. The chief characteristics of the mineral upon which its value depends are its inde-

structibility by fire and its insolubility (except for a few varieties) in acids ; secondl}^ its peculiar

fibrous quality. The material is obtained from the mines, in forms ranging from bundles of soft,

silky fibres to" hard blocks. The blocks may be broken up and separated into fibres, which, like those

naturally obtained in that state, are extremely flexible, admit of great extension in the direction of

their length without cracking, are greasy to the touch, and very strong. The fibre obtained in New
York and Vermont varies in length from 2 to 4 inches, and resembles unbleached flax when found

near the surface, but when taken at a great depth it is pure white.

One of the first applications of this mineral was the manufacture of incombustible cloth, the fabric

being woven of asbestos and vegetable fibre. The latter was employed on account of the shortness

of the asbestos fibre. The vegetable substance was afterward burned out, leaving the incombustible

texture. Another early utilization was in lamp-wicks, for which purpose it is still used by the Green-

landers. Asbestos has also been woven into a fabric for shrouds. At the present time it has many

important utilizations, and as it is practically an almost undeveloped substance, others will doubt-

less eventually be discovered.

A paper is manufactured containing about one-third its weight of asbestos. It burns with a flame

leaving a white residue, which, if carefully handled, retains the shape of the sheet. Any writing in

common ink upon it remains legible even after the organic substance has been consumed. An asbes-

tos pasteboard is made in Italy which has withstood the heat in a furnace-fire indefinitely. Boxes

of this material are now made to serve as fire-proof receptacles for valuable documents.

Asbestos cloth is worn by firemen in Paris for protective purposes. Hats and coats are made of

it, and with gloves of asbestos the wearer may handle a firebrand or frozen hose without danger of

burning or freezing the fingers. Moreover, tlie hose may be protected from the action of frost by

jacketing the couplings with asbestos cloth, or may itself be manufactured from that material. In

Siberia, purses and gloves are produced from the asbestos fabric. In Italy, lace has been made from

it. According to Sage, in China, sheets of paper 19.2 feet long, and entire webs of cloth, have been

prepared from the mineral. Such fabric (paradoxical as the statement appears) is washed by putting

it in fire, which burns out the foreign matters.

Besides being one of the most refractory substances, asbestos is probably one of the most perfect

non-conductors and insulating mediums known. Like all non-conductors, it takes protracted exposure

to heat to change its temperature; b\it, once hot, it in like manner tenaciously retains heat. This fact

prevents its being used successfully for fire-proof safes. It has been applied to the construction of

refrigerators, and a patent in the United States covers its utilization in a refrigerator-car.
_
Asbestos

is also used as an insulating material in electrical apparatus, as a means of absorbing illuminating oil

and preventing its distribution in case of fracture of the lamp, and, combined with mercury, fats,

eoapstone, plumbago, and oils, as a lubricant. It is also utilized as a means of burning petroleum oil
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under steam-boilers, a thin layer of the mineral being placed on a suitable grate and soaked with the
oil, the vapor from which is ignited, producing an intense heat. So perfect is the non-conducting
nature of the asbestos, that a sheet of paper placed beneath the oil-soaked layer remained in the fur-

nace uninjured, despite the fierce heat above. It is also proposed to use asbestos as a lining for
blast-furnaces, particularly adapted for employment where the metals or ores contain sulphides, the
effects of which the mineral resists.

A Xew York manufacturer of roofing, etc., has patented a large number of applications of asbestos.

Combined with felt and other materials, he employs it for roofing purposes, where its incombustible
nature tends to prevent the possible conflagration of the roof by sparks from chimneys or from adja-

cent burning buildings. The same manufacturer has devised an asbestos concrete, asbestos-lined

hair-felt for boilers, and an especial cement, in which layers of asbestos are inserted for the same
purpose. He also uses the ground mineral as a body for oil-paint, and incloses the fine, short fibre

in hollow tubes of webbing to adapt it for use as packing.

The employment of asbestos as steam-packing is probably its most important mechanical applica-

tion. The credit of its suggestion for this purpose is due to Mr. St. John Vincent Way, C. E. Re-
ferring to the value of the material, in a paper read before the Institution of Engineers and Ship-
builders in Scotland, he says :

" The packing used for piston and valve rods or spindles has three
prime elements of destruction to contend with, nameh', an elevated temperature, friction, and moist-
ure ; and one of them only—namely, friction—has any appreciable effect on asbestos packing, when
the mineral is pure and properly prepared. Xo matter how high the temperature of the steam, how
rapid the stroke of the piston, or how great the steam pressure, the packing seems to be unaffected by
these conditions. In America, where the new packing was first used, some of it was taken from
the piston-rod stuffing-box of a locomotive-engine, after having been in another engine at constant
woi'k for three months, with steam at 130 lbs. pressure per square inch, and making an average daily

run of 100 miles, including Sundays; and, as can be seen by the sample shown, the fibre, with the
exception of being discolored by oil and iron, is just as flexible and tenacious as originally. After
having been once disintegrated, it appears impossible so to pack or mat the fibres together that they
are not easily separated by the fingers."

Asbestos packing, according to Mr. P. L. Simmons, in whose work on " Waste Products and Unde-
veloped Substances " (London, 1876) a valuable paper on this subject appears, has been in use on the
Anglia, of the Anchor Line of transatlantic steamships, for 16 months, during which period the
vessel steamed over 98,000 miles. The chief advantages possessed by asbestos as packing seem to

be its freedom from the slow carbonization which occurs in hemp, and its retention of elasticity, thus
always keeping tight joints.

The utilization of asbestos in boats, boxes, wagon-bodies, and in railway cars, to prevent conflagra-

tion, has been suggested. A late plan for preparing the mineral includes its treatment by fluorine or
hydrofluoric-acid gas, to dissolve and eliminate the silex and other foreign substances in the crude
material, and thuS to secure a pure and fibrous condition of the asbestos. Thus freed from grit, it is

proposed to reduce it to a flock, and then compress it into a rope of octagonal, square, or flat form,
and with a dense and adhesive structure, either with or without strengthening-cords imbedded in the
surface, or, as the equivalent of such cords, a covering of canvas or muslin. Asbestos is an excellent
material for the chemist as a filter. Being a silicate, acids can be filtered through it which would
destroy ordinary filtering material. It is also used to dry air, by placing the asbestos loose in a tube-
like sponge, moistening it with sulphuric acid, and passing the air through in a gentle current.

An asbestos building-stone is composed of asbestos in fibre mixed with silicate of potash or soda,

and pressed in moulds. After the block is set it is saturated with chloride of calcium, and afterward
washed in water. Asbestos building-blocks have also been made of asbestos and plaster of Paris com-
bined with sawdust, coke-dust, or cinders. Asbestos mixed with earthy matter and applied to wire
gauze has been suggested for walls.

The following analysis of asbestos is given by Chenevis : SiHca, 59 ; magnesia, 25 ; lime, 9 ; alumi-
na, 3 ; water, iron, etc., 4 : total, 100.

ASSAYING. This art has for its object the determination of the metals in their ores and alloys.

The methods employed maybe classed under two heads: 1. The " dry way," or assaying proper.
2. The " wet way," or analysis. The first includes all processes where the determinations are made by
the direct action of heat, the various operations being performed in furnaces. The second head em-
braces the estimation and separation of the
elements by the action of solvents, aided or
unaided by heat, the use of furnaces not be-
ing essential ; and it does not, therefore, come
under consideration, save in speaking of the
methods employed for parting and refining gold
and silver used principally in the assay offices

and government mints.

I. Treatment of Ores.—The various opera-
tions which may take place in making the as-

say of any ore are: 1. Preliminary testing of
the ore. 2. Preparation of the ore, sampling,
pulverizing, etc. 3. Weighing out the ore and
reagents. 4. Calcination and roasting. 5. Reduction and fusion. 0. Scorification and cupellation.

7. Inquartation and parting of the silver and gold bead. 8. Weighing beads or bullion.

1. The preliminary determination of the ore is effected either by the eye or the blowpipe, or else
by making up a charge of ore, if it be gold or silver, with litharge and soda, fusing the mixture in
SI hot fire, and weighing the resulting button of lead. This determines what is called the " reducing
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power " of the ore, and enables the assayer to calculate with exactness the proper charge for the

regular assay.

2. Preparation of the Ore.—All ores must be pulverized and sampled before they can be assayed.

For this purpose, the following tools or apparatus will be found convenient

:

1. An iron mortar and pestle, and, if much ore is to be pulverized, a grinding plate and rubber, as

shown in Fig. 246. The plate is a flat iron casting 18 x 24 inches, and 1 inch thick, the surface used

being planed smooth. The rubber or grinder is a piece of cast-iron, 4x6 inches square, H in^^b

thick in the middle, and seven-eighths of an inch at the ends ; thus giving a slightly convex surface.
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which should be true on the board at all points. To conduct the operation, place the left hand upon
the rubber, throwing the weight of the body upon it, grasp the handle with the right hand, and move

252. 253.

the iron rubber back and forth, depressing the handle when pushing for-

ward and raising it in drawing bacli.

2. A tin sampler, shown in Fig. 247. It consists of a series of troughs

arranged in a row and fastened together at equal distances by- a tin strip

soldered on their ends. A shovelful of ore, emptied by a series of shakes

upon them, is just half caught by the troughs, the other half going through
the openings between. By repeating this operation, the size of the sam-
ple can be reduced to any extent desired.

3. A box with a sieve fitting into it, as represented in Fig. 248. The
sieve is a tin frame with gauze of any desired mesh soldered to it, and
fits tightly in the box. The advantage gained by its use is that in sift-

ing the pulverized ore there is no dust ; the fine material, being passed
through the sieve, is kept from flying around. All of the sample should

be passed through the sieve. The size most convenient is 8 inches in di-

ameter, the box 2 inches deep, and the rim of the sieve 1^ inch, fitting

about three-quarters of an inch into the box.

The ore is first broken into small pieces, and then cracked in the mor-
tar until it is reduced to a coarse sand, when it is transferred to the plate and rubbed down. If the

sample is a large one, the tin sampler is used to divide it after breaking down the lumps in the mortar.

4. The balance for weighing out ore for assay, and the buttons of the base metals, is shown in Fig.

254.

255.

257.

249. This balance should take 10 ounces in each pan, turn with one-twentieth of a grain, and be
provided with movable pans, level, and set screws for adjusting. It is generally placed on a box,

with drawer for weights. For weighing reagents and fluxes, hanging scales will be found useful,

the pans made of horn, and supported by threads to a brass

beam. They should carry at least 10 ounces, and turn with

one-half grain. The ore, litharge, test lead, oxidizing and re-

ducing agents, should be weighed accurately. The ordinary

fluxes may be weighed approximately ; but it is better to weigh
closely, as more uniform results are obtained. The gramme
or decimal system of weights will be found most convenient

in all cases, save perhaps in the assay of gold and silver ores,

where a special system of weights, called the assay ton weights,

will be found most convenient. The unit of the system is the

assay ton = 29.166 grammes. Its derivation will be seen at

a glance. 1 lb. avoirdupois = 7,000 troy grains. 2,000 lbs. =
1 ton. 2,000 X 7,000 = 14,000,000 troy grains, in 1 ton avoir-

dupois. 480 troy grains = 1 oz.

troy. 14,000,000 h- 480 = 29,166

+ troy oz. in 2,000 lbs. avoirdu-

pois. There are 29,166 milli-

grammes in one assay ton (A. T.)

;

hence, 2,000 lbs. is to 1 A. T. as

1 oz. troy is to 1 milligramme.
Example.—Weigh an A. T. of

ore, and if on assay it yields one
milligramme of gold or silver, the
result reads 1 oz. troy in 2,000
lbs. avoirdupois, without further
calculation.

The ore to be weighed out is

spread upon glazed paper and
mixed with a bone or steel spatula,

and then sampled by taking a little from each part of the pile, until a sufficient quantity has been
transferred to the scale-pan for the assay.

3. Calcination and Roasting.—If the ore be damp, it must be calcined to dry it, and then weighed
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a<^aiii; or if it be a sulphide, it must be roasted before charged in the crucible with the fluxes, etc.

In calcination the object is simply to drive off moisture, while in roasting the operation is conducted

in such a manner as to insure oxidation, and the elimination of sulphur, arsenic, antimony, etc. To

calcine a substance, it is not necessary that the air should have free access, or that the material

treated be stirred. For roasting, combustion must take place, and consequently the vessels employed

must be open and flat to allow the oxygen of the air to act freely. The ore must be stirred continu-

ally, and when easily fusible be mixed with some sub-

stance to prevent agglutination. Charcoal, graphite, or

sand may be used for this purpose. The heat should

be low at first. Fig. 250 represents two sections of a

convenient furnace for calcining or roasting. The tire-

place is made shallow ; and, as a high temperature is

not required, it may be made of red brick, or only lined

with fire-brick, and the body of the furnace bound with

strap-iron. It should also have a cast-iron top-plate.

The grate-bars may be in one piece or separate, and

draw out. The ash-pit should be provided with a door,

which may be closed or opened in order to regulate the

draft. A hood of sheet-iron will also be found neces-

sary in many cases, as the fumes given off in roasting

ar£ often injurious. It is an excellent plan to have

the hood of galvanized iron to prevent rusting. The

chimney may be of brick, iron, or clay.

4. Reduction and Fusion.— In this operation the

ore is heated with fluxes and reducing agents in a

crucible or scorificr. Among the furnaces best adapt-

ed for this are those shown in Figs. 251 and 257.

Fig. 251 shows a crucible furnace for fusion with inclined cover, to facilitate the lifting in and

out'of crucibles. Sometimes a crane is added for this purpose. The chimney ought to be of brick,

and the larger and higher it is, the stronger the draft. This may be regulated by a damper as well

as by the ash-pit door. The top should be of cast-iron, and the cover roll or slide easily. Fig. 252

shows a good form of tongs for lifting crucibles out of the furnace. They should be made with long

handles, and bent as shown in the illustration.

5. Scarification and Cupellation.—Both of these operations may be classed as a combination of

fusion, roasting, and sublimation, the difference being that in the latter case (cupellation) the volatile

compounds foi^med are absorbed by the cupel, while in the former they form a slag. Fig. 253 shows

259.

P k

LilL
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with an easy spring. Ores rich enough to be scorified do not require to be roasted, but may be
assayed directly ; so tliat this method is preferable to the crucible assay, as it saves time. For
details of cupellation, see section II. of this article.

6. Inquartation and Farting.—Under this head come the sepai'ation of alloys and the treatment of

the buttons from the gold and silver assay. Inquartation is the process of alloying gold with silver

to form a more soluble alloy, while parting is the separation of the metals by solvents. Fig. 25G
shows the glass vessel used for parting alloys of gold on a small scale. For a description of the
apparatus used where a quantity of bullion is to be parted, see section II. The weighing of beads
and bullion must be conducted with the greatest care, and the balance adjusted both before and after

weighing. Before weighing, the bead or bullion should be well cleaned with a small brush.

II. Tkeatment of Alloys.*—The following is the method -of parting, melting, and refining em-
ployed in the United States mints. All deposits of bars and gold-dust received at the mint are re-

melted in the crucible of a smelting furnace, shown in section at a. Fig. 257. g is the grate, /the
fuel, d the ash-pit, and e the flue. To toughen impure brittle deposits, borax is added, which com-
bines with the impurities, and on pouring appears on the surface of the bar as a slag, v.hich is re-

moved and ground in a small Chili mill, shown in Fig. 258. a is the revolving pan; b b are the
rollers, 17 inches diameter by 64 inches face. The pulverized slag is pan-washed, and any metallic

result is added to the bar. From the reraelted gold bars chips are taken off of two diagonal corners
for assaying. For silver assays a small amount of metal is granulated by pouring it in water before
and after casting, a little being left in the crucible for this purpose. After every operation performed
on the metals, as well in melting and refining as in coining, they arc weighed to determine the amount
of loss by vaporization or abrasion.

The method of gold assaying at the mint is the dry or cupelling process. The cupel furnace used,

shown in Fig. 259 in different views, is made of cast-iron, lined with 2 inches of lire-brick, and measures
11 by 30 inches in the

clear, and 30 inches 261.

above the grate-bars.

The fuel is charged at

a a. 6 is the grate-bar,

c the ash-pit, d the muf-
fle (shown enlarged at

Z>, Fig. 260). The gold

is mixed with three

times its weight of sil-

ver and about 11 parts

of lead, and placed on
a cupel E, in the muffle

i>, Fig. 260. The lead

forms with the impuri-

ties a slag which is ab-

sorbed by the bone-ash

cupel, the gold and sil-

ver alloy remaining in

the shape of a button

on cooling. The " but-

ton " is then flattened

on an anvil, rolled into

a strip, and finally bent
into a spiral or S shape
called a "cornet;" this

is placed in a vial (ma-
trass), and the silver dis-

solved out by nitric acid.

The resulting pure gold
is washed, dried in a
porous crucible (shown
at A, Fig. 260), and
weighed. The weight
before and after assay-

ing gives the proportion-

ate amount of gold in

the piece. About 30
pieces from one deposit

are thus assayed at the

same time, and the mean
result taken as correct.

The humid assay is nearly always used for silver. Ten or more small pieces are placed in as many
vials, and dissolved by nitric acid ; after which the vials a a are set in the recesses d d d of the agi-

tator shown in Fig. 261, and a standard solution of sea-salt added. The vials are then corked, and
the covers b b fastened down by the screws g g. The agitator next receives, either by hand or ma-
chinery, a rapid vertical shaking motion, whereby the chlorine of the salt decomposes the nitrate of

262.^

* Contributed by Irving M. Scott.
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silver, and chloride of silver falls as a white precipitate. The quantity of the salt solution required

to precipitate all the silver from its nitrate determines the amount of silver in the vial. The precipi-

tation is considered complete when no more of a cloudy stratum can be detected over the liquid. The
weight of silver precipi-

^*'^"
tated, compared to the

' weight before assaying,

gives the proportionate

amount in the piece, the

mean of which is taken

from all the assays.

Refining. — The as-

sayed gold and silver

deposits are melted to-

gether in the proportion

of one gold and two
silver, then granulated,

and sent to the refinery

department, where the

mixture is treated ^vith

nitric acid in porcelain

pots. The resulting sil-

ver solution is decanted

from the unaltered gold

into large vats, and by
adding a solution of sea-

salt chloride of silver is

formed, which is sepa-

rated from the liquor by
filtration. The silver is

then precipitated from
the chlorine with zinc

and sulphuric acid as a

grayish-black powder, which is dried, pressed, and sent to the melting-room, where it is fused with

borax and poured into cast-iron moulds. Fig. 262. The gold left in the pots is repeatedly treated

with nitric acid, to remove all traces of silver, washed, pressed, and cast into bars of the size and

shape of the moulds.

Ingot-Melting.—The refined metals are melted together with 100 parts of copper in 1,000, and cast

into ingot-moulds. These moulds, Fig. 263, consist of four cast-iron plates, two of which, a «, have

the shape of the mould cut out, the others, h b, acting as covers. The plates are held together by

the dog g. Immediately after casting, the ingots solidify, and are removed from the moulds by
unscrewing the dog, and dropped into

cold water. Assays are made of the first

and last ingot of each melt, and, if found

to disagree sensibly with each other or

the Government standard, the whole lot

must be again melted and cast. The
tops of the ingots, being rough and un-

even, are cut off by the shears, a o, of

a topping machine, Fig. 264, in which b

is the crank-shaft, c the connecting-rod,

e the gear and pinion, d d the pulleys,

and g the fly-wheel.

Treatment of S^vceps.—The slags, worn-

out crucibles, and sweepings of the flues

are sent to the sweep-room, where they

are pulverized in a large Chili mill, Fig.

265, in which a is the revolving pan, and

b b are rollers of 36 inches diameter and
12 inches face. The pulp from the mill

passes through a bolting-screen, which

separates any integral metallic parts, and

thence into an amalgamator, where from 500 to 1,000 ounces of amalgam are collected per month.

The amalgamator tailings are run into settling-tanks, thence shoveled into wrought-iron pans, and

dried in a sweep-furnace. Fig. 266, where a a are the pans, and b is the grate. After about three

hours' drying the pulp is packed into barrels, then concentrated and reworked as often as it will pay.

Worls for Reference.—In the preceding pages the details of the processes for assaying many ores

and alloys have been necessarily omitted; but the reader can obtain these by reference to the fol-

lowing works :
" Sulphurets, Treatment," etc., Barstow, San Francisco, 1867 ;

" Anleitung zur Berg-

uud Hiittenmiinnischen Probirkunst," Th. Bodemann and Bruno Kcrl, Clausthal, 1857 ;
"Treatise on

the Assaying of Lead, Copper, Silver, Gold, and Mercurv," Th. Bodemann and Bruno Kerl (trans-

lated by W.' A. Goodvear), New York, 1865 ; "On Gold, Silver, and Iron," T. M. Blossom, American

Chemist for 1870 ; "Practical Miners' Guide," J. Budge, London, 1866 ; "Assay of Gold and Silver

Wares," A. Bvland; " Metallurgische Probirkunst," Bruno Kcrl, Leipsic, 1866; "A Practical Treatise

^~^>\-\\\N-^t^««^>}^VNCj.
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on Metallurgy," Wilhelm Kcrl (edited by William Crooks and Ernst Rohrig) ; "The Assayers' Guide,"

0. M. Lieber ;
" Manual of Practical Assaying," John Mitchell (edited by William Crooks), New York,

1872; "Manual of Practical Assaying," John Mitchell, London, 1868; "Practical Assayer," Oliver

North, London, 1874; "Practical Mineralogy, Assaying, and Mining," Frederick Overman, Phila-

delphia, 1863; "Notes on Assaying and Assay Schemes," Ricketts, New York, 1878; "Hand-Book
for Miners, Metallurgists, and Assayers," Julius Silversmith ;

" Chemical Technology," F. Knapp

;

"Dictionary of Chemistry," Henry Watt, London, 1866-72; "The Mints and Assay Offices of

Europe," Ricketts ; Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, vol. iv. Beside?

the above, almost all works on the chemistry of the metals treat more or less of the assay of the

same. See also the annual reports of the directors of English and United States mints, which con-

tain much valuable information. P. de P. R.

ASTYLLEN. A small dam in an adit or mine, to check the passage of water.

AUGER. See Bits and Augers.
AWL. A pointed instrument for piercing small holes, as in leather or wood. The hrad-awl, A,

267.
A

4

*

I
O

Fig. 267, is the smallest boring tool. Its handle is the frustum of a cone tapering

downward. The steel part is also conical, but tapering upward ; and the cutting edge
is the meeting of two basils, ground equally from each side. A hole is made by
placing the edge transverse to the fibres of the wood, and pushing the brad-awl into

the material, turning it to and fro by a reciprocatory motion. The core is not brought
out as by other boring instruments, but the wood is displaced and condensed around
the hole. The tvire-worker\s aid, B, Fig. 267, is less disposed to split the wood. It is

square and sharp on all four edges, and tapers off very gradually until near the point,

where the sides meet rather more abruptly.

AXE. A cutting tool, usually of iron with a steel edge, used for hewing and chop-

ping wood. The butt of the tool is made from a good quality of rolled iron, the bars

of which are first cut into pieces of suitable length by heavy shears. The blanks are

then passed through rolls, and thus made to assume the form shown at A, Fig. 268.

By a simple machine the ends of the blank are brought together, or rather the blank
is folded so as to assume the form shown at B, Fig. 268, the indentations on the side

coming together roughly to form the eye. The blank in this shape is heated in an
open furnace to a welding heat, and then, being placed under a trip-hammer, is forged T
to an approximation of its final form. The separated ends are welded together, and
the eye is opened out, as shown at C. Meanwhile the steel edges or blades are being formed in the

shape represented at D. The part which is to form the keen edge is left thick, as shown at E,
while the portion to be inserted in the iron blank is made much thinner. The head or butt of the

axe being again heated, the portion to receive the steel edge is split by means of a hand-wedge.
Borax is introduced as a flux, and the edge is inserted, as shown at E. The tool is then brought
to a welding heat, and the weld of steel and iron is made under a heavy trip-hammer. The form is

finally shaped and trued by hand-hammers. In the tempering process which follows, the axes are

heated to a low cherry-red and hardened in brine, the water being fully saturated with salt. The
temper is subsequently drawn to a pigeon-blue. The remaining operations arc grinding on large

stones some 4 feet in diameter, polishing on emery-wheels, painting, and affixing the handle. The
method of testing axes at the factory of the Weed & Becker Manufacturing Company, of Cohoes, N.
Y., is simply to place several selected at random from a given number in the hands of an experienced
axeman, and to allow him to prove their cutting power on a tough and knotty hemlock stump.
The shapes of axes depend in some degree upon the kind of timber on which the tools are to be

used ; but generally woodmen in various sections of the United States and in different parts of the

world have special predilections for particular forms, the reasons for such preference being merely
fanciful. From F to K are various forms of axes used in the United States. F is the Kentucky
axe, weight from 3 to 7 lbs. ; G is the Georgia long-bit axe, same weight ; H is the New Jersey axe.

268.
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26S {continued).

I J K

weight from 3 to 5 A- lbs. ; / is the Michic;an or wide-bit axe, same weight ; J is the Western axe,

weight from 3 to 6 lbs. ; /iTis the Yankee heavy-head axe, same weight. L represents the heaviest

form of Spanish axe, the cut being from 8 to 8^ inches. J/ is a shingling hatchet or light hand-axe,

and ^ is a lath hatchet.

Pickaxes are made in the manner above described for ordinary axes, the difference in manipula-

tion being in the forging. represents a mining pick, weighing from ol to 6 lbs. P is a light

mattock; (>, a bush-hook for cutting underbrush and shrubbery; R, a cooper's axe; S, a Dutch side-

axe ; T^i a broad-axe ; and C/', a coachmaker's axe.

All axes should be so constructed that either the centre of percussion or centre of gravity of the

moving mass may be directly over and in the plane of the cutting edge. When the edge is required

to throw chips, the plane passing through the centre of percussion must also pass through the bevel,

and not through the cutting edge of the blade.

The adze is a hand-tool used by carpenters for chipping. It is formed with a thin arching blade,

and has its edge at right angles to the handle. The edge is beveled only on the inside, and the

269.

handle is easily removed when the tool is to be ground. It should be so constructed that the centre

of gyration of' the moving mass is in the cutting edge. In Fig. 269, A represents the ordinary form

of carpenter's adze ; 5 is a small hand-adze ; and C is the cooper's adze.

AXLES. See Railway Cars.

BABBITT METAL. See Alloys.

BAG. 1. A scow or broad-beamed flat-boat, used for ferriage, usually navigated by a rope fast-

ened on each side of the stream. 2. A cistern with a perforated metallic bottom, used for straining

the hops from the beer previous to its entrance into the cooler.

BACK-LASH. The jar which arises when a part of the machinery which ought to receive motion

from another part suddenly falls back upon its diiver. It is caused by wear or imperfect fitting.

BADIGEON. A cement for filling holes or covering defects in work. *S'cM^/>/ors'—Plaster and

freestone. Joiners'—Sawdust and glue; whiting and glue; putty. Coopers'—Tallow and chalk.

>S'/o)!e-J/«sf)ns'—Wood-dust and lime slaked together, with stone-powder or sienna for color, and

mixed with alum-water to the consistence of paint.

BALANCE. An instrument intended to measure different amounts or masses of matter by the

determination of their weight, using as standards of comparison certain fixed units, as the gramme,

the pound, the ton, etc. The instrument is founded on the law that gravitation acts in a direct ratio

to the mass, and on the mechanical principle that when a solid body is suspended on one point, the

centre of gravity will place itself always perpendicularly under that point. If therefore a beam,
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a b, Fig. 270, is supported in the middle at c, and movable around this point, its centre of gravity, s,

will place itself under the point c ; and if disturbed from that position, this centre will oscillate like a
pendulum, and the beam will finally come to rest only with the centre of gravity in the perpendicular
passing through the point of support. It is evident that when the distances from a to c and from h
to c are equal, the two sides of the beam equal, and the whole made of homogeneous material, the
horizontal position will be arrived at, and also when at a and h equal weights p p are suspended.
The gravity of such scales and weights must be considered concentrated in the points of suspension
a and i, and their common centre of gravity will be cither in, under, or above the point of support,
according as the line a b uniting them passes through, under, or above the support c. But suppose
we place an additional weight r in one of the scales, then the common centre of gravity of the
weights in the scales will be shifted toward the side of that additional weight. Suppose it to be in
(f, then the centre of gravity of the whole balance will be in the line d s, uniting the centre of grav-
ity (/ of the weights with that of the balance s ; if then it is somewhere at 7n, it is evident that the
balance can no longer maintain the horizontal position, but will only come to rest when m is under
c, or the line c m has attained a perpendicular position. It is evident that the angle which the beam
in this case makes with a horizontal line is equal to the angle s c m. If the centre of- gravity is in
the point of support, the balance is indifferent ; that is, it will, when charged with equal weights,
remain at rest in any position. And if the centre of gravity is above the point of support, we have
a case of so-called unstable equilibrium; the balance will with equal ease tip over to- the right or
left, and the beam can never bo brought into the horizontal position. In either case the balance is

useless, and it follows from this that the centre of

gravity must be under the point of support, and
the sensitiveness of the instrument depends to a

great extent on the distance between these two
points. This derived degree of sensitiveness varies

with the purposes for which balances are to be
used.

The most delicate balances are those used for

physical and chemical investigation ; and in order
to secure the greatest possible degree of sensitive-

ness the conditions are as follows : 1. The centre of
gravity of the beam must lie as near as possible

under the point of suspension ; it is evident that
when this centre of gravity s is raised, the point

m will be raised also, and the angle s c m will be-

come larger, which results in a greater deflection of
the beam in case there is no proper equilibrium.

Fine balances are provided with an upright rod
above their point of suspension, on which a small
weight may be screwed up or down, in order to

raise or lower the centre of gravity, and so to in-

crease or diminish the delicacy of the instrument.
In Fig. 270 this rod is represented below, which
is only admissible when no great degree of sensi-

tiveness is required, as in this case the centre of
gravity is lowered too much. 2. The beam should
be as long as compatible with strength. As the
distance c d becomes greater in proportion to

the length of the arms, any difference in the two
weights with which the balance is charged will bo
the more perceptible the longer the arms are. 3.

The beam should also be as light as compatible
with strength ; the smaller the weight of the bal-

ance itself, the greater the influence of minute dif-

ferences in the load will be to shift the position of the point d from the centre. Therefore the
beams of chemical balances are made like an elongated frame, with large openings between, on the
same principle as the walking-beams of steam-engines are constructed. 4. The points of suspension
of the two scales must be such that the line uniting them passes exactly through the point of sup-
port

;
if this line passes under that point, the sensitiveness of the balance will diminish too much

when the load is increased. This takes place in any case to a small degree, as no beam is so per-
fectly inelastic that a slight flexion will not take place under the maximum load. 6. The distances
of the points of suspension of the scales a and b from the centre c should be perfectly equal ; this

is best verified by changing the weights in the two scales, when, if the equilibrium remains un-
changed, tlieir distances are equal. Some balances have screw arrangements to correct small differ-

ences in this respect.

In Fig. 271 a chemical balance is represented as used, in a glass case, which serves to protect it

not only from dust, but also against air-currents, which might prevent a truly sensitive balance from
ever coming to rest, and thus make correct weighings impossible. The turning-point of the beam, in
order to reduce the friction to the least amount, is a knife-edge or triangular prism of hardened steel

passing at right angles through the beam, and resting when in use upon polished plates of agate (one
each side of the beam), which are set exactly upon the same horizontal plane. This knife-edge is

polished, and brought to an angle of 30". The points of suspension are also knife-edges, one set

across each extremity of the beam. Great care is required that the line connecting them shall be
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precisely at right angles with the line passing through the centres of motion and of gravity. The
index or pointer is sometimes a long needle, its line passing through the centre, and extending either

above or below the beam, or it is a needle extended from each extremity of the beam. In either

case it vibrates with the motion of the beam over a graduated arc, and rests upon the zei'O point

when the beam is horizontal. The degrees upon each side of the zero of the scale indicate, as the

needle oscillates past them, the intermediate point at which this will slop, thus rendering it unneces-

sary to wait its coming to rest. In order to save the knife-edges from wear, the beam is made, in

delicate balances, to rest when not in use upon a forked arm, and the pans upon the floor of the case

in which the instrument stands. The agate surfaces, being lifted by means of a cam or lever, raise

the beam off its supports and put it in action ; or the supports, by a similar contrivance, are let down
from the beam, leaving it to rest upon the agate ; the pans in the latter case must always remain

suspended.

However perfectly a balance may be made, there is always great care to be exercised in its use.

Errors are easily made in the estimation of the nice quantities it is used to determine. The sources

of some are avoided by a simple and ingenious method of weighing suggested by Borda. The body

to be weighed is exactly counterpoised, and then taken out of the pan and replaced by known
weights, added till they produce the same effect. A false balance must by this method produce cor-

rect results. The weights employed for delicate balances are either troy grains, one of each of the

units, one of each of the tens, and the same of the hundreds and thousands, as also of the tenths,

hundredths, and thousandths of a grain ; or they are the French gramme weights, with their decimal

parts. The latter are the most commonly used in chemical assays and analyses. The larger weights

are of brass, the smaller of platinum, and these are always handled by means of a pair of forceps.

The beam of the balance is, according to the method introduced by Berzelius, frequently marked by
divisional lines into tenths, and one of the small weights, as a tenth or hundredth of a grain, or a

milligramme, is bent into the form of a hook, so that it may be moved along the beam to any one of

these lines to bring the balance to exact equilibrium. By this arrangement the picking up and trying

one weight after another is avoided, and the proportional part of the weight used is that indicated by

the deci;nal number upon the beam at which it rests to produce equilibrium. The best materials for

a balance are those which combine strength with lightness, and are least liable to be affected by the

atmosphere and acid vapors. Brass, platinum, or steel is used for the beam ; but probably aluminum
will prove to be better adapted for this purpose than either. The pans are commonly of platinum,

made very thin, and suspended by fine platinum wires. The support is a brass pillar secured to the

floor of the glass case in which the instrument is kept. Doors are provided in front and at the sides,

by which access is had to the instrument ; but these are commonly kept closed, and are always shut

in delicate weighing, that the beam shall not be disturbed by currents of air. So delicate are the

best balances, that when lightly loaded and left to vibrate, they may be affected by the approach of

a person to one side of the glass case, the warmth radiated from the body causing the nearest arm of

the beam to be slightly expanded and elongated, so as to sensibly preponderate. The degree of

sensibility is estimated by the smallest weight in proportion to the load that will cause the beam to

be deflected from a horizontal line. It is said that a balance is in possession of Bowdoin College,

jMaine, which, with a charge of 10 kilogrammes in each scale, is sensitive to one-tenth of a milli-

gramme. Becker & Sons of New York made the balance ; and they make ordinary chemical bal-

ances which with one kilogramme in each scale are sensitive to one-tenth of a milligramme ; their

small balances now in use in the Assay Office, New York, show a difference in load of less than

one-hundredth part of a milligramme.

The torsion balance, invented by Coulomb to measure minute electrical forces, is still more delicate

than the best beam balance. It consists of a brass wire,

hung by one end and stretched by a light weight, carry-

ing at its lower end a horizontal needle. Any force ap-

plied to one end of this needle, tending to rotate it hori-

zontally, will be measured by the angle through which

it causes the needle to move ; that is, by the torsion of

the wire.

The steelyard, the Roman statera, is one of the forms

of the balance, the two arms being of unequal length,

the body to be weighed being suspended in a pan or

otherwise from the short arm, and the counterpoise,

which is a constant weight, being slid along the longer

arm until equilibrium is established. As this occurs

when the weight on one side multiplied by its distance

from the fulcrum is equal to the weight on the other mul-

tiplied by its distance from the fulcrum, and as on one

side the weight is constant, and on the other the distance

from the centre of motion is variable, the unknown weight

must be determined by the distance of the constant

weight from the centre. The Danish balance differs

from the common steelyard in having the counterpoise fixed at one end, and the fulcrum being

slid along the graduated beam. The graduation commences at a point near the counterpoise, at

which the beam with the pan suspended at the other end is in equilibrium, and the numbers increase

toward the pan. A balance called the bent lever is employed to some extent for purposes not re-

quiring extreme accuracy. The pan is attached to one end of the beam, and the other carries a con-

stant weight. From the bent form of the lever this weight is raised to a height varying with the

2TlA.

weight placed in the scale pan. A pointer attached to the constant weight and moving along a grad-
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uated arc indicates by the number at which it stops the weight of the body in the scale-pan. Its
indications are the least to be depended upon when the constant weight approaches to the horizontal
or vertical line passing through the centre of motion. The scales generally used in the United States
for weighing loaded wagons and canal-boats are modifications of the steelyard, wherein the weight
of these ponderous bodies is divided by means of levers, and a known fraction of it sustained by one
end of a beam, the other end of which is graduated for a moving weight. Modern modifications of
the steelyard contain a pan hung at the end of the arm to receive larger weights, while the sliding
weight is used only to balance the fractional parts.

The principle of platform scales, or weighing machines, is nearly if not quite the same in all scales
and balances. But the same principle is carried out in different forms. The old style of balance
was only an even beam. The new style is a multiplying beam, or in most cases a set of multiplying
beams or levers. It will be seen from Fig. 271 a that when the lever A' is suspended by the rod C,
the weight and lever resting on knife-edges D and F, by applying a certain weight to E, as shown at
A, it will pull down a certain amount at F, according to the difference between"^ and D and ^and
F. The weight being reduced at F, it is transferred to the second lever i at (7. L being suspended
at H by the bolt J, the weight is again transmitted and reduced to /. In this way it may be re-
duced to almost any given amount ; for instance, A may weigh 500 lbs., and just balance B, which
only weighs 25 lbs.

; or it may be reduced, as is the common practice in platform scales, so that 100
lbs. at E will just balance 1 lb. at /; or in larger scales, such as are used for weighing wagons, it
is reduced to 1 lb. to 500, or 1 lb. at B when 500 lbs. are applied at A. This system of multiplying
levers is used in all platform scales, the principal difference being in the pattern, material, and work'^
manship. Pipe and knee or right-angle levers are sometimes used in order to make the article
cheaper; but they are also only multiplying levers.

Spring balances are popular instruments, and consist of a helix of wire inclosed in a cylinder. The
body to be weighed is suspended to a wire passing up through the centre of the helix and fastened
to the upper coil, which carries a pointer down a narrow slit in the cylinder, thus indicating the
weight on the graduated sides of the cylinder.

See Lever, under Statics. For assaying-balances, see Assatixg. For balance-wheels, etc., in
watches, see Watch and Clock Making. See also "Science of Weighing, Measuring, and Stand-
ards," Chisholm, 1877; "Chemical Manipulations," Faraday, for construction and management of
delicate balances used in quantitative analyses. Illustrations of nearly all modern forms of balances
and scales are contained in a pamphlet issued by Messrs. Fairbanks & Co. of New York.
BALANCE-RYND. In mills, the iron bar stretching across the eye of the runner, and by which it

is poised on the top of the spindle.

BALEINE. Figs. 272 and 273. A movable scaffold employed in France to facilitate the tipping of
the wagons in railroad-embankments. It consists of two trussed beams, which are laid with rails along

272.

the top, one end resting on the ground at the battery-head of an embankment in course of formation

;

the other end of the baleine rests on a wheeled carriage or railway, the rails of which are taken up at

273.

one end as the other progresses. When a car is tipped at the battery-head, its contents are discharged
between the rails, and it is pushed to the other end of the baleine.
BALIZE. A frame of timber for a beacon or landmark.
BALLOON. See Air-Ship.
BAND-SAW. See Saws.
BANKER. 1. In bricklaying, a bench used in dressing bricks to peculiar shapes. On one end of

it is a grit-stone called a ruhbing-stone, and on other portions is room for operating upon the bricks
with the tin saw, by which ke^-fs are made in the bricks to the depth to which they are to be hewn. 2.

In sculpture, a modeler's bench, supporting a platform which can be rotated to expose any side of the
work.
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BAPTATERIUM. A bark-mill, or fulling-mill.

BARI. The portion of a roofing-slate showing the gauge, and on which the water falls.

BAPiOMETER. An instrument used for observing the pressure and elasticity, or variations in den-

sity, of the atmospliere. It is commonly employed tor the purpose of determining approaching varia-

tions in the weatlier, and more scientifically for measuring altitudes. There are various modifications

of the barometer, as the diagonal, horizontal, marine, pendent, reduced, and wheel barometer ; in all

of which the principle of construction is the same, the only difference being in its application.

The essential part of a barometer is a well-formed glass tube, closed at one end, perfectly clear and

free from flaws, 33 or 34 inches long, of equal bore, filled with pure mercury, and inverted, the open

end being inserted in a cup partly filled with the same metal, so that the mercury in the tube may be

supported by atmospheric pressure.

The vacant space between the top of the mercury and the top of the tube is called the Torricellian

vacuum, in honor of the inventor of the instrument.

On pouring mercury into the barometer-tube and inverting it, the air thus confined between the

mercury and the inner surface of the tube will escape into the Torricellian vacuum. In order to get

rid of this air, as well as moisture, the tube is first gently warmed, so as to dry it thoroughly. A
quantity of pure mercury is then poured in, so as to occupy 2 or 3 inches of the sealed end of the tube,

which is held over the fire until the mercury boils, taking care to turn the tube round upon its axis,

so that the heat may be equally applied. After boiling for a minute or two, the open end is closed

by a cork to prevent the introduction of moist air, and the tube is then allowed to cool, in order that

the cooled mercury which is next to be poured in may not crack the tube. When a second portion of

mercury, about equal to the first, has been poured in, the part of the tube containing this new portion

is held over the fire until it boils. It is again removed from the fire and corked up as before. A
third portion of mercury is then introduced, and the heat again applied to that part of the tube con-

taining the last addition of metal ; and in this way the tube is at length filled, with the exception of

a small portion from which the mercury has been expelled by the heat. This is filled up with mer-

cury, and the finger is now placed over the opened end so as carefully to exclude any air ; the tube is

then reversed into a cup of pure mercury ; as the column sinks, it expels the last portion of mercury

which had not been boiled ; and as there is neither air nor aqueous vapor above the mercurial column,

its length exactly measures the atmospheric pressure. A film of air is always retained on the outside

of the tube, and also at its under edges, which film creeps by small portions at a time into the interior,

and rises up in innumerable bubbles into the vacuum, the film being constantly renewed by the descent

of more air between the outside of the tube and the mercury in the cup, and thus the outer air slowly

insinuates itself into the barometer. In this way the most carefully-constructed barometers have

become deteriorated in the course of years.

This irregular and uncertain deterioration of bai'ometers was remedied by Prof. Daniell, by uniting

a ring of platinum with the open end of the barometer-tube, so as to bring it into contact with the

mercury, thus effectually preventing the ingress of air into the tube.

The same phih^ophcr also invented a new mode of filling barometer-tubes, by pouring the mercury

into the tube while both are under the exhausted receiver of a good air-pump. The mercury is poured

through a long slender funnel extending to the bottom of the tube, and dipping into a small portion

of mercury previously introduced, and boiled. By this means all agitation is confined to the tube of

the funnel, and the tube left perfectly free of air. The mercury was afterward boiled in vacuo.

The excellence of the barometer chiefly depends on the absence of all matter except mercury from

the tube, and its value may be tested by three indications : 1. By the brightness of the mercurial

column, and the absence of" any flaw, speck, or dullness of surface ; 2. By the barometric light, as it

is called, or flashes of electric light in the Torricellian vacuum, produced by the friction of the mer-

cury against the glass, when the "column is made to oscillate through an inch or two in the dark; 3.

By a p'eculiar clicking sound, produced when the mercury is made to strike the top of the tube. If air

be present in the tube, it will form a cushion at the top, and prevent or greatly modify this click.

The sectional area of the tube is of no consequence ; as the atmosphere presses with the same in-

tensity upon the surface of the mercury in the cup, tlie column suspended in the tube will be of the

same height, whatever its internal diameter.

The height of the mercurial column must be measured from the surface of the mercury in the cis-

tern. When the atmospheric pressure increases and the mercury in the tube rises, a portion of the

metal is drawn out of the cistern into the tube, and the level o"f the mercury in the cistern is de-

pressed ; so, on the contrary, when the atmospheric pressure diminishes, a quantity of mercury is

forced out of the tube into the cistern, and the level of the metal in the latter rises.

In some instruments the scale, accurately divided into inches and parts of inches, is made mov-

able, and terminates in an ivory point, which is brought down to the surface of the mercury. When
this point and its reflection appear to be in contact, the height indicated by the scale is correct. In

other forms of the barometer the mercury in the cistern is always maintained at the same level, for

which purpose the cistern is formed partly of leather, so that, by means of a screw at the bottom, the

surface of the mercury may always be adjusted to the neutral point before taking an observation. The

divisions of the scale usually begin at the 27th inch, and are continued to the 31st. But in instru-

ments intended to measure the height of mountains, or for accompanying balloons, the scale begins at

the 12th or 15th inch. Each inch is divided into 10 parts, and these are subdivided into lOOths by

means of a small sliding scale, called a vernier or nonitis.

The barometer ought to be fixed in a truly vertical position, and, if possible, with a northern

aspect, in order that it be subject to as few changes of temperature as possible. It is usual, for the

sake of comparison, to reduce the observations to 32°, for which purpose tables for correction for

temperature are given in scientific works devoted to the subject of the barometer. The height of the

cistern of the barometer above the level of the sea, and, if possible, the difference of the height of the
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mercury with some standard, should be ascertained, in order that the observations made with it should

be comparative with others made iu different parts of the country. Before taking an observation, the

instrument should be gently tapped, to prevent any adhesion of the mercury to the tube ; the gauge
should be adjusted to the surface-line of the cistern, and the index of the vernier brought level with

the top of the mercury.

Various contrivances have been made for increasing the length of the scale, or for making it more
convenient for use. The most popular form is the common wheel-barometer, as it is called. In this

instrument the tube, instead of terminating at the bottom in a cistern, is recurved, so as to form an
inverted siphon. As a rise of the mercury in the longer or closed limb is equivalent to a fall in the

shorter limb, and vice versa, a float is placed on the surface of the mercury in the shorter limb, and is

connected with a string passing over a pulley, and very nearly balanced by another weight on the

other side of the pulley. An index-hand attached to the pulley moves over the surface of a dial-

plate, graduated so as to indicate the oscillations of the mercurial column. With an increase of

atmospheric pressure the mercury in the longer tube rises, and that in the short tube is depressed,

together with the float, and this gives a small motion of revolution to the pulley, and also to the

attached index-hand. A fall in the longer column causes the mercury, with its float in the short limb,

to rise, and consequently moves the index-hand in the contrary direction.

The measurement of heiglds was the first useful purpose to which the barometer was proposed to

be applied.

Although the atmosphere may extend to the height of 45 miles, yet its lower half is so compressed
as to occupy only 2>\ miles, so greatly do the upper portions expand when relieved from pressure.

Hence, at the height of 3^ miles, the elasticity of the atmosphere is one-half ; at 1 miles, one-fourth

;

at 10| miles, one-eighth; at 14 miles, one-sixteenth, etc.

Halley was induced, by certain mathematical considerations, to fix upon the number 62,1*70 as

a constant multiplier, and the rule for the measurement of heights may be stated as follows:

Observe the height of the barometer at the earth's surface, and then at the top of the moun-
tain, or other elevated station ; take the logarithms of these numbers, and subtract the smaller

from the greater; multiply the difference by 62,170, and the result is the height in English feet.

This process gives a very near approximation, especially iu temperate climates.

But the progress of science soon rendered it evident that a correction for temperature was neces-

sary in barometrical measurements, and a formula has been contrived to meet most of the difficulties

of the question. The following rule will be found of easy application : Multiply the difference of

the logarithms of the two heights by the barometer by 63,946 ; the result is the elevation in English

feet. Then, in order to correct for temperature, take the mean of the temperature at the two eleva-

tions. If that be 89.68° Fahr., no correction is necessary; if above that quantity, add ji^ to the

whole height found for each degree above 69.68° ; if below, subtract the same quantity. For exam-
ple, Humboldt found that at the level of the sea, near the foot of Chimborazo, the barometer stood

at exactly 30 inches, while at the summit of the mountain it was onlv 14.85. The logarithm of 30 is

1.4771213, and the logarithm of 14.85 is 1.1717237 ; then subtracting

274.1.4771213

1.1717237

0.3053976

multiply this by 63,946, which produces 19,539 for the elevation in feet.

If the mean temperature of the two stations be 69.68°, no correction is

necessary for temperature. This is a tolerably close approximation. The
most careful calculation has given 19,332 for the real height, and this was
probably estimated for a lower temperature.

A method has been given by Leslie for measuring heights without the

use of logarithms. Ilis rule is as follows: Note the exact barometric press-

ure at the base and the summit of the elevation, and then make the follow-

ing proportion : As the sum of the two pressures is to their difference, so is

the constant number 52,000 feet to the answer required in feet. Suppose,

for example, the two pressures were 29.48 and 26.36 ; then

As 29.48 + 26.36 : 29.48 — 26.36 :: 52,000 feet : 2,905.4 feet, the answer
required.

This rule has been found applicable to the mean temperature of England
for all heights under 5,000 feet.

Another method of obtaining approximate differences of altitude is by
a comparison of the temperatures of boiling water (which vary with the

pressure of the atmosphere). The apparatus is exceedingly simple, and the

instrument not so liable to injury as the mercurial barometer, being much
more portable, and easily replaced. Fig. 274 : A, common tin pot, 9 inches

high by 2 in diameter. B, a sliding tube of tin, moved up and down in the

pot ; the head of the tube is closed, but has a slit in it, C, to admit of a

thermometer passing through a collar of cork, which shuts up the slit when
the thermometer is placed. D, thermometer, with so much of the scale as may be desirable. E,

holes for the escape of steam.

The boiling-point for the level of the sea should be correctly marked by a number of careful

observations, and the difference, if any, must be noted as an index error.

These thermometers are very useful in ascertaining heights where strict accuracy is not required,

and they have the advantage over mercurial barometers in beimr portable. In moderate elevations,

8
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the difference of one degree in the temperature at which water boils indicates a change of level of

about 500 feet, corresponding to a difference of 0.6 of an inch in a mercurial barometer.

Aneroid Barometer.—The action of the aneroid depends on the pressure of the atmosphere on a

circular metallic box hermetically sealed, and having a slightly elastic top, the vacuum serving the

purpose of the column of mercury in the ordinary barometer. The construction of the aneroid is

illustrated in Figs. 275, 276, and 277. The vacuum-chamber is represented at A ; its top and bottom

275.
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are formed of disks of thin circularly corrugated copper, held together by a circumferential strip of

plain metal, as shown in the detail, Fig. 277, which is a vertical section of the chamber detached.

A strong brass stud B is attached to the upper diaphragm of the chamber, having a slot on its end,

through which a small projecting pin C formed on the lever-plate A projects, the attachment being

effected by a pin passed transversely through the slotted portion of the stud, immediately over the

pin C. The plate -D, which acts as a lever in communicating the movements of the diaphragm, rests

upon two pillars E, carried by the supporting base-plate of the vacuum-chamber as fulcra. The
projecting lever-portion F conveys the movement by a joint at G, which is linked to a rocking-

spiudle carrying the lever H, connected to the arbor of the index-needle by a fine chain which winds

upon it, like the mainspring chain of a watch upon the spring-box. In the interior of the vacuum-

chamber a single helix is fixed upon the base-plate, so as to abut against the lower surface of

the lever at /, and thus preserve the two diaphragms of the chamber from actual contact.

To set the instrument to indicate the same scale as the mercurial barometer, the arrangement given

full-size in Fig. 278 is adopted, to form the connection between the main lever and the index-arbor.

The link from the end of the main lever is joined to an eye at A, on a stud formed upon the end of a

metal bow-piece B, the contrary end of which is attached to the lever H, before described. The whole
of these parts are carried by a nicely-adjusted rocking-spindle C, working on centres in the frame L.

The office of this contrivance is to afford a means of adjustment for the index-movement by the two
screws J/iV, one of which elevates or depresses the eye A, while the other sets it in or out from the

centre of the rocking-spindle, to give more or less leverage, as may be required to suit the barometri-

cal scale. The connection between the index-arbor and the lever-apparatus being by a flexible chain,

its movement can act only in one direction in bringing round the index, and a fine hair-spring is at-

tached to give the return-movement.

The tube by which the exhaustion is effected is at 0. The process of exhausting, as specified by the

inventor in connection with the original plan, is as follows : A little solder is placed round the aper-

ture for the exhaust, in which a flat-headed pin is set, so open as to admit the air to pass. The dia-

phragm is compressed to its proper position by means of a board, and is then soldered to its box.

The whole is afterward placed under an air-pump receiver having an air-tight stuffing-box, through

which a rod carrying the heated soldering-iron is passed. When the vacuum is obtained, the solder-

ing-iron is pressed down, to melt the solder round the peg and close the opening.

A simple mode of adjusting the instrument by a standard barome-
ter is obtained by a screw-stud projecting through the back of the

instrument, in connection with the reacting-spring at /, the tension

of which may thus be varied to the extent required. By a simple

arrangement, the vacuum-case is itself made to afford its own
temperature-correction, without the addition of a particle of mechan-
ism. Previous to the exhaustion of the vacuum-chamber, the top

and bottom diaphragms are both perfectly horizontal ; but when ex-

hausted, they each take the curve shown in the section. Fig. 277, and
the dotted lines represented as running nearly even with the corru-

gated surfaces indicate the position they will assume when a portion

of gas is introduced to play the important part of a compensator for

the disturbance to which the index would be liable from changes of temperature. The expansion of

the contained gas, arising from the disturbing cause itself, counteracts the loss of elastic force pro-

duced by the same cause in the diaphragms and other parts of the machinery. The external atmos-

phere is continually endeavoring to press down the diaphragm, while the helix beneath the lever is

273.
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as continually acting to keep it up. An increase in temperature expands the contained gas, wliich
thus diminishes the eifcct of the external atmospheric pressure, and corrects the disturbance arisin"-
from the expansion of the various levers and connections, which would otherwise indicate upon the
dial a greater amount of movement than is actually due to the atmospheric change.

The following convenient rule for measuring altitudes by the aid of the aneroid barometer is from
the "Hand-Book to South Africa:" Read the aneroid at A, say 30.15; take it to £, read it there,
say 29.08 ; take it back to A, read it again, say 30.19. Then take the mean of the readings at A,
and find the difference between that and the reading at B ; multiply the difference in hundredths by
9, and the result will be the difference of altitude in feet—thus

:

30.15 + 30.19
30.17; 30.17 - 29.08 z= 1.09; then 109 x 9 = 981, height in feet.

Fig. 279 represents a registering barometer made by M. Redier, of Paris, which is constructed as
follows : In one branch of the ordinary siphon barometer is an ivory float F, on which is fastened a
very light steel pointer, on the apex of which is an horizontal needle A. One end of the latter is made
in a small hook, or catch. Affixed to the supporting-frame of the instrument is clock-mechanism.
One train is terminated by a chronometer-escapement, and the other train by a light fly-wheel, which
turns with great rapidity. The two trains are calculated so that the velocity of the fly-wheel may
be double that of the escapement. A satellite gear unites these two movements, and on the axis of
the satellite is carried a wheel, which engages with a pinion on which is mounted the large four-
armed wheel shown. A chain from the latter moves the registering-pencil K in one or the other
direction, according as the wheel turns to the right or left. The axis of the large wheel has a pinion
which engages in a rack not shown, whereby the plate which carries the barometer is moved ; so that,
when the pencil is caused to travel, the barometer is also moved in a vertical direction. The needle
A touches one of the wings of the fly-wheel with its hook-end. The escapement of the chronometer
train works constantly, and so tends to carry the large wheel from right to left, and to raise the
barometer upward. As the barometer is thus moved, however, the needle is disengaged from the
fly-wheel. The latter is then free to turn, and, as its velocity equals 2, that of the escapement being 1,
it draws the large wheel from left to right, and causes the barometer to descend. The needle then
once more catches the fly-wheel.

When atmospheric pressure does not change, the pencil describes a right line ; should it augment,
however, the mercury sinks in the barometer, the needle is carried down, and the hook engages still

further on the fly-wheel. It will then take longer for the escapement to cause the disengagement
of the fly-wheel. Consequently the large pulley turns in the same direction for a period proportional
to the change of pressure, and the mark left on the paper indicates this movement. If, on the other
hand, the pressure diminishes, the fly-wheel is freed, and the separation between wheel and needle
will be greater in degree proportional to the diminution of pressure. A movement of the pencil to
the right, therefore, indicates a rise in the mercury ; to the left, a fall.

The paper on which the indications are received is divided into spaces horizontally to represent
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hours, and vertically to represent varying degrees of pressure. It is wrapped around a cylinder,
which is rotated by clock-work E over given distances, to correspond with the ruling of the" paper.
The length of the latter may comprise indications for several days, on which the marking for a week
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is exhibited. The little hammer is caused to strike gentle blows on the barometer-support, so as

to keep the mercury-column always free and lightly shaken.

A barometer in common use is provided with an index which turns round upon a dial, and points

to fi"-ures which indicate the height of the mercury, as also to words dcscrijjtive of the state of the

weather, as " Cloudy," " Fair," etc. The index is made to move by means of a string, which passes

around its axle, and has at each end a weight attached, the larger one resting upon the surface of the

mercury in the shorter limb of a siphon barometer. Fig. 280.

The words " Change," " Fair," and " Rain," engraved on the plate of the barometer, are calculated

to mislead. In winter a fine bright day will succeed a stormy night, the mercury ranging as low as 29

inches, or opposite to " Rain." It is not so much the absolute height as the actual rising and falling

of the mercury which determine the kind of weather likely to follow.

The simplest form of barometer is that called the cistern barometer. A straight Torricellian tube

terminates at its foot in a cistern of mercury. By the rising and falling of the liquid in the tube,

the level of that in the cistern must change. The absolute height of the mercury is found by making

the scale fixed, and bringing the mercury to its zero-point by means of a scale which is made to press

a"-ainst a flexible bag that forms the lower part of the cylinder, as represented in Fig. 281.

"barrage. Barrage is a French term, and signifies, in an engineering sense, the barring or dam-

ming of a river or other water-course by artificial means, for the purpose of forming reservoirs for the

supply of water to cities, canals, manufactories, etc. ; or, in order to facilitate navigation or irrigation

where the incline is too rapid, and the quantity of water, from that or other causes, would be in-

sufficient for those purposes, were it left to spread freely and waste over its normal bed.

We shall include, in this article, structures of the nature of dams for the improvement of rivers

and harbors, such as breakwater, jetties, etc.

Barrar/es, or Dams.—When erected for purposes of water-power or water-supply, the object of a

dam is partly to make a store-reservoir, but principally to prolong a high top water-level from its

natural situation at a place some distance up the stream to a place where water is to be diverted

from the stream to drive machinery, or for some other purpose. When erected for purposes of navi-

gation, the object of a dam or barrage is to produce a long reach or pond of deep and comparatively

still water, in a place where the river is natm-ally shallow and rapid. In planning a dam or barrage,

three things are to be considered : its line and position, its form of cross-section, and its construction.

I. Line and Position. It is best to avoid sharply-curved parts of a river-channel in choosing the

site of a dam, lest the rapid current which rushes down its face in times of flood should undermine

the concave bank. For the protection of the banks in any case, it is advisable so to form the dam

that the cascades from the lateral parts of the crest shall be directed from the banks and toward the

centre of the channel. This may be effected either by making the river slightly curved in plan, with

the concavity at tiie down-stream side, or by making it like a V in plan, with the angle pointing up-

stream. Another mode of protecting the banks is to make the crest of the dam slightly higher at

the ends than in the middle, so that the lateral parts of the cascade may be too feeble to do damage.

In order to diminish the height and extent of back-water during floods, the crest of the dam is often

made considerably longer than the breadth of the channel. This is effected either by making it cross

the channel obliquely, or by using the V-shapc already described, the latter method being the best

for the stability of the banks. The practical advantage of such increased length is doubtful.

II. Form of Cross-Section. The back or up-stream side of a dam is usually steep, ranging from

vertical to a slope of about 1 to 1 ; the top is either level or slightly convex, and not less than about

2 or 3 feet broad. In designing the front or down stream slope of a dam, the principal object is to

prevent the cascade that rushes over it from undermining its base. The commonest method is to use

a long flat slope of 3 to 1, 4 to 1, or 5 to 1, in order that the speed of the current may be diminished

by f rfction, and that it may strike the bottom of the channel very obliquely. A further protection is

given to the river-bed by continuing the front slope a short distance below the bottom of the channel,

and then curving it slightly upward. Another method is to make the front of the dam present a

steep or nearly vertical face, over which the water falls on a nearly level apron or pitching of timber

or stone. Probably the best method would be to form the front of the dam into a series of steps,

presenting steep faces and flat platforms alternately, the general inclination being about 3 to 1 ;
thus

a great fall might be broken up into a series of small falls, each incapable of damaging the platform

which receives it.

III. Construction. Stone masonry well laid in hydraulic cement and framework of timber, or the

two in combination, are the materials usually employed in the construction of dams of great strength.

When dams for slack-water navigation are built upon streams which are subject to heavy freshets,

the selection of the site is very important. It is generally advisable to place them where the stream

is pretty wide, for the purpose of allowing a ready flow over the dam during high water. If built at

a narrow place, the restraint to the outlet would so increase the hydraulic as well as the hydrostatic

pressure, that great expense would necessarily be incurred in making a structure sufficiently strong

and securely joining it to the banks, and in many cases the object could not be accomplished. In

constructing a dam it must be borne in mind that the pressure of water is in proportion to its depth,

but the circumstances not only vary with difference of location, but in the same location, in conse-

quence of changes which constantly take place in the current of the stream. Often during a freshet

the surface becomes exceedingly rapid, so as to exert great force against the upper part of the dam,

and calculations based upon hydrostatic pressure alone would prove erroneous. The rule, therefore,

is to supplement mathematical calculations by a judgment as to the requirements necessary in each

particular case, and to make the structure strong enough at every point to withstand whatever force

mav be brought against it under any possible circumstances.

Fig. 282 represents a section of the dam across the Croton River, which supplies the city of New

York with water. The base of this work is composed mostly of cob, or crib-work of logs or timber,
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their intervals being filled in with stone, and the intervals between the piers of crib-work with con-

crete. The upper portion, and the apron, or down-stream face of the dam, are made of cut stone. A
secondary dam is constructed below, in order that the discharges or overflow of the water may fall

into back-water, and in that way check the force of the current. Fig. 283 shows the profile of the

river. At first a length of only 90 feet was given for the dam B, and this part was erected after the

profile of Fig. 288, with a construction similar to that of Fig. 282, extending then only from a to b,

Fig. 283, occasion for which was given by the rock lying here affording a good foundation ; the re-

mainder of the river profile to d was to be filled with an earth embankment. A considerable

freshet, however, carried away this embankment when partly completed, and it was resolved to extend

the stone dam 180 feet farther, to c. For the erection of this part. A, Figs. 282 and 283, the bottom
of the river was cleared from mud and bowlders, and the piers C and D, of 12-inch hemlock timber,

successively built up ; the walls were connected by ties, and filled with stone closely packed in ; the top

was covered with 6-inch plank of white pine, and treenailcd ; upon this planking the timber-piers F
and G were erected, but only F covered with plank. While erecting those piers, the space E was
filled with concrete, and the piers near the top connected with ties. Both these piers, together with

their filling of concrete, being the armature of the dam, served at the same time for a coffer-dam against

the water above. Against G another timber pier was in like manner constructed, with but one tim-

ber wall ; in place of the other, anchors of round timber were laid in, and with the ties joggled to-

gether. The timber of these piers is of hemlock, 12 inches by 12, the ties of white oak, V inches thick

at the smaller end, framed with single dovetails 4 inches thick. Fig. 284, and fastened with 1-inch

treenails, which are placed 10 feet from centre to centre. The pier-timbers. Figs. 285 and 286, are tree-

nailed 30 inches deep, with 2-inch treenails of white oak. These nails are sometimes put nearer to-

gether, and the ties likewise. The planking is of white pine. When the timber piers had reached a

certain height, the piers K K, of four compartments, were put down, two of which, the nearest to low

water, were packed out with stone ; the two others were filled with concrete, and formed the coffer-

dam against the water below the dam. The courses were of 12 by 12 inch hemlock; the ties of oak, 8

inches at the smaller end, and 6 feet apart from centre to centre ; the treenails of the squared tim-

ber the same. The uppermost of them are made of elm and white oak, treenailcd every 3 feet, SO

inches deep, 2| inches in diameter. The upper ties. Figs. 286 and 287, are of elm 12 inches square

;

to this course of ties a bed-timber of white elm is joggled and secured by iron screw-bolts, Fig.

286. Across these bed-timbers or caps an apron-planking of 6-inch elm is fastened by l-^-inch

locust {robbiia pseudo acacia) treenails of 13 inches in length. Against the rear of this timber pier

the one marked L was erected ; against the back-water only, it has a regular timber wall, Fig. 285

;

the ties are secured by anchors. A part of the apron-planking of this pier is laid horizontally in

connection with the apron of the pier K ; the remainder is put 3 feet lower. Fig. 282. After the

pit had been laid dry by pumps, the ground and the space at / were filled in with concrete and

leveled off. On this bed the body of the dam was by degrees erected of hydraulic stone-masonry,

according to the bond. Fig. 282 «, and the courses of face-stone for the weir laid down. This face-

work is of granite, cut with such closeness as to allow the stone to be laid with a joint not exceeding

three-sixteenths of an inch. The masonry is laid in horizontal courses to 3 feet from the extrados

of the face-work, where it is in courses corresponding with the radii. In front of the lip of dam
below the head-water, a fore-embankment. Figs. 282, 288, 289, was formed of earth, and its upper

part secured with a dry stone-pavement 2 feet thick.

In the part of the dam first erected, B, Fig. 283, at b, and Fig. 289, at b, a waste-weir is con-

structed, in order to draw off the water of the lake from a greater depth ; it consists of a well with

culverts having two sets of gates, all of which are protected with a small stone house. Figs. 283 and

289, at b, which can be reached by the bridge B, Figs. 283 and 288.

At a distance of 300 feet from the lip, a secondary dam. Figs. 288 and 289, is constructed ; it is

erected of round timber, filled up with dry stone. The object of this secondary dam is to divide the

head of water, and, by means of the water-basin formed by it, to break the body of water running

over the weir, and to keep the wood-work of the timber piers A' and L under water. Near the left

shore a waste-weir is constructed in this dam, in order to let off the water from the basin when
required.

Wooden Dams are usually of crib-work, of either rough round logs with the bark on, or of hewn
timber—in either case about a foot through. These timbers are merely laid on top of each other,

forming in plan a series of rectangles, with sides of about V to 12 feet. They are not notched

together, but simply bolted by 1-inch square bolts (often ragged or jagged) about 2 to 2| feet long,

through every timber at every intersection.

The cribs are usually, but not always, filled with stone. In triangular dams, disposed as in Fig.

290, this stone filling is not so essential as in other forms, because the weight of the water, and of

the gravel backing, tends to hold the dam down to its base. Still, even in these, when the lower

timbers are not bolted to a rock bottom, or otherwise secured in place, some stone may be necessary

to prevent the timbers from floating away while the work is unfinished and the gravel not yet depos-

ited behind it. On rock, the lowest timbers are often bolted to it, to prevent them from floating

away during construction ; and when the water is some feet deep, this requires coffer-dams.

Movable Barrage.—A movable barrage, established across a navigable river, comprises two essen-

tial parts, namely, the navigable way and the overfall (Fig. 291). The former is used for purposes

of navigation when there is a sufficient natural draught of water in the river for ships to pass ; the

movable lifts which serve to close the way are then laid flat on their platform. The overfall serves

to maintain the level of the river at a determinate height when the barrage is in use ; it likewise

serves as an outlet for the water while the lifts of the navigable way are being raised.

In addition to these two essential parts, there is generally also a lock, through which the naviga-

tion takes place when the barrage is closed (Fig. 291). When there is no lock adjoining, then the
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navigation can only be performed by removing the barrage and releasing the water at certain fixed

periods.

The sill, or platform, of a navigable way should be placed at a depth not less than that of the

bottom of the river above the weir. The sill of the overfall should be so raised that, having due
regard to economy and faciUty of construction, its section, added to that of the navigable way, shall

offer an outlet proportional to the quantity of water that flows down the river at its different peri-

290.
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ods. Moreover, it must be at such a height that it may give free passage to the waters of the river

while the lifts are being raised, without producing too heavy a fall from the upper to the lower basin.
These conditions are most important.

The establishment of a navigable way is a costly work ; its breadth should, consequently, not be
greater than is absolutely necessary for the requirements of navigation. When the breadth of the

291.
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river will not admit of the overfall being placed perpendicularly to its course, and in a line with the
navigable way, it may be put obliquely ; in that case the angle of inclination must not be less than
60 degrees.

The platform of the navigable way should be of sufficient width to receive all the various compo-
nents of the Hfts, dams, etc., when the foundations are laid upon concrete.

_
The lift of a navigable way is composed of three principal parts, viz. : 1. Of a framework of

timber capable of moving upon an horizontal axis placed perpendicularly to the direction of the
current. When this framework is raised, it is sup-
ported by its axis, while its base rests against a sill

attached to the platform of the barrage. 2. Of a stay,

made of iron, and bearing the horizontal axis men-
tioned above. The lower part of the stay is termi-

nated by two spindles, working in sockets, that are

attached to the sill against which the foot of the lift

rests (Fig. 292), so that this stay is able to turn upon
its base, carrying with it, as it moves, the framework
of the lift. 3. Of a buttress of iron, the head of
which forms an articulation with that of the stay, its

foot resting against a cast-iron shoe firmly cemented in

the platform.

These three pieces are all that constitute the lift,

and the whole arrangement presents very much the

appearance of a painter's easel witli a picture upon it.

This is the system that has been so successfully and ingeniously put into practice by M. Chanoine, at
the celebrated barrage of Conflans-sur-Seine, and at other places.

Besides the three principal components of a lift, above described, there remains yet one addition
of some import

:

The Comiterpoise.—Upon referring to the several illustrations, it will be observed that that por-
tion of the lift which is above its axis of suspension, and which is called the " fly," is wedge-shaped,
getting thinner toward the top ; whereas that which is below the axis of suspension is uniform in its

thickness, which is equal to the thickest part of the fly. This is done in order to nearly balance the
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"•ate, giving the lower portion, however, a sli>;ht preponderance over the upper, which has a longer

radius. The moment of the weight of the timbers forming the lower part, called the " breech," is

about 110 feet out of water, and that of the timbers of the fly is nearly equal to it; but when the

breech is entirely immersed, the moment of its weight is destroyed by the very fact of immersion

;

so that, in manre-uvring, the weight of the fly becomes an obstacle to the lowering of the breech.

To remedy this, it was necessary to append a counterpoise to the latter, composed of a mass of cast-

iron, movable, and held and girded by three parallel iron bars (Figs. 293, 294) along which it may
slide, and weighing about 145 lbs. In order to give some idea how the system operates, let us sup-

pose a lift to be raised, and in position, and then observe by what means it is lowered. If the end

of the buttress, which is rounded, be drawn on one side from the shoe, it is evident that, losing its

point of support, it will slide upon the platform in the direction of the pressure against the lift

;

that the " stay " will necessarily follow the buttress, turning upon its base ; and that the gate itself,

in rotation, will follow the stay ; so that the two former will be stretched upon the platform in pro-

longation of one another, while the latter rests on the top of both, covering them.

The buttresses are made to slip from their respective shoos by means of an iron bar, placed

horizontally upon the platform, and furnished with

catches, so disposed at distances that they draw
aside the buttresses one by one in succession, and

in the order in which it is intended to lower the

lifts. This bar must be easy of management, and
arranged in such a manner that its action may not

be impeded by gravel, sand, or any foreign matter

carried down by the current. It is terminated at

one end by a rack worked by a vertical wheel, by
the aid of which its motion is imparted, and thence

transmitted from buttress to buttress. Upon be-

ing released from the shoe, the buttresses slip into

guiding-rails, or grooves, in which they slide till

they reach the bottom. We have already implied

that the lift proper is divided by its axis of rota-

tion into two distinct parts : the lower part it has

been agreed to call the " breech," and the upper

the "fly." It is necessary to bear in mind this

distinction. We will now describe the

Ifcthod of Raising the Lifts.—The base of the breech is provided with a stout iron handle. The
keeper, entering a boat fitted for the purpose, seizes this handle with a hook ; then, pulling, by

degrees the breech of the lift rises from the platform at the end of their course, the extremity of

the buttress comes and rests against the shoe, and the gate remains suspended on its axis of rota-

tion, while the breech is upheld by the boatman's hook. As soon as the hook is detached, if the

breech be a little heavier than the fly, or if it be slightly pushed, the gate immediately turns upon
its axis, and the breech rests against the sill of the weir.

This, in effect, is what takes place; but, in order to insure precision and regularity in the different

parts, many other accessories are needed, the details of which our limits will not allow us to par-

ticularize.

Barrages for PrRPOSES of Irrigation.—It is only in Eastern countries that the opportimity occurs,

or the necessity exists, of carrying out irrigation-works on a gigantic scale. Native works in the

deltaic provinces on the great rivers of Southern India have been in successful operation for centu-

ries. The basis of these works has been in nearly every instance the damming of the rivers at the

apex of the delta by means of an anicut, or barrage, in such a manner as to raise the low-water

level to the extent required for irrigation by gravitation, but at the same time without appreciably

augmenting the heights of great floods.

One of the longest of the Indian barrages—that on the Godavery Uiver, at Dowlaisweram—is

described as follows by Col. Baird Smith, R. E., in his well-known report on Indian irrigation

:

" The bed of the Godavery is throughout of imre sand, and in such soil are the whole of the foun-

dations laid. Commencing from the eastern or left bank, the first portion of the work is the Dowlais-

weram branch anicut, or dam. The total length of this is 4,8*72 feet, or 1,624 yards. The body of

the dam (Fig. 295) consists of a mass of masonry resting on front and rear rows of wells, each well
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being 6 feet in diameter, and sunk 6 feet below the level of the deep bed of the stream. The masonry
forming the body is composed : 1. Of a front curtain-wall running along the whole length, V feet

in height, 4 feet in thickness at the

base, with footings 1 foot broad on

^^sF*wm^sM.

each side to cover the tops of the

wells on which the curtain -wall

rests, and 3 feet thick at the sum-
mit. 2. Of an horizontal flooring

or waste-board, 19 feet in breadth

and 4 feet in thickness. 3. Of
a masonry counter-arched fall 2S

feet iu breadth and 4 feet thick, of which the curve is so slight that the form may be con-

sidered practically as that of an inclined plane. The waste-board and tail-slope are protected

against the action of the stream by a covering of strongly-clamped cut stone over all. 4. Of a
rough stone apron in rear, formed of the most massive stones procurable, and extending about 70 or

80 feet down-stream. This protects the rear foundation against the erosive action of the stream
passing over the dam, and may be extended as circumstances may require. The body of the dam
rests merely on a raised interior embankment or core of the common river-sand, and no precautions

to strengthen this in any way have been considered necessary. On the extreme left flank of the

dam is a series of works, consisting of a lock for the passage of craft, a head-sluice for an irriga-

tion-channel, and an under-sluice for purposes of scour and clearance from deposits.
" The second branch of the river is called the Rallee branch, and is barred by an anieut or dam

2,862 feet, or 954 yards, in length.

In section (Fig. 296), this work
differs a little from that just de-

scribed. The general dimensions
of the bodies of both are similar

;

but the front curtain-wall of the

Rallee dam, instead of resting on
a row of wells, is founded on a
mass of rough stone, and this mass extends under the waste-board or sill, and part of the curved
tail, thus replacing the core of river-sand characteristic of the Dowlaisweram branch anieut by one
of a more substantial kind. The rear foundations consist of a row of 6-foot wells as before ; and
the only difference in the rough stone rear apron is the insertion along its length of a retaining or
bonding bar of masonry 4 feet in breadth by 3 in depth. The left-flank revetments are similar,

though not quite so long as those formerly described. On the right flank is an undci'-sluice with 8
small vents of 6 feet each, and 2 large arches carrying a roadway for cross-communication.
"The length of the Muddoor branch dam, the third section of the great work, is 1,548 feet, or

516 yards. Its section is precisely the same as that of the Dowlaisweram dam ; it has the same
front and rear foundations on wells, the same dimensions of the masonry-body, which rests on a like

core of river-sand without any intermixture of heavy material.

"The length of the Vegaishweram branch dam, the last of the series, is 2,584^^ feet, or 861^
yards. In section (Fig. 297) it

presents several small differences ^^^- -^^
.

n?

from any of the others. Its height
at the sill is 1 foot greater than
the other ; the thickness of the
masonry of the body of the dam 6
inches, the breadth of the sill 3

inches, and that of the tail 9 inch-
'"

cs, more than the corresponding details for the other portions. The foundation and core of sand
within the body are like those of the Dowlaisweram and Muddoor dams, but the front curtain-wall

is protected by an apron of rough stone about 10 feet deep and 6 or 7 feet wide, carried along its

entire length. The rear rough stone apron is banded and strengthened at 20 feet from the termi-

nation of the masonry-tail by a bar of stone in mortar 6 feet wide by 2^ feet deep. With these
differences in detail, the general arrangements are the same as in the other branches.

" Viewed as a whole, therefore, the Godavery anieut consists of a masonry-dam in separate por-
tions, the united length of which is 11,866^ feet, or 3,955^ yards, being very nearly 2^ miles of
river channel blocked up by a solid, substantial, well-protected mass of stone in lime cement, or
without it, according to position, having a total breadth of base equal to very nearly 130 feet, and
height of crest or sill equal to 12 feet."
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An excellent discussion of the different systems of hydraulic gates and movable dams will be found
in report of Chief of Engineers U. S. A., 1874, part i., p. 415 ; see also report of Chief of Engineers

-75..
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for 18*75, foi' barrage at Port k 1'Anglais on the Seine, and for M. Girard's automatic movable dam;
also see report forlSTS, part i., p. 61, and part ii., p. G40; for barrage of the Nile, see Enf/lneering,

vol. xxi., p. 40, ct seq. ; also " Construction of High Masonry Dam" (Croton), Engineering, vol. xx.,

p. 175.

BARREL-MAKING MACHIXERY. The machines which are used in the manufacture of barrels

may be divided into three classes, namely : those employed for cutting and dressing staves ; those

used for making the heads ; and those adapted for finishing the barrel after portions of its parts

have been assembled. All of this machinery may also be grouped in two classes, according as the

work to be produced is a tight barrel or cask, such as is employed for containing liquids, or a slack

barrel for holding flour, sugar, cement, or other dry substances. The devices for making kegs and

small casks may also be separately classified, as in many respects their construction differs in mat-

ters of detail from that of barrel-machinery.

1. Stave-Machinery.—The principal manipulations of the stave are jointing, dressing, equalizing,

and sawing. In the jointing machine, the stave is tightly held in clamps, and by pressure on a foot-

treadle moved up to a disk, on the face of which are radially disposed knives which bevel off the

edges of the stave to the proper degree for fitting it into the cylindrical barrel. With this machine

a fan-blower is combined, so that all dust and shavings are rapidly removed as fast as produced.

When the stave is jointed, the relaxation of pressure on the treadle causes its release. Arrange-

ments are provided for tightly holding the work, and also for giving to the edge any desired bilge or

bevel. The machines employed for dressing sawed staves consist of a rotary cutting-head and a

carrying or revolving bed, with feed-rollers which compel a strong forward motion. The stave is

placed upon the bed and carried under the rollers, which are straight or convex to fit the shape of

the work. The rotary head and cutters are so made and ground that the stave is smoothly finished

and a uniform thickness given. For dressing rived and sawed staves of all thicknesses, a special

machine has been devised, which dresses both sides of the stave at the same time without cutting

the wood across the grain ; that is, it leaves the staves winding and crooked as they were rived from

the block. This is accomplished by allowing the frame which supports the cutters to oscillate and
rock in all directions, so that the cutters adapt themselves to all the crooks and winds of the stave.

For sawing staves, the cylinder-saw machine represented in Fig. 298 is employed. This machine

cuts the stave, which is suitably clamped and fed forward, in circular form. The construction is

obvious from the engraving.

In order to saw the staves to uniform length, the stave-equalizer is employed. The staves are

placed upon a conveyer consisting of two endless ropes, by which they are brought upon the periphe-

ries of two wheels on the same shaft, so that each stave rests across projections on the rim of the

wheels. As the wheels rotate, the ends of the stave are brought in contact with two circular saws,

which are adjusted at a distance apart equal to the desired length of the stave. The feed being con-

tinuous and the operation of the machine automatic, it is only necessary to place the staves on the

conveyer, when they are rapidly conducted to the saws.

2. Head-making Machines.—For ordinai-y casks the heads are usually made of several portions

jointed and doweled together. To make the joints and prepare the pieces of heading which have
previously been sawn to the proper length for the dowels, is the object of the machine represented

in Fig. 299. This consists of a large i-otating metal disk, in the face of which are fixed three cutters,

relatively equidistant. In front of the disk is a standard and rest. Upon the latter a piece of rough

heading is laid, and its edges are pressed against the disk by hand, so that they are thus rendered

perfectly smooth and straight. The work is then removed and laid upon another rest on top of

the machine, where it encounters two swiftly-revolving bits, which are forced against the edge by the

footrtreadle, and which speedily bore lioles for the dowels. The disk acts as a fan, blowing away
chips and shavings through the shoot shown at the right of the engraving. The heads of a large

number of barrels can thus be prepared in a day by a single man, and the joint-knives are so

arranged that either a hollow or straight joint can be made, as desired. The dowels are next in-
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290.serted by hand, and the separate

pieces put together, forming rough
squares, ready for the next process.

This consists in leveling, facing, and
dressing the material on one side;

and it is accomplished by a special

machine shown in Fig. 300. The
head is placed in front of a planer-

cylinder on which are several blades,

and which is swiftly rotated. The
revolution of the corrugated feed-

rolls carries the head over the planer-

knives, which rapidly smooth off the

under side at the rate of from 15 to

25 heads per minute.

The next operation is turning the
heads in circular form, and at the
same time beveling the edge with two
bevels, the upper bevel being less

than the lower one. The machine
employed is represented in Fig. 301.

The head is placed between two disks,

one of which, that on the right in the
engraving, is provided with a num-
ber of spring pins near its periphery,

which press the work against the op-

posite disk. The pin-disk is not con-
nected with the driving machinery.
Its spindle enters the cylindrical stand-

ard on the right, in which is placed
apparatus by means of which the disk
is thrown forward and locked in that

position, firmly holding the work.
Through the rotation of the oppo-
site disk, the pin-disk is also carried

round, but for only one revolution,

at the end of which stop mechanism
in rear of the standard is actuated to unlock the clamp, so that the pin-disk springs back and allows
the work to fall out. The saw is mounted on a separate carriage, and has its own belt. On one
side of the blade are secured two pe-
culiarly arranged knives, by which,
when the cutting mechanism is moved
up against the edge of the head by
the foot-treadle, both sides are cut at

once, and at the same time through
its rotating the work is turned in cir-

cular form. The machine is so con-
structed that all kinds and sizes of
heads can be made with one and the
same concave saw. An attachment
is provided for giving the heads an
oval form to compensate for shrink-
age of material.

3. Barrel-finishing Machines.—Be-
fore being placed in these devices,
barrels are "set up." The setting-
up form is composed of two heavy
circles of iron secured together and
bolted to the floor; from these rise

short standards which support a hoop.
The staves are set in between the
iron circles, and fitted carefully to-

gether. The iron truss-hooks, which
are previously placed in proper posi-
tion, are lifted up by hand so as to
embrace the lower portions of the
staves and hold them in place, when
the whole is lifted out of the frame.
One half of the barrel is now tightly
held together, but the remainder is

still open and flaring. To secure this
in similar manner, a rope is passed around the flaring ends and taken to a hand windlass, by which
the staves are brought together. The truss-hoops are slipped over the extremities, and the barrel is
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ready to be hecated in order to cause its staves to assume the curved form. The heaters are simple

iron cylindrical stoves, over which the barrel is set, the top of the latter being closed with a sheet-

iron cover.

The barrel is next leveled. To this end it is placed between two disks, one of which by suitable

mechanism is moved forward, powerfully compressing the cask endwise and thus leveling the staves.

It then goes to the trussing machine, which is represented in Fig. 302. Here the barrel is placed on
end, and is surrounded by sev-

301.
"

cral hooked bars A, which usu-

ally protrude up through the

floor of the shop. The longer

arms catch above the upper
truss-hoops, and sliding collars

on these arms similarly catch

on the second bands. The low-

er hoops are pressed against

notched standards B, which
also stand up above the floor,

but do not pass through the

same. The arms are pulled

down by steam power, forcing

the heavy rings over the bulg-

ing portion of the cask, and
thus wedging them tightly in

place. The same effect is pro-

duced by the stationary short

lower standards, by their resist-

ance to the lower hoops mov-
ing them as the barrel is forced

down.
In Fig. 303 is represented a

machine specially designed for

both leveling and trussing slack

barrels, or, in other words, per-

forming both of the operations

just described. In this the arms
A, which hook upon the rings,

are all connected with the lev-

cling .disks B, and, by means
of handles C on each of the

latter, are all opened at once.

The barrel with the truss-hoops

simultaneously. By means of

pulley-shaft actuates (through

802

on is then inserted, and a pressure of the foot-treadle closes all

the clutch-lever I) the machine is then thrown into action. The
gearing) a screw-shaft, which forces the movable disk toward the stationary one, thus, through the

drivers, pushing the truss-hoops to their proper places on the barrel, and at the same time leveling

the ends of the staves.

Before the heads are put in, each barrel at each end must be croxed and chamfered ; that is, a

groove must be cut around the inside, a short distance below the edge, while the latter must be bev-

eled off. The ends of all the staves must be cut off perfectly true, and in heavy casks it is necessary

to cut a howcl or wide semicircular indentation around

just below the croze. Fig. 304 represents a machine

which chamfers, howels, levels, and crozes casks of im-

perfect periphery, finishing both ends at once. The
barrel, being previously placed on supporting skids,

passes directly between the chuck-rings, and its ends

fit into the peripherics of the cog-wheels which work
within the former. The wheel A, through suitable gear-

the backward and forward motion of the

ring B. The other chuck-ring is stationary.

As the barrel rolls into place, the operator moves up
the ring B, thus confining it ; and by suitable mechan-
ism the barrel is caused to revolve. The cutters C,

which are all fastened on two circular heads (the shafts

of which are mounted on vil^rating carriages and re-

volved by the smaller belts represented), are then moved
up against the inner edge of the barrel. A single revo-

lution suffices to perform all the operations above named,

when the ring is drawn back and the barrel is removed. Each cutter-head is controlled by a rest

upon the outside, thus compelling a uniform thickness and depth of chime, while the same is leveled

with accuracy. The heads are usually inserted and the hoops placed in position by hand. The

final smoothing of the barrel before all the hoops are in place is also done by machinery. The bar-

rel is caused to revolve under a plane which serves as a smoothing tool, and the latter held so as to

be easily guided by the attendant.

ing, governs

right-hand
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Among other machines specially used in barrel manufacture are apparatus for punching, flaring,

and riveting iron hoops. This is done by rolls, which may be adjusted to give the flare as the hoop is

803.

passed between them ; and on the same frame which supports these rolls is a lever carrying punches

and a riveting press. There is also a distinct line of smaller machines designed for keg-making, the

804.

principles of the construction of which are essentially the same as those of the larger machines.

All the apparatus above described is the invention and manufacture of Messrs. E. & B. Holmes, of

Buffalo, N. Y.

The machinery used for barrel-making in Europe varies in many respects from that employed in

this country. A complete description of it will be found in Engineering, xxi., 454. For further

details of the American machines, see Scientific American, xxx., 191, and xxxii., 79.

BASKET-MAKING. In making baskets, the twigs or rods of split hickory, oak, black ash, or

osier, being assorted according to their size and use, and being left considerably longer than the

work to be woven, are arranged on the floor in pairs parallel to each other and at small intervals

apart, and in the direction of the longer diameter of the basket. Then two large rods are laid across

the parallel ones, with their thick ends toward the workman, who is to put his foot on them, thereby

holding them firm, and weave them one at a time alternately over and under those first laid down,

confining them in their places. This forms the foundation of the basket, and is technically called

the " slat " or " slate." Then the long end of one of these two rods is woven over and under the

pairs of short ends, all around the bottom, till the whole Is woven in. The same is done with the

»ther rod, and then additional long ones are woven in, till the bottom of the basket is of sufficient
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size. The sides are formed by sharpening the large ends of enough stout rods to form the ribs, and

plaiting or forcing the sharpened ends into the bottom of the basket, from the circumference toward

the centre ; then raising the rods in the direction the sides of the basket are to have, and weaving

other rods between them till the basket is of the required depth. The brim is formed by bending

down and fastening the perpendicular sides of the ribs, whereby the whole is firmly and compactly

united. A handle is fitted to the basket by forcing two or three sharpened rods of the right length

down the weaving of the sides, close to each other, and pinning them fast about two inches below

the brim, so that the handle may retain its position when completed. The ends of the rods are then

bound or plaited in any way the workman chooses. This is a basket of the rudest kind. Others

will vary according to the artist's purpose, skill, and materials. When whole rods or twigs are not

adapted to the kind of work required, they are divided into splits and skeins. Splits are made by

305.

cleaving the rod lengthwise into four parts, by means of an implement consisting of two blades,

crossing each other at right angles, the intersection of which passes down the pith of the rod. These

splits are next drawn through an implement resembling a common spoke-shave, keeping the pith

presented to the edge of the iron, and the back of the split against the wood of the implement.

The split is then passed through another implement, called an " upright," to bring it to a more

uniform shape. This consists of a flat piece of steel, each end of which has a cutting edge, like that

of an ordinary chisel ; this piece is bent round, and the edges are made to approach each other as

near as desired by means of screws, the whole being fixed into a handle. By passing the splits

between these two edges, they are reduced to any required thickness. Tlie implements required in

basket-making are few and simple, consisting, besides those just mentioned, of knives, bodkins, and

80«.

drills for boring, leads for steadying the work while in progress, and when it is of small dimensions,

and a piece of iron called a " beater."

The splints of various kinds of wood, particularly certain species of ash, elm, and birch, are exten-

sively employed in basket-work. These splints are obtained by beating logs of the wood with a

maul, thus loosening and separating the different layers or rings into narrow strips. This is the

simple and primitive process, and is necessarily slow, and restricted to woods of a free texture.

Several machines have been invented and are now employed for the manufacture of splints, by

which different kinds of wood, prepared by steaming or otherwise, are cut or rived into the required

form. "Basket-willow" and "osier" are terms commonly applied to the species of salix most used

in basket-work.

Figs. 305 and 306 represent a basket-making machine. A circular w-ooden bottom-piece with

radially projecting basket-strips is attached to the end of a rotating shaft, and during the rotation

of the bottom and radial strips a filling-carrying device having a vibratory motion passes over and
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80T.

under the radial strips, and leaves the filling carried by it. This filling is laid in compactly by recd-

like pieces. In the machine represented, the skeleton of a top or bottom is clamped to the shaft by
set-screws. The end of the filling is fed through the apron. Motion is applied to

the driving-shaft which rotates the skeleton. The pad of the apron is vibrated

by the action of the eccentric-wheel that rests upon the ring, causing the rods to

vibrate alternately above and below the filling between them (Fig. 805).

BATHOMETER. An instrument for measuring the depth of the sea without
the use of a sounding-line. The principle upon which the action of the bathome-
ter invented by Dr. C. William Siemens depends is the diminution of the influence

of gravitation upon a weighty body produced by a decrease in the density of the
strata immediately below it ; thus, the density of sea-water being about 1.026,

and that of the solid constituents which form the earth about -2.15, it follows

that an intervening depth of sea-water must exercise a sensible influence upon the
total gravitation if measured on the surface of the sea.

The instrument, which is represented in Fig. 307, consists essentially of a ver-

tical column of mercury contained in a steel tube having cup-like extensions.
The lower portion is closed by means of a corrugated steel-plate diaphragm, simi-

lar in construction to those employed in aneroid barometers (see Barometer)
;

and the weight of the mercury is balanced at the centre of the diaphragm by the

308.

elastic force of carefully-tempered steel springs, the length of which is the same
as that of the mercury column. Both ends of the column are open to the atmos-
phere, so that its variations of pressure do not affect the readings of the instru-

ment. The ratio between the areas of the cups and that of the tube is governed
by the diminution of the density of mercury due to dilatation on increase of
temperature, and the diminution of elasticity of the springs, due also to rise of
temperature. The reading of the instrument is effected by means of electric con-
tact between the centre of the diaphragm and the end of a micrometer screw, the
divisions on the rim and the pitch of the screw being so proportioned that each
division represents one fathom of depth.

BATTERY. See Electro-Galvanic Battery, Stamps (for ore), Ordnance,
and Thermopile.
BEAMS. See Strength of Materials.

BEAR, PUNCHING. A machine for punching metals by hand-power. The
usual form is represented in Fig. 308. The punch is contained in the end of the
screw, which is operated by means of a bar or lever passed through the hole at

the head. The utmost capacity of this tool in practice is to punch a hole three-

quarters of an inch in diameter through an iron plate five-eighths of an inch thick.

BEARINGS. By the term " bearings " is meant the surfaces of contact between
the moving piece and its support. For motion of straight translation, the surfaces
of the bearings must have a circular, square, triangular, or other straight-lined

cross-section, and be perfectly straight in the direction of motion. Such bearings
are called slidef:, examples of which may be seen in lathes, shaping machines, and
many steam-engines. For rotary or turning motion, the surfaces of bearings must be surfaces of revo-
lution accurately turned, as cylinders, spheres, cones, etc. The surface of the moving piece is called a
journal or neck, and the fixed or supporting piece is also called a journal, gudfjcon, -pedestal, jdumber
or pillow block, bush, step, ov pivot. These bearings provide also for rocking. For helical or screw
motion the bearing must be an exact screw. The supporting piece is called a nut. These provide
for rotation about a fixed axis, and for translation along it. The construction of one form of the
phonograph necessitates this bearing, and other examples will be seen in the screw-cutting lathe,

in various feed-motions of machine tools, etc. All bearings must so fit that the intensity of the
pressure will not force out the material employed in lubrication.

For lubrication and friction of bearings, see Friction and Lubrication. See also Journals, Pil-
low-Blocks, Bush, Steps, Hangers, and Shafting.
BELLS. The alloy of which bells are made consists of copper and tin. 75 parts copper to 25

tin is a usual proportion, but the constituents vary from 50 copper, 33 zinc, and 17 tin, to 80 copper,
10 tin, 6 zinc, and 4 lead. Sometimes the proportions 72 copper, 26.5 tin, and 1.5 iron, have been
employed. The various parts of a bell are the clapper or tongue, the clapper-bolt, the yoke, canon
or ear, mouth, sound-bow, shoulder, and barrel.

When a bell is to be constructed, the weight or key-note is given, and the diameter and sound-
bow are calculated. By the following rules all the various data may be determined.*

1. The weight of a bell is found by multiplying together the square of the diameter at the mouth
in inches by the thickness of the sound-bow in inches and by .25. Exemiple : Rcc|uircd the weight
ol a bell 60 inches in diameter, sound-bow 4.8 inches thick. .25 x 60^ x 4.8 = 4,320 lbs. weight.

2. The diameter of a bell may be determined by dividing 4 times the weight in avoirdupois pounds
by a coefficient expressing the relative thickness of the sound-bow to the diameter of the bell, which
varies from .07 to .08, and extracting the cube-root. In peals of bells the sound-bow is generally put
.08 times the diameter at mouth in inches for the treble, and .07 times for the tenor ; for the inter-

mediate bells in the peal, proportions lying between these for the respective sound-bows. Example :

A bell of 2,636.4 lbs. is to be constructed with a sharp note, putting for the sound-bow ,075. What

/4 X 2,636.4
is the diameter ?

.075
52 inches.

* Prom Spon's " Dictionary of Engineering.'
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3. To find the key-uote, the diameter and thickness at sound-bow being given, multiply the sound-

bow thickness by 58,000 and divide by the square of the diameter. The answer is in vibrations per

second. Example : The key-note of a bell, with diameter 44 inches and sound-bow 3.52 inches thick:

58 000 X -^- = 105.45 vibrations per second, which corresponds nearly to the note A in the first

octave below zero in the bars. The second octave below this would be 53.8 vibrations, and the third

26.90 vibrations.

4. The key-note and weight given, to find diameter divide the weight by the number of vibrations

per second corresponding to the note, extract fourth root and multiply by 21.94Y._ Example : Wei-ht

6,561 lbs., key-note C in first octave below zero (64 vibrations). Then 21,947 X V-^^ = 69.84 inches.

5. Given the diameter and number of vibrations, to find the thickness of sound-bow multiply the

square of the diameter by the vibration number and divide by 58,000. Example : Taking the figures

of last example,
64 X (69.44)2

58,000
-^"— — 5.38 inches.

809.

After calculation by the above formulas is concluded, the diameter of the bell at the mouth is di-

vided into 10 square parts, called strokes, which then is the scale and measurement for the construc-

tion. Shrinkage is allowed at three-sixteenths of an inch to the foot. The section of the bell is

usually laid out on a piece of board, which is then cut out and used for turning up the mould of the

bell. Bells can be made almost in any form without seriously affecting the quality of tone
;
but the

thickness of metal should always be in proportion to the square of the diameter taken at the centre

of the metal. Several methods are employed for tracing bells. The one mostly used in France gives

15 thicknesses of the bow to the diameter, 7^ to the diameter of the crown, 12 to the line forming

the lower ridge of the bell and the base of the crown, and, finally, 32 to the great radius serving to

trace the profile of the bell proper. The weight of the clapper should be from one-fortieth to one-

fiftieth the weight of the bell.

Casting Bclls.—The method of casting bells employed by Messrs. Menccly & Co., of Troy, N. Y.,

is shown in Fig. 309. In the upper case is made the outside mould of the bell, and upon the lower

the inside mould. The material of the mould is a porous clay loam, put on from one to three inches

in thickness, according to the size of the bell. The proper shape and

finish is given to it by means of sweep-boards, cut respectively to the

shape of the outer and inner vertical sections of the proposed bell, and

which are made to revolve upon a centre representing that of the bell,

fixed in the centre of the cases. Before the clay is put on the inner

mould case it is wrapped with straw-rope, which, becoming charred with

the heat when the bell is poured, permits it to shrink in cooling without

strainimx. The perforations in the cases serve to make the clay more

firmlv adhere to them, and also to vent the mould. In the old method

of casting, the moulds, being made entirely of clay, were necessarily

packed about with sand in order to withstand the pressure of the metal,

and the confined air within not entirely escaping would cause a porous

castint^, or, being converted into an inflammable gas, would take fire and

explode. In using these cases, the bell is poured above-ground, and

whatever gas may be generated in the mould permeates through the clay

and burns°off at each hole in a pale jet of flame, thus being entirely re-

moved.
. , , . J,

Hanffing Bclh.—BQ\\& are suspended in yokes, ]ournaled in frames,

and are swung by means of a wheel secured to the yoke, the bell-rope

leading from the whccl-rim (Fig. 310). The manner of attaching the

rope is shown in the accompanying cut, it being fastened to the wheel

at A, and, if the bell is of medium weight, it passes down directly

under the centre of the wheel through the sheaves at D. With this

arrangement the bell may bo thrown over, as it will be more or less,

and the connection of the rope with the wheel will not be deranged^

If the weight of the bell is such that with the bend in the rope at D
the labor of ringing is too great, then it should be run down m a

straight line through the floor, in which case no sheaves are neces-

sary. In order to prevent the bell being thrown over, it is well to

provide a stop on the wheel. The rope should not be larger than is

necessary, as its inflexibility and weight encumber the free spring of

the bell. As it is impracticable, however, to ring a bell of consider-

able weight bv a small rope on account of the difficulty of grasping

it firmly "in the hand, we here give the sizes of ropes suitable for bells

of different weights

:

inch diameter.

310.

For bells of less than 500 lbs.,

" from 500 to 800 "
" from 900 to 1,500 "
" above 1,500 "

Chimes are numbers of bells attuned

succession

1

2
s
H
1!.

4

1

to each other in diatonic

^..^^^.,^.^^. A peal consists of throe or more bells in harmonic suc-

cession, which may be rung successively or simultaneously, but \yill

not admit of a tune being played upon them. Thus, a set embracing
, ,^. , .,,, , .,,t

the eight notes of the gamut will constitute a chime, while one upon the first, third, fifth, and eigntn
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of the scale would be a peal. The usual number of bells in a chime is nine, embracing the seven

notes of the scale the octave and a flat seventh. Bells are caused to sound either by swinging them,

and so causing the clappers to strike them, or by the aid of hammers of various weights, according

to the size of the bell, caused to rise and suffered to fall on the bell. Peals are rung by hand, the

bells being swung ; clocks always strike the bell with a hammer, the bell being at rest. The ham-
mer is raised by a wire, which pulls down the hammer-tail, the wire being worked by a lever, the

end of which is caught by a cam on a revolving barrel in the clock below. It is obvious that, if a
number of bells are all fitted with hammers, and the number of cams is sufficiently great, and the

cams are properly arranged, a tune can be played by a mere multiplication of the device by which
a clock is made to strike the hours on a single bell.

The Carillon Machine embodies this arrangement—only, instead of cams, a number of short pins

are set in a revolving barrel, and these pins catch the toes of levers connected by wires with the

hammer-tails in the bell-chamber above. The pins are set or pricked in precisely the same way as

the little points in the barrel of a musical box. The hammer, after it has fallen, can only be lifted

by the rotation of the barrel ; and, as the time of dropping the hammer depends entirely on the rota-

tion of the barrel, it is obvious that the barrel can only revolve at a slow speed, and much time is lost

in lifting the hammer. The result is that a rapid musical passage cannot possibly be performed.
Another result is that, when the small bells, the high notes, come to be played, the barrel meets with
less resistance, and revolves faster than when it has to deal with the deep notes and large bells. It

follows that the air is played out of time.

These difficulties are overcome by the invention illustrated in Fig. 311. It is intended to show the

gear for working one hammer. It must be multiplied in proportion to the number of hammers, but
the parts are all repetitions of each other. It will be understood that this engraving does not show
details, but simply illustrates a principle.

The musical barrel B is set with pins in the usual way. ^ is a cam-wheel of very peculiar con-

struction, operating a lever C by what is, to all intents and purposes, a new mechanical motion, the

peculiarity of which is that, how-
Sll. ever fast the cam-wheel revolves,

the tripping of the lever is avoided.

In all cases the outer end must be
lifted to its full height before the

swinging place D quits the cam.
The little spring-roller E directs

the tail D of the lever into the

cam-space, and, when there, it is

prevented from coming out again

by a very simple and elegant little

device, by which certainty of action

is secured. At the other end of

the lever C is a trip-lever F. This

lever is pulled toward C by a spring,

and whenever C is thrown up by
the cam-wheel,i^ seizes it and holds

it up ; but the wire to the bell-ham-

mer in the tower above it is secured to the eye G, so that, when D is lifted, the ej^e G being pulled

down, the hammer is lifted. The pins in the musical barrel B come against a step in F ; and as

they pass by they push i^ outward and release C, which immediately drops, and with it the hammer, so

that the instant a pin passes the step F a note is sounded. But the moment D drops, it engages with
A, which last revolves at a very high speed, and D is incontinently flung up again, and the hammer
raised, and raised it remains until the next pin B passes the step on F^ and again a note is struck.

It will be seen, therefore, that, if we may use the phrase, B has nothing to do but let off traps set

continually by A ; and, so long as A sets the traps fast enough, B will let them off in correct time.

But A revolves so fast and acts so powerfully that it makes nothing of even a 3-cwt. hammer, much
less the little ones ; and thus is obtained a facility of execution heretofore unknown in carillon ma-
chinery. The machine illustrated has been put up in the parish church at Shoreditch, London, by
Messrs. Gillett h Bland. It plays 14 tunes on 12 bells—one of the finest peals in London, the tenor
weighing no less than 34 cwt. Two barrels are used, which can be changed by hand. The peal ranges
from CC to G. There are 24 levers, two to each bell, to insure facility in playing rapid passages
without driving the cam-barrel too
fast. The motive power is supplied

^^^"

by a weight of 9 cwt., allowed to

fall 72 feet, and wound up every 24
hours.

BELTS.—In the ordinary accept-

ance of the term, belts are endless
strips of leather, rubber, or other
flexible material, stretched over pul-

leys for the purpose of transmit-

ting power from one pulley, called

the driver, to the other, or driven, pulley. Ropes and chains are also used in a similar manner,
forming rope, or chain, belting. When chains are employed, the pulleys over which they pass com-
monly have depressions or projections on the rims, which engage with the links of the chains and
prevent slipping. This arrangement forms a positive gearing, and it is to be distinguished from ordi-

9

\

—
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nary belting, in which power is transmitted by reason of the friction between the belt and the face

of the pulley. A convenient form of chain-belt, made by the Ewart Manufacturing Company, is rep-

resented in Fig. 312. It is composed of detachable links, so that its length can readily be changed.

Fig. 313 is a sketch of the ordinary belt-connection, A being the driving pulley, revolving in the

direction of the arrow, and connected to the driven pulley £ by the endless band D CE F. The
portion of the belt, E F, running away from the driven pulley, is the driving part of the belt, and the

portion, D C, running toward the driven pulley, is the slack part of the belt. These are the names
ordinarily given to the two parts of the belt, for reasons that are easily explained. Suppose the belt is

stretched over the pulleys with a certain tension—for example, 40 lbs. for each inch of width. When
the pulleys are at rest, all parts of the belt will have this tension

of 40 lbs. per inch, but if motion ensues and power is trans-

mitted, it is obvious that one part of the belt must have its

tension increased. For example : Suppose that the belt, when
strained as described above, requires a force of 26 lbs. per

inch of width to slip it on the driven pulley, then the tension of

the driving part, E F, will evidently be 40 -f 26 = 66, and the

tension of the slack part, i> C, 40 — 26 = 16, lbs. per inch of

width, if the belt is driving up to its full capacity. As the dif- n
ferent portions of the belt become alternately tight and slack,

in passing from one side of the driven pulley to the other, and
the belt is elastic, it is evident that, even if there is no slip such

as occurs when a belt is overtaxed, there will be, under all cir- ^

cumstances, a creep, due to the elasticity, which will, of course,

vary with different belts and different tensions. As explained

by Prof. Osborne Reynolds :
" The strap comes on to A tight

and stretched, and leaves it unstrctched. It has, therefore, con-

tracted while on the pulley. This contraction takes place grad-

ually from the point at which it comes on to that at which it

leaves, and the result is that the strap is continually slipping

over the pulley to the point at which it first comes on. In the

same way with B : the strap comes on unstretched and leaves

it stretched, and has expanded while on the wheel, which ex-

pansion takes place gradually from the point at which the strap

comes on until it leaves." * Hence, the velocity-ratio of two
pulleys connected by a belt will not be constant under all cir-

cumstances, as the belt does not form a positive connection.

In ordinary practice, the loss caused by the creep is very slight,

but with highly elastic belts, tightly stretched, it may be cou-

sidei'able ; and in any case where absolute uniformity of velo-

city-ratio is required, belts cannot be used. For driving most
kiiids of machinery, however, the facts that the belt is elastic and yielding, and that it will slip if

overstrained, render it one of the best appliances for transmitting power without producing injurious

shocks.

The ordinary materials used for belts are leather and rubber. Experiment shows that a rubber

belt will usually transmit at least 25 per cent, more power before slipping than one of leather under

the same circumstances—and in many cases the rubber belt has other decided advantages. For in-

stance, it is difficult to make a very wide leather belt of the same quality throughout its entire width,

because the hides of which it is composed are usually thicker and of firmer texture in the centre than

on the sides. By making a careful selection of hides, and using only selected portions of them, it is

possible to construct a wide leather belt of practically uniform quality throughout ; but generally,

in the case of a very wide belt, one of rubber will run more truly and wear more satisfactorily than a

leather one. It may be further remarked, that in damp and exposed situations, in which leather belts

would soon become worthless, rubber ones can frequently be used with success. The rubber belt is,

however, of more limited application than the other. The weak points of a rubber belt are its edges,

which should not come in contact with anything ; so that, when crossed or shifting belts are used, it

is not well to make them of rubber.

The principles upon which the transmission of power by belts depends, have been carefully investi-

gated, both by analysis and experiment, and many valuable experimental data have been compiled.

Experiments on the amount of power that can be transmitted by a belt of given size show many
discrepancies, which seem to be due to the fact that belts of different quality were experimented

upon, and it is pretty well settled that, while rules can be constructed that will show what power a

good belt men/ transmit under given conditions, they cannot be implicitly relied upon to show how
much power a particular belt docs transmit. A question of this kind can only be answered by experi-

ment, although the rules may frequently enable an experienced person to predict the result with

considerable accuracy. Rules giving results that agree with good practice will be found in another

part of this article, but before explaining their use it may be well to devote a little space to the con-

sideration of some other points connected with the subject.

It is proved, by both analysis and experiment, that the friction between a belt and a pulley varies

with the tension, is independent of the area of the surface of contact, and increases as the angle or

arc of contact increases. To illustrate, suppose, in Fig. 314, that a belt is in contact with a pulley

for the distance ABC, making the angle of contact (or angle between radii drawn to extremities of

The Engineer, xxxviii., 396.
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arc of contact) ABC, then, if the tension of the belt is unchanged, the friction is the same whether
the pulley is 2 feet or 10 feet in diameter, and if the speed of the belt remains the same, the amount
of power transmitted will be the same for either case. This may seem contrary to the experience of
many—for it is not an uncommon thing to replace pulleys by larger ones, having the same relative

dimensions, the change result-
^^^- ing in a great increase of power,

and as the anr/lc of contact is

not altered by the changes, while

the area of contact is increased,

it seems at first sight to be a fair

conclusion that the gain in pow-
er is caused by the increased

area. So obvious, indeed, does
this appear to many, that nu-

merous rules have been pub-
lished, in which the transmitting

power is made to depend upon
the area of contact, and is en-

tirely independent of the arc. A
little reflection will show, how-
ever, that the increase of power,

in a change such as described

above, is caused by something
very different from an increase

in area of contact. The power
transmitted by a belt depends,

first, upon the difference of tension of the two parts of the belt, or force that it can transmit ; and,

second, upon the velocity with which this force is transmitted. Now, in changing from one pair of

pulleys to another, in which the diameters are doubled, the same force may be transmitted in either,

but if the revolutions per minute are unchanged, the velocity with which the force is transmitted will

be twice as great in the second case as in the first, so that the power will be doubled. Both theory
and experiment fully confirm the statement that the power transmitted, other things being equal, is

entirely independent of the area of contact of the belt with the pulley. The only limitation is in the

case of very small pulleys and stiff belts, where a considerable proportion of the power is expended
in bending the belts ; but, ordinarily, the angle of contact determines the power that a belt will

transmit at a given tension and velocity. A belt that will not do the work required of it, however
tightly it may be stretched, on account of the small angle of contact with the driven pulley, can
sometimes be rendered sufficiently powerful when less tightly strained, by the use of a binder or

tightener, close to the driven pulley, which bends the belt through a larger angle of contact. Fre-
quently, however, in the case of a belt passing over two pulleys of greatly disproportionate size, very
close together, the use of a tightener occasions loss of power by the abrupt bends which it induces
in the belt, and the requisite tension may be better obtained by crossing the belt, since in the case

of a crossed belt the angle of contact is the same for each pulley, whatever their relative sizes.

If a pulley has a high side, as it is called, or a greater diameter in one part than another, the belt

tends to run toward the high part, and advantage is taken of this fact, in practice, to keep the belt

running straight by making the pulley with a curved face, having the greatest diameter in the centre.

Very frequently this crowning of the pulley-face is overdone, the result being that the belt does not
touch the pulley over the whole of its width. Where a belt has been running for a little time, an
examination will show whether it touches all over, and, if it does not, the high part of the pulley

should be reduced. Flat-faced pulleys can be successfully run if first-class belts are used, and the

shafts are kept in line—crowning a pulley being simply a device to counteract the bad effects arising

from the use of a crooked belt or imperfectly adjusted driving-gear. The tendency of a belt to run
to one side or the other if a slight side-pressure is brought to bear, finds its application in the case
of shifting belts, which at times are employed to drive machinery, and are occasionally shifted to

loose pulleys, it only being necessary to apply the side-pressure near the pulley where the shift is to

be made, and on the part of the belt that is approaching the pulley.

Experiments show that a leather belt will transmit more power, and wear more satisfactorily, if it

is run with the finished side next the pulleys, the reason, apparently, being that the belt has greater
friction on account of the more perfect contact. There are various special preparations that are
recommended for application to leather belts, to render them pliable and preserve them, but the
weight of testimony seems to favor the occasional application of either neat's-foot or castor oil.

Belts are connected by hooks or lacing, and occasionally they are riveted together at the ends. The
latter plan is generally the best, if the belt is first run a sufficient time to stretch it thoroughly.
When motion is produced by means of a belt-connection, the velocity-ratio of the pulleys depends

on their relative diameters and the thickness of the belt. The effective diameter of a pulley is its

diameter increased by the thickness of the belt, and this should be used in calculations for velocity-

ratio.

To find the diameter of a pulley for a required speed, tlie diameter and speed of the othei' pulley
being known. Divide the given speed by the required speed, and multiply the quotient by the given
diameter.

Example: One pulley has a diameter of 5 feet, and makes 100 revolutions a minute. What should

be the diameter of the other pulley to make 130 revolutions a minute? -— x 5 = 3.8-1 + feet.
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In transmitting motion by a belt, it is sometimes required that the two pulleys shall revolve in

different planes. It is only necessary that a belt, to maintain its position, should have its advancing

side in the plane of rotation of that section of the pulley on which it is required to remain, without

regard to the retiring side. On this principle, motion may be conveyed by belts to shafts oblique to

each other. Let A and B (Fig. 315) be two shafts

at right angles to each other, A vertical, £ horizon-

tal, so that the line run perpendicular to the direc-

tion of one axis is also perpendicular to the other,

and let it be required to connect them by pulleys and
a belt, that their direction of motion may be as

shown by the arrows : their velocities will be as 3 of

-4 to 2 of B. On A describe the circumference of

the pulley proposed on that shaft ; to this circum-

ference draw a tangent a b parallel to m n : this line

will be the projection of the edge of the belt as it

leaves A, and the centre of the belt as it approaches B ; consequently, lay off the pulley h on each

side of this line, and of a diameter proportional to the velocity required. To fix the position of the

pulley on A, let Fig. 316 be another view taken at right angles to Fig. 315, and let the axis B have

816.

o;—

-

the direction of motion indicated by the arrow ; then the circle of the pulley being described, and a

tangent a b drawn to it perpendicular to the axis B as before determined, the position of the pulley

on the shaft A is established.

The positions of the two pulleys are thus fixed in such a way that the belt is always delivered by
the pulley it is receding from into the plane of rotation of the pulley toward which it is approaching.

If the motion be reversed, the belt will run off; thus (Fig. 317) if the motion of the shaft A is

reversed, the pulley B must be placed in the position shown by the dotted lines. In order to obviate

this, round belts running in grooved pulleys are frequently employed in such cases where the power
transmitted is small, and a peculiar form of angular belting working in pulleys having V-shapcd

faces is very often used for the transmission of considerable amounts of power. This belting is

illustrated in Fig. 318, A show-

ing the method of construction

and connection of the ends, and

B and C the application to pul-

leys.

It is not an essential condi-

tion that the shafts should be at

right angles to each other to

have motion transferred by a

belt. They may be placed at

any angle to each other provid-

ed the shafts lie in parallel

planes, so that the perpendicu-

lar drawn to one axis is perpen-

dicular to the other. If other-

wise, recourse must be had to

guide -pulleys, as illustrated in

Fig. 319, which shows the man-
ner of finding the positions of

the guide -pulleys. If planes

are passed through the centres

of the two pulleys C and D, at

right angles to the shafts, they

will intersect in a line A B.

Assume any points, A and B, in

this line, and in the plane of

the pulley C draw the tangents

B E, A F, and in the plane of the pulley D the tangents A H, B G. These tangents represent the

path of the belt in passing from pulley C to pulley I), and to keep it in this path it will only be

necessary to introduce two guide-pulleys, one at A, in the plane HA F, and the other at B, in the

plane EBG.
In Fig. 320 is shown a " binder frame," as constructed by William Sellers & Co., in which the

guide-pulleys can easily be adjusted so as to revolve in the required planes.
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Problems relating to the length of belts and amount of power transmitted are of frequent occur-

rence. Explanations of the manner of solving the most important examples are appended. The

operations will in general be greatly facilitated by using the following table

:

Tabic for determining Length of Belts and Power transmitted.
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Tablefor determining Length of Belts and Power transmitted—(Continued).
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Illustration of the Use of the Tables.—I. To find the length of a crossed belt passing over two

pulleys, knowing the radii and the distance hetweeyi the centres. Divide the sum of the radii by the

distance between the centres, and, with the quotient as argument, seek the corresponding number
in column 2 of the table, and multiply it by the distance between centres.

Example : What is the length of a crossed belt passing over two pulleys whose diameters are 5

and 3 feet respectively, the distance between centres being 10 feet, and thickness of belt one-quarter

of an inch ?

Effective radii 30.125

18.125

Divide by distance between centres 120)48.250

.40

Corresponding number in column 2, 3.419. 3.419 X 10 = 34.2 feet length of belt.

Note.—The effective radius (radius + ^ thickness of belt) or effective diameter (diameter + thick-

ness of belt) of pulley should generally be used in calculations involving these elements. In dividing

sum or difference of radii by distance between centres, both terms must be expressed in the same

unit (feet, inches, or the like), such unit being taken as is most convenient. In multiplying the

resulting constant by the distance between centres, this latter term may be expressed in any denomi-

nation, and the answer will be in the same denomination. Thus, in the above example, the sum
of the radii was taken in inches, and hence the sum was divided by the distance between centres

expressed in inches, but the resulting constant was multiplied by the distance between centres in

feet, giving the length of the belt in feet.

II. To find the length of an open belt passing over two pulleys. 1. Divide the difference of the

radii by the distance between centres, and, using the quotient as argument, find the corresponding

constant in column 3. 2. Divide the sum of the radii by the distance between centres, and find the

corresponding constant in column 4. 3. Multiply the sum of these constants by the distance between

centres.

Example : Find the length of an open belt passing over two pulleys whose effective radii are 20

and 10 inches respectively, the distance between centres being 12 feet.

Difference of radii

Distance between centres

Sum of radii

Distance between centres

07 Corresponding constant = 2.005

= .21
" " = .660

Length of belt = 32 feet = 12 X 2.665

III. To design a pair of cone pulleys for a crossed belt.—a. Contintious cones (Fig. 321,^). In

this case it is only necessary to use two similar conical drums, with their large and small ends turned

821.

opposite ways. b. Stepped cones, equal and opposite (Fig. 321, B). Divide a pair of equal and

opposite conoids into any number of equal parts by lines at right angles to the axes. The points

in which these lines cut the faces of the conoids determine the several steps, c. Any two stepped

cones. Assume values for the several radii of one of the cones, and give such values to the corre-

sponding radii of the second cone that the sum of each pair shall be the same.

Example: Suppose the several radii of one cone pulley are 12, 10, 8, 6, and 4 inches, and that the

smallest radius of the other stepped cone is 3 inches. This fixes the sum of each pair of radii at

15 inches, so that the remaining radii will be 5, 7, 9, and 11 inches.

IV. To design a pair of cone pulleys for an open belt.—a. Continuous cowes (Fig. 322, ^). Equal

and similar conoids must be used. Assume extreme radii, and, knowing distance between centres,
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calcvilate the length of belt required,

centres from the length of the belt,

through extreme and middle
points, thus determining the
sections of the conoids.

Example: Given largest

radius of conoid 24 inches,

smallest radius 6 inches, dis-

tance between centres 3 feet.

What should be the middle
radius? By means of the
table and preceding rule, the
length of belt is found to be
14.6 feet.

14.6 — 6

To find the middle radius, subtract twice the distance between
and divide the difference by 6.2832. Draw arcs of circles

6.2832= ^-^^ ^''*' ^''°^*

16^ inches, middle radius.

h. Stepped cones, equal and
opposite (Fig. 322,^). Form
two continuous conoids in the
manner explained above, and
divide them into the required
number of steps, c. Any two
stepjped cones. Assume one
pair of radii, and calculate

the length of the belt for the given distance between centres. Assume at pleasure the difference
between a second pair of radii, divide this assumed value bv the distance between centres find the
number corresponding to this quotient in column 3 of the table, multiply it by the distance between
centres, and subtract the product from the length of the belt. Divide the remainder by the distance
between centres, and find the argument corresponding to this quotient in column 4. Multiplvin"-
this argument by the distance between centres gives the sum of the second pair of radii. The lar"-cr
radius can be found by adding the half difference to the half sum, and the smaller radius by sub-
tracting the half difference from the half sum. The application of this rule is very simple, as the
tollowing example will show

:

First pair of radii, 12 and 4 inches; distance between centres, 3 feet. Find another pair of radii
that wiU give the same length of belt, their difference being 1^ inch. Calculating the length of
belt, it IS found to be 10.3 feet. 1.5 -^ 36 = .04. Corresponding number in column 3, 2.001. 10.3— 2.001 X 3 — 4.3 ; 4.3 ^ 3 = 1.433. Corresponding argument = .46 ; .46 x 36 = 16.56 = sum of
required radii.

T ,. 16.56 +1.5
Larger radius = = 9. -i- inches.

Smaller radius

:

16.56— 1.5
7.5 + inches.

Another rule, requiring only one radius and the distance between centres to be given, in order to
determine the other radius, will be found among the formulas that follow these illustrations.

V. To find the arc of contact between a belt and a pnillcy.

First Method.—Measure the length of the portion of the circumference of the pulley that is in
contact with the belt, and the diameter of the pulley. Divide the first measurement by the radius of
the pulley, and in the same horizontal line with the quotient in column Y or 10 will be found in col-
umns 5, 6, or 8, 9, the fraction of circumference in contact with the belt, and the angle of contact.

Example: The length of the arc of contact of a belt with a pulley is 15.3 feet, and the diameter
of the pulley is 10 feet. 15.3 -^ 5 = 3.06, and by reference to column 10 it will be seen that the arc
of contact is .487 of the circumference, corresponding to an angle of 175-4°.

Second Method.—«. Crossed belt. Divide the sum of the radii by the distance between the cen-
tres of the pulleys, and with the quotient as argument in column 1 find the required data in columns
5, 6, and 7.

Example
: A crossed belt passes over two pulleys whose radii are 4 and 3 feet respectively, and

the distance between their centres is 12 feet. (4 + 3) -=- 12 = .58 ; hence the arc of contact is 697
of the circumference, the angle of contact is 250.9'', the length of arc on larger pulley is 4.379 x 4= 17.516 feet, and the length of arc on small pulley is 4.379 x 3 = 13.137 feet.

b. Open belt. Divide the difference of the radii of the two pulleys by the distance between their
centres, and, with the quotient as argument in column 1, find the arc of contact for the large pulley
in columns 5, 6, and 7, and the arc of contact for the small pulley, in columns 8, 9, and 10.

'

Example: An open belt passes over two pulleys whose diameters are 6 and 4 feet and the dis-
tance between whose centres is 9 feet. (3 - 2) -^ 9 = .11 ; so that the arc of contact for the large
pulley is .535 of the circumference, the angle is 192.6°, and the length 3.362 x 3 = 10.086 feet;
and for the small pulley, .465 of the circumference, the angle is 167.4°, and the length 2.922 x i= 5.844 feet.

.
Note.—In the rules given in the second method, it is assumed that the belt is drawn perfectly

tight between the pulleys. Where there is much deviation from this in practice, it is better to
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employ the first method. It frequently happens that the arc of contact, when the belt is at rest,

is materially changed when motion ensues. At very fast speeds, the centrifugal force often reduces

the arc of contact considerably ; and as the power that a belt can transmit varies with this arc, its

value should be estimated under the conditions that occur when the belt is running.

VI. To find the speed of a belt, in feet per minute. Multiply the diameter of either pulley, in

feet by 3.1416 times the number of revolutions that it makes per minute.

Example: A belt passes over a pulley that is 16 feet in diameter, and makes 60 revolutions per

minute. Speed of belt = 16 x 3.1416 x 60 = 3,016 feet per minute.

VII. To find the power that can be transmitted by a single leather belt of given width passing

over smooth iron pulleys. Find, in column 11 or 12, the power corresponding to arc of contact of

the belt with the small pulley ; multiply this by the speed of belt in feet per minute, and the width

of belt in inches, and point off three figures of the product to the right. The result will be the

horse-power transmitted.

Example : A 10-inch belt, moving at the rate of 4,000 feet a minute, makes an angle of contact

with the small pulley of 120'. 1.187 x 4.000 x 10 = 4Y.48 horse-power.

VIII. To find the uddth of belt required to transmit a given amount of power. Find the power

transmitted by a belt 1 inch wide, under the given conditions, and divide the amount of power

that is to be transmitted, by the quantity so found.

Examjilc: A belt is to have a speed of 1,500 feet a minute, and to make an arc of contact of 210°

with the small pulley. How wide will it require to be to transmit 15 horse-power ?

Power transmitted by a belt 1 inch wide = 1.592 x 1.500 = 2.388 horse-power. Width of belt

required = 15 -^ 2.388 = 6.3 inches.

f^OTE.—In these rules the coefficient of friction between the belt and the pulley is taken at .423,

and it is assumed that a safe working strain for a single leather belt, with the ends secured by
lace-leather, is 66|- lbs. per inch of width. In speaking of the width of a belt, the effective width

is meant, or that portion of the width in contact with the pulley ; so that, for example, if the belt

only bears for two-thirds of its width, and is 9 inches wide, the width to be used in the calculations

will be 6 inches. If, instead of leather, rubber belts are used, the above rules may be employed,

observing that, under the same circumstances, a rubber belt will transmit one-fourth more power
than a leather one. Pulleys are sometimes covered with leather or rubber, in order to increase the

friction. Mr. J. W. Sutton has made numerous experiments in order to determine the best form of

covering, and has patented a composition which is secured to the face of the pulley, and which he

claims will increase the transmitting power of a belt fully 100 per cent.

The analytical expressions on which the table and rules depend are appended, together with

formulas for finding the radius of a pulley when the other radius and the distance between centres

are giv^en. It may be well to illustrate the use of the latter.

Suppose a pulley has a radius of 4 feet, and the distance between its centre and the other pulley

is 12 feet. What should be the radius of the other pulley, if the length of an open belt passing

over the two pulleys is 56 feet ?

First find whether the given radius is the large or small one. 4 x 3.1416 -f 12 = 24.6; and
as this is less than 66 -f- 2 = 28, the given radius is the smaller of the two. Then, according

to the formula, the other radius =

4 + 12 X Ci/o.4674 -i-

5^ " 6-2832 x 4 _ jg^og] = 6.07 feet.

Notation.

R = radius of larger pulley, r = radius of smaller pulley. S = distance between centres of

pulleys, i = length of belt. E= force in lbs. transmitted by a single leather belt, 1 inch wide.

W= width of belt, in inches. P= horse-power transmitted by belt. V= velocity of belt, in feet

per minute. iV= revolutions of pulley per minute, a = arc of contact of belt with pulley, in

degrees, a = fraction of circumference of pulley in contact with belt. A = length of arc of con.

tact, for a radius of 1.

Crossed Belt.

R + r\/ / ii + r\
Z = 2 |/ *S'2 - (i2 + r)' + (7? 4- r) X I 3.1416 -h 2 arc. sine j.

lition is i? + »• = a consta

o = 180° -f 2 angle, sine'

For stepped cones, the only condition is i? + »• = a constant.

R^-r

Open Belt.

= 2y/s-^- {R — rf + 3.1416 X (^ -f- r) + {R - 7-) x 2 arc. sine
R — r

L — 28
For continuous cone of pulleys, middle radius of conoid = —~-—

•

^ ^ '

6.2832

If (assumed radius x 3.1416 + S)> —, the assumed radius is R.

If (assumed radius x 3.1416 -h 5) <—, the assumed radius is r.
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If R is assumed, r = R- Sx (^1.5708 - a/oA&H +
-^-^-SS^ x ^\

If >• is assumed, i2 = ?• + /? X f|/ 0.4674+ ••^';^" "^

'

-l.SYOS
J.

a=180'-2 angle, sine——.

General Formulas, Crossed or Open Belt.

V= 6.2832 X 7? X iV= 6.2832 x >• x j\^, a = -^„ ^ = a x 6.2832,
' 36U '

'

0.003206 xa\ 7?* x IF X F _ 33,000 P/ 0.003206 X a\ 7?* X IF X F
i^'=66f x( 1-0.1 ), P= 1 , TF=

i''x F

In the United States, transmission of power by large belts is more common than in Europe, and
probably the largest belts in the world are to be found in this country. Mr. J. H. Cooper, in a letter

published in " Engineering," * gives several instances of large belts, from which the following are

selected

:

The driving-belt of the New Jersey Zinc Works is of leather, 4 thicknesses, 48 inches wide and
102 feet long.

An elevator in Chicago has a rubber belt, 6 ply, 48 inches wide and 820 feet long.

These belts have been in use for a number of years, with very satisfactory results.

Messrs. J. B. Hoyt & Co. exhibited at the Centennial Exposition a leather belt 5 feet wide and
186^ feet in length, made for a paper-mill in Wilmington, Delaware.

Ilemp ropes, running in grooved pulleys, have been used instead of flat belts for transmitting

power. The grooves in the pulleys are V-shaped, the sides of the V making an angle of 40° with each

other. A pulley usually has several grooves, so that the strain is distributed between two or more
ropes. Mr. James Durie, in a paper read before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers at Manches-

ter,f gives some examples of the use of rope-belting, and thinks its general adoption is very desir-

able, because it is much cheaper than leather or rubber, and transmits power in a very satisfactory

manner. The ropes used ai'c fi'om 5J to 6i inches in circumference, and are connected at the ends

by long splices of 9 or 10 feet. They can be run at a speed of 6,000 feet a minute, if used over

pulleys having a diameter not less than thirty times that of the ropes. Mr. Durie gives examples of

the application of rope-belting, working with tension varying from 256 to 349 lbs. for each rope.

In one case 18 driving ropes were used, each transmitting about 23 horse-power at a speed of 2,90*7

feet per minute. In another example, about 1,000 horse-power was transmitted by 25 ropes, at a

speed of 3,784 feet a minute, or at the rate of 40 horse-power for each rope. The ropes, in both

cases, were 6+ inches in circumference. Taking the average value of the working tension for such

ropes at 300 lbs., the horse-power transmitted would be (300 x speed in feet per minute) -4- 33,000

for each rope, and the number of ropes required for any case would be the quotient of the whole

power divided by the power of a single rope.

Suppose, for instance, it is required to transmit 350 horse-power by ropes 6i inches in circumfer-

ence, at a speed of 4,000 feet a minute. Each rope would transmit 300 x 4,000 -v- 33,000 = 36.45

horse-power, and the number of ropes required would be 350 -=- 36.45 = 10.

For the transmission of power over great distances, wire cables running in V-shaped pulleys, or

teloclynamic cables, are frequently employed. This mode of transmission is very much cheaper than

either belts or shafting, where the distance is considerable. The plan is the invention of the Broth-

ers Ilirn, of Switzerland. It is found that the cables can be safely run at a speed of about a mile

a minute, and that the average life of an uncovered cable is about three years. For distances exceed-

ing 300 or 400 feet, intermediate carrying sheaves are used to support the cable, or intermediate

stations may be employed at these intervals apart. The best filling for the pulleys, in the case of an

uncovered cable, seems to be leather, forced in radially in wedge-shaped pieces. Cables, with a cov-

ering of cotton yarn, are also made, which, although quite expensive, are said to be very durable, and

can be run on pulleys that have no filling. Cables are made both with hemp and wire centres, but

the former are preferable, on account of their greater flexibility. The lightness of the mechanism
and the high velocity employed render telodynaniic transmission very efficient. Mr. Albert W.
Stahl, who has written a very useful treatise on wire-rope transmission,;]; estimates the power trans-

mitted to be 97.5 per cent, of the power applied, if there are no carrying sheaves, with a deduction

of "i^riV per cent, of the applied power for each carrying sheave that is added. He also states that

the average cost of tclodynamic cables, with the necessary gearing, is about one-fifth that of belts,

and one-twenty-fifth that of shafting. E. II. B.

BESSEMER PROCESS. See Steel.

BETON. See Concretes and Cements.

BICK IRON, or BEAK IKON. A small anvil having a tang, which is inserted in a hole in the

work-bench.
BINARY ENGINE. See Engines, Aeko-Steam and Binary Vapor.

BINDER, GRAIN. Sec Agricultural Machinery.
EINK. In cotton manufacture, a stack of cotton laid in successive layers from different bales

;

the object being to mix the cotton.

BINOT. A species of double mould-board plough.

BITS AND AUGERS. The term bit is applied to all exchangeable boring-tools. Most of these

* Vol. xvii. p. 40S. t Engineering, xxii., 894.

t
" Transmission of Power by Wire Kopes." By Albert AV. Stahl, M. E. New York, 1877.
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implements in carpentry are fluted like reeds split in two parts, to give room for the shavings ; and
they are sharpened in various ways, as shown in Figs. 323 to 327.* Fig. 323 is known as the shdl-bit,

and also as the gouge-hit, or quill-hit ; it is sharpened at the end like a gouge, and when revolved it

shears the fibres around the margin of the hole, and removes the wood almost as a solid core. The
shell-bits are in very general use ; and when mado very small, they are used for boring the holes in

some brushes.

Fig. 324, the spoon-hit, is generally bent up at the end to make a taper point, terminating on the

diametrical line ; it acts something after the manner of a common pointed drill, except that it pos-

sesses the keen edge suitable for wood. The spoon-bit is in very common use ; the coopers' dowel-hit,

and the table-hit, for making the holes for the wooden joints of tables, are of this kind. Occasion-

ally, the end is bent in a semicircular form ; such are called duck-nose-bits, from their resemblance,

and also brush-bits, from their use. The diameter of the hole continues undiminished for a greater

depth than with the pointed spoon-bit.

The nose-bit, Fig. 325, called also the slit-nosc-bit and miger-hit, is slit up a small distance near

the centre, and the larger piece of the end is then bent up nearly at right angles to the shaft, so as

to act like a paring-chisel ; and the corner of the reed, near the nose, also cuts slightly. The form
of the nose-bit, which is very nearly a diminutive of the shell-auger. Fig. 326, is better seen in the

latter instrument, in which the transverse cutter lies still more nearly at right angles, and is dis-

tinctly curved on the edge instead of radial. The augers are sometimes made 3 inches diameter and
upward, and with long removable shanks, for the purpose of boring wooden pump-barrels ; they are

then called pump-hits.

There is some little uncertainty of the nose-bit entering exactly at any required spot, unless a
small commencement is previously mado with another instrument, as a spoon-bit, a gouge, a brad-awl,

a centre-punch, or some other tool; with augers a preparatory hole is frequently made, either with a

gouge, or with a centre-bit exactly of the size of the auger. When the nose-bits are used for making
the holes in sash bars, for the wooden pins or dowels, the bit is made exactly parallel, and it has a

square brass socket which fits the bit ; so that, the work and socket being fixed in their respective

828.
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situations, the guide-priwiple is perfectly applied. A ''guide-tube^'' built up as a tripod, which the
workman steadies with his foot, has been applied for boring the auger-holes in railway sleepers ex-

actly perpendicular.

The gimlet, Fig. 327, is also a fluted tool, but it terminates in a sharp worm or screw, beginning as

a point and extending to the full diameter of the tool, which is drawn by the screw into the wood.
The principal part of the cutting is done by the angular corner intermediate between the worm and
shell, which acts much like the auger. The gimlet is worked until the shell is full of wood, when it

is unwound and withdrawn to empty it.

The centre-bit. A, Fig. 328, shown in three views, is a very beautiful instrument. It consists of three

parts: a centre-point or pin, filed triangularly, which serves as a guide for position; a thin shearing-

point or nicker, that cuts through the fibres like the point of a knife; and a broad chisel-edge or

cutter, placed obliquely to pare up the wood within the circle marked out by the point. The cutter

should have both a little less radius and less length than the nicker, upon the keen edge of which
last the correct action of the tool principally depends.
Many variations are made from the ordmary centre-bit, A, Fig. 328. Sometimes the centre-point is

enlarged into a stout cylindrical plug, so that it may exactly fill a hole previously made, and cut out a
cylindrical countersink around the same, as for the head of a screw-bolt. This tool, known as the
plug centre-bit, is much used in making frames and furniture, held together by screw-bolts. Similar

tools, but with loose cutters inserted in a diametrical mortise, in a stout shaft, are also used in ship-

building for inlaying the heads of bolts and washers in the timbers and planking.
The wine-cooper''s centre-hit is very short, and is enlarged behind into a cone, so that immediately a

full cask has been bored, the cone plugs up the hole until the tap is inserted. The centre-bit de-

prived of its chisel-edge, or possessing only the pin and nicker, is called a button-fool ; it is used for

boring and cutting out, at one process, the little leather disks or buttons which serve as nuts for the

screwed wires in the mechanism connected with the keys of the organ and pianoforte.

The expanding centre-bit, shown on a much smaller scale in Fig. 320, is a very useful instrument

;

it has a central stem with a conical point, and across the end of the stem is fitted a transverse bar

* Holtzapffel's " Turning and Mechanical Manipulation."
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adjustable for radius. When the latter carries only a lancet-shaped cutter, it is used for making the

margins of circular recesses, and also for cutting out disks of wood and thin materials generally.

A raodification of this device serves for making grooves for inlaying rings of metal or wood in

cabinet-work, and other purposes. Another form of expanding bit has a cutting-blade which passes

through a mortise in the head of the tool and is secured by a key. This may be adjusted radially

to bore holes of different sizes.

The above tools being generally used for woods of the softer kinds, and the plankway of the grain,

the shearing-point and oblique chisel of the centre-bit are constantly retained ; but the corresponding

tools used lor the hard woods assume the characters of the hard-wood tools generall3\ For instance,

fl. Fig. 328 {B}, has a square point, also two cutting edges, which are nearly diametrical, and sharp-

ened°vith a single chamfer at about 60" ; this is the ordinary drill used for boring the finger-holes in

flutes and clarionets, which are afterward chamfered on the inner side with a stout knife, the angle

of the edge of which measures about 50°. The key-holes are first scored with the cup-key tool, b, and

then drilled, the tools a and b being represented of corresponding sizes, and forming between them

the annular ridge which indents the leather of the valve or key. When « is made exactly parallel

and sharpened up the sides, it cuts hard mahogany very cleanly in all directions of the grain, and is

used for drillini; the various holes in the small machinery of pianofortes ; this drill (and also the

last two) is put'^in motion in the lathe ; and in the lathe-drill for hard woods, C, Fig. 328, called by

the French langue de carpe, the centre-point and the two sides melt into an easy curve, which is

sharpened all the way round and a little beyond its largest part. Various tools for boring wood are

made with spiral stems, in order that the shavings may be enabled to ascend the hollow worm, and

thereby save the trouble of so frequently withdrawing the bit. For example, the shaft of Fig. 330,

the single-lip auger, is forged as a half-round bar, nearly as in the section shown
;

it is then coiled

into an open spiral, with the flat side outward, to constitute the cylindrical surface, and the end is

formed almost the same as that of the shell-auger. Fig. 326. The twisted gimlet, Fig. 331, is made

with a conical shaft, around which is filed a half-round groove, the one edge of which becomes

thereby sharpened, so as gradually to enlarge the hole after the first penetration of the worm, which,

from being smaller than in the common gimlet, acts with less risk of spUtting. The ordinary screw-

auger. Fig. 332, is forged as a parallel blade of steel (seen in Fig. 333, which also refers to 332 and

334)
;'

it ?s twisted red-hot. The end terminates in a worm by which the auger is gradually drawn

into the work, as in the gimlet, and the two angles or lips arc sharpened to cut at the extreme ends,

and a little up the sides also. Augers are also cast in two-part flasks, swaged between dies, or

twisted by successive motions of the parts of sectional dies. The same kind of shaft is sometimes

made as in Fig. 333, with a plain conical point, with two scoring-cutters and two chisel-edges,

which receive their obliquity from the slope of the worm ; it is as it were a double centre-bit, or

one with two lips grafted on a spiral shaft. The same shaft has been also made, as in Fig. 334,

with a common drill-point, for metal.

Another screw-auger, which is sometimes used instead of the double-lipped screw-auger. Fig.

332, is known as the American serew-auger, and is shown in Fig. 335, A and B. This has a cylin-

drical shaft, around which is brazed a single fin or rib ; the end is filed into a worm as usual, and

immediatelv behind the worm a small diametrical mortise is formed for the reception of a detached

cutter, which exactly resembles the nicking-point and chisel-edge of the centre-bit ; it may be called

a centre-bit for deep holes. The parts are shown detached at B. The loose cutter is kept central

830 331. 832. 333. 834. 885. 836. 337.
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wedge driven inby its square notch, embracing the central shaft of the auger ; it is fixed by a

behind, and the chisel-edge rests against the spiral worm.

Taper augers are used for reaming out bung-holes, making butter-prints, etc. The centre-bit

bores a hole, and is succeeded by the taper reamer, which has a throat for the chips cut through

from the edge of the bit on one side to the opposite side of the stock.

An auger applicable to producing square holes, and those of other forms, is also an American

invention. The tool consists of a steel tube, of the width of the hole ; the end of the tube is sharp-

ened from within, with the corners in advance, or with four hollowed edges. In the centre of the

square tube works a screw-auger, the thread of which projects a little beyond the end of the tube,
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In one form the cutting

and the size"of the tenon is regulated by the

838.

so as first to penetrate the wood, and then to drag after it the sheath, and thus complete the hole at

one process ; the removed shavings making their escape up the worm and through the tube.

Hollow augei-s are used for forming tenons on spokes, chair-legs, etc.

tool is so attached as to project within the openinjj

adjustment of the angular rest.
^ . ,

Annular augers cut an annular groove, leaving wood on the inside and outside of its channel.

The shtling auger cuts laterally, the work being fed against its sides. A number of chisel-shaped

lips are formed on the edges of the twist.

The most usual of the modes of giving motion to the various kinds of boring bits is by the or-

dinary carpenter's brace with a crank-formed shaft. The instrument is made in wood or metal, and

at the one extremity has a metal socket called the pad, with a taper square hole, and a spring catch

used for retaining the drills in the brace when they are

withdrawn from the work ; and at the otlier it has a

swiveled head or shield, which is pressed forward hori-

zontally by the chest of the workman, or, when used

vertically, by the left hand, which is then commonly

placed against the forehead.

The ordinary carpenter's brace is too familiarly known

to require further description, but it sometimes hap-

pens that in corners and other places there is not room

to swing round the handle. The angle-brace, Fig. 337,

is then convenient. It is made entirely of metal, with

a pair of bevel-pinions, and a winch-handle that is

placed on the axis of one of these, at various distances

from the centre, according to the power or velocity

required. Sometimes the bevel-wheel attached to the

winch-handle is three or four times the diameter of

the pinion on the drill ; this gives greater speed, but

less power.

The augers, which from their increased size require

more power, are moved by transverse handles; some

augers are made with shanks, and are riveted into the

handles just like the gimlet ; occasionally the handle

has a socket or pad, for receiving several augers, but

the most common mode is to form the end of the shaft

into a ring or eye, through which the transverse han-

dle is tightly driven. The brad-awls, and occasionally

the other to jIs requiring but slight force, are fitted in

straight handles ; many of the smaller tools are attached

to the lathe-mandrel by means of chucks, and the work

is pressed against them, either by the hand, or by a

screw, a slide, or other contrivance.

Among the recent improvements in hand-boring ap-

pliances is the flexible auger illustrated in Fig. 338, which is manufactured by Messrs. Stow and

Burnham, of Philadelphia. It consists simply of a flexible tube lined with a spiral wire, and through

which is passed a closelj'-coiled spiral, having at each end suitable connections for a small sheave

and for the auger respectively. These details are clearly shown in the drawing. A link passes

around the sheave and has a hook attached to it, for the purpose of holding a tension-rope when

the auger is in use. The sheave is driven by a cord from a countershaft direct, or through a system

of pulleys when the work to be done is removed to any distance. The largest-sized auger yet made

is one inch, which is worked by a one inch cable ; and the smaller sizes range from three-eighths of

an inch upward, increasing by eighths of an inch ; the longest cable hitherto employed is 15 feet.

This device mav also be adapted for metal-drilling.

For metal-boring implements, see Drills, and'DRiLLiNG and Boring-Machines. See also Wkll-

BORING.
BLAST FURXACE. See Furnaces, Blast.

BLASTING. The process of breaking rocks with explosive compounds. In ordinary blasting

operations, simple drill-holes are usually fired, and may be so placed and combined in groups as to

effect the displacement of great masses of rock ; but in large operations mines are excavated for the

introduction of the explosive.

The blowing up of rock by gunpowder is a simple process. The hole is bored in the rock, and m
such direction as to expose the weakest part to the action of the powder; this hole is charged with a

certain portion of gunpowder, and is then filled with clay, or, more usually, with a soft kind of rock,

which is rammed into it, leaving a small orifice, through which the fuse is afterward introduced for

setting fire to it. At the present day, a variety of tubular fuse is used in the coal-regions of Penn-

sylvania, where a long iron tube is used, and the firing done with a straw or a Daddow squib. A
narrow ribbon of copper is used as covering material for the squib, and is folded spirally around the

core, through which passes a string coated with mealed powder or any other combustible material,

and intended to insure quick and certain ignition. These squibs are found cheap and^ reliable.

Bickford's fuse is used in cases where it is not desired to fire several charges at once. When used

with gun-cotton and nitro-glycerine or any compounds of the latter, all of which have to be detonated

by a cap of fulminating powder, the fuse is slightly rasped at the end and inserted into the cap.
"

Electrical firing is generally used for simultaneous blasting ; by it, ignition of the charge is effected
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in two ways. One is by interposing an exceedingly fine platinum wire (iron or alloyed metal will also

answer) in the path of a current of electiicity from a powerful voltaic battery, the resistance offered

by the diminished conducting power of the fine wire to the passage of the electric current heating

the wire to redness, and thereby exploding the charge. Another system of electrical blasting de-

pends upon a sudden discharge of static electricity between the terminals of two wires imbedded in a

suitable prmiing composition, which is thereby fired. For this, various appliances have been used,

viz: (a.) A frictional electric machine and Leyden jar; (6.) A voltaic battery induction coil; (c.)

An electro-dynamic machine, such as Siemens's, Ladd's, Farmer's, Gramme's, etc.
;

(d.) An electro-

dynamic machine, as Whcatstonc's, Breguet's, Saxton's, Clarke's, etc.

Fig. 338 A shows the electrical fuse so called, made by the Laflin k Rand company, which belongs

to the second system above noted, and which it is claimed will cause the detonation of common blast-

ing powder. All of these caps or exploders are practically con-

structed on the same principle, and they are chiefly used in deto-

nating charges of gun-cotton, nitro-glycerine, dynamite, and the

other nitro-glycerine compounds.

Among the direct advantages of electric firing may be sum-

marized : (rt.) Simultaneous firing of different charges
;

(b.) Pre-

mature escape of any of the gas developed absolutely avoided

by close tamping
;

(c.) No smoke or gas from fuses
; ((/.) Great-

est safety
;

(e.) Rapidity of work.

Tamping.—With black powder, clay is perhaps best, but soft

rock, sand, etc., are often substituted. With pure nitro-glycerine,

no tamping is needed but water ; therefore nitro-glycerine, hav-

ing greater specific gravity than water and no affinity for it, is

an especially suitable agent for subaqueous blasting, where it can

simply be poured down into the holes through a tube and funnel.

I'ig. 338 B shows a charge of nitro-glycerine with water-tamping

and tape-fuse and exploder. Where the rock is split or seamy,

nitro-glycerine must be encased in some substance, say tin cases,

and this, it is said, lessens its explosive force by preventing close

contact. Where the rock is firm, it can be poured directly into

the hole. In this respect, dynamite has a great advantage over

nitro-glycerine, in that it can be charged in roof-holes and in

seamy rock, there being no danger of running out, leakage, etc.

In charging No. 1 dynamite, it was formerly thought that no

tamping would be required, but the general exjierience of blasters

has led to the practice of tamping the holes solidly to the lip Avith clay.

T/ic Principles of Blasting.—The effect of a shot may be influenced, among other considerations,

by: (a.) The shape in which the rock is presented, the size and number of the open faces, the shape

of the piece it is desired to take out, if that be an object, and, of course, primarily, the size of the

cross-section of the face, if it be heading work, {h.) The texture of the rock, whether it be hard or

easy, firm or loose, whether it be brittle or tough ; thus experience gained in blasting close-grained,

hard granite, trap, gneiss, etc., would not apply to limestone, sandstone, slate, etc., etc. (e.) The

structure of the rock, as to whether it be laminated, stratified, or fissured ; upon its cleavage, etc.,

and upon whether it be massive or broken, etc. {d.) The elasticity of the rock, (e.) The explosive

used. ( /'.) Whether the hole is to act alone or simultaneously with or following others
;
in the case

of simul'taneous firing, the question arises of how the waves of oscillation will best act in concert.

(^7.) The character of the fuse and tamping.

1. The hole should not be located in the line of least resistance, otherwise the tamping would

simply be blown out. CBe it remembered this discussion is as to black powder, not nitro-glycerine.)

2. Experience has established the average ratio between the depth of hole and the length of the line

of least resistance to be as 4 to 3, or the length of the line of least resistance will be three-quarters

of the depth of the hole ; and experience has further shown that the charge of black powder should

be, on the average, about one-third of the depth of the hole, the varying limits being 0.29 to 0.45.

3. Holes ought in general to be bored at or under an angle of 45° ; a larger angle, increasing to

as much as 90°, is advisable when open faces occur, and a smaller angle is advisable when the tex-

ture and structure of the rock necessitate assuming the line of least resistance as less than three-

quarters of the depth of the hole. Further, as the mass thrown breaks in the general direction of

the line of least resistance, and as, in fact, this line lies in the mass ejected, or, in the extreme case

of an angle of 90", bounds the ejected mass, we must carefully observe,

4. The external shape of the rock, in order to reach a maximum effect,

5. Clefts and fissures and lines of stratification in the rock must be carefully used to advantage.

In general, we may say, as to blasting in regularly stratified rock, that,

6. In regular seams", the shots should be set perpendicular to the face of the scam.

7. The portion of the hole holding the powder should be located within the whole rock. This

rule, of course, only holds in rock where the strata are thicker than the depth of the powder-charge

in the hole. If the charge intersect a stratification-bed, there will, in general, be a waste of force.

Therefore, a short-fissured rock (i. e., one naturally broken by short clefts, etc.), or one much lami-

nated, though it gives more faces for the powder to act on again, is ultimately less favorable material,

in many eases, than more solid material ; therefore,

8. Short-fissured, laminated, or slaty rock should not be drilled, if possible, in the direction of the

lamina?, but, according to circumstances, in an oblique or normal direction to them. Not only should

9. Each shot be set so as to clear a bearing for following shots, but also
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10. The proper volume should be blasted away.

11. Short-fissured or very tough rock requires shallow holes; coarse-fissured, moderately tough

rock takes holes of average depth ; and brittle and solid rock works well with deep holes. la tough

rock wide holes, and iu brittle rock narrow holes, are the more economical.

It should hero be noted that_^rm, brittle rock may be distinguished by the rebound of the hammer

;

it drills hard, but breaks easily. Examples are : Trap, granite, gneiss, syenite, etc. Firm, tough

rock does not cause the hammer to rebound so violently, leaves a white streak ^vhen scratched with

steel, drills easy, but breaks hard. Examples are : Limestone, porphyry, quartzose lodes, etc.

12. In driving a heading, particular care should be taken that unnecessary cost in flushing the

clear profile does not arise. Large protuberances and cavities must be avoided, and particular care

in this respect should be paid in tunneling in taking out the bottom or bench, that there be not a

large amount of trimming left to be subsec[uently done in clearing the normal profile, for such work
is not only very tedious, delaying the work, but is costly. For this reason, holes located near the

sides or roof should receive especial care.

Blossom Rock.—The removal of Blossom Rock, in the harbor of San Francisco, is an example of

the process of removing submarine rocks by conducting the excavation from within. Full particulars

of this work are given in the official reports of Col. R. S. Williamson and Lieut. W. H. Heuer, U. S.

A. The top of the rock was about 5 feet below the surface of the water at mean low tide. A hori-

zontal section at the depth of 2-1 feet measured 195 by 105 feet. The quantity of rock contained

within these boundaries was about 5,000 cubic yards, and consisted of a metamorphic sandstone of

irregular stratification. The great mass of it was so soft as not to require blasting. The plan pro-

posed by A. W. Von Schmidt involved the sinking of an iron cylinder 6 feet in diameter, carrying an
India-rubber flap at its lower end. The water was pumped out, the rock bored into, and another

cylinder was slid inside the first and down into the excavation, and secured by cement. (Fig. 338 c.)

It was, however, found difficult to place the iron cylinder in position without first resorting to the
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ordinary cribwork coffer-dam. The sinking of the shaft was commenced December V, 1S69. Only
one man could work at a time, but in the space of 4 weeks a depth of 30 feet below low water was
reached. Drifts were then run into the longer and shorter axes of the rock, and steam was used in

hoisting. The rubbish was dumped upon one side of the rock, from which most of it was washed by
the tide. During the month of January, 1S70, 8 men found room to work. Most of the rock was
removed by picks and sledges, only 10 lbs. of explosive (giant powder) being used in the whole opera-

tion. In February 16 men found space to work, and by the 20th of April the dnnensions of the

cavity were 140 by 60 feet, with a maximum height of 12 feet. Columns of rock were at first left

for support, but they were from time to time replaced with upright timbers from 8 to 10 inches in

diameter, with the exception of 4, which were left standing near the shaft. Preparations were now
made to blow up the shell. Fig. 338 d, copied from the official report, will explain the method of
conducting the explosion. Powder was used as the explosive, nitrate of soda taking the place of

nitrate of potash in its composition. The quantity used was 43,000 lbs. The vessels for containing

it were 38 ale-casks of 60 gallons each, and 7 old tanks made of boiler iron, holding about 300
lbs. of powder each. The explosion was effected by a galvanic battery stationed in a boat about 800
feet from the rock. A column of water about 200 feet in diameter was thrown into the air to a
height of 200 to 300 feet, and pieces of rock and timber were thrown high above the water column.
The rock was found to bo effectually demolished.

The East River Improvement Works.—The object of the works for the improvement of the East
River was the removal of a mass of rocks that impeded the navigation fiom the Atlantic to New
York by way of Long Island Sound, and were situated in the immediate vicinity of Hallett's Point, a
promontory of Long Island. These obstructions consist of a number of sunken reefs and rocks

well known as " Hell-Gate," which caused a rush of water through the pass, and which, taken in

connection with the dangerous currents and surface agitation, have been a lively source of danger
to navigation ever since ships came up the river.

In 1852 an appropriation of $20,000 was made, and work was commenced under the charge
of Major Fraser, of the LTnited States Corps of Engineers, upon one of the obstructions, known as Pot
Rock. By moans of sinking blasting charges on to the top of the rock, and firing them by batteries on
the surface, the depth of water at this point was increased from 18.3 feet to 20.6 feet ; the expense
attending this operation having been $18,000.
The work stopped here for about 15 years, when some action was again taken in the matter, and

General Newton, of the United States Engineers, reported on the olDStructions in January, 1867.

Upon this report appropriations were made, and operations were commenced at Ilell-Gate. A scow
was built specially adapted for drilling. Fig. 333 e, and towed over the rock in which it was desired
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to form the holes. In the centre is an octagonal well 32 feet in diameter, in which is suspended a

wrou"-ht-iron dome for protecting the divers. At the top of the dome is a telescope 1 2 feet in diame-

ter with a rise and fall of 6 feet, to adapt its height to the various stages of the tide. When the

dome is in working position, it stands clear of the scow, resting on self-adjusting legs, which adapt
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themselves to the inequalities of the reef. The drilling engines, 9 in number, are supported by mov-

able bridges, thrown back when the dome is up. The drill-bars work within stout iron tubes, pass-

ing through the dome, one at the centre, the others ranged in a circle about 20 feet in diameter.

This machine was set to work in 1869, and considerable improvements were effected by it on two of

the most formidable reefs.

In August, 1869, the first works were commenced for attacking the main body of obstructions at

Hallett's Point, and a coffer-dam was formed ijpon the reef, where the rocks were bare at low water.

It was built of heavy timbers bolted down to the rock. The coffer-dam was completed and pumped

out the following October, and a shaft o3 ft. below low water was sunk. This part of the work

was continued till June, 1870, when it was suspended for want of funds. At that time 484 yards of

rock had been removed at a cost of $5.'75 a yard. In July, however, operations were resumed with

vigor, the shaft was sunk to its full

depth, the ten main radiating galleries

wei-e driven for lengths varying from 51

feet to 126 feet, and two of the cross-

galleries were commenced. During 1870

no less than 8,306 cubic yards of rock

were removed, the drilling having all

been done by hand.

In 1871 machine-drilling supplemented

the slower and more costly handwork;

1,653 feet of main tunnel and 654 leet

of connecting galleries were made, and

8,293 cubic yards of rock were taken out.

The same year a careful survey of the

reef was made to ascertain the exact con-

tour of the rock, in order to regulate the

operations beneath ; more than 16,000

observations were recorded in connection

with this part of the work. Fig. 338 f

shows the general arrangement of the

work. The form of the reef on the 25-

foot water-line is indicated in dotted lines, and it will be seen that the main tunnels radiate

from the sides of the shaft inclosed by the coffer-dams to the 25-foot water-lme. Between

these main tunnels 13 intermediate ones of greater or less extent were driven, and the whole

series were connected bv means of concentric galleries, approximating to the contour of the reef,

which was, it will be seen, completely honeycombed, a roof being left of a thickness ranging from 6

feet to 16 feet, and supported on 172 columns. In order to prepare for the immense blast which

was instantaneously to break up the shell of rock left, and open the passage to navigation, over 4,000

holes were drilled in the columns and roof to receive the charges, which were all connected together

and brought to the discharging battery on shore. The holes were from 2 to 3 inches m diameter,

about 10 feet apart, and the average depth was 9 feet; the proportions, however, varied with the

nature of the rock and other circumstances. It should be mentioned that some difficuhy was caused

in drilling these holes by the increased amount of leakage produced by tapping seams
;
the maximum

quantity of water pumped, however, did not exceed 500 gallons per minute. The following is a sum-

mary of the leading particulars of materiel used for the explosion:

-^r----«t----

Pounds.

24,812

1,164

2,925

Dynamite in tin cartridges
" paper "
" primers

Total weight of dynamite
"^'ari i

"Rendrock" in cartridges
i^'9d4." Vulcan " powder in cartridges l4:,244:

Total charge 52,206^
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Pounds.

Total number of cartridges 13,596
" " brass primers 3,680

" " holes with primers 3,645

Number of iron pipes with primers 35

Number of holes not charged. "782

Total number of holes and pipes 4,462

Feet.

Length of connecting wire 100,000
" leading wire 120,000

Number of cells in firing battery 960

There were employed 12 firing batteries of 40 cells each, 4 of 43 cells, and 1 of 44 cells. The
distance of the firing-point from the shaft was G50 yards.

The holes having been all charged and the connection with the batteries made, the workings were
flooded by means of a 12-inch siphon on September 11, 1876; and on the 24th, with scarcely any
perceptible tremor, and with a comparatively insignificant lifting of the water, the 50,000 lbs. of

dynamite were exploded, and the work which had been so many years in progress was thus com-
pleted in a moment. The result was a depth of 12 feet at 180 feet from the shore, 16 feet from
180 to 300 feet, and 20 feet beyond 300 feet from shore, leaving about 30,000 cubic yards of rock

to be dredged in order to complete the works. The estimate for completing the entire work of im-

proving Ilell-Gate and the East River was $5,139,120.

Blasting in Coal-ATincs and Soft Rock.—Blasting in coal-mines where fire-damp is prevalent is

often attended with great danger of explosion. Heavy blasts in soft rock are liable to cause exten-

sive disintegration, and to imperil the safety of roofs and supports. Various devices are in use to

rend rock without employing explosives. Messrs. Dubois and Fran9ois employ a drill which may be

adjusted to bore a hole in any given direction and at any height. The location of the first hole,

drilled in the ordinary manner, is such that the least resistance is offered to the removal of the

greatest body of rock. When its depth is sufficient, the drill-rod is taken out, and a mass of iron

weighing from 60 to 80 lbs. is attached to the piston-rod in the same manner as the drill. A wedge
and corresponding split bearing surfaces are inserted into the hole, and the drill worked as a ham-
mer. In the Scraing pit (Belgium) a heading 277 feet long has been completed by this means in

405 shifts of 8 hours by two men.
Levet's system of needle-quoin, exhibited at the Paris Exposition, consists of a hydraulic cylinder

which forces wedges upon a quoin previously inserted in the hole. The pump is worked by the

miner. It is claimed that with a hole 3.2 inches in diameter this apparatus is capable of producing

the effect caused by the explosion of 14 ounces of powder.
Blasting with high explosives offers the advantage that, owing to their great strength, the holes can

be set either perpendicularly to the face—i. e., in the line of least resistance—or at a very acute

angle, while black powder must be charged at an angle of 45' or less in firm, unfissured rock. In

Europe this property has led to the holes in a narrow heading being set normal to the face with no
bearing ; and in this country, though holes normal to the face are not the rule, deeper holes are

drilled at a less angle than could possibly be taken with black powder. The properties of these sub-

stances are discussed under Explosives.

Cost of Extraction bg Blasting.—To determine the cost of extraction, according to Drinker, multi-

ply the days' wages of the miner (8 hours) by the coefficient 2.041 for rocks to be quarried and
blasted, or by 3.903 for rocks to be blasted only in tunnel work. For open-cut work, in the first

case multiply the wages by 0.65, and in the second by 1.04. This gives the cost per 35.31 cubic

feet of excavation in tunneling and open-cut work respectively.

Works of Reference.—The reader is referred to General John Newton's annual reports to the

Chief of Engineers, U. S. A., for 1873, 1874, 1875, and 1876, on "The Removal of Obstructions at

Hell Gate," etc. ; to a paper by Mr. Julius H. Striedinger on " The Simultaneous Ignition of Thou-

sands of Mines," read before the American Society of Civil Engineers, April 4, 1877, in the Trans-

actions of the Society, vol. vi.. No. 162 ; Scientific Americcni, xxxv., 214 ; and to the report of Major
R. S. Williamson and Captain W. H. Heuer on " Removal of Blossom Rock, San Francisco Harbor."

There are also a number of reports from other engineers in the U. S. service on submarine blasting

;

among them may be specially noted those of Mr. E. P. North and L. W. Schermerhorn. See also,

for rules for blasting, etc., the following references: Gillespie, "Roads and Railroads," 10th ed.,

New York, 1871; Civil Engineers^ and Architects' Journal, ii., 256 (1839); Mecliaides' Magazine,

xxxiii., 597 (1840) ; London Mechanics' Magazine, xlvi., 407, 455 (1847). For a very complete dis-

cussion of the theory and practice of blasting—from which the foregoing article is partly abridged *

—

see "Tunneling, Explosive Compounds, and Rock Drills," by H. S. Drinker, E. M., New York, 1878.

See also " Rock Blasting," Andre, London, 1878. The following references may be consulted for

records of heavy blasts ; Civil Engineers^ and Architects' Journal, vols, xxiv., xix., xv., vi., ix.

;

Mechanics' Magazine, xxxviii., Iviii. ; The Builder, viii. ; Iron, vi.

BLOCKS. A block consists of one or more pulleys, called sheaves, which are generally formed

of lignum-vitfe, or some hard wood, inserted between cheek-pieces, forming what is called the shell

* By permission of John "Wiley & Sons, publishers.
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of the block, and turning upon a pin passing through the shell and the centres of the sheaves. Blocks

are suspended by straps, either of rope or iron ; the latter are called iron-strapped blocks, and have

frequently a swivel-hook. A combination of two blocks, one of which is attached to the load to be

raised, is called a tackle, and the power is to be estimated by the space through which the fall (which

is that part of the rope to which the power is applied) passes, compared with the space through

which the load is raised, deducting for friction, which is great, owing to the rigidity of the ropes and

the small diameter of the sheaves ; these, for nautical purposes, are necessarily limited by considera-

tions as to weight and space. The grooves in the body of the block are called scores. The hole in

the shell for the sheave pin or pintle is lined with bronze or gun-metal called a bushing. When the

shell is made of one piece it is called a mortise-block ; when more than one are employed it is termed

a made block. The sides of the shell are cheeks. The groove in the sheave is termed the gorge.

It has a bushing called a coak around the pintle hole. The space between the sheave and its block

through which the rope runs is called the swallow, or channel. For strapping a block with rope in

the common way, the rope is cut 1^ time the circumference of the block. In many cases blocks are

strapped with eyes or thimbles on the ends, or, instead of the loop, have a tail, as is the case with

Jigger-Blocks—or, as they are commonly termed, Tail-Blocks. Blocks receive names from peculiari-

ties of structure, from their materials, uses, mode of connection, etc. A block having a fixed position

is called a Standing-Block, while one which is attached to the weight and hoisted with it is called a

running-block. A Snatch-Block consists of a single sheave, with a notch cut through one side of the

shell to allow the rope to be lifted in or out without inserting it end first. Fig. 339, ^ ^, is a form
of block in common use for shipping in this country. Its construction is easily understood from
the figure. The block is double, or with two sheaves, and the shell consists of three large pieces

with four pieces inserted between them at the top and bottom of the block. The whole is firmly

bound with an iron strap. Figs. 340, 341, represent the construction of sheaves, with iron bushings,

ivyi

342.

/^

the collars and rivets being counter-sunk. Fig. 342 is an elevation of a sheave showing an arrange-

ment of friction-pulleys or rolls, to admit of an easier motion.

Bee-Blocks are pieces of hard wood bolted to the sides of the bowsprit-head for reeving the fore-

top-mast stays through.

There is a species of blocks termed " Dcad-Eycs" which are used for tightening or setting up, as

it is called, the standing rigging of ships. It consists merely of a circular block of wood, with a

groove on its circumference, round which the lower end of the shroud, or an iron strap, is fastened
;

three holes passing through the face (ranged in a triangle), to receive the laniard, or smaller rope,

which forms a species of tackle for tightening the shrouds. There are no sheaves in the dead-eye,

but the edges of the holes are rounded off to prevent cutting the laniard ; but this very imperfect-

ly answers the purpose ; as from the roughness of the grain of the wood, which is usually elm, and
from the stiffness of the rope, the laniard renders with dilficulty ; and from the great strain to

which it is subjected, it is frequently broken. A very simple and effectual improvement has been

made in this respect, by inserting a half-sheave of lignum-vitfe into each of the holes, which causes

the laniard to render with greater facility, and the shroud to be set up in half the usual time.

A Douhlc-Block has two sheaves, which are usually placed on the same pin, but rotate on separate

mortises in the shell. A Etiphroe is a long slat of wood perforated for the passage of the awning-

cords, which suspend the edge of an awning. A Fiddle-Block has two sheaves in shells of different

sizes placed end to end.

Differential Pulley-Block.—The upper block of the tackle has two sheaves, one a little smaller than
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343. 344.

the other, fastened together ; they are, in fact, one piece. The grooves are furnished with ridges,
which prevent the chain from slipping round tliem. The lower pulley consists of one sheave, which
is also furnished with a groove. To this pulley the
load is attached. The endless chain passes up from the
hand over the large part of the sheave in the upper
pulley, then down and under the lower pulley, then up
over the small part of the sheave, and thence forms a
bight to the hand. When the hand pulls the chain
downward the two grooves of the upper pulley begin to

turn together, so that the large portion winds up the
chain while the smaller portion is lowering. By pull-

ing on the chain, proceeding from the smaller part of
the upper sheave, the chain is lowered by the large

groove faster than it is raised by the small one, and
the lower pulley descends. With the arrangement as

shown in Fig. 343, a man is enabled to raise a weight
about six times greater than he could raise without
such assistance. With the Epicycloidal pulley-block
two chains are used : one a slight, endless chain, to
which the power is applied ; the other, a short chain,

which has a hook at each end, from either of which
the load may be suspended. Each of these chains
passes over a sheave in the block ; these sheaves are
connected by mechanism so contrived that, when the
power causes the sheave over which the slight chain
passes to revolve, the sheave which carries the large
chain is also made to revolve, but very slowly. While the Differential
pulley-block has a mechanical efficiency of G, the Epicycloidal block has
only a mechanical efficiency of 5.

A self-stopping pulley-block is illustrated in Fig. 344. The rope, after
being fastened to the bottom of the top pulley, is so passed round the
pulley that the end to which the power is applied passes immediately under
a brake-piece. To allow of the load being lowered, a cord is fastened to
the brake, the load is slightly lifted, the cord is pulled, thus relieving the
pulley-rope from the brake, when the load will descend of its own weight, care being taken not to
let go the pulley-rope.

BLOWEIiS. Machines especially adapted to the creation of an air-blast. They are also employed
for the converse purpose of exhausting air. Their application was at first mainly restricted to the
supplying of blasts for furnaces for working metals and for steam-boilers. At the present time, the
principal uses of the blower may be summarized as follows : To generate blasts for forges, and for
all kinds of furnaces for the smelting, melting, heating, and converting metals and ores, or for like

apparatus employed in the metal-working industries ; to force the hot volatile products of combus-
tion into kilns for drying fertilizers, brick, etc. ; for blowing air heated by live or exhaust steam, or
other means, under beds of wet wool and cotton, into machines for drying wet cloth and hosiery,

or into receptacles for drying lumber or manufactured products, such as tubs, pails, etc., or tobacco,
grain, vegetables, gunpowder, glue, chemicals, or leather in tanneries ; to remove shavings, sawdust,
etc., from wood-working machines ; steam and vapor arising from paper-machines, and all drying
cylinders and dry rooms ; sweat from millstones ; offensive odors from fat-rendering and dyeing
establishments; dust from rag and cotton-pickers, flax and rope machinery ; light impurities aiising

from the cleansing of grain ; dust from grinding-rooms. Blowers are also used as exhausters in

gas-works ; to ventilate close, fetid places, as mines, wells, cisterns, holds of ships, etc. ; to furnish
a current of warmed, cooled, moistened, or medicated air, to public buildings and apartments liable

to be closely occupied ; to assist in evaporating fluids by removing the steam from the vicinity of
the boiling sirup, or other solutions ; to raise fluids on the principle of the Giffard injector, as in

some of the ejectors used in oil-wells ; to assist in the dispersion of liquids, as in atomizers ; and
to afford a current of air to be cooled by passing over ice, or artificiallj'-cooled surfaces, as in meat-
preserving chambers and in ice-machines ; to furnish the suction or blast necessary to impel the
carriages or boxes in pneumatic railroads or dispatch-pipes.

The three chief types of apparatus for generating air-blasts are : 1. The blowing-engine, wherein
the blast is generated by pistons working in cylinders ; 2. The rotary-force blast-blower, which op-
erates also by the regular displacement of the air, measuring and forcing forward a definite quantity
at each revolution

; and 3. Fan-blowers wherein the current is produced by vanes revolving in a ease
or box. For blowing-engines, see Air-Compressors.

Rotary-Force Blcuit-Blowers.—Root's, blower, a section of which is given in Fig. 345, contains two
rotating pistons, the curved edges of which mutually enter suitably-formed indentations in the sides.

When the air enters the case at the induction opening, it is closed in by the pistons (or rather the
wings) of the same, and is thus absolutely confined and forced forward as the pistons rotate, until

brought to the eduction-pipe, where it is discharged. The system of construction and packing is

such that there can be no backward escape of the air after it enters the case, the pistons being at

all times in contact. Besides producing a positive force-blast, this machine operates effectively

at a speed of 100 to 200 revolutions per minute. At the Cincinnati Industrial Exposition of 1871,
the following tests were made of the Root blower, with the results noted : Diameter of pulley on
line-shaft, 36 inches ; width of belt, 5^ inches ; circumference of pulley, 9.425 feet ; number of
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345,

square feet of belt traveling over main pulley by each revolution, 4.32. The tension of the belt

was regulated by cutting out one inch for every 10 feet of length, so that the belt had to stretch

1-120 of its length, after being laid over pulleys.

TRIAL DATA.

Number of revolutions of line shaft per minute
Number of revolutions of blower per minute
Diameter of nozzle In inches

Area of nozzle in square inches
Pressure of air above atmosphere in pounds per square inch

Volume of air delivered per minute in cubic feet (reduced to atmos-
pheric pressure)

Volume of air dehvered per revolution of blower in cubic feet (reduced
to atmospheric pressure)

Volume of air delivered per 100 square feet of belt traveling over
main pulley

First Test.
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working together as shown, and geared by a pair of equal wheels at one end of their shafts, to insure
conformity of motion. One of these bodies is a drum, turned on its outer circumference and at its

ends to fit its part of the easing snugly, and having the hypocycloidal cavities opposite each other.

The other revolving body, of a considerably larger diameter, is also of cast-iron, its central cylindri-

cal part fitting against the outside of the drum-; alternately, one of its blades works into the hypo-
cycloidal cavities of the drum, while the other works against its side of the casting. This body
might properly be called the piston, as it performs nearly all the work ; only a small part of the air

taken in by the cavities of the drum is forced into the delivery-passage when the blade of the piston
enters the cavity. The blades of the piston are cored out, as seen in the section, and these cores
have openings to the outside. When a blade begins to enter one of the cavities in the drum, its

core is filled with compressed air, which afterward, when connection with the supply space is cut off,

flows into the cavity of the drum, where the air, in consequence of the piston-blade passing out, is

expanded. Before the piston-blade leaves the cavity of the drum entirely, its core comes opposite
to openings in the heads of the casing, which allows either atmospheric air to enter, or any surplus
air to escape, thus putting all these spaces in equilibrium.

The Baker rotary blower is represented in Fig. 347. The external case of the blower is made of
cast-iron and bored out truly. The heads of the machine are also made of cast-iron and faced off,

and firmly secured by bolts to a cast-iron bed-plate. The case is bolted and doweled between the
two heads, which retains it in proper position. The drum
concentric with the case, as well as the two lower drums,
are each one solid casting, and are all turned and bal-

anced as true as possible. The two lower drums only act

as abutments alternately ; the opening in their sides is to

allow free passage of the vanes of the central drum.
The gearing on the exterior of the blower is for the pur-

pose only of retaining each drum in its proper position.

The semi-annular space above the central drum is the

chamber, from which the air is expelled by the vanes of

the central drum in its revolutions. This space, as may
be seen by the cut, is a section of a ring at all points of

equal radius and area ; and, as the vanes of the central

drum continue to revolve at the same velocity, the air

expelled must be in a continuous stream. One advantage
in the internal movements of this blower is that each
part is in a true circle ; therefore, if the gears should

wear, it will not affect the efficiency of the machine. At a test made of this machine by a com-
mittee of the Franklin Institute of Philadelphia, in 1875, the following results were obtained. Ex-
periments conducted as to forcing capacity and tightness by applying pressure-gauges to a machine
of the capacity of 12 cubic feet per revolution and by indicator-diagrams from a Rider engine : 1,

Blower run for 5 hours at 150 revolutions per minute, equal to a displacement of 1,800 cubic feet per
minute. A diagram taken at the

beginning and end of the run, and
air-pressure observed at like times.

Found not to have varied. 2. Out-

let of blower contracted to 9 square
inches, and a pressure of 2 lbs. was
shown in tlie manometer, with an
indicated horse-power of 12.88.

A repetition of this experiment
five minutes later showed 1| lb. on
manometer, with indicated horse-

power of 13.95. A third experi-

ment showed l-f§ lb. on manome-
ter, with indicated horse-power of
14. The discharge-orifice was then
closed, and the engine came to rest,

after showing 3 lbs. on the ma-
nometer and indicating horse-pow-
er of 17.45. A further test was
made by applying a sensitive press-

ure-gauge, and noting the fluctua-

tion of pressure at different points
in the revolution of the machine.
Its variations were found to be
greatest at low velocities, being
from 15 to 18 per cent, of the
pressure of the column of air dis-

charged, the resistance on the driv-

ing-belt appearing to be nearly uni-

form throughout the rotation of the
blower.

3. Fans.—Sturtevant's blower. Figs. 348, 349, has spoked wheels with conical annular disks mounted
on an axis driven by two belts to prevent tendency to wabbling. The air enters between the spokes
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round the axis, and is driven forcibly by the curved floats which span the space between the disks,

being discharged into the peripheral chamber, whence it reaches the horizontal eduction-pipe, shown

in the lower part of the figure. An oil-collector in each pulley gathers superfluous oil, and conducts

the same to oil-chambers at the extremity of the shaft. Two machines of this description, used as

exhaust-fans, and capable of removing 1,800,000 cubic feet of foul air per hour, are used for ven-

tilatinf the Senate chamber and House of Representatives in Washington.

349. 850.

In the Mackenzie blower. Fig. 350, the fans are supported by a shaft, and caused to revolve by

the revolutions of a cylinder contained in the shell. The fans are three in number, as will be seen

by reference to the cross-section, loosely jointed to the shaft, and so arranged as to adapt themselves

to a continuous alteration of the angle as they pass through the cylinder. The cylinder is hollow,

and contains within it the fan-shaft. When the cylinder is in motion, the fans are caused gradually

to project and gradually to recede beyond and beneath the line of its circumference, so as to con-

form accurately to the contour of the receptacle between the cylinder and the outer shell. The air

is drawn in at" the upper extremity in the direction of the arrow in the cut, and ejaculated from the

lower extremity, as indicated by the outward-shooting arrow.

The following conclusions were reached after experiment by Mr. W. Buckle :
" Having given the

velocity of the air and the diameter of the fan, to ascertain the centrifugal force

:

^'Hule. Divide the velocity by 4.01, and again divide the square of the quotient by the diameter

of the fan. This last quotient multiplied by the weight of a cubic foot of air, at 60° Fahr., is equal

to the force in ounces per square foot, which, divided by 144, is equal to the density of air per square

'°
" Or, substituting the following formula, we have D = Nx .000034. Where D is the density of

the air in ounces per square inch, and N the number of revolutions of fan per minute, and V the

velocity of the tips of the fan in feet per second.

"Having given the density in inches of mercury (1 inch of which is equal to 8 oz. pressure), to

find the velocity which a body would acquire in falling the height of a column of air equivalent to

that density

:

" 7?v7e.—Multiplv the density in inches of mercury by 930.3, and this product by 64. Ihe square

root of the last product will be the velocity in feet per second. Or, more simply

—

" Multiply the square root of the density in inches of mercury by 244, and the product will be the

velocitv. „ . . „ , . ,

"It will be seen by the table that the velocity of the tips of the fan is practically somewhat less

than this theoretical velocity, and from the experiments it further appears that the velocity of the

tips of the fan is equal to nine-tenths of the velocity a body would acquire in falling the height of a

homogeneous column of air equivalent to the density.

" Experiments were made as to the proper size of the inlet openings, and on the proper proportions

to be given to the vane. The inlet openings in the sides of the fan-chest were contracted from 174-,

the original diameter, to 12 and 6 inches diameter, when the following results were obtained

:

"Fir°t that the power expended with the opening contracted to 12 inches diameter was as 2| to 1

compared with the opening of 17+ inches diameter; the velocity of the fan being nearly the same, as

also the quantity and density of air delivered.

" Second, that the power expended with the opening contracted to 6 inches diameter was as 2* to 1

compared with the opening of 17^ inches diameter; the velocity of the fan being nearly the same,

and also the area of the efflux pipe, but the density of the air decreased one-fourth.

" These experiments show that the inlet openings must be made of sufficient size, that the air may

have a free and uninterrupted action in its passage to the blades of the fan, for if we impede this

action we do so at the expense of power.
. .

" With a vane 14 inches long, the tips of which revolve at the rate of 236.8 feet per second, air is

condensed to 9.4 ounces per square inch above the pressure of the atmosphere, with a power of 9.6
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horses ; but a vane 8 inches long, the diameter at the tips being the same, and having, therefore, the
same velocity, condenses air to 6 ounces per square inch only, and takes 12 horse-power.

" Thus, the density of the latter is little better than six-tenths of the former, while the power ab-
sorbed is nearly 1.25 to 1. Although the velocity of the tips of the vanes is the same in each case,

the velocities of the heels of the I'espective blades are very different ; for, while the tips of the blade3
in each case move at the rate of 236.8 feet per second, the heels of the 14-inch blades move at the
rate of 90.8 feet per second ; and the heels of the 8-inch move at the rate of 161.75 feet per second

;

or, the velocity of the heels of the 14-inch moves in the ratio of 1 to 1.67, compared with the heel of
the 8-inch blade. The longer blade, approaching nearer the centre, strikes the air with less velocity,

and allows it to enter on the blade with greater freedom, and with considerable less force than the
shorter one. The inference is, that the short blade must take more power at the same time that it

accumulates a less quantity of the air.

" These experiments lead me to conclude that the length of the vane demands as great a considera-

tion as the proper diameter of the inlet opening. If there were no other object in view, it would be
useless to make the vanes of the fan of a greater width than the inlet opening can freely supply.
On the proportion of the length and width of the vane, and the diameter of the inlet opening, rest

the three most important points, viz., quantity, and density of air, and expenditure of poivcr.
" In the 14-inch blade the tip has a velocity 2.6 times greater than the heel ; or, by the laws of cen-

trifugal force, the air will have a density 2.6 times greater at the tip of the blade than that at the
heel. The air cannot enter on the heel with a density higher than that of the atmosphere ; but in its

passage along the vanes, it becomes compressed in proportion to its centrifugal force. The greater
the length of vane, the greater will be the difference of the centrifugal force between the heel and
the tip of the blade ; consequently, the greater the density of the air.

" Reasoning, then, from these experiments, I recommend, for easy reference, the following propor-
tions for the construction of the fan

:

" Let the width of the vanes be one-fourth of the diameter.
" Let the diameter of the inlet openings in the sides of the fan-chest be one-half the diameter of

the fan.
" And let the length of the vanes be one-fourth of the diameter of the fan.
" In adopting this mode of construction, the area of the inlet openings in the sides of the fan-chest

will be the same as the circumference of the heel of the blade, multiplied by its width ; or the same
area as the space described by the heel of the blade.

" The following table gives the sizes of fans varying from 3 to 6 feet diameter

:

TABLE OF BEST PROPORTIONS OF FANS.

Diameter of Fan. Width of Vane. Length of Vane. Diameter of inlet opening,

ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft in.

3 9 9 1 6

3 6 10^ 10|- 1 9

4 1 1 o" 2

4 6 1 H 1 U 2 3

5 1 3 1 3 2 6

6 1 6 1 6 3

" I recommend the proportions in the above table for density ranging from 3 to 6 oz. per square
inch ; and for higher densities, viz., from 6 to 9, or more oz., the sizes given in the following table

:

liamett
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allowance was made for obstruction in the fire, but the area of the tuyeres was taken, having taper

pipes leading to them, and the velocity of the air, multiplied by the pressure, was taken to represent

useful eifect in horse-power.

Results of Experiments with Common Fans.

NO. AXD SIZE OF
BLADES.

6 Blades, wUh cen- (

tre plate, 16 x 8 |

4 Blades, 16 x 12. .

|

4 Blades, 16 x 8...-!

4 Blades, ISJ x 12.

4 Blades, 18i x 10.
j

4 Blades, 16 x 12. .
-j

4 Blades, 17 x 12.

.

4 Blades, 16 x 11..

•ss

712.525

20 514.28
22}57S..57

25 712.5

Q*
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axle. With careful manafjement in the first construction, this source of annoyance may be entirely

removed. Another great fault consists of injudicious methods of "bringing up the speiSl" with too

great, rapidity, with a view to which it was certainly necessary to make use of as few intermediate

shafts as possible, which of course requires that large pulleys shall drive proportionally smaller

pulleys than if the rate of the reduction of speed were more moderate. On the other hand, the

experience of many founders proves that by moderately attaining the speed by the use of a greater

number of intermediate belt-pulleys, repairs of any importance are not incurred for mouths and

even years. The great evil of too rapidly raising tlie speed is the liability of the belt to slip upon
the drums ; for when slipping occurs, especially among the slower parts of the motion, the belt is

subjected to sudden and violent strains, caused by its unequal hold upon the rim of the drum. The
usual remedy for this state of things is to apply rosin and pitch to the acting surface of the belt to

give it a hold. But the best plan is to employ spur-gear in the slower parts of the motion, and

broad belts and pulleys of conveniently large diameters for the I'est.

The following notes on the construction of fans will be found of practical utility

:

Good Frojjoriions.—lulet = ^ diameter of fan. Blades = i diameter of fan each way. Outlet =
area of blades

area of blades. The area of tuyeres is best when about — ^ .—r^,—

,

:—
; and

density oi blast, oz. per sq. in.

it should not exceed twice this area.

The velocity of the circumference for different densities of blast is as follows, in feet per second

and ounces per inch: 170, o ; ISO, 4 ; 195, 5; 205, 6; 215, 7. A proper speed for cupolas is 250

to 300 feet per second.

Tojind the Horse-power required for a Fan.—D = density of blast in ounces per inch. A = area

of discharge at tuyeres in square inches. V = velocity of circumference in feet per second.

X D X A
1000

963
= horse-power required.

Tojind the Density to be obtained with a given Fan.—d = diameter of fan in feet.

120 X d
: density of blast in ounces per inch.

Table showing Density of Blast.

Velocity

of Circumference.

Feet per Second,
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tight. These slides, containing the discharge-openings of 6, 4i, SI, and 2^ inches diameter, respec-

tively, were made of 1-inch thickness, and fitted to each blower. The pressure of the air was meas-

ured by a water-column, attached in such a manner and at such a place as to be affected properly by
the pressure. The motive power was supplied by an overshot water-wheel, the gate of which could

be moved at a place in the experimenting-room, where the pressure-gauge could be observed.

The manner in which the tests were made was the following : After the slide with the discharge-

opening was attached, the speed was regulated so that the water-gauge indicated the pressure re-

quired. While the water-column was carefully kept at the same height, the indications of the dyna-

mometer were read off and noted. Experiments of this kind were made with each blower, and

conducted with openings ranging from 6 to 2^ inches, and corresponding pressures from 4 to 16

ounces. It is evident that, through the same opening and at the same pressure, an equal volume of

air would be discharged by either the blower or the fan. It is also evident that the horse-power

indicated by the dynamometer, under the above conditions, would demonstrate the relative power
required by each blower to produce a given result, and show the comparative efficiency of each machine.

The volume of air discharged per minute was calculated from the formula)

:

V=c. 60,4/2^/t. F=c. ^-00,^64.32 X l,7S2^j. F=rl40c.^.

In which V.

i-y^p-
144 f 144

the volume of air discharged per minute in cubic feet, reduced to atmospheric press-

ure 29.9 barometer, and a temperature near freezing-point. A, the area of discharge-opening in

square inches, c/, acceleration of gravity = 32.16. h, height of column of air of one square inch in

section, and of a temperature near freezing-point, weighing p—pounds—in feet, p, pressure of air

in pounds per square inch, c, coefficient of efflux, depending on the shajie of the discharge-opening,

and due to contraction and friction. This coefficient was estimated by interpolation of the values

given by Prof. F. Weisbach. c. = 0.6.

The useful effect, or the work done, was assumed to consist in giving the velocity V 2 g h to the

air discharged, and was calculated from the formulae, viz.

:

1 / 144 ^ 1

Useful effect in horse-power ; If— c. p. A 4/ 2ffh= ^ 2^ ^^ = TTT P •

550 V
"1 tT

Example : Test No. 1 : Pressure of air in pounds =
charge-opening in square inches = 2S.274 =z A. c. = 0.6

= \=p. i. Area of dis-

in cubic feet

horse-power : H

V= 140 c.

pV
AVP

33,000" 229^

Volume of air discharged per minute

= 140 X .6 X 28.274 x\ — 1,186 cubic feet. Useful effect in

X 1,186

22Q!.-

= 1.294.

VARiors Forms of Blowers.—Fig. 351 represents a steam-blower devised by E. Korting. It con-

sists, its principal parts, of an air-accumulator formed of a cast-iron tube opening below into a reser-

''^SvJ^S^SS^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^??

serves at the same time as a base-plate. At its upper extremity the accumulator sup-

ports a dome, into which is fitted the blast-pipe 6, the nozzle of which is adapted to the opening into

voir, vhich
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the smithy fire. Immediately below this dome the steam-pipe traverses the accumulator with an exit

at the opposite end, as shown. At this end is the aspirator, formed of three cones, which admit air

in their interspaces, while the steam-jet is driven through the centre. The steam-loaded air passes

through a conical eduction-pipe into the reservoir, which serves as a base-plate, where the water of

condensation is parted with, and the heated current of air passes into the accumulator under a

tension corresponding to the dimensions of the aspirator multiplied by the pressure of steam. From
the accumulator the blast passes through the nose-pipe at h to the smithy fire. In this manner a

blast is obtained, easily kept at any pressure, within certain limits, and at a temperature which very

nearly reaches that of the steam used. In the engraving, a is the steam inlet ; 6, the blast-pipe

opening from the accumulator ; c and d, outlets for water of condensation.

For other blowing-apparatus, see Air-Compressors.

A simple form of blower is the Trompc, or Wafer-Blast, of which Fig. 352 shows the principle.

In this, a vertical tube of wood or iron, cylindrical or prismatic, of length and diameter suited to

the fall and quantity of water intended to be used, connects with a cistern below, made air-tight

except for the opening i, to connect with the tuyere. Through this tube a stream of water is allowed

to fall, drawing in the air as it descends through openings that are indicated by broken lines in the

sides of the column, and breaking upon an altar below. The air thus carried into the cistern has no
means of escape except the tuyere i, and its quantity and pressure delivered through that depends

upon the absolute size of the column of water, and the proportions of the various parts. Venturi

has already satisfactorily investigated the relations of this machine, which will not be dwelt on in

that aspect further here than to say that, although very cheap and convenient in its construction, it

uses more water for a given effect than a water-wheel would do, and that its effectiveness is quite

limited. Karsten refuses to admit that the dampness of the blast it affords injures the quality of

the iron ; although it is probable that most metallurgists would conclude, in the face of general

theory and experience, that the good quality of iron made by this method exists in spi/c of it.

The OsciUathig Cylinders of D'Aubuisson are cheap to construct, and worked with little power

and at small expense. Although not giving a blast of sufficient amount
of density for the smallest high-furnace, except with the most fusible

materials, they answer very well for chafery and finery fires. Fig. 353,

which is a section of one of the cylinders, will afford an ilhistration of

their action. A diaphragm, central, through the entire length and nearly

the whole diameter, is shown at cd; vv are two valves, alternately as-

piring and expiring. In its normal position c d is vertical ; the barrel is

filled half full of water, through a bung, and is then set in oscillation,

through an arc of 90 or 100 degrees, by a connecting-rod and crank

geared on near c. It is manifest that in different angular positions of

the diaphragm the content of water in the two semi-cylinders will come
to be unequal, as shown by the shaded lines ; and the air will be respec-

tively rarefied and condensed accordingly.

BOILERS, STEAM. The steam-boiler is a close vessel used for the generation of steam from water.

It has a furnace for the combustion of fuel—either inclosed within the boiler, as, for instance, in

locomotive and the majority of marine boilers ; external, as in the case of land-boilers set in brick-

work ; or detached, the latter form of furnace being often used for the combustion of tan-bark, saw-

dust, and similar substances. Boilers are constructed of cast and wrought iron, steel, and copper.

Where wrought-iron, steel, or copper sheets are used in the construction, they are ordinarily fastened

together with rivets, and the joints are made tight by calking ; but in some instances the sheets are

welded together, this last mode of construction having been recently introduced. Boilers may be

either plain cylinders, or they may contain flues or tubes, so as to bring the water into more intimate

connection with the flames and heated gases issuing from the furnace. Until a recent period, nearly

all boilers, whatever their internal arrangement, contained inclosing-shells, as an essential part of

their construction. Of late years, however, what are known as sectional or water-tube boilers have

been introduced to a considerable extent. In this class of boiler, there are a number of connected

sections, each of which is quite small, and the inclosing-shell is not used. Hence the several parts

can be made light as well as strong ; and it is claimed by some that an explosion of a single sectioli

of such a boiler would be less disastrous than the explosion of a shell-boiler.

It is not possible, in the limits of the present article, to give a complete treatise on this important

subject, but the reader will find numerous references that will be of assistance in a more extended

research.

Comliustion and Fuel.—(^mbustion, in the popular acceptation, is the union of carbon or hydro-

gen with oxygen, accompanied by light and heat. Though this definition is far from being scien-

tifically exact, the word can be used in this sense without impropriety, in treating of the combustion of

fuel. Some forms of fuel, it is true, contain sulphur, which also unites with oxygen during combus-

tion, but the proportion of this latter element is usually quite small, and its heating effect can be

neglected without serious error. The sulphur in coal is, however, occasionally injurious to the fire-

box of a boiler. The chief constituents of fuel are carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, compounds of these

elements, and earthy matter. The principal varieties of fuel are wood, peat, coal (which may be

divided into lignite, bituminous, and anthracite), mineral oil, natural gas, sawdust, spent tan,^ straw,

and other refuse. There is generally some special arrangement of the furnace and proportions of

boiler that are best adapted for each form of fuel, as is explained more fully in another part of this

article.

The reader who desires to thoroughlv investigate the qualities of the chief varieties of fuel will

find a valuable collection of data in Dr. Percy's " Treatise on Metallurgy." The remarks in the

present article must necessarily be confined principally to coal, the fuel in common use.
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Mineral oil, when burned under proper conditions, is one of the most efficient forms of fuel, in

some cases about nine-tenths of its full calorific effect being utilized. An ordinary furnace can be
readily adapted to its use. An improved process for burning liquid fuel is described in the Engineer-
ing and Alining Journal, August Y, 1875.

In localities where natural gas is obtained, this is frequently burned in the furnaces of boilers.

Peat.—Peat is used in this country as fuel to a very Jiuutod extent. In Europe its applications
have been numerous, and a large amount of capital is invested in plant for its preparation, which
consists, generally, in drying and compressing it. Considerable information in regard to the prepa-
ration and qualities of this form of fuel is to be found in "Peat and its Uses," by S. W. Johnson;
"Report on the Utilization of Peat and Peat Lands," by F. A. Paget (in the " British Reports on the
Vienna Exhibition," and The Engineer, xxxix., xl.) ; in the "Proceedings of the Institution of Civil

Engineers," xxxviii. ; in the " Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers," August, 1865,
and the " Transactions of the Society of Engineers," 1864.

Coal.—The fuel most commonly employed in this country is coal, and some little space will be
devoted to a consideration of the phenomena of its combustion. If a mass of coal is brought to a
sufficiently high temperature (probably 1,000° Fahr.), the combustible materials enter into combina-
tion. First, the water is expelled ; then the hydrogen in the volatile combustible matter unites with
oxygen, forming water ; and the carbon set free unites with oxygen, forming carbonic acid if the
temperature is sufficiently high and enough oxygen is present, or, under less favorable circumstances,
forming carbonic oxide, or passing off unconsumed, as the coloring matter of black smoke, and being
deposited as soot. The combustion of the fixed carbon next begins, and usually takes place as follows:
The first combination of the carbon with oxygen produces carbonic acid, which, in passing through the
bed of coal in the furnace, frequently takes up more carbon, and is converted into carbonic oxide.

If it is allowed to pass away in this state, there is a considerable loss of heat, as carbonic oxide is a
combustible gas. By furnishing additional oxygen, however, this carbonic oxide will be burned, or
converted into carbonic acid, in the furnace, and thus the full effect of the combustion will be real-

ized. In order to effect this, it is necessary to admit more air into the furnace than is theoretically
necessary for combustion, and, generally, admission of air above the fire through holes in the furnace-
door is found to be beneficial, and a combustion-chamber beyond the furnace is frequently added. In
the practical working of boiler-furnaces, only a small portion of the carbon passes off unconsumed. Very
complete experimental investigations on the combustion of coal have been made by Messrs. Scheurer-
Kestner and Meunier-DoUfus, and the results were published in the " Bulletin de laSociete Industrielle
de Mulhouse," 1868, 1869. Many of the following statements are taken from their reports. The heat-
ing power of fuel is ordinarily measured by the number of thermal units given out by its combustion,
or the number of units of evaporation. A thermal unit is the amount of heat re(juired to raise the
temperature of a pound of water from 39° to 40° Fahr., and a unit of evaporation is 966.6 thermal
units, being the amount of heat required to change a pound of water at 212° into steam of atmos-
pheric pressure. A unit of evaporation is commonly called the equivalent evaporation from and at
212°, and is expressed in pounds. The advantage of having a unit of this kind will be obvious from
the following consideration : In experiments with different kinds of fuel and forms of boiler, the
pressure under which evaporation takes place, and the temperature of the fuel, likewise vary ; and,
in order to compare the various experiments, it is necessary to change the results to equivalent re-

sults for the same temperature and pressure. There is no ^miversal standard of temperature and
pressure adopted for purposes of comparison, but the equivalent evaporation from and at 212° is

most generally accepted by engineers. The table on page 157 is designed to facilitate the reduction
to this standard.

A table of this kind may be constructed by finding (either by calculation or from a steam table)
the total amount of heat required to evaporate a pound of water at various pressures, and from
various temperatures of feed, the amount for any particular case being

:

Heat of evaporation above 32°- \
^^** squired to raise the temperature of the feed-water from 32°

'
( to the given temperature.

And then dividing the quantities so obtained by the latent heat of a pound of steam at the tempera-
ture of boiling water, and at atmospheric pressure, as given in the article Expansion of Steam.

• To illustrate the use of this table, suppose it is determined, by experiment, that the evaporation
of a certain boiler is 8.25 lbs. of water per pound of coal ; the absolute pressure of evaporation being
65 lbs. per square inch, and the temperature of the feed 90°, what is the equivalent evaporation
from and at 212° ? To solve this example, it is only necessary to multiply the actual evaporation,
8.25, by the proper factor, 1.154, obtained from the table, so that the equivalent evaporation per
pound of coal is 8.25 x 1.154 = 9.52 lbs. ^

In experiments with different fuels, the amount of ashes frequently varies so much that it is ad-
visable, for purposes of comparison, to use the results obtained after deducting the ashes, or those
due to the combustible.

Calorific Effect.—When coal is burned in the furnace of a boiler, its total heating effect may gen-
erally be classified as follows :

1. The useful effect, or the heat utilized in the evaporation of water in the boiler.

2. Heat required to raise the temperature of the products of combustion to the chimney tempera-
ture.

3. Heat not given out on account of the presence of combustible gas in the products of combustion.
4. Heat required to vaporize the water in the coal and that formed in combustion.
5. Heat not given out, on account of the presence of carbon in the smoke.
6. Heat in the refuse, when drawn from the furnace, and that lost by the presence of carbon in

the refuse.

7. Heat lost by radiation from surfaces other than those of the boiler.
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The experiments of Messrs. Kestner and Meunier with different varieties of fuel, in an elephant-

boiler with heaters, give the following average values of the distribution of heat

:

Summary of Messrs. Kestner and Meunier''s Experiments on Distribution ofHeat in an Elephant-Boiler.
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Summary of Experiments hy Messrs. Kestner and Meunicr on Beat of Combustion of Various Coals.

NAME.

Saarbruck, Sulzbach
" Von der Heydt

Creusot, caking (Chaptal Shaft)
" anthracite (St. Pierre Shaft)
" semi-bituminous (St. Paul).
" flaming (St. Paul)

Blanzy, Montceau
" " anthracite

Anzin
Denain
English, Bwlf

" Powell Duffryn
Russian, Grouchefski "anthracite

' Miou.'iki caking
" Goloubofski flaming

Lignite, blue from Eocher
" flaming from Manosque
" lean " "

" caking from Bohemia
" changing to fossil-wood. ... ,

Fossil-wood changing to lignite

Russian lignite, from Toula

COMBUSTIBLE AND VOLATILE
CONSTITUENTS.

Carbon.

83.

81.

68.

92,

90
90
7S,

8T,

84,

83
91

92
96
91

82

72

70
66
76
66
67
73

05
56
48
36
07
79
58
02
45
94
OS
49
66
45
67

98
57
31
58
.51

60
72

Hydrogen.

4.95
4.98
4.41
8.66
4.1
4.24
6.23
4.72
4.21
4.4.3

8.83
4.04
1.35
4.5
5.07
4.04
5.44
4.85
8.27
4.72
4.55
6.09

Nitrogen

and

Oxygen.

12.

13.46
7.11
8.98
5.13
4.97
16.19
8.26

11.32
11

5,

3
1

4

63
09
47
!I9

05
12.26
22.98
23.99
28.84
15.15
28.77
27.85
20.19

HEAT OP COMBUSTION
PER POUNB OF

COMBUSTIBLE, BY
EXPERIMENT.

Thermal
Units.

1.5,485

15,232
17.820

17,021

16,965

16.673

14,985

16,400
16.6(53

16,290

15,804
16,10S
14,SC6

15,651
14.438

11,669
13,263

12,584
14.263

11,444
11.360

13,837

Pounds of

Water
evaporated,

from and

at 212°.

16.02
15.76
17.92
17.61
17.55
17.25
15.5
10.97
17.24
16.85
16.35
16.66
15.38
16.19
14.94
12.07
13.71
18.02
14.76
11.84
11.75
14.31

It will be observed that some of the coals upon which experiments were made have a similar com-

position to those of the United States, whence it is reasonable to conclude that the calorific effect of

the latter has been greatly underestimated. E.xperimental investigation of this sulijcct is very de-

sirable. The most complete information on American coals is to be found in Prof. Walter F. John-

son's " Report to the Navy Department on American Coals." Prof. Johnson's experiments included

elementary analyses and descriptions of the coals, with practical trials by burning them in the fur-

nace of a'boiler, and making analyses of the products of combustion. These latter analyses have

usually been considered as authority in the determination of the amount of air required for combus-

tion, which is assumed, in general, to be twice as much as is theoretically necessary. The number of

pounds required for chemical combustion is

12C-f36 (-!)
C =
H =
=

per cent.
1( u

in which formula, as before,

of carbon,

hydrogen
oxygen.

Thus, for the coal whose composition is given in the last example, the number of pounds of air theo-

retically necessary per pound of coal would be 12 x O.'ze + 36 x 0.035 = 10.38. In Prof. John-

son's analyses of the product of combustion he did not collect samples that represented means for

considerable periods, and the individual experiments in the case of a particular coal were so few

that it is doubtful whether the accurate mean results were obtained.

All the coals analyzed by Messrs. Kestner and Meunier were afterward tried in the furnace of a

boiler, and the products of combustion were drawn off in such a manner as to secure samples that

represented the averages of a day's run. The results obtained in this manner showed that a less

amount of air in excess was necessary than is commonly supposed, and special experiments with va-

rious amounts of air indicated that, under the conditions of those experiments, an excess of_ air of

33 per cent, above that theoretically necessary gave the best results. Whether this is true in gen-

eral can only be settled by further experiments.

Summaries of the results obtained by Prof. Johnson and Messrs. Kestner and Meunier are given

in the tables on pages 160 and 161. In'comparing the results of such experiments, it is to be re-

membered, as pointed out by Dr. Percy, that they do not certainly determine the relative economic

effect of the different coals, since they are made under approximately the same condition as to boiler,

furnace etc., which conditions may be much more favorable to some kinds of fuel than to others.

Land Boilers.—The boilers illustrated in Pigs. 354 to 396 inclusive, selected from the great

variety of examples that have been and are still in use, will give a fair idea of past and present

practice.

Boilers may be classed generally as flue and tubular, with some special exceptions, in the case of

sectional boilers. Both flue and tubular boilers may have external or internal furnaces, and tubular

boilers may be still further divided into fire-tube and water-tube boilers, the former, as the name im-

plies, having the water around the tubes, and the latter having it within them. Marine boilers com-

monly have internal furnaces, while those used for stationary purposes may be either internally or

externally fired.
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great economy of the Cornish boiler is found in the large proportion of fire, in the slow combustion,

in the great care taken in firing and keeping a register of the duty, and in the protection of the

boiler from I'adiation.

Figs. 355 and 35(3 represent a form of boiler prepared and patented by William B. Johnson. The

855. .356.

357.

furnaces, two in number, are placed one at each end of the flue, and the gaseous currents therefrom
traverse, as shown by the arrows—meeting and mingling with each other in the central space be-

tween the two bridges. There the gases are well mixed and ignited, prior to the combined current

passing off through the outside bottom flues. Figs. 351 and 358 exhibit similar sections of a tubu-

861. 362.

863.
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lar boiler with a single furnace. The gases here pass from the furnace into the chamber at the back
of

_
the bridge, and thence through the flue-tubes into an end smoke-box, in communication with the

chimney-flue. The smoke-box has an end door for cleaning, and is well surrounded with water.
Figs. 359, 360, 361, and 362, represent views of an upright tubular boiler, well adapted in some

situations for stationary purposes.
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The Egg-shaped Boiler, Figs. 363, 364.—This boiler is known as the " Upright Egg Boiler," and is

much used in Staifordsbire from the circumstance of its being so well adapted to being worked by
means of the waste heats of the puddling-furnaces. Its great economy arises, in a great measure,
from the vertical inside flue, the whole of the interior sur-

face of which may be considered as effective in generating 367.

steam, in place of the upper half only of the common hori-

zontal flue. And this beneficial efficiency, it is probable,
may be further increased if the lower end of the inside

flue was made a few inches wider than the top, thus giving
a better position for the generating surface.

a, b, c, d, in the plan, show the places, with respect to
the inside flues, at which the hot air or flame is discharged
from the puddling-furnaces.

Fig. 365 represents a longitudinal section and Fig. 366
a front view of a single return drop-flue, such as is used
to drive the pumping-engines at the Brooklyn Dry Dock.
The boiler itself is 84 inches in diameter ; a regular fire-

box is made at one end, and the smoke and flame pass
through a number of small flues at the upper part of the

box, and are returned through larger and less numerous ones at the bottom of the boiler nearly to
the fire-box again, where they are taken off laterally into the chimney. All the flues, and boxes at
the end of the flues, are included within the shell of the boiler. The boiler is covered with brick-
work and ashes. Boilers of this form give very excellent evaporative returns, and are used much
in this country both for stationary and marine purposes.

Fig. 367 represents a section of a common locomotive boiler, and Fig. 368 is an end view of one-
half of the smoke end.

Figs. 369, 370, and 371, represent a boiler invented by E. A. Bourry.
The aim of the inventor of this boiler has not been to obtain an incredible Saving of fuel, but to

insure great safety, combined with restriction of space and cost.

.4 is a cross-section through the fire and smoke box ; ^ is a front view ; and C is a longitudinal
section, showing the whole internal arrangement. The boiler consists of two cylindrical parts
placed above each other ; the lower part contains the fire-box, bridge-wall, and main flues ; the upper
one contains the return-flues, smoke-box, and steam-room. If space or convenience require it, the
boiler may be made much shorter, in dispensing with the main flues, in which case the return-flues

can be made of a smaller diameter. It will be seen in the engraving that the two cylinders are not
entire, but are as if a slit was cut out on each of them, all the way along, and both joined there to-

gether, which leaves a free passage to both water and steam. But as, at the junction of both cylin-

ders, the boiler would have a tendency to open outward, this is prevented by a strong iron bar being
placed in each hollow, and both kept securely together by a number of traversing bolts.

Figs. 372 and 373 represent James Montgomery's improvements in steam-boilers, having in

view an economical mode of using the fuel ; the estabhshing of a perfect circulation of the water
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through the tubes ; the depositing of sedimentary matter in a receptacle below the fire, and the
preventing of the passing of water, from foaming or other causes, into the steam-pipe and cyl-

inder.

Fig. 3*72 is a vertical section through the centre of the boiler, and through the furnace attached

thereto.

Fig. 3*73 is a view of a part of the boiler, supposing the furnace part to be removed, and a ver-

tical section to be made of the sectional part in the line AW of Fig. 3'72, and at right angles
thereto.

The improvements in this patent consist in arranging the fire-chamber or furnace of a tubular

8(>9. 370. STL

boiler at the side, so that the heat shall act on the upper half of the tubes, in combination with a
diaphragm or partition, and flue to carry off the flame, heated air, etc., to act on the lower half of
the tubes after acting on the upper half, as herein described.

The patentee also claims the making of the bottom of the boiler of a conical or dished form, with
a mud or blow-off valve in the lowest part of the concavity, in combination with the vertical tubes

872.

communicating with the bottom in the manner herein described, to permit the deposit of the sedi-

ment, there being a water-space surrounding them to induce a circulation of the water up the
tubes and down the surrounding water-space, to wash the sediment toward the mud or blow-off
valve.
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C. D. Smith's improvement, Fig. 3Y4, consists in the attachment of a tubular furnace, containing

water, to an ordinary tubular boiler, and thus adding some very efficient heating surface. Some

experiments made in England, -with a similar attachment to a Galloway boiler, gave very favorable

results. (See Engineering, xxii.)

The Lowe boiler. Figs. 375, 3*76, is built of steel. It is a tubular boiler, lengthened at the front.

875. 3T6.

80 as to form a chamber into which the products of combustion pass on their way to the tubes. It

has, also, a superheating drum.

377.

S7S.

The Galloway boiler, Figs. SVT, 8*78, is a cylinder with an internal flue, consisting of two

furnaces at the front end, uniting into one back flue of an irregular oval form, this back

flue being crossed by conical water-tubes. It is constructed of

steel.

Fig., 3*79 illustrates the Pierce rotary boiler, which is a cylinder

revolving on trunnions, directly over the furnace. Encircling cups

are used around the tubes of the outer row, for the purpose of

keeping them covered with water, and the tubes of the inner row

are intended to form superheating surface. A comparison of an

economy trial of this boiler (experiment 65, p. 205) with the mean

of experiments 16 and 17, page 203, made in a boiler which did

not revolve, but was otherwise in conditions approximately the same,

but not as favorable, renders it doubtful whether the revolving

feature is of especial advantage.
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Water -Tube Boilers.—Figs. 380 to 388 represent sectional or water-tube boilers. The boiler, Fig.

380, used by Mr. Stevens in 1806, and now preserved in the Mechanical Laboratory of the Stevens

Institute of Technology, seems to^bave been the earliest example of this form. The credit of being

880.

the first inventor is usually given to a Mr. Moore, some 20 years later. Dr. Alban used a sectional

boiler in 1849, and Perkins in 1859. The Harrison boiler. Fig. 381, was probably the first sectional

boiler that was brought into general

use. The reader will find descriptions

of many of the earlier forms of sec-

tional boilers in " A Practical Treatise

on Boilers and Boiler-Making," by W.
P. Burgh, and " The Proceedings of the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers,"

1865.

The Harrison boiler. Fig. 381, is con-

structed of hollow cast-iron spheres,

each 8 inches in diameter externally,

and three-eighths of an inch thick, con-

nected by curved necks 3^ inches di-

ameter. These spheres are held togeth-

er by wrought-iron bolts and caps, and
in one direction are cast in sets of two
or four, with opposite lateral openings
to each sphere, and are called by the
inventor two or four ball units, as the case may be. These units connect by rebate-joints, accurately

made on the edge and fitting closely, making, when drawn together, a steam and water-tight joint.
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For an interesting account of experiments of the most severe character made with tliis boiler,

by the Committee on Science and Art constituted by the Franklin Institute, see Journal of the Frank-

lin Institute, February, 1867.

383. J_
1 rI I 'r-1-r,

The Exeter boiler, Fig. 382, consists of a series of cast-iron sections, each of which forras a

complete boiler in itself, rectangular in form, 3|- feet long, 3 feet high, and 4 inches thick, the iron

3S4.

being .34 inch thick. Each section is cast with 12 openings through it, 2 inches by 12 inches.

These openings form fire-tubes, and increase the heating surface, while their walls tie the flat sides

386.
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of the section together. Every angle is rounded inside and out ; and the bottom and top faces of
each section have a wave-like form, to allow for contraction and expansion.
The sections are arranged over the fire on edge, transversely to the line of draught, with spaces of

1 mch to 2 niches between them. The lower part of each section is connected by an extra heavy
2-inch pipe extending through the wall of the setting to a main feed-pipe outside, common to all
The upper part is connected, in a similar manner, to a main steam-pipe. The main feed-pipe has
plugged openings directly on line with the bottom of
each section, to facilitate the cleaning of the sec-
tions.

The construction of the "Acme" boiler will be ren-
dered plain by an inspection of Fig. 383.
The Babcock and Wilcox boiler, Fig. 3S4, consists

of a series of inclined tubes, connected at each end to
a manifold chamber, which latter chambers are con-
nected to one or more horizontal drums above them.
By means of diaphragm plates, the products of com-
bustion are deflected three times in their passage to
the chimney.
The general arrangement of the Howard boiler, an

English invention, is shown in Figs. 385, 386. A re-
port of a trial of this boiler, comprising many inter-
esting particulars, was published in Van Kostrand's
Eclectic Encjineering Magazine, xiv. It is, in many
respects, one of the most useful reports on a boiler
trial in print.

The tubes of the Root boiler, Fig. 387, arc con-
nected at each end by a series of triangular plates
and crowfeet, the joints being formed by the aid of
rubber grummets. Contractions are thus produced
at the points of connection, with the intention of
causing the separation of steam in a dry state. It will be seen, from the location of the water-
gauge, that the upper rows of tubes form superheating surface.

In the Whittingham boiler, Fig. 388, the water is "contained in the narrow spaces between thetwo tubes shown in section, and the products of combustion first pass around the outer tubes and
then through the inner ones, so that there is a large amount of heating surface, compactly arranged.
The outer tubes are fitted at the ends in castings of a zigzag form The inner tubes are threaded

on the ends and secured by hollow nuts with faced collars, which also draw the outer tubes firmly
to their seats when screwed up. A vertical drum of considerable size is sometimes added, thus
increasing the water room. '

A recent form of sectional boiler consists of a coil of pipe, through which the feed-water passesby forced circulation Great efficiency and safety are claimed for this arrangement.
J^ortable Jioi/ers.—The boilers used in connection with portable or self-contained engines are usually

ot the locomotive or vertical variety. Particulars concerning their dimensions and performance will
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be found under the heading Heat-Esgines, and in this place only one or two of the more peculiar

forms are illustrated.

The Davey-Paxman boiler, Fig. 389, is a vertical boiler, having a set of bent and tapering tubes

889.

'^S'^'^mi.

890.

in the fire-box. Deflecting valves are placed at the tops of the tubes to change the course of the

water in its circulation.

The Shapley boiler, Fig. 390, consists of two cylindrical sections, the annular space between the

two containing fire-tubes being arranged radially.

The special forms of boilers used for steam lire-engines are described in the article Engines, Fire.

European Boilers.—Figs. 391 to 396 show the forms of stationary boilers largely used in England

and France.

The Lancashire boiler, Fig. 393, has two flues, in which the furnaces are located. The products
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of combustion pass throup:li these internal flues, then through the side-flues to the front of the boiler,
returning by the bottom flue to the chimney.

The Fairbairn boiler, Fig. 394, has three cylindrical shells, two of which contain flues with fur-
naces in them, the third being placed above, and connected by tubes. The products of combus-
tion, after leaving the internal flues, re-

turn through the side and bottom flues,

and pass to the chimney between the

three cylindrical shells.

The Elephant boiler. Fig. 395, has
three small cylindrical shells, connected

by tubes to the boiler proper above.

The products of combustion first pass
around the small cylinders, return to

the front by a flue on one side of the

boiler proper, and pass to the chimney
through a flue on the other side. (For
an account of a very thorough trial of

these boilers, see the " Bulletin de la

Societe Industrielle de Mulhouse," 1875,
an excellent abstract of which is con-

tained in Engineei-ing^ xxi.)

On pages 203 to 205 are the results of

experiments with several of the boilers

that have been described.

Setting Boilers.—In a majority of in-

stances, the stationary boilers in use in

this country are cylindrical, flue, tubu-
lar, or sectional, set in brickwork. Some notes in relation to the setting and fittings are appended.
The irons usually employed in setting a boiler in brickwork are: The front, tie-bolts, bearing-bars,

grate-bars, supports, damper, connection, and chimney-doors.
The front, shown in Figs. 397 and 400, should be made high enough to extend above the top of

the boiler, so that the side-walls and back can also be built up and the boiler covered on top. For
the sake of cheapening the price of the fixtures, some boiler-makers furnish a low front, so that,
when the boiler is set, the top is left uncovered. Although this plan reduces the cost of the fixtures

400.

and setting, it is the dearest in the long run, since there is a great loss of heat by radiation from the
uncovered portion of the boiler.

The supports for the boiler may be of two kinds, a single support at the end for a boiler of
ordinary length, and intermediate supports for a long boiler. The best form of support for the end
of a boiler is shown in Figs. 398, 399, 401, and 402. The boiler rests on a cast-iron saddle, B,
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which is supported on rollers, C, the latter resting on a plate, D, on the brickwork. By this ar-

rangement the boiler is free to expand and contract under changes of temperature. Sometimes the

boiler is supported by lugs, D, Fig. S98, anchored in the side-walls ; but this should only be done in

the case of very short tubular boilers, and the roller support is preferable for every case. Very
long boilers require to be supported at intermediate points. This is commonly done by means of

suspension-rods, which can be adjusted by nuts, but this practice is by no means commendable.

When a fire is made under a long boiler, the bottom becomes more highly heated than the upper

portion, so that the boiler tends to take a curved form. If rigid suspension-rods are used, this curv-

ing is prevented, and in many cases fracture occurs, or the boiler is said to break its back. Mr.

Head, an English engineer, has devised a form of suspension-rod, which is easily constructed and
effective. This is represented in Fig. 402. The suspension-rods, E, are attached to a plate, i), on

the boiler, and, instead of being rigidly secured by nuts to the guard, F, have stiff volute springs, G,

which keep the boiler in proper position when cold, the rods having lugs, e, to check the action of

the springs at the proper point. Of course, when the boiler is heated, the springs will allow it to be

drawn down, and it v/ill return to its normal position when cooled. If the weight of water in the

boiler is considerable, suspension from the top might produce distortion of the circular form ; and
to counteract this, a piece of angle-iron, H, may be secured within the boiler.

Tie-bolts are often used to connect the two side-walls. The ordinary form is represented in Fig.

403, the bolts passing through castings, B, which act as large washers.

The damper is generally a slide, as shown at E, Fig. 399, which is placed at the junction of the

back connection or connecting-flue with the chimney. Openings should be left large enough to per-

mit a person to enter the back connection and chimney, and these are closed by the connection and
chimney-doors.

The bearing-bars are the supports of the grate-bars. The front-bearer is often cast on the

front, or bolted to it, and the back-bearer is laid on the bridge-wall. In the case of long grates, an
intermediate bearer is required, which is anchored in the side-walls, and supported in the middle

on bricks, if the grate is also very wide. It is better, however, instead of using one wide furnace, to

divide it by walls or ai'ches into sevei'al narrow ones, both for convenience and economy in firing.

Wide furnaces have sometimes been divided in this manner, after the boilers were set, producing a

considerable gain of efficiency. The arrangement of the boiler front fixes the position of the grates,

or their distance below the boiler. There is not a great deal of difference in the practice of boiler-

makers, with respect to this distance, which is usually between 18 and 24 inches—generally nearer

the former figure.

It is obvious that the iron front can be dispensed with, if desired, and the boiler sustained on

brickwork alone. This is quite frequently done, but the plan does not appear to possess any special

advantages, since, if the setting is properly performed, it will be quite as expensive as if the iron

front were used.

The general arrangement of setting for a plain cylinder-boiler is shown in Figs. 397, 398, and 399,

and calls for little remark. In the engravings, the top of the boiler is covered with brickwork

;

but it is a very common plan to run up the walls to a sufficient height, and fill in the space with dry

earth or sand. Whichever course is pursued, the brickwork should be carried up high enough

around the boiler to make a tight joint, so that none of the heated gases can escape. It will be

seen that an arch is turned to form the bridge-wall. This, however, is a matter of no impor-

tance ; and if it is more convenient, a horizontal bridge-wall can be built, care being taken to leave

the proper opening between the wall and the boiler for the passage of the products of combustion.

An average value for the proper area over bridge-wall is three-twentieths of the area of the grates
;

and though in practice this area is very differently adjusted by different masons, the best results are

obtained when the area is an approximation to the figure given above.

In the engraving the grate-bars are set level. They are frequently dropped a little at the back,

on account of some supposed advantage in firing. There is no objection to this practice, and it is

extremely doubtful whether any benefit is derived from it. It will be seen that the front is secured to

the brickwork by bolts, which are built into the wall, with large washers on the ends. The boiler-

front, the side-walls, and the bridge-walls, should be lined with fire-brick set in fire-clay. If any pipes

are brought from the boiler through the brickwork, openings should be made for them, closed with

iron doors, so that they shall be readily accessible for examination and repairs. It is better, bow-

ever, to attach the pipes to the front or back of the boiler, where they need not be built in.

The setting suitable for a tubular or flue boiler is shown in Figs. 400 and 401. Here the products

of combustion, instead of passing from the back-connection to the chimney, return through the tubes

or flues to the front-connection. A, and thence pass to the chimney by the flue, E.

In Fig. 403 is shown the manner of setting a boiler in brickwork, with double walls and an air-

space, A, between, to prevent loss of heat from radiation. It is much more expensive than the

ordinary setting, and must be done with great care to make solid and stable walls.

The chimney may be constructed either of iron or brickwork, and made as high as is convenient.

It should be at least from 40 to 50 feet, for good effect with natural draught, and can, of course,

have its height increased to advantage. It is well to make the chimney with the same internal

cross-section throughout, with a circular rather than a square or rectangular section, and with a

smooth interior. For a square or rectangular chimney, make the section at least .17 and for a

round chimney .13, of the grate-surface; and there is no harm in making it larger, since its sec-

tion can easily be regulated hj the use of the damper.

Where one chimney is used in common by two or more boilers, the flue from each should be

continued for some little distance into the chimney, or else there should be a flue of large dimen-

sions connected with the chimney, into which all the other flues discharge in such a manner as to

prevent the interference of the products of combustion from the several boilers.
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Furnaces for Sawdust.—Furnaces in which sawdust is to be used as fuel are represented in Fifs.
403 and 404. The boiler should be quite short, and the grate-surface should be about twice °as
large as for coal. Cone-grates, of cast-iron, as shown in the figures, are used. The furnace should
be set back some distance from the front, as shown in Fig. 404, leaving a flat plate, on which the

403. 404.

sawdust is first piled, and gradually pushed upon the fire. It is generally well to have at least two
distinct furnaces, which can be fired alternately. It is also necessary to have a hi^h chimney or a
forced draught.

°

There are several special forms of furnace for burning waste material, such as sawdust and
wet spent tan. One of the best designs, as constructed by Mr. J. B. Hoyt, is shown in Fi"-. 405.

405.

The furnace, or oven, as it is called, is near but not under the boiler, and the fuel is fed into the
furnace from above, through holes, which are always covered with tan when the furnace is in oper-
ation.

_

The question of the efficiency of furnaces using wet spent tan as fuel has been the source of
extensive litigation in the courts, the voluminous testimony that was taken, however, consisting
principally of theories which a few simple experiments have overthrown. The most reliable info^

406.

mation about the performance and relative merits of detached furnaces for burning refuse material
^to be found in the " Report of Theron Skeel, C. E., on the Comparative Economies of Burning
Wet Spent Tan by Various Detached Furnaces." A summary of the results obtained by Mr. Skeel
IS appended.
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Sumtnary of Experiments on Wei-Tan Furnaces, by Theron Skeel.
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WEIGHT OP A CORD
OF TAN, IN POUNDS.

Wet. Dry.

4,442
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4,275
4,260
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4,270
4,076

4,076
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1,571.6
1,571.7

1,645.9
1,606.

1,686.

1,917.2

1,581.9
1,581.9

Per
Cent.

of

Water
in

Tan.
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blower is used to produce the blast, consisting of a steam-pipe with a discharge orifice about one-tenth
of an inch in diameter, discharging into the blast-pipe, which is open to the air at the outer end.

Automatic arrangements for supplying coal to furnaces are sometimes employed. Smith's Auto-
matic Stoker, one of the most recent forms, is shown in Fig. 408. The coal is supplied to a hopper,
from which it falls into a revolving crusher, and
is broken to the proper size. It is dropped upon
revolving disks, furnished with fans, which throw
the fuel into the furnace, and distribute it evenly.

The grate-bars are so arranged that they can be

moved by a handle, as occasion I'equii'es, in or-

der to keep the fire bright.

A general description of mechanical stokers

may be found in the " Transactions of the So-

ciety of Engineers," 1877, and "Proceedings of

the Institution of Mechanical Engineers," 1869.

For an account of English practice in setting

boilers, see Em/hieerbiff, xxi., xxii.

Grate-bars for boiler-furnaces are ordinarily

constructed of cast-iron, and should have open-
ings for the admission of air equivalent to at

least .37 of their surface. Figs. 409, 410, rep-

resent two forms of bar in common use, both
of which are designed to be free from any ten-

dency to warp, the first on account of its peculiar
shape, and the second by reason of the inter-

locking arrangement, which is clearly shown in

the figure. Water-grates, consisting of pipes
through which water circulates, are sometimes
employed, and grates of fire-brick have been
used in special instances.

In burning coal, it is usually found desirable,

as has already been noticed, to admit some of
the air necessary for combustion above the fire.

It is generally admitted through holes in the
furnace-door ; and sometimes, for the purpose
of eifecting more thorough mixture, the air is

forced through the holes in small jets, mingled
with steam. Prideaux's furnace-door is arranged
so as to admit a varying amount of air, great-
est after a fresh supply of coal is put into the
furnace, and gradually diminishing as the coal
becomes ignited. In the "Sixth Annual Report
of the Cincinnati Exposition," there are descrip-
tions of several special forms of furnace-doors,
and accounts of experiments made with them.
Feed-Waier Heaters.—U the products of combustion, after leaving the boiler, escape directly into

the chimney, they must pass off at the temperature of the steam in the boiler, at least. By causing
them to ch-culate around tubes or cylinders through which the feed-water is forced on its way to the
boiler, their temperature can be lowered, and the heat utilized in increasing the temperature of the
water. By the aid of the table on page 157 the gain bv the use of heaters in the chimney, or fuel-
economizers, as they are frequently called, can be calculated for any given case. Suppose, for exam-
ple, that on adding fuel-economizers the temperature of the feed is increased from 60" to 180°,
the pressure under which evaporation takes place being SO lbs., the evaporation per pound of fuel will
be increased in the ratio of 1.189 to 1.07, or about 11 per cent. It is to be remembered that as the
addition of a fuel-economizer reduces the temperature of the products of combustion, the tendency
is to diminish the draught so that a high chimney or a forced draught may be necessary. In practice
a high chimney is generally employed, and the economizer is of considerable dimensions, with more
heating surface than that of the boiler.

The term feed-water heater, as ordinarily used, is applied to arrangements such as coils or clusters
of pipes, and cylinders, in which the feed-water is heated by the exhaust steam from a non-condens-
mg engine.

_
It is desirable that the passage of the steam should be obstructed as little as possible,

so as to avoid increasing the back pressure, while at the same time its heat should be imparted thor-
oughly to the water. Heaters may either be open, as when the exhaust steam comes in direct con-
tact with the feed-water, or the water may be forced through pipes which act as heating surfaces,
being heated by contact with the steam. With the former style, the feed-water must be drawn from
the heater by the pump, which must thus force hot water, while with the latter cold water can be
forced by the pump into the heater, and there heated, on its way to the boiler.
Some forms of heaters are intended to purify the water as well as heat it by the use of a series

of shelves or shallow basins, in which the solid material will be deposited as the temperature of the
water is increased.

j^MKME^ttMODlMlMMjpi
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All natural waters hold various solid matters in solution or suspension; when in the latter state,
they admit of being removed by filtration

; but no system of filtration, on a scale sufficiently large
to supply a moderate-sized steam-engine at a light expense, has yet come into practical use. How-
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ever, it occurred to an inventor several years ago to hit upon a very simple and effectual substitute.

And that was, instead of separating the water from the dirt, before passing it into the boiler, to sepa-

rate and collect the dirt from the water, after it is in the boiler, by means of a series of vessels,

shelves, or trays, placed up and down the boiler, constituting, in fact, so many portions of what
collectively might be considered a substitute for a false bottom, upon or into which all the matters

held in suspension are deposited. This, in fact, is the whole of the principle of Mr. Anthony Scott's

patent of 182*7, which has been so frequently repatented and reregistered since that time, like many
bad copies of good pictures, some of them so very bad that the patentee, if he were living, would
not know that they were even meant for imitations.

These sediment vessels operate much after the same manner as certain quiet or still places do along

the banks of rivers, in causing sand or mud to accumulate in them ; making so many places of

shelter, where any movable matters being accidentally deposited, they remain free from agitation and
not disposed to move out. In a boiler containing hoiling water, of course the same principle pre-

vails, the steam rising from the boiler-bottom—the sole cause of ebullition in all cases—being the

agitating agent. In tact, the water never boils within the internal vessel or sediment receiver, how-
ever violently it may boil externally ; and the more violently the water boils, the more rapidly the

internal vessel collects all loose sediment floating about in the water. Excepting for calcareous in-

crustations, the process was perfectly successful in keeping a boiler clean. The only difficulty in its

practical application was liability to neglect in cleaning out the collectors themselves when they got

filled with deposit, and the necessity of emptying the boiler for that purpose.

For the above reasons it appeared desirable to the patentee to have his cleansing apparatus made
self-acting, that is, to clean itself out, without interruption to the working of the engine, or letting

down the steam ; which improvement R. Armstrong eifected in 1829, when the first complete boiler-

cleansing machine was executed and applied to a boiler at the calico-printing works of Messrs. Thomas
Marsland & Son, in Stockport, who afterward had fifteen boilers so fitted. Since the above period

they have continued in general use in Lancashire.

The general form of this apparatus is shown by Fig. 411. Many hundreds have been made and
adapted to various kinds of boilers, including those of railway locomotives and steamboats. In the

last-mentioned cases, and in all cases where there is no fire under the boiler-bottom, they are, gener-

ally speaking, unnecessary, except for the purpose of preventing priming, which they most effectually

do when that arises from dirty water. For this purpose the upper conical-shaped vessel is made
with the narrow collecting apertures adjusted partly above and partly below the surface of the water.

In this way it is used by opening the valve at the end of the boiler, and putting the handle of the

agitator in motion for half a minute, by which the contents of the receiver at the bottom of the

boiler are discharged upward through the pipe on the right hand. This operation creates a current,

Scale.—f inch = 1 foot.

Longitudinal Section and Elevation of Collectors.

which draws all the scum and froth that cause the priming from all parts of the water surface into

the collecting vessel and down into the receiver, whence they are discharged to the outside of the

boiler by a repetition of the process.

By thus skimming the dirt from the top of the water, clean, dry steam is supplied to the cylinder

of an engine instead of a mixture of steam and dirty water, causing, in ordinary cases, such great

waste of power by friction on the piston and piston-rod, and unnecessary consumption of tallow.

A modern device of the same general character is shown in Fig. 412. The impurities in the water

are drawn through the bell-mouthed orifices into the reservoir without the boiler, where they settle,

and can be discharged from time to time into a barrel placed at the side of the boiler. The up-flow

pipe is placed where the water is presumably the hottest, and the down-flow pipe, from the outside

reservoir, discharges at the back end of the boiler. Bell-shaped mouth-pieces are used so that a

water-circulation will take place through the apparatus near the surface of the water, with considerable

variations in the water-level.

In the case of the water of the ocean, there is no practical plan of rendering the water pure be-

fore forcing it into the boiler ; and where fresh water is not used as feed, it is necessary to blow off
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some of the water to prevent it from becoming too highly saturated. Blowing off is sometimes per-
formed at intervals from the bottom of the boiler, but the better practice is to maintain a continuous
blow-off near the upper surface of the water in the boiler.

Lamb's £!ovj-of Apparatus.—In this apparatus the mouth of the blow-off pipe within the boiler is

situated near the water-level, whereby it catches and removes from the boiler the particles of impal-
pable matter, which, by their subsidence on the flues, occasion scale.

Mr. Lamb attaches a valve to the mouth of the blow-off pipe, regulated by a float, with the view
of preventing the steam from blowing off when the water has subsided below the said mouth, which
is situated about 12 inches beneath the average water-line. The float is made of copper, of the form
of an oblate spheroid, with a tube passing through it for the reception of a spindle, the position of
which in reference to the float is regulated by nuts above and below the float, which connect with
screw-threads cut upon the spindle. The valve resembles a flute-key. The lower end of the spindle
is attached to the valve-arm, so as to enable the float to exert a greater power, and the upper end of
the spindle moves in a guide attached to any convenient part of the boiler. By this apparatus the
operation of blowing off is continuously performed

; but when the salt-gauge shows that the quan-
tity of water blown off is either needlessly great or insufficient, the position of the feed-cock is

altered so as to give a diminished or increased supply. When more feed-water is admitted, the float
upon the surface of the water opens the blow-off valve more widely, and permits a larger quantity
of water to be blown out ; and, when less feed-water is admitted, the contrary effect is produced. The
operation of the float, therefore, is to maintain the water at a uniform level, and also to preserve the
water within the boiler at a uniform density so soon as the right position of the feed-cock is ascer-
tained. In boilers which are thus worked, or to which brine-pumps or any continuous blow-oft" con-
trivances are applied, an efficient salt-gauge is indispensable, as there can otherwise be no intimation
of the accidental interruption of the operation, and much mischief may be the result. In the ordi-

413. 414.
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Economic Effect of applying the Chalmers-Spence Covering.
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2. Position of weight

.

w = 0.7854 X i>= X ^X />- i X /- rX/?
W

3. Diameter to open at given steam-pressure

:

DV(WXw^Lxl+VXp-^
0.7854 X/SXi? /

4. Area of opening for given lift

:

(a.) For a lift less than depth of seat

:

A = 3.1416 X [^ X w X sin. « -[- f - X (sin. ffl)^ X cos. a].

{h.) For a lift greater than depth of seat

:

A = 3.1416 X [i> X /i X sill, a+ /t^ X (sin. a)" X cos. «+ 2) X (^-A)].

5, Diameter for given opening and lift

:

(a.) For a lift less than depth of scat:

A — 3.1416 X «>' X (sin. a^ X cos. a

3.1416 X «< X sin. a

(6.) For a lift greater than depth of seat

:

j._^ — 3.1416 X ^' X (sin, of X cos, a

3.1416 X {h X sin. a+ « — A)

The following table will be found useful in connection with the last two rules, and examples illus-

trating the application of the formulas are appended

:

ANGLE.
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Y. A safety-valve has a bevel of 33°, a depth of seat of one-quarter inch, and is required to give

an area of opening of 2 inches, with a lift of half an inch. What should be its diameter ?

2 - 3.1416 X (0.25)^ X (0.545)^ X 0-839 ^ -^^^ .^^^^

3.1416 X (0.25 X 0.545 -f 0.5 — 0.25)

Instead of weights, springs are sometimes employed to hold down safety-valves. The calcula-

tions, involving merely the condition that the valve shall open at a given pressure, are the same as

those previously employed, except that the tension of the spring is to be substituted for the weight

of the ball, this tension being first determined by experiment. Having ascertained the dimensions

of a spring most suitable for a given case, it is easy to calculate the dimensions of a spring for

any other case. Knowing, for instance, the cross-section of a spring adapted to one pressure on the

valve, make a proportion, thus •

Cross-section of . Cros-ssection of .. Pressure on . Pressure on

given spring ' required spring " first valve ' second valve.

The pitch of the second spring, or the distance from the centre of one coil to the centre of

the next, is found by the following proportion

:

„.^ , . T,-. •, t i Side of a square equal
) (

Side of a square equal
Pitch of

.
Pitch of

^ .. 3 in ^rea to section I : \ in area to section
given spring required spring | ^^ ^^^^ ^^^.^^ j |

^^ ^^^^^^ g^^^.j^g^

Examjyle.—It is a common practice in proportioning the parts of direct-loaded spring safety-

valves to use a spring of the following dimensions : for a valve 3 inches in diameter and 100 lbs.

steam-pressure, a spring made of square steel, having a cross-section of one quarter of a square

inch, and a pitch of one inch, the side of a square equal in area to the cross-section being, of

course, half an inch. What should be the proportions of a similar spring for a valve 5 inches in

diameter, and a steam-pressure of 50 lbs. per square inch ?

Area of first valve V.07 inches.

Multiply by steam-pressure 100

Total pressure on first valve '?07

Area of second valve : 19.64 inches.

Multiply by steam-pressure 50

Total pressure on second valve 982

To find cross-section of required spring

:

0.25 : cross-section of second spring :: VO? : 982.

and, by the rule for proportion, the product of the two extremes (245.5), divided by the third term

(707), will give the second term. Now, 245.5 divided by 707 is 0.34724 inch, which equals cross-

section of second spring. The square root of 0.34724 is 0.589 -j-, and this is the side of a square

equal in area to cross-section of second spring.

To find pitch of second spring:

1 : pitch of second spring :: 0.5 : 0.589.

Here we solve the problem by multiplying 1 by 0.589 and dividing the product by 0.5, which gives

1.178 inch for the pitch of second spring.

In order to determine how large a safetv-valve is required for a given boiler, the maximum evap-

oration of the boiler must be known. This, of course, can only be determined by experiment for

any special case, but the following numbers can be safely used in general practice : The number of

pounds of water evaporated per hour is equal to the area of the grate in square feet multiplied by

135, for stationary and marine boilers with natural draught

;

210, for stationary and marine boilers with forced draught;

600, for locomotive boilers.

Numerous experiments have been made to determine the opening required to discharge a given

weight of steam per hour, and the following rule, while not absolutely correct, gives results that

can be used with confidence :

A = Area of opening, in square inches.

ir= Weight of steam, in pounds, to be discharged per hour.

P= Absolute pressure of steam, in pounds per square inch.

W
A. =

51.43 X -P

Example.—Suppose that a boiler evaporates 2,000 lbs. of water per hour, what should be the area

of opening afforded by the safety-valve, so that the pressure shall not exceed 100 lbs. per square inch ?

Absolute pressure = 100+ 14.7 = 114.7.

h^ = 0.339 square inch. *

51.43 X 114.7

When a safety-valve is raised by the pressure of the steam in a boiler, it usually exposes a

greater area to the pressure. Hence, if the valve were loaded with a weight, it might be expected

that it would open wide at once from the unbalanced pressure due to the action of the steam on the

increased area. It is found in practice, however, that the ordinary safety-valve only rises very
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slightly when the pressure for which it is set is reached, and that it is necessary for this pressure to
be increased considerably to raise the valve much higher. With the opening of the valve, steam
begins to escape from the boiler with a high velocity, and in its escape it has to overcome the resist-

ance afforded by the opening. In this way its pressure is reduced near the orifice, so that, although
there is a greater area of valve to be acted on by the steam, the pressure is reduced. How much
the pressure will be reduced in any given case can only be determined by experiment, since the data
for a theoretical calculation cannot be given. Some experiments made in England showed that in
the case of a 3-inch valve, relieving a boiler at a pressure of 100 lbs. per square inch, the pressure
under the valve was 25 lbs. per square inch. It is probable that the pressure under a valve, when
opened, will vary with the form of valve and the pressure in the boiler, as a change in the valve
may vary the resistance opposed to the escape of steam, and a change of steam-pressure effects a
corresponding change in the velocity with which the steam issues from the orifice.

In the case of a safety-valve kept down by a spring, it must be evident that, unless arrangements
are made for increasing the upward pressure, when the valve is opened it will lift but slightly, since
every increase of lift requires additional force for the extension or compression of the spring. But
in whatever manner the valve is loaded, it would seem that the first step in proportioning it would
be to find what pressure is acting when the valve is opened. It will then be possible, knowing the
resistance that must be overcome to give the desired lift, to afford such an increase of area in the
open valve that the steam-pressure will balance the resistance. It must be remembered in this con-
nection that it is desirable to have the valve close promptly as soon as the pressure is reduced ; and
unless some special provision is made for this, the valve, though it may open wide from the pressure
due to the increased area, will be prevented, from the same cause, from closing until the pressure
is greatly I'educed

Numerous special forms of safety-valves have been devised, some of which are illustrated below.
More extended description, with records of experiments, are to be found in the Report of the Com-
mission appointed by Congress to examine life-saving inventions, 1868, " Transactions of the Insti-

tution of Engineers in Scotland," xvii., xviii., and " Report on Safety-Valve Tests by a Special Com-
mittee of the Board of Supervising Inspec-""

416.

'4o'to/)oint ofsujpenjtoft ofifei^'/it

tors of Steam-Vessels," 1877. A large

number of special forms of valves were
tested by the latter committee, and their

report contains much useful information.

Fig. 416 represents an ordinary lever

safety-valve designed by the committee,
to be tested in connection with the other
valves. It will be observed that the ar-

rangement is such as to insure prompt
action and freedom from sticking.

By observing the lifts of the ordinary
valves, when discharging at different press-

ures, the committee obtained the follow-

ing rule for calculating the area of valve
that will give the required area of open-
ing for any particular case : Multiply the number of pounds of water evaporated per hour by 0.005

;

the product will be the area of the valve in square inches. This rule gives a smaller area than
the similar formula proposed by the late Prof. Rankine, in which the multiplier is 0.006. It is

to be remembered that the valves used by the committee were constructed especially for the experi-
ments, and may have acted more effectively than the average ; so that the multiplier given by Prof.
Rankine will probably be safer for general use. It may be added that rules of this form are the
only safe ones for general use, the ordinary formulas giving very discrepant results, as shown by
the following example in the report : The area of safety-valve required for the boiler on which the
experiments were made, at a pressure of 70 lbs., would be : For the rule of United States Board of
Supervisors, 37 square inches; for that of the English Board of Trade, 11.8; for that of the
French Government, 6.75; for that given by Molesworth, 18.88; for the first rule given by Prof.
Thurston, 8.3 ;

for the second, 29 ; for that given by Rankine, 12 ; for that proposed by committee,
10. Attention has been directed to the discrepancies of these rules on several occasions; and in
spite of the distinguished authority on which they rest, it is reasonable to hope that all but the
last two will speedily find the oblivion they so justly deserve.
The committee observed that, when very large valves of the common form are used, their

action is not satisfactory, as at high pressure the lift is scarcely noticeable, the pressure being re-
lieved by a kind of tilting of the valve ; and they fix the limit at valves having an area of 10
square inches, recommending that two or more valves be used, when a greater area than 10 inches
is required.

The valves offered for test were divided by the committee into six classes, according to their
construction

:

\. Reactionary safety-valves, in which the escape of the steam is opposed by a lip or stricture,
with the idea that the reaction will force the valve farther from its seat. One form of this class is

shown in Fig. 417.

2. Di.sk safety-valves, in which a disk is secured to the valve having a greater area than the
valve, so as to force the valve farther from its seat when it opens. Fig. 418'is an example of this
class.

3. Annular safety-valves, with two seats upon an annular opening (as shown in Fig. 419), with
a view of obtaining a greater area of opening for a given lift.
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4. Double-seated safety-valves, of the same general form as the double puppet-valve, the upper

and lower parts being of different areas, so that they move easily and expose large areas of open-

ing. See Fig. 420.

5. Combination safety-valves, which are assisted in their operation by small auxihary valves or

a combination of levers. One of this class is shown in Fig. 421.

418.

6. Piston safety-valves (see Fig. 422 for an example of this class), in which a piston connected

with the valve assists it to rise.

A uniform method of test was adopted for all these valves. Each was attached, in turn, to the

boiler, was set to blow off at 30 lbs., and was allowed to operate for 10 minutes, with a strong fire

in the boiler, was then set to 70 lbs. pressure, and the experiment was repeated. The following table

gives a summary of the results obtained with 12 of the competing valves, and 2 of the cornmon

valves constructed by order of the committee. The table in the report contains results of the list of
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22 valves, but the data were only complete in the case of 12, as the area of opening was not ob-
served for the others, or they were tested at different pressures.

K {id

w 3

1

2
8
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14

Name of Valve,

Ashcroft
Crosby
Chamberlain .

.

Hodgin
Orme
Richardson
Borden
Clement
Cockburn
Lynde
Morse
Eochow
Common, lever

SET TO OPEN AT 30 POUNDS.

5
5
5
5
5
5
T
ri

5

5
6

5

.51

Class of Valve. H

Eeactionary.

Combinati'n

Disk

Annular... .

.

Piston
Committee's

valves.

5
2

2
1

5
2

3
2

2
1

3
(2
1..

Greatest

and Least

Excess of

Pressure.

7, 6}
6,

IG
T, i
2,

n. i

4J,1J

IJ, *
H,4i

Greatest and
least Area of

Opening in

Sq. Inches.

1.25T
1.580
2.934
.457

,869,1.455
1.11
1.171
1.S2
1.11
1.42
1.231
.929

SET TO OPEN AT 70 POUNDS.

Greatest and
Least Clos-

ing Pressure.

ivh 29

27J, 23
2Ui, 26

ao

27i, 2^
17, 26

27J, 29
27

2CJ, 29
27

25}, 28J
28

Greatest

and Least

Excess of

Pressure.

4, 3

H
4

3f, li
4, 1

}.0
i

4, 3

5i
2

Greatest and
Least Area

of Opening

in Sq. Inches.

1.231

.729, .628
.92

1.427
.284
.esu

.574

i.ni
i.is
.555

1.2:U
.6o3

.725

Greatest and

Least Clos-

ing Pressure.

6f)i, 67J
64, G-i

67i
55}, 56

61

66J, 63
60, 67}
64}, 70

07f, 6-}
65. 6»i
51 }, 61

}

60}, 66
68

Obi

3S

S w
CD «

1

2

8
4
5
6

7
8

9
10

11

12
13

14

It will be observed that some of the special forms of valves, with considerably larger areas of
openings than the common valves, allowed the pressure to increase as much or more. This is prob-
ably due to the fact that the very form by which the greater lift was obtained made it more difficult

for the steam to escape, and thus rendered a larger opening necessary to discharge the same quantity
of steam. In the case of several experiments with the same valve, where the table shows consider-
able differences in the results, these were generally due to lack of adjustment, so that the best results

represent the action of the valve when properly adjusted. This remark applies both to the common
and special forms of valves. There is one peculiarity, quite an important one, which the table does
not show, but is noted in the records given in the case of each experiment.
With the common valves, when the valve opened, the pressure gradually increased to the maximum,

when the boiler was forced ; and when the pressure was allowed to fall, it closed at the points indi-

cated. With nearly all the other valves, however, after the valve opened, the pressure fell below the
opening point, the valve sometimes closing several times, and the pressure falling below the opening
point several times, in the course of a H) minutes' trial ; and sometimes the pressure fell at once and
the valve blew off at a less pressure than that at which it was set, during the whole trial. It is evi-

dent that this is not a desirable feature in a safety-valve, if safety can be secured without this loss

;

and the records of the trial seem fully to confirm the opinion stated in the report, that the common
valve, represented in Fig. 416, is not excelled in any important particular by its competitors—at least
for stationary purposes. For use upon locomotives, and steamers in rough water, some of the special
forms may be advantageously employed, and the committee especially recommend three, constructed
on the reactionary principle, viz: Ashcroft's, Crosby's, and Ricliardson's (Nos. 1, 2, and 6 in the pre-
ceding table). It is believed that these recommendations are Justified by experience.
The results of such experiments as have been described are not utilized in general practice as fully

as they should be, and there are many valves attached to boilers that are only safety-valves in name.
There is a simple experiment that every one who uses a safety-valve can make, to see whether he

has a valve that is proportioned to give the proper lift. Let him secure a cord to the lever or stem
of the valve, so that it can be opened by hand if necessary. (Indeed, it may be said, in passing,
that some convenient arrangement should always be fitted for opening the valve by hand, and it

should be used at least once a day, to keep the valve in working order.) Then, by shutting off steam
from the engine or wherever else it is used, and making up a good fire in the boiler, he can determine
in a very short time whether or not he has a srt/c((/-valve

; and if it will not relieve the boiler auto-
matically it will be easy to give a larger opening by hand, so that the experiment will not be attended
with danger. This simple experiment is earnestly recommended to every steam-user ; for with a good
safety-valve in working order, the chances of a disastrous boiler-explosion are gicatly diminished.

_
The best manner of loading a safety-valve has been the subject of animated discussion among en-

gineers. The opinion of the majority can be summed up as follows

:

Safety-valves for the boilers of locomotives and steamers, and in all cases in Which they will be
subjected to oscillations and jars, should be loaded with springs. For stationary boilers, either
weights or springs can be used at pleasure. In employing a spring it is generally considered best to
arrange it so that it shall be compressed, rather than extended, when the valve is raised.

Noiseless Exhaust.—The noise caused by the escape of steam from a valve through the exhaust-
pipe, and the sound of the exhaust from non-condensing engines, are frequently objectionable. Figs.
423 and 424 represent Shaw's exhaust-nozzles, for causing quiet escape and exhaust, which are said to
be very effective. The construction will doubtless be evident from the figures. In Fig. 423 it will be
noticed that the steam, instead of escaping from the end of the pipe, i^ discharged through numer-
ous small openings. In Fig. 424 the steam escapes between coils of wire, by which, in the language
of the patentee, " all the noisome vibrations are absorbed upon the coils of wire."

Water-Gauges.—The following are common varieties of water-gauges: the first the ordinary
gauge-cock, the second the glass gauge, and the third the float. The gauge-cock, on being turned,
shows whether it is water or steam that exists at the level at which it is inserted. There are usually
three gauge-cocks inserted in each boiler, at different levels ; and the rule is, to so feed the boiler
that there will be steam in the top gauge-cock, and water in the other two. The glass gauge consists
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423.

of a glass tube set in front of the boiler, communicating in its superior portion with the steam-space,

and in its inferior portion with the water within the boiler, the position of the tube being so adjusted

that the water-level stands at about the middle of its length. The tube is connected at the top and

bottom to the boiler by means of sockets furnished with

cocks, so that the tube may be blown through by the steam

to clear it, and the water and steam may be shut ofE if the

glass breaks. It is unsafe to trust to the glass gauges

altogether as a means of ascertaining the water-level, as

sometimes they become choked, and the water continues to

stand high in the tube though it may have sunk low in the

boiler. If the boiler be short of steam, however, and a

partial vacuum be produced, the glass gauges become of

essential service, as the gauge-cocks will not operate in

such a case, for, though opened, neither steam nor water

will come out, but air will rush in. This sometimes occurs

in practice, and glass gauges are then found to be of es-

pecial value.

The float-gauge consists of a float resting on the surface

of the water, and communicating with an index, so that

the fluctuations in the water-level are, by i-eference to this

nj • |rj fl'^'Pirrr^ 1——^^H index, made apparent. The float is usually of stone or

^-j F^ 11 -^.^z^z^ ---~~y/\ cast-iron, but is so balanced by a counter-weight as to

make its operation the same as if it were a buoy of tim-

ber. In land-boilers a float is sometimes employed to regu-

late the admission of the feed-water, and the same float

may also indicate the height of the water within the boiler.

The feed-water is admitted from a small open cistern at

the top of the stand-pipe, as shown in Fig. 425. At the

bottom of the cistern is a valve, which the float opens or

closes, and into the cistern the water is poured by the feed-

pump. When the valve is open the water runs down into

the boiler, but when closed it runs away by an overflow

shoot. The foot of the stand-pipe penetrates to nearly the

bottom of the boiler, so that steam cannot escape by it, but

the water rises in the stand-pipe to a height proportionate

to the pressure of the steam, and a most effectual safety-

valve is thus provided, which will come into operation in

the event of a dangerous pressure being attained. In the

stand-pipe a float is placed, which rises and falls as the

pressure of the steam varies, and opens or closes the

damper leading from the boiler-flue to the chimney. Some

stand-pipes are contracted in their diameter below the level at which the damper-float usually

operates, and danger has arisen from this cause ; for the float has descended into tnis narrow neck

when there was no longer a pressure of steam in the boiler, and by stopping up the passage it has

prevented the access of the feed-

iU

water. The length of the damp-
er-chain should be so regulated

as to obviate accidents of this

description.

Ashcroft's Magnetic Water-

Gauge, for stationary and steam-

boat boilers, consists of a mov-
able magnet in the inside of the

boiler, which controls a needle

on a dial outside of the boiler,

the connection between the two
being entirely magnetic.

Fig. 426 is a front view of

the dial, showing the needle and

426.

graduation. Fig. 427 is a sec-

tional view of the gauge.

^ is a copper ball or float at-

tached to a brass rod, B, which

passes through a pipe into the

chamber of the gauge, on the

end of which is affixed a steel

magnet, having its positive and
negative poles. The rod plays

in "the pipe with perfect freedom, having no stuffing-box, valve connection, or packing of any kind

about it : hence there is no friction. The needle on the dial moves on a polished silver pin, and is

controlled by the magnet. It will constantly indicate the level of solid water. Foaming or priming

has no effect upon the gauge.

The scale on the dial will indicate a rise or fall of 12 inches of water, each degree measuring 2 inches.
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The accompanj'ing engraving (Fig. 428) represents Hoyt's water-gauge, partly in section. It is a
simple mechanical invention for telling, at all times, the position of the water in steam-boilers. The
dotted circles show the connection with the boiler ; the cock at the bottom is a blow-out cock for the

prevention of sediment. Its advantages are its durability, simplicity, and its constant and accurate

indication of the solid water within the boiler, the foam not being dense enough to move or affect

the float, which, being filled with compressed air, is in no danger of loading or collapsing by the press-

ure upon its surface. The float is also directly connected with the indicating hand, by means of a
lever and shaft working in a steam-tight case ^levated above the watei", so that no sediment can col-

lect about the shaft, to prevent its always working with perfect ease and accuracy. No packing is

needed, as the shaft, in passing through the case to connect with the indicator, forms of itself a per-

fectly steam-tight joint—not creating friction enough to prevent its working perfectly free at all

times. It is easily applied to all kinds of steam-boilers, locomotive, stationary, and steamboat.

The Nicholas water-gauge. Fig. 429, is designed to show the height of
water in a boiler, when located at any level and at any distance from the

boiler. An ordinary glass gauge is placed in any desired position away
from the boiler, and connected to a cylinder interposed between the boiler

and its water-gauge, in the manner shown. The connecting-pipes and
detached gauge are filled with water to any convenient height, and some colored fluid is introduced
into the space above the water, so that, when the water-level changes in the boiler, it changes to the

same extent in the connecting-tubes, and causes a movement of the colored fluid in the glass, thus
indicating the amount of change.

Steam-Gauc/cs.—The gauges commonly used for indicating the pressure of steam, water, air, and
other fluids, may be divided into two classes : gauges in which the pressure is measured by the

movement of springs, upon which the pressure acts, and gauges in which the pressure is balanced by
a column of heavy liquid, such as mercury. In all forms of steam-gauges, the connecting-pipe is

generally bent, so that the part next to the gauge shall always contain water when in use, in order

that the mechanism may not be injured by undue heat. Spring-gauges may be classed as those in

which the pressure is transmitted Vjy action within the spring, or against the spring through the

medium of an elastic diaphragm.
Both varieties are illustrated on page 186. Fig. 430 shows one form of the well-known Bourdon

gauge, in which the pressure acts within a coiled and flattened tube. When internal pressure is apphed
to such a tube, the tendency is to change the flattened section into a circle, and thus to straighten the

tube, so that an indicating-hand attached to the end of the tube will be moved along the scale. This
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form of gauge is sometimes arranged as shown in the figure, so that its accuracy can be tested at
any time by hanging a weight at the point indicated. The dial of the gauge has a worldng-scale, for
reading the indications of the hand when moved by steam-pressure, and a test-scale which is used in
connection with the weight. The gauge is tested, with the steam-pressure acting upon it, by hannn'^

430. 431. 433.

the weight, when, if the hand falls back to the same figure on
the test-scale as that at which it stood on the working-scale before
adding the weight, it indicates that the reading of the gauge is cor-

rect, while any variation from the former reading shows the amount
of error.

An improved form of the Bourdon gauge is illustrated in Fig.

431, both ends of the flattened tube being attached to the indi-

cating mechanism.
Fig. 432 represents the spring of another variety of gauge, which

consists of two corrugated plates connected by a curved band. All
the parts of this spring expand when pressure is applied. In the gauges shown in Figs. 433 and 434,
the pressure is transmitted to the springs through elastic diaphragms. In Fig. 433 a coiled spring
is employed, and in Fig. 434 there is a plunger resting on elastic packing, the movement of this

plunger being resisted by a spring within the case, of the form shown.
Spring-gauges are tested either by a mercury column or by hydraulic pressure from a test-pump, to

which another gauge, known to be correct, is attached. The square-inch test-valve, Fig. 435, is de-

433. 434. 435.

signed to be a cheap and simple substitute for the costly test-gauge. It

consists of a valve exactly one square inch in area, a scat which can be
connected with the test-pump, and a yoke to which weights can be hung
so as to load the valve to any desired extent, so that, when the apparatus is connected to a test-
pump, the valve will continue on its seat, until the required pressure per square inch is attained.

Edson's recording steam-gauge, Figs. 436, 437, not only indicates the pressure at every instant, ))ut

also makes a record, showing what the pressure was at any particular time, and gives an alarm if

the pressure exceeds a prescribed limit. The pressure is indicated In- the movement of a spring in
the form of a corrugated steel disk, and a pencil attached to the indicating-hand presses against a
strip of paper which is made to move uniformly by the action of clock-work. Horizontal lines on
the paper form a pressure scale, and vertical divisions a scale of time, as will be evident from an in-
spection of Figs. 438 and 439, which are reduced copies of two records of pressure for 24 hours each.
When the pressure exceeds a certain limit, which can be fixed at pleasure, a bell attached to the
gauge commences to ring, and at the same time connection is made with an electric bell situated
wherever desired, which continues to ring until the pressure falls. When the gauge is used to ob-
tain the record of pressure during an experiment, as, for instance, the steam-pressure in a boiler-test,
or the water-pressure in the trial of a pumping-engiue, the paper is made to move at a faster rate
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than for ordinary use. It will be seen that this gauge maintains a constant watch on the care and
skill of the boiler-attendant, and might be very useful in the case of a disastrous boiler-explosion,

where no witnesses are
^^36. left to tell the press-

ure at the time of the

accident.

The instrument is

covered by a glass

dome, which can be
secured by means of

a strap and lock, pre-

serving the diagram in-

violate.

In the other class

of pressure-gauges to

which reference has
been made, the press-

ure is balanced by a
column of heavy liquid,

usually mercury. The
siphon-gauge. Fig. 440,

is the form commonly
adopted for measuring
low pressures. It is

merely a bent tube con-

taining mercury, one
end of the tube be-

ing connected with the

boiler, and the other

being open. A light

stick is placed on the

mercury, which indi-

cates, by rising or fall-

ing, how much the col-

umn is influenced by
the pressure, a change
of level of one inch cor-

responding to a press-

ure of about one pound
per square inch : or

there is a float on the

mercury connected by a cord with a counter-balance, as shown in the sketch. This form of mercury-
gauge cannot be conveniently employed to measure high pressures, on account of the great length

of scale and tube required ; and there

are several arrangements designed to

adapt the gauge to general use.

In the ordinary siphon-gauge, the

height of column necessary to balance

a pressure of one pound per square

inch being about two inches, a rise

of one inch corresponds to this press-

ure, since, for a rise in one branch of

the tube, there is a corresponding fall

in the other. Ilence, if the pressure
from this gauge were transmitted to a
second siphon-gauge, a rise of one inch
in the first would produce a rise of only
half an inch in the second, one-quarter
of an inch in a third siphon, and so

on. On this principle a compact mer-
cury-gauge for showing high pressures

has been constructed, consisting of a

series of siphons filled with mercury,
and connected by pipes in which gly-

cerine is used to separate the several

mercury columns.

In the manometer steam-gauge a glass

tube is inverted in a reservoir of mer-
cury. When the pressure on the sur-

face of the mercury in the reservoir is

that of the atmosphere, the mercury will

rise in the tube nearly to the level of that surface (but slightly lower, owing to the resistance of the air

in the glass tube). As soon, however, as the pressure communicated exceeds that of the atmosphere,
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the mercury will be forced up into the tube, and the inclosed air condensed, until its elastic resist-

ance is just equal to the pressure. The height of the mercurial column will of course vary with any

variation of pressure, and thereby indicate the degree of pressure at every moment by means of the

scale, which is divided, according to Mariotte's law, into atmospheres, pounds, or tlie like.
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The high degree of pressure to which the last-described form of manometer may be subjected with-

out error from friction or loss of mercury, the permanent elasticity, and the everywhere existing and

exactly defined qualities of the material of resistance (atmospheric air, or other fluids of the same

nature), its comparatively small dimensions and conven-

ient foi-m, make it a very desirable instrument for meas-

uring the pressure of steam. As usually constructed,

however, it has defects, which have prevented its general

use as a steam-gauge. Among these defects are the

coating and consequent opacity of the glass tube, by the

deposition of an oxide of mercury when acted on by the

inclosed atmospheric air ; the expansion and partial loss

of air from within the tube whenever any partial vacuum
is produced in the boiler, and so allowing the mercury

to rise higher in the tube with the same pressure; its

oscillation, especially when there is a varying pressure,

i|:||i||l|i I

;

as in engines working expansively ; the almost constant
ag li

I

I . tendency of the condensed steam to insinuate itself be-

tween the mercury and the glass, and to find its way into

the tube above the mercury ; and the great inequality in

the divisions of the scale, arising from the peculiarities

of the law that governs the volume of aeriform fluids

under pressure.

Some improvements, designed to coi'rect these defects,

were patented, some years ago, by Mr. Paul Stillman, of

New York.
Fig. 441 is the usual form of the patent manometer for

showing a pressure up to eight atmospheres.

Fig. 442 represents the form of one for showing a

pressure up to 20 atmospheres.

Fig. 443 is the form used for showing less than 1 at-

mosphere. The arrangement of the glass tube is quite

similar in all the forms usually given to the instrument.

Fig. 444 is a longitudinal section through the centre

of the glass tube, in which A is the tube ; ^ is an iron

piece in which the tube is firmly secured by means of the

stuffing-box G. It is screwed at one end to receive the

brass case 6^, and in the middle to confine it in the reser-

voir of mercury into which the lower end of the tube is

to be immersed. I) D are scales divided into atmospheres, pounds, or inches of press-

ure, as desired. E E are blocks to secure the scales in their proper places, i^ is a

gland which protects the lower end of the tube, and compresses the packing in the

lUJ stuffing-box G. H is a, cap or plug loosely screwed into the gland to facilitate the

operation of charging the tube, and "also, by admitting the mercury into the tube only

through the interstices of the screw, prevent its oscillation, and at the same time allow the orifice to

be made the full size of the tube whenever it may be necessary to clean the tube.

In Fig. 441 the reservoir for mercury is a deep cell, with an iron tube communicating from the

cock at the bottom to the middle of the chamber above the surface of the mercury. In Fig. 442 it is
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443. 444.

445.

divided, the glass tube being inserted into a cell of greater depth, while the reservoir of mercury is in
the bulb, to which a sufficient elevation is given to compress the gas within the tube to two or three
times the density of the atmosphere, according to the density of the steam of which it is to serve as
the gauge. In this, as in the other form, an iron tube communicates
the pressure from the cock below to the surface of the mercury in the
bulb above. The subdivisions of the scale are by this means much
more uniform and distinct than when used at atmospheric pressure only.

In all cases, the mercury should be seen above the junction of the
tube with the tube-holder, so as to indicate the initial pressure, or 0.

In Fig. 441 it is brought up by partially exhausting the tube at the
time it is erected. In Fig. 442 it is forced up by the superincumbent
weight of the mercury in the bulb. The oxidation of the mercury
within the tube is prevented in the latter form of the instrument by
charging the tube with nitrogen or hydrogen gas ; but in the former,
on account of the difficulty of preventing the admixture of atmospheric
air, while exhausting a portion of the contents of the tube, for the pur-
pose above referred to, atmospheric air only is used, and a drop or two
of naphtha, or other fluid answering the end, is introduced within the
tube, on the surface of the mercury, to prevent the oxidation.
When designed to show a pressure less than atmospheric, but not

less than that shown by two inches of mercury, the tube is to be per-
fectly filled with mercury, and inverted in the reservoir, and the press-
ure will be determined by the number of inches sustained above the
level of the mercury in the reservoir below ; but if it is to be used for
a pressure less than the weight of two inches of mercury—that being
the distance from the lowest visible part of the glass tube to the sur-
face of the mercury in the reservoir—it will be necessary to use the
bulb shown in Fig. 442, but with such an elevation only as will bring
the surface of the mercury in it to a height equal to the lowest visible
part of the glass tube ; or it may be done equally well by using the
form shown in Fig. 442, if a scale is properly made for the purpose, and the bulb
elevated so as to compress the air so high in the tube as to allow the mercury to

have sufficient fall without going out of sight,

when the pressure of the atmosphere is removed
from the surface of the mercury in tne bulb above.

It will be seen that either of these arrange-
ments would resist the tendency of such partial
vacuum as is generally formed in steam-boilers,
when they are allowed to cool down, from dis-

turbing the quantity of air within the tube of the
manometer

If the initial quantity of air or gas in the tube
be deranged by a change of temperature, or by
any other cause, it becomes necessary to know
the extent of the variation occasioned thereby.
To ascertain this (if inexpedient to correct it at
once), a simple arrangement is adopted, viz. : 1.

To remove the pressure by closing the stopcock
and opening the small waste-cock between it and
the reservoir—this will allow the mercury to fall

to a place in which it will be at equilibrium with the atmos-
phere ; 2. To note the point to which it descends. The varia-
tion from the original place of will be, in addition to the pounds
shown on the scale-plate, such part of the whole as the variation
from bears to the whole length of the tube above 0. To de-
termine this proportion, a series of decimals is placed on the
scale at fixed distances, and the one of these nearest to where
the base of the column of air within the tube rests, is to be used
as a multiplier, by which the pressure of steam indicated on the
scale is to be multiplied. Their product, less the pounds of vari-

ation shown on the scale, will be the true pressure. Thus, for

example, if the mercury in the tube falls until the base of the
column of air rests at the decimal .96, which would be near
to the place due to 1 lb. pressure, and if, on opening tne com-
munication to the boiler again, it should rise to 130 lbs., this

apparent pressure of 130 lbs. is to be multiplied by .96,

deduct from their product the 1 lb., thus
pressure 123.8 lbs., showing a variation of 6.2' lbs

A very convenient and accurate mercury-gauge can be con-
structed on the differential principle—that is, the pressure can
be received on a small surface and transmitted to the mercury

column by a comparatively large one, so that a short column of mercury will balance a considerable
pressure in the boiler. Two applications of this principle are illustrated.

giving as the

and
true
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In Shaw's gauge, Fig. 445, there is a double-headed piston, on the small head of -which the steam

presses, and the'large head transmits this pressure to an open mercury column. The heads are

44T.

446.

448.

separated from the steam and mercury by rubber diaphragms, so that the piston can be fitted loosely,

without any tendency to leak.

The Stiles gauge, Fig. 446, is a model of simplicity and accuracy, no packing being used in its con-

struction. A large iron cylinder fits loosely into another cylinder containing mercury, and a small cylin-

der, or piston, working freely in

its guide, receives the pressure

and transmits it to the floating

cylinder, causing a rise of mer-

cury corresponding to the relative

dimensions of the two pressed

surfaces.

Lov: - M\i(cr Alarms.—These at-

tachments are designed to give

warning, usually by blowing a

whistle when the water-level falls

below a certain point. They de-

pend generally for their action

either on the motion of a float

which opens the whistle -valve

when not buoyed up by the water

in the boiler, or on the direct

pressure of steam, which is only

admitted to the whistle-pipe when
the water-level is depressed, or

on the expansion of some portion

of the attachment when exposed

to contact with steam instead of

water.

Fig. 44*7 is a float-alarm. A is

a float attached to a stem or rod

which passes upward tlirough a

tube, .B', and a diaphragm, B^, fixed within that tube, and terminates in a conical top, which fits into

the hollow pipe C of the steam-whistle D. The lower end of the whistle D is passed through an

orifice in the top of the boiler (indicated by the letters a a), and screwed into the top of the tube,
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which is thus kept steady, if in a vertical position. ^ is a collar attached to the stem of the float,

near the top, which, catching against the plate -S^, on the fall of the stem or rod A, prevents it from
descending farther. When the water falls be-

low the safety-line, and the float along with ^^
it, the descent of the stem of the float opens
the pipe G of the whistle, and allows the

steam to escape, which, impinging against the

bell JI at top, produces the alarm required.

One form of an alarm which acts by
expansion is illustrated in Fig. 448, which
represents so much of a steam-boiler as is

necessary for our description. A tube de-

scends into the boiler just below the prop-
er water-line, and is secured to the sides.

The branch C is fixed to the upper end, into
which two tubes, B and JV, are fixed. The
tubes and the branch C are filled with mer-
cury to a fixed level at the proper tempera-
ture of the boiler. In the tube iV^ is a wire
set in such a manner that its lower end, which
should be of platina, will come just above the
quicksilver in the tube when it stands at the
height which will be caused by the heat which
should produce the pressure of steam desired
in the boilers ; and at starting, the apparatus
is to be adjusted when the steam is at the working-pressure in the boiler ; and when the wire is so

adjusted it is fixed by the set-screw 0. From the upper end of the wire
in the tube ^V proceeds the wire to the bell-apjmratus F Q for the
engineer, and at li S in the office. Thence the wire proceeds to the
battery A L. By this arrangement, when the heat in the boiler rises
above that which is proper for producing the desired pressure of steam
in the boiler, the quicksilver expands, and, coming in contact with the
platjna wire, completes the electric circuit, and the bells will continue
to ring. If desired, the tube N may have a graduated scale to indicate
the temperature at sight.

Plugs of fusible metal are very often used as low-water alarms, being

'n^-A'-A^'

[Figs. 451 and 452 are copper boilers, 8 feet, made by II. E. Dunham & Co., for steamboat Independence.]
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screwed into some portion of tlie boiler directly over

the fire, so that if the phite becomes overheated on
account of low water, the ph-.g will melt. No form
of boiler-alarm is intended to induce the attendant

of a boiler to relax his vigilance, but rather to re-

mind him of his duty. No mechanical appliance can

entirely take the place of inteUi</e?it watchfulness.

Damper-Regulators.—These attachments are de-

signed to control the draught mechanicalh', closing

the damper when the steam pressure exceeds a given

limit, and opening it as the pressure falls. Although
there have been modifications of detail since the in-

strument was first introduced in this country, its

essential features are shown in Figs. 449, 450, which

illustrate the regulator patented by Patrick Clark,

in January, 1854. Both figures are in seclion. The
construction can be readily understood. The steam

from the boiler is introduced beneath a vulcanized

rubber diaphragm, upon which rests a piston weight-

ed, like a common safety-valve, to its lever H., to

which a rod is attached, which connects with the

damper in the chimney or flue. Fig. 449 shows the

position of the diaphragm and piston when the press-

ure in the boiler is below that required ; when the

pressure exceeds that which is desired, the diaphragm

and piston are forced up, and the damper begins to

close, till it attains the position, Fig. 450, when the

draught is entirely shut off. The amount of pressure

is controlled by the sliding weight or pea on the steel-

yard arm //, as shown in Fig. 450. The diaphragm

is composed of a cup or cylinder, and the patentee claims " the combination of a cylindrical dia

phragm with a cylinder and piston," by which any desired amount of motion may be given from 1

inch to 10 feet; but for

a movement not greater

than 1 inch, he observes

that a flat disk will an-

swer, provided the cylin-

der is made as shown
in the figures. In some
forms of the instrument,

recently introduced, cor-

rugated diaphragms are

used instead of a piston

or plunger.

Marine Boilers.—The
illustrations of boilers

used for marine purposes,

Figs. 451 to 464, will give

a good idea of past and
present practice.

In the year 1837, Rob-
ert L. Stevens, Esq., con-

structed a pair of boil-

ers, of tubular form, for

his steamboat Indepen-

dence, plying between
South Amboy and New
York, of which Figs. 451

and 452 are correct rep-

resentations, the form of

which was well adapted

to the burning of anthra-

cite as fuel, by the assist-

ance of bellows, or what
is ordinarily termed the

fan. No difficulty was
ever found in the accom-

[Fi?. 453.—-Tlie stearahoat TsTew York, bwilt by n. R. Dunham & Co., has one copper plishment of the purpose
?r,7i stroke; cntu-e surface, 1 COS viz: Direct or fur-

^j^ ^ere intended to
Burns anthracite coal, wUhout a Itlower, at the rate of --•>

boiler, one ensrine, 40-ineh cylinder,

nace, 1.33; tubular, 1,475: 1,60S. B
half a ton per hoiu-; keeps 12 inches steam, cuts off at half; 250 2|-inch tubes.]

intended to

effect ; and though many
improvements have since

that time been adopted, they are still working satisfactorily. To Mr. Stevens belongs the credit of

first establishing the water-bridge, which serves the purpose of protecting the mouth of the tubes.
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Figs. 454 and 455 represent boilers of the Belle, built by T. F. Secor & Co., which had one engine
of 50-inch cylinder, 10 feet stroke; 136 cubic feet in cylinder, which gives, in pi'oportion to the
boiler, 11-i^fy to 1. Used anthracite, with a blower.

Fire-Surface in this Boiler.

In the steam chimney 12.000
" front connection 85.039
" return flues 477.062

back connection 114.000
main flues 621.028
furnace, bridge-wall, etc 218.052

(1

Total number of square feet in boiler 1,527.181

A Tertical water-tube boiler patented by D. B. Martin was used almost to the exclusion of every
other form in the United States navy for a number of years. It differs from the Earl of Dundonald's
boiler in having the tubes above the furnace. One of the most elaborate series of boiler experi-
ments ever made was the trial, in 1865 and 1866, by a board of engineers, of the vertical water-
tube and the horizontal fire-tube boilers, both with the proportions considered the best for gen-
eral practice, and with various modifications. A full summary of these experiments will be found
on pages 198 to 202. The boilers with which the experiments were made represented, at that
time, the best examples of standard practice, and the proportions of the horizontal fire-tube boiler
were essentially the same as at present. The boilers are illustrated in Figs. 456 to 459, and the
principal dimensions are as follows

:
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tained in it as in the other, with natural draught. In varying the proportions, however, it was
found that, by removing a sufficient number of the vertical tubes, the water-tube boiler could be
made to burn coal at the same rate as the fire-tube boiler, and with about the same economy. This

fact does not seem to have been very generally noticed, but it is well illustrated in the boiler de-

signed by Theron Skeel, Fig. 460, which seems to have some important advantages over the ordi-

nary fire-tube boiler. Fig. 462 shows the space at present occupied by the boilers and fire-room of

459.

M

ma

:i.'!.;.A'.

the P. M. S. S. Colon, and Fig. 461 the space required for Mr. Skecl's water-tube boilers to evap-

orate the same amount of water as the others. The following table illustrates this point more fully

:

Boilers for Steamship Colon.
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blown^ from the boiler before the tube can be plugged or expanded. Practically, however, these
objections are not very serious.

Fig. 464, A and £, illustrate the modern marine boiler, which is now in general use. It is a

tubular boiler with a cylindrical shell, and cylindrical flues which form the furnaces. In this
example the flues are strengthened by ring-joints, as shown. The shells are double-riveted through-
out, and the longitudinal seams are made with butt-joints, with covering plates on each side. Some

4C1.

=*!
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a good example of modern practice. The principal dimensions will be found on the plate, and the

peculiarities of construction are there clearly detailed. The large opening from steam-drum to

shell, which ordinarily would be a source of weakness, is strengthened by transverse braces arranged
very nearly in the direct lines of the strains, the same being crossed simply to permit the passage of

a man above and below them. The connection from drum to boiler is made through oval openings

of man-hole size, which do not materially weaken the main shell. The coning of back ends of fur-

nace-flues gives access from the central man-hole. The main longitudinal braces are screwed at

the ends, as shown, and pass between angle-irons, which stiffen the plates. All longitudinal seams
and those in flat surfaces are double-riveted, and the furnace-flues are stiffened by flanging ends of

sections outward, and riveting flanges together through calking rings.

The sectional boiler, several varieties of which have been illustrated, and which is now success-

fully used on land, has been tried in ocean-steamers, but so far with but indifferent success, many of

the tubes being destroyed in a short time, probably on account of imperfect circulation under the

rapid rate of evaporation required. It is not improbable, however, that this difficulty will be over-

come. (In the " Transactions of the Institution of Naval Architects," 1876, is a paper containing an
account of the experiments that have been made with sectional boilers at sea. This paper may also

be found in Enqhiecring, xxi., and an abstract of it in Chief-Engineer King's " Report on European
Ships of War."')

Propordoyis of Boilers.—The water-heating surface of a boiler is all the surface which has flame

or heated gas from the furnace on one side and water on the other. Surface which has flame or hot

gas on one side and steam on the other is superheating surface.

The area for the passage of the products of combustion, taken at any section of their course after

leaving the furnace and before arriving at the chimney, is called the draught area or calorimeter.

Ordinarily, when not otherwise specified, the term refers to the area through or around the tubes of

fire and water-tube boilers, and through the flues of flue boilers, although it is equally applicable, as

has already been stated, to the area over bridge-wall, or at any other section of the boiler. In some
forms of boilers the products cf combustion pass directly from the furnace to the chimney—as, for

instance, in cylinder, locomotive, and a few sectional boilers ; in others, such as boilers with tubes

or flues above the furnace, the products of combustion turn once before reaching the chimney ; and
in examples similar to the drop return flue-boiler, the Lancashire boiler, and other varieties that

have been noticed, the products of combustion turn twice in their passage to the chimney. Exam-
ples might be given of still a greater number of deflections of the heated gases. It must be evi-

dent that the boiler which is so designed that it has the highest furnace and the lowest chimney tem-

perature will evaporate the most water by the consumption of a pound of fuel. The furnace tem-

perature, when the combustion is complete (as is practically the case in well-designed boilers of any

type), depends upon the amount of air supplied for combustion, and this is governed principally by
the area for the passage of the products of combustion, or the calorimeter. The calorimeter affects

the performance of a boiler in another important particular. When it is very large, the hot gases,

in passing over the heating surfaces, arc not broken up and mingled in such a manner as best to

impart their heat to the water, and, by reducing the calorimeter, a more efficient action can often he

produced. Until the importance of the calorimeter was first announced by Chief-Engineer B. F.

Ishcrwood, it was commonly supposed that the performance of a boiler was almost entirely depend-

ent upon the ratio of the heating to the grate surface for any given rate of combustion ; and this

principle is still to be found in many engineering treatises, and is acted upon, to a large extent, in

practice.

The best rules that can be given for designing boilers are drawn from experience; and the three

tables that follow, containing a summary of some of the most extensive and complete boiler experi-

ments that have ever been made, will be of great value to those who study them carefully.
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Reference has already been made to two of these tables ; and the third gives results of experi-

ments with boilers where the proportions were varied, and with some of the principal varieties of

boilers in use. All the experiments in these tables, with a few exceptions that are noted, were made

with anthracite coal of good quality ; and they were all conducted for a sufficient length of time to

furnish valuable standards of comparison, with the exception of experiments 56-60, 62-67, 73 and

74 which lasted but 8 hours each, and are in some other respects less reliable than the remainder.

Nearly all the experiments, however, it must be remembered, were made with clean boilers, and

with firemen rather more skillful than the average ; so that for ordinary practice, with boilers of simi-

lar design, the results are liable to be somewhat reduced.

It will be observed, in the third table of experiments, that in several instances there is more than

one value of the ratio of calorimeter or draught area to grate-surface. This is because the calorim-

eter varied in different sections of the course of the gases. It also varied in some other instances

that are not noted because the data could not be obtained ; and in all instances where a single

ratio is given, it refers to the tube or flue calorimeter for tubular or flue boilers, and to the most

restricted section for other varieties. The experiments in the third table are taken from "Ex-

perimental Researches in Steam-Engineering," " Reports on Tests of the Lynn and Lowell Pump-

in"--Engines," Van Nostrand's Edecfic Engineering Magazine, xiv., " Report of Boiler-Tests at the

Centennial Exposition," and "Bulletin de la Sooiete Industrielle de Mulhouse." The data are,

however, in some instances more complete than in the original publications.

To properly discuss these experiments would require more space than is allowed, and the reader

who desires to turn them to account will find them worthy of careful study. Some few hints as to

methods can only be given. The table of experiments with the horizontal fire-tube boiler, for in-

stance, can be rearranged so that the experiments take rank with respect to the total combustion per

hour, the combustion per hour per square foot of grate-surface, or any other heading that is consid-

ered important, and, with each arrangement, some valuable facts will be disclosed. To give a single

illustration, suppose it is required to design an horizontal fire-tube boiler for a slow rate of combus-

tion—say, from 7 to 9 lbs. of combustible per square foot of grate per hour. Pick out all the experi-

ments in the first table where the combustion is between these limits, and it will be found that about

the same economy will be produced, whether the boiler be built of the ordinary proportions, or

whether the heating surface and calorimeter are considerably reduced—so that the latter arrange-

ment is to be preferred as the cheapest.

It is believed that these tables are sufficiently extended to aid in the design of a boiler for most

circumstances that occur, and, in nearly every instance, the normal proportions given are representa-

tive of good practice, while the varied proportions frequently show how this practice can be im-

proved.

The general conclusions that seem to be warranted by these experiments and others of a similar

character can only be briefly alluded to. As boilers are ordinarily designed, the vertical water-tube

boiler with the tubes above the furnace is the most economical, because it breaks up and mixes the

gases most thoroughly. It is probable, however, that nearly any other form of boiler can be made to

produce the same economy by a proper variation of calorimeter and heating surface. So far as mere

economy of evaporation is concerned, therefore, it seems to be a matter of indifference which form

is selected ; but in regard to economy of construction, great variations will be found to exist.

The accompanying table will be found useful in proportioning the heating surface and calorimeter

of tubular boilers. Its use will be readily understood by inspection

:

Dimensions of Boiler Tubes.

EXTERNAL
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ing coal at slow rates, that could have half their tubes plugged up, or could be made just so much

smaller, and evaporate as much water as before ; while, if the tubes were half as many and twice as

lono- as for maximum combustion, thus reducing the calorimeter and preserving the heating surface,

the economical effect would be increased.

Boilers set in brickwork are ordinarily less economical than those internally fired, on account of

the greater loss by radiation.

The reader who consults the works from which these experiments are taken will find the above

principles discussed at length.

The diameter of tubes to be chosen for any special case will depend upon their length. A good

len"-th for 3-inch tubes is 12 feet, and the diameter can be diminished or increased 1 inch for each

decrease or increase of 4 feet in the length of the tube, and in similar proportion for anj other vari-

12
ation in length. Thus, for tubes 4 feet long, the diameter may be— X 3 = 1 inch, and for tubes

18
18 feet in length the appropriate diameter is __ X S = 4^ inches. These lengths are for maximum

1 z

combustion ; and when the rate is reduced, the tubes can be lengthened.

The proportions of water and steam room in boilers vary greatly. A ratio that is quite common
in good practice is an allowance of 60 per cent, of the whole capacity of the boiler as water-room,

and the remaining 40 per cent, as steam-room. In many instances the space is equally divided be-

tween steam and water room ; and a less proportion of steam room than 40 per cent, of the whole

capacity is not considered advisable, except in cases of slow combustion, as boilers with an insuffi-

cient supply of steam-room frequently prime.

Priming is the tendency of the water in the boiler to foam and pass in a state of spray into the

cylinder along with the steam ; and when in too great a quantity to escape through the steam-port in

the return stroke, it infallibly breaks down the engine. This effect must invariably follow the prim-

ing of a sufficient quantity of water in the cylinder of a beam-engine in a factory, because it is not

and cannot be expected to be calculated to withstand a sudden blow, and such it is in reality. For if

the water primes into the cylinder in the down-stroke, it must remain on the top of the piston until it

strikes against the cylinder cover in the up-stroke, with more or less violence according to the quantity.

From the incompressibility of water, the effect is the same as if a piece of iron of equal thickness to

the depth of water on the piston was suddenly inserted in its place. The tremendous effect sometimes

produced when a large engine breaks down from this cause may easily be conceived ; for, as the vacant

space left for clearance at the top of the cylinder is generally about the same depth in large as in

small engines, the intruding body of water strikes the cylinder-cover with a proportionately greater

force. Generally the accident does not end with merely straining or breaking the crank-pin, which

may be the extent of the injury in small engines ; but the momentum of the beam is added to that

of the fly-wheel, and their combined force is exerted directly in splitting the cylinder, or tearing off

the cylinder-cover, thus effectually demolishing all the rods and gearing. Priming arises from in-

sufficient steam-room, an inadequate area of water-level, or the use of dirty water in the boiler
; the

last of these faults may be remedied by the use of collecting-vessels, but the other defects are

only to be corrected either by a suitable enlargement of the boiler, or by increasing the pressure and

working more expansively. Closing the throttle-valves of an engine partially will generally diminish

the amount of priming, and opening the safety-valve suddenly will generally set it astir. A steam

vessel coming from salt into fresh water is much more liable to prime than if she had remained in

salt water or never ventured out of fresh. This is to be accounted for by the higher heat at which

salt water boils, so that casting fresh water among it is in some measure like casting water among

molten metal, and the priming is in this case the effect of the rapid production of steam. One of the

best palliatives of priming appears to be the interposition of a perforated plate between the steam-

space and the water. The water appears to be broken up in dashing against a plate of this descrip-

tion, and the steam is liberated from its embrace. In cases in which an addition is made to a boiler

or steam-chest, it will be the best way not to cut out a large hole in the boiler-shell for establishing a

communication with the new chamber, but to bore a number of small holes for this purpose, so as to

form a kind of sieve, through which a rush of water cannot ascend. In locomotives the same end is

attained by the use of a perforated steam-pipe extending from end to end of the boiler. Such a con-

ti'ivance draws the steam off equally from the surface instead of taking it from any one part ; and

boilers provided with it are enabled to work with so small a steam-space that the steam-domes are

now being taken away from locomotives altogether. This expedient has not yet been adopted in steam

vessels, though it appears to be applicable to them also with advantage. In some boilers priming ap-

pears to be mainly caused by a malformation which prevents the water from circulating freely, and

the steam has therefore to pass up through the water, occasioning a great agitation, instead of the

water being enabled to circulate with the ascending steam. The evil may be mitigated in such cases

by the addition of pipes to the exterior of the boiler, which will permit a descending current to be es-

tablished, to replace the water carried upward by the steam. This tendency of the water to rise into

the cylinder is always considerably promoted by the very usual situation of the steam induction-iiipe

at the back end of the boiler, and seems to arise partly from the constant circulation of the water,

which causes a current at the surface to set in the direction of the length of the boiler from the

front end to the back. This circulation of water takes place in all oblong boilers, with a cer-

tain velocity depending on the ratio that the intensity of the heat in the furnace bears to the

quantity of water to be kept heated, and is entirely independent of other causes, producing uaves,

which take their rise over the fire, and gradually increase in height as they pass toward the back

part of the boiler.

'J'hc term " horse-power,^'' referred to a boiler, has no definite meaning. In the early days of the

steam-engine, when there was little difference in the details of engines and boilers, it usually hap-
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pened that a boiler large enough to furnish one engine with steam would answer for any other of the

same size ; and as the power of the eai-ly engines was in direct proportion to their size, a boiler of

certain dimensions would furnish steam for an engine developing a definite horse-power, and hence •

was said to be a boiler of a certain horse-power. But, as improvements were introduced, and various

forms of boilers and engines were adopted, it was found that the size of a boiler was not always a

measure of its efficiency, and that different engines required very different quantities of steam to de-

velop a given horse-power. Thus it frequently happens that what is a lO-horse-power boiler for one

engine, or the boiler which furnishes steam to develop 10 horse-power in that engine, may only be a

5-horse-power boiler for a more wasteful engine. Under these circumstances, it is impossible to de-

cide what the horse-power of a boiler is, in case of dispute. If, on the contrary, the rating of the

boiler is based upon its evaporation under given conditions, a simple experiment will settle whether

it is working up to its rating. The reader will find a good discussion of this subject in the "Reports

of the Committee of the Franklin Institute on the Mode of determining the Horse-Power of Steara-

Boilers." All the members of this committee agreed that the boiler should be rated according to its

actual evaporation rather than by its dimensions ; and while some members thought that a horse-

power should correspond to an evaporation of 1 cubic foot of water per hour, from and at 212°,

others considered that it was not advisable to adopt any standard for horse-power. This is probably

the view of the majority of engineers.

Testing Boihrs.—If the object of a boiler-test is simply to determine how much water can be

evaporated under given circumstances by that boiler, it is only necessary to weigh the coal and feed-

water, and ascertain the quality of the steam, in order to know whether the apparent evaporation

correctly represents the performance. The trial should be continued for 2-t hours at least, in order

to obtain average conditions. It is a good plan, before commencing the trial, to raise steam in the

boiler, then haul the fire, clean out the ash-pit, and start a new fire with wood, beginning the test as

soon as the coal thrown in is kindled, and charging all the coal put into the furnace after the new
fire is started. At the time of starting, the height of the water in the boiler should be noted, and it

should be left at the same height on concluding. The fire should be maintained of uniform thick-

ness throughout the trial, and not allowed to burn out toward the end ; and at the time of closing the

test, the fire should be hauled as rapidly as possible, and the weight of the contents of the furnace,

in a dry state, should be taken at once. The weight of the contents of the ash-pit should be added

to the above, and deducted from the total weight of coal, giving the weight of combustible consumed.

In weighing out the coal, during the trial, it should be done at regular intervals, and a constant

weight should be supplied each time, to avoid errors. The feed-water may be drawn from one or

more tanks placed on platform scales, filled up and di'awn down to the same weights each time, so

that the total feed-water can be obtained at once from a tally of the number of tanks.

Having made these observations, if the water has been evaporated into saturated steam, the quo-

tient obtained by dividing the weight of feed-water by the weight of combustible will give the result

required. In the majority of well-designed boilers the result so obtained will be practically correct.

This cannot be known in advance in any particular case, however, and it is important to determine the

quality of steam furnished during the experiment. A simple and accurate method of making this de-

termination will be explained. Provide a tank with an orifice at the bottom, and place within it a

coil of thin pipe, the lower end of which is brought through the side of the tank near the bottom,

and furnished with a cock. The upper end is to be connected, when in use, to the steam-space of the

boiler. During the trial, steam is to be admitted to the coil through a well-felted pipe, and water to

the tank to condense the steam, so that, knowing the pressure of steam, the weight and temperature

of the condensed water, and the weight, initial and final temperature of the condensing water, the

quality of the steam can be calculated. In order to determine the weight of condensing water, first

ascertain, by experiment, how much water the orifice in the bottom of the tank will deliver for dif-

ferent heads of water in the tank, and, this once determined, it will only be necessary to observe the

head in the tank during the experiment. Another preliminary experiment must be made with this

apparatus to determine the heat lost by radiation and evaporation, which is ascertained by heating

tlie water in the tank to temperatures similar to those used in the experiment, and noting the loss of

temperature and weight for definite intervals of time. The pipe leading to the coil should be con-

nected to the boiler at such a point that it obtains an average quality of steam. If it draws its sup-

ply from the centre of the steam-pipe, this will generally be accomplished. (Those who are specially

interested in this question will find a very good discussion by Prof. Hirn, the inventor of the best

plans in use, in the " Bulletin de la Societe Industrielle de Mulhouse," 1869.) The manner of mak-
ing the calculations from the data observed in connection with this instrument will be illustrated by
an example. (Some of the constants required for the solution are taken from tables of the proper-

ties of steam and water, in the article Steam.) Suppose that in a certain test the total weight

of coal supplied to the furnace was 4,476 lbs., the weight of feed-water 34,700 lbs., and the weight

of coal and ashes drawn from the furnace and ash-pit 795 lbs., so that the combustible was 4,476 —

795 = 3,681 lbs. Hence the apparent evaporation was —'—- = 9.4 lbs. of water from the temper-
3,681

ature of the feed per pound of combustible, if the steam was dry.

Suppose that an instrument was used for testing the quality of the steam, such as has been de-

scribed, and that the observations were as follows : Pressure of steam by gauge, 70 lbs. ; weight of

steam condensed at temperature of 95°, 234 lbs. ; initial temperature of condensing water, 64° ; final

temperature, 92° ; head of water in tank, 24.5 inches ; time of trial, 30 hours ; and that previous ex-

periments with the apparatus showed that, under the observed head, 4 cubic feet of water weighing

62.1 lbs. per cubic foot were discharged from the tank per hour, and that the loss of heat by radia-

tion and evaporation from the tank was 1,422 thermal units per hour. Then the amount of heat im-
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parted to the condensing water per hour was 4 X 62.1 X (92 — 64) -|- 1,422 = 8,311.2 thermal units,

234 8 S^? ^
and since~ = 7.8 lbs. of steam were condensed per hour, each pound of steam imparted — ~ =
1,074 thermal units to the condensing water ; and as the condensed steam was discharged at a tem-
perature of 95", the total heat required to condense a pound, and cool it to 32°, was 1,074 -}- 95 —
32 = 1,137 thermal units. The total heat of a pound of dry steam above 32°, at the observed press-
ure, is 1,178.5 thermal units, so that the steam generated in the above experiment contained some
moisture, the amount of which can easily be determined. Calling iv the heat of the water, corre-

sponding to the observed pressure, H the total heat of a pound of dry steam, h the heat per
pound, determined by experiment— all referred to 32°—the per cent, of moisture in the steam is

-=

—

-— X 100 = ' '—„
'

„ X 100 = 4.9. The proportion of dry steam in a pound of the mixt-

„. ^ ,
1,137-286.2

. k-w 1,137-286.2
ure, calhng Xithe latent heat of the steam, is j~ = ——

_ — = 0.9535 lb.
Jj 892.

o

If the temperature of the feed-water in the above experiment was 64°, each pound of water would
require 1,178.5 — 32 = 1,146.5 thermal units for its conversion into dry steam, while the actual

amount of heat imparted to each pound of water was 1,137 — 32 = 1,105 thermal units. Hence the

actual evaporation was —f-— = 0.9638 of the apparent, and the actual evaporation from the tem-
1,146.5

perature of the feed per pound of combustible was 9.4 X 0.963S = 9.06 lbs., or 9.06 X 1.18 = 10.69
lbs. from and at 212°.

While an experiment similar to the above, if carefully performed, gives the exact data required of
the performance of a particular boiler under special circumstances, it is not sufficiently in detail to

be of much general value, since there is nothing to tell the circumstances under which this perform-
ance was realized, or to enable a comparison to be made with other boilers. Mr. Isherwood has well

said that, if every engineer were to leave on record the particulars of a single complete experiment
made by him, the science of engineering would be much more advanced than is actually the case.

The reader who consults engineering literature in search of such experiments will be surprised to

see how few complete records are to be met with. From the thousands of boiler-experiments, whose
records have been published, there are very few that furnish much useful information, since it gen-
erally happens that the very data required for some important comparison are missing. The only
way to avoid this, in making an experiment, is to give aU the data, which, briefly expressed, comprise,
in the case of a boiler-experiment, complete dimensions of the boiler, heating surface and how dis-

tributed, calorimeter, chimney dimensions, drawings of the boiler, all the data taken on the trial, all

the constants and formulas used in the calculations, and a general discussion of the results. The
data mentioned i-efer not only to weights, pressures, and temperatures, but also to any incidents that
occur, however unimportant they may seem. In regard to the experiment, it should be made to in-

clude, if possible, temperature of furnace and chimney as well as of steam, air, and feed-water—the
air-supply should be measured, and the products of combustion analyzed when practicable—and the
effect of various rates cf combustion and of varying the boiler proportions should be tried, if op-
portunity occurs. The kind of coal used should be described, its action noted, and, if practicable, its

analysis given. It is by experiments such as these, as already shown, that the only true knowledge
of correct boiler proportions can be obtained.

The importance of showing clearly the distribution of the heating surface will be evident from the
consideration that the efficiencies of different parts vary so greatly. Thus, in the tubular boiler, as
ordinarily designed, the heating surface in the furnace and back connection evaporates about 50 per
cent, of all the water ; and the first foot of the tubes exposed to the heated gases is sometimes more
effective than all the remaining length. By giving the distribution of the heating surface, one of
the causes of the efficiency or inferior performance of a particular boiler is frequently disclosed.

The effect of varying the rate of combustion in a boiler gives results that are very useful for pur-
poses of comparison. In the case of several boilers, whose durability and safety are equal, that one
rates the highest which evaporates the most water per square foot of heating surface per hour, for

a given rate of combustion per hour, referred to the same unit, for the reason that heating surface
costs money. As results of tests are commonly stated and comparisons made, the evaporation of
one boiler is compared with that of another, without any reference to the rate of combustion in each
when i-eferred to the heating surface; so that the results, when properly compared, might be reversed.
This is sufficiently shown from the experiments recorded in another part of this article ; and as it is

sometimes important to make the reduction, a table calculated from Prof. Eankiue's formula (see

"Treatise on the Steam-Engine and other Prime Movers ") is appended, by which the reduction can
be effected approximately. Of course, whenever two different types of boilers are to be compared,
they should be tried at the same rate of combustion per square foot of heating surface, if possible.

The feed-water heater referred to in this table is one located in the chimney, the heat being im-
parted to the water by the products of combustion.

Example.—In a certain competitive trial of two boilers, with heaters, and natural draught, the rate

of combustion in the first was 0.5 lb. per square foot of heating surface per hour, and in the second
1 lb. The first evaporated 13.2 lbs. of water from and at 212° per pound of combustible, and the
second 11.1 lbs., so that the first evaporated about 19 per cent, more than the second, under these
conditions. If they had both been tried at the rate of combustion of the first, the second would have

.84
evaporated -^ X 11.1 = 13.32 lbs., or would have been about 1 per cent, more efficient than the first.

Although the principles just stated for recording boiler experiments have not been followed in

the records contained in this article, for the obvious reason of restricted space, an endeavor has been
14
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made to give the results in a form sufficiently complete to render them useful in practice
;
and the

reader who desires more detailed accounts will consult the references.

Relative Efficimcy for Different Rates of Combustion.
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(6.) Each line of rivets, double riveted joints.

p=T X

for plates up to \ inch in thickness,

for plates from \ to -,\ inch in thickness,
for plates from -,\ to -^^ inch in thickness,
for plates from -[^g- to 1 inch in thickness.

4. Lap ofjoint.

Single-riveted
joint.

1= Tx

Double-riveted
joint.

6, 10,

4.5, 7.5,

4, 6.7,

Working pressure for cylindrical shells.

Single-riveted Double-riveted
shells. shells.

10,000, 12,000, for steel shells.

7,600, 9,000, for wrought-iron shells.

5,000, 6,400, for copper shells.

6. Thickness of ci/lindrical shells.

for plates up to | inch in thickness,

for plates from | to f inch in thickness,
for plates from f to 1 inch in thickness.

TP=^x

T=Px D

X

Single-riveted
shells.

0.0001,

0.0001316,

0.0002.

Double-riveted
shells.

0.00008333, for steel shells.

0,0001111, for wrought-iron shells.

0.0001563, for copper shells.

7. Working pressurefor cylindricalflues of ivrought-iron, exposed to externalpressure.

P = 1,950,000 X
L X D b X c'

8. Tidckness for cylindrical flues of wrought-iron, exposed to external pressure.

T=
V{- 00000051282 x P x L x I) x

X c\

Note.—In the two foregoing formulas, the values of the constants, a, b, and c, are as follows :

0.4 for flues from
0.45

0.5

0.55

0.6

0.65

0.7

0.75

0.8

0.85

0.9

0.95

1.

,061 to .087 in. thick,

.087

.119

.159

.206

.261

.325

.399

.483

.577

.682

.8

.931

.119

.159

.206

.261

.325

.399

.483

.577

.682

.8

.931

.107

«
(C

ti

((

u

9, Working pressure for flat plates, secured at the edges.

(a.) Circular plates.

Cast-iron plates.

3,750
R^

P =

(6.) Rectangular plates.

p_ y X (m* + n*
)

m* X «.*

(c.) Square plates.

X

5,000

10,000

for flues from 13 to 25 inches long.
" " 25 " 51 "

" " 51 " 110 "

" « 110 " 253 "

" 223 " 628 "

from 2.4 " 4 in. in diameter.
" 4. " 6.5
" 6.5 " 10.2
" 10.2 " 15.5
" 15.5 " 22.9
" 22.9 " 33.
" 33. " 47.
" 47. " 65.

Wrought-iron plates.

9,000

12,000

Steel plates.

15,000

20,000

10. Thickness for flat plates, secured at the edges,

{a.) Circular plates.

T=P X VP X

(6.) Rectangular plates

T= m'

(c.) Square plates.

T= m X VPx

Cast-iron plates.

0.018257

X 0.014142

0.01

24,000

Wrought-iron plates.

0.011785

0.0091287

0.006455

40,000

Steel plates.

0.0091287

0.0070711

0.006
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1 1

.

WorHnff pressure for stayed surfaces.

Copper plates.

P=J'x 17,000

1 2

.

Thichiess for stayed surfaces.

T=S X VF X

13. WorTcing pi'essure for stays.

8-

14. Area of stays.

A=P X S^ X

15. Diameter of stays.

Copper plates.
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0.26 inch. In this example it will be seen that one of the constants has to be determined by trial,

since it depends on the thickness of the plate, which is unknown.

9. The working pressure for the flat head of a cylindrical boiler, unstayed, 20 inches diameter,
(0..5 1^

made of wrouirht-iron half an inch thick, = '- x 9,000 = 22.5 lbs. per square inch.°
(lu/-

10. The thickness for a steel plate, unstayed, 12 inches square, exposed to a pressure of 40 lbs.

per square inch, = 12 x V 40 x 0.005 = 0.38 inch.

11. The working pressure for a wrought-iron plate, stayed at intervals of ^ inches, and three-eighths

of an inch thick.

{7f
x 27,000 = 77.48 lbs. per square inch.

12. The thickness for a steel plate, exposed to a pressure of 100 lbs. per square inch, with stays 5

inches from centre to centre, = 5 x y 100 x 0.0047141 = 0.24 inch.

13. The working pressure for copper stays, having an area of 0.5 square inch, and placed 8

0.5
inches between centres, = -—^ ^ 3000 = 23.4 lbs. per square inch.

14. The area for wrought-iron stays, 5 inches between centres, for a pressure on the plate of 100

lbs. per square inch, = 100 x (5)^ x 0.00025 — 0.625 square inch.

15. The diameter of a round stay, whose area is 0.625 square inch, — |/(1.2732 x 0.625)

= 0.892 inch.

As before remarked, if these rules are to be changed so as to give the proportions with a different

factor of safety, the change can easily be made by altering the constants. Thus, if a boiler is to be
proportioned with only five-eighths as much strength as these rules give, multiply the constants in the

rules for working pressure by f.

Riveting machines are generally used in the construction of modern boilers with plates more than

half an inch thick. The riveted joints, whether hand or machine riveted, arc then made tight by
chipping and calking the seams. Sometimes the edge
of the sheet that is to be calked is planed before the

joint is made.
An important improvement in the mode of calking

joints has recently been introduced. It is illustrated

in Fig. 465, which sufficiently shows the nature of the

improvement.
Where holes are cut in boilers for man and hand

hole plates, and for connection with steam-drum, the

sheet should be strengthened by a band around the

edges of the opening, which band should be of angle-iron in the case of large openings.

Any pipe that is attached to a boiler should be secured by flanges in preference to being screwed
into threads cut in the sheet.

The tubes of boilers are secured to the tube-sheets by expanding them slightly at the inner or outer

or at both edges of the sheets. Formerly this was done with a hand-tool and light hammer, but
tube-expanders are now employed almost exclusively. The two forms in common use are Prosser's,

467.

468.

466.

Figs. 466 and 467, and Dudgeon's, Fig. 468. The former, it will be seen, consists of an expanding
hollow plug, in sections held together by a spring. In using this tool, it is inserted into the end of

the tube, and expanded by the action of a tajjcring mandrel driven into it, turning the expander
slightly after each blow. A collar. Fig. 467, is sometimes used in connection with this tool, which
cuts off the end of the tube while it is being expanded. From the form of the sections, this tool ex-

pands the tube on the outside of the sheet, as well as the inner.

The Dudgeon expander has a series of rollers which expand the tube when forced outward by the

action of a tapering mandrel, which needs only to be turned a few times to do the work. It is stated

that this tool has been used to stop leaks in tubes, with steam in the boiler.

Incrustation and Corrosion.—The action of the filtering feed water heater, which removes the solid
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impurities from the water before it enters the boiler, has already been referred to. This device

proves very efficacious in many instances, but there are some qualities of feed-water that cannot be

purified in this manner. None of the water used in marine boilers can be rendered pure by me-

chanical means ; and where surface-condensers are not employed, it is found impossible to prevent in-

crustations forming on the sheets and flues. The scale or incrustation on the heating surfaces of a

boiler, being a bad conductor, reduces the evaporative efficiency ; and if it is very thick, the material

of the boiler frequently becomes overheated, and is thus rendered worthless. There are many so-

called scale-preventives in the market, most of which, however, should be used with caution, since

it is difficult to find anything that will attack incrustations, that is not also liable to injure the iron.

An account of a number of these preparations, with their analysis, is contained in a " Report on

Water for Locomotives and Boiler Incrustations," by C. F. Chandler. Among the best preventives,

in the case of spring waters, are crude petroleum, soda ash, and tannate of soda. In using any of

these remedies, the boiler should be blown off and waslied out frequently. The scale can frequently

be softened bv allowing the water to remain in the boiler after the fire is hauled, until it is quite

cool, and then letting it run out. Preparations which act mechanically and soften the scale have

been used with some success. Tobacco-juice was tried for some time in vessels of the United States

navy, and it was found that, while the amount of deposit was not diminished, it could be more easily

removed. (See " Experimental Researches in Steam Engineering.")

At the present time, surface-condensers are used with nearly all marine engines, and, in general,

the amount of incrustation is not great. With the first introduction of the surface-condenser, how-

ever, a greater evil than that of incrustation was developed, which at one time threatened to prevent

the further use of this form of condenser. It was found that the interior of the boiler, where a sur-

face-condenser was employed, corroded very rapidly, particularly in spots over the fire, so that in a

few months the crown-sheet was nearly eaten through in places. Although the cause of this cor-

rosion is not definitely known, it is believed to be due to the action of the grease which is carried

from the cylinder into the boiler, and possibly in a slight degree to galvanic action between the brass

tubes of the condenser and the iron of the boiler. Whether or not this is the true reason, an effective

remedy has been discovered, which consists in tinning the condenser tubes, and allowing a very thin

coating of scale to form on the interior surfaces of the boiler. As this scale, when deposited from

salt-water, is sometimes dissolved, Mr. F. J. Rowan recommends that an artificial coating be pro-

duced, by feeding in a thin whitewash of calcium sulphate and magnesium hydrate.

In this brief notice of corrosion and incrustation, it has only been possible to touch upon the

most prominent points. For useful information on this subject, reference is made to the " Reports

of the Hartford Boiler Insurance Association," and " Boiler Incrustation and Corrosion," by F. J.

Rowan.
Boiler Explosions.—At the present time there are numerous companies that are willing, for a small

premium, to insure a steam-user against loss from boiler explosions, and that succeed, by a rigid system

of inspection, in preventing nearly all accidents to boilers under their charge. Tlie boiler insurance

companies of England have, for a number of years, made a careful investigation into the circumstances

attending every boiler explosion occurring in that country, so that the ultimate causes of such acci-

dents are no longer in doubt. Explosions occur because the steam pressure is allowed to exceed the

proper limit, or because the boiler, weakened in some manner, is no longer able to sustain the ordi-

nary working pressure. The mysterious theories in regard to boiler explosions, that were formerly

prevalent, are accepted by few intelligent engineers at present. Many of them have been directly

disproved by experiments (see Journal of the Franklin Institute, 1S36, 1S37, 1S72); but the most

convincing proof is the fact that these explosions do not occur when boilers are properly managed.

The investigations of boiler-insurance companies show that the proper pressure is often exceeded in

a boiler, on account of the use of a defective steam-gauge or a so-called safety-valve that is too small

to relieve the boiler, is overloaded, or stuck to the seat. One of the most noteworthy explosions that

ever occurred from a defective safety-valve was on the British steamer Thunderer, July 17, 1876.

(For an account of this explosion, and the thorough investigation that followed, see Encfineerinc/, xxii.)

A boiler becomes weakened, so that it will not sustain the ordinary working pressure, by cor-

rosion, internal or external, by being overheated, which is frequently caused by incrustation, by groov-

ing of the plates, caused by unequal expansion, or on account of lack of adjustment of the braces.

All these points have been thoroughly investigated by the different boiler-insurance associations, and

much valuable information is contained in their reports. (For an account of government regulations

in various countries in regard to the inspection of steam-boilers, see T7ie Engineer, xxxix.) The gen-

eral result of all the investigations is to show that safety from accident can only be assured by

thorough inspection at frequent intervals, and that the hydrostatic test alone is not sufficient, cases

being on record in which a boiler has exploded at less than the pressure attained just before in a

hydrostatic test. Indeed, the hydrostatic test, with cold water, often injures a boiler; and it is pref-

erable to fill the boiler with water, load the safety-valve to the desired pressure, and heat the water

gradually until it opens the valve by expansion. There are many defects, however, that this kind of

test does not show, and that can only be discovered by careful inspection, external and internal. In

this inspection, the eye must be assisted by the ear, one of the most delicate tests being the sound of

the material when tapped with a light hammer. In the case of the disastrous explosion on the

r.teamer Westfield, July 30, 1871 (see Journal of the Franklin Institute, 1871), the sheet was

weakened by corrosions, a fact that was not disclosed by the hydrostatic test made a short time

before, and that could only have been discovered by the hammer-test, according to the testi-

mony of an experienced inspector. In the practice of private boiler-insurance associations, the

hydrostatic test now occupies a secondary position, being used mainly in the case of new boilers,

while personal inspection with the hammer-test is the rule for boilers that have been in service for

some time. "'• tl- •"•
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BOILERS, SUGAR. See Sugar-making Machinery.
BOLSTEKS are used to support a piece of work at a proper distance above an anvil while being

punched or drifted : consequently, the greater the length of drift that protrudes beyond the work,
the greater is the height or thickness of the bolster. Some sorts of bolsters consist of thick circular

wings having holes of various diameters ; other bolsters are slotted or may have a long narrow gap.
The forging of one of this class consists in bending one end of a long bar and closing the work
together until the gap is of the proper width. After the bolster is finished, it is cut from the bar,

which serves as a handle during the forging.

BOLT-MAKIXG MACmXERY. See Nail-making Machinery.
BOLTS. See Mills, Grain.

BOND. See Masonry.
BONE-BLACK APPARATUS. See Sugar-making Machinery.
BOOKBINDING MACHINERY. There are two kinds of bookbinding, known respectively as

" cloth-case " and " extra." The first is the cheapest, and that in whiqh machinery is employed ; the
second is usually done by hand. After printing, the sheets go to the binder in quires, and are

folded at the rate of from 10,000 to 12,000 per day in folding machines (see Book-folding Ma-
chine). The sheets are then laid in piles, collected in sets to form the book, examined, and pressed
in a smashing machine (see Press). The volume next passes to the sawing machine preparatory to

sewing. Several volumes are taken together, and in an instant five revolving saws make as many
cuts in the backs, of a size sufficient to admit the bands of twine to which the sheets are sewed. A
late improvement in sawing sheets consists in gathering the sheets of a set in two heaps, odd signa-

tures in one pile, even in the other. Slanting cuts are then made in the backs. The result is that
when the sheets are gathered in proper sequence, the cuts cross, the binding-thi'ead passing through
the continuous orifice formed by their intersection. This is claimed to give a very strong binding.
Book-sewing is now mainly done on book-sewing machines (see Sewing Machines). This done, end
papers are pasted on the book, and its free edge is cut in a cutting machine (see Paper-cutting
Machinery). A backing machine then spreads the back and forms a groove for the boards. The
cover is prepared of millboard and cloth, and stamped in an embossing press (see Press). Finally,

the book is pasted on the sides, placed in the cover and pressed until dry. A very complete descrip-

tion of the hand-processes for both cloth-case and extra binding will be found in the article " Book-
binding," in the " American Cyclopedia."

BOOK-FOLDING MACHINE. An apparatus for folding sheets of books for sewing and binding.
In Fig. 469 is represented a simple form of the Chambers machine. The operator transfers a sheet
to the table A, which has a transverse slit across its middle. The revolution of the pulleys oper-
ates a rock-shaft B, carrying a curved arm with a folder C at its extremity, which presses the
sheet down through the slit in the

table, where it passes between rollers

which double it and deliver it into a
receptacle A at the end of the ma-
chine. To fold an octavo, the once-

folded sheet is again presented to a
folding edge, when it is carried to a
second set of rollers which squeeze it

flat, and it is thence led to a trough,

where the folded sheets are collected.

BOOT-MAKING MACHINERY.
See Shoe-making Machinery.
BORING MACHINE. See Drill-

ing AND Boring Machines.
BORT. See Diamond.
BOSHES. See Furnaces, Blast.
BOTTLE-MAKING. See Glass-

making Machinery.
BRACE, DRILL. See Drills.
BRAKE. This term is applied

—

(1) to a machine for separating the
bark and pith from the fibre of hemp
and flax; (2) to a kneading-machine
(see Bread and Biscuit Machinery); (3) to the handles of a fire-engine pump; (4) to an iron crotch
with a sharp reentering angle, used in basket-making, to peel the bark from the osiers

; (5) to a
heavy snaffle used for subduing unruly horses

; (6) to a frame for confining refractory animals while
being shod, etc.

; (7) to a friction strap, band, or shoe, applied to machinery to afford resistance (see
Dynamometers)

; (8) to a vehicle for breaking horses, consisting of the running-gears and a driver's

seat, without any carriage-body. Brakes for wagons consist of rubbers or shoes so arranged as to
be pressed against the wheels by a system of levers operated by a handle near the driver's seat.

Sled or sleigh brakes are usually spurs brought into action by scraping on the ground.
BRAKES, CAR. These are the subject of numerous inventions, the result aimed at being to stop

a railway train within the shortest possible distance. When the brakes are applied to a railway train
to stop its motion entirely, the propelling or tractive force is taken off at the same moment ; and
their object is then to convert the vk viva of the train into mechanical work by means of fric-

tion, the result being heat.

Railway brakes are single or non-continuous when they are applied to a car singly, and continuous
when they act simultaneously on all or on several cars of the train. There are also continuous and
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automatic brakes ; or, more properly speaking, some of the continuous brakes, under certain cir-

cumstances, can be made to work automatically. In all cases the braking force is applied to the

wheels, blocks of metal being pressed against their rim, creating friction. The difference between

the various brakes exists only in the manner in which this force is transmitted to the blocks—com-

monly called shoes—from the motor, whether the latter be steam or air pressure, the force of gravi-

tation, or human strength.

Hand-Brakes.—The ordinary hand-brake is operated by a brakeman from the platform or the roof

at either end of the car. It consists of a vertical rod supported and kept in position by brackets.

On the upper end of the rod is a hand-wheel, and to the lower end a chain is attached, which, when

wound up on the rod, acts on two horizontal wooden bars, suspended from the frame of the car-

truck or the car, their ends being fitted with metallic friction-blocks, which press against the wheels.

The vertical rod is held stationary by means of a small ratchet-wheel and detent on the platform or

the roof when the brakes are put on, and is released when the motion of the train is stopped. There

are various other forms of hand-brakes. Screw-brakes are often used on locomotives, in which the

bar carrying the friction-blocks is pressed against the wheels by means of a rod, the other end of

which is attached to one arm of a bell-crank ; the other arm of the crank is pulled by a rod provided

with a screw-thread working in a fixed nut. Pressure on brake-blocks is sometimes exerted simply by

the weight of the brakeman, who stands at one end of a lever acting on the bars.

As the speed of railway trains has been increased, the necessity for better devices to effect quick

and powerful action of brakes has augmented ; and thus steam or other pressure has been substitu-

ted for human strength, and continuous brakes have been invented, all tending to increase safety

and prevent accidents. Abundant instances may be cited wherein the safety or destruction of a fast

train has depended upon whether two seconds or eighteen elapsed between the application of the

brake and the development of the retarding force on the wheels.

M. Marie has determined that a theoretically perfect brake should stop a train running at 38 and

50 miles an hour respectively within the following distances

:

In bad weather 767 feet and 1,877 feet.

In medium weather S87 " 715

Infineweathcr 259 " 300 "

Under best conditions 197 " 344 "

In order to determine the space in which quick stops could be effected by means of the tender-

brake, application of brake to rear car, use of sand on rails, and reversal of engine, Captain Tyler,

in 1875, caused the following trials to be made on the Derby, Castle Donnington & Trent line, Eng-

land. There were four trials. In the first all available means were used to stop the train, viz.

:

tender-brake and one guard's van-brake at rear of train applied, sand used, and engine reversed, and

steam against it with the Lechatelier tap open. The gradient was level ; the train, the total weight

of which was 102 tons 7 cwt. 2 qrs., was running at the rate of 49.9 miles per hour vhen the brake

was applied. The result was that 54 seconds were occupied in stopping the train, which, after the

application of the brake, ran a distance of 807 yards. In the second experiment all available means

except reversing the engine were used : gradient, 1 in 330, up, and level ; speed, 49.9 miles ; time, 60

seconds ; distance run, 843 yards. In the third experiment all available means were used, and when

the engine was reversed, the regulator was allowed to remain wide open all the time : gradient, 1 in

220, down ; speed, 52.5 miles ; time occupied, 55 seconds ; distance run, 867 yards. In the final ex-

periment all available means were used. When reversing the engine the steam was first shut off,

then the lever was pulled into back gear, and then steam was turned on again as in the first experi-

ment : gradient, level ; speed, 52.5 miles ; time, 50 seconds ; distance, 787 yards. The weather was

fair, and the rails slightly greased. This will suffice to show the efllcacy of the old system of brakes

when aided by quick reversal of the engine.

Steam-Brakes.—These consist either of apparatus independently attached to the locomotive, or of

mechanism which, besides transferring the propelling power, is also employed to retard the motion.

An example of the first kind is a steam-cylinder placed on the locomotive between the driving-wheels,

with two pistons and rods projecting in opposite directions, and acting on the friction-blocks. Steam

admitted between the two pistons, through a pipe provided with a cock leading from the boiler,

presses on the blocks, and is exhausted at the will of the driver through a separate cock. The sec-

ond kind of steam-brakes is not used in this country. They continue to be employed in Europe,

although they are far from being as effective as continuous brakes are. Of these there are several

types : 1. In the Lechatelier system a pipe is led from the exhaust-pipe of the engine to a small

closed vessel which is connected with the boiler by two other pipes, each furnished with a cock. One

of these communicates with the boiler above and the other below the water-line, and by means of them

a mixture of steam and water can be introduced into the closed vessel, and from it led by the pipe

first mentioned to the exhaust-pipe. This provides for the admission cf a mixture of stca,m and

water into the blast-pipe when the engine is reversed, and the pistons then pump this mixture instead

of air and dust (the latter of which would damage the working portions) into the boiler. 2. The

method proposed by Zeh involves the compression of the steam, by shutting the exhaust-pipe, and

placing the valve-irear on a high grade of expansion ; thus the steam has to perform but little work,

and the escape of the expanded'steam is also prevented, and the latter is thus compressed at the

backward stroke of the piston. 3. The compression of air in the cylinders has been proposed by

M. de Bergues as a locomotive brake. The regulator and the blast-pipe are shut ; the admission-pjpe

is connected with an air-vessel, which has a safety-valve; the exhaust-pipe is put in communication

with the atmosphere ; and the valve-motion is reversed. The counter-pressure is thus increased to a

certain degree independently of the pressure in the boiler; but the disadvantages are many. 4. M. de
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Landsee's brake acts upon the principle of producing the retarding power by using steam from the
boiler as a back pressure upon the pistons in a more advantageous manner than with the reversin"-
of the valve-gear. The steam in front of the piston is pressed back into the boiler, and acts thus by
its repression upon the piston in comparison with the compression produced in the cylinder. 5.
Krauss & Co.'s plan consists in an arrangement by means of which the steam can be made to enter
the cylinders through the exhaust-pipes, instead of through the ordinary steam-pipes, the blast nozzle
being at the time closed, and the steam admitted through the exhaust-pipes being pumped back partly
into the boiler, and partly into the steam chests, from which it escapes through an adjustable valve
into the chimney. Of course the engine is not reversed as in the Lechatelicr device.

Continuous Brakes.—The main requirements to be sought for in selecting a railway-brake which
maybe placed with confidence upon high-speed trains maybe summarized as follows: 1. It must
be capable of application to every wheel throughout the train, if so desired. 2. It must be so
prompt in its action that no ap-

preciable loss of time occurs be- *^^'

tween the time of its application,

and the moment when its full

power can be exerted throughout
the train. 3. It must be capable
of being applied by the engineer,

and at any desired point through-
out the train. 4. It must be ca-

pable of application by engineer
and train-guards acting in con-
cert, or by either independently
of the other. 5. It must under
all circumstances be capable of
arresting the motion of a train

in the shortest possible distance.

6. It must be so arranged that
in the event of the failure of any
one of its vital parts, such fail-

ure must record itself by the ap-

plication of the brakes or other-

wise ; so that the train, if in mo-
tion, may be automatically arrest-

ed, and the existence of a defect
be thereby made known. 7. It

must, in the event of a train

breaking into two or more parts,

be capable of immediate auto-
matic application to every ve-

hicle, under all conditions. 8.

It must be simple in its construc-
tion and in its mode of working,
and not be more liable to de-

rangement in any of its parts
than any other portion of the
mechanism on the train. 9. The
duties it is called upon to per-

form must be done by the ap-
paratus itself, and not by the
addition of any auxiliary contriv-

ance called in to aid an appli-

ance which cannot of itself fulfill

the necessary conditions. 10. It

should preferably be inexpensive
for first establishment, and neces-
sarily cheap in maintenance

; for if the latter condition be not fulfilled, constant watching and fre-
quent renewals would be required, and the eighth requirement named above would not be com-
plied with.

Continuous brakes may be divided into four varieties : 1. Those operating throughout the train by
rods and chains and similar mechanical devices. 2. Those in which the mechanism is operated by
electro-magnetism. 3. Those in which water is forced through pipes, which thus serves as a means
of transmitting the power, or hydraulic pressure is otherwise applied. 4. Those in which the
brakmg devices are operated either by compressed air or by air at normal pressure through the
production of a vacuum. Prominent types of each variety will be considered

:

1. Chain and Mechanical Brakes.—The operation of the Creamer brake, Fig. 470, may be
described as follows

:
To the ordinary hand-wheel and brake-shaft (for winding up the brakes)

is attached a drum. A, or loose pulley containing a strong spiral spring This spring is wound
up by a reverse motion of the brake-shaft, to which is attached an arm and pawl, ^', \aking into
a circle of ratchet teeth on the top of the drum A. When the spring is wound ready for use, it
IS held in check by a lever, 5, from the extremity of which passes a branch line to the top of the
car at D, and connecting about 3 feet forward to the bell-cord. The branch-line is attached to the
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lever Bhy a. ring in such a way that, when the lever is drawn up vertically, the ring disconnects.

This is rendered necessary to insure the working of the brakes by the bell-cord, whether the train is

extended on an up grade, or contracted on a down grade. The attachment of the branch line of

each car, some 3 feet forward, enables the engineer to apply the brakes of all the cars simultane-

ously, by pulling the bell-cord, and at the same time it does not interfere with the bell-cord as a

means of enabling the conductor to signalize the engineer. When the conductor pulls the bell-

cord it rings the bell, and simply makes slack on the several branch-lines connected with the brake,

but does not operate the brake. The conductor, brakeman, or even passengers, however, can, if an

emergency arises in any part of the train, instantly close all the brakes, by pulling the bell-cord, or

any accidental separation of the train produces the same effect, namely, bringing the retarding force

on all the cars into instant action.

The Hebcrlein Brake is not a true continuous brake, though it may be fitted to every car in the

train, the plan being, however, to divide the train into sections, including one brake-car in each, and

the operator in this car can apply the brake to his own car, and to one or more others in connection

with it. The brakes are applied to the wheels by a friction-pulley, which engages with a friction-

wheel on one of the axles of the engine or of the brake-car. The revolution of this wheel winds

up a flat link chain, and this pulling on a set of rods under the cars applies the blocks to the wheels.

By pulling a cord, which extends through the cars, a detent is thrown out of gear, and the friction-

pulley, which is hung on a weighted bell-crank lever, is suffered to fall into contact with the friction-

wheel on the axle, and the brake is applied as soon as the train has run far enough to wind up the

slack of the chain. The cord is kept taut, so that in case a car runs from the track, or becomes

detached, a strain is brought upon the line, and the brakes are immediately applied.

The Clark and Webb Chain-Brake is about the same as the preceding, the brake being applied

by the tightening of a chain which is attached to a drum beneath the van, this drum being so

mounted that it can, when desired, be driven by bringing it into contact with a friction-wheel fixed

on the van axle.

Fay's Continuous Brake.—E&ch. carriage has a shaft passing along it from end to end, a screw on

this shaft actuating the brake-levers. The shafts are coupled up between each pair of carriages by

a square bar, of which one end carries a coupling-wheel ; the other end slides in a socket forming

part of the shaft beneath one of the carriages. The square coupling-bars thus transmit the rotary

motion from one shaft to the other, while the sliding movement of the bar just mentioned allows

for the play of the buffers.

Becker\s Continuous Friction Brake is an ingenious invention, in which the momentum of the tram

is employed for the creation of the retarding power. Its principal part, the friction-gearing, consists

of a horizontal axle, suspended by movable arms, D, Fig. 472, from the car frame. This axle carries

a fixed sheave. A, Fig. 471, at each end, and on each sheave is a friction-ring B, fitted so loosely as

to enable it to turn easily on the sheave. These rings are placed opposite the tires, and, according

as they are intended to press against the tires or to grip the flanges of the wheels, are made cylin-

471.

drical or with grooves. They may be brought into contact with the tires or lifted from them as de-

sired. When in contact, the rings receive motion from the wheels with the same peripheral^ speed,

and the friction between the rings and the sheaves winds up a chain fastened to their axle, C, Fig. 472.

The latter, being connected in the usual way to the friction-blocks, presses them against the wheels.

Since the winding up of the brake-chain is not effected directly by the revolving friction-ring, but

by means of the "axle and fixed sheave working within it, the axle can only be turned until the chain

has been fully wound up, when it will remain still and be in no way affected by any further motion

of the friction-ring, however long it may contitiuc to revolve. The friction-ring does not come to a

standstill until the wheel with which it is in contact ceases to move. By means of this peculiar com-

bination of the ring between the driving-wheel and the mechanism which sets the brake in action,

not only is the desired effect ot)tained in" every case and for each special demand, but theusual con-

cussions on the first application of the brake are, it is claimed, avoided, and the skidding of the

wheels rendered impossible. The brake is instantly thrown out of gear when the friction-ring is

withdrawn from the periphery of the wheel. The control or intermediate gear which serves to de-

termine the position of the friction-ring with regard to the tire of the wheel, either by bringing it

into contact with or removing it from the latter, consists of an axle fitted to the framework of the
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carriage, with a winch-handle at each end, and carrying a fixed double-grooved sheave, round which
in opposite directions are wound chains, two of which connect with the friclion-asle. If the trans-

mission-chain be tightened, a partial revolution of the sheave is effected ; and by the other chains
the friction-gear is either brought into contact with or withdrawn from the wheel. In whatever
direction the chain may be pulled, the action is always the same. It being important to have
all the brakes in the train begin to act simultaneously, it was necessary to provide a compensa-
tion for changes in the length of the train ; and this was accomplished by carrying the chain from
car to car, through three pulleys, E, F, G, two stationary and attached to each end of the coupled
cars, and the third held at its centre by two rods, the other end of the rods being pivoted in the cen-
tres of the other pulleys. The three pulleys represent thus the corners of a triangle with a flexible

base (which would represent here the play between the cars) and height, and with two sides of a
constant length. Around these sides the chain is carried from car to car, and its length is thus con-
stant, and unaffected by any slack in the train. An apparatus on the tender, which can be also

placed at any point of the train, or in several places, pulls on the chain by means of a crank or a
hand-wheel, and puts the brakes on. To this end, after the train has been made up and the ordinary
coupling fastened, the whole of the friction-sheaves, as well as the side winches, are let down until

the friction-rings are brought into contact with the tires ; the transmission-couplings arc then fast-

ened between the carriages by being brought together and bolted, and the transmission completed
by passing the end of one chain over the centre pulley and fastening it in the ring on the chain of
the next wagon. The surplus piece is then hung up and fastened as a reserve chain, as shown in

Fig. 471. The junction of the chains is chosen at such a point, that with the maximum motion of
the chain, cither by tightening up or slacking out, it cannot pass over either of the pulleys. The
tension thus kept on the transmission-chain while running is so uniform, and so entirely independent
of the position of the carriages, that an application or taking off of the brakes is said to be instan-
taneous throughout the length of the train. If, for instance, the disk-handle of the brake-spindle on
the tender be suitably operated, the whole transmission-chain will be raised or tightened up, and each
particular friction-sheave removed from the tires. In the event of the train breaking in two or more
parts, the separated parts would immediately be automatically acted on by the brake. Another advan-
tage which this brake possesses over many other continuous brakes is, that its action begins without
any shock, but gradually, although its maximum power is developed in a very short time. The inventor
claims that by this brake any train at the highest speed can be brought to a standstill in all weathers
in 1,476 feet. For results of trials, see Enginea; xlv., 76.

2. Electro-Magnetic Brakes.—Achard's Brake {French).—Each carriage of the train is supplied
with a galvanic battery of six DanicU cells. These batteries are connected with each other, and with
the engine foot-plate, by means of four insulated wires passing through the whole length of the train.

By means of these wires two distinct currents may be created, either of which may be closed or
broken by altering the position of a handle placed before the engine-driver. In the frame of each
car is a transverse arbor above the forward axle, upon one end of which is fixed a strong ratchet-

wheel. A lever, pivoted at a point behind the axle and lying thereon (when the apparatus is work-
ing) carries at its extremity a click, which falls into the teeth of the ratchet. The axle has a cam
at the point where the lever crosses it, and this cam, at every revolution of the wheel, lifts the lever
suflSciently to advance the ratchet one tooth. On the ratchet arbor is a powerful electro-magnet,
and also on the arbor are two loose barrels carrying armatures ; when the magnet is excited these
armatures are fixed by its attraction, so that the barrels then turn with the magnet. To each bar-
rel is attached a chain, which is thus wound upon the barrel, and through which the levers are oper-
ated to apply the brakes to the wheels.

.3. Hydraulic Brakes.—Barkcr\s Hydraulic Brake {English) comprises a pump, a cistern, and an
accumulator for collecting and storing the power, a regulator and an apparatus for applying that
power in retarding the speed of the train. The pump, which is double-acting, is worked by mech-
anism in connection with a friction-wheel, which is brought in contact with one of the car-wheels.
From the cistern, which holds about 25 gallons, the water is pumped into an accumulator, the piston
of which is forced up against the resistance of spiral springs. In order to render the action of the
accumulator as nearly constant as possible under the constantly varying conditions of train-length,

there is an ingenious automatic arrangement whereby the pressure is always maintained in the
accumulator sufficiently high for any emergency.
The arrangement for distributing and utilizing the hydraulic power for the purpose of retarding

the train consists, first, of a pipe IJ inch in diameter fixed under each carriage. The main pipe
is made continuous from a regulating apparatus (which controls the passage of water from the accu-
mulator) throughout the whole length of the train, by means of flexible tubing connected to the
pipes by ordinary union-joints. From the main pipe are lateral branches leading to hydraulic cyl-

inders. These are each 4 inches in diameter, and one is provided for every wheel to which it is

desired to apply brake-power. Each wheel has two brake blocks, and the ram of the cylinder is

fixed to the block nearest to it, the cylinder itself being connected by a pair of rods to the block,
on the opposite side of the wheel. On the water being admitted to the cylinder, or rather pressure
being put upon the water already contained in the cylinder, both blocks are forced on the wheel. In
order to withdraw the blocks upon the removal of the water-pressure from the ram, a spiral spring
is placed inside each cylinder. Upon the ram being relieved from pressure, the tension of the spring
forces a portion of the water back into the cistern for further use, and at the same time clears the
brake-blocks from the wheels. An ingenious automatic contrivance preserves a given amount of
clearance, and causes the wear of the blocks to be followed up. The apparatus may be worked
from the locomotive as well as from any car.

The McBride Hydraulic Brake {American').—In this apparatus the power is derived directly

from the steam-pressure against the water in the boiler, this pressure being communicated to a pipe
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filled with water and running from the tender underneath all the cars of the train. The water is

first conveyed from the tender-tank to a 3-way cock, which is placed on the locomotive, where it is

always under the control of the engineer. Another pipe leads from the cock to the boiler below

the water-line ; a third pipe leads from the same cock and runs under the cars, the connections

between the cars being provided for by means of hose couplings with self-closing valves. Under

each car is a cast-iron cylinder with a piston, the rod of which is connected to the brake-levers.

The pipe at each eml of the train has an air-cock, to allow the air to escape while the pipe is being

filled with water. As long as the train is running, the communication from the tender to the pipe

running under the cars is kept open, thus keeping the pipes and brake-cylinders constantly full of

water. The train can be stopped by a turn of the lever, which operates the 3-way cock and closes

the communication between the tender and pipe under the cars. This cock is so constructed that

the communication between the water-tank and boiler can be shut off so as to prevent the press-

ure from acting on the water in the tank. To relieve the pressure and to take off the brake, the

engineer simply turns the lever back to its original position, and the brakes are instantly off, the

surplus water being forced back into the water-tank by the recoil spring on the brake-levers.

The Hcmlersoii Hydraulic Brake {American), Fig. 473.—Between the wheels of each truck is placed

a C}'lindrical vessel of cast-iron, the ends of which are formed of two dish-shaped flexible dia-

phragms of India-rubber, secured to the drum and making an air-tight joint at the periphery by

flanges bolting thereto. Two rams, working in opposite directions, are fitted against and into the

hollow part of the diaphragms. Their outer ends are attached by rectangular flanges and bolts

to the brake-beams, carrying the brake-shoes. When pressure comes between the diaphragms it

simply forces them apart, projecting the rams, which act immediately on the brakes ; and, when
the pressure is relieved, the atmosphere reacts on the area of the rams and forces them back,

assisted by the tendency of the diaphragms themselves to recover their normal position. The power

is transmitted from an hydraulic press operated by a double-acting steam-cylinder, the valve of

which is worked by the enginc-^r.

In the annexed engraving. Fig. 473, the brake-shoes are arranged outside the wheels, and hence

one of the diaphragms andrams is dispensed with. A is the double-acting pressure-engine, C the

valve thereof, B B the pressure-boxes, and E is an especial water-tank for use where the water

from the boiler is not employed.

Clark's Hydraulic Brake {English).—The brakes are actuated by one cylinder under each car-

riage. The water under pressure is supplied as follows : Under the foot-plate of the engine is a

vei'tical cylinder, having an horizontal cylinder connected to it near its upper end. To the verti-

cal cylinder is fitted a deep piston, and to the horizontal cylinder a plunger, which actuates the

brakes on the engine-wheels. The cylinders between the piston and plunger are filled with water,

a pipe leading from the tender-tank, and fitted with a valve opening inward, making up losses by

leakage. To apply the brakes steam is admitted under the piston in the vertical cylinder ;
and this

piston, rising, forces outward the plunger already mentioned, and also furnishes a supply of water

under pressure to the pipes, and thus applies the brakes.

4. Air-Brakes.—These may be subdivided into those operated through a vacuum and those oper-

ated by compressed air.

Vacuum.— The Sanders Vacuum-Brake {English) differs materially from others of its class, inas-

much as, instead of a vacuum being employed to apply the brake, it is made use of to retain the

brake-blocks out of contact with the wheels. In other words, the brakes in their normal condition

are " on," and the blocks are withdrawn from the wheels by the action of the atmospheric pressure

exerted upon diaphragms, from the other side of which the air has been partially exhausted. The
means by which this system is carried out consists of an exhausted pipe extending the entire length

of the train, connected between the carriages by flexible pipes and couplings, and an exhausted drum

under each carriage, by whicli the brakes are released when the train is in motion. The pipe and

apparatus arc exhausted while the train is standing by means of a steam ejector, through which the

steam, which is now used as a " blower," passes before entering the chimney of the locomotive.

When the vacuum is once created, very little power is required to maintain it ; and when the train is

in motion the requisite exhaustive action is effected by a small pump worked from one of the piston

cross-heads of the engine.

Smith's Vacuum-Brake.—In this device the blocks arc applied to one side of each wheel by the col-

lapsing of India-rubber cylindrical bags, which are supported by internal rings, so that when the air is

exhausted from them they collapse endwise, and thus act on the brake-levers. Throughout the train

there extend two lines of pipe, the various bags being connected to one line while the other extends

right through to the rear, where it is connected to the first-mentioned line by the coupling-up of the
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rear hosepipes on the last vehicle. The exhaustion of the air from the pipes is effected partly by a

couple of steam ejectors on the engine, and partly by exhausters fixed one in each brake-van, and

driven by a wire rope, which passes over a grooved pulley, cast in one piece with a friction-pulley,

which can be brought into contact with another friction-pulley fixed on the van-axle. The movable
friction-pulley is forced against the axle-pulley by means of a spring, but, when the train is running,

the two pulleys are held apart by a kind of trigger arrangement, which is connected by a cord with

the collapsing bag with which each car is fitted. The effect of this arrangement is that, immediately

the bag begins to collapse from the ejector of the engine being set at work, it releases the trigger,

and thus brings the friction-wheels into contact, and causes the exhauster to be driven.

The Westinffkouse Vacuum-Brake.—In this system the vacuum is produced by an ejector which is

represented in Fig. 474, Steam is admitted into this through the pipe A, and escapes through the

annular opening hh and the central jet FF G, which creates an in-

duced current up the pipe C C. This communicates with the two
pipes D D, which are coimected with the brake-pipes. Under each

car are two India-rubber collapsible cylinders, similar to the bellows

of an accordion. "When a vacuum is produced inside of these cylin-

ders, the atmospheric pressure is exerted on the outside to compress

them. Iron rings are inserted in the inside so as to prevent the cyl-

inders from collapsing sideways, so that the atmospheric pressure is

exerted on the heads. One of the heads is bolted fast to the car, and
the other is attached to the brake-levers, so that whatever pressure is

exerted on the movable head is communicated to the brake-levers,

thus applying the brakes. Where the collapsing bag as above de-

scribed is not used, a cylinder is placed vertically, and at each side

of it there is hung a lever, having jointed to it, at an intermediate

point, a toggle-lever. The two toggle-levers have curved abutting sur-

faces, and each is traversed by a pin, which rests upon a cross-head

attached to the piston-rod. The effect is that, as the piston rises on
the air being exhausted from the cylinder, the toggle-levers are drawn
upward and the hanging levers are forced outward. To the lower

ends of the hanging levers are coupled the thrust-rods leading to the

brake-blocks, and thus the latter are applied to the wheels by the

upward movement of the piston.

Compressed-Air Brakes.— The Wesiinghoiise Automatic Brake.—
The Westinghouse atmospheric brake, in its original form, consisted

of an air-pump operated by a steam cylinder on the engine. This

pump forced air of any required density into a reservoir usually placed

underneath the foot-board of the engine. Each car was provided with

a cylinder and piston underneath the body. The piston-rod was con-

nected with the brake-levers, and the air-rcscrvoir communicated with

the cylinders by pipes, which were connected together by flexible hose

between the cars. When it was desired to apply the brakes, the com-

munication between the reservoir and the brake-cylinders was opened

by turning a cock so that the supply of compressed air stored up in

the former could flow into the cylinder, and would then force out the

pistons and thus apply the brakes. With this apparatus it was found,

however, that some appreciable time was required to allow a sufficient quantity of air to flow

through the pipes to fill the brake-cylinders under each of the cars. The time consumed, of course,

increased with the number of cars, because not only was the le7icfih of the pipes through which the

compressed air had to flow increased, but the number of cylinders and, of course, the quantity of air

were increased in like proportion.

There was also another difficulty encountered. In case of the breakage of a car-coupling in a train,

which occasionally happens, the locomotive runner would sometimes apply the brakes to the portion

of the train connected to the engine, and thus arrest its speed. As the connections of the air-pipes

were separated by the breaking of the coupling, it was, of course, impossible for him to control the

speed of the cars which had broken loose by means of the atmospheric brake. Accidents sometimes

resulted in this way by the rear cars running into the front part of the train.

In the automatic brake the construction is simplified, and but one line of pipe is used.

V_

The com-

pressing apparatus, consisting of a steam-cylinder A and pump B, Fig. 475, is bolted to the boiler or

frame, and steam for its operation is taken directly from the boiler through the pipe a, the amount

being regulated by the throttle, while the exhaust is led by the pipe a to the smoke-stack. The air

enters the pump B by the pipe b, and is forced through the pipe into the reservoir C\ Fig. 476. The
pipe c leads to one opening of the three-way cock D, and, from a second opening, is extended be-

neath the foot-plate, and, by a flexible hose, connected to the pipe on the tender. A differential pis-

ton-valve movement is used, in which the difference in area between the two ends is such that, when
steam is admitted between them, the tendency of the valve is to move upward, which gives a down-

ward stroke to the main piston. W^hen the main piston reaches the bottom of its stroke it operates

upon the reversing valve-rod, causing the valve E to uncover a port by which steam is admitted

above the piston F., which, by excess of pressure, causes the main valve to descend, exhausting from

the upper part of the steam-cylinder, and admitting steam below the main piston. As the main

piston completes its upward stroke, the valve E is again moved so as to exhaust the steam from the

reversing cylinder, whereby the reversing piston is moved upward, together with the main valve, by

the difference of pressure between the two valve-pistons.
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Figs. 477 and 478 show the application of the automatic brake to an ordinary S-wheeled car
Fig. 477 IS an inverted plan, and Fig. 478 an end-view.

The brake-cylinder A, Fi- 477, is bolted to a plank, and securely fastened to the longitudinal tim-
bers underneath the car. The piston of this cylinder has a cross-head, «, having an arm, b, to which
the sprmg releasing lever c is connected. To this cross-head a is attached one end of the lever d
the opposite end of which is connected to the brake-rod e. On the end or head of the cylinder A
opposite the. cross-head a, is a bracket, i/, which acts as a fulcrum for one end of the lever f the
other end of which is also pivoted to another brake-rod

; the levers d and /are connected by a tic-

I-Lj,fi:-z-iTir~ i

rod (]. These levers are so arranged that if the piston be thrust forward, carrvin- the cross-head
a, the two rods e e will approach each other, and thus applv the brakes. The levers rf and /' are held
'" ^" Jjorizontal position by the bracket h (a portion of which is represented as broken away in Fig.
477), made of light wrought-iron, and attached to the frame of the car. The brake-pipe B is ar-
ranged as near the centre of the car transversely as is convenient, and the stopcocks are near
each end of the car. The auxiliary reservoir R is also attached by iron straps to the bottom
ot the car, and into one end is screwed a pipe, connected to which is the triple valve B. As the
action of the brake is to a very great extent dependent upon the working of the triple and leaka-e
valves, m order to understand how the pressure of the air is controlled, it is necessary first to under-
stand clearly the action of this ingenious and beautiful contrivance. Fig. 479 represents a section
ot the triple valve, and Fig. 480 a section of the leakage valve.
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The triple valve has a case, or body, with three connections for half-inch gas-pipe, the connection
from the main pipe being through the port £"; a second pipe-connection from the port F leads to
the brake-cylinder, while the remaining port, shown in dotted lines back of the valve 12, is connected
to the auxiliary reservoir.

This case contains the body
of the four-way cock, 17,

and valve-chamber, B, and
has also a piston-chamber,

A^ fitted with a piston and
stem, 4, which is kept cen-

tral with the bore of the two
chambers by the end of the

stem sliding in the hollow

cap 5, screwed into the up-

per end of the case. A slide-

valve, 12, is fitted loosely be-

tween a shoulder and collar

of the stem of the piston, and moves with it. In the chamber B under this slide-valve are two ports
or passages, h and d; the first, passing through the plug of the four-way cock, 17, connects with the
port F^ and thence to the brake-cylinder. The port d communicates directly with the atmosphere,

and with a cavity, f, formed in the valve
^"^- 12 ; and the port h constitutes a discharge-

passage for the release of the compressed
air for the brake-cylinder after the applica-

tion of the brakes. The piston 4, packed
with a ring, 11, has a central port, ^, lead-

ing into the opening h through its stem,
which is the only passage for air between
the chambers A and B. Into the lower
end of the case is screwed the cap 6, with
a rubber packing-ring, 10, interposed be-
tween it and the chamber A. This cap has
a chamber containing a stem, 7, with a col-

lar, between which and the second cap, 9,

is the spring 8, pressing the stem and col-

lar with considerable force against the up-
per end of the chamber containing them.
This stem, 7, passes a short distance into

the chamber A, where it is turned down at

g, so that the port g in the piston may slide

over it and against the shoulder thus formed.
A small needle, long enough to pass into

the passage /t, is fitted in the end of the
stem which enters the port r/, and serves to

keep the passage free from dirt.

From the main brake-pipe, the air enters
by the port Zi', and then, by the passage a
through a suitable opening in the plug of
the four-way cock 17, passes on through
holes drilled in the cap 6 into the bot-

tom of the chamber A, where, acting on
the piston 4, it forces it with the slide-

valve 12 into the position shown, opening
the port g at g\ whereby the chamber B
and auxiliary reservoir connected there-

with are charged to the same pressure, this

pressure being maintained throughout the
train in all of the reservoirs and main brake-pipe. To fully apply the brakes, air is discharged from
the main pipe, and consequently from the chamber A, when, by excess of pressure in the chamber
-ff, the piston 4 is forced down, closing the port r/, and forcing the stem 7 with its spring so as to
permit the piston to seat itself on the rubber packing-ring 10; at the same time the valve 12 is moved,
so as to^ uncover the port 6, establishing communication from the chamber B, and consequently with
the auxiliary reservoir to the brake-cylinder. To release the brake, air is again admitted to the main
pipe and chamber A, causing by excess of pressure the piston 4 with valve 12 to assume the posi-
tion shown in the drawing, whereby the ports h and d are brought in communication through the
cavity c ; at the same time the port ^ is opened for recharging the reservoir. To apply the brake
lightly, a slight reduction of pressure is made in the brake-pin and chamber A, which causes tlic

piston to move so as to uncover the port 6, applying the brakes and reducing the pressure in the
chamber B. As soon'as the pressure is reduced so that it about equals that in the chamber J, the
spring 8, acting against the collar of the stem 7 and piston 4, moves the valve far enough to close
the port h without releasing the brakes. The force admitted to the brake-cylinder will depend
altogether upon the reduction of pressure in the main pipe and chamber A, such reduction being
entirely under control.
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To prevent the application of the brakes after the engine is disconnected from the train by such

reduction of pressure in the brake-pipes as may result from leakage, a small valve, the construction

of which is clearly shown in Fig. 4S0, is inserted in the pipe between the port F and the brake-cyl-

inder. This valve consists of a case, 15, with a cap, 13, having a rubber face, 16, and within the

chamber of this case a valve, 14, which is acted upon by air-pressure entering the lower port. When
the air enters this port slowly, as resulting from a leakage in the brake-pipe, or other slight reduction

of pressure, the valve 14 remains in its position, such air passing around and to the atmosphere,

without setting the brakes. When the brakes are being operated the valve is seated upward against

the rubber face 16, preventing the escape of air. A drip-cup, H, is screwed on the cap 9 of the

triple valve, and is provided with a cock. The plug 17 of the four-way cock, by a quarter turn,

brings the ports E and F in connection, whereby the air passes directly from the brake-pipe

to the brake-cylinder for the direct application of the brake, without charging any of the_ other

parts. Both triple and leakage valves are arranged perpendicular in the pipes, as shown iu the

drawings.

In the operation of the brakes, the couplings between the cars are connected in the usual man-

ner, and the handles of all the cocks in the main brake-pipes are turned down so as to open them,

excepting the one at the rear end of the train, which is turned so as to close the end of the pipe.

When it°is necessary to detach any portion of the train, the cocks must first be closed to prevent

the escape of air and the application of the brakes.

Each reservoir, i?, is provided with a small cock, which may be opened to release the brakes if

they should be applied accidentally when the pipe is disconnected from the main reservoir A

branch leads to a valve located in the water-closet in the car, and the handle of this valve has a

cord-attachment which passes through the interior of the car. If this valve be opened by an em-

ploye or passenger in the train, the air will escape from the brake-pipe, and the brakes thus be

applied to the whole train. The escape from this valve is led through the bottom of the car.

Figs. 481 and 482 represent the application of an atmospheric brake to the driving-wheels of a

locomotive.

The brake is applied to the driving-wheels by means of a cylinder, H. The piston-rod A of

the cylinder is connected by the cross-head 6 and two links with the cams 15, 15, which are

attached to the brake-blocks L L. When compressed air is admitted underneath the piston in

the cylinder H, it is obvious that its action on the cams 15, 15 will force the brake-blocks against

the wheels.

Tlie Steel and Mclnnes ^raAr.—This is applied under two different arrangements : that in which

the cylinders are placed at the end of each carriage, in which case two brake cylinders are employed

for each vehicle, and that in which the cylinder is placed at the centre of the carriage, in which

case one cylinder is employed for each vehicle. The air compressing engine, mounted on the loco-

motive, consists of steam-engine and air-pumps. When the air is let out through the pipes from

the reservoir, it enters the upper end of each cylinder, and escapes through a valve in each to the
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receiver. Instantly, then, the pressure per square inch of area on both sides of the pistons is in

equilibrio ; but by virtue of the area of the upper side of the piston being greater than that of the

unaer side, by a quantity represented by the area of a cross-section of the piston-rod, the pressure on

the upper side preponderates by that amount, and this, together with the weight of the brake-gear,

immediately causes the pistons to descend to the bottom of the cylinders, in which position the

brakes are off. The air is kept constantly on, and to apply the brakes it is only necessary to open

any one of the valves in the air-pipes, which can be done either by engineer, train-hand, or passen-

ger, in either of which cases the air escapes from the upper sides of the pistons, and that on the

under side not being able to escape—its pressure closing the valve by which it entered—immediately

expanding, lifts the pistons and applies the brakes.

In the ;Sickels Air-Bml:c a spring is used to apply the brake and air-pressure to take it off. The

apparatus is thus in principle similar to the Westinghouse, with the exception of the spring. The

normal condition of the train is with all the brakes applied by the action of the springs. If the

engineer wishes to start the train, he lets on the air-pressure, which detaches the spring and leaves

the wheels free to move ; the pressure is kept upon the pipes, and so long as this is done the brakes

are kept released. To apply the brakes a portion of the whole of the condensed air is let off, and

the action of the springs applies the brakes. If there be any defect in Mie connecting-pipe, the

result cannot be serious, the only effect being that the engineer must stop and repair the pipe, and

reestablish the air-pressure before the wheels can run. By means of a cock in each car, leading to

the air-pipe, the conductor can apply the brake from any car to the entire train ; and this he can do

as gradually or as suddenlv as he pleases by regulating the discharge of air from the pipe.

The Ltmghridge Air-Brake, Fig. 483.—In this brake the air is compressed by a pump, which is

worked bv an eccentric on the front driving-axle. The air is pumped into a reservoir under the

tender. It is necessary to run about half a mile to produce a pressure of 80 or 90 lbs. per square

inch in the reservoir. When that pressure is reached the pump is stopped, but is always started

again after a stop is made. The air is applied to the brakes by small c\'linders under each of the

cars, which are connected to the air-reservoir by half-inch pipes. These are coupled together

between the cars by flexible hose. The annexed engraving represents the form of this brake em-

ployed in the trials' referred to further on. The inventor, however, at the time of the preparation of

this work, is engaged upon important improvements, calculated to add materially to the efficiency of

the apparatus. lie has devoted many years to the study of brakes, and he considers that " the

indispensable requirements of a power-brake are an automatic governing power of the force, be the

force what it may, capable of being graduated by the engineer or trainmen to deliver in pounds the

pressure required ; to utilize the maximum adhesion of the train in emergencies, and never slide

wheels, the lighter degrees of force for other purposes to be regulated by the throttle or cock ; to

carry alwavs a stored force in the reservoirs much greater than the pressure required in the pipes

and cylinders ; to insure several brakings before the air is reduced to a minimum pressure
;
to be

able to brake the lighter cars in proportion to their relative weight with their fellow-cars in the

train, and to be capable of graduating the force to the load."

Mr. Loughridge has devised an ingenious arrangement of cut-offs, on the diaphragms of which the

air acts when forced from the reservoir to the pipes and cylinders. When the pressure in these

diaphragms is equal to the required braking force, however uneven in the different cylinders, by rea-

son of their respective cut-offs having been set by suitable gauges to suit differently weighted cars,

the diaphragms give way and valves close, cutting off the air and preventing any increased pressure

on the brake.

Tests of Brakes.—The following, explaining a simple rule for determining theoretically the

retarding power of a good continuous brake as a means of comparison with actual reported results,

is taken'from the "Annual Report of the Railway Master-Mechanics' Association" for 1875

:

" L«^t us suppose that a train consisting of an engine weighing 30 tons, with a tender weighing

20 tons and six cars weighing 20 tons each, in all 170 tons of 2,000 lbs., is running at a speed of

40 miles per hour on a straight and level track. It is required to know the distance in which said

train can be brought to a state of rest, and the time consumed after shutting off steam and apply-

ing the brakes, which are assumed to be fitted to the tender and six ears. A speed of 40 miles per

hour is equivalent to 58.7 feet per second, and by the law of gravitation a body projected vertically

into the air, with an initial velocity of that amount, will ascend 53.5 feet before it is arrested by

the force of gravity. Similarly a railway-train, moving on an horizontal track at the same speed, will

be brought to a state of rest after shutting off steam, if a retarding force can be applied equal to

Its own weight. The resistance of the atmosphere is not taken into account in either case at pres-

15
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ent. Now, the retarding forces available for stopping a train are the friction of the brake-shoes

upon the wheels, the axle-friction, the rolling friction of the wheels upon the track, and the resist-

ance of the atmosphere. The brake-frictiou bears a certain proportion to the pressure applied, and

varies somewhat with the condition of the weather, but one-sixth of the pressure applied may be

considered as a fair average allowance. The pressure upon the brakes is limited by the weight on

the wheels fitted with brakes, and the weight on the wheels must always exceed the sum of the

brake-pressure and axle and rolling friction to prevent sliding of the wheels. If we allow one ton

for axle and wheel friction, to be on the safe side (it is actually less than half that amount), it will

leave 139 tons available for brake-pressure, and one-sixth of this, 23^ tons, or 46,333 lbs., will be

the brake resistance. To this we must add the axle and rolling friction, and the resistance of the

atmosphere, which, at the speed indicated, may be set down in the aggregate at 14 lbs. per ton

of train or 2,380 lbs., and the total resistance will then be 48,713 lbs., or one-seventh of the

weight of the train. If, as before shown, a train will run 53^ feet in 1.82 second, if the retard-

ing force is equal to its own weight, it will run seven times that distance, or 374 feet if the

retarding force is one-seventh of that amount, and will consume about 13 seconds of time.

But this calculation is based on the assumption that the full brake-pressure is applied at the instant

of shutting off, which is never the case in practice. With the original Westinghouse brake, three

or four seconds are usually consumed in getting full brake-pressure upon a train of six cars, and

it will be safe to assume that a distance of 160 feet will be passed over before the full effect of the

brake can be exerted ; and if this distance is added to that previously given, the total distance

run after shutting off and applying the brake will be 534 feet, and the time required may be roughly

stated as 16 seconds."

The table on page 226 shows the results of experiments on continuous brakes made on the Midland

Railway, England, June, 1875. The tests marked A were on stopping trains by tender and van brakes

only worked by hand. The trains were each started from a regular starting-point, and were given more

than three miles to get up speed. The stops represent the best attainable, with ordinary tender and

van brakes worked by hand, as the point at which the signal to apply brakes was known, and every-

thing was in readiness. The data will serve as a certain basis of comparison from which the pow-

ers of the continuous brakes may be judged. Experiments B were on stopping trains by tender-

brake, van-brakes, and continuous brakes applied by guard on flag or cord signal. Experiments C

were on stopping trains by the application of engine, tender, and continuous brakes, no sand being

used ; the supposition being that the driver saw danger. Experiments D represent cases in which

the driver does everything in his power to stop on receiving the signal. Engine, tender, and contin-

uous brakes are applied, sand used, and the engine is reversed in cases where no engine-brake is

fitted. Experiments E were on stopping trains on a signal given to the rear-guard, or at some inter-

mediate point on the train, the driver being then signaled to apply brakes. The supposition is that

danger is discovered by a rear-guard or passenger. Experiments F resemble the last in the fact

that^the signal to stop was given at the rear of the train, but differ in the driver taking no active

part in the stopping, but merely shutting off steam on feeling that the brakes had been applied.

Experiments G were on stopping trains by the use of the engine and tender brakes only, the engine

being reversed when not fitted with a brake. Experiments H show the effect of parting-trains when

running by a slip coupling, the continuous brake then being required to effectively control the two

portions of the parted train.

In the table on page 226, which is condensed from that prepared by Engmccring, vol. xix., experi-

ments which failed wholly or partially are omitted. Descriptions of the brakes will be found else-

where in this article.

A competitive trial occurred in January, 1877, between the Westinghouse vacuum and the Smith

vacuum brakes on the North British Railway, with, among others, the following results : speed 55

miles per hour; number of seconds occupied in making stop : Smith, 28 ;
Westinghouse, 21. Num-

ber of feet occupied in making stop: Smith, 1,375 ; Westinghouse, 910. At a speed of 30 miles

per hour, the Westinghouse effected stop in 13 seconds and 328 feet. At 29.5 miles per hour, the

Smith effected stop in 17.25 seconds and 480 feet. Total weight of train and load fitted with Smith

brake, 173 tons; portion braked, 86.55 per cent, of total weight of train; total weight of train and

load fitted with Westinghouse brake, 166 tons 10 cwt.
;
portion braked, 86.02 per cent, of total

weight of train. For full table, sec Engineering, vol. xxiii.. No. 575.

The Loughridge Air-Brake.—This brake, constructed as shown in the engraving on a preceding

page, was tested in February, 1876, on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, with the following result

:

total weight of train (10 coaches), 1,150.2240 tons; brakes appHed to 92 out of 96 wheels; speed

of train when brakes were applied, 42.61 miles per hour ; time occupied in making stop, 16 sec-

onds ; distance run after application of brakes, 589 feet 8 inches. This was a test conducted under

terms of contract with railroad named.
The Henderson Hydrmdic Brake.—The following tests, reported in the Car-Builder, vol. vi., No.

3, were made in March, 1875, on the West Chester & Philadelphia Railroad. Train consisted of loco-

motive, one baggage and three passenger cars, weight not stated.

(1.) Train stopped while traveling at rate of 35 miles per hour, on down-grade 15 feet to mile,

in 720 feet and 22 seconds. Stcam-aauge pressure at dead stop, 104 lbs. Brake-gauge pressure,

95 lbs.

(2.) Train stopped on same grade, 30 miles per hour, in 22 seconds and 870 feet. Steam-gauge

pressure, 105 lbs. Brake-gauge pressure, 90 lbs.

(3.) Train stopped on down-grade of over 30 feet, 30 miles per hour, in 31 seconds and 780 feet.

Steam-gauge pressure, 92,V lbs. Brake-gauge pressure, 90 lbs.

The following table shows the results of trials of the brakes named conducted in Germany in

August, 1877:
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Table of Results, corrected for Speed, Friction of Train's Gravity, and Undue Brake-Block Press-

ure, Trains consistinr/ of Engine braked on the Driving- Wheels, 'Tender braked on all Wheels,

Four Carriages braked and 'Two unbraked.

Speed.

Miles per Hour.
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it, a brush of wire on the engine comes in contact with a raised wedge at the side of the rail, and

closes a battery circuit. The moment this occurs the enghie-whistle is sounded, and steam is turned

on to the ejector and the brakes applied, without any action on the part of the driver or guard.

This apparatus is illustrated in Fig. 483 a, which shows an engine and portion of a train fitted up. A
is the double ejector producing the vacuum ; £, balanced steam-valve ; C, electro-automatic whistle

;

D vacuum-gauge ; F, counterweights under whose action the valve B opens, when the movement

which opens' the electro-automatic whistle C sets at liberty simultaneously the lever which carries

the counterweights ; F, vacuum-cylinders acted on by the ejectors and working the brake-levers

;

/ wires establishing the electric communicatiou from one end of the train to the other, and conduct-

ing the current to the Hughes electro-magnet of the electro-automatic whistle ; T, iron tubes form-

in° air-conductors. By putting the commutators in the cars in contact with the earth, the electric

current acts on the bells at the head and tail of the train, on the whistle C, and at the same moment

on the lever with counterweight of the steam-valve B, which opens itself, and applies the vacuum-

brake. The contact reciuired to put the brake on can be made by causing the wire brush under the

endne-step to come in contact with the wedge-piece shown between the rails. The dotted line shows

the wire connected with the signal and battery.

BREAD AND BISCUIT MACHINERY. Good fermented bread is best made from the flour of

wheat. The essential constituents of wheat flour are starch, also called farina or fecula, gluten,

and a little albumen. According to Vogel, 100 parts of wheat flour contain of starch 68 parts,

o-luten 24, gummy sugar 5, and albumen .2 ; but these proportions vary with the goodness of tne

wheat.

The starch of wheat flour is very nutritive. Gluten is a mi.xture of vegetable fibrine, and a small

quantity of a peculiar matter containing nitrogen, called (/liadinc, to which its adhesive properties are

due. The small proportion of sugar in wheat flour enables it to ferment on being mixed with water,

without the addition of yeast. Thus the dough of wheat flour, by spontaneous fermentation, becomes

converted into leaven.

During the rising of the dough, carbonic acid is formed at every part, and is prevented from

escaping by the gluten, which forms a kind of adhesive web. The formation of this gas causes the

dough to swell in every direction, and the particles of starch to separate, in which condition the pro-

cess^is arrested by thelieat of the oven, so that when the bread is cut open, it contains many cavities,

each of which in the dough contained a globule of carbonic acid.

In the preparation of wheat for the manufacture of bread, the ground grain is usually separated

into three parts, the Jlour, the pollard, and the 6m« ; the flour forms, on an average, about three-

fourths of the wheat ground. The white flour is pleasing both to the eye and taste, and there is a

strong prejudice in favor of white bread ; hence various methods of bleaching are resorted to, but it

is doubtful if the whitest bread, even supposing it to be pure, is conducive to health and economy.

By rejecting the bran, as we do when using only the finest flour for bread, we actually lose a large

amount of nourishment of the most important kind. According to Liebig, the separation of bran

from the flour is rather injurious than useful to nutrition. By using unbolted flour for bread the

product is increased at least one-fifth. From the several varieties of flour obtained by bolting, three

kinds or classes of bread are manufactured : 1. Wheaten bread, ov firsts, which is made of the finest

flour. 2. Household bread, or seconds, which is somewhat coarser. 3. Brown bread, thirds, which is

made of flour of various degrees of coarseness. For making firsts, the flour is entirely separated

from the bran or husks ; in the other descriptions the bran is not entirely removed, but the coarse

broad bran is separated from the coarsest flour.

The baker generally takes a portion only of the water which he intends to employ in making the

required quantity of dough, at a temperature of from 70' to 100^, and containing a portion of salt

necessary to give the bread its proper flavor. Yeast is next mixed with the water, and then a portion

of flour "is added, always less than the quantity Intended for the finished dough. The mixture is

covered up and left in a warm situation. In about an hour this mixture, termed the sponge, thus set

apart, begins to ferment. It swells out and heaves up, evidently in consequence of the generation of

some internal elastic fluid, which, in this instance, is carbonic acid gas. When no longer capable of

retaining the pent-up air, it bursts and subsides. After the second or third rising and dropping of

the sponge, the baker interferes, otherwise the bread formed from this dough would be sour. At

this period he therefore adds to the sponge the remaining portions of flour and water and salt, neces-

sary to form the dough into the required consistence and size, and next incorporates all these ma-

terials with the sponge, by long and laborious kneading. The dough is left to itself for a few hours,

during which time it continues in an active state of fermentation throughout its whole extent. After

a second kneading, to distribute the gas within it as equally as possible throughout the whole mass,

the dough is weighed out into portions requisite to form the kinds of bread desired. These loaves

are once more set aside for an hour or two in a warm place, and the continued fermentation soon ex-

pands each mass to about double its former volume. They are now considered fit for the fire, and

are finally baked into loaves, which, when they quit the oven, arc nearly twice as large as when they

entered it. The gas contained in the bread is expanded by the heat throughout every part of the

loaf, and swells out its whole volume, giving it the piled vesicular structure. Thus a well-made and

well-baked loaf is composed of an infinite number of cellules, each of which is filled with carbonic

acid gas, and lined with, or composed of, a glutinous membrane ; and it is this that communicates the

light, elastic, porous texture to bread.

Various arrangements are in use for making bread by machinery. The usually laborious occupa-

tion of kneading and mixing the dough is now perfectly well performed by mechanical means, and

automatic ovens receive the dough and return it baked to the basket. Thus large quantities of per-

fect bread are made expeditiously and at a low price.

Aerated Bread.—The apparatus devised by Dr. Dauglish for the manufacture of aerated bread is
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represented in Fig. 484. The water-chamber A and mixer B are cast in one piece, and communicate
by an equilibrium-pipe and valved aperture ; the water-cliamber also communicates with a water-tank

and witii the gas-generating chamber £, through pipes whose discharge is controlled by cocks. The
flour and salt are admitted to the water-chamber from the tank. When the gas attains a pressure

of 100 lbs. per square inch, it is allowed to pass through the water, which, when thoroughly charged,

is admitted to the mixing-chamber, where it is mingled with the flour and salt by revolving beaters.

The receiver is secured to the mixing-chamber B, and communicates with it by a slide-valve so ar-

ranged that it cannot be choked by dough. The two vessels are also connected by an equilibrium-

pipe, so that the pressure of gas may be equal in

each, allowmg the dough to fall into the mixing-

chamber by its own gravity. From the receiver the

dough is passed to the baking-pan, by means which
allow of its being surrounded by air or gas under
pressure, thus lessening the escape of the gas inclosed

in the dough. The baking I'equires to be conducted
in a peculiar manner. Cold water being used in mix-
ing, the expansion of the dough on rising causes a
great reduction of temperature, as much as 40° be-

low that of fermented bread when placed in the

oven ; this, with its slow springing until it reaches

the temperature of the boiling-point, renders it es-

sential that the top crust should not be formed until

the very close of the process. The furnaces, accord-

ingly, are so arranged that the heat is applied through
the bottom, and at the last moment, when the bread
is nearly baked through, the upper heat is applied,

and the top crust formed.

An improved method of making aerated bread is

known as the " wine process," and consists in form-
ing a wine from malt by mashing, and afterward set-

ting up the vinous fermentation in closed vessels.

Four gallons of the so-called wine are mixed with

the necessary water for a sack of flour, drawn into

a closed vessel, and aerated—that is, charged with
carbonic acid gas, like soda water. This soda wa-
ter is then mixed with the flour (in strong, closed

vessels), and kneaded by arms driven by machinery.

The dough formed is drawn off by machinery (thus

dispensing with any intervention of the human hand)

into the required loaf-sizes, and at the same moment as the carbonic acid gas passes out of it, the

dough is raised and vesiculated, and ready for the oven, the whole time required for forming

a sack of flour into loaves not being more than half an hour. The effect of the new wine pro-

cess on the flour is that the gluten cells of the starch are softened and broken up, and the dough
is thus entirely altered in its character. Instead of being tough and harsh as formerly, the dough

now becomes soft and elastic; it is easily kneaded, requiring only half the power to work the knead-

ing arms, and the atmospheric pressure required in the vessels is only about 20 lbs. to the inch, in-

stead of 90 lbs., as hitherto. The use of such low pressures, besides being a great pecuniary gain, is

of considerable importance in giving to the bread a soft and beautiful pile-like texture. The dough,

when prepared by the wine process, also soaks and bakes with the greatest ease, and at an oven-heat

of 100' less than the oven-heat hitherto required for aerated bread. The starch of the flour is now
changed into dextrine, while the gluten is uninjured, and the bread has a sweet and agreeable flavor,

free from that acidity and bitterness always more or less present in fermented bread.

Bread-maMng Machinery.—With Watson's bread-making apparatus. Figs. 485 to 488, the entire

operation, from the mixing of the flour and the other ingredients to the final deposit of the dough in

the oven, is done by machinery. Fig. 485 is a side elevation. Fig. 486 is an end view. Fig. 487 is
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a section of the mixing and expressing vessel, with the agitator ; and Fig. 488 is the same, with the

expressing-piston in place. A is the mixing-cylinder, having a hinged cover a, and at one end a.

shiice-door L, which can be raised for the exit of the dough. The agitator, which is first placed in

the cylinder, consists of a series of twisted pieces of iron Z>, Fig. 487, which, when rotated by the gear,

in" shown, tend to force the dough out at the sluice-door. The flour, water, etc., being inserted, are

thus mixed and left for a time to rise. The agitating apparatus is then removed, and replaced by

the piston C, Fig. 488, which, by means of the rack and gearing shown, moves so as to force the

dou"-h through the opened sluice-door at a regulated thickness and upon an endless web, 3f, Fig. 485,

WhTle traveling upon this web the dough is submitted to dusting with flour from the vibrating dust-

box E. The dough then passes under the dividers T, Fig. 486, which separate it into blocks of suit-

486.

4SS.

able size. It is then transferred to a truck V, which is caused to travel with its load to the oven,

where the dough is transferred to another truck which is pushed forward into the oven by hand.

Bcrdan's automatic oven has two stories. Underneath the oven is a furnace, from which the heat

is conducted to and through the oven, by means of fire-brick tubes ; and the furnace is so constructed

and arranged that, by means of a self-acting damper attached to a piece of metal, which opens and

shuts as the metal contracts and expands, the heat in the oven can be regulated and kept constantly

at the same temperature. The mercury stands at about 292'. There are four doors or entrances to

this oven—two in the lower and two in the upper story. Within the oven is an endless chain, to

which arms are attached, and upon which thirty-two forms are laid, about two feet apart. This

chain can be moved either by hand or by steam power (the latter being used for convenience and

economy in the present case, there being a steam-engine on the premises), and revolves perpendicu-

larly through the oven at just such

rate of speed as is required to bake

the bread with a single revolution.

Tlie pefrisseur, or mechanical

bread-maker, invented by Cavillier

& Co., of Paris, consists in a strong

wooden trough, nearly square, with

its two longest sides inclined, so

as to reduce the area of the trough

in the direction of its width, and
adapt it to the dimensions of a

cast-iron roller, the axis of which
passes through the ends of the

trough ; the bottom of the trough

is semi-cylindrical, leaving a small

space between it and the roller,

which space is adjustable by le-

vers. All along the top of the

outside of the roller is fixed a knife-edge, which, with the roller, divides the trough into two com-

partments. Upon the axis of the roller''is a toothed wheel, which takes into a pinion; this pinion is

turned by a winch, and communicates thereby a slower motion to the roller ; and the roller, by its

rotation, forces the materials or dough through the narrow space before mentioned left between it

and the bottom of the trough—the knife-edge on the top of the roller preventing the dough from

passing it. Being thus all forced into one of the compartments, the motion of the roller is reversed

by turning the winch the contrary way, which then forces the dough back again through the narrow

space under the roller into the first compartment ; in this manner the working of the dough, alter-

nately from one compartment to the other, is continued until completed.

Another plan is to make the trough containing the dough revolve with a number of heavy

balls within it. The trough in this case is made in the form of a parallclopipedon—the ends being

square and each of the sides a parallelogram, whose length and breadth are to each other as five to

one. One side of the trough constitutes a lid, which is removed to introduce the flour and water, and

the trough is divided into as many cells as there are balls introduced. The patentee states that by
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the rotation of the trough the balls and dough

are elevated together, and by their falling

down the dough will be subjected to beat-

ing, similar to the operations of the baker's

hands.

Instead of employing a revolving cylinder,

it is fixed ; an agitator is made to revolve,

having a series of rings angularly attached to

an axis, extending the whole length of the

trough.

Bisniit or cradcer making, as practised in

large baking establishments in this country,

includes three distinct operations exclusive

of baking: 1, mixing; 2, braking or knead-

ing ; 3, cutting or panning. lu the first op-

eration, the cylinder-mixer is generally used.

It is raised some distance from the floor, and

is provided with shoots for flour, milk, but-

ter, sugar, etc. It consists of a nearly cylin-

drical pan of iron suspended loosely on a

shaft which runs through its centre, and is

supported by bushes in a cast-iron frame on

each side. This shaft carries four stirrers

set 6 inches apart, and shaped like an in-

verted U. They approach within li inch of

the circumference of the pan. The driving

power is from one end by a toothed wheel

gearing into a pinion on another shaft. The

outside of the pan is provided with a wheel

and toothed segment for lifting the cover and

tipping over the can. The capacity is gen-

erally 1 barrel of flour, and the time required

for mixing is 30 minutes. From the mixer

the dough is carried to the brake or roller,

of which two kinds are used, viz., the simple

and return brake. Table brakes arc also em-

ployed, but only for very tender dough. In

the simple brake, as the dough passes under

the iron rollers it is folded, and this process is

continued until the dough is perfectly smooth

and even in texture. The machine runs at

about 180 revolutions per minute. Fig. 489

represents a return-brake with fluted roller,

the object of fluting being to accomplish the

work more quickly.

From the brake the dough is carried to

the cutting-machines, which are of various

kinds ; those commonly used are the cylinder

and the stamper. The latter is in more gen-

eral employment in this country, as the cylin-

drical machine is much more expensive with-

out being correspondingly beneficial. The

stamper is made in two forms: that which

requires the scrap, or the portion between

the crackers, to be removed by hand ; and

the English machine manufactured by Vicars

of Liverpool, in which, by an ingenious ar-

rangement of wooden fingers, the crackers

are forced downward into a pan, while an

ascending apron carries the scrap into a box.

A machine of the first class consists of an iron

framework, having at one end a pair of rollers

which reduce the dough to about an eighth of

an inch in thickness.
" The upper roller is ad-

justable ; the cutter is in the centre of the

machine. An endless web of felt passes un-

der the cutter and over a bed-piece of hard

wood, covered with rubber three-tenths of

an inch thick to resist the force of the cutter.

The web is stretched over rollers on each end

of the machine, one of which carries a ratchet-

wheel moved by an eccentric on the cutter-

shaft. The motion is such that when the
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stamper is down the web is stationary ; and as it rises it moves forward just sufficiently to bring

fresh dough into place. The cutters are made of gun-metal and fitted with bristle ejectors for both

biscuit and scrap. This machine is used principally for raised crackers. It makes about KiO revo-

lutions a minute, and has a capacity of 3U l)arrels of flour a day.

Fig. 490 represents an improved form of stamper manufactured by John McCullum of New York.

The frame is the same as that of the English machines ; the gauging-rollers are heavier, and are

provided with a gauge-wheel. The movement of the aprons—of which there are three, viz., that

which carries the dough direct to the cutter and the pan, the scrap elevator, as also that (jt the brush

and f-aun-e rollers—is by means of eccentrics on main and cutter shafts working ratchets. This

motion is easily adjustable to alter the movement of the aprons and rollers. An improvement on

this machine is used in the extensive establishment of Messrs. E. J. Larrabee & Co. of Albany (to

whose courtesy we are indebted for the facts presented in this article), which affords a continuous

feed, and in which the biscuits and scraps are separated by a finger device, the biscuits going into pans

and the scrap to the brake to be worked

over. The machine makes 60 revolutions

on soft dough and 80 on hard. Its ca-

pacity is 20 barrels of flour a day. The
cutters make from 18 to 40 biscuits at

each motion.

In the so-called " snap " machine the

box which contains the dough has its

bottom perforated with round holes bev-

eled inwardly. The dough being placed in

the box, screws driven by suitable gear-

ing force down a piston, which causes a

certain amount of the dough to be driven

out of the holes in the box. Knives

placed opposite each hole then cross over

and sever the exuded portions, which

fall upon pans placed to receive them.

This machine has a capacity of 20 bar-

rels of flour in 10 hours. The "Rout
press " is similar in construction, the

dough being pressed through dies and

carried to pans, when it is cut into suit-

able lengths.

In the mechanical manufacture of bread

and crackers, the process of baking has

been greatly improved in this country.

Two forms of oven are chiefly used, viz.,

the revolving wheel and the endless chain.

Fig. 491 shows a section of the Raney

oven. It is built of brick, the walls be-
i i

• i

in" 8 inches thick. Passing through the chamber is a shaft, on which is fixed a wheel, to which

are hung the pans. The diameter of the wheel is such that during the revolution each pan is

brought within 18 inches of the fire. The fire is built upon an open grate flush with the floor of the

furnace, the ash-pit being immediately under it. The flue is situated on a level with the grate and

at the back of the oven. The top or crown is built in the form of a double arch, which forms con-

cavities to receive the superheated air and steam. In this way the darkening of the tops of the

crackers by excessive heat is prevented. The wheel carries twelve shelves, which, being hung

loosely, always remain level. Motion is imparted to it by means of a worm working on a cog-wheel

attached to the shaft. The speed is regulated by a brake-wheel on the face of the oven. The door

of each oven, 18 inches hish and extending across the oven, is provided with an adjustable closer.

The shelves carry 4 pans, which are made of either sheet-iron or coarse wire-netting, according to

the kind of dough to be baked. In the operation of baking, the pans being inserted, the baker

starts the wheel, which revolves toward him from above downward ; this brings the shelf half-way

to the fire, and the operation is repeated until the first shelf and baked crackers appear at the open-

ing. The temperature ranges from 2.50° to 450°. The time required varies according to the size of

the biscuits or other material. Bread usuallv requires 35 minutes; raised crackers 3 minutes; fancy

crackers from 3 to 6 minutes. The capacitv of the oven is 50 barrels of flour a day. In the endless-

chain oven the shelves are attached by pullev-blocks to an endless chain which passes over the fire.

For principles of bread-making, see " Report on Vienna Bread," by Professor Hosford, in Re-

ports of U. P. Commissioners to Vienna Exposition, 1873." G. «. 13.

BREAKER, or CRUSHER. A machine for breaking and crushing minerals which reach the

surface in large solid blocks or masses into fragments that can be easily handled, preparatory to

placing them in machines for reducing them to still smaller fragments or to powder. The sledge is

the simplest and most common tool for this purpose ; and it is followed by spalling hammers, until

none of the fragments are much larger than the fist. Until within a few years this was the common

and only wav of breaking up ore into sizes suitable to be fed into mortars of stamp-batteries
;
and

it is still used where only sm.all quantities are to be broken, and the extent of the operations does

not justify the expense of obtaining suitable machines for the purpose.

The first attempts upon the Pacific coast to substitute machine for hand labor in spalling ore were

in the direction of stamps of unusual weight, raised by cams to a height of 4 feet, and allowed to
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drop upon the mass of rock to be broken. Stamps of this kind, either single or two in a battery,

were placed at the superb mills erected near Aurora, at the Real del Monte, and at the Antelope.

They weighed 2,000 lbs. each. There were no mortars, but a solid bed or anvil was surrounded with

massive grates, made of bar iron, through which the fragments could drop. Masses of ore, from 1 to

2 feet in diameter, could be rolled in and subjected to a succession of blows. The two heads could

break up about 2 tons an hour, but with an enormous expenditure of power, as is evident when we
consider that for each blow a ton weight of stamp was to be raised 4 feet, and also that the smaller

the mass to be broken the greater was the force of the blow. Thus, when a mass of quartz, say 6

inches in height, lay upon the anvil, the stamp fell upon it from a height of 3 feet 6 inches ; but

when a block 2 feet high, which needed a much harder blow, was upon the anvil, the stamp fell only

2 feet. Similar stamps were in
492. use at Washoe and at Virginia,

but were soon abandoned because

of their manifest defects and cost.

At the tiuiucy mine, on Lake
Superior, heavy hammers have
been used for breaking up coarse

gangue containing ore, which are

managed after the manner of the

machines in use for breaking up
large ore-masses. They are espe-

cially serviceable for coarse pieces

of native copper, which cannot be

broken in the crushers, in separat-

ing the copper from the gangue
united with it, and in hammering
clean the lumps of copper.

The Blake Breaker and CrusJi-

a; invented by Mr. Eli Whitney
Blake of New Haven, Conn., is

one of the most effective machines

of its class. Fig. 492 shows a

side-view or elevation of this ma-
chine. The circle i) is a section of

the fly-wheel shaft, which should

make from 225 to 250 revolutions

per minute. The larger circle L, inclosing D, is a section of the eccentric, i^ is a pitman or connect-

ing-rod, which connects the eccentric with the toggles G G, which have their bearings forming an

elbow or toggle joint. H is the fi.xed jaw ; this is bedded in zinc, a quarter of an inch thick, against

the end of the frame. F P are chilled plates against which the stone is crushed ;
when worn at the

lower end they can be inverted, and thus present a new wearing surface. The cheeks //fit in re-

cesses on each side, and hold the plates in place ; by changing the position of the cheeks from right

to left, when worn, both will have a new surface. -/ is the movable jaw ; this is supported round

the bar of iron K, which passes freely through it, and forms the pivot upon which it vibrates.
^
L is

a sprinir of India-rubber, which is compressed by the forward movement of the jaw, and aids its re-

turn. 1/ J/are bolt-holes. B is the fly-wheel'; C, the driving-pulley; Q Q Q Q, oiling-tubes ;
R

R R R, steel bearings ; /', bush and key. Every revolution of the crank causes the lower end of

the movable jaw to advance toward the fixed jaw about one-fourth of an inch and return. Hence, if

a stone be dropped in between the convergent faces of the jaws, it will bo broken by the next suc-

ceeding bite ; the resulting fragments will then fall lower down and be broken again, and so on until

they are made small enough to pass out at the bottom.

The following table shows the principal facts that relate to the sizes of machines that are used

generally for the making of road-metal

:
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To make "-ood road-metal from bard compact stone, the jaws should be set from 1^ to 1^ inch

apart at theljottom. For softer and for granular stones they may be set .wider.

HaWs Breaker is similar in principle and mode of action to the Blake machine, but differs in vari-

ous modifications and details. The movable jaw is made in two pieces, each half the width of the

fixed jaw ; and the parts are driven by separate toggle-levers and eccentrics, so that they make al-

ternate strokes. This alternate movement is turned to account to draw back the jaws, the forward

movement of one jaw drawing back the other, and vice versa. The faces of the movable jaw are

detachable, and are held in place by wedge-shaped bolts which may be easily tightened. The fixed

jaw also has two sets of faces, the upper set being of wider pitch than the lower, and being so

arranged with respect to the movable jaw that the teeth of the latter work opposite a space in the

fixed jaw. In the lower parts of the fixed jaw, on the other hand, the pitch is finer, and the teeth

are directly opposed to the teeth of the movable jaw. The arrangement is claimed to give the jaws

an improved cubing action.

Brown's Breeder consists of an upright circular shell, in which is a vertical shaft, the upper ex-

tremity of which is pivoted in a ball-and-socket bearing in the cover surmounting the shell or case.

The lower end of the shaft is pivoted in the hub of a bevel-gear. This gearing is placed in an eccen-

tric position with reference to the centre of the hub. The breaking head, which is placed near the

upper portion of the shaft, receives an eccentric gyratory motion from the eccentrically placed bear-

ino- in the hub of the gear below, and advances successively toward every portion of the outer wall,

crushing the ore between chilled faces on both the wall and the head. It is claimed that a breaker

of this type weighing 7,500 lbs. will crush 10 tons of ore per hour, and that one of 20,000 lbs. has a

capacity of 20 tons per hour.

The Alden Breaker is designed to work upon material on the principle of abrasion, mstead oI_ on

the generally adopted principle of direct compression or impact. It breaks, crushes, and pulverizes

by rasping and rubbing fragment upon fragment between the dies, and upon the horizontally corru-

gated steel faces thereof ; the motion of the rubbing surfaces being obtained by the oscillation of the

dies. They both swing at the same time, in one and the same direction, and to an equal extent. At

their delivering extremities thev are held together (closely or otherwise, according to the character of

production wanted) in such a manner that the distance apart from face to face is the same at all

points of the stroke. The dies are hung upon shafts, the ends of which project through the sides of

the frame, and take connectinir-rods which at their other extremities receive the studs that jut out

from the sides of a rectangular yoke. This yoke surrounds the free hanging ends of the dies and

moves on a nearlv horizontal plane, alternately pushing and pulling the dies within it the full dis-

tance of the stroke, and imparting the rubbing effect. The regulation of the set of the dies to dif-

ferent grades of production is effected by means of adjustable steel keys. The connection between

the yoke and crank is direct by way of a pitman. The crank-shaft, fly-wheels, and pulley do not re-

quire special mention.

Table slioiving Capaeities, etc., of Alden Breaker.

NUMBER.
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them, would break the machine ; and moreover, they would not crush as fast and well without a
certain amount of yielding to the materials carried through between them. The use of rubber

springs otFers a method of giving the necessary resistance, which increases with the degree of separa-

tion of the rolls, whereas with weighted levers the pressure is constant. In practice it is found that

the product of rolls geared together is greater than when one is carried around merely by the friction

of the stuff crushed. It is also usual to have three or more rolls where the crushing is wholly done

by rolling. The upper pair are set so as to take in large masses ; and to increase the hold of the

surface of the rollers upon the masses, they are made fluted. The fragments falling from this first

pair of rolls are divided between two pairs set below and pressed closely togethei". The diameter of

crushing rolls varies from 14 to 3-4 inches (27 inches is a common diameter), and the length or

breadth of face from 12 to 22 inches. The rolls at the mine of Devon Great Consols in Cornwall are

very large, having 34 inches diameter and 22 inches face, and a pressing force on the rolls of 458
cwt., revolving 7 times per minute, and crushing 65 tons in 10 hours, at a cost of 2J pence per ton.

At present smooth rolls are in common use for dressing ores. The middle products from the jig-

ging process—in which, for instance, galena is intermixed with blende or gangue, and which, as a

rule, are not more than .78 inch in diameter—are ground in rolling mills with less diameter of rolls.

In the coarse rolls, which work with the very heavy pressure of from 20 to 25 tons counterweights,

it is advisable not to exceed a velocity of the circumference of over 65 to 72 feet, because otherwise

fractures easily occur, on account of the resistance of the counterweight. In the Rhenish ore-dress-

ing establishments, where rubber or steel springs are used for pressing the rolls together, 196 and
even 294 feet velocity of circumference is allowed, without, however, increasing the working capa-

city, with the consequently reduced pressure of rolls, as compared with slower work and a heavier

pressure. The more or less soft nature of the ore must in each case decide which treatment it is

advisable to use. The use of springs has lately been preferred, in order that the softer ores may not

be crushed too fine and loss be thereby created. The danger of fracture is essentially lessened by
transmitting the driving power by means of belts or friction-rolls. In such contrivances for fine

crushing the position of the rolls is fixed by set-screws. The two axles on which the annular rolls

are fastened are provided with a pair of toothed wheels working into each other, and such a length

must be given to the teeth that they will not be thrown out of gear when the rolls separate. Coarse

rolling-mills have, therefore, involute gearing with very deeply cut teeth. The annular roll is worn
away rapidly by hard material, and is therefore generally made of either chilled iron or cast steel.

It is essential to be able to turn down the rolls from time to time, because they wear unevenly.

From 50 to 60 tons of rolling stuff, varying as the gangue mixed with the ore is silicious or cal-

careous, can be worked up in 10 hours in a coarse rolling-mill constructed on the English model, and

requiring 10 horse-power to run it. From 5 to 20 tons can be worked up in the same time in a flat

rolling-mill, with from 2 to 4 horse-power. In Schwarzmann's friction rolling-mill for fine reduction

at Ammeberg, Sweden, a rotating fiat disk, driven by the engine, is inserted between each pair of

rolls, and carries them with it, working in a similar manner to a collar-mill.

Among the various other forms of ore-crushers, akin to rolls, are the following: 1. Two conical

disks are keyed to inclined shafts having powerful set-screws to adjust the width of the space be-

tween the disks. The ore or stone is fed into a shoot, and, falling between the inclined disks, is

subjected to a pressure as it passes into the gradually contracting space, and is thus crushed. 2. A
concentric roller, with teeth of varying sizes as the throat narrows, bites upon the ore, which is

gradually comminuted between the jaws as the ore is rocked. Mills for finely pulverizing ores will

be found treated under JIills, Ore.

2. Coal-Cnishers.—The comminution of coal takes place either for the purpose of breaking up
the coal obtained into pieces of a suitable size for the market, or to separate the coal from the ac-

companying foreign ash-producing portions—slate, iron pyrites, and earthy coal—and then to wash
it clean. In both cases the endeavor is so to arrange the rolls that they act on the pieces of coal as

little as possible in a crushing or grinding way, but more in a splitting manner, in order to obtain the

smallest possible amount of worthless coal-dust in the first case, and in the second to avoid grinding

into fine dust the soft pieces of fuller's clay and clay-slate, which cannot be separated from the fine

coal-dust in the further dressing. Rolls for breaking up anthracite were first employed in Pennsyl-

vania in the year 1843, according to Giitzschmann. Afterw^ard diamond-shaped, blunt, tooth-like

projections working toward one another were added to the rolls in that locality, while the body of the

rolls themselves, made of cast-iron, was provided with indentations arranged in right and left spirals

crossing each other. The toothed rolls, on the one hand, produced much useless coal-dust, and, on

the other, it was found necessary to throw away a roll when a few teeth were broken out. Cylindri-

cal rolls have been advantageously used with cast-steel teeth inserted, whose peculiar construction is

shown in Fig. 494, A, £, C. Smooth cylindrical holes of exactly equal diameter are bored radially,

in lozenge-shaped places opposite each other, in the casing of the rolls, and into these holes the steel

projections, provided with cylindrical shanks so as to fit accurately, are driven firmly. The lancet-

like projections are slightly bent in the direction of the motion, in order to seize and split the pieces

of coal with more certainty. If a tooth breaks off, the shank still remaining in the cylinder is driven

through the hole and a new tooth is inserted. For this reason the toothed roll, though at first cost

somewhat dearer than the old cast-iron one, is much cheaper in the end. Besides, the work is in-

creased with the same power, and the loss in worthless dust is diminished. The machine represented

likewise shows various important improvements for the safety of its working in regard to the motion

and bearings of the shifting roll, which can be recommended for ore-crushing mills also. The bronze

bearing^i, for instance, are provided above and below with parallel planed surfaces, so that they can

be shoved into a box-like cavity in the roll frame. The middle portion of the bearings forms an

upright cylinder, from which the ends of the bearings project sidewise like annular shoulders. Ellip-

tical cast-iron rings lie, as brake-pieces, between the bearings and the set-screws ; the latter are ad-
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justed equalh' by means of a motion common to both. If such a brake-ring gives way, the roll, with

its bearings set JFree, can recoil without obstruction, while the other bearing turns on its cylindrical

part. By'means of this arrangement, which works in a similar manner to the ball-joint journals, as

Box of Shifting Journal

smooth a revolution as possible of the axle is produced with diminished friction and wear, notwith-

standing the heavy vibrations to which the movable roll is exposed. The box-like frame-pieces are

each provided with an accurately-fitting cover, which prevents the lifting and sliding of the movable
bearing.

In Germany, rolls which are provided with sharp, projecting ribs are used in the crushing mills

of coal-washing establishments. To prevent the interfering of these ribs, they are wound round the

cylindrical roll in steep helices laid crosswise, so that lozenge-shaped depressions remain between the

ribs ; but even for such coal-washing establishments the improved American toothed rolls with nar-

rower roll-space may be adapted. See " The Mechanical Dressing of Ores and Coal," by E. F.

Althan, in " Reports of Judges of Group I., Centennial Exposition."

BREAKWATER. A kind of artificial embankment, dike, or rampart, formed of large stones, and
erected for the purpose of protecting the entrances of harbors or roadsteads from the effects of vio-

lent winds, by breaking the force of the waves of the sea ; the shipping, moored behind it, lying

perfectly secure. The most celebrated works of this description are those of Cherbourg in France,

Pl}Tnouth, Portland, and Ilolyhead in England, and Delaware Bay in this country. The experience

obtained by the construction of breakwaters, and by the action of waves upon coasts exposed to

their greatest violence, establishes the principle that blocks of stone of large dimensions only can

be depended upon to retain their places. Mr. James Walker, President of the British Institution of
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Civil Engineers, advanced the opinion in 1841 that a partial vacuum is created by the action of the
waves, and the atmospheric pressure being taken otf for an instant, the mass of stone is the more
readily influenced by the forces acting upon it. {Civil Engineer and Architects Journal, September,

1841.) If the whole atmospheric pressure were taken off the surface, it would be equivalent to the

removal of a weight represented by a column of rock 11^ feet deep, weighing 1.75 lb. to the

cubic foot. Under such circumstances, and exposed to the action of a wave 20 feet high, which is

capable of moving masses of rock 1^ feet deep, stability would be insured only by the addition of

this amount to the 11 j feet. But as it is not probable that a large proportion of the atmospheric

pressure is ever thus removed, and as 22 feet is regarded as the maximum height of waves, a depth
of solid stone of 15 feet, used as a coping, would probably resist all action of the waves.

Bext Form of Breakwater.—Yroxii the fact that any settlement of the foundation is far more peril-

ous to a vertical than to a sloping wall, there seems good ground for believing that the ordinary

method of forming the low-water parts of deep harbors with large masses of rubble-stone or of

concrete blocks, is in most circumstances the best and cheapest kind of construction when a vertical

wall is to be adopted. Loose rubble or blocks of concrete, after being acted upon by the waves, are

less liable to sink or to be underwashed, than when a vertical wall is founded upon a soft bottom.

Loose concrete blocks above low water form an excellent protection to the upright wall. Two pre-

cautions should, however, be kept in view: first, the wall should be founded at a sufficiently low level

to prevent uuderwashing 12 to 18 feet below low water; and second, in all cases where the structure

is to act simply as a breakwater and not as a pier, there should be no parapet, the absence of which
relieves the foundation. When pitched slopes are adopted, great benefit will be found to accrue

from leaving a wide foreshore at the bottom or toe of the slope. Much, however, depends on local

peculiarities in selecting the best design for any work, and the nature of the bottom is in all cases

important. Where the bottom is soft, a high vertical wall should not be attempted.

The Cherbourg Breakwater was begun in 1783. The building of the wall was commenced upon
upright cones of timber, and each cone was intended to be about 150 feet in diameter at the base, 60
feet at the top, and about 60 or 70 feet high, the depth of water at spring-tides, in the line in which
they were sunk, varying from 56 to 70 feet. They were also intended to be filled with stones to the

top, and, after allowing some time for settling, the masonry was intended to be commenced upon
them. But a few of these cones only were constructed, when, in consequence of the difficulty of the

undertaking, the whole was covered with large stones thrown in at random. As this breakwater is

intended also as a military construction, for the protection of the roadstead against an enemy's fleet,

the cross-section shown in Fig. 495 was adopted for it. Profiting by the experience of many years'

W^^m/m^////////mm/////Mm

observation, it was decided to construct the work that forms the cannon-battery of solid masonry,
laid on a thick and broad bed of beton. The top surface of the breakwater is covered with heavy,

loose blocks of stone, and the foot of the wall, on the face, is protected by large blocks of artificial

stone formed of beton. The experience acquired at this work has conclusively shown that break-
waters formed of the heaviest blocks of stone are always liable to damage in heavy gales when the

sea breaks over them, and that the only means of securing them is by covering the exposed surface
with a facing of heavy blocks of hammered stone carefully set in hydraulic cement.
The wall B is of rubble masonry faced with granite, and rises to a height of 6 feet above highest

water. This is protected by a foreshore of great blocks of stone. A, on the outer side, which extend
in a slope of 120 feet to the depth of 21 feet below low-water mark. This nearly vertical wall (the

slope of its sides being ^ to 1) is 36 feet 3 inches wide at base and 29 feet 3 inches wide at top.

The altitude of the breakwater is 72.3 feet, and the base of its sea-slope measures 228.5 feet. Its

length is nearly 2 miles. It is composed of two unequal arms, joined at an angle of 170°, with the
opening toward the land. The work was completed in 1854, and its total cost is stated to have been
$15,460,000.

TJie Plymouth Breakwater, Figs. 496 and 497, was commenced in 1812. It is composed of blocks
of stone from 1} to 2 and 3 tons in weight, and consists of a central part 1,000 yards long, and two

496.

Plan of Plymouth Breakwater.

wings each 350 yards long, directed toward the sea, and forming angles of 158° with the centre por-

tion. A transverse section taken through the breakwater shows an average base of 290 feet, and
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the breadth at the top is 48 feet, with an average depth of water at low spring-tides of 36 feet. The
side next the sea is sloped in the proportion of 1 perpendicular to 5 horizontal, and the side next the

land is 1 to 2 these sides were not orighially intended to have so great a slope, but, in consequence
of the violence of the waves

* during its construction, it was
thought proper to increase

them, as executed. The stone

was raised in large blocks,

some of which contained 10

tons, and were thrown into

the sea in the direction set

out for the breakwater, care

being taken that the greater

number were deposited upon
the outer slope. After a num-

Section of Plymouth Breakwater.—^4 A, high-wattr sjiring tides ; BB, low-water
spring tides ; D, the foreshore.
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ber of these large masses had been lowered, a smaller class of stones, quarry rubbish, rubble, and
lime screenings, were thrown in to 1111 up the interstices, and close all the cavities ; these found
their position, by the action of the sea, and the great mass became, as it advanced, perfectly wedged
together. The object of this breakwater is to protect the harbor, which is only open to the south.

It is situated upon the inner of three reefs of rock which lie outside the port, and closes what was
once a central passage, leaving open passages to the east and west. Its cost was §8,500,000, or

f1,666 per running foot,

TJie Holyhead Breakwater, Fig. 498, was designed by Mr. J. M. Eendcl. The coast about Holy-

head, Wales, is low, with the exception of Mount Carmel and the North and South Stacks. The bay,

lying to the north of the island, is 7 miles wide at its entrance and about 5 miles in depth, lying

open to the north and the
4:93 a;—

'

west. The accepted plan
of Sir. Rendel consisted of

a north breakwater 5,360
feet long from the coast

line, and an cast breakwa-
ter about 2,000 feet long

(these two breakwaters in-

closing between them an
area of 267 acres of avail-

able water-space), and of a packet-pier 1,500 feet long situated within the inclosed area. The east

breakwater was subsequently abandoned, and the northern one alone retained. This was lengthened

first by 2,000 and then by 500 feet, making its total length 7,860 feet from the shore, and enabling

it to shelter a roadstead of 400 acres of deep water, in addition to the 267 acres of water-space

already mentioned.

The north breakwater consists of a substructure or nibble mound of stone or pievre perchtc, upon
which is erected a substantial stone superstructure. The stone is a quartz rock, and was deposited

in the sea from wagons running on a temporary wooden staging, constructed with five lines of rail-

way in communication with lines to the quarries in Holyhead mountain. The rubble mound is of

great size, the average depth of water at low-water spring tides being 40 feet, and the greatest depth

ho feet; the rise of the tide is 18 feet. The inclination that is given to the foreshore, or the slope

from low water to the superstructure, is nowhere steeper than 7 to 1 ; and this inclination continues

up to about 10 feet below low-water mark, where the mound assumes a slope of 2 to 1 to about 25

feet below low-water mark, aiid somewhat flatter than 1 to 1 from that point to the bottom. On the

harbor side the slope of the mound is about 1 to 1. At the level of low water the mound is nowhere

less in width than 250 feet, and in 50 feet of water it is 400 feet wide at the base. It contains

about 7,000,000 tons of stone.

The rubble mound having been formed and consolidated by the continual action of the sea, the

superstructure was erected. This consists of a large solid central wall of massive masonry. Many
of the stones are of large size, some weighing upward of 15 tons, and the work is set in lias-lime

mortar. The foundations for this wall are laid at the level of low water, for which purpose the

loose stone of the mound had to be excavated. The wall was built as near as circumstances would

admit to the inner edge of the stone deposit, in order to allow as long a foreshore on the sea side as

could be obtained. This solid wall is carried up to a height of 38 feet 9 inches above low water, and

upon it is a promenade, surmounted on the sea side by a massive parapet. At 27 feet above low

water, on the harbor side of the central wall, there is a lower quay 40 feet wide, formed by an inner

wall, built at a distance from the central wall, the intermediate space being filled in. The main

object of the superstructure is to shelter the interior harbor more eifectually, and to prevent the

loose stone deposit from washing into the port. The head at the end of the breakwater is 150 feet

long by 50 feet wide. It is founded on the rubble mound at a level varying from 20 to 28 feet

below low water, and is built of ashlar masonry. The extreme height from the bottom of the sea

to the top of the breakwater is 93 feet. The total cost of the work was 86,219,400, whence it fol-

lows that the cost per foot run was about $791. It was completed in 1873. See Engineering, xiv., 253.

The Portland Breakwater commences with a pier, which starts from the island of Portland, on the

southern coast of England, near the point where it is connected with the mainland, and, after pro-

ceeding for a short distance in the same direction as the pier, turns and extends in a northeast direc-

tion for a distance of 6,000 feet. The breakwater proper is a rubble bank, with a width at the base

of 300 feet, at low-water level of from 90 to 100 feet, and at the top of 60 feet. The slopes on the
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sea face, from the bottom to a height of 12 feet, arc 6 to 1 ; on the harbor face, l\ to 1. The shel-

tered area is about 2,100 acres up to low-water line. This work was begun in 1849 and completed in

1872. Its cost was $5,065,000, or about $8-14 per running foot. See Angineerinff, xiv., 118.

77(6 Delaware Breakwater, Fig. 499, is situated just inside of Cape Henlopen, the southwestern

point of land at the entrance of Delaware Bay, and was intended to form a harbor of refuge during

storms for vessels passing along the coast. The work was begun in 1829. It consists of two parts,

the breakwater proper and the ice-breaker. The former is l,20o yards long, extending in an E. S. E.

and W. X. W direction. The ice-breaker, designed to protect the harbor from floating ice brought

down by the Delaware Eiver, is 500 yards long, and lies in an E. by N. and W. by S. direction.

There is a passage of 350 yards between it and the breakwater, the prolongation of which would

pass near the centre of the ice-breaker. The

work protects from the more dangerous winds

an area of about 420 acres, having a depth of

3 to 6 fathoms, leaving a passage of about 1,000

yards in length between the shore and its land-

ward extremity. The width of the structure is

1Y5 feet at base and 30 feet at top, and it is

composed of rough blocks of stone. The inner slope has an angle of 45^ The outer slope has an

inclination of 3 base to 1 height to a depth of about 19 feet below the highest spring tides, and

thence to the bottom of 45 .

The South Breakwater, Aberdeen, Scotland.—This breakwater is 1,050 feet long, and was com-

pleted in 1873. It is chiefly remarkable for the manner of its construction with liquid concrete.

The foundation was laid with large bags of this material. The work was then carried up with con-

crete blocks of from 10 to 24 tons each to 1 foot above low water of ordinary neap-tides, from which

level to the roadway, a height of 18 feet, it was formed entirely of liquid concrete deposited in situ.

The composition of the liquid concrete was 1 part of cement to 2^ of sand and 3^ of gravel. The

concrete blocks contained 1 part of cement to 3 of sand and 4 of gravel. The outer end of the

breakwater was secured against the sea by dovetailing the concrete blocks into one another,^ and by

erecting a tower of concrete 20 feet high on the end to add weight to it. Mr. W. Dyce Cay, in a

paper on this breakwater (see Engineering, xviii., 491), expresses the opinion that concrete blocks,

of the ordinary size of from 10 to '20 tons each, are not suitable for building a solid breakwater on

sand or other soft material, and recommends that the parts of such a work below low water should

be in blocks of from 100 to 200 tons weight each. He further considers that some of these blocks

may with economy and advantage be deposited in a liquid state in bags. The cost of this break-

water was 8370,000, or about §352 per running foot.

TJie Mamra Breakwater.—This breakwater is located in the harbor of Kurrachee, India, and pro-

jects from Manora Point for a length of 1,503 feet into a depth of 5 fathoms of water in order to

500.

The Alexandria Breakwater.

shelter the entrance from the southwest monsoon seas, and to prevent their tearing up sand from

the bottom and depositing it as a bar. The structure consists of a base of rubble-stone, leveled off

generally to 15 feet under low water; and on this base concrete blocks, each weighing 27 tons, were

16
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set on ed"-e, leaning back at a slope of 3 inches to 1 foot, and without bond, two blocks forming the

width and three the height, and together making a square of 24 feet in cross-section, the top being

about the level of high water. The rubble base was deposited from native boats, and leveled for

the superstructure bv helmet divers. The materials composing the blocks were cement, river-sand,

shingle, and quarry lumps, with salt water. The ratio of the bulk of the cement to that of the

finished block was nearlv one-eleventh. The blocks were sometimes used one month after being

made, and once as an experiment a 27-ton block was safely lifted in seven days after comi)ounding.

This work was finished in February, 1873, and was about one year in building. Its total cost was

1352,854, or about 8234 per running foot. See Engineering, xx., 380 ; xi., 225 ;
and xiii., 292.

Numerous other applications of concrete to the construction of breakwaters have been made At

501.

Crete blocks of the size above mentioned.
-c •

i i

The Azores Breakwater, in process of construction, is intended to afford an artificial harbor of

refuge opposite Ponta Delgada, St. Michael's. Tlie principal work will consist of a mole attached to

the fand by natural rocks, 'crowned by a breakwater like that at Holyhead. This will^ be 2,821 feet

in length at low water, and will shelter ships from the winds that blow from the S. E. and W. by S.

The work has been in pioc;ress since 1864. The stone has had to be placed literally in the bed of

the Atlantic. The material is a lava-stone quarried near by, and after being placed in position it is

further strengthened by massive balks of timber bolted together by huge bars of iron. The esti-

mated cost of the whole work is $2,676,000.

The new breakwater at Dover, England, Fig. 501, in process of construction, is formed by an

outer and inner wall of ashlar masonry, with a course of granite on the face, and blocks of concrete

made with Portland cement and shingle in the core

of the work to the level of high water, above which

it is filled with liquid concrete. The masonry com-

mences from the chalk bottom of the bay, the

blocks being placed by means of diving apparatus.

Both the inner and outer walls deviate from a per-

pendicular about three inches to the foot, in steps,

A parapet 15 feet above the level of high water

surmounts the work on the sea side. All the op-
.

erations are carried on from timber staging. The water at Dover is very deep, 42 feet at low tide,

and the construction of the breakwater is upon the principle that the motion imparted by waves

to water much below the surface is vertical, and that a vertical wall is best calculated to resist their

action.
, , , ^ , •

Various Forms of 5rfal?mto-s.—Floating breakwaters have been proposed. One device consists

of a wall of iron or other suitable material, which is to be placed vertically in the water, and to be

of such a height that its lower edge will reach below the waves to comparatively calm water, while

its upper edge will project above the surface sufficiently to form a breakwater. It is to be sup-

ported bv water-tight compartments strengthened by girders and anchored to the bottom. When

waves strike the top, it is claimed that the structure will yield only to a slight degree, owing to the

great surface exposed to the still water on the opposite side, and the force of the waves will thus

be checked. It is proposed to make the
502. breakwater in sections 300 feet long by

60 feet deep, 44 feet of which will be un-

der water, and each section to weigh 500

tons. See Scientific American, xxiii., 70.

Another arrangement, proposed by Mr.

Thomas Morris of London, is represented

in Fig. 502. Here the heavy framework

which breaks the force of the sea is sup-

ported on air-tight cylinders A, submerged

in still water below the deepest wave, and

anchored. The sloping screen B is pre-

sented to the waves.

Floating breakwaters have not been fa-

vorably regarded by engineers. Mr. Scott

Russell says concerning them :
" No known

force could effectively secure a large float-

ing breakwater broadside on to a heavy

ground swell. It would move horizontally

with the wave of translation, which would

propagate itself along the bottom just the

same as if the breakwater were not there."

Isolated piles of timber or iron placed

at certain distances apart have been pro-

posed as breakwaters by Captains Calver,

R. N., and Vetch, R. E. For a full descrip-

tion of structures of this kind see Captain Calver's "Wave Screen" (London, 1858), which contains

much interesting information on the subject of harbors. Mr. Brunlces recommends a breakwater

and pier of cast"and wrought iron, the piles being placed zigzag at an angle of 90% with the view of
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increasino- the strength of resistance. Mr. M. Scott has suggested a combination of horizontal wave-

screens with a rubbfe base. See " Minutes of Institute of Civil Engineers " (British), 1860, p. 649.

Lake Breakwaters.—Breakwaters have been built on our northern lalvcs, which are made of a

cribwork of strong timbers filled with stone. It has been found by experience that the cribs

will keep in position better if the bottom is formed of latticework, sufficiently open to allow

the stones to sift through when the crib is stirred by the waves. The cribs are usually made

from 30 to 40 feet in width, from 60 to 80 feet in length, and of a depth suited to the depth of

water. They are successively sunk and placed end to end and tilled with stone until the work has

attained the desired length. There being no tide in these lakes, the top of the crib need not be more

than 8 or 10 feet above the mean water-level. Such breakwaters have been constructed at Buffalo

on Lake Erie, at Oswego on Lake Ontario, at Plattsburgh and Burlington on Lake Champlain, and at

other places. Aside from not possessing sufficient strength, these structures would not be practica-

ble on the sea-coast on account of the destruction to which the timber would be exposed from

attacks of marine worms ; but in our fresh-water lakes this objection does not exist. If from any

cause however, the framework of the cribs should become weakened, new cribs can be placed on the

inner 'or outer line of the first row, or on both sides, and thus a permanent stone foundation of rub-

ble for a stone breakwater of the ordinary description may be gradually constructed.

The covering pier or breakwater of Buffalo Harbor is built of stone, and measures 1,452 feet in

length. The top of the pier is 18 feet broad, and is 5 feet above the water-level. On the side of the

roadway which is exposed to the lake, a parapet wall 5 feet high extends along the whole length of

the pier, from the top of which a talus wall, battering at the rate of 1 perpendicular to 3 horizon-

tal, slopes toward the lake. This sloping wall is formed of coursed pitching. Its foundations are

secured by a double row of strong sheeting-piles driven into the bed of the lake, and a mass of rub-

ble resting on the toe of the slope. The quay or inner side of the pier is perpendicular, and is

sheathed with a row of sheeting-piles driven at intervals of about 5 feet apart from centre to centre,

to prevent the wall from being damaged by vessels. The cost of the work was about |200,000.

Works for Beference.—The construction and history of many of the principal breakwaters are

fully treated in the great work of Sir John Rennie, President of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

upon British and foreign harbors, 2 vols., 1854. The most modern systems of breakwater construc-

tion and harbor improvements are discussed in Stevenson's " Design and Construction of Large Har-

bors," London, 1875. Details of construction of lake breakwaters and improvements of harbors

in the United States appear in the reports of the Chief of Engineers U. S. A. for 1875, 1876,

and 1877.
, .

BRICK-MAKIXG MACHINERY. Bricks are masses of clay moulded commonly m rectangular

blocks, baked, and employed for building purposes. American bricks vary in size in the different

States, running from 7f to 8;^ inches in length, 4 to 4i in width, and from 2^ to 2^ in thickness.

The weight is commonly reckoned at 4 lbs. to the brick, but this varies with the size, the amount of

pressure^ to which the clay is subjected, and the heat applied in baking. English bricks are com-

monlv 9 inches long, 4^ wide, and 21 thick.
_

Maierial.—The best brick-clays are composed of silica three-fifths, alumma one-fatth, and the re-

maining fifth of iron, lime, magnesia, soda, potash, and water. Where there is an excess of alumina

over the silica, the bricks are apt to crack in burning ; the presence of silica remedies this by ren-

dering the bricks more porous. Where sand is added to the clay it should be clean, sharp, fusible,

and n"ot too fine
;
proper selection and proportion insure a hard, strong, ringing brick of good color

For the finer grades of bricks, a finer sand may be used. .. Foundery sand ("fire-sand") is not at all

suitable
;
good building-sand should be a proper material.

The quantity of sand or other substances required for any clay can only be determmed by actual

experiment. Sandy clay, or loam, and calcareous clay, or marl, are also used for brick-making
;
but

if much lime be present the compound may be too fusible. Oxide of iron is rarely absent. In the

process of burning it is converted into peroxide, and imparts to the whole brick its red color, more

or less deep according to the degree of oxidation.

American clavs, of course, vary somewhat. Those in Maine are light ; in Massachusetts and Rhode

Island thev are "more fattv. The Croton, Ilaverstraw, and other clays, on the Hudson River, are not

of the best quality—containing an undesirable " quicksand," and being long in burning
;
besides

which the bricks are likely to " whitewash " under the influence of weather. The Connecticut and

Northern New Jersey clays resemble those of the Hudson. The belt extending along the eastern

portion of Pennsylvania, down through parts of Delaware, Maryland, and the District of Columbia, is

of the finest grade of loamy clav, producing bricks of the greatest hardness and cherry-red color

;

those of Baltimore being slightly" the best in respect to the color of the finer grades. The brick-clay

of Ohio and Indiana resembles "that of Pennsylvania. The clay used in the vicinity of Chicago, be-

ing that obtained in excavating the " slips " in the rivers, is not only limy, but contains lime-pebbles,

which renders it extremely difficult to work. In St. Louis the material is of loamy nature, with veins

of what is called " joint-clay," which makes the bricks crack and check in drying and split in burning.

The Milwaukee clay is of a plastic nature ; it burns white, owing to the absence of iron. The Italian

clays are plastic, and need no sanding. In France, the clays in the northern part are loamy and

quite good, and about 2 metres deep ; 'they gradually improve toward the southern portion. Cuban

and South American clays are poor both in strength and color.

Burnhirj Brick.—The annular furnace for burning brick, invented by Hoffman, Figs. 503 and 504

is extensively employed. A large annular chamber, with openings at the sides for the reception of

the bricks, is constructed with a central chimney and with removable divisions for separating the

annulus into different parts. Wlien the furnace is filled with unburned bricks, heat is applied to

one division, the smoke and hot air escaping into the adjoining one, which is the next to be burned,

the air for maintaining combustion being received through the compartment last burned, whereby the
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bricks in it are cooled. Each compartment of bricks or other articles is thus burned in turn, the

waste heat of the burning compartment continually drying the compartment before it, and taking the

heat of the one behind. The letters a a, Fig. 503, mark the circular arched furnace, having doors,

b b. Flues, c c, lead to the circular chamber, e e, surrounding the chimney, d. Valves of cast-iron

are made to close at pleasure the orifices of the

flues. Movable sluices in the dividing walls

allow of communication to be made or closed

between the chambers ; h h are plugs through
which the coal, in powder, is introduced, under-

going calcination. The advantages of this fur-

nace lie in its great economy of fuel.

Firc-Brkk.—The following is condensed from
a paper on " Refractory Materials," by Dr. T.

Egleston, read before the American Institute

of Mining Engineers, 1876. The materials of

which fire-bricks are composed are generally fire-

clays, which are hydrated silicates of alumina,

containing from 50 to 65 per cent, of silica, 30
to 75 per cent, of alumina, and 11 to 15 per

cent, of water. The clay contains (besides pot-

ash) soda, lime, magnesia, and iron, and is gen-

erally less refractory in proportion to the extent

of these elements found in it. When it con-

tains from 6 to 10 per cent, it will generally

melt ; when the clay is silicious, 3 or 4 per cent.

of other substances make it fusible ; when it

is aluminous, 6 or 7 per cent, of oxide of iron

does not make it lose its refractory qualities.

The clay which, according to Brognaud, is most
refractory when deprived of its hygrometric wa-

ter, has the composition : Silica, 57.42 ; alumi-

na, 42.58. Silica alone cannot be used without
being ground, and, as it has no binding prop-

erty like alumina, a small portion of binding
material is added to it. For the Winas brick,

which is the best substance to resist heat alone,

this material is lime. The brick is made of

C}uartzose sandstone, which is first heated in a
furnace and then thrown into water to break it

up, and is then ground. The amount of lime

required to bind it together is H per cent., and
the joints between the bricks are filled with the

same material. At a temperature of 2,200" C.—about 4,280' Fahr.—these bricks will last four

weeks in the roof of an ordinary furnace, and in that time will be reduced—by abrasion of the

flame, and dust, and slightly from chipping—from 9 to 2 inches. The bricks conduct the heat so

badly that, at this temperature, which is a bright white heat on the inside of the furnace, it is only

just warm on the outside. Ordinarily, the bricks seem to be fluxed away by the dust, which circu-

lates with the gases. In the Siemens furnace, where there is no dust, they give out from weakness.

Very few clays can be used as found. They must be, as it were, suspended in some infusible ma-
terial, which will prevent, as far as possible, the mechanical effects of the heat, and allow, at the

same time, of a certain amount of expansion and contraction, while preventing both in too great a
degree. These materials are usually quartz-sand or pulverized quartz, burnt clay, old bricks, serpen-

tines, talc, graphite in powder, and not infrequently small coke, when the ash is not to be feared,

and when graphite either cannot be had, or cannot be used on account of its high price. When the

mixture is made in the place where it is to be used, without previous burning, it is generally made of

one-fifth plastic clay and four-fifths burned clay or (juartz, or one-fourth lean clay and three-fourths

burnt clay or quartz. This is done to avoid contraction. It is a most economical construction, even
in blast-furnaces, and is coming more and more into use.

The clay, when mined, is left exposed to the air under sheds, and is cleaned and carefully dried,

and is afterward mixed with the substances with which it is to be incorporated, which are classified

by numbers, varying according to the size of the sieve-holes through which they will pass. The quan-
tity and quality of the mixture will determine the refractory nature of the material to be produced.

A friable paste with large grains and quite porous resists a great heat. One with fine grains, close

and compact, splits at a high heat, especially if it is not homogeneous. The manner in which the

mixture is made also influences the quality of the brick quite as much as the material. In some
works in Belgium, after taking all the ordinary precautions to make the mixture perfect, it is sub-

mitted to a succession of shocks continued for some time, until it is found by experiment that the

materials are perfectly mixed. It has been found by long experience that the bricks so made kept
their form perfectly, while others, made of exactly the same mixture in the ordinary way, contract.

The paste made and the article completed, it must be dried or " tempered." This is commenced in

the open air, and, if possible, out of the draught. If the draught cannot be excluded, the place where
the drying takes place is slightly heated, commencing at a temperature from 60° to 70° Fahr., and
keeping it up from 25 to 30 days, then increasing it from 80° to 100", leaving the article as long as
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possible, and so on, an active ventilation, but the same temperature, being kept up. The article

should remain in a temperature of from 150° to 180" for at least 6 weeks. Bricks do not generally

require so much care ; but crucibles and retorts do. Long experience has proved that there is a great

economy in conducting this process of tempering as slowly as possible, and that it influences materi-

ally the refractory nature of the article. It is found, by actual experiment in crucible works, that

those crucibles made from the same mixture, tempered during G to 8 months, last more than three

times as long as those which had been tempered only 2 ; so that, in general, the older the article be-

fore being burned the better.

The essential qualities of a good brick may be stated as follows

:

1. Uniformity.

2. Regularity of shape, and the power to retain it under all circumstances, which involves perfect

unity of composition.

3. Strength to resist the different pressures required under different circumstances.

4. Its cheap price.

No material yet manufactured entirely fulfills all these conditions. A good brick should not

only resist high temperatures, but sudden changes of temperature, without alteration of any kind,

such as crushing, splitting, etc., and, at a high temperature, should undergo the least possible change

of form. In general, it may be said that bricks which have undergone a very high temperature in

the manufacture are less likely to contract afterward. Shrinkage is generally due to insufficient burn-

ing, or to a too small proportion of old material in the mixture, and generally occurs in aluminous

bricks. Its chief evil is in allowing the flame to penetrate the open joints, and give the dust an op-

portunity to cut between the bricks ; for any cause which produces eddies in the flames, such as hol-

lows or projecting surfaces, is certain to effect the destruction of that part of the furnace. Silicious

bricks have, on the contrary, a tendency to expand under the influence of intense heat. This is true

to such an extent that, in the steel furnace where they are used, provision must be made for slacken-

ing the tie-i'ods when the fire is being raised, and tightening them when it is being cooled.

The crushing weight of an ordinary fire-brick, cold, is from 600 to 1,000 lbs., but some of the best

have been known to resist as high as 3,000 lbs. to the square inch. To insure the safety of the

structure and the success of the process, it should not only retain its power of resistance, but should

not undergo any change of form nor soften materially under long-continued heat, and, at the highest

possible temperature, should support more than double the strain required without attention. In the

walls of the fireplace those bricks will be best which are dense, and contain an excess of silica. In

the hearth they should contain an excess of alumina. In the arch they should be nearly pure silica,

alumina, or magnesia. Bricks in a roof give out from shrinkage, cracking, or splintering. Splinter-

ing takes place when silicate bricks are made of impure mixtures, usually from too much fine mate-

rial and from imperfect burning. Bricks which are liable to splinter are generally cross-grained and

dense, with a smooth conchoidal fracture Avhen made from improper mixtures, and when from bad burn-

ing they generally ring like a cracked vessel. All good bricks wear off evenly.

Decat^of Bricks.—Dr. John C. Draper has investigated the causes of decay in brick and stone,

and determines the same to be :

1. Roughness of surface favoring the deposition of dust.

Vegetable growths favored by dust and moisture.

3.

4.

5,

Percolation of water through interstices and fissures.

Action of frost.

Action of acid vapors in the air.

The disintegration due to frost he finds to equal a loss of substance of li parts in 10,000 for red

and 24 parts for white brick, or in the ratio of 1 for the latter to 3 for the former. The friability

due to heating and sudden chill causes a loss of substance of 82 parts in 10,000 for red and 43 parts

for white brick, which gives a ratio of 1 for the white brick to 2 for the red. The chemical^ ingredi-

ents of air that act on building-materials are carbonic, nitric, sulphuric, and sulphurous acids. On
subjecting bricks to the action of these acids a loss of 33 parts of substance per 10,000 for red

and 7 parts for white brick was noted. Ratio of disintegration, for white 1, for red 5. Evidence

is thus afforded of the resisting power of hard, compact brick.

The absorbent capacity of bricks, according to the report of an English committee, is indicated by

the following table

:

Average Taking up of Water by Bricks set in a Depth of Water of Three-fourths of an Inch.

SPECIMEXS OF BRICK.
Contents in

Cubic Inches.

No. 1.—Best made by hand, which absorbed 15 Inches of water
in all lOO; C'

No. 2.—Alanufactured brict, absorbing 85 in all
|

V-'^i' 4"

No. 3.—Same, absorbing 21 117'

No. 4.— S:ime. pickled 33 honrs, and absorbing in all 14.3 cubic

inches of water Ill' 41"

No. 5.—Good hand-made brick, absorbing 14 95' 6"

No. 6.—Same, absorbing 25.0 100' 4"

PERCENTAGE OF SATtTKATlON.
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Table showing the Capacity of Bricks to give off Moisture.

NUMBER.
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direction from the tempering-screw ; its shaft passing through that of the latter, which is hollow.

The bar of clay issues upon a bed of rollers, and is cut into bricks by four wires fixed in an oscilla-

tory frame. Fig. 507 represents

a machine in which the tempering-

device is separate, the impelling-

worm being replaced by a piston

fitting tightly in the reservoir B,

and driven by a screw and bevel

gearing. The clay issues in a slab

b of the width of a brick, which

is cut by disks / into ribbons as

wide as the length of a brick.

These last are cut into blocks by disks /(spaced apart the width of a brick) borne on a mandrel

whose bearings are in a carriage moving transversely in ways. The bed is made in sections E,

which are passed along in succession by rack and

pinion.

Class II. Those in which the clay passes from

the pug-mill into moulds in which it is pressed,

and from which the moulded brick is discharged.

Variety 1. Machines in which the moulds are on

the upper or adjacent surface of a mould-wheel re-

volving in an horizontal or vertical plane, the moulds

being brought successively below or in face of the

pug-mill by which they are charged. In one case

the pug-mill is vertical, in the other horizontal.

The machine shown in Fig. 508 has a vertical

pug-mill in which the clay is tempered and mixed,

and is forced therefrom into moulds wlicrcin it is

pressed by an S-shaped spiral wiper. The pistons

with their wheels and the inclined track below them
are represented. A triple pressure-machine is manufactured, in which the charge of each mould-

table is first leveled oft' with a straight edge, then successively compacted by a roller, compressed

with a toggled piston and follower from below, and by cams and toggles above. Any variation in

thickness is prevented by sinking a panel in one face, any deficit of clay simply permitting the sink-

ing of a deeper panel, and not affecting the thickness of the brick. This is a crude clay-machine.

A so-called impact machine has moulds in groups of four each. These have plunger bottoms, and
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510.

the first pressure is j^iven by the blow of a weighted plunger. Repressure is effected by cams, and

the discharge by the followers ascending an inclined plane. This is a dry-clay machine.

The Imperial brick-machine, Fig. 609, is an example of the horizontal pug-mill and vertical mould-

wheel type. The apparatus, as here illustrated, is double—two machines in one—which produce a

proportionately greater quantity of bricks.

The clay is thrown into the two hoppers A, and descends into the horizontal mixing-cylinders

below. Of these there are two, and through both passes a 6i-inch wrought-iron shaft, actuated by

the gearing shown at B. In each cylinder, and on the shaft, are steel cutters, and also screws, the

latter adjusted in relatively reverse directions, so that the clay is thus forced out of the outer ends

of both cylinders at once ; and at the same time

the thrust due to the resistance in working the

clay is sustained wholly by the shaft, which be-

comes subjected simply to a compression.

The tempered clay, on being forced outward

by the screws, enters the moulds, which are

formed in the inner faces of the rotating mould-

carriers C. As these revolve, a stationary knife

at D removes any excess of material. Ten of

these moulds are contained in each carrier or

wheel, and each mould has a movable bottom

with a roller that travels on an eccentric track

beneath it. This, as the wheel turns, gives a

series of pressures to the brick. An opening

is left before the last pressure to allow any sur-

plus clay to escape, so that, when the brick

comes to the cam that pushes it out upon the

endless belt E, it is perfectly formed.

With the double machine, two of these belts

are of course employed, and a man stationed at

each removes the bricks as fast as formed, and

places them on hacks—planks capable of hold-

ing 500 bricks each. Each belt is about ten

feet in length, and is capable of holding

11 bricks. The capacity of the double

machine is claimed to be from 50,000 to

60,000 bricks per ten hours ; for the sin-

gle machine, where but one mixing-cylin-

der and mould-carrier is employed, half

that aggregate. In connection with the

above-described apparatus, a truck is em-

ployed for transporting the brick to the

drying-j'ard. It runs on four wheels, and

is brought over a loaded hack-plank. By
means of a crank

and simple mechan-
ism, the latter, with

its load, is lifted,

and suitable tracks

being provided, the

truck can be moved
off by one man to

any desired point,

where the hack is

deposited. He then

takes a hack-plank

of dried brick to

the setter (in the

same way) under the kiln-shed, deposits it, and returns to the machine in plenty of time to get a

new load. By this means, it is said, one man can move 25,000 green bricks from the machine to

j;he yard, and take therefrom 25,000 dry bricks to the setter, in one day. The other hands required

for operating the machine are two men to shovel in clay, and two to remove

and hack the brick.

Varidxj 2. Those in which the moulds are on the periphery of. a wheel,

and receive tlicir charge from a pug-mill or hopper above. The clay in the

mould is pressed by the application of interior or exterior force, or both, and

the moulded bricks are discharged by a piston-follower.

In Leahy's machine of this description, illustrated in Figs. 510 and 511, a is the main horizontal

shaft in direct communication with the steam-engine or other first mover ; & is a hopper-formed ves-

sel, technically termed the pug-mill, in which the clay and other materials are tempered and mixed

up : it is for this purpose furnished with cross iron bars, or blades of steel
;
part of these are firmly

fixed to the holloiu vertical shaft c, and the remainder bolted to the sides of the pug-mill, and they

are so arranged that those fixed to the shaft cut in as they revolve between the others. The clay is

delivered into the hopper or pug-mill by an endless chain of buckets (in the same manner as ballast

511.
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is raised) ; it is then cut up and tempered by the knives and bars in the pug-mill ; and gradually de-

scending, it falls, or rather is forced by the superincumbent pressure, upon the circular inclined plane

J, which'consists of a single thread or spiral turn of a very large screw, occupying the whole internal

space of the lower cylindrical end of the mill, where it is exhibited in section. This screw or circular

inclined plane is fixed to the central shaft passing longitudinally through the hollow shaft, and a slow

reversed motion is given to it by means of an intermediate wheel acting upon pinions in the upper

part of the frame. The blades "on the hollow shaft revolve in the pug-mill at the rate of 15 turns

in a minute, grinding and dividing the materials, which are forced upon the circular inclined plane

of the screw ; and as this slowly revolves in a contrary direction at the rate of five turns in a minute,

613.

it forces the clay out of the mill, in a very compact state, into a receptacle below : of this, one side

is always in immediate contact with the rnoulds, and those two sides which arc at right angles to the

former side are closed by iron cheeks, between which the lever or forcing flap »i acts by pressure,

and, fitting closelv, prevents the escape of the clay, so that it can only pass into the moulds. These

moulds are placed" round the periphery of a circular frame e, made of flat iron rings, fixed upon bars

or spokes, and turning upon a Jixcd shaft. There are 25 of these moulding-boxes in one circle.

Each moulding-box is furnished with a false or movable bottom, to which rods are attached, for

the purpose of pushing out the brick when moulded, and drawing back the bottom to its place to

receive a fresh portion of the clay.

In Joseph Grant's rotarv and locomotive machine, represented in Figs. 512 to 516, there arc two

cylinders set horizontally "in a framing and revolving in opposite directions, being driven by gearing,

which also propels the machine forward as the brick is being made.

One of these cylinders is fitted with moulds, working in which are followers, forming the bottom

of the moulds, and operated by rollers moving in fixed grooved channels, and by cams producing the

drop-motion. The second or pressing cylinder is provided with

plates working and fitting into the moulds of the other cylinder,

pressing the clay, which is fed from a hopper above and between

the two cylinders, the clay being drawn into the several moulds

by its own weight and the' revolving motion of the cylinders, and

the bricks deposited on the ground or surface prepared for them,

in regular layers or line, as the machine moves forward
;
a roller

in front clears or prepares the ground or surface on which the

bricks are to lie. The followers in the moulds are covered with

cloth or similar material to prevent the clay or soft bricks from

adhering to them—the machine being worked by hand or other

power.

To enable others skilled in the art to make and use this inven-

tion, the inventor describes its construction and operation as fol-

lows :

A A\?, the frame of the machine ; B, the hopper through which

the clay is fed ; C, a levcling-roller, serving to carry the machine

and to clear or prepare the yard for deposit of the bricks; it works in a strap a, having a swivel-

spindle h, to admit of the machine being moved about in any direction.

B D are traveling or propelling wheels fitted on the mould-cylinder shaft c and turning withit.

E' is the mould-cylinder keyed fast to the shaft c ; it is made of iron or other suitable material,

and has on its circumference or surface spaces d d d forming the moulds. The number of moulds

is not limited to two rows, as shown in the drawing, but will be dependent upon the length of the

cylinders as well as the diameter ; each mould or space d d d being only of the length of the brick,

so that the machine mav, if required, be constructed to form three or more layers.

E^U^jE^ are followers, or plungers, working in and forming the bottom of the mould
;
they are
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covered on their top with fine cloth e e e, and are of length and breadth so as to fit loose in tlie

moulds (/ (/ d in which thev move, motion being given to them by rollers ///, which turn on spin-

dles i^^^ running through the cylinder E' lengthwise, passing through slots i i i at both ends; the

515.

spindles (7 -7 ^ are connected to the followers E'^ E^ E' by pieces /* A h attached to them, through

which the spindles ^j y g pass, the rollers ///, as the cylinder E' is caused to revolve, movmg in

fixed grooved channels FF secured to the framing A A, the interior of one of which is seen in

51 fi.
517.

Fig. 516, being positioned with rela-

tion to the cylinder E' in the man-

ner of an eccentric, one at either

end, but differing from an eccentric

in their being made of a scroll or

irregular curve formation. The roll-

ers ///, traveling in the grooved

channels F F^ cause the followers
jj^i ]^;i ;gi to move in the moulds

ddd, the followers at their bottom

stroke leaving a space in the mould

equal to or rather exceeding the

thickness of a brick, and, when
forced out, working nearly to the

outer edge of the moulds k k.

In Fig. 516 are represented cams

attached to shafts II, and so posi-

tioned and set as to perform as many
revolutions for one revolution of

the cylinder E' as there are moulds

in a single row, causing the cams

k k, one at either end, to strike the
„ „ , „ •

i „ v^x,
rollers fff, two together, that is, one at either end, and so on for all the rollers successively as they

assume the position of /', Fig. 516, causing the formed bricks to be shaken from_ their moulds when

arriving at a perpendicular position. The bottom of the mould-cylinder E is situated rather more

than th'e thickness of a brick from the ground or yard surface.
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G is the pressing cylinder yevolving in Ije ^I^^e Jir^^^
o^S^ S^^l'l^ 0,

the shaft VI. n nn are P^essmg p a es fi ed
^e cylinder^' into which they fit or press the clay

;

ryT^^trthrTSe^^^^^^^^^^ thaA the finishing or after edge, as shown

more particularly in Fig. 515.
^^^-linp fhut the arrangement may be such that steam or

J^:^S'SHi" rp*LT^"dgCl H: R ope»te/« .*ce, /, o. .he s,.a,t

620.

Of which is a pinion K working into a wl^l L ^tted Jst to the ^We^fX:^L^^^^
L is in gear with a corresponding wheel M -"ached to t^e cy, ndei ^ the

JJ^^ ^^^ ^
pinion N, on the shaft of which are wlie^ls ,^\^1';^^. ,™,^a°e The relative proportions of these

ihat drive pinions ee fitted on the cam-shafts /.shich they ope^a^^^^^

po^Jr b"t to operate the drop-

several wheels and pinions are such as not only to obta n
f^-^ "J;^^ ^'^^^ ,,1,,^ Ihey assume the

motion formed by the cams A- h at a P^P^^r time-that is, to stnketh^^^^^^
pvopoUing or traveling

position of /', Fig. 516, so as to release the brick, and like^i.e to OP^'^;^^'^.*;!
^%peed proportioned

Seels, whi4' are%f a ^uitablerelative diameter, f
° ^^^^^V5e,"S e^^^^^ side brsfde^ in'layer-

to the discharge of brick, causing the bricks made to be deposited i e^uiai ly, ^
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The operation is as follows : Clay being put into the hopper B, the handle H is made to turn, and

by wheels and pinions /, •/, A', Z, and iJ/, the cylinders E' (I are made to revolve in opposite directions,

as shown by arrows in Yvx,. 615, drawing the clay, partly forced by its own weight, into the moulds

ddd; the pressing plates nmi, entering the moulds at their thick edge first, press and, together

with the moulds, form the brick ; the plates n n n leaving the moulds at their thin edge obviates the

tendency which the soft brick has of being pressed thinner at the side or edge receiving the last

or latest impression. While the cylinders E' G- are performing this operation, the machine, through

means of the propelling wheels D D, is

moving forward, and the several fol-

lowers or plungers E'^ E"^ E^ are being

worked by means of the rollers ///
traveling in the fixed grooved channels

FE, which causes the followers or plung-

ers E^ E'^ E- to draw in for receiving

the clay, and when the brick is made
to be forced out, and so drive out the

brick, which is fui'ther released from

the mould by the action of ihe cams k k,

driven by the gearing X PP Q Q,

the cams k k striking the rollers ///
when arriving in the position of /', Fig.

516, and dropping or shaking the brick

from the followers, which, being covered

Avith fine cloth or other similar material,

are not so liable to retain or cause the

soft brick to adhere. The bricks are

laid in the yard side by side and in per-

fect layers, in the manner shown in Fig.

515, the number of layers being de

pendent upon the size of the machini.,

or length of the cylinders E' G, which

may have one, two, three, or more rows

of moulds or pressing plates.

Capouillet's machine, also on this prin-

ciple, is represented in Figs. 617 to 519.

This machine consists of two cast-iron

cylinders, performing the office of roll-

ers. One is perfectly smooth, the other

is pierced over all its surface with cav-

ities, the size of which depends on

the size of the bricks to be made. Pis-

tons are made to fit into these cavities.

These pistons receive an alternate move-

ment equal to the thickness of a brick.

Varictii 3. Those in which two wheels

are provided with peripheral moulds,

which are charged with clay from a hop-

per above, and in which the pressure is

derived in whole or in part from the

contact of the peripheries of the wheels

with each other.

Nash's machine, Figs. 520 and 521,

consists in the application of separate or

detached moulds of a particular construc-

tion to a series of mould-boxes, which
are consecutively brought into action;

in the employment of heaters, placed in

contact with, or contiguous to, the fresh

bricks, during the piocess of their being

moulded ; and in lieu of sand, which is

generally used to prevent the adhesion

of the bricks to the moulds, employing
elastic absorbent substances, such as

cloth saturated with water. In the ac

companying engravings, Fig. 520 repre-

sents a front elevation, and Fig. 521 an end elevation, of the principal parts of the machine. A
vertical shaft a is made to revolve in the cylinder or pug-mill 6, by any adequate force acting upon
the beveled wheel c. A number of broad steel or iron blades d d d are attached to the shaft «,

their surfaces being set at such an angle as will cause them, during their revolution, to pass

nearly in contact with the edges of two other sets of knives e e c, fixed on opposite sides of

the cylinder, by which means the clay and other materials with which the mill is charged are

tempered and amalgamated, and then forced into the hopper /" fixed to the lower extremity of

the pug-mill. This hopper is divided into two equal chambers by a vertical blade or knife, which
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separates the materials into equal portions, which are supplied to the moulds in a compact state.
The moulds are lodged in rectangular cavities at equal distances in the periphery of two polygonal
drums gh ; these cavities are marked 1 to 12. To one face or side of the drums are attached two
toothed wheels, gearing into each other so as to revolve in opposite directions when motion is com-
municated to one of them. These wheels, lying at the back of Fig. 520, cannot be seen, but one of
them is shown at i in Fig. 521. The moulds, after being hllcd with the plastic material, are pushed
out from their recesses by means of pistons at m m, easily fitting the recesses, and sliding upon
parallel rods fixed to the rims of each drum. To each piston is attached, by a short rod, a cross-
head, sliding upon the parallel rods, and having at each end small anti-friction wheels pj)^ which,
by the motion given to the machinery, come in contact with a larger wheel q, placed eccentrically,
which thus raises the pistons, and the moulds which lie upon them are then removed by hand and
emptied. During this latter process the emptied mould-receiver will have passed over the centre
of the eccentric wheel q, and the piston will be descending when the attendant places the emptied
mould in its former situation, to be filled again from the hopper as it passes under it. Between
each of the rectangular mould-boxes are formed a series of wedge-shaped boxes, termed by the
patentees " hollow sectors," into each of which is placed a red-hot iron, the object of which is to
expel the superfluous moisture from the newly-formed brick, etc., in order that the manufacture may
be conducted in the winter as well as the summer. These irons arc heated in the kiln-fires. The axes
of the polygonal drums revolve in plumber-blocks, supported upon a strong frame s ; but as the
polygonal drums revolve in close contact, the plumber-blocks are free to slide in grooves in the
frame, and the wheels are kept in contact by the action of strong helical springs f, which press
against the plumber-blocks, the other end of the springs abutting against a reguTating screw. In
t|3e middle of and underneath the horizontal frame s is'tixcd a knife u (supported in its place by a
spiral spring), which separates the whole or a portion of the superfluous materials from each mould,
as the latter passes over the edge of the former. As some redundancy of material may still be left
after the operation of the knife w, the exposed surface of the moulds in motion undergoes a similar
treatment from two other knives v v, fixed to the foundation plate w of the machine. A trough or

522.
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cistern k I; containing water, is placed under each of the drums, the lowest sides of which come in
contact with a cylinder y, covered with strong coarse cloth or other suitable absorbent substance,
which as it revolves takes up the water and delivers it to the moulds as before mentioned. These
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cylinders are mounted on elastic bearings, and derive their motion from pinions on their axes, actua-

ted by the toothed wheels on the drums. In the centre of the foundation plate there is a cavity, or

pit, for the reception of the superfluous clay or other materials, which are removed at pleasure. The

pug-mill has a door in it, for the convenience of cleaning it out when requisite ; and the whole of the

upper part of the machine is sup-

ported by three columns zzz. The
polygonal drums are driven by a

setVf wheels lying at the back of

Fig. 520, and therefore in that fig-

ure shown by dotted circles. No.

I is a band-wheel, which drives,

by a pinion II, the two wheels III

and IV, on the axes of the driving

gearing, into each other, and turn-

ing in opposite directions. Those

two wheels must have involute

teeth, as their point of contact be-

comes variable by the movement
of the axes of the drums. In case

of negligence on the part of the

boys, or other attendants of the

machine, in not removing the bricks

or tiles after the moulds contain-

ing them have passed the centre of

the eccentric wheel, they fall back

into their former position, and pass

round to the place of delivery, as

before, without any damage what-

ever being done to the machine.

Variety 4. Those in which a se-

ries of moulds are linked together

to form an endless series, or are

placed on an endless belt or track,

and are passed beneath the charger,

whence they pass to the pressor.

A machine of French invention

is illustrated in Fig. 522, in which

is employed a cylindrical bottom

^1, the upper part of which is

opened in order to introduce the

material. An axis Z?, also vertical,

to which a rotary motion is impart-

ed by a horse harnessed to the

beam C, through the medium of the cast-iron socket A (see Fig. 522, which is a vertical sec-

tion through the middle of the machine), rests against two pillows, one adapted to a beam 6,

which unites the opposite sides of the machine, and the other upon an inferior cross-beam. This

axis is provided with several flat iron branches fZ, which being fixed perpendicularly to the axis,

their faces have an inclination of 45°. On these there are sharp-edged knives, to divide and knead

the clay during their rotation ; thus the earth is well divided before reaching the inferior part of

the barrel. The branches e J\ stouter than the former, but without knives, are attached at the very

extremity of the axis, and receive from it a rotary motion, during which they press against the

earth, forcing it out through the orifice (j. The size of this orifice depends on the quantity needed

to fill the moulds ; the iron sliding-door h regulates this orifice.

M. Carville's machine uses a series of moulds in cast-iron, forming an endless chain i), con-

stantly moving ; these moulds successively pass beneath the aperture through which the moistened

earth is pressed, in order to receive it. Each link forms a rectangular frame, composed of four

moulds, which have the precise dimensions of the bricks. Figs. 523, 524 and 525 show a plan and

transverse section of this chain. Two wheels, with each four arms E^ are situated on either side at

the extremity of the apparatus. The iron bars i support the limbs and impart to them the move-

ment of rotation communicated by the spur-wheel F; the arrows indicate the direction in which they

are to move. Fig. 522, so that the moulds are carried under the roller G after they are filled with

earth. This roller is of cast-iron, turning round a horizontal iron axis, set in motion by the beam
C. Its office is to compress the earth in the moulds as it is received from the barrel. The clay,

being thus moulded and pressed, soon meets the blades I, made of steel or cast-iron, which shave the

two horizontal and parallel faces of the moulds, leveling and polishing the bricks. The latter are

then taken out of the moulds by lumps A", which are pushed by ingenious mechanism into two cor-

responding moulds, thrusting the bricks on a movable floor 7", which is composed of small plates

forming an endless chain which advances a distance equal to the breadth of two bricks. The bricks,

being taken off without any handling, are put up to dry.

The construction of Blake's machine will be readily understood from Fig. 527. The crude clay is

first mixed in the pug-mill, and then is forced through a revolving screen, which removes stones. It

is subsequently compressed in the moulds by a plunger, when the table on which the moulds rest is

moved outward, and the moulds are removed.
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In Hall's macliine, Fig. 528, the place for putting the moulds into the machine when sanded is on

the opposite side from the pit ; the press is on the side lateral with it ; the central track is parallel

529.

with the pit ; the carriage, or support of the moulds, when in the press, rests and is firmly held by

the eccentrics. In connection with the carriage is an adjustable table containing friction-rollers.

The outside arrangement of

the throw-out is composed
of several parts : a grooved

roller ; a slotted arm ; a mov-

able or adjustable catch

;

and a catch in connection

with the balance-arm, to

which is attached a small

weight. If there is any ob-

struction in the machine by
a stone, or a mould being

caught, or in any way, then

the throw-out remains at rest,

thereby insuring perfect safe-

ty against any obstruction in

using these machines. The
weight shown balances the

throw-out, and causes it to

work perfectly free and easy.

The cross-bars are placed in

the centre of the mud-box and
around the shaft ; the knives

are bent a little back, in such

a manner that they can run

close to the bars, operating

like a pair of shears. With
this improvement, these ma-

chines grind the clay in the

most thorough manner.

The trucks are put in un-

der on the track far enough

to receive the first mould of

brick ; this mould, as it is

thrown from the press, is car-

ried by its own weight on the

friction-rollers to the truck;

the next follows on and moves the truck along the width of it ; and so on until loaded, when it is

taken out in the yard and dumped in the usual manner. The next truck is put in position, and the

loading goes on as before.
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Martin's machine, Fig. 529, is similar in general appearance to that just described. The moulds

are delivered by the power of the machine while the press is on, so that the bricks are not drawn up

while delivering ; wherefore it delivers the bricks very stiff, with well-defined edges and good square

corners.

The lever connected with the haul-out is arranged with a movable centre, held by a friction-pulley,

so that, should a stone or any hard substance get into the mould, or if by any means the mould should

be obstructed, the lever simply moves forward, thus giving time to remove it without stopping the

machine, and preventing any part of the machine being broken. Then, by raising the small lever

connected with the friction-

pulley, the centre moves back,

and the machine operates as

before.

Varidii 5. Those in which

the clay is moulded by force

of a reciprocating piston or

pistons.

To this variety belong a

large number of small hand-
machines similar in general

appearance to Carnell's, Fig.

530. Tliis is worked by
throwing the movable top-

plate over the brick, by
means of the handle. Then
the lever-bar on the left is

depressed, which turns the

axle on the right side, and
so moves the tumble-joint

producing the pressure. The
latter is previously set to

any desired degree by means
of the proper screws and
nuts. When the pressure is

relieved and the top-plate

shifted sideways, the pressed

brick is pushed out of the

mould by the elevation of

its bottom.

In Large's (English) ma-
chine. Fig. 531, a plunger a
is employed, to which a ver-

tical reciprocating motion is

imparted by the shaft b.

The mould is filled, iron

plates being inserted both
above and below the bricks. The charged mould is brought under the plunger and its contents pow-

erfully compressed. It is then pushed on over an opening in the table, where a second plunger forces

the brick out upon a palm held up to it by a counter-weighted rod h. As each brick is removed the

palm ascends to receive another, and the empty mould is removed.
• Variety 6. Those in which the moulds are reciprocated beneath a pug-mill.

Brick-machines may also be classified without regard to difference in manner of moulding, as those

which use dry or untempered clay directly from the bank ; those which use wet clay or mud, necessi-

tating subsequent drying of the bricks ; and those which themselves temper the clay. For machines

operated by steam or horse power, a production of 30,000 bricks per day is in most cases claimed
;

for hand-machines the production varies from 2,000 to 4,000 bricks for the same period.

Forms, etc., of Brick.—Fig. 532 represents dovetail bricks. In the extremities of each brick arc

pressed or cut dovetail mortises, which, when the former are placed end to end, come together. Into

these portions a connecting piece of suitable form is slipped, which holds the bricks tightly together

mortar at such points being merely auxiliary. Universal-angle bricks are represented in Fig. 533.

By combining these bricks angles of various shapes can be made with the walls, the apex of the

angle having an ornamental finish. Hollow bricks are made for purposes of warming, ventilating,

and removing moisture from walls. It is stated that there is an advantage of 29 per cent, in favor

of the hollow bricks over the ordinary bricks, in addition to a considerable diminution in the cost of

carriage or transport, and 25 per cent, on the mortar and the labor.

The following are some other forms of brick :
" Air-brick " is a grating the size of a brick let

into a wall to admit air. " Arch-brick " usually means the hard-burned, partially-vitrified brick from

the arches of the brick-clamp in which the fire is made and maintained. A brick made voussoir-

shapcd is known as a " compass " brick. A " capping " brick is one made for the upper course of

a wall. The name " clinker " is given to a brick from an arch of the clamp, owing to the hard,

glassy sound emitted when struck. " Stocks " is a name given locally to peculiar varieties of brick,

such as gray stocks, red stocks, etc. " Pecking," " place," " sandal," and " semel " brick_ are local

terms applied to imperfectly burned or refuse brick, Burr brick, or those vitrified by excessive heat.

Bricks are glazed or rendered waterproof by a composition which gives them a vitreous surface.
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This is performed by treating the surface with a flux which meets the silex of the brick ; or it may
be applied to the surface in solution, the liquid being afterward expelled by heat. Resinous com-

pounds have also been used to render the surface non-absorbent. Bricks have also been treated

with soluble silicate of soda, which has been decomposed, leaving the insoluble silex in the pores

of the brick. Pigments added to the glazing compounds give an ornamental appearance.

532.

The average specific gravity of brick is 1.841 ; the weight of a cubic foot, 115 lbs. ; the cohesive

force of a square inch, 275 lbs. (Tredgold). Brick is crushed by a force of 562 lbs. per square inch

(Rennie).

Other Machines related to Brick-making.—Special machines are constructed for crushing and pul-

verizing clay only. The essential feature of the device illustrated in Figs. 534 to 538 consists in

the use of a revolving screen working on a stationary axis set at a slight inclination from a hori-

zontal position, and having attached to or suspended from it higs or crushers, which, by their weight,

serve to pulverize the clay ; the stock or clay being fed in at one end of the screen, which by its

revolving motion carries or drags the stock under the lugs or crushers, thereby breaking and pound-

ing it ; the pulverized clay falling through the apertures of the screen, and the waste or hard lumps

and stones mixed up with the stock being expelled at the back or lower end of the screen.

Fig. 539 is a machine for making flat tiles, flooring tiles, etc., of any desired breadth or thickness.

It may also be adapted to the manufacture of tubes for drain-pipes or other purposes. To the bot-

tom of the pug-mill is fixed a funnel-shaped hopper 23, the materials in which, after being forced

through a mouth 24, formed of the rcquii'cd shape, are received upon boards 25, and, when cut to the

proper length, are removed to sheds for drying. In order to equalize the surface of the clay after it

has come out of the hopper, a roller 26, turning in bearings on a curved arm, which is fixed to a hinge-

joint, gives to the material any pressure that may be required, by loading it accordingly. The dotted

lines 27, 27, in the same figure, exhibit another funnel-shaped "hopper, for the purpose of making

17
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pipes or tubes, by means of a centre core 28, between which and the cylindrical continuation of the

hopper the material is forced by the action of the pug-mill, and produces a tube, which, after the

machine has made a certain length of it, is cut off, the tube being turned round to render the mside

smooth previously to its being removed.
.

Fi"-s 540 to 542 represent one of the direct-action steam machines constructed by John \\ hite-

head°& Co., of the Albert Works, Preston, England, fitted up with the patent metallic compressed-

air die for the manufacture of socketed sanitary or drain pipes.

Fig. 540 gives an elevation of the vertical-acting machine ; Pig. 541 shows in plan the patented

metallic die for making three 6-inch pipes simultaneously, similar in form to the sanitary pipe repre-

sented in Fig. 542. The upper cylinder of this machine is the steam cylinder, and is constructed in

the same manner as those in ordinary use in steam engines. It is, of course, made of various dimen-

sions in accordance with the size of

the clay cylinder below it, and of the ^^^•

pipes intended to be made in these

machines. The piston-rods have a

ram attached to them, which, upon
steam being admitted to the cylinder,

descends and forces the clay in the

shape of pipes out of the clay cylin-

der, which is immediately below it.

It will be seen from Fig. 540 that the

admission of steam through the steam-

chest is under easy control of the at-

tendant by means of a handle close

to him. The clay cylinder is fitted

with an expanding mouthpiece at the

bottom, by means of which pipes of

large diameters are obtained. The
dies for both small and large pipes

are attached to the before-mentioned

mouthpiece ; and on referring to Fig.

540 a balanced receiving-table will be

seen immediately under the die. As
the pipe comes from the machine this

table continues to fall ; and, as soon

as the pipe is removed, it rises with

its face against the die in readiness

for the ram to descend and push out

another pipe. During the time the

socket of the pipe is being formed,

the table is held fast by a wedge actu-

ated by a lever, the handle of which
is shown in Fig. 540, in the hand of

the man in charge. On the attendant releasing the table, and on steam being admitted above the

piston, the ram continues its downward course, and the pipe or pipes, as the case may be, issues

through the die.

A simple machine for making drain-pipe is represented in Fig. 543. The material is mixed in the

upper cylinder, and pressed into the mould below, the latter being held up to its place by the weights

shown, and hence easily removable for the extraction of the moulded pipe, which is of the form

shown on the right.
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Slacf Bricks.—Figs. 544 and 545 represent an improved press for the manufacture of bricks

from blast-furnace slag. The pressure is given by two cast-steel cams, which are fixed upon a

forged steel shaft 7^ inches in diameter. This shaft, resting ou bearings between two strong A-framcs,

is put in motion by very powerful double-geared spur-wheels, the first motion shaft having a heavy fly-

wheel upon it to steady and equalize the pull upon the strap. The pressure-cams, marked B on the

diagram, act against rollers fixed upon two steel cylinders or rams X. These rams transmit the pres-

sure to the moulds in the table marked C. The table is circular, and contains 6 pairs of moulds, so

that 4 bricks are pressed at one time, the table remaining stationary during the operation. At the

same time the bricks are being pressed, 2 other pairs of moulds are being filled up with material

—

is fed into them by two pug-mills N.
more thoroughly to mix and chop the

while the other 2 pairs are delivering up the 4 bricks

pressed at the previous revolution of the cam shaft.

The bricks are pushed out of the mould by smaller pis-

tons marked D, acted upon by the separate cams marked

E. The moulds are lined with changeable steel plates

three-sixteenths of an inch thick, and the sand and lime

These pug-mills are fitted with 6 knives each, so as the

spongy slac along with the lime. The table is shifted

round by a kind of ratchet motion, also worked by a cam on the outside of the frame-work marked

F, and acting upon the weigh-bar and levers F^. Immediately above the pressure-cylinders are

two pressure-stops G, which are held down by the heavy-weighted levers H. These levers H,

therefore, receive the whole pressure put upon the bricks ; and in case there should be too much
sand getting into the moulds, they simply lift up and relieve the strain. The weights / can be

weighed at option, and thus form an exact gauge of the pressure upon the bricks. The moulds are

generally filled so as just to lift the levers in ordinary work. The filling is easily regulated by the

set of the knives on the pug-shafts, which press the material into the moulds C, and one side of the

pug-mill cylinder is made to open so that the knives are accessible at any moment. The pug-mills

are filled by means of the measuring and mixing apparatus placed on the floor immediately above the

brick press. The mixing and measuring apparatus is very simple and efficient, and works without

any trouble. The slag-sand is tipped into a hopper by large barrows, which arc lifted up by a hoist.

At the bottom of this hopper there is a revolving cylinder with ribs cast ui)on it, which, revolving

under the hopper, carries a certain thickness of sand, the thickness having been previously regulated
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to the requirements of the press. The slag then falls upon a sieve, which separates any large pieces

of slag in a solid state, and at the same time allows the falling sand through the sieve to fall like a

shower. The lime is fed into a separate hopper, and is regulated very much like the feed of corn

into millstones. The lime then passes down a shoot, which forms part of the slag-sand sieve, where

it meets the shower of sand—falling together with it—thus getting thoroughly mixed. As before

stated, this lime is selenitic lime, and is prepared upon the works. The bricks, when taken from

the brick-press, are placed upon spring barrows, holding 50 each. They are then taken and stacked

in sheds, where they are allowed to remain about 5 or 6 days, after which they are simi>ly stacked

outside in the weather to harden. The percentage of loss is very little, not amounting to 2 or 3

per cent. In fact, when once the bricks are upon the barrows there is little or no waste.

Each machine is capable of turning out about 10,000 bricks per day. The following are a few of

the advantages claimed for these concrete slags and bricks, viz. : Being pressed, they are perfectly

uniform in size and thickness ; they are much cheaper than ordinary red bricks, compared in weight

with which they will weigh one ton per thousand less ; and there is this further advantage, that there

are no wasters or halves. For inside work there is a great saving both in bricklaying and mortar,

more especially when plastering, the walls being of uniform thickness ; and the bricklayers like

544.

'^^W

545.

'PI/

^n^>Uy!i'\:"vil:,.v^r^ ^':f:':i^::a:M^:<:W Tl

them, because they can do more work with less labor, the bricklayer's laborer finding he has a ton

per thousand less to carry, as well as considerably less mortar. Another remarkable property of the

slag brick is that the joiners can drive nails directly into them without splitting, and thus, for skirt-

ing and door-work, they are saved much trouble in plugging the walls. And finally, the longer the

bricks are kept the harder they get.

BRIDGES. Bridges are constructed of various materials ; usually of wood, stone, brick, iron, or

.steel. These are arranged in a variety of forms, as in arch, girder, truss, and suspension bridges. In

their various positions, the members of a bridge are liable to strains of compression, extension, and

detrusion. Most of these strains may be determined theoretically by the composition and resolution

of forces. The ability of the material to sustain such strains has been ascertained by numerous
experiments. See Strength of JIaterials.

Arched Bridr/es of Stone or Brick.—The forms of arches are varied ; the semicircular, segmental,

elliptical, parabolic, pointed, and three or more centered arches, are all used, but the most common in

this country is the segmental. See Arches.
The following technical terms are explained by reference to Fig. 546. Each individual arch-stone

is termed a " voussoir ; " the one occupying the highest point of the arch is called the " keystone."

The exterior and interior lines of the arch are termed respectively " extrados " and " intrados ;
" the
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highest portion of the intrados is called the " crown of the arch," as lines b b and a a. The surface

upon which the first voussoir rests is called the " skew-back," of which a 6 is a line. The horizontal

line at a is termed the " springing-line " of the arch. The strains upon an arch arise from the

o-ravity of the structure and the load imposed upon it. Although they act vertically, yet the result-

ui"- forces act in different directions, and with diverse intensities. These have been the subject of

much careful study and numerous experiments connected with the construction of such bridges.

Considerable light may be thrown upon the strains and resulting forces in the arch by the following

graphic representation: Let ab a^b, (Fig. 546) represent one-half of an arch loaded. Through the

centre of gravity of the loaded half arch draw the perpendicular C F. Then from A, one-third of

the depth of the crown from the top, draw

the horizontal line A C* From C draw

the hne C B, intersecting the spring or

skew-back of the arch a, 6, at B, one-third

of its depth from the face. Measure from

C by scale a distance CP, representing the

weight of the half arch loaded ; then from

P draw a line parallel with A C, meeting

the line CB in I) ; then will FD represent the amount of the hori-

zontal force acting at the crown of the arch, and CI) will represent

the line of thrust and the force acting at the skew-back.

That the centre of pressure between the voussoir may be within

safe limits, any joint may be selected, and the portion of the loaded arch

lying between such joint and the crown may be treated in the manner above

described by drawing a perpendicular through its centre of gravity, and using

the pressure Pi) as a constant. Then, if the resultant of these two forces

falls within the middle third of the voussoir joint, a sufficient degree of sta-

bility will be assured, provided the voussoirs are of sufficient depth. The

objection to this method of solution is the difficulty in obtaining the perpen-

dicular line through the centre of gravity. Dr. Scheffler has presented a very

simple method for obtaining this line, as follows : Divide the half arch, with

its load, into sections by vertical lines from the joints of the voussoirs at the

cxtrados. Draw a line vertically through the middle of each section.^ Multi-

ply the area of each section by the horizontal distance of its centre line from

the vertical line passing through the crown of the arch. Take the sum of

the products of all the sections lying between any joint and the crown of the

arch, and divide this sum by the sum of the areas of said sections ; this will

give the horizontal distance of the centre of gravity of that portion of the arch between its crown

and the joint taken, within a sufficient degree of accuracy for general practice.

The depth of voussoirs cannot be computed by simply providing against crushing, but must be

made deep enough to permit of considerable latitude in the line of pressures. To meet these

requirements. Prof. Rankine gives the following formul a : Depth of keystone in single arch in feet

= V.12 X radius at erown, and for a series of arches V.17 x radius at crown.

The abutment, to be capable of supporting the arch, must have the resultant line of pressure de-

rived from the arch-thrust and its own gravity fall within its base a safe distance. This is deter-

mined as follows : Having found the line of thrust of the loaded half arch at the skew-back, as here-

tofore described, produce the line C D thus found, intersecting the vertical drawn through the

centre of gravity of the abutment at C. Lay off from the point of intersection C, D, equal to the

force C D acting on the skew-back. Also lay off on the vertical the distance C, H equal to the

weight of the abutment. Completing the parallelogram, then will C, I represent the hne and

amount of pressure intersecting the base of the abutment about one-third of its width from the

exterior, a limit of stability ^afe in practice.

The point of intersection at any bed between courses of masonry may be ascertamed by regard-

ing such bed as the base of the abutment, and proceeding as above. In the abutments of flat

arches, althotigh the line of pressure may fall amply within the base, yet the thrust may be suffi-

cient to cause rupture by sliding upon some one of its courses of masonry. Stability is assured

when the angle with the horizontal, which the resultant of the thrust of the arch and the weight of

that portion of the abutment above the joint in question makes, exceeds the angle of friction of the

material used. Should there be danger apprehended, the bed-joints of the courses may be mchned

from the horizontal, as a further security.
.

In the construction of arch bridges, it is necessary to erect a framework which shall sustam the

lower voussoirs until the keystone is set and the arch becomes self-sustaining. See engravmg of

Waterloo Bridge.

Arched bridges are also built of wood, cast and wrought iron, and steel. As most of these arches

are built in conjunction with trusses, they will be further referred to under the head of_ " Trussed

Arch Bridges." Perhaps there is no branch of bridge-building where theory has been so madequate

to furnish practical rules as in the proportions of an arch. The proper depth of the crown or key-

stone is still left to empirical rules. For smaller culverts of 15 to 30 feet span, the usual construc-

tion is to make the arch from 1 foot 6 inches to 2 feet deep. Arches in stone are seldom turned less

than 1 foot deep, whatever may be the span ; brick arches for less than 10 feet span are generally 8

inches, and this depth is required by building acts.

* The theoretical point where the centre of pressure would occur in a perfectly ripid and evenly balanced arch is at

one-half the depth of the crown ; one-third is here taken as the proper practical variation.
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Perronet has given as a rule for the depth at the crown the formula d =. .07 ?• + 1 foot, in which

formula r is the greatest radius of curvature of the intrados. This formula is applicable to arches of

less than 50 feet radius ; but be3'ond this it gives greater dimensions than in ordinary practice. In

order to facilitate investigations on the stability of arches of the more usual forms, M. Petit calcu-

lated a scries of tables, of which we give the abstract for circular arches, as the class occurring most

frequently in practice.

To find the thickness of abutment necessary to support the thrust of the arch, multiply the coeffi-

cient found in the table for the particular case by 3.8, and the square root of the product multiplied

by the radius, r, of the intrados, will give the extreme thickness of the abutment.

COEFFICIENT OF nORIZONTAL THKUST AT THE CEOWN.
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Waterloo bridge London, by Rennie, is considered a masterpiece. It was commenced in 1810
;

it

is a level bridge,"having 9 arches, each 120 feet span and 35 feet rise, and it is 42 feet 4 inches

wide between the parapets.
5o0.

iii^cuiTaiiiiiiiii"

Details of one of the Arches and Centreing of Waterloo Bridge.

The brido-e across the Seine, at Neuillv, built between the years 1768 and 1780, by Perronet, is a

very celebrated structure ; it is also a level bridge, consisting of 5 elliptic arches, each of 128 feet

span and 32 feet rise.
551.

Elevation of one of the Arches ol Neuilly Bridge.

9(52.

Transverse Section of Neuilly Bridge.

Girder Bridges.—The simplest form of bridge is one composed of beams supported at their ends,

spanning an open space, with a floor or roadway built upon them. The load such a structure will

bear is simply that which each beam will bear multiplied by the number used. The weight a single

rectangular beam will safely bear, when loaded at the middle and supported at each end, may be

found by the following formula: 17= f—^; in which W= the weight, b the breadth, d the

depth, and I the length, of the beam in inches, i^ is a variable quantity, depending upon the mate-

rial used, and represents the safe limit of pressure per square inch. For wood 1 000 lbs. is usu-

ally taken, and for iron 10,000 lbs.—about one-sixth of their ultimate strength. See Strength of

Materials.
. ,

., , .,.

Wooden beams or "girders" are generally rectangular. Beams of iron or steel are mostly built

of the I or T form, and frequentlv with riveted flanges. The capability for sustaining loads de-

pends materially upon the method of support and the application of the load. The relative weigtits

the same beam will sustain under the various conditions are given below :

Beam supported at one end, loaded at the other end 1

« " " load uniformly distributed ^
" " at both ends, loaded at middle ^
" " " load uniformly distributed °

Beam firmly fixed at both ends, load uniformly distributed 16

The tubular bridge is properly classed as a girder bridge, and is the crowning point in the use of

the girder. Each span, in effect, is simply an immense girder.
o ,^^ . . =i=+;n<T

The Conway Tubular Bridge was built by Robert Stephenson, and has one span of 400 feet ^'onsistm

of two tubes placed side by side. A peculiar feature of its construction was the fact that each tuoe

was built entire, then floated to and raised into position by hydraulic power. Ihe l^ritannia linage,
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Fi''. 553, across Menai Straits, is of similar character. It was also built by Stephenson, has_ two

spans of 230 feet each, two of 459 feet each, and is 103 feet above the water. The Victoria Bridge,

by the same, across the St. Lawrence at Mon-

treal, is also a tubular bridge, and is the largest

in existence, being 6,538 feet long. It has 24

spans of 242 feet each, and a central span of

330 feet. Each tube spans two openings, be- ^

ing fixed at the centre, and free to expand or ^
contract at either end.

Pile Brklr/cs consist of timber "stringers,"

or beams, supported at short intervals on piles

driven in the ground in rows at right angles

with the stringers. Upon these rows of piles

caps are laid, which support the stringers on

which the floor or roadway is laid. 7
Truss Bridges.—Simple beams or girders are ;

only applicable to small spans, 15 to 20 feet

being the usual limit. For greater spans framed

structures are necessary, forming what arc called

truss " may be shown briefly as follows :

" truss bridges.' The general principles of the

The problem in all trusses is to transmit vertical forces, acting at unsupported points, to the points

of support, or piers. We will first consider the case where the loads are equal and placed at equal

distances from the piers. Let ABC, Fig. 554,

be a simple truss loaded at A, and let the line

A b represent this load. Then, by the resolu-

tion of forces, the strains upon the members
A B and A C are represented by the lines A a

and A c. These are again resolved at B and

C into B g and Bf at B, and C i and C k a.t

C. The two vertical forces Bf and C i are

neutralized by the piers ; the two opposite hori-

zontal forces, B g and C k, neutralize each

other, producing tension on the tie B C. Wo see in this that the vertical forces acting at the piers

are equal to the whole load ; and that, although horizontal forces are developed, yet they do not

bear any part of the load, but are simply

evolved in transmitting the weight to the

piers, which eventually bear it all.

This form of bridge-building is apphca-

ble to spans of from 15 to 30 feet.

For greater spans, the additional mem-
ber A D, Fig. 555, is introduced, the tie

rods at A and D dividing the span into

three parts. A d and D ?h, representing

the weight acting at A and Z), are re-

solved into the equal vertical forces Bh
• u u ^ r»

and C acting at the piers, the opposing horizontal strains Ae axidi Dl compressing the beam A 1),

and the opposing forces 5 i and C r producing tension on the tie B C. If the truss be lengthened,

as in Fig. 556, and loaded at the additional

points L and P, though these weights would

be transmitted as before to the piers through

A B and D C, yet they may be sufficient to de-

flect the beams A D and E F, as shown in Fig.

556. To obviate this, the additional braces L E
and P F, Fig. 557, are introduced, resting upon

the supported points E and F. Through these

the weights acting at L and P are transmitted

to E and F, thence by the rods A E and D F
to A and D, and thence by the braces A B and

2) C to the abutments. The truss may be fur-

ther lengthened, as in Fig. 55S, but the action

of all the parts may be shown to be precisely

the same as in the more simple cases.

The vertical strains are transmitted to the

abutments, while the horizontal strains

neutralize each other by compression of

the upper and tension upon the lower

chord. The same result may be obtained

by using vertical posts and inclined ties,

or by the inversion of the truss, as shown

in Fig. 559. The various parts should

be in proportion as the strains they are

to bear, as follows : Let w represent the

weight upon one panel, n the number of

551).
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The cen-

b

panels, p the length of a panel, h the height, and h = y]^+ h% the length of a brace.

tre braces should each be sufficient to transmit the weight upon one panel, the strain being —~.
2 h

V w b
The end braces should each be sufficient to bear one-half the whole weisrht, their strain being ——

.

° 2/i

The intermediate braces should be in due proportion from the centre to the ends. The vertical rods

should each be as its adjacent brace toward the centre multiplied by the factor —. The strains upon the

upper and lower chords are equal, the former being a strain of compression and the latter of tension.

At the ends this equals the strain upon the end braces multiplied by the factor ^ =—--. At the

centre the strain is

nw I

8/t

b 2A
These formulae are applicable only to a truss uniformly loaded. If the

500.
truss be unequally loaded, the conditions are somewhat mod-
ified, as seen by Fig. 560. The horizontal strains £ff and
C k are equal and opposite as before ; but the vertical strains

Bf and Ci arc found to be in inverse proportion to the
horizontal distance of the load from each pier. If the truss,

Fig. 555, be loaded only at Z>, the horizontal force D i not
being neutralized by the equal and opposite force A c, a.

distortion takes place, as shown in Fig. 5C1—the weight
depressing the point D and raising the points A and E. If

a brace be introduced from E to D, Fig. 562, it prevents

this distortion ; such a brace is called a counter-brace. A
similar brace from A to i^ prevents flexure when the load is at A.
As may be seen by Fig. 561, the load at D develops a force at A acting upward.
The consideration of this force is of the greatest practical importance, and the existence of a force

acting upward appears to have been overlooked by
many practical builders, as in some very important
structures no means have been used to guard against

its effects.

The consequence is that, in a straight as well as

in an arched truss, a weight at one side produces a

tendency to rise at the other side.

The effect of this upward force is to compress the

diagonals in the direction of the dotted lines, Fig. 563,

and extend them in the direction of the braces ; but
as the braces, from the manner in which they are

usually connected with the frame, are not capable
of opposing any force of extension, it follows that

the only resistance is that which is due to the

weight and inertia of a part of the structure. When
the load is uniform this is sufficient, because the

weight on one side is balanced by an equal weight
upon the other, and every part is in equihbrium. But when the bridge is subjected to the action of

a heavy weight, as a locomotive engine or a loaded car rapidly passing over it, and acting with

impulsive energy upon every part at different instants, it is obvious that no adequate resistance is

offered by a truss composed of only the three series of timbers

already described. Yet we find that such a truss has been used

for a large proportion of the bridges that have been erected,

sometimes with and sometimes without the addition of an arch,

an appendage which, although it adds to the vertical strength,

diminishes but little the effect of the force under consideration.

No one who has had an opportunity of observing it can have
failed to notice the great vibration produced in such bridges by the passage of a loaded vehicle. In

long bridges, the undulations produced by the passage of a car can be felt at a distance of several

spans.

The remedy for this defect is obvious : it is only necessary to prevent the diagonals in the direc-

tion of the dotted lines from shortening, or in the direction of the braces from lengthening, and the

upward force will be effectually resisted.

This requires either that counter-braces should be introduced in the direction of the dotted diagonals

of the last figure, or that the braces themselves should be capable of acting as ties, or additional ties

placed in the direction of the braces.

It follows, from the preceding exhibition of the effect of a variable load, that no bridge, either

straight or arched, which is designed for the passage of vehicles, and particularly of railroad trains,

should be constructed without counter-bracing or diagonal ties. It is only in aqueducts, when the

load is always uniform, that they can with any propriety be omitted.

Effects of Counter-bracing.—The consideration of the action of counter-braces leads to some very

singular but important results.

Let the truss be loaded with a weight so as to produce some deflection ; it has been shown that the

diagonals in the direction of the braces will be compressed, and in the direction of the counter-braces

extended. Suppose that the extension of the last-named diagonals is sufficient to leave an appreciable

568.

X
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interval between the end of the counter-brace and the joint against which it abuts, and that into this

interval a key or wedge of hard wood or iron is tightly introduced : it is evident that, upon the re-

moval of the weight, the truss, by virtue of its elasticity, would tend to regain its original position
;

but this it cannot do, in consequence of the wedges at the ends of the counter-braces, which prevent

the dotted diagonals from recovering their original length, and the truss is therefore forcibly held in

the position in which the weight left it ; the reaction of the counter-braces producing the same effect

that was produced by the weiglit, and continuing the same strain upon the ties and braces.

The singular consequence necessarily results from this, that the passage of a load produces no ad-

ditional strain upon any of the timbers, but actually leaves some of them without any strain at all.

To render the truth of this assertion more clear, we will confine ourselves to the consideration of a

single rectangle, and suppose that the effect of the flexure caused by an applied weight has been to

extend the diagonal ^ C by a length equal A p, and to compress the

brace B I) by an equal amount.

The point p will evidently be drawn away from A, leaving the inter-

val A p. If a wedge be tightly fitted into this interval without being ^
forcibly driven, it evidently can have no action upon the frame so long ^^
as the weight continues ; but, upon the removal of the weight, it becomes %^^<i
forcibly compressed, in consequence of the effort of the truss, by virtue ~\^
of its elasticity, to return to its former position. This effort is resisted -

by the reaction of the wedge, which causes a strain upon the counter- ^</^
brace A C sufficient to counteract the elasticity of the truss ; and as no -"^

change of figure can take place, it follows that the brace BD cannot

recover its original length, and therefore continues as much compressed as it was by the action of

the weight.

The effect of a weight equal to that first applied will be to relieve the counter-brace A C, without

adding in the slightest degree to the strain upon B D.

As regards the effect upon the chords, it is evident that the strains are only partial, and tend to

counteract each other. The maximum strain in the centre is estimated by the force which would be

required to hold the half truss in equilibrium if the other half be removed ; and this is dependent only

on the weight and dimensions of the truss. In fact, if we examine the parallelogram A B C J), yve

find that the effect of wedging the diagonals will be to produce strains acting in opposite directions at

A and B, and destroying each other's effects ; the strains produced by wedging any rectangle cannot

therefore be continued to the next, and of course can have no influence upon the maximum forces at

the centre.

As the vibration of a bridge is caused principally by the effort to recover its original figure after

the compression produced by a passing load, it follows that, if this effort is resisted, the vibration

must be greatly diminished, or almost entirely destroyed.

This accounts for the surprising stiffness which is found to result from a well-arranged system of

counter-braces.

In proportioning the parts of a truss liable to a moving or unequal load, the case of greatest pos-

sible strain should be assumed, viz., that of the truss with its maximum uniform load with an addi-

tional load placed at the centre.

Let W represent the weight of the truss and its uniform load, w the greatest load ever applied at a

single point, p the length and h the height of a panel, and b the length of a brace.

The braces at the centre should be sufficient to bear the greatest strain ever to come upon a single

porat, and equals —-.

The strain upon the end braces each equals
I ~S~ + ™

/ T*

The intermediate braces are proportioned as before in accordance with their position.

The tension on the rods is equal each to that of the adjacent brace toward the centre multiplied

bv the factor -.

6

The strains upon the upper and lower chords are equal, being greatest at the centre, where they

each equal ( + — ) t- ^t tb*^ ^°*^s they each equal { -p + '"
) ?• '^» ^^o^ever, the number of\84//t \2//i

panels should be even, then the strain upon the lower chord will be in excess of that upon the upper

throughout its whole length by the quantity '^. The strains upon the counter-braces are small as

compared with the other parts, being greatest at the centre, where it is advisable to make them equal

to the middle braces. These should be permanently strained by adjustment while the truss is dis-

torted by its maximum moving load applied at various points. By this means a perfect rigidity is

secured, as previously referred to.

Inclination of Braces.— 1. The braces must not be so long as to yield by lateral flexure.

2. The chords being unsupported in the intervals between the ties, these intervals must be limited

by the condition that no injurious flexure shall be produced by the passage of a load. On the other

hand, as the ties approach each other, the angle of the brace increases ; and when the intervals be-

come small, the number of ties and braces is greatly increased, and with them the weight of the

structure.

The true limit of the intervals can be readily determined when the size of the chords and the max-

imum load are known ; for it should evidently be such that, when the load is at the middle, the flexure

should not exceed a given amount.
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The floor-beams, or roadway supports, should be sufficient to bear the greatest load ever applied at

a single point.

Lateral Bracing.—To prevent the lateral swaying of the bridge, principally caused by high winds,

56T.

and to preserve the trusses in their proper relative positions under all circumstances, a light system

of lateral bracing is introduced both at the top and bottom.

668.
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„p«.en. b, comparative ..-eaaths fte «,a.we f^^^^^t^^i^!^^^ "'
t'

are indicated by tlie breadth ot b«c1> »»"»'>==;
^Hd-e now m use, ami tbeir comparative

J& Se'Jirser'SfrrSrSoXy bJS.': for KaiTroad," to .Uicir.«itb Wood. Co.

670.

'tgfcat advaace Iras been made in tb,-t™rw'oJr brIdlS olt-po'^iLrare"™^S
i kfrStu;/n":: ^-aSr^pier tt^feSSS rHo.?» p.a. and combines ,reat ii„.tness

"itod -mple ot a bridge on Finis's system is found in tbe railroad bridge (Fig. 5,0) over .be

Ohio River, at Louisville. Its 5T1. p
length is 5,218| feet, divided /\

into 23 spans, supported by 24 '7^_

stone piers. Its height is about

96^ feet above low water, and

width about 27 feet.

Trussed -Arch Bridges are

those so framed that the en-

tire weight is supported by the

arch; the load, before acting

upon it being first distributed,

and the direction of its press- ™ ^ g^joul^ be so constructed as best to

EstS?;^^^fSw£tt:rrft S!,u% -o'^-d, and need be only saMcient, strong to
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bear the moving load, and to firmly counter-brace the arch, the weight of the entire bridge itself
being borne by the arch alone. For wooden bridges of long spans this is the best known form, and

..... several remarkable structures of this

Wiff'P:
'/,'/. type have been built. Figs. 572 and

vimm/////r'-^ 573 show the construction'of the two
most noted American trussed arches
of wood. The first consists of three
arches, the centre one being of 195
feet span, and the other two of 150
feet each. The second has a single

arch of 340 feet span, with only 20
feet rise—the largest wooden arch
ever built.

The recent completion of the St.

Louis bridge, by Captain James B.
Eads, is the crowning effort in bridge
construction of this type. It consists

of three arches, the centre one of
which has a span of 520 feet, and
the other two of 515 feet, and each
with a rise of 60 feet. There are
two main piers and two abutments,
the foundation of one being 120 feet

under water. The arches are formed
with top and bottom chords in sec-

tions of steel tubes 16 inches in di-

ameter, composed of staves 12 feet

long, banded together by steel thim-
bles or couplings. These top and
bottom chords, 12 feet apart, are
connected by a triangular system of
bracing, constituting an arched truss

of great strength combined with ex-

treme lightness.

Lattice Bridges.—One of the most
simply-constructed types of bridges
is the lattice bridge. If of wood, it

may be built entirely of plank of
uniform size ; the braces crossmg
each other, generally at right angles,

arc fastened by a pin or " treenail "

of hard wood, and the chords are so
constructed as to break joint. The
objections to this type of bridge are
its liability to warp and the entire

lack of proportion in its parts. The
first objection is obviated by placing

a double truss on each side of the
bridge, so riveted together as to act

as one. Its advantages are in the
simplicity of its construction. They
may also be built of indefinite length,

and sawed off to suit the span re-

quired.

Lattice bridges have been success-

fully used in spans of as great lengths
as 150 feet; and in Europe iron lat-

tice bridges, with their parts in prop-
er proportion, have been built of
300 feet span and upward. The
most common form in this country
is the " Towne ; " but, as iron is

now taking the place of wood, those

types of bridge requiring less ma-
terial are more generally preferred.

As the proportions of the various

parts depend upon the amount and
character of the load a bridge is to

sustain, this point should be care-

fully considered in designing each
The liability in practice is to underestimate this load for short spans. Theparticular structure,

following table gives the proportion of load to span, as recommended by a committee of the Ameri
can Society of Civil Engineers, for highway bridges :
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below, and occupy positions calculated to insure against horizontal as well as vertical motions. The
anchorage of the back chains was formed by sinking 8 shafts into the solid limestone rock that here

composes the uppermost stratum of the cliffs. Three of the pits on the New York side are sunk

to a depth of 26 feet. The fourth one, southeast, was sunk only 18 feet, on account of the great

influx of water and difficulty of baling. The surface of the rock on the Canada side being 10

feet higher than on the New York side, the depth of the shafts was increased that much, and
the height of the towers above reduced in proportion. Each shaft has a cross-section of 3 x 7 feet,

enlarged at the bottom to a chamber of 8 feet square. The anchor chains are composed of 9

links, all of which are 7 feet long, except the uppermost or last one, which is 10 feet. The first

or lowest link is composed of 7 bars, 7x14 inches, and is secured to a cast-iron anchor plate by a

pin of 3^ inches diameter ground upon its seat. The next link is composed of 6 bars of the same
size, and 2 half bars on the outside. The aggregate section of each is 69 superficial inches ; from
the fourth link up, the link on the chain curves, and the section is gradually increased to 93 super-

ficial inches.

On the top of each column a cast-iron plate was laid down, well bedded in cement, 8 feet

square and 2^ inches thick, and strengthened by three parallel flanges for the reception of two
independent saddles. Each saddle rests on ten cast-iron rollers, 5 inches in diameter and 25^
inches long, placed close together. The ordinary pressure upon each tower, being about 500 tons,

makes each roller bear 25 tons. These rollers admit of a slight movement of the saddles, when-
ever the equilibrium between the land and the suspension cables is disturbed, either by changes

of temperature or by passing trains.

The table on page 272 gives the leading characteristics of the most celebrated long-span bridges

of the various types, showing more particularly the comparative lengths of their maximum spans.

The use of steel wire for the cables has made still longer spans possible.

The " East River Suspension Bridge," Fig. 574, between the cities of New York and Brooklyn,

5T4.

designed by John A. Roebling, and built by his son Colonel W. A. Eoeblmg, has its cables composed
of steel wire, having a strength of 160,000 lbs. per square inch ; whereas iron wire would sustain

but little more than one-half that amount, and iron bars less than one-third. This bridge is sup-

ported by four cables, each 15| inches in diameter. The main span is 1,595| feet, and the side

spans 930 feet each, making the suspended portion 3,455^ feet in length. This, with the approaches
—2,533^ feet—make a total length of 5,989 feet. The height of the roadway above high tide is

135 feet, the height of the towers 272 feet, and the width of the bridge 85 feet.

The mode of constructing the wire superstructure of this bridge was as follows

:

The wire came from the factory in large coils, some 5 feet in diameter. These were dipped in oil,

dried in the air, and dipped again and again until a moderately thick coat of hardened grease had
changed their bright zinc-lustre into a dirty yellow; then they were carried up on the top of the

anchorage, I'eeled off on large wooden drums, and from these last thty were paid off as required.

The carrier-rope was simply an endless wire cable, which started from the Brooklyn anchorage,

passed over the two piers in turn, then to the New York anchorage, on top of which are two
horizontal pulleys, around which it led, then back to Brooklyn, and finally, after passing around

an immense horizontal engine-driven drum, the ends were joined. One part of this carrier-rope

carried wii'c for one inner main cable, the other part for the corresponding outer main cable. On
each part was attached a traveler-wheel, which is represented in Fig. 575. This was a light

wheel of wood and tin, turning in bearings suspended from the rope ; braces were arranged in
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connection with it to prevent oscillation. Over this wheel the bight of the wire to be laid was
passed. One end of the wire was fastened, the other went to the reel ; then the drum of the car-

rier-rope turned, and the wheel,

attached to the latter, started

on its journey. The wire grad-

ually unwinding from the reel,

the wheel traveled on over the
piers, and finally came to rest

on the New York anchorage.

There the bight of wire was
slipped out of its groove and
put around a massive iron shoe
(Fig. 576), and then the motion
of the carrier-rope was reversed,

and the empty wheel returned.

At the same time another wheel,

carrying another bight of wire
for the second cable, started

across. And thus the work con-

tinued, a filled wheel constantly

going out and an empty one re-

turning—two strands of two dif-

ferent cables being thus simul-

taneously made.
As each reel of wire was exhausted, the end from

another was coupled on by means of the device shown
in Fig. 5Y7. The coupling is a hollow cylinder, with
two concave threads in inverse directions meeting at

the centre, exactly fitting the ends of the wires, in

which the convex threads are cut, naturally in opposite
directions, so that the same turn of the coupling screws
in both at once, and the sharp edges of the cylinder

are then beveled down. Thus the wire of each strand

is continuous, and, once fastened at the Brooklyn end,

was reeled on or off till the whole strand was laid.

After each wire was laid it was brought to the same curvature as the wire preceding it. To do
this, after the carrier had passed the wire from the anchorage over the saddle at the top of the

pier, it was stopped, and a tackle was attached. To ascertain the requisite amount of distance

to be raised or lowered from the

top of the pier to the anchorage,
flagmen were stationed on the

cradles, of which there were three

between the piers, who reported,

by means of prearranged moves
of their flags, to the flagman on
the top of the pier, the amount
of deflection there was in the
wire, and it was accordingly raised

or lowered, as demanded.
When the requisite number of

wires was laid to form a strand,

an apparatus called a " buggy

"

was attached to this strand, and
made to travel upon it. The
workmen in the buggy gathered
the wires into a bundle, and re-

tained them with a pair of pecul-

iarly-shaped tongs, and tempora-
rily bound the strand with wire
at intervals of about 28 inches.

"When 19 strands of the cable
were finished and placed side by
side, the wrappings about the
strands were removed, and the
entire 5,700 wires were bound to-

gether by encircling wires, so as

to form a solid cable. After each
strand was bound, the yoke, seen
suspended above the massive sad-
dle. Fig. 578, upon which the
strand rests, was lowered ; the
clevises, of which there are four,

were "emoved, and, clasping the

18

576.
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mass of cast-iron weighing 23 tons, and having 16 radial arms,
on the thud course of stone (Fig. 581), the second course be
beneath, so as to form a species of socket
Through the apertures left in the centre of the
plates the first set of bars for the chains is
placed. Each chain consists of 10 sets of links
and two chains lead from each plate. The cor-
responding links of each pair of chains contain
together about 19 bars. A glance at Fi" 581
will show that the tendency of the cables is
to upset the anchorage on its front edge. The
strain on each cable is estimated at 1 833
tons. '

Works for Reference.—'^ Les Constructeurs des
Ponts du Moyen Age "(descriptions of remarka-
ble bridges of the 12th and 13th centuries), Brou-
quier-Rouie, Paris, no date; " (Euvres," Perro-

strand, were bolted in their
former places. The capstan
nut, seen at the top of the
framework over the yoke,
was rotated ; and as it re-
volved on the screw to which
the yoke was suspended, it

raised both yoke and strand
until the latter was clear of
the pulleys on the saddle.
The pulleys were then re-
moved, and the strand low-
ered away into its bed in the
saddle underneath the pul-
leys. The clevises on the
yoke were then uncoupled,
the yoke raised out of the
way, the pulleys put in place,
and another strand was laid
similar to the previous one.
The saddles, to which ref-

erence has been made, are
four massive castings rest-
ing on the top of each pier,
and each one holding in its

embrace one of the cables.
The pulleys over which the
strand passed were used for
convenience in laying the
strand, and were removed
entirely when the cable was
completed and placed in its

saddle. To allow for the
difference in unequal con-
traction and expansion of
the cable from anchorage
and pier, and between the
piers, the saddle rests upon a
series of iron rolls, which al-

low of a change of its place,
as the force of contraction
or expansion is brought to
bear upon it.

Kg. 579 represents the
bridge while in process of
building, and shows the loca-
tion of the cradles above re-

ferred to.

Figs. 580 and 581 repre-
sent a section of one an-
chorage, and a perspective
view of one of the massive
anchor-plates of the East
River Bridge. In each an-
chorage there are four of
these anchors, each being a

Each plate is embedded in concrete
ing somewhat thinner immediately •
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BRO VCl Itool formed as shown in Fig. 582, and employed to cut out mortises or slots with

£rrea?accu acy and expedition. The work is chucked to the table of a press, and a succession o the

b o?ches of ?ic^?ashi'^ width and thickness are forced through the work. In the centre of the head

S eadi broaci s a Sii^al recess, and similariy located in the bottom of each is a coiiical projection

^o thai eth successive broach may be guided centrally by the projection of the one tollowing fitting

582.

into its recess. The head of

each broach is formed of rec-

tangular shape and tapered to

fit into a rectangular recess pro-

vided in the end of the ram of

the press to receive it. If the

mortises are of large dimen-

sions, the broaches are made
first to operate on the sides

only. Other broaches are sub-

sequently forced through to cut

out the ends and the corners of

the mortises. J. R.

BROOMS are usually made

Ses'^rrOrlSum. %ig. 583 is a machine for pressing a bunch of broom-corn into shape

for a broom, and sewings it in its lattened form. The broom is placed between jaws a a, closed by
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an eccentric c operated by lever b. The machine being set in motion by the rotation of the cam-wheel
A, the cam-groove of the latter, actuating the lever /, forces forward the needle-bar e, thus driving
the needle with its thread through the broom, above the twine wound around the latter. The shuttle
C, operated by lever B, acting on the opposite side of the broom in conjunction with the needle,
forms the stitch. This being done, the reverse movement of the needle-bar withdraws the needle

';

the eccentric h lifts the jaws a a, so that the next stroke of the needle carries the stitch below the'
binding twine, the jaws being meanwhile moved along the guides x a; by means of a pawl, operated by
a cam n on a supplemental shaft moved by gears hj, the pawl gearing with a ratchet formed at the
under side of the outermost of the jaws a a. The next outward movement of the needle, the jaws
being of course again lowered, carries the stitch above the binding twine. In this manner the stitches
are formed alternately above and below the binding twine, the distance apart of the stitches corre-
sponding to the intermittent feed given, as just described, to the jaws a a upon their supporting
guides X X. The needle is supplied from the spool S, which has a tension-spring (/.

BRUSH-MAKING. Bristles, as they come off the hog's back, are covered with dirt and a sort of
gummy substance, that make them very unpleasant to handle. To rid them of these, and also of

offensive odors, they are first thoroughly washed, and, after becoming dry, are sorted. Each color is

placed by itself, and these grades are known to the operative as black, gray, yellow, white, and lilies

;

the last are a kind almost transparently white, and of exceedingly fine texture. The sorting process
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also includes the distribution of the bristles in such a way that the collection shall be of equal

length. Besides, the root-ends of the bristles must be kept together. The next process is to comb

them. By this means they are rendered elastic, and receive a beautiful polish. After being again

washed, they are ready for the use of the brush-maker.

Brushes are divided into two general classes, known as single brushes and compound brushes.

The former are distinguished by one tuft or bundle of bristles. But a hair-brush belongs to the

second order, because of its collection of bristle bundles.

Brushes are also made of the soft hair of animals, such as the sable, badger, and squirrel. Of

such are the small paint-brushes used for water-colors. Other kinds of brushes are made of the roots

and fibres of certain tropical plants, of horse and goat hair, old rope, cocoanut fibre, broom-corn, the

fibre of whalebone, and even of spun glass.

Small paint-brushes are manufactured as follows : The hairs are first cleaned in alum-water, and

subsequently soaked in warm water, dried, combed, and assorted. The brush-maker takes sufficient

of the prepared hair to fill a small groove which holds them tight ; while thus placed the root-ends

arc wound tightly with thread. The soft hairs are then arranged so as to form a point, without leav-

ing a blunt or scraggy end when the brush is wet. This part of the business is generally performed

by women or boys^ as it requires a very delicate touch to arrange them properly. The handles are

made from quills, which are soaked in hot water to expand them sufficiently. When the brush is

ready the hairs are inserted, point first, in the large end of the quill. Then, by a contrivance peculiar

to the trade, the brush is drawn through until the tied part is brought down to the small end of the

quill. This completes the process, and when the (luill gets cold it contracts to its original dimensions,

and thus secures the brush part very tightly. The quills used for handles are of various sizes, and

are obtained from geese, turkeys, ducks, pigeons, and even smaller birds, such as quails, larks, etc.

The size of the handle is always proportioned to the size of the brush, and the purposes for which it

is made. When the quantity of hair or bristles is larger than can be used to advantage with quills,

the bunch of material is put into tin tubes with wooden handles. Even these, when too large, are

placed in other handles made of wood, with perforated holes. Bundles of bristles designed for this

purpose are secured with strong cord, which has been dipped in glue. A scrubbing-brush is a com-

pound brush, and has holes bored in rows along its entire length. Into these holes bristles are in-

serted, after first having been dipped at one end into melted pitch. When properly secured, they

remain there in spite of hard usage and hot water. Some brushes are very costly, while others are

sold at a mere trifle. Of the former are elaborately carved hat-brushes, hair-brushes, velvet-brushes,

clothes-brushes, tooth-brushes, nail-brushes, etc. Besides these we have the more common kinds of

shoe brushes, scrubbing-brushes, shaving-brushes, and other varieties, by far too numerous to mentioru

Hair-brushes are of the most complicated manufacture. Holes large enough to admit the bunches

of bristles are bored all over the back of the brush part way through, while much smaller ones are

bored clear through. A tuft of bristles is doubled over a piece of fine wire. After being thus prop-

erly secured, the workman puts the wire through the small hole, and draws the bristles up as far as

possible in the big hole. The wire is then carried on to the next hole, until the whole surface is cov-

ered over with connecting lines of wire and tufts of bristles. When thus far completed, the bristles

are cut off evenly, and a fancy back is glued on to hide the wire, and give the brush a more finished

appearance. Tooth and nail brushes are made in a similar way, but the holes where the wire is

secured are made on the

5S5. side, and corked up with

small plugs of ivory or

bone. Some brushes

have handles of per-

fumed wood, and are

ornamented considera-

bly, at heavy expense.

Brushes made of spxm
glass are used in acids,

which will destroy ordi-

nary brushes.

Brushes are some-

times backed with a

hard rubber composi-

tion, which is made in

a die composed of two

parts, the cover and the

base. In the cover there

is cut whatever device or ornament the back of the brush is intended to receive. In the base there

are holes of a depth to correspond with the length of the tufts which are exposed after the brush

is finished. The process begins by filling the holes with bristles, which have been cut by a gauge

as much longer than the depth of the holes as it is desired to have them penetrate the back of the

brush. The upper part of the die is then covered with a sufficient quantity of plastic rubber compo-

sition ; then it is adjusted to its fellow, and the die is placed in a screw-press and subjected to great

pressure. After hardening, which takes place in a few minutes, the brush is removed.

In Figs. 584, 585, 586, aiid 587 is represented Woodbury's machine for inserting bristles in brush-

backs. The first operation is the filling of the comb A with bristles. The comb is insei'ted in guide-

ways, and is actuated by an intermittent traverse motion, which, whenever the bristles are all removed

from one of the spaces, moves the comb along the distance of one tooth and one space to bring

another filled space into position. Whenever one comb is emptied another is made to follow it in
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the same guideways, the empty one being taken out at the opposite end of the guidewavs from thatm which It was inserted. As the comb is actuated in the manner described, each space is brouo-ht
successively to correspond with and form a part of a twisted way or channel B, Fig 584 An ingmi
ous combination of devices then forces the bristles, as they are wanted, down through this twisted
channel, holding them all the time at the middle, and bringing them at last into a horizontal position
as shown in Fig. 584. At the end of the channel the plate which forms the upper wall is bifurcated
the ends of the bifurcations being turned up as shown. Between these bifurcations reciprocates
vertically a device consisting of a body C, which tapers off in front to a point D, and is slotted
obhqucly and vertically, the oblique portion of the slot terminating at E, and the vertical por-
•"'? f u u .

''^'" P''''^'°'' ""^ *^'^ P^'^'^'^ '^ '^ ^°'lo^ cylinder, the end of which, descending, comes
just flush, but does not enter the hole in the brush-back where the bunch of bristles is to be inserted
one bunch being put in at every descent of this part of the machine, which, from its resemblance to
a hook, we shall call by that name as we proceed. As the hook rises, it forces its point between
the proper quantity of bristles for a bunch, and these, being obliged to move along the inclined por-
tion A of the slot in the hook, arrive at the bottom of the vertical portion F. Here they are actedupon by the plunger G, Fig. 585, the end of which has two slots crossing each other at rioht
angles when viewed endwise. One of these slots receives the bunch of bristles as shown in Fig 585Ihe other slot, ff, is of a width only to allow the passage of a wire which is destined to bind thebunch togethei- and secure it in the block. The plunger is caused by ingenious mechanism to de-
scend tilMt doubles the bristles into a loop in the middle. Other mechanism then unwinds the
binding wire / from a reel, straightens it, and passes the proper length through the slot If The
wire IS then cut. The plunger descends, receiving a rotary motion on its vertical axis, which winds
the wire spirally by forcing it into the thread of a nut contained in the lower end of the hollow
cylinder, tastening it around the doubled end of the bunch of bristles. This spirallv wound wire is
destined to be a screw-thread for the bunch of bristles as the latter is screwed into the hole J. The
lower end of the wire acts as a tap cutting a female screw in the block, and the upper end serves
as a pawl to prevent the removal of the bunch by unscrewing. The bunch is thus held with great
strength. Ihe machine inserts bristle, hair, tampico, or other material used for brushes in wood
leather rubber, bone, ivory, and even glass. Its capacity is about 600 brushes of 60 knots each per
day. Ihe Woodbury Brothers, inventors of the apparatus, have also devised a machine which fills
tne combs with bristles

;
another which, by the rotation of a cylinder having curved knife-blades

forces the ends of the bunches in the finished brush against a stationary blade, and so trims all toan even length
;
and a boring machine which uses a two-spurred bit, and makes the holes for the

bunches with great rapidity. (See IScientifc American, xxxviii., 351.)
BUCKET. See Mink Appliances.
BUDDLE. See Concentrating Machinery.
BUHL-WORK, or BOOL-WORK. These terms appear to be corrupted from Boule, the name of

the original inventor, and now refer to any two materials of contrasted colors inlaid with the saw InFrance this kind of inlaid work is called marquderie. It consists in representing flowers, animals
andscapes, and other objects, in their proper tints, by inlaying. It also includes geometrical pat!
terns composed of angular pieces laid down in succession, as in ordinary veneerina', and is chiefly
used in ornamenting cabinet work. In buhl-work the patterns generally consist of c^ontinuous lines
as m the honeysuckle ornament. Two pieces of veneer of equal size,"such as ebonv and holly, are
scraped evenly on both sides, and glued together, with a piece of paper between. Another piece ofpaper is also glued outside one of the veneers, and on this the pattern is drawn. A small hole is

notked
*" introduction of the saw, a spot being chosen where the puncture will not be

The saws used in buhl-work are of peculiar construction, and of different sizes. The frames arc
ot wood or metal

;
three pieces of wood halved and glued to-ether constitute the three sides of a

rectangle
;
two pieces are then glued upon each side, each at an angle of 45° across the corners • thewhole when thoroughly dry is then cut round to the desired curve. Screws for -iving tension to the

blade are commonly added, but seldom used, as the frame is only sprung together at the moment ofhxing the saw and by its reaction stiffens the blade. A handle is attached to the saw-frame at the
bottom. In the piercing saw of metal the height from the blade to the frame is usually ei-ht inches

work
'^ ordinary buhl-saw of wood from twelve to twenty inches, to avoid the angles of large

_
The buhl-cutter sits astride a horse or long narrow stool ; the work, held in the left hand, is placed

in a vise at one extremity of the horse, having a flexible jaw under the control of the foot : the saw
w^hich has been previously inserted into the hole in the veneers, and fixed in its frame, is grasped inthe right hand, with the forefinger extended, to support and guide the frame. " The several lines ofthe work are now followed by short, quick strokes of the saw, the blade of which is always horizon-
tal

;
hut the trame and work are rapidly twisted about at all angles, to place the saw in the direction

or tne several lines. Considerable art is required in designing and sawing these ornaments, so thatthe saw may contmue to ramble uninterruptedly through the pattern, while the position of the work
IS as constantly shifted about in the vise, with that which appears to bo a strange and perplexing
restlessness. When the sawing is completed, the several parts are laid flat on a'talile, and any re-moved pieces are replaced. The entire work is then pressed down with the hand, the hollv is stripped

^?.T Tlr^^vi^'i ^ P'^'^t''^'^ palette-knife, which splits the paper, and the layer of hollv is laidon the table with the paper downward, or without being inverted. The honeysuckle is noW pushed
out of the ebony with the end of the scriber, and any minute pieces are picked out with the moist-ened hnger; these are all laid aside ; the cavity thus produced in the ebony is now entirely filled up
with the honeysuckle of holly, and a piece of paper smeared with thick glue is then rubbed on the
two to retain them m contact They are immediately turned over, and tlie toothings or fine dust of
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the ebony are rubbed in to fill up the interstices ; a little thick glue is then applied, and rubbed in,

first with the finger, and then with the pane of the hammer, after which the work is laid aside to

dry." When dry it is scraped at the bottom, and is then ready to be glued on the box or furniture

to'be ornamented, as in ordinary veneering; it is afterward scraped and polished. An ebony honey-

suckle may be inserted in a ground of holly in the same manner ; and these form the counter or

counterpart btihl, in which the pattern is the same, but the color reversed.

Thi'ee thicknesses of wood may be glued together, as rosewood, mahogany, and satinwood, which

when cut through split asunder, and recombined would produce three pieces of buhl-work, the

grounds of which would be of either kind, with the honeysuckle and centre of the two other colors

respectively. These are called " works in three woods," and constitute the general limit of the thick-

nesses. Buhl-works of brass and wood are also sometimes made by stamping instead of sawing.

BULLET-MAKING. See Cartridge-making Machinery.
BUOY. A floating beacon serving to indicate a navigable channel, or to mark the position of

sunken rocks, wrecks, sand-banks, or other obstructions to navigation. Buoys are also used as life-

preservers, and it has been proposed to employ them as foundations for breakwaters and piers.

The essential requirements which a well-constructed buoy should fulfill are : 1, that it should be

conspicuous in all states of the weather ; 2, that it should be stable ; 3, that it should be so made
and moored that the most violent storms may not cause it to break adrift.

Of the ordinary forms of buoys, those most commonly used are the " nun,'

" egg-bottom," " convex bottom," " flat bottom," " hollow bottom," " spherical," and " conical." The
" nun " buoy, in its original form of two paraboloids joined at their bases, is represented in Fig. 588.

This shape is sometimes modified to that of two cones similarly joined ; or one cone is suppressed in

favor of an " egg-bottom." In this case the cone which forms the supei'structure is made of sheet-

iron and the egg-bottom of malleable or cast-iron. In smooth water this buoy is conspicuous, and it

has the further advantage of simplicity ; but in a tideway or under the influence of the wind it

careens over, rolls and pitches violently, and so becomes an inditferent sea-mark. In order to gain

rigidity, buoys formed of a cone resting on a shallow cylinder have been used ; but these, owing to

their light draught of water, are not suitable for a seaway, although they have been found advantage-

ous in rivers. Small nun buoys are commonly used to mark the location of a vessel's anchor when

" can reversed," " can,"

down. The " can " buoy is conical, frusto-conical, or conoidal in shape, and floats upon its side

when moored. The buoys said to be the best for strong tideways are the can, cylindrical, and flat-

bottom ; for exposed channels and coasts, the English prefer the " egg-bottora."

The English Flat-bottom Buo\i is, as are some of the others, water-ballasted ; i. e., it has a cross

diaphragm at a proper distance from the bottom, and the water is allowed to flow in and out of the

lower compartment thus made through 8 holes an inch in diameter placed at equal distance around

its sides. The water cannot be discharged unless the buoy is careened for some time, and it is there-

fore as completely ballasted as if the water had no means of exit. When these buoys are required

for deep water, where the weight of the mooring chain is sufficient for

ballast, water-ballast is not used, and the holes are plugged with hard 591.

wood. With the increased buoyancy thus obtained, the same line of

flotation as in shoal water is approximately attained.

58S.

590.

Slonexi's Keel-Buoji, Fig. 589, is an English invention which has been found of practical value. The
sides are prolonged below the bottom so as to form a circular keel, within which a large body of

water is retained, so that a buoy 6 feet in diameter with a keel of IS inches contains within the lat-

ter a body of water exceeding a ton in weight. This allows of erecting a superstructure 25 per cent,

higher than other buoys of equal diameter, and affords a very large increase of stability.

Herbert's Buoy^ represented in Fig. 590, has also been found of value. The theory of the action

of this buoy is, that the air confined in the bottom forms an clastic spring upon which the buoy re-

bounds in gentle and easy motions, causing but moderate friction to the mooring chain, little or no

pull upon the sinker, and a corresponding relief from agitation or friction to the globe and staff above.
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Bells and whistles are often arranged in connection with buoys, so that the navigator is warned
of the position of the latter duriug thick and foggy weather, when their discernment from a ves-
sel is impossible even at moderate distances. Fig. 591 represents the bell-buoy which marks the
Ruudlestone off the point of Land's End, England. It is a water-ballast buoy^ a being the outer

593.

^^^^
water-tight compartment, h the inner water-tight compartment ; and at d are India-rubber springs.
The oscillations of the buoy cause the claj^per to strike against and so sound the bell.

Com-ienai/'s \\liistling Buoy, Fig. 592, is an exceedingly ingenious device, the efficiency of which
has been well demonstrated. Its operation depends upon the fact that the agitation of water due to
the existence of waves extends downward beneath the surface only to a distance equal to that meas-
ured between the trough and crest of the undulations. In other words, the agitation of the surface
due to a wave 10 feet high would practically extend only to 10 feet
below the level. It follows that if a long, hollow cylinder A is im-
mersed to a depth exceeding in measurement the height of the waves,
the water entering will not rise and fall with the varying level of the
waves as they pass, but will remain at a uniform height, which will be
that of the middle line between the highest and lowest point of waves,
or at average sea-level, B, Fig. 592. ^Let the cylinder be attached to
the lower portion of a float C, which rests on the surface, and hence
rises and falls with each undulation. We have therefore a moving
cylinder inclosing a motionless column of water, or, in other terms, a
moving cylinder and a fixed piston by means of which air may be com-
pressed in proportion to the power of the waves. It will be observed
that from the diaphragm D extend upward two tubes E. These are
open at the top, and are provided with valves so arranged that while
air may pass down them, it cannot be forced back. The middle tubeF has no such valve, but terminates above in a whistle. Suppose that
the apparatus is carried from the position represented, in which the
diaphragm D is just above average level, to the summit of a wave.
Then the space between the constant level B and the diaphragm will
be largely augmented, and air will be drawn in through the tubes K
As the buoy descends this space will be diminished,"and the water-
piston will compress the air and drive it out forcibly through the only
outlet, which is the tube F. The air thus sounds the whistle. It is
obvious that any modification of the water-surface will produce a simi-
lar effect. With waves 8 feet high, running at the rate of 8 per minute,
that number of sounds in the same interval will be caused. With waves
20 feet high running at 4 per minute, 4 sounds would be produced. The force of the whistle blast,
however, is always the same, as this depends only on the weight of the buov and the length of the
tube. Several of these buoys have been located near harbors of the United States, one of consider-
able power bemg in operation near Sandy Hook, New York.
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Hie Pumping Buoy.—Another utilization of wave-power through the medium of a buoy is shown

in the pumping buoy represented in Fig. 593, taken from drawings exhibited in the Paris Exposition

of 1878. The buoy A carries a double-acting pump D at the end of the vertical stem C. It is

anchored to the bottom by means of a cable, which is shortened as the tide falls, elongates when the

tide rises, and maintains the float B always in the same position with relation to the line of average

level X Y. The aspiration-tube of the pump plunges into the water, and the emission-tube E (of

rubber) is led to a reservoir from which a head of water sufficient to drive a water-wheel is obtained.

The movement of the pump-piston is caused by the elevation and lowering of the float i?, according

as the wave rises or falls. The buoy A always draws on the cable. It rises at high tide, when the

water from the reservoir is admitted by valves controlled by clockwork above the piston F^ and falls

at low tide, when the water is admitted below the piston.

Buoy Foundations.—Mr. Thomas Morris, of London, has suggested the anchoring of buoys in water

beyond the depth of the deepest wave, and using them as foundations upon which to rear structures

supported by uprights which shall expose but small sectional area to the action of the waves. Fig.

59-t shows two of these buoys as applied to support a pier or jetty, where the upright posts, horizon-

tal bearers, platform, and p'arapet, being well connected and braced, would, it is claimed, give firm-

ness and the requisite rigidity. A similar arrangement has been proposed as a support for break-

waters (which see).

Buoy Moorings are usually single chains measuring in length three times the depth of the water,

and mushroom anchors or screw-piles, which last are easily driven into the sand.

Buoy Marks.—Buoys are usually painted some distinctly visible color, or are checkered or striped

so as to be easily recognized. The object of this is to enable the navigator to determine whether

the buoy is to be avoided or approached, and to know on which side of it to conduct his vessel in

entering a channel. Spar-buoys, consisting simply of spars of proper length, painted some particular

color, are employed to mark channels in rivers and less exposed situations. Each maritime nation

has its own system of marking and placing buovs, for the details of which the reader is referred to

the "Sailor's Pocket-Book," Captain Bedford, R. N., Portsmouth, 1S77. See also "European

Lighthouse Systems," Major Elliot, U. S. A., New York, 1875 ; and for the use of buoys on vessels,

the respective works on " Seamanship " of Captain Luce, U. S. N., and Captains Nares and Alston, R. N.

BUSH. A hollow cylinder of metal in which a shaft or other rotating piece turns, and for which

its inner surface forms the bearing. The bush is generally fixed in the
^^5- frame of the machine, and is made in one piece. Its object is to supply a

suitable material for the bearing, which can be easily replaced when worn

away. A common form of bush is shown in Fig. 595. B is the bush sur-

rounding the rod A. Another form of bush which is largely employed is one

having a collar on one end, which may be used for fixing it by means of

screws to the frame. This is a better form for some purposes, as when

the shaft has a collar upon it, in which case the collar of the bush forms

a suitable end or side bearing for it ; or if, instead of a collar, there is the

boss of a wheel or pulley bearing against the bush, the collar of the latter,

which can be easily repaired, is worn, and not the machine. " Where there is considerable wear, it is

not advisable to use bushes unless they can be turned round, as they become abraded, or can be

readily replaced. The better plan is to use movable brasses which admit of adjustment to compen-

sate for wear.

BUTTER, ARTIFICIAL. For a number of years past efforts have been made to manufacture but-

ter from substances other than cream ; but until Hippolyte Mege, of Paris, France, made known his

process, all other attempts proved failures. Although Mege did not discover the exact formula by

which butter is artificially manufactured, he discovered the two principal operations in its manu-

facture, which were afterward elaborated and perfected by Dr. II. A. Mott, Jr.

The following is the " true process for making artificial butter," as perfected by Dr. Mptt

:

The first matter to be attended to when a good product is to be manufactured is cleanliness. This

is a most important point, to which the strictest attention must be paid.

The fat, on arriving at the factory, is first weighed, and then thrown piece by piece into large tanks

containing tepid water, care being taken to place all pieces covered with blood in a separate tank to

be washed. The fat in the tanks should now be covered entirely with tepid water, and left at rest

for about one hour, when the tepid water should be removed and the fat thoroughly washed with

cold water, then covered with fresh cold water and allowed to rest for one hour longer ; the water is

then again removed, and the fat thoroughly washed, for the last time, with fresh cold water, when it

is readv for the next operation. The dTsiiitegrating process consists in comminuting the fat by pass-

ing it through a " meat-hasher." To do this, the fat in the tank is removed by means of a wooden

car to the side of the hasher, where it is cut with a knife into pieces about five or six inches square.

Piece by piece it is introduced into the hasher, which, by means of the revolving knives within, cuts

the fat very fine and forces it through a fine sieve at the opposite end, and finally out of the machine

and into a tub. Care must be taken not to introduce the fat into the hasher too rapidly,^ as the sieve

or knife is apt to snap ; for it requires considerable power for the disintegration, which is, of course,

accomplished by steam-power.

The fat, now" in a disintegrated state, is removed to the melting-tank, care being taken not to in-

troduce into the tank any of the water which is forced out of the fat during the disintegrating pro-

cess. The fat is then heated by means of the water surrounding the tank, until the temperature

reaches 116° F., when the steam which heats the water is turned off. The water surrounding^the

tank, being much warmer than the melted fat, increases the temperature of the fat to about 122° to

124° F., when the fat completely melts. During the whole operation, from the time the steam is

turned on until the melted fat is allowed to rest, the fat must be continually stirred, so that an even
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temperature may be maintained. The adipose membrane of the fat, called " scrap," separates and
settles to the bottom, on leaving the melted fat at rest ; and a clear yellow oil floats on top, covered
by a film of white emulsion of oil with the water contained in the fat.

When the scrap has completely settled, the thin layer of emulsion is skimmed off, and the clean
yellow oil is drawn and received in wooden cars, which, when filled to within one inch of the top, are
removed to some place to allow the oil to granulate. Care must be taken in drawing off the last

portion of the oil not to allow any of the scrap to mix again with it. It is better to receive the last

portion of the oil and scrap in a small galvanized iron can, and allow it to cool by itself; and when
cool to melt it over again by placing the can in one of the wash-tubs and surrounding it with water
heated to about 125" F., and thus separate from the scrap all the oil that is possible.

It sometimes occurs that the scrap refuses to settle, and rises to the surface, forming a layer on
top of the clear oil. If such be the case, the melted fat and scrap must be stirred up together for

at least ten or fifteen minutes, and then allowed to settle by standing, which it will generally do. If

it does not, then it should be again stirred and allowed to stand ; and if another failure follows, a
quart or two of salt must be thrown on the scrap and the mixture stirred, when the scrap will soon
settle to the bottom after standing.

An acid solution of the active principle of the stomach of a calf was used for some time, as pro-

posed by Mege, in the melting process. It was thought to coagulate the " scrap " and cause it to

settle more rapidly. Experiments have shown it to be unnecessary, however. The melting process,

when conducted with success, occupies about two or three hours. The oil in the cars will require at

least 24 or 36 hours or more to granulate, and the temperature of the room should he about 80° F.

This is a very important operation, and must not be hurried, otherwise the stcarinc in the fat will not
have time to crystallize.

The car containing the solidified oil from the melting process is removed to the press-room, which
is kept at a temperature between 80° and 90° F.

The refined fat must not be so solid that it cannot be worked with the fingers with ease ; if it is, it

must be left in the press-room until it softens. When in the right condition, it is packed in cloths, and
set in moulds to form packages about 4 inches wide, 8 inches long, and H inch thick. These pack-
ages are then placed on galvanized iron plates in the press, at equal distances apart. The plates are

piled one above the other until the press is entirely filled, when the packages are subjected to a slight

pressure, which must be increased very gradually, and only after the oil pressed out begins to flow

very slowly. The oil is received in a tin vessel, which, when filled, is replaced by another. The
pressing is continued until no more oil can be obtained at the temperature of the room. The press-

ure is then removed and the plates unpacked, when cakes of pure white stearine are obtained, having
the dimensions of about 8 inches x 5 inches x ^ inch. The stearine, after the removal of the cloths,

is ready for sale. The cloths are put into one of the tanks containing hot water, until all the oil and
stearine are melted off, when they are washed in another tank, and then hung up to dry. The
oil and stearine in the first tank are solidified by means of cold water, collected, and sold as soap-

grease.

The oil obtained from the press is removed to some cool place, until it assumes a temperature of
about 70° F., when it is ready for churning.

One hundred pounds of oil are introduced into the churn at a time, with from 15 to 20 lbs. of
sour milk. About 2i or 3 ounces of solution of annotto, to which has been added from one-half to

three-quarters of an ounce of bicarbonate of soda, may now be added, and the whole agitated for about
10 or 15 minutes, until milk, coloring matter, and oil are thoroughly mixed together, when the whole
mixture is withdrawn from the churn, through a hole at one end, and allowed to fall into a tub con-
taining pounded ice. As the oil flows on the ice, it must be kept in constant motion until the tub is

filled with solidified oil, when another tub is put in its place. Crystallization is by this simple process
completely prevented. The solidified oil, which has a slight orange* color, is left about 2 or 3 hours
in contact with the ice in the tub, when it is dumped on an inclined table, whore it is crumbled up so
that the ice may melt and leave the solidified oil, which is then crumbled up fine by hand, and about
30 lbs. of it at a time are introduced into a churn, with about 20 to 25 lbs. of churned sour milk,

and the whole agitated for about 15 minutes, when the solidified oil takes up a certain percentage of
the milk, as also the flavor and odor (which were by the ice washed out from the first churning), and
pure butter is produced. This is now removed from the churn to the working table, where, after

standing and draining for a time, it is salted, to the extent of three-quarters to one ounce of salt to

the pound of butter.

After proper working and standing for a sufficient length of time, it is packed into firkins, and is

ready for sale. When thus prepared, the keeping cpialities of the oil are claimed to be far superior
to those of butter made by churning milk or cream. The percentage of butyrine, caprine, caproine,
etc., it contains is very small (being derived from the milk in the last churning process), not suffi-

cient to make the butter become rancid when decomposed, but quite sufficient to give the butter the

so-much-prized flavor and color.

When artificial butter is made according to the process described above, exercising consider-

able care, the product is equal to the average butter sold in the market ; it is not " Philadelphia
butter," but is equal to the average samples sold at grocers' stores. Of course a poor product
can be manufactured if sufficient care is not taken, as well as poor butter can be made from
cream

;
but generally the artificial preparation is the more healthful of the two. Its keeping quali-

ties are also superior to those of cream butter, and very greatly so to those of anificial butters made
under other processes than that here described.

* The color is made purposely a sllg'hl orange, so that in the last chumiDg process just sutficient color is destroyed
to leave the product with the proper hue.
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The following analyses by Drs. Brown and Mott will show how the artificial product compares with

the natural one

:

Analyses of Butter.

CONSTITUENTS.
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596.

Button shanks are made by band from brass or iron wire, bent and cut in the following manner

:

The wire is lapped spirally round a piece of steel bar. The steel is turned round by screwin"- it into
the end of the spindle of a lathe, and the wire by this means lapped close round it till it is covered.
The coil of wire thus formed is slipped off, and a wire fork or staple with parallel legs put into it.

It is now laid upon an anvil, and by a punch the coil of wire is struck down between the two prongs
of the fork, so as to form a figure 8, a little open in the middle. The punch has an edge which marks
the middle of the 8, and the coil is cut open by a pair of shears along this mark, dividing each
turn of the coil into two perfect button shanks or eyes.

Buttons without shanks are of two kinds. The first are simply disks of horn, bone, wood, or other
material, with four holes drilled through the face, for the purpose of sewing them to the garment.
Horn buttons of this description arc made from cow-hoofs by pressing them into heated moulds. The
hoofs, having been boiled in water until they are soft, are first cut into plates of requisite thickness
and then into squares of the size of the diameter of the button, and afterward reduced to an oclau:-

onal form by cutting off the corners. They are then dyed black by immersing them in a caldron of
logwood and copperas mixed. A quantity of moulds somewhat resembling bullet-moulds, and each
furnished with a number of steel dies, are then heated a little above the point of boiling water, and
one of the octagonal

pieces of horn is placed

between each pair of

dies, and the mould
being shut is com-
pressed in a small
screw-press, and in a
few minutes the horn,

becoming softened by
the heat, receives the

impression of the die

;

then the edges are

clipped off by shears,

and rounded in a lathe.

The holes in buttons of this description are drilled by means of a lathe represented in Fig. 596.
Four spindles, of which two only, a a, can be seen, supported in bearings at 6, and by the cen-
tre points cc, are made to revolve with great velocity by means of two bauds dd passing over pul-

leys e e fixed upon each of the spindles, each band driving two spindles, and receiving motion from
a wheel worked by a treadle. At the end of each of the spindles « a is a hook uniting them to four
other spindles // by similar

hooks at one end, the other end
of the spindles passing through
four small holes in the plate r/,

and the projecting points be-

ing formed into small drills.

The button is placed in a con-

cave rest A, and pushed for-

ward against the drills by a
piece of wood. The standard

g can be exchanged for another
with holes more or less apart,

and the rest h can be set at

any height to suit different-

sized buttons. As the spindle-

holes in the plate g are nearer
together than the holes in the
standard h, the spindles // converge ; the hooks in the spindles are therefore necessary to form a
universal joint.

The second description of buttons without shanks consists of thin disks of wood or bone, called
moulds, covered with silk, cloth, or other similar material. The bone for the moulds is prepared
from refuse chips sawed into thin flakes, and brought into a circular form by two operations, illus-

trated by Fig. 697. On one end of the spindle «, which revolves in bearings at b b, is screwed a
tool (, and on the other are two collars d d, between which a forked lever e embraces the shaft,
the fulcrum of which is at /. The spindle a is put in rapid motion by a band </ passing over
the pulley /i, and over a band-wheel worked by a treadle ; and the workman, holding the mate-
rial i for the mould in his right hand, against a piece of wood k firmly held down in the iron
standard I by two screws, by means of "the lever held in his left hand, advances the tool c

against the material i of the mould ; the central pin of the tool drills a hole through the centre of
the intended mould, while the other two points describe a deep circle cutting half through the
thickness of the material, and the flat surface is cut smooth by the intermediate parts of the tool.

The tool is then drawn back a little by the lever e, and the material shifted to bring a fresh portion
of the surface opposite the tool ; and when as many moulds as the plate of the material will afford

are thus half cut through, the other side is presented to the tool, and, the central point of it being
inserted in the hole made in the first part of the operation, the other two teeth cut another deep
circle exactly opposite the former one through the remaining substance of the material, and the mould
is left sticking on the tool. By drawing back the lever e the tool recedes, and the mould, meeting a
fixed iron plate, is pushed off the tool, and falls into a small box m.
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The followinp; is the common process of

" tagger's iron " (thickness No. 36 to No.

509.

Covered buttons having come into very general use, various improvements have been introduced

in the manufacture of them, and patents for this purpose have been granted to various parties. The

followin"- is Mr. Sanders's method of making covered buttons : A piece of the material with which the
°

mould is to be covered is cut of a circular shape, somewhat

larger than the intended button ; upon this is placed a disk of

card of the exact size of the button, and next a disk of paper

coated with an adhesive composition, which will become soft

and sticky by heat ; and upon these is laid a button-mould e,

having four holes, through which threads or strings have been

passed to form the flexible shank. These circular disks, being

put together, are then laid over a cylindrical hole in a metal

block a o. Fig. 598 ; this hole being exactly the size of the in-

tended button, and the covering of the button being larger than

the hole, when the e.lsks are pushed down into the hole, the ma-

terial of the covering will wrinkle up on the edges round the

other disks. The tube bb is then introduced into the cylindri-

cal hole, and its lower edge, being beveled inward, will, as it is pressed down, gather the plaits of

the cloth on the edge of the button ; toward the centre is a metal ring or collar, c, having teeth

round its edge, somewhat like a crown-saw, which is now passed down the tube b, and driven with

considerable^'force by the punch d; and the block a a having been previously heated, the adhesive mat-

ter will be softened, and cause the several disks to stick together, which, when taken out and become

cold, will be very firm and retain its shape.
" making covered buttons : Thin sheets of metal, known as

3S, and quality according to the more or less fine grade

of button to be made), are carried by hand rapidly

under a descending punch. This punch is double,

the outer portion cutting out a circular blank of the

proper size, while an inner punch descends and forces

the blank into a die, so that its periphery is turned

upward, or so that the entire blank is rendered hemi-

spherical in shape. These two forms of shells are

shown in Fig. 599. One machine, driven by steam-

power, will easily form 50 gross of shells per hour.

The shells are next annealed in an ordinary fur-

nace, and then are conveyed to a horizontal revolv-

ing barrel, where they are tumbled with sawdust

until they are thoroughly cleaned from all dust and

grease. The other part of the skeleton of the button

is known as the collet. Inasmuch as the under side

of this is exposed, one face of the iron plate is ja-

panned. The piece, by a somewhat similar arrange-

ment of punches to that already described, is first

cut out in the form of a circle, and then its inner

part is punched out, leaving it in annular shape.

There are still three more portions, namely: the cloth

cover ; the canvas tuft-piece, which rests above the

collet, and a portion of which protrudes through the

central opening in the latter, to furnish a tuft by

which the button is sewed on the garment ; and the

inner filling. The last is made of specially prepared pasteboard, and in common with the other

portions mentioned is simply punched into shape.

The grouping together of these various parts is effected in two operations. By the first, the collet

and tuft-piece are fastened. The tuft-piece is laid in the collet under a press, which, descending,

forces the fabric, as already stated, through the aperture in the metal, producing the nipple of cloth

in the rear. The paper filling is then inserted, and the button is then ready for the final assembling.

The machine for this purpose is represented in Fig. 599. ^ is a fixed mandrel. 5 is a sleeve there-

on, supported by a spring, C. On the upper mandrel, D, is another sleeve, B, wliich is sustained by

the catch F. the lower face of the mandrel Z> is hollowed, and a projecting annular portion of

the upper sleeve enters a corresponding portion of the lower one, B. In using the machine, a shell

is placed over the lower mandrel, and above it is laid the covering fabric. The operator then causes

the upper mandrel to descend. The cloth is thus pressed down around the shell, and on the return

upward movement both cloth and shell are carried up inside the sleeve E. The operator now inserts

the annular piece G, in which there is a suitable cavity to receive the combined collet, tuft-piece, and

filler, the last being uppermost. The upper mandrel is again brought down, and the shell is thus

forced upon the collet, filler, etc., the cloth cover being at the same time turned under. Reference to

the section of the finished button will make this clear. Nothing further remains but to attach the

buttons by dozens to cards, or make them up for the market in any desired attractive way.

CAAM. The weaver's reed. Setting the reed by arranging the warp-threads is termed " caaming."

CAISSON. See Foundations.

CALCINATION. The chemical process of subjecting metallic bodies to heat with access of air,

whereby thev are converted into a pulverulent matter, somewhat like lime in appearance. The term

calcined is, however, now applied to any substance which has been exposed to a roasting heat.
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^^•.^ li, K^i. li.utc jjujcinji iniiu lu nuuiu ue ii ii occupicd a position
Thus, in the number 1879, although 9 Is greater than 7, yet the 7 in this

larger sum than the 9, because it occupies a place to the left of the 9. The

CALCULATING MACHINES. Machines of this kind are designed to produce arithmetical and
other tables which shall be rigorously correct. In navigation and the higher branches of astronomy
the use of tables is very great, and, being constructed by human heads and hands, they all con-
tain errors of greater or less magnitude. The principle upon which these machines are constructed
may be described as follows : In the manner in which quantities are combined in the common system
of numeration, the value of each figure is ten times greater than it would be if it occupicd a position
one place to the right,

position represents a

quantities really expressed by the figures 1879 are 1,000, 800, 70, 9 ; but in practice we omit the
ciphers, and place the significant figures side by side, preserving their proper position from the ri"-ht
hand. If a wheel be constructed on whose axis is a pinion with leaves or teeth, if these teeth work
into another set of teeth or cogs on the periphery of another wheel, and if the teeth on the latter
wheel are just ten times as numerous as those un the pinion, this system being made to revolve the
pinioned wheel will revolve just ten times as fast as the other. This produces a kind of ana'lo"-y
between the decimal notation and the woiking of the wheels ; for it takes 10 units to make up one
figure or imit in the second place in common numeration, and it requires 10 revolutions of the
pinioned wheel to impart one revolution to the larger wheel. This is the fundamental principle in cal-
culating machines. In such machines there are a number of dial-faces, each marked with figures from
1 to 10 ; these dial-faces are fixed upon wheels, the teeth of which work into the pinions of other
wheels, on which are similarly divided faces or disks, so that, while one face indicates units, another
indicates tens, a third hundreds, and so on. These wheels and dial-faces may be differently arrano-ed
in different machines, but the principle is the same in all.

_
A calculating machine, called the difference engine, was constructed by Mr. Babbage for the Eng-

lish government at an expense of £20,000, to be used in preparing logarithmical and trigonometrical
tables. A valuable feature introduced into this machine is the power of printing the tables as fast
as it calculates them. Another machine, called the analytical engine, was invented by the same
gentleman, of greater power than the first. This contains a hundred variables, or numbers suscep-
tible of changing, and each of these numbers may consist of twenty-five figures. The distinctive
characteristic of this machine is the introduction into it of the principle which Jacquard devised for
regulating, by means of punched cards, the complicated patterns of brocaded stuff.

The machine in the Dudley Observatory, Albany, was invented by G. and E. Seheutz, of Stockholm,
Sweden, who sought to attain the same ends that Mr. Babbage had" attained, but with simpler means.
Their engine proceeds by the method of differences, calculating to the 15th place of decimals, and
stamping the eight left-hand

places in lead, so as to make a 600.

stereotype mould, from which
plates can be taken by either

a stereotype or electrotype

process, ready for the print-

ing-press. It can express num-
bers either decimally or sexa-

gesimally, and prints by the

side of the table the corre-

sponding series of numbers
or arguments for which the
table is calculated.

Fig. 600 represents a sim-

ple form of calculating ma-
chine devised by Mr. George
B. Grant. There is an upper
cylinder, which is turned by
the crank, and which itself

drives a smaller shaft under-
neath. A slide, that can be set in eight different positions on the cylinder, carries eight figured rings
that can be set to represent eight or any smaller number of decimal places. Each turn of the crank
adds the number set up on the rings to the number represented on the ten recording wheels carried
by the lower shaft. The multiplication process will best be understood by an example. To multiply
3-17 by 492, the three upper rings are set at 3, 4, and 7, respectively. The cylinder is then turned
twice to multiply by the units figure of the multiplier. If now the slide is carried along one notch,
where each ring will act on the next higher recording wheel, and turned 9 times, 347 will be multi-
plied by 90, and the product at the same time will be added to the product already scored. Another
shift of the slide and four turns will complete the operation, and show the result, 170724 = (347 x
2) -I- (347 X 90) + (347 x 400), upon the recording wheels. A half-turn of the crank backward erases
this result, bringing all the wheels to 0, ready for the next operation.

^
Division is the reverse of multiplication. The dividend is set up on the wheels, the divisor on the

rings, and the quotient records itself on the upper recording wheels. The machine of the size illus-

trated will use numbers of eight or less figures, and show the result in full, if not over ten figures,

and its upper figures if more than ten places are necessary.
CALENDER. A machine to give a smooth, hard surface to paper, or to cotton and linen fabrics.

Calendering is the finishing process by which the goods are passed between cylinders or rollers, and
made of a level uniform surface. The machine consists of a number of rollers contained in a massive
framework ; the rollers are connected with a long lever loaded with weights at the further extremity,
by which or by means of screws almost any amount of force may be applied, and the surface texture
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of the cloth varied at pleasure. With considerable pressure between smooth rollers, a soft, silky

lustre is given by equal flattening of the threads. By passing two folds at the same time between

the rollers, the threads of one make an impression on the other, and give a wiiy appearance, with

hollows between the threads. The rollers are made of cast-iron, wood, paper, or calico, according to

the uses for which they are designed. The iron rollers are sometimes made hollow, for the purpose

of admitting either a hot roller of iron or steam when hot calendering is required. The other cylin-

ders were formerly made of wood, but it was liable to many defects. The advantage of the paper

roller consists in its being devoid of any tendency to split, crack, or warp, especially when exposed

to a considerable heat from the contact and pressure of the hot iron rollers. The paper takes a fine

polish, and, being of an elastic nature, presses into every pore of the cloth, and smooths its surface

more efPectually than any wooden cylinder, however truly turned, could possibly do.

In a five-roliered machine, the cloth coming from behind, above the uppermost or 1st cylinder,

passes between the 1st and 2d
;
proceeding behind the 2d, it again comes to the front between the 2d

and 3d ; between the 3d and 4th it is once more carried behind, and lastly brought in front between

the 4th and 5th, where it is received and smoothly folded. At this time the cloth should be folded

loosely, so that no mark may appear until it is finally folded in the precise length and form into

which the piece is to be made up, which varies with the different kinds of goods, or the particular

market for which the goods are designed. When the pieces have received the proper fold, they are

pressed in a hydraulic press previous to being packed.

From the great weight of calendering machines, it is necessary that they should be fixed on the

basement floor. After the cloth has received its final gloss from these machines, it is taken to the

cloth-room to be measured preparatory to being folded and packed for sale or transportation.

Scale.—l-4th inch = 1 foot.

Calender wUh five rollers, designed and constructed by Messrs. A. More & Son, Glasgow.—Fig. 601,

a side elevation ; Fig. 602, an end view. The same letters of reference denote the same parts in each

view.

A A A, three cylinders or rollers made of paper, the construction of which will be noticed here-

after. B B, two cast-iron cylinders, made hollow to allow of the introduction of hot bolts of iron

within them, or of steam, when it is required or preferred. C C, the two side-frames or cheeks,

into which are fitted the several brass bushes for the cylinders to turn upon. D I), top guides, into

which the cross-head G and elevating screws HH viovk. E E, top-pressure levers, connected by a
strong rod of iron with the under-pressure lever F. This system of levers is connected with the

cross-head G by two strong links of iron. The elevating screws HH pass through the cross-head

and rest upon a strong cast-iron block, into which is fitted the brass bush of the top paper roller.

By means of the screws, the cross-head and levers can be raised or depressed as required ; and
when the calender is working warm and requires to be stopped, the elevating screws are screwed up
for the purpose of lifting the paper rollers ofE the hot cylinders, to prevent their being injured by
the heat.

The construction of the paper rollers or cylinders is as follows : Upon each end of an arbor of

malleable iron, of sufficient strength to withstand the necessary pressure without yielding, is fastened

a strong plate of cast-iron, of the same diameter as the roller to be made: the plate is secured in its

proper place by a ring of iron, cut in two, and let into a groove or check turned in the arbor. When
the roller is finished, the annular pieces are kept in their groove by a hot hoop put upon the outside

of them, and allowed to cool. A plate is fitted on the other end, of exactly the same size, and in the

same manner.
In building the rollers, one of the plates is taken off the arbor, but the other is allowed to remain

in its place. The paper sheets of which the rollers are to be made have each a circular hole cut in the
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centre of it, of exactly the same diameter as the arbor. The sheets are then put upon the arbor and
pressed hard against the fixed plate. When the arbor is filled with paper, it is put into a st'ron"-
hydraulic press, and pressed together—always adding more paper to make up the deficiency caused by
the compression, until the mass can be pressed no harder. The half rings are then put in their place
to prevent the plate from being pressed back by the elasticity of the paper. The roller is now to be
dried sufficiently in a stove, the heat of which causes the paper to contract so as to be quite loose
The roller is then again taken to the press, and the unfixed plate being removed, more paper is added'
and the whole again compressed, until the roller is hard enough for the purpose to which it is to be
applied. It is next turned truly in the lathe till it acquires a very smooth surface.

Fig. 603 shows the manner in which the calender is geared to make it a glazina calender In this
,+ ^ ^„„i,„ thg top cylinder of the calender, upon which is keved a spur-wheel h ; and c is the

cut, a marks

The intermediate or carrier-wheel e e.
under cylinder, upon which is also keyed a spur-wheel d.
when drawn into gear, reduces the speed of the under cylin-
der c one-fourth. Now, the cylinder a being the one that
gives motion to all the rollers, and revolving always at the
same speed, the cloth in its passage through all the rollers
below the cylinder a is carried through at a speed one-
fourth less than if it passed only below the cylinder a;
consequently, when it comes into contact with «, it is rubbed,
and thereby glazed, in consequence of the cylinder a moving
one-fourth quicker than the cloth, as above stated.

Fig. 60-1 shows the maimer in which the rollers are lifted
clear of each other when the machine is stopped. In this,

c e are two rods of iron, attached to the block or seat of
the top roller; bf g, three bridges of malleable iron, capa-
ble of sliding upon the rods e e, but held fast upon the
rods when once they are adjusted to their proper places by
pinching screws. The bridge h is placed half an inch clear
of the bearing of the cylinder «, when all the rollers are
resting upon each other ; the bridge / is placed one inch
below the bearing of the paper roller h ; and the bridge g
is placed one inch and a half below the bearing of the cylinder c. When the pressure screws of the
calender are lifted, the blocks of the top roller being attached to them, the rods e e are lifted also,
and along with them the different rollers as the bridges successively come into contact with their
respective bearings.

The manner of passing the cloth through the calender varies very much, according to the amount
of finish required upon it. The various methods are accomplished by different arrangements of the
gearing, so that a calender calculated to do all the different kinds of finishing becomes a very com-
plicated machine, on account of the quantity of gearing required. For common finishing, the method
of passing the cloth through the calender is as follows : The cloth is passed alternately over and
under a series of rails placed in front of the machine, so as to remove anv creases that may be in it,
and IS then introduced between the lower roller A and cylinder B ; returns between the lower cylin-
.1^. 7? „^A ti,„ „.„* ii„.. A

. p^gggg ^gjjjj^ between the central A and the upper B; and again re-
der B and the centre roller A

Scale.—l-5th inch = 1 foot.

turns between the top pair A B, where it is wound off on a aiiall roller (hid in the drawings by the
framing of the machine), pressing against the surface of the top roller A. When this small roller
is filled with cloth it is removed, and its place supplied by another, to be in succession filled as the
motion of the machine progresses.

19
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Wat€r-3Iangle, vnth two copper and three wooden rollers, designed and constructed by Messrs. A.

More & Son.—This macliine, Figs. 605 and 606, diifers notliing in principle, and little in general

construction, from the five-rollered calender above described, except in this—that it is intended for

wet o-oods. It is drawn to a scale slightly less, but the views given and the lettering of the parts

correspond to those of the preceding figures.

AAA, the three wooden rollers, and B B, the two copper rollers of the mangle. These last con-

sist of a copper cover upon a cast-iron body, through which passes a wrought-iron arbor, differing

from those of the wooden rollers in being round, whereas these are square between the bearings.

The smaller of the two copper rollers, namely, the third in order, is in this arrangement the driver,

the mangle being driven like the calender, by a system of reversing gear not shown in the drawings.

The pressure in the mangle is brought on by a system of levers, which differ slightly from that

described. In this, indeed, there are strictly two distinct pressures: that brought on the axis of the

middle roller by the lever E, which is connected by a link with the weighted lever F ; and that

transmitted through the whole system of rollers by the single-weighted lever D. The weight of this

last is regulated by means of a set-screw, which turns in a nut in the jaws of the lever D, and bears

upon the set-block which rests upon the arbor of the top roller. This pressure is thus transmitted

downward from the top roller throughout the whole set, and at the middle roller B is added to the

pressure obtained by the lever E. By this arrangement, the pressure between the three under

rollers is greater by the pressure of E than it is between the upper pair ; but for very high press-

ure the lever I) may be locked by set-pins and the set-screws turned down by the hand-wheel (?,

until the requisite degree of pressure is obtained. The manner of passing the cloth through this

machine is the same as that already described in the calender, with this single exception, that

before the cloth enters between the lowest roller A and the small cylinder B, jets of water from a

pipe perforated with small holes, extending the whole width of the machine, are allowed to play

upon the cloth, so as to impart to it sufficient moisture for causing it to receive the requisite

degree of smoothness preparatory to the starching process, and at the same time allow the cylinder

B to free it from any impurities that may be remaining in it, by forcing them back with the

expressed water.

Description of Calender, Figs. 607 and 608.

—

A, two cast-iron frames. B, C, B, three cylinders.

E, F, G, three cog-wheels. JI, T, two force-screws. K, L, two fly-wheels with handles.

The cylinder B, which is in cast-iron, and hollow, is heated by another iron cylinder heated red-

hot. The material of the cylinder C is pasteboard ; its axle is of wrought-iron. These three

cylinders must be perfectly round and parallel.

The wheel F forms the communication between E and G, which rest upon the cylinders B and B.

The relation of F to the circumference of the cylinders is such that, when the machine is set to work,

these cylinders slide, causing friction, and thus give a gloss to the cloth. The friction is variable

according to the nature of the tissue.

In order to set the machine in motion, the flv-wheels K and L being turned so as to press the

screws H and / against the pillows of the first cylinder B, the cloth is placed between the rollers in

the direction indicated by the arrows.
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Since the introduction of web-perfecting printing-presses, rolls for calendering paper require great
truth in their roundness and parallelism. Suppose, for instance, a pair of rolls to be the 10,0u0th
part of an inch out of parallel, and the paper rolled by them therefore the 20,000th part of an
inch thicker on one side than on the other. Now, suppose a roll of such paper to be 33 inches

in diameter, the mandrel upon which it is rolled being 3 inches thick, and there to be 450 thicknesses

of paper to an inch; the roll would in such case be .675 of an inch in diameter or 2.12 inches
in circumference greater at one end than at the other ; and the effect of such a roll being placed
upon a modern printing-press, through which it would require to be drawn at a speed of from 15 to

20 miles an hour, would be that the whole strain due to unwinding the paper at such a great speed
would be sustained by the paper unwinding from the small diameter of the roll, causing it to tear.

To remedy this defect, Messrs. J. Morton Poole & Co., of Wilmington, Delaware, have introduced

a finishing process for rolls, which has achieved remarkable success, and which has been in con-

sequence introduced in Europe. That process is as follows : After the roll has been turned as ac-

curately as is practicable with the steel tools, it is finished in the grinding lathe or machine ; and the
principle upon which this lathe

operates is as follows: If we
suppose the lower part of a

compound lathe-carriage to sup-

port the upper part so as to per-

mit to the latter a free, swing-

ing, cross-feed motion, and form
it so as to carry two revolving

corundum-wheels, one on each
side of the roll, so that the hori-

zontal centre line of the roll will

be level with the centres of the

corundum-wheels, it is evident

that the two will form a pair of

grinding calipers, and will ad-

just themselves to touch the roll

equally on both sides, just the

same as the points of a pair of

calipers, held loosely, will adjust

themselves to the diameter of a

roll. It is also evident that a

pair of wheels adjusted in this

manner, if traversed along the

roll, will come in contact with,

and operate upon, the roll in

places where the diameter of the

roll is equal to or exceeds the

nearest width between the two
corundum - wheels, while such

parts of the roll as are of a di-

ameter less than is the said dis-

tance between the wheels will

remain untouched. If, there-

fore, the wheels are adjusted in

their distance apart and operated along the roll until all the turning-marks are effaced, the roll will

be made quite parallel, except in so far as the reduction in the diameters of the grinding-wheels and
the deflection or sag of the roll may prove disturbing elements.

The latter element is of no practical moment, however, since its effect upon an ordinary roll 8 feet

long has been computed not to affect the diameter of the roll to more than the 200,000th part of an
inch. Referring to the first disturbing element, it is less in the process adopted by Messrs. Poole

than in any other yet known, for the following reasons : The ordinary plan is to perform the grinding

with a wheel on one side only of the roll. Now, supposing it to be practicable to move the carriage

containing the wheel so delicately as to be able to put on a cut the 100th part of an inch in depth,

the diameter of the roll will be reduced one-fiftieth of an inch, and the amount of the abrasion of

the emery-wheel will be that due to the abrading of that quantity or weight of metal ; but if the

feed of one of Messrs. Poole's corundum-wheels is moved the 100th of an inch, the reduction in the

size of the roll will be the 100th of an inch only; so that, with the same amount of feed, Jlessrs.

Poole take off only one-half the amount of metal, and have twice the area of grinding-wheel to do
it with. Hence the deviation from parallelism is only one-fourth as much under their process as it is

under the process usually employed. From the cross-swing motion, then, of the frame carrying the

corundum-wheels, the parallelism of a roll is inevitable, providing that the roll runs circumferentially

true. The ordinary method of grinding a roll to run true in the lathe is to grind it up with one

emery-wheel in a fixed position ; and this was the plan formerlyemployed by Messrs. Poole, in which

case the advantage obtained by their process was that, since an emery-wheel in a fixed position will

grind a roll to run true, and the error arising from its use lies in the parallelism of the roll, it is

necessary only to finish the roll with the two wheels in position to insure both roundness and paral-

lelism. The only objection to this plan was that the grinding the roll true could be performed twice

as quickly with the two wheels as it could be with the one, and could be proceeded with simultane-

ously with the truing for parallelism. The method of accomplishing this result is as follows : By
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placing a slight pressure upon the frame carrying the corundum-wheels, so as to offer a slight re-

sistance to its cross-swing, the high spots or places upon the roll will press more heavily upon the

respective corundum-wheels as it passes them, and, as a consequence, will suffer the most abrasion.

This remark applies, however, to high spots which do not extend entirely around the circumference

of the roll, and not to high places due to an increase of diameter ; or, in other words, it applies^ to

those high spots which constitute a want of truth or roundness in the roll. If then a roll, being

out of round and out of parallel, is operated upon with the wheel-frame or carriage slightly resisted,

the truing for both roundness and parallelism will progress jointly ; then, when the roll is ground

so as to run true, the wheel-carriage is allowed to swing freely while the finishing traverses are

made. ''• "•

CALICO-PRINTING is the process of impressing designs in one or more colors upon cotton

cloth. The coloring substances employed are divided into substantives and adjectives. The former

are capable of producing permanent "dyes of themselves; the latter require certain intermediate

matters.

It is often necessary to apply some substances to the cloth which shall act as a bond of union

between it and the coloring matter. These substances are usually metallic salts called mordants,

which have an affinity for the tissue of the cloth as well as for the coloring matter when in a state

of solution, and form with the latter an insoluble compound. The usual mordants are alum, and

several salts of alumina, peroxide of iron, peroxide of tin, protoxide of tin, and oxide of chrome.

Mordants are useful for all vegetable and animal coloring matters which are soluble in water, but

have not a strong affinity for tissues.

To prevent the mordant or the coloring matter from spreading beyond the proper limits of the

design, thickeners are used to bring it to the required consistence ; the most useful are wheat starch

and flour, but many other materials are used. The colors, with the proper thickeners, are prepared

in vessels furnished with steam-jackets, for raising the contents to the required temperature.

There are eight different styles of calico-printing, each requiring different methods of manipula-

tion, and peculiar processes

:

1. The madder style (so called from its being chiefly practised with madder), to which the best

chintzes belong, in which the mordants are applied to the white cloth with many precautions, and

the colors are afterward brought up in the dye-bath. These constitute permanent prints.^ "2. The

paddinc) sli/le, in which the whole surface of the calico is imbued with a mordant, upon which after-

ward diflfercnt-colored figures may be raised by the topical application of other mordants joined to

the action of the dye-bath. 3. The resist style, where the white cloth is impressed with figures in re-

sist paste, and is afterward subjected first to a cold dye, as the indigo vat, and then to a hot dye-bath,

with the effect of producing white or colored spots upon blue ground. 4. The discharge style, in which

thickened acidulous matter, either pure or mixed with mordants, is imprinted in certain points upon

the cloth, which is afterward padded with a dark-colored mordant, and then dyed, with the effect of

showing bright figures on a dark ground. 5. China blues, a style resembling blue stone-ware, prac-

tised with indigo only. 6. The decoloring style, by the topical application of chlorine or chromic acid

to dyed goods. This is sometimes called a discharge. 7. Printing by steam, a style in which a mix-

ture of dye extracts and mordants is topically applied to calico, while the chemical reaction which

fixes the "colors to the fibre is produced by steam. 8. Spirit colors, produced by a mixture of dye

extracts and a solution of tin. These colors are brilliant but fugitive.

The processes actually required for finishing a piece of cloth in the madder style, as, for example,

in producing a red stripe upon a white ground, are numerous. The bleached cloth is submitted to

nineteen operations, as follows : 1. Printing on mordant of red liquor (a preparation of alumina),

thickened with flour, and dyeing ; 2. Ageing for three days ; 3. Dunging ; 4. Wincing in cold water

;

5. Washing at the dash-wheel ; 6. Wincing in dung-subs"titute and size ; 7. Wincing in cold water
;

8. Dyeing in madder; 9. Wincing in cold water; 10. Washing at the dash-wheel; 11. Wincing in

soap-water containing a salt of tin; 12. Washing at the dash-wheel; 13. Wincing in soap-water;

14. Wincing in a solution of bleaching powder; 15. Washing at the dash-wheel ; 16. Drying by the

hvdro-extractor ; 17. Folding; 18. Starching; 19. Drying by steam.
" By different engraved rollers, each supplying a different mordant, various shades and colors are

afterward brought" out by one dye. Before the mordanted cloth is dyed, it is hung for some time in

airy chambers in order that the mordants may intimately combine with the fibre. This operation,

called ageing, is abbreviated by a process in which the goods are passed over rollers in a room in

which a small quantity of steam is allowed to escape.

The aniline colors are largely used for calico-printing, and are applied topically, the only mordant

used being albumen or vegetable gluten prepared in various ways.

The printing-cylinders arc of copper, and vary in length from 30 to 40 inches, according to the

width of the calico; the diameter varies from 4
'to 12 inches. Each cylinder is bored through the

axis, and accurately turned from a solid piece of metal. To engrave a copper cylinder by hand, with

the multitude of minute figures which exist in many patterns, would be a very laborious and expen-

sive operation; and the invention of Jacob Perkins of Massachusetts, for transferring engravings from

one surface to another by means of steel roller dies, has long been applied to calico-printing with

perfect success. The pattern is first drawn upon a scale of about 3 inches square, so that this size

of figure, being repeated a number of times, will cover the printing-cylinder. This pattern is next

engraved in intaglio upon a roller of softened steel, about 1 inch in diameter and 3 inches long, so

that it will exactly occupy its surface. This small roller, which is called the die, is next hardened by

heating it to redness in an iron case containing pounded bone-ash, and then plunging it into cold

water, its surface being protected by a chalk paste. This hardened roller is put into a rotary press,

and made to transfer its design to a similar roller in a soft state called the mill ; the design which

was sunk in the die now appears in relief on the mill. The mill in its turn is hardened, and,
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being put into a rotary press, indents upon the large copper cylinder the whole of the intended
pattern.

As the use of copper in rollers constitutes a large item of expense, there have been many inven-
tions for rollers only partially of that metal or entirely of other substances. Iron has been used as
an inner cylinder for a thin copper envelope ; in one case these cylinders had corresponding grooves
to prevent turning one upon the other. A seamless tube of copper has been placed upon a taper
tube of sheet-iron, and tin has been employed to coat the interior of a copper shell, which is then
soldered to an iron lining. Brass rollers have been tested, but the objection lies in the hardness and
shortness of the alloy. Various other alloys, notably of zinc, and also German silver, have been em-
ployed, not, however, with success. Rollers, either entirely of papier-mache, or of that material
covered with a half-inch tube of copper, have been tested, and numerous plans involving electric

deposition of the metal have been broached. By the latter means, instead of turning otf the worn
face of the copper to expose a new surface, they were maintained at the original diameter by a new
coating of copper at a minimum expense. One of the most practical plans for utilizing old copper
rollers is that patented by Mr. T. Knowles, which dispenses with the necessity of adjusting the roller

to the mandrel whenever the cylinder requires renewing. Over the old thin roller an exterior roller

is forced, and when this is worn thin another new one is substituted. The exterior roller is held in
due position tightly by means of a nib. The etching process is resorted to in case of injury to a
roller whereby a sinking of the surface is produced, all but the sunk portion, which is covered with an
acid-resisting paint, being exposed to the action of acid until the desirable flatness has been ob-
tained. Strong aquafortis is employed to

make deep cuts on the roller, thus saving the

time which the engraver would otherwise be
compelled to devote to making these cuts on
the first steel die. The parts which it is de-

sired shall not be attacked are painted by
hand with an acid-proof paint. Pentagraphy
is a system of tracing objects by means of

diamond or steel points upon a varnished roll-

er, and then submitting the roller to the etch-

ing process, the nitric acid attacking the roll-

er where the bituminous varnish has been
scraped off.

Fig. 609 represents the machine used in en-

graving the copper cylinders used in machine
printing. In the printing-machine the cylin-

ders upon which the pattern is engraved, one
cylinder for each color, are mounted on a

strong frame-work, so that each cylinder re-

volves against two other cylinders, one of
which is covered with woolen cloth, and dips

into a trough containing coloring matter prop-
erly thickened, so that, as it revolves, it takes
up a coating of color and distributes it over the engraved roller, which transfers the pattern to the
cloth. The cloth to be printed passes over a large iron drum covered with several folds of woolen
cloth, so as to form a somewhat elastic printing surface : an endless web of blanketing is m^idc to
pass round this drum, which serves as a sort of guide, and defence, and printing surface to the
calico which is being printed. The superfluous color is removed from the engraved roller by a
sharp-edged knife or plate, usually of steel or gun-metal, called the color-doctor, so
arranged that the color scraped ofE shall fall back into the trough ; another plate of
steel removes the fibres which the roller acquires from the calico. This arrangement
will be understood from Fig. 610, in which A is the iron drum over which passes the
blanket B ; C is the calico which passes over the engraved roller below ; D is the
color-roller, E the color, i^'the color-doctor, and G the lint-doctor. To realize an idea
of a 12 or 20 colored printing machine, it is only necessary to imagine a large circle

and a plurality of repetitions of this mechanism arranged around its circumference.
In the four-color printing-machine. Fig. 611, the pressure is normal, in all the

engraved rollers, by means of the levers P. These rollers are turned by a belt

communicating with the prime mover. The regulators are adjusted by screws, to
which are attached hands, indicating upon dials the space to be run by the rollers in order to reach
the regulators : this is known without stopping the works. The engraved rollers can be brought up to
the pressing-cylinder, or withdrawn from it, without changing the places of the color-vessels or of the
scrapers ; for all the different pieces, fixed against the pillows on the turning pieces of the engraved
rollers, move with these last. Finally, there is an apparatus placed behind the under cloth, the
intermediate cloth, and the stuff to be engraved, by which the workman governs these three pieces
at will.

The vessels in which the rollers dip are made of copper or wood. It is necessary to keep them sup-
plied with a constant quantity of printing material, for the rollers would soon only skim over the
surface of the fluid and leave but a feeble impression; to this end a reservoir pours a continual sup-
ply. A partition is placed in a position which enables it to clear the roller of the froth with which
its surface may be covered.

Fig. 612 shows the construction of a machine for printing 8 colors, and Fig. 613 one for printing

20 colors. The surface-roller machine executes similar styles of work to those produced by the per-
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rotine described below. Here the pattern cylinder is in relief. In Fig. 612, ^ is the frame-work ; B
the bowl or cylinder, which is hollow, and made with arms inside ; C C are the surface-rollers, sup-

plied with color by the endless web or sieve F revolving around the wooden tension rollers D D
611,

AAA, framework.
.B, pressing cylinder.

Cv C C, engraved cylinders.

D D D D, scrapers.

EEEE, \ef<s,e!\9, containing the color-

ing matter: they are raised and
lowered at pleasure, by the screws
F.

G O GG, endless screws, guiding the
regulators.

UHIIHHnn, pinions and wheels
which turn all the machinery.

/, a shaft communicating with the
moving power.
KKKK, wheels adapted to the fe-

male screws L L L L, which put
the levers in communication with
the pillows of the rollers.

J/, a wheel communicating with the
driving-power, whose office is to

press the rollers ; it also moves the
wheel N, and the endless screws
O O O, which are engaged with
the wheels KKKK.

PPP P, levers which are loaded
with weights in proportion with
the pressure required : they are
situated beneath the floor.

Q, the cylinder round which the cloth

to be printed is rolled.

R, the cylinder round which the in-

termediate cloth is wound.
S, a weight which keeps the cloth

stretched on the cylinders Q R.
T, a roller used to give an inclination

to the cloth when printed, and reg-

ulate the speed.
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E. The roller E is screwed down so as to press the sieves on the furnishing-roUer, which revolves

in the copper color-box G. The two tension-rollers next to the surface-roller move in slides, so that,

by means of screw H, the sieve can be pressed against the surface-roller ; on leaving the furnishing-

roUer, the sieve is wiped by the doctor /. The surface-machine is well adapted for woolen fabrics,

and the colors, being laid on the top of the cloth, have a very rich appearance.

The perrotine machine executes a style of work very similar to hand-block printing. Wooden
blocks varying from 2^ to 3 feet in length, according to the width of the pieces, and varying in

breadth from 2 to 5 inches, have the pattern engraved in relief on their surface. By the gas-process

illustrated in Fig. 614, the graving-tool is heated to redness by means of a small gas-burner, and de-

stroys all parts of the surface except those left in reUef. Fig. 615 represents designs produced by

the gas-process. The blocks are fixed with their faces at right angles to each other, in a stout iron

frame, and can each in turn be brought down upon the front, top, and back of a four-sided iron

prism, faced with cloth and revolving upon an axis. The goods to be printed pass between the
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614.

prism and the pattern-block, and receive the impressions in succession. The effect of these suc-

cessive applications in producing the different shades of a flower is represented in Figs. 615, 616,

and 617. The blocks are forced down upon the calico

by means of springs, so as to imitate the pressure of

the hand of the block-printer.

Fig. 618 represents an eight-color perrotine machine.

a^ «2 a^ a* a^ are the forms, fastened to iron supports,

which are carried by the pressure-bars b^ b'' P b* b^.

These latter execute an interference motion, which, as

may be examined in the case of the pressure-bar 6', is

produced by the two crank-pins c and d—of which c

makes twice as many revolutions in a given time as d—
by the joint-levers e and /', and the stay or frame g.

Through the rotation of the crank-pins c and d, the

forms are at first fully drawn back, while, by means of

a special combination of levers, all the color-plates h
are placed between the forms a' a'' w" «* a^, and the

printing-tables ^' i^ ¥" i* v". The color-plates are flat

cast-iron plates covered with an elastic material, upon
which color is transfei'red while passing the color-rollers

A' A:* k^ A'* k^. The printing-tables, which are also cov-

ered with an elastic material, serve as a support for

The stuff to be printed is rolled off the beam I, and,the stuff during the operation of the printing.

passing over one stretching-roller, three stretching-bars, and a wooden guide-roller, is carried by
means of the needle-rollers m^ m^
m^ m* m^ over the printing-tables,

passing out of the machine at w,

and being then led off to a drying

apparatus. With a further rota-

tion of the crank-pins, the press-

ure-bars advance so far only that

the forms touch the color-plates,

the embossed designs of the for-

mer thus being caused to receive

color from the latter. The pres-

sure-bars &' b- b^ b^ b^ are now with-

drawn with the form covered with

color, while the color-plates pass

back in the mean time to the color-

ing apparatus, where they receive

a fresh supply. Another rotation

of the crank-pins advances the

forms close to the printing-table,

and presses the design covei'ed with

color upon the stuff in front of the printing-tables. After this operation the forms are drawn
back, the color-plates are again placed between the forms and the printing-tables, and the same

operations are repeated during the following

rotations of the crank-pins.
During the time the coloring-plates are

moved up and down again, or, in other

words, during the time in which the forms
are not in contact with the stuff, the latter

advances as much as the width of the form
(length of guide), so that the next impres-
sion takes place close behind the one previ-

ously executed.

By a special contrivance, it is rendered
possible to cause each form to strike the
stuff on one and the same place twice suc-

cessively, after having taken up color in the
intermediate time.

There are numerous machines connected
with calico-printing for descriptions of which
the reader is referred to the works of ref-

erence cited below. Among them may be
noted the pentagraph for reproducing sev-

eral times at once the lines of an enlarged
pattern on the rollers; the color-pans and
dye-vats, washing apparatus, construction of

the ageing-room, and steaming-chests. Good
brief descriptions of many of these appear

in the article on calico-printing in the " Encyclopaedia Britannica," 9th edition.

All the finishing procssses to which calico is subjected have one common end, namely, to fill up
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the interstices which exist in the fabrics, and thus give them a more glossy and substantial appear-
ance. This is effected by filling the cloth with starch, to which sulphate of lime or baryta is often

added to give factitious weight and solidity. The various operations are stretching (see Cloth-fin-

ISHING Machinery), bleaching in a chlorine solution, which is followed by steaming, water-mangling,
and drying. In the starching machine, a roller revolves in a starch solution and carries it up to the
cloth, which passes around upper rollers, where it becomes saturated by the squeezing action pro-
duced. After starching, the goods are again dried, sprinkled, and calendered. (See Calender.)
Lastly, each piece is folded. (See Cloth-finishing Machinery.)

Worts for Reference.—" Traite Theorique et Pratique de I'lmpression des Tissus," Persoz, Paris,

1846; "i. Practical Treatise on Dyeing and Calico-Printing," anonymous, New York, 1846; "A
Dictionary of Calico-Printing

and Dyeing," O'Neill, London
and Manchester, 1862; "A
Practical Handbook of Dyeing
and Calico-Printing," Crookcs,

London, 18*74*; "Dyeing and
Calico-Printing," Calvert, Lon-

^"^ / X \ don and New York, 1876. For
details of various improvements
in calico-printing and dyeing,

see files of the Textile Colonr-

ist, an English monthly period-

ical published during 1876 and
1877.

CALIPERS. An instrument for measuring the diameter or thickness of objects.

Calipers are made in a variety of forms, of which several examples are given in the
annexed engravings. Fig. 619 is a pair of inside and outside calipers combined,
the curved legs gauging the exterior of the work, as at B, and the straight legs, the
ends of which are bent, measuring the interior, as at A. Fig. 620 shows the usual
form of spring calipers, the legs being held apart by the bow-spring at the junction,
and brought together by the screw. A modification of this tool is shown in Fig. 621,

which is adapted for the measurement of keyholes. There are several kinds of registering calipers,

one form of which is represented in Fig. 622. On one leg is attached a scale, and on the other a
pointer, which indicates the amount of separation of the leg-points, and consequently the thickness

* This work contains a very complese series of bibliogrraphical references to the literature of dyeing, and, with Dr.
Calvert's book, is illustrated by actual samples of calico, exhibiting the effects of various dj-es and methods of printing.
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of the object under measurement. Registering calipers for measuring standing or cut timber have
arms about 13 feet long, between which is an arc denoting the quarter girth in feet and inches.

Calipers ma,j be employed to mark off the centres of holes, or to try if a centre already existing
is in the exact centre of the hole. Or they will mark off a face so that it will fit another face,

whether it be regular or irregular, the curved point being kept against the irregular face, and the
point describing (by moving the compass along) a similar line on the face to be fitted. They will

answer for many of the uses to which a scribing-block is put ; and being lighter and more easily

handled, and, furthermore, capable of doing duty without the use of a surfaceor scribing-plate, they
are in such cases far preferable. The legs may be crossed so that the curved point inclines to the
straight point, in which position they will mark the centres of shafts or rods, either round, square,
or any other shape, or try such centres, when they already exist, more accurately than can be done
by any other tool. They will, in this case, mark off a line at the distance to which they are set

round any surface; they are employed to mark off key ways, or the taper of a gib when the key
and one edge of the gib are placed, and for a variety of other uses too numerous to recapitulate, being
among the most useful tools the fitter can possibly possess.

Vernier Calipers.—Figs. 623 and 624 represent the sides of vernier calipers for very accurate
measurement, made by Messrs. Darling, Brown, and Sharpe. One side reads to thousandths of inches,

623.

FEONT SIDE.

624.

BACK SIDE.

||il^!!1!WlI!(!|!Fpi!|!|l[I|p|i|!|?f!{

mc

(£>?
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627.

ment being accurate when the faces of the calipers just touch the object, an easy moving fit, so that

the instrument may be moved by the finger and thumb upon the work without any play between the

calipers and the work.

Micrometer Calipers.—This instrument, Fig. 625, forms a reliable and convenient substitute for the

vernier calipers for all measurements less than one inch. The main piece of the calipers is bow-

shaped, with a projecting shank «, into which is fitted the screw C, which is

accurately cut with a thread of 40 pitch. The shank a has a line of gradua-

tions of the same pitch as the screw C. The hollow cap D, which is firmly

attached to the right-hand end of the screw C, fits upon the outside of the

shank a. One revolution of this cap opens the calipers twenty-five thou-

sandths of an inch. Parts of a revolution are shown on the line of gradu-

ations upon the circumference of the beveled end of the cap D, the value of

each graduation being one thousandth of an inch in the opening of the cali-

pers. Thus, three whole turns and one-fifth of a turn would equal eighty-one

thousandths of an inch, inasmuch as three turns equal twenty-five thou-

sandths, and one-fifth of a turn (or five of the circular graduations) equals

five thousandths, making altogether eighty-one thousandths of an inch.

Though graduated to read to thousandths of an inch, half and even quarter

thousandths are easily obtained, and measurements are read without the use

of a glass. It is provided with screws for adjustment and for holding it

securely at any given size. Being made wholly of steel, all the parts are

durable, the points of contact also being tempered. It is small, light, well adapted for use as a

pocket tool, and meets many special requirements of fine implement makers.

Fig. 626 represents calipers used for the measurement of shells in order to determine the thick-

ness of the metal on the great circle at right angles to the axis of the fuse. A quite handy tool

for the wood or metal worker is the universal compass calipers represented in Fig. 62Y. The legs

have pivoted to them revolving caliper-ends, so that the device can be used either as a plain scriber,

scribing compass, or inside or outside calipers. J. R-

CALLIOPE. A musical instrument, consisting of a number of steam-whistles attuned to produce

different notes. The whistles are operated from a keyboard, or from a barrel rotated by mechanism,

and having suitably disposed pins which engage with devices in communication with the whistles.

•CALORIC ENGINE. See Engine, Air.

CALORIMETER. See Electro-galvanic Batteries.

CAM. A curved plate or groove which communicates motion to another piece by action of its

curved edge. When the cam shown in Fig. 628 rotates in the direction of the arrow, the roller F at

the end of the lever A P will be raised gradually by the curved portion a b, will be held at rest

while b c passes underneath it, and finally will be "allowed to fall by the action of c a. The circular

motion being uniform, the reciprocating piece may also move uniformly, or its velocity may be varied

at pleasure. Suppose that the reciprocating piece is a sliding bar, whose direction passes throvgh ike

centre of motion of the cam-plate ; take C, Fig. 629, as this centre, let B P represent the sliding bar,

and let A be the commencement of the curve of the cam-plate. The curve A P may be set out in the

following manner : With centre C and radius C A describe a circle, and let B P produced meet its

circumference in the point R. Divide

A R into a number of equal arcs, A a,

ab, be, etc. Join C a, C b, C c, etc.,

and produce them to p, q, r, etc., mak-
ing a p, b q, c r, etc., respectively equal

to the desired movements of ^ P in

the corresponding positions of the cam-
plate ; the curve A pq r. . .P will rep-

resent the curve required.

We will next examine the case where
the centre of motion of the cam-plate

lies upon one side of the direction of

the sliding bar, and we shall find that

the method of setting out the curve

changes accordingly. Suppose that the

direction of B P, Fig. 630, passes upon
one side of the centre of motion C

;

draw C R perpendicular to B P pro-

duced ; describe a circle of radius C R,
and conceive the motion to begin when
A coincides with R. As a matter of

theory such an extreme case is possi-

ble, and we will imagine it to exist in

order to obtain the equation which rep-

resents the complete curve. Practi-

cally, the cam would be more effective

in straining the bar than in moving it when the point P was near to the point R. Divide A R into

the equal intervals A a,ab,b c, etc., but now draw a p, b q,c r, etc., tangents to the circle, and equal

in length respectively to the desired movements of B P during the corresponding periods of motion

of the cam-plate. The curve A pq r. . .P will be that required.

The heart-wheel has been much used in machinery, and is formed by the union of two similar and
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equal cams of the character discussed above. A curved plate C, Fig. 631, shaped like a heart, actu-
ates a roller P, which is placed at the end of a sliding bar, or which may be attached to a lever
FAB, centred at some point A, and connected by a rod ^ Z* to the reciprocating piece. The pecu-
liar form of the cam allows it to perform complete revolutions, and to cause an alternate ascent
or descent of the roller F with a velocity which may be made quite uniform. Since a cam of this
kind will only drive in one direction, the follower must be pressed against the curve by the reverse
action of a weight or spring.

Hitherto we have considered the cam to be a plane curve or groove ; but there is no such restric-

tion as to its form in practice. Let us examine the following very simple case, as well as the exten-

631.

a slit F S cut through it
sion of which it admits: CD, Figs. 632 and 633, is a rectangle with
obliquely

; a pin F fixed to the sliding bar A B works in the slit. If the rectangle C i) be moved in
the direction F 8, it will impart no motion to the bar A B ; but if it be moved in any other direc-
tion, the pin F will be pushed to the right or left, and a longitudinal movement will be communicated
to the bar A B. Next \q^ (j j) ^e wrapped round a cylinder ; it will form a screw-thread, and the
revolution of the cylinder upon its axis will be equivalent to a motion of the rectangle at right
angles to the bar. We shall have, therefore, by the arrangement in Fig. 634, a continuous uniform
rectilinear motion of the bar A B during the revolution of the cylinder upon which the screw-thread
is traced. If the pitch of the screw be constant, the motion of P ^ will be uniform, and any change

C34.

G33.

of velocity may be introduced by a proper variation in the direction of the screw-thread. If the
screw be changed into a circular ring, A B will not move at all.

Cams are employed when it is required to effect a movement with extreme precision. Thus in the
machine of Mr. Applegath for printing newspapers, the accuracy with which the sheet is delivered
is very remarkable, and is insured by the assistance of the cam represented in Fig. 635. As C
revolves, the roller at B drops into the hollow of the plate, thereby determining the fall of the leverA B, and by it the fall also of another roller which starts the paper upon its course to the printing-
cylinder. See "Elements of Mechanism," Goodeve, London and New York, 1877.
CANALS. Canals are open channels of water for the purposes of navigation, water-supply for
.„^ ^.j. J.

, „
. . .. rpj^^ form and size of the canal will de-

pend upon the purposes to which it is to

s

cities and manufactories, for drainage, for irrigation, etc,

686.
be applied : for navigation, on the size of
the boats and the amount of traffic ; for
water-supply, drainage, etc., on the amount
of water to be supplied or discharged.

Navigable canals may be divided into

two classes : Class I. Canals which are on
the same level throughout their entire length, as those which are found in low level countries;
Class 11.^ Canals which connect two points of different levels, which lie either in the same valley, or
on opposite sides of a dividing ridge.

Canals of class I. are found in broken countries, in which it is necessary to divide the entire
length of the waterway into several level portions, the communication between which is effected
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by some artificial means. The cross-section of this class presents usually a waterway or channel of

a trapezoidal form, with an embankment on each side, raised above the general level of the country,

and formed of the excavation for the waterway. In Fig. 636, A represents the waterway ; £, tow-

paths ; C, bermes ; I), side-drains ; B, puddling of sand or clay.

II. This class will admit of two subdivisions : 1. Canals which lie throughout in the same valley

;

2. Canals with a summit level.

Cross-section.—The side formations of excavations and embankments require peculiar care, par-

ticularly the latter, as any crevices left when they are first formed, or which may take place by set-

tlin"- mifht prove destructive to the work. In most cases, a stratum of good binding earth, lining

the'^vaterway throughout to the thickness of about 4 feet, if compactly rammed, will be found to offer

sufficient security if the substructure is of a firm character and not liable to settle. Fine sand has

been applied with success to stop the leakage in canals. The sand for this purpose is sprinkled in

small quantities at a time over the surface of

the water, and gradually fills up the outlets in

the bottom and sides of the canal. But neither

this nor puddling has been found to answer in

all cases, particularly where the substructure is

formed of fragments of rocks offering large

crevices to filtrations, or is of a marly nature.

In such cases it has been found necessary to

line the waterway throughout with stone laid

in hvdraulic mortar. A lining of this character, a, Fig. 63V, both at the bottom and sides, formed

of flat stones about 4 inches thick, laid on a bed of hydraulic mortar 1 inch thick, and covered by

a similar coat of mortar, making the entire thickness of the lining 6 inches, has been found to answer

all the required purposes. Tliis lining should be covered, both at bottom and on the sides, by a

layer of good earth, at least 3 feet thick, to protect it from the shock of the boats striking either

of those parts.
. r i

Although, for the sake of saving expense in aqueducts and bridges, short portions of a canal may

be wide enough for the passasre of one boat only, the general width ought to allow two boats to

pass each other easily. The depth of water and" sectional area should be such as not to cause any

material increase of the resistance to the motion of the boat beyond what it would encounter in open

water. The following are the general rules which fulfill these conditions : Least breadth at bottom

,^vJJJ.^^^.>.>^^.^k^'k^^Ak^^^^^-^-^k<<^vMvV^^^,--^<^J-^^->'^^K^^f~~^~^^^
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= 2 X greatest breadth of a boat. Least depth of water = H foot -1- greatest draught of boat.

Least area of waterway = 6 x greatest midship section of a boat.

The bottom of the 'waterway is flat. The sides, when of earth (which is generally the case),

should not be steeper than li to 1. When of masonry, they may be vertical ; but, in that case, about

2 feet additional width at the bottom must be given, to enable boats to clear each other
;
and if the

len"-th traversed between vertical sides is great, as much more additional width as may be necessary

in order to give sufficient sectional area.

Figs. 638 and 639 represent cross-sections of the Erie Canal as enlarged—the former through level

cuttings and the latter throujrh a city.

All canal embankments should be formed and rammed in thin layers. The surface of the tow-

path is usually about 2 feet above the water-level, and is generally about 12 feet wide. It is

made to slope slightly in a direction away from the canal, in order to give a better foothold for the

horses, as they draw in an oblique direction. The slopes are to be pitched with dry stone from 6

to 9 inches thick.

The disposition to be made of watercourses intersecting the line of the canal will depend on their

size, the character of their current, and relative positions of the canal and stream. Small brooks

which lie lower than the canal may be conveyed under it through an ordinary culvert. If the level

of the canal and brook is nearly the same, it will be necessary to make the culvert in the shape of

an inverted siphon, and it is therefore termed a broken-back culvert.

Figs. 640, 641, and 642 are respectively top-view, longitudinal section, and cro s-section of a com-

posiPe cvherf. Its construction may be briefly described as follows

:

The foundation is composed of hemlock timber 6 inches to 12 inches thick, and covered with hem-

lock plank treenailed to the timber. The spaces between timbers arc filled with fine, clean gravel,

well puddled in, or with concrete. Sheet-piling from 3 feet to 6 feet long is put down along the

upper and lower sides of the foundation.

The sides of the culvert are composed of white oak or white pine, 8 inches to 12 inches wide and

12 inches thick for culverts 2 feet high, and 10 inches to 14 inches wide and 18 inches thick for
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culverts 8 feet in height. The timbers are set on edge, and connected with white-oak dovetailed
keys 2 inches thick and 4 inches wide, placed once in 5 feet : a white-oak treenail, 2 inches thick,
passes through the centre of the timbers, intermediate the keys.

The side timbers are connected with the foundation by treenails and wrought-iron bolts—the bolts
being secured at the top of the covering-plank with screw and nut. The side timbers should be not
less than 24 feet long each, and be well lapped, and so placed as to break joints with each other.

Sometimes they are grooved, and tongued with a white-oak tongue
one-half inch thick and one inch wide.

In cases where there are two or more spaces, the partitions are
made in the same manner as described for the sides.

642.

I

The floors are lined with li-inch white-pine plank, treenailed to the foundation timbers.
The top of the culvert is covered with white-pine timbers, from 4 inches to 10 inches thick : these

are grooved and tongued as above described, boxed down half an inch, and treenailed to the tim-
bers on which they rest.

If the water of the brook is generally limpid, and its current gentle, it may in the last case be
received into the canal. The communication of the brook or feeder with the canal should be so
arranged that the water may be shut off or let in at pleasure, in any quantity desired. For this

purpose a cut is made through the side of the canal, and the sides and bottom of the cut are faced
with masonry laid in hydraulic mortar. A sliding gate, fitted into two grooves made in the side
walls, is manoeuvred by a rack and pinion, so as to regulate the quantity of water to be let in.

When the line of the canal is intersected by a wide watercourse, the communication between the
two shores must be effected either by a ca-

nal aqueduct or by the boats descending
from the canal into the stream.

Canal Aqueducts.—As an illustration of

an aqueduct for the conveyance of a canal
across a river, we instance the Wire Sus-

pension Aqueduct over the Alleghany River
at Pittsburg, Fig. 643, constructed under
the superintendence of John A. Roebling,

at the western termination of the Penn-
sylvania Canal. It consists of 7 spans, of

160 feet each, from centre to centre of
pier. The trunk is of wood, and 1,140 feet

long, 14 feet wide at bottom, 16J feet on top, the sides 8|^ feet deep. These, as well as the bottom,
are composed of a double course of 2^-inch white-pine plank laid diagonally, the two courses cross-
ing each other at right angles. The bottom of the trunk rests upon transverse beams, arranged in

pairs, 4 feet apart ; between these, the posts which support the sides of the trunk are let in with
dovetailed tenons, secured by bolts. The outside posts, which support the side-walk and tow-path,
incline outward, and are connected with the beams in a similar manner. Each trunk-post is held by

U m. ~M W
Section at A B.
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two braces, 2|- x 10 inches, and connected with the outside posts by a double joint of 2^ x 10.

The trunk-posts are Y inches square on top, and 7 x 14 at the heel ; the transverse beams are 27

feet long and 16x6 inches ; the space between two adjoining is 4 inches. It will be observed that

all parts of the framing are double, with the exception of the posts, so as to admit the suspension-

rods. Each pair of beams is supported on each side of the trunk by a double suspension-rod of

l|-inch round iron, bent in the shape of a stirrup, and mounted on a small cast-iron saddle, which

rests on the cable. These saddles are connected on top of the cables by links, which diminish in size

from the pier toward the centre. The sides of the trunk set solid against the bodies of masonry,

which are erected on each pier and abutment as bases for the pyramids which support the cables.

These pyramids, which are constructed of 3 blocks of a durable, coarse, hard-grained sandstone,

rise 5 feet above the level of the side-walk and tow-path, and measure 3x5 feet on top, and 4 x 6^

feet at base. The ample width of the tow-path and foot-path is, therefore, contracted on every pier

;

but this arrangement proves no inconvenience, and was necessary for the suspension of the cables

next to the trunk.

The caps which cover the saddles and cables on the pyramids rise 3 feet above the inside or trunk

railing, and would obstruct the free passage of the tow-line ; but this is obviated by an iron rod

which passes over the top of the cap, and forms a gradual slope down to the railing on each side of

the pyriimid.

The wire cables, which are the main support of the structure, arc suspended next to the trunk, one

on each side. Each of these two cables is exactly 7 inches in diameter, perfectly solid and compact,

and constructed in one piece from shore to shore, 1,175 feet long; it is composed of 1,900 wires of

one-eighth of an inch in thickness, which are laid parallel to each other. Great care has been taken

to insure an equal tension of the wires. Oxidation is guarded against by a varnish applied to each

wire separately ; their preservation, however, is further insured by a close, compact, and contin-

uous wrapping, made of annealed wire, and laid on by machinery in the most perfect manner. The

extremities of the cables do not extend beloiv ground, but connect with anchor-chains, which, in a

curved line, pass through large masses of masonry, the last links occupying a vertical position ; the

chains below ground are imbedded and completely surrounded by cement. Where the cables rest

on the saddles, their size is increased at two points by introducing short wires, and thus forming

swells, which fit into corresponding recesses of the casting. Between these swells the cable is for-

cibly pressed down by three sets of strong iron wedges, driven through openings which are cast in

the side of the saddle.

Fig. 644 is a cross-section, and Fig. 645 an elevation of a canal aqueduct. The trunk is con-

struc'ted of white oak or white pine. The outside stringers are placed so as to embrace the side-

post tenons, and give them a firm support. The side-posts are 8x11^ inches at the top, and 8 x

18 inches at the" bottom shoulder, and placed 3 feet from centre to centre. The corner or end

posts are of white oak, and extend down 3 feet into the masonry to give firmness to the corner of
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the trunk. A white-pine plate, 10 x 16 inches, is framed on top of the posts. The bottom of the

trunk and the ends of the floor-timbers in the abutments are covered with a course of 2-inch white-

pine plank of good quality, to make water-tight joints. The planks are treenailed to foundation-

timbers with treenails 6 inches long, of suitable size to fill an aperture 1 inch in diameter. The
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sides are planked with 3-inch white-pine plank, tongued and grooved, and secured to side-posts with

treenails 7 inches long. The sides and bottom of the trunk are sometimes braced from recesses cut

into the masonry. The tow-path bridge is 12 feet wide, and supported on white-pine stringers. The

645.
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floor is composed of 3-inch white-oak or red-beech timber, treenailed to the stinngers. A timber of

hard wood, 6x8 inches, is placed upon the inside end of the floor to guide the tow-line, and is

fastened to the front stringer.

Waste-weirs must be made along the levels to let off the surplus water. The best position for

them is at points where they can discharge into natural watercourses. The best arrangement for

a waste-weir is to make a cut through the side of the canal to a level with the bottom of it, so that,

in case of necessity, the waste-weir may also serve for draining the level. The sides and bottom of

the cut must be faced with masonry, and have grooves left in them to receive a stop-plank or a slid-

ing gate, over which the surplus water is allowed to flow, which can be removed if found necessary,

either to let off a larger amount of water or to drain the level completely.

Locks.—A lock is a small basin just large enough to receive a boat, in which the water is confined

by two upright walls of masonry or timber, and at the ends by two gates, which open and shut, both

for the purpose of allowing the boat to pass and to cut off the water of the upper level from the

lower, as well as from the lock while the boat is in it.

Fig. 646 represents a plan, J/, and Fig. 647 a section, iV, through the axis of a single lock laid on
a beton foundation. A^ lock-chamber ; B^ fore-bay ; C, tail-bay ; a a, chamber-walls ; h 6, recesses

or chambers in the side walls for

upper gates ; c c, lower gate cham-
bers ; d </, lift-walls and upper
mitre-sill ; li h, tail-walls ; o o,

head-walls ; m m, upper wing or

return-walls ; n n, lower wing-

walls ; -Z>, body of masonry un-

der the fore-bay.

To pass a boat from one level

to the other—from the lower to

the upper, for example—the low-

er gates are opened, and, the

boat having entered the lock,

they are shut, and water is drawn
from the upper level by means
of valves, to fill the lock and
raise the boat ; when the opera-

tion is finished, the upper gates

are opened, and the boat is passed

out. To descend from the upper level, the lock is first filled ; the upper gates are then opened, and

the boat is passed in ; these gates are next shut, and the water is drawn from the lock by valves

until the boat is lowered to the lower level, when the lower gates are opened and the boat is passed

out of the lock.

Form to he f/ivrii to the chambers of locks.—The most convenient is the parallelogram, a little wider

than the boats that require to pass, and sufficiently long to admit of the gates being moved with

facility. The thickness of straight walls which support earth should be a third of their height,

while those which resist the thrust of water should be one-half; if the walls of the chambers of

locks have a thickness relative only to the thrust of the earth, they may give way when the earth is

put in motion, which often occurs from a slight filtration behind the wall. Gauthey has a rule for

finding the thickness to be given to the wall of a basin "intended to support water throughout its

whole height ; and in the chambers of locks it must be remembered that the thrust of the water

against the vertical surface is equal to the product of these surfaces by half the height of the

water. Call h the height of the wall, x = its thickness : supposing its length to be 1 metre, the act-

ing power will be 1,000 x W\ supposing the cubic metre of water to weigh 1,000 kilogrammes,

and the centre of impression of this thrust being at a third of the height of the wall, the arm of

the lever of the acting power will be equal to \h. The resisting power will be the wall itself

= hx X 2,000, supposing that the cubic metre of masonry generally weighs 2,000 kilogrammes.

The arm of the lever will be half the thickness of the wall = k^ ; consequently the momentum of

647.
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the acting power will be 1,000 x ^h^ x ih, and that of the resisting power 2,000 x |/i x^ ; and as
in the state of equilibrium these two powers should be equal, we shall have 167 /t= = 1,000 A x^
from whence we have x = y 0.167 h^ = 0.41 h; but, as something should always be allowed above
the equilibrium, by adding i we shall have x = ^h nearly. Ilence it is evident that the thickness of
a wall intended to support water should be at least equal to half the height of the water which acts
against it.

The length and width of chambers of locks must necessarily be regulated in conformity with the
boats used on the canal ; these are generally longer and narrower than those on rivers, where the
shallows which occasionally occur require flatter bottoms to be given them. With regard to the
length of the chambers, it should be such as to enable the gates at the lowest ends to open and shut
easily. If the rudders of the boats cannot be unshipped, or occupy any portion of the length of the
chamber, then the chambers must be made sufficiently long to prevent them from interfering with
the opening of the gate ; on which account the most proper rudders for navigable canals are those
like broad oars, which can be taken out while passing through the locks.

Fig. 648 is a plan, Fig. 649 a longitudinal section, and Fig. 650 a cross-section of the present
enlarged form of one-half of a double lock on the Erie Canal. A lock of this description (of 11-

feet lift, for example) is constructed as follows : The lock is constructed of hydraulic stone masonry,
placed on a timber foundation; the chambers 18 feet wide at the surface of water in the lower level,

and 110 feet long between the upper and lower gate-quoins ; side-walls extend 19 feet 7 inches above
the upper gate-quoins and 13| feet below the lower gate-quoins ; side-walls at the head terminate
with rectangular wing-buttresses, and at the foot with straight wings 25 feet in length, slightly

curved at their connection with main walls, spreading at the end 5 feet wider than bottom line

of lock walls. Culverts
formed of large stone, 650.

cut to one-quarter inch

joint, to pass the water
from lock to lock, are

constructed in the walls,

with proper apertures for

valves, rods, and venti-

lators. The timbers un-

der lower mitre-sill are

of white oak, white elm,

or red beech ; the other
foundation and apron
timbers are of hemlock.
The f(3undation extends
3 feet above the face of

the main wall at the head
of the lock, and at the foot 6 inches below end of wing-walls ; the length of foundation, exclu-
sive of apron, is 173 feet 3 inches. The spaces between timbers are filled with concrete masonry.
Where rock does not occur, sheet-piling is driven 4 to 6 feet deep at the head of the foundation,
under each set of gates, at the lower end of the wings and at the lower end of the apron. The
sheet-piling is of a-inch hemlock plank, lined with 1-inch pine boards.

20
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The foundation-timbers are covered with a course of 2|-inch pine or hemlock plank, except a

space 3 feet wide under the face-line of each wall, which is covered with 2Wnch white-oak plank.

The planks are treenailed with two white-oak treenails at each end, and at every 3 feet in length.

The treenails should enter the timbers at least 5 inches, and fill a l;|-inch bore. The platform for

upper gates and valves consists of a framework of timber extending across the lock, and raised to

within 2 feet 9 inches of canal bottom of upper level. In this platform the valves are inserted

;

they lie horizontally when closed, and are operated by levers, rods, and shackle-bars from the side

of the lock.

The mitre-sills are of white-oak timber 9 inches thick. Each sill is bolted to the foundation or

platform timbers with 9 bolts 20 inches long and 1 inch square, ragged and headed.

The main walls, for 17 feet 6 inches in length from the wing-buttresses at the head, and 33 feet

3 inches of the lower end, are 9 feet 10 inches thick including the recesses, and for the intermediate

space 7 feet 10 inches, with 3 buttresses projecting back 'li feet, and 9 feet long, placed at equal

distances apart, leaving spaces 1 6 feet between them, and having an offset of 6 inches in thickness at

5 feet below the top. The height of the walls is 20f feet. The chamber-walls each have a batter

on the face of half an inch per foot rise to the top of the Avail. The quoin stones, in which the

heel-posts turn, are not less than 4i feet in length in the line of the chamber, and cut and formed to

a curve of 7 inches radius ; the nose is rounded on a radius of S-qqt inches, and the heel beveled to

the rear of the recess. The quoin stones are alternately header and stretcher. The recesses for

the lower gates are 20 inches deep at the top of the wall, 12 feet long, with sub-recesses 9 inches

deep, 6 feet high, and 10 feet long, for valve-gates. The wing-buttresses at the head of the lock are

3 feet thick, extend on the bottom to the upper edge of the foundation, and are carried plumb to

the whole height of the main wall. The breast-wall commences 5^ feet below the upper end of the

foundation, and extends across from side wall to side wall ; it is 5 feet wide and 1 1 feet high,

finished with cut-stone coping. The wing-walls, at the point where they join the main walls, are 7

feet 10 inches, and at the ends 6 feet 7 inches thick on the foundation; at 4 feet below the top of

the wall an offset is made. The face-stone of the masonry is laid with upper and lower beds parallel,

with joints not to exceed one-quarter of an inch.

Gates of locks are composed of two posts placed vertically, and united by horizontal rails ; the

former, being supported throughout their height, are not subject to much wear, although they are

of larger scantling than the other timbers of the gate, which is necessary, as they sustain the entire

framework. The horizontal rails resist the weight, and as that weight is greater where the rails

are placed below the level of the water, it would seem natural that their dimensions should vary

in proportion to the weight. To determine these dimensions, it must be recollected that the thrust

of water agaiust vertical surfaces is equal to the weight of a prism of water having its surface as

a base, and its height half that of the water. It must next be considered that the rails of the gate

are at least 26 inches apart and 38 inches from centre to centre, so that, on account of the casing of

plank in the first instance, 12 inches of height support 26 inches of water, and in the second 38

inches. The weight supported by each rail will be found by multiplying their length, the interval

from one to the other, the height of the water above the centre of the rail, and the whole by 62 lbs.,

the weight of a cubic foot of water ; the product of these measures will be the number of pounds

which the rails ought to support throughout their whole length.

Timbers from 4 to 5 inches square would be sufficient for small gates, and for larger from 8 feet 6

inches to 10 feet 6 inches of fall ; with a width of 17 feet between the hanging-posts, the rails would

be sufficiently strong if from 7 to 8 inches square, putting six rails in the height. They are gener-

ally from 9 to 10 inches at least, which is double the strength required ; it is true that the gates are

more durable, but the weight is greater, which is sometimes injurious to the collar and the masonry

to which it is attached, requiring more repairs than lighter gates.

The frames or stiles of gates should be at least 5 inches in thickness more than the rails, and the

joint covered by a fillet, as well as the edge of the planks, which are affixed perpendicularly to the

rails, and mortised into the stiles, increasing the strength of the rails and the framework by their

greater thickness. Braces are also introduced between the rails, which aid materially in strengthen-

ing them, and by their inclined position transfer the stress to the hanging-post.

Great gates should always have a line of braces placed diagonally, and making an angle with the

lower rail ; all the braces above should have the same effect, and consequently the same inclination;

those below resting on the lower rail tend to depress it, and, even when properly framed and pinned

into the rails, their inclination toward the hanging-post renders them insufficient to sustain the lower

rail ; but they may be made useful by giving them an inclination in a contrary direction, and uniting

them by pins to the rails.

Instead of inclining the braces below the diagonals on the side of the strutting-post, a bar of iron

is sometimes placed diagonally from the collar to the lower end of the strutting-post, which is an ex-

cellent contrivance; or the planks maybe placed diagonally, inclining them from the side of the

hanging-post, and crossing them solidly, especially that of the diagonal above the hanging-post, and

at the extremity of the lower cross-piece ; or instead of a plank, a piece may bo let in in an opposite

direction to the cross-pieces, which must not be mortised into, or very little, that it may not be in

any way weakened ; this piece united carefully to the lower cross-piece would tie it to the post, and

give more solidity to the framework ; the diagonal position of the planks gives them more strength

to resist the pressure. There is a little loss of material, but, on the other hand, plank of different

kinds may be used after cutting out the knotty or defective portions.

Gates are opened by means of large timbers fixed above the posts, forming a counterpoise to the

gate, and preventing it from grinding the collars and racking the framework ; for this purpose the

tail of the balance-beam must be very large. Trees are sometimes used with their butt-ends not cut

off, to which it is easy to add any additional weight. The hanging-posts often allow much water to be
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lost, in consequence of being obliged to give them sufficient play, and this could scarcely be prevented
if the pivot had not a little motion, and the collar fitted exactly ; but the weight of water occasions
the gate to unite by pressing it considerably against the hanging-post ; still, as this is cut circularly,

g51
it only leans against a small portion of its surface, and
the water easily passes, notwithstanding the great pres-
sure. To remedy these defects, the posts^ should be partly
cut in a circular form, and partly beveled ; the latter lean-
ing along its whole length upon the rebate made to receive

It, which having a corresponding bevel interrupts any filtration ; the
circular part should not touch the masonry, but have sufficient play
without affecting the ease of the motion.

Lock-gates measuring 8 feet from the centre of one heel-post to that
of the other are in some canals on a segment of a circle, the chord of
which is about the sixth of the span, or a little more ; these propor-
tions not only allow of the gates being smaller, lighter, and stronger
but also increase the pressure of the heel-post against the hollow quoins'
which renders them quite water-tight. Where canals are narrow, the
paddles of both the upper and lower gates are usually kept open by
an iron pin inserted between the teeth of a rack and pinion which
raises them

; when the paddle is required to be shut, the pin is with-
drawn, and the paddle falls by its own weight,

-^ • 1=^ The lock-gates, Fig. 651, of the above-described lock are constructed
,.i.ss,.. ..sjx.i^^ of white oak, planed ; the cross-bars framed into the heel and toe posts.

, , , . ,

^ach tenon is V inches long, and the width equal to the thickness of
bar and secured with wrought-iron T's. The heel and toe posts are framed into the balance-beam
by double tenons, and secured by a wrought-iron strap and balance-rod, from the top of the beam to
the under side of the upper bar. The lower end of the heel-posts are banded with wrought-iron
bands. Ihe pivots, sockets, boxes, and journals are of the best quality chilled cast-iron. The gates
are planked with seasoned 2-inch white-pine plank, secured by 6-inch pressed spikes.

Hollow_ quoins, or upright circular grooves, are formed in the side walls, at the ends of the timber
sills, serving as the hinge for the gates ; the upright post that turns within them is called the heel of
the gate, and the other the head. The former are retained in their position by a gudgeon or pivot
turning in a cup let into the foundation stones for the purpose; sometimes the pivot is fixed and
the cup revolves upon it. The upper part of the post is retained by an iron ring or strap let into
the side wall, and made very secure; the hollow quoins should be worked with great attention-th^ are usually of stone or brick, though cast-iron has been found well suited for the purpose.

'

The angle to be given to double lock-gates has long occupied the attention of engineers but the
strongest position may be taken
when the angle at the base is

35° 16' nearly, and the sally of
the gate is seven-twentieths, or
a trifle more than one-third, of
the breadth of the lock.

Valves.— Some lock - gates
have their paddles, or valves,

made to open and shut by the
movement of a lever, the low-
er end of which, being loaded,
keeps it always over the aper-
ture in the lower part of the
gate ; when it is required to be
moved, the upper part or han-
dle of the lever is pulled back,
and the water, forcing its pas-
sage through, keeps it open
until its weight overcomes the
power, and it is balanced back
into its original position.

The crank and pinion, work-
ing in a toothed rack, are now
generally applied to raise the
paddle.

Screws are sometimes used
for this purpose, formed of
wood, sliding up and down in -^

a rebated frame, fixed in the
stone mouth of the conduit or
paddle-hole. The lateral pres-
sure of the water causes it to
adhere closely to the frame, so
that it is not only necessary to make it run with the grain of the wood, but also to have consider-
able power to move it ; this is occasionally effected by means of a long iron lever, with an eye at
one end that spans the square end of the screw, and allows a sufficient force to be applied to raise
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the paddle. There are several applications of the screw, one of which, as used at the gates of Dun-

kirk, is very simple, and was for a long time adopted throughout Europe. To overcome the hydro-

static pressure and friction, at the mouth of the paddle-hole was a horizontal circular opening, within

which was inserted an open cylinder of wood or iron ground to fit it, which could be raised by a

lever ; the waste water of the canal could then escape over the upper lip of the cylinder, and after-

ward pass out by the paddle-holes.

Figs. 652 and 653 represent an arrangement for the valves or sluices of a lock-gate. Fig. 652 is

an elevation ; Fig. 653, a vertical section through G G.

The object of this arrangement is that, while the gate is kept close and tight by the pressure of

the water forcing it against its seat, the effort of lifting the gate shall at the same time relieve the

seat from the pressure of the water ; and this is effected by means of fric-

tion-rollers h h, which, immediately upon the commencement of the lifting

of the gate, act as short inclines, thus taking the pressure from the seat, and

throwing it upon the friction-rollers or wheels, easing the lifting of the gate.

When the gate is closed, the wheels have run off the inclines, and the gate

bears against its seat with the pressure due to the head of water.

Inclined Planes on Canals.—To save the time and water expended in shift-

ing boats from one level to another by means of locks, inclined planes are

used on some canals. Their general construction is as follows : The upper

and lower reach of the canal, at the places which are to be connected by

inclined planes, are deepened sufficiently to admit of the introduction of

water-tight iron caissons, or movable tanks, under the boats. Two parallel

lines of rails start from the bottom of the lower reach, ascend an inclined

plane up to a summit a little above the water-level of the upper reach, and

then descend a short inclined plane to the bottom of the upper reach.

There are two caissons, or movable tanks, on wheels, each holding water

enough to float a boat. One of these caissons runs on each line of rails

;

and they are so connected, by means of a chain or of a wire rope, running on

movable pulleys, that when one descends the other ascends. These caissons

balance each other at all times when both are on the long incline, because

the boats, light or heavy, which they con-

tain, displace exactly their own weight of

water. There is a short period when both

caissons are in the act of coming out of

the water, one at the upper and the other

at the lower reach, when the balance is not maintained ; and, in order to supply the power required

at that time, and to overcome friction, a steam-engine drives the main pulley, as in the case of fixed-

engine planes on railways. On some canals vertical lifts with caissons are used instead of inclined

planes.

Water-supply.—With regard to the supply of water necessary for a canal, or for a level of canal,

it embraces the quantity required for the service of the navigation, that is, the number of times the

chambers of the locks will require to be used in the passage of boats, and the losses arising from

evaporation, from leakage through the soil and through the lock-gates, the necessary first fillings of

the levels and the chance of accidents or breaches, and the emptying of the levels for repairs. In

estimating the quantity expended for the service of navigation, the problem is simple, knowing the

capacity, form, and number of locks, the size of boats, and the contemplated amount of traffic. With

regard to the other losses it must be largely a matter of conjecture. From experiments made by

Mr. J. B. Jervis on the Erie Canal, the total loss from evaporation, filtration, and leakage through the

gates is about 100 cubic feet per minute for each mile. Having determined the amount of water

required, the source of the supply must be gauged ; and if the minimum flow of the stream be not

sufficient, reservoirs must be constructed to equalize the supply.

The quantities of water discharged from the upper pond at a lock or flight of locks, under various

circumstances, are shown in the tables on the next page. L denotes a lockful of water—that is, the

volume contained in the lock-chamber, between the upper and lower water-levels ; B, the volume

displaced by a boat. The sign — prefixed to a quantity of water denotes that it is displaced from
the lock into the upper jymd. The letters n and m stand for a given number of boats or locks, and

are used simply for the purpose of generalization. Thus a " train of n boats " may mean a train of

2, 3, 4, 5, or as many boats as are to be considered ; and the same number which n represents is

applied in the formulae under " Water discharged." Similarly, a " flight of m locks " means a flight

of 2, 3, 4, 5, etc., locks.

From these calculations, it appears that single locks are more favorable to economy of water than

flights of locks ; that at a single lock single boats ascending and descending alternately cause less ex-

penditure of water than equal numbers of boats in trains ; and that, on the other hand, at a flight of

locks, boats in trains cause less expenditure of water than equal numbers of boats ascending and

descending alternately.

For this reason, when a long flight of locks is unavoidable, it is usual to make it double ; that is,

to have two similar flights side by side—using one exclusively for ascending boats and the other

exclusively for descending boats.

Water may be saved at flights of locks by aid of side-ponds (sometimes called " lateral reservoirs ").

The use of a side-pond is to keep for future use a certain portion of the water discharged from a

lock, when the locks below it in the flight are full, which water would otherwise be wholly discharged

into the lower reach. Let a be the horizontal area of a lock-chamber, A that of its side-pond ;
then

the volume of water so saved \& L A -i- {A + a).
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Tahle showing Quantities of Water discharged from the Upper Pond at a Lock.

SINGLE LOCK.
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of the rope on the wheel prevents it from slipping, it will take up the cable on one side of the wheel

and let it out on the other, and thus draw the boat along. One of the obiections to this plan is that it

655.

requires a large amount of slack-cable to accommodate a large traffic, and every boat must draw in

all the slack every time it passes over the canal.

The machinery of a chain-towing steamer, the most perfect type of which, as worked on the Elbe,

is given in Fig. 658, consists

of a pair of drums worked by
gearing from engines of 80

horse-power. At each extrem-

ity it is furnished with long

outriggers, pivoted at one end,

the other projecting beyond

the ends of the vessel, formed

of double T-irons, holding a
series of loose pulleys and a

pair of vertical guides. Be-

tween the drums and the out-

riggers there are 16 or more
horizontal pulleys placed in a

gutter about 10 inches wide

by 8 inches deep, and four or

more vertical guides for sup-

porting and guiding the chain.

The chain is taken on at the stem, and dragged between and over the pulleys and guides to the

drums, which are massive castings of chilled cast-iron or cast-steel. The peripheries of these are

divided into grooves to prevent the triple rounds of chain in their passage over the drums from

658.

getting entangled together. Thence the chain runs along the gutter supported by the loose pulleys,

and over the outrigger, where it is paid back again into the water. The objects of the outriggers

are : first, to allow the chain to come on or to run ofP the steamer without cutting into the edges of

the deck or fenders, and to clear the rudders ; and secondly, in passing round curves, to allow of its

being taken up and run out at an angle to the line of the steamer's movement. In front and astern

of the drums there are wells for containing the slack chain, should there, from a surplus quantity of
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chain, be no strain astern of the drums to haul the chain from off the vessel. This slack remains
until the tension behind draws it away again into the river.

The chain used on the Elbe is composed of 1-inch, and in some places l-,Vinch iron.

Wire-cable-towing steamers, such as are in use in various parts of Germany, have in the centre or

mid-line, raised to a sufficient height, two metal drums, the periphery or outer circumference of

which is divided into five grooves. These drums are made conical, so that the length of each groove
measured round the circumference of the drum is different, greater or less than the rest, to corre-

spond with the difference of the strains developed by the tension of the cable ; or, in other words,
by the power transmitted from the engines to the drums, and from the drums to the wire cable.

These drums, revolving upon strong shafts, are worked by double sets of gearing from the engines,
for fast or slow motion ; but that their speeds, which vary under different strains, may correspond
and be regulated exactly, they are coupled together by means of the three-toothed wheels, one of
which is a friction-wheel. A loose pulley raised or lowered by a lever is placed between the drums
below the lower line of their circumference, for the purpose of insuring the adhesion of the cable
to the drums when necessary.

The shafts carrying the drums also support the transmission-pulleys which, by means of two end-
less wire cables held at the vessel's extremities by pulleys, transmit the necessary movement from
the engine to the taking-in and paying-out apparatus termed a "truck." This is employed for the
purpose of guiding the cable with a certain tension on to the drums, and of relaying it from the
steamer as it leaves the drums. It comprises a strong framing of angle-iron, and is furnished below
with small wheels by means of which it runs on deck, and is held down to rails of proper form
bolted to the deck-beams.

The truck is furnished with four horizontal press-rolls, two above and two below, working in pairs on
two upright shafts. The lower pair of press-rolls receive and transmit the power from the engines,
and the upper pair guide and pay the cable on and draw it off from the drums, and relay it. These
press-rolls are cast-iron wheels, carrying at their periphery 60 teeth working on India-rubber rings.

These teeth are cast in metal, and their outer faces bear the impress of the strands of the cable, so
that the latter may receive or transmit power without friction or injury to either. The truck carries

in front two large hollow vertical drums for guiding the cable during the passage of curves, between
the press-rolls, and is furnished above and below with several small horizontal pulleys for support-
ing the cable horizontally.

The engines being started, the drums and the transmission-pulleys begin to revolve ; and, the
transmission-cables driving the lower press-rolls of the forward and after truck, the cable is paid on
to and drawn off from the drums at the requisite tension by the revolution of the upper press-rolls.

As the cable passes from between the upper press-rolls of the fore-truck, it runs straight on to

the first groove of the forward drum. The cable revolves round the drums, and then runs to the
after-truck, where it passes between the upper press-rolls, and is paid out over the stern of the
steamer.

The wire cable generally used is seven-eighths of an inch in diameter. Messrs. Meyer and Wer-
nigh, the inventors of the above-described wire-cable-towing steamers, give as the results of their

dynamometrical trials the following

Table of Working Capabilities of Wire-cahle-towing Steamers, in Still Water, at dij^erent Speeds,

Bargee of different Draughts, etnpty or laden.

ciih

DIMENSIONS.

Total resistance to tractions of steamer and train
in lbs = P.

Speed in feet per second =z V.
Immersed section — JF.

Kesistance of vessels in lbs =W.

^^ P'< ^
ffP= .

550

Empty barge L = 131' 10", £ = 14' 11", D-V 6".
" lighter.. ..X = 181' 10", 5 = 14' 11", X>= 8".

Laden barged L = IHV 10", B= 14' 11", /> = 3' 3".
" lighters.. ..Z _ 131' jq", £ = 14' 11", D - S' 3".

' Load or cargo in cwts 1,571
2 " " " 2,455

MAXIMUM EFFECT IN NtJMBEE OF BAK6ES TOWED.

CONDITIONS. 50 H. P. Engines : V =
3' 3" per second, or

2.2 miles per hour,

with P =: 13 cwts.

Empty barge i?'=21.6sq. ft., W= 66 lbs.
" F=21.& " Tr= 286 "

Empty lighter F= 9.6 " W= 29 "
" F= 9.6 " TF=121 "

Laden barge i*"= 48.4 " Tr= 150 "
" lighter F-iSA " IF= 605 "

125

2ST

'55

25 H. P. Engines : V z=

6' 6" per second, or

4,4 miles per hour,

with jP= 18 cwts

7

"it

25 H. P. Engines : V
3' 3" per second, or

2.2 miles per hour,

with P=m cwts,

62

iii

'27

In this table regard is had to the coefficient (.3) of the ship's resistance, upon which these trials

were carried out.

Works for Reference.—"Architecture Hydraulique," Belidor, Paris, IVSY-'SS ; "Des Canaux de
Navigation," Lalande, Paris, 17*78

; "A Treatise on the Improvement of Canal Navigation," Fulton,

1Y96; "On Canal Navigation," Chapman, 1*797; "Canal de Languedoc," Andreossy, Paris, 1804;
"Traite d'Hydraulique," Ducrest, Pari.s, 1809; " (Euvres," Gauthey, vol. iii., Paris, 1816; "ffiuvres,"

Cordier, Paris and Lille, 1819-'28; "Des Canaux Navigables," De Pommeuse, Paris, 1822; "His-
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toire de la Navigation Interieure de la France," Dutens, Paris, 1829; "Precis Historique, etc., des

Canaux de Belgique," De Rive, Brussels, 1835 ; "De la Depense et du Produit des Canaux et des

Chemins de Per," Pillet-Will, Paris, 1837; " Traite d'Hydraulique," D'Aubuisson de Voisins, Stras-

bourg', 1840; "Cours de Construction des Canaux," Minard, Paris, 1841 ;
"Percement de I'lsthme

deSuez," De Lesseps, Paris, 1855; "Report on the Ganges Canal," Cautley, 18G0 ;
" Handleidung

tot de Kennis der Waterbouwkunde," Buysiug, Buda, 1864; " Kecherches Hydrauliques," Darcy,

Paris, 18i55-'6; " Ou Rivers and Torrents, and on Canals," Frisi, translated by Garstin, 1868;
" Uferschiilungen und Sheffarts Canale," Hagen, Berlin, 1871 ;

" Report on the North Sea Canal and

on the Improvement of Navigation from Rotterdam to the Sea," Barnard (" Professional Papers,

Corps of Engineers U.S.A.," No. 22), 'Washington, 1873; "Canal and River Engineering," 2d

ed., Stevenson, Edinburgh, 1872 ;
" Manuel de I'lngenieur des Fonts ct Chaussees," Debauve, fasci-

cule 15, Paris, 1873; "Hydraulic Manual and Statistics," L. D'A. Jackson, Loudon, 1875; "Hy-

draulic Tables, Coefficients, and Formuhe," Neville, London, 1875 ;
"Elements of Practical Hydrau-

lics," Downing, London, 1875 ; "The New Formula for Mean Velocity of Discharges of Rivers and

Canals," Kutter, translated by Jackson, Lonion, 1876; Reports of U. S. Secretary of the Navy for

1868 to 1876 (proposed canal across the Isthmus of Darien). See also numerous papers in Annales

des Fonts et Chaussees, Engineerwr/, " Tracts " by Lombardini of Florence, Engineer, Van Nostrand's

Eclectic Engineering Magazine ; also the works of Rankine, Moseley, Weisbach, Mahan, and others

on Civil Engineering. ^'- ^- ^•

CANDLE, JABLOCHKOFF'S. See Electric Light.

CANNON. See Ordnance.

CAOUTCHOUC. See India-Rubber Working Machinery.

CAPPADINE. The waste taken from the cocoon after the silk has been reeled off.

CAPPOT. A covered crucil)le used in glass-making.

CAPSTAN. A modification of the mechanical power known as the wheel and axle, consisting of

a vertical drum about which the chain or rope applied to the

weight to be lifted is wound, this drum being rotated by levers

inserted in suitable apertures in its upper portion. The levers

are called capstan-bars, and when in place radiate from the

capstan-head like the spokes of a wheel. On board ship,

where the capstan is used for lifting the anchor, several men
stand side by side along each bar and push on the same, walk-

ing continuously around, and so applying a steady pull on the

chain. In this respect the capstan differs from the windlass,

the drum of which is placed horizontally and turned by bars

which are arranged in connection with ratchet-wheels, so that

the pull on the chain ceases as each bar, on arriving at the

end of its course, is thrown back to get a fresh purchase on

the barrel or drum. The capstan is superior to the windlass

in point of expedition, but the men exert their strength more

efficiently on the windlass than at the capstan, since in the

latter case they are compelled to push horizontally, when they

exert a pressure only of about 35 lbs., whereas in the windlass

the weight of the body, averaging about four times this strain, is applied to the end of the lever

659.

Capstans on board ships are either single or double according as there are one or two barrels

upon the same spindle. The
double capstan is revolved by

two sets of men, the barrels

being respectively located on

different decks. The common
capstan is represented on the

right of the dotted line in Fig.

659. Its parts are the spindle

on which the barrel turns, the

drum-head A, whelps B, pawl-

head C, and pawl-rim D. The
barrel of the capstan is cov-

ered by the whelps, of which

there are usually six, which

are bolted to the barrel and

further retained by the drum-

head, which extends down over

them for about an inch. The
object of the pawls is to pre-

vent the capstan from flying

back when the strain ceases.

They are fastened to the pawl-

head, and fall into small cells

in the pawl-rim. Their dispo-

sition is usually such that the

capstan cannot recoil for more

than half the length of one of the cells before being checked. When this form of capstan is used

on board ship, the anchor-chain is not brought directly to it, but the strain is applied to the latter
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through the medium of a messenger, E. This consists of a heavy endless rope which is wound several

times around the capstan, and passes over a roller or sheave in the bow of the vessel. The chain,

which extends aft parallel to the messen-

ger, is secured to the rearwardly moving
portion by nippers, which are grummets of

soft rope wound around both chain and mes-

senger, and held by a lever which is re-

moved, and the chain freed, as the latter

reaches the scuttle in the deck, down which

it passes to the lockers below. Capstans

have been constructed with wheelwork be-

tween the spindle and barrel, the former

making 3 turns and the latter 1, revolving

in opposite directions, so that the power is

augmented as 3 to 1.

In more modern forms of capstans the

chain is taken directly to the barrel without

the intervention of a messenger. A cap-

stan of this description is represented on
the left of Fig. 659. This is provided with

a sprocket-wheel F, which engages the links

of the chain passed around. A better form,

and that most commonly used on board of

war-vessels, is represented in Fig. 660. Here

the chain is led around vei'tical rollers, as

shown in the diagram on the right, and then

around the lower ribbed portion of the cap-

stan. The construction of this part is such

that the chain is very firmly grasped.

Both capstans and windlasses on large

steam-vessels are frequently constructed to

be operated by steam-power, auxiliary en-

gines being especially arranged for this pur-

pose. Ellington's improved form of hydraulic capstan for use on docks is represented in Fig. 661.

Motive-power is supplied by a three-cylinder engine operated by water-pressure, and geared to the

capstan as shown. This device has the merits of compactness and great power.

For the theoretical considerations relative to capstans, see Wheel and Axle, under Statics.

CARBON. See Diamond.
CARBONIC ACID, as a motor. See Gas-generating Machines.

CARBON POINTS. See Electric Light.

CARDING. See Cotton-spinning Machinery, and Wool-spinning Machinery.

CARILLON. See Bells,

CARPENTRY. The art of adapting timber to structural purposes. By some authorities it is

regarded as a distinct art from joinery, which is commonly defined as the production of fittings for

houses, patterns for casting, etc. Most of the work of fashioning timber which formerly required

the carpenter's skill is now done by machinery. Rabbeting, grooving, tonguing, mortising, mould-

ing, tenoning, boring, gaining, planing, sawing, and carving are all done by ingenious contrivances

far more accurately and more speedily than the same can be accomplished by the best of hand-labor.

Thus the distinction between carpentry and joinery is virtually obliterated ; or rather the modern

carpenter has necessarily become a joiner, his chief duty being the assemblage of parts previously

prepared by machines. The present article therefore relates more especially to joinery. The appli-

cation of the art to pattern-making will be found under Pattern-making and Molding. The various

tools used by carpenters are described under Awl, Axe, Bits and Augers, Calipers, Carting Tools,

Chisels, Clamps, Compasses, Drawing-Knife, Gauges, Gouge, Grindstone, Hammer, Lathe (Wood-

turning), Lathe Tools, Oilstone, Planes, Rasp, Rule, Saws, Screw-Driver, Scribing-Block, Spirit-

Level, Spokeshave, Square, Straight-Edge, and Vise. See also Drilling and Boring Machines,

Mortising and Tenoning Machines, Planing Machines (Wood), Shaping and Moulding Machines

(Wood), and Strength of Materials.
Joints and Fastenings.—The following are the principles which should be adhered to in designing

joints and fastenings, as laid down by Prof. Rankine

:

" 1. To cut the joints and arrange the fastenings so as to weaken the pieces of timber that they

connect as little as possible. 2. To place each abutting surface in a joint as nearly as possible

perpendicular to the pressure which it has to transmit. 3. To proportion the area of each surface

to the pressure which it has to bear, so that the timber may be safe against injury under the heav-

iest load which occurs in practice, and to form and fit every pair of such surfaces accurately, in order

to distribute the stress uniformly. 4. To proportion the fastenings so that they may be of equal

strength with the pieces which they connect. 5. To place the fastenings in each piece of timber so

that there shall be sufficient resistance to the giving way of the joint by the fastenings shearing or

crushing their way through the timber."

The simplest forms of joints are the best, so that the parts may be fitted with the least possible

inconvenience. Double abutments should be avoided, as they are diificult to fit ; moreover, when the

timber shrinks the whole strain may be thrown upon one of them.

Scarfs are so made that the pieces fit into one another, so that the resulting beam is of the
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same thickness throughout. The usual method of scarfing bond and wall plates is by cutting about

three-fifths through each piece, on the upper face of the one and the under face of the other,

about 6 or 8 inches from the end transversely, making what is termed a hrf ; and longitudinally

from the end, from two-fifths down, on the same side, so that the pieces lap together like a half

dovetail. Fig. 662 is a scarf.

602.
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Notching is either square or dovetailed, and is made use of for connecting the ends of wall-plates and

bond-timbers at the angles, in letting joists down on girders, binders, purlins, or principal rafters.

Cogging, or cocking, is a species of notch extending on one side, and having a narro\y cog alone in

the bearing piece, flush with its upper face. It is principally made use of in tailing joists on wall-

plates.

Pinning consists in inserting cylindrical pieces of wood or iron through a tenon.

Wedging is the insertion of triangular prisms, whose converging sides are under an extremely acute

angle, into or by the end of a tenon, to make it fill the mortise so completely as to prevent its being

withdrawn.
Tenon, and mortise of the most simple kind is shown in Fig. 666, in which the two timbers united

are at right angles with each other. The tenon is on that which appears horizontal, while the mortise

is cut in the upright timber. The tenon is left one-third of the thickness of the timber, as shown in the

upper part of the figure.

The greatest strain upon the fibres of a girder is at the upper and lower parts, decreasing gradually

towards the middle of the depth, which is the best situation to make the mortise. The form to be given

to the tenon requires consideration. Some carpenters introduce it at the lowest part of the girder,

which in a great degree destroys its stiffness : being a sixth of the depth, it should be placed at one-

third of the depth from the lowest side. Horizontal timbers, intended to bear great weights, should be

always notched on their supports, in preference to being framed in between them ; and this rule is

appUcable to inclined timbers, as common rafters and braces. All the pressures to which they are

subjected should be brought to act m the direction of their lengths, and the form of the joint should be

such as to convey the pressure as much as possible into the axes of the timber. When subjected to a

strain, a partial bearing is liable to very serious disadvantages, particularly in bridges.

cr,r.. 6CT. 668.
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insertion of the wooden bolt, which, when driven, is split by the wedge, and thus squeezed tight to the

sides of the hole.

Bond-timbers and luall-plates require to be carefully notched together at every angle and return, and

ecarfed at every longitudinal joint.

669.

^^^^
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holds the timbers in their places, and one or more bolts are sufficient to prevent their being drawn

asunder.

The carpenter frequently exercises great ingenuity in joining timbers of considerable scantling, Fig.

677.
2450 ; and, by the introduction of iron or small cubes of harder

wood into the joints, can prevent their being thrust or drawn
out of their position either longitudinally or laterally.

The scarfing of girders and beams have a great variety of

forms given them, and are sometimes bolted through, at others

strapped round -with strong hoops of iron, Figs. 6*76 to 681.

Where bolts are dispensed with, it is perfectly clear that the

joint cannot have half the strength of an entiie piece. Where
the stress is longitudinal, two irons put on each side will pre-

vent the scarf that is merely indented from pulling asunder ; but such a provision will not maintain

the constant horizontal position of the timber.

When a scarf is forced to its bearings by the introduction of keys or wedges driven tight, they some-

times receive an additional strain, and it is often found advisable to omit them, and to bring the joints

679.

?can1iitc.
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exactly, the wedges are loosely put into the saw-cuts, as before, and the whole is driven to its place

When the wedges touch the bottom of the mortise, they cause it to spread, and thus hold the tenon

firmly in its place.

Dovetailing in some degree resembles mortising and tenoning, and is more adapted to uniting

together the angles of framework. The feet of the rafters require the mortise and tenon to be care-

fully made, and the thrust is destroyed to a certain extent to obtain greater strength. A portion ol

the rjifter is tenoned into the tie-beam, and another small part is let into the upper part of it : both

rafter and tenon are cut at right angles with the inclination of the roof. In Fig. 683, the rafter has

two bearing shoulders in its depth, one behind the other, in addition to the tenon which unites them.

Struts and braces which are loaded require but httle mortising to keep them from sliding out of their

places : the more flat their ends can be cut, the more efficient will they be. The shrinking of timbers

sometimes occasions them to become loose, particularly where there is not much stress upon them.

King-posts, queens, and principal rafters, which are subject to great strains, should have iron straps

or ties when they unite with the tie-beam, as in Figs. 684 to 686 ; and an iron strap should embrace

684.
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the head of the kings and queens, and unite with the principal rafters, the feet of which, in lai-ge build-

ings, sometimes have theu: abutment in a cast-u-on shoe, which prevents the splitting off the end of tlie

tie-beam.

The ends of king or queen posts may have a screw-bolt passed into them, which allows the nut to be

turned at pleasure ; and thus the framing may be tightened again when shrinking of the timbers ren-

ders it necessary. This, in many instances, is preferable to the iron strap, and keys or screws put in

the ordinary way.
Whatever form we adopt for the butting-joint, we must be careful that all parts bear alike ; for, in

the general compression, the greater surfaces will be less affected and the smaller undergo the greatest

change. When all have come to their bearing, they should exliibit an equally close joint ; and as large

imbers are moved with some difficulty, the joint cannot be often put to the test of trying whether it

liifl nicely : it must, therefore, be set out with great precision, and worked, with regard to its lines, with

exactness. A very small portion of a tie-beam left at the end is sufficient to withstand the horizontal

thrust of a principal rafter, and blocks may be used at the ends where the rafters abut to give additional

strength.

Scarfing a timber in a perpendicular direction.—AVTien the top surface is divided into nine squares, if

four are cut down, the other five serve as tenons to enter into as many vacant spaces left in the piece

of timber placed upon it, as seen in Fig. 687 ; or two may be cut away, as in the same figure, to re-

ceive a tenon left on the upper piece.

Partitions and framing for the outside of buildings, d-c, Fig. 688, are a species of timber walls,

usually covered with lath and plaster, and formed of upright posts, mortised into a head and sill,

braced in different directions, and filled in with quarters. The posts are placed at the extremities, as

well as at the sides of all doors and openings. When a partition dividing two or more rooms has a

bearing which is perfectly sohd throughout, it is better without braces : the posts or quarters have

only then to be maintained in an upright position, which is effected by driving pieces between them

horizontally, so as to strut them, and prevent their bending. Where they rest upon joists, which are

Uable to shrink, and yield to a weight placed upon them, die partition should be trussed in a manner

to throw its load on the parts able to sustain it. In most houses we find great neglect upon this sub-

ject, which occasions cracking in the cornice, inability to open and shut the doors, and many other incon-

veniences.

The thickness given to partitions which do not exceed 20 feet in length, is 4 inches. The posts arc

then 4 mches square, and the other timbers 4 by 3. When they are of greater extent, they should be

'increased in thickness. When it is required to make a doorway in the middle, the truss may be formecl
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by the braces, the inclination of which should be at an angle of about 40° with the horizon. When the

doors are at the sides, the truss may be formed over the heads. The posts should all be strapped to

the truss, and the braces halved into the upright posts.

The weight of a square of quartered partition may be estimated at from 12 cwt. to 18 cwt, and every

precaution°should be taken to discharge its weight from the floor on which it is placed, to the walls,

which are its best points of support. In ancient timber houses, mills, &c., the fronts or external sides

are formed of upright posts, placed at a distance equal to their scantling : these are mortised and ten-

oned into a top and bottom plate, which serves also to carry the floors. The posts at the angles are of

a larger scantling ; and into these, which form openings for doors and windows, are framed horizontal

piecci, which serve for heads and sills. Braces are then introduced, crossing each other, like a St.

Andrew's cross. Above the hntholes, and beneath the sills, short quarters or punchions fill in the

space, and the whole are mortised, tenoned, and pinned together. The framing should be placed on

brickwork, or a wall of masonry, so as to be kept quite clear of the ground.

Floors.—When the bearings are equal, if joists of the same width, but of different depths or thick-

nesses, are used, their strength is increased in proportion to the squares of thek vertical thickness :

when the joists are but 6 inches deep, they are in strength to those of 8 inches in depth, as 36 to 64

—

the square of 6 being 36, and that of 8, 64. The quantity of timber in the one case to that of the

other is as 4 to 3—so that one-third more timber gives a strength double that of the other.

Where square oak joists are used, and the bearing 12 feet, their scantlings should be 6 inches, and

laid at a similar distance apart. Such a floor contains the same quantity of timber as if entirely formed

of 3-inch plank : the strength of timber being as the square of its vertical thickness, it results that the

strength in these two instances is as 2 to 1 : the floor composed of 3-inch plank is only half the strength

of the other ; but had the whole been formed 6 inches thick, instead of with joists 6 inches apart, it

would have been 4 times as strong—the square of 3 being 9, and the square of 6, 36.

Waked floors are divided into sinr/le-joisfed, double, ^.n^i^ framedfloors : and it must be remarked that

unsawn timbers are considerably stronger than planks or scanthngs cut out of a round tree. When a

tree is cut longitudinally, and formed into two pieces, these will support less than they would do when

united in the original tree, arising from the circular concentric rings which compose the tree being cut

through, which renders the timber more compressible on one side than on the other ; and as the texture

is less close where it has been sawn, it is also more susceptible of change from humidity on alternation

of temperature.

Joists whose width is less than half their vertical thickness, are subject to twist and bend if not

strutted ; and for this reason squared timber was usually employed by the builders in the middle ages
;

and we have numerous examples four or five hundred years old, where the timber selected has the pith

in the centre, and the concentric rings nearly entire, being in a sound and perfect condition. Experience

also teaches us that timber, whether sawn or unsawn, used for a floor of 16 feet bearing, composed of

12 joists, 8 inches square, placed at a distance of a foot apart, is much stronger than another of 24

joists, 8 by 4, placed edgeways, at a distance of 6 inches apart, although there is the same quantity oi

timber in both cases.

Single-joisted floors consist of one series of joists, which ought to be let down or halved on to waU-

plates of a suflicient strength and scantling to form a tie, as well as a support to the floors. Each joist

should be spiked or pinned to the timbers on which it lies. Wherever fireplaces occur, and the joists

cannot get a bearing on the wall, they are let into a trimmer or piece of timber framed into the two

nearest joists that have a bearing : into this the other joists are mortised. As the trimming joists sup-

port a greater weight, they must be made stronger than the others, and should have an eighth of an

inch additional thickness given to them for every joist they carry. When the bearing exceeds 8 or 9

feet the joists should be strutted, or they will have an inclination to turn sideways : the joists in use,

being generally thin and deep, require strutting on all occasions, and a rod of kon is often passed

through them, which, being screwed up after the strutting-pieces are placed, gives the entire floor great

Bohdity and firmness. The weight of a square of single-joisted floor varies from 10 cwt. to 1 ton, and

the joists should never extend to a greater bearing than 20 feet in ordinary cases.

CS9. Mortises and Tenons.
gg^

Tofi.nd the depth of a joist, when the length of bearing and breadth in inches is given: divide the

square of the length" in feet between the supports by the breadth of the joist in inches, and the cube

root of the quotient, multiplied by 22 for fir and 23 for oak, gives the depth in inches. A single-joisted

floor which has the same quantity of timber as a double floor, is considerably stronger, particularly jf

properly strutted, than the latter. The plates, bedded on the walls, upon which the joists are to be

tafled down, should have their depth equal to half that of the joists, and their width half as much

more. In many instances the plates are not bedded entirely in the wall, but have one-half resting

bevond the face on corbels let into the wall, at a distance of 6 feet apart. To form the entaiUe or

dovetail, great care should be used, to prevent the joist from drawing out of its place when once

pinned down.
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Double floors are formed of joists, binders, and ceiling-joists. The binders rest upon the plates

bedded on the walls, and serve the purpose of supports to the joists which are bridged on them,

as well as to the ceiling-joists, which are pulleys mortised into their sides. AVhen the depth of a

binding-joist is required, the length and breadth being given, divide the square of the length in

feet by the breadth in inches, and the cube root of the quotient, multiplied by 8.42 for pine and
3.53 for oak, will give the depth in inches. When the length and depth are given, and the breadth

is required, divide the square of the length in feet by the cube of the depth in inches, and multi-

ply the quotient by 40 for pine and 44 for oak, which will give the breadth. The above rules sup-

pose the binders to be placed at a distance of 6 feet from each other.

Binding-joists (Fig. 691) must be framed into the girders, and care must be taken that the bearing

parts fit the mortise made for them very accurately : the tenon should be one-sixth of the depth,

and placed at one-third of the depth, measured from the lower side. When binding-joists only

are employed to carry the ceiling, their scantlings may be found in the same manner as those of

ceiling-joists, which are small timbers, and only of a sufficient thickness to nail the laths to.

When their length and bearing are given, their depth may be found by dividing the length in feet

by the cube root of the breadth in iuches, and multiplying the quotient by 0.64 for pine or 0.67 for

oak, which will give their depth in inches. Ceiling-joists are usually notched to the under sides of

the binding-joists, and nailed to them : this is better than mortising, which weakens the binder, and
gives more labor.

Timber-Girders.*— General Remarks^ applying only to plain beams. Girders should always be
placed so as to have good supports for their extremities. Those intended to support floors should

rest, therefore, on solid walls or piers, not over the windows or other openings. To insure this, it is

sometimes necessary to lay them obliquely across the room, but an inclined position should be avoided

if possible. It is better to provide very strong templates over the openings to carry the girder and
throw the weight well upon the piers. The ends of all timber-girders should rest upon stone tem-

plates, and be perfectly clear of the masonry. Girders should be weakened as little as possible

by mortises or joints of any kind which cut into them, especially at or near the centre of their

length, where the greatest strain comes upon them.

Wall-Plates are pieces of timber built into or upon a wall, to support the ends of joists or

other bearers. They distribute the weight thrown upon them by the joists, and give the latter a

hold upon the side-walls, so that these are
692. 693. 694.tied together. On the ground-floor the

wall-plates generally rest upon an offset

in the wall, as in Fig. 692. Above, also,

they may rest on an ofi'set, if there is a

change in the thickness of the wall ; or

they may be built into the wall, as shown
in Fig. 693, great care being taken that

there is a free circulation of air round

the ends of the joists ; or they may rest

on corbels provided for the purpose, as in

Fig. 694, thus preventing all danger of decay by contact with the masonry and want of air.

The joists are either simi)ly nailed on to the wall-plates, or " notched " (Fig. 693) or " cogged "

(Fig. 694) upon them. If the joists are of unequal depths, the notches are varied in depth also, so

as to keep the upper surfaces of the joists in the same plane. Cogging gives the joists a good

hold upon the wall-plates, so as to tie the walls in, but it is seldom done. Wall-plates are some-

times dovetailed into each other where they meet at the angles of a building ; but there are great

objections to dovetails, and it is better that they should be halved and bolted. Wall-plates should

be in as long pieces as possible ; and, when two or more pieces are required to extend along the

length of the wall, they should be carefully scarfed together.

Tredgold's Rule for size of wall-plates

:

For a 20-feet bearing, 4i inches bv 3 inches.

"30 " 6" " '4 "

40 n
Bridging-Joists or "Common Joists."—These are generally laid about 12 inches apart from

centre to centre, or sufficiently near to prevent the deflection of the floor-boards.

Joists should not be less than 2 inches wide, or they will be split by the nails holding the board-

ing, especially at the heading-joints where four nails come together. They should never be more

than 3 inches wide if they are themselves to carry a ceiling (without the intervention of ceiling-

joists), as the lower surface of the joists causes a blank space behind the ends of the laths, which

interrupts the key for the plastering.

Strutting.—Joists more than 10 feet long should be strutted at intervals of about T feet, to

make them stiff, and to prevent them from turning over sideways. The struts also add greatly to the

strength of the floor by causing the pressure on the joists to be transmitted from one to the other.

Herring-hone strutting consists of small pieces, from 2 inches to 3 inches wide and 1 inch thick,

inserted diagonally and crossing one another Vjetween the joists.

Pugging is plaster (coarse stuff) or other mixtures laid upon boards fitted in between the joists

of a floor, to prevent the passage of sound or smell from the room below.

* The remainder of this article is mainlv condensed from "Notes on Building Construction, adapted to the Require-

ments of the S}ilabus of the Science and Art Department of the Committee of Council on Education, South Ken-
sin^on." Eivingtons, London, 1S76.
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Slips of cork or list, along the upper edges of the joists upon which the boards are nailed, are

recommended by Tredgold as a means for reducing the passage of sound. Felt or felt-paper over

the boards and under the carpet have been used for the same purpose.

Trimming.—It often happens that, on account of flues, fireplaces, or from other causes, it is inad-

visable to let the ends of the joists rest on particular parts of the walls, and it is necessary that

they should be trimmed. When the joists are at right angles to the wall in which the flue or fire-

place occurs, they are stopped short of the portion of wall to be avoided, and tusk-tenoned into a

cross-beam called a " trimmer." This trimmer is tusk-tenoned at the ends, and framed in between

the two nearest bridging-joists bearing on the wall, on each side of the portion to be avoided. The
joists carrying the trimmer are called " trimming-joists." As they have to carry more weight than

the other bridging-joists, they are made wider.

TredgolcVs Rule.—To the width of the common joists add one-eighth of an inch for every joist

carried by the trimmer, and that will give the width of the trimming-joists. When the trimming-

joists are deeper than the others, they need not be so wide in proportion.

Floor-Boaeds are laid in several different ways.

Plain-jointed.—The boards are simply laid side by side, as close as possible (see Fig. 695), a nail

695. 696. 697.

or generally two being driven through the boards into each joist. The inevitable shrinkage of the

boards, as at A, will cause openings through this description of floor.

Rebated, of which the section. Fig. 696, explains itself. Here a considerable shrinkage may take

place, as at A, without causing an opening between the boards throughout their depth.

^'Fillistercd" is another name for the joint shown in Fig. 696.

Rebated, grooved, and tonyued.—One board can first be nailed, as shown at b. Fig. 697, and then

the other board, upon being slipped into it, will be kept down by the form of joint. Thus the nails

are prevented from appearing on the surface of the floor, which is sometimes desirable.

Rebated and filleted.—A rectangular rebate is cut out along the lower edges of the boards, as in

Fig. 698, and the space filled in with a slip or " fillet," occasionally of oak or some hard wood. It

will be seen that any opening caused by shrinkage is covered by the fillet, and the floor must be worn

down nearly through its whole thickness before the fillet is exposed.

Ploughed and tongued.—A narrow groove is cut in the side of each board, and an iron or wooden

tonffue inserted (Fig. 699). It will be noticed that this shares some of the advantages of the

fille1;ed joint, but the tongue is sooner laid bare when the floor is much worn. The tongue should

be kept lower than the centre of the thickness of the boards, so that as much wear as possible may
be got out of them before it is exposed.

Grooved and tongued.—In this joint, Fig. VOO, the tongue is worked upon one board to fit the

groove cut in the other. This is not an improvement on the joint last described ; the tongue is

necessarily thicker, and thus causes a thinner piece of wood to be left above the groove. This rots

and flakes away if the floor is often washed.

Doweled.—Small oak dowels are fixed along the edge of one board to fit into holes in the other,

701.

in the spaces between the joists (see Fig. 701). Doweled floors show no nails on the surface; only

one end of each board is nailed obliquely, the other being kept down by the dowel.

Of the joints above described, those illustrated in Figs. 695 and 696 are used chiefly for inferior

floors ; that shown in Fig. 698 for warehouses or barracks ; those in Figs. 699 and 700 for ordinary
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floors of a high class ; and that in Fig. VOl for very superior floors. The joints in Figs. 696, 697,

and 700 necessitate the use of a larger quantity of boarding to cover a given surface than when the

other joints arc adopted.
• Headings.—The boards in floors are seldom long enough to go right across the room. In such a

case the joint between the end of one board and the next is called the " heading joint." Headings
should always fall upon joists, and bi'cak joint with one another in plan.

Sqiiare heading.—In this, the ends of the boards simply butt against one another, similarly to the

side-joints in Fig. 695.

Splayed or beveled heading.—The ends of the boards arc splayed to fit one another, as shown in

Fig. 702.

Tongued heading.—The ends of the boards are cross-grooved, and laid with a cross-grain wood,
or a metal tongue, similar to that shown for the side-joints in Fig. 699.

Rebated and tongued heading is formed in the same way exactly as the joint shown in Fig. 697.

Forked headings.—In these the ends of the boards are cut into a number of sharp salient

and reentering notches, whose ridges are parallel to the surface of the floor. These notches fit

one another, and form a tight joint. Such joints are sometimes used in oak floors, but they are

extremely troublesome and expensive to make.
The best floors are those laid with narrow boards (from batten widths down to strips of 3 inches

or 4 inches wide), as the shrinkage in each is less, and the joints can be kept tighter. Floor-boards
are generally jammed tightly together as they are laid,

by means of flooring-cramps; but in common floors

they are sometimes laid folding, thus : Two boards

are laid and nailed at a distance apart a little less

than the width of three or four boards. These are

then put into the space, and forced home by laying a
plank upon them, and jumping upon it (see Fig. 703).

The boards thus laid together are often of the same length, so that their heading-joints fall into

one line, and are not properly broken.
General Remarks on Floors.—The timbers that carry the weight should, as a rule, be laid the

narrowest way of the room. The bearing timbers may be so arranged as to tie in the principal

walls, or, if the building forms a corner, having two or more extei-nal walls, they may be laid in

opposite directions in the alternate stories. All parts of timber built into walls should have clear

spaces round them for circulation of air. Timbers passing over several points of support, such as

joists over binders, joists or binders over party-walls, and similar cases, should be in as long lengths

as possible, by which their strength is greatly increased as compared to what it would be if they
were cut into short lengths, just suflScient to span the intervals between each pair of supports. Fix-

ing uniformly-loaded timbers rigidly at the ends increases their strength by one-half, but this can sel-

dom be done in practice. If the ends are built into, the wall, they have a tendency to strain and
destroy the masonry. The want of a free circulation of air causes the timber to decay, and in any
case it soon shrinks and becomes loose. Tredgold recommends that floors should be laid with a slight

rise in the centre (about three-fourths of an inch in 20 feet), to compensate for the settlement that

will take place in the beams. All floors near the ground should be ventilated, to secure a perfect

circulation of air round all their parts. This is easily done by inserting air-bricks in the walls.

For the same purpose openings should be left in the sleeper walls carrying the intermediate wall-

plates of ground-floors. The ground below the floor should be thoroughly drained, and covered with
ashes and quicklime. It is sometimes asphalted all over to prevent damp from rising.

Ceiling-Joists are light beams to carry the laths for the plastering of the ceiling. They are fixed

to the under side of the bearers of the floor, running at right angles to them—that is, in a single

floor to the bridging-joists, in a double or framed floor to the binding-joists. They should be 12
inches from centre to centre ; if more widely placed than this, the laths are likely to give with the
weight of the plaster. Two inches is the best width for ceiling-joists ; this is sufficient to nail the

laths to. If wider, the under surface of the joist interrupts the key for the plaster. The mode of

fixing ceiling-joists is generally to notch them and nail them.
Partitions are used to divide rooms from one another, instead of walls, to save space and ex-

pense.

Quartered partitions consist of framings filled in with light scantlings or " quarterings^'' upon the
sides of which laths are nailed and plastered. These may be " framed " or " common."

Bricknogged pai-tiiions have the intervals between the quartering filled in with brickwork, upon
which the plastering is laid.

General Remarks (chiefly from Tredgold's " Carpentry ").—Partitions containing timber should
not be used on the floor next to the ground, as the wood is affected by the damp, and decays.

Stone or brick walls are, therefore, preferable in such positions. A quartered partition sometimes
rests on the party-wall of the ground-floor. This is not a good arrangement, as the partition becomes
cracked in consequence of its being unable to settle together with the main walls to which it is fixed.

Nor should the weight of the partition be allowed to rest on the floor below it, as it bears heavily

upon the joists, cracks the ceilings below, and also settles and tears away from the ceiling above it.

A better arrangement is to suspend the partition from the floor or roof above ; this prevents the

cracking of the cornice above the partition. Of course, if the weight of the partition be thrown
upon either of the floors or the roof, these latter must be strengthened accordingly. By far the best

plan, however, is to make the partition self-supporting, depending only on the main walls carrying

its ends, and forming, in fact, a very deep truss. If the trussed partition be supported by two
walls of very unequal height, they may settle unequally, and, if so, will cause it to crack. If the

walls are of equal height and well founded, they will settle equally, and the partition moving with

21
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them -will sustain no injury. Tlae framing of the truss should be so arranged as to throw the

weight upon the points of support in the walls at the end of the truss.

Framed partition ivifh ordinary/ doorway in the centre.—A truss of queen-post form may be used,

as in Fig. 704, which is taken from Trcdgold's " Carpentry." *

The braces b b correspond to the principal rafters, and Tredgold recommends that they should be

inclined at an angle of about 40° with the sill 6' S. The door-head fulfills the part of the straining-

beam, while the bottom plate

or sill 8 8 corresponds to

the tie-beam, and may pass

between the joists under the

floor-boards. The ends of

the top plate or " head " H
of the truss are received by
the walls which support the

partition, but they should

not rest upon the walls un-

less the studs are secured

by straps to the head. The
filling - in pieces, " studs,"
" quarterings " or "quar-
ters," st, should be of light

scantling, just so thick

—

about 2 inches—that the

laths can be nailed to them. They are tenoned to the top and bottom plates, butted and nailed on

to the braces. They should be stiffened at vertical intervals of 3 or 4 feet by short struts called

" nogging-pieces," or by continuous rails, h h, notched on to the uprights and nailed to them.

The studs I) on each side of the doors are called the " door-studs," " principal posts," " uprights,"

or " double quarterings." To avoid the waste of material caused by checking these out to form

shoulders, as shown in Fig. 704, the heads of the braces may be housed and tenoned into them.

The studs should be placed at such a distance apart as will suit the length of the laths. These

are usually 3 or 4 feet long, and the studs may be at 12 inches central intervals, so that the ends of

the laths may fall upon every third or fourth stud.

Tredgold states that when a partition rests on a floor, or is otherwise supported throughout its

length, it is better without struts or braces, the quartering being simply steadied by horizontal pieces

between them. He also recommends that when extra strong and sound-proof partitions are re-

(juired, the studs should not be filled in between the framing, but nailed on the outside as battens,

and then plastered. Partitions should be made of very well-seasoned timber, and the joints carefully

fitted. The whole should be allowed to stand for some time before being lathed, so that the timber

may take its bearings, and twisted timbers may be put right before plastering. Wrought-iron tie-

rods, also cast-iron sockets and shoes, are often used (for the same purposes as in roofs) in parti-

tions of large size, or those which have to bear a great weight.

The weight of a square of partitioning may be taken at from 1,480 to 2,000 lbs. per square
; the

weight of a square of single-joisted flooring, without counter-flooring, 1,260 to 2,000 lbs.; the weight

of a square of framed flooring, with counter-flooring, 2,500 to 4,000 lbs. Scantlings for the princi-

pal timbers of a partition bearing its own weight odi/ .-4x3 inches for bearing not exceeding 26

feet ; 4 X 3i inches for bearing not exceeding 30 feet ; 6 x 4 inches for bearing not exceeding 40

feet. If the partition has to sustain the weight of a floor or roof, the sizes of the timbers must be

increased to meet the additional strain that will come upon them. The filliug-in pieces should be just

thick enough to nail laths to, about 2 inches. Any timbers more than 3 inches wide on the face, to

which the laths are nailed, should have the corners taken off so as not to interrupt the key for the plaster.

Joinery Beads are narrow, convex, plain mouldings, in section generally parts of a circle. When
the bead is formed upon a board, in the substance of the wood itself, its upper surface being flush,

or nearly so, with that of the board, it is said to be " stuck " (see Figs. 705, 706, 707).
_

If the bead
is foi'med in a separate

705. 706. 707. 708. 709. strip, and nailed or brad-

ded to the board, it is de-

scribed as " laid in " or

"planted" (see Fig. 708).

A nosing or rouneleel

edge is formed by round-

ing the edge of a piece

of stuff, as shown in Fig.

709. It is frequently used

for finishing off the edge of a projecting board, such as the tread of a step, a window-board, etc.

Quirked bead.—In Fig. 706 the circular portion is the section of the bead, and the indentation

at the side is called a " quirk."

A douUc-quirkcd bead is one with a quirk on each side, as in Fig. 707. It is also known as a

"flush bead," because it is flush with the surface of the wood.

A staff or cmglc bead is a douljle-quirked bead formed upon an angle, as shown in Fig. 708. It

is sometimes called a " return bead."

A cocked bead is one which projects above the surface of the board. In order to avoid redu-

cing the whole surface of the board, the bead may be made in a separate strip, and planted upon

it, or laid in a shallow groove, as in Fig. 708.
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A cocked head and fillet is one resting upon a flat strip or fillet slightly wider than itself, and

planted on to the surface of the board.

Reeding consists of parallel beads placed close together.

The torus is a very large bead, surmounted by a flat strip or fillet. The distinction between a

torus and a bead is, that the former is always surmounted by a fillet.

Shooting is simply making the edge of a board straight and smooth by planing off a shaving. A
board is said to have its " edges shot " when both edges have been made smooth and true with a

plane.

Scribing is cutting the edge of a board to fit an irregular surface.

Chamfering is taking off the " arris " or sharp edge, so as to form a flat, narrow surface down
an ann-le. This is frecjuently done for ornament, and also to render the angle less liable to in-

jury. Chamfers arc also often used for the same purpose as beads, especially on the edges of

lioards forming a close joint, so as not only to form an ornament, but also to hide the opening

caused by shrinkage

V-joint is the angle formed by the meeting of chamfers on two adjacent edges.

Slop-chamfer is one in which the chamfer is not carried to the extremity of the arris, but

stopped and sloped, or curved up at the end till it dies away again into the square angle.

Housing consists in letting the whole end of one piece of timber for a short distance into another.

Framing.—Frames in joinery consist of narrow pieces of wood connected by mortise and tenon

joints, and grooved on the inside to receive boards, which fill up the openings in the framing.

In every frame the vertical pieces are called " stiles," S S (Fig. VlO), the horizontal pieces "rails,"

E R. These constitute the framing itself,

and in the example shown are filled in

with panels, F F.

The pieces of wood forming a frame

should be narrow, so. as to be affected

as little as possible by shrinking under

atmospheric influence. The inner edges

of the stiles and rails are grooved to the

depth of about half an inch to receive

the panels, which should fit so tightly as

not to rattle, and yet should be free to

contract.

Paneling.—The boarding which fills in each opening of any piece of framing is called a " panel.

710.

J.
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is finished and cleaned off ready for fixing. The ends of the rails are formed with tenons of differ-

ent kinds, as shown in Fig. 712. These fit into mortises in the stiles, and are then secured by wedges.
The top rail has a single haunched tenon at each end, the frieze rail a common tenon at each end,

and the bottom rail a double tenon at each end. The lock rail is provided at dt with a double tenon,

strengthened by a haunch

711.
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/-^

FR I £ZE RAIL
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mented by a moulding, being known, accordingly, as a " rounded " or " moulded " nosing. Fliers are

the ordinary steps ol rectangular shape in plan. Winders are the steps of triangular or taper form
in plan, required in turning a corner or going round a curve. The small ends of winders are some-

times called the " quoins." A flight is a continued series of steps without a landing. A landing is

the flat resting-place at the top of any flight. A half space is a landing extending right across the

\vidtli of the stair. A quarter space is a landing extending half across the width of the staircase.

The going of a stair is the distance from riser to riser. This term is, however, sometimes taken to

mean the width of the stair, that is, the length of the steps. The going of a flight is the distance

fi'om the first to the last riser in the flight. The line of nosings is tangent to the nosings of the

steps, and thus parallel to the inclination of the stair. Newels are posts or columns used in some
kinds of stairs to receive the outer ends of steps. If the steps are pinned into the wall and there is

no post, the staircase is said to have an " open newel." The handrail is a rounded rail, parallel

nearly throughout its length to the general inclination of the stair, and at such a height from the

steps as to be conveniently grasped by a person on the stairs. Balusters are slight posts or bars

supporting the handrail.

Dimensions of stabs.—The dimensions of staircases and steps are regulated by the purposes for

which they are intended.

Length of steps.—As a rule, steps should not be less than from 3 to 4 feet long, so as to allow two
persons to jiass, and in supei^ior buildings they are very much longer.

Tread and rise.—The angle of ascent for a stair will depend upon the total height to be gained

between the floors, and the space that can be afforded in plan. The wider the step the less the rise

should be, as steps which are both wide and high require a great exertion to climb. Authorities difl'er

slightly as to the proportion between the tread and riser.

The following mile is often adopted for steps of the dimensions ordinarily required in practice, i. e.,

those with treads from 9 inches to 14 inches wide: Width of tread x height of riser = 66 inches.

Thus, with a tread of 12 inches, the riser would be 5| inches; with a riser of 6 inches, the tread

would be 11 inches.

The tread of a step should, however, never be less than 9 inches in width, even for the commonest
stair; while, for first-class houses and public buildings, the staii's may have treads from 12 to 14

inches wide. Flights should, when possible, consist of not more than 12 or 13 steps, after which
there should be a landing, so that weak people may have a rest at short intervals. Two consecutive

flights ought not to be in the same direction.

Different Forms of Stairs.—A straight stair is one in which all the steps are parallel to one
another and rise in the same direction ; thus a person ascending moves forward in a straight line.

A dog-legged stair is so called from its being bent or crooked suddenly round in fancied resemblance

to a dog's leg. In this form of stair the alternate flights rise in opposite directions. The ends of

the steps composing each of these alternate flights are in the same plane with those of the other

flight, so that there is no opening or well-hole between them.

A geometrical stair is one in which there is an opening or well-hole between the backward and for-

ward flights.

Circular stairs are composed of steps contained in a circular or polygonal staircase, toward the

centre of which they all converge. All the steps are necessarily winders.

Parts of Wooden Stairs.—Strings are thick boards or pieces of timber placed at an inclination to

support the steps of a wooden stair. Wooden stairs of the commonest description are thus constructed

:
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Two stiings, 8 S, Fig. 713, are fixed at the slope determined upon for the stairs ; in these, rectan-

gular notches are cut, each equal in depth to the rise, and in width nearly equal to the tread of a step

:

upon these, boards are nailed, forming the treads t and risers r. In stairs of a better description
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the outer strings are cut as above described ; but the ends of the risers, instead of coming rio-ht
through and showing on the outer surface of the string, are mitred against the vertical part of the
notch in the strmg, as shown at a a in Fig. 714 (plan), the other end of the step being, as before
housed mto a groove formed in the wall string. The outer extremitv of the tread is also cut and
mitred, as shown in Fig. 714, to receive a return moulding, forming- the nosing of the end of the
step. The mortises for the balusters are frequently dovetailed into the treads.
Homed strinffs.—In many common staircases the strings, instead of being notched out to receive

the steps, are left with their upper surfaces parallel to the lower, and grooves are cut into their inner
sides to receive the ends of the treads and risers ; these grooves are called " housings," and the steps
are said to be " housed " into the strings. Fig. 715 is an elevation of the inner side of a housed
string, showing the sinkings or housings formed to receive the steps. Fiij. 716 is a sectional eleva-
tion through the steps, showing the treads t and the risers r in position. These are secured by means
of wedges x y, which should be well covered with glue before insertion. The treads are sometimes
formed with two tenons at each end, which fit into mortises cut through the string.

Opoi striiigs are those, such as the cut strings, or cut and mitred strings, described above, which
are cut so as to show the outline of the steps.

Close strings have their upper and lower surfaces parallel, the steps being housed into them as
above described (see Fig. 716).

Wreathed siring is one formed into a continuous sweep round the well-hole of a geometrical stair.
The wcdl string is the string up against the wall, and plugged to it ( W 8, Fig. 714).
The outer siring is the string at the end of the steps farthest from the wall^O *S).'A rough string is an additional support between the former two, in stairs of more than 3 or 4 feet

in width {R S)
;
called also a carriage. In very wide stairs two or more rough strings are used

Wooden steps are formed of boards, as shown in Fig. 717. The risers are united to the treads by

joints, which may be grooved and tongued, as in steps 5, 6—feathered, as in step 4—or rabbeted, as
No. 3 ;

in every case the joint is glued. The riser often has only its upper end tongued, the lower
butting upon the tread below. This is not so good a construction as that shown at 3. A common
practice is to house the lower edge of the riser into the tread below, as at x. The tread is some-
times tongued into the riser, but that is not a good construction.
The joint between the tread and riser is strengthened by small blocks glued into the inner angle,

as shown in steps 3 and 4 ; these may be either rectangular or triangular in section. The inner ends
of the treads rest upon rough strings R 8 (if any), and they are frequently further supported by
rough brackets, r b, attached to the rough strings or carriages. These brackets may be pieces nailed
alongside the string, as in steps 1, 2, 3, 4, or triangular pieces fixed to its upper surface, as in 5 and
6. The treads project over the risers, and are finished with a rounded or a moulded nosing, the pro-
jection of the nosing being generally equal to the thickness of the tread. When a moidded nosing
is adopted with an open string, the moulding is returned at the end of the step, being mitred at the
angle. The mouldings are generally planted on under the rounded nosing of the tread. The treads
should be of oak or other hard wood, and may be li inch thick for steps 4 feet long—the thickness
being increased by one-eighth of an inch for every 6 inches added to the length of the step.
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CAR, REFRIGERATOR. See Ice-making and Refrigerating Machinery.

CARS, RAILWAY. See Railway Cars.

CARTON PIERRE. Paper pulp mixed with whiting and glue. It is pressed into any desired

shape, in sectional moulds of oiled plaster. It is largely employed for decorations in relief, to imitate

sculpture in theatres, and also for the manufacture of fancy articles, picture-frames, etc.

CARTRIDGE-MAKING MACHINERY. The successful invention of the self-primed metallic-case

cartrid^-e has greatly simplified the construction of breech-loading small arms. Prior to its intro-

duction and use, the prevention of the escape of flame through the joint of the breech was of diffi-

cult if not impossible accomplishment ; and the complicated arrangements of the breech mechanism

had to be resorted to, with at best unsatisfactory results. The metallic cartridge overcomes this

difficulty, being itself a perfect gas-check, renewed at every round, preventing foulness and also wear

of the mechanism. So important an element is it, that it may be said that, with a perfect cartridge,

the most indifferent breech arrangement can be used with safety and efficiency. Among the benefits

claimed for the metallic cartridge may be mentioned its completeness and simplicity, and the facts

of its being self-primed and of sufficient streng^th to withstand the roughest usage ; its accuracy,

because of the coincidence of the axes of the bore and bullet ; and added to these, the impossibility

of firing but one cartridge at a time.

Cartridges are made of various sizes and with differing forms of projectile, as the short round,

long conical, and taper conical swaged balls. The explosion of the cartridge is caused either by

"centre" or " I'im" fire, according as the percussion composition is concentrated at the centre or rim

of the rear portion. The system adopted by the U. S. Ordnance Department and leading cartridge

manufacturers is known as the centre-fire. By concentrating the percussion composition in the centre

of the head, the quantity used is reduced to a minimum—to less than one-fourth of what is required

to prime the entire circumference in the rim-fire ; and this smaller quantity is so much better protected

as not to be at all liable to accidental explosions. The central portion of the head has more elas-

ticity than the rim, and is better adapted to resist the strain upon it from the sudden action of the

fulminate, besides having the additional advantage of permitting the reenforcing of the rim, thus

strengthening the weakest portion of the cartridge-case.

The regulation U. S. cartridge consists of the following parts : The case, the cup-anvil, half grain

of percussion composition, 70 grams of musket powder, and a lubricated leaden bullet weighing 450

grains.

The case is the copper tube which forms the receptacle for the powder-charge, the percussion com-

position, and the bullet. Its exterior conformation is designed to facilitate its ready extraction from

the gun. Besides the rim at the closed end, which is intended primarily to assist extraction, the case

is tapered from tlie rear to a point where it seizes the bullet.

The ciip-anvil is a small metallic cup of sufficient rigidity to resist the blow of the hammer, and

of such form as to insure the passage of the flame to the powder-charge. It is provided with a cir-

cular recess or cavity, on which the percussion composition is deposited. Two little vents at the

extremities of a diameter of this recess direct, the flame to the charge. The cup when charged with

the composition is placed within the copper case, pressed snugly against its closed end, and crimped

firmly into position. Cups and shell are of copper. The bullet enters more than half its length into

the case, in order that the lubricant in its grooves may be entirely covered and protected. To render

the cartridge water-proof, the edge of the case is crimped hard against the bullet. In making the

cases for the United States army, sheet copper of No. 2 wire gauge, obtained in strips 35 inches

long, 3.3 inches wide, and from .025 to .027 inch thick, is employed, each strip giving material for

40 cases.

Cartridge Manufacture.—The first operation is performed by a double-acting press, to which the

strips, after being straightened and oiled, are fed by hand, a small stop on the die-plate regulating

the length of feed. The first shape given to the case is that of a flat circular disk 1.7 inch in diame-

ter. The punch is essentially a punch within a punch, the exterior one cutting the disk clear from

the strip, while the interior one descends and forces the blank through a tapered die, giving it a

shallow cup-shape 1.06 inch in diameter and .55 inch deep. After passing through and beyond the

tapered die, the cup expands slightly, and is stripped from the interior punch as the latter ascends.

In order to draw the cups to the dimensions of the finished cases required, they are subjected to the

action of four additional punches and dies of decreasing sizes, so as gradually to elongate them
while reducing their diameters. These draws are made by the single-action presses, each having a

single punch and die. Fig. 718 represents a single-acting punch. At the second drawing the tubes

are annealed, to restore ductility. The annealing is done by placing the tubes in a perforated iron

cylinder, heating them red-hot in a charcoal fire, revolving the cylinder to equalize the heat, then

plunging them into a solution of 1 part of sulphuric acid and 15 parts of water. They are then

thoroughly washed to remove all trace of acid. The pickle is used to remove any scale or oxide occa-

sioned by the aimealing. The fourth and finishing draw having left the tubes of unequal lengths

and with ragged edges, it is necessary to have the tube trimmed, which is accomplished by the trhn-

minc/ machine. The tubes are placed in the trough of this machine, whence they are taken up by a

revolving mandrel, against which, and just inside of a shoulder upon the same, the edge of a circular

cutter is pressed. The tube, when brought into position by the mandrel, is cut clean and even by
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the cutter, a stripper removing the tube and scrap after each operation. This machine trims at the
rate of 80 a minute. In all the operations previous to and succeeding the aunealiug, lard oil of the
best quality is the lubricant used. But as the smallest particle of oil will impair the efficiency of
the fulminate, it is of importance that all vestiges of it be removed. To accomplish this, the tubes

are placed in a potash solution.

The head or rim of the case is next formed
by the heading machine. Fig. '719. This ma-
chine consists of a horizontal die, countersunk
at one end for shaping the head, a feed-punch
to insert the tubes into the die, and a heading-
punch to flatten the closed end of the tubes
into the countersink. The tubes, which are a
little longer than the headed cases, are fed into
the inclined trough of the heading machine,
whence they are taken up on the feed-punch.
A shoulder ou this punch, at a distance from
its extremity equal to the inner depth of the
headed case, prevents it from extending to the
full depth of the tube, and any surplus of metal
is thereby left at the closed" end of the tube
for the formation of the head. The feed-punch
inserts the tube into the die, and holds it there
while the heading-punch moves forward by a
powerful cam, and presses and folds the unsup-
ported projecting portion of the tube into the
countersink of the die, forming and accurately
shaping the head or rim. The headed case, be-
ing left in the die as the feed-punch recedes, is

pushed out by the succeeding tube and thrown
by a flipper into the receptacle below. This
machine is fed at the rate of C5 cases a minute.
The tubes are now subjected to a temperature
of 125° to remove all moisture.

This portion of the shell being ready, the
"cup-anvil" is made. It is punched out by
the double-action press, of unannealed copper
in strips 20 inches long, 3.125 wide, and 0.48
thick. The cups are formed at the rate of 75
a minute. They now go to the cup-cutiing and
(rimming machine, which consists of a revolv-
ing rose-cutter, made of a number of small cut-

ters that can be changed and sharpened at pleasure. They afterward pass to the cup-veniiug
machine, where the vents are punched in the trimmed cups by a two-pointed punch and correspond-
ing dies. The cups are fed by a revolving plate at the rate of 70 per minute. The circular depres-
sion in the bottom of the cup which serves as a receptacle for the fulminate is formed by the caq)-
impression mcichine, to which the cups are fed through a vertical trough at the rate of 80 per min-
ute. The trough has a flat pan at the top, into which the cups in quantities are emptied, and where

they are arranged so as to present
the proper end to the punch in

passing through the machine. The
cups are now washed.
The next operation is the prim-

ing of the cup, which is done by
the priming machine. The per-
cussion composition which is used
consists of fulminate of mercurj',

by weight, 35 parts; chlorate of
potash, 16; glass dust, 45; gum
arable, 2 ; and gum tragacanth, 2.

This composition, which is of the
consistence of a thick paste, is de-

posited in the recess of the cup
by the cup-priming machine, Fig.

720, of which the principal parts
are: 1, the central revolving spin-

dle A, with four tubular feeders
at its head, which deposits the per-

cussion composition in the cups ; 2, the magazine B, on the right ; and 3, the circular plate C, on
the left, on which the unprimed cups are fed "to the machine. The four tubular composition-feeders
at the head of the spindle consist each of a small depending stem, down which a eloselv-fitting tube
is made to slide, the lower edge projecting a little below the end of the stem. By the rev°olving
motion of the spindle these tubular feeders are brought successively over the magazine and over the
cups to be primed. At the moment a feeder is presented over the magazine (which is a shallow dish
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containing the composition), the latter rises until its bottom is in contact with the tube, a slight

shaking motion of the magazine during its progress serving to deposit compactly into the open

projecting end of the tube a sufficient quantity of composition for the priming of a cup. The maga-

zine then recedes, while the revolving spindle carries the charged feeder to the circular plate C on

the left, which presents the cup for priming. The motion of this plate is from left to right, while

721.

that of the spindle is from right to left, whereby the feeders and cups are made to meet and leave

each other in opposite directions. The plate is provided with eight upright movable stems, on which

the unprimed cups are fed. As the cups and feeders are brought by the revolutions of the plate

and spindle in a vertical line with each other, the cups are raised by their stems so as to receive

the composition exactly in their circular recesses from the tubes of the feeders. The tube at the

moment of contact with the cup slides up
its depending stem, and frees the compo- ^.^^IHIItk 722
sition from its end, which is pressed by
the upward motion of the cup snugly into

the circular recess. A specific quantity

of composition is thus deposited at each

operation. This machine primes at the

rate of 33 cartridges a minute.

While the composition is still moist in

the circular recesses of the cups, the lat-

ter are put into the headed eases and
crimped into position, the cases being ta-

pered at the same time. This operation

is performed by the tapering machine,

Fig. 721, which consists of four vertical

tapered dies C C, with stems projecting

from their centres, on which the cases

and cups are fed ; the crimpers, which
work from the sides of the dies ; and the

descending punch D, which forces the

cases into the dies. The primed cups are

placed on the ends of the stems project-

ing from the dies, and the cases are placed

over them. By the revolution of the hori-

zontal plate on which the dies are placed,

each die is in succession brought under
the descending punch, which forces the

cases into the dies and presses their heads
hard against the primed cups, while the
crimpers move forward from the side and bite the cups snugly and firmly into place. The central

stem rises out of the die as the latter leaves the punch, and the case fs removed by a spring.

BcLLET-MAKiNG.—The buUets used are generally of the elongated variety, and are made either by

compression, swaging, or casting. Compressed bullets are considei'ed the best, as they are uniform

in size and weight, more homogeneous and more accurate, and give better results, than the cast and

swaged varieties. The lead used should be pure and soft, of a specific gravity 11.35, increased by
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having a diameter of .42 of

724.

pressure to about 11.45, and which melts at 600° F. and volatilizes at red heat. The lead is first

cast into cylindrical bars .59 of an inch in diameter and 20 inches long. They are then rolled,

an inch and 36 inches long. These bars are fed to the hullet-formhtg

^23
machine, Fig. 722, through a vertical

tube above a horizontal cutter, which
cuts at each stroke suijficient metal
to form a bullet, and transfers it

to the die, in which by means of a
vertical punch the bullet with its

grooves is formed. The surplus
lead is forced out at the junction
of the dies, in the direction of the
longer axis of the bullet, and at the
junction of the punch and dies at

its head. The dies and punches for
this machine are made of the finest

cast-steel. The dies are cut out to

the form and dimensions of the bul-

let, and have as hard and smooth
a surface as it is possible to give
them. They are hardened in cold
water, and the temper drawn to a
light straw-color. They are made
in such a manner that only small

portions of their faces, just surrounding the base of the bullet, may be in contact while the bullet
is being formed. A bullet machine makes 30,000 bullets in ten hours. The operation of trimming
the bullets is performed by the bullet-trimming machine, Fig. 723. The bullets are fed by hand into

a revolving perforated circular plate, whence they are forced
by a punch through trimmers, which open from the point
to the base of the bullet and conform to its shape, a cut-

ter at the same time passing over the base. After this they
are forced by the punch through a gauge under the trim-
mer. The bullet being finished, the next step is to lubricate
it, for which purpose the "following is considered the best
lubricant: bayberry tallow, by weight, 8 parts; graphite, 1

part. The lubrication of the bullet is done by the hihricaf-

ing machi^ie. The lubricant is moulded into cylinders of
about 10 inches in length. These cj-lindcrs are fed to the
machine through a vertical tube, pressure being applied to

keep the supply constant. The bullets are placed by hand
in a perforated plate revolving vertically, and are forced by
a punch through the sizing gauge fixed in the bottom of
the tube, which is pierced with small holes. The lubricant
is forced through the holes into the grooves of the bullet.

The cases are now loaded with powder by means of the
loading machine, Fig. 724, which consists of a revolving cir-

cular plate with holes and a hopper and powder measure.
The cases and bullets are fed upon revolving plates, 35 a
minute. The former are lifted into the holes or receivers,

passed under the hopper and measure for a charge of pow-
der, and then under the bullet-feeder for a lubricated bullet.

In order to insure a full charge of powder in each cartridge,

the machine is provided with a bell, which gives notice to

the operative of any failure in this particular. The edge of
the case is then crimped on the bullet. The receivers are
smaller at the top, where the bullet enters, than at the bot-

tom, where the case is received, the diameter of the former
being only equal to that of the interior of the open end of
the latter. After the bullet has been pressed into the case

the cartridge is lifted, so that the edge of the case is forced
into the conical surface of the receiver, between its larger

and smaller diameters. The powder is placed in a large paste-

board hopper about 2 feet above the machine, and is fed to
the cases through a paper tube 1 inch in diameter. The hopper and tube stand inside of a large con-
ical shield of boiler iron. After loading, the cartridges are wiped clean and packed in wooden boxes.
For much of the foregoing details we are indebted to the Winchester Repeating Arms Company of

New Haven, Conn. See also reports of Chief of Ordnance U. S. A., since 1870. G. H. B.
CARVING TOOLS. In Figs. 725 to 739 are represented the various tools used in hand-carving

in wood. The chisel. Fig. 725," is of various widths, from one-eighth of an inch to an inch, has a
straight edge, and is used for plane surfaces which are square, removing superfluous wood and
grounding. It is the most necessary tool of the set. The gouge. Fig. 726, has a curved edge of
various sweeps, according to the depth to be cut. It ranges from almost flat to the exact half of a
circle, about eight different sweeps. The skew-chisel. Fig. 727, is a variation of Fig. 725, the edge
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beiuo- o-round back from either corner, being right or left hand. It is useful for working out the

insid'e 'corners of angles, where the edge of Fig. 725 would be too wide. The parting tool^, Fig. 728,

is a sort of gouge with an angular edge. Its cut is V-shaped, and it is quite essential for various

purposes of cutting angular grooves.

They are made either straight
_
or

bent. Fig. 734 is only a variation

of the parting tool, quite narrow,

and used to engrave the veins of

leaves and similar work. The part-

ing tool is often used for the same

purpose. Figs. 730 to 737 are sim-

ple variations of the tools already

mentioned. Their peculiar shape

adapts them for use in confined

spaces, where the shanks of the

other tools could not be carried

back far enough to make a clear

cut, the relief of the carving being in

the way. Fig. 738 is a scraper, and

Fig. 739 a riffling tool for finishing.

For machine-carving, see Mould-

ing AND Shaping Machines.

CASTIXQ. The forming of met-

als and other substances by pour-

ing them while in a liquid or melt-

ed state into moulds, and allowing

them to solidify by setting or cooling.

(See Pattern-making and MoifLDiNG,

Ladle, Furnaces, Blast, and Iron-

making Machinery.) The term, when
applied to the casting of metals, is

used synonymously with founding,

and the place where the work is

done is called a foundry.

For melting the metal to be cast,

the cupola furnace is most commonly
used. This will be found described

under Furnace, Cupola. The re-

verberatory furnace (see Iron-mak-

ing Machinery) is sometimes em-
ployed, and has the advantage of

making strong, close, and safe cast-

ings. The circumstances under which

this form of furnace may be used in

preference to the cupola are as fol-

lows : when there are no means for

obtaining sufficient blast for a cu-

pola ; when it is necessary to melt

down such large masses of metal as

cannot be managed in the cupola

;

when it is required to bring a given

pig iron by deoxidation to its highest

point of tensile resistance, as in gun-

founding ; or when it is necessary to

erect a foundry under circumstances

where a cupola with blast could not

be built or worked. Under most oth-

er circumstances the cupola is to be
preferred, as the revcrberatory is

neither economical in metal nor fuel,

except where the operations are con-

stantly going on from day to day on
a very large scale, and where good
bituminous coal Is cheap.

Arrangement of a Foundry.—

A

well-appointed foundry, in addition

to the room required for the ac-

tual work of moulding <nnd

725.—Carving Chisel.

72'6.—Carving Qouge.

^S!3^

730.—Spoon-bit or Entering Cliisel.

782.—Spoon-bit or Entering Gouge.

735.—^Fluting Gouge.

-Scraper.

739.—EiflBing Tool

casting. should have rooms for storing and preparing the materials

of the moulds, such as grinding and sifting the sand, loam, coal, coke, plumbago, or cha,rcoal.

There should also be a workshop for making the patterns which are to be used in the formation of

the moulds. The moulding-room embraces an area of greater or less extent, but even in moderate

establishments it is necessarily of considerable size. Where heavy articles are founded there are

huge cranes for lifting and moving moulds and castings from one place to another. The floors of
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such foundries are also covered or rather filled with moulding-sand to a considerable depth, varying
from 5 to 10 feet. Fig. '740 represents the interior of a foundry for heavy castings. The principal
parts are as follows : a «, cupola furnaces ; b h, tuyeres ; c, crane ; d, ovens for baking moulds

; e,

cope of a grecnsand mould, made in the floor-bed
; //, temporary furnaces for forcing heat through

the pipes (/
r/ into a large mould; h, mould of a steam-cylinder, placed in a pit and in process of

740.

completion. In one part of the room, usually at one side, and sometimes adjoining another room for
making light castings, stands the furnace for melting the metal.

Conmmpiion of i^wc^.—According to the experiments of Dulong, 1 lb. of carbon, combining with
the necessary quantity of oxygen to form carbonic acid, develops 12,906 units of heat. The specific
heat of cast-iron being about 13°, the melting-point 2190°, and coke containing 82 per cent, of carbon,
then to heat a ton of cast-iron of a temperature of say 40° to a temperature of 2190° would require

2190-40 =
Heat. Iron. Sp. heat

2150 X 2240 X 13

12906 X .82.
= 59.1 lbs. coke.

This is supposing that the whole of the carbon is converted into carbonic acid ; but if by any means
carbonic oxide is formed, a very different result is obtained, 1 lb. of carbon burning "to carbonic
oxide then evolving only 4,453 units of heat. If, however, by admitting air above the zone where
the oxide is formed, we recover 4,4Y8 units, this + 4,458 gives 8,931, which is a little over two-thirds
of the available heat to be got out of 1 lb. of carbon, allowing 10 per cent, for moisture in the coke,
10 per cent, for radiation, and 20 per cent, for loss of heat passing off at the top of the cupola, or
40 per cent, in all. Mr. N. E. Spretson concludes that the amount of coke per ton of metal should
not exceed 112 lbs., although the actual consumption is, as has been shown, usuallv much higher.
Mr. Edward Kirk states that "the percentage of fuel actually required to melt a ton of iron will
vary according to the quality of the fuel used, the construction of the cupola, the pressure of the
blast, the way in which the iron is charged, the way in which the bed is burned, and the amount of
iron melted. A larger percentage of fuel is required to run off a small heat than would be required
for a large heat in the same cupola." The same authority gives as examples of the most economical
melting in a cupola the following: " 1 lbs. of iron to 1 lb. of coal; 8 lbs. of iron to 1 lb. of Con-
nellsville coke; 4 lbs. of iron to 1 lb. of gas-house coke made from Pittsburg coal." Averae;e melt-
ing in foundries he states to be " about 4 lbs. of iron to 1 of coal, 5 lbs. ot iron to 1 of C'onnells-
ville coke, and 3 lbs. of iron to 1 of gas-house coke."

Table showing Percentagca of Fuel and Ckisiings in seven large Stove Foundries in Albany and Troy,
N. Y., for 1876. {Compiledfrom Kirk's "-Founding of Metah:')

Ton
2,059

1,300

Gross amount of iron melted
Amount of stock melted
Amount of cleaned castings, net 1,344
Percentag-e of de.aned castings ' -., ..„

Ijroduced to total iron melted . f
°'-*"

Percentage of coal used in \

melting f

Lbs

1,087

1,860

919

15.55

Tons. Lbs. I Tons.

2,817 1,420 1.81S
1,842 1,871

1 1,123
1,960| 889 1.128

62.12

14.51

Lbs. Tons,
j

Lbs.

930 1,0091 415
42 Cfil 702

1,407 6641 707

55 42

15.17

58.62

17.22

5
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Loss of Iron in Melting.—Mr. Kirk gives the average loss as followS :
" In stove-plate foundries,

from 2 to 8 per cent. ; in machinery foundries, with the average iron, from 4 to 10 per cent. ; on old

stove-plate and shot iron, from 20 to 30 per cent. ;
on burnt iron, from 25 to 60 per cent., according

to how badly the iron is burnt."

The same author gives the following data of a test-heat made in the foundry of the Jackson &

Woodin Manufacturing Company, to ascertain the wastage of iron

:

Heat melted March 24, 1876 : Lump coal, 2,002 lbs. ; No. 2 pig iron, 6,069 lbs. ; limestone, 160

lbs. • castino-s, 5,029 lbs.
;
gates and scrap, 469 lbs. ; cmder scrap, 287 lbs. Total iron put into the

cupola, 6,06^9 lbs. ; total iron out of the cupola, 5,785 lbs. : lost in melting, 284 lbs., or say 4.7 per

cent., or 105 lbs. per 2,240 lbs.

Heat melted March 25, 1876 : Lump coal, 2,002 lbs. ; No. 2 pig iron, 6,069 lbs. ; Kirk's chemical

flux used; castings, 4,380 lbs.
;
gates and scrap, 1,036 lbs. ; cinder scrap, 504 lbs. Total iron put

into the cupola, 6,069 lbs. ; total iron out of the cupola, 5,920 lbs. : lost in melting, 149 lbs., or say

2^ per cent., or 56 lbs. per 2,240 lbs.
'
Charging the Cupola, and C'fts^in^r.*—Supposing the cupola to be cool, but in good working order

as to lining, tuyeres, etc., the falling iron door at the bottom, if the cupola is provided with one,

must be closed, securely fastened in its place, and well covered with sand. Moulding sand is used

when only a small quantity of iron is to be melted ; if a large quantity of melted metal is required,

a more refractory sand is desirable. A wood fire is then lit in the cupola, upon which coke, coal, or

charcoal is placed, the tap-hole being left open to supply air to support the combustion, the tuyeres

being also left open. The cupola is then filled with fuel, which is kept in brisk combustion. It

requTres several hours to heat the furnace for blast, which is not laid on until the flame appears on

the top of the fuel. AVhen the furnace is thoroughly heated, the nozzles are put in, and the fan or

blower is put to work. Before putting on the blast, however, the large tap-hole must be closed with

moulding sand, or good fire-proof clay and sand mixed, leaving a small hole at the bottom, which

serves as'the tap-hole for the iron. This should be about 2 inches diameter, and is formed by placing

a tapered iron bar in the place where the hole is to be, ramming the sand tightly around it, and re-

moving it as soon as the hole is properly and securely moulded. When the blast is put on it will

drive a flame through the tap-hole, as well as out of the top of the cupola. The tap-hole is left open

to dry the fresh loam and sand, and also so that its sides may be glazed or vitrified by the heat, so

as to resist the friction of the tapping-bar ; the heat also serves to glaze the lining of the cupola in

those parts which have been mended with fire-clay since the last melting. When the cupola is

intended to hold a large quantity of iron, the large tapping-hole should be covered with an iron

plate, securely fastened to the iron casing, leaving only the small tap-hole open.

Commence charging iron as soon as the lower parts of the furnace show a white heat, which is

best known by the color of the flame issuing from the tap-hole, it being at first a light blue, but

afterward becoming of a whitish color. About ten minutes after charging the ix'on, the melted metal

appears at the tap-hole, which must then be closed by a stopper made of loam, which has been

worked by hand to a proper consistence ; a round ball of this is placed on a disk of iron at the end

of a wooden rod, and is forced into the tap-hole ; this is also done when it is wished to stop a tap-

ping out with the bott or bod stick, as it is called, but is then a more difficult operation, as the mol-

tenlron frequently squirts out past the Ijott stick while the men are trying to apply tlie plug. Pig

iron is broken into pieces of from 10 to 15 inches in length before it is charged into the cupola.

This is a very laborious operation, especially in the case of tough pig iron. The first breaking is

generallv accomplished by throwing the pig down heavily upon a piece of old iron fixed in the ground,

after which it is broken up still smaller with a sledge-hammer. This work is now very often per-

formed by an adaptation of Blake's or some other stone-crusher. From 10 to 12 lbs. of fuel are

charged for every 100 lbs. of iron, but this quantity varies, depending much upon the nature oi the

fuel,°of the iron to be melted, and upon the size and construction of the cupola. Along with the

coke and iron, limestone must be put in, broken up into pieces about 2 inches cube,_ or oyster shells,

in quantities varying from 2 to 5 per cent, according to the nature of the fuel and iron. Too much

limestone, as well as too little, causes the iron to become white and lose some of its carbon, and in

many cases its strength and softness are greatly impaired. The limestone, when used, is commonly

introduced into the cupola after the first charge of metal. It is intended to act as a flux, and com-

bine with any earthy matters that may be present in the metal and coke. With these it forms a

glassy compound, and by this means the iron is freed from such impurities as it falls to the bottom.

The slag, as it is termed, floats on the surface of the iron collected at the bottom, and frequently

makes its appearance at the tuyeres in a solid state. The cupola should be kept full while in blast, or

at least so long as iron is melted, by alternate charges of iron, fuel, and limestone. Fuel is gener-

ally put on first, then iron, and lastly the limestone, and the charging continued without intermission

until all the iron required at that time is melted, when the charges are stopped. The blast is, how-

ever, kept on until all the iron has been tapped. As a matter of experience it has been found that

the interior form of furnaces greatly afPects the condition of the metal, and thus influences its appli-

cability to certain uses. Thus cupolas which are larger in diameter at the bottom than at_ the top

work hotter than those with parallel sides, and also last longer, as the melted iron, which is apt to

cut the fire-brick, then sinks more through the materials in the body of the cupola than it does in

cupolas with parallel sides. The amount of taper to be give to the lining depends upon the size of

the cupola : a large one will bear more taper than a narrow one. If it is intended to melt different

qualities of iron in the same heat, a thick layer of fuel should be placed between the various brands,

so as to allow of the extraction of all the iron which was first charged before the second appears at

the bottom. In such cases it is preferable first to melt the gray iron, or that iron which is to make

* From "A Practical Treatise on Casting and Founding,'" by N. E. Spretsou.
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soft castings, and white or hard iron afterward. Wlien as much iron is melted as is required, the
clay plug of the tap-hole is pierced by a sharp steel-pointed bar, or iron rod driven by a hammer,
and the metal run into pots, or it is run directly into the mould by means of gutters moulded in the
sand of the floor. After each successive tapi^ing of the iron the tap-hole is closed, and more iron is

allowed to accumulate in the bottom of the cupola.

When the work of the cupola is over, the workmen begin to clear it out. To this end they break
down the temporary clay-work that narrows up the tapping-door to one small hole. Having cleared

this away, a plate-iron fence is set up opposite the door, behind which the workman stands, and over
which he shoots a long rod, kneed at the end, into the furnace, to loosen the contents, consisting of
refuse coke and clay, and drag them out while yet hot; for, if sufEei-cd to remain until cold, tliey

would be congealed into a compact mass. This operation is much more easily performed in cases
where the cupola is built with a movable bottom.

Char(jing the Reverberatory Ficrnacc, and Casting.—When a cast is to be made at a certain time,

the reverberatory is heated for some hours previously by a brisk fire. When the furnace is white-

hot the charging-door is opened, and the pig iron is placed in its proper position on the sole, due care
being taken in stacking the metal as will be described, the most easily fusible portions being first

chai'ged and put at the bottom of the heap. The whole quantity of iron which it is desired to melt
at one heat must be charged at the same time, as it is not considered advisable to add cold iron to

that which is already melted. All the iron contained in a liquid form in the basin is to be tapped
before any fresh pig can be charged. When all the iron contained in the furnace is melted, the tap-

hole is opened with a sharp crowbar, and the liquid iron is either led into pots or directly into the
mould. The tap-hole is stopped with damped sand, or a mixture of loam and coal-dust. When the
furnace is charged with iron, all the openings and joints at the door and in the brickwork are to be
cautiously stopped with moist loam, to prevent the access of any air upon the hearth. The fire-grate

must also be well attended to, and kept well filled with coal, but not too high, so as to impair the
draught of air through the fuel. ' The grate should be kept free from clinkers, and the formation of
holes where unburnt air could enter the furnace must be prevented. The charging-door is generally

a fire-block hung in an iron frame, which is raised and lowered by a lever, having a balance weight.

All joints through which any cold air could enter the furnace must be covered with fire-clay or lorau.

The metal to be melted should be broken to a uniform size as far as possible ; and on placing it in

the furnace, the smallest pieces should be piled lowest, the larger ones on the top, as the heat of the

flarae is there more intense, which is what is required for the larger lumps of metal ; and a si}nilar

lilan must be adopted with regai-d to the melting of various qualities of metal, the most easily fusi-

ble being placed lowest in the furnace. Fuel should be fed in frequently, and it must be done quick-

ly. When sufficient molten metal has accumulated in the pool of the furnace, it is tapped off. The
chimney damper is first closed ; the metal is then run into a ladle, or is run along plate-iron shoots

covered with loam to the mould, being skimmed by the dam-plate and by men as it flows along, or

into a pool in front of the furnace, the slag being removed before the metal passes into the moulds.
The furnace is then cleared out, and any necessary repairs are executed before it is again charged.

If the repairs have been considerable, it will be necessary to make the furnace white-hot before again

charging it for use.

The reverberatory furnace is not only used for melting iron, but also for the melting of large

quantities of brass, bronze, tin, lead, and other alloys and metals. Large bells, statues, machine
frames, and similar objects, are cast from the reverberatory furnace. All metals, except very gray

fusible iron, which may be cast from a pot, are to be run in dry sand ditches directly from the fur-

nace into the mould. Furnaces for melting bronze should have a rather shorter flamc-bcd than is

used for melting cast-iron.

Malleable Castings.—The manufacture of what are known as malleable castings consists in obtain-

ing a tough, soft, flexible material resembling wrought-iron, from white brittle castings, by the cemen-
tation process. The pig iron is melted in and run from clay crucibles into green or dry sand moulds,

and where the articles are small snap-flasks are much used. The castings are i-emoved from the

moulds, and cleared from sand by brushing, by shaking in a rattle-barrel, or by similar means, and
are then placed in cast-iron " saggers," with alternate layers of powdered red liematite ore, or with

fine iron scales from the rolling-mills. The saggers are then placed in the annealing furnace, where
they are exposed to a gradually increasing degree of heat until a full red heat is attained, after which
they ai'e allowed to cool down. The articles are then removed from the saggers, cleaned from the

hematite powder, and, so far as rendering them " malleable " is concerned, the process is completed.

The pig iron employed is almost invariably hematite; for large castings white hematite pig is select-

ed, for small articles mottled pig. The best brands of cold-blast charcoal mottled irons, Nos. 4 and
5 iialtimore, or 5 and 6 Chicago, are preferable. It is essential that the pig shall be white or mot-

tled, not gray ; and it is not uncommon to melt up a quantity of scrap, such as wasters, gates, and
fins of white iron.

Compressed Castings.—Steel is subjected to high pressure during casting by Whitworth's process.

In casting hollow forms, rams are arranged to give a pressure to the melted metal in the mould.

After this pressure has been applied for some time, and when the mass has become solidified, the

core is withdrawn, and the metal is allowed to contract freely in cooling. In making articles of con-

siderable length, the pressure is applied to the outer surface of the mould, and the latter is made in

sections, between which dried loam or sand is placed, so as to allow the air to escape, and to admit

of the sections being brought closer together. The pressure applied is about 2,500 tons. The
moulds are strengthened by steel hoops, and the compressed steel is thus given a strength and
homogeneousness uncqualed by any other known metal.

In Bessemer's process the metal is poured into a revolving cylinder, whose rapid I'otation causes it

to collect on the inside of the same, when it is allowed to cool. It is then split open and rolled flat.
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Warping of Castings.—Castings often warp during the cooling process, but in what direction this

warping will take place depends in a gi-eat measure on the form of the casting, and the part of the

mould at which the metal is I'un in. When a moulder knows from experience what part of a cast-

in" will warp, he can in many cases counteract it in the cooling process. For example : Suppose

that, havin" cast a number of plates, such as shown in Fig. 741, he finds that the points of the

tono-ues, A and B, always cui'l up in the mould to about a quarter

of an inch too high. He will then pene the pattern so that the

tongues stand a quarter of an inch too low, and thus save a great

deaf, if not all, of the pening. Another plan adopted by moulders

to straighten castings is to uncover the parts that are apt to sink in

the sand. If any part of a casting has the sand removed from its

upper surface while it is still red-hot, that part cools the quickest

and lifts up ; and of this fact the moulder takes advantage, uncov-

ering the part which experience has shown him requires to be lifted.

The cause of the cooled part lifting appears to be as follows : The part cooled contracts the quick-

est ; and to sink in the mould, it would require to compress the bed sand or else to raise the other

part of the casting. The whole weight of the sand in the cope, as the top part of the mould is

called, tends to keep the casting down ; and when that weight is removed at any part by removing

the sand, the contracted part naturally rises, because there is less resistance offered to its rising than

there would be to its falling. In many cases this cooling process is aided by the application of water,

which much increases its effect ; and it is astonishing, under skillful manipulation, how much a plate

or casting can be shaped at will, by water judiciously employed, without causing it to crack.

It is obvious that this method of straightening by uncovering a casting is apphcable mainly to

thin or light castings. The uncovering of a casting while yet red-hot and resting in the mould is

often resorted to to'prevent the casting from cracking during the cooling process from the strains

induced by the casting cooling in one part quicker than in another, the thick parts being uncovered

to hasten the cooling, and thus equalize to some extent the contraction of the metal.

Iron poured into a mould, on changing from a liquid to a solid state, becomes a mass of crys-

tals. These crystals are more or less irregular, but the form toward which they tend, and which

they would assume if circumstances did not prevent, is that of a regular octahedron. This is an

eight-sided figure, and may be imagined to have been formed out of two quadrilateral pyramids

Imving their bases together. At 1, Fig. 742, is a group of crystals from a pi of iron, among

742.
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which one has, by the aid of favorable circumstances, succeeded in attaining its natural form. In

a perfect crystal of iron all the lines joining the opposite angles are of equal lengths, and at right

angles to each other. These lines are called the axes of the crystals. The crystals assemble or

group themselves in certain lines, in the direction in which the least pressure is exerted. When we
define the direction of these lines as the direction of least pressure, we deal with pressure due to

the mass itself. Heat leaves a mass of iron according to the same law ; and therefore the lines of

assemblage will be in the direction in which the heat leaves the body. This direction is always per-

pendicular to the cooling surface. We may then briefly state the law thus : The lines about which the

crystals assemble are perpendicular to the surface of tlie casting as it lies in the mould. In Fig. 742,

at 2, is a view of the end of a casting. This shows the assemblage lines, though the individual crys-

tals are too small to be visible, the lines being perpendicular to the bounding surfaces. The

attention should be particularly directed to the behavior of these lines at the corners of the cast-

ings. When two surfaces, as in this example, lie at an angle to each other, the systems of per-

pendiculars must meet in a plane diagonal to those surfaces. Some of the lines of each group run

into the lines of the opposite group, so that in the diagonal plane the lines interlock, breaking up

the natural order, and making very poor connection. We shall find in every such case that the diag-

onal is the weakest part, and that the casting will bear less strain there than through a part where

the lines lie parallel to each other. In the figure which we are considering each corner has its weak

line, meeting at the centre of the casting. In 3 we have a drawing of a flat bar, and in it we see

the same diagonal lines of weakness. The pair of diagonals joining the corners nearest to each

other are joined by a long line parallel to the two long surfaces. This line is also a line of weak-

ness, as the lines in which the crystals assemble, in the systems belonging to each surface, begin at
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the surface, and as the casting cools elongate toward the centre. When they meet in the middle

they do not form continuous lines through from one surface to the other.

We see from the foregoing remarks that the strength of a casting is greatly impaired by the lines

of weakness caused by angles ; and now let us look for a means of remedy. Referring again to 2,

and comparing it with .3 and 4, wc see that by making the angles into curves the lines in which the

crystals form themselves are all nearly parallel to each other ; and the absence of abrupt changes of

surface also avoids changes in crystalline arrangement, which will materially affect the strength of

the casting. Comparing 1 with 5, it will be seen that there is much more metal through A B in 1

than there is through ^1 C in 5 ; and yet the strength at the two places is nearly the same, and of

course their change of form produces a corresponding derangement of crystalline structure ; but the

defect which in 7 was concentrated in the line A B is in 5 spread out between the points C and D,
so that no single point is much weaker than a similar point beyond C or D.

Shrinkage Strains in Castings.*— General Lmvs regarding Shrinl-agcs.—All castings will alter

more or less in form if the surface is removed or cut away. This is partly due to the tension on the

whole exterior of the casting during the process of cooling, and partly to the excess of tension upon

those parts of the casting which take the most time to cool. The difference in the time required to

cool the different parts of a casting depends upon their relative thicknesses, the freedom of access

10 the air, and the position in which the casting lies while losing its heat ; nor is it practicable to so

cool a casting as to make its surface-tension equal all over. If a casting is allowed to cool off in the

mould, its surface-tension will be less than if extracted from the mould and cooled in the open air;

while if, after the casting has become cold, it is reheated to a low red heat, the surface-tension will

be considerably reduced, because in the iirst process of cooling the exterior metal, by cooling most

rapidly, also attains its strength the soonest. It therefore offers a resistaiice to the set of the in-

terior, and the latter conforms itself to some extent to the former. In reheating the casting, how-

ever, this condition is reversed, the exterior becoming heated, and therefore weakened in advance,

so that the internal crystals are given more liberty to arrange themselves in their natural order.

The thickest part of a mass of molten metal always shrinks last; hence, if a casting be composed

of irregular thickness, it will be liable to be broken by the forces contained within itself. It is,

therefore, especially necessary that columns and castings, supporting or resisting great pressures,

should be so designed as to prevent this great error. Mouldings on columns are often so badly

designed with regard to this matter, that the columns are excessively weak where they should be the

strongest. As a rule, mouldings should seldom be cast on a column, but rather bolted on. Much
of the irregularity of flat castings and those of irregular shapes could be remedied by a proper

attention to cooling the castings while in the mould. To be sure this is done to a certain extent,

though few moulders know why they do so. They know that by removing the sand too soon from

a particular casting it will straighten in the shrinking. This is but the result of experience, not of

thought or any attempt to know why it so acts. It is useful to know, also, that all shrinkage takes

place while the c:isting is changing from a red to a black heat.

Solid Ci/linders.—In the case of a shaft, or other solid cylinder, it will be noticed that the surface

of the casting at the ends will be slightly depressed. This is occasioned by the surface of the cylin-

der being cooled by the walls of the mould first, and setting, while the central portion yet remains

fluid or soft. In a few moments more the central portion cools, and in shrinking draws in the ends

of the cylinder, the outer crust acting as a prop or stay to the atoms of metal adjacent to it. If

this theory be correct, the depression should take the form of an inverted cone, owing to the gradual

checking of the shrinkage as it approaches the outer crust. In practice this will be found the case,

the obfuseness of the angle being greater or less, according to the nature of the iron to shrink.

Qlohcfi.—The shrinkage strains within hollow, spherical shell-castings are similar to those in rings,

they being no more in fact than rings continued about a central axis. In the case of solid globular

castings, the heart or central point within will usually be found hollow or porous, owing to the fol-

lowing causes : The walls of the mould, cooling off the outer surface, cause it to set immediately
;

the interior, cooling from the exterior inward, endeavors to shrink away from the outer crust, which

resists its so doing ; hence, the interior is kept to a greater diameter than is natural, and, there

being but so much"inctal in the entire mass, the atoms are drawn away from the central point toward

all directions to supply the demand made by the metal in shrinking.

Disks.—In the case of flat, round disks" or plates, they will usually be found hollow on the top

side, although in some cases the hollow is on the bottom side. This is owing to the following causes :

The top and bottom faces, together with the outside edge, become set first through contact with the

mould, leaving the centre yet soft. When the centre shrinks a severe strain is put on the plate by

an effort to reduce its diameter, which the outer edge resists. Now, if the cope be thin, the heat

will radiate rapidly in that direction, causing the outer or top side to set first ; the under side, set-

ting later, will drag the top side over with it, causing it to round up on top and dish in the bottom.

Or, if the pattern be not perfectly true in every direction, the strains first spoken of will cause any

curved portion to become more exaggerated. If the pattern be perfectly true, cope and drag of the

same thickness, and both rammed evenly, there is no reason why the plate should not come out per-

fectly true, the strains being all self-contained in the same plane and balanced. If the plate, how-

ever, have an ogee moulding projecting downward around the edge, it M'ill likely be depressed on the

top surface when cast. This is due to all the surfaces being set alike and at the same instant, ex-

cepting the metal within the corners, which, containing the most metal in a mass, will shrink last of

all. When this does shrink, its tendency is to pull over the top side of the moulding towo.rd the

plate, which, being soft, although set, will be forced downward at the edges, giving a chance for the

strains within the plate, as above described, to aid in the distortion.

* Bv Mr. Alfred E. "Watkins.
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Round and Square 5a7's.^-Thesc strains are similar in both, and are already treated of under

solid cylinders. There is another feature, not before spoken of, which is rather curious. If two

bars of the same dimensions and mixture of iron be heated to the same tempei'ature, and the one

allowed to cool in the mould, the other plunged while hot into water, the latter will be found to

have shrunk the most. This is due to the pai'ticles above the surface having been enabled, by the

softness of the interior metal, to get closer to each other than they could have done if the material

had cooled slowly.

Rectangular Tubes.—These are usually cast with a core, which has a tendency to retain the shape

of the casting ; still the flat sides will show a tendency to bulge up slightly at the middle. This is

due to much of the same causes as explained in the plate with the ogee mouldings : the outer sur-

face is cooled instantly by the walls of the mould, and is set ; the inner surface is not cooled quite

so rapidly, owing to the core being of harder material and not so good a conductor of heat; when
this does cool it will pull inward the outer skin of the casting, forming a slight curve ; each side,

acting for itself, will produce the same effects.

Gutter or 'U-shaped Castings.—These are usually made thinner at the edges than at the middle,

because the pattern has been made with draught. When castings of this shape are taken from the

mould, they will be found rounded over in the direction of their length, the legs being on the curved

side. This is explained by the mould cooling and setting the legs first ; then when the back or

round shrinks, it pulls upward the two ends of the casting.

Wedge-shaped Castings.—In parallel castings of any length, having a cross-section similar to a

wedge, or similar to a knife in paper-mill work, the thick side will invariably be found concave and

the thin edge curved. This is due to the same causes as explained above. The thin edge is set as

soon as cast ; the thick edge, cooling later, shrinks and draws the ends of the casting ujiward, and

with them tlie thin edge, which acts as a pillar to resist further shrinkage.

Ribs on Plates.—All ribs have a tendency to curve a plate if they be thicker or of the same thickness

as the plate, owing to the fact that whatever shrinliage strain they possess is below the general plane

of the shrinkage of the plate itself. If the ribs be thmner than the plate, they will cool first, and

by resisting the shrinkage of the bottom of the plate cause it to curve upward, or " dish " on top.

Table showing Shrinkage of Castings.

In locomotive cylinders

In pipes

Girders, beams, etc

Engine-beams, connecting-rods

In large cylinders, say 70 inches diameter, 10 feet stroke, the con-

traction of diameter

Ditto

Ditto in length

In thin brass

In thick brass

In zinc

In lead

In copper ...

In bismuth
In tin

The following is an easy I'ule to find approximate weight of castings : Thickness in \ inches x
width ia \ inches x length in feet = lbs. weight cast-iron. For lead, add one-half to the resuli ;

for

brass, one-seventh ; for copper, one-fifth.

Casting in Plaster.—In making a cast of a clay model of a bust, two methods may be pursued.

The entire model may be covered over with the plaster mixture, by throwing it on in a creamy state

with a cup or spoon, and lastly by spreading it on with the hands, until the proper thickness is

attained to give sufficient strength ; and then, after setting, the mould may be cut into sections with

a very thin saw and carefully removed. The process more usually preferred is to apply the plaster

in sections by the method of parting. A common way is to make only two sections, the smaller one
embracing merely the crown of the head. This plan requires that the frame on which the bust was
modeled shall be so constructed that it may be taken apart and removed by the hand, after the

plaster is well set. After the mould has been carefully cleaned with water and a soft brush, the

parts are put together and bound by a strong cord or rope, and the seams stopped on the external

surface with cream of plaster. After this is set the mould is saturated with water. The bust is

then cast by turning into the cavity successive batches of cream of plaster, at the same time turning

the mould about in such a manner as to cause the plaster to run into all the lines and furrows, and to

be deposited in sufficient thickness all over the interior surface. In this way a hollow cast is made
without the use of a core. After the plaster is well set, the bust may be placed upon a table and

. the mould chipped off with a chisel and mallet. This is an operation which rec[uires great care, and
can only be done by an experienced hand, and by none so well as by the artist himself. The casting

of a bust is rendered much easier by swinging the mould in a pair of strong, concentric iron rings.

Fig. '743. This device allows it to be turned with ease in any position, greatly facilitates the opera-

tion, and diminishes the chances of making a defective cast. The plaster bust is used as a model

by the marble-cutter in reproducing the work of the artist. When several copies in plaster are

desired, it is used as a model on which to form a piece-mould, which may serve in producing an indefi-

nite number of copies. A statue in plaster may be cast in a variety of ways, depending upon the

purpose for which it is intended : whether to be preserved as a plaster statue, or copied in marble,

22
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or to be used as a model from which to make a bronze cast. If it is to be preserved as a statue, it

will be cast as nearly as may be in one piece ; but if to be used as a model or pattern by the

bronze-founder, it may either be taken in as
' many pieces as are to be made of the bronze

casting, or it may be cast in one piece, or in as

few as possible and then joined together, leaving

the bronze-founder to make his selection of sec-

tions in which to take his loam mould.

Casting of Bronze Statues.—Bronze contain-

ing 10 per cent, of tin requires a heat of about

2,000° F. to bring it to the proper degree of flu-

idity. It is considered rather a refractory metal,

liable to fly, and requires skill and experience for

its mastery. The pouring is done in the same
manner as for bell-casting, and the same cruci-

bles and furnaces are used. After the metal has

cooled, the flask is removed, the loam knocked
off, and the branches of metal which fill the

spaces of the air-holes as well as those for pour-

ing are cut ofP. When the statue is cast in sec-

tions, the edges are made somewhat thicker than

the other parts, and lips are also provided, to

meet in the intei'ior so that they may be bolted

together. The thickness of the edges is for supplying material for hammering them together

till the seams are obliterated. The parts are usually immersed for a few hours in a weak pickle

of acidulated water, for the purpose of loosening and aiding in the removal of silicious matter which

has become incorporated with the surface of the bronze. AH the sections are then bolted together,

the edges smoothly hammered till the joints are

perfect, all roughnesses filed away, and the whole

surface chased with appropriate tools.

CENTERING MACHINE. An apparatus, Fig.

744, used to centre, centre-drill, and countersink,

at one and the same operation, bolts, spindles,

shafts, etc., which are to be turned in the lathe.

It is a great labor-saving tool, doing ten times as

much work as can be done by hand. The chuck is a

universal one, so that the work i^equires no setting.

The combined drill and countersink is fed by the

handle at the end of the running head. The drill

should be run at about 300 revolutions per minute,

and for use on wrought-iron and steel should, while cutting, be supplied freely with oil. J. R.

CENTRE-PUNCH. A tool employed to make the conical indentations necessary to receive the

lathe-centres. The position for the indentation being marked, the centre-punch is placed as shown

in Fig. '745, and its head is struck with a hammer. If the position of the indentation requires correct-

ing, the centre-punch is canted to one side, as shown in Fig. 746, and then struck as before. In Fig.

747 the punch is shown partly encased in a device for use upon the ends of cylindrical work, and
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designed to save marking the location for the indentation. The device consists of a round steel

centre-punch, which slides freely in the stem of an inverted funnel or centering cone. To whatever

distance the circular end of the work may enter this cone, the point of the punch will be always at

its centre, which spot can be marked by giving the top of the punch alight blow with a hammer. J.E.

CENTRIFUGAL AND CENTRIPETAL FORCES. See Dynamics.

CENTRIFUGAL MACHINE. See Sugar-making Machines.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMP. See Pdmps.

CHAIN. Chain cables are constructed either with open links, Figs. '748-'750, or with stud-links,

749. T50.

753.

v_
a :^
u

Figs. 751-753. The standard proportions of the links of chains, in terms of the diameter of the

bar iron from which they are made, are as follows

:

Extreme Length. Extreme Width.

Stud-link 6 diameters 3.6 diameters.

Close link 5 " .3.5 "

Open link 6 " 3.5 "

Middle link 5.5 " 3.5 "

End links 6.5 " 4.1 "

End links are the links which terminate each 15-fathom length of chain ; they are made of thicker

iron, generally 1.2 diameter of the common Unks. Fig. 748 is a circular link ; 749, an oval link;

750, an oval stud-link with pointed stud; 751, an oval stud-link with broad-headed stud; 752, an
obtuse-angled stud-link ; 753, a parallel-sided stud-link.

The Admiralty test for the tensile strength of ordinary stud-link cables is at the rate of 630 lbs.

per circular i-inch section of one side of a link ; equivalent to 22.92 tons per square inch of one
side or to 11.4(3 tons per square inch ofJjoth sides taken together—just within the elastic limit. The
weight of a link in similar cables increases as the cube of any lineal dimension, say the thickness

;

and the weight per yard increases as the square of the thickness of the chain. Hence the rule that the
weight per yard of common stud-link chain cable equals in round numbers 27 times the square of the
diameter. The weight of a bar of iron a yard long is 10 lbs. per square inch of section or 7.854
lbs. per circular inch ; that is, a 1-inch round bar weighs 7.85 lbs. per yard, while a stud-chain cable
of 1-inch iron weighs 26.9 lbs. per yard, or 3.42 times as much as a bar of the same size and length.

Very extended and elaborate investigations oa the subject of the strength of chain cables were
conducted (1878) by the U. S. Board Appointed to Test Iron, Steel, etc., the results of which show
that, as applied to cables made from American bar iron, the Admiralty standard above noted is faulty

in two important respects : 1. The stress prescribed by it for every size of cable is too great. 2. The
stresses for the different sizes are unequal in their proportion to the strength of the links. It is

pointed out that the stress for all sizes is based upon the assumption that the cable-bolts of all diam-
eters possess a strength equal to 60,000 lbs. per square inch. Few bars of American iron are
equal to this strength, and when they are, their cost precludes their use as cable iron ; and, although
this strength may be found in the small bars, it is not found in the large sizes of the same iron.

Furthermore, it is urged that if the bars of all sizes did possess this strength, the " proof " is still

too great, for it probably exceeds by a considerable amount the elastic limit of the links. The Board
consequently undertook the preparation of a table by which cables could be proved without sustain-

ing injury, basing this table on the principles that a proof-strain should not greatly exceed the elastic

limit, and that the strength of a cable is equal only to that of its weakest link. In the preparation
of this table it was first necessary to establish within reasonable limits the probable maximum and
minimum strength of cables of various sizes, and the elastic limit of the links. Primarily, it was
considered that the value of an iron for chain manufacture is not to be measured by the strength of
the links, unless this strength is found to be uniformly maintained throughout a series of tests

;

for it was found that those irons which furnished the strongest links in nearly every case furnished
also the weakest, their welding properties being generally defective ; for, although the portions of the
links which have not been subjected to forging are very strong, in each link there is a probable very
weak spot caused by a defective weld. Comparative records were obtained of 210 sections of cables

broken by tension, which were made of 15 different irons. Assuming that the utmost strength
which can be found in a link is equal to 200 per cent, of that of the bar from which it was made, it

ivas determined that bars of fairly good chain iron will produce links whose strength will be not less

than 155 per cent, and not over 170 per cent., and that by a series of tests an average of not less

than 163 per cent., made up of fairly uniform factors, should be expected. The Board therefore
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adopted for a standard of strength and welding qualities combined 170 per cent, of the strength of

the bar for a maximum, 163 per cent, for an average, and 150 per cent, for a minimum. Experi-

ments for determining suitable strength resulted in the conclusion that an iron is suitable which, as

a 2-inch bar, has a strength of 50,000 lbs. per square inch, and that other irons whose variation f'-om

this strength does not exceed 5 per cent, are equally so. In determining the strength for the other

sizes, it was found that the proportional strength of bars of the same material increases as the diam-

eter decreases, and that the aggregate of the increase for the 16 sizes (measuring by sixteenths of

an inch, between 2 inches and 1 inch) is from 4,000 to 6,000 lbs., produced by steps which are

made more or less irregular by irregularities in heating the piles. The proving-strains, calculated

upon the principles indicated, are as follows, being equal to 45.57 per cent, of the strength of the

strongest and to 50 per cent, of that of the weakest links

:

Table shoiving Proving-Strains of Chain Cables.

Size.
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Convenient to the machine is a furnace, provided with more or less openings to receive the ends

of the links, which, when properly heated, are inserted into the apertures of the closed die. Steam
is then admitted, and the hammer is brought down, thus forcing, with a single blow, the link into the

die and bringing the ends together, forming a butt weld. The vise is then opened by the small

756.

cylinder below, and the perfectly-formed

link extracted. The vise is now closed,

and the last-made link placed in the

channel between the apertures of the

closed die, when the next link is simi-

larly proceeded with.

Weldless chain is made as follows :

A hole is punched through a disk of

the diameter of the flat ring shown at

A, Fig. 757. The ring thus formed is

spun on outside rolls until it acquires

the round-bar section B, by which pro-

cess also the direction of the fibre is

modified. The ring is then drawn out

into a long hook, which is bent to form
a link, and is afterward interlocked with

other links, as shown at C.

Flat-linked chains are made in the

fly-press. The links are cut out in va-

rious forms, some of which are shown in

Figs. 758 and 759, and in these holes

are punched through which wire rivets

or pins are inserted. Sometimes the

succession of the links of the chain is

one and two links alternately, or three

and two, four and three, and so on up
to eight and nine links, which is some-

times used. Probably the largest chain

of this description ever made is that

which secures the superstructure of the

East River Bridge, New York, to its an-

chorages. (See Bridges.)

Chains for Watches, Necklaces, etc.,

are made in a variety of ways. When
manufactured of steel, the slip is first

perforated with rivet-holes for a num-
ber of links, by means of a punch in

which two steel wires are inserted. The
distance between the intended links is

^

obtained (somewhat as in file-cutting) by resting the burrs of the two previous holes against the

sharp edge of the bolster. The links are afterward cut out by a punch and bolster of minute size.

The punch has two pins inserted at the distance of the, rivet-holes, to serve as guides, which enter

the link-holes. When tlie links measure from a quarter to a half inch in length, the press is worked
by a screw ; otherwise the punches are carried in a heavy block, in which is a square bar, struck by
a spring hammer.

Chains of precious metal are commonly formed of links punched into shape from sheet metal, or

else of wire bent into the desired forms. When the links are punched out solid, every other one is

cut by a fine saw to receive the adjacent linlcs, after the insertion of which the slit is soldered.

757. 759.

758.

Ornamental chains, such as are usually thinly plated with gold and sold by dealers in cheap jewelry

are made of pieces of brass wire and rings and bits of metal, rolled in various fancy forms, which

are afterward brazed together.

Two ingenious machines for making fine chain were exhibited at the Paris Exposition of 1878.

The essential principles of these will be understood from Fig. 760. For producing closely woven

round chain, such as is used for necklaces (C, Fig. 760), an apparatus consisting of a series of star-
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shaped punches is employed. On the strip of metal being fed under a punch, a piece of the desired

shape is cut out and forced down into a holder below. The holder is then so moved as to turn the

blank horizontally over a quarter revolution, as from A to B, Fig. '760. Meanwhile a second piece

A is stamped out and forced down upon the turned piece £, so that the arms of £ thus come into

the spaces between the arms of A. The construction of the punch is such that the centres of the

blanks are depressed and the amns raised, so that when two blanks are superposed as already de-

scribed the arms interlock, those of the under blank £ coming up between those of the upper blank

A. It remains to bend the arms entirely over, which is done by ingenious contrivances—-which need
not here be explained—to unite the two blanks. A third blank is then placed upon A, and the

arms of the latter are brought over this ; and thus the operation is continued, the result being a

chain which closely resembles a flexible bar of metal. The machine produces about 45 feet of this

chain per hour, Avith 6 punches in operation.

The second machine makes twisted links of fine wire of the form shown at JE, Fig. '760. The wire

is fed forward horizontally by suitable devices, and is grasped near its end between rods, the ex-

tremities of which meet at an angle. Near the ends of the rods are placed cog-wheels D, which
carry bent arms as shown. By means of a sliding carriage, these cogs are rotated after the wire is

grasped. The result of this is that each arm bends the wire on opposite sides of the holding-rods in

different directions, the wire meanwhile being cut off from the main portion by a descending blade.

This produces the link above shown. A hooked needle now descends from above and catches the

link as the rods release it. The protruding end of the wire then passes through the link thus

formed, and another link is bent as before described, the operation thus continuing indefinitely.

CHAMFERING. See Barrel-making Machinery, and Carpentry.

CHANGE-WHEELS. See Lathe Tools, Metal-working.

CHARCOAL. The general principles of charring wood and coking coal are the same, viz. : the

expulsion by heat, without contact of air, of the volatile constituents of the fuel. These constit-

uents go off in part as gases, containing more or less carbon, and in part as new combinations

which are still liquid at a high temperature, as acetic acid, tar, etc. The details of these operations

may be grouped into two great classes: 1, where the carbonization is effected in a permanent, air-

excluding oven ; 2, where it is done in clamps, or kilns, or heaps. In the general aspect of carboni-

zation, the means employed would have to be antecedently classed according as use may be made,
first, of other fuel than that to be carbonized to generate the requisite heat, or secondly, of a part

of the mass itself for the charring of the other part. The type of the first system is seen gener-

ally in all the apparatus where other products than carbon are sought to be collected, and where the

coke or charcoal is incidental to the operation ; as in gas retorts, or the cylinders for pyroligneous

acid or wood vinegar. Although a system like these might in some localities, where fuel was abun-

dant or in different qualities, be advantageously introduced, there is probably no establishment where
it is resorted to for the production of charcoal alone ; and the other classification, of ovens or kilns,

remains as the only one that need be discussed here.

The relative advantages of ovens and kilns can only be ascertained by a comparison of their prod-

ucts in quantity and quality. With respect to the first element, quantity, it may be assumed (though

it is not universally admitted) that ovens produce a greater quantity by weight of carbon from the

raw material. Hardly any collier can claim a yield of more than 20 per cent, of charcoal from
heaps ; while the best ovens, with perhaps less trouble, though not less expense in individual cases,

will give about 25 per cent. Again, in the assemblage of cases, the expense for ovens is probably

less, being less exposed to accidents from weather, neglect, etc., which sometimes result in the com-

bustion of an entire kiln. With respect to qualiii/ of product, the evidence is less decisive. It

would seem in theory that the oven, producing a greater weight of carbon, ought also to produce a

heavier material per se. But such is not always, nor even generally, the case ; and where the oven

charcoal or coke is of the highest specific gravity (and the economy of a high specific gravity is in

general undoubted), yet from some cause, such as a peculiar arrangement or disarrangement of

fibres, it is not found to develop so much heat as that prepared in kilus. Generally speaking, the

advantages of ovens over heaps or pits are not so great as is often supposed ; and, as a rule, it may be
asserted that no charcoal made under an immovable covering is so strong as that made under a mova-
ble one. The only real advantage of the oven arises from its being less subject to the changes of

the atmosphere than the pit.

Charring of tvood is still practised in Austria after methods which seem to have originated in the

period of Roman domination, for the manufacture of the celebrated Norican iron. These may be

denominated charring in heaps (Germ, haufen) or clamps, and will be understood from the accom-

panying sketches, of which Fig. 761 shows a side-view, and Fig. 762 a ground-plan of the arrange-

ment. The ground for this may be either leveled or sloped. In either case, pipes are sometimes,

but rarely, laid in the upper parts of the clamp, to carry off some of the liquid products. The

length of the clamp (and, of course, the number of posts) is arbitrary—generally from 40 to 60

feet ; the width depends upon the length of the logs, which, being ordinarily 4 feet, and being laid
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in a double row, with a very small space, to the easing of the sides, will make the width very nearly

9 feet across from post to post. In Fig. 762 the logs are given as if in but one length, which can

very well be if the sticks are light. The casing may be of plank, slabs, or split cord-wood. The
ground is well pounded, and, if in an old burning, with charcoal and dust. The logs are then piled,

beginning from the upper part, to within a few inches of the top of the casing. Then it is covered

with chips, twigs, and leaves, and finally with sand or (better) dust, which material is also filled in

against the casing, to protect it from fire. After all this is ready, fire is put in at the lower end, and
some of the dust is removed from the upper end to make a draught. Draught-holes are also opened

at discretion in the sides of the casing. When the smoke comes out where the dust is removed, it is

necessary to throw it on again, and open elsewhere with caution. In this manner the fire is led on
till the heat has charred the whole. The peculiar advantage of this method is supposed to be that,

with a clamp say of 50 feet, charcoal may be drawn from the lower end after the fire has progressed

about 10 feet, which it will do oi'dinarily in twenty-four hours. This is still further helped by mak-
ing it on sloping ground. If well packed, a clamp of 50 by 9 feet, 6 feet high at the head and 3

feet at the foot, will hold about 15 cords.

Another method, more extensively and commonly practised, is that of kilns (Germ, mciler, Fr.

meules). These kilns are of two kinds, standbig and lying, the wood standing on its end in the one,

and lying on its side in the other, as shown in Fig. 763 and 764.

The circle to be leveled and pounded down for a kiln of this sort will be from 40 to 60 feet in

diameter ; the driest ground must be selected for the purpose, and a place sheltered from winds. The
best period for burning in America is from the middle of May until the middle of August ; and then

again in October and November, during the season known as the Indian summer. Wood which lias

been felled, and lopped, and barked in December and January, will be sufficiently seasoned to char in

the autumn following. After the logs have been arranged, as in the figures, around the three long

stakes of ten or twelve feet in length (which are to serve as a chimney), and piled as evenly and com-
pactly as possible, the whole pile must be covered to keep out the air. A site for a coahng improves

763. 7G4.

by use, for the charcoal and loam get trodden and mixed together, forming the best material for the cov-

ering. On entirely new ground use must be had of sod. When covered, fire is applied, either through
the top and suffered to fall through to the centre, where provision has been made of some light wood
to catch readily, or through a horizontal flue left along the ground, which is closed at its entrance as

soon as the fire has taken. For the first twelve hours the kiln must be closely watched, and, therefore,

it is usual to light at daybreak. At the end of that period, or a little longer, according to the kind oi

wood, its state of seasoning, and the skill of the collier, the fire will have taken sufficiently, and the top
may be covered in with dust and loam. From that time, it is better that the operation should proceed
as gradually and slowly as possible. In three or four days the cover begins to shrink and fall in, and
fresh -watchfulness is required to stop every opening thus made, and even new ones are made to effect

an equable distribution of heat. These are points that cannot be taught by talking ; they are lessons of

experience and observation. When the cover sinks gradually, and the smoke grows less and less, reg-

ularly, the work is known to be going on well. Expert colliers find indications of the process in the

color of the vapor and smoke, which varies at different stasres. After all smoke has ceased, the kiln is

entirely and thickly covered, and left for four or five days, less or more according to its size, to cool.

The coal is begun to be drawn from the foot, but cautiously at first, until it is found to be too cool to

re-ignite upon admission of air. If so, the drawing may be continued all round for coal that is wanted,
peeling it off, as it were, like an onion ; the whole contents may be hauled off to store, or it may be left

(covered up again) to be resorted to when wanted. In proportion as the kiln is well piled, flues in

various places are unnecessary. It sometimes happens that the fire takes in particular parts, or does
not take at all. In this last event, the advantage of a horizontal firing flue is tested. A kiln of ordi-

nary size, of this kind, holds about 30 cords ; the largest contain 50 cords.

When the circumstances are such as to render it likely that the same charring-ground will be used
for a considerable period, it is worth
while to adapt to it some permanent • ^^^'

accessions, as indicated in Fig. 765 ; '?^j-BT"':VTfSJ^-^

which represents the section of a
basin laid in dry brick, to serve as

the ground of the kiln. This basin

has a pit at^, with a cast-iron cover

c, to keep ashes out, and a gutter, g,

communicating with the tank t, which
receives the liquid products of carbonization. With resinous wood, these products are advantageously

removed as soon as possible from the charcoal, and are valuable when caught. The tank has a lid, i,

which must be laid over it and luted when the kiln is fired.

Midway between ovens and kdns comes the shroud or ahri of Foncauld ; of which a side-view is
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shown in Fig. 766, and an orthographic one in Fig. 767. It consists, in fact, of a series of trapezial

ladders, made of light frames, and capable of enclosing a circle at the base of 30 feet, at the top of 10

feet, with an elevation of 8 or 9 feet. The sides of these frames are furnished with mortises or lugs,

by which two adjoining strings can be keyed together with wooden bolts. The top is a flat cover of

scantling, with traps that can be opened or shut for the passage of air, and also for that of a conduit

made of three pieces of light plank, for the condensation of gaseous products. The effect of these lad-

ders is to allow of a better packing (and, as it were, thatching) of the ordinary loam covering of kUus.

Fire is applied, and air furnished at first through the door d, left in one of the ladders. The charcoal

furnished by this method is said to be of superior quality ; its yield is stated at 24 per cent, of the

wood, with 20 per cent, besides in crude pyroligneous acid. This yield of charcoal is about one-fifth

more than from the kilns that have been described.

Oi ovcnK there is a great variety of form; but as the most of them are embai-rassed with apparatus

for collecting other products besides charcoal, they are more connected with distillation than carbon-

ization for the manufacture of iron. Only one, of the most simple and economical form, and yet yielding

good results, wiU be described. A portion of it is shown in Fig. 768, which is supposed to give a tol-

erably clear idea of the plan. The building from which this is taken is about 50 feet long, 12 feet wide

in the clear, and 12 feet high, and will hold, well packed, about 60 cords, a quantity that has been found

to present the m aximum of convenience and economy, c shows tlie chimney-hole in the centre for firing,

/'/ flue-holes foi the draught, of which there are others on top which cannot be seen. At the ends

there is a small door for charging and drawing. The stays are of cast-iron or wood, the horizontal

binders on top of bar-iron. Wooden scantling was first used for both these, but it is neither so safe nor

BO strong. The arch which is sprung for the top is low, but yet, when the fire is in, there is considerable

thrust against the walls. These walls are 1^ brick, and must be well laid and joined. As the acetous

products in the oven are apt to attack the lime, asphalt, or a bituminous cement made of coal-tar and

loam, is used instead of ordinary mortar. Coal-tar is also advantageously used for coating the outside

The wood is piled lying, as is seen in the figure. Under the chimney-hole, a chimney (so to call it) is

left in the pile, at the bottom of which the fire is placed. The wood may be kindled through the

draught-holes or at the doors, but less economically. When tlie fire is first started all air-holes are shut;

wlien it is fairly caught the chimney may be filled up witli dry wood, the hole closed, but not tightly,

and air-lioles opened at the ends. This will happen in seven or eight hours. The operation must now
be watclied, and by the emission of smoke and vapor through the air-holes, a judgment may be formed

as to where they should be shut and where opened. In 45 to 50 hours the whole oven will have been

heated ; all openings are then closed and luted, and the concern left for tliree or four days to cool. On
tlie fourth or fifth day at latest the coal should be fit to be drawn.

To what has been said, may be added some generalities as to the choice of wood and quality of the

charcoal. The denser woods are to be preferred, because, other things equal, they aft'ord a denser and

harder charcoal. Decayed or doted wood will not yield a good article ; and charcoal from green wood
is more light, more friable, and less calorific than from dry, besides being less economical in the manu-
facture. The trees should be felled when the sap is down, i. e. in the winter, from December to

February. Small timber is in general, and young timber always, worse than that wliich has attained

a larger and more mature growth. Yet very old wood is not so good, because there is always more or

less decomposition of the fibre. Branches of trees give less and a lighter charcoal than tlie boles, and

the best of all is furnished by that part of the trunk and roots nearest the ground. In the ordinary

felling of trees this part is all lost. Hence it would be better for the purpose (and the land would be

left in a better state) to extract the trees at once by the roots, as is very easy, and then saw the timber

instead of cutting. Heavy charcoal produces more heat, but its reducing effect is not in every case in

proportion. There are some mines with which lighter charcoal acts better ; but that it should be hard

is an important characteristic universally. Charcoal just from the kiln buins quicker and produces

less heat than that which has been kept some time in store, yet very old charcoal is admitted to be less

valuable than what has not passed over one season. To what this is owing is not clear, for the affinity

of the material for moisture is exercised very promptly, and after the first 24 hours, in an ordinary

atmosphere and with reasonable precautions, it does not materially increase in weight. It is better to

keep charcoal in store than to leave it stored in the kiln. After it has grown cool enough to handle,

the sooner it is made quite cold the better ; all gradual expulsion of heat, such as occurs in a kiln, is at

an expense of carbon. With ovens this caution is unnecessary, for the circumstances there always

comj^el removal of the charcoal as soon as manufactured. The product in chaicoal ranges from 18 to

22 per cent, in kilns, and from 20 to 25 per cent, in ovens. By volume a cord of wood, 128 cubic feet,
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well corded, ought to give, at a mean, 40 bushels of charcoal. The price depends, of course, upon

the value of labor in every locality, and the distance of hauling. The chopping of a cord of wood

is equivalent to about one-third of a day's labor in the abstract, and the coaling of it in kilns or

clamps afterward to about half a day. The computations of the charcoal-burner are usually made

upon the 100 bushels of charcoal delivered. Coaling in ovens, although in fact less laborious and

demanding less experience, requires more tact, and wages there are generally higher.

For peat charcoal, see Peat Machinery.

Works for Reference.—" A Handbook for Charcoal-Burners," Svedelius (translated by Anderson),

New York, 1875; Percy's "Metallurgy" ("Fuel"j, London, 1875. Very complete references to all

the literature on the subject will be found in the latter work.

CHASER. See Lathe Tools, Screw-cuttixNG.

CHEESE-MAKING. See Dairy Apparatus.

CHEMICAL FIRE ENGINE. Sec Fire-Extingcisher.

CHIMNEY. The functions of a chimney are to cause a sufficient flow of air through a furnace to

maintain combustion, and to discharge the products of the latter at such an elevation above the

ground that the adjacent atmosphere may not be rendered unfit for respiration. It is chiefly neces-

sary that a sufiicient height be given to the chimney, and that an appropriate material be chosen for

its construction. If the chimney cannot be made high enough, then the necessary draught must be

produced by special means. In locomotives, the exhaust steam is therefore allowed to escape into

the stack (see Locomotive), and in otlier cases ventilators or blowers (see Blowers) are employed,

which either blow the air beneath the grate or suck it out of the flues.

Chimneys are constructed of masonry or of metal. In the first case bricks are preferably used, and

in the second sheet-iron is employed. The external form of brick chimneys is generally quadrangu-

lar or octangular, while metal chimneys have always the shape of a truncated cone. Usually an

exterior batter of 0.015 to 0.025 per foot height is given to chimneys, while the walls have the usual

width of the bricks (6 inches) above, and at the bottom they have a thickness of double or three

times this width. As to the height and diameter of chimneys, the one dimension depends upon the

other. The higher a chimney is built, the more draught it gives, and the smaller therefore its diam-

eter noeds to be for the removal of a given quantity of smoke. Besides this, the dimensions also

depend upon the temperature of the smoke which enters the chimney ; and for an equal quantity of

smoke the dimensions must be so much larger, the less the temperature of the smoke which is to

be removed. According to this, an economical use of heat requires high and wide chimneys. The

usual height of chimneys is from 60 to 120 feet ; we rarely find them 40 feet or less, and chimneys

of 300 or 400 feet are seldom constructed. It is a practical rule to give the chimney the same cross-

section as the flues. It is very necessary to place chimneys upon a solid base, as the least sinking

may cause damage or even destruction.

An exterior view and cross-section of an octagonal chimney of bricks is given in Figs. 769 and 770,

and an exterior view of a metal chimney is shown in Fig. 771.* In the first, A is the foundation, B
the termination of the flues or smoke-box, C the cast-iron cap of the chimney, and D a staircase

which leads to an opening for cleaning the flues and chimney. To prevent the current of smoke

from meeting resistance at its entrance into the chimney, the union between the flue and smoke-box

must be rounded off. In Fig. 771, A represents the foundation, constructed of bricks and resting on

a solid base. D I) are anchor-screws, which firmly connect the base of the chimney, by means of

a plate E E, with the foundation, and G is a pulley fixed below the head of the chimney F, over

which passes a chain by means of which a man can be pulled up for the purpose of cleaning and

painting the chimney. B is the termination of the smoke-box, and // the opening for cleaning. To
prevent the overturning of such a chimney in a storm, not infrequently wires, stays, or cables are

drawn in an inclined direction from the chimney to the ground and anchored.

With steam-boilers, the heat of the air in the chimney should not exceed 600", and ordinary stock

bricks will stand that temperature well ; but with reverberatory and other brick furnaces the air is

at a temperature of about 2,250', and for such cases the chimney should be lined with fire-brick

throughout ; and as the adhesion of mortar is soon destroyed with such high temperatures, there

should be wrought-iron bands round the outside at regular distances from top to bottom. In ordi-

nary chimneys hoop iron should be built into the brickwork every few courses to form a bond ; and

a lightning conductor should not be omitted.

Theory of Chimney Drauyht.—The draught of a chimney is caused by a difference of pressure at

the base of the chimney acting in an upward direction, due to the difference between the weight of

the heated gases in the chimney and a column of the external air of equal height and cross-section.

This difference of pressure is easily found. If we take a unit of area of the cross-section—one

square foot, for example—the weight of the column of external air will be the height of the chimney

multiplied by the density of the external air, and the weight of the column of heated gases of equal

height will be equal to the height of the chimney multiplied by the density of the heated gases. If

h be the height of the chimney, y the density of the external air, and y' the density of the smoke
column, the difference of pressure referred to will be, in algebraic symbols

:

(L) p = hy-hf=h{y-y').
This unbalanced pressure acts as a motive force to drive the heated gases through the chimney

and out at the top. In order to find what height of column of the external air would produce this

pressure, acting simply by its weight, we have to divide the pressure by the density of the external

air, and shall have p /'/ — V'

.'/ \ y J

* From Weisbach's " Mechanics of EngineeriDg," vol. ii.
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K

It is a well-known law of dynamics that the theoretical velocity (F) with which the air would enter

the chimney if there were no resistance would be found by the equation,

(3
\ y J -i

From which we have

(4.) V=^2ghx—-.

The velocity determined from this formula is not, however, that with which the external air will

enter the chimney. Resistance is offered to the passage of the air through the grate, through the

bed of fuel, and through the flues and chimney. These resistances do not admit of theoretical deter-

mination, and can only be found by direct experiment. They are proportional to the square of the

actual velocity, and depend on the diameter and length of the flues and chimney, the thickness of

the bed of fuel, and the state of division of the latter. Weisbach gives the formula, based partly

on the observation of Peclet

:

r= 0.47*7 r serf

- t) hd

+ 0.05A
feet;
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in which t is the mean outer and t, the mean inner temperature, or that of the smoke ; h as before

representing the height and d the breadth of the chimney.

The values of the velocity of access of air found by Peclet for heights of 32.8, 05. 6, and 98.4 feet

were 5.1 feet, 8 feet, and 9.18 feet per second, or 18,360, 28,800, and 32,948 feet per hour.
_

These

velocities, divided by the number of cubic feet of air required to burn one pound of fuel, will give

the quantity of fuel burned per hour for each square foot of section of chimney, the section being

supposed equal to the free surface of the grate. In the ordinary process of combustion in a grate,

it is apparent that some of the air which enters must escape contact with the fuel and enter the

chimney as air. This, according to Morin and Tresca, equals 1.75 of the amount actually required

for combustion. According to this result, the quantity of air actually drawn into the furnace for

each pound of ordinary coal burned will be about 250 cubic feet. (See Boilers.) The consumption

of fuel per square foot of chimney will then be, for the heights above given

—

Heights

Pounds

.

32.8 65.6

115.1

98.4

13Y.8

Assuming that each square foot of section of chimney corresponds to 8 square feet of grate surface,

the above figures will give, for the rate of combustion on each square foot of grate surface, 9.2, 14.8,

and 17.2 lbs. Table I. is taken from " Heat as a Source of Power," by William P. Trowbridge (New

York, 1874), from which also the above discussion has mainly been extracted.

Table I., sliowing Heights of Chimneys for producing Rates of Combustion per Square Foot of Area
"
of Section of Chimney.

HEIGHTS IN
FEET.
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Table II., showing Dimensions of various Mc/h Chimneys, {br = length of brick.)

03

1

•A
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Effect of Internal Temperature in Chimneys.—The discharging power of a chimney increases with

increase of internal temperature, but not to an unlimited extent; for while the draught-power in-

creases so does the volume of air due to a given weight increase by expansion, and the result is that

the tveu/ht of air discharscd attains a maximum at a certain temperature, and an increase beyond

that point results in a diminution of effect. This temperature is 525° according to Peclet ;
but this

is true only for cases, such as reverberatory furnaces, where the fire escapes direct into the chimney,

and the flue being very short, friciion may be neglected, and the whole power of the chimney is

expended in generating velocity. Table V. shows in column 6 that the velocity and therefore the

wei"ht of cold air is then a maximum at 582— 62= 522° above the external air. But the weight of

air ^necessary to carry off the heat increases rapidly as the temperature is reduced, as shown by

column 8 ; and as a result the power of the chimney, as measured by the consumption of fuel, in-

creases with the temperature throughout column 9.

Table V. showing the Poicer ivith diff'crent Internal Temperatures of a Chiynney 32 feet high with a

very short Flue, as in Reverberatory and other Furnaces: External Air, 62°. {From Box on Heat.)

Volume of Air

in the Chim-

nev, External

Air - 1.
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their thickness so as to compensate for the compression of the mortar-joints at the opposite side

effected by the pressure of the wind. The sawing was done by first removing a portion of the brick-

work inside the chimney, forming a groove about 14 inches wide half around the interior surface of

the chimney. Narrow holes were then cut out by means of chisels, the workmen standing upon the

internal scaffolding, and working exclusively from the inside. A saw with a single handle—in

reality an old carpenter's savr—was the instrument employed. It was passed through one of the

holes cut out, so as to work through a horizontal mortar-joint, and it was then worked by hand,

removing the mortar, as it proceeded through the joint, through part of the half circle on the wind-

ward side. Generally two saws were simultaneously employed, working in opposite directions toward

each other. The moi'tar-joint operated upon was kept wet by a jet of water during the whole pro-

cess, and the removed brickwork in the interior was replaced by fresh bricks as the sawing pro-

ceeded. As soon as the greater portion of any one mortar-joint is sawn through, the effect produced

upon the superincumbent mass causes the latter to settle, and a considerable pressure is thereby

exerted upon the saw, making it difficult to withdraw. If the precaution is taken to commence saw-

ing at the lowest joints, and proceed in succession to the higher cuts, this difficulty is considerably

lessened. In the case of the Port Dundas chimney, sawing was commenced at the top, 128 feet be-

low the chimney cope, and 12 cuts were made at unequal distances, varying from 12 feet to 49 feet.

Mr. Townsend, who conducted this operation personally, judging by the effects produced by each in-

cision, selected the spot for the next cut, proceeding gradually downward until the last cut, 41 feet

from the ground, restored the whole chimney to a perfectly perpendicular position.

In the spring of 1868 the chimney at IBarmen marked No. 2 in table II. suddenly assumed an

inclined position toward the northeast. The deflection of the chimney was considerable at the end

of May, and seemed yet to increase, and threatened an overthrow. Some layers of bricks in the

chimney at distances of 50 feet from each other were painted black outside. The height of these

black lines above the socle being known, these lines were, by means of a theodolite, projected on a

plank situated on the socle of the chimney, to find the deviation from the vertical line at these differ-

ent heights. It was thus ascertained that the chimney at a height of 251 feet was out of line 45

inches; at 210 feet, 30 inches; at 160 feet, 16 inches; at 110 feet, 5 inches. The socle stood per-

pendicular. As the deviation was still increasing, and as it would have done too serious an injury to

the manufactures of the establishment to set the chimney temporarily out of use, it was necessary

that action should be taken in the matter. The ordinary method of straightening chimneys was

resorted to. A hole was made through the whole thickness of the masonry on that side of the chim-

ney which required lowering, 4 feet above the top of the socle. Into this hole a saw was introduced,

with which a horizonal cut through one half the chimney was attempted. But as the thickness of

the wall was considerable and the bricks were hard, and as the saw could be manipulated from one

of its extremities only, the effect of sawing after two hours' work was scarcely perceptible. The

hole through the chimney having been made without trouble, and the difficulty experienced in saw-

ing, led to the idea to gradually remove a whole layer of bricks, replacing it by a thinner layer, thus

to produce the desired slit. Before, however, this operation was performed, the experiment was

made with an old inclined chimney 120 feet high. When the method had there proved practicable

and successful, it was concluded to treat the new chimney the same way. A layer of bricks was

broken out by means of pointed cast-steel bars from 1-^ to 5 feet in length, and flat shovels with

long handles v.-ere used to lay those bricks which had to be placed near the inside of the chimney.

A space of 5 inches was left each time between the newly-laid bricks and the old ones of the next

division, to break out the latter with greater facility. As soon as the operation was performed, the

chimney began to move, and by slight oscillations settled down on the new layer of bricks, and there

remained quiet.

Defects of Chhmiei/s.—Smoky chimneys have a variety of causes, such as imperfections in the flue,

too contracted dimensions, too rough an inner surface, openings which admit cold air and chill it,

and (the most common of all) too large an opening at the fireplace or throat. Count Fannford paid

much attention to the cure of smoking chimneys. He generally found the cause to be too large a

throat, and his usual remedy was to diminish it by building a bench of brick in the back of the fire-

place, reaching up to the throat, and to lower the fireplace somewhat. Sometimes the aperture at

the top is too large, particularly if it is below the level of some neighboring house, hill, or high trees,

from which the wind may be reflected down into the chimney, or over which it may fall, and thus

beat down the smoke. An inadequate admission of air into the room in which is the fireplace will

cause a chimney to smoke, a circulating current being thus as effectually prevented as if the flue it-

self were in great part obstructed. The opening of a door or window often shows the cause of this

trouble by at once removing it. When two chimney-flues come down into one room, or into two

rooms which connect by an open passage, the burning of a fire in one flue may establish an upward

current, which is supplied with air drawn down the other. Any attempts to make the second chim-

ney draw could only succeed by closing the connection between them, or supplying the first with the

air it requires from some other source. When a chimney smokes in consequence of the wind beating

down, the height may be increased, or the diameter at the top contracted; but the most efficient

remedy is usually found by adjusting a bent tube to the top of the chimney, and keeping its mouth

turned" in the direction of the current of air by means of a vane. The effect of the latter change is

to admit a smaller quantity of air, and this is dispersed through the large body in the flue without

being felt at the base. The worst chimneys usually draw well when a stove is substituted for the

fireplace, and the pipe is led into the chimney. This causes an increased current in the smaller

channel, being equivalent to contracting the throat of the chimney when the fireplace is used.

References.—For practical details relative to the construction of an iron chimney 279 feet high at

Creusot, France, see Engineering, xiii., 364. A description of the manner of taking down a large

chimney is given in Engineering, xii., 188. With reference to stability of dwelling-house chimneys,
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see Engineer, xl., 220 ; for concrete chimneys, Scientific American, xxix., 39. See also " A Treatise
on Heat," Box, 2d ed., London, ISVG; "Factory Chimneys and Boilers," Wilson, London, 1877.
Also articles Damper and Boilers.

CHISEL. A wedge-shaped cutting tool more especially designed for paring and splitting. The
forms of chisel vary according to the work which they are intended to perform and the material to
be operated upon. In all cases the tool may be regarded as a wedge formed by the meeting of
two straight or of two curvilinear surfaces, or of one of each kind, at angles varying from about 20°

to 120". Occasionally, as in the chipping chisel and the turner's chisel for soft wood, the tool is

ground from both sides, or with two bevels or chamfers ; at other times, as in the carpenter's chisels
and plane-irons, the tool is ground from one side only, and in such cases the general surface or
shaft of the tool constitutes the second plane of the wedge : this difference does not affect the prin-
ciple. The general principles underlying the construction of cutting tools will be found under
Planes. Stone-workers' chisels are described under Stone-y/orkixg Tools. For the uses of the
chisels for turning, see Lathe-turning Tools ; for carving, see Carving Tools.

Chisels for Metal.—Chipping chisels are employed for dressing metal surfaces. Fig. 772 repre-
sents a cross-cut or cape chisel of this type, which is usually made of hexagon steel, the cutting end
A being tempered to a blue color. The use of the cape chisel is to cut grooves. In chipping large
surfaces, these grooves are made closer t9gether than the width of the flat chisel, and are intended
to assist the operation of the latter by preventing its corners from digging in, as they are otherwise
apt to do. The flat chis-

el shown in Fig. 773 is
'^'2.

then employed to cut

off the ridges of metal
remaining between the

grooves. The cutting

edges of these chisels

should be firmly held
against the work. For
hollow curved surfaces

a round-nosed chisel is

used, the end being
ground after the man-
ner of a gouge, and the

angles forming the cut-

ting edge being more ob-

tuse. In Fig. 77-t the

dotted line shows the
form of a side chisel used
for cutting out square
corners. Fig. 775 rep-

resents a diamond-point
chisel employed for cut-

ting out the sides of key-

ways, mortises, and oth-

er inside work.

In a rod chisel for cut-

ting hot metal, the angle
of the long taper portion

should be 10" or 12°,

and the angle of the
short beveled part for
cutting about 40° or 50".

Chisels for cold iron re-

quire the long taper part to be about 30°, and the short bevel for cutting about 80°. All rod chisels are
best when made entirely of a tough hard steel, without any iron being added to make the head. Such
a chisel will sustain a severe hammering without much injury to the head and cutting part, if only
about half an inch is hardened and the head made as soft as possible. After the cutting end has
become too thick with hammering during ordinary use, or has become otherwise damaged, the lower
part of the taper portion is thinned to a proper shape, and only a short length of the chisel hard-
ened as at the first making. Every time a chisel is repaired by such thinning, it is advisable to
cut off about a quarter of an inch of the thin ragged end, because this portion becomes burnt dur-
ing heating, and also contains several cracks that are not visible to an unassisted eye. In chisels
for steam-hammers the angles of the
taper parts are about the same as
those of small chisels ; but the cut-

ting parts are thicker and of greater
length.

A very useful class of chisel is

that named trimmer, represented in

Fig. 776. This is used for cutting
all sorts of thin bars, rods, and plates ; also for removing all superfluous metal that may be at-

tached to any forging which is being shaped to the finished dimensions. To permit the free use
of a trimming chisel, its cutting edge is convex, because this form enables the smith to slide the
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cutting edj.e is concave, as shown in Fig.

778.

toolcasily along a cut which may be of^great length, although not very deep. In arched chisels the
777. These chisels are useful for making a square cut

through an axle or shaft,

while it is being rotated on
a gap-bearing block, which
maintains the shaft in prop-
er position for cutting. Con-
cave chisels are sometimes
made with two handles weld-

ed to short arms extending
from the tool. The imple-
ment may then be supported
beneath the hammer by two
men, one at each handle. To
avoid the necessity of hold-

ing a chisel on the work, it

may be keyed to the ham-
mer ; and if a bottom chisel

is also to be used, this is

keyed to the anvil-l:)lock.

The forging, manufacture,
and detailed uses of metal-
working chisels are fully dis-

cussed in the " Mechanician
and Consti'uctor for Enjii-

neers," by Cameron Knight,
New York, 18G9.

Wood Chisels.—The con-

struction of these tools is de-

scribed under Planes. There
are two typos, depending up-

on form : the firmer-chisel

and the framing chisel. The
firmer is made with a tang,

which is inserted in a wooden
handle as shown in Fig. 778.

The framing chisel, used for

heavier work than the firmer,

has a socket in which the

wooden handle is inserted.

Three forms of framing chisel, the oval-back, bevel-back, and corner chisel, are represented in Fig.

779. In Fig. 780 is shown a chisel with a broad edge for plaster-cutting. Figs. 781 and 782 are

calking chisels, and Fig. 783 is a diiving chisel.

CHLORINATING MACHINERY. Chlorina-

tion is a process for the extraction of gold by
exposure of the auriferous material to chlorine

784.

gas. ' The metallic gold is thus transformed into soluble chloride of gold, which can be dissolved in

cold water and precipitated in a metallic state by sulphate of iron, or as sulphide of gold by sulphu-

retted hydrogen gas. The precipitate may then be filtered, dried, and melted with suitable fluxes,

to obtain a regulus of malleable gold. The powdered and roasted ore is placed in leaching vats. Fig.
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784, which are simply wooden vats swung on gudgeons, and with a filter on the bottom made of

pieces of quartz laid under a perforated earthenware cover. Pipes in the covers connect the vats

together, so that the gas which is introduced at the bottom passes through the whole row of vats.

The ore is slightly damp-

7g6.
' ' ened, but must not be wet.

Fig. 785 shows the gas-

generator. It consists

merely of a lead chamber,

containing an agitator of

hard wood, and closed by
a cover resting in a water-

joint. The whole rests on a

sand-bath. Between the

generator and the leaching

vats is placed a wash-bowl,

where any hydrochloric

acid in the gas is removed.

When the operation is end-

ed, the soluble chloride of

= gold is extracted by warm
water, and the spent ore is

tipped into dump-cars. The solution is run to

precipitating tubs, where the gold is thrown down
by solution of sulphate of iron, oxalic acid, etc.

With proper care the process is a very perfect

one, yielding 97 per cent, of the gold, which is

very fine.

In Fig. 786 is shown an arrangement of chlo-

rination works designed by Messrs. Riotte and

Luckhardt, of San Francisco. It includes the

use of the Bruckner roasting furnace, which is

seen at /, the starting-point of the operation.

The leaching vats are placed at J, in a row, with the gas-generator D in the centre. C is a rail-

car for removing the spent ore from the building, while the precipitating tubs are seen at B. At E
is seen the waste-tub, where the water runs through sawdust before being finally discharged.

CHUCKS. See Lathe and Drill Chucks.

CHURNS. The churn which is most in use in this country is the original " dash-churn," and it is

claimed by butter-makers who have had large experience to be the best. The dash-churn is hard to

operate by hand, which is one objection to its use on a small scale ; but, as all churns are worked by

machinery when many are employed, this objection is done away with. The best dash-churns are

barrel-shaped, as represented in Figs. 790, 791, and 792, having a moderate bulge at the middle, and

the dasher is large enough to occupy three-quarters of the area of the horizontal section of the

78T. T88.

o
o o

o o

^^^yy-y

789.

I
I

3 ;

middle of the churn. The dasher should be a complete circle, or have the form of one of the dash-

ers shown in Figs. 787, 788, 789. A verv ingenious apparatus, called the Odell & Smey spring motor,

is shown in Fig. 790, for operating churns. The motive force is imparted by a well-tempered volute

spring of steel, inclosed in a barrel or drum hung in an iron frame, and connected by means of a

23
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791. 792.

wire rope or cord with a fusee, whereby the waning strength of the spring, as it runs down, is counter-

balanced and equalized. The motor runs for about half an hour with one winding up, and it requires

about 1^ minute to rewind it. In Fig. 791 is represented the Key-
stone animal power for churns, the arrangement of which is clear

from the illustration. In Fig. 792 is represented the manner' in which
a number of churns are attached to the motive-power. Usually four
churns are placed in pairs opposite, or two side by side, so as to be all

worked by the power at the same time.

Several chui'ns have lately been introduced that operate on the same
principle as the dash-churn, producing the butter by concussion.
" Bullard's oscillating churn" is shown in Fig. 793. This churn is sim-

ply a box, without floats or paddles, adjustable to an oscillating table,

to which are attached two balance-wheels ; the motion is forward and
backward, the balance-wheel overcoming the resistance of the cream and

causing the churn to work easily. This churn is very simple in construction, and easily kept in repair.

In Fig. 794 is represented the " Howe churn." The principle of producing the butter in this

churn, when properly worked, is the same as in the dash-churn. The operator must cause the dash-

boards to strike the cream with force similar to the blow of concussion in the dash-churn. The

proper point for the return swing of the churn will be apparent by the churn moving back itself,

which movement must be assisted by slightly jerking it at the beginning of its return swing, to
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produce the blow of concussion. Each dash-board must make the blow on each swing. The
desired motion or stroke is easily acquired with practice, and butter is quickly produced.

The " revolving box-churn " is shown in Fig. 795

The cover of the churn is easily adjusted, and ad-

mits of no waste of cream. It contains a revolv-

ing cream agitator, running in an opposite direction,

thereby hastening the time of churning.

"Whipple's rectangular churn," shown in Fig. 796,

has neither dasher, floats, nor agitators of any kind,

the cream only acting upon itself and the inner flat

surface of the churn. Suspended from diagonal cor-

ners, as the churn revolves the cream constantly falls

from corner to corner, thus giving a diversified ac-

tion, and preventing the accumulation of what is

called " dead " or half-churned cream.

The Blanchard churn is represented in Fig. 797.

Of this, and of the Union churn. Fig. 798, the con-

struction is clear from the engravings. See Dairy
Apparatus. H. A. M., Jr.

CHUTE. An inclined trough formtng a feeder of

materials to machines, or of water to a water-wheel.

Also an inclined plane on which logs are passed down
hill-sides.

CLAMMING MACHINE. A machine in which an
engraved and hardened die is made to rotate in con-

tact with a soft steel mill, in order to deliver a

cameo impression thereupon. The mill is used to

indent copper rollers for calico-printing. (See En-
graving.)

CLAMP. A device for temporarily holding the parts of a piece of work firmly together. Fig.

799 represents the form of clamp used by joiners to hold glued joints while the glue is hardening.

The work is placed between the jaws at A, and the screws are adjusted so that the jawa just touch

799.

¥

the object. The screw B is first tightened, and the final grip is given by the screw C. Fig. 800
represents the usual form of clamp for holding together pieces of metal while the same are being
operated upon. J. R.
CLOCKS. See Watches and Clocks.
CLOTH-CUTTING MACHINE. An apparatus for cutting cloth for tailors' purposes. The Penno

machine, represented in Fig. 801, consists of a vertical shaft driven off a counter-shaft by a bevel-

gear wheel. Attached to a hollow standard, in which this shaft runs, is a horizontal jointed arm,
carrying at its outer extremity a small vertical shaft, which is driven by belts arranged as shown in

the illustration ; this vertical shaft drives by bevel-wheels a revolving cutter 4 inches in diameter,
mounted on a small stand and furnished with a handle. The radius of the arms is 6 feet, and they
are made of brass tubes, the outer length being supported by a spring from the joint ; the cutter

makes 2,000 revolutions per minute, and with it a skillful operator can cut from 20 to 80 layers of

cloth, according to the quality of the material, and can follow any description of line, either curved
or straight. The foot-plate under the cutter preserves the table from injury, and the cutter can be
moved over the surface of the table within the radius of the arm with the greatest ease. A revolv-

ing emery-wheel fixed on one corner of the table enables the cutter to be sharpened without stopping
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the machine. A clamp is used for holding several layers of cloth together when moving them from
one table to another, by which the old-fashioned screw clamps are dispensed with. It consists of a
small casting, the foot being flat and the stem of a triangular section ; on the latter slides loosely

another flat casting, having a triangular aperture to fit the stem. The elasticity of the cloth presses

upward the outer end of the upper arm of the clamp, and by doing so increases the friction on the

flat side of the stem to such an extent that the arm cannot move. To release the clamp, the upper
arm has to be brought to a horizontal position, when it will slide up the stem.

Mr. Albin Warth also exhibited at the Centennial Exposition, IS'TB, two machines for cloth-cut-

ting. The traveling machine has an arm running on a little railway, secured to the table, and carry-

ing a revolving cutter driven by belting—the power being communicated from the counter-shaft by
an endless band which surrounds the traveling pulley attached to the arm. The standard machine
has a revolving cutter driven by machinery placed underneath the table ; this cutter can revolve on
its centre, but cannot travel over the table.

CLOTH-FINISHING MACHINES. (See also Calender, Calico Printing, and Fulling Ma-
chines.) Cloth-finishing machines prepare the surface of woven fabrics, so as to improve their

appearance, and often in the case of inferior goods to cover the poor quality of the material. Near-

ly all stuffs when taken from the loom contain certain impurities and dressings, such as glue, which
have been used to keep the warp together, and which are therefore of a sticky nature. To remove
these substances, washing machines are used. (See Laundry Machines.)

Drying Machines.—These are contrivances for removing the water from the stuffs and for dry-

802.
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ing them Both these classes of apparatus have the same purpose, namely, to remove from the

stuff the moisture which it has absorbed during the processes of washing and fulling. This moisture

is of two kinds, one part being held mechanically by the stuff, while the presence of the other part

is due to the hygroscopic qualities of the material ; this latter portion is known to be very predomi-
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nant. The mechanically held moisture is now
generally removed by means of centrifugal dry-

ing machines (see Sugar-making Machinery),
while artificial heat is required to effect the re-

mainder of the drying. Dr. Herman Grothe has
published a work on this subject, in which he
shows, by practical results obtained by the use

of centrifugal machines, that the rotary drying

of moist stuffs is only economical within certain

limits, and that the construction of the centrifu-

gal machines themselves is not yet perfected, as

most of them have to drag with them vessels

and contrivances which are much too heavy. A
well-designed centrifugal machine should repre-

sent a correct combination of mass and strength,

and should possess at the same time moving parts

which offer little friction, and the necessarily

rapid motion of which does not produce any loss

of power, while the machine should also be pro-

vided with arrangements for stopping the rotary

motion almost instantaneously.

The drying machines intended for removing
the more closely combined portion of the moist-

ure by means of heat are of various systems.

One of improved construction (German) is repre-

sented in Fig. 802, and is more especially adapt-
ed for calico-drying. It is arranged on the vei'-

tical system, and is used for effecting the simul-

taneous drying and starching of woolen and half-

woolen stuffs, which are starched on one side

only. For this purpose the stuff passes at first

thi'ough the starching apparatus A, consisting of
the squeezers a b and the box c, which contains

the finishing or covering matter through which
the lower roller a revolves ; the stuff passing
through the two rollers a b, the finishing mat-
ter is very uniformly
transferred to and im-

pressed upon the sur-

face, and the small

irregularities formed
in weaving are thus

completely covered.

From here the stuff

passes into the dry- ^[1

ing apparatus proper, |pl£,

consisting of six cop- ,-—11
j |t

per cylinders d d heat-

ed by steam through
the hollow frames ee.

These cylinders, which
are constructed for a
pressure of from two
to three atmospheres,
are provided with cast-

iron bottoms, the lat-

ter being fixed in such
a manner that they
may easily be remov-
ed. The guide-rollers

//pass the stuff with
the unstarched side on
to the cylinders, so

that the breaking up
of the finishing mat-
ter, the clouding of the

stuff, and the greasing

of the cylinders are

prevented, while the

drying of the matter is

well and uniformly ac-

complished. From the

last cylinder the stuff
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passes into the folding apparatus carried by the arm B. The water arising from the condensation
of the steam is continually taken off from rollers and frame. The motion of the cylinder is pro-

duced by the friction-gear g h
and the pulleys i ; and accord-

^^^^ ii5,e;^.^=- 7^. ^^^===chs&^ '"S ^o t^is speed required for
.^..c^<»-x^—li^^5i=S==f=s±ziff=££^^^^2^^ W^s>^M.. the cylinders, the friction-pulley

h is moved along its axle either

toward the centre or the cir-

cumference of the face-plate g.

805.
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Cloth-like stuifs are placed in the fulling-mill in order to facilitate the closing or felting of
the materials. (See Fulling Machines.) Woolen stuff is next taken to the gig-mill.

The Gig-Mill.—An example
of this machine, which is used
for napping the fabric, is given
in Figs. 803 and 804. The cloth

to be napped is first wound on
the roller c', then passed down
over the two straining rollers

d' d to the cloth-roller c. By
means of the shaft e, which is

mounted at each end with two
slipping clutches /"/, c' is thrown
OLit of gear, and the lower roller

c thrown in. The cloth is then
drawn downward over the re-

volving drum b, which is set

with teasels, as seen in Fig.

805, until the whole length has
passed over. The action of the
two cloth-rollers is then reversed,

c' being thrown into gear, and
the cloth passes back again over
the teasels ; and this is contin-

ued until the nap is sufficiently

raised. The straining roller d'

may be adjusted to give more or
less strain on the cloth at will.

From the gig, as described,

cloth passes to the Woolen- Cloth
Shecn-mg Machine, Fig. 806.
The example we illustrate was

built by the Parks & Woolson Machine Company, Springfield, Vt. The rotary brush A, revolvin,,
in an opposite direction to that in which the cloth is moving, raises the nap which has been formed

807.

by the action of the gig, so as to prepare it for the action of the helical blades of the shear B,
which acts against a ledger-blade, not seen in the drawing. The cloth is brought up to the point
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of contact of the shear-blades by the rest-bar C, the distance of which from the shears is adjusted
by set-screws according to the thickness of the cloth to be sheared. This rest-bar is composed at

either end of small movable plates or sections, which are brought up to the proper point of con-
tact or removed from it by
a system of levers, operated ^^^-

by the fine-toothed wheels - ^
shown on either end of the

list-rod D. These toothed

wheels are set at such a

distance from the cloth as

not to touch the surface of

the fabric itself, but so as

to be caught and put in op-

eration by the coarse fibres

of the thick listing, and by an internal screw on the rod operate the levers, by which the mova-
ble ends of the rest are depressed, so as to allow the listing to pass through without being brought
in contact with the shear. The Cotton-Cloth Shearing Machine, as shown in Fig. 807, has been

varied in form, though not
in principle, from the origi-

nal invention of Milton D.

Whipple of Lowell. It con-

sisted in holding the sur-

face of the cloth intended

to be sheared or trimmed
of loose threads or knots
firmly against the point of

contact of the cutting blades,

by means of fixed supports

on stationary bars, over
•which the cloth passed just

before reaching and after

leaving said point of con-

tact, and a little above its

plane. In the modified ma-
chine shown, the cloth pass-

es above the cutting blades,

and is held down on them
by the straining bars, as is

seen in Fig. 808, in which
A A are the rest-bars, B
the cloth, passing in the di-

rection of the arrow, C the

revolving cutter furnished

with a series of helical

blades, and D the station-

ary or " ledger blade " of the shear. This form of machine was intended to clean and trim thin fab-

rics, like calicoes, mousselines-de-laine, etc., in which the body of the cloth was not of sufficient

thickness or elasticity to allow of its being held by a rigid bar directly against the point of contact

of the shears ; but it has since come
into very general use for all cotton

fabrics. In the machine as represent-

ed, Fig. SOY, the cloth enters over the
rollers C, and is drawn tight by the
friction-rod operated by the handle i>,

and passes first over the brush A,
which serves to raise the nap of the
cloth, and also takes up many of the
loose ends and threads which are left

as it comes from the loom. It then
passes over the shear-blades B, and
in the machine shown to the brush
and shear E and F, which are placed
above the cloth, so as to trim both
sides. It is then taken by the cloth-

roll (r, which draws it through the
machine, and delivered to the wind-
ing rolls H, by which it is wound into

a roll for the folding machine. The
dust and lint sheared off are taken
away by the fan J, through the pipes
or trunks K K. These machines are varied in construction according to the work to be per-
formed, in some cases having four sets of cutters on one side of the cloth only, in others having
cutters on both sides. The pieces of cloth are sewed together by a sewing machine, designed for the
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before entering thepurpose, Detore entering tne sheai-, so that its operation may not be interrupted at the end of each

piece.

Brushing Machines.—For some cotton fabrics a brushing machine is also used. This serves to clean

the cloth, and leave it with a slight nap or surface, and is employed for cottonades and goods of a

similar description. A brushing machine is
^^^- also used in the manufacture of many of the

finer woolen fabrics, the cloth being alter-

nately " napped " and sheared till the de-

sired surface is attained ; and this is com-
pleted by brushing. In the machine repre-

sented in Fig. 809, the cloth, previously

moistened, is submitted to the action of the

rotary brushes A and B, being passed over

tension-rollers as shown, in such a manner
as to subject it twice to the operation of each

brush. The brush C serves to clean the

back of the cloth from the flocks, etc., left

by the shears and other machines. From
the brush the cloth is taken to the hot press,

which completes the finish.

Presses.—Fig. 810 represents the Harwood
& Quincy continuous press, w^hich is used for

hot or cold pressing or for steaming, with a

production of 30 yards in 8 to 10 minutes.

The cloth goes direct from the shearing ma-
chine to the press, where it is brushed and
pi'essed simultaneously, thus saving much
time and labor. The pressure can be regu-

lated at will. The machine weighs 45 cwt.,

and takes about one horse-power to drive.

A is the framing ; B B, a, concave bearing

made in two halves, one to be used cold and

the other hot ; C\ a roller running in the

concave bearing ; £, levers with the fulcrum

at J; F., levers connected with the levers E

;

G, a shaft which by means of the cam and
the hand-lever N lifts the lever E and the

roller C. The shaft if and its cam /lift the

levers F and J 2. i^ 2 is a revolving brush

;

K and K 2, friction-rollers; C 1, a roller

which takes the cloth off the roller C ; P,

an arrangement for plaiting the cloth. One
half of the concave bearing B is kept cool

by means of water carried to it through the

pipe O 1, while the other half bearing is heated by steam "through the pipe 2; the lever i, having

a handle at one end, is in connection with the lever / 2 ; the roller C is heated by a steam-pipe 3

;

812.

the lever F is furnished with a heavy weight. The action of the machine is as follows :
The cloth to

be pressed passes over the bars ^SySand the friction-rollers iT 2 and K, then over the upper part of
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the brush F 2, and thence between the roller G and the concave bearing B jB, and finally over the

roller C 1 and the plaiter. The bearings B B are heated or not as desired. The pressure may be

brought by the lever i up to 6 tons. When no pressure is required, but the ma-
chine is to be used as a brushing frame only, the roller C is lifted from the cloth

by means of the lever N. Tor the purpose of steaming the fabric it is necessary

to heat the roller C, and to cover it with thick felt.

The hollow-plate steam-press. Fig. 811, is used in finishing woolen and worsted

goods, which are first folded between smooth pasteboards, called " press-boards,"

and each piece laid between a pair of hollow iron plates. These are then heated

by steam, from jointed pipes connecting each plate with an upright steam-pipe

behind the press, and the whole closed up, either by screws or by hydraulic pres-

sure, till the desired pressure and finish are obtained. A uniform heat is secured

in this manner, and all the dirt and danger of fire from the old system of furnaces

for heating the plates are entirely avoided.

Among other machines used in finishing cotton goods, not above mentioned,

is the " napper," used for cotton flannels, which is very similar in its operation

to the " gig " used for napping woolen cloths, except that wire card-teeth are used

instead of teasels.

Singeing Alachines.—For the expeditious removal of the flocky and fibrous

projections from the surface of cotton stuffs, singeing machines are employed, by
the aid of which the flock, etc., is burned off. In Fig. 812 is represented a ma-
chine of this description, constructed by the Zittauer Maschinenfabrik und Eisen-

giesserei of Zittau, Germany. This consists of the hearth A (above which the

singe-plate / is placed in a cast-iron frame), and of the brusliing and winding-

apparatus I) and E, driven by the two small steam-engines B and 0. By means
of suitable clutches the singeing apparatus may be put out of work without

stopping the engine. The stuff passes from the cloth-beam t over the rollers g,

against the brush i, and, going over the adjustable knife h, passes over the

heated plate I, whence it finds its way over the corresponding parts of the other machine,

further singeing is requii-ed, the machines are reversed, and the manipulations are repeated, but ia

the opposite direction. The brush i serves to raise the fibres of the stuff before arriving at the

814.

If a

singeing plate, so that they may be more quickly caught by the heated surface. The cover m is

placed over the plate I as soon as the machine is stopped ; this is done in order to prevent the
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air from comiDg into contact with the heated plate I. The speed with •which the stuff passes over

the plate varies according to the thickness and condition of the stuif and the temperature in the room.

Fig. 813 represents the burner used in an improved gas singeing machine devised by M. Blanche.

D is the gas-pipe and B the gas-burner. E is the air-pipe and C the air-tube. The gas and air

mingle in the conical tube shown, and are ignited at its orifice, the flame impinging on the cloth as

it passes around the roller A.
Tlie Beetling Machine.—An improved form of this apparatus, of English construction (Patterson's

patent), and exhibited at the Paris Exposition of 1878, is represented in Fig. 814. Its peculiarity

consists in its bringing to bear on the cloth a number of hammers or fallers worked at a high speed,

these hammers being worked by eccentrics on a shaft which extends across the top of the machine,

and there being interposed between the eccentric rods and the hammers a spring connection which
relieves the working parts from the recoil of the blows, and mateiially reduces wear and tear. The
spring connection is made by suspending each hammer from a leather belt attached to a semicircular

steel spring, as shown. In the old-fashioned beetling machines the hammers or " fallers " were
lifted by cams, and allowed to fall by gravity, while the utmost speed at which they could be run

was about 60 blows per minute. In the machine here represented the hammers give 420 blows each

per minute, while the striking effect of each blow is the same as in the old machine. The hardness
of the blow can, however, be varied by altering the speed. The cloth being operated upon is carried

by one of three rollers which revolve in bearings carried by disks, as shown, these disks being
themselves capable of revolving. The three cloth-rollers can thus be brought successively imder
the action of the hammers, and the operation of the machine is thereby rendered continuous, the

filling and stripping of the rolls not interfering with the beetling.

Craping llachine.—Cotton, linen, and half-woolen stuffs arc usually soaked with a finishing fluid,

in order to procure a certain stiffness, smoothness to the touch, and often lustre. In order to do

this in a suitable and uniform manner, special machines arc used. Starching machines, which may
either be fixed to the cylinder drying machines, or may be used as independent machines, belong to

this class. Craping machines are generally used for effecting a continued washing, boiling, and

rinsing of woolen or half-woolen stuffs in an alkaline solution, for the purpose of finishing, or as a

necessary preparation for the process of drying, or to provide the stuffs after being cleaned with

finishing matter. This machine is an important clement in the finishing process. As will be seen

from Fig. 815, it is provided with three boxes, a, b, and c, which contain the different fluids to be

used for the finishing of the stuff or for the removal of impurities, such as fat or grease, from it.

Three rollers, carried in strong frames, and running against a series of pressing or squeezing rollers

d' e' /', project partly into these three boxes a b c. These rollers and boxes may be used in various

ways, according to the quality of the stuff ; thus the latter is either wound round the rollers, which

are fixed in such a manner that the stuff is saturated by the fluid, while the rollers rotate and the

squeezers partly press the fluid into the material, and partly squeeze it out of it, or the stuff is placed

in the fluid, and is shnply passed through the squeezers. By means of the wheel-gear g h at the

top of the frames, the upper rollers or squeezers d' e' f can be lifted, in order to afford space for the

winding of the stuff around the lower rollers. The shafts of wheels g g g are provided with sectors

k k k, over which a chain is passed carrying at its end the rod and hook i, from which weights of

various sizes, according to the requirements of the case, are suspen_ded in order to press the rollers

d' e'f firmly against the lower rollers. The material, which may be passed in or out of the machine

from either side, is, after coming from the squeezing rollers, wound upon copper steam-rollers by

means of the friction-gear I m, which allows the speed of the steam-rollers to be exactly regulated

as required, by moving the disk to the necessary distance from the centre of the disk I. By means
of the foot-boards n, the rods o, and the levers p, the workman at the machine can instantaneously

stop the winding up of the stuff by throwing the friction-disks out of gear. Motion is transferred
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to the rollers by the bevel-wheels q q' q\ and each pair of rollers can be worked or put out of gear
independently of the other rollers by means of suitably arranged couplings r. By means of the

wooden rails s the stuff is guided into the machine without any folds ; 1 1 are guide-rollers, and v v

and M u are stretching rods for the different boxes.

27ie Measuring and Windinrj Machine, Fig. 816, from the Parks & Woolson Machine Company, is

of a kind generally used for putting up a large class of narrow woolen and worsted fabrics, which

wheel
ured,

are " rolled " or wound on boards. The cloth passes through
proper guides to the measuring roller A, having a cloth sur-

face, a worm-gear on the end of which operates the gear of
the index-shaft B, and records the revolutions of the measur-
ing roller, in yards and fractions, at the index-dial D. Pass-
ing partly around the measuring roll, so as to give it motion,
the cloth is led around the tension-rolls E and F to the winding
jaws C, which inclose between them the board or slat on which
the cloth is to be wound. One of these jaws or clamps is

movable, and is operated by a screw connected with the hand-
shown, so as to clasp and release the board at pleasure. After each piece is rolled and meas-
the index-plate is thrown out of gear, and reset at zero for the next piece.

Tlie Cloth-Folder, Fig. 817, is widely used for cotton cloths, prints, and other light fabrics. The
crank-disk A, on the main .'^haf

t, gives motion to the two parallel levers B B, supported on a stud, and
connected at the top by a funnel-shaped mouth-piece at C, through which the cloth is brought from
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the delivery roll F. This mouth-piece is inclined alternately to the right and left by the motion of

the bars B B, so that the lower edges of it insert the cloth between the stationary bai's I) 2), the under
faces of which are covered with card-teeth, and the floating table E supported by springs, which yield

sufficiently to admit of the entrance of the edge of the mouth-piece with a thickness of cloth at each
vibration of the same, and retain the fold as the mouth-piece is withdrawn. When the piece is

folded, and at the same time measured, a pressure of the foot on the lever H drops the table E,
and admits of the removal of the cloth. Another form of folding machine, of German construction,

is represented in Fig. 818. It consists of a frame about 14 feet high, carrying at the bottom the

cloth-beam a, from which the stuff passes half folded to the roller b, and thence to the rollers e and
d. The stuif is pressed against the cylinder d by the roller /, while the laying down into the trolley

h is effected by the lever g worked from the shaft carrying the pulley i.

Stretching Machine.—During the process of drying the maintenance of the stuff at its correct

width is of great importance, and always has been a difficult matter on account of the shrinkage

which takes place, bide and front elevations of a machine devised by J. Ducommun & Co. of Mul-
house are given in Figs. 819 a and 819 b. It consists of fixed and solid frames A carrying the main
shaft / with the pulleys K and the spur-wheel M, which transfers the motion by means of the

wheel Z to the roller N, the latter being geared to the second roller a by the pinions C and B.

These stretching rollers appear cylindrical externally, as shown in the engravings, but they consist

of an India-rubber tube drawn over a grooved core, as shown at Fin Fig. 819 b. These cores of the

two stretching rollers are arranged in such a manner that the grooves of the one correspond in

position and shape with the projections of the other roller ; this cannot be seen, however, unless the

819 a. ^VJl B.

two rollers are pressed together by means of the screws E, worked by the shaft F, when the

grooves are shown through the India-rubber tube. The stuff it is unrolled from the roller Q, and
passes over 0, under P, and over the elliptical roller T ; it is taken up either by the laying or dis-

tributing apparatus X, or by the roller T'', in which latter case it has to pass the table Z7, and is

stretched during winding up by the roller W. Even a superficial examination of the rollers a and
N will show that the stuff passing between them must be stretched. The machine also effects

the breaking up of the finishing matter, and makes even very strongly finished stuff soft to the

hand. (See Engineering, xv.) S. W. (in part).

CLUTCH. See Couplings and Clutches.
COAL. See Boilers, Steam.
COAL-BRFAKER. See Breaker or Crusher.
COAL-CUTTING MACHINES. Apparatus used for effecting mechanically the separation of the

coal from the inclosing rocks. The value of machinery for this purpose over manual labor consists

in the greater rapidity with which the work is executed, and the smaller waste that is made in the

operation, so that the production of a given quantity is obtained at a much less cost than by hand.

The coal itself is also brought down in much larger pieces, while the danger incident to " holing "

by hand is altogether removed. One of the principal drawbacks, however, appears to be the cost

in the first instance of conducting the motive-power, which is derived from compressed air, from
the surface to the workings below.

Gladhill's machine (English ) acts on the coal by means of an endless chain armed with teeth or

blades, revolving around a shive or solid plate secured over the coal. The apparatus is driven by
compressed air brought from the surface through pipes, under a pressure of from 35 to 40 lbs. per

square inch. The chain consists of flat links, each link being enlarged at one end for the purpose

of holding the blades. The chain is made of cast-steel, and the width of each cutter is 2j inches.
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The machine advances automatically in proportion to the clearing of the coal by means of capstans,

placed at both the forward and after ends of the frame, so as to work both ways. The inventors

claim that it will advance 300 to 350 feet with a depth of 3 feet in 8 to 10 hours, producing V5 to

90 tons of coal, assuming the vein to be 2i- feet thick. The movements of this machine are not,

however, adapted to the undulations and irregularities found in most coal-mines.

Holmes & Payton's machine (English) has for its cutting tool a strong steel blade, which is

attached to two eccentrics in order to give it rigidity ; the teeth are inserted in the plate and oper-

ate like picks, each tooth advancing on the same plane and describing circles according to the im-

pulse of the eccentrics. The length of the plate is 3 feet. The teeth of the cutting blade act by

blows, as do the picks used in hand labor. About 300 blows per minute are struck, and the open-

ing of the cut is from three-fourths of an inch to one inch to a depth of 3 feet. The inventors

claim an advance of 8 to 12 inches per minute, according to the hardness of the rock or coal.

For complete descriptions of this and the foregoing machine, see " Reports of Judges of Group 1,

Centennial Exposition, Coal-Mining Machinery," by A. Jottrand.

Firth's machine, used in the mines of the West Ardsley Coal and Iron Company, near Leeds,

England, consists of a pick worked by a bell-crank lever, the action being exactly the same as that

of a miner when engaged in undercutting.

There are also various forms of rotary machines. In Hurd's machine a number of steel cutters

or teeth are placed on an endless chain or band, moving longitudinally around a long arm. These

cutters form a groove in the coal. This apparatus is reported to have worked in a 20-inch seam,

making a semicircular sweep of 6 feet 6 inches in 4 minutes, with only 25 lbs. pressure on a 6-inch

cylinder with 6 inches stroke, cutting a groove of 1\ inch. The Monitor coal-cutter, Fig. 820, is one

820.
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of the latest forms of this type of machine. A shows the inner and supporting part of the cutter-
arm

;
this is joined to the frame D by means of a pivot-hinge that holds the arm horizontally, but

allows it to be raised or depressed on either edge, by means of which the cutter can be made to lead
up or down in the coal, to follow the irregularities of the bottom, to avoid interlaminated strata of
rocks, etc. The arm can also be raised or lowered without otherwise changing its relative position
to the machine. £ is the outer portion of the cutter-arm, and is geared to A in such a manner that
it can be thrown out or in to lengthen or shorten the arm as required. Attached to B is the wheel
that acts as a carrying wheel for the chain B at the outer extremity of the arm ; at the other end
of the arm, and attached to a shaft, is a similar wheel that acts as a driver for the cutter-chain,
i^is a double-cylinder vertical-trunk engine, 8-inch bore and 7-inch stroke. The whole is attached
to the framework J. This, in turn, is supported by the wheels G, H, etc. The wheels are all plain
flanged wheels, as shown by G. While working, the machine requires but one rail of the common
T iron, 9 lbs. per yard. The forward wheel is'kept on the rail by means of the second flange G,
which is slipped on and held by means of thumb-screws. The other two wheels are rimmed into the
broad flanges H, made in two more sections, which run directly on the bottom. When in shape for
moving, the wheels G H are drawn to the end of the frame J by the screw K, and the cutter-arm
swings under the frame /by means of the screw-shaft D, which engages the teeth of the segmental
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o-ear attached to the frame /. The machine is fed forward by means of a power windlass, operated

by air. The windlass consists of an upright drum, driven by a small rotary engine, so geared that

it will wind slowly enough for the lightest feed, or fast enough to pull the machine up the grade from

the gangway very rapidly. The feed can be varied instantly by the throttle-valve to suit the varying

strata that are being cut—a useful advantage, as in many places in the same breast one yard can be

cut in half the time with the same power that it would require to cut the next yard. The capacity of

the machine, of course, varies greatly with the nature of the material cut. The following will show

what the machine is stated to have accomplished in what is about the average hardness of splint

coal : Weight of machine, 3,800 lbs. ; depth of cut (extreme), 4 feet ; depth of cut (average), 3 feet

6 inches ; thickness cut out, 2 feet 6 inches
;
pressure used per square inch, 25 lbs. ; cut along face

(average) per hour, 20 yards ; space between props and coal, 42 inches
;
gauge of track, 29 inches.

Exceptional work, 15 yards in 20 minutes ; 30 yards in 55 minutes ; 5 yards in 4i minutes.

The essential features of the Lechner coal-cutting machine. Fig. 821, are the cutter-bar and the

modes of driving it. The cutters in this case revolve in a vertical plane. The form of the axle is

square, and motion is communicated to it by a couple of pitch chains, which not only drive by con-

tact with the axle itself, but also by engaging a set of nai-row cutters, which enter the open portions

of the chain. In this manner only thin films of coal are left uncut where the chains work, and get

broken off quite imperceptibly by coming into contact with the links of the chain. In addition to

the wrought-iron bars which form the framing to which the cutter-bar and the driving gear are

821.

attached, another set of similar bars at the side of them form the stationary framing on which the

whole machine slides. The forward motion is given by means of a stationary screw, round which a

nut revolves, and this motion is arrested by moving a handle which separates the two halves of the

nut in a similar way as the screw and nut "are disconnected in most screw-cutting lathes. To bring

the machine back again, a bolt attached to the stationary framing is, by means of a handle, thrown

into gear with one of the pitch chains, which are kept revolving to clear away the dust. Either

steam or compressed air can be used for driving, motion being communicated by suitable means

from the pair of cylinders to the pitch chains. The machine weighs 750 lbs., and can be handled

by two men. The cut which it makes is 6 feet deep, 3 feet wide, and 4 inches high.

COFFER-DAM. See Foundations.

COGGING. See Carpentry.

COG-WHEELS. See Gearing.

COINING MACHINERY. Gold and silver in their pure state, on accoimt of their softness, are

unadapted for coin ; consequently, each metal is alloyed with a certain quantity of some baser metal,

to give it greater hardness and durability. In this country, silver in the manufacture of silver coin

is alloyed with copper, the proportion in 1,000 being 900 parts silver and 100 parts copper ;
and in

gold coin 1,000 parts, 900 being pure gold, 100 alloy of silver and copper, of which not more than

60 parts is allowed by law to be pure alloy. In United States mints the following is the process of

manufacture : By means of powerful but accurately constructed rollers driven by steam, the ingots

(which are bars sharpened at one end like the blade of a chisel, and about 1 foot long, three-quarters

of an inch to 2^ inches broad, and three-sixteenths of an inch thick) are rolled into thin strips for

the coin to be made. Fig. 822 shows the rollers in perspective, and a sectional view is given in

Fig. 823. The rollers a «, of chilled cast-steel, are set in a strong east-iron frame h b, and are

capable of very minute adjustment by means of the wedges c d, actuated by the double screw ff

through a worm / and wheel p. They are driven in opposite directions by pulleys e e. As the

effect of rolling is to harden the strips, they are packed in bundles in copper boxes and placed m
an annealing furnace. When red-hot, the boxes are withdrawn and their contents emptied into

cold water. ' A pair of cast-steel finishing rollers next reduce the strips to their required thick-

ness, when the jatrged ends are cut ofE by shears and returned to the melting-rooms. After a sec-
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ond annealing, the strips are pointed by slipping them between rollers a a, Figs. 824 and 825, while a
passage is formed by one of the depressions e e on the lower roller. The face / reduces the thick-

ness of the strip end about one-fifth. When a strip is too heavy after rolling, it is reduced to its

standard between the dies of the draw-bench, Fig. 826. The previously pointed end of the strip is

slipped between the dies at a. The operator then places his hand upon the carriage r, which is at

h, close to the die, and by stepping upon the treadle c causes the hook h to grasp the moving end-
less chain d, whereby the jaws e grasp the projecting end of the strip and draw it through the dies.

As soon as the strip has passed the die, the jaws open, the hook h releases the chain, and the car-

824.
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riageis run back to 6 by a counterweight. The dies consist of two pieces of polished steel, adjust-
able in the head-block a. The lubricants used for the strips are wax for gold and tallow for silver.

Blanks ot planchets are next cut from the strip by means of the cutting-presses shown in Figs. 82*7

and 828, A vertical steel punch, working accurately into a matrix or round hole in a steel plate of
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the size of the planchet required, is operated rapidly by an eccentric, under which the strips are fed
by hand. In Fig. 828, a is the punch, b the bolster, c the detaching ring, and d the discharge tube
The punch-frame g is raised and depressed by the crank-shaft, which makes from 140 to 220 revo-
lutions per minute. The first blank from every strip is weighed, and if found too light is condemned
while the succeeding blanks from the same strip receive greater weight bv being made slightly cup-
shaped by a peculiar adjustment of the punch. Blanks and strips are cleaned by dipping in an acid
bath, hot-water bath, and soap-water bath. Blanks receive a final cleansing by shaking with sawdust
in a hand-riddle. Blanks for silver dimes and half dimes are cleansed in a revolving steam-riddle.
The blanks are now placed in the smiling machine, Figs. 829 and 830, by which, as rapidly as they

can be fed by hand mto a vertical tube, they are caught one by one edgewise, and caused to rotate in
a horizontal plane m a channel formed on one side bv a revolving wheel, and on the other by a fixed
segment of corresponding curve, but slightly nearer the wheel at one end than at the other The
effect IS that each piece in passing through this narrowing channel has its edge evenly crowded up

Pi\ k ^

into a border or rim. The details of this ingenious machine are shown in Fig. 830. a is the revolv-
ing plate, which reduces the blanks to uniform size by rolling them along one of the dies e e, at the
same time raising their edges. By this means much power is saved in the subsequent operation of
coming, c is the feed-tube, / the header. The blanks drop out at g into a box placed beneath.

After milling, the blanks are reduced to the exact standard weight by women, whose delicacy of
touch fits them aclmirably for this service. Seated at a long table, each one has a balance before
her and a flat file in her hand, and the gold planchets are successively tried against a counterweight.
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Those that are too light are thrown aside to be re-

melted, and those that are too heavy are brought

to the proper weight by moving the file lightly

round the edge.

The coining press^ Figs. S31 and 832, in use in

all the mints of the United States, is constructed

after the plan of the French lever press invent-

ed by Thonnelier. The pressure upon the die is

effected by a lever moved by a crank and oper-

ating a toggle-joint. The planchets being fed by
hand into a tube or hopper a in front of the ma-
chine, the lower piece in the tube is seized by
steel feeders and carried forward and lodged in

the collar between the upper and lower dies g.

At the same moment the lever is descending, and
by the time the planchet is in position the toggle-

joint, brought into a vertical position, imparts to

the piece a pressure which, within the narrow lim-

its of its motion, is very great. The immediate
relaxation of the joint causes the upper die to be
lifted, when the feeders, coming up with a second
planchet, push away the one already coined. The
planchet before being struck is slightly less in

diameter than the steel ring into which it drops

;

but the pressure upon the dies causes the piece to

expand into the collar and take from it the reed-

ing or fluting of its edge. The toggle-centres d d
are made of tempered steel, c is the main lever,

e the toggle-post, / the crank-shaft, and m the
connecting-rod. The coins, after being carefully

inspected to eliminate defective pieces, are put up
in bags and delivered to the mint superintendent.

In European mints the ingots are passed first

through roughing and afterward through finishing

rolls, which latter reduce the fillets to their exact
thickness. Generally the finishing rolls are of a

829.
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diameter smaller than the break-
ing-down rolls; in Brussels, how-
ever, the latter are only 6 inches
in diameter, and the former are 9
inches. At Stockholm, in redu-
cing silver into fillets, the bars are
placed hot in the rolls, which are

made hollow, and kept cold by
streams of water passed through
them. The subsequent process of
fine rolling is performed when the
metal is cold. At all the European
mints an accurate mechanical ar-

rangement for adjusting the space
between the rolls is employed, con-
sisting of screws with finely grad-
uated index-plates, and in some
cases of a combination of them
with a wedge adjustment. In most
cases the rolls are driven with
toothed gearing. At Vienna and
Brussels, however, they are actu-

ated by belting to avoid the irreg-

ular motion sometimes imparted
by the toothed gearing, and which
affects the accuracy of the fillet.

Before being stamped into blanks,

the fillets undergo in most of the
mints a further process whereby
they are brought to a perfectly

uniform thickness. The final ad-

justment is obtained by drawing
the fillets between smooth parallel

jaws, placed at an exact distance

apart by means of a gauge. Ex-
cept at Brussels, the fillets hard-
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S31. ened by the rolling process are annealed more
or less frequently for the purpose of softening

them. In England they are placed in copper

tubes, covered and luted with clay, inserted in a

reverberatory furnace, and then rapidly cooled.

Fig. 833 represents the English annealing fur-

nace, with the copper cells resting on their car-

riage. In most mints a reverberatory furnace

is employed, the fillets being laid on the floor,

which may be slowly revolved so as to submit

the whole charge to equal heat, the flame pass-

ing through an opening into the chamber where

the fillets are laid.

Except at the English and Danish mints, screw-

presses for stamping the fillets into planchcts

are not employed. These are arranged in a cir-

cle around a large wheel, in the periphery of

which cams are placed to actuate the presses, in

connection with vacuum cylinders provided for

each press. The crank-presses in general use on

the Continent consist of a vertical frame, with a

crank-shaft overhead which drives a connecting-

rod that is attached to the punch-slide, and to

which it imparts a reciprocating motion. The
fillets are for the most part led forward into the

press by a self-acting feed. On the Continent

the blanks are all weighed. The weighing ma-

chines at St. Petersburg consist each of 10 bal-

ances with feeding tubes for supplying the blanks.

Through these the blanks are laid upon the scales,

which are depressed in proportion to the weight upon them ; and from the scale they are ejected

by an automatic arrangement into one of three openings ranged one above 'the other for the

reception of the too light, the too heavy, and the correct blanks. In Stockholm and Copenhagen an

882.

ino'enious arrangement is in use. The counterpoise of the balance consists of a horizontal nn^ 4

inShes in diameter, which rises and falls freely in a tube, and over which is stretched a diaphragin

of gauze ; when the blanks are weighed and the counterpoise raised, the resistance ottered by tae
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air to the fabric-covered ring causes the beam to dip more or less, the angle being registered by an
index,and graduated scale.

Standard and Least Current Weights.—The standard weights and least current weights of gold
coin are as follows :

20 dollar piece—standard, 516 grains ; least current weight, 513.42
10
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consists in rotating the thumb-nut until the two dividing points are at nearly the required distance

from each other ; and this is effected by putting the points near the rule, but not touching it. After

this the final adjustment is performed by softly placing one point upou or into one of the marks on

the rule ; and while this point is held in the mark with one hand, the other leg is screwed in or out

834. 835 836.
837.

by gently working the nut until both points are seen to be in the marks. To avoid wearing the

divider screw and nut to a needless extent, when the legs require shifting a great distance the two

legs should be squeezed toward each other in one hand, while the other hand is used to rotate the

thumb-nut during the time it is not in contact with the divider leg.

Compasses are sometimes provided with a detachable conical foot, which may be inserted in the

mouth of a hole or recess in order to enable the pointed leg to describe arcs or circles around the

same. An ingenious attachment by means of which compasses can be used to describe scrolls,

ogees, or other irregular curves with accuracy, is represented in Fig. 837. It consists simply of a

supporting holder, in one end of which is pivoted a cogged and in the other a tliin-edgcd wheel.

This holder has a sleeve or clamp by which it is attached to one of the compass legs. In operation

the leg not carrying the device is held still, while the other leg is swept around, and at the same
time moved inward toward the fixed point, thus forming an irregular curve. The wheel leaves the

necessary mark on the metal or wood—a full line if the thin-edged roller is used, or a dotted one

if the corrugated wheel is employed. In laying off patterns by this device on paper or wood, black-

ened manifold paper may be used for transferring the design in dark lines.

COMPOUND ENGINE. See Engines, Marine.

COMPRESSOR. See Air-Compressors.

CONCENTRATING AND SEPARATING MACHINERY. Apparatus for the separation of com-

minuted ore according to the gravity of its particles. Concentrating machines are of two classes,

according as the separation is effected through the agency of water or the air-blast.

Concentrating Machines using Water.—Jigs.—The idea of a jig was originally derived from the

treatment by hand of ore on a sieve under water. By plunging the sieve down suddenly in the

water, and allowing the particles to come again to rest upon it, a separation is effected ; and if the

stuff has been sized, and the operation has been sufficiently often repeated, the denser particles are

found in strata under the less dense. If the mass on the sieve is then divided into horizontal layers,

ore and gangue may be separated. Much attention has been directed to the construction of auto-

matic or" continuously working jigs, by which the stuff to be washed enters in a constant stream, and,

after being washed and concentrated, is delivered in two separate portions without stopping or requir-

ing manipulation. In such machines the sieves, instead of being alternately plunged into and raised

out of a vessel of water, are made stationary, and the water is made to rise and fall so as to pass in

a strong current through the meshes of the sieve and the layer of ore above it. This motion of the

water is produced by means of plungers or pistons acting laelow the sieve, either vertically or hori-

zontally, or by elastic diaphragms which are alternately pushed out and in. One of the best jigs of

the continuously working class is the invention of Rittingcr. It is represented in Fig. 838, and is

characterized by the inclination of the grates and the lowness of the front partition, over which the

poor and lighter stuff falls continuously and with very little water, while the heavier and richer

portions fall through the opening or slit o at the base of the partition. This partition is the seg-

ment of a cylinder, and is supported upon the lever or arm d, so as to be movable back and forth in

such a manner that the opening or slit o may be increased or diminished at pleasure. The heavy

stuff, passing through the opening, falls into the box K, from which it is removed as required. The

inclination of the grate in this machine is from 5° to 8°. It is fed through the hopper B, which

plunges below the surface of the stuff accumulated on the grate. The loss of water which occurs

at each stroke of the piston is replaced from a reservoir, IF, at the back of the apparatus. Accord-

ing to Rittingcr, experience has shown that the duty of self-acting machines of this kind is gener-

ally three times as great as that from the ordinary intermittent working apparatus.

Rittingcr gives the following general dimensions, derived from practical experience, as the best

for the construction of jigs : 1. The opening of the feed-hopper should be of from 2^ to 3 inches

area, and about 4 inches above the sieve. 2. The length of the sieve should be at least 24, and

better 30 inches, and its inclination about half an inch to the foot, in order to facilitate the dis-

charge. 3. The height of the material resting on the sieve should not be over 4 inches at the

lower end.
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Hendys Concentrator, Fig. 839, consists of a shallow iron pan, 5 or 6 feet in diameter, supported
by a vertical shalt in the centre, and made to oscillate back and forth by means of cranks on a shaft
at one side, and joined by connecting-rods to the periphery of the pan. The pan turns upon its
vertical axis back and forth, for a short distance, at every revolution of the crank-shaft The fi-mre
gives a sectional elevation of the machine. It is made wholly of iron

; therefore there is no framinji
of timbers to be done when it is

set up, and no shrinking and leak-

ing after the machine has been al-

lowed to stand idle for a time. A
frame gives support to the central

pin and the crank-shaft, and also

to arched arms II, which rise over
the pan and sustain the upper end
of the vertical shaft B. The bot-

tom of the pan is raised in the
centre around the shaft nearly to

the height of the rim, and from
this it descends toward the periph-
ery in a parabolic curve, by which
the movement of the particles from
the centre toward the circumfer-
ence is facilitated, and their pas-
sage in the other direction ob-
structed. The stuff to bo concen-
trated is delivered, together with
the water, by the trough iV to the
hopper C, from which it is fed
through the pipe K and distribu-

tor D into the pan near its outer
edge. This feeding is not confined
to one point, but is made to ex-
tend around all parts of the cir-

cumference, by causing the dis-

tributor D to rotate around the
vertical shaft. This is accom-
plished by the movement of the pan. The upper edge of the pan is a continuous ratchet, into which
two pawls connected with D drop during the motion of the pan from the distributor, and in the
return motion give a velocity to the distributor equal to that of the pan. Continued impulses in this
way keep the distributor in regular rotation around the shaft. Rake-like arms are bolted to a flange
on the bottom of the hopper C, and are also carried around with the distributor, serving to separate

839.

the compact mass of sand and sulphurets as it settles, and also breaking the scum that gathers on
the surface. The accumulated sulphurets are discharged at the gate E. Each machine will receive
and concentrate 5 tons of stuff every 24 hours.

The Water-Column Separator.—Yarions forms of apparatus have been devised to effect the sepa-
ration of the grains of either coarse or fine stamp-stuff, having nearly the same volume but differ-
mg in density, by allowing them to fall through a column of water either at rest or in motion. Such
machines may be regarded as modifications of the jig ; a greater lenath of fall of the materials ia
water being substituted for a succession of short falls, the result ot^the repeated shocks or jerks
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given to the sieve. Apparatus of this kind forms a connecting linli between jigs and the slime sepa-

rators. These machines depend for their operation upon the difference in the time required for par-

ticles to fall through a given height of column of water, which, for particles of equal size, is in the

order of their specific gravities. As the time required is modified by the bulk of the particles, a

careful sizing is an essential prerequisite to the success of this form of concentrating apparatus.

One of the simplest forms is a stationary cylinder, designed by Messrs. Huet & Geyler of Paris. It

consists of two stationary concentric cylinders, kept full of water by means of a supply-pipe,

while a portion of the water escapes through the opening in the conical bottom and the excess over-

flows around the top. Directly below the aperture in the bottom of this cylindrical vessel a receiv-

ing tub is placed, so as to receive the water and ore that fall through. This tub is divided into

compartments and rotates around a central vertical axis. The stuff to be concentrated is supplied

at intervals at the top of the cylinder. In falling through the three feet of water, the particles

sepai'ate according to their specific gravity, and the heaviest arrive first at the outlet and are caught

in one of the compartments of the tub. As the next grade of ore reaches the outlet, the tub has

turned so as to bring another compartment under the orifice, and the stuff is thus classified.

Hundt's settling-tub operates similarly, but differs in this, that the receiving tub is fixed and the

water column is made to rotate.

Conical separators consist of a series of five or six cones arranged in succession one below the

other. Each part consists of two cones, one inserted in the other, so as to leave an annular space in

which water flows upward from a reservoir or chamber at the lower or pointed end. The stuff to

be concentrated is conveyed by a launder into the upper cone, and, passing through holes, encoun-

ters the upward current. The lighter portions are at once carried upward and over the upper edge of

the inner cone, and fall with the escape-water into an annular trough, by which they are conducted

away to the next lower cone, while the particles of sufficient weight to resist the current fall through

it, and accumulate in a small inverted cone in the chamber below, from which they are allowed to

drop through a small aperture at the apex.

Sizing and Concentration in Sluices and Rockers.—All concentrating machines work to better

advantage when the sands are of uniform size. For sizing, pointed boxes, such as that represented

in Fig. 840, are simple and efiicient contrivances. The box is of wood and wedge-shaped. Its length
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depends on the size of the grain desired for the concentrating machine. The shorter the box, the

larger the size of the grain (breadth and grade of the sluices or the velocity of the sluice current

being the same). The sands settling in the box are discharged by a 2-inch iron pipe communicating
with the interior of the box at the bottom, reaching to the top of the watei'-level in the sluice, and
provided on the side with l|-inch plug-holes from 4 to 6 inches apart from centre to centre. The
proportion of water to sands is regulated by opening the plug-holes at different depths below the

water-level, the lowest hole naturally discharging the greater quantity of water with the sands de-

posited in the box. The sands afterward flow through wooden sluice-boxes of a rectangular section,

provided at the lower end with a self-raising gate acting as a riffle, in which the heavier portions of

the sands, consisting of sulphurets, etc., form a deposit near the head, while the lighter particles

escape over the gate. For every two boxes or two sets of boxes there is one riffle-gate. When the

sluice-sands are subjected to a further concentration, they are discharged into a tank by lowering the

riffle-gate.

The rocker represented isometrically in Fig. 841 consists of a wooden table of 2-inch pine plank,

20 inches wide and 10 feet long, supported at both ends by wooden rockers, representing a section

of a width of 20 inches and depth of about 3 inches. The table has a grade of about 1 inch to the

foot, which can be increased when coarser sands are worked. The concentrated sluice-sands are

introduced at the head of the rocker, and a stream of water is turned on them. The rocker is set

in motion by the left hand of the workman, giving it about 60 strokes of 8 inches a minute. For
coarser sands a greater number of strokes is required. The lighter sands gradually work down,

while the sulphurets remain nearer the head.

Buddies are oblong inclined vats in which stamped ore is exposed to the action of running water,

in order that the lighter portions may be washed away while the heavier are retained. The concave

buddle of Paine & Stevens is shown in Fig. 842. There are generally two buddies, one for the coarser

sluice-concentrates, and the other for the finer. They are of an exterior diameter of 18 to 20 feet,

and interior of 2^ feet. The vertical shaft is supported by the wooden block m, carrying the jour-

nal-box. Attached to the shafts are : 1, the self-raising riffle-pulley g, which is raised by means of a
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rod p^ receiving its upward or downward motion from the endless screw h and pinion-wheel ; 2, the
arms //, carrying the brusher ; and 3, the sand-distributing troughs e e. The clear-water box i is

suspended by the wheels v « on an annular flat ring. It is supplied by the stationary wooden box r,

and discharges the water by means of the iron pipe k into the sieve-boxes y and z. The box s s is

842.

fed by the trough h from the mixing-trough y and sieve-box z. The vertical shaft receives its motion
by the pulley a and bevel-gearing d d.

The tossing or final cleaning of sulphurets from auriferous sands is usually performed on the bud-
die-headings if they are intended to be treated by the chlorination process. This is done in a tosHing
tub of the following construction, Fig. 843. Through the axis of the tub, which is conical in form,
passes the hollow cast-iron cone c. A shaft passing through this cone and resting on a journal
underneath carries a yoke to which the horizontal stirrers of flat iron are riveted. Revolution is

communicated to the shaft by bevel-gearing. The hammers are set in motion by the pins attached
to the vertical bevel-gear. When ready for tossing, the tub is filled to nearly half its height with
water, the stirrers are set in motion, making 48 revolutions a minute, and the ore is shoveled in near
the periphery of the tub
When nearly full, the

^^'

yoke is lifted out by
means of a rope and pul-

ley overhead, and the
sands are allowed to set-

tle while the hammers are
set in motion, making 96
strokes each a minute to

facilitate the rapid set-

tling of the sulphurets

and sands. When the
sands have settled, the
water is drawn oflp by an
iron siphon, and the skim-
mings are removed to a
depth of 2 inches and
thrown out as waste. The
upper half of the sands
remaining are retossed, and the resulting sands
above the sulphurets washed again in the buddle
during doubling. The lower half, of about 5 to

6 inches, consisting of sulphurets sufficiently con-
centrated, is delivered at the chlorination works
to be further treated for gold. (See Chlorina-
ting Machinery.)

Concentrating Machines Using Air-Blast.—
Kroiri's Dry Ore Concentrator.—A sectional view
of Krom's dry concentrator is given in Fig. 844.

The machine is composed essentially of the following parts : a receiver H, to hold the crushed ore

an ore-bed 0, on which the ore is submitted to the action of the air ; the two gates G, one to regu

late the flow of ore from the receiver H^ the other to determine the depth of ore on the ore-bed

a passage C, in which the concentrated ore descends, and roller F, to effect and regulate the dis-
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charge of the same ; a fan B^ to give the puffs of air; a trip-wheel lever and spring,, to operate the
fan ; and a ratchet-wheel and pawl, to impart revolution to the roller F.

The mode of operating the machine is as follows: Ore is placed in the receiver H^ and the driving-

pulley set in motion. The trip-wheel, fixed on the opposite end of the pul!ey-shaft, works by its

cam-shaped teeth against the lever ; and by the alternate action of this wheel, forcing the lever in

one direction, and of the spring, which at once and suddenly carries it back again, the fan B is made
to swing on the shaft /, sending at each upward movement a quick and sharp puff of air through
the ore-bed, and lifting slightly the ore lying on it. As there are six projections upon the trip-wheel,

it follows that the moderate speed of 70 to 80 revolutions of this per minute will give 420 to 480
upward movements of the fan in the same time, and consequently a corresponding number of puffs

of air to agitate the ore ; this rate is sufficient to secure steady motion of the heavy balance-pulley,

and yet not so fast as to produce any unpleasant jar or noise. The ore-bed is composed of wire-

gauze tubes, placed at distances from each other of -|^g, ^, f, and \ of an inch, according to the grade
of ore to be concentrated—the finer requiring that the tubes be set nearer together, while the coarser
allow of their being farther apart. The ore-bed, situated in front of the fan, as plainly shown in

the sectional view, is formed by these tubes, their ends next to the fan being open ; and the air from
the bellows, entering these, escapes through the top and sides of the tubes, agitating the ore that

lies on them, and also that between them near the surface. The ore between the tubes rests on that

immediately underneath, in the passage C, and sinks as fast as the roller t\ at the bottom, effects

its discharge. The tubes being open on the lower side, any fine ore passing through the meshes of
wire gauze simply descends with the main body C, thus preventing any liability of the tubes to filling

up. In discharging the concentrated ore C, the roller R is operated (as mentioned above) by means
of the ratchet-wheel and pawl, and, the latter being carried by a crank on the trip-wheel, it follows

that its speed is governed by the speed of this wheel, which also gives motion to the fan B ; by this

connection the fan, which effects the concentration, and the roller, which discharges the concentrated
ore, are made to act in concert with each other.

CONCRETES AND CEMENTS. The term concrete is applied to a mortar of finely-pulverized

quicklime, sand, and gravel, which materials are first mixed dry, made to the consistence of mortar
with water, and thoroughly worked. The most approved proportions are those in which the lime

and sand are in the proper proportions to form a good mortar, and the gravel is twice the bulk of
the sand. The bulk of a mass of concrete when first made is found to be about one-fifth less than
the total bulk of the dry materials ; but as the lime slakes, the mass expands about three-eighths of

an inch in height for every foot of the mass in depth. The use of concrete is now mostly restricted

to the forming of solid beds in bad soils for foundations, for blocks of artificial stone, and for walls

of edifices.

" Beton " is the term applied by French engineers to any mixture of hydraulic mortar with frag-

ments of brick, stone, or gravel. It is generally used in the same sense. The smallest amount of mor-
tar that can be used will be that which will be just equal in volume to the void spaces in any given
bulk of the broken stone or gravel. The best and most economical beton is made of a mixture of
broken stone or brick in fragments not larger than a hen's egg, and of coarse and fine gravel mixed
in suitable proportions. The mortar is first prepared and then incorporated with the finer gravel

;

the resulting mixture is spread out into a cake about 6 inches thick, over which the coarse gravel

and broken stones are uniformly strewed and pressed down, the whole mass being finally brought to

a homogeneous state with the hoe and shovel.

The terms " beton " and " concrete," while not originally synonymous, have become almost strictly

so by usage. The matrix of beton possesses hydraulic energy, while that of concrete does not ; and
herein is the accurate distinction.

For mixing concrete, a boiler-iron box, placed diagonally on a shaft and rotated, is commonly em-
ployed, as shown in Fig. 845. The ingredients are thrown into the hopper above, and thence pass

through the open door into the box. The latter is then revolved, and when the materials are thor-

oughly compounded it is emptied into a suitable receptacle placed beneath. Wheelbarrows arc gen-

erally used for conveying the concrete from where it is mixed to wherever it is needed ; but when
large quantities are prepared by machinery which is not portable, a sling-cart maybe advantageously
used. Tlie box should be of stout planks, and about Z\ feet long, 3 J feet wide, and 9 to 10 inches

deep, and so arranged that it can be readily slung up underneath the cart by means of a windlass.
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For erecting concrete walls, the apparatus devised by Mr. E. E. Clarke, Fig. 846, is often employed.
It consists of a wooden clamp, the vertical parallel arms of which can be readily adjusted by means
of traverse screws to any thickness of wall. These arms support the planking which determines the

thickness of the structure, and are attached—one fixed and the other movable—to a horizontal brace.

When in use the entire apparatus is kept in position by securing this brace to some fixed point of

support. The illustration represents the apparatus in position for laying a hollow concrete wall, not
intended to be furred inside. The hollow is secured by means of a
movable plank, called a core, a trifle thinner on the lower than on
the upper edge, so that it can be moved after the concrete is rammed
around it. The ties between the inner and outer walls may be com-
mon bricks, and these are placed under the core, in each of its posi-

tions, as the building progresses. Tlic core is notched on the lower

edge, so as to fit down upon the ties flush with their lower beds.

A more simple apparatus for making concrete walls consists merely

of a boxing of planks kept in place by upright posts on the exterior

at suitable distances apart, say 4 or 5 feet. The lower ends of the

posts are mortised and keyed into horizontal cross-pieces called fut-

tock.s, which reach entirely through the wall, and are withdrawn and
the holes filled up after the box is filled with concrete and a new
course is to be commenced. The upper ends of the posts may be
kept in position by similar cross-pieces, but the more common prac-

tice is to confine them by lashings of rope or cord, tightened or loos-

ened at pleasure by a stick used as a lever.

Fence or railing posts, of the minimum size consistent with the
requisite degree of strength, may be firmly set and retained perma-
nently in their upright position by inserting them in concrete foun-
dations. The mortar for this purpose need not be very rich in cement,
and in quantity might barely exceed the volume of voids in the coarse

material.

Concrete floors are frequently used in fire-proof buildings. The
concrete is in some cases packed in between the iron beams, and in

others is used in the form of slabs or plates.

The quick-setting varieties of hydraulic cement are quite exten-

sively used for the manufacture of drain and sewer pipes. The mortar. composed of 2 to 2^ meas-
ures of clean coarse sand to 1 measure of the cement powder, mixed with a small quantity of water,
is moulded by special machinery into pipe in sections of suitable length. These sections, when joined
together with cement-mortar, form a continuous water-tight tube.

Befon blocks for buildinr/ pv.rposes are of great value in regions where stone of large size or skilled

labor to cut the same is scarce. Such blocks have been employed in the construction of the new
piers and docks of New York. The materials employed were: I.Portland cement of two brands,
tested to withstand a tensile strain per square inch of not less than 200 lbs. in the first and 250 lbs.

in the second case. 2. Seashore sand, sharp, clean, and rather coarse than fine, used without any
preparation. 3. Broken stone (trap rock), not too large to pass through a ring 2 inches in diameter,
and not less than a quarter of an inch in smallest dimensions. The formulas were : 1 volume of
cement, 2 of sand, and 5 of stone ; and 1 of cement, iloi sand, and 5i of stone ; the unit of measure
being a cement barrel. In mixing, 2^ barrels of sand were spread on the mortar-bed to the depth of
3 inches. Cement was then evenly distributed over the sand, and both materials were mixed with
hoes ; 18 gallons of water was then added, which produced a stiff but plastic mortar. In the mean
time 5 or 5i barrels of stone were spread to a depth of 6 inches on a turning platform, and on this

the mortar was evenly slioveled. Thorough mixing with shovels followed, and finally the bcton was
carried to the moulds. The mass was then evenly and partially rammed, a 36 lb. rammer, falling 6
or 8 inches by its own weight, giving good results. The moulds, ranging in capacity from 1 to about
2S+_cubic yards, were made of 2-inch spruce plank, tongued, grooved, and dressed to If inch thickness
by i\ inches in width, nailed with 30-penny nails to pine pieces 5x6 inches, placed 28 inches apart,
and capped by a pine plate 5x8 inches, into which the uprights were mortised. When the uprights
were arranged to enter into mortises in the platform, allowance was made for a tenon of the width
of the upright, IJ inch thick and 2 J- inches long. Tenons, however, were successfully dispensed
with, by screwing strips to the platform with f-ineh lag-screws. The ends of the moulds were dadoed
into the side-pieces and secured firmly with a |-ineh ircn rod, ending with a crank-handle nut to
draw the sides closely to the end pieces.

Tlie beton made as above, when a year old, weighed per average of V) blocks 156 lbs. per cubic
foot ; or the weight of a cubic yard might safely be taken as 4,200 lbs. When immersed in water as
soon as it could be handled safelv, at 45 days old it yielded to a crushing force of 420 lbs. to the
square inch, or say 30 tons to the square foot; and under the rare conditions, at a year old, it

yielded to acrushing force of 1,520 lbs. to the square inch, or say llOtons to the squarefoot. When
dried in air it yielded to a crushing force of 1,620 lbs. per square inch, or say 116 tons to the square
foot. Beton made by the same formula, wherein " lime of Teil " was substituted for Poitland cement,
after 45 days' immersion yielded to a prcsnn-c of 25G lbs. per sqrave inch, or say 18^ tons per
square foot ; after a year's immersion it yielded to a pressure of 1,079 lbs. per square nch, say 79
tons per square fo:t ; and at a year old in air it yielded to a pressure of 1,087 lbs. per square inch,

or say about 78 tons per square foot. These blocks could not be safely handled rmlcss at least a
month old, and then the corners were very liable to injury; while blocks niade with Portland cement,
weighing nearly 53^ tens, when only 8 days old, were easily lifted by the derrick. The cost of
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materials ranged from about $7.88 to f8.88 per cubic yard ; and of manual labor, including carpen-

ters repairing moulds, etc., about $5 per cubic yard.

Beton Coignet, so called from its inventor, is composed of clean river-sand 4 or 5 parts by vol-

ume, hydraulic or common lime 1 part, hydraulic or artificial Portland cement one-quarter to three-

quarters part, and water enough to moisten the materials. The compound is put into the moulds

in successive layers from 1 to 3 inches in thickness, and is packed by hand. One of the most impor-

tant structures of this material is the monolithic arch of St. Denis, France, represented in Fig. 84*7.

This was erected for the purpose of testing the beton. The span is 196 feet 10 inches ; elevation of

arch, 19 feet S inches ; cross-section at A', 3 feet 11 inches by 3 feet 3 inches ; at C, 6 feet 6 Inches

by 6 feet 6 inches. The composition of the concrete in the arch consists of river-sand 4 parts,

hydraulic lime 1 part, and Portland cement one-half part. The French aqueduct of La Vanne is

built from blocks of beton Coignet.

Ransome's artificial stone consists of dean river-sand, the grains of which are cemented by sili-

cate of lime. This stone is extremely hard, and some specimens have offered as great a resistance

to rupture by compression as the best sandstone and marbles.

For concrete foundations, see Foundations and Breakwaters.

Roman Cement.—The materials employed in the manufacture of this cement are the nodules, of

an ovoidal or globular form, which are found in the London clay, and known by the name of

Septaria. They are calcined in perpetual lime-kilns with coal, in which a very moderate and well-

regulated heat is carefully preserved. After calcination the stones are ground under heavy edge-

stones to a very fine powder, which is sifted, and then packed in casks for sale. These nodules are

found in many localities in this country.

Roman cement is one of the most powerful hydraulic mortars, and is exceedingly valuable, not

only on account of the rapidity with which it hardens (and this is effected in a very few minutes),

but because when hardened in considerable masses it is not liable to crack.

All artificial or natural hydraulic limestones are soluble (before as well as after calcination) in

muriatic acid, with the separation of silica, except when sand or some similar substance has been

added to them.

The hydraulic limestones, when they do not contain a sufficient quantity of lime to be capable

of slaking with water, must be very finely pulverized ; it is only by this high state of division that

a proper action can ensue. A thorough penetration of the silicious portion by the lime is never en-

tirely effected, but a certain proportion remains inclosed and removed from the sphere of action.

Mortar.—A mixture of slaked lime in the state of paste with sand possesses the property, when

spread in thin layers between bricks, of gradually hardening to the consistence of limestone, and thus

cementing the bricks together. In order to understand the principles upon which mortar is mixed,

it is necessary to become acquainted with certain facts which here exert the greatest influence.

Conditions of Hardenmg.—'&im^Xe lirne, in the state of paste, likewise hardens, but only to form

a loose mass, of too slight consistence to bind the parts of a wall or building firmly together. It is

only when the layer of "lime forms a very thin stratum, as between two polished stones, that a firm

and solid cement is produced. The lime must be prevented from forming masses of any consider-

able thickness, as these always possess a very slight degree of cohesion. The lime attaches itself

firmly only to the surface of the building-stones, which differ from it in character, and this surface

should be extended, as it were, by mixijig a gramdar poieeler with the lime. This leads directly to

the object and use of sand in the moiilar, which is only intended to bring about more intimate con-

tact between the surfaces of the stones and^the lime. The shape of the bricks and hewn stones is

so irregular that crevices of a line at least, and in hewn stones often of an inch in width, are left

between them when laid one upon another. Lime alone placed between the stones would, conse-

quently, be in layers of a line to an inch in thickness, and in such masses would never bind.
_

If,

however, a sandy powder of any kind of stone is mixed with it, the mass of lime is thus divided

into a great number of thin layers, or, as it were, fills up the interstices between the sand, and, find-

ing everywhere points of attachment, binds the grains of sand together, and extends this binding

action to the stones themselves.

It is further known that even the best mortar, when quickly dried, as for instance on the stove,

does not harden, but remains friable and porous. Although, therefore, mortar placed under water

remains porous and will not bind, yet the action of moisture is essential to make it harden in the

air. Lastly, the free access of air is also absolutely necessary to the setting of mortar.

Proportions of Mixture.—When these facts are borne in mind, the rules to be observed in mixing

mortar will be obvious. Although many kinds of stone in the form of coarse sand are applicable

for making mortar, as limestone, for instance, yet quartz-sand is always most easily obtained. The

grain of the sand, however, is a matter of some importance. Very fine sand renders the mortar too

dense, and impedes the free access of air ; sand in grains of the size of hay-seed, particularly if it

is angular or sharp, is very good ; the interstices become too large to be entirely filled with lime if

very coarse sand is employed. It is then advantageous, particularly when irregularly shaped build-
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ing-stones are used, to mix two kinds of sand together, coarse and fine. Fine sand can only be
mixed with the lime when the mortar is intended for a thin coating upon the surface of walls, etc.

The more irregular the sand is, the better. The proper proportion of sand and lime is a most impor-
tant point in preparing mortar ; and the good quality and solidity of the mortar are more influenced

by it than by anything else. Errors committed in the mixing can never be subsequently corrected.

As a general rule, the lime should be sufficiently fine to cement all the grains of sand together,

but should form at the same time the thinnest possible stratum between them. The surfaces of the

grains of sand, or the interstices between them, should therefore be only just covered with the lime

in a half-liquid state, and no more. The rule might be laid down in the following terms : Let as

much lime be mixed with the sand as it will take up without having its volume increased. Practi-

cally, about 3 to 4 cubic feet of sand (or six times the weight) are added to 1 cubic foot of half-

liquid lime, provided the lime be fat, or very fat ; poor lime, which may be viewed as already con-

taining a certain portion of sand, will not bear the addition of more than 2^ cubic feet of sand to

1 cubic foot of lime. The sand should be pure ; i. e., it should not contain too much iron or clay,

and, least of all, bog-earth or vegetable matter.

Hardening or Setting—Time required.—Although mortar sets sufficiently in a few days, or weeks,
to enable a wall to withstand pressure and the like, yet the hardening proceeds so slowly and grad-
ually that it only attains its maximum (in which case a wall appears as if constructed of one piece

of stone) after years, or even centuries. The apparent superioi'ity of mortar in olden times over
that in the present is solely attributable to the longer time which has been allowed it to harden and
set, as no essential difference can be traced in the mixture of the ingredients. Although we see, on
the one hand, that old buildings can only be destroyed with the aid of powder, yet it must not be
forgotten, on the other, that in some buildings the direct converse is observed, and that the durable
portions only have been enabled to withstand the ravages of time, while the weaker and less dura-
ble parts have long since disappeared. In the same manner, it is probable that some buildings

erected in our own age will stand forward to posterity as patterns of solid architecture, just as those
of the middle ages and of the ages of Greece and Rome appear to us at present.

Strength of Cements.—Table I.* shows the tractile strength per square inch of cement mortar
42 days old, kept in open air

:

Table I.

CEMENT.
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Table II.

^2

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

COMPOSITION OF THE MORTAE.

Pure cement paste

1 volume cement powder, 1 volume sand

Pure cement paste
1 volume cement powder, 1 volume sand .

1 " " " 2
1 " " "3

Materials Cemented.

Croton bricks
Ik
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Table V.

o <<

O Ci

^9

1

2
3
4
5
()

T
8

9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
IS
19

KIND or CEMENT USED.

Eng-lish Portland (artificial)

Ciimberland, Maryland
Newark and Rosendale
Delafield and Baxter (Kosendale)
" Hoffman " Rosendale
" Lawrence " Kosendale
Round Top, Maryland
Utica, Illinois

Shepherdstown, Virginia
Akron. New Yorli
King'Ston and Rosendale
Sandusky, Ohio
James River, Virsrinia. .

* Roman cement, Scotland
The following' were broken when one year old :

Lawrenceville Manufacturing Company "(Rosendale)

Sandusky, Ohio
Kensington, Connecticut
Lawrence Cement Company (Rosendale), " Hoffman " Brand
Roimd Top, Maryland

BREAKING
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All the cements exhibited at the Centennial Exposition were carefully tested before awards were

recommended, by mixing them dry in each case with an equal measure of clean sand, tempering the

mixture with water to the consistency of stifp mason's mortar, and then moulding it into briquettes

of suitable form for obtaining the tensile strength on a sectional area 1| inch square, equal to 2^

square inches. The briquettes were left in the air one day to set, then immersed in water for six

days, and tested when seven days old. After thus obtaining the tensile strength in each case, the

ends of the broken specimens were ground down to 1-J-inch cubes, which were used the same day

for obtaining the compressive strength by crushing. The results, averaged from a number of trials

with each sample of cement, and divided by 2^ in order to get the strength per square inch, are

recorded in the preceding table.

Teil Hydraulic Concrete Stone.—The Toil stone manufactured by the Fire-proof Building Com-

pany of New York consists of artificial blocks of Teil hydraulic concrete.

The hydraulic lime of Teil is preeminently a hydraulic cement, containing 66 per cent, of silicate

of lime. It is mixed with sand, pebbles, broken stone, etc., and the concrete thus formed hardens

equally well under water as in the air. Its strength increases with age. The crushing strength of

Teil hydrauUc mortars, according to well-authenticated experiments, is 220 lbs. per square inch at the

end of 45 days, and 614 lbs. when 2 years old. Their tensile strength is 41 lbs. per square inch at

the end of 45 days, and 164 lbs. after 2 years. In artificial blocks of stone of various compositions,

in which Teil hydraulic lime is largely used, the crushing strength varies from 2,600 to '7,500 lbs. per

square inch, and the tensile strength from 288 to 426 lbs.

Blocks of Teil hydraulic concrete 10 feet long, 6 feet wide, and 6 feet high, weighing 25 tons

each, are used in the construction of sea-walls, piers, etc. They are placed in regular courses like

masonry, and form a wall of great strength. (See Breakwater.)

This material is also suitable for the construction of lighthouses, for which it can be made in sep-

arate blocks for masonry, or the building of whatever size can be built of a single mass without any

joints. The lighthouse of Port Said, Fig. 848, is built in this way of one mass of Teil concrete ; it

848. 849

is 180 feet high, and rests on a Teil concrete base of 400 cubic yards. Fig. 849 represents the car-

riage used for transporting the heavy concrete blocks from place to place.

Cements for Various "Purposes.—Air and water-tight, for casks and cisterns: Melted glue

8 parts, hnseed-oil 4 ; boil into a varnish with litharge. This hardens in 48 hours. Plumbers'

:

Black resin 1 part, brick-dust 2. Melt together. For leaky boilers : Powdered litharge 2 parts, fine

sand 2, slaked lime 1. Mix with boiled linseed-oil. Apply quickly. Acid-proof : A paste of pow-

dered glass and concentrated solution of water-glass. Cutler's: 1. Pitch 4 parts, resin 4, tallow 2,

and brick-dust 2. 2. Eesin 4, beeswax 1, brick-dust 1. S. Resin 16, hot whiting 1, wax 1. This is

used for fastening blades in handles. For ivory or mother-of-pearl : Isinglass 1 part, white glue 2,

dissolved in 30 parts hot water and evaporated to 6 parts. Add gum-mastic ^h part, dissolved_ in

one-half part alcohol, and add 1 part zinc-white. Shake up and use warm. Jeweler's, for uniting

all substances : Gum-mastic 5 or 6 bits as large as a pea, dissolved in spirits of wine sufficient to

render all liquid. In another vessel dissolve the ssme amount of isinglass in rum enough to make

2 ounces of strong glue, adding 2 small pieces of gum ammoniacum, which must be moved until_ dis-

solved. Heat and mix the whole. Keep in a closely-corked phial, and put the latter in boiling
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water before using. Black, for bottle-corks: Pitch hardened by the addition of brick-dust and
resin. For jet : Use shellac, warming the edges before applying, and smoke the joint to make it

black. For meerschaum or china: 1. Make a dough of garlic, rub on the edges, and bind tightly

together. Boil the object for half an hour in milk. 2. Use quicklime mixed to a thick cream with

white of egg. Soft, for steam-boilers : lied or white lead in oil 4 parts, iron borings 3 parts. Gas-

fitters' : Kesin 4i parts, wax 1, Venetian red 3. Coppersmiths' : Boiled linseed-oil and red lead

made into a putty. This is used to secure joints and on washers. For emery on to wood : Equal
parts of shellac, white resin, and carbolic acid in crystals. Add the acid after the others are melted.

Iron and emery : Coat the metal with oil and white lead, and when hard apply the emery mixed with

glue. French putty, hard and permanent: Linseed-oil Y parts, brown umber 4, boiled for 2

hours, one-eighth part white wax stirred in. Remove from fire and thoroughly mix in white lead 11,

and fine chalk 5^ parts. India-rubber : Fill a bottle one-tenth full of native India-rubber cut into

fine shreds. Pour in benzole from coal-tar till the bottle is three-fourths full. The rubber will

swell ; and if the whole be shaken every few days, the mixture will become as thick as honey. If

too thick, add benzole; if thin, add rubber. This dries in a few minutes, and will unite backs of

books, straps, etc., very firmly. Chinese, for fancy articles, wood, glass, etc. : Finest pale-orange

shellac, broken small, 4 parts, rectified spirit 3 parts. Keep in a corked bottle in a warm place

until dissolved. It should be as thick as molasses. Rust-joints : 1. Clean iron borings 2 parts,

flowers of sulphur -/g-, sal-ammoniac -,\% 2. Finely-powdered iron borings 1 part, sal-ammoniac ^,
flowers of sulphur -j\% Pound together and keep dry. For use, mix 1 part with 20 of pounded iron

borings, and mix to a mortar consistence with water. For making metallic joints somid : 1. Use a
putty of boiled linseed-oil and red lead. 2. Use a putty of equal parts of white and red lead. For
electrical and chemical apparatus : Resin 5 parts, wax 1, red ochre 1, plaster-of-Paris ^. Melt at

moderate heat. For mending stone, or as mastic for brick walls : Make a paste of linseed-oil with

clean river-sand 20 parts, litharge 2, quicklime 1. For chucking work in the lathe : 1. Black
resin 8 parts, yellow wax 1 ; melt together. For use, cover the chuck to one-sixteenth of an inch

thick, spreading over the surface in small pieces, mixing it with one-eighth of its bulk of gutta-per-

cha in thin slices. Heat an iron to dull red, and hold it over the chuck till the mixture and gutta-

percha are melted and liquid. Stir the cement with the iron until it is smoothly mixed. Chuck the

work, lay on a weight to enforce contact, and let it rest for half an hour before using. 2. Burgundy
pitch 2 parts, resin 2, yellow wax -|^, dried wax 2. Melt and mix. 3. Resin 4 parts, melted with

pitch 1. While boiling add brick-dust until dropping a little on stone shows the mixture to be suf-

ficiently hard. Elastic, for leather or India-rubber : Bisulphide of carbon 4 ounces, shredded India-

rubber 1 ounce, isinglass 2 drachms, gutta-percha -| ounce. Dissolve, coat the parts, dry, then heat

the layer to melting, place and press the parts together. Water-tight, for wooden vessels : Lime,

clay, and oxide of iron, mixed, kept in a close vessel and compounded with water for use. For
leather, straps, etc. : Gutta-percha dissolved in bisulphide of carbon. Keep tightly corked and
cool. It should be of the consistence of molasses. For marble, or for attaching glass to metal

:

Plaster-of-Paris soaked in a saturated solution of alum and baked hard. Grind to powder and mix
with water for use. Can be colored to imitate any marble, and takes a fine polish. Impervious, for

corks, etc. : Zinc-white rubbed up with copal varnish. Give two coats so as to fill all the pores, and
finish with varnish alone. For cracks in wood : 1. Slaked lime 1 part, rye meal 2, and linseed-oil 2.

2. Use a paste of sawdust and prepared chalk with glue 1 part, dissolved in water 16. 3. 011-var-

nish thickened with equal parts of litharge, chalk, and white and red lead. For wood and glass or

metals: 1. Resin and calcined plaster, the former melted, made into a paste. Add boiled oil to con-

sistence of honey. 2. Dissolved glue and wood-ashes to consistence of varnish. Fire-proof and
water-proof : Pulverized zinc-white, sifted peroxide of manganese, equal parts. Make into a paste

with soluble glass. To mend iron pots and pans : Partially melt 2 parts sulphur, and add 1 part fine

black lead. Mix well, pour on stone, cool, and break in pieces. Use like solder with an iron. Lon-
don cement, for glass, wood, china, etc : Boil a piece of cheese three times in water, each time allow-

ing the water to evaporate. Mix the paste left with quicklime. For aquaria : 1. For fresh-water

aquaria : Take + gill gold-size, 2 gills red lead, li gill litharge, and sufficient silver sand for a thick

paste. This sets in about 2 days. 2. For fresh or salt water : Take 1 gill powdered resin, 1 gill

dry white sand, 1 gill litharge, 1 gill plaster-of-Paris. Sift ; and for use mix with boiled linseed-oil,

to which a little dryer has been added. Mix 15 hours before using, and allow 2 or 3 hours to dry.

For petroleum lamps, impervious to the oil : Resin 3 parts, boiled with water 5 and caustic soda 1.

Then mix with half its weight of plaster-of-Paris. This sets in three-quarters of an hour. Roman

:

Green copperas 3^ lbs., slaked lime 1 bushel, fine gravel-sand 1 bushel. Dissolve the copperas in

hot water, and mix all to proper consistence. Keep stirred. Glass to glass, for sign-letters, etc.

:

Melt in a water-bath liquefied glue 5 parts, copal varnish 15, drying-oil 5, oil of turpentine 2, tur-

pentine 3. Add slaked lime ID. Hydraulic: Oxide of iron 1 part, powdered clay 3, and boiled oil

to a stiff paste. Stone: Sand 20 parts, litharge 2, quicklime 1, mixed with linseed-oil. Leather
and cloth, for uniting parts of boots and shoes, seams, etc.: Gutta-percha 16 parts, India-rubber 4,

pitch 2, shellac 1, oil 2. Mix and use hot. Mahogany : Shellac melted and colored. Colorless, for

paper : Add cold water to rice-flour, mix, bring to proper consistence with boiling water, and boil one
minute. Water-proof, for cistern stones : 1. Whiting 100 parts, resin 68, sulphur IS^, tar 9. Melt
together. 2. Sand 100 parts, quicklime 8, bone ashes 14, mixed with water. Transparent : India-

rubber 75 parts, chloroform 60. Mix, and add mastic 15. Cloth to iron : Soak the cloth in a dilute

solution of galls, squeezing out the superfluous moisture, and applying the cloth, still damp, to the

surface of the iron, which has been previously heated and coated with strong glue. The cloth should

be kept firmly pressed upon the iron until the glue has dried. For cracks in stoves : Finely-pulver-

ized iron (procured at a druggist's) made into a thick paste with water-glass. The hotter the fire,

the more the cement melts and combines, and the more completely does the crack become closed.
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For china, glass, etc. : 1 . Diamond cement, for glass or china, is nothing more than isinglass boiled

in water to the consistence ot cream, with a small portion of rectified spirit added. It must be

warmed when used. 2. White lead rubbed up with oil. Articles mended with this must stand for a

month. For corks of benzine-bottles : A paste of concentrated glycerine (commonest kind) and lith-

arge. This soon hardens, and is insoluble in benzine or any of tlie light hydrocarbon oils. For caus-

tic lye tanks : The tanks may be formed of plates of heavy spar, the joints being cemented together

by a mixture of 1 part finely-divided India-rubber dissolved in 2 parts turpentine oil, with 4 parts

powdered heav3--spar added. Colored : Soluble glass of 33° B. is to be thoroughly stirred and mixed

with fine chaik and the coloring matter well incorporated. In the course of 6 or 8 hours a hard

cement will set. The following are the coloring materials : 1. Black : well-sifted sulphide of anti-

mony. This can be polished with agate to a metallic lustre. 2. Gray-black : fine iron-dust. 3.

Gray : zinc-dust. This has a brilliant lustre, and may be used for mending zinc castings. 4. Bright

green: carbonate of copper. 5. Dark green: sesquioxide of chromium. 6. Blue: Thenard's blue.

7. Yellow: cadmium. 8. Bright red: cinnabar. 9. A'ioletred: carmine. 10. Pure white: fine

chalk as above.

Works for Reference.—"On Calcareous Cements and Quicklime," Kiggins, London, 1780 ;
" Me-

moire sur les Mortiers Ilydrauliques," Treussart, Paris, 1829; "On Calcareous Mortars and Cem-
ents," Vicat, 1837 ; "On Limes, Calcareous Cements, Mortars," etc., Pasle}', London, 1847 ;

" Prak-

tische Anleitung zur Anwendung der Cemente," Becker, Bcrhn, 1861-'68
; "Practical Treatise on

Limes, Hydraulic Cements, and Mortars," Gillmore, New York, 1803 ;
" On Limes, Cements, and

Mortars," Burnell, 1868; "Die Ilydraulischen Mortel," Michaelis, Leipsic, 1869; " Traite sur I'Art

de faire de bons Mortiers," Charleville, Paris ;
" On Calcareous and Hydraulic Limes and Cements,"

Austin, New York, 1871 ;
" Experiments on the Strength of Cements," Grant, London, 1875 ; "Port-

land Cement, its Manufacture and Uses," lleid, London, 1877. See also "Beports of Commissioners

to Paris Exposition," 1867.

CONDENSERS. When the exhaust steam from an engine is to be condensed, it can be brought

into direct contact with the condensing water, or passed over surfaces which are cooled by water or

air. In the first form, or jet condenser, the exhaust steam mingles with the condensing water

;

while in the surface condenser the fresh water resulting from the condensation can be used to feed

the boilers. At the present time, when steam of considerable pressure is used at sea, it is of great

importance to use fresh water in the boilers, since water deposits solid impurities much more rapidly

as its temperature is increased ; and nearly all modern ocean steamers are provided with surface

condensers. With either form of condenser, as ordinarily constructed, an air-pump is required, to

remove the air and vapor ; and the surface condenser is provided in addition with a circulating-

pump, to force water rapidly around the condensing surfaces. The general arrangement of a sur-

face condenser, such as is used in connection with marine engines, is shown in Figs. 850, 851, and

850.
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852. It consists of a number of tubes within a box or case. The exhaust steam passes around the

tubes, and the water of condensation is removed by the air-pump shown in Fig. 850. Cold-water is

pumped through the tubes to condense the steam by a circulating pump. Fig. 852. In practice there

are, of course, many modifications of this general principle. Sometimes the exhaust steam passes

through the tubes and the condensing water circulates around them ; and independent air and circu-

lating pumps driven by small engines are often employed. (See Engines, Steam, Marine.)

Some interesting notes on surface condensers, descriptions of early forms, and general discus-

sions, may be found in the " Transactions of the Society of Engineers," 1862, and " Transactions of

the Institution of Engineers in Scotland," vols, iv., v., and xi.

There are a number of condensers, designed principally for use in connection with land engines,

that require no air-pumps. Prominent among these are Morton's ejector condenser and those of

the same class, which are described in the " Transactions of the Institution of Civil Engineers,"

1872, and the " Transactions of the Institution of Engineers in Scotland," 1868, 1869. The papers

referred to contain much interesting and useful information. The minimum amount of condensing

water required in any particular case can be calculated by table I. under Expansion of Steam and

Gases. Suppose the pressure of steam when discharged into the condenser is 10 lbs. above zero, that

the initial temperature of the injection water is 70° F., and the final temperature 115°. By column 7
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in the table referred to, each pound of steam on being condensed must be deprived of 1141 — 83
= 1058 units of heat, and each pound of water takes up 115 — 70 = 45 units ; so that the least

1058
quantity of water necessary to condense a pound of steam is = 23.5 lbs. In order to render

45

all the condensing water available, it should be brought into as intimate connection with the steam
as possible. To this end, in jet condensers, the condensing water is frequently introduced as spray
and falls on a scattering plate, while in surface condensers the passages are small, so that the water
shall move rapidly and be divided up into small portions, each one of which will receive heat
quickly ; and if it were not for the increased resistance to the passage of the water that follows
from decreasing the area, it might be advantageously subdivided to a much greater extent than ob-
tains in practice.

The size of a jet condenser, according to ordinary practice, is about one-third of the volume of
the cylinder. In proportioning surface condensers, a very ordinary rule is to make the condensing
surface three-fourths of the boiler-heating surface ; but there are condensers in use having a much
less proportion of surface. There are examples of surface condensers condensing 10 lbs. of steam
per hour per square foot of surface ; but the more usual practice is probably between 4 and 6 lbs.
The efficiency of a condenser depends of course on the manner and velocity with which the con-
densing water passes through it, as well as upon the thickness of the condensing surfaces. In
some experiments by Mr. Joule, where each condensing tube was surrounded by another tube and
water was driven in one direction through the annular space, -while steam passed through the tube,
as much as 100 lbs. of steam were condensed per hour per square foot of tube surface (Rankine's
" Treatise on the Steam Engine," p. 266) ; and in Engineering for Dec. 10, 1875, is an account of
some experiments in which this rate of condensation was exceeded.

It has been proposed to use air for condensing steam, instead of water, and condensers have been
constructed on this principle. The efficiency of such a condenser obviously depends on the velocity
with which the air is brought into contact with the condensing surface ; and in one form of air
condenser the condensing surface was made to revolve, after the manner of a fan. For notes on
the theory of air condensation, account of an experimental condenser, and experiments on the heat
received by air at different velocities, see Van JVostrand's Eclectic Engineering Magazine, i., 527

;

the Scientific American, x., 265 ; and the Engineering and Mining Journal, xxiv., 259. R. H. B.
COXE-PLATE. See Lathe and Drill Chucks.
COxNE-PULLEY. See Belts.

CONFORMATOR. An apparatus used by hatters to obtain the shape of the head. It has the
form of a hat brim and crown, and is composed of 60 small branches of ebony held close to the
frame in which they slide by a brass spring wire. When not in use, the inner arms of these branches
together form an elliptical cavity ; but when the conformator is placed on the head, every projection
thereon pushes the branches more or less outward, the wire spring yielding and the cavity assuming
an irregular shape. Upper inner arms of the branches form an elliptical-shaped aperture in the
crown of the apparatus, which assumes the same shape as that impressed upon the branches them-
selves. On these arms are steel points, upon which a piece of paper is pressed, and which thus
mark on the paper the exact conformation of the wearer's head reduced in scale. The piece bounded
by the indented line is then cut out, and placed in a device consisting of numerous branches, which
arc slid inward until they touch the edge of the paper on all sides. They are then secured in place,
and their outer surfaces form a block exactly corresponding in shape to the head measured. Over
the block the hat after being warmed is pressed, and thus caused to fit. This device was invented
by M. Allie of Paris in 1843. See Scientific Ameiican, xxxviii., 143.
CONVERTER. See Steel.

COPE. See Pattern-making and Moulding.
CORK-CUTTING MACHINERY. Cork is the soft cellular interior bark of the Que7-cus suber, a

species of oak indigenous to Spain and Portugal. It is removed from the tree by making several
longitudinal clefts up and down the trunk, and then girdling the latter with horizontal incisions. The
first crop is not gathered until the tree has attained the age of 15 years, and is employed only for infe-
rior purposes. Seven years afterward the tree will have another coating of bark, which is stripped,
and a new supply is thereafter gathered about every 6 years. After the stripping the cork is in-
spected and assorted according to size and quality, that of the finest texture being most valuable.
The inferior portions are generally sorted out, their crust burned off, and sold mostly for floats, hence
receiving the name of fishing-cork. The better qualities are first boiled and scraped, and then
blackened over a coal-fire, the object being to make the surface smooth and at the same time to con-
ceal flaws. After being forwarded to the warehouse, the largest slabs are cut into pieces of about
3^ feet in length, 18 inches in width, and ranging from half an inch to 3 inches in thickness. Dry-
ing and packing in bales weighing 150 lbs. each follows, and the cork is ready for exportation.

In this country, after the cork is received at the factory, it undergoes another assorting, and a
thorough steaming in a chest designed for the purpose, the latter process softening the cork and
rendering it easy to cut. Various machines have been devised for cork-cutting. In one, rapidly-re-
volving circular knives are used, which cut by a drawing motion, as crushing strokes simply break
the cork or cause it to crumble. The workman, sitting in front of the machine, places a piece of
cork of suitable size in a revolving spindle, by which it is firmly held. The spindle is raised a meas-
ured distance, and the edges of the cork come in contact with the rotating knife, which smooths
them off, leaving the material in perfectly cylindrical form. Another method is to place the rough
bits of cork in grooves on the circumference of a wheel, which, working automatically, carries each
piece to a point where its ends are received by a small lathe. The cork is then revolved slowly,
while a large circular knife removes a thin shaving, thus giving it the necessary taper and a smooth

25
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and true surface. As soon as a cork is finished by the automatic lathe, it is released and another
substituted.

Figs. 853 and 854 represent one of the latest improved machines for cork-cutting. The cork from
the bale is first passed to the machine, in which A is an iron table bolted to a wooden one by means
of the brackets D and E ; Bis, a, guide-piece, and C is a revolving disk of steel, similar to a circular

saw, but having the edge sharp, the bevel of the blade being all on the outside, so that the cork shall

not jam. The pieces of cork from the bale are laid upon the table A, and kept against the guide
or gauge B, whose distance from the knife regulates the width of the strips the cork is cut into.

The cork strips next pass to the machine shown in Fig. 854, in which A A A A represent a revolv-

ing spindle, driven by the pulley B and fitting easily, and capable of being slid or moved horizon-

tally back and forth thi'ough the bearings provided in the standards C C. Upon one end of A is

the flange D, which passes down into a recess provided in the lever E, so that if the latter is

operated laterally the spindle A A A A will also be operated laterally. / is the cutter, which is

formed of a hollow piece of cast-steel tube, parallel in its bore, and with a sharp edge produced by
beveling off the outside. F represents a round spindle, which passes through the revolving spindle

A A A A, the latter being made hollow to receive the former. The spindle F protrudes into and
nearly through the cutter /. It is supported and regulated in its distance up the spindle A A A A

by the hand-screw H, which screws
it to the face of the bracket G, that

end of the spindle F being flat and
provided with a long slot. J \s n
tail-stock or back-head, adjustable

by the screw-handle J)/, the upper
part of J being a block of hard
wood denoted in the drawing by K.
The gauge L is adjustable by a nut,

as shown. The operator places a
strip of cork on the gauge Z, and,

while the machine is running at a
high speed, he pulls toward him
the handle E, thus forcing the cutr

ter through the cork and up against

the wood block K. lie then moves
the handle E back again, which
withdraws the cutter, carrying the

cut coi'k in the bore of the cutter until the cork meets the end of the stationary spindle F, which
retains it, and the cutter, passing back, leaves the cork, which falls down. After the machine is

once set, therefore, the operator has nothing to do but to feed the cork strips with one hand, and
operate back and forth the handle E with the other hand.
To taper the corks, they are fed by hand in a horizontal position down an inclined trough to a

vertically-operated plunger, having its upper end hollowed to receive a cork, which drops into this

hollow when the plunger is at the bottom of its stroke. It is then carried up by the plunger and
held for an instant horizontally level with a rapidly revolving spindle, similar to a lathe-spindle, but
having a flat and solid end; then a stationary spindle, answering to the dead centre of a lathe, ap-

proaches and forces the end of the cork against the revolving spindle, which by friction revolves the
cork. At the back of the position now held by the revolving cork, and lying in a plane inclined to

the plane of the length of the cork, is a large revolving steel disk, similar in form to that shown at

C. This steel blade, while revolving at a high speed, is traversed over the top of the revolving cork,

cutting it taper and of the necessary diameter from end to end at one cut. As soon as the cork is

thus turned, which takes but a second, the driving mandrel recedes and releases it, the plunger falls,

carrying the cork with it, and while the cork falls below the machine the cork-cuttings are carried by
the revolving cutter to the back of the machine, as follows : from where the cutting operation is

performed for about one-third of the circumference of the disk-knife it is provided with a guard,
which retains the cuttings upon the knife, but on leaving the guard the centrifugal force throws the

cuttings off and into a box provided to receive them. The capacity of each of these machines is

about 250 gross per day.

An ingenious cork-cutting machine, the invention of M. A. Robert, was exhibited in the Paris Ex-
position of 1878. The sheet of cork is first cut into square blanks approximating the finished cork
in size. These are fed down, one at a time, between vertical guides, and descend upon a table,

where they are met by a clamp, which grasps them and pushes them forward between spindles, the
under one of which is spiked and the upper one toothed. While held in these the cork is rotated on
its vertical axis against a swiftly-moving band-saw blade about 2 inches in width. This blade is

constantly in motion, and in order to keep it sharp a horizontal grindstone is provided. The stone
is actuated at intervals by a cam-wheel driven by a worm and pinion from the main shaft, so that

at every revolution of the latter the grindstone is brought into contact with the blade and rotated

for a few seconds.

The same inventor also exhibited a small machine in which a knife was moved to and fro by
hand. Strings attached to the knife-handle, which ran on guides, rotated the spindles between which
the cork was secured.

COTTER. See Gib and Cotter.

COTTON-GIN. A machine for cleansing cotton and preparing it for the market or for carding.

The most simple as well as the most ancient cotton-gin is the roller-gin, which consists of fluted

rollers about five-eighths of an inch in diameter, and from 9 to 16 inches long, placed parallel in a
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frame, which keeps them almost in contact. The rollers revolve in opposite directions ; the cotton

is drawn through between the rollers, while the seeds are prevented from passing by the narrowness

of the space. This machine is still used for the finer and longer-stapled cottons, but the operation

is tedious and expensive ; and the saw-gin, invented by Eli Whitney in 1793, from its general use,

its wondrous eifects on the extension of cotton cultivation, and its influence on manufactures and

commerce, may now claim distinction and consideration almost exclusively as the cotton-gin. In its

main features this machine still continues as first invented by Whitney ; but in various details and

workmanship it has been the subject of many improvements. Fig. 855 presents a perspective view

of an improved cotton-gin, and Fig. 856 is a section of the same. In the latter, a is the grate-fall

head, or end of breast; 6, seed-board; c, saw-cylinder; rf, saw; e, "patent detached grate;" /,

screw or bolt on which the grate-fall rests
; g, back board, to which are attached the back grates

and "patent moter;" A, grate-fall hollow, which is hung upon hinges, and may be raised or low-

ered at pleasure ; i, sliding-butt, by means of which the saw-tooth may be made to assume any de

sired angle with the curved

board ; I. bottom board.

surface or front of the grate
; j,

" patent brush ; " X:, sliding mote-

The grate-fall, or breast, into which the seed-cotton is thrown, is formed with ends or heads of

back side being composed of cast-iron grates, screwedcast-iron, and pear-shaped, the lower and
firmly to the wood-work of the breast

;

the saws project through the interstices

between the grates from 1 to 2 inches

;

the upper and back part of the grate-

fall, called the " hollow," is hung upon
hinges, and may be raised or lowered at

pleasure, and fastened in any desii'ed

position by joint-bolts through the grate-

fall heads.

The seed-board makes the front part

of the breast, and stands nearly perpen-

dicular, leaving a space between it and
the grates for the discharge of the seed

;

it is hung upon pivots at the top at each

end, so that the bottom may be swung
outward and the hopper emptied at any
time. When in place the bottom is fast-

ened by small slide-bolts. The position

and angle of the seed-board may be read-

ily varied and adjusted, by altering the

position of the slides upon which the

pivots rest. These slides are fixed to

the grate-fall heads by small bolts pass-

ing through slots, having a nut outside.

The grate-fall, or breast, is hung to the

front top timber of the frame by stout

hinges above the saw-cylinder, and the

lower part rests upon two short screws in the front piece. That part of the hinge or butt which is

attached to the top timber is so fixed as to slide up or down by means of slots and an adjusting

screw, and is fastened in the desired position by bolt-nuts.

The saw-cylinder is made of wooden staves, about 2 inches thick, upon an iron shaft, and turned

in a lathe of a uniform diameter ; and by the application of a small saw, when in the lathe, grooves

are formed to receive the saw-segments, which are made of the best cast-steel, and inserted and

fastened into these grooves.
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There is a set of wooden grates behind the saw-cylinder, and a row of hair or bristles, called the

" moter," to separate the false seeds, motes, and dirt from the ginned cotton.

The brush is made of about 20 inches diameter, cylindrical, having slits lengthwise between the

rows of bristles and a hole around the shaft to receive the air as the brush revolves
; and a rapid

centrifugal motion is given to the air, which is forced out with great power between the rows of

bristles.

Behind the brush is an opening, the length of the frame, into the lint-room, and beneath the

brush a sliding board, called the mote-board, which may be slid back or forward for the purpose of

regulating the draft of the gin, and properly separating the motes, dirt, and leaf from the clean

cotton.

In the saw-gin, as ordinarily constructed, the cotton is liable to collect in the spaces or interstices

between the grates, and around them above the saws, thus choking or clogging the grates, and pre-

venting the rising and free escape of the roll of seed-cotton. The patent detached grate, instead

of being attached directly to the wood part of the breast at the top, has an arm or brace extending

out behind, through which it is screwed to the wood, so that the top of the grate stands out and is

detached from the wood, and has a space behind of a quarter inch or more between it and the wood,

and also a space between it and the adjacent grates ; so that there is no chance for the cotton to

collect above the saws, and the choking is entirely avoided.

Many efforts have been made to improve the saw-gin, so as to separate motes and other impurities

from the fibres of cotton. By some this has been essayed by means of rotating brushes acting on

the fibres, and carrying them from the grate to the stripping-brush, rotating in a reverse direction to

the saws. Some have used stationary brushes, through which the saws carry the fibres to be stripped

of motes and other impurities. The objection to these is that they act on the cotton only when
upon the teeth of the saws, and therefore, instead of separating the motes and other impurities from

the fibres to which they adhere, sometimes with considerable tenacity, the fibres are drawn out with

the motes, thus occasioning considerable loss of cotton. The object of the moter is to avoid this

loss, and to hold on to the motes or other impurities, as the fibres are stripped from the saws by

the stripping-brush, the fibres being under the operation of both brushes at the same time. The

moter also more eifcctually stops the current of air generated by the rotation of the stripping-brush

from acting on the fibres before they are cleaned, than if located at a greater distance from the point

of action of the stripping-brush.

Tlie Macarihy Gin is designed to clean large quantities of cotton expeditiously without occasioning

any injury to the staple. The cotton is drawn, by a leather roller having shallow diagonal grooves

which will not admit of the passage of a seed, between a metal plate called the " doctor," fixed tan-

gentially to the roller, and a blade called the beater, moving up and down in a plane immediately be-

hind and parallel to the fixed plate. While the cotton is drawn through by the roller, the seeds

are forced out by the action of the movable blade. Numerous modifications of this gin have been

made, and in some cases the movable blade or knife is made to work horizontally instead of verti-

cally. The double-action gin has a double set of knives, set so as to balance each other, each revo-

lution of the crank giving two strokes of the knife.

The Cowper Lock-jaw Gin.—In this machine the jaw which locks fast the cotton fibre is formed

by the nipping-blade, which is caused to approach and nip the fibre on the roller at the time it is

traveling at the same surface speed and in the same direction. While the fibre is so held, the beater

acts on and pushes away the seeds close to the nipping-blades, and separates them from the fibre

close to the seed. The nipping-blade then returns to its former position, moving in the opposite

857.
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direction to the surface of the roller. A fresh sup-

ply of cotton is then drawn in and grasped, when the

nip is repeated.

The Knife-Roller Gin.—This has the same roller

as the Macarthy gin, with the steel blade or press-

ing knife pressed against its surface by springs and

screws. A knife-roller is substituted for the beater-

plate used in the Macarthy machine. It consists of

a spindle carrying oval plates of about 5 inches in

diameter. These plates are placed diagonally with

the axis on which they are fixed; and being oval,

when caused to revolve the blades or knives draw

the cotton-seed alternately right and left along the

edge of the pressing knife, while the ginning roller pulls away the fibre from the seed and

through a grating. There is a guard which prevents the seed from being broken between

ning roller and the edges of the knives on the knife-roller.

it falls

the gin-
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The Scattergood Needle- Gin.—A notable improvement has been made in Scattergood's " needle-
gin," in which the teeth are needle-pointed, and set in Babbitt metal, causing less injury to the staple

than the old saws. The circles or rings of teeth are each composed of 10 sections, one of which can
be easily replaced when injured. One of these gins, of 60 rows of teeth, will gin a bale of cotton
per hour, and requires about 5 horse-power. The method of setting the teeth is shown in Fig. 857.
The bent teeth necessary to form a section are placed in a mould, and the soft metal poured around
them. The number of sections (10) required for a circle are then placed between two iron disks of
the proper diameter, which fit into a groove on the section, and an axial hole in which also fits

on the central shaft. This process is repeated until the desired length of cylinder is obtained, when
by means of a screw cut on the shaft, and its proper nut, the whole cylinder is firmly dra^vn to-

gether.

This gin, having two-fifths more space between the teeth than the saw-gin for the same number of
teeth, will at the same velocity clean a larger amount of cotton, while the rounded teeth will not in-

jure the staple like those of the saw. It has also a self-acting feed-motion.

The machine. Fig. 858, has a box occupying the top of the gin. An endless rotating apron of
slats forms the bottom, while ari upright endless rotating apron of slats forms the front, and a rota-

ting toothed roller forms the lower front corner. The lower apron brings the seed-cotton forward
and against the toothed roller ; the roller, having a slightly accelerated motion, seizes the cotton and
carries it over itself, when it drops into the hopper of the gin. The upright apron lifts the super-
fluous cotton up and away from the I'oller, and keeps turning the whole mass of seed-cotton in the
hopper over, thereby shaking out much of the dirt and sand and opening the cotton ; by its action
all tendency of the cotton to jam and choke in the machine is avoided. An easy adjustment of the
upright apron changes the feed at the will of the operator.

Table showing claimed
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and used in some of the prin-

cipal cotton mills of this coun-

try. The feed-table or endless

apron A receives the cotton and

carries it to the feed-rolls £.

The rolls C are the pulling or

preparing rolls, and run twenty-

times faster than the rolls £ ;

they consequently pull the mat-

ted bunches of cotton apart,

and drop them in a softened

condition into the gauge-box I).

The rolls F and E receive this

cotton from the gauge-box D in

a sheet of uniform thickness,

and carry it to the beater G in

the opener. By the force of

this beater it is" blown through

the circles H and trunks J to

the condenser A", connected with

which is the exhaust-fan J/,

which carries off the dust,

and aids in pulling the cotton

through the trunk. The entire

bottom of the trunk J is made
of hoop -iron slats standing

edgewise a short distance apart,

and the cotton, after being well

opened by the preparing-rolls C
and beater G^ and blown over

this sieve-like arrangement, is

thoroughly cleaned. The roll

K and the screen L in the con-

denser X slightly compress the

cotton as it passes between them

and drops into the gauge-box

0. The ratchet-roll N acts as

a clearer for the screen i, and

: at the same time throws out

the surplus cotton if the gauge-

box becomes too full. F is a

glass door by which the opera-

tor can see the height of cot-

ton in the gauge-box. The con-

struction of this gauge-box and

its connection with the rolls S
and screen F arc such that the

cotton is measured in one uni-

form sheet to the lapper or

scutcher, through which it pass-

es and comes out in the form

of an even lap, ready for the

finisher-lapper or card. It is

claimed for this trunk arrange-

ment of machines that the cot-

ton is cleaned in a more thor-

ough manner than by the old

process ; that it will not clog

in passing through, neither is

there danger from fire ; that

the cotton is measured off by

the gauge-box evener than it

can be spread by hand, thus

insuring an evener lap ; and

that the trunk, taking out the

greater bulk of sand and grit

before it reaches the lapper,

saves the wear and tear of the

same. This machine will open

and clean 4,000 lbs. of cotton

per day, with an expenditure

of about 8 horse-power.

Another form of cotton-open-
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er and picker, as built by Messrs. Whitehead & Atherton of Lowell, Mass., is represented in

Figs. 860, 861, and 862. The cotton as taken from the bale is spread loosely on the feed-apron

A, which delivers it to the feed-rolls B, from which it is taken by the hinged beater or whip-

per C, the details of which are shown in the smaller drawings on the right, Fig. 862, in which
are exhibited the beaters which strike the cotton, and which are rectangular loops of best Nor-
way iron hanging on rods, which are supported by the arms. The whole is driven by a belt-pul-

ley, and the rapid motion causes the whippei's to assume a radial position, as represented in Fig.

862, and strike the cotton from the feed-rolls, with a blow which is sufficient to remove the seeds

and dirt, which fall through the gratings shown in the elevation, while the cotton is carried on
to the wire-gauze cylinders UE\ from which the air is exhausted by the fan M. Passing through
between these gauze cylinders, the cotton goes to another pair of feed-rollers F, from which it is

again taken by the beater G, and carried on as before to the gauze cylinders / and /', the air

from which is exhausted by the fan iV. The beater J again throws the cotton forward to a third

pair of gauze cylinders, exhausted by the fan 0, and from these it passes through the condensing-

rollers K, and is wound up in a lap or sheet at L. The leaf-extractors D and // are large cylinders

fitted with buckets like those of an overshot wheel on their periphery, and revolving slowly in a
reverse direction to that of the cotton, as shown by the arrow. The cotton is thrown by the beater
against the edges of these buckets, and much light material which has not fallen through the "grids"
or gratings is caught in them, and dropped in their revolution into the dust-box under the machine.
The peculiar merit and novelty of this machine, which is now very extensively used, lies in the

hinged or flexible beater, which, while delivering an effectual blow on all the cotton which is fairly

loose, will yield to a hard mat or cake, such as is often found in heavily-pressed cotton, until the
successive rapid blows have so loosened it as to permit its easy separation, thus avoiding much of the

jar and wear to the machine incident in the use of the i-igid beater, and also saving power. These
machines, as represented in the cuts, have been found by actual test to open and clean 4,000 to

5,000 lbs. of cotton per day, with an expenditure of less than 2 horse-power per 1,000 lbs.

The lap which is taken from these machines now passes to the second picker or lapper, when
three laps are united and drawn down into one, which is taken to the card. This operation is in-

tended to secure evenness in the thickness of the sheet delivered to the card, and this object is also

aided by the improved " evener," as illustrated and described below.

II. EvENERS AND Lappers.—The object of an evener, applied to a finisher-lapper, is to regulate

the supply of cotton which passes through the machine so that laps of any required weight can be
obtained, without being compelled to weigh the cotton on to the feed-apron of the breaker-lapper. To
accomplish this result, a number of different kinds of eveners have been invented, many of which
have been open to the serious and fatal objection of not being sensitive enough to produce an even
weight of laps, in consequence of the construction of the evener being such that the feed-rolls were
obliged to serve the double purpose of holding the cotton while being operated upon by the beater
(necessitating a great weight upon the feed-rolls to hold the cotton) and to even the supply of the
same passing through the machine.

The construction of the Whitehead & Atherton evener, represented in Figs. 863 to 865, is such
that its only office is to regulate the supply of cotton, while the feed-rolls have no direct connection
with the evener to

interfere with its
^''^•

sensitiveness. In

Figs. 863, 864, PP
are two feed-rolls

for holding the

cotton while being

acted upon by the beater. T T are two
of eight evcner-plates, between which and
the roll V the cotton passes to the feed-

rolls. These plates are connected by means
of rods H Ji to the levers in the box S,

which are connected with the lever G, at-

tached to the shipper-lever ./, which op-

erates the quadrant belt-shippers Z, L.

During the passage of the cotton over

the evener-plates, should an uneven sur-

face present itself, the plates immediately
under the part that is uneven operate, and
either increase or reduce the supply of the

cotton to the beater, as is required to pro-

duce a given weight of lap. The cotton,

being delivered as evenly as possible in

this manner to the lapper, passes through
two more beaters, which complete the
cleaning and prepare it for the next op-

eration.

Fig. 865 is a perspective view of the

finisher-lapper. At A^ A}^ A- are the rests

for laps from the opener. B is the beater-cylinder ; C, wire-gauze condenser-cylinder ; and D, the

fluted roll for joining the laps.

III. Carding Machines.—From the apparatus thus far described the cotton emerges in the form of
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a very clean, light, downy fleece called a lap, consisting of short fibres thoroughly disentangled.

But these fib'res^are not parallel ; they lie across each other at every imaginable angle, and any

attempt to combine them together in this state would be fruitless ; they must be rendered parallel,

865.

a n>y »
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and to effect this is the object of carding. This is an important process, as regularity and perfec-

tion in carding are essential to the fineness and beauty of the cloth. Cards are formed of strips of

leather, in which are inserted small staples of wire called teeth, having the projecting ends slightly

bent in one direction. The strips of leather are fastened to flat surfaces or cylinders of wood or

metal, and the cotton is passed between two or more of these surfaces. The teeth of cards are of

various sizes, being thicker or slenderer to adapt them to coarse or fine materials. It is essential

that the teeth should be all alike, equally distributed, and equally inclined over the surface of the

leather. The teeth are implanted by pairs, and retained in it by the cross part c d, Fig. 866, at

right angles with the teeth. The

866. leather must therefore be pierced

with twin holes at the distance

c d, and in such a manner that

the slope of the holes in refei'-

ence to the plane of the leather

be invariably the same ; for oth-

erwise, the teeth would vary with

the angle of inclination, and the

card would be irregular. The leather should be of the same thickness throughout, so that all the

teeth may project an equal distance. Card-making requires a degree of precision which is hardly

possible with hand work, and cards are now manufactured exclusively by machinery.

Strict uniformity is necessary as to the size, shape, obliquity, and length of the teeth, and also in

the angle which they bear to the cylindrical surface around which they are placed. The action of

the cards will be understood from Fig. 866. If the two cards a and b on the left be moved in op-

posite directions, as indicated by the arrows, with a tangled tuft of cotton-wool between them, the

fibres will be seized by all the teeth, one card pulling them one way and the other pulling them in

the oppo'iite direction. The fibres are thus disentangled and laid in parallel lines, each card takmg

up and retaining a portion of the cotton. All the cotton may be gathered on one card by reversing

the position of the two, and placing them as shown on the right of Fig. 866. Then, by drawing the

upper card a over the lower one 6, the teeth of the latter offer no resistance, but give up their cotton

to the upper card. . -,

The following is a description of the card-making machine invented by Mr. Whittemore. Long

sheets or fillets of leather, of suitable length, breadth, and thickness for making cards, are stretched

by winding the fillets upon a roller or drum, from which it is conducted upward between guide-rollers

to a receiving-roller at the top of the machine, where it is held by a cramp, by which means the leather

is kept stretched.
, r , , , *

The holes are pierced in the leather to receive the wire staples or teeth of the card by means ot a

sliding fork, the points of which are presented to the face of the leather, while the fork is made_ to

advance and recede continuallv bv the agencv of levers, operated by rotatory cams upon a revolving

main shaft. The leather fillet is shifted so as to bring different parts of its surface opposite to the

points of the sliding fork, so that the holes shall be pierced at regular distances. This is done by

cams, which shift the guide-rollers and confining-drums laterally as they revolve, and consequently

move the fillet of leather at intervals to the distance required between the holes.

The wire of which the teeth of the card are made is fed from a coil on one side of the machine,

and brought forward at intervals by a pair of sliding pincers, moving to and fro through the agency

of levers operated by rotatory cam's upon the main shaft. The pincers having advanced a distance

equal to the length of wire intended to form one staple or two points, this length of wire is pressed

upon exactlv in the middle by a square piece of steel, and .being there confined, a cutter is brought

forward which cuts it off from that part of the wire held in the pmcers. The length of wire thus
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separated and confined is now, by a movement of the machine, bent up along the sides of the square

steel holder, and shaped to three edges of the square, that is, formed into a staple ; and in the same
way the wire is cut and bent into staples as long as the machine is in operation.

The wire staple is held with its points or ends outward in close proximity to the forked piercer

before described, and by another movement the staple is moved forward, its points entering the two

holes previously made in the leather by the sliding fork.

While the wire staple is being thus introduced into the leather, its legs or points are to be bent,

that is, formed with a knee or angle. This is done by a bar or bed, which bears up against the

under side of the wire staple when it has been passed half way into the holes in the leather, and

another bar above it, being brought down behind the staple, bends it over the resisting bar to the

angle required, forming the knee in each leg. A pusher now acts behind the staple, and drives it

home into the leather, which completes the operation.

In this manner a sheet of card, sometimes called card-clothing, is made, of the kind usually em-
ployed for carding wool, cotton, or other fibrous materials. The wire staples are set in the leather,

sometimes in lines crossing the sheets, which is called ribbed, or in oblique lines, called twilled,

which variations are produced by the positions of the notches or steps on the periphery of the cam
or indented wheel, which shifts the guide-rollers that hold the leather fillet as described.

The carding engine consists of one or more cylinders, covered with card leather or clothing, and a

set of plane surfaces similarly covered, made to work against each other, but so that their points do
not come into absolute contact. The action of the machine is substantially similar to that of the old

hand-cards, which were simply wire brushes drawn past each other by hand in the manner already

described. For making coarse yarns one carding process only is employed ; but for finer yarns the

cotton is first passed through a breaker carding engine, which performs the first rough carding ; and

the slivers delivered by this are then doubled by laying together a large number of them side by side

and overlapping one another, so as to obtain sufiicient thickness and breadth of material to allow of

86T.

a further carding. The lap thus formed is fed into a second or finisher carding engine. As many
as 96 slivers from a breaker card, each drawn out of a separate can, are laid together by a doubling
machine into a single thickness for the supply of the finisher, in order that the mixing of the cotton
may be more thoroughly effected, and more perfect uniformity insured in the sliver delivered by the
finisher. For the finest qualities of yarn the finisher card is itself used as a breaker, and the sliver

delivered by it is afterward combed by a combing machine. Fig. 867 shows the general arrange-
ment of the mechanism of a carding engine such as is used as a finisher. The lap JS, formed of a
number of slivers, in this case from the breaker card, laid together into a fleece by the doubling
machine, is carried by the feed-roller G to the licker-in H. The latter draws the cotton into the
machine, so that its filaments are immediately seized by the large cylinder A, which generally rotates
at a much higher speed than the drum H. The cotton is then teased out by the teeth of a " fancy
roller," B, which runs in the same direction as the main cylinder. Its teeth, however, are bent for-
ward in the direction of motion, and it therefore requires to be driven at a higher velocity than the
carding cylinder, and has accordingly a surface speed of 2,000 feet per minute, that of the main
cylinder being about 1,600 feet. The cotton is thus taken from the teeth of the main cylinder and
thrown against those of the stripper C The fibres, having thus been subjected to a preliminary
carding, are again swept off the teeth of the stripper, moving at only 400 feet per minute, by the
higher speed of the main carding cylinder. In some machines more rollers and strippers are added,
so that knots taken out by the first drums and returned to the cylinder are again caught by others.
Passing the combination of rollers, the fibres are next brought into contact with the cards of the top
flats Z>, which arrest knots and hold them until the entanglement is removed, or until the flat is

taken out and cleaned, which is occasionally done. The teeth of these flats are set to face those of
the carding cylinder A, and travel forward in the same direction as the surface of the cylinder, but
at a very slow rate. The flats are arranged to work at a slight inclination to the surface of the card-
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in"' cylinder, so that the delivering side of each flat is closer to the cylinder, and a wider space is left

at°the entering side between the Hat and the cylinder for the cotton to enter. The angle thus formed

is called the bevel of the flat. On quitting the carding cylinder each flat in turn is stripped of any

impurities by a vibrating comb. The flats are further cleaned by the brush /, and their surface is

kept true by an emery-wheel, V.
, , r , ,• ,

The fleece of straightened fibres, which now lie in parallel rows among the teeth of the cyimder

card is removed by the doffer A", which is covered by a spiral fillet of cards revolving at a much

slower rate than the cylinder, and in a different direction. From the doffer the fleece is removed by

a vertically reciprocating comb /, called the dofer-knifc, which has a rapid motion tangential to the

surface of" the teeth. The material is then contracted into a sliver by condensing rollers, which, re-

volving at a relatively greater velocity as the sliver proceeds, slightly draw it, and tend to make the

fibres parallel. Thence the sliver is coiled down in the can 0. The coiler consists of a revolving

plate having an eccentric aperture, through which the sliver is passed from a pair of rollers above

the plate. The can is also made to revolve with a slow motion in the opposite direction to the coiler,

and the centre line of the latter is eccentric to the axis of the can, whereby the sliver delivered from

the coiler describes a succession of curves in the can, which form coils continually crossing each

other, so that when the sliver is removed its parts do not adhere together.

The breaker carding machine differs from that above described in having a series of pairs of card-

in" rollers or workers and clearing rollers or strippers, arranged around tha entire upper surface of the

main cylinder. In each pair of rollers the fibre undergoes combing out and straightening. The means

for taking the cotton upon the main cylinder and delivering it in coils are sinjilar to those already de-

tailed. Carding machines are sometimes made which are a combination of the breaker and finisher

card, having rollers and clearers on the side of the cylinder next the feeder, and flats on the side next

the doffer.
°
The finisher carding machine was formerly constructed without the licker-in, the main

cylinder taking the fleece directly from the feeding roller. This caused the fibres to clog the cards.

For the purpose of sharpening the icdh, when a carding engine is first filled with new sheets,

fillets, etc., the cylinders are put in motion the right way, and a light emery-board, about 4 inches

broad, is traversed over the top of the cylinders with a very delicate hand ;
this is called facing up

the teeth, because the points of the wires are running against the board, and is intended to cut

down any single wires that may be too long. After rumiing the cylinders in this way about 15 min-

utes their motions are reversed, and they are mounted on the main and doffing cylinders
;
these are

denominated the fast-grinders, and, after being properly set, are caused to revolve ia an opposite

direction to the card-cylinders. This operation is continued until the whole of the teeth on both

cylinders are ground down to one uniform length; but, during the process of grinding, the emery

cylinders are made to traverse a little each way, so as to grind the wires to a round point, and pre-

vent them from being hooked. The cards are then dressed up—first with a brush dusted with chalk,

and then with emerv-boards, called strickles ; this latter process is called sharpening, and is contin-

ued daily to the breakers, and every second day to the finishers. The fast-grinders are not applied

above once a vear, or only when the cylinders on some part of the surface have become higher than

on the other "parts, or, technically, " off the truth." By this method of grinding the cards when

necessary, and sharpening them every working day, they are always in good order, and consequently

produce more perfect work : also, when the practice of sharpening is continued daily, it can be done

in much less time ; two men can easily sharpen 30 carding engines in the space of 4 hours. The

card-belts being all fitted with buckles, no time is lost in making them long or short, for the purpose

of reversino- the motion of the cylinders. The tops are also brushed out and sharpened once a week.
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Fig. 868 represents the carding engine ordinarily used in New England, as built by the Lowell

Machine Shop, with Wellman & Woodman's improved self-stripper. The compound cam and mangle-

wheel B, driven from the pulley A, traverses slowly from back to point of the card, and returns over

its path by means of the semicircular mangle-rack C, stopping in its px'ogress at each alternate top

flat, which being raised from its seat by the spring bar E, driven from a cam on the opposite side of

the card to the one shown in the drawing, the cleaner-comb D is passed under it, and on being drawn
out removes the dirt and short cotton from the top flat, leaving it held by the curved wires shown
in the di-awing, until such a quantity has accumulated as to make it necessary to remove it by hand.

This " stripper," which was introduced in 1856, has now become of universal use, not only saving

a large amount of hand-labor, but also causing much less injury to the card-clothing than was caused

by hand-stripping, from its even and steady motion. This motion is so arranged by cams as to strip

the alternate flats, numbered 1, 3, 5, 7, etc., in its passage from back to front of the card, while on
its return it cleans those numbered 2, 4, 6, 8, etc. By the form of the different cams and gears,

the traverse motion of the stripper is arrested at each flat for the necessary length of time required

to lift the flat, strip it, and return it to its seat before moving to the next one. The same form of

card is used for both breakers and finishers, and the sliver of cotton is delivered from the doffer-

comb into the " railway-box," a long box or trunk running the length of the section of cards imme-
diately under the doffer, in which an endless belt, of leather or canvas coated with India-rubber,

conveys the slivers from the section of cards in a parallel state to the railway or lap head, which is

simply a set of rolls placed at the end of the section.

In the case of the breaker-railway or " lap-head," as it is called. Fig. 859, the slivers of a large

number of cards, not often less than 64 or more than 96, are wound into a broad flat lap of the width

C3^^e

of the finisher-card, to which they are transferred. This lap-head is shown in perspective in the
engraving. The cards for this would usually be arranged in 4 or 6 sections of 16 each, according to

the width of the mill, and placed longitudinally in the same ; while at the end of each section a
belt running transversely would receive the slivers from that section, uniting in one broad sheet at

the lap-head, which would stand in line with the last section.

The section of finisher-cards is usually not less than 8 nor more than 16 cards, and the railway-

head to the finishei'S consists of a set of drawing-rolls, as described in the " drawing-frame," usually

with a draught of from 3 or 4 to 1. At this point the sliver is delivered into cans, which are carried to

the drawing-frame. The number of cards in a section, and the draught of the railway-head, are regu-

lated by the fabric to be produced, it not being considered advisable that the railway-sliver should
weigh over 100 grains per yard. This sliver, on leaving the drawing-rolls, passes through a conical

tube or " trumpet," accurately bored to a given size, which, by a system of levers acting on a belt in

the interior of the machine, driven by one of a pair of conical drums or pulleys, so changes the
speed of the front rolls that the sliver keeps its full size and weight when one of the cards is acci-

dentally or intentionally stopped. This apparatus is known as " Hayden's railway evener and draw-
ing regulator," Fig. 8*70. It is the invention of Newell Wyllis of Glastenbury, Conn., and D. W.
Hayden of Providence, R. I., and has been improved by George Draper of Hopedale, Mass.

Still another form of card which has given successful results under practical test, invented and
built by Messrs. Foss & Pevey of Lowell, Mass., is represented in Fig. 871. This, by using more
flats, aims to produce the same result at one carding which formerly required two, thus saving one-

half the room in the mill, and, as shown by the test annexed, one-third of the power and labor.

The power required to drive cards varies with the amount of cotton carded per day, varying from
one-sixth to one-third of a horse-power per card, including railway-heads, which respectively take
about 1^ horse-power for the breaker lap-head, and one-half horse-power for the finisher-railway

;
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and the amount of cotton to produce the above results varies from 27 lbs. per day, single carding,
to 60 lbs. per day, double carding.

The following gives the results of a power test of the Foss & Pevey under-flat cotton card, con-
ducted at the Massachusetts Mill, Lowell, Mass., August 1, 1878: Eight top-flat breakers (old style)

took 2.264 horse-power ; eight

top-flat finishers, with railway,

2.679 ; allowance for lap-heads,

as by previous tests, .264. Six-

teen top-flat cards, carding 520
lbs. cotton per daj', took 5.207
horse-power ; eight Foss & Pevey
cards, including railway, carding

520 lbs. cotton per day, took

3.277; saving in power, 1.930,

besides the saving in room and
attendance, the quality and quan-
tity of work being the same.
The "top-flat" system of card-

ing, as already described, is the

one which has been generally

adopted in the United States

;

but numerous important varia-

tions have been lately introduced,

notably in the new combination
card of the Whitin Machine Com-
pany, which adds the " worker
and stripper," as used in wool
cards, to a part of the top flats.

In this case the cotton is taken
from the feed-rolls by a licker-

in, which delivers it to the main
cylinder, and the flats, which it

reaches first, collect the larger

part of the leaf and shells be-

fore it reaches the workers, by
which it is evenly distributed.

This form of card is intended

to work from 80 to 100 lbs. of

cotton per day, or double the

amount allowed to the flat card. A card is largely used in England, in which the positions of the

parts are exactly reversed, the cotton being leveled by the workers and strippers before going to the

top flats, which catch the dirt and waste.

Another form of English card is known as the roller card, and has no top flats at all, but uses the

workers and strippers entirely. A card of this kind has been introduced in this country by the
Messrs. Gambrill of Baltimore,

and is known as the Gambrill
card. One of these cards will

turn out from 160 to 180 lbs.

of cotton per day ; it takes out

less waste and cleans the cotton
less thoroughly than the flat

card, but is very serviceable

with clean cotton or for coarse

work.

Still another form of English
cai'd is represented in Fig. 872,
in which the top flats are at-

tached to an endless chain, which
travels slowly in the same direc-

tion as the surface of the main
cylinder, and by the operation

of which, as shown in the cut,

each card-flat is reversed in po-

sition as it leaves the cylinder

to return to the starting-point.

It is then stripped by a cleaner-

card, which is stationai-y at that

place.

IV. Drawing-Frames.—The cotton
row strip or ribbon, called a sliver ; and

leaves the carding engine in the state of a delicate, flat, nar-

these slivers have now to be converted into drawings by
being elongated, narrowed, and thinned to a still more delicate condition. In the first place the sliv-

ers are collected in tall cans, from two to six in number, on one side of the " drawing-frame," and
are from thence carried upward to two or more pairs of rollers, the two rollers of each pair revolving
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in contact. Here all the slivers or cardings are collected into one group, and are drawn between the

rollers by the rotation of the latter. Now, if these rollers all revolved equally fast, the cotton

would leave them with the same united thickness as when it entered ; but the last pair revolve

quicker than the first, so as to draw out the cotton into a more attenuated ribbon, because the more

slowly revolving rollers do not supply the material fast enough for the maintenance of the original

thickness. This is perhaps the most important principle in the whole range of the cotton manufac-

ture ; for it is exhibited alike in the present process and in the next two which follow. All the sliv-

ers are connected into one after leaving the rollers, and the united drawing passes through a kind of

trumpet-shaped funnel, and thence is conducted into a tall can, round the interior of which it coils

itself. One consequence of the drawing process, if properly conducted, is that the drawing is per-

fectly equal in thickness in every part, and formed of parallel fibres ; and in order to insure this, the

drawing is repeated more than once, each narrow ribbon being " doubled " with others before each

successive drawing.

The drawing-frame as built by the Lowell Machine Shop is represented in Fig. 873. The cans

which have received the sliver from the railway-head, which is in reality a " first drawing," are

placed behind the frame, and the attenuated sliver is delivered at the front through the rolls A.
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Two or more of these slivers are united at the trumpet B^ and compressed by the condenser-rolls (7,

and delivered atrain into cans which stand on the rotating plate D D, to which a reciprocating action

from ri'^'-ht to left and vice versa is given by the shaft E. The drawing-frame, as now usually built,

has 4 pairs of consecutive rolls, the speed of which varies according to the quantity and quality of

the work desired. The draught or attenuation in the machine will vary, accordingly, from 3 to 4^ to 1,

and the speed of the different rollers may be approximately stated as follows :
iirst pair, 100 revolu-

tions per minute; second pair, 125 revolutions; third pair, 130 revolutions; fourth pair, 300 revolu-

tions. It will be seen by this that the draught is arranged to come between the first and second and

the third and fourth pairs of rollers, the last being the greatest, and that between the second and

third pairs barely sufficient to keep the fibres in tension. The average power of the drawing-frame

may be taken at one-tenth horse-power for each delivery.

JRovinff-Framcs.—Two sets of drawing-frames, known as first or second drawing, are usually em-

ployed, and from the second, Fig. 874, the sliver passes to the roving-frame, where it is brought to the

state of rovinff. In many respects the process of roving is similar to that of drawing, inasmuch as it

draws out the cotton to a state of still greater attenuation ; but as the cotton, in its now reduced

thickness, has scarcely cohesive strength enough to make the fibres hold together, the roving has a

sli£iht twist given to it, by which it is converted into a loose kind of thread, or spongy cord.

The " bobbin-and-fly frame" consists of a svstem of vertical spindles, on each of which is placed

a reel or bobbin, and also a kind of fork called a " fly," still farther removed than the bobbin from

the axis of the spindle. The drawing or delicate sliver of cotton is first drawn through or between

rollers and elongated to the state of a roving ; then this roving passes down a tube in one prong

of the fork or fly, and becomes twisted by the revolution of the fly round the bobbin, whde at the

same time the twisted roving becomes wound with great regularity upon the bobbin. The machme

in fact performs three different and distinct operations : it first attenuates the " drawmg " to a state

of still "Teater thinness and delicacy than it had before ; it then gives to the roving thus produced

a slio-ht twist, sufficient to enable the fibres to cohere ; and, lastly, it winds this twisted rovmg upon

a bobbin on which it is conveniently transferred to the spinning machine. Instead of the bobbm-
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and-fly frame, in this country the speeder and stretcher are more commonly used, especially on the

coarse yarns. The pi'incipal difference in the two machines is that, while in the fly frame the flyer

is like an inverted U, and is screwed to the top of the spindle, requiring to be unscrewed and replaced

each time the bobbin is dropped, in the speeder it is in the form of a flattened ellipse, as shown in

the en^ravin"', and of double the length of the bobbin, thus permitting the removal of the latter

without disturbing the flyer. From two to four of these machines are successively employed to reduce

876.
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the roving to the proper size for the yarn to be produced, doubling the roving to insure greater even-

ness before drawing at each operation.

The mechanism of the Lowell speeder, as generally adopted at present in the United States for

877.

coarse yarns, is essentially the same as that of the fly frame, its principal feature consisting of the

"differential motion," so called, invented Vjy Aza Arnold of Providence, R. I., in 1823, and intro-

duced by Henry Houldsworth in England in 1825. By this motion the velocity of the surface of the

bobbin, which is continually increasing in diameter with each successive layer of roving, is kept iini-

form, and takes up the roving exactly as fast as it is delivered by the pressor or finger of the flyer.

This differential motion may he briefly described as follows, by reference to Fig. 8*75 : A is the main
or driving shaft of the machine, to which power is given through the pulleys V V . The train of

gears, B, i?', B"; etc., transmit motion to the drawing-rolls C, 6", etc. ; and the small bevels a and b

carry the flyer F^ which is always driven at the same speed, the amount of twist being regulated by
the speed of the rolls C, C\ which can be varied by changing the gears B, B\ etc. These motions
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are positive and uniform during the operation of the machine on any given size of rovmg. The

rovino- comin-- from the rolls C, passes downward through the hollow tube of the flyer to a presser,

by means of which it is wound on the bobbin E. As this bobbin increases in size with every layer

that is wound upon it, a variable motion must be given to it to keep the surface velocity the same,

and thus avoid breaking the tender roving. This is accomplished as follows : A gear G on the shaft

'a drives the bevel-"-ear / through the pinion H. I communicates motion through / to i, and thence

throu^di M N, and^C to the shaft P, which, by means of the small bevels c and d, drives the spindle

D and the bobbin E. Were the bevel-gear / stationary, the motion transmitted would be the same

as that received, only reversed in direction ; but, in order to accomplish the desired result, it is given

a motion around the centre of the shaft H I \>j having its own axle inserted in the web of the

laro-e "-ear K, which moves freely on the shaft HI, and to which motion is given by the pinion 2,

whTchts driven from the shaft H by the gears shown at Q and the cone-pulleys li and r, and the belt A
Now if the gear A' be made to revolve around the shaft HI, carrying with it the fulcrum of the

bevel /, it is obvious that the motion of the bevel L and its consequent train of gears will either

be advanced or retarded, according to the direction given to the gear K. In order to retard the

revolutions of the bobbin in proportion to its constantly increasing diameter, the gear A is there-

fore made to move in the same direction with the bevel I; and, as each successive layer of roving is

put on to the bobbin, its velocity is increased by the shifting of the belt S from left to right on the

cone-pulleys R r by a ratchet motion not shown here, but which is operated by the same action

which lifts and lowers the bobbin for each successive layer. This is done by raising and lowering

jm-ii-ji-4i^ ura

\J>

the rail W, in which the spindles are stepped, the spindles being splined,

and sliding up and down through the driving-gear d. The exact propor-

i *- tions are not given in this drawing, the object being only to explain the

motion, Tvhich is one of the most beautiful and important in its effects of any in the process ot

cotton-spinning.
, ., . . ^i. i o,.

Fi" 8*76 is a rear view of the ordinarv form of English roving-frame, exhibiting the general ar-

rangement of the gearing ; and Fig. 877 is a front view, showing the spindles and the gears by whicu
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they are driven. These machines are built by nearly all the principal makers of cotton machinery

in the United States, and are generally used for fine yarns.

Draper's fiUiug-frame, Figs. 878 and 879, the invention of Messrs. George Draper & Sons of

Hopedale, Mass., is designed to accomplish the object of spinning a soft-twist bobbin of weft, like

the mule
'"

cop," for use in the shuttle. The great difficulty in previous attempts to accomplish this

purpose has been that, when the yarn was being wound on the spindle at the extreme or " nose "

of the cop, the pull on the traveler was so directly radial that it reduced the size of the yarn, by

stretching it, to a finer number than when it was winding on the base of the cop, where the pull

was more tangential. This objection the Messrs. Draper seek to obviate by diminishing the speed

of the front rolls at the time the yarn is winding on the small barrel of the bobbin, so as to give

less draught at that time, and consequently a coarser yarn is delivered from the rolls; but it is

reduced to its proper size by the tension between the traveler and the bobbin. This is accom-

plished by the use of the cone-pulleys A B, by which the front rolls are driven independently of the

others, and the driving-belt on which, C, is traversed from right to left by the shipper D, which

in turn is moved by the chain E, connected with the lift motion, which gives the traverse to the

ring-rail in such a manner that, when the rail is up at the top of the wind, the front rolls arc re-

ceiving a slower motion than when it is down on the base of the cone. The drawings will fully

explain all the details. This frame, though a very recent invention, is being widely introduced, as it

produces a soft-twist weft, similar to that spun on the mule, with great rapidity, and occupies but

one-half the floor space of the mule in a mill, while it can be tended by a cheaper class of operatives.

26
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All previous attempts to spin weft in the frame directly upon the spindle without the use of a bobbin

have proved failures eventually. The use of the bobbin also saves 50 per cent, of the waste.

Spinning-Frames.—1\\(^ roving, having been reduced to the proper size for the intended number of

880.

yarn now e;oes to the spinning-machine, which may be a throstle or mule ; the ring-throstle bemg

o-enerally used in the United States for warp, and the mule for weft, though either machme is occa-

sionally employed for both purposes. Fig. 880 shows the ring spinning-frame of the latest pattern,

as built bv the Whitin Machine Company.

The principle of the ring spinning-frame is very simple. The spindle is driven by a band from a

central cylinder, and the bobbin is held upon the spindle by a slight friction, and revolves with it,

\

882.
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the yarn being wound upon the bob-

bin by the friction of a "traveler" or

small metal hook, which is carried by

the yarn around a ring of hai'dened

iron, which is concentric to the spin-

dle, as in Fig. 881, where A represents

the plan and section of the ring, JS the

ring-rail which carries it, and which

rises and falls to give the traverse to

the yarn on the bobbin B, which is

carried by the spindle C, and gives

the proper twist to the yarn. I) is

the traveler, which is carried by the

thread F, and the resistance or " drag "

of which winds the thread on the bol>

bin as fast as it is delivered by the

spinning-rolls, the operation of which

is identical with that of the rolls in

the drawing and roving processes, be-

ing the fundamental principle as in-

vented by Arkwright.

Great improvements have been made
since 1810 in the construction of the

spindles and bobbins. The first of these

was the invention of Oliver Pearl of

Lawrence, Mass., and consisted in cut-

ting off 2i inches from the top of the

spindle, thus lessening the tendency to

vibration, boring out the bobbin to a

thin shell, and then strengthening it

by reenforces, or bushings, at the bot-

tom, top, and centre, the centre bush-

ing being at the height of the top of ^i

the spindle, and by its adhesion thereto,
.

,

combined with the adhesion of the bush at the bottom, getting friction enough to be carried aioima

with the spindle. This reduction of weight above the bolster admitted of a much larger reduction

IT

SiS

I i A, Old spindle.

£, Pearl's spindle
C, G.Qrsed's spindle.

D, Eabbetli's spindle.

£, Sawyer's spindle.
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below, so that the weight of the spindle was reduced from 12 or 13 ounces to 5 or 6 ounces, and the
bobbin from IJ ounce to half an ounce, saving one-tbird of the power required to drive the spin-

ning in a mill, or one-sixth of the whole power required in the manufacture.
A reference to Fig. 882 will show the difference from the old form of spindle, and also the forms

of the Sawyer spindle, which was patented by Jacob H. Sawyer of Lowell in 1871, the Garsed spindle,

and the Kabbeth spindle.

In the Sawyer spindle the bolster, or upper bearing, is at the top of a tube, which reaches half-way
up into the bobbin, the latter being chambered out to receive it, and supported on the spindle by two
" bushes," or reenforccs, one at the top of the bobbin, and one just above the tubular bolster. By
this arrangement the centre of gravity of the full bobbin is brought down close to the fulcrum, and
the vibration of spindle and bobbin lessened still further than by Pearl's patent, with a somewhat
greater saving of power, the spindle being, as before, reduced to 5 or 6 ounces.

Another light spindle was introduced by Richard Garsed of Frankford, Philadelphia, in 1872,
in which the bobbin is chambered out for half its height from the bottom, or nearly to the top of
the spindle, and a reenforce inserted at the bottom, two steel wires passing through, forming a
clutch, which engages on a squared shoulder on the spindle, just above the bolster, and driving the
bobbin by a positive motion, the pit of the bobbin at the top of the spindle not being tight enough
to cause friction.

Still another form, introduced in 1871-72, is the " P>abbeth" spindle, built by Fales & Jenks of
Pawtucket, R. I., in which the bobbin is similar to that of the Sawyer, but in which the spindle runs
in a tube full of oil, a sleeve carrying the driving-whorl, on its lower end, being so attached to the
spindle as to overhang the tube, and with it be introduced into the lower half of the bobbin, -which

is partially suppoi'ted and driven by it.

Many thousands of each of these forms of light spindle are now in operation, saving from
83 to 40 per cent, of the power formerly required, or admitting of being used at such increased
velocity as materially to increase the product of a given number of spindles with the same power as
before.

V. Mules.—In these machines the rovings are delivered from a series of sets of drawing-rollers to

spindles placed upon a carriage, which travels away from the rollers while the thread is being twisted,

and returns toward the rollers while the thread is being wound. The drawing and stretching action
of the mule-spinner makes the yarn finer and of a more uniform tenuity than the mere drawing and
twisting action of the throstle. As delivered by the rollers, the thread is thicker in some parts than
in others ; and the thicker portions, not being so well twisted, are softer and yield more readily to

the stretching power of the mule, by which means the twist becomes more equable throughout the
yarn. Throstle-spinning is seldom employed for numbers higher than 40 or 50 hanks to the pound,
because smaller yarn would not have strength enough to bear the drag of the bobbin ; but in mule-
spinning the yarn is built upon the spindles without subjecting it to appreciable strain. The mule-
carriage carrying the spindles recedes from the rollers with a velocity somewhat greater than the

rate of delivery of the reduced roving, the rapid revolution of the spindles giving a twist to the yarn
which stretches it further. When the rollers cease giving out the rovings, the mule-spinner still

continues to recede, its spindles revolving, and thus the stretching is effected. The distance to which
the spindles recede from the rollers while both are in action is called a stretch. This is usually from
54 to 56 inches. The space over which the carriage moves in excess of the paying out of the rollers
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is called the gaining of the carriage. The space traversed by the carriage after the paying-out

action of the rollers is stopped is called the second stretch ; during this, the spindles are revolved

very rapidly to save time. When the drawing, stretching, and twisting of the yarn are accomplished,

the mule disengages itself from the parts of the machine by which it has been driven, and the car-

riao'e is returnedlo the rollers, the thread being then wound upon the spindle. The specific differ-

ence between the action of the throstle and the mule is, that the former has a continuous action upon

the roving, drawing, twisting, and winding it upon the spindle ; while the mule draws and twists at

one operation as the carriage runs out, and then winds all the lengths upon the spindles as the car-

riage runs in.*

Tlie Mason Self-Actor Mule.—As an example of the best form of American construction of this

machine, we present in Figs. 883 to 886 views of the self-actor mule constructed by Mr. William

Mason of Taunton, Mass. Fig. 883 is a perspective view. Fig. 884 an elevation of the opposite

side, and Figs. 885 and 886 plan and elevation of carriage and drawing-rolls. This mule differs

* Knight's " Mechanical Dictionary."
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from all others mainly in the manner in which all the movements appertaining specially to a self-

actor are produced. In most other varieties the carriage is run in by means of a rope being wound
upon a kind of spiral scroll-wheel, the grooves in which the rope winds commencing with a small
diameter on one side, and increasing in diameter until the carriage has arrived at the middle of its

course, and then diminishing on the other side of the scroll until the carriage reaches the end of the
stretch. The carriage is then hauled out by another rope wound on a grooved cylinder that is uni-

form in diameter. These ropes need constant adjusting, as they are liable to stretch and vary with the
changes in the weather. In the Mason mule the carriage is run in by a crank motion. A crank-pin

is fixed in a large wheel, which by a pitman or connecting-rod is attached to a rack, the rack plying

into a pinion-wheel, on the shaft of which is a large wheel that gears into another pinion on another
shaft that extends the whole length of the mule on its back side near the floor. On this back shaft
are a number of small chain-wheels, carrying endless chains that pass under the carriage and around
small pulleys at the front of the machine. These chains may be two, three, or four in number,
according to the length of the carriage and number of spindles. The carriage, being attached to
the chains, is not only run in through the intervention of the train of machinery leading back to the
crank, but is also drawn out by the same train independent of the crank, as will be described fur-

ther on. The chains also hold the carriage perfectly square and straight. Thus the crank in running
half a revolution will, through this train, run the carriage in and give it the same motion over its

course as that of the piston of a steam-engine, which is the sweetest reciprocating motion that can
be produced. The carriage can be run in in less time with this motion than any other, and it starts

and stops at a dead point without the slightest concussion or jar. The drawing-rolls are driven from
the main shaft through a train of gear-wheels, and the band-pulleys that drive the spindles are on
the same shaft. The carriage is driven out by gearing extending from the front drawing-roll to the
same train that runs it in. Thus, when the carriage arrives out, the crank has returned to the
proper position to run it in again. The back-off motion and the depression of the faller are also

produced by a crank through the mQdium of the necessary devices, which enables this operation to

be performed quickly and smoothly without jerking or shaking. In the winding, a small quadrant is

employed in combination with a cam, the shape of which is so arranged as to correct the imperfec-
tions of the quadrant as it is oi'dinarily used. These mules work very quietly and smoothly, without
shocks or concussions, and can be run rapidly, and, it is claimed, with from 49 to 50 per cent, less

power than other varieties.

The space required for a pair of mules depends upon the number and gauge of the spindles, and
the relative position of the heads. If the latter are not set opposite to each other, a pair of mules can
be erected in a width of 16 feet from outside to outside of creel-box; 18 feet gives ample room. To
ascertain the length of a mule with any required number of spindles and gauge, multiply the number
of spindles by the gauge and add 58 inches.

The Parr-Curtis Mule.—This mule. Figs. 887 to 890, is representative of the best English practice,
and is built by Messrs. Curtis, Sons &'Co., Phoenix Works, Manchester. It is based on, and im-
proved from, the original mule of Richard Roberts. The motions are as follows : The rollers deliver
the yarn, the carriage is taken out, and the spindles are turned by bands from drums to which mo-
tion is given by the twist-pulley M. The next motion is backing off the spindles to uncoil a suffi-

cient quantity of yarn to allow the faller to descend, and carry with it the yarn to the point where it

is to begin to be wound upon the spindles. The carriage is then drawn in, and the spindles receive
the yarn, so distributed as to form a cop. Fig. 88Y is a side view of the headstock, with the carriage
in position of half stretch. Fig. 838 is a plan of the headstock, with a portion of the rollers on
each side, and of the carriage in the same position as in Fig. 887. Fig. 889 shows the details of the
regulator, and Fig. 890 the change-clutch mechanism.

^
Motion is given to the machine by the driving-pulleys C, which drive the twist-pulley M by the

rim-shaft /, which, by means of the bevel-gears ^, Fig. 883, also gives motion to the roller-shaft

^, and through that, by the gears w, to the taking-out shaft K, on which a drum carries the band
L, which passes around a carrier-pulley on the front of the headstock, and returns to the front of
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the carriage ; the other end being also fastened to the back of the carriage at a, and similar drums
at each end of the shaft being connected to the ends of the carriage. The twist-band e passes from
the twist-pulley M to the front of the headstock around the carrier-pulleys P^j, driving in its pas-
sage the pulleys k on the drum-shaft R, from which smaller bands are carried directly to the spindles
/S, Fig. SS7. The upright shaft T, Fig. 887, is driven by bevel-gears on the hub of one of the pul-

8S8.

-'^"r-

leys C, and, through another bevel-gear, gives motion to the winding-scroll U, Fig. 887, around
which the band e passes through the carriage, and is made fast to a take-up ratchet on the front
side, and draws in the carriage to the roller-beam, when the stretch and twist are completed. "When
the belt is on one of the pulleys C, the carriage is drawn out, and the rollers are put in revolution,
by the shafts B and K, driven by the rim-shaft // and when the stretch is completed, a spring
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shipper throws the belt upon the other pulley C, which by the bevel-gear drives the shaft T, and by

means of the scrolls U draws back the carriage to its starting-point. While the drawing-out shaft

A" is in operation, the shaft a, driven from it by the bevel-gears d, drives through the gears o the

cross-shaft m, a pinion, g, Fig. 887, Avhich works in the segment-gear g of the quadrant arm D,

raism"- it to a perpendicular position. Down this arm runs a screw, as seen in Fig. 88*7, on which

move&°a nut to which is attached a chain, the other end of which passes round and is fastened to

the drum r in the carriage, which is geared to the drum R, which drives the spindles. When the

carriage is drawn in, this quadrant holds back on the chain, thereby revolving the drum r, and

through it the drum R, giving motion to the spindles S, Fig. 887, and winding up the yarn already

produ'ced ; the change of position of the nut on the quadrant, as the latter drops over to a horizontal

position, increasing the tension of the chain, and consequently the speed of the spindles, as the yarn

is wound from the larger diameter of the cop down to the smaller one of the spindle itself. By

means of a ratchet and click the screw in this quadrant is given a rotatory motion, which carries

the nut at each stretch further toward the end of the quadrant, thus describing increased arcs, and

thereby causing the spindles to turn at each stretch more slowly at the beginning and more quickly

toward the end of each winding-on, the faller-wire beginning the winding-on each time at a higher

point on the spindle. When the double cone which forms the base of the cop is completed, the

winding-on, guided by the quadrant D, remains constant, as the nut does not move any more, while

the falier after each stretch continues to lay on the yarn successively at a higher point on the spindle.

The falier and counter-faller shafts are shown at y, Fig. 888, operating arms i i and wires c.

Motion is dven to these from the scroll b on the drum-shaft, through the chain and lever shown.

Their operation is too well known to need further description.

On a cam-shaft, driven from the upright shaft T by the bevels and pinion, are cams (not shown)

for en"-a"ing and disengaging the clutch, which stops and starts the rolls as required, and also for

stopping'^and starting the drawing-out motion. The change-clutch W (see Fig. 890) on this shaft,

which effects these changes, is operated by the lever 7i, attached to the inside of the headstock, the

cams on each end of which are struck and moved by rollers attached to the carriage as it reaches

each end of the stretch, and which engages and disengages this clutch, one-half of which is fast to

the sleeve N, sliding on the shaft, and the motion of which shifts the belt on the pulleys C, and

effects the other changes mentioned above.

The backing-off motion is given to the twist-pulley J/ by a friction-clutch, which is put m opera-

tion for a few seconds when the belt is shifted from one pulley C to the other.

The regulator-shaft 1, with the snail 2, shown in detail in Fig. 889, is operated by a dog or finger

4, which is attached to the carriage and connected with the counter-faller. Should the yarn be

wound too tight on the cop, the strain on the counter-faller depresses it, allowmg the dog 3 to tall,

so as to cn-age in the snail 2, and give a rota*' motion to the shaft 1, which is communicated by the

gear 3 to the screw on the quadrant, and releases the nut v, so as to slacken the strain a little. Ihe

screws on the quadrant Q and the regulator-shaft 1 are run back by hand when the cop is com-

pleted. It is impossible to describe all the details of the motions without a great number of en-

gravings of parts ; but it is believed that the above description will convey to a mechanic a sulhcient

idea of the operations of this mule.
.

VI Spooling —The yarn, having been taken from the spinning-frame, is now to be prepared tor

the loom, which is accomplished hj the use of three consecutive machines, forming parts of one

system, the first of which is the spooler, as represented in Fig. 891. This machme has a two-

fold purpose : first, to transfer the yarn from the small bobbin on which it is spun, containing from

1 200 to 1,800 yards, to a large spool, holding from 18,000 to 20,000 yards, which is done to save

labor in the next operation of warping, by putting so many yards of yarn on the spool that the

warper will not have to be stopped to piece ends ; and second, by passing the yarn through a tine

slot in the guide which leads it on to the spool, to detect lumps or weak places, either of which wU

break the yarn at the guide, and which being removed, and the sound thread tied with a farm and

even knot, leaves it in condition to run through the warper without breaking.

The construction of this machine is very simple, consisting of merely a main cylinder or drum, driving

from 60 to 120 strong upright spindles carrying the thread spools, with the accompanymg bobbin-
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holders and thread-guides. The " Wade bobbin-holder," the invention of A. 51. Wade of Lawrence,

Mass., is a recent and valuable improvement, by which a semi-cylindrical cup or trough, A, Fig. 892, is

substituted for the spindle formerly used to hold the bobbin from which the yarn is to be wound.

891.

^

The bobbin is simply laid in this cup, from which it is prevented from "jumping" by a pair of bent

wires B, hung loosely from a pivot a few inches above, but allowing perfect freedom of rotation. This

permits bobbins spun on any spindle to be spooled oif equally well in the same spooler. The loosely

hung wires close together as the bobbin is

unwound, always keeping it in its place,

but are so light as to cause less friction

than was due to its rotation on the spin-

dle formerly used. A spooler of 100 spools

will require one-quarter horse-power, and
spool off 2,000 lbs. of 30 yarn per week.

VII. Warping.—The next machine is the

loarper, which prepares the yarn for the

dressc7\ In the improved form of warper
made by Messrs. George Draper & Son of

Hopedale, Mass., a V-shaped frame, called

a "creel," receives a sufficient number of

the large spools, already filled, to form from
one-eighth to one-fourth of the pi-oposed

warp, usually between 300 and 400—this

being as large a number of threads as can
be properly attended to at this machine. From this creel the threads are brought together into a
flat sheet between a pair of guide-bars drawn through a " reed," which spaces them at equal dis-

tances, and then pass between a pair of light rollers over a movable or rise roll, through a second
pair of rolls, and then through what is called the warper-box, which consists of a frame carrying a
number of light hooked wires equal to the number of threads to be warped. In this machine as

described these wires are loosely hinged, in such a manner as to fall backward when not kept in a
nearly perpendicular position by the friction of the threads, over one of which each wire is hooked.
From the wires the yarn goes to the " section-beam," so called, on which it is wound, and to which
is communicated the power to drive the machine.

So long as all the threads are unbroken, the machine once started runs smoothly ; but if one thread
breaks, its wire falls backward to a horizontal position, and catches in a light " vibrating bar," the
interruption of the motion of which, by means of a spring and lever, throws off the driving belt and
stops the machine. The " rise-roll " now comes into operation ; and being so hung in slotted guides
at either end as to have perfect freedom of motion perpendicularly, and so balanced by weights
underneath as always to lift with gentle pressure, it at once rises sufficiently to "take up the slack"
of the yarn, which for an instant continues to be delivered by tlie spools, the motion of which is not
arrested by the stopping of the machine. After the broken thread is mended by the attendant, the
wire is lifted to its place, and the machine is again started. When the section-beam is filled, it is

removed and taken to the dresser.

VIII. Dressing.—The dressing machine at present entirely superseding all others is an English in-

vention, known as the " slasher " dresser ; and Fig. 893 represents the most improved form as built by
the Lowell Machine Shop, in which A A are the section-beams, as taken from the warper, B the size-

trough and " squeeze-rolls," C C the drying cylinders, D the lease-rods, and E the loom-beam on
which the warp as finally prepared for the loom is wound.
The section-beams, having been filled at the warper, are taken to the " slasher," where four or more,

as required to form the warp, are placed in their positions, and the yarn from them is then carried

through hot starch, kept so by a steam-pipe, in the size-box B ; and the superfluous size being
squeezed out, while the body of the thread is by the same pressure well filled, it passes around the

large drying cylinders C C, made of copper or galvanized iron, then through the lease-rods Z*,

where the threads are separated, and is finally wound on the loom-beam E. In order to form the
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" lease," so called, by which the threads are separated into two equal parts or " sheds " for the

weaver, a piece of thread or string is passed between the threads coming from the section-beams, at

the first start, so as to divide 2 from 2, or 3 from 8, as may be ; after passing the di'yiug cylinders

one of the iron lease-rods is substituted for this string, and the different threads of each half are

further subdivided by the successive ones, so that no two threads shall be stuck together by the size.

As each beam is filled a fresh lease-string is run through for the use of the weaver. Another form

S!)3.

of slasher, instead of drying cylinders, passes the yarn through a closed box heated by steam-pipes,

in which the air is kept in circulation by a fan. This form is by some considered preferable for fine

yarn.

Worl-s for Reference.—''Hand-Book on Cotton Manufacture," Geldard, New York, ISGY ; "The
Science of Modern Cotton-Spinning," Leigh, London, IS'/e. S. W.
COUPLING, CAR. Sec Eailw^vy Car.

COUPLINGS AND CLUTCHES. Couplings for shafts arc divided into two classes, couplings

(proper) and clutches. The chief difference between the two is, that a coupling is a permanent con-

nection, or rather one which requires some time and labor to take apart, while a clutch is a junction

that can be disconnected instantly by suitable mechanism embodied in it. Whatever the form of

coupling used, it should be of such a nature that the strength and rigidity of the line of shafts shall

be at least as great at the joints as elsewhere.

Couplings.—One of the simplest forms of coupling is the flange or plate coupling. This, as shown

in Figs. 894 and 895, consists of two flanges fitted" independently to the ends of the shafts to be

united, and then secured together by through bolts a a.

Some millwrights have contented themselves with fitting the flanges loosely to the shafts, and driv-

ing in a taper key or wedge to secure them in place ; but this is always bad practice in cither coup-

lings or pulleys, as the taper key tends not only to burst the hub, but also to confine the contact to a

single line, aiid thus to increase the chances for it to work loose. The plate-coupling, fitted accurate-

ly and forced on the shafts under pressure, faced up in place, and secured by closely-fitting bolts in

reamed holes, is undoubtedly qualified to fulfill the requirements of strength and rigidity ; but it is

open to three serious objections: it re-

quires skilled labor and additional time to

fit the shaft to the coupling; it necessi-

tates the use of open-sided or hook hang-

ers, which are needlessly heavy and ex-

pensive ; and finally, it involves the use of

pulleys made in separate halves, to be bolt-

ed together upon the shaft. These disad-

vantages—all entailing increased first cost

and constant inconvenience whenever it

becomes necessary to disconnect the shafts in order to change pulleys or for any other purpose

—

finally led to the introduction of adjustable couplings. These have almost entirely supplanted the

plate-coupling in the United States, and have made large progress abroad. Numerous patterns, all

more or less successful, are now made. For description we select one of the oldest of them, and

one which is claimed to fulfill best the conditions of a perfect adjustable couphng. These may be

enumerntcd as follows : it must secure the shafts so that their axes will form a continuous sti-aight

line ; it must be rigid and strong, as already noted ; it must grasp each shaft-end independently, but

with the same force ; it must be able to accommodate itself to slight differences in diameter, and must

do this without being thrown out of centre ; it must be easily and quickly put on and taken off ; and

it must be cheaply made. The patent doiiblr-conc visc-covplhuj, Figs. 896 and 89*7, made by Messrs.

William Sellers & Co. of Philadelphia, consists of three principal parts, an outer sleeve a and two

internal sleeves b b, Fig. 897. The external sleeve is cylindrical outside, but is bored a double taper

inside ; that is, its inner surface has the form of two conical frusta meeting in the centre of the

coupling. The internal sleeves are bored to fit the shaft, and are turned outside to fit accurately into
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the taper holes in a, but are large enough to remain say three-eighths of an inch apart when put into

the opposite ends. Both the shell « and the cones b b are provided with slots in which may fit the

square bolts ccc ; and the latter have also a keyway in the centre, and are rendered elastic by slot-

tinf quite through in one of the bolt grooves. If now the cones be put into the shell, the bolts in-

serted and the nuts screwed down, it will be seen at once that the cones will be forced into the shell,

will contract in doing so, and will bind on the shaft with a force proportioned to the power exerted

to drive the cones into the shell ; and it is manifest that this acts in no way to spoil the alignment

of the shafts or to throw the coupling out of centre. The fundamental principle of the Sellers coup-

lin"- is the use of an external sleeve surrounding two flexible internal sleeves, which grasp the end

R1«.

of each shaft independently ; and this principle, first applied in this device, is that upon which all of

the better class of adjustable couplings have since been made. When coupling together shafts of

diiferent sizes, it is best to reduce the larger size to the smaller, and to use a coupling of that size,

thus saving in weight and first cost (Fig. 898).

Special couplings have been devised to connect shafts whose axes do not form a continuous straight

line. For this purpose strong spiral (or helical) springs have been used ; but pi'obably the best known
device is what is known as Hooke's universal joint, from the inventor. Dr. Robert Hooke. The ob-

ject of this coupling is to unite shafts which are inclined to each other in the line of direction, and

which do not therefore admit of being rigidly connected, as in ordinary cases. This coupling is very

897.
SOS.

commonly employed in light machinery, as in steeple clocks, for taking oif the index-motion, and is

then usually constructed by forming an arc on the two extremities which it is intended to connect,

and forming the joint by a central cross (*+*), the extremities of the arc on the end of one shaft

being jointed to the arms a a, and the extremities of the arc on the other shaft to the arms b 6, at
right angles to the former. But this simple mode of construction is not adequate to the purposes
for which the coupling is required in a line of shaft-gearing ; in this case, although the principle is

not in any way changed, the construction is much more substantial. Figs. 899 a and 899 b represent
a form of it adapted to heavy strains. A is a strong disk keyed on the end of each shaft, carrying a

899 a 899 b.

pair of bearings for the reception of the gudgeons formed on the extremities of the cross. Fig. 899 c
is a face view of one of the disks, showing the cross in its place, with its alternate journals disen-
gaged. In Fig. 899 a the shafts arc shown at nearly the limit of the angle to which the single
joint ought to be applied. This angle ought not to exceed 15° ; wh(?n a higher angle is introduced,
the rotatory motion becomes very sensibly irregular, and the friction is greatly increased. This
defect may be obviated by using a double joint.

Clutches.—Of these devices there are two kinds—those which cause a positive engagement or
interlocking of the connected parts, and those which determine the junction of the latter by close
frictional contact. The weight of advantage is in favor of the latter system, through its preventing
the shock otherwise due to the sudden starting of the machinery.

In the clutch represented in Fig. 900, which belongs to the former class, a and b are the two parts
of the coupling, formed on the acting faces into alternate projections and recesses, such as they
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correspond to, and exactly fitting into each other when in gear. The part a is, in this example,

cast on a spur-wheel, from which the motion of the shaft is supposed to be taken off. Both of the

parts a and b are to a certain extent loose on the shaft ; the former being capable of moving round

on it, though deprived of longitudinal motion by washers and pins marked f, and the latter being

free to slide on the shaft, though prevented from turning on it by a sunk key, which slides in a slit

inside the chdch or sliding piece b. The mechanism is put into gear by means of the handle rf, which

terminates in a fork with cylindrical extremities c ; and it is obvious that by the contact of the flat

faces of a and 6, the latter will immediately carry with it the other part at the same speed as the

shaft. Supposing, now, that the motion of the wheel a is suddenly accelerated, the oblique faces of

the couplings immediately fall out of contact, and slide free of each other, leaving the couplings

clear, and the shaft free to continue in motion. In the old form of this contrivance, known as the

sliding bayonet clutch, the part 6, instead of the tooth-like projections on the face, had two or more

prongs which laid hold of corresponding snugs cast on the face of the part a—which, moreover, was

900. 901 A.

usually a broad-belt pulley introduced with a view to modify the shock on the gearing on throwing

the clutch into action. In an older form still the pulley was made to slide end-long on the shaft. A
form analogous to this was known as the " lock-pulley." Instead of the end-long motion common to

the other modes, the parts were " locked " together by a bolt fixed upon the side of the pulley, and

which, when shifted toward the axis, engaged with an arm of a cross, of which the part b, in Fig.

900, is the modern representative. The bolt was worked by means of a key and stop, the turning of

the key throwing back the bolt, and thereby unlocking and disengaging the pulley.

One of the simplest forms of frictional clutches is the friction-cone clutch represented in Figs. 901 a

and 901 b. It consists of an exterior and interior cone, ab ; a is fastened to the shaft A, while_6

slides in the usual way on the feather / of the shaft B; pressing b forward, its exterior surface is

brousiht in contact with the interior conical surface of « ; this should be done gradually ;
the sur-

faces'of the two cones slip on each other till the friction overcomes the resistance, and motion is

transmitted comparatively gradually, and without danger to the machinery. It must be observed
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that the longer the taper of the cones, the more difficult the disengagement ; but the more blunt the
cones, the more difficult to keep the surfaces in contact. The limiting angle of resistance for sur-

faces of cast-iron upon cast-iron is 8° 39', and this angle with the line of shaft will give a very good
angle for the surfaces of the cones of this material. When thrown into gear, the handle of the
lever or skipper is slipped into a notch, that it may not be thrown out by accident.

Another friction-cone clutch is represented in Fig. 902. The two parts of this coupling, c and d,

are arranged on the shaft 6, in the same manner as in Fig. 900. a is a shaft driven by means of
bevel-gear off the main shaft h, its motion being derived from the latter shaft through the coup-
ling, c is an interior cone cast upon the back of the bevel-wheel ; (Z is an exterior cone having the
same taper as the cone c, such that by means of the handle e it may be moved into contact with the
interior cone. The surfaces being supposed to be well fitted to each other, the cone d will by its

friction drive the cone c, and thereby also the upright shaft. When either of the shafts a or b is

accidentally stopped, the cones immediately fall out of gear, and the connection is broken. They
are held in gear by means of a screw, or more commonly, and perhaps better, by a weight.

Another mode of accomplishing the same purpose in small machinery, by means of an epicyclic

train, is represented by Fig. 903. In this the shaft ^ ^ is continuous, and supposed to be that
through which the motive power is transmitted. The wheel a is fast, but the wheels marked b and c

run loose on this shaft. The two pinions d d have their bearings in the wheels c c, and gear with the
two opposite bevel-wheels, a and b. (One of these pinions only is requisite to complete the motion,
the second being introduced merely to maintain the equipoise of the system.) If now motion be
given to the shaft A A, it is clear that the wheel 6, which is loose, will be made to revolve in the
contrary direction to the wheel a, which is fixed, by means of the carriers dd ; but no motion of the
wheel e, if sligldly opposed, will ensue ; and so long as this last remains at rest, the wheels a and b

will have the same angular velocity in opposite directions. But if the motion of the wheel b be
opposed by means of a friction-gland e, which can be tightened by means of the T-screw marked f
to any degree required, the teeth of that wheel will serve as fulci'a to the carrier pinions dd, which,
becoming levers of the second kind, with the resistance at their axes, will carry round the wheel c

with half the velocity of the prime mover «, and, gearing with the wheel h, on the main spindle of
the machine to be impelled, will transfer to it the motion which itself receives. We have supposed
the wheel b to be held absolutely still, but it is obvious that it may be brought gradually to rest by
means of the friction-gland ; and as the wheel c can attain motion only as the motion of the wheel b

is reduced, and can attain its full speed only when 6 is brought to rest, it is clear that the wheel h,

and consequently the machine, may be brought into action without the slightest degree of shock, and
may moreover be driven at any velocity less than the maximum that may be desired.

Another mode of obviating shock in starting machinery, which has been long in use, is represented

by Fig. 904. On the shaft B is fixed a drum or pulley, which is embraced by a friction-band a as

tightly as may be found necessary ; this band is provided with projecting ears, with which the prongs
6 6 of a fixed cross on the driving-shaft ^ can be shifted into contact. This cross can be shifted

end-long on its shaft A, but is connected to it by a sunk key, so that, being thrown into gear with

904.

the cars of the friction-band, the shaft being in motion, the band slips round on its pulley until the
friction becomes equal to the resistance, and the pulley gradually attains the motion of the clutch.

The arms and sockets c c, which are keyed firmly on the shaft A, are used to steady the prongs and
to remove the strain from the shifting part.

Among the most improved friction-clutches manufactured are that made by Messrs. Brown &
Sharp, in whose device friction is produced by forcing two shoes against the interior surface of a
flange by means of a combination of the lever and inclined plane, and that made by Messrs. Bur-
well & Bates, which embodies a combination of wedges and lever to draw a flexible strap around a
hub, thus operating on the shaft or pulley to be moved with less leverage than the other devices, but
dispensing with the heavy flange which the others require. Fig. 905 represents the Mason clutch,

which is manufactured by Volney W. Mason & Co. of Providence, R. I. A movement of the sleeve
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F along the shaft A forces out or draws in the segments E, whose adhesion to the flange B makes

the required friction, which may be regulated in amount by the adjustable arms of the toggle-joint.

905.

The clutch should be so placed that when in action the toggles will have passed a trifle beyond the

straight line, so that there will be no tendency for them to fly out or to produce a pressure on F or

on the shifting lever.

CRANES AND DERRICKS. The common lifting crane consists of an arm or jib jointed to a post.

From the outer end of this arm a tie connects with the post. A weight suspended from the end of

the jib then tends to pull the latter downward, but the tie holds it back and is thus brought into a

state of tension. The jib is at the same time pushed down-

ward on its joint, and is therefore a strut. Thus the down-

ward pull of the weight is by this contrivance decomposed into

two forces, one of which is resisted by a tie, the other by a

strut. The strains on these portions are determined as fol-

lows : Through C, Fig. 906, draw C P parallel to the tie A B,

and P Q parallel to the strut CB ; then ^Pis the diagonal

of the parallelogram whose sides are each equal to B C and

B Q. Let B Phc considered to represent a downward-pulling

force of 20 lbs. This may be decomposed (see Statics) into

the forces represented by B Q and B C. But A B is equal to

B Q, since each of them"is equal to CP ; also B P ]s equal to

A C. Hence, the weiaht of 20 lbs. being represented by A C, the strain along the tie will be repre-

sented by the length A B, and that along the strut by the length B C. If we suppose ^ ^ to be

3 feet lone-, C 5 to be 3 feet 6 inches, and A C 1 foot, it follows that the strain along the tie A B
equals (3 x 20) 60 lbs., and along the strut (3.5 x 20) 70 lbs., when the weight of 20 lbs. is sus-

pended. In every other case the strains along the tie and strut can be determined when the sus-

pended weight is known by the proportionality "to the sides of the triangle formed by the tie, the jib,

and the upridit post.

Suppose, however, that in practice the engineer is called upon to erect a crane to sustain a weight

of 10 tons, according to the numerical proportions we have employed for illustration : the strain along

the tie-rod would be 30 tons, and therefore the tie must at least be strong enough to bear a pull of

that extent ; but it is customary in good engineering practice to make the machine of about ten times

the strength that would just be sufficient to sustain the ordinary load. Hence the crane must be

so strong that the tie-rod would only be broken by 100 tons suspended from the chain ;
that is, by a

strain of 300 tons upon the tie-rod. This large increase is necessary on account of the jerks and

other occasional great strains that arise in the raising and lowering of heavy weights. For a crane

intended to raise'lO tons, the engineer must therefore design a tie-rod which not less than 300 tons

would tear asunder ; and knowing the strength of the proposed material per square inch of section,

it is easy to determine a section of tie-rod capable of withstanding the strain noted. In the same way,

the strain on the jib amounting to 35 tons, the jib should be ten times as strong as a strut which would
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collapse under that strain. It is also necessary to secure the upright support very firmly to resist

the pull of the tie. The hoisting machine may of course be of any suitable form. (For a complete
graphic demonstration of the properties of cranes, etc., see "Experimental Mechanics," Ball, New-
York, 18Y1.)

The same considerations apply to the structures known as derricks and shears. Thus a crane
represented at 1, Fig. 907, possesses essentially a jib A, tie B, and post C. The derrick 2 has a

single strut F, sustained by the guy B. Shears have two struts similarly sustained. The gin, 4,
is merely a framework of three or more legs. There is still another structure forming a second class
of derrick, namely, the boom derrick or balanced derrick, 5. In this case the boom D is swung to
its mast at the middle, and the weight IF is balanced by a counterpoise F. In some instances "the
opposite arm to that which sustains the weight is shortened and braced by guys leading to the mast
above and below.

The distinction between the appellations crane, derrick, etc., is, however, not very minutely kept,
and in many instances is practically disregarded. Thus a hoisting apparatus traveling on an eleva-
ted railway, so as to raise loads from beneath, is known as a traveling or overhead crane, although
the essential features of the crane already noted are wholly absent.

Cranes.—In Fairbairn's tubular crane, the jibs are made of metal plates so arranged and com-
bined as to form a connected series of tubular or cellular compartments. Fig. 908 is a vertical

section of a crane of this kind adapted to lift a weight of about 8 tons. Fig. 909 is an elevation of
the same; Figs. 910 and 911 are cross-sections on the lines ab, cd ; and Fig. 912 a transverse verti-
cal section on the line iJc. A A is the jib, which in its general outline is of a crane-neck form, but
rectangular in its cross-sections, as shown in Fig. 911. The four sides are formed of metal plates
firmly riveted together. Along the edges, the connection of the plates is effected by means of pieces
of angle-iron. The connections of the plates at the cross-joints, on the convex or upper side of the
jib, are made by the riveting on of a plate which covers or overlaps the ends of the two plates to be
joined

;
the rivets at this part are disposed as represented in Fig. 913 (a plan of the top plates), and
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known as " chain riveting." £ B is the pillar, which is firmly secured by a baseplate p to a stone

foundation, and fits at the top into a cup-shaped bearing, which is firmly secured to the side-

plates of the jib at or near to the point where the curvature commences, and on which bearing the

lib is free to revolve. Fig. 912 is a transverse vertical section of the lower part of the jib, showing

the manner of fitting the bearings for the chain-barrel (which is placed in the interior), and the spin-

dles and shafts of the wheel-gearing by which the power is applied thereto. I) is the chain-pulley,

which is inserted in an aperture formed in the top of the jib. The chain passing over this pulley

enters the interior of the crane, and is continued down to the chain-barrel. £ is a pulley or roller,

which is interposed about half-way between the chain-pulley and the chain-barrel, for the purpose

of preventing the chain from rubbing against the plates. Fig. 914 is a plan of the lower plates.

914.

Fig 915 is a vertical section of another crane, constructed on the same principle as that which has

just been described, but calculated for lifting much greater weights (say 20 tons)
;
it differs m liavmg

the lower or concave side ^ ^ of the jib strengthened by means of three additional plates, i),^,
^,

whereby the interior is divided into one large and three smaller cells, as shown in Figs. 916 and 917,

which are cross-sections on the lines ah and c d oi Fig. 915. This arrangement of the cells to

strengthen the lower or concave side is advisable, in order to obtain sufficient resistance to the com-

pression exerted by the load lifted, without unnecessarily increasing the weight of the other parts.

Fig. 918 represents an elevation, and Fig. 919 a plan, of a movable crane, arranged and used tor
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laying the voussoirs in the inverted arches of the United States Dry Dock at Brooklyn, New York, by
Wm. J. McAlpine. This crane has been used for hoisting stone weighing from 10,000 to 15,000 lbs.

at the extremity of the arm, which describes a circle of 50 feet diameter. It has also been used

918.

Scale.—1 inch = 8 feet.

with an out-rigger, by which stones from 3 to 5 tons weight were hoisted 10 feet beyond the extrem-
ity of the arm. A similar crane was used by the same engineer in the construction of the locks of

the enlarged Eric Canal. A movable sheave traversed along the arm of the crane, which was laid

919.

Scale.—1 inch = S feet.

^It:

on an inclination toward the mast of 20°. By the use of the " Siamese blocks," the stone is moved
toward or from the mast and hoisted or lowered with the accuracy requisite for setting fine-cut stone.

Fig. 920 is a side, and Fig. 921 an end elevation of a foundry crane, as constructed at the Lowell

27
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Machine Shop. It is operated as follows : The weight is suspended from the sheave J", and is raised
by the chain passing over the pulleys ^and A", and around upon the barrel C, either by the boom A
or the pinion L, according to the weight to be raised. The pulley H is suspended from a carriage
supported by the wheels U and F, traversing on rails at the top of the cope. Motion in or out is

given to this carriage by means of the upright shaft and bevel-wheels

at B and P, which causes the drum D to revolve, and draw either at

the upper part of the chain, which, passing over the pulley G, is at-

tached to the outer extremity of the carriage, or at the lower part of

the chain, which is fastened to the inner extremity.

Fig. 922 represents a crane used at Woolwich, England, for hand-
ling heavy guns, which is capable of lifting a weight of 85 tons through
a height of The jib is of wrought-iron
attached at the bottom to a platform composed of wrought-iron gird

ers mounted upon four pairs of cast-iron rollers, which run along the

sweep-plate or roller-path. Two of the pairs have a cogged wheel
inside, worked by the hydraulic gear, for revolving the crane within

the circle of the roller-path ; the other rollers are plain. Each pair

of rollers is carried in a cast-iron roller-box, provided with gun-metal
bearings for the axles to work in. The roller-path is of cast-iron, and
the central pivot or bed, for the crane to work on, of the same mate-
rial. The latter is bushed with a gun-metal socket for the central pin

of the crane, and is connected with the cast-iron summit of the 7-foot

screw-pile beneath by four wrought-iron bolts each 3 inches in diameter.

The central pin is of wrought-iron, and about 13f inches in diameter. It connects the crane to the

centre pivot or bed. The platform-girders are floored on the top with timber, to which, and direct to

the girders themselves, the bed-plate of the hydraulic engine for winding the chains and revolving

the crane is bolted. The stays for the jib are of wrought-iron, and are supported from the jib by
other cross-stays, as shown in the engraving. The mainstays are of cast-iron, and trussed together

•^^
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922,

by diagonal stays of the ordinary character. A wrought-iron platform, lightly constructed, is sus-

pended at the extremity of the jib, for facilitating the means of access to jib-end sheaves. A wrought-
iron ballast-box, capable of holding about 100 tuns of gravel or slag ballast, is attached to the plat-

form-girders at the back of the crane, for the purpose of counterweighting the full weight of the
load. This counterweight, together with the natural stifEness of the crane, is sufficient to overcome
the resistance of the load.
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Hydraulic Cranes have of late years been introduced with great advantage where water under suffi-

cient pressure is available. The form of hydraulic crane used at Sir William Armstrong's works is

represented in Fig. 923. The jib and pillar of the crane are of wrought-iron, and revolve in top and

bottom bearings.
° The crane has three motions, namely, lifting, turning, and traversing, all of which

are effected by hydraulic power. The lifting cylinder A is made of double power, that is, it will Uft

slowly or quickly as desired, by a ram and piston arrangement, the highest power being equal to 20

tons
;'

the ram is 11 inches in diameter, and the piston 15^ inches^ in diameter, the length of stroke

bein" 6 feet 8 inches. The turning cylinders B are applied in the usual manner at the foot of the

crane pillar, the rams being each 4A- inches diameter, with 5 feet stroke ; and both 'the lifting and

the turning cylinders, with their valves, are fixed in a chamber beneath the level of the floor. A
three-port slide-valve is used for the two turning cylinders, and mitre-valvcs for the lifting cylinder.

The chain from the lifting cylinder is carried upward through the crane pillar, bending over a sheave

C at the top of the pillar, and passes successively over the pulleys of the traveling carriage D and

the running block E, and is finally made fast at the extremity of the jib. For the purpose of over-

hauling the ram of the lifting press, a small press is placed between the two turning presses B ; and

the overhauling action is effected by a chain being attached to the sliding head of the lifting ram at

/. The pressure in the overhauling press is constant, and its action is therefore equivalent to that

of a counterweight ; the ram is 4J inches diameter, with 3 feet 5 inches stroke. For effecting the

traversing motion of the load suspended at the hook, the traveling carriage -D is hauled inward and

outward by two presses H fixed to the back of the crane pillar, and connected by chains with the

traveling carriage ; the ram of each press is ^^\ inches diameter, with a 4 foot 7 inch stroke. The

alternating action of these presses, which is precisely the same as that of the presses B used for the

turning motion, is regulated by a three-port slide-valve K attached to the front of the pillar, with a

lever at each side for working it. The wa-

ter is supplied to and discharged from these

pi'esses by two pipes which pass through

the top bearing of the pillar, and the con-

nection between the valve and these pipes

is effected in each case by a trunnion-joint

Hi J J.

Wall Crane.—Fig. 924 shows an exam-

ple of Appleby's hand-power wall cranes.

These cranes may be fixed on any wall, pier,

or column of the foundry or forge ; and so

convenient are they that a traveler may be

arranged over them if necessary. In foun-

dries several of these cranes, fixed diagonal-

ly with each other, are especially useful for

the lighter branches of the work, as the

floor in the centre will by this means be

entirely free for the heavier duties of the

overhead traveler, such as lifting heavy cast-

ings or ladles. The traveler is not then

wanted for the lighter part of the work, as

this is managed by the smaller cranes per-

haps more expeditiously than with the heav-

ier ones.

Overhead Travelers are made of various

designs, the chief points to be observed in

their construction being the making of the main girders sufficiently strong for the weight they will

be required to support; and in those worked by hand-power, the gearing should be of especially

good construction, for it must be borne in mind that the gross weight of both traveler and load has

to be moved every time the crane is put into operation. The girders are of several forms, some hav-

ing timber beams and wrought-iron truss and tie rods, while others are of wrought-iron of various

925.

sections. The heavier varieties are fitted with a central or platform girder, which to a great extent

supports the weight of the lifting and working gear with its framework.
_

Fi"- 925 shows a traveler with the main and platform girder composed of wrought-iron, rolled in

H section and trussed. This form of traveler is frequently used where lightness is required with a
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Ion" span. The general arrangement of the crab-gearing is as follows : The lifting gear is single

ancfdouble purchase, and the power is increased by blocks or chains, the upper sheaves for which

are carried in the transom on the top of the side-frames of the crab. The chain-barrel is keyed

^
into the large spur-wheel to relieve the shaft from torsion, the ratchet-wheel is cast to the flange of

the barrel, and the brake-ring is cast to the spur-wheel ; the brake-strap is lined with wood, and

fitted with a hand-lever. It will be seen that the two traveling motions are on one centre ;
the lon-

gitudinal motion, being the heaviest work, is given by the crank-handle ; the lighter work of the
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transverse motion is given by the hand-wheel, and as the attendant can have one hand on it and the
other on the crank-handle, a load can be simultaneously moved transversely and longitudinally any
short distance required, a condition most favorable to some operations.

Figs. 926, 927, and 928 represent an English tvire-rope crane for lifting heavy work ranging from
15 tons downward ; it has a span of 40 feet, and traverses a length of 180 feet. The three different

motions for longitudinal traverse, cross-traverse, and hoisting are all derived from one endless steel-

wire rope, three-quarters of an inch diameter, and weighing 2 lbs. per yard. This rope is driven at

a speed of 4 miles an hour, by means of a clip-pulley fixed at one end of the shop, which is driven

by belts and gearing from the engine working in the shop. The rope extends the whole length of
one side of the shop, going and returning on the same side at the level of the traveler, and passing
round a loose pulley at the further end. The rope is entirely unsupported between the two ends, and
is not strained tight, but hangs loose with only a slight tension, because the peculiar action of the
clip-pulley allows of the whole power being communicated to the rope by the grip of the pulley

through half of its circumference, even when the tail-rope is entirely slack. The clip-pulley A, Tig.

926, fixed at the end of the shop, is speeded to drive the wire rope £ B at the rate of 4 miles an
hour, and lays hold of the rope with an amount of grip proportionate to the strain thrown upon the

..J^/8v_
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rope by the load, releasing it from its grasp when the rope has passed the centre line. The construc-

tion and fixing of the movable jaws or clips round the circumference of the clip-pulley is shown in

Figs. 92*7 and 928. At one end of the traveling platform C of the crane is fixed another clip-pulley

jD, of the same size .and construction, round which the same wire rope passes, making three-quarters

of a turn. The rope then passes on to the further end of the shop, and round the groove-pulley E
at that end. This pulley is centred in a sliding frame provided with an adjusting screw G, for tight-

ening up the rope to any tension required. It has not been found necessary to have any sliding weight

attached to this frame, for variable tension of the rope.

The lifting gear consists of a very long cast-iron nut or screwed barrel HH, extending nearly the

whole length of the traveler, as shown in the plan, Fig. 929 ; and inside the barrel works a short

930.

screw 7, sliding on two feathers upon the long shaft J J, which is driven by a friction-clutch from the

clip-pulley D on the traveler, so that by the revolution of the shaft the screw is traversed along with

the barrel. The long driving-shaft J is supported at intermediate points of its length by the two

sliding brass steps KK, sliding along freely with the barrel H, and kept apart from each other at
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the distance of half the length of the barrel by the rod L ; by this means the shaft / is never

left unsupported for more than half its length. One end of the hoisting-chain being attached to

the screw-frame if, Fig. 929, the chain iV passes along through the inside of the barrel H^ round

a pulley P at the further end of the traveler; then over a pulley on the cross-traversmg car-

riage R, Fig. 927, down to a snatch-hook, and up again over a second pulley on the carriage

R; and the end is attached to the nearest

extremity of the traveller at T. The crane

has two speeds for the lifting gear, one being

at the rate of 6 feet per minute, the other

at the rate of 3 feet per minute ; and at the

latter speed the crane is calculated to lift 15

tons.

Traveling Cranes.—Fig. 930 represents a
portable crane constructed by Messrs. W. Sel-

lers & Co. It is designed to accompany goods
cars, and to be used in loading and unloading

freight at way stations on railways. The chain,

passing over sprocket-wheels, is coiled in a box
on the platform. This arrangement permits
the use of a very much longer chain than
is admissible when wound on a drum in the

ordinary manner, and diminishes the size,

parts, and amount of machinery required in

the hoisting gear. The swinging gates serve

to spread the base of the car in any re-

quired direction when the crane is in use.

These gates ordinarily lock to the side of the

car.

Fig. 931 represents a large 'Z-ton steam travel-

ing crane built by Messrs. Appleby of London.
The engines are carried on a base-plate which
rotates on friction-rollers. The boiler and ma-
chinery serve as a counterbalance to the weight
to be lifted. The work is done with a pair of

982.
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direct-acting steam-cylinders placed slightly on the incline, one outside each side-frame, the crank-

pins being fitted into a pair of balanced disk-plates. In addition to the usual lifting and turning

motions, each crane has a neat arrangement for traveling by steam, and for altering the radius of

the jib by the same agency. The engine-shaft between the side-frames carries a bevel-wheel, made
fast or loose on the shaft by means of a toothed clutch, for driving an oblique worm-shaft gearing

into a tangent wheel on the derrick-chain barrel for raising or lowering the jib, the worm-wheel

securely locking the wheel in any position. A broad spur-wheel is geared on the crank-shaft, and

works a narrow wheel below it on a weigh-shaft, which has a small crank-pin at each end equal in

length to the stroke of the slide-valves. The narrow wheel can be moved by a hand-lever laterally

about 4 inches on a spiral feather, thus reversing the valves for running the engines in either direc-

tion. A pair of spur-wheels are placed on the left side of the crank-shaft, and gear into wheels on

the countershaft below. One pair of these wheels are of equal and the other of unequal diameters,

and either pair can be made drivers by means of a double-toothed clutch. Provision is made for

working the crane by hand if necessary through the shaft, which also carries a set of bevel-wheels
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and double friction-cones for driving the slewing and traveling motions. As this shaft has two
speeds communicated to it from the engine-shaft, it will impart two speeds to the slewing and travel-
ing motions. The motion from this set of wheels is transmitted through a train of wheels to the
spur-wheel on the column, which is twice the depth of the pinions gearing into it. The pinions are
placed at different heights, so that the slewing pinion clears the pinion driving the traveling gear,
which is fixed. To travel the crane, the body is fixed to the carriage, and the wheel revolving on
the crane-post drives the traveling mechanism. The friction-cones are operated by an eccentric lever,
and can be thrown into contact while the engine is running, the jib being put in motion gradually.
On the conesbcing reversed, they act as a brake and arrest"the motion of the jib. A pinion shding
on a feather in and out of gear, with a spur-wheel on the barrel-shaft, conveys the lifting motion
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from the counter-shaft. This pinion is withdrawn for lowering, and the descent of the load is con-

trolled by a strap-brake worked from a foot-lever, which is fitted with a pawl and ratchet, so that

the load can be left suspended at any point of its descent. As the slewing motion can be put into

action through the cones while a load is being raised or lowered, considerable saving of time is

effected. The speeds of working are in direct relation to the loads. As many as 60 or 70 loads

may be lifted and turned around in an hour with the quick speed.

Fig. 932 represents an overhead traveling crane as arranged for the loading of vessels along river-

fronts and docks. As constructed at the docks of Middlesborough, England, the traveling stage or

gantry of each crane has a span of 23 feet from centre to centre of the rails. The clear height is

17 feet 6 inches, and the traveling wheels are 12 feet apart. The crane and the whole of the sub-

structure is designed for a working load of 5 tons at the maximum radius of 21 feet.

Derricks.—Fig. 933 represents a common form of derrick used for the setting of small stones.

The mast is supported in upright position by radial guys, made fast severally to posts set firmly in

the ground. The weight to be raised is attached to the lowest block, which is suspended by means

of another block to the end of the boom. The rope passes over the pulley or sheave in or on the

boom, and thence over another near the top of the mast ; thence passing down parallel to the mast,

it is attached to a barrel or drum, and can be taken up or let out by means of a gear and pinion and

crank, thereby raising or lowering the weight. The boom can be raised or lowered by means of the

rope at the bottom of the mast, which is passed two or three times round a small fixed cylinder, and

is united to the end of the boom by a system of blocks. By the slacking of this rope, the boom

may be lowered while the weight is suspended, which enables the workmen to take up the stone at
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one distance from the mast, and lay it at another more remote. The machine is swung into position

by a small rope attached to the end of the boom or to the weight itself.

Fig. 934 represents Savage's derrick as improved by Mr. McAlpine, and used at the Brooklyn Dry
Dock for the laying of the heaviest stone. It differs somewhat in its arrangement from the simple

machine already described. It will be seen that the hook for the suspension of the weight is sup-

ported by two blocks. By tracing the position of the rope No. 1, it will be seen that by it the right-

hand one of these blocks can be raised or lowered by means of the crank, pinion, gear, and barrel

No. 1 of the crab, at the opposite end of the boom ; in a similar way, the left-hand block is raised

by rope No. 2. Thus it will be seen that, by the winding up of rope No. 1 on the barrel, a motion
upward and outward is given to the suspended weight, whereas by the winding up of No. 2 the

weight is raised upward and onward. Again, if rope No. 1 alone be slackened, the weight is lowered

outwardly. By these means the stone may be deposited at any spot within reach of the boom.

In Fig. 935 is represented the large floating derrick used for lifting blocks of beton weighing as

much as 100 tons, in the construction of the stone piers for the city of New York. The float is of

rectangular form, one side being 75 feet, the other 70 feet; its depth is 13 feet. It is stiffened by
16 trusses made similar to the well-known Howe truss. The tower which carries the ring-post and
booms is made of twelve pieces of Georgia pine, 14 by 14 inches at the lower ends, 63 feet 3 inches

in length, and 12 by 12 inches at the upper end; these legs are stiffened by struts and braces. The
lower ends of these legs are fastened into a heavy cast-iron circle. At their upper extremities the

legs are brought close together, and are held by a casting of circular form, to which they are bolted.

This casting is made with a recess which is filled with spherical rollers, which rest against a casting

fitted to the ring-post, so that its lateral pressure where it passes the tower causes but little friction.

The front or hoisting boom of the derrick consists of two plate-iron box girders 22 inches deep by

9J inches wide ; the upper and lower members of these girders are of channel iron three-fourths of an
inch thick ; the side plates, which are riveted to them, are three-eighths of an inch thick. All the rivet-

holes are drilled. These girders are spaced 24 inches asunder, and are held in position at the ring-

post ends by being inserted in deep sockets formed in a heavy casting which encircles the post. The
boom is supported by 18 diagonal rods 2i inches in diameter, made of iron. These converge near
the top of the ring-post, and are secured to it. The following are the chief dimensions of the struc-

tures: Length of float 71 feet, breadth 66, depth 13 ; length of hoisting boom 60 feet 3 inches, of

back boom 50 feet 3jf inches ; length from end to end of boom, 110 feet 6^ inches ; height of tower,

62 feet 3 inches ; height of ring-post above tower, 49 feet 8 inches ; total length of ring-post, 62 feet

;

height from bottom of float to top of ring-post, 127 feet 3 inches.

CRANK. A crank is a lever or bar movable about a centre at one end, and capable of being

turned round by a force applied at the other end; in this form it has been used from the earliest

times as a handle to turn a wheel. When the crank is attached by a con-

936. necting-rod to some reciprocating piece, it furnishes a combination which is

extremely useful in machinery.

Let G F, Fig. 936, represent an arm or crank centered at C, and connected

by means of a link or connecting-rod, P Q, with a point Q, which is con-

strained to move in the line C E D. The formula C ^ = a cos C +
Y b- — a^ sin^ C gives the position of Q for any given position of the crank

C P ; a being the length of the crank, h the length of the connecting-rod, and

C the crank-angle PCD. The space D Eis, called the throw of the crank.

The eccentric circle supplies a ready method of obtaining the motion given

by a crank and link. In Fig. 937, a circular plate movable about a centre of

motion at C imparts an oscillatory movement to a bar Q D, which is capable

of sliding between guides in a vertical line D Q, pointing toward C. Since

P Q remains constant as the plate revolves, it is evident that Q moves up and

down in the line C J), just as if it were actuated by the crank C Pand the connecting-rod P Q ; the

length of the connecting-rod is in this case, therefore, equal to the radius of the rotating circle. It is

obvious that an arrangement of this kind would be little used, by reason of the oblique thrust on the

bar Q D. A second and more useful form is shown in Fig. 938, where the bar Q D terminates in a
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half hoop which fits the circle. The form usually adopted in practice is derived at once from this.
A circular plate is completely encircled by a hoop, to which a bar is attached.

The crank loith an infriite link is shown in Fig. 939. Suppose the roller at Q to be replaced by a
cross-bar Q R, standing at right angles to DC; as the circle revolves, it will
cause the bar to reciprocate, C'Pwill remain constant, .and P Q will always be
at right angles to R Q, and will therefore remain parallel to CI) in all positions.
The crank with an infinite link also appears under the guise of a sxmsh-plate.
Here a circular plate, E F, Fig. 940, is set obliquely upon an axis, A C, and by
its rotation causes a sliding bar F Q, whose direction is parallel to A C, to oscil-
late continually with an up-and-down movement, the friction between the end of
the bar and the plate being relieved by a small roller.

In the reciprocating engine, which is the ordinary form of construction, the
rectilinear motion of the piston is transmitted through a connecting-rod to the
crank, and there changed into rotary motion. It is evident, therefore, that the
two ends of the connecting-rod travel difl:"erent distances in the same space of
time, one end describing a path which is equivalent to the diameter of a circle in

which the other end of the connecting-rod passes through half a revolution in the same time; so
that the distances described by the two ends are as 1 to 1.5Y08, this being the ratio of the diameter
to the semi-circumference of a circle. Let the circle in Fig. 941 represent the path described by the

JU-W

centre of the crank-pin in one revolution of the engine. Suppose D Fis the position of the crank,
and G F the position of the connecting-rod, when the piston is at the point G in the line A B, which
represents the stroke. If the pressure on the piston at this point is represented by the line G B,
by drawing a perpendicular B I to the line A B at the point H, (? /will be the effect of the given
pressure in the direction of the connecting-rod, and F K, equal to G /, will be the force transmitted
by the connecting-rod from the piston to the crank-pin. But the only part of this force which can
produce motion in the crank is that which acts tangentially to the circle at F, or in a perpendicular
direction to the crank D F. To determine the magnitude of this tangential force, draw KL paral-
lel to the position of the crank, and F Z, drawn perpendicular to the crank, will be the tangential
force required. In Fig. 941 the semi-circumference is divided into 10 equal parts, and the tangential
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pressure is determined for each in the manner indicated above. If the pressures so determined are
then laid off on perpendiculars to a base line representing the path of the crank-pin, dividing it into

10 equal parts, the extremities of the perpendiculars can be connected by a curve, which gives the
rotative effect at every point of the revolution. This is illustrated in Figs'. 942, 943, and 944, which
are diagrams of rotative effect for connecting-rods of different lengths. It will be seen that the
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rotative effect is unevenly distributed through the two quadrants of the semi-revolution, on account

of the angularity of the connecting-rod, and that this irregularity diminishes as the connecting-rod is

lengthened. With a connecting-rod of infinite length, representing the case in which there is no

No. I.
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angularity of connecting-rod, as in the yoke connection, there is no irregularity in the two quadrants.

It will be seen that with any length of connecting-rod the rotative effect at any point is generally less

than the corresponding pressure on the piston ; and that at the ends of the stroke, when the crank

is " on the centre," the rotative effect is zero. From these facts some have supposed that there is a

loss of power in its transmission by this form of connection ; but, as has frequently been shown,

this opinion is not well founded. Power, it must be remembered, cannot be produced without

motion ; and since the crank-pin travels through a larger distance than the piston, it requires a less

mean pressure to give the same power as is exerted by the piston. The reader who desires to in-

vestigate this subject more fully will find discussions in Scott Russell's "Treatise on the Steam En-

gine ; " in the Scienfific American for Aug. 22, 18*74 ; and in the Iroti Age, Sept. 25, ISYS.

In the year 1849 the Society of Arts offered a prize "for the best collection of diagrams (with ex-

planation's) to illustrate the action of the forces on a crank or cranks turned from a horizontal direct-

action steam cylinder or cylinders ; the effect of various proportions of connecting-rods, and degrees

of expansion of steam, being shown." The following diagrams were communicated to the Society

in accordance with their invitation, by W. Pole, C. E., and obtained the silver Isis medal.

The varieties of expansion taken in these diagrams aie three, viz.

:

Steam admitted during the whole stroke (Nos. 4, .5, 6),
" " half the stroke (Nos. 7, 8, 9).
" " one-fourth the stroke (Nos. 10, 11, 12).

The varieties of length of connecting-rod have also been taken at three, viz.

:

Connecting-i'od indefinitely long, supposed to act always in parallel directions (Nos. 1, 4, 7, 10).

Connecting-rod five times the length of crank, which may represent about the ordinary length

(Nos. ^, 8, 11).

Connecting-rod three times the length of crank, or about the shortest made (Nos. 6, 9, 12).

Diagram No. 1 is explanatory of the action of the

forces in the transmission of the power from the pis-

ton to the crank, for an indefinite length of connecting-

rod. The piston-rod is shown by the long dotted line.

The object of diagrams Nos. 4 to 12 is to exhibit the

values and variations of the forces at the beginning and

end of the engine ; i. e., the pressure of steam on the

piston, and the force turning the crank round.

Each set of these diagrams contains a figure showing

the pressure on the piston at all points of the stroke,

on the plan of rectangular coordinates ; the abscissa

representing the space passed over by the piston, and
the ordinate the corresponding pressure. Thus, when
the piston has moved from to x, No. Y, or -,^ of the whole stroke, the steam-pressure upon it is

represented by the line x y. The scale given under the left-hand figure, in Nos. 4, 5, 6, and which

also applies to Nos. 7 to 12, shows the position of the crank corresponding to any given position of

the piston : thus, in No. 6, it is seen by inspection that when the piston has passed through
-,-i7

of

its course, the crank has passed through about 81° from the dead point, and so on.

The right-hand figure in each diagram represents the tangential or working force acting on the

crank-pin at every point of its semi-revolution from L to F, Nos. 1, 2, and 3. The curve of this

figure is also laid down by rectangular coordinates ; the path of the crank-pin (reduced to a straight

line) forms the line of the abscissa, while the ordinates express the corresponding forces. Thus, in

No. 5, when the crank-pin has moved from to o, or 120° from the dead point, the tangential force,

tending to turn it round, is represented by the line o o. The additional scale under this diagram

shows the position of the piston corresponding to any given position of the crank; thus, in No. 5,

when the crank is at 140°, the piston has moved through -,% of its stroke, and so on. The lines rep-

resenting the forces are measured by a scale, which is appended to diagram 4. The pressure of the

steam upon the piston, while the steam-valve is open, is made = 100 on the scale; and the ratio of

any other force to this pressure is therefore easily ascertained by simple measurement.

In No. 4, the connecting-rod is supposed indefinitely long ; the pressure on the piston is uniform

at 100. The tangential force on the crank-pin begins at when the crank is at the dead point,

increases to 100 when it arrives at 90°, and diminishes again to in the same ratio as the increase.

The mean value of the force, throughout the semi-revolution, is = 63.6, which x the space passed
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through by the crank-pin is exactly = the pressure on the piston x the length of its stroke ; or, in

other words, the area of the figure efg — the parallelogram abed. The result is in accordance

with the principle of " conservation of vis viva,''^ by which we know that (neglecting friction) the

amount of power or work given out at the crank-pin is equal to that performed by the steam on the

piston.

In No. 5 is seen the effect of the connecting-rod being made five times the length of the crank.

Here the tangential force, commencing at 0, arrives at a maximum value of about 102 when the

crank has passed through about 80°.

Two cranks at riKht angles.
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The combined action of two engines, with cranks fixed at right angles with each other, is shown
in six cases out of the nine previously described ; namely, with three variations in the degree of ex-

The curve of tangential forces is laid down forpansion, and two in the length of connecting-rod,

£•§ 10,

8 9 10 pts.

50'3 lOOO 1503 50O 100^ 15U0

two cranks in diagrams 4, 7, 10, 6*, 9*, and 12*; in the three former for half a revolution (the

other half being precisely similar), and in the three latter for a whole revolution of the crank. It is

presumed that these figures will be understood without any further description. As an example : at

0, No. 9*, one crank is supposed to have traveled 130° from the dead point E, No. 3, the tangen-
tial force on it being expressed by the line 6 p^

; the second crank will then have traveled 220° from

/
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(e.) The moving parts arc supposed to have no weight or mass, the forces being considered in a
statical point of view only.

The curves have been formed by finding the length of ordinates at convenient distances apart, and
tracing a curved line through the points thus obtained.
The methods of determining crank diagrams from the conditions of actual practice are fully de-

945.
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scribed and illustrated in Porter's work on the " Steam-Engine Indicator," and Rigg's " Practical
Treatise on the Steam-Engine." The graphical determination of the correction for acceleration and
retardation of the reciprocating parts, described below, is from the last-named work. Figs. 945,
946, and 947 give the rotative etfect for connecting-rods 4, 5, and 6 times the length of crank re-

spectively, at every twentieth of the revolution of the crank, for any pressure on the piston. They
are carefully laid out from the same constructions as were made in determining Figs. 942, 943, and
944, and will be found useful in practice. The manner of constructing and using them needs but
little explanation. Suppose, in either figure, that the pressure on the piston when it is in a position

on the forward stroke corresponding to a crank-angle of 144°, or on the return stroke corresponding
to a crank-angle of 36°, is equal to the line A B. It is only necessary to set a pair of dividers to

this distance, and then move one point along the base line until the other point incloses the given
distance in a perpendicular direction between the base and the line marked " Reference Line," when

the corresponding distance C B, which represents the rotative pressure
for the given point, can be measured directly. The same method is to
be pursued, of course, for any given piston position which can be found
on the diagrams.

Suppose, in Figs, 948 and 949, that 0° ^ c? Ci> and 0° CcaA repre-
sent the true indicator diagrams (as explained in the article Indicator)
taken from an engine, and that it is required to find the correspond-
ing diagram representing the rotative effect upon the crank-pin. The
length of connecting-rod is supposed to be five times the length of
crank. In Fig. 950, make CE equal to the length of either indicator

diagram, and draw a circle with this diameter, to represent the path of
the crank-pin. Divide the semi-circumference of this circle into 10
equal parts. A simple method of doing this is illustrated in the figure.

Bisect the radius D T. From 6r, the middle point, as a centre, draw the

straight line G C, and from G^ as a centre,

with the radius G- D, describe the arc D H.
From C as a centre, with the radius G H,
describe the arc H I. Then C I will be
one-fifth of the semi-circumference, and
being bisected gives C K, the required

length. Continue the line E C, and lay off

the length of the diagram, to represent the stroke of the piston, so that its outer extremity is five

times D C from the point C. Then find the points of stroke corresponding to the several crank
positions laid off in the circle, observing that the last position on the forward stroke is the first

position on the return stroke, the next to the last on the forward is the second on the return, and
so on. (The references to forward and return stroke are for direct-acting engines, the forward
stroke being that in which the piston moves from the end of the cylinder that is farthest away
from tho crank. In back-acting engines, where the cylinder is between the guides and crank, the

forward stroke corresponds to the return stroke in direct-acting engines.) The points so deter-

mined on the line representing the stroke of the piston ai-e then to be transferred to the indicator

diagrams. Figs. 948, 949, and perpendiculars erected, as shown. It will be seen from these figures

that while the crank-pin is passing over successive equal intervals, the corresponding spaces through
which the piston moves are unequal. Now, as the crank is revolving at a practically uniform speed,

it is evident that the motion of the piston is being accelerated during one portion of the stroke, and
28
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0.000341 X

retarded during the other. Force is required to produce this acceleration, and is given out during
the retardation ; so that the indicator diagrams, Figs. 948, 949, do not represent the true distribution

of pressure on the piston. The force absorbed by the reciprocating parts is greatest when the en-

gine is on the centre, and at this time its value, in pounds per square inch for a connecting-rod of

infinite length, is

''revolutions of en-V /weight of reciprocating\ /radius of crank,\

^^
gine per minute / \ parts, in pounds, / V ^° ^°^^ /

area of piston in square inches.

If, for example, an engine has a cylinder 20 inches in diameter and 4 feet stroke, and makes 60
revolutions per minute, the weight of the reciprocating parts being 500 lbs., the foregoing expression
gives for the accelerating pressure, in pounds per square inch,

0.000341 X 3600 x 500 x 2

314.16 - "•^•

Having determined the accelerating pressure at the commencement of stroke for a connecting-rod
of infinite length, in the case under consideration, make A B, Fig. 951, equal to this pressure on the

951.

'it

I

e
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into 20 equal parts. Erect perpendiculars at the several points of division which correspond to the
crank positions in Fig. 950. Find from the diagram Fig. 9-46 the rotative pressures corresponding
to the pressures in the shaded diagrams, Figs. 948, 949, and lay them off on the corresponding per-
pendiculars in Fig. 952. A curve drawn through the points so determined, as indicated, will rep-
resent the effective pressure on the crank-pin during a revolution ; and if the area included between
this curve and the base line is measured, a Une representing the mean pressure can be drawn paral-
lel to the base line, including an area equal to that between the curve and the base hne. This equiv-
alent area is distinguished by shading in Fig. 952, and it will be seen that it is so drawn as to add
an area equivalent to that cut off from the original crank diagram. The area of an irregular figure
similar to that in Fig. 952 can be measured with great accuracy by an instrument called the planim-

eter, which calculates mechanically the area of a figure whose boundaries are traversed by a
pointer ; or it can be computed by the aid of Simpson's' rule, which is explained in most works on
mensuration, among which may be mentioned Prof. Rankine's " Useful Rules and Tables,"

_
The effect of the reciprocating parts on the distribution of pressure throughout the stroke of the

piston was first pointed out by Charles T. Porter, and the Porter-Allen engine is designed to produce
an even distribution by the application of this principle. It is easy to see that by varying the weight
of the reciprocating parts, and the speed of the engine, almost any desired distribution of pressure
may be effected.

See Slide-Valve for a table showing piston and crank positions for connecting-rods of different
lengths. The formulas by which they were computed are appended, as well as rules for the estima-
tion of rotative effect, the latter being taken from H. Tresca's " Course in Applied Mechanics." If
e — ratio of length of connecting-rod to length of stroke, r = fraction of stroke completed when
crank angle = C, and a = distance from centre of cross-head to centre of shaft

:

For the forward stroke

—

a = c -H 0.5 — }•

cos.C^ ^' + ^-^^--'

a

a =p + 0.2o-c X cos. (180°- C- arc sin. ^l^^l*

?• = c + 0.5 — a

For the return stroke

—

a = c — 0.5 + >•

cos. (180° - C) = a^ + 0.25 — c"

[
c^ + 0.25 — ex cos. (C— arc sin.

sin. C\~|^

2c )]'

r = a -I- 0.5 — c

If P=: pressure on piston, ^ = corresponding rotative
I = length of connecting-rod, and r = length of crank

—

pressure on crank-pin, a = crank angle,

p= P X sin. a X 1
r X COS. a

' a)ii R. H. B.{P — r^ X sm.
CRAPIXG MACHINE. See Cloth-finishixg Machinery.
CROWN GLASS. See Glass-making.
CRUCIBLES. Vessels used for the fusion of certain metals, for assaying, and generally for many

other chemical purposes in which intense heat is employed. The princi'pal requisites of a good cru-
cible are, that it should be capable of enduring the strongest heat without becoming soft or losing
much of its substance

; that it should not crack on being exposed to sudden alternations of temper-
ature

;
that it should withstand the corrosive effect of the substance fused in it ; and lastly, that it

should be sufficiently strong to. support the weight of the molten metal when lifted from the furnace.
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Crucibles which become tender at a high temperature are then liable to break or crumble when
grasped with the tongs, and are very dangerous.

Clay crucibles are made of fire-clay, mixed with silica, burnt clay, or other infusible matter. In

order to counteract the tendency clay has to shrinking at high temperatures, the other substances are

mixed with it. The proportion of burnt to raw clay may be varied, but two-thirds raw clay to one-

third burnt clay is a very common proportion. It is necessary that there should be a sufficient

quantity of raw clay to produce the proper degree of plasticity for working. The unburnt fire-clay

must be ground, as must also the burnt clay, the latter generally consisting of old crucibles or glass-

pots, which have been exposed to high temperatures. The surfaces of these old pots must be

cleaned from all extraneous matter, and their vitrified coating be chipped off. Clays which contain

a maximum quantity of pure silica are best adapted for the most infusible crucibles, if in addition

they are comparatively free from such injurious admixtures as lime or iron ; and the infusible proper-

ties can be strengthened by additions of burnt clay, such as we have indicated, or of powdered
coke and plumbago. The celebrated Berlin crucibles are made from 8 parts fire-clay, 4 parts black

lead, 5 parts powdered coke, 3 parts old ground crucibles. Another mixture is 2 parts fire-clay, 1

part ground gas-coke. The materials should be as free from lime as possible, well kneaded together,

and slowly dried in a kiln. When fire-clay is not easily obtainable, as a substitute for it steep com-

mon clay in hot hydrochloric acid, wash it well with hot water, and dry it.

The crucibles in most common use in Birmingham and its neighborhood, as well as in Sheffield,

England, are made of a fire-clay found near Stourbridge, which is generally mixed with some other

substance, such as powdered coke, in order to lessen its tendency to contract when strongly heated.

The following are about the average proportions : 4 parts fire-clay, 2 burnt clay cement, 1 ground

coke, 1 groimd pipe-clay. These Stourbridge-clay crucibles, or casting-pots, are only carefully dried,

but not burned until required for use, when they are put into the melting-furnace first with the mouth
downward, and when red-hot are taken out, and put in again with the mouth upward. The melting-

pots or crucibles employed by Mushet in the manufacture of cast-steel, or homogeneous metal, were

made by mixing kaolin or china clay with black or gray fire-clay from the coal measures, and pul-

verized old pots, the clays being passed through riddles having 64 to 100 meshes to the square inch.

The proportions used by Mushet are 5 parts by measure fire-clay, 5 parts kaolin, 1 part old pot, and

1^ part coke-dust ; the ingredients being well mixed, and then kneaded, tempered, and moulded in

the usual way.

When it is necessary to protect a crucible from the corrosive action of the material to be melted

in it, it can be lined with charcoal powder or black lead. In a small crucible, the powder may be

made into a paste with a little gum-water or molasses, and rammed into the crucible, the central

cavity being afterward shaped by a small rammer of the desired form. For larger crucibles, a mix-

ture of anthracite powder, powder of gas-retort carbon, or gas-tar may be employed. To test cruci-

bles as to power to resist corrosion, protoxide of lead, or a mixture of pi-otoxide of lead and dioxide

of copper, is melted in the crucible. If a clay crucible is not permeated or corroded by this mixture

to a sensible extent after a short time, it may be considered capable of resisting all ordinary corro-

sions in practice. As a rule, clay crucibles resist permeation and corrosion in the proportion of the

fineness and regularity of grain, but their tendency to crack is increased in the same ratio.

Cornish crucibles are principally used for assaying copper ; they are made of a clay found in some
parts of Cornwall, and the smaller sizes are capable of resisting sudden alternations of temperature,

a quality which is probably due to the large proportion of silica mixed with the clay, but they are

rapidly corroded by melted oxide of lead. Hessian crucibles were formerly employed to a much
greater extent in metallurgical operations than they are at present. They are made principally from

a clay found at Gross-Almerode, and in their composition resemble very closely the Cornish cruci-

bles. The form is triangular, and they are generally packed in nests of six, the smaller sizes fitting

into the larger. These crucibles are tolerably lasting at moderate temperatures, but are apt to fuse

when exposed to very great heat. Several kinds of French crucibles are manufactured, some of

which are of very excellent quality, especially those of Beaufay, called the creusets de Paris, and

those of Deycux, termed creusets de Saveignics. Both kinds, however, contain a large percentage

of oxide of iron, which renders them objectionable for some purposes. London crucibles are of a

reddish-brown tint, very close-grained, and capable of resisting the corrosive action of oxide of lead,

but liable to crack when suddenly heated. They are made of various sizes, from 2^ inches up to 8|
inches in height. For special metallurgical or chemical purposes, crucibles are sometimes composed
of platinum, lime, bone-dust, magnesia, pure carbon, and other materials.

Crucibles are made of various forms and sizes, according to the kind of work for which they are

intended ; those used for assaying are scarcely larger than a lady's thimble, while others made for

zincing shot will hold as much as 800 lbs. of molten zinc. Some are nearly cylindrical, others trian-

gular, and others skittle-shaped. A, Fig. 9.53, shows the pot and cover employed in melting steel,

while -B is a common form of crucible for brass and the like. Small crucibles are generally kiln-

burnt before being used ; larger crucibles are usually dried gradually in hot stoves. Where the

crucibles or pots, as they are familiarly termed, are made of fire-clay and upon the works, the pot

flask, or mould, and plug are commonly of the forms C and I). The pot mould is of cast-iron, with

two ears cast upon it to lift it by. Its inside is the shape of the outside of the pots ; it is turned

smooth, and is open at the bottom as well as the top. There is a loose bottom made to fit, but not

so small as to pass through ; this has a hole in the centre, three-quarters of an inch in diameter.

When in use it stands upon a low post firmly fixed in the ground, which also has a hole 5 or (5 inches

deep in its centre. The plug which forms the inside of the pot is of lignum vitK ; it has an iron

centre which projects through it about 5 inches, corresponding in size with the hole at the bottom of

the mould.

The clay for a steel-pot weighs about 24 lbs. ; it is moulded upon a strong bench into a short cylin-
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der, and, the inside of the mould having been well oiled, the clay is dropped into it, and the plug,
also oiled, forced into the clay, while the projection finds the hole in the loose bottom in the centre
of the mould, which guides the plug. The plug is driven down 2 or 3 inches by the blows of a heavy
mallet on the top of the iron head ; it is then taken out to be oiled again by putting a piece of round
iron through the hole in the iron head to lift by, giving it at the same time a screwing motion. It is

954.

then driven by the mallet, while the clay, rising up between the plug and the mould, reaches the top.

The clay is cut even with the top of the mould by passing the knife round between it and the flask

or mould several times, holding it inclined toward its centre. The mould is now taken and set with
its loose bottom upon a small post fixed in the floor, and gently allowed to rest upon it. This
pushes up the bottom with the pot upon it ; and the hole being filled with a bit of clay, the pot
is finished. When the pots are sufficiently hard to bear handling, they are placed to dry upon rows
of shelves against the flues in the furnace, where they remain from 10 to 14 days. Before use they
are annealed by being placed from 17 to '20 hours in a special annealing furnace ; and they are taken
directly from this and placed for use hot into the melting-furnace.

Crucibles are frequently made on an ordinary potter's wheel, and special machines are also em-
ployed for the same purpose. One of these, T. V. Morgan's machine for making either large or
small crucibles, is illustrated by Fig. 954. The
peculiar mechanical arrangement consists in fit-

ting the former, or forming tool employed in the

apparatus, so that, in addition to being capable
of an up-and-down movement, the former is free

to be moved and adjusted horizontally as the
crucible is being moulded, and according to the
required size or thickness of the crucible. When
a crucible is to be made, the frame is pulled down
to cause the former to enter the plastic material,

which is placed in a mould, on a revolving lathe

or jigger, as usual ; and when the former reaches
the bottom of its course, a catch on one of the up-

rights secures the frame in position. The thread-

ed rod is then turned, to cause the former to

move horizontally and spread the plastic mate-
rial against the side of the mould. Finally, the
back end of a lever carried on the top of the
frame, and free to move backward by means of
a slot or otherwise, is inserted into a hole formed
for the purpose, and its forward end is pressed
down by hand, so that the lever bears forcibly

upon the frame, and prevents all vibration or
movement of the former. When the crucible is

finished, the handle is turned to bring the former
to the centre of the crucible, the lever is moved
forward out of its hole, the catch released, and
the frame raised up by a balance-weight. The
operation is then repeated for the next crucible,

and so on. Fig. 954 is a section of Morgan's ap-
paratus, a is the former, or forming tool ; it is

fitted to a block 6, which is, as before stated, free
to be moved horizontally in a frame c by means
of a screw rf, taking into a corrresponding thread
in a nut in the block h ; the ends of the screw d
work in fixed nuts on the frame c, and the right-

hand end is provided with a handle g, which is

turned according as the former a and block h are required to be moved. The frame c is free to
move up and down in slots formed in two uprights, and its weight is counterbalanced by weights k k.
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on the end of chains or cords passed over pulleys and connected to the frame, w is a catch on the

upright to secure the frame c in position when the former a reaches its lowest position, o is the

mouTd into which the plastic material is fed ; this mould is carried on an ordinary lathe or jigger/-,

to which rotary motion is imparted as usual. When the frame c is caught by the catch n, and the

mould is caused to rotate, the screw d is turned by its handle (/, so as to cause the former a to move

horizontally, and spread the plastic material against the side of the mould ; and when it has been

moved to the required distance, which is regulated by a scale on the frame, the back end of a_ lever

q, carried on the top of the frame and free to move "backward by means of a slot, is inserted into a

hole formed in an upright, and its forward end is then pressed down by the attendant so that this

lover bears forcibly upon the frame c and prevents vibration or movement of the former. When
the crucible is finished, the handle g is turned to bring the former a to the centre of the crucible,

the lever q is moved forward out of its hole, the catch n is released, the frame is raised up,_and the

mould is removed in the ordinary manner ; all being then ready for the next operation, u is a hor-

izontal bar, under the platform and hinged at w, while its front end extends to the front of the ap-

paratus, a: is a block on the bar w, and y is a collar on the lathe-shaft. When it is required to stop

the revolution of the lathe, the attendant moves the bar u on its hinge w, so as to bring the block x

against the collar y. z is & horizontal bar or guide for the bar u. (The foregoing is abridged from

Spretson's " Casting and Founding.")

For graphite a-ucibles the foliated form of graphite (see Graphite) is employed, and it undergoes

ffrindin"- as a preliminary process. It should not be ground so fine as to lose the appearance of

scales.
^
^Vith the plumbago thus prepared is mingled a small proportion of kaolin or china clay,

varying according to the use for which the crucible to be made is intended. To every 10 parts of

graphite is also added 1 parts of a gray clay which is imported from Klingenberg in Bavaria, besides

a little ground charcoal, the latter to secure porosity. These ingredients are mixed dry ; water is

afterward added, and the compound passes to a huge cast-iron cylinder capable of holding about 3

tons. Here thorough stirring is done by means of arms arranged radially on a central vertical rota-

ting shaft. Each arm, besides having four vertical beveled blades, is made flat above and beveled

below, so that the mass undergoes a kneading which secures its rapid and homogeneous mixing. The

material emerges of the consistence of thick dough, and is at once moulded into crucibles. This is

done either by hand or machinery, special forms being made in the former way.

The machine process is exactly the same as that in common use by potters for moulding plates,

teacups, etc. A plaster mould is prepared, which is placed on the rotating wheel. Into this the

ball of graphite dough is placed ; and as the mould rotates, a former is brought down into it from

above, which carries the material out against the sides and forms the inner cavity, according to

gauges previously adjusted. The mould'^is then taken from the lathe ; and after the crucible has

become dry enough, the latter is turned out, placed upside dowTi on the wheel, and its exterior

smoothed by hand.

The baking process, which next ensues, does not differ from that followed by potters. Each cru-

cible is inclosed in a large fire-clay vessel, known as a " sagger," and a number of these arc heaped

up in the kiln. A "number" in "crucible-making means 2 lbs. of material. When the baking js

finished the crucibles emerge hard, and varying in color from grayish white to blue-gray. The dif-

ference in hue is no criterion of quality, and is simply due to cracks or other imperfections in the

sacfgers. ^.r •

In point of size, plumbago crucibles hold from 2 ounces up to 600 lbs. Then- average hfetime in

brass-making is from 35 to'45 heats. Clay crucibles can be used but once. For melting steel they

will run from 4 to 6 times, and longer if coated with a mixture of fire-clay, plumbago, charcoal (or

better, gas-carbon), and silica (pure fine quartz sand). Care should be taken to remove slag from the

surface after each melting. Old steel-pots are freed from slag, ground up, and remanufactured into

crucibles. The same "metal" used for crucible-making is also formed into plugs or valves in the

ladles used for conveving molten steel, made by the Bessemer process, to the moulds. Plumbago

crucibles may be gene"i'ally employed, except in cases where a flux is used, as the flux would eat the

clav from the plumbago.
"

In using them, they should be kept in a dry place, the least dampness being

fatal. It is well, for the first time of using, to put the crucible in the furnace at the time of light-

ing the fire, so that it heats up gradually with its surroundings. The pot should be placed in the

fire and not on it, and the fire should surround it to the very top.

CRUSHER. See Breaker or Crusher.

CULTIVATOR. See Agricultural Machinery.

CUPEL. See Assaying.

CUPOLA FURNACE. See Furnace, Cupola.

CURD-KXIYES. See Dairy Apparatus.

CUT-OFF. See Engines, Steam, Stationary Reciprocating.

DAIRY APPARATUS. The following list comprises the apparatus and supplies necessary for

the fitting up of a dairy factory for the manufacture of cheese and butter, receiving the milk of about

450 cows

:

1 steam-boiler, 4 horse-power, and fittings.

2 600-gallon steam-vats, complete.

16 cheese-press screws, 20 inches long, 1| inch

diameter.

1 milk-conductor (can to vats).

1 curd-knife, 13 blades, 20 inches long.

1 set hoisting-crane castings.

1 curd-scoop.

1 set stencil-plates, for dating cheeses.

1 set stencil-plates, paste, sponge, and brush.

1 wrench. No. 3.

1 large slate.

1 curd-knife, horizontal blades, 6 x 20 inches.
| 2 thermometers
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1 scrubber mop.
1 cheese-tryer.

1 steam-engine, 4 horse-power.

16 galvanized iron cheese-hoops, with

15 inches diameter.

1 standard scales, 600 lbs.

1 standard scales, 240 lbs.

1 weight-can, 60 gallons, large faucet.

1 curd-pail.

1 best-pail.

1 factory stencil-plate.

2 rennet jars, 15 gallons.

1 factory account-book.

1 set of milk-testing instruments.

1 curd-mill.

1 set casters for curd-sink.

1 siphon, with valve and faucet.

follower

1 siphon strainer.

Patent milk-pans.

Factory churns.

Butter-bowls.

Butter-moulds.

Butter-workers.

Cheese-bandage.
Linen strainer.

Annotto.

Steam-pipes, joints, valves, etc.

Belting.

Cooler-pails.

Pans.

Press and cap cloths.

Rennets.

Dairy salt (F. F.)

cans, of which there are several varieties

bottoms are of wrought-iron, and tinned.

in use. They are

Their capacity is

Milk is delivered at the dairy in

made with only one seam, and the

from 15 to 50 gallons.

Ventilated milk-cans are used in order to allow the " animal odor " of the milk to escape, so that

the milk will not become tainted. Undoubtedly, if milk from cows in abnormal conditions is to be
transported, ventilation will be of great advantage ; but if it is positively known that the milk is

from cows in perfect health, ventilation is entirely unnecessary, as has been practically demonstrated

by Hardin's method of making butter, where every favorable condition is presented to injure the

milk if the " animal odor " possessed any such injurious properties. Still, for fear that the milk

from one cow in an abnormal condition might be mixed with the rest of the milk, ventilated cans

955. 956.

are of great value, and their more general use is desirable. The
simplest ventilator is one invented by L. B. Arnold, and repre-

sented in Fig. 955. It is made by cutting a circular orifice in

the cover of a can, and soldering over the aperture a piece of

coarsely perforated tin, or of wire cloth, giving the latter a mod-
erate depression in the middle. Around the outside of the wire

cloth is soldered a flange of tin, 2 inches high, to prevent loss

of milk.

Milk is sometimes aerated before it is put into the cans for transportation. If such be the case,

the atmosphere must be pure and sweet, and free from any injurious offensive odor. The deodoriz-

ing strainer and cooler, invented by Bussey, is simply a strainer-pail, raised about 2 feet above the

can, and arranged so that the milk falls in a spray into the can. Another method of aeration was
invented by Jones & Faulkner, and consists in forcing air into the milk. Fig. 956 shows the manner
in which this is accomplished.

Vessels for Setting Milk.—The old method of setting milk in small tin pans is rapidly being limited

to the farm-house. The pans hold from 8 to 10 quarts, are light, and are easily handled. They
cool the milk readily without the use of water, and are easily cleansed ; but they are not suitable

for large dairies. Another method of setting milk is in large pails, which are usually made of sheets

of tin 24 X 20 inches, and are from 19 to 22 inches high, and nearly 8 inches in diameter. These

pails are filled with inilk within 4 or 5 inches of the top, and are then placed in " pools " to allow

the cream to rise. Care must be tiiken that the surface of the milk in the pails is not above that

of the water in the pools.

An attempt has been made by Mr. Hardin to do away with the " pools " for setting milk, by the

introduction of a sort of refrigerator. His method is shown in Fig. 957. As it is the nature of

heated air to ascend, the ice-shelf is placed in the top of the box, to secure uniform temperature. A
space of 1 inch is left open on each side of the shelf, to allow the air to pass around the ice. The
drippings from the ice are utilized to the extent of 4 inches in the bottom of the box. The cans are

made with a perforated rim on the bottom, to allow the water to pass under them. The covers of

the cans fit outside, so as to shed the water, and prevent any of the drippings from the ice getting

into the milk.

A milk-can designed to take the place of the water-pools and deep pails mentioned above is repre-

sented in Fig. 958. A complete set consists of four pans, with wooden vats containing them, and

the framework on which they stand, together with the supply water-pipe, skimmer, etc. ; also all
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spouts necessary to operate them. The water is first passed through the centre of the milk and

near the surface, after which it surrounds the pan completely, always standing higher than the milk,

to prevent drying of the cream. The size of the milk-pans varies ; some hold 8 gallons, others 90

gallons of milk at a time.

958.
..

'irJ

Another method of setting milk for cream is by means of shallow pans, of which there are a great

many varieties in use.

The Orange County milk-pan is shown in Fig. 959, and a section of the pan in Jig. 960, from

which it will be seen that A represents the milk-pan, which is made of tin. The water-vat £ is

made from galvanized sheet-iron. The patent water-regulator ^ is a hollow tube that can be

raised or lowered at pleasure. The situation of the top of this regulator determines the depth of

961.

the water in the vat. The water rises in the vat around the milk-pans

to the top of the regulator, then passes down through it into the pipe

F, and is conducted off. With this device the temperature is per-

fectly controlled. The bottom of the water-vat is supported by a

movable board-bottom in the rack, and between this board-bottom and the metal water-vat is put a

waterproof lining, which is a non-conductor of heat, and which prevents the atmosphere of the room

from coming in'contact with the bottom of the vat, thereby leaving all the cooling properties of the

water to be used upon and to control the temperature of the milk. At each end

of the pan in the vat there is a space for ice to be stored, and, as it melts, the

water passes oif down through the regulator pipe. The Orange County milk-pan

962.

iSra^^

is made in double racks also, as shown in Fig. 961. When so arranged, the upper pan is reached by

means of a movable platform, which is kept under the rack, and, when wanted, is drawn out. By

use of the double rack a set for 80 cows can be used in a room 8x10 feet.

The iron-clad pan is represented in Fig. 962. The illustration shows the pan fitted with steam
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apparatus, so that the temperature of the milk may be held at pleasure. If the " scalding process "

for raising cream be adopted, the attachments to this pan render it very applicable for such object

;

or if the ordinary process be employed, the cold-water pipes connected with the pan adapt it to that

system. In Fig. 962, pipes A are for the water-supply, F the waste-water pipe, G the sour-milk

9G3.

964.

965.

pipe, and opposite C on the other side is placed a thermometer for regulating the hot and cold water.

(For conversion of milk into butter, see Churns.)

Butter- Workeis.—The common wooden bowl and ladle are still in use in small dairies for working
butter, and are undoubtedly the best for the manufacture of butter on a small scale. For an exten-

sive manufacture, though, other devices become
more economical.

An improved butter-worker is shown in Fig.

963. It consists of an ordinary butter-bowl

attached to a stand, on which it is free to re-

volve. A ladle is attached to a lever over the

bowl in such a manner that it can be worked
up and down, from one side of the bowl to the

other, and, in fact, in all directions. " Kcid's

butter-worker " is shown in Fig. 964. It con-

sists of a tray and a roller with paddles, which
is turned by a crank, and traverses from end
to end of the tray. The roller can be readily

removed when desired, which leaves a table to

weigh and print off of.

Butler Packages.—Butter is packed in firkins,

in half firkins, in kegs, and in pails. The best

firkins and kegs are made of white oak, heavily hooped, and the sides neatly turned.

An improved form of butter-tub and cooler is shown in Fig. 965. It is made of white cedar,

and bound with galvanized iron or brass hoops. Within the tub is fitted a tin cooler, having a
movable chamber for ice at each end. On the tin is constructed a series of ledges, on which rest

the shelves lor supporting the butter (print butter) ; it is used without shelves for roll butter.

966.

Cheese-making.—Cheese -Vats.—Quite a variety of cheese-vats are in use, but as they are built

mostly alike, a description of the most prominent ones will be all that is necessary. They all consist

of a large inner vat of tin, generally capable of holding from 400 to 650 gallons of milk, suspended
in a wooden envelope, leaving a space between the two for steam or water, or to heat or cool the
same. The tin vat is arranged so that it may be removed at pleasure.

Fig. 966 represents a cheese-vat and engine complete. The vat has a capacity of 600 gallons.

The wooden envelope, or vat, is generally made of well-seasoned pine. The tin for the inner vat is
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imported expressly for this pur-

pose. They vary in size from
12 to 16 feet long, and from 3

to ^i feet wide, and 19 inches

deep. In small creameries and
fai'm-dairies, cheese-vats called
" self-heaters " are often used.

There are several methods
for warming milk and heating

curds ; but Prof. Arnold states,

after trying them all, that
" throwing steam directly un-

der the milk or whey to be heat-

ed is the simplest and cheapest

way ; dry steam between the

vats is most convenient, and
water heats most evenly, and
holds the heat the longest, but

is most difficult to control."

Steam is the most popular

method for heating, and will

probably continue so in the

large creameries.

Curd-Knives.—In Fig. 96*7 are shown a number of perpendicular and horizontal cui'd-knives.

When the curd has become of the proper consistence, it is cut in half-inch cubes, first by the perpen-

dicular knife, both lengthwise and crosswise, and then with the horizontal knife.

908. 0C9.

'^ v^ res.

^jg
Curd-mills are usually placed over the vats, so that when the curd is ground it falls into the latter.

The object is to disintegrate the curd, so that it may be more equally salted.

Cheese-Press.—The gang-press is shown in Fig.

9T0. 971. 908. This press is constructed horizontally, and

the cheese is pressed in gangs from 1 to 12 in each

press, and in a horizontal position, as shown in the

figure. In Fig. 969, ^ is a hoop ; B, the side of the

follower next the cheese, showing the elastic ring,

also representing the perforated bottom seen below

E; C, the other side of the follower, showing grooves

in which arc holes for the passage of the whey ; B,

bandager, on which tlie bandage is placed, and the

bandages inserted in the hoop, the lower edge rest-

ing on the ledge seen on the inside of the hoop,

nearly the width of the bandage from the top, form-

ing a smooth surface on the inside of the hoop.

In Figs. 970 and 911 are shown a curd agitator

and scoop of simple construction, which will need no description. H. A. M., Jr.
^

DAMPER. A valve placed in an air-duct by which the latter is opened or closed more or less, in

order to regulate the air-supply and so increase or diminish the energy of combustion. Dampers are

of various forms, usually in the shape of butterfly valves, hinged flaps, or sliding or rotating grates.

They bear the same relation to the air-pipe or flue as does the valve or faucet to the duct for steam

or liquids. The term " damper " is also applied to the padded finger in a piano movement which

comes against the strings and limits the period of the vibrations. (See Pianoforte.)

Dampers for Sleam-Boilers.—The area of a damper depends on the height of the chimney
;
and

where there is only one boiler, it may have the same area as the chimney, if that is properly pro-

portioned to the power of the boiler. (See Chimney.) As an approximate rule, we may give 110 h-

^H—A, in which ^=the height of the chimney in feet, and ^ = the area of the damper m
square inches per horse-power ; thus, for a chimney 100 feet high, we have 110 ^10 = 11 inches

per horse-power. The form of damper is arbitrary, and must often be varied to suit the form of the

flue ; but for ordinary cases we may adopt standard sizes, a convenient proportion being 3 to 1, and

thus we have the sizes and powers given in the following table. The powers of other sizes may be

easily calculated by the numbers in the fourth line of the table. Thus, say we require the size for a

large damper to a"set of boilei-s 300 horse-power for a chimney 100 feet high: the table gi^es 1

1

inches per horse-power, and we have 300x11 = 3,300 square inches for the area required; and if

the height was fixed at 6 feet, or 72 inches, the width must be 3300 -^ 72 = 46 inches.
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Table showing Sizes of Dampers to Steam-Boilers, with different Heights of Chimney. {From Box
on Heat.)

SIZE OF THE
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In the construction of jeweled holes, and in similar works, the rubies and sapphires, although
soroetimes split, are more commonly dit with a plate of iron 3 or 4 inches in diameter, mounted on a
lathe, and charged on the edge with diamond powder and oil. When sliced, they are ground parallel

one at a time on a flat plate of copper (generally a penny piece), mounted. on the lathe, and into the
turned face of which small fragments of diamond have been hammered; this is called a roughing-
mill. A similar plate with finely washed diamond powder is used for polishing them. The rubies

are afterward cemented with shellac, on the end of a small brass chuck, turned cylindrical on their

edges, and beveled for burnishing into the metal rings. They are also turned concave and convex on
their respective faces, the turning tool being a fragment or splinter of diamond, fixed in a brass wire.

973.

/

\y 1/ V V L&i

In Fig. 973, a represents the flat view and b the edge view of such a tool, but of the form more usu-
ally selected for turning hardened steel, viz., an egg-shaped diamond split in two, the circular end
being used with the flat surface upward ; the watch jeweler uses any splinter having an angular corner.
The convex surfaces of the rubies are polished with concave grinders of the same sweeps, the first

of copper, the next glass, and the last pewter, with three sizes of diamond powder, which is obtained
principally fi'om Holland, from the men who cut diamonds for jewelry, an art which is more exten-
sively followed in that country than elsewhere. The walch jewelers wash this powder in oil, after
the same manner that will be hereafter explained in regard to emery.

In drilling the rubies, they are chucked by their edges, and a splinter of diamond, also mounted in

a wire, is used. Should the drill be too conical, the back part is turned away with a diamond tool to
reduce it to the shape of c ; and from the crystalline nature of the stone, some facets or angles
always exist to cause the drill to cut. The holes in the rubies are commonly drilled out at two pro-
cesses, or from each side, and are afterward polished with a conical steel wire fed with diamond
powder. In producing either very small or very deep holes, a fine steel wire, <7, is used, with dia-
mond powder applied upon the end of the same, the limit of fineness being the diameter to which the
steel wire can be reduced. In drilling larger holes in china and glass, triangular fragments of dia-
monds are fixed in the cleft extremity of a steel wire, as In e and /, either with or without shellac.

Another common practice of glass and china menders is to select a tolerably square stone, and mount
it as at g in the end of a taper tin tube, which wears away against the side of the hole so as to be-
come very thin, and by the pressure to embrace the stone by the portions intermediate between its

angles. The stone is from time to time released by the wearing away of the metal, but these work-
men are dexterous in remounting it ; and that the process is neither difficult nor tedious to those
accustomed to it, is proved by the trifling sum charged for repairing articles, even when many of
the so-called rivets (or rather staples) are cemented in ; they employ the upright drill with a cross
staff. A similar diamond drill mounted in brass has been used, with the ordinary drill-bow and
breast-plate, for drilling out the hardened-steel nipple of a gun, which had been broken short off in
the barrel ; no material difficulty was experienced, ahhough the stone appeared to be so slenderly
held. For larger holes, metal tubes such as h, fed with diamond powder, are used; they grind out
an annular recess, and remove a solid core. Copper and other tools fed with emery or sand may be
thus used for glass, marble, and various other substances. The same mode has been adopted for
cutting out stone water-pipes from within one another by the aid of steam machinery.
At i is represented the conical diamond used by engravers for the purpose of etching, either by

hand or with the various machines for ruling etcliing grounds, medals, and other works. Coni-
cal diamonds are turned in a lathe by a fragment of another diamond, the outside skin or an angle
being used ; but the tool suffers almost as much abrasion as the conical point, from their nearly equal
hardness; therefore the process is expensive, although when properly managed entirely successful.
To conclude the notice of the diamond tools, k and I show the side and end views of a splinter

suitable for cutting fine lines and divisions upon mathematical instruments. The similitude between
this and the glazier's diamond will be remarked, but in the present case the splinter is selected with
a fine acute edge, as the natural angle would be too obtuse for the purpose. Mr. Eoss, with a dia-

mond point of this kind, was enabled to graduate ten circles upon platinum, each degree subdivided
into four parts ; at the end of which time the diamond, although apparently none the worse, was
accidentally broken. A steel point would have suffered in tlie graduation of only one-third of a
single circle upon platinum, so as to have called for additional pressure with the progress of the
work, which in so delicate an operation is of course highly objectionable.

Diamoml-cuttinrf.—Of the forms into which the rough diamond is cut, the brilliant, Fig. 914, dis-

plays the lustre of the stone to the greatest advantage. It is described as obtained by two truncated
pyramids united together by one common base, the upper pyramid being much more truncated than
the lower, a is the crown and c the collet, the two principal divisions formed by the girdle c. d
is the table, and the opposite side below, the culasse. The faces are called facets, and, including
table and culasse. may number 64. The rose diamond. Fig. 975, has a crown, but no collet ; that
is, one side is flat; and it is usually made from stones and fragments which would not without
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loss form good brilliants. Then there are table diamonds, which are flat and have little lustre,

and bastard diamonds, or those of mixed shapes.

In Fig. 9*76 is represented an enlarged section of the rough gem, showing the grain, along which it

may be as cleanly cleft as a piece of wood. The resemblance to the latter substance is increased by

the fact that there are so-called knots, which cause a conchoidal instead of a straight clean fracture.

974. 975.

976,

The first process is termed " cleaving." On a small table in front of the workman is a box

divided into two compartments, the farthest containing a covered tray for the reception of stones.

The other division is made deeper and has a false bottom, being finely perforated. The diamond is

secured in a knob of cement (brick-dust and rosin) on the end of a spindle. The fragment of a

stone that has already been operated upon is fastened in a second spindle in a similar manner.

Next, with an implement in each hand, the cleaver brings the diamonds together, steadying the

shanks of his tools against two metal projections on the edge of the box before him. Applying the

second diamond to the rough gem, with a quick grinding motion he rapidly cuts a notch in the latter.

As hardly any two stones are alike, and no rule can be laid down for the work, some idea may be

gained of the consummate skill which enables a man to pick up a tiny fragment, glance at it once,

and instantly detect, not only flaws or streaks, but where they are located, in the heart or on the

surface ; to make up his mind exactly what microscopic pieces must be removed, their size, and how
they may be cut to turn them to best account ; and, finally, how to so divide the stone as to pro-

dace the best color. Placing the spindle containing the gem upright before him, the operator places

one of his knives directly over the cleft. The knife used is nothing more than a piece of steel,

perfectly flat, with a square edge, and about 6 inches long. It is ground blunt purposely ; for if it

were keen, the hard stone would quickly turn the edge. Tapping the back of the blade lightly

with his iron rod, the artist splits off a fragment, and then melts his cement and removes the parts.

The cutter employs the same form of box as that used by the cleaver, and the diamonds are fast-

ened by cement, as before, in the ends of spindles. The cutter's labor is purely " diamond cut dia-

mond." The stone to be cut is held in its setting firmly in the left hand, while the cutting piece is

moved by the right. Both gems are of course affected by the mutual abrasion, but the attention of

the workman is directed to but one. Very slowly the faces are ground away ; no measurements are

taken or angles calculated ; the eye is the only guide, and it seems to be a faultless one. As soon

as the first stone is finished, the diamond used for cutting it is operated upon, so that diamond No.

2 is, in turn, cut by No. 3, this by No. 4, and so on. At this stage the gems present no different

appearance from rough quartz pebbles. The friction dulls them, for they are ground together with

considerable force, the workman being obliged to protect his hands by thick coatings against the

rubbing action of the tool. An ingenious machine for automatically accomplishing this work was

exhibited at the Paris Exposition of 1878. The diamond to be cut is placed in its dopp and fastened

in a reciprocating crank-rod. The cutting diamond is secured in an adjustable rest which has an

up-and-down motion, and which also, by a worm and pinion, may be rotated in a horizontal plane.

A feed-motion is provided, whereby the diamond to be cut is fed up to the cutting diamond. This

machine works with considerable accuracy, and is easily managed by a girl.

The diamonds are next set to prepare for polishing. The dopp in which the gem is imbedded

is a copper cup about 1^ inch in diameter, provided with a stem of stout wire of the same metal,

and filled with plumber's solder. This is filled with solder, and placed in a charcoal furnace. When
the solder becomes plastic, the diamond is inserted. The polishers are seated before long tables,

on which are swiftly rotating horizontal disks fastened on vertical spindles, the lower ends of which

revolve in anti-friction steps at the rate of 2,GOD turns a minute. The disks, or skives, are circular

plates of a composition containing both iron and steel. They are ground in lines, at an angle

from centre to circumference, so as to hold the oil and diamond-dust used in the polishing opera-

tion. Three diamonds, set as above described, are ground at once by each polisher. The stem of

the dopp is fastened in tongs or clamps, the extremity of the latter being supported by legs an inch

or so high. Two-thirds of the dust ground off in the cutting is allowed to polish each diamond, and

this, mixed with oil, is applied to the stone by quills. The adjusting of the gem on the disk requires

wonderful accuracy, in order that exactly the proper facet be ground and no more ; for the slightest

mistake might cut away an angle and produce serious damage to the stone. So sensitive is the

touch of the artist, that he tells by pressing on the stem of the dopp exactly whether it lies true

against the shive or not, and by his fingers adjusts the stone over incredibly minute angles and

distances. This goes on until each facet is brought to the requisite brilliancy.

Industrial Utilization of the Carbon.—The carbon, or black diamond, is used to point edge or face
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tools for drilling, reaming, sawing, planing, turning, shaping, carving, engraving, and dressing flint,

grindstones, whetstones, emery, corundum, or tripoli wheels, indium, nickel, enamels, crystals, glass,

porcelain, china, steel, hardened or otherwise, chilled iron, copper, and other metals. (See Rock

Drills, and Stone-woeking Machinery.) In Fig. 911 are represented some of the various forms to

which diamonds or carbons are ground. Points No. 1, 2, and 3 are shaped carbons used for working

and turning grind and other kinds of stones, emery-wheels, etc. No. 4 is a diamond-point with angles

of 60°, used for dividing on metal or for turning out screw-taps, etc. No. 5 is a diamond barley-

corn cutter, used by watch and pencil-case makers, etc. No. 6 is a carbon double-sized trapezoid,

used in various positions for marking or working stone. No. V is a diamond chisel-point for turn-

ing metal. No. 8 is a carbon drill-faced parallelogram for pointing combination drill-heads for

stones. No. 9 is a diamond quadrangular prism. No. 10 is a carbon truncated prism for stone. No.

11 is similar to No. 8. No. 12 is a carbon truncated prism for facing or edging ring or cylinder

drills, saws, etc.. for stone. No. 13 is a carbon quadrangular drill-point for stone. No. 14 is a car-

bon reamer for stone, etc. No. 15 is a carbon block, used for the same purpose as No. 12. No.

16 is a diamond graver for metal, etc. No. 17 is a flat octahedron carbon drill-point for stone,

glass, etc. No. 18 is a flat ovoid used for the same purpose. No. 19 is a carbon tetrahedron, used

for the same as Nos. 10 and 12. No. 20 is a pyramidal diamond-point. No. 21 is a carbon truncated

prism. No. 22 is a diamond-pointed reamer. No. 23 is a carbon flat-pointed drill. No. 24 is a dia-

mond chisol-poiht. No. 25 is a diamond double-inclined plane wedge. No. 26 is a carbon quadran-

gular wedge for turning stone, etc. No. 27 is an acute conical-turned diamond-point for engraving

and etching on steel, etc. No. 28 is a diamond in its natural crystallized hexahedron form, as found

in the mines. The above illustrated diamond and carbon points or cutters range in size from one-

sixteenth to 10 carats each (a carat is equal to 4 grains).

DIAMOND TOOLS. See Diamond, Rock Drills, and Stone-working Machinery.

DIES. See Taps, Stocks, and Dies.

DIFFERENTIAL PULLEY. See Blocks.

DIFFERENTIAL SCREW. A mechanical device for obtaining great pressure through the pro-

longed action of a small amount of power. Two screw-threads of different degrees of inclination

are formed upon the same spindle, A B, Fig. 978, the spindle itself passing through two nuts, one of

978.

which, E, is part of a solid frame along a groove in which the other, 7), slides. Let the numbers _5

and 4 represent the pitches of the screws at E and D. Then, upon turning A B once, the nut D is

carried forward through a space 5, and is brought back again through a space 4 ; it therefore ad-

vances through the difference, 1, of these intervals.

DIFFERENTIAL TACKLE. See Blocks.

DISINTEGRATOR. See Mills.
.

DISTILLING APPARATUS. The vessel used for generating the vapor in distillation, it of

large size, is called a siill. Distillation as carried on by the chemist is usually by means of retorts.
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and the vessel that receives the distilled matter is called a receiver ; this is perhaps the most simple
method of distilling. The distillation of coal in the manufacture of illuminating gas is conducted in
cast-iron retorts, and is an example of this form of distillation.

There are two distinct operations in the production of ardent spirits. The one is the conversion
of certain vegetable principles into alcohol, the other the separation of the alcohol from other sub-
stances with which it is necessarily blended in its production. The vegetable principle which is

essential to the formation of alcohol is sugar, and this is sometimes used directly, as when molasses
and like products are subjected to immediate fermentation, or it is indirectly obtained by subjecting
amylaceous grains to certain processes by which the starch they contain is first converted into
sugar, and the sugar afterward alcoholized. For this latter purpose, the various grains arc subjected
to the operation of bruising or mashing, and infused under constant agitation in a proper quantity
of water in the mash-tun. In this way the loash is obtained, which is run into the fermenting vats,
where, mixed with a small quantity of yeast, it is subjected to the process of fermentation,°which
requires from 6 to 12 days, the term varying with the mass of liquid and the temperature of the
atmosphere. As the fermentation progresses, the wash attenuates ; when this attenuation reaches the
maximum, the wash is drawn into the still and subjected to heat. By this means the more volatile
matter, passing over first, is condensed in the worm, and yields spirit. In general, the wash is first

subjected to distillation, from which a weak spirit is obtained ; then this spirit is redistilled, from
which proof spirits are obtained ; the stronger spirits, being the most volatile, are the first to pass over.

Of stills there is almost an endless variety, differing not in essential principles, but in detail. We
mstance one of the earliest improved stills, that invented by Corty, and afterward much simpUfied
by Messrs. Shears & Sons.

Fig. 979_is a representation of this still. A is the body of the still, into which the wash is put

;

B IS the still-head
; C C C are three plates of copper fitted into the upper part of the boxes D D D,

which are kept at a regulated temperature by water being conducted over their outer surface, by means
of the pipe E and the distributing pipes G G G. The spirit vapor then rising from the body of
the still meets a check at the lowest plate C, by reason of the coolness occasioned by the water

;

this condenses the grosser part of the vapor and throws it back, while the lighter proceeds on to
the second plate C, where a further coolness condenses another portion of the v por, leaving a much
purer spirit to encounter the increased coolness at the third plate C. Here the last separation takes
place

;
the aqueous and oleaginous particles, being unable to sustain the temperature maintained, fall

back condensed, and only a very strong spirit passes over in the gooseneck. By means of the
cock F, in the pipe E, the supply of water to the boxes Z> can be very exactly regulated ; and, as
a natural consequence, the temperature can be very accurately adjusted. If the temperature of
the upper box be kept at 174°, for example, the alcoholic vapor which passes over will be com-

ment- of pure alcohol, or 65 over proof; but with a temperature of 194° F.
1 + nin r\-nl\r AA »-i/Tn rt,-.-r.J- •^....^ «l^.^l— 1 orv _j? •..

posed of 90 per cent. „ ,,„.„ „._„„., „. „„ ^.^, ,,.„„,, .,,, „.,^ , ,^,
the vapor will contain only 66 per cent, pure alcohol, or 30 over proof, a is a screw-ca]i,
through which a jet of steam or water may be sent to clear away the deposits, which otherwise
will more or less accumulate on the upper surfaces of the plates C. At the lower end of the
worm-pipe is afiSxed, by means of the brass swivel-joint screw ff, a gas apparatus. The pecu-
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liar form of the pipe /, into which the spirit runs from the worm, causes it to be filled shortly

after the still commences working ; while the other branch pipe K rises to some height, then

returns, and is immersed in the small box L to the extent of about 2 inches in water. The gas

from the still escapes by this pipe through the water, as the pressure can be but trifling. It is held

that, by means of this gas apparatus, the distillation proceeds in a partial vacuum, and that thereby

960.

there is a great economy in fuel. As the spirit enters the worm at so much lower a tempera-

ture than in the old stills so much water is not required to cool the spirit vapor as would be other-

wise. A still of 400 gallons is said to work ofE four to five charges in the day of 12 hours, yield-

ing a spirit on an average of 35 per cent, over proof; which, for rum, is considered the most ad-

vantageous strength to run it at.

Fig. 980 is another arrangement of the same kind of still, being the addition of the common still

A to the patent still B. In this case the contents of B are drawn down from time to time into A,
and those of A run off as dunder, the spirit from A being conducted into B. One fire heats both

stills ; and it is stated that, by the general adaptation and arrangement, a very large quantity of fine

spirit is produced by the consumption of a very inconsiderable amount of fuel.

In Fig. 981 is represented Derosne's still! It consists of two boilers, A A' ; n first rectificator,

B ; a second rectificator, C ; a wine-heater, D, containing a dephlegmator ; a condenser, F; a sup-

ply-regulator, E, for controlling the flow of wine from the reservoir tr, which is accomplished by
means of a floating ball. The still is worked in the following manner : The boilers are about two-

thirds filled with wine, or the liquor to be subjected to distillation, through the cocks c c. The
proper quantity is indicated by the glass gauges cl d'. Wine from the reservoir G is then let into

the funnel J, by which the condenser F and the wine-heater D are filled. On the application of

heat the low-wine vapors pass from the lower into the upper boiler through the pipe Z, the extrem-

ity of which is enlarged and perforated with small holes. Here the vapors are condensed, increas-

ing the strength of the wine in the upper boiler, and consequently lowering its boiling-point. The
vapors ascend into the rectificators B and C. The lower rectificator, B, contains a number of shal-

low pans perforated with holes, and a number of spherical disks, also perforated with holes, placed

above them, in pairs, the convexity of each disk being upward, and receiving the drip of the shal-

low pan next above it. This drip is produced by warmed wine which flows from the wine-heater

through the pipe L. By these means the vapors ascending from the upper boiler have their more
watei'y portions condensed, while the alcoholic vapor continues to ascend. The dripping wine also

has a portion of its alcohol expelled in the form of vapor, which ascends with the vapor coming
from below into tlie upper rectificator through the orifice O in its bottom. This upper rectificator

communicates through the tube M with a worm (which is the dephlegmator) in the wine-warmer B,
the worm ending in the tube m, which again terminates in the worm contained in the condenser F
through a cylindrical connection in its uftpcr part. The worm in F terminates in a small vessel, iV",

which is furnished with an alcoholometer. The alcohol in N flows from its upper part into the

cistern H. The upper rectificator C is divided into a number of compartments by as many hoi-izon-

tal partitions, each disk having an orifice in its centre, like the orifice at 0. To each of these ori-

fices on the upper side of the partition is adjusted a short open vertical tube. A short distance

above each tube is placed an inverted pan, having its edges descending about three-fourths of an
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inch below the level of the upper orifice of the tube. As the vapor ascends from the lower rectifi-

cator into the upper one, a portion of it condenses and collects upon the bottom of the compart-
ments, until it rises slightly above the edges of the inverted pans and nearly to the upper orifices

of the tubes. When this takes place the vapor can only pass upward by forcing its way under the

_
edges of the pans, by which means the more watery portion is still further condensed, the more
alcoholic vapor, having a higher tension, retaining its gaseous form, and passing on through the tubeM into the dephlegmatory worm in the wine-heater, there to be partially condensed ; which process
heats the wine surrounding the worm. A phlegma collects in the lower convolutions, which may
be drawn off by means of the pipes p p p, and transferred at pleasure either into the tube m or
into the upper rectificator. The purer alcoholic vapors which arise pass through the dephlegmator
into the condensing-worm in the condenser F, whence they flow in liquid form into the vessel N and
thence into the cistern H. The strength of the alcohol produced by this still depends upon the
number of windings of the dephlegmator, and the number of partitions in the upper rectificator.

981. 9S2.
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Derosne's still requires but little fuel, distills rapidly, and yields a good spirit, which may be varied
in strength at pleasure

; but it is rather complicated", and may with advantage, especially when spir-
its of only one strength are required, be replaced by a simplification of it, devised by Laugier.

In Fig. 982 is represented the Savelle still in Springer & Co.'s great spirit and yeast manufactory
at Maisons-Alfort, near Paris, France, which is said to be capable of utilizing daily 55,000 lbs. of
barley, rye, and corn, mixed in equal proportions.

In order to obtain regular working with such large quantities of material, two conditions have to
be fulfilled: 1. Perfect cleanliness throughout the whole apparatus, and the avoidance of any stop-
page in the inner system of tubes ; 2. The complete separation of the liquids produced.
The first condition is substantially obtained by the swift passage downward of the material sub-

jected to distillation. Having to travel, in passing through the apparatus, 410 feet, it accomplishes
the descent in 6 minutes. This gives a speed of 13.65 inches per second, and it is easily seen that
with so rapid a movement interior stoppages are nearly impossible.
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Each section of the distillation column is provided with five bronze observation tubes, which allow

of an examination of the interior without interruption of the working. The second condition, which

relates to the separation of the Uquid, is well fulfilled. The liquid subjected to distillation, which,

as above stated, forms a continuous stream 410 feet long, is traversed in every direction by the

steam, which carries with it the alcohol formed. The intimate commingling of steam and liquid to

be distilled causes a complete absorption by the former of the alcohol contained in the latter.

Besides this, the operation of distillation is hastened by the preparatory warming apparatus, pro-

vided with large heating surfaces, which utilizes the lost heat of the mass of alcoholic steam issu-

ing from the distillation column, and therefore saves a good deal of fuel. As there is no stoppage

in^the working, it is necessary that a complete separation of the alcohol should take place regularly,

and that none should be lost in the residuary liquors, which run out from the base of the column.

This result is assured by the steam-regulator, which maintains constant working conditions. Every-

thing has been arranged so that the matter to be distilled should be kept as long as possible in

contact with the steam. The disposition described induces an energetic separation of the contents

of the material to be distilled, facihtates the departure of the subsidiary products, gives a working

season of eight consecutive months, and allows of a passage through the apparatus of 15,400,000

lbs. of material without any cleaning being needed.

The material to be distilled is first carried by the feeding-pipe m into the alcohol-warmer C,

which, as above stated, transmits to it the lost heat of the column below, thereby partially condens-

ing the alcoholic vapor. After this preparation it passes by the pipe k on to the upper_ surface of

the rectangular copper distillation column A, which is composed of 25 rectangular sections, bound

together by cast-iron clamps, and supported on a framework of iron. In this column the distillation

and gradual and methodic enrichment of the alcoholic vapors take place ; here the material spreads

in thin layers traversed in every direction by the steam brought in by the pipe i, and the introduc-

tion of which is regulated by the admission-valve of the steam-regulator F. A constant temper-

ature is maintained by this latter, and the feeding is regulated by the screw admission cock 2. The

foam-breaker £ stops and returns to the column the substances carried over by the current of alco-

holic vapor passing to the alcohol-warmer. The tubular cooler I), arranged in compartments, re-

ceives cold water from the reservoir If by the pipe n, and communicates with the graduated gauge

and discharge F, which measures the flowing of the phlegm. The condensation, which is partially

accomplished in the condenser or alcohol-warmer, is finished in the cooler B. The large cylmder

G is used for the reception from the column, and drawing off by means of the conduct o, of the

residuary products
; j is the delivery-pipe of the regulator F; h and I are tubes which carry the alco-

hol from the distillation column to the foam-breaker and alcohol-warmer ; r is the return-pipe from

the foam-breaker to the column, and s the air pipe of the alcohol-warmer.

DITCHER. See Agricultural Machinery.

DIVIDERS. See Compasses.

DIVIDING MACHINE. An apparatus used for marking the graduations of, or dividing, astro-

nomical, geodetical, or other mathematical instruments, enabling the same to be accomplished auto-

984.

"t^'
matically, and with great exactness. Figs. 983, 984, and 985 represent the dividing machine used

in the United States Coast Survey Office, and rendered automatic by the late Mr. Joseph Saxton.

The machinery for rendering the dividing machine automatic consists of a brass wheel A, about

20 inches in diameter, mounted on the axis £, Fig. 983. One of the arms of the wheel A has a slit
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extending from near the centre of the rim ; in this slit is fixed the crank-pin so that it can be placed
at any required distance from the centre. On the edge of the wheel is turned a groove, in which
runs a cord for driving the wheel. On the other end of the axis is fixed the wheel C, which is geared
into the wheel D, on the lower end of the vertical shaft E, Fig. 984. On the upper end of the same
shaft is another wheel F, geared into the w^ieel G, on the horizontal shaft //. On the end of the
shaft Zns a wheel /, which gears into the wheel /, on the axis K. The wheels C, D, F, G, /, and ./

are all bevel-wheels, having the same number of teeth (GO), and work into each other at right angles.
The shaft E has on it a sliding-joint i, for altering its length ; the shaft H is turned and ground

of uniform thickness, so that it may slide accurately through the socket of the wheel G, and also
through its bearing at i/, in which it turns. The axis A' has on it two eccentrics, iV and ; N
to raise the tracing-point, and to move it horizontally. One-half of the circumference of N is

concentric with the axis on which it turns, so as to keep the point up while the crank-wheel moves
half a revolution, and is moving the dividing plate. The other is eccentric to the axis about one-
tenth of an inch, so as to let the point rest on the circle while it is making the division. The
eccentric has about one-eighth of its circumference concentric to
the axis

; the rest is described from a point about one-eighth of an 985.

inch from the centre. N and must be fixed on the axis with re- (^
gard to each other, so that N will raise the point before begins to
move it back, and both with regard to the crank-wheel A, so that
the point will be raised before the crank begins to move the dividing-
plate, and keep it up until it is done moving, and has moved the
point back, and then let it down before begins to let it return.
The axis K has also on it, near the end, a small cog P, to shift the
ratchet-wheel Q one tooth every revolution of K. The ratchet-wheel
has 60 teeth, and is kept in its proper position by the detent spring
R. In front of the wheel, and fastened to it by two screws, is a cir-

cular plate *S^, Figs. 983 and 985, with 20 notches in its edge, the deepest one for the longest line, or
5°, the next for 30', and the shallowest for 15', and the edge of the plate for the 5' lines.

_
The segment 7', Figs. 983 and 985, is fixed on the vertical part of the tracing-frame U, and has a

pin in the end at V, of such a size that it can drop into the notches in S, as they are brought under
it by the revolutions of the ratchet-wheel, and so regulate the length of the" division lines. The
time of raising the ratchet must be when the stop-pin is raised outof the notch, by the motion of
the traces backward. To give motion to the screw, a stout fusee-chain is used, one-eighth of an
inch broad and one-fourteenth of an inch thick, which answers well ; one end is attached to the
ratchet-barrel W^ round which it is wound five or six turns ; the other end is attached to the crank-
pin X. Near the lower end of the chain, at F, is a small tube, containing a strong spiral spring,
arranged like the common spring weighing-machine, but having a motion of only about one-eighth
of an inch

;
the spring must be so strong as not to give by the force required to turn the screw, but

only to give a little when the ratchet comes up to the stop, and the crank is just passing the lower
centre. Between the spring and the crank-pin is an arrangement for lengthening or shortening the
chain, when it is arranged for making a larger or smaller "division ; for this purpose, two pieces of
brass wire, about 6 inches long, having a screw cut on them their whole length, and each filed away
one-half, and two small milled nuts, tapped with the same thread, are run on each ; the two wires
are laid together, and the nuts screwed up until they embrace both wires, as shown at Z, Fig. 983.
The craiik-pin is fixed on a slide, projecting beyond the nut which fastens it, so that Tt may be

extended, if necessary, beyond the circumference of the wheel ; or by reversing, it may be brought
quite to the centre. When the divisions are to have the long end toward the centre, a jointed lever,
as shown at «, Fig. 985, is used. It is screwed fast to the cross-bar b, Figs. 984 and 985, directly
over the eccentric C, and connected to the vertical frame U at c, and the stop-pin V is shifted to
the other end of T ; and the abutting piece /, on U, is to be removed, when the eccentric O will act
against the lever a at d, and move the point in an opposite direction. The tracing-frame is made to
follow the eccentric, by a weight and cord passing over a pulley and hooked to the vertical part of
the tracing-frame at e e, Fig. 985.

_
When the adjustment is made for dividing with the long end of the division lines toward the

circumference of the circle, all the wheels connecting the axis K with the axis B should be marked
with a dot on the tooth and space in which it works, and a line should be drawn on the shafts E and
If, and a corresponding mark on the sockets through which they pass, so that they may always be
fastened in the same position. The axis K should have two short pins fastened on it, and notches
in the ends of the sockets iV and 0, to fix them in their proper position when the lines are toward
the circumference or centre, as the case may require. The slit in the crank-wheel A, in which the
crank-pin is fastened, should also be graduated, showing the distance of the pin from the centre, for
each degree, minute, and second that may be required in dividing.
By marking the position of each part of the machine in this way, much time and trouble will be

saved in making the necessary changes for different kinds of dividing, whether it be in the number
or the direction in which the long lines are to be extended. The tracing-point should be adjusted so
as not to be raised more than about the thirtieth of an inch, or it will be liable in descending to
make a small dot at the commencement of each line, which would injure the appearance. In the
drawing, the eccentric iV is represented as acting on the tail of the tracing-frame, but it is better to
make it act on a steel pin in the side of the tail.

By this arrangement of the crank for turning the dividing-screw, the stops of the ratchet are
brought in contact when the crank is passing its centres, and the motion of the screw is so slow
that it is not possible for the stops to strike so hard as to do any injury, and the dividing may be
done with great rapidity.
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Rutherfurd's Ruling Fnqine.—Oue of the most accurate and delicate dividing machines yet devised

is the rulin- engine contrived by Mr. L. M. Rutherfurd of New York, for making gratmgs of fine

lines on das*! fo? use in lieu of prisms in the spectroscope. The apparatus is represented m Fig.

986 On a hollow cast-iron block are cut, at right angles to each other, two V-shaped guides On

one of the^e "•uides slides the iron plate D, moved by means of a screw acting in a nut attached to

its under surface. On this plate is fastened the plane of glass or speculum metal which is to be

ruled On the other guide slides the plate L /, having a reciprocating motion given to it by a lever,

the action of which will be described further on. To this plate is attached the tool-holder carrymg

the diamond-pointed cutter. The motive power of the machine is a small turbine, from which passes

a cord around the driving-wheel. On this driving-wheel is a pin to which is jointed the connecting-

rod A F. This connecting-rod is hollow, and in it moves a rod which is constantly pressed toward

the pin on the driving-wheel by the spring shown at A. When the rod A i^ moves upward, the arm

i?/ oscillates on its rocking shaft (the end of which is seen in the figure, projecting horizontally),

until the end / of this arm^comes against the fixed pin placed under it, and in contact with which it

is shown in the drawing. Just before this upward movement of the rod A F begins, the pawl U
falls into a notch on the wheel B, which is attached to the screw of the engine, and durmg the up-

ward motion of the rod A i^the pawl H presses against the notched wheel and rotates it a definite

fraction of an entire revolution. The pawl H having completed its "throw," the crank-pin on the

driving-wheel passes its upper centre, and then the slotted lever G lifts the pawl out of the teeth of

the wheel B, so that no iarrings or tremors are given to the machine while the pawl is retreating to

take a fresh hold on the feed-wheel B. A pin attached to the connecting-rod passes through a slot

in the tube A F, and serves to hold the two together when the rod is making its dowTiward motion.

The amount of rotation to be given to

the feed-wheel B is regulated by rotat-

ing to the right or to the left the col-

lar on the rock-shaft, to which the

pawl H is jointed. Directing atten-

tion to the plate L J, to which is at-

tached the cradle N carrying the dia-

mond-pointed rod 3T, we observe at K
the right-hand end of a rod the ex-

tremities of which pass through holes

in the iron frame of the engine. Tliis

rod is moved parallel to the V-guidc of

the plate LJhj means of an oscillating

lever which works in a vertical slot

attached to the rod F, and is fixed on

the same rock-shaft which carries the

lever F J. Projecting upward from

the rod /i is a short rod whose end is

shown at Z. This rod moves in a

short slot cut in the direction of the

length of the plate L J, as shown in

the figure.

9S6.

The action of the cutting point of

the tool M can now be explained.

While the pawlH is rotating the feed-

wheel B, the rod L presses against the

left-hand end of its slot and moves

the slide J from right to left. The

plate J cannot move, as above indi-

cated, until the rod L touches the left-

hand end of its shot; and when it reaches this position the left-hand end of the rod K has moved

to the left sufficiently to press against the lower point of the cradle N, and hold the diamond-pomted

tool 1/ elevated above the plate of glass or speculum metal during the entire left-hand motion of the

plate /. When the end i^ of the lever FI descends, the rod /Amoves from left to right, and the

projecting pin has to move up to the right-hand end of its slot before it can push the plate / to the

ridit. During this motion of L in its slot, the left end of the rod K has allowed the diamond-point

on il/to rest on the glass plate, so that before the plate J" begins its right-hand motion the diamond-

point is at rest on the plate to be ruled. The plate /now moves to the right, and the diamond-pomt

cuts a line. But the diamond-point is lifted, before the right-hand motion of the plate / ceases, by

the side-arm of the cradle JV coming against the inclined surface of the side-piece P. The dia-

mond is thus raised, and is held in this position by the depression of against F until the left-hand

end of 7f has moved up to the cradle and holds the tool elevated during the motion of the plate /to

the left. After this motion has ceased, the diamond is lowered to the glass plate, and another cut is

made ; and so on, the machine working automatically until the plate is ruled. The pitch of the

screw is one forty-eighth of an inch ; hence, by knowing the fraction of the revolution of the screw

made between two contiguous cuts, we know the distance, in fraction of one forty-eighth of an inch,

separating the centres of two contiguous lines on the grating. The diameter of the feed-wheel B is

6 inches, and from this dimension the reader may estimate the size of the other parts of the engine.

An accurate dividing engine by J. Salleron of Paris is owned by the Stevens Institute of Technol-

ogy. Ingenious machines are used bv engravers for ruling tint-lines on boxwood. (See Ihe

Minute Measurements of Modern Science," Mayer, Scientific American Supplement, Vol. III., No. o6.)
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DIVING. The necessity for the manual execution of engineering operations under water, and the

desire to obtain cargoes of vessels, etc., which have become submerged, have led to the invention of
various appai-atus whereby men may safely descend to moderate submarine depths. Devices for this

purpose may be divided into two classes, diving-bells and diving-armor.

1. Diving-Bells.—The principle of the diving-bell is seen in pressing any vessel like a tumbler,
mouth downward, into water. The air within the vessel prevents the water from rising and filling it,

but the inclosed air is made to occupy less space as the pressure is increased with the augmenting
depth of water. The most practical form of diving-bell is called the " Nautilus," Fig. 987. This is

a sort of submarine boat, having chambers in its

walls, said chambers being connected near the 0G7.

bottom of the pipe, which opens by a cock out-

ward to the external surrounding water. An
opening in the bottom of the machine is closed

by movable doors. The chambers are likewise

connected at top by a smaller pipe, which opens
through the top of the machine, and to whicli

opening is affixed a flexible pipe, with coils of

wire spirally inclosed. Branches on this latter

pipe also allow communication with the larger or

working chamber. At the surface of the water
is a receiver, to which is attached a hollow drum
or reel, to the barrel of which is affixed the other

end of the flexible pipe leading to the top of the

nautilus. In connection with the receiver (Fig.

987) is a powerful air-condensing pump. The
operator enters the machine through the top,

which is then closed. To descend, the water-

cock is opened, and the external water flows

into the chambers ; at the same time a cock on
a pipe opening from the chambers outward is

weight of water entering

opened, in order that, the air escaping, an un-

interrupted flow of water may take place into the chambers. The
causes the sinking of the machine. As soon as the latter is fairly under water, in order that the
descent may be without shock, the water-cock is closed. The receiver at the surface being pre-

viously charged by the air-pump to a density somewhat greater than that of the water at the depth
proposed to be attained, one of the branch cocks on the pipe, connecting the chambers at top, is

opened, and the air rushes into the working chamber, gradually condensing, until a density equal to

the density of the water without is attained. The bottom is then removed, and communication is

made with the under surface, on which the nautilus is resting. In order to move about in localities

where the tides or currents do not aifect operations, it is only necessary for the workman to step
out of the bottom of the machine, and, placing his hands against its sides, to push it in any direction.

Where currents or tides exist, it becomes necessary to depend upon fixed points, from which move-
ments may be made as desired. This is accomplished by placing in the bottom of the nautilus

stuffing-boxes of peculiar construction, through which cables may pass over pulleys to the external

sides, thence up through tubes (to prevent their being worn) to and over oscillating or swmgmg
pulleys, placed in the plane of the centre of gravity of the nautilus, and thence to the points of affix-

ment respectively.

ToselU's navigable diving-bell or marine mole. Fig. 988 a, is a kind of turret divided into four com-
partments. The bottom division. A, contains lead, and serves to hold the bell in a vertical position.

B can be filled with water by opening a cock communicating from without, or may be rendered en-

tirely empty by aid of the pump. Consequently this chamber serves to augment or diminish the
weight of the machine, and to determine its up and down travel, serving the same purpose as the
natatory vessels in fishes. In the large compartment C the operator and the observer are stationed

;

and, finally, i^is a reservoir into which air is compressed in a quantity sufficient to last during the
time which the bell is to be submerged. / is a cock which admits air from this chamber into the
main compartment. G is the pipe for carrying off the foul atmosphere, which communicates with
the tube H and a float. The latter has a valve, A, to prevent entrance of water. The bell has a
rudder and a screw not shown in the illustration, the screw being worked by a hand-crank by one
man, and driving the machine at the rate of about 25 feet per minute. M is the manometer, which
indicates exterior pressure, and hence the depth of submersion. N is another manometer, which
shows the pressure of condensed air in the chamber F. li is a life-line, connecting the bell with the
ship. This contains a wire, by means of which telegraph dispatches may be sent to the instrument

Q. U is the manhole, allowing access to the interior of the machine, and closed with a double door.

V are heavy glass deadlights, and Z is a seat.

Should the tube JT, which carries off foul air, break or choke, water would be at once pumped out

of B, the bell would ascend, and meanwhile the bad atmosphere would be allowed to escape through
the extra pipe /. In case the electric wire in the life-line should part, preventing the passage of

signals, the machine would again ascend, and communicate with the vessel through the speaking-

trumpet L. If the line remained intact, the bell could be instantly hauled to the surface by those

on the ship, in case of a breakage of the hydraulic pump, on signal being transmitted. If pump,
wire, and life-line should all break down at once, then the operator would unscrew a nut and free the

lead underneath, when he would immediately ascend to the surface. Finally, if by some extraor-

dinary circumstance the ship should break the hue and lose sight of the bell, or if the vessel itself
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should sink, the operator would first, by unscrewing a nut within, cast his bell loose from the life-

line and would then ascend. As soon as he reached the surface, he would be enabled to view his

surroundings by means of a camera obscura at T ; and, by revolving the same by its tube, he could

98Sa. 9S8b.
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sweep the entire horizon. Having determined his course, he could then proceed in the proper direc-

tion by means of the screw and rudder.

The mode of using this bell in connection with a grapnel, the latter provided with an electric

light for illuminating the depths, is represented in Fig. 988 b.

Diving-Armor.—The diving dress or armor used at the construction of the pier foundations in

New York harbor is illustrated in Fig. 989. It consists of a copper helmet, tinned inside, and

supplied with thick glass windows and a copper breastplate, which has a collar, to which the helmet

is readily adjusted. The helmet is large enough for considerable rotation and lateral motion of the

head, and allows the air which is forced into it to be so diffused as to be breathed without incon-

venience. The breastplate permits a free expansion of the lungs, and sufficient motion to avoid con-

straint of the muscles. To the lower part of it is attached an India-rubber dress, having a body, legs,

and arms ; shoes are fitted on, and the whole is impervious to water. The central window of the hel-

met can be readily removed without removing the helmet. Leaden weights are attached to the waist
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and soles of the shoes to enable the diver easily to maintain an erect position when standing or walk-
ing upon the bottom. A pump, shown in Fig. 990, which is usually supplied with three cylinders,

pumps air through a flexible but strong India-rubber tube into an opening in the back of the hel-

met, which leads through a flat channel to the frontal portion, where it is delivered against the glass
windows, thus serving not only to supply the lungs of the diver, but to clear the moisture from the
inner surface of the windows. The air finds its exit also at the back of the helmet. The air from
the pump is free to pass down the waist and into the legs, between the person and the dress, and is

delivered with sufficient force to overcome slightly the hydrostatic pressure. Fig. 990 represents the
diver in the act of spreading a large bucket of hydraulic concrete upon the bed of a harbor, prepara-
tory to laying blocks for the foundations of a pier. A signal rope communicates with an attendant
on a boat, which contains the air-pump. The signals of the diver are communicated verbally by the
attendant to a director stationed upon the derrick, by which the buckets of concrete or blocks of
beton are moved into position, and by him bells are rung, which enables the attendant at the engine
to execute the necessary movements.
DOCKS. A dock is an artificial inclosure in connection with a harbor or river, used for the recep-

tion of vessels, and provided with gates for keeping in or shutting out the tide. Docks are divided
into two classes : loct docks, or basins in which water is shut in and kept at a given level to facilitate

the loading and unloading of ships ; and dri/ docks, or graving docks, from which the water may be
shut or pumped so as to leave a ship dry for inspection or repairs. Dry docks may be again divided
into stationary docks and floating docks, of which there are many varieties.

Wet Docks.—The advantages of these basins are that vessels can be accommodated in the smallest
possible space and are enabled to lie constantly afloat ; whereas in tidal harbors, where they take
the ground through the falling of the tide, they are apt to be strained. When a vessel is in dock
she can be easily and at all times moved from place to place, while the operation of discharging and
loading can go on regularly during any time of the tide.

Capacity of Docks.—The number of vessels that can be accommodated in each acre of a basin is

termed its available capacity. A tolerably good approximation to the capacity of a dock is found
1000

by the formula n = —7— +a ; where n represents the number of vessels per acre, and t their aver-

age tonnage, and « is a coefficient which may be taken at from 4 to 5. From this formula the fol-

lowing table has been calculated :

Table showing NumbS^of Vessels of given Tonnage accommodated pe^' Acre of Dock Area,

Tonnage.
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Quay Proportions.—The proportions of quays range, according to Sir John Coode, from 200 to

250 feet per acre. Vessels of 150 tons require about 100 feet of quay, and it is desirable to have

at least 100 feet of breadth behind the quay.

Entrances.—For wet docks, according to Mr. Redman, the entrance should point up stream at an

ant^le of about 60°. The dimensions of locks depend on the class of shipping that has to be pro-

vided for. (See Locls, under Canals.) Outer or half-tide basins are formed between the locks and

the sea, and are pi'ovided with sea-gates, which are kept open until half tide, so as to accommodate

additional traffic. In the Liverpool docks the ratio of area of outer basins to area of docks is as 1

to 8.23.

Cojistrudion of Wet Docks.—Wet docks are constructed with a wall of masonry or of piling, with

concrete and tamped-clay filling, and with a clay or concrete bottom. The higher the level of the

water in the dock is kept above the low or mean tide of the harbor, the stronger and more impervious

the wall requires to be made. When the area is not too great, the water is sometimes maintained

at the highest tide-level by pumps, mainly to avoid the necessity of admitting too much sedimentary

matter with the entrance of the tide when the water in the harbor is very turbid.

The Victoria Docks, London, Fig. 991, comprise a tidal basin of 16 acres at the entrance from the

Thames, and a main dock of 74 acres. The earthy strata which occupied the site of the dock con-

sisted of a top soil one foot deep, a layer of clay about 5j feet thick, then one of peat from 5 to 12

feet, and beneath this a bed of gravel, lying upon the London clay. The dock and basin were ex-

cavated to a depth of 26 feet below high-water mark, and its bottom was puddled with clay to a

depth of 2 feet, leaving the finished surface 24 feet below Trinity high-water mark. The entrance

TIDAC

from the river into the basin is by a lock having two pairs of wrought-iron gates, revolving in hol-

low quoins, the walls of the lock being constructed of cast-iron piling, T-shaped in section, backed

with hydraulic concrete. The gates are what are called cylindrical in form ; that is, they are por-

tions of a cylinder, with the convexity turned toward the basin. The lock-chamber is 80 feet

wide at the bottom and 326^ feet long, including the upper and lower gate-platforms upon which

the gates are supported while turning upon a circular-roller path. On the site of the lock the sur-

face of the London clay was 3*7 feet below high-water mark, and to this depth the excavation

was carried at this point, and the foundations of the gate-platforms were laid. Between the plat-

forms the bottom of the lock was filled with clay puddle to a level of 28 feet below high-water

mark. The upper gate-platform is 25^ feet below that mark, while the lower one is 28 feet, or

at the same depth as the bottom of the lock; so that, the mean fall of tide being 18 feet, there

will be 10 feet depth of water in the dock below the upper platform at low tide. The entrance

from the tidal basin into the dock is by means of a single pair of gates, similar to those of the lock,

placed between two dumb jetties or walls which separate the basin from the dock. The basin and

dock are 4,050 feet in length and 1,050 feet in width. There are six jetties—the two just men-

tioned, which are each 485 feet long, and four others extending from the north wall into the dock

a distance of 581 feet, including the pointed terminations. These with the sides of the dock and

basin afford nearly 3 miles of quay-room. The four interior jetties are each 140 feet wide for 497

feet, and the surface of the quay varies from 6 to 9 feet above high-water mark. The side-walls

are vertical, and constructed of cast-iron piles 7 feet apart from centre to centre, filled in between

with brick set in Roman cement, the brickwork being arched toward the back to give strength.

Behind the piles and brickwork there is a wall of concrete which was carried up from below the

clay bottom, and behind this a filling of clay. The piles are T-shaped in section, and are 35 feet

long and 1 foot wide on the face, averaging \h inch in thickness, and weighing about If ton each.

They are driven to a depth of 28 feet below high-water mark, and therefore 4 feet below the bottom

of the dock. The brickwork commences 1 foot above the bottom, and rests upon concrete 3 feet

thick. The wall is covered with a cast-iron plate bolted to the heads of the piles, and upon these
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lies a timber sill. The piles in the opposite jetty walls are connected by cross-bars, 5 and 1*7 feet

below their heads. Upon each jetty there is a warehouse 500 feet long and 80 feet wide, leaving

wharf-room 30 feet wide ; and it is also supplied with 9 hydraulic cranes, one of 5 tons power at

the pointed end, and 8 others of 3 tons power each along the sides. Connected with the noi'th

side is a basin which opens into 8 graving or dry docks.

The West India Docks, constructed in 1802 in a gorge in the Isle of Dogs, comprise an import-

dock of 30 acres, an export-dock of 25 acres, communicating with the Thames at Blackwall, and a

bonded-timber dock of 19 acres. The gates are 45 feet wide, admitting vessels of 1,200 tons. The
whole space occupied by docks and warehouses is 295 acres. The East India Docks, also at Black-

wall, completed in 1806, belong to the same company as the former. They include an import-basin

of 18, an export-basin of 9, and an entrance-basin of 2j acres. The gates are 48 feet wide, and
the depth of water 23 feet. The Commercial Docks, situated on the opposite side of the river,

existed in 1660 under the name of the "Howland Great Wet Dock," and subsequently of the
" Greenland Docks," having been prepared for the accommodation of the Greenland whaling-vessels.

In 1807 they were greatly enlarged and received their present name; and they are now used chiefly

to receive vessels laden with corn, iron, lumber, guano, and other bulky articles. They cover an area

of 120 acres, 70 of which are water. The granaries will contain 140,000 quarters of corn. The
other principal docks here are the London and the St. Katherine Docks, the latter situated between
the former and the Tower. The warehouses in the St. Katherine Docks are built upon the water's

edge, without a quay ; but this plan has since been disapproved on account of interference with the

ships' rigging. j

There are numerous other mercantile wet docks in Great Britain, a list of which, including en-

trance-basins provided with locks, at the principal ports, is appended

:

PORTS.

London
Liverpool
Birkenhead
Bristol

Hull, exclusively of timber pounds
Great Grimsby
Hartlepool
West Hartleiiool, exclusive of timber pounds.
Eiver Wear.
Eiver Tync
Leith
Dundee
Aberdeen

No.
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end are wooden piers of sufficient width for the unloading of ships, built of piles covered with

timber and planking. Upon the cribwork piers, one of 1,070 and the other of 1,000 feet in length,

there are commodious stone warehouses, 100 feet

in depth and extending the length of the piers.

Upon the opposite or inland side of the basin is

the commercial wharf, 2,000 feet in length, and

upon this there are three blocks of warehouses,

each 460 feet long and 180 feet deep, besides an

iron-yard of the same dimensions.

Dry Docks.—I. Stationary Docks.—These in-

closures, from which, as before stated, the water

is pumped out to allow a ship's bottom to be

graved or cleaned, are usually built of masonry,

but are sometimes constructed of piling, concrete,

and clay puddling. Dock-walls should always be

made of sufficient strength to resist a pressure of

water equal to their height. Minard assigns four-

tenths of the height for the thickness, and Ran-

kine takes the ordinary thickness at from one-

third to one-half the height. The question of the

construction of dock-gates and the strains there-

on is one regarding which there is much differ-

ence of opinion. For a discussion of the subject

the reader is referred to "Minutes of the Pro-

ceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers,"

vols, xviii. and six.

Construction of Dry Doc^-s.—The dry dock at

the Navy Yard, Brooklyn, N. Y., is the largest

structure of the kind in the United States. It

was commenced in August, 1841, and occupied

just 10 years in building. The main chamber of

the dock, a, Fig. 993, is 286 feet long and 30 feet

wide at the bottom, and 307 feet long and 98 feet

wide at the top, this being the distance between

the folding gates g cf and the head of the dock e.

Behind the folding gates is what is called the

lock-chamber, c, 52 feet long, which length may

be added to the dock when it is required, a cais-

son, d, forming the external gate, being sufficient

to exclude the water. The bottom is 26 feet be-

low mean high tide, and 30 feet 8 inches below

the coping. The foundation had to be construct-

ed in quicksand, and consisted of piling driven

to great depth, covered with 18 inches of hydrau-

lic concrete, this covered with cross-timbers of

yellow pine 12 inches square, and this again with

994.

wFo^DTnFnFiFiFinnH^Hmnp
3-foot granite blocks laid in hydraulic cement.

A cross-section is represented in Fig. 994. The

walls, composed of heavy granite blocks laid in

hydraulic cement, are carried up vertically from

this foundation, and are 108 feet from outside to

outside, being 5 feet thick at the coping and 39

feet at the bottom or lower step, and varying in

thickness between these two points in accordance

with the curve, which is irregular and made to

correspond with the general curve of the side

of a ship. The distance between the quoins in
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which the folding gates revolve is 66 feet, and this is about the average width of the lock-cham-

ber, and also the length of the deck of the caisson or outer gate, which has also a beam of 16

and a depth of 30 feet. Two culverts, c c, one on either side of the entrance and below the sur-

face at low tide, admit water and carry it in a descending course to the bottom of the dock a few
feet in front of the inner gates. These culverts have a calibre of 4 feet 9 inches vertical by 2 feet

5 inches horizontal. At the points where they enter the dock commence the discharge culverts, which
are cai-ried on either side to a point beyond the head, where they unite and empty into a well under
the engine-house. Trom this well the water is pumped into a culvert which descends to the river and
discharges at a point near the entrance of the dock. The pumping-engine can empty the dock in 2h.

10m., its capacity when filled by the tide being about 600,000 cubic feet. When a ship is docked,

the filling-culverts are closed, as well as the passages from the dock-chamljcr to the draining-culverts

leading to the pump-well, and the water is pumped from the latter ; the ship is then admitted and
placed over the keel-block in the centre of the dock ; the caisson is next floated to its place, over the
recess or groove, and filled with water until it sinks down to the bottom of the masonry fitted to

receive its keel ; after which the turning gates are closed by men standing on the bridge, and work-
ing the four hand-wheels that move the machinery. The culvert-gates in the dock-chamber are next
drawn, and the water is allowed to flow into the draining-culvert and well, by which means the water
is lowered several inches in the dock in a few minutes, thus hastening the shoring and producing an
immediate pi'essure on the gates, so as to effectually prevent the admission of water and fix them
steadily. A complete command of the level at the moment the gates are closed, or when a ship,

especially a large one, is about to touch the blocks and requires the placing of shores, is important;

and the above method gives a more perfect control of the operation for the first foot than could be
obtained by the best regulated pumps and machinery for driving them.

Table showing Dimensions of Important Dry Docks.

LOCALITY.

Brooklyn Navy Yard
Boston (Mass) Navy Yard.
Portsmouth, Ecgland

Devonport. "

Birkenhead, "

Sandon, Liverpool (6 docks)
Brest, France (double dock)
Somerset Dock, Malta

Length, Feet.

286
256
6-14

644
437
751)

750
540
721
428

Depth at Mean
High Tide,

Feet.

26
25
25
27
81
20
29.

55'

80

Width, Feet.

80 at floor.

86
80
88
73
85
50

70 to 45
92
42.5

Floating Docks.—Of these there are several varieties, the chief types of which are noted below.

Rennie's floating dock, Fig. 995, has been constructed after the patent of Mr. G. B. Ronnie in the
navy yard at Cartagena, and also for the port of Fcrrol, Spain. It is S.iO feet long, 105 feet wide,

and 50 feet high in extreme dimensions. The depth of the pontoon is 12| feet, leaving a height of
3*7^ feet fi'ora the deck of the pontoon to the deck of the side-walls, so that, if the keel-blocks occupy
5 feet and the deck 4i feet above water, there will be a clear depth of 28 feet of water for the

admission of ships. The total weight of the dock is about 500 tons, and the displacement of the
pontoon is equal to 13,000 tons, leaving a lifting power of 8,000 tons. It is constructed of plate,

angle, and T iron, riveted together in one structure. The pontoon is divided by a water-tight bulk-

head running the whole length, each half being subdivided by 10 transverse bulkheads. There are 4
pumps on each side, of 2 feet 9 inches stroke and 26 inches diameter, worked by steam.

The Balance Floating Dock.—This was patented by John S. Gilbert of New York, and consists of

a pontoon divided into compartments, which may be so filled with either air or water as to preserve

a balance of position, and by its buoyancy to be capable of raising vessels. It may be built of tim-

ber and planking, or of wrought-iron and planking. Those which ai-e used in New York have the

framework entirely of wood, and one of them has been in use for nearly 40 years. The pontoons may
be from 8 to 12 feet in depth, and 100 or more in breadth by 850 or more in length. They are

strongly girded and trussed, and have a strong bulkhead running through the middle for the whole

length, upon which the keel of the vessel is supported by keel-blocks. At either side the dock rises
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into walled chambers, which may be also filled with water or air, and upon the deck of which are

placed steam-engiucs for the purpose of pumping the water from the interior. The ends of the dock

are left open, so that when the vessel is raised the water readily flows from the dock. Fig. 996

represents the larger of two docks owned by the New York Balance Dock Company. It is 325

feet Ion"-, 100 feet wide, and 30 feet from deck of pontoons to deck of side-walls, or 40 feet in all,

the pontoons being 10 feet deep. It has 8 gates on either side for admitting, and 8 others for dis-

char-'ing water, winch is pumped out by steam-engines, one upon either wall, of 40 horse-power

each? The pumps are 14 in number,'? on either side, of 36 inches diameter and 35 inches stroke,

capable of exhausting with sufficient rapidity to raise a vessel of 3,000 tons in an hour and a half.

Its total lifting power is estimated at 8,000 tons. In docking a vessel on the balance dock, the

pumps are first set in motion by the steam-engines on the deck above, and, the discharge opening

being closed by a gate for that purpose, the water rises in the chamber above the pumps luitil it is

full to the deck of the dock. It is next allowed to flow into the upper chamber of the dock until

its weight, acting as ballast, sinks the dock to the required depth. When the ship is floated into

the dock, this ballast is drawn off by means of valves, causing the dock to rise by its own specific

gravity until it touches the bottom of the ship, after which the vessel is lifted by pumping the water

out of the side chambers and bottom tank ; and as the dock rises, the water around the ship in the

middle chamber ebbs out, so that the quantity of water to be exhausted in raising a vessel is in pro-

portion to her weight and not to her bulk.

Tlie Bermuda Floating Dock.—This dock was built in England, and towed to the island of Ber-

muda by two war-vessels. It cost $1,250,000, and has the following dimensions : Extreme length,

381 feet; width inside, 83 feet 9 inches; width over all, 123 feet 9 inches; depth, 74 feet 5 inches.

The weight of the dock is 8,350 tons. As shown in the annexed engraving, Fig. 997, it is U-shaped,

99 T.

and the section throughout is similar. It is built with two skins, fore and aft, at a distance of 20

feet apart. The space between the skins is divided by a water-tight bulkhead running with the mid-

dle line the entire length of the dock, each half being divided into three chambers by similar bulk-

heads. The thi-ee chambers are respectively named "load," "balance," and "air" compartments.

The first-named chamber is pumped full in 8 hours when a ship is about to be docked, and the dock

is thus sunk beneath the level of the horizontal bulkheads which divide the other two chambers.

Water sufficient to sink the structure low enough to admit a vessel entering is forced into the bal-

ance-chambers by means of valves in the external skin. The vessel having floated in, the next

operation is to place and secure the end caissons, which act as gates, and eject the water from the
" load " chamber. Then the dock with the vessel in it rises, the water in the dock being allowed to

decrease by opening the sluices in the caissons.

Messrs. Clark, Stanfield & Co.'s floating dock, Figs. 998 a and 998 b, in its general form is composed

of a number of pontoons, either of a square or a circular section, which lie parallel to each other at

fixed distances apart, and which range transversely to the length of the dock ; each of these pon-

toons is permanently connected at one end to a longitudinal structure which forms the main side of

the dock ; the pontoons project outward from the side of the dock in the same way as the fingers of

the hand, so that the whole structure in plan resembles a comb. The pontoons, when the dock is

lowered to I'eceive a vessel, are submerged ; but the side of the dock to which the pontoons are at-

tached is never totally submerged, but is of sufficient depth to allow a freeboard of 6 or 7 feet

when the pontoons are sunk beneath the bottom of the vessel. When the dock is raised, the tops

of the pontoons are well above water, and the side of the dock some feet higher than the deck of

the vessel which it supports. Fig. 998 a shows an elevation of the dock submerged, I'eady to raise

a vessel, with the outrigger attached. It will be seen that these elevations resemble the letter L.

It is obvious that such a form as this—namely, a dock with only one side to it—would be perfectly
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unstable when submerged, but the necessary stability is imparted to it by means of the outrigger

arrangement. This outrigger consists of a broad, flat pontoon, divided into numerous compart-

ments, and loaded with concrete ballast until it is half submerged. Its form gives it immense sta-

bility. It carries along its middle line a row of rigid upright columns, which project through the

99SA. 993 b.

pontoon some distance above and below, and are stiffened by struts. To the top and bottom of each

column is hinged a pair of parallel bars or booms. Fig. 999, which are also hinged at their opposite

ends to the sides of the dock, as shown in the diagram, so that the outrigger remains stationary

while the dock is free to be raised and lowered vertically, being always retained in a horizontal posi-

tion by the action of the parallel bars or booms. The movement is, in fact, exactly that of a par-

allel ruler. Each of the pontoons is usually divided into about 6 separate compartments, by means

of 5 transverse vertical bulkheads. The side of the dock to which the pontoons are attached is

practically a long box-girder, divided by numerous bulkheads into large water-tight chambers. Its

height may vary from 20 to 50 feet, or more ; its width from 10 to 15 feet; and its length is about

equal to that of the longest vessel intended to be docked. The pontoons are about twice the length

of the beam of the vessel to be raised, so as to be available for paddle steamers. Their height

may be from 10 to 20 feet, according to the weight of the vessel, and their width from 7 to 15 feet.

In the Russian Nicolaieft" dock, the side is 280 feet long, 44 feet 6 inches high, and 12 feet broad.

The pontoons are 72 feet long, 18 feet deep, and 15 feet broad, and the clear space between them is

5 feet. The machinery for working the dock is carried in the chambers of the side. It consists of

a number of powerful pumps worked by steam-engines in the usual mauner. When it is necessary

to submerge the dock, the necessary valves are opened, and the water admitted through pipes to the

compartments of the pontoons ; the dock is thus gradually lowered, its horizontal position being at

all times maintained by its connection with the outrigger. The vessel is then floated over the pon-

toons, water is pumped out until the keel takes its bearing on the blocks, the bilge-blocks are hauled

into place by chains in the usual manner, and, the vessel being firmly blocked and shored, the pump-

ing is continued until the vessel is raised to its full height ; the valves are then closed. In this

position it will be seen that the dock with the ship on it has very great stability quite independently

of that afforded by the outrigger ; the outrigger, having in fact performed its function—namely,

that of controlling the dock when submerged—is no longer of any service, and it might, should

occasion demand, be entirely removed. It may be remarked that the dock in this condition is much

999,

narrower than any other form of dock, and it might with great facility be taken through any nar-

row entrance or channel ; there is, however, no necessity to remove the outrigger for any other rea-

son. While thus docked, the vessel can be examined, painted, and repaired as in any ordinary dock,

or can be removed from place to place.
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The great feature of this system is that this vessel can now be readily lowered on to a fixed staging

alon"- the shore, and there deposited high and dry, as shown in Fig. 998 b, leaving the dock free to

raise or lower another vessel, or any number of other vessels as required. This staging consists of a

series of piles driven into the ground in rows parallel to each other, these rows standing at right

angles to the shore. The rows of piles are capped by horizontal timbers, which are exactly the

same distance apart from centre to centre as the spaces between the pontoons are, so that, if the

width of the pontoons is 10 feet, the clear space between the piles is 12 feet, leaving 2 feet for

clearance. The height of the vessel above the water is greater than the height of the staging,

so that, when the dock with the vessel on it is brought alongside the staging, the pontoons can

enter freely between the rows of piles, and the vessel is carried directly over the staging without

touching it. The dock is now slightly lowered by admitting water into the pontoons until the

vessel rests upon the keel-blocks on the fixed staging ; bilge-blocks are now placed under the

bilges, and the vessel being securely shored, the dock is lowered just clear of the vessel, and drawn

out from the staging, and is then of course ready to receive other vessels. The lifting of the vessel

off the staging and lowering it into the water is simply the reverse of this process.

The New York Sectional Floatincj Dock.—This was patented by Phineas Burgess in 1839. It

consists of a number of floating pontoons placed side by side. At the end of each pontoon there is

a framework of timber which supports machinery for pumping, being sufficiently high to remain out

of water when the dock is submerged. This framework projects beyond the end of the pontoon,

and its lower part contains what is called a balance-tank—an air-tight chamber, which may be raised

and lowered by means of a rack and pinion connected with the pumping machinery. These tanks

have much the same use as the air-chambers in Rennie's dock : by raising them, the depth of the

deck of the pontoons is increased ; and by lowering them, the pontoons are raised independently of

the amount of air or water the latter may contain.

1000.

Fig. 1000 is a perspective view of one of these

docks, the details being exhibited in Fig. 1001.

The parts are as follows : B B, the balance-tanks

;

C, the keel-block ; D D, cross-beams supporting

the chock-blocks E ; E E, the chock-blocks ; FF,
the outside truss-girders

; ff, the inside stand-

ards of the main framing to guide the balance-

tanks B ; *F, beam securing the standards ; G G,

the outside standards of ditto; //, the station-

ary spuds for working the tanks ; J J, pinions

working in the racks on the spuds; KK, outline

of a vessel on the dock, supported by the side

supports L L, the chock-blocks E E, the keel-

blocks C, and the balance-tanks BB; EL, the

side supports run up and down by the blocks and

tackle 31M; 0, engine-houses on centre section ; c c, vertical shaft from main shaft in the engine-

houses
; ff,

the worm working the wheel ; h h, the worm-wheel working the pinion J and spud /.

The process of taking a ship into the sectional floating dock is as follows : The dock is sunk to

any required depth by opening the gates or valves with which each water-tank is furnished, when the

dock necessarily sinks. The dock still being at the required depth, the ship is then introduced be-

tween the vertical side-framing, rests on the keel-blocks C, and, when supported on the sides by the

chock-blocks E and side supports L, is ready for lifting. The valves which have previously admitted

the water into the watei'-tanks are now closed, the water is pumped out, and the air again fills the

tanks, and they rise, bringing with them the vessel to the height necessary for repairs. The vessel

is taken out of dock by a repetition of the process of admitting water into the tanks.

A large dock of this description consists of 10 sections, which when placed together form a struc-

ture 350 feet long and 110 feet broad. These sections may be placed at some distance apart, so as

to increase the length of the dock when required ; or if not of sufficient buoyancy, other sections

may be added. The advantage claimed for this dock is that the buoyancy of each section may be so

regulated as to bear with equal pressure against all parts of the ship's bottom, so that if she has

been warped there will be no strain. On the other hand, it is stated that irregularities of pressure

caused by swells from steamboats or otherwise more or less reduce this advantage.

Screw-Bocks.—Among the forms not strictly belonging to either of the two classes of dry docks

above described are the screw-dock and the hydraulic screw-dock, which is an improved form of

the invention, and with hydrostatic power brought to bear as the lifting force.

The screw-dock in general principle and form is the same as the hydraulic screw-dock. The vessel

in the screw-dock is floated on to a timber platform, which platform is suspended from strong main-

way pieces of beams on each side, laid on the quay walls, by 8 suspending screws 4i inches in diam-

eter. The platform is capable of being sunk about 10 feet below the surface of the water, to re-

ceive the ship. This platform has several shores on its surface, which are brought to bear equally

on the vessel's bottom, to prevent her from canting over on being raised out of the water. About
30 men are employed in working this apparatus, who, by the combined power of the lever, wheel

and pinion, and screw, are able in the course of half an hour to raise the platform, laden with a

vessel of 200 tons burden, to the surface of the water, whore she remains high and dry, suspended

between the wooden frames. In a dock of this kind at Baltimore, the platform is suspended by 40

screws of about 5 inches diameter.

The Hi/draulic Screw-Dock is a slip abutting on the shore, with a suspended keel, allowing the

vessel to be raised up vertically, instead of being drawn up on an incline, as in the slip and the ma-

rine railway. It consists of two outer and parallel ranges of piling, each bearing a way at the top,

from which are suspended chains, to which are slung transverse bearers or swing-beams, over which
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the vessel to be docked floats;

and having arrived ovex' this mov-
able platform or grating, the

chains are raised by means of a

hydrostatic press, and the vessel

brought to the level of the per-

manent way. The means by
which the apparatus is worked
are ingenious, and constitute the

chief merit of the invention.

The dimensions of the dock
are about 165 feet long internal-

ly, and 35 feet wide. The dis-

tance from the outside of one
mainway to the outside of the

other is 51 feet. The mainway

s

abut on the land, and run about

88 feet beyond the head of the

dock on to the laud, resting on a

solid quay of masonry, to which

they are bolted down, and which
supports the machinery.

The mainways B are support-

ed on rows of double piles A,
Fig. 1002, and at their ends are

chocks Z to hold the vessel in

place. On each mainway are side-

straps E, secured to the cylinder

C, Fig. 1003, by wrought-iron

straps as shown. Along the side-

straps are secured bars to which

the suspending chain k, Fig. 1004,

is attached. This head consists

of a screw m, secured by a nut

which regulates the height of

each swing-beam so as to lit the

keel of the vessel. From the

screw the chain Ic descends over

sheaves n, and thence to trans-

verse bearers or swinging-beams

jo, on which beams are the keel-

blocks a to support the keel of

the vessel. On every second

swinging - beam is a traverse-

frame 9', and this supports the

chock-blocks against which the

sides of the vessel rest. The cyl-

inder C contains a ram D, to

which water-pressure is applied

through the medium of powerful

engines. The ram is connected

to the side rods by parallel rods

h, as shown in Figs. 1004 and
1006.

The operation of taking a ves-

sel into dock is as follows : The
engines are charged with water,

and the rams D forced out to

the full extent of their stroke.

By this means the mainstraps

E are drawn toward the head

of the dock, and the cradle of

swinging-beams lifted up, so as

to allow of the adjustment of

the keel-blocks w vi and chock-

blocks <, and of the swinging-

beams, by means of the adjust-

ing-screws H), to the suspending

chains. The cylinders are then

dischar2;ed, the rams fleeted back,

the pawls loosed, and the cradle

of swinging-beams sunk again

by its own weight, the main-
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straps being checked from running over the mainways by the choclcs Z*. It will be observed

that the cradle may be stopped at any required depth by closing the escape-valves, and by lowering

the pawl-bars s on the ratchet-frames r. The vessel to be repaired is then floated into the dock,

brouo-ht over the keel-blocks, and the hydrostatic engines and pmnps set to work until sufficient

press°ure is created to raise the swing-beams up to the keel. The motion is then stopped, and the

traverse-frames q and chock-blocks t hauled in by the tackle toward the centre of the cradle, so as

to take a uniform bearing under the body of the vessel. When they have done so, the pawls x are

let fall on the rack so as to fix them in their places. The vessel is now shored up and the engines

a"-ain started, when by the hydrostatic pressure the rams are forced in a few minutes out of the

cylinders, dragging the mainstraps E, which take the chains along with them, and the vessel is

raised on the cradle of swing-beams, as represented in Fig. 1002, high and dry abovewater, so as to

allow of the inspection by the shipwrights of every part of her bottom. The cradle is supported on

the platform by the pawls and racks s r.

Works for Refcretice.—Elmes, T., " Docks and Port of London and Liverpool," 1838 ;
"Life of

^ „ ry

and Construction of British and Foreign Harbors," 2 vols., 1854; Garsend et Labour, " Travaux Hy-

drauliques Maritimes," Marseilles, 1861; Vuigner, "Entrepots de La Villette," Paris, 1861; Rof-

fiaen, "Constructions Hydrauliques," 3 vols., Brussels, 1861-'63; Humbers, " Record of Modern

Engineering" for 1864-66; "Encyclopaedia Britannica," 9th edition, article "Harbors." See, also,

numerous papers on docks in the Minutes of the Institution of Civil Engineers, Annales des Fonts et

Chausecs, Annales du Genie Civil, Engineer, and Engineering.

DOG. See Lathe-Dog.

DOOR. See Carpentry.

DRAINAGE. In order that a district may be in a perfect state as regards drainage, the water-

level in the branch drains, which directly receive the discharge of the field drains, should be at least

8 feet below the level of the ground at all times. When it rises above that level the ground be-

comes awash or flooded, according as the water-level is below or above its surface. Each water-

channel must have sufficient area and declivity, when at its fullest flow, to discharge all the water

that it receives as fast as such water flows in, without its water-level rising so high as to obstruct the

flow of the branches it receives, or to lay land awash. The questions likely to present themselves

to an engineer, as to the causes of defective drainage and the means of improving it, are: 1.

Whether, and to what extent, it is practicable to diminish or prevent floods by the construction of

store reservoirs. 2. Whether the channels of the streams contain removable obstructions, such as

shelves of rocks or other shallows, narrow places, islands, ill-designed weirs and bridges ; and how

such obstructions are to be removed, or the last rebuilt. 3. Whether the channels are defective

and liable to be obstructed through the instability of their beds, and how such instability is to be

prevented. 4. In the case of a smaller stream having too little declivity, which falls into a larger

stream, whether that declivity can be increased by diverting the course of the smaller stream, so_ as

to remove its outfall to a lower part of the larger stream. 5. Whether the course of a stream, being

too circuitous, can be improved by a diversion ; and whether, in the event of improvements being

required in the channel of a stream, it is best to execute them in the existing channel, independently

of the question of circuitousness. 6. Whether the branch drains arc of sufficient discharging ca-

pacity. 7. To what extent the water-channels are capable of acting as temporary reservoirs for

moderating the rapidity with which flood-waters descend from them into lower and larger channels.

8. To wha't extent the lands adjoining a river, which are lia))le to inundation, act in the capacity of a

reservoir, and what will be the effect upon the part of a river below them of preventing or diminishing

such action. 9. Whether the drainage can be sufficiently improved by improvements on the water-

channels alone, or whether, on the other hand, it is advisable to use embankments for the confine-

ment of floods within certain limits.

Discharging Capacity of BrancJi Drains.—The branch drains in coimtry drainage should be made

capable of discharging at a uniform rate the greatest available rainfall known to take place in a

period whose length is greater according as the soil is more retentive. It is probable that, in most

cases of cultivated land, 24 hours will be found a sufficiently short period; that is, each drain

which directly receives water from the fields should be capable of discharging in 24 hours the

greatest avaihible rainfall of 24 hours ; for steep and rocky ground the period must be shortened,

probably to 4 hours ; but the best method in each case is to ascertain the period by an experimental

comparison of the rainfall with the discharge of drains.

Action of Channels and Flooded Lands as Reservoirs.—The volume of space contained between the

ordinary water-surface of a given portion of a stream and the flood-water surface, whether such

space be wholly contained between the banks of that portion of the stream, or partly between such

banks and partly over adjoining lands liable to inundation, constitutes a reservoir for retaining the

excess of the total supply of water during a period of food rainfall from the district drained by that

portion of the stream, above the gj-eatesi"quantity that the stream is capable of discharging in the same

period, until the flood rainfall is over, when that excess flows away by degrees. The existence of

that reservoir room thus renders efficient a water-channel of less discharging capacity than would

otherwise be necessary ; and if such reservoir room is diminished, either by improving the channel

so as to lower the flood-water surface, or by contracting the space by means of embankments, care

should be taken that the discharging capacity of the channel below the district in question is increased

to a corresponding extent; otherwise the effect of diminishing the extent of floods in that district

may be to increase it further down the river.
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Embankments.—When the land adjoining the stream cannot be sufficiently guarded from inunda-

tion by improvements in the channel, embankments may be erected. Where a main embankment
extends for a long distance, uninterrupted by a tributary stream, the land protected by it is often

divided into portions by means of embankments called " land-arms," diverging from the main em-
bankment, the object of which is that, in event of a breach being made in the main embankment,
the inundation may be confined to a limited extent of ground. Behind and parallel to each main
embankment there runs a " back drain," the material dug from which, if suitable, may be used for

making the embankment. The back drain serves as a reservoir to collect the drainage of the land
protected by the embankment when the river is in a state of flood, and its dimensions are to be regu-

lated accordingly. The waters of the back drain are discharged into the river (when its surface is

low enough) through a series of pipes traversing the embankment, and having flap-valves opening
outward to prevent the return of water from the river. An efficient form of these valves is an iron

grating or perforated plate covered with a flap of vulcanized India-rubber. The embankments
should be made of clay, rammed in layers 1 foot deep, or thereabouts. When of moderate height,

and not exposed to great pressure, they may have slopes of 1^ to 1 or 2 to 1.

Tidal Drainage is the drainage of lauds w-hich are above the low-water mark of ordinary tides,

and either below high-water mark, or so near that level that their drainage waters can only be dis-

charged in certain states of the tide. Such lands are defended against inundation of the sea by
means of embankments. The best mode of draining a district of this sort is a canal extending com-
pletely through it, which acts alternately as a reservoir and as a channel. The top-water level of

the canal is to be fixed so as to give sufficient declivity to the branch drains. Its low-wetter level

will be above that of low water of neap tides, to the extent of one-fifteenth part of the rise of such
tides. The space contained in the canal between these levels is the reservoir room ; and, inasmuch
as the length and depth of that space are fixed, the breadth midway between these levels is to be
made sufficient to give reservoir room for the greatest ciuantity of drainage water that ever collects

during one tide. The depth of the canal must be made at least sufficient to enable the whole of
that cpiantity of water to be discharged in the interval between one hour before and one hour after

low water, the mean velocity of outflow being assumed to be about equal to that due to a declivity

of the height between high and low water levels in the whole length of the canal, and to its hydraulic
mean depth when full up to its middle-water level. The outer end of the canal is to have largo flood-

gates capable of throwing its whole width and depth open at once.*

Drednage hy Ihmiping (see Pumps) is extensively employed in lands below high-water mark.
The largest pumping machines ever built are employed in the reclamation of the Ferrara marshes,
northern Italy. The tract to be reclaimed covers an area of 200 square miles, and the work which
the pumps have to perform is to raise rather over 2,000 tons of water per minute a mean lift of

7 feet 3 inches, the maximum lift being 12 feet. The water thus raised is delivered into the river

Volano, at CocUgoro, where the machinery is situated. The plant provided to perform this work
consists of 8 centrifugal pumps disposed in pairs, each pair being driven by a pair of compound
engines situated between them. When working at the mean lift of 7 feet 3 inches, each of the 8

pumps is constructed to discharge 57,000 gallons per minute, the aggregate discharge from the 8

pumps when working at this lift being consequently 456,000 or nearly half a million gallons per
minute, equal to 656,640,000 gallons per day of 24 hours. The capacity of the present Croton
Aqueduct at New York is 110,000,000 gallons per day. The Ferrara pumping machinery, therefore,

discharges 6 times the quantity of the Croton Aqueduct. Again, 456,000 gallons, or 72,960 cubic

feet per minute, would supply a stream over 103 feet wide and 4 feet deep, running at a speed of

2 miles per hour, or 176 feet per minute; while the delivery for a single day would also suffice to

fill a reservoir a mile square to a depth of about 3 feet 9 inches.

Drainage of the Zm/dcr Zee.—Extensive as are the Ferrara reclamation works, a still more exten-

sive scheme is about to be carried out (1878)—namely, the draining of a portion of the Zuyder Zee,

having an area of 485,775 acres, or about 759 scpiare miles. The tract thus reclaimed will add
nearly 6 per cent, to the area of Holland. To inclose the tract to be reclaimed, a dike 25 miles
long, 164 feet wide at its base, and rising 26 feet above the water-line, will be made, the dam start-

ing at Enkhuisen and running in an easterly direction to the island of Urk, thence proceeding
southeast to the island of Schockland. From the latter island it will be continued to the mainland,
which it will join at Kampen, just above the mouth of the Yssel. The area thus inclosed will be
divided into squares, which will be successively pumped dry by suitable machinery.

T/ie Drainage System of Holland.—Along much of the seaboard of Holland the waters of the
ocean are kept from overflowing the land by immense dikes. The country is divided into several

districts called hydraulic administrations, each of which has three divisions of surface—viz., natural
lands, basins, and polders. The basins comprise the marshes, lakes, canals, and drains having one
surface level, which is below high and above low tide, and connect with the sea by sluices furnished
with gates, which open when the internal waters are higher than the external, and shut when they
are lower. The polders are lands which lie below the surface of the waters in the basins, and can
only be kept dry by pumping. The Rynland hydraulic administration comprises 305,000 acres,

which, before the draining of Haarlem Lake (completed in 1852), was divided into 76,000 acres of
natural lands, 56,000 acres of basin, and 173,000 acres of polder lands ; but since the addition of
the lake to the latter, the basin only covers 11,500 acres, while the polder lands have an area of

217,500 acres. The basins, however, are the reservoirs of the waters which are raised from the
polders, and also of the drainage from the natural lands. When the tides are regular, at every ebb
they empty a portion of their contents, and thus maintain a capacity to receive the natural and arti-

ficial drainage until the next ebb ; but if by the action of the winds the external waters arc held at

* The foregoing is mainly abridged from Rankine'a " Civil Engineering."
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a higher level than those in the basins through the period of an ebb tide, a collection of water in

the latter ensues, and may come to equal their capacit}'. Before this occurs, however, the pumping
from the polders must cease, for some space must be allowed for the natural drainage. At about

the mean level of the tides in the Zuyder Zee there is a mark upon a pile, which is called the A. P.,

or Amsterdam pile, and which is the point of reference for regulating the height of water in the

basins. There is also a mark for each administration, called the point of arrest. This point is not

at the same level for all the administrations, some being allowed to continue their pumping opera-

tions longer than others. If the water in the basins were allowed to become too high, there would

be danger of the overflowing and breaking away of the dikes. It will, therefore, be seen that the

area of the basins is an important matter. If it bears only a small proportion to that of the land to

be drained, they soon become filled ; and unless they can empty their contents into the sea, the drain-

age of the polders must cease, and consequently they will become overflowed. As the range of tide

along the Dutch coast is about 6 feet, only a small range of rise and fall, or capacity, can be allowed

for the basins when the area bears so small a proportion to that of the drained land as it does in

the Rynland hydraulic administration, since the drainage of Haarlem Lake has so greatly reduced

the basin area. One circumstance has been taken advantage of in the work of drainage, which is

that the southwest winds raise the level of the waters in the northeast portion of the basins, so that

they may continue to discharge their contents longer than they could if they remained level. The
southwest end of the Zuyder Zee, also, by having its water-level depi'cssed, can continue to receive

the drainage from the lands longer than if the sui-face remained level. The wind, therefore, is util-

ized as a source of work or energy, which goes far to make up the loss incurred by diminution of the

area of the basins. The drainage of Haarlem Lake had become a matter of necessity more than of

utility ; for, as it lies in a peat formation of great depth, connected with other lakes, the barriers were
constantly being washed away, which, by increasing the surface of the water, allowed the waves to be-

come higher by the action of the wind, and thus the surrounding country became subject to inundation.

This work, undertaken in 1839,- was a gigantic operation. From an ai'ea of 70 square miles of

average depth of water of 12| feet, situated below the level of any sluices that could be constructed,

it was required to raise the water an average height of 16 feet, and to an estimated possible amount
of 35,000,000 tons in a month. An enormous steam-engine was constructed in London for working
11 pumps of 63 inches diameter each and 10 feet stroke, the maximum capacity of which was to

raise 112 tons of water 10 feet at each stroke. These were set ai'ound the circular tower which
contained the engine, and from the upper portion of which the balance-beams radiated, one for each

pump. They raised in actual work 66 tons per stroke, discharging the water in a large canal 38

miles long and from 115 to 130 feet wide. Two other similar engines wore applied to the same work,

and the pumping was continued from May, 1848, to July 1, 1852. Then the area was thoroughly

drained. The entire expenses from the commencement of operations in 1839 to the close of 1855
were estimated at £748,445, which would be more than paid by the proceeds of the sale of the

lands.

Drain- Conduits.—Covered drains are made in a variety of ways, as shown in Fig. 1007, in which 1

is a perforated drain-pipe of circular or oval section, covered in by stones or earth ; 2 consists of two

semi-cylindrical tiles respectively above and below a flat tile, the whole covered in by stones or
earth ; 3 consists of a bed stone and side stones, to form a triangular duct, covered in by stones, a
layer of turf, and the filling of soil ; 4 shows a drain for tenacious soils, where a shoulder is made
to support the flat stones which bear the superincumbent earth ; 5, assorted large stones at the bot-
tom, covered in by smaller stones and a filling of soil; 6, drain for peaty soils, which maybe covered
in with blocks of the peat or by turfs, which will preserve their position for a considerable time if

laid properly ; 7, a duct formed with a flat tile and an arched semi-cylindrical tile, covered in with
stones to allow percolation of water, and closed with soil ; 8, where a flat stone is obtainable, two
side stones and a cap covered in with soil ; 9, a layer of stones in the bed, covered by the earth
which had been removed in digging.

Drainage of Land by Pipes (IlasiveU).

SOILS.

Coarse gravel sand
Light sand with gravel,

Light loam
Loam with clay

Loam with gravel
Sandy loam
Soft clay
Stiff clay

Depth
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Earthenware pipes are of various qualities as to texture, from a porous material like that of red
bricks, to a hard and compact material which is glazed to make it water-tight. They are made ot
various diameters, from 2 inches to nearly 3 feet, and in lengths of from 1 foot to 3 feet. Their
chief use is as small covered conduits. The joints are most commonly of the spigot and faucet form
being made tight with cement or with a bituminous mastic.

Sewers are systems of conduits in towns for removing impure water. The gutters or channels run
along each side of the carriageway, and are usually about 3 inches deep. They collect the surface-
water from the road, and discharge it into the side drains through transverse tubes, which pass
below the fences and footway. Mitre-drains are small underground tile-drains, or tubes divergino-
obliquely from the centre line of the roadway at intervals of 60 yards or thereabouts, and leading
with a declivity of about 1 in 100 into side drains. In towns the channels discharge their water into
the sewer through passages called gully-holes, sometimes having horizontal openings covered by grat-
ings, sometimes vertical openings in the curb of the footway. In order to prevent the escape of foul
air through them, they are provided with siphon-traps or with valves opening inward.
The first point to be attended to in laying out main sewers is, that they shall be straight from

point to point. There is no reason that they should follow exactly the middle of the streets where
they are not straight, but they should be made straight from one point to the next. The curves
should be gentle. The junctions should be, as in the case of the main water-pipes, curved. Ran-
kine says that main sewers should not be less than 2 feet broad, and that the velocity in them
should not be less than 1 foot in a second, for fear of choking up, nor greater than 4| feet in a
second, because with a greater velocity than this there is too much scouring. The usual plan, then,
is to make sewers which are capable to a certain extent of acting as drains also. That end is often
realized by setting the bricks of the invert, as it is termed, in cement, and setting the others with
mortar. The bricks of sewers ought always to be set in hydraulic mortar or in cement.

In main sewers the incline should be about 1 in 600, and a greater incline in the smaller sewers,
and the greatest incline in the house-sewers. The incline of the pipe-sewers that come from the
houses should not be less than 1 in 60. Where sewers are joined the incline should be greater.
Where a small sewer enters into a large one there should be a quicker incline for some little dis-
tance. A larger sewer should never open into a smaller one ; neither should a sewer open mto one
of the same size, but always a smaller one into a larger one. The inverts should not be level. The
invert of a smaller one should be higher up than that of the larger one, so that there may be a fall.
" Main sewers and drains should be adapted," as Mr. Rawlinson says, " to the town area, length of
streets, number of houses, surface area of house yards and roofs, number of street-gullies, and volume
of water-supply."

The best shape for sewers has been decided to be the egg-shaped section. The following propor-
tions are given by Haswell : Width at bottom = one-third of height ; height = radius of side ; width
at top = two-thirds height. The following table, from the same source, shows the dimensions,
areas, and volume of work per lineal foot of egg-shaped sewers of different dimensions

:

INTEENAL DIMENSIONS.
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main streets. On these central pipes are laid, from distance to distance, street reservoirs sunk be-

low the pavement. From the street reservoirs, up and down the street, are main pipes, communica-

ting by short branch pipes with the closets of each house. All the junctions of pipes with reservoirs

are°furnished with cocks, so that they can be shut off or turned on at pleasure, like water-mains, and

are got at by cock-boxes, and turned by keys in the ordinary way. The vacuum created in the cen-

tral buildin"- reservoirs can thus be communicated to any given street reservoir, so as to furnish the

motive-power by which, when the connections with the houses are opened, all the closets are simul-

taneously emptied. When their contents reach the central reservoir, they are in like manner forced

throu"-h the central tubes to the reservoirs under the central building, and thence transferred by

means of vacuum-power to hermetically-closed tanks above the floor of the building. From these

retorts the matter is decanted in a fluid form in barrels, for immediate transport to the country, by

means of hermetically-closed apparatus."

With this system there must also be sewers for rain-water, street-drainage, slops, etc., and separate

pipes for drainage of the soil.

House- Drainciffe.'^—The prime object of house-drainage is the removal of the refuse with all possi-

ble speed. Every device by which any part of it is hoarded or retarded in or about the premises is

to be carefully avoided.

To secure a prompt and continuous flow, drains must be smooth inside, must be well laid, of a

proper size, and have sufficient slope to render them self-cleansing. Where the last is not practi-

cable, there should be provision for frequent flushing. They should also be as nearly impervious as

possible, to avoid contaminating the surrounding soil. For house-drains, no material is so good as

cast-iron, with calked lead joints. But glazed stoneware pipes, carefully put together with hydraulic

cement, will make very good drains outside the house walls, if the soil is firm and not liable to settle.

Their connections or branches should never be at right angles, but oblique, so that T-joints (Fig.

1008) or branches should never be used ; they always tend to produce an accumulation of solid

matter. Y-joints or branches (Fig. 1009) can always be obtained, and the position of the drain can

generally be adapted to their use by taking a little pains. When being laid, a swab should always

be drawn through them, to wipe the surplus cement from the joint on the inside, every new piece

put into the trench being strung on to the line or rattan which carries the swab, and draws it along.

1010.

1008. 1009.

A frequent mistake is made in laying too large-sized pipes for drains, arising from the notion that

small pipes arc more likely to be choked. The fact is, that all increase of size above the require-

ments of capacity is an actual injury, by diminishing the scouring power of the current ; so that, if

laid with a fall of 2 feet or more in 100 feet of length, a 4-inch pipe is better than a larger one for

a house-drain used by some 50 persons, because, with this limited flow, the small one would scour

better than the larger one. If rain-water is admitted from the roof-gutters, either for convenience

or flushing, a larger size is perhaps needed ; but 6 inches is ample, even then, for any ordinary

house-roof° If the fall is less than 2 per 100, flushing may be needed. Latham says that, in order

to be self-cleansing, the house-drain should convey its contents at the rate of 3 feet per second. To

attain this velocity, a 4-inch drain must have a fall of about 1 in 100, and a 6-iuch drain must have

a fall of about 1 in 140, even when half full. As such drains seldom run half full, they cannot be

relied upon as self-cleansing, unless laid with nearly double the above rate of slope—say 2 per 100

for 4-inch drains, or 1^ per 100 for 6-inch drains. For hotels and large establishments containing

many receptacles for sewage and many branch drains, a 6-inch pipe would be ample, unless rain-

water be admitted from extensive roof-s'urfaces. In this case, the size of the drain is governed, first,

by its rate of fall, which is generally limited by local topography ; and second, by the size of the

roof to be drained. In our climate, a rainfall o"f at least 1^ inch per hour from the roof-surface

should be provided for, adjusting the size of the drain to carry this rainfall. In such cases the

sewage can be practically ignored, for its volume is quite insignificant in comparison with that of the

rain-water. The problem then becomes a question of hydraulics, and reference must be had to the

governing elements and well-known physical laws, thence computing the required size.

In all houses draining into sewers, the place where a trap is most essential is outside of the house-

walls, on the main house-drain, after it has collected all the branches which are tributary to it, and

between this point and the sewer.

Owing to the rigor of our northern winters, all out-of-door drains are here of necessity kept

deep in the ground. The best sort of disconnection we can apply is to introduce a pipe-trap between

the house and the sewer. This should not be a built chamber with square corners, which might

collect solid matter, but a mere depression in the pipe itself, having the same sectional area as

the pipe, and therefore containing the minimum of matter for decomposition. (See Fig. 1010.)

Such traps may sometimes be forced by the compression of air in the street sewers, especially if

these are tide-locked at high water. To provide against this, a vent-pipe, of 4 inches diameter at

least, should in cities be led from the hole in the trap directly up the side of the house, like a water-

* Abridged from the " Seventh Annual Report of the State Board of Health of Massachusetts," 1SV6.
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conductor, and above all doi-mer windows. The watei'-conductor itself will not answer for this pur-

pose, for the compression of air in the sewer is most likely to occur during a heavy rain, when the

water-spouts are fully occupied as such, and are therefore incapable of giving vent to the gas, for

vent into a pile of loose stones, or a

1011.

which special outlet must be given. In suburban districts, a

man-hole chamber under ground, will answer. (See Fig. 1011.)

During the winter this chamber may be filled with dry leaves,

etc., and the vent covered with wire netting, in order to pre-

vent freezing.

The remedy for the settling and brealdng of house-drains,

when laid on filled land, is by no means simple. Wooden
boxes are slightly pliable, and, if made with care and well

clamped, may answer sometimes for tempoi-ary house-drains,

till the material under the street has ceased settling ; but even

wooden boxes cannot be bent far without opening joints and
becoming leaky. If houses must be built and occupied in

such places, the only sure way of constructing a permanently

tight house-drain would be to drive a row of piles for its

foundation between the house and the sewer. Even then, if

the sewer is not built upon piles—and they rarely are—the

break would occur where the piles cease, for nothing else is rigid over the compressible mud of these

regions. The use of cast-iron drain-pipe all the way to the sewer, with calked lead joints, is recom-

mended by some authorities, in soils subject to settling. But even iron pipes will break, if rigidly

connected, about as soon as stoneware, though, having fewer joints, they may break in fewer places.

They are certainly no sure remedy for this evil. If a tight flexible pipe could be made, it might

answer the purpose for a while ; but such a thing is yet to be invented in a permanent form.

Drains wiihm the House -Walls.—The above remarks apply chiefly to the drains outside of houses.

But that portion of the drain which is tvithin the walls deserves still more rigid scrutiny.

In planning house-drains, they should be got outside the walls of the house as directly as possible.

In public institutions, or other large buildings, where a large number of receptacles of sewage is pro-

vided, the main drain for the collection of the whole should be outside the walls wherever practi-

cable, for the reason that fewer joints of pipe, and fewer chances of leakage from imperfect work,

would thus occur within the walls.

The material for drains within the walls should be metal in all cases. It is often customary to

lead a drain across under a basement floor by stoneware pipes, which, though much better than the

old-fashioned brick drain, is far inferior to iron. Cast-iron pipes, with leaded joints, well calked,

and painted, are safe, and, unless subjected to such great changes of temperature as might loosen

the joints by expansion and contraction of length, will prove satisfactory for a long term of years.

If iron is used inside the walls, there is seldom anything to be gained by burying it under the cellar

or basement floor. Such pipes should be readily accessible for inspection. If a little attention be

devoted to the subject, they can generally be placed along some wall or partition, or hung from the

ceiling, where their joints can all be readily seen, to be recalked and painted whenever necessary.

The drainage of the soil on which a house is built, if it consist of porous sand or gravel, will not

require much attention, unless the level of the cellar be decidedly below that of most of the surround-

ing land, as in broad plains or valley-bottoms. When such cases occur, or when the soil is impervi-

ous, a porous tile-drain should be laid, three or four feet deep if practicable, with porous material over

it around the bottom of the foundation-wall, with a delivery to the house-drain above its outside trap

which disconnects it from the sewer. In case no sewers are provided, among a scattered population,

such a drain can generally be led to some point low enough to discharge it on the surface of the same
lot ; if not, the lot is very ineligible for building purposes.

Branch drains from sinlcs, wash-trays, and wash-bowls are generally made of lead, which seems to

be the most suitable material. Its pliability and durability are valuable qualities. The first may
lead to its distortion of form by sagging, if not well supported. Where these lead waste-pipes en-

ter the iron ones, a common practice among plumbers is to secure the joint by glazier's putty. The
only proper way to make such a joint is to solder a tinned iron or brass ferrule to the outside of

the lead pipe, which is to enter the bell of the iron pipe. This ferrule gives a stiff material against

which a lead joint can be calked in the same way as between two pieces of iron pipe. This lead

packing will yield to the expansion, without breaking or crumbling. When lead traps are used

under water-closets, the joint between them and the iron soil-pipe should be secured in the same way.

Soil-pipes from water-closets were formerly made of lead, at first by soldering sheet-lead into cyhn-

der form, and afterward by the seamless process. The first show more rapid corrosion at the solder-

joint ; both are subject to corrosion and sagging, and to being gnawed by rats. Iron is much safer,

and fortunately cheaper also, and is therefore now generally used.

Plumbers sometimes connect branching soil-pipes by T-joints, when it serves their convenience.

Y-joints shoidd always be used, for the same reasons as given above for connecting outside drains.

The Y-joint sometimes requires the introduction of another small bend to complete the necessary

change of direction. Hence arises the temptation to use the T-joints in contract-work, to save the

cost of the bend and its application.

Rain-water cisterns are sometimes built in basements, or outside of houses, underground, having

their overflows in the house-drain. Such an arrangement is never safe. However carefully the over-

flow may be trapped, the long droughts of our climate may dry up the water-seal, and allow the sewer-

gas to spread over the water and be dissolved by it. Moreover, the drain may be obstructed below

tlie junction of the overflow, and the whole house-sewage is then backed up through the overflow

into the cistern.
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There is a value in the grease now thrown away in dish-water which ought to lead to its being
collected before going into the water, instead of encumbering our house-drains with it to such an
extent as is now done. The best plan yet devised for keeping it out of the pipes is, perhaps, a small
brick tank, laid in hydraulic cement, and plastered smooth inside, placed as close as possible to the
cellar-wall on the outside, with the sink as close as possible to the same wall on the inside, so that

the grea?e shall not congeal in the pipe between the two. (See Figs. 1012 and 1013.) For small
and medium houses it should be from 1+ to 2 feet square on the inside, with the bottom about 2 feet

below the outlet-pipe, which is to turn down about a foot on the inside, with a smooth, round turn,

so that its mouth may be so much under water. The inlet should be about 6 inches higher than the
outlet-pipe, to allow the grease to collect to that thickness above the water-line, which is governed

f>,^ [
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by the level of the outlet, without obstructing the mouth of the
inlet. The grease will then float on the water, and become con-
gealed in the form of a dirty scum, while the water and other

Qfi^^^M- matter in suspension will flow out by the mouth of the outlet,

about a foot below the surface. The whole must be so placed
as not to freeze. The depth needed for this will depend largely upon the exposure. The walls,

being built on the surface of the ground, can be covered with a flag-stone, with hole and iron cover.
The soil-pipes from the water-closets should by no means enter this receptacle. It should be upon
a branch drain, serving the kitchen and scullery sinks alone, having its outlet into the principal drain.
If more than one sink delivers into it, the tank itself should have a vent-pipe, to prevent the air,

compressed by the influx of water from one sink, from being forced up through the trap of the other
inlet-pipe into the house. If the waste-pipe becomes choked with grease between the sink and cess-

pool, as will often happen when the fall is not rapid, it may be sometimes kept clear by flushing oc-

casionally with boiling water, provided the passage be not wholly obstructed.
A water-closet. Fig. 1014, made by George Jennings of London, has accomplished the much-

desired end of dispensing with the pan entirely, together with the air-space between the bowl and the
lower trap. It also dispenses with a separate trap below, having such a trap in itself, made in con-
nection with the bowl, all in one piece of crockery. Its water-supply is taken directly from any sup-
ply-pipe, adjustable to the actual pressure, so that no separate tank, service-box or valve, wires or
cranks, are needed. There is a flap-valve, made of a rubber disk, rendering all back-flow impossible,
and opening only with the pressure of water. Ample flushing of the bowl is secured by having the
valve worked by a float, so that it remains open till the water reaches the prescribed level in the
bowl.

The requirements of a good water-closet, according to Bayles, are : that it should be inodorous

;

it must be abundantly and frequently flushed ; it must be strong, simple, and not Hable to get out of
order

;
and it must be sealed against the outflow of air-currents from the sewer and soil-pipe. The

same authority says :
" It is simply impossible to maintain a clear and efficient water-seal in any trap

discharging into an unventilated sewer connection. Water offers no effective resistance to the pas-
sage of impure air or light gases ; and unless these are afforded an easy and direct outlet from the
sewers and drains in which they form, they will not be held back so long as there is nothing to pre-
vent their escape except a small quantity of water, which will eagerly absorb and as readily transmit
them."

WorJcs for Reference.—"Drainage of Districts and Lands," Dempsey, London, 1872; "Drainage
of Towns and Buildings," same author ; "Plumbing," Buchan, London, 18*76; "Sanitary Work in
the Smaller Towns and Villages," Slagg, London, 1876 ;

" Sanitary Engineering," Denton, London,
1876; " Water-Supply of Cities and Towns," Humber, 1877; "Sanitary Engineering (Sewerage),"
Latham, 1878; "House-Drainage and Water-Service," Bayles, New York, 1878.
DRAINER. See Paper-making.
DRAWING-FRAME. See Cotton-spinning Machinery.
DRAWING-KNIFE. A blade having a handle at each end, as shown

in Fig. 1015, and used by coopers, wagon-makers, and carpenters. It

is usually operated in connection with a shaving-horse, which holds the
stave, spoke, or other article upon which the shaving cut is being made.
DREDGING MACHINERY. Dredging is effected in various ways—either by drags, or scoops,

or rakes, or machines. There are two sorts of hand-drags, one for raising mud, the other sand.
The first consists of an iron box pierced with holes, open in front as well as at the top ; to this is

attached a slightly flexible handle, of a length proportionate to the depth it is to work in : when
this is made use of, the men in a boat make the iron box enter the sand, sustaining the handle

1015.
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on the shoulder ; and when it is filled they raise it, and, if there be any large stones, they are dis-

engaged by means of hooks. One man will raise in this manner, where the depth is not more
than 4 or 5 feet, a cubic yard in the course of a day, and sometimes more.

The drag for mud is differently formed : it is an iron ring, to which a canvas bag is attached,
bypassing a cord through holes made in the ring purposely to receive it ; that point of the iron
rim which is intended to touch the ground and enter the mud must be sufficiently strong. Two men
in a boat or punt are required to mana?uvre it, and in the course of a day they will raise from 12 to
14 cubic yards, if the depth does not exceed 6 feet ; when the boat is made use of, it is first moored
in such a manner that it cannot drift. Such a drag allows the water to flow out of it, and retains
only the solid matter.

The Louchelte, a kind of spade, or a collection of them, is used for cutting or extracting turf
under water, without the necessity of first pumping it dry. This consists of a light iron frame,
which is armed all round with a cutting-blade, in length about 3 feet ; the part between it and the
handle is open, being formed of four horizontal rods and two vertical ones ; these receive the turf
after it is cut and detached, and enable the workmen, by means of a rope and windlass, to pull it

up. These cutting instruments have a variety of forms given them to adapt them to the peculiar
work they may have to perform.

The Box Shovel consists of an open box fixed at the end of a long handle, usually made of iron
;

the cutter traverses in a groove, and is worked by another handle ; by this the turf is cut and de-
tached, and each successive piece falls into the box. As many as four turfs may be thus drawn up
at one time.

Dredging Ifachines have been constructed in various ways, and of iron or wood, according to the
nature of the service. Some machines have been arranged so that the system of chain and buckets
should work through a channel in the middle of the vessel ; others with one system on each side

;

and others with the buckets working over the extremity of the vessel.

The best adapted boilers and engines for dredging purposes are those upon the marine principle,
as in them compactness and stability are combined ; and for this reason those of that description
are invariably applied ; but in practice it is found disadvantageous to the profitable working of the
machine, if the engine be not of a proportionate power to the depth of water, the buckets of a
suitable number, and the bucket-frame of sufficient length to lie at a proper angle. Hence the fol-

lowing arranged proportions are annexed as the best adapted for working at or about the various
specified depths from which the material is to be raised

:

Nominal Power of Engine.
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zontal drum actuated by a hoisting engine. In operation the wheels of the steamer are turned back-

ward in a direction to drag the scraper across the shoal, the steamer moving stern foremost with

the current of water, if there be any such current. Having been dragged entirely across the shoal,

the scraper is hoisted out of water, and the steamer returns bow foremost to the place of beginning.

The steamer was 210 feet long and of 484 tons measurement; scraper, 16 feet base, 16i feet high,

with 5 buckets or cutters, weight about 2| tons.

Single-Bucket Dredger.—A dredge of this type, constructed by Morris & Cummings of New
York, is built as follows : The two parts of the bucket are hinged at their upper inner corners, and
from their outer sides the rods or links extend to a cross-bar, the ends of which work in guides.

When this cross-bar is raised in the guides, the two parts of the bucket are caused to open
from each other, while, when it is caused to descend, the two halves are forced together, and
caused securely to hold any materials contained within them. The raising or lowering of the cross-

bar in its guides is effected by two chains, both of which pass up over pulleys at the end of the

crane jib, and down to the hoisting machinery, each chain being led to an independent barrel. One
of these chains is attached directly to the cross-bar above mentioned, while the other, before being-

connected to that bar, is led round a pulley placed beneath it. While the bucket is being lowered

it is suspended by the first-mentioned chain, and the cross-bar is raised in its guides, and the two
parts of the bucket are kept apart. As soon as it reaches the bottom the strain is brought upon
the other chain, and the cross-bar is thus hauled down in its guides, and the parts of the bucket are

closed before the latter is raised toward the surface. The hoisting machinery consists of a pair of

horizontal engines, which, by means of a friction-clutch, can be made to drive either chain-drum at

pleasure. The bucket is guided during its descent by a pair of wooden poles attached to the guides

of the cross-bar, these poles working through eyes fixed near the top of the cross-jib. After the

bucket has been I'aised the jib is swung on one side, so that the contents of the bucket may be
discharged into lighters or any other receptacle for the dredged material.

Bucket-Train Dredger.—The general arrangement of this type of dredger is exhibited in Fig.

1018. The essential feature is the endless chain, with scoop-buckets placed in a frame, which may
be raised or lowered through a well in the middle of the scow upon which the apparatus and ma-
chinery for moving it are placed.

Fig. 1019 represents in detail the construction of a dredging vessel of this description, a is the

boiler, constructed with internal fireplaces and flues similar to the boilers commonly used for marine
engines. 6, steam-pipe leading from the steam-chest on the boiler to the engine, c is a condensing
engine of 20 horse-power, the cylinder being 27 inches diameter, and the length of stroke of piston

2 feet 9 inches. The engine is constructed with side-beams on the marine principle, and the motion
is communicated to the fly-wheel shaft d by a connecting-rod in the usual way. e is the fl^'-whecl.

jO, Fig. 1020, is a friction-hoop, which fits lightly on a drum or sheave keyed fast on to the fly-wheel

shaft, the use of this contrivance being to prevent accidents to the machinery, in case the buckets
should get entangled with anything during the

process of dredging, as, when the resistance in-

creases beyond what is necessary for raising the

soil, the drum or sheave slips round inside the

hoop, and the buckets cease to work, while at the

same time the steam-engine may continue its mo-
tion without injuring the machinery, g'lsa, pinion

bored to fit the fly-wheel shaft (but not keyed
fast to it), having two strong stops, as shown,
cast on one side of it, which come in contact

with corresponding stops on the wrought-iron

ring or hoop, h is a spur-wheel, which is driven

by the pinion g. z is a pinion keyed on the in-

termediate shaft, which drives the spur-wheel j,
keyed on the tumbler-shaft. 1 1 are clutch-coup-

lings for the purpose of connecting one or both
sets of buckets to the steam-engine, or disen-

gaging them when required, m m m m are cast-

iron carriages, forming joints or hinges for supporting the bucket-ladders independent of the tum-
bler-shafts, w n n n are the tumblers over which the chain and buckets work. C[ q q q, etc., are the
buckets, made of boiler-plate, and bolted securely to the links of the chain : the bucket-chain I'uns

on cast-iron rollers ^j^>, Fig. 1019. The bucket-ladders are made partly of wood, having wooden
sides with cast-iron king-posts and transverse trusses, and wooden struts and wrought-iron tie-bolts,

with screws at the ends, so that they may be tightened up when required. These ladders arc remark-
ably strong, with comparatively light materials.

The spout g, Fig. 1020, is of wood, lined with sheet-iron, and has a joint to allow of the punts or
targes being equally loaded on both sides without turning them round. When the outer end of the
spout is raised by means of the purchase z, the soil will escape at the joint near to the side of the
barge which is close to the dredging machine ; and on lowering the outer end of the spout, the soil

will be carried over to the other side of the barge, thus insuring its being equally loaded. The bevel-

wheels tttttt and shafts uuu convey the motion from the steam-engine to the apparatus on deck
for propelling the vessel to and fro, raising or lowering the bucket-ladders, etc. The ladders are

raised by chains passing round the barrels v ?;, and working in the sheaved blocks b b, which are sus-

pended from the timber framing. The operation of raising the ladders is efi'ected by connecting the

barrels to the shafts by the clutches, which are worked to and fro by levers that pass through the

deck of the vessel. When the ladders require lowering, the clutches are drawn back and the ladders

1018.
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run down of themselves to any depth which is desired, being regulated by a brake attached to the

drums.
The apparatus for propelling the vessel is fixed on the deck, where there are two curved cast-iron

barrels. By taking two or three turns of a rope or chain round these barrels, one under and the other

over one of the ropes will draw the vessel ahead, while the other pays ofE the slack, and vice versa ;

or by putting both ropes or chains the same way round these barrels, they will both act in pulling the

vessel in tlKTsame direction. It should be mentioned that there is a friction-sheave placed between

the propelling machinery and the steam-engine, similar to that which is fixed upon the fiy-wheel

shaft, to prevent the chains or ropes from being broken in ease of any obstructions.

The bucket-ladder. Fig. 1020, is composed partly of timber framing. To give it strength to bear

1020,

the weight of the buckets with their contents, it is furnished with a cast-iron king-post having two-

inch tie-bolts connected to its lower extremity by a single and double forked joint, through which

joints and the king-post a pin passes, thus firmly uniting them at this point. The other ends of the

tie-bolts pass through snugs, cast on the top and bottom carriages at ends of ladder, and are furnished

with a screw for the purpose of setting them up, by means of a nut, should they at any time become

slack. There are also two wooden trusses, which take the strain of the framing, midway between

its centre and either end. This ladder is found sufficiently strong, and well adapted for sustaining a

heavy weight ; at the same time it is extremely light in appearance.

The buckets are made of boiler-plate, the back being half an inch thick. The back plate rises con-

siderably above the other parts of the bucket, and slopes forward at an angle of about 25° toward

the front or lip of bucket, for the purpose of retaining the soil and preventing its being spilled during

its progress, after receiving it from the excavation, until it deposits the same in the barges alongside.

Figs. 1021 to 1023 represent the details of a dredging machine of like construction, built by Messrs.

Girdwood & Co. of Glasgow, for the excavation of the river Clyde. A, Figs. 1021, 1022, represents

the boiler, and B the engine, both of which are of the usual construction adapted to marine purposes.

The cylinder of the engine is 26 inches diameter, length of stroke 2^ feet, number of strokes per

minute 44, and requires about 2 cwt. of good coal per hour for the generating of a sufficient sup-

ply of steam. In effect, the engine will lift, from a depth of 18 feet, about 110 tons of mud or

clay per hour, or 160 tons of sand or gravel in the same time ; but in very hard ground, and inter-
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mixed with stones, no proper data

can be given. The vessel is moved
forward by the power of the en-

gine, through means of the bevel-

wheels, shafting, pitch-chain, etc.,

as shown in each design, and which
communicates motion (when re-

quired) to and by means of the

double-acting winch B ; and, when
the buckets are working in mud or

clay, the vessel is caused to advance

at the rate of about 4 feet per min-

ute, when in gravel or sand 2\ feet

per minute, and the number of

buckets delivei-ed is 14 in that

space of time.

With regard to the movement of

the buckets, motion is given to the

wheels C and D by the crank-shaft

S of the engine, and communicated
by the line of shafting eee, etc., to

the wheels i^and G ; from thence

to the buckets by the barrel or

tumbler T, that being made fast

upon the spindle /, on which the

wheel G is fixed. The top or up-

per tumbler T has 4 sides, and the

bottom tumbler V 5, as, when they

are thus formed, the motion of the

buckets is found in practice to work
more steadily, and consequently the

effects rendered more complete.

The bucket-frame H, acting upon
/ as a centre, is also regulated to a

proper depth of water by the power
of the engine ; the bevel-wheel K
upon the crank-shaft S gives mo-
tion by means of the wheels m n
to the barrel )•, round which the

chain of the tackle passes, as shown
distinctly in the elevation.

On the same shaft with the bevel-

wheel n is fixed a spur-pinion g,

which gives motion to the wheel o ;

the motion is communicated (when
required) by means of the clutch

c c, and, when the frame H is raised

to a sufficient height, and placed at

the requisite depth of water, fur-

ther motion of the barrel is pre-

vented through disengaging the

clutch by means of the lever W,
and the barrel rendered stationary

by the lever and friction-pulley y y.

The bucket-frame is 55 feet 4
mches in length, and the number
of buckets is 34, each bucket being

26^ inches wide, 16 inches broad, 17

inches deep, and formed of plate-

iron three-eighths of an inch in

thickness. On the back or sole plate

of each bucket, and immediately

beyond its formation, is an attached

piece or continuation of the plate,

so as to form a covering to the

joints of the links, and so prevent

any injurious effects from the con-

stant liability of contact with the

excavated materials ; also on the

front of the buckets are fixed pieces

of iron shod or edged with steel,

for the purpose of increasing the

strength of that portion of the
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bucket, and the better adapting of the same for coming in contact with hard materials ; likewise that

of being easily removed when required for repair.

The links, etc., that connect the buckets, are of wrought-iron ; all the joints and pins are cased

with steel and properly hardened ; and rollers are

provided for the proper conducting of the buckets
along the frame H.

Dredging at Lake Fiicino, Italy.—The machines
used in the dredging of Lake Fucino, Italy, are rep-

resented in Figs. 1024 and
dinary types by the circular movement given to the

fore part of the vessel which carries the train of

buckets, and by the system of transporting the ma-
terial excavated. In this circular movement, the

forward part of the vessel being successively drawn
from one side of the river to the other by the chains

R i?, the lower part of the chain of buckets describes

a movement executed alternately from right to left

and from left to right, and to such an extent that

the chord of the arc is equal to the width of the
canal. In this circular movement the vessel turns

around a vertical axis e, fixed at the stern. This
axis passes through a hinge, carried on a carriage

y, running on rails attached to the forward ends of
the two barges B B, which are firmly connected together,

both sides of the canal by 4 chains, controlled by winches.

The carriage is composed of 8 double-flanged wheels, running on a frame and embracing a bar on
each side. From the middle of the frame projects a horizontal bracket, on which are mounted two
pulleys, with semicircular grooves, and running free on their axes. The movement of these pul-

leys, and the arrangement of the carriage, allow the axis attached to the dredge to adapt itself with

facility to the various motions given to it in the course of the work. It may be remarked here that,

the width and depth of canal being given, the size of the apparatus, whenever practicable, should

These barges are securely anchored to
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be adjusted to the size of the work in such a manner that the axis e should always remain in the

centre-line of the work, and the whole width can thus be dealt with continuously.

The buckets empty their contents on an endless chain P, composed of articulated receivers, and

placed in the longitudinal axis of the dredge. This chain is moved by drums placed at the ends

of a lattice-girder f/, on which are laid the iron rails, one above and one below, for the endless

chain to travel upon. The lower drum is driven by the wheel V. mounted on its shaft, and to

which motion is imparted from the engine. The endless chain of receivers empties the material

excavated on to a similar chain P\ placed like the former on a lattice-girder U\ and carried by

the two barges B B. This chain, situated at right angles to the axis of the canal, empties the mate-

rial into wagons on a railway laid on the bank \ the chain is moved by the wheel A' on the lower

drum shaft, and driven by the portable engine Z. The lattice-girder f/', carrying the chain P',_is

of the form shown. This arrangement was adopted so that the excavated material could be dis-

charged on to the canal bank when the water level fell below the ground level on each side.

The following results were obtained per day of 10 hours : The speed at which the machine is

driven is equal to 17 buckets per minute, and the buckets are of such a capacity (about 5.25 cubic

feet) that the total amount excavated is about 2,000 cubic yards ; allowing o3 per cent, for loss,

which is excessive, the effective work of 10 hours per day is 1,330 cubic yards.

Brcdriing at Suez Canal.—The great dredges used in the excavation of the Suez Canal had each a

single line of dredge-buckets, supported at the centre. The iron hulls were from 72 to 82 feet in

leno-th. Two methods of delivering the excavated material were employed. In the first, Fig. 1026,

1026.

chutes 230 feet long were sustained by lattice-girders, and supported upon a barge moored parallel to

the side of the dredge, upon telescopic frames, so that they could be raised or lowered at pleasure by

means of a hydraulic hoist, and thus might be inclined at different angles. Rotary pumps in the

dredge forced a stream of water into the upper end of the chute, so as to wash the soil down the

slope. An endless chain furnished with scrapers was also made to move along the bottom of the

chute whenever the materials were too stiff to be freely discharged by the aid of water.

The second arrangement was a portable inclined railway. Fig. 1027, extending from the dredge or

barge upward over the banks, and upon which trucks or trollies carrying the boxes filled with the

excavated material were made to ascend, and finally to dump their contents at the further end. The

boxes were hooked on to the trollies as shown in the illustration.

Centrifugal Pump Si/sfcm of Dredging.—Fig. 1028 represents the application of a centrifugal pump

to dredging purposes, used in "Holland.
' The pump is bolted to the side of the dredger, and is driven

at the rate of 230 revolutions per minute. It has two inlets protected by valves, the one on the bot-

tom for the admission of water, and the other on the top for regulating the entry of the material to

be transported. On the top of the pump is placed a cylinder or reservoir to receive, by means of a

chute, the stuff dredged up. The dredger is connected with the shore by means of wooden pipes

fitted with buoying pieces to enable them to float, and connected by leather joints, those immediately

following the dredger being arranged on the lazy-tongs principle to admit of its free movement in
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any direction. The action is as follows : By the revolution of the flyer A, a rapid stream of water is

maintained through the pipes into which the dredged stuff is admitted through the pump by the

1028.

opening on the top, and is thus rapidly mixed and carried to the delivery at the opposite end of the

pipes, where the heavier materials deposit themselves in nearly level beds.

Air-Exhaust Dredger.—Another mode of raising sand, silt, and mud is by an exhausted receiver in

the barge, connected by an adjustable pipe and flexible connections with a spout which is adapted to

suck in the mud (Fig. 1029), upon which it rests, and discharge it into the receiver for removal and
subsequent discharge at the lower valve. The steam jet or ejector has also been proposed ; it dif-

fers in no substantial respect from the water-ejector.

31
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The Pneumatic Excavator.—As employed during the construction of the Tay Bridge, Scotland,

this apparatus consists of four wrought-iron drums or tanks, A B, Fig. 1030 a, mounted upon a barge,

and connected in pairs to obtain constant action with two air-pumps. They have a conically-shaped

bottom opening at «, through which the materials are discharged. The discharge-opening a is pro-

vided with a door c, made tight by a ring of India-rubber, secured between two circular iron disks.

The method of connection of the valve or door with the lever enables the door to adjust itself

when closed, so as to bed equally around the discharge-opening. This door may be opened or

kept open, or be closed when necessary, by means of a hand-lever h fixed on a cross-shaft.

1030 a.

One

1030 B.

pipe i passes through the cover of each tank A B. Both pipes ^ i are connected with a three-way

cock, the shell of which is cast with three branches—the lower branch for connection with pipes 7,

which are in communication with air-pumps. In the interior of each tank, and immediately below

the mouth of the pipe i, is mounted a valve m. This is a block of wood arranged to slide upon

rods, which are secured to the cover of the tank. A disk of India-rubber is secured to the upper

surface, or let into the top of the block. When the materials rise so high within the tank that

the block becomes partly immersed, it floats ; and if the influx continues, it is raised until it closes

the pipe. An indicator E shows the height of the material in the tank. The curved pipes w,

which are attached to the trunk F, Fig. 1030 b, are provided at

their lower end with valves for closing them during the empty-

ing of the tank. The trunk F forms the suction-pipe, the end of

which is provided with a nose-piece, and which may be moved

about to any part of the caisson.

The action of the apparatus may be described as follows : One

of each pair of the tanks A is in communication with the air-

pump and with the trunk F. In the other tank the valve o is

closed, and communication with the air-pump is shut off by the

three-way valve. The pump will create a vacuum in the tank A^

and the mud, gravel, and matters associated with water are sucked

through the pipe 8, Fig. 1030 b, and, ascending through the trunk

F, flow into the tank. When the tank is sufficiently filled, the

hand-wheel is turned so as to shut off the communication with

the air-pump, and air is admitted to the interior of the tank by

air-inlet cocks u. The valve o now closes. The door c is opened

to connect the tank B with the air-pump, so that the latter tank

begins to fill while the other tank is discharging ; or the plug of

the three-way valve may be first turned into position to establish a communication between the two

tanks before opening the cock m, whereby a partial vacuum is at once formed in the tank B. The

two tanks are thus filled and emptied alternately. To facilitate excavation or dredging at compara-

tively great depths, a jet of compressed air may be admitted into the mouth of the aforesaid suction-

pipe by a pipe shown by dotted lines V. Two men and a boy are required for each barge, and the

quantity raised per working day of 10 hours averages upward of 400 tons.

Fig. 1031 represents a circular radial dredging machine, designed by Mr. W. R. Kinipple, C. _E.,

for dredging afloat or aground without the usual aid of bow, side, and stern chains. This machine

consists of a circular vessel having a round well or hopper, and a revolving framework carrying the

engines, machinery, and radial bucket-ladders. In the centre of the vessel is a cylindrical screw-

pile, which is screwed into the bottom of the sea or river, at any spot where dredging operations are

to be carried on. The pile is hollow, and is filled with water to aid its descent by weight ; the water

is pumped out to give additional lifting power during the process of rising. Around the pile there

,is freedom for oscillation in a moderate seaway. There are two revolving anchors carried by legs,

'which are lowered down to the bed of the sea. These provide additional mooring power beyond
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that obtained by the centre screw-pile, and are for the purpose of giving a rotary motion to the
dredger when it is at work. On the deck of the hull, at the outer margin, is a rail, on which the
radial dredging machinery revolves or travels. There are two radial bucket-ladders, which, when
dredgmg, may be worked in opposition to each other, so as to place the machine in equilibrium.

The traveling framework supporting the radial ladder may be secured in a fixed position to a quay
or wharf, and the hull of the dredger made to revolve, while one bucket-ladder is working radially
and loading the hopper, and the other is unloading the hopper and discharging the dredged materials
into an embankment behind the quays.
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DRESSER. See Cotton-Spinning Machinery.

DRIFTS Of drifts there are two kinds. One is a smooth, round, conical pin, employed by boiler-

makers to make the punched holes in boiler-plates come fair, so that the rivets may enter. This is

termed a stretching drift. The other is a toothed or cutting drift. The first tends to weaken the

stren"-th of the plate at the narrowest section of metal, namely, between the hole and the edge of

the pTate, where the latter, being the weakest, gives way to the pressure of the punch. Its use is

not deemed compatible with good workmanship, and hence its description is omitted.

Of cutting drifts there are two kinds, the first being that shown in Fig. 1032. A is the cutting

edo'e the width and thickness at C and £ being reduced so that the sides of the drift may clear the

sid'es of the hole. The tools are filed at ^ ^ to suit the required hole, and tempered to a brown bor-

dering upon a purple. The hole or keyway is then cut out roughly to nearly the required size, and

the drift is then driven through with a hand hammer, cutting a clean and true hole. Care must,

however, be taken to have the work rest evenly upon a solid block of iron or (for delicate work)

lead and to strike the punch fair and evenly ; otherwise a foul blow may break the drift across the

section at C. This class of drift is adapted to small and short holes only, such as cotterways in

the ends of keys or bolts, for which purposes it is a very serviceable and strong tool. It must be

freely supplied with oil when used upon wrought-iron or steel.

For deeper holes, or those requiring to be very straight, true, and smooth, the drift represented by

Fi'^ 1033 is used. The breadth and thickness of the section at A is made to suit the shape of the

keyway or slot required. The whole body of the drift is first filed up, parallel and smooth, to the

1035.

1032. 1033. 1034.

\ /

required size and shape ; the serrations forming the teeth are then filled in on all four sides, the

object of cutting them diagonally being to preserve the strength of the cross-section at A A, Fig. 1034.

The teeth may be made finer (that is, closer together) for very fine work, their depth, however, being

preserved so as to give room to the cuttings. To attain this object in drifts of large size, the teeth

should be made as shown in Fig. 1034, which will give room for the cuttings, and still leave the teeth

sufficiently strong not to break. The head £ of the drift is tapered off so that, when it swells from

being struck by the hammer, it will still pass through the hole, since this drift is intended to pass

clear through the work.

The method of using this tool is as follows : The hole should be roughed out to very nearly the

required size, leaving but a very little to be taken out by the drift, whose duty is, not to remove a

mass of metal, but to cut a true and straight hole. To assist in roughing out the hole true, the drift

may be driven in lightly once or twice, and then withdrawn, which will serve to mark where metal

requires to be removed. When the hole is sufficiently near the size to admit of being drifted, the

work should be bedded evenly upon a block of iron or lead, and oil supplied to both the hole and

the drift ; the latter is then driven in, care being exercised that the drift is kept upright in the hole.

If, however, the hole is a long one, and the cuttings clog in the teeth, or the cut becomes too great,

which may be detected by the drift making but little progress, or by the blow on the drift sounding

solid, the drift may be driven out again, the cuttings removed, the surplus metal (if any there be in

the hole) cut away, the hole and drift again freely oiled, and the drift inserted and driven in as be-

fore, the operation being continued until the drift passes entirely through the hole ; for the drift

will be sure to break if too much duty is placed upon it. After the drift has passed once through

the hole, it should be turned a quarter revolution, and again driven through, and then twice more, so

that each side of the drift will have been in contact with each side of the hole (supposing it to be a

square one), which is done to correct any variation in the size of the drift, and thus cut the hole true.

The great desideratum in using these drifts is to drive them true, and to strike fair blows, other-

wise they will break. While the drift is first used, it should be examined for straightness at almost

every blow ; and if it requires drawing to one side, it should be done by altering the direction in

which the hammer travels, and not by tilting the hammer face. (See Fig. 1035.) Suppose ^ to be a

piece of work, and B and C to be drifts which have entered the keyways out of plumb, as shown by

the dotted lines D and E. If the drift C on the right was struck by the hammer F in the position

shown, and traveling in the direction denoted by G, it would be almost sure to break ;
but if the

drift B was struck by the hammer H, as shown, and traveling in the direction denoted by 1, it would

draw the drift B upright without breaking it ; or, in other words, the hammer face should always

strike the head of the drift level and true with it, the drawing of the drift, if any is required, bemg
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done by the direction in which the hammer travels. When it is desired to cut a very smooth hole,

two or more drifts should be used, each successive one being a trifle larger in diameter than its pre-

decessor. Drifts slight in cross-section, or slight in proportion to their lengths, should be tempered
evenly all over to a pui'ple blue, those of stout proportions being made of a deep brown bordering
upon a bright purple. For cutting out long narrow holes the drift has no equal, and for very true

holes no substitute. It must, however, be very carefully used, in consequence of its liability to break
from a jarring blow. J. E.
DRILL-HOLDER. See Lathe Tools, and Drilling and Boring Machines.
DRILLING AND BORING MACHINES. Drilling diifers in principle from almost every other

operation in metal-cutting. The tools, instead of being held and directed by guides or spindles, are
supported mainly by the bearing of the cutting edges against the material. A common angular-
pointed drill is capable of withstanding a greater amount of strain upon its edges, and rougher use,

than any other cutting instrument employed in machine-fitting. The rigid support which the edges
receive and the tendency to press them to the centre, instead of to tear them away as with other
tools, allows drills to be used even when they are imperfectly shaped or improperly tempered, and
even when the cutting edges are of unequal length. Most of the difficulties which formerly per-

tained to drilling are now removed by machine-made drills, whi^'h are manufactured and sold as an
article of trade. Such drills do not require dressing and tempering or fitting to size after they are
in use, make true holes, are more rigid than common solid-shank drills, and will drill to a consider-

able depth without clogging. A drilling machine adapted to the usual requirements of a machine-
fitting establishment consists essentially of a spindle arranged to be driven at various speeds, with
a movement for feeding the drills ; a firm table set at right angles to the spindle and arranged with
a vertical adjustment to or from the spindle ; and a compound adjustment in a horizontal plane. The
simplicity of the mechanism required to operate drilling tools is such that it has permitted various
modifications, such as column drills, radial drills, suspended drills, horizontal drills, bracket drills,

multiple drills, and others.

The difference between the American and European practice in constructing drilling machines,
stated in general terms, is that in this country belts are moved faster in proportion to the speed of
the drill ; the changes as to speed are the same, but on a different scale, and the tools are driven
with more power and at a slower speed. This difference is in some measure explained by the fact

that in American engineering establishments there are generally provided drilling machines of vari-

ous sizes. Small holes are never drilled on large machines, and boring is never attempted on small
machines.

With few exceptions, the driving gearing of American drilling machines approximates to the two
types illustrated by the diagrams Figs. 1036 and 1037.* Fig. 1036 shows a method of encasing the
spindle gearing in the framing ; a is the main column, e the spindle, and c the countershaft. The
annular bearing m is turned to fit into the bottom of the circular cavity n, and when removed per-

mits easy access to the pinion o. It may seem that this mode of arranging the gearing is more
expensive, but when " fixtures," as they are called, are provided for boring the bearings, the work
can be rapidly and accurately performed. The bearings are bushed with brass, so as to be replaced
if worn ; but, with surface enough and material of the best kind, there is but little wear, and it is

best to avoid compensating caps, which may be either too looee or set up too close.

1036. 1038. 1039. 1040.

Uo

The form of framing shown in Fig. 1036 is symmetrical, and affords a good opportunity for mount-
ing feed and back gearing on the shaft c. In Fig. 103Y the most novel feature is the adjustment of
the spindle c through the bearing at e. This is a pecuharity of eastern-made drilling machines ; its

* Engineering, xxii., 198.
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1043

value in a practical way depends somewhat on the character of other machine tools in a workshop,

and also upon the kind of work to be done. Such machines have a double adjustment for depth;

the tables are arranged to be raised or lowered a distance of 2 feet or more, and the spindle adjust-

ment is as much, so that a distance of 4 feet can be had between the table and spindle. A counter-

shaft is f'eneraliy mounted on the main frame beneath the shaft d, so that the belts can be conve-

niently shifted from one step to another. The long shaft a gives ample room for back gearing and fepd-

in"- "earing, the whole being accessible, and yet high enough to avoid accidents in handling material.

1v. 1038 shows the mode of resisting the thrust when a sleeve-screw is used. The end of the

slcev'e a rests on one or two washers of brass or steel at o, and projects within the cup-ring or

collar e on the spindle c ; by this arrangement oil thrown out by centrifugal force is arrested by the

collar e, and, as soon as the drill is stopped and pressure removed, it again lubricates the bearing

surfaces.

Fig. 1039 shows another device for feeding drilling-spindles. Here a is a sleeve slidrag through

the bearin<^ e by means of the rack c, and a pinion at o inclosed within the bracket m._ The pinion

o is operated by a tangent wheel, as shown at n, and a hand-wheel d on the front ;
s is the spindle

and i i are compensating collars. Thin washers of anti-friction material are placed between the end

of the sleeve a and the spindle at u. The bracket m with its attachments is counterweighted, and

slides up or down on the front of a main column for adjusting the height of the spindle, as explained

in a former place. This arrangement is in some respects not as advantageous as the old and simple

device shown in Fig. 1040. With this there are but half as many joints to produce lost motion;

the hand-wheel a can be placed at the side or in front as may be preferred, and the power regulated

by the proportion of the bevel-wheels e. c c are shells cast in a bracket, t/ is a screw-sleeve, and

the wheel n has an internal thread. This mode of resisting thrust is in practice all that can be

desired. The speed of the bearing surfaces is of course considerable, as they ace in Fig. 1038

;

but in drillin"' the pressure generally diminishes as speed increases, or as drills of less diameter are

used so that a joint of this kind constructed of good material is durable and reliable.
'

Feeding mechanism is represented in Fig.

1041. Here a is an imaginary frame or col-

umn, e the spindle, c the feeding-shaft, and

d a circular shell or sleeve flatted on one side

and formed into a rack. This sleeve d is

drilled through to receive an extension of

the spindle, as shown by dotted lines. At

the top of the spindle is a stirrup »n, having

an oil-cup to maintain a constant lubrication

of the collar o, which sustains the weight of

the spindle e. The counterweight n is made

heavy enough to prevent loss of motion in

the joints at each end of the sleeve d, and

so that drills will not drop down for a short

distance when they go through a piece, as is

common when a counterweight is not used.

The sleeve d is moved by a pinion at i, and

this in turn by the tangent wheel at s and

the worm-pinion u at the top of the feed-

shaft c.

The mode of arranging back gearing shown

in Fig. 1042 has been adopted for most Amer-

ican drilling machines. The end pairs of

wheels, instead of being at each end of the

step-pulleys, are placed together as shown in

the diagram at a and d. The movable pair

a are mounted loose on an eccentric stud c,

and are thrown into gear by the handle c.

The strain on the stud'e is not severe, and is

of a kind which permits a loose-ruiming joint

without much danger of wear.

Vertical Drilling Machines.—^Fig. 1043 rep-

resents an improved vertical drilling machine

of French construction. A is the feed-wheel,

placed conveniently at the hand of the oper-

ator, and the drillis rotated at double speed

from the belt cone-pulley. Upon arms of

the sleeve which surrounds the supporting

column is a parallel vise and a perforated

table. By means of the crank, in connec-

tion with the worm and pinion and rack on

the column, the work-holding attachment may
be raised or lowered at will. The pressure on

the drill is automatic. This machine weighs 1,232 lbs., and the diameter of the table is 23.4 inches.

Fig. 1044 exhibits the construction of a column drilling machine built by Sir Joseph Whitworth

& Co. The framing A consists of a solid casting attached to the sole-plate T; and on the upper

portion a bracket is cast, which serves to carry the outer ends of the cone-spindle and back-speed
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spindle of the machine. Upon the spindle are the driving-cone B of three speeds, the spur-wheel

C and the bevel-pinion D. The speed-cone B is loose upon the shaft, and only communicates mo-

tion to it by means of the spur-wheel C, which is keyed upon the spindle, and to which the cone can

be attached by a stud-pin and nut. This wheels gears with the pinion E, on the same spindle which

carries the wheel M ; this in

turn gears with the pinion iV,

which is fast upon the end of

the cone B, but runs loose upon

the cone-spindle. This arrange-

ment is in every respect the

same as the ordinary back-speed

of a lathe, and serves the same
purpose. Supposing the back-

speed removed, the cone being

driven by its belt causes the

spindle to revolve in conse-

quence of its attachment to

the fast-wheel C, and at the

same time gives motion direct-

ly to the bevel-pinion D on the

end of the spindle. This again

gears with the bevel-wheel jP,

on the drill-spindle G G, which

is free to slide vertically in the

eye of the wheel, while at the

same time it is prevented from

revolving in it by a sunk feath-

er. By this means three dif-

ferent degrees of quick speed

may be communicated to the

drill. But let the back-speed

be in gear, as represented in

Fig. 1044, and let the stud-pin

be removed, and the cone there-

by loosened from its attachment

with the wheel C, the motion

being communicated to it will

not drive the shaft directly as

before; but the pinion iV, be-

ing fast upon it, will give mo-
tion to the wheel J/, upon the

same spindle with the pinion

E. This last will therefore

make the same number of rev-

olutions as Jl/, but being less

in diameter will convey a pro-

portionally less velocity to the

wheel C, with which it gears,

and which it consequently drives

with a speed diminished in the

ratio of the gearing pairs. Now
the wheel C, being fast on the

shaft, conveys through it to the

bevel-pinion D the same dimin-

ished speed, and this again to

the drill-spindle G G. This re-

duced speed may, of course, be
varied as before, by placing the

belt on one pulley or other of the speed-cone. Behind the pinion E there is a recess cast in the

framing, to allow "it to enter when the back-speed wheels are to be thrown out of gear; and it may

be rem'arked that this speed-gear is only required to be in action when the machine is employed in

boring holes of upward of an inch and a half in diameter. The wheel E' is cast with a long hollow

boss, which is turned, and fitted into a brass collar in the lower branch of the carrying-bracket, na

seen. As already observed, the drill-spindle passes through the wheel E, which thus_ serves as its

lower guide. The upper end of the spindle is at the same time guided in a collar similarly fitted

into the upper branch of the bracket at a, and is thus guided vertically in ascending and descending.

(In the drawings it is shown at the lowest limit of its travel.) To the top of the drill-spindle is

attached the back-weight H by a jointed lever and guide-link, which embraces the top of the spindle

and moves upon a vertical guide-rod, kept firm in its place by having its lower end held by a screw-

nut, in a socket cast in the Taracket, in the manner of a bolt, a ruff forged upon the lower end of the

rod answering to the head of the bolt. The drill-spindle is itself screwed toward the middle of its

length ; it is there embraced by two screw-wheels JJ, between which it turns, and which serve the

purpose of a nut to feed down the spindle in the operation of drilling.
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K is the table upon which the article to be bored rests, and to which it can be firmly held down
and adjusted by T-headed bolts and glands in the usual way, when thought necessary. The table, it

will be observed, is recessed and grooved to receive and retain the T-heads of the holding-bolts.

The table is itself supported upon the sole of the large carriage-bracket Z, which has a vertical slid-

ing motion, and is raised and depressed by means of a hand-crank applied at U. The table has a

double movement upon the sole of the carriage-bracket ; one movement is circular and the other is

in the direction of the length of the table. The feed of the tool during the operation of boring is

obtained, as before stated, by means of the two sci'ew-wheels .//, by an arrangement of parts which
forms the chief novelty of this machine. On the axes of these wheels are placed two pulleys, tlje

circumferences of which are embraced by the friction-collars 88. The bearings of the axis being

attached to the framing A Aoi the machine, it is obvious that, the machine being in motion, if the

pulleys be prevented from revolving, the wheels / J" will likewise remain at rest; but, the screwed

part of the drill-spindle revolving between them, they will act as a stationary nut, and cause the

spindle to descend through a space equal to
1045. one thread of its screw during every revolution.

Again, suppose the pulleys and wheels free, the

screw of the spindle, instead of descending, will

simply cause the wheels J/ to revolve on their

axes through a space equal to one tooth during
every revolution of the screw. Now, between
these extremes any amount of feed or downward
motion of the drill-spindle may be obtained by
simply retarding the motion of the wheels by
means of the friction-collars 8 8, which embrace
the small pulleys on their axes ; for the friction

of the collars being less than to prevent entirely

the motion of the wheels, and at the same time
greater than to allow a tooth to pass during a

revolution of the spindle, a downward motion of

the spindle must thus be produced equal to the

retardation of the pulleys produced by the fric-

tion-collars. Thus, any degree of feed can be
produced at pleasure by the contrivance of the

friction-collars.

Fig. 1045 represents a patent double-geared

vertical drill, made by Messrs. W. Sellers & Co.

of Philadelphia. This has a square column and
plain or compound tables, to be raised and low-

ered by a screw operated by pow'er. The table

is arranged to swing to one side. The knee-
carrying table is provided with a bearing to hold

the lower end of the boring bar. The drill-spin-

dle is countei'balanced with quick hand and vari-

able power feed, always in gear, but not inter-

fering with the rapid movement of the spindle

vertically by hand. The driving pulley is placed

on the spindle, so that when the back-gear is not

in use the spindle is driven by a belt only, pro-

ducing a particularly smooth motion for small

drilling. The cone-pulley is at the base of the

column, admitting ready change of speed. There
is a 45-inch vertical drill, 22^ inches from centre

of spindle to face of column, with cither plain or

compound table. This machine, for holes of 1^
inch and under in cast-iron, has its spindle driven

by belt only, but is provided with back-gear to be
used for heavier work. In an experiment with

small drills, the power feed was used in boring a
quarter-inch hole through 3 inches thickness of

wrought-iron successful!}', and in less time than
the same hole was made by a skillful workman feeding by hand.

Radial Drilling Mwhines.—A radial drilling machine by William B. Bement & Son of Philadel-

phia is illustrated in Fig. 1046. Upon the inner end of the radial arm is formed the sleeve A,
which is fitted upon the turned upper portion of the column B, so as to be rotated at will. It may
be tightened by the clamping-bolt C, a slot being cut for a few inches at its lower end to admit of

the necessary contraction. The cone and gearing at D are of the usual construction, the locking of

the cone to its shaft being effected by a sliding clutch within the cone, operated by the projecting

knob -E. A central vertical shaft, provided with suitable bearings in the column B, receives motion
from the cone-shaft, and transmits it to the upper horizontal shaft through mitre-gears, the upper
pair of which is seen at J^. The connection between the upper horizontal shaft and the drill-spindle

will be readily understood from the engraving. The hub of the bevel-gear / is extended through its

bearing, and gives vertical movement to the spindle through the spur-gear K, cone-pulleys i and 3f,

bevel-gears N, and worm and worm-wheel ; the last carrying a pinion which works in the rack V.
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The teeth of this rack are cut on the flatted side of a steel cylinder sliding vertically in a suitable

beariu"-. A rod rigidly attached to the spindle passes through its whole length, and has at its upper

end a collar and nuts for close vertical adjustment. The worm at is capable of a horizontal move-

ment sufficient to take it out of contact with the wheel ; the bearing just below it being arranged to

slide, and, as well as the lower

bearing iV, supported in a swivel.

This disengaging movement is

made by an eccentric at top of

the small vertical shaft, which

has at bottom the handle R with-

in convenient reach of the work-

man. The bevel-wheel at i\^ runs

loosely on its vei'tical shaft, but

can be caused to carry it by a

sliding clutch S, operated by an
internal rod ending in a knob be-

low the hand-wheel. The coun-

terweight T is cast on the outer

end of a lever, the inner end of

which is forked and jointed to

the two links U, one on each

side of the spindle ; the upper

ends of the links being jointed

to a small cross-head at top of

the rack F. By the hand-leverP
a quick and easy vertical move-

ment can be given to the spindle

when the worm is moved out

of gear by the handle R. When
the worm is in gear, a slow ver-

tical movement can be given the

spindle by the hand-wheel, while

by drawing the clutch S into

gear the downward feeding move-

ment becomes automatic. The
table H has positive stops for

its horizontal and perpendicular

positions, and can be securely

held in any intermediate one by
the clamping - bolts X. By a

pinion on the shaft Z, working

in teeth turned in the stem J, it

can be raised and lowered. It

can also be rotated as desired,

and clamped in any position by
the bolts Y. The planed and slotted base-plate G is for holding work too large for the small table.

Multiple Drilling Jiktchines.—Of this class of machines there are many designs, each adapted to its

particular purpose, which may be stated in general terms to be to drill a number of holes simulta-

neously. In machines employed for heavy work the spindles feed the diill through the work, while

for light work it is more convenient to feed the work to the drill, which may be done by a single

feeding motion to the table on which the work rests, instead of requiriug a feed-motion to each

spindle. In the machine shown in Fig. 1047, which is the design of the Pratt & Whitney Company of

Hartford, Conn., the driving-spindle stands vertical in the centre of the column, and is belted to the

four drill-spindles to drive them, the pulleys on the main spindle being marked from 1 to 4, and the

corresponding pulleys on the drill-spindle being similarly marked. By employing belt power, the

width apart of the spindles may be varied in case of necessity. The speed of the machine is varied

at the cone-pulley, the belt driving the main spindles D passing over pulleys B and C to and around

A. The table 2' is raised for the feed either by the handle H ov by the foot-treadle /, the weight of

the table being counterbalanced by the weight W.
Fig. 1048 represents an improved multiple drill of English construction. In this machine the

main driving-shaft is formed of a large steel screw. When more than ten spindles are employed,

this screw is cut with a right-hand thread for half its length, and with a left-hand thread for the

other half, to neutralize the end thrust. This screw engages with as many worm-pinions as there

are spindles to be driven. By keeping these pinions alternately above and below the centre line of

the driving-screw, the spindles may be adjusted to a pitch of 3J inches, although the pinions are

nearly 6 inches in diameter. The adjustment is made by hand, after slacking back the bolts which

hold the spindles in place. The pinions have feather-keys taking into grooves on the spindles, which

latter are fed up and down by screws working in nuts or worm-wheels, as shown. These worm-wheels

are driven by a screw by means of reversibie strap motion, which gives a slow feed and a quick re-

turn motion. Each screw is fitted at its upper part with a bush (provided with feather-key) encircled

by a friction-brake. When this brake is tightened by the handle shown, the screw is prevented from

revolving, and is worked up and down by the worm-wheel or nut. When the brake is released, the

screw is" free to revolve with this nut without rising or sinking; or it maybe raised or lowered.
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independently of the other spindles, by a removable hand-wheel fitted on a square at its upper end.

The lower ends of the spindles are bored out parallel, and the shanks of the drills are turned to an

exact fit, this being found to be the best method of insuring the truth of the drills. When this

system is adopted, no templating or centering of the holes is required, as every drill will start its

own hole with perfect accuracy. A one-sided cotter passes through the socket, and when driven up

tightens on a flat formed on one side of the drill-shank. A drill may thus be removed or inserted

without stopping the machine
A four-spindled drilling machine, designed to drill holes in the arc of any circle from 12 inches

radius up to a straight line, is represented in Fig. 1049. This machine is of special use for drilling

1050.

the flanges of flue-tubes when made with flanged or " Adarason " joints ; it will also drill the holes

in the edges of boiler-plates before they ai-e bent, either in a straight line or in the arc of a very

large circle, such as is required when a boiler is made with " following joints," where each ring of
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plates forms the frustum of a cone. The spindles are adjustable from 4 inches to 8 inches apart,

and the two outer spindles are adjustable at right angles to the main frame, so that all four will

coincide with the desired curve. The work is carried on a rising and falling table, which sinks low
enough to admit a cylinder 3 feet in length. There is a slot in the table to admit a stud carrying

1051.

1052.

cross-arms upon which the cylinder or flue section revolves, until drilled all around the flange. For
drilling plates a traversing apparatus is fitted to the table, as shown in the end view.

Traverse Drilling Machine.—In preparing links for bridge-work, it is advisable, in order to insure

accuracy in length, to bore the holes for the

pins in both ends at the same time. For
this purpose right- and left-hand boring ma-
chines are made, sliding on a solid bed, and
adjustable to or from each other, to suit the

required length of links. The drilling ma-
chines, as shown in Fig. 1050, are so placed

as to permit the links to be put in place from
one side, and, when done, passed out on the

other side of the machine. The driving is ef-

fected by horizontal belts passing over guide-

pulleys, and around a drum on the spindles.

The cutters used in this machine are kept
cool by water fed to them through the cen-

tre of the spindle. In the link-boring ma-
chine the two heads are united by bars of

wrought-iron, and can slide freely on the

cast-iron bed. The expansion of the wrought-
iron bai's, being the same as the expansion
of the link being bored, insures uniformity

in the length of the finished work.

Horizontal Drills.—The introduction of
small short-stroke engines for mining pur-

poses calling for some ready means of quar-

tering wheels with a crank-throw of only 5

inches, for engines of 10-inch stroke, the

horizontal drill (wheel-quartering machine)
represented in Fig. 1051 has been construct-

ed by Messrs. W. Sellers & Co., so as to

quarter from 5 inches to 13 inches radius of
crank, and to bore either for right- or left-

hand lead with equal accuracy. The boring,

spindles are outside of the wheels, and bore
both crank-holes at the same time, each spin-

dle being driven separately and provided with
adjustable automatic feed, so as to rough out
the holes with fine feed, but finish with a wide
feed and light cut. The wheels on their axle
are carried by their tread on adjustable shoes,

which hold them rigidly in jjlace, while the cen-

tres control position of axis only; this insures
stability. The machine may be used to advan-
tage as a horizontal drill for other purposes.

Portable Drilling Machines.—Fig. 1052 represents Thome's portable drilling machine, which is

especially adapted for drilling all pieces which are inconvenient to move, or which cannot be readily

adjusted under stationary drilling machines. It will drill at any angle, in any position, at any dis-

tance, and in any direction from the power. The driving apparatus" is so arranged that the round
belt which drives the machines passes through the centre of a hollow stud, enabling the power to be
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and handle on the arm. The arm can be ^^^3"^.^^^° P^
^^^^i^^.^.tton

'^^^^^ swings in

tangent wheel, thus providing delicate 'adjustments neveiy^^^^^^^^ i P
^^.^^ ^^^^^ ^^

a ball-and-socket bearing to any angle up to 30 fiom he ba e a ul P
^^^ ^^ ^^_^^^^ ^^^ ^^

s-tii-tiiSTpStr^ra^
::Si?»rie"bar T^ftdrotS: lrsX:;inrand%SLX (see also th^e Stow flexible

shaft drill, under Bits and Augers.)
_ ,i,,;iHnfr machines the power required to remove

Power Requiredfor Metal-DriUmg Machines -In ^^"
thnT. in Dlanln' machines This result is

a given weight of material has been found to be
^'.^fZ'}^l'^J^^^^ when the

du-e to the Mction of the shavings in the holes, an
jf-f^^^J^,^ tn'llId s the loss of power from

shavings are tough and the holes small,
f"^

^
;\ct in

"^^^^^^^^J"^^^ ^^^^- ^..^y be left entirely

this cause is so large that it has been found that t^^ethickae.s^^ tne ^o
^J^^ ^^^^^ ^^^

t^^^TZ::^^^^^^^ htiSg vafue^deUn. u^n the material treated. The

formula in fact may be of the form P= « +
f,
^ which a and B are the two coefficients, and d is

the diameter of the hole in inches. I^^the ca^ ^r^ ^^t^^,I:;tfo?S'^^
results of whose experiments we are ^^tins)

f
kes^^ °™^

volume thus reduced in cubic

reduced to shavings as t^ieumtof e«!^P™^^'
.?^f£^^^^^^ to holes from

inches per hour by q, we derive from }''
''^l^'^^J^t -^^^^^^ the horse-power required:

two-fifths of an inch to 2 inches diameter and about 2 mclieb citcp, r uc „
/ 0.00067 \

For cast-iron drilled dry, P = ? (
0.016S + -^j-

/ 0.0269\

For wrought-iron drilled with oil, P^q (^0.0168 + -^pj-

b. For drilling machines with gearing for the dy.";tP''', |:„ p- n ooo6«T+ 004«. horse-power.

.. For radial drilling machines -\thout intermediate geanngP-

^

0.004h. horse-

d. For radial drilling machines with intermediate gearing, P - 0.04 + O-OUUDH, +

^Tfor example, we have a machine of the construction ./, with n. = 120 and «. = 130, then P

will equal 0.632 horse-power.'^
r, • „„ .i;^t;nm,i«1ipd from drillino- consists in turning

BORING Machines. I. For Meta..-^c^^«^, as c^^ting^^^^^^
.

out annular holes to true dimensions, while the teim ^ii'"'^^
" '

independent of the bearing of

holes in solid material. In bor ng, tools are f^^^^ed by axial suppoitm^^^^^ ^^
their edges on the material; while in drilling, the cuting

^Jo^? ^ ^il^^'^jj^r^^^^^

from their contact with and bearing on the
^^tf/'ttv'l.eJ^oflin axial support for tools in bor-

of guiding and supporting ^1^^ -tting edge^ -d the dv,^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^ ^

ing, it becomes an operation by which the most
^'^^^^'^J

"",.., . machine-fitting are such that

a ^comparatively imperfect ope-t-n; yet the
01-^,^^^^^^ ,^^^^^^^ ^^^^.^^^

nearly all small holes can be drilled with s"*"^^_^
'^^'^''^.'^^nTiin^ the cutting movement, and in the

are stationary. „ ,, ^^ . „i,„„i- hnvino- on lathes • bar-boring when
Boring may be divided into three operations

_
as follows ""^"V^-X and bar-boring when a

a borinl-bar'runs on points or centres and is
fVV^l'fj'^X^^v^^^^

bar is supported in and fed through fixed bearings. Th^J^'^^^'^.^^
J'^' between these

each one being applicable to certain kinds ^^ ^^^^
,

/^^^"^.^^^^^^ wo k which is the best to

plans of boring, and can always determine from t^^^^^^'^^^^^j^^/' chuck-boring is employed in

adopt, has acquired considerable knowledge of fi"f
f
JPeTaUons.

'^^^^^.^^..^i^.^^^ed. As pieces

three 'cases: for holes of shallow depth taper
^^f^^.^ f^ ^f/^^^^Vo^^^^^^^^^^

the tools

are overhung in lathe-boring, there is no sufficient "gid^ty e her
«[ th^J^t^^^^P^j^

^f ^.^ing at any

to admit oAeep boring.
_
The tools being gmded in a U^^^^^^^

^^ =^^ ^J^
angle to the axis of rotation, the f^cihies for making tapered

^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^_

are stationary, and may be instantly adjusted, the
f^™^,™;^^,°'t\ccrtLt^^^^ crosS motions of the

threads-an operation corresponding to cutting
?^f^^Ij^^^^^fj/^ T̂r ^^^^^^^^^ on points or centres,

tool-slide are reversed. The second plan ^^ Coring by mean of a ba™™te p
^^^

one
wor
boring

= Engineering, xviii., 33S et seq.
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and when the bars can pass through the work. Machines arranged for this kind of boring can be
employed in turning or boring as occasion may require. When a tool is guided by turning on points,

the movement is perfect, and the straightness or parallelism of holes bored in this manner is depen-

dent only on the truth of the carriage movement. This plan of boring is employed for small steam-

cylinders, cylindrical valve-seats, and in cases where accuracy is essential. The third plan of boring,

with bars resting in bearings, is more extensively practised, and has the largest range of adaptation.

A feature of this plan of boring is that the form of the boring-bar, or any imperfection in its bear-

ings, is communicated to the work ; a want of straightness m the bar makes tapering holes. This,

of course, applies to cases where a bar is fed through fixed bearings placed at one or both ends of a

hole to be bored. If a boring-bar is bent, or out of truth between its bearings, the diameter of the

1058.

/ ^ I I '

hole, being governed by the extreme sweep of the cutters, is untrue to the same extent ; because, as

the cutters move along and come nearer to the bearings, the bar runs with more truth, forming a

tapering hole diminishing toward the rests or bearings. The same rule applies to some extent in

chuck-boring, the form of the lathe-spindle being communicated to holes bored ; but lathe-spindles

are presumed to be quite perfect compared with boring-bars.*

Seller's patent boring mill, represented in Fig. 1053, is a useful tool for boring only. It is adapted

to bore car-wheels up to 36 inches in the chuck on the face-plate, and will bore a wheel 6 feet in

diameter. It uses boring-bars with double-ended gib-cutters only, the bar being carried by a cross-

head below the table.

Bemenfs Boring Machine.—In the full-page illustration and in Figs. 1054 to 1058 is shown a boring

and turning machme designed and constructed by Messrs. W. B. Bement & Son of Philadelphia. The

1054 1055.

f^ Qr^

general design of this machine is that of two slide-rests operating upon one cross-slide, supported by

uprights similar to those in a planer, the work being chucked upon a horizontally rotating table

below. The slide-rests may be set at any desired angle to bore or turn taper or vertical. To perform

* From " Workshop Manipulatioc," by J. Kichards.
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those operations parallel, each head may self-act for the feed-motion cither parallel or horizontal to

the face of the face-plate or chuck-plate, or vertical or at an angle to the same, both slide-rests being

employed to either turn or bore simultaneously, or one to turn and the other to bore, according to

the requirements of the case. The face-plate being near to the ground facilitates the handling of

the work to chuck it ; and the plane of the face-plate being horizontal also assists that operation

;

while the bed-plate or framing supporting the table is from its compactness necessarily very rigid.

The details relating to the driving-gear, spindle, and face-plate will be best seen in the elevation,

Fi«- 1056 and plan. Fig. 1057, each of which is partially in section. The shaft A is driven by a

cone-pulley and back-gearing B, of the usual construction, through bevel-gears and a pmion, the

latter actuating an internal spur-wheel, which is bolted to the face-plate. It also, by means of bevel-

"•ears and cone-pulleys, gives motion to the feeding apparatus shown in Fig. 1054. The attachment

of the face-plate to the spindle is assisted by a broad flange and eight tightly-fitted bolts
_

Ihe

bushiu'T is fitted externally to the cylindrical opening bored in the centre of the bed-plate, and inter-

nally tS the conical bearing of the spindle, on which it is adjusted by bolts. The housing is rigidly

bolted to the bottom of the bed-plate, and is bored at its lower end to receive the step-bearing, which

is adjusted vertically by suitable bolts. The step C, which carries the entire revolving weight, con-

sists of two heavy disks, composed of a hard alloy of copper and tin, between which disks is inter-

1056.5^

posed a third one of steel hardened and afterward ground true. The upper disk is caused to revolve

with the spindle, and the lower one to remain stationary, the intermediate steel one being left en-

tirely free. The wearing surfaces of the bronze disks and the cylindrical surface of the spindle-

bearing have suitable grooves for distributing the lubricating oil, which is supplied through the pipe

I). Such boiinirs, etc., as may find their way into the interior of the spindle, are discharged clear of

the bearing by the openings over the inclined guards, and the lower end of the spindle is closed by a

plug, Fig. l058. The bed-plate is hollow and internally ribbed, as shown in the sectional part of

FigflOs'e, having the necessary openings in the bottom for the support of the cores required to

mould the same. Raised facings are planed to receive the uprights which carry the cross-slide.

An independent countershaft, having a backward and forward motion, drives the pulley A, Fig.

1054, and, through the bevel-gearing B B, the vertical screws in the hollow front portions of the

uprights by which the cross-slide is heightened and lowered at will, the nuts C C serving to secure

it when brought to the required position. On the inner end of the cone 3 is a worm driving the

worm-wheel. On the shaft of the latter are two opposite bevel-pinions, both of which mesh with

the bevel-wheel at the foot of the vertical splined shaft B. Both of these pinions are loose upon

their shafts or bearings, but either can be engaged by a clutch operated by the lever B; and since

the revolutions of these pinions are in opposite directions, it follows that the shaft D will revolve in

opposite directions according to which of the pinions is engaged by the clutch.
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At the right of the cross-slide are shown three pinions, the middle one of which (and through it

the other two) is driven by a spur-wheel, which receives motion from the splined shaft F through

the medium of bevel-gearing not shown, but which is can-ied in a frame bolted to the back of the

cross-slide. These pinions are also loose or free upon their respective shafts, but each is furnished

with a clutch, the lower and upper ones when engaged respectively actuating the screws for the

horizontal movement to the right or left for the tools, while the middle one when engaged actuates

the splined shaft F, which gives the vertical or angular motion to both tools. In the saddles G,

which move longitudinally on the cross-slide, are fitted the swivel-slides //, each secured in any
vertical or angular position by six bolts, the heads of which are in an annular T-groove provided in

the saddle. In the rear of each saddle is an arrangement of bevel-gears and clutch precisely similar

to that described as connected at the foot of the vertical splined shaft D. By it is' transmitted a

reversible motion from the horizontal splined shaft P to the projecting worm-shaft ; and the worm-
shaft H when engaged by the clutch / actuates a pinion meshing in a steel rack inserted in the tool-

slide J. It will be seen then that while one of the rests is feeding the tool either vertically, at an
angle, upward, or downward, the other rest may feed its tool in any direction. A crank K applied to

the outer end of the worm-shaft enables the operator to feed the tool-slide at any required rate by

1059.

hand, and when the clutch / is disengaged a rapid feed may be imparted by the hand-wheel L. The
cutting tool is held upon a hardened plate (secured to the front of the tool-slide at its lower end) by

the clamps M, which are so arranged that the tool-point may be adjusted in any position to suit the
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location of the dutv. The tool-slide has sufficient length and rigidity to carry a cut nearly 3 feet

below the level of the cross-slide, and hence its weight is sufficient to require a counterbalance capa-

ble of actin"' upon it efficiently in all its positions. For this purpose teeth are cut in one of its sides,

formin"- a rack in which meshes the pinion JV, the connection between the latter and the weight

bein'^ made through wire ropes. Each of the wheels Q and U is grooved spirally on its circum-

ference to receive the wire rope, and is of sufficient width to receive the greatest requisite quantity

without overlapping. Each of the weights consists of a number of separate pieces readily remov-

able, so that the weight may be varied as required, less being needed as the tool-slides are inclined

from the perpendicular.
_ ^ . j u ^u

Car- Wheel Boring Machine.—¥1%. 1059 represents a car-wheel boring machine constructed bj the

Putnam Machine Company of Fitchburg, Mass. A is the driving cone-pulley, the spindle to which

it is attached having bearings provided in the frame. At the end of this spindle is a pinion gearing

into the teeth shown beneath the table B, and by this means the table is caused to revolve. C C is

the borino'-bar, which is counterbalanced by the weighted lever B. The bearing of the bar C C at

that part of the frame through which it passes is made adjustable to fit the bar by the following

means : The front of the bearing is split along its entire length, and on each side of the slit are the

lut's shown ixi E E E E. Through these lugs pass bolts with nuts, so that by screwing up the

latter the bearing is closed to fit the spindle or boring-bar to the requisite degree. To afford a, ten-

sion upon the adjustment, and thus prevent the nuts from becoming unset, a piece of wood is in-

serted into the slit referred to, and against the resistance of the wood to compression,^ as well as of

the iron to being sprung, the nuts are tightened. By this means a delicate adjustment is readily ob-

tained. The link or bar i^is pivoted at each end to permit of a vertical motion to the bar C U. _A

vertical movement by hand may be given the bar C C by means of a rack upon its back, geared with

a pinion attached to the shaft to which the hand-wheel H is secured. Self-acting feed is given to the

bar by a spindle to which the gears A" are attached, and which is connected by a worm and wheel

movement to the pinion working in the rack at the back of the bar. M is an attachment containing

a slide and tool-post for the purpose of facing off the surfaces of the hubs. To enable the machine

to bore a taper hole, the following device is resorted to : The table B is composed of two disks bolted

toTCther the face of one of which is beveled slightly toward the outer edge. By adjusting the bolts

so'' that the beveled part of the face comes in contact with the other disk, the table is thrown out of

horizontal level, and hence a taper hole is bored. In order to prevent spring and insure steadiness

in the table when thus set, two screws pass through the elevated side of the upper table, their ends

coming in contact with the face of the lower one. The machine is provided with a crane to lift the

work, as shown.

Fig. 1060 represents a cross-section of Nasmyth's cylinder-boring machine, and J^ig. lObo a plan

showm"- its position in a corner of the building where it is placed. In these two views it will be

seen that the driving part of the machinery is situated below the ground-line on suitably strong

foundations, in which it is inclosed. These" parts are rendered accessible by the steps t, which are

found to be necessary in cases where the machinery is likely to get out of order, a precaution never

to be neglected. The two riggers k k receive their motion from the main shaft by means of a leather

strap : one of these runs loose on the shaft, and the strap is thrown on it when the machine is not at

work; this is done at pleasure with the greatest possible facility ; by a bevel-wheel and pniion,;, it is

then conveyed through the shaft i to the endless worm «,, working in a large worm-wheel o,_ which is

fixed on the great vertical boring-bar a, whereby a very easy motion is obtained, and all jerks are

avoided. It will be seen by the series of wheels in Fig. 1063 how much the speed of the boring-bar

is reduced. The shaft i is placed at an angle, and works in a bearing or plumber-block and a step A,

both of these being made of brass. The vertical bar is made in two parts, a and c, the upper one a

for carrying the cutter-head or boring-wheel r, while to the lower one is connected thednving ap-

paratus. They are coupled together by the upper one resting, as is shown in Fig. 1062, in a socket

on the top of the lower one ; a steel key I is then driven in, which entirely prevents it from turning.

The toe of the bar c rests in a step or socket shown in Fig. 1060 ; the entire weight of this bar and

its appendages is thrown on the hardened cast-steel disks s, which are constantly kept supphed with

oil Both extremities of the bar c are rendered adjustable to the greatest possible accuracy by means

of the small set-screws q q, Figs. 1062 and 1061, which, by being tightened, press against the conical

brass segments, the upper one forming part of the great base or floor-plate h, which is materially

strengthened by six strong ribs on its under side. The cross-beam ff
is well fitted to the sockets /,

built Into the wall of the building, where they are bolted by strong bolts. In the boring-bar a is a

deep socket ???, Fia-. 1060, which allows the bar to slide up and down by means of the screw p and

the nut I; upon the lower side of this socket is a flange m,upon which the cutter-head or wheel r

rests, receiving its motion from the bar by means of a nut, answering both the purpose of nut and

key. By the different arrangements of "the sun-and-planet motion of the wheels on the upper part

of the bar, any degree of motion can be given to the screw for the descent of the cutter-wheel.

After the evlinder has been once bored through, the cutter-wheel is raised by means of a small crane

and the chains. Fig. 1061 ; and by the peculiar arrangement of the nut / in the socket m, the cutter-

wheel can be drawn up the cylinder without turning the screw p, as it leaves the nut behind, which is

afterward screwed up, there being no other weight to raise but that of the nut. The cutters are then

set afresh to the new or finishing cut, after which the cylinder may be considered perfectly true.

The machine represented bv Fig. 1065 is, with few exceptions, the same as that last described,

designed for boring the cylinder in a vertical position, whereby numerous advantages are obtained.

The°motion is communicated by the driving-pulley c to a bevel-pinion working the bevel-wheel rfy

the shaft on which this wheel is'fixed has on its opposite end a worm for communicating the motion

throuiih the worm-wheel to the upright shaft / and boring-bar a, having on its circumference the

grooves a' in which the cutter-head is movable, sliding up and down according to the progress of the
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1061. 1060.

a Boring-bar.

h Foundation or base plate.

c Socket and lower part of upright
bar.

d Movable supports for carrying cyl-

inder to be bored.
« Clamps.

/ Socket for carrying the beam g.

32

g Cross-beam.
A Step or bearing for diiving-shaft

i Driving-shaft.

i Bevel-wheel and pinion.

k Driving riggers.

I Keys and nut.

m, Socket upon which the cutter-wheel
rests.

n Screw working in wheel o.

Screw-wheel.

y Screw for regulating dillliiig-Uar.

q Adjusting-screws,

r Boring-wheel.
s Steel disks or pivots.

t Steps.

« Tie bar.
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work ; yfc is a tool-carrier fixed to the cutter-head. The foundation plate h forms a bearing for the

upright shaft, the lower end of which rests in the step g, while the cylinder I is secured by the clamps

j j to the supports i i fixed to the foundation plate. These parts are in every respect similar to the

7

a Upright boring-bar.

b Outter-head working up and down
in tlie three Vs a'.

c Driving-pulleys fixed on shaft c'.

d Bevel-wheel and pinion for convey-
ing the motion at right angles.

e Worm-wheel.
/ Upright shaft for working boring-

bar.

g step for shaft.

h Foundation plate and boring-box
bearing tightened by conical pieces
and screws h.

i Supports for carrying the cylinder to

be bored.

j Clamps for fixing cylinder to sup-
ports i.

k Tool-carrier fixed to cutter-head.

I Cylinder being bored.
m Entablature for guiding the upper

part of bar, bolted to walls ni' by
bolts m".

n Rack and pinion for raising the cut-

ter-head, worked by spur-wheels
and pinions o.

Spur-wheels and pinions.

p Internal screw-wheel on the upper
part of cutter-head conveying the
self-acting raising motion to it, by
the trullion-wheel and spur-wheels
and pinions o.

q Side-slings which convey the eleva-

ting or cut-feeding motion from the
rack n down to the cutter-head b.

All revolves with the boring-bar
except the internal screw-wheel or
screwed hoop p. which is station-

ary, being bolted to the entabla-

ture.

boring machine shown in Fig. 1060, by which they are more fully described. Two strong piers of

masonry m! support the entablature m (for can-ying the self-acting apparatus for raising and lower-

ing the cutter-head J), to which it is bolted by strong holding-down bolts m" . This apparatus con-

sists of a rack n worked by a pinion, the motion being transmitted from a truUion-wheel through two
spur-wheels and pinions o. The whole of this upper machinery revolves with the boring-bar, with
the exception of the internal wheel or screwed hoop p ; the consequence of which is, the small trul-

lion-wheel is made to turn on its axis by the thread of the wheel p in which it works, and thereby

ultimately raises the cutter-head b, the two side-slings connecting it to the upper frame q' , to which
is fixed the rack n. This machine was made for the purpose of boring large cylinders, 10 feet in

diameter.

For boring in the lathe, and for power required for boring machinery, see Lathe.
II. For Wood.—Boring Machines.—The distinction previously noted between boring and drilling

is not followed with reference to this class of wood-working machines, the operation being always

termed boring. In the designing and arrangement of such machines, the main object to be observed

is adjustment of the material or of the augers so that they can be brought to different positions

with the least expenditure of time and effort. To consider the matter in a general way, we will

assume that a compound movement is required, transverse to and longitudinally with the timber.
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1066.

The longitudinal movement, being of long and indefinite range, is best accomplished by moving the
material

;
the transverse movement, on the contrary, being short and less used, is best accomplished

by a lateral adjustment of the spindle. The longitudinal adjustment, having to carry the wei"-ht
of the material, must be accom-

°

plished for the heavier class of

vfork by mechanism that will in-

crease the power of the operator

and diminish the motion so as to

secure accurate adjustment. The
lateral adjustment of the boring
tools should also be done by hand,
as no special power is needed to

perform it. For machines that

are arranged to bore holes on
one line only, the lateral motion
of the spindle becomes simply
an adjustment, as distinguished
from a continuous movement at
will. The spindle or table, when
" set," remains fixed during the
time of boring the holes in one
line.* Boring machines to oper-
ate screw-bits should run at from
1,000 to 2,000 revolutions per
minute, according to the kind of
wood or the size of the bits used.

In Fig. 1066 is shown a wood-
boring machine of English con-
struction. A is the driving-pul-

ley, which rotates the auger-spin-

dle £ by means of the bevel-

gears. The spindle is fed by
hand by depressing the lever C,

the link £> being provided to af-

ford a true vertical motion to

the spindle. E is a weight to

counterbalance the weight of the
handle C. The head carrying the

y/////////////////////:^'//////7^/'///-y/ ///'/ - /y'//:'/o-y///y/'////-

spindle and hand-lever traverses the slide shown by operating the hand-wheel W. The table sup-
porting the work travels upon the wheels, to facilitate the movement and adjustment of the work.
The horizontal boring machine shown in Fig. 1067 is of American design. The spindle A passes

1067.

and slides through the driving-pulley B. The forward spindle-bearing C traverses in a guide-slot
provided in the frame, and thus follows the movement of the spindle, affording it at all times equal

* J. Eichards's " Wood-working Machines."
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bearin'- support The spindle-feed is obtained by depressing the lever D, which operates the arm,

the latter beino- attached to the link F, which is pivoted at the end to the bearing C. The table is

adiustable for height by means of the hand-wheel W, which acts as a nut upon the table-spindle,

the latter bavin"' a feather-way to prevent its rotating with the wheel. The spindle has two speeds,
°

as shown by the stepped pulleys. The
1068. gauge G can be placed before or behind

the work, as circumstances may render

most desirable.

Fig. 1068 represents a radial horizon-

tal car-boring machine, designed by J. A.

Fay & Co. particularly for car and bridge

work, and for straight, angle, and end

boring. It is well known in car shops

that the holes in truck and body bolsters

for the truss-rods are among the most

difficult to be bored. This machine will

bore straight or angle holes without raov-

ing the timber, all the necessary adjust-

ments being made with the head and spin-

dle carriage. The boring-spindle has a

horizontal movement of 24 inches, allow-

ing holes to be bored to that depth. The

head or carriage has a horizontal move-

ment in planed sides in the frame, which

permits it to be brought close up to the

stuff when doing angle-work. The head

is raised and lowered by a hand-wheel,

geared to a screw of coarse pitch, by

which means the auger is brought to the

exact point desLi-ed without changing the

position of the timber. The belt is kept

at the proper tension by means of a

weighted pulley hung in a slack loop of the belt, which allows the boring-arbor to be moved either

up or down, or to any angle desired.
. , , , n ^ ft^^ t

Power Required for Wood-borinq Machines.—In drilling timber with holes from two-fafths ot an

inch to 4 inches diameter, and of depths up to 6 inches, Dr. Hartig's experiments give the following

values for P (power required), the symbol d representing diameter of hole in mches, and q denoting

the volume of material reduced to shavings in cubic inches per hour:

.000656\
^^"/
.001423\

d )'

.001495\

For example, if we suppose the case of a machine employed in drilling 2-inch holes in white beech,

and suppose 1,220 cubic inches of timber to be drilled away per hour, then the value of P will

= 1220 ("0.003442 + -2221^^ = 1220 X 0.0041895 = 5.11 H.P.

For drilling pine, P = q (o.000125

For drilling alder, P=q ('o.0004'72 +

For drilling white beech, P 003442 -1-

-)

If, then, such a machine requires 0.22 horse-power to drive it when empty, the total driving power

required when doing the above work will be 5.11 + .22 = 5.33 horse-power. Dr. Hartig gives this

example as illustrating the mistake frequently made in estimating the power required to drive tools
;

it bein<- as he remarks, not uncommon to find about H horse-power allowed for driving a wood,

boring machine of the size above dealt with, while at the same time a large and heavy planing ma-

chine for iron will be allowed perhaps 5 horse-power, although in the latter case it is but rarely that

more than 1 horse-power will be necessary.* J- '^'^- v'^ V^^^h

DRILLS, GRAIN. Sec Agricultural Machinery. ^ . . , ,1
DRILLS, METAL-BORING. A drill is, all things considered, the most effective tool employea

by the machinist ; for, while its cutting edges are necessarily of decidedly undesirable angles and

form, it sustains the very roughest of usage, and yet will bear more strain m proportion to its

strength than any other cutting tool. The reason of this is that it is supported by the metal upon

which it is operating, and is thus prevented from springing away from its duty. This support may

be of two kinds: first, that due to the wedge shape of the main cutting edges, one to the other;

and second, that to be derived from making the diameter of the drill parallel for some little dis-

tance behind the cutting edges, so that the sides of the drill, by contact with the sides of the hole,

serve to guide and support the tool. The latter, however, only comes into operation at and alter

such time as the drill has entered the metal sufficiently deep to form a recess of the full diameter ot

the drill The support given to the drill, in the instance first cited, arises from the tendency 01

either of the cutting edges to spring away from the cut, which is, of course, counterbalanced by t le

opposite cutting edge having the same tendency, but in an opposite direction, so that between tne

* See Engineering, xviii., 888 et seq.
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two the drill is held to a central position ; and also from the tendency of the drill-point to force
itself forward (by reason of the pressure behind it) as far into the cone formed by the end of the
hole as possible, as the end of the hole and the cutting end of the drill are two cones, one being
forced into the other. In a drill properly ground (that is, having its cutting edges at an equal angle
to the centre line of the length of the drill, and of an equal length from the centre of the drill
or point of junction of the cutting edges), both the cutting edges and the sides of the drill act as
supports and guides, tending to sustain it under the strain and keep it true. If, however the drill
is not ground true, the strain upon it becomes very great, because the whole force of the cut is then
placed upon one cutting edge only, and is continuously tending to thrust the point of the drill out-
ward from the centre of the hole being drilled, hence forming a hole larger in diameter than the
cutting part of the drill— that is to say, a hole whose diameter will be twice that of the radius of
the longest cutting edge of the drill, measured from the centre line of the length of the drill. If
under such conditions, one side of the drill bears against the sides of the hole, as shown in Fi"'!

1069, B being the metal and A the drill, there will be created two opposing forces, independent of
the strain necessary to sever the metal : one being the endeavor of the point of the drill to keep to
the centre of the hole, because of the conical shape of the end of the hole and point of the drill

;

and the other being the endeavor of the cutting edge to force the drill to one side and the point of
the drill out of the centre of the hole. And as the pressure of the side of the drill against the side
of the hole will tend to force the drill to revolve true with that side of the drill, so that the point
of the drill will revolve in a circle and not upon its own axis, the result will be a hole neither round,
straight, nor of any definite diameter, as compared to the diameter of the drill. Drills that are a
trifle too small for the required size are sometimes purposely ground a little out of true, so as to
cause the hole to be larger than the drill ; but the action of such drills is distorted, and it is impos-
sible to estimate exactly how much deviation is necessary to the required increase of diameter of the
hole. Part of the power driving the drill is lost, the loss being due to the presence of the above
opposing forces ; and the drilling operation is slow by reason of only one edge of the drill per-
forming any cutting. Hence, the feed of the drill being only half as rapid as it should be, it is an

1069. 1070.

unmechanical expedient and a loss of time, especially if the hole is to be drilled clear through the
metal ; for in that case, as soon as the point of the drill emerges through the metal, and is there-
fore released from its influence, the cutting edges will gradually adjust themselves to the hole, and
form the remainder of the hole to the size of the diameter of the drill, the hole, when finished, ap-
pearing as in Fig. 1070. Thus the end A of the hole will require to be filed out, entailing in all
more loss of time than would be required to make a drill of the proper diameter.
The importance, then, of taking especial pains to grind a drill true being apparent, we may next

consider how thick the point of the drill should be. It is here that the main defect of the drill as a
cutting tool lies ; for it is impossible to make the cutting edge across the centre of the drill (that is,

the cutting edge across the thickness of the drill, connecting the cutting edge of one side of the
drill to the cutting edge of the other side, as shown at A in Fig. lOYl) sufficiently keen to enable it

to enter the metal easily, without grinding the angles of the two cutting edges very acute, as shown
in the edge view of Fig. 1071 by the dotted lines, which would so weaken the cutting edges as to
cause them to break from the pressure of even the lightest feeding. The only alternative, then, is

to make the point of the drill as thin as is compatible with suffieient'strength ; and this will be found
to be of about the following proportions :

Diameter of Drill.
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The Twist-Drill, with cutting edges like those last described, is formed by cutting two spiral flutes

upon a cylindrical piece, as shown in Fig. 10*73. Twist-drills arc not of the same diameter from end

to end of the twist, but are slightly taper, diminishing toward the shank end. The taper is usually,

1071. 1072. 1073.

\ V J

however, so slight as to be of little consequence in actual practice. Neither are twist-drills round,

the diameter being eased away from a short distance behind the advance or cutting edge of the flute

backward to the next flute, as in Fig. 1074. The object of this is to give the sides of the drill as

much clearance as possible. The part of the circumference from A to B, on each side, is left of a full

circle, which maintains the diameter of the diill and steadies it in the hole. If, from excessive duty,

that part from A io B should wear away at the cutting end of the drill, leaving the corner of the

drill rounded, the drill must be ground sufficiently to cut away entirely the worn part ; otherwise it

will totally impair the value of the drill, causing it to grind against the metal, and no amount of

pressure will cause it to cut. To give these drills strength, the flutes are made shallower at and

toward the shank.

The chief advantage over other drills possessed by twist-drills is, that the cuttings can find free

egress, which effects a great saving of time ; for plain drills have to be frequently withdrawn from

the, hole to extract the cuttings, which would jam between the sides of the hole and the sides of the

drill, and the pressure will frequently become so great as to twist or break the shank of the drill,

especially in small holes. In point of fact, the advent of twist-drills has rendered the employment of

any other form for use in small holes (that is to say, from three-eighths of an inch downward) unadvi-

1074.
A
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1076. 107T.

lOSO.

1078 a.

1078 b.
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The Recentering Brill is represented in Fig. 1081. It is used for beginning a small hole in a flat-

bottomed cylindrical cavity, or else in rotation with the common piercing drill and half-round bit in

drilling small and very deep holes in the lathe.

TJic Countersink.—This tool is used for enlarging orifices. Fig. 1082 represents a taper counter-

sink, such as is employed for rivet-holes requiring to be flush or even with the surface of the riveted

plate. In tempering these tools, or any others having a pin or projection to serve as a guide in a
hole, the tool should be hardened right out from the end of the pin to about three-eighths of an inch

above the cutting edges. Then lower the temper of the metal (most at and near the cutting edges),

leaving the pin of a light straw color, which may be accomplished by pouring a little oil upon it

1081. 10S2. 1083.

h J±. A
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during the lowering or tempering process. The object of this is to preserve it as much as possible
from the wear due to its friction against the sides of the hole. For use on wrought-iron and steel,

this countersink (as also the pin-drill) may have the front face hollowed out.

For use on holes half an inch and less in diameter, we may use a countersink made by turning up
a cone, and filing upon it teeth similar to those upon a reamer, as shown in Fig. 1083 ; or we may
take the same turned cone and cut it away to half its diameter, similar to a half-round bit. Either
of these countersinks will cut true and smoothly, oil being applied when they are used upon steel or
wrought-iron. Common drills, ground to the requisite angle or cone, are sometimes used as counter-
sinks, but they are apt to cut central and uneven. For fine light work the pin-drill, with its cutting
edges either at right angles to the centre line of the pin or at such other angle as may be required,
forms the best countersink ; it should, however, have more than two cutting edges, so that they may
steady it. Fig. 1084 presents an excellent form of this tool, A being one of the four cutting edges.

It is formed by turning up the whole body, filing out the necessary four spaces between the cutters,

and backing the latter off at the ends only, so that the circumferential edges will not cut, and hence
the recesses or countersinks will be all of one diameter.
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T}ic Pin-Drill. This drill, Fig. 1085, has a pin projecting beyond and between its cutting edges,

as shown A A being the cutting edges. The use of this drill is to face off the metal round the

outside of holes the pin B fitting into the hole so as to steady the drill, and keep it true with the

hole. In making this tool, the pin B^ the edges C, and the ends forming the cutting edges A A,

should be turned up true in the lathe ; the backing oif may then be filed, leaving the cutting edges

A A with the turning marks barely effaced ; thus they will be sure to be true and at an equal height

from the end of the pin, so that both the cutting edges may operate. Eoberts's pin-drill, represented

in Flo's. 1086 and 1087, has two grooves in its stock at an angle of about 10^ with the axis, and

rather deeper behind than in front. Two steel cutters or nearly parallel blades, represented in

black, are laid in the grooves. They are fixed by the ring and two set-screws s s, and are advanced,

as they become worn away, by two adjusting screws a a (one of which only is shown) placed at an

1085.

i^^Z*—'

angle of 16" through the second ring, which for convenience of

construction is attached to the drill-shaft just beyond the square

tang whereby it is secured to the drilling machine. The object of

this contrivance is to retain the dimensions and angles of the tool.

Stock- Cutters.—These cutters are held in a stock or bar, as

shown in Fig. 1088, in which S is the stock and I) the cutter,

secured by the key K. It will be noted that the cutting edge B
stands in the rear of the line A, or fulcrum from which the springing takes place; hence, when the

tool springs, it will recede from the work C. To avoid springing, and for very large holes, the cutter

may be a short tool, held by a stout cross-bar carried by the stock ; but in any event the cutter

should be made as shown above. Cutters of a standard size, and intended to fit the pin-stock, should

be recessed to fit the end of the slot in the stock. In making these cutters, they should be first

fitted to the stock, and then turned up in the lathe, using the stock as a mandrel, the ends being then

backed off to form the cutting edges.

The use of this class of cutter-stock involves the boring of a hole to receive the pin P. To avoid

this, the tool shown in Fig. 1089 is employed. It consists of a stock A, to which are firmly bolted

1089. 10W.

1088.

the cutters B B. In A is provided the hole containing the spiral spring C, operating upon the

cylindrical centre, which is a sliding fit to the hole, and the point of which is forced into a centre-

punch mark made in the plate by the spring C. Thus the centre D serves as a guide^ to steady the

cutters and cause them to revolve in a true circle, so that the necessity of first drilling a hole, as

required in the employment of the form of stock shown in Fig. 1089, is obviated. The cutters are

broadest at the cutting edge, which is necessary to give the point clearance in the groove. They are

also made thinner behind at the taper part (that is to say, the part projecting below the stock) than

at the cutting edge, which is done to give the sides clearance. It is obvious that, with suitable cut-

ters, various-sized holes may be cut with one stock.

Equilibrium Tool.—Fig. 1090 is a section of McKay's equilibrium tool for drilling and boring tube-
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plates. The outer case is a hydraulic cylinder which is fitted into the drilling-machine spindle socket

;

it contains an annular ram carrying cutters, inside of which is a steadying pin, with a piston at its

upper end working in the cutter-ram. The cylinder is charged with soap and water, which forms the

equihbrium medium, and when the tool is at rest the annular or cutter ram is kept up by two springs,

one on each side, and the centre or steadying pin is full out. When at work, the action of the tool

is as follows : The centre-pin is placed into a centre-pop, marked out as the work to be done requires

;

immediately the feed is put on, the tool is driven on to the centre-pin, which causes the fluid to force

down the outer ram with cutters ; a perfect equilibrium is maintained during the process of drilling

by the fluid with which the tool is charged. When the hole is drilled, the springs draw up the cutter-

ram and force out the centre-pin ready for another hole. Another form contains three separate

rams : the centre ram is the steadying pin, and the two outer ones carry the cutters. The action of this

machine when at work is in every respect similar to the above, except that the cutters are indepen-

dent of each other, the three rams being all in equilibrium, and the cross-bars attached to springs on
either side draw in the cutters, and throw out the steadying pin when the tool has completed the hole

as above described. Among the advantages of this tool are stated to be saving of time and power.

In drilling, after the centre-pivot is entered into the centre-pop, no further attention is required for,

centering, as the cutters at once cut a narrow groove into the surface of the plate, and have only

the thickness of the plate to go through.

Bow-Drills.—The smallest holes are those required in watch-work, and the general form of the

drill is shown on a large scale in Fig. 1091 ; it is made of a piece of steel wire, which is tapered off

at one end, flattened with the hammer,

1091.

\r^

and then filed up in form. The reverse

end of the instrument is made into a
conical point, and is also hardened ; near

this end is attached a little brass sheave

for the line of the drill-bow, which in

watchmaking is sometimes a fine horse-

hair, stretched by a piece of whalebone of about the size of a goose's quill stripped of its feather.

The watchmaker holds most of his works in the fingers, both for fear of crushing them with the

table-vise, and also that he may the more sensibly feel his operations ; drilling is likewise performed

by him in the same manner. Having passed the bowstring around the pulley in a single loop (or with

a round turn), the centre of the drill is inserted in one of the small centre-holes in the sides of the

table-vise, and the point of the drill is placed in the mark or cavity made in the work by the centre-

punch ; the object is then pressed forward with the right hand, while the bow is moved with the left.

Clockmakers, and artisans in works of similar scale, fix the object in the tail-vise, and use drills

such as Fig. 1091, but often larger and longer; they are pressed forward by the chest, which is de-

fended from injury by the breastplate, namely, a piece of wood or metal about the size of the hand,

in the middle of which is a plate of steel, with centre-holes for the drill. The breastplate is some-

times strapped round the waist, but is more usually supported with the left hand, the fingers of which

are i-eady to catch the drill should it accidentally slip out of the centre. As the drill gets larger the

bow is proportionally increased in stiffness, and eventually becomes the half of a solid cone, about

an inch in diameter at the larger end and 30 inches long ; the catgut string is sometimes nearly an
eighth of an inch in diameter, or is replaced by a leather thong. The string is attached to the smaller

end of the bow by a loop and notch, much the same as in the archery-bow, and is passed through a

hole at the larger end, and made fast with a knot ; the surplus length is wound round the cane, and

the cord finally passes through a notch at the end, which prevents it from uncoiling. The compara-

tive feebleness of the drill-bow limits the size of the drills employed with it to about one-quarter of

an inch in diameter ; but as some of the tools used with the bow agree in kind with those of much
larger dimensions, it will be convenient to consider as one group the forms of the edges of those drills

which cut when moved in either direction.

Figs. 1092, 1093, and 1094 represent, of their largest sizes, the usual forms of drills proper for the

reciprocating motion of the drill-bow, because, their cutting edges being situated on the line of the

axis, and chamfered on each side, they cut, or rather scrape, with equal facility in both directions of

1092. io:)3. 1094. 1095. 1096. n?n.
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motion. Fig. 1092 is the ordinary double-cutting drill ; the two facets forming each edge meet at an
angle of about 50° to 70°, and the two edges forming the point meet at about 80° to 100° ; but watch-

makers, who constantly employ this kind of drill, sometimes make the end as obtuse as an angle of

about 120° ; the point does not then protrude through their thin works long before the completion

of the hole. Fig. 1093, with two circular chamfers, bores cast-iron more rapidly than any other re-

ciprocating drill, but it requires an entry to be first made with a pointed drill ; by some, this kind is
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also preferred for wrought-iron and steel. The flat-ended drill, Fig. 1094, is used for flattening the

bottoms of holes. Fig. 1095 is a duplex expanding drill, used by cutlers for inlaying the little plates

of metal in knife-handles ; the ends are drawn full size. Fig. 1096 is also a double-cutting drill ; the

cylindrical wire is filed to the diametrical line, and the end is formed with two facets. This tool has

the advantage of retaining the same diameter when it is sharpened ; it is sometimes called the Swiss

drill, and was employed by M. Le Eivi^re for making the numerous small holes in the delicate punch-

ing machinery for manufacturing perforated sheets of metal and pasteboard. These drills are some-

times made either semicircular or flat at the extremity ; they are commonly employed in the lathe.

The square countersink. Fig. 1097, is also used with the drill-bow ; it is made cylindrical, and pierced

for the reception of a small central pin, after which it is sharpened to a chisel-edge, as shown. This

countersink is in some measure a diminutive of the pin-drills, and occasionally circular collars are

fitted on the pin for its temporary enlargement, or around the larger part to serve as a stop, and limit

the depth to which the countersink is allowed to penetrate, for inlaying the heads of screws. The pin

is removed when the instrument is sharpened. Steel bows are also occasionally used ; these are made
something like a fencing foil, but with a hook at the end for the knot or loop of the cord, and with a

ferrule or a ratchet, around which the spare cord is wound. Some variations also are made in the

sheaves of the large drills. Sometimes they are cylindrical with a fillet at each end ; this is desirable,

as the cord necessarily lies on the sheave at an angle, in fact in the path of a screw ; it pursues that

path, and with the reciprocation of the drill-bow the cord traverses, or screws backward and forward

upon the sheave, but is prevented from sliding off by the fillet. Occasionally, indeed, the cylindrical

sheave is cut with a screw coarse enough to receive the cord, which may then make three or four coils

for increased purchase, and have its natural screw-like run without any fretting whatever; but this

1098. 1101. r\
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is only desirable when the holes are large and the drill is almost constantly used, as it is tedious to

wind on the cord for each individual hole. The structure of the bows, breastplates, and pulleys,

although often varied, is sufficiently familiar to be understood without figures. When the shaft of

the drill is moderately long, the workman can readily observe if the drill is square with the work as

regards the horizontal plane ; and to remove the necessity for the observation of an assistant as to

the vertical plane, a trifling weight is sometimes suspended from the drill-shaft by a metal ring or

hook ; the joggling motion shifts the weight to the lower extremity: the tool is only horizontal when
the weight remains central.

Drill-Stocks.—The necessity for repeating the shaft and pulley of the drill is avoided by the employ-

ment of holders of various kinds, or drill-stocks, which serve to carry any required number of drill-

points. The most simple of the drill-stocks is shown in Fig. 1098 ; it has the centre and pulley of

the ordinary drill, but the opposite end is pierced with a nearly cylindrical hole, just at the inner

extremity of which a diametrical notch is filed. The drill is shown separately at a ; its shank is

made cylindrical, or exactly to fit the hole, and a short portion is nicked down also to the diametrical

line, so as to slide into the gap in the drill-stock, by which the drill is prevented from revolving; the

end serves also as an abutment whereby it may be thrust out with a lever. Sometimes a diametrical

transverse mortise, narrower than the hole, is made through the drill-stock, and the drill is nicked in

on both sides. The cylindrical hole of Fig. 1098 should be continued to the bottom of the notch, the

end of the drill should be filed off obliquely, and it should be prevented from rotating by a pin in-

serted through the cylindrical hole parallel with the notch ; the taper end of the drill would then

wedge fast beneath the pin.

Drills are also frequently used in the (lrillii\c/-latJie ; this is a miniature lathe-head, the frame of

which is fixed in the table-vise ; the mandrel is pierced for the drills, and has a pulley for the bow,

therein resembling Fig. 1099, except that it is used as a fixture.
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Fig. 1099 represents one variety of another common form of drill-stock, in which the revolving

spindle is fitted in a handle, so that it may be held in any position, without the necessity for the breast-

plate ; the handle is hollowed out to serve for containing the drills, and is fluted to assist the grasp.

Fio". 1 100 represents the socket of a " universal drill-slock,^'' invented by Sir John Kobinson ; it is

pierced with a hole as large as the largest of the wires of which the drills are formed, and the hole

terminates in an acute hollow cone. The end of the drill-stock is tapped with two holes, placed on a

diameter ; the one screw, a, is of a very fine thread, and has at the end two shallow diametrical

notches ; the other, 6, is of a coarser thread and quite flat at the extremity. The wire drill is placed

ao-ainst the bottom of the hole, and allowed to lean against the adjusting screw a ; and if the drill be

not central, this screw is moved one or several quarter turns, until it is adjusted for centrality, after

which the tool is strongly fixed by the plain set-screw h.

Fig. 1101 will serve to show the general character of various forms of apparatus to be used for

supplying the pressure in drilling holes with hand-braces. It consists of a cylindrical bar «, upon

which the horizontal rectangular rod b is fitted with a socket, so that it may be fixed at any height,

or in any angular position, by the set-screw c. Upon b slides a socket, which is fixed at all distances

from a by its set-screw d ; and lastly, this socket has a long vertical screw <?, by which the brace is

thrust into the work. The object to be drilled having been placed level, either upon the ground, on

trestles, on the work-bench, or in the vise, according to circumstances, the screws c and d are loosened,

and the brace is put in position for work. The perpendicularity of the brace is then examined with

a plumb-line, applied in two positions (the eye being first directed as it were along the north and

south line, and then along the east and west), after which the whole is made fast by the screws c and

d. One hole having been drilled, the socket and screws present great facility in readjusting the in-

strument for subsequent holes, without the necessity for shifting the work, which would generally be

attended with more trouble than altering the drill-frame by its screws. Sometimes the rod a is rec-

tangular, and extends from the floor to the ceiling ; it then traverses in fixed sockets, the lower of

which has a set-screw for retaining any required position. In the tool represented, the rod a termi-

nates in a cast-iron base, by which it may be grasped in the tail-vise, or when required it may be fixed

upon the bench. In this case the nut on a is unscrewed ; the cast-iron plate, when reversed and placed

on the bench, serves as a pedestal ; the stem is passed through a hole in the bench, and the nut and

washer, when screwed on the stem beneath, secure all very strongly together. Even in establishments

where the most complete drilling machines driven by power are at hand, modifications of the press-drill

are among the indispensable tools ; many are contrived with screws and clamps, by which they are

attached directly to such works as are sulficiently large and massive to serve as a foundation.

Various useful drilling tools for engineering works are fitted with left-hand screws, the unwinding

of which elongates the tools ; so that for these instruments, which supply their own pressure, it is

only necessary to find a solid support for the centre. They apply very readily in drilling holes

within boxes and panels, and the abutment is often similarly provided by projecting parts of the

castings ; or otherwise the fixed support is derived from the wall or ceiling, by aid of props ar-

ranged in the most convenient manner that presents itself.

Fig. ] 102 is the common brace, which only differs from that in Fig. 1101 in the left-hand screw;

a right-hand screw would be unwound in the act of drilling a hole when the brace is moved round

in the usual direction, which agrees with the path of a left-hand screw. The cutting motion pro-

duces no change in the length of the instrument, and the screw, being held at rest for a moment
durinif the revolution, sets in the cut ; but toward the last the feed is discontinued, as the elasticity

of the brace and work suffices for the reduced pressure required when the drill is nearly through,

and sometimes the screw is unwound still more to reduce it.

The lever-drill, Fig. 1103, differs from the brace-drill in many respects; it is much stronger, and

applicable to larger holes ; the drill-socket is sufficiently long to be cut into the left-hand screw, and

1105.

1102.
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the piece serving as the screwed nut is a loop terminating in the centre point. The increased length

of the lever gives much greater purchase than in the crank-form brace, and in addition the_ lever-

brace may be applied close against a surface where the crank-brace cannot be turned round ;
in this

case the lever is only moved a half circle at a time, and is then slid through for a new purchase, or
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sometimes a spanner or wrench is applied directly upon the square drill-socket. The same end is

more conveniently fulfilled by the ratchet-drill, Fig. 1104, apparently derived from the last; it is

made by cutting ratchet-teeth in the drill-shaft, or putting on the ratchet as a separate piece, and

fixin"- a pawl or detent to the handle ; the latter may then be moved backward to gather up the

teeth and forward to thrust round the tool, with less delay than the lever in Fig. 1103, and with the

same power, the two being of equal length. This tool is also peculiarly applicable to reaching into

angles and places in which neither the crank-form brace nor the lever-drill will apply." Fig. 1105

is used for lengthening drills, and is simply a bar having at one end a socket for the drill and at the

1107
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Other a tang to fit the brace. Fig. 1106, the rafchet-lever, in part resembles the ratchet-drill-, but the

pressure-screw of the latter instrument must be sought in some of the other contrivances referred to,

as the ratchet-lever has simply a square aperture to fit on the tang of the drill d, which latter must

be pressed forward by other means. Fig. 1107 exhibits the construction of the ratchet-drill more in

detail, i^i^ being the ratchet.

In Fig. 1108 is shown a simple form of breast-drill, the construction of which is obvious from the

engraving. Fig. 1109 represents a hand-drilling machine designed for attachment to a wall or post.

A is the feed-wheel, and £ the crank whereby tlie drill is rotated. A useful combination of drill and

vise is shown in Fig. 1110. In Figs. 1111 and 1112 is represented a simple drill in which the spin-

dle is driven by a pair of bevel-pinions ; the one is attached to the axis of the vertical fly-wheel, the

1112.

other to the drill-shaft, which is depressed by a screw moved by a

small hand-wheel. Sometimes, as in the lathe, the drilling-spindle

revolves without endlong motion, and the table is raised by a treadle

or by a hand-lever ; but more generally the drill-shaft is cylindrical

and revolves in, and also slides through, fixed cylindrical bearings.

The drill-spindle is then depressed in a variety of ways ; sometimes by a simple lever, at other times

by a treadle which either lowers the shaft only one single sweep, or by a ratchet that brings it down

by several small successive steps through a greater distance; and mostly a counterpoise weight

restores the parts to their first position when the hand or foot is removed. Friction-clutches, trains

of differential wheels, and other modes, are also used in depressing the drill spindle, or in elevating

the table by self-acting motion. Frequently also the platform admits of an adjustment independent

of that of the spindle, for the sake of admitting larger pieces ; the horizontal position of the platform

is then retained by a slide, to which a rack and pinion movement, or an elevating screw, is added.

Fig. 1113 represents a quick-speed hand-drill designed for light drilling in wood or metal. Its

chief parts are a flj'-whcel carrying the drill, and a pulley spring and clutch mechanism, all of which

revolve loosely on a spindle held stationary by a handle. The action is as follows : By drawing

with one hand a string wound around the drum, the latter and the clutch, together with the fly-wheel
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and drill, are set in motion at a certain speed. At the same time the spring attached to the drum
is tightened. As soon as the tension of the hand holding the string is relaxed, the movement of the

pulley is reversed, taking up the slack at the same time. The fly-wheel and the drill do not, how-
ever, take part in the reversal of the motion, owing to the action of

the clutch. A continuous revolving movement in one direction is
1113.

thus insured for the drill, the speed varying from 500 to 1,000 revo-

lutions per minute.

Drilling Square Holes.—Mr. Julius Hall of London has devised

an ingenious method of drilling a square hole by a rotary drill.

For this purpose a three-sided drill is used, either flat or fluted, hav-

ing its bottom or cutting edges perfectly flat, and three in number,
each cutting edge extending from one of the outer corners to the

centre of the triangle. The drill is held in a specially constructed

chuck, so made as to allow the tool to have some horizontal travel,

or, in plain terms, to allow it to " wobble." The horizontal travel

or play is proportionate to the size of the hole to be drilled. Near
to the lower end or cutting edges of the drill is fixed rigidly a metal
guide-bar or plate. The guide-bar is provided with a square hole

similar to the hole it is required to drill, the dimensions of the three

sides of the drill being such that the distance from the base to the

apex of the triangle which such three sides form is the same as of

the sides of the square holes it is required to drill. The method
of operation is as follows : The three-sided drill being fixed in the

self-adjusting chuck, the guide-bar with tlie square guide-hole there-

in rigidly fixed above the point where it is required to drill, the

drilling-spindle carrying the chuck-drill is made to revolve, and is

screwed or pressed downward, upon which the drill works down-
ward through the square guide-hole, and drills holes similar in size

and form to that in the guide. The triangular drill may also be
used in any ordinary chuck, when the substance operated upon is not

very heavy nor stationary ; then, instead of the lateral movement of the drill obtained as described,

such lateral movement will be communicated to the drill by the substance operated upon. (See
" Wrinkles and Recipes," New York, 1878, and Scientific American., xxxix., 311.) J. R. (in part).

DRIVE-WELL. See Well-boring.
DRYER. See Sugar Machinery.
DRYING MACHINE. See Paper-making.
DYNAMICS, properly speaking, is the science which treats of forces in the abstract ; but in an

extended sense it is defined as the science which treats of the movement of bodies, and of the laws
of the forces which produce the movement. The latter, however, is properly the definition of kinet-

ics, but we shall use the former in its extended sense. This science was founded by Galileo, and
had its birth in the establishment of the principle of accelerating forces. Sir Isaac Newton stated

its fundamental principles in the form of three laws

:

Fdndamental Laws.— 1. Every body continues in a state of rest or of urdform motion in a sfraigJit

line, unless acted on by a force which comjxls a change. This law expresses the fact that matter is

inert and perfectly passive ; that it cannot of itself change its position of rest or condition of mo-
tion ; and that every change is due to an adequate cause. It has been determined that the molecules
of a body may be in a state of rapid motion in reference to each other, while the body as a whole
is considered at rest. It is necessary, therefore, to consider the term body as applicable to a mere
particle, unless otherwise stated. By a particle we mean the smallest conceivable portion of a body.

2. Change of motion is proportional to the acting force, and takes place in the direction in which
the force acts. The term motion here includes all the elements of the body which enter into the
motion, and hence involves both the mass and velocity ; but these jointly are called the momentum of
the body ; hence the law should read : The change of momentum of a body is proportional to the
acting force. This change, then, is recognized as a measure of the cause which produces the
change. It is the first principle upon which analysis is founded. If a body at rest be acted upon
by a single force, it is evident that its line of motion must coincide with the line of action of the
force ; but if a body be in motion, a force which acts at an angle with the line of motion will deflect

the body from that line, but the resultant motion will not generally coincide with the line of action
of the force. The effect, however, will be in the direction of action, that is, in a line parallel to
the action of the force. Thus, if a body be moving southerly in the plane of a meridian, and a
force acts upon it in a due easterly direction, the resulting motion of the body will not be due cast,

but its deviation from the plane of the meridian will be just as much to the east of that plane
as if the body had been at rest when the force acted. Lagrange states this principle thus :

" If dif-

ferent movements be impressed upon a body at the same time, the body at each instant will be
found in the same place where it would be if all the movements were combined." Newton by means
of this law established the parallelogram of forces. To illustrate : If a body describe the side of a
polygon (Fig. 1114) with a uniform velocity of Vi in one second, and then be brought to rest; and
the side F, in the same time, and then be brought to rest ; and V^ and finally V^ in the same man-
ner ; if now it were possible for these movements to take place at the same time, the body would be
found at Vi at the end of one second ; and if all these movements be impressed upon the body at

the same time, it will move over the side V in one second. The acting force is the resultant of all

the forces acting upon a body at any instant. This law fully stated would read : An acting force is

one which produces a change in the velocity of a body, and is proportional to the rate of change of
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the Biomentum produced in the body ; its effect will be parallel to its line of action, and be indepen-

dent of the state of the body in regard to rest or motion at the time of action of the force.

3. Action and reaction are equal, but in contrary directions. Newton gave three illustrations of

this' law, as follows: 1. If one presses a stone with his finger, his finger is also pressed by the stone.

2. If a horse draws a load, the horse is drawn backward, so to speak, equally toward the load. 3.

If one body impinges upon another and changes the motion (momentum) of the other body, its own

motion experiences an equal change in the opposite direction. These illustrations, if unaccompanied

by explanations, are liable to mislead. Thus, if the load draws the horse back as much as the horse

draws the load, there will be equilibrium, and no motion will result from the effort. So in

regard to the first illustration, the question arises, how can a stone or other inert body exert^ any

force ? An erroneous view of the law will result if we consider the action as produced by a single

body, or, generally, as an action within the bodies. The action is really betioecn bodies. At least two

bodies are always involved in an action, and a force never acts upon a single body only. When a

ball is fired from a gun, the force of the powder acts equally against the ball and the gun. Attrac-

tion always exists between two or more bodies at the same time, and never acts upon one body only.

If the action of the force be in one direction in reference to one body, it will be in exactly the con-

trary direction in reference to the other body ; and if in one direction it is called an action, then in

the opposite direction it is called a reaction. Action and reaction are precisely the same things in a

' mechanical sense ; they are simply two names for designating the contrary actions of the same force.

It is the force which acts equally in contrary directions, and not the bodies. Thus, when the horse

draws a load, an action is induced between the breast of the horse and the collar against which he

presses, and to maintain the pressure the horse pushes against the earth. The horse and load move
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in one direction, and the earth moves a corresponding amount in the opposite direction ; the action

and reaction of the force between the horse and his harness are equal and opposite ; also the force

between the foot of the horse and the earth are equal and opposite. When the action is of sufficient

intensity to move the load in one direction, something, though it be the earth, must move in the other

direction. The law therefore ought to read : Every force acts upon two or more bodies at the same

time, and i{s intensity is equal in contrary directions. This corresponds to the great modern doc-

trine of energy, which will be found discussed further on.

Illustrations.— 1. If two boats of equal size, resting upon still water, are connected by a rope, and

a man in one boat pulls on the rope with a force of 100 lbs., the boats will approach each other with

equal velocities. And if a man in the other boat pulls on the same rope with a force of 100 lbs.,

they will not approach each other any faster. They will meet at a point midway between the boats.

2. if several spring-balances are attached end to end, and a man pulls at one end with a force of 50

lbs., each of the balances will indicate 50 lbs. if they are all accurate. 3. If two men pull at the ends

of a rope in opposite directions, each with a force of 50 lbs., the tension of the rope is 50 lbs. and

not 100 lbs. ; for the action of one is the reaction of the other. 4. If a ball fired from a gun were

as heavy as the gun, the gun would fly in one direction as fast as the ball went in the opposite direc-

tion ; and if the ball were heavier than the gun, the gun would be shot away from the ball, so to

speak, instead of the ball away from the gun.

The subject of motion may be considered independently of any cause producing it. A^ hen thus

treated, it is called kinemedies, or the science of pure motion.

Velocity is rate of motion. The term rede implies a comparison with some unit chosen as a

standard. In regard to motion, the unit of reference is time, and may be a second, minute, hour,

day, year, or century. In financial matters, the unit may be a dollar, or the English pound sterling,

as when we speak of rate of interest, rate of exchange ; and in other commercial matters we have

rates of transportation, etc. Velocity is uniform when the body passes over equal successive por-

tions of space in equal times, and in all other cases it is variable. In the definition for uniform

velocity, it must be understood that the equal portions of space may be chosen arbitrarily. In

periodic motion, in which the motion is repeated, like that of the vibrations of a pendulum, the

times cf successive vibrations may be equal, but the velocity along the path may constantly vary.

If the velocity be uniform, it is measured by the space over which the body moves in a unit of

time ; so that'll the body moves over the space (s) in a given time (/), we have for its velocity (y),

v=^; or uniform velocity is found hy dividing the space passed ovo- by the time. If the velocity be
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variable, it is measured by the space over which the body would pass in a unit of time if it moved
with the velocity which it had at the instant considered. Most of the investigations in regard to

variable velocity are best made by means of the calculus, but it may be determined to any degree of

approximation by finding the space passed over in a very small portion of time. We have generally

variable velocity equal to infinitesimal space divided by corresponding infinitesimal time. When the

velocity varies at a uniform rate, it may easily be determined if the velocity at any two instants be
known. Thus, suppose that a body starts from rest, and moves with a uniformly increasing velocity,

acquiring a velocity Vi at the end of the first second (Fig. 1115); then will the velocity at the end
of two seconds be 2 Wi, at the end of three seconds be 3 Wi, and so on; and hence, at the end of t

seconds the velocity would be t Vi: In other words, the velocity at the end of a given number of sec-

onds ivill equal the velocity at the end of the first second multiplied by the number of seconds.

Angular velocity is rate of angular movement. If the path of a body be a circle and the velocity

uniform, the angular velocity will be the quotient arising from dividing the actual velocity by the

radius of the circular path. The result may be i-educed to degrees if desirable, but in this case it

will generally be better to find it directly in that form.

Examples.— 1. Required the angular velocity of the earth in its rotation on its axis. The earth turns

on its axis once in 24 hours, that is, in that time it turns through 360^ ; in one hour its angular velocity

is o60°-r-24= 15° ; and for one minute it is 15°-7-60=15' ; and for one second it is 15'-r-60=15".
2. The angular velocity of a fly-wheel whose radius is 5 feet is 1000° per second : what will be the

actual velocity of a point on the circumference ? The wheel will turn around
';j"o"ij''

= 2§ times in a
second. The circumference will be 10 x 3.1416 = 81.416 feet; hence the velocity will be 2^- x
31.416 = 87.26 feet per second.

If the motion be not along a circular path, and the velocity is variable, we must find the angular
velocity for an instant. This is best done by the use of the calculus, and for the demonstration the
reader is referred to the treatises noted at the end of this article.

the acceleration be increasing, it is consideredAcceleration is the rate of change of velocity. If

positive; if decreasino negative. If the velocity increase at a uniform rate, the acceleration will
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be measured by the increase of the velocity for a unit of time. The unit is understood to be one
second unless otherwise stated. If the acceleration be variable, it will be measured by the amount
by which the velocity would be increased (or decreased) in a unit of time if the rate of increase had
continued the same as at the instant considered. This principle is fundamental in this science ; so
much so, that dynamics has been defined as the science of accelerations. To find the velocity {v)

of a uniformly accelerated body at the end of a given time (<), we have only to multiply the time by
the acceleration (/) for one second, or «=/<. Example: Required the velocity of a body starting

from rest, which is uniformly accelerated at the rate of 2 feet per second, at the end of 5 seconds.

«;=2 X 5= 10 feet per second. To find the space (s) passed over in a given time (("), multiply
the time by one-half the velocity corresponding, or s= J y<. Example: Required the space passed
over by a body, which is uniformly accelerated at the rate of 2 feet per
second, in 5 seconds. From the preceding example the velocity at the
end of 5 seconds is 10 feet; then s = ^xlOx5 = 25 feet.

Falling Bodies.—Recognizing, as we now do, that bodies fall to the

earth on account of the action of the force of gravity, and that within
small distances from the surface of the earth the force is constant, we
may deduce the laws of falling bodies directly. Galileo rather assumed
than demonstrated that Nature would seek the simplest mode of action,

and that the simplest law was that in which the variation of the velocity

is uniform. The assumption was correct, and by means of it the laws were
deduced. The principle of " Attwood's machine " for this purpose consists

in counteracting a portion of the gravitating power of a body by the gravi-

tating power of a smaller body ; so that the absolute velocity and the
spaces passed through shall be less than in the case of bodies descending
freely, while, as the force is constant, the same ratio of progression will

hold in both cases. Fig. 1116 represents the machine, a « a is a triangu-

lar frame upon three movable legs ; 6, a small platform suspended from
it by a universal joint c c, and supporting two upright standards d d, in

which the axis of a light brass wheel e revolves with very little friction.

Over a groove in the periphery of the wheel passes a very light and pli-

able silk thread, from the ends of which hang two equal weights/;/. Into
the under side of b is screwed a square rod h, descending to the floor, to

which it is secured in a perpendicular position by small pins passing through
holes in the claws i i : on the face of the rod is a scale of inches ; k is a
brass guide, fixed at the upper part of the rod /;, so that when the top of
the weight g touches the lower side of k, the under side of ^ is on a level

with the top, or commencement of the scale ; Hs a small stage, movable
along the rod h, and having a hole in it sufficiently large for the weight g
to pass : on one side is a tightening-screw m ; n is another movable stage,

fitted with a tightening-screw o, as also a fork p, turning upon a hinge.
The experiment is conducted as follows : A small circular weight is placed
upon g, which is pulled up to the top of the scale, and the stage n is

screwed to the rod h, on a level with the lower part of the weight /, which is held down upon it by
the fork p. Upon releasing / from the fork, the weight g descends with a slow but gradually accel-

erated motion, and the number of inches the weight has descended at each successive beat of a pen-
dulum (suspended from another triangle) is observed upon the scale ; and if the additional weight be
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such as to cause g to descend through 3 inches in the first second, then it will cause it to descend

through 1 foot in 2 seconds, and through <6\ feet in 5 seconds. It will be observed that the spaces

vary as the squares of the times; thus, in 2 seconds the space is 8 x 2" = 12 inches = 1 foot; in

5 seconds the space is 3 x 5^ = 75 inches =: 6|- feet. If the additional weight be removed, and a

small bar of equal weight, but of a length exceeding the diameter of the hole in /, be placed upon

ff, and the stage I be set at any division of the scale at which the weight would arrive at the end

of any number of seconds, the stage will intercept the bar in its descent, and the weight will con-

tinue to descend with the velocity it had acquired upon reaching I. Thus, if the velocity at the

end of the second second be 2 feet, in which case the weight would have descended 1 foot in that

time, if the stage be set at 1 foot upon the scale, it will intercept the bar at the end of the second

second, and the weight g will move with a uniform velocity of 2 feet per second through the remain-

ing portion of its descent. If it is required to illustrate the case of retarded motion, the small

circular weight is placed upon the weight y, and a smaller weight upon the weight /' so that g will

still descend ; but as soon as the stage / intercepts the bar with the small weight upon it,/ becomes

the heaviest, and g will descend with a velocity decreasing as the squares of the times, counted from

the time of g passing the stage I.

By direct experiment it may be shown that the velocity of a falling body in vacuo at the end of

one second is about 32^^ feet per second, usually represented by the symbol /// and this is the accel-

eration required. It is not, however, the same at all places on the earth : it will be greater at or

near the poles, and less at the equator ; it will be less on a high mountain than at its foot ; it will

be less at the bottom of a deep mine, if that point be below the natural surface of the earth ; still,

in all practical cases, it is so near 32^ feet that this value may be used, except where great accu-

racy is demanded. This value of g corresponds with the / in the preceding paragraph, and sub-

stituting 32^ for it, we have i; = 32^?, s = 16-jV^^ ; and from these we find v = %\'s nearly;

V =^— ; s = : s = ivt ; which are the formulas for falling bodies.
t

' 64*-'
°

Examples.—1. How far will a body fall in five seconds? Here we have & = 16-iV (5)^ — 402.08

feet. 2. What velocity will a body acquire in falling 100 feet? Here we have v = yeij x 100 =
80 feet nearly. 3. What velocity will a body accjuire that is falling four seconds ? Here we have

?j = 32^x 4 = 128|- feet.

The law of ascent is exactly the reverse of that of descent. In the ascent the velocity will de-

crease uniformly. If a body be projected upward with a given velocity, it will rise to the same

height that it would be necessary for the body to fall in order to acquire that velocity.

When the resistance of the air is considered, these formulas are all modified. The resistance of

the air varies nearly as the square of the velocity ; so that when the velocity is great the resistance

is also great, and the velocity as a consequence will be greatly reduced. If a body be projected

upward in the air with a given velocity, it will return with a less velocity. The resistance acts

against the velocity in both the upward and downward movements, tending constantly to diminish

it. The acceleration of bodies falling in the air is not therefore uniform in any case, but may be

considered as such when the fall is not more than 200 or 300 feet. When the resistance of the air

is considered, the solution of the problem of the ascent and descent of bodies requires analysis of a

high order.

Force moves or tends to move any body upon which it acts. Of its essential nature we know nothing,

for it is unknowable. Laplace says :
" The nature of that singular modification by means of which

a body is transported fi'om one place to another is now, and always will be, unknown ; it is denoted

by the name of Force." (Mecanique Celeste," p. 1.) All that we pretend to know in regard to it is

its laws of action, and these must be learned by observation. Force may properly be regarded as

mi action between bodies. There are numerous cases, however, in which the action upon one body

only is considered. Thus, when a projectile is fired from a gun, it is not generally necessary to con-

sider the motion of the gun, but that of the ball only. In considering the attraction of the sun

upon the planets, it is not necessary to consider the effect of the attraction of the planets upon

the sun ; for that body is so large compared with any one or even with all of the planets, that

their combined effect is scarcely appreciable. A force, strictly speaking, is always balanced, for its

intensity is equal in contrary directions. Still we often see the expression " unbalanced force."

This is correct only when used in reference to its action upon a single body. The term force has many
different names, such as attractive force, repulsive force, central force, centrifugal force, chemical

force, force of electricity, etc. ; but these only define the mode or character of its action. The inten-

sity of a force is measured by pounds or their equivalent in English units, by kilogrammes or their

equivalent in French units, etc. Any effect produced by a force, or any expression into which force

enters, which cannot be measured by pounds or their equivalent, is not properly force. In this

sense such expressions as force of momentum, force of vis viva, force of work, etc., are improper. The

measure of force here given is generally called its statical measure, but its value is the same whether

it produces motion or results only in pressure. Force may also be measured by the change of motion

which it is capable of producing in a unit of time.

Action at a distance implies that a force may produce an effect upon a body at a distance without

any medium between the force and body. Our first experience is opposed to this. The boy draws

his sled or wagon by means of a rope extending from his hand to the sled ; a man's voice is heard

at a distance by means of the air ; electricity produces an effect hundreds of miles distant through

the medium of a wire ; and we are led to suppose that a force cannot act except through a medium.

But a magnet will attract iron when placed in the most perfect vacuum, and hence when there is no

apparent medium between them ; and the interposition of another body does not seem to prevent

or even modify its action. This looks like action at a distance. Philosophers assert that no two
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particles of matter actually touch each other ; and if this be true, it appears that all action is ne-
cessarily at a distance, though in this case the distance would be inconceivably small. But this is

debatable ground, and we leave it, simply remarking that, according to our present knowledge, the
mutual action of two bodies implies an intervening medium of some kind.

The Law of Universal Gravitation, discovered by Sir Isaac Newton, is the most exact and far-
reaching of all known laws of force. This law is : The attraction between two particles varies directly
as (he product of their masses, and inversely as the square of
the distance between thern. In reference to one particle, we 1117.

would say that it attracts every other particle with a force
which varies as its mass and inversely as the square of the
distance between them, from which fact the law above given
may be deduced. It follows from this law that the attra^ction

of a homogeneous sphere upon a particle exterior to it is the
same as if the entire mass were concentrated at the centre of
the sphere; and hence the attraction of two homogeneous
spheres for each other varies directly as the product of their
masses, and inversely as the square of the distance between
their centres. It may also be shown by this law that the at-

traction of a perfectly homogeneous spherical shell is the
same upon a particle placed anywhere within it (Fig. 111*?);
and from this result it is easily shown that if the earth were
a homogeneous sphere, the force of gravity would be zero at
the centre, and would increase directly as the distance from
the centre. By the aid of this law the spheroidal form of the earth and other planets is accounted
for

;
the form of the orbits of the planets is determined ; the action of the tides, the inequalities of

the movements of the planets in their orbits, and many other interesting phenomena in astronomy,
are explained.

Some forces are repulsive in their action. The force with which two bodies repel each other, when
one is positively and the other is negatively electrified, varies inversely as the square of the distance
between them.
Weight is simply a measure of the action of gravity upon the body ; or, more strictly speaking, it

is a measure of the mutual attraction of the body and the earth. It is found that if a body be
weighed with a spring-balance, it will weigh less at the equator than at high latitudes, and less on a
high mountain than at its foot ; and the weight thus determined shows that the force of gravity is
different at different places. If the earth were a homogeneous sphere, the weight of a body would
be the same at all points on its surface ; but it is so flattened at the poles that the distance of the
pole from the centre is about 13 miles less than that of the equator, and a body weighs correspond-
ingly more at the poles than at the equator. The standard unit of weight in Enaland and in the
United States is the pound avoirdupois, and this is the weight of a certain piece of platinum kept
by the proper officer for the purpose of preserving the standard. (See Measure, Standards of.) If
any body be weighed by balancing it on a beam-scale with standard pounds, the body will weigh the
same at all places, for the force of gravity will act equally upon both. By weighing bodies in this
manner the quantity of matter in a given body compared w'ith the standard becomes known.
Mass is quantity of matter. This is one of the most absolute quantities used in mechanics. It ism a certain sense independent of weight, or volume, or temperature ; for it is supposed to remain the

same whether it be placed at the centre of the earth, where it would have no weight, or on the sur-
face of the earth, where it would have weight, or at a certain point between the earth and moon,
where the attractive forces of these two bodies are equal, in which place it would have no weight

;

or whether in these different places it should be contracted or expanded, thus changing its volume;
or whether its temperature should change : under all these conditions a certain mass is supposed to
be constant. In measuring it, therefore, such a method must be used as will give a constant result.
The method employed in mechanics is to divide the weight of the body by twice the distance through
which the body would fall freely in one second at the place where it was weighed. In this way we have

;

Weight of the body
,

acceleration of its-Id! = *^' °^"^^ "^ ^^^^^ ^'^'^^

'

the weight being in pounds and the acceleration in feet per second, for English measures. Another
way is to assume an arbitrary quantity of matter as the unit of mass : then will the mass of any other
body be found by dividing its weight by the weight of the unit of mass, both being weighed at the
same place.

It is well to observe the perfect coexistence of force and matter ; we know nothing of one without
the other, and their separation is inconceivable.

Density rektes to the compactness of matter. In mechanics it is the mass of a unit of volume.
In physics it is sometimes used in the same sense as specific gravity. Both are equally good for
giving the idea of compactness. According to the former, the density of a body is the wei-ht of a
unit of volume of the body divided by the acceleration due to gravity. For instance, the weight of a
cubic foot of iron is, say, 450 lbs. ; then will its density be 450 -^ 32^ = 14 nearly. The specific
gravity of the body is its weight compared with an equal volume of distilled water. A cubic foot of
distilled water weighs, say, &^ lbs. ; and hence the specific gravity of the iron would be 450 -^ 62^
_— 7.2. Since both methods are used, it is necessary to indicate bv the context or otherwise which is
intended. The density of the earth is very nearly ^ times that of distilled water.

_

Dynamic Measure of Force.—By the dynamic measure of force we mean a measure of the inten-
sity of so much of the force acting upon a body as is instrumental in directly producing motion.

S3
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Forces of great intensity may act in contrary directions upon a body, thus partially or wholly neutral-

izincr each other's effects, and producing little or no motion. Thus, when a locomotive draws a train

of cars, a portion of the pulling force is directly neutralized by the resistance of the air, friction on

the track, and other resistances of the train. If the pulling force exceeds the resistances, the excess

will be the effective pulling force. When the resistances equal the pulling force, the motion becomes

uniform. The force which produces motion is commonly called the unbalanced force, the true signi-

fication of which has already been explained. It is, according to Newton's second law, measured by

the rate of change of the momentum. But the rate of change of the velocity is the acceleration

;

hence we have : Force = mass x acceleration. This measure of force was called by Gauss " the

absolute measure of force."

lllustralion.—If two equal sleds were connected by a string, and a boy were to pull on the first one

with a constant force of 10 lbs., what would be the tension of the connecting string, supposing the

sleds to be drawn on perfectly smooth ice ? There being no frictional resistance, the tension will be

caused by moving the masses ; and since the force will be equally distributed throughout the masses,

the tension of the connecting string will be 5 lbs. The motion will be the same as if a pull of 5 lbs.

were applied directly to each sled. If the sleds were light, the acceleration (or speed, as the boy would

say) would be great ; but if the sleds were very massive, the acceleration would be small. The
lighter the moving parts of an engine, the greater will be their speed for a given steam-pressure

when no work is being done.

Momentum is the product of the mass of a body into its velocity, and is often called quantity of

motion. It is a measure of the effect produced by a force in a given time, and hence may properly be

called a time-effect. If the force acts with a variable intensity, let the time be divided into portions

so small that" the intensity of the force during each interval of time may be considered constant

;

then the momentum will be the sum of the products of each force into the corresponding time.

Momentum is not a force, nor the measure of force. The unit of momentum is the momentum of a

unit of mass moving with a unit of velocity ; and in English measures it is 1 pound of mass moving

with a velocity of 1 foot per second.

Work is the overcoming of a resistance continually recurring along the path of motion. This

definhion is drawn directly from the idea of work as performed by men, animals, and machines.

But in treating of forces generally, it is found advisable to extend this definition as follows : A force

is said to work when it moves its own point of application through space. Thus, if a man carries a

weight up a ladder, he does a certain amount of work ; and if he drops it when he gets to the top,

gravity will do just the same amount of work in pulling it to the earth again; and when the body

strikes the earth and is bi'ought to rest, the body does the same amount of woi'k in tearing up the

earth that gravity did in pulling it down. A horse does work as he draws a load ; rivers do work

in wearing down their beds and banks ; wind does work in blowing dust, driving ships, turning wind-

mills, etc. ; electricity does work in moving electrical machines (see Elkctricity) ; heat does work in

expanding bodies, causing vapor to rise in the air, generating steam, etc. (see Thermo-Dyxamics); in

short, all the agencies on the earth which produce motion do work, for the bodies moved meet with

resistances. Mere motion is not work ; so that, if the planets move in void space, they do no work.

Neither is mere pressure work ; motion as well as pressure is necessary.

In order to find a measure for work, we observe that if a man does a certain amount of work by

carrying r. load one mile, he does twice the work by carrying it two miles, and so on for any number
of miles. Similarly, if a locomotive does a certain amount of work in drawing a train one mile, it

does twice the work in drawing it two miles, and so on, the resistance being constant. The same is

true for any other power or agent. Hence the amount of work, the resistance remaining constant,

varies directly as the space over which the force works. It is also evident that if the resist-

ance be doubled, twice the work will be done in the same space; and if it be made threefold, three

times the work will be done, and so on. Hence the total work done varies as the resistance and

space jointl}'. If U represent the work, F the constant force doing the work acting along the path

of motion, and s the space over which F acts, then we have, according to the definition, U — F x s.

The work done does not depend upon the magnitude of the load moved, but upon the resistance

overcome. A horse may do the same work in drawing a small load over a rough road as in drawing

a large load over a smooth road. An engine on an improperly constructed vessel may do much more

mechanical work in driving the vessel from New York to Liverpool than another engine on a larger

but properly constructed vessel in driving its vessel the same distance. The work done is indepen-

dent of the time. A man does only a definite amount of work in carrying a weight from the cellar

to the garret, whether it be done in one minute or one hour. The one who does a given amount of

work in the shortest time is the most efficient, and may be the most profitable ; but that involves

other elements than mere work. If a boy is required to draw all the water out of a cistern, he will,

in performing the task, do a certain amount of mechanical work ; and the work will be done when
the cistern is emptied, whether it be done in an hour or a day. It is true that time is required in

order to do work, and all that is meant by work being independent of time is, that the time is not

limited by the conditions of the problem. The unit of work is the work of raising 1 pound 1 foot

high, and is called a foot-pound.

To determine the work done by an animal or machine, it is necessary to measure the force exerted

by the agei^t and the space through which it acts. In many cases the force is variable, and it is de-

sirable to have an automatic record of the force and the corresponding space. The force is measured

by some kind of a spring-balance, called a dynamometer (see Dynamometer), placed between the

power and resistance. An index indicates the pounds of pull ; and by having a piece of paper pass

under the end of the index, having a rate of movement proportional to that of the working agent, a

line may be traced which will enable one to determine the work done. For instance, if the resistance

be constant, the figure formed will be a rectangle, A B G D, Fig. 1118, in which the bases will rep-
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resent the space according to some scale, and the altitude i^the force according; to some other scale.

But if the force is not constant, a curved or broken line will be traced, Fig. 1118 a, the base of
which will represent the space, and the perpendiculars C J/, ND, etc., from which to the curved

1118. 1118 a-

line will represent the resistances at the corresponding point of the path. The area of the figure

thus found will represent the work in foot-pounds. The area may be found to any degree of ap-
proximation by dividing the figure into trapezoids so small that the portion of the curved line

between any two consecutive ordiuates may be considered as straight. If the force acts at an
angle with the path along which the body moves, we find how much force is required to pull the
body wlien it acts parallel to the path. Let P, Fig. 1118 d, be the latter force; then, to find the
work which it can do, multiply the force in pounds by the space in feet over which the body is

drawn by this force. When the force is inclined upward, it lifts upon the body, so that it may not
require as much to draw the body along as when it acts horizontally. If we know the force and
the angle at which it is inclined upward, we may find how much it lifts upon the body, and how
much it pulls along, as follows : Draw the line F, making the same inclination upward as the
actual force, and let Oa on the scale represent the number of pounds in the force. Draw Ob hori-

zontal and a b vertical ; then will a b represent the lift on the load and b the horizontal pull.

HISb. 1118 c.

Example.—Let the force be 100 lbs. pulling upward at

an angle of 30°. Let a = 1 inch ; then it will be found
that a b will = \ inch and b ^ 0.86 of an inch, and the
upward lift will be J of 100 = 50 lbs., and the horizon-

tal pull will be 0.86 x 100 = 86 lbs. If the lift on the
load should reduce the resistance, so that it would draw
easier than before, there might be a gain in drawing at

an angle with the path ; but if it did not diminish the resistance, there would be a loss. For if the
pull be 100 lbs. drawn over a space of 50 feet, the work would be 100 x 50 = 5,000 foot-pounds

;

but when it draws at an angle of 30°, we see that the horizontal pull is 86 lbs., and the work will be
86 X 50 = 4,300 foot-pounds.

In machinery the path described by a working point may be much longer than that described by
the force. Thus, in a steam-engine, let E F, Fig. 1118 c, represent the stroke of the piston, D the
centre of the crank, DB the length of the crank, and E B F the circumference described by the
extremity of the crank. The diameter E F will equal the stroke of the piston. To find the work
done by the steam in driving the crank-pin B around the circumference of a circle, we divide the cir-

cumference into small parts, and draw lines through the points of division perpendicular to the diam-
eter ^ P. In passing from A to B^ Fig. 1118 c, the path is along the arc, but the force of the steam
is along CD; and while the point is moving from A to B, the piston will have moved a distance
equal to CB ; therefore the work done by the steam will equal the total steam-pressure upon the
piston multiplied by C i), and similarly for all the other arcs. Hence the total work done in driving
the point B around a semi-circumference will be the steam-pressure multiplied by the diameter E i\
which is the same as the pressure multiplied by the length of the stroke of the piston. Therefore, we
conclude, if friction be discarded, that no work is lost in changingfrom reciprocating to rotary motion ;

and that the piston, crank, and fly-wheel are well adapted to each other for transmitting work.
Work is divided into useful and prejudicial. That is useful which produces the thing desired, as

the production of flour from wheat, the making of a tool from steel, etc. ; and that is prejudicial
which wears out machinery or produces damage, as the friction of the axles of machinery, the wear-
ing away of the beds and banks of streams, the wearing out of the rails on a railroad, etc. Prejudi-
cial work always accompanies useful work, and it is not easy to draw a definite line between them

;

but we know that, in point of economy, it is desirable to reduce the former as much as possible.

When the motion is uniform, we know that the space over which a body moves is the product of
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the time by the velocity. If, now, two machines work at different rates, the ratio of work which

they can do in a given time will be directly as their velocities. Thus, if one moves at the rate of 4

miles an hour and the other at the rate of 8 miles an hour, then the latter goes twice as fast as the

former and in two hours it will go twice as far, and so on for any number of hours. Therefore, in

order to determine the efficiency of machines, it is only necessary to determine their rate of doing

work. This is called mechanical power by some writers, dynamic effect by others, and simply power

by others. It implies the ability of an animal or machine to do work at a certain rate, and may

be called work-rate. Its value is found by multiplying the force in pounds by the velocity in feet

per minute. The unit of power is 1 horse-poiver, which is equivalent to raising 83,000 lbs. 1 foot per

minute. To find the horse power of a machine, find its mechanical power per minute, and divide

by 33,000.

Bxamplcs.—1. A spring-balance being placed between the evener and a plough, it is observed that

a span of horses pull with a constant force of 200 lbs. in drawing the plough at the rate of 2 miles

per hour: what horse-power is expended in working the plough ? First find the velocity in feet ; it

will be 2 X 5,280 = 10,560 feet per hour, and 10,560 -=- 60 = 176 feet per minute
;
hence the work

per minute will be 200 x 176 = 35,200 foot-pounds, which, divided by 33,000, gives 35,200 -¥- 33,000

= 1.06 horse-powei'.

2. A train of cars whose weight is 300 tons is drawn at the rate of 40 miles per hour, if the fric-

tion of the train is 8 lbs. per ton : required the horse-power expended by the engine. Sohifion : The

resistance will be 300 x 8 = 2,400 lbs. The velocity of 40 miles per hour will be 40 x 5,280 =
211,200 feet per hour; and the velocity per minute will be 211,200 -h 60 = 3,520 feet. The work

per'minnte will be 2,400 x 3,520 — 8,448,000 foot-pounds, and the number of horse-power 8,448,-

000 -^ 33,000 = 256.

Energy is a term used to express the amount of work stored in a body. Thus, we speak of the

energy of a moving body, energy in steam, solar energy, heat energy, etc. The term includes all

kinds of material activities in nature. Kinetic energy is the energy of a moving mass. The energy

of a moving body is equal to the work expended in producing the motion ; the body stores the energy

as the motion is produced, and parts with it whenever it meets with a resistance. The expression

^ M v'^ is the measure of the kinetic energy of the body, and equals the amount of work which the

body will do in being brought to rest.. This was formerly called the living force by some writers,

while others called M v- the living force; either of which maybe used, provided only that it is

always used in the same sense in any particular problem. It varies as the square of the velocity of

the moving body. If a ball with a velocity of 10 would penetrate the earth 2 feet, then whh a

velocity of 20 it would penetrate 4 feet, the resistance being uniform. This principle at first ap-

pears paradoxical, but it will be clear when it is observed that, in order to produce twice the velo-

city, the force must act through 4 times the space. In the case of falling bodies, if the times are

as"l, 2, 3, 4, etc., the velocities will also be as 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., and the spaces as 1, 4, 9, 16, etc.

Hence the spaces are as the squares of the velocities, and the same law must hold in overcoming the

velocity by a constant resistance.

In order to destroy the energy of a body, a force must act against it. If there were a hole through

the earth, and a body were dropped into "it, gravity would constantly pull upon the body as it moved

from the surface to the centre, at which point the velocity would be greatest. After the body passed

the centre gravity would pull against it, making it go slower and slower ; but gravity would not stop

the bodv until it had opposed the forward motion of the latter as much as it had previously ac-

celerated the same. The body would, therefore, if in a vacuum, go from one side of the earth to

the other ; then it would return, and thus move to and fro like the oscillations of a pendulum, re-

quiring about 42 minutes to go from surface to surface. The action is much the same as if one end

of a rubber string were attached to the body, and the other end fastened at the centre of the earth.

The string would pull the body toward the centre constantly, but with a diminishing force
;
and after

the body passed the centre the string would pull harder and harder against it until it finally stopped.

Samples.— I. If a ball whose weight is 2 lbs. have a velocity of 150 feet per second, how far will

it penetrate the earth if the resistance is constant and equal to 50 lbs. ? Here we have 50 x s =
2

I

—

- (150)'', which reduced gives over 14 feet.

2. If a train of cars whose weight is 60 tons moves with a velocity of 40 miles per hour, how

many miles will it move before being brought to rest by friction, friction being 8 lbs. per ton, no

allowan«e being made for the resistance of the air ? In the solution of this example the tons should be

60 X 2000
reduced to pounds, and the velocity to feet per second ; hence we have F=8 x 60, M= ~^ i

40x5280
^^^^^^ ^, ^60 x 2000 x 40^ x 5280^ ^ foot-pounds.

60 X 60
'

'
^

2 x 32i X 60^ x 60^

Dividing this result by the force = 8 x 60 = 480 lbs., will give the number of feet required, and

that divided by 5,280 feet will give the number of miles ; hence we have -— ——- =2.52 miles.
•' ° 480 X 5280

The Mechanical Equivalent of Heat.—Energy also exists in the motion of the particles of

bodies. Heat is not a material, as was once supposed, but consists of the rapid vibrations of the

particles of the body in which it exists ; and all pressure, such as steam-pressure, atmospheric pres-

sure, and the pressure between any two bodies, is supposed to be due to the striking of particles

against the surface pressed. The discovery that the heat in a body is capable of doing a definite

amount of work is due to Dr. Joule of England, although the fact that heat was a form of energy

was shown previously by Count Rumford, as early as the year 1798, He observed that boring a
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cannon with a blunt tool produced a high degree of temperature, and in one experiment so much heat

was generated by the friction as to cause water to boil. But Dr. Joule, during the years from 1840

to 1843, by elaborate and careful experiments, proved that the amount of heat in a body could be

expressed in terms of a certain amount of work; and that the heat necessary to raise 1 pound of

water 1° F. was equivalent to raising a body whose weight is 772 lbs. through a vertical height of 1

foot. This quantity of work is called the mechanical equivalent of heat, a term first introduced by

Dr. Mayer of Heilbronn in the year 1842. Dr. Joule experimented upon different substances and in

different ways, but the results of the experiments differed by only a few foot-pounds. The formula

in French units is: The heat necessary to raise 1 kilogramme of water 1° is equivalent to the work

of raisin"- 424 kilogrammes vertically 1 metre. The establishment of this principle led scientists

to investigate the matter in regard to other agents, such as electricity, magnetism, light, and every-

thino- which in any way affects our senses, or which operates in the economy of nature ; and although

it has not been possible to trace the energies from one phase to another in such a manner as to

measure the exact equivalents, yet it is found that to produce energy in any form there is a loss of

energy in the agent producing it. For instance, in electric machines, now used for producing light,

the horse-power necessary to produce a light equivalent to a given number of wax candles of given

size can be measured. Electricity may be generated by the expenditure of a certain amount of work,

and similarly for other active agents. Such experiments and extended observation have led to the

establishment of the following

Laws of the Conservation of Energy.—1. TJie total amount of energy in the universe is constant ;

from which it follows that energy is indestructible. 2. 77ie various forms of energy may be converted

the one into the other. These laws are believed to be as extensive and as rigidly exact as the law of

universal gravitation. They are made the foundation of many investigations in modern physics.

According to them, a perpetual-motion machine is an impossibility ; for the energy of the machine

consists of that which is put into it from an external source ; in other words, it has no power within

itself to create energy ; and hence, if there is any external resistance, such as friction, its energy

will be constantly consumed in overcoming that resistance, and it will come to rest when its energy

is all expended. The energy of the machine will have passed into surrounding bodies. In the

present state of science, it is impossible to change a given amount of heat into an equivalent

amount of mechanical work, much being lost in the transformation. At every attempt to change

energy from one form to another, there appears to be a degradation of energy, that is, a production

of an energy of an inferior form so called ; or, more properly, there is apparently a dissipation of

energy. Reasoning in this way, many modern writers have predicted that ultimately the total energy

of the universe would become uniformly diffused throughout space in the form of heat, and the

universe thus become mechanically dead. But as we are unable at present to include all the elements

of the problem, and much less to trace their influence throughout the circuit of their action, the

basis of the argument is necessarily hypothetical. On the other hand, if we assume that the ul-

timate condition of the universe is that of perfect elasticity, it is certain that, if any amount of

visible energy is put into the universe, that amount must forever exist ; and hence, according to this

hypothesis, the universe can never become mechanically dead. Energies work only as they are

transmitted from one condition to another ; and to secure this transmission there must be a non-

equilibrium of energies. If there be an effort in nature to produce a state of universal equilibrium,

its effect is only to reduce that which was above the average to an energy equally below it, and that

which was below to that equally above, and so on
;
just as the waves of the sea at one point rise

first above the general level, and then below ; or like the oscillations of the pendulum, first descend-

ing to the lowest position, then rising to the same height as before on the opposite side, and so on.

We are not, however, able to realize the condition of perfect elasticity in physical experiments, and

hence this reasoning is also hypothetical.

Potential Energy implies a latent energy. To illustrate, if a stone rests on the top of a tower, it

has no energy ; but in reference to some point below, it has the ability to do a certain amount of

work when its support is removed. Similarly, the steam simply inclosed in a boiler does no work

;

but when a hole is made in the boiler, permitting the steam to escape, it rushes out and does work

in various ways, and, passing through an engine, may be made to do mechanical work. An elastic

rod held in a bent position does no work ; but if the force which holds it be removed, it will, by

virtue of the motion which results, be capable of doing work. Potential energy has no absolute

unit ; its value is determined only in reference to some fixed condition. Thus, in regard to the stone

on the tower, we say that, in reference to a point 10 feet below, its potential energy will be 10 times

the weight of the body ; and if the point of reference be 20 feet below, it will be 20 times the

weight, and so on. If it actually falls 20 feet, the kinetic energy of the body will be 20 times the

weight, so that all of the potential energy will have been changed to kinetic. Similarly, in regard

to steam-pressure, if the point of reference be that of atmospheric pressure, the potential energy

will have one value ; and if the reference be that of a perfect vacuum, it will have another value.

The point of reference having been fixed, we have this important principle : The sum of the potential

and kinetic energies remains constant. This is equivalent to saying that work which a force has done

added to that which it is capable of doing equals that which it was capable of doing at first. If the

stone on the tower be 100 feet from the ground, its potential energy will be 100 times its weight;

but if it fall 10 feet, the kinetic energy stored in the body will equal 10 times its weight, and the

potential energy in reference to the earth 90 times its weight, and therefore both together will be 100

times its weight; and so on for any amount of fall less than 100 feet. If the tower were 150 feet

high, the reasoning would be the same.
Centrifugal and Centripetal Forces.— The centrifugal force, in reference to circular motion, is

defined as a force acting directly away from the centre, and centripetal force as one acting directly

toward the same centre. If a body is made to revolve in the arc of a circle, there must necessarily
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be a force applied to it at every point of its path to deflect it from a tangent to the path. If a string

be attached to the body and to a fixed point, the constant pull of the string will cause the body to

travel in the arc of a circle. The pull of the string represents the centripetal force acting toward
the centre of the circle. But if we examine the pin to which the string is attached at the centre

of the circle, it will be seen that the body is apparenth/ pulling on this pin. This is the centrifugal

force, acting directly away from the centre. The two forces are equal and directly contrary in their

action. If the string be cut at any point and forces applied at each end where it is cut, producing
the same tension as before, it will be observed that these forces must be equal and opposite. The
force acting upon that part of the string attached to the body will pull toward the centre, and will

be centripetal ; while the one acting on the piece attached to the pin at the centre will act directly

away from it, and will be the centrifugal force. Like the action of a force between bodies, where
the action is upon one body and the reaction directly contrary upon the other body ; so here, the cen-
tripetal and centrifugal forces are an action between bodies, one of which acts upon the revolv-

ing body toward the centre, the other upon the central body away from the centre. They never
exist singly ; one always accompanies the other. Both never act upon the same body at the same
time. When a boy swings his sling, he is conscious of a pull upon his hand ; but it is no more cor-

rect to say that the revolving body pulls, than it is to say that his sled or wagon pulls on his hand
as he draws it ; and it is just as proper to say one as the other. In both cases the body is inert, and
the active agent exists in the hand, or even further back if we desire to trace it. In the case of a
train of cars running around a curve, the rails on the curve force the train constantly toward the
centre, and force is developed between the rim of the wheels and the rail, which force acts equally
in contrary directions ; that acting upon the wheels toward the centre is centripetal, and the other,

acting upon the rails, is centrifugal. By elevating the outer rail properly, gravity is made to take
the place of the centripetal force, and the resultant pressure may be directly upon the face of the rails.

In the solar system, the attraction of the sun upon any planet is the centripetal force upon that

planet, and the attraction of the planet upon the sun is the centrifugal force upon the sun due to

that planet. The centrifugal force upon the matter of the earth due to its rotation on its axis acts

against gravity at all places except at or near the poles, thereby making the matter on the equator
less heavy than it otherwise would be ; and this causes the matter to be elevated at the equator and
depressed at the poles, giving to the earth a spheroidal form. Bodies on the equator now weigh less

than they otherwise would by about j^ji of their present weight ; and if the earth revolved in -j^, of
its present time, or in say 1 hour and 25 minutes, they would weigh nothing. The centrifugal force

diminishes from the equator toward the poles nearly as the square of the sine of the latitude. The
form which the earth ought to assume for equilibrium, on the hypothesis that it was once in a fluid

state, or that its density varies according to an assumed law and subjected to known laws, has been
the subject of profound analysis by such mathematicians as Huygens, Newton, Laplace, Ivory, and
others ; from which it appears that one of the theoretical forms agrees nearly with the actual form.
The forces on the surface of the earth are now in equilibrium, so that there is no more tendency for
bodies to move toward the equator on account of the centrifugal force than in any other direction.

All the planets are known to be spheroidal, their equatorial diameter being greater than their polar axis.

It is not correct, strictly speaking, to say, in reference to the revolving body, that the centrifugal

force tends to throw it away frotn the centre ; for no such force acts upon the body. If the cen-

tripetal force be destroyed, the centrifugal force is destroyed at the same time ; and the body, in

obedience to t\\Q first Icnv, goes off on a tangent, and not radially outward. But the expression need
not be entirely condemned, for it is a popular and convenient term to express what appears to be
true

;
just as we say " the sun rises," to express an appearance, whereas the sun in fact does not move.

Thus, the common expression, " The centrifugal force caused the fly-wheel to burst," strictly means
that the arms of the wheel were not sufficiently strong to compel the rim to move in a circle, and in

their effort to do it the arms were broken. But the cause of the breakage is as well understood
from the common expression as from a scientific explanation of it.

It is found that the centrifugal force varies directly as the square of the velocity and inversely as

the radius, and directly as the mass of the body ; hence we have :

r~, . .. , p weiEjht X (velocity)

-

Centrifugal force =——^—; ^—

;

-^
°

32| X radius
Examples.—1. The arms of a fly-wheel will each sustain a pull of 45,000 lbs. ; the weight of the rim

between two arms is 1,000 lbs. ; the radius of the wheel is 4 feet ; and the wheel makes 500 revolu-

tions per minute : will it burst on account of this velocitv ? The velocity in feet per second will be

3f X 4 X 500 ^^^ „ ^ , ,
- = 101 leet ; hence we have

:

60

Centrifugal force =
, ,

= 80,000 lbs. nearly,°
32^; X 4 ' •"

which is nearly twice the strength of the arm ; hence it would burst.

2. Would it burst at 300 revolutions per minute ? For this we find

:

Centrifugal force = „^f ^
,

^ = 28,000 lbs. nearly,"
32J X 4 ' *"

which is a little more than one-half the strength of the arm, and hence it would not burst ; but in

practice the arms should be 6 or 8 times as strong as the centrifugal force.

Wo7-ks for reference on dynamics will be found classified under Mechanics. De V. W.
DYNAMITE. See Explosives.

DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINES. Apparatus for the production and collection of induced
currents of dynamic electricity ; or, more strictly, for the transformation of mechanical work into

electricity. The term " dynamo-electric machine," while it may well include all apparatus based on
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the principle outlined below, is by some authorities confined to devices in which electro-magnets are
substituted for permanent magnets, the term " magneto-electric " being applied to contrivances em-
bodying the latter. For the sake of classification, this distinction will here be adopted. The prin-
ciples on which all such machines are constructed may be summed up briefly. For more detailed dis-

cussion, reference may be had to the various treatises on electricity noted under that heading.
If a magnet be suddenly placed within a coil composed of insulated wire, an induced cun-ent will

be set up in the wire of the coil, provided its ends are conductively connected. As long as the mag-
net remains at rest, no induced current is manifested ; but if it be suddenly removed, another induced
current arises in the coil, the direction of which is opposite to that of the former one. The direction
of both these currents, which are in all cases opposed to each other, depends upon the polarity of
the end of the magnet which is turned toward the coil. By causing a magnet and a coil of wire alter-
nately to approach and withdraw from each other in rapid succession, momentary induced currents
flowing alternately in opposite directions, are produced in the wire. These currents are, besides of
very short duration, but in other respects they possess all the qualities of ordinary battery currents.
The effect is the same when the magnet is made to revolve in such a way that its poles rapidly pass
the ends of soft-iron bars surrounded with the coil, currents being as before caused in the coil ; and,
so far as the result is concerned, it is immaterial whether the magnet moves past the soft iron of the
coil or the soft iron moves past the magnetic poles. In practice, however, as the soft-iron bar and
coil may be made very light and be easily arranged, and as other advantages at the same time are
secured, this portion is made movable ; and hence the modern dynamo- or magneto-electric machine
consists of a fixed magnet and a moving " armature," this last name being applied to the coil and
its core.

In Pixii's machine, one of the first constructed, a permanent horseshoe magnet placed vertically,
its poles uppermost, was caused to rotate before the poles of an electro-magnet disposed from a
frame above. At each semi-revolution of the magnet a current was caused in the wire of the electro-
magnet, which was alternately direct and inverse. In order to change this alternating current into
one of continuous flow, the commutator was contrived. This device is one of the most important
portions of all machines producing alternating currents, and its construction is exhibited in Fig.
1119. Let A and B represent the halves of a cylinder completely isolated from each other by the
non-conducting material F G, and each connected with the poles of any voltaic battery. So long as
the cylinder remains at rest, the rubbing-pieces or wipers C and D, and the conductors /f/ attached
thereto, will receive a direct current ; but when the cylinder is turned on its axis, and at each semi-
revolution, the current collected by the wipers will change, as already stated, in direction. If the
cylinder J £ be combined with the axle of an induction machine, so that the axle or shaft may turn
with or without the cylinder, and if the semi-cylinder A be connected to one coil of the electro-
magnet and the cylinder B to the other, exactly the opposite effect will be produced to that which
took place when the cylinder was connected with a voltaic battery. The cylinder remaining fixed
and the machine rotating, alternating currents will be caused in the conductors HJ; but when the
cylinder A B participates in the movement of the machine, the collected currents will always be of
the same direction, the arrangements being such that the current developed in the electro-magnet
changes direction when the wipers C and I) pass from one semi-cyUndcr to another. The forms and

1119. 1120,

combinations of commutators vary greatly, but the foregoing sums up their fundamental principle—
namely, to present the inverse poles of a circuit to the rubbing-pieces at each inversion of the cur-
rent in the machine. It should be added that when the wipers pass from one cylinder to another,
very intense sparks are often produced, which rapidly cause the deterioration of the apparatus.
This has proved the source of failure in many otherwise excellently contrived machines, and to its
obviation the attention of inventors is directed.

Magneto-electric Machines.—Pixii's machine, involving as it did a massive permanent moving
magnet, and hence being open to many disadvantages, gave place to Saxton's machine, in which a
horizontal electro-magnet turned before the poles of a horizontal permanent magnet, and to Clarke's
machine, wherein the same idea was embodied, the magnet being placed vertically on a support and
the electro-magnet arranged to turn laterally beside it. Saxton's arrangement is that shown in Fig.
1120. From the wheel W a. band is extended around a smaller wheel or pulley to be turned thereby.
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The upper part of the pillar P slides into the lower part, and admits of being fixed higher or lower
by the binding-screw F, so as to tighten the band as desired. A U-magnet N is fixed horizontally

with its two poles as near to the ends of the armature B as will allow the latter to revolve without
touching them. The armature is made of a piece of soft iron, bent twice at right angles to resemble
also the shape of the letter U. Around each of its legs is wound a helix of fine wire coated with
thread. This piece of iron, with its environing coils of insulated wire, is fixed upon an axis extended
from the pillar P to another pillar erected between the poles of the magnet. This axis is caused to

revolve rapidly by the band from the multiplying wheel W.
Niaudcfs Machine.—Fig. 1121 is simply a multiple Clarke machine, inasmuch as the electro-mag-

nets rotate laterally beside and between the permanent magnets. It possesses the advantage of

1121.

requiring no commutator in order to produce continuous currents. Its construction is as follows :

A circular disk is mounted on a horizontal axis ; 12 bobbins are inserted in this disk in such a way
as to resemble the floats of a paddle-wheel. The bobbins are connected together like so many ele-

ments of a galvanic battery, and thus they form one continuous length. When in motion, all the
bobbins on the left are traversed by a current in one direction, and all those on the right by a current

opposite in direction but equal in volume to the former. The apparatus might not inaptly be com-
pared to two distinct batteries consisting of 6 elements, each connected together for tension. The
uniting of these two batteries for quantity is effected by two metallic springs attached to two small
uprights which are the terminals of the machine. Twelve strips of copper are disposed radially, and
to them are attached the two adjacent ends of every pair of bobbins. The metallic springs are vir-

tually current-collectors ; and as they are always in contact with several of the radial strips, they

1122.

must always be traversed by electric currents. Hence the perfect continuity of the current devel-

oped by this machine. This apparatus is serviceable in all cases requiring high tension but small

quantity.

Another form of apparatus embodying permanent magnets is the Alliance Machine., Fig. 1122,
which is used for the production of the electric light (see Electric Light) in the lighthouses at the

South Foreland, England, at Capes La Heve and Grisnez, France, and at various other stations in the

north of Europe. The machine used at Cape La H^ve has 8 rows of compound horseshoe magnets
fixed symmetrically round a cast-iron frame. They are so arranged that opposite poles always sue-
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ceed each other, both in each row and in each circular set. There are 1 of these circular sets, with 6

intervening spaces. Six bronze wheels, mounted on one central axis, revolve in these intervals, the

axis bein£?°driven by steam-power transmitted by a pulley and belt. The speed of rotation is usually

about 350 revolutions of the axis per minute. Each of the 6 bronze wheels carries at its circumier-

euce 16 coils, corresponding to the number of poles in each circular set. The core of each coil is a

1123. 1124.

A^ ^ tV^

1125.

cleft tube of soft iron, this form having been found peculiarly favorable to rapid demagnetization.

Each core has its mao-netism reversed 16 times in each revolution, by the influence of the 16 succes-

sive pairs of poles between which it passes ; and the same number of currents, in alternately oppo-

site directions, are generated in the coils. The coils can be connected in different

ways, according as great electromotive force or small resistance is required. The

positive ends are connected with the axis of the machine, which thus serves as the

positive electrode ; and a concentric cylinder, well insulated from it, is employed as

the negative electrode. This machine is large and cumbrous, being 5 feet 3 inches

Ion" 4°feet 4 inches wide, and 5 feet high ; it weighs about 2 tons. Its illuminating

power, when driven at a speed of from 350 to 400 revolutions per minute by a steam-

engine, with an expenditure of somewhat over 3 indicated horse-power, is about that

of ^2,500 standard sperm candles per hour. Its use may be said to have passed away,

it being retained (1879) only in the lighthouses above mentioned.

Dynamo-electric Machines (proper).—In 1867 the discovery was made almost

simultaneously by Dr. Siemens, by Sir Charles Wheatstone, and by Mr. S. R. Varlcy,

that if an induction coil be made to revolve in front of a soft-iron electro-magnet,

instead of before a permanent magnet, as in the earlier machines, the small amount

of residual magnetism always latent in the iron, especially if it has been once mag-

netized, causes feeble currents to be induced in the coil; and if these currents, ora

portion of them, are sent round the iron magnet, i. e., into the wire surrounding it,

the magnetization of the iron is increased. This again produces a proportionate

increase' in the induced currents in the coil ; and thus, by a series of successive mutual

actions, intense magnetization and very powerful currents are produced. This dis-

covery,' by adding considerably to the power of the machines, led to a corresponding

diminution in their bulk, and also in their costUness. Among the best known devices

of this class is

The Siemens 3facMne, Figs. 1123, 1124, and 1125. This consists of an induction

coil, with the convolutions of the copper wire wound lengthwise with the cylinder, in

the 'form known as the modified Siemens armature. Fig. 1125. This coil is made to

revolve by mechanical means between curved iron bars, which are the prolongation of

the cores of large flat electro-magnets placed on either side of the induction coil
;
the

north pole of the system being midway between the two upper electro-magnets and

directly over the axis of the coil, and the south pole in a similar position below the

axis upon the bar between the lower magnets. The portion of the coil which during

its revolution is traveling downward has (with the above arrangement) positive cur-

rents induced in it ; while the ascending half of the coil is subjected to negative cur-

rents, but both in the same direction as regards circuit. The arrangement of the

poles may, however, be exactly the reverse of the above. Sections of a machine of about 6,000

candle-power are given in Figs. 1123 and 1124.

Table showing Sizes and Capacities of the Siemens Machine.

NUMBER.

I.

II.

III.

Revolutions per Minute.

850
650
360

Illuminating Power, standard

Candles.

1,200
6.000

14,000

Actual Horse-Power

required-
Weight, lbs.

250
375

1,150

The Ladd Machine, Fig. 1126, is largely dependent on the reaction principle above explained. It

consists of two separate electro-magnets B, consisting of slabs of soft iron surrounded with insulated

wire as shown. The supporting frames are bored out to take two Siemens armatures, a a. The cur-

rent from the armature on the left is made to pass around the electro-magnets B. The current from

the other armature is utilized to produce the electric light as shown. The action of the machine is

as follows : A voltaic current is passed once for all through the coils B B. This magnetizes the soft-

iron slabs, which forever afterward retain a small portion of their magnetism. If, then, the arma-

tures are put in motion by bands as shown, a feeble electrical current will be set up in the arma-

tures ; but the current from the armature a on the left running round the magnets makes them much

more powerful than they were originally. They in their turn react more forcibly on the armatures.
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and so the magnets go on reacting on themselves until very large quantities of electricity are nroduced. Thus, a machme shown by Mr. Ladd in Paris in 1867 had plates only 24 inches 1^1112inches wide, and was quite able to produce the electric light
fa "J' -^^

Wildfs Machme Fig. 1121, is similar in principle to the foregoing. The external current from asmaU Siemens machme, 31, is made to pass through a large coil A £, inclosing a soft-iron horseshoe

1126. U27.

1129.

wJ'^l'"'' I' J^^'^'m^
magnetized, and acts as a permanent magnet on a second revolving core FS cit'nt th.TlhaVfir f °V''ri":.^PP'^^*;!^- ^^^^ '^"^^ -- -"^^^^ a much SoS pof:ertul current than that first produced, and this can be used to generate a third or hidier order ofcurrent

;
but with each such increase of current the power requFred to turn he cores is Lcrease?A machine of this class has been constructed capable of melting rods of iron 15 inches looTand a

quarter of an inch thi'ck, the
total weight of the apparatus
being 4^ tons.

The Lontin Machine is de-
signed for producing the elec-
tric light, and is adapted in a
special form for securing its di-
visibility. The generating ma-
chine, Fig. 1128, consists of a
horseshoe electro-magnet, hav-
ing its two arms placed verti-

cally upward. Between these
arms rotates an induction coil,

in form like a pinion ; the cylin-
drical teeth, round which the
coils are made, are fixed radial-
ly into a core or revolving axle
of soft iron. A number of these
pinions, proportionate to the re-

quired strength of the machine,
are added side by side on the
core, each pinion forming a com-
plete circuit of itself. In the

upon the core common to all, the corresponding teeth of the severTpTn^s'lrfno^'noStn"horizontal line lengthwise abng the revolvino- shaft hnt in a «n;rni PwY:-
rangea m a

of int.-valbetwee\the passale befo're ti^ptfif'^

he"ntr2 '°^ .'^'* °^ '^' succeeding set is avoided. Two friction-iods collect one the pos tivethe other the negative currents, which are passed off through the coils of the electiCagLt,Thereby
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induction <^o'lf;«™^f."^'i^.'S

to that ot ^e ^ajl P^_^

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ spoke-magnet has its positive

"^tZ the oSextremSy^^^^^^^ Se induction coils, the succeeding spoke will present at the out-

pole at the o^t^^^^^^^f̂ '^™"I.J so on ^re the spokes made to alternate in their poles round the cir-

side end its ^^^^^tiv^^J^f^^^^^^^ ?be resull is that the latter during its passage induces a nam-
cumference

«f tJ^.^/^J^/J^-^^^Sn and equal in number to half that of the spokes. Each of these

ber °f
«;5f;jf.jfJX^^^^^^ the fixed exterior drum, and conveyed to a mampu-

currents is collected
^^^^^^^^^

^°
J,?^^^^^^^^^^ the various elementary currents may be coupled

lating fi't?^%outside ^vhere by
^^^ f̂ ^^^^^^"J'J^^j^ber of circuits. The apparatus in the diagram,

1132.

The Wallace-Farmcr Machine consists of 2 horseshoe
^^ff'/^^.^jS- ^JoO Jth Ae pol^^^^^^^

jK^ro^/rmatitf':^^:^.^X^t^^^ s: rtotfng^s:.^^^^^^^

J/J? are carrid^on the 'shaft, so as to facVthe field magnets. Each horseshoe magnet tas its own

set of revolving coils, the latter being separated by an air space between bejwtures^
pe^ minute

of coils there al-e 25 ma-nets, and, as the average rotation of the shaft is about 800 turns per m»nute

£ch maSc^s a fidd"of force 1,600 times per minute. Instead of being wound m the ordinary

way rCos have fwires. It will be seen that this constitutes a double machine each series of

Tifs wUMts commutator, being capable of use quite independently of the other
;
but m practice te

efSrilfl connections are made that the currents generated in the two series of armature coils

i?s"S ugZhe' Md-magnet coils, and are Joined in one external ei-uit. The machine i is s a^d

may be used without a commutator to produce an alternatmg current. Fig. 1131 exhibits a section

'' ^t:f^^^^S\St^^^^ the apparatus is first made, the -tiona7^
^^^^^^^^^^^

B are for a moment put in connection with a battery or some other source of
^J/^^^^j^^^^^X fo

this they will always retain a small amount of residual magnetism.^ The belfrom the engine im

examnle bein- put upon the driving-pulley, the armatures are put in rapid revolution and a weaK

cuZ k ekctric t^is produced, whiih, flowing through first one half of the
^-^^^J.'J^'/jf^^^^
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desired circuit, tlie wire beiiiff led from the screw pan o Tiio^ +« „„ i ^ ^i • . .

the machine at the screw-cap «, up throuo-h theTnS nV J, !. V • ? 2 '1^ the crcmt, it returns to

tator, and then into the othe'fas tCaTe^ maybe oS.p e^ n"^
'''' ?°°^-'^-

surrounding the revolving armatures ^^//therback ^-a n t Ti. -^'''r*
-^^^^^^^

passage, been utilized for "any purpose to w£eh llecU^cttL^^^^^^
''''

exciting the stationary electro-mao-nets^««« ZVZu-Zi^ ^
,

^^PP^'^^,' ^^id ^^ its passage

armature are connected with^o^eS nplf fhfna?tl/^.f thl
1''

number of coils which compose the

the part H' of the commutatoi for hTf of the^..noft f
commutator, and the remainder with

the other half negative artemat'efy I is clahnedC thren/if.''^ ""T''''
""''

T"''"^ ^°^ '^'

coils of the revolving armature is ^,asseV\hr™h' t^^^it ':^:Z;^i:'Z^^-^]^f ^^
the coil surrounding the r ng or cvlinder A and that nrm^ ^.f ti.^ .

magnets BB B B, and

1138.

^%±
BB' M'

as the most advantageous form of magneto-electric machines yet (1879) devised For an extenrlprldiscussion of the principles involved in it the reader is referred to a paper on the suSectbvMGaugain published in the Annales de Chimie et Phmique 1873 and also to M TTin^^i^.J l^ .
?^ ,"

introduced. On .ithdra.lng the bar, a secondary cmTent 'rcaSS in the whl ^hl flo.J
•" "'»

r"iii.:^ont:stead!5,r;S':»n:ntrs-

S™°;,ire:.TS.hra'r ;:rrent'^'°-'
^°-'"=" '•' ^--S' «f '^» n,a,n:^tLe1f;;ored:

JI--!.''^^^ff T.u^' "fS''''*'
^'''^ ^•"^ P'^<^^^ ^'^'^ to end so that the two poles of the same name

?o7:Ln-r4X'/Tr;£5sVtJ:sr=etre\^^^^

1136.

cm'ent'- 1 1. !rcL'd"tmtfr torn '.ff' «
""^ "'^''^" ^*' ^^°°^ ^ *° ^^' "^ ^^^" ^^^ ^ P^-tiveL-uiiem, m uie second qiaiter, from J/ to .5, a negative current ; again, a ne"-ative currenf from K

pi X'4?& ^^roi^arL7xr?rnTr»irTi;';nr^^^^
manentmagnet but when placed in the position shown becomes so by induction from the ne.C
rpvnl"''fr*- 1^^' -.r

P°''' ^' ^' ^'" t'^^^ be established in the ring/ If trrhi^be cau^Ttorevolve, the poles will remain unaltered in space-that Is to say, they wi 1 remain a >' ^' and U
ouencpM AT.7 P°f^"^ "^

'l'
"°S will alternately become a nort/and a sou h polf The cons^quence is, that the poles may be regarded as constantly traveling through the iron ring at the sa^t
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rate as that at which it revolves, but in an opposite direction ; and the effect on the wire coiled on the

rin"- is then precisely the same as though the magnet in Fig. 1135 revolved within the wire which was

held at rest. It is on this translation of polarity that the Gramme machine depends for its action

;

and to "-o back to our starting-point, its difference from other machines may be summed up in the

fact that, while in the latter the magnet may be regarded as alternately entering and being withdrawn

from the' coil, in the Gramme machine the magnet is to all intents constantly passing entirely through

the coil. In 'order to collect the electricity produced, the insulating material is removed from the

wire in a narrow band round the outside of the ring, and two rubbing collectors take it up in the

ordinary way. c i-
•

The construction of the ring is shown in Fig. 1136. It is composed of a group of soft-iron wires

A over which the enveloping wire £ is put on in separate insulated coils. The radius pieces R are

insulated from each other by ribbons of silk or India-rubber. The end of the wire terminating one

coil and the beginning of the wire of the next succeeding coil are each attached to one radius piece

by loops and notchesin the way shown. The tails of the radius bars are all grouped together round

the central axis, and they are rubbed against by suitable collectors which take up the electricity.

The standard' machine used for illuminating workshops and factories is represented in Figs. 1137

and 1138, and consists of two vertical frames of cast-iron, united by four bars of soft iron, BBB B,

1137. 1138.

AN^m\>s^v5«:sA

which serve as cores for the electro-magnets C C C G. The axis is of steel, and revolves on long

bearings, which can be effectively lubricated—a point of importance, as the speed is high, ranging

from 'TOO to 1,350 revolutions per minute. The central ring, instead of being covered with a single

wire attached by equal portions to a common collector, is covered with two wires, wound on side by

side and united" with two collectors. Tlie poles of the electro-magnets EH are much developed,

embracing seven-eighths of the circumference of the ring. Four wipers (balais) JJ pick up the

electricity! The electro-magnets are placed in the current, and the machine, like Ladd's, depends for

the power of starting upon the small residual magnetism which remains permanently in them.
_

The following are the leading dimensions of a machine of this class, varying of course with the

nature of the work and the power required. In the form of machine most usually employed for

military purposes, flat electro-magnets are used ; for ships there are four horizontal columns
;
for

signals" the machine is very small, and may be worked by manual labor, etc. For industrial pur-

poses there is but one type of machine, of the following dimensions :

Total length 21.6 inches.

" width.. 14.75 "

" height 21.6 "

Volume 4 cubic feet.

Diameter of the bobbin 7 inches.

Number of revolutions per minute 850 turns.

Weight of the copper in action 70 lbs.

Total weight 397 "

Power necessary for driving the machine 2^ horse-power.

With regard to the estimation of the illuminating power, it is to be remarked that if the regula-

tor and the photometer be placed in the same horizontal line, and the axes of the two carbons in

the same vertical line, a light equal to 2,400 candles is produced. If the regulator be suspended at

a height of 16.4 feet, and the measure be taken below at 16.4 feet from the foot of the regulator,

the upper carbon acts as a reflector, and 8,400 candles are indicated by the photometer. Again, if

the measure be taken as in the first case—the photometer and the regulator at the same level—while

the lower carbon is fixed a little in advance of the upper carbon, so as to create a dazzling screen

behind it, then 6,400 candles are obtained. The power, 2| horse-power, is constant in the three

cases. (See Encfincering, xxv., 526.)

TJie Alternating Current Gramme Machine.— 1\iq machine above described produces a current in
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only one direction, similar in fact to tiiat from a voltaic battery. In such a current the positive car-

bon of an electric lamp is consumed at twice the speed of the negative. To obviate this, alterna-

ting currents may be used, when each carbon will be burned at an equal rate, each being alternately

positive and negative to the otiier. M. Gramme has so arranged his machine as to produce an alter-

nating current, and by further modifications he causes that current to be divided so as to supply

electricity to 4, 6, 16, or more lamps or Jablochkoff candles. This machine is used (1879) in sup-

plying the street lights of Paris, and is represented in Fig. 1139. It consists of a ring of soft iron

similar to that already described. This is wound with coils of insulated copper wire, but the direc-

tion of winding is alternately right- and left-handed, the wire being wound in one direction so as to

cover one eighth part of the cii'cumference of the ring, then changing its direction, being wound in

the contrai-y way over the next eighth part, and so on round the ring, each of the eight sections of

the ring being wound in the reverse direction to that in which its two contiguous sections are wound.
Thus, while the earlier Gramme ring might be described as an electro-magnet bent round in a circle

and joined to itself, the ring of the new machine may be looked upon as 8 curved electro-magnets

placed end to end with their similar poles in contact, so as to form a circle. This ring is rigidly

fixed in a vertical position to the solid framing of the apparatus, the inducing electro-magnets

revolving within it. Here again it differs from the continuous-current machine, in which the mag-
nets are fixed, and the ring is rapidly rotated in the magnets fixed between their poles. The
electro-magnets, of which there are 8, are fixed radially to a central boss revolving upon a hori-

zontal steel shaft running in suitable bearings attached to the framing, and an external pulley

enables the machine to be driven by a band from a steam-engine or other motor. The radial elec-

tro-magnets are alternately right- and left-handed in the direction in which their coils are wound, so

that if they be numbered respectively 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., up to 8, those represented by even numbers
will have one polarity when a current is sent through them all together, while those whose numbers
are uneven will have an opposite polarity. The poles farthest from the central boss in all the mag-
nets are spread out so as to increase the area of the magnetic field by which electric currents are

i
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induced in the coils of the ring. Each of the 8 sections of the induction ring is made up of four
subsections, ab cd, ab c d, etc., all of which in any one section are wound in the same direction.

By coupling the coils of these sub-sections in various ways, a division of the current may be made
into 32, 16, 8, or only 4 circuits. In order to obtain 4 currents from the machine by which 4 lamps
may be illuminated, all that is necessary is to connect together in series all the coils marked a for

one circuit, all the coils marked h for a second circuit, all the coils marked c for a third circuit, and
all the coils marked d for a fourth circuit.

Table sJiowing Capacity of the Gramme Alternating- Current Machine.

NUMBER.
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M. Fontaine's work previously quoted contains very full data as to the comparative cost of the

Gramme machine for purposes of electric illumination. See also Engineering, xxvi., 65.

The Brush Machine, Fig. 1141.—There are two marked differences between this and other ma-

chines the first of which consists in the peculiar method adopted for winding the armature. The

latter is composed of a ring or endless band of iron, but, instead of having a uniform cross-section,

like that of the Gramme machines, is provided with grooves or depressions whose direction is at

ri^ht an"-les to its magnetic axis or length. These grooves, which may be of any suitable number,

accordinf^ to the uses for which the machine is designed, are wound full of insulated copper wire.

1141.

The advantage of winding the wire in grooves or depressions in the armature is twofold. First, the

projecting portions of the armature between the sections of wire may be made to revolve very close

to the poles of the magnets from which the magnetic force is derived. By this means the inductive

force of the magnets is utilized to a much greater extent than is possible in the case of annular

armatures as ordinarily used, which are entirely covered with wire, and cannot therefore be brought

very near the magnets. Second, owing to the exposure of a very considerable portion of the arma-

ture to the atmosphere, the heat, which is always developed by the rapidly succeeding magnetizations

and demagnetizations of armatures in motion, is rapidly dissipated by radiation and convection. In

the case of armatures entirely covered with
wire, the escape of the heat is very slow, so

that they must run at a comparatively low rate

of speed, with corresponding effect, in order to

prevent injurious heating. The second differ-

ence lies in the manner of connecting the arma-
ture coils to the commutator, this being such
that only the particular coils which contribute

to the production of the current are in circuit

at once. During the time they are passing
through the neutral points in the magnetic
field, they are cut out one after the other, and
thus, while idle, do not tend to weaken the
effects of the machine by atfording a path to

divert the current generated in the active sec-

tions from its proper channel.
The Be Merilcns Machine, Fig. 1142, consists

of a Gramme ring divided into four sections in-

sulated magnetically the one from the other,

and forming consequently four electro-magnets
placed end to end. The iron core of each of
these sections is terminated at each end by a
piece of iron A B, forming expanded prolonga-
tions of the poles. All tliese parts are joined
by pieces of copper CD, to form one solid ring,

around which are placed permanent magnets N S, with alternating poles. On rotating this ring
reverse induced currents are caused through the approach and recession of B and A ; direct induced
currents during the passage of the core A B before the inductor ; direct induced currents resulting

from the passage of the helix in front of JV. All these inductive effects are thus accumulated in

this combination ; there are also currents resulting from the lateral reaction of A B upon neighbor-
ing poles. The core and appendages are made of thin plates of iron, cut out and placed together,

to the number of 50, each 1 millimetre thick. The coils are so arranged that they can be connected
in series or for quantity. Instead of four sections, many more are actually used. There is neither
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commutator nor collector, and consequently no loss of current. This machine has supplied re-ula
tors even when the carbons were separated bv a distance of 1.3 inch.

^

Results of ETperiments on Dynamo-Electric Machines.—\x^ May, 1878, a committee of the Franklin
Institute mstituted competitive tests between the Gramme continuous-current machine two sizes of
the Brush, and two sizes of the Wallace-Farmer. The principal results are given below

:

Table showing Weight, Power absorbed, Light produced, &c., by Dynamo-Electric Machines tested by
a ComwAttee of the Franklin Institute, 1877-"78.
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of heat and fuel practically of the electric system by the dynamo-electric machines and steam-en-

gine, as compared to that of coal-gas for equal quantities of light, is at present 1 to 2.2 ; while in

the processes there will have been burned as fuel 1 lb. of coal under a steam-boiler, against 5^ lbs.

of coal treated in the retort for the manufacture of coal-gas.

No subject is more prominently before inventors (1879) than the adaptation of the dynamo-electric

machine to the economical production of the divided electric light; and the reader is therefore

specially referred to the files of Engineering, Scieniijic American, Journal of the Franklin Institute,

and other periodicals of later date than this work, for possibly important advances and discoveries.

DYNAMOMETER. A dynamometer, strictly speaking, is a device to measure force overcoming
resistance or producing motion. Ordinary scales and spring-balances become dynamometers when
used to measure the intensities of applied forces, instead of dead weights. But the name is usually

employed to designate apparatus for special purposes, embodying in its construction devices for in-

dicating or recording the distance the forces move through, as well as the intensities of the suc-

cessive forces exerted. If the force be measured in pounds, and the distance the force moves through
in feet, the work done in foot-pounds equals the product of the force by the distance. The unit of
power is one horse-power, equivalent to 33,000 foot-pounds per minute (or 550 foot-pounds per second,

1,980,000 per hour, etc.) ; so the number of horse-powers developed in any given case equals the
number of foot-pounds of work performed per minute divided by 33,000. For instance, if a horse
pull a load through a spring-balance showing an average tension of 150 lbs., the work done in mov-
ing the load 220 feet would be 150 x 220 = 33,000 foot-pounds ; and if it were done in one minute,

there would have been developed what is conventionally termed one horse-power. To obtain the

power requires then three classes of apparatus : 1 , the dynamometer proper, to measure the forces

exerted ; 2, devices to measure and indicate or register the distance the forces act through—such
devices often forming part of the dynamometric apparatus ; and 3, devices for ascertaining the time
in which the work is performed. Frequently the inspection of a timepiece in connection with the

readings of the instrument is considered sufficient for the purpose last named, though occasionally

elaborate velocimeters are embodied in the construction of the dynamometer.
Dynamometers may be divided into three classes, viz. : traction, thrust, and rotary. Traction

dynamometers are employed chiefly to ascertain the absolute and relative resistance of vehicles of

different kinds, when varied in the details of construction, or used under various conditions as to

the road, the grade, the loads imposed, the size of wheels, the lubrication, etc.

Spring-Balances.—An ordinary Spring-Balance is a simple spiral spring, to be extended by the

application of a load, the degree of extension being marked by an index on a scale attached to the

case of the instrument. In the larger instruments one or more smaller springs are put inside a larger

one. When it is desired to indicate the smaller fractional parts of a pound with instruments of

1148. 1144.

considerable capacity, the movement of the free end of the spring is applied through a rack and
pinion to move an index on a dial, thereby obtaining a wider range for the smaller divisions, the

larger ones being marked on the slide.

A curved Spring-Balance, of a French type, is shown in Fig. 1143. The spring is flat and bent to

34
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the shape CKB. The upper branch passes through a draw-plate which carries the case of the instru-

ment. The lower branch is attached to the lower draw-plate, which has at its lower end a hook to

receive the load, and is connected above to a rack engaging with a central pinion on an axis carrying

an external index-finger, operating in connection with a dial engraved on the case, as shown.

An oven Steel-Ring Balance is shown in Fig. 1144. A dial is secured to the rear of the spring D,

and the index is traversed over it by connection of the two free ends A and C of the spring respec-

tively with the fulcrum and end of the index-lever.

Spring-Balance and JSprouveHe.—The spring-balance illustrated in Fig. 1145 is formed of two steel

branches A C, C B, bent at an angle of 45° ; each of the arcs Dp q E, IH G, is fixed to one of the

branches and traverses the other. By drawing the rings E G, which terminate the arcs, m opposite

directions, we bring the branch A C near B C ; a. circular scale figured from 5 to 40 indicates the

respective positions of these two branches. The branch A C pushes before it a small cursor k of

card or leather, which slides easily on the metallic wire/ 5', attached to the branch C-B of the bal-

ance. To graduate the scale, suspend the balance by a ring E fixed to the branch A C, and attach

weights to the ring G, which is at the extremity of the scale. The numbers on the scale indicate the

tension of the spring. Regnier has made an excellent instrument of this spring-balance for trying

the strength of powder. The length of the branches ^ C and C ^ is about 4.8 inches, and thek
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breadth about an inch : a small brass cannon, whose breech His on the branch C B oi the balance,

and whose mouth /is closed by the fuse /i of the obturation DILE fixed on the other branch

^ C of the balance, contains a given weight of the powder to be tried ;
it is primed by a little pow-

der put in the pan E; the powder within the cannon is fired and drives it away ;
after the igmtion

the two branches of the balance approach, and the cursor k indicates on the scale the tension of the

spring at the moment of the explosion. The iron D E, and the brass arc G H, on which the scale is

drawn, pass through openings^ q, r s, made in the middle of the plates C B and V A.
. . ,

Regnier's Dynamometer, represented in Fig. 1146, resembles a common graphometer, the principal

part of which 'instrument is a steel spring bent in the form of an ellipse ; it should be properly tem-

pered and well welded, and covered with leather, to prevent injury to the hands when used. Ihis

spring is represented by A A', B B', formed by two equal plates united at the ends by rounded halt-

rings. The dimensions of this spring vary according to the tension required, or the weight to which

it is applied. The dynamometer used to ascertain human strength weighs little more than 2 lbs.,

and serves to measure a thousand times tlyit weight; its total length is about 12 or 13 mches, its

greatest breadth, as measured in the middle of the two arcs, is 2.2 inches, and the least_ breadth at

the extremity of these arcs is three-quarters of an inch. The thickness of the arcs at their centres is

nearly 2 inches, and its height, which decreases from the centre toward its ends, from one-tenth to

four-tenths of an inch ; the chords of the two arcs are 6.4 inches. This length, added to that of the

two demi-rings, gives for the total length of the dynamometer 12 or 13 inches. The distance between

the parallel chords is about three-quarters of an inch, and the perpendiculars of the arcs are each

seven-tenths of an inch, giving about 2.2 inches for the total distance between the centres of the arcs.

There are two methods of stretching the spring, viz., by pressing it in the direction of the perpen-
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dicular of the two arcs which form it, and by drawing it with the two rings at right angles to that

perpendicular. Separate scales are provided for the two modes of operation, ranging respectively

from zero to 264 lbs. avoirdupois, and from zero to one gross ton. They are engraved on a quadrant

attached to one hmb of the spring, and the double-pointed index d is operated by the other Umb
through a connection c and bent lever b. The index is provided with a friction-washer at K, and

retains the maximum position to which it is carried, which is in general undesirable, as a dynamome-

ter should show the average indications. There is, however, another scale on a covering plate (shown

detached), on which the averages may be estimated from the end of the bent lever h. The capacity

of the machine may be doubled by placing it between the two ends of a cord passing over double

pulleys, as shown on the left.

In Morin's Dynamomeler, Fig. 1147, plate springs thickened at the centre and connected together

at the ends are used instead of the elliptical spring above illustrated, and apparatus applied to record

continuously the magnitude of the forces exerted. The operation will be understood from the

description of other apparatus embodying similar details differently arranged.

Dynamometric Registering and Integrating Apparatus.— If a drum carrying a band of paper be

put in motion by the vehicle or machine to which the dynamometer is applied, and connections be

made so that the straining of the springs will cause a proportional movement of a pencil along the

drum parallel with its axis, a diagram will be traced similar to that in Fig. 1159, in which the ver-

tical heights will represent the tensions at the various points, and the undulations show the changes

of propelling force or resistance which constantly occur in nearly all machinery, but is particularly

noticeable in drawing a common carriage. Registering or recording apparatus of this kind is gener-

ally provided with two pencils : one stationary, to mark the zero line of pressure, and a movable one

showing the intensities of the efforts. The average force exerted equals the mean height of the

diagram, which may be obtained in the manner explained for indicator diagrams. (See Indicator.)

M. Morin has however pointed out a simpler method, which is to weigh the paper band on which the

diagram is taken and ascertain its surface, then to cut out the diagram and weigh it carefully, when

its area in relation to that of the original band may be ascertained by a simple proportion. The dis-

tance moved and the time are usually obtained by separate devices, but may be recorded by marks

on the band, as in speed indicators.

Integrating apparatus is designed to continually multiply the intensity of the effort by the distance

moved through, and thus show a record of the work done. The principle of operation may be under-

stood from Fig. 1148. A is an operating disk revolved by connection with the machine or vehicle to

be tested. ^ is the integrating disk, which is kept in contact with the disk A and is moved across its

face from the centre outward by a connection from the dynamometer springs. When the springs are

not strained, the integrating disk is at the centre of disk A, and receives no motion ; but when the

load is applied, the disk B is moved outward from the centre of ^ a distance proportioned to the
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tension put upon the springs, and consequently by frictional con-

tact receives motion proportioned to that of A and to the forces

exerted. A train of wheels with indices is employed to register the

revolutions of disk B, the indications of which show directly, or

when multiplied by a constant, the number of foot-pounds of work

performed; and by inspection of the same in connection with a

timepiece, the power may readily be obtained. When the appa-

ratus is permanently attached to a particular machine, the move-

ment of the indices may be regulated to show the horse-power ex-

erted, by taking the differences of the readings for one minute or

one hour, as previously arranged. An equivalent arrangement is

shown in Fig. 1149, in which a cone A, revolved by the machine or vehicle, is also moved longi-

tudinally in contact with an integrating disk B by connection with the dynamometer springs.

Traction Dynamometer for Ordinary Vehicles.—Figs. 11.50 to 1154 inclusive show the horse dyna-

mometer used'by the Royal Agricultural Society at Bedford, England. The whole apparatus is mounted

upon a separate vehicle, as shown, to which a horse is hitched at one end and the vehicle to be tested

behind, with the shafts extended either side of the machine and connected by chains EF to either

side of a yoke G, carried upon casters and pivoted at E to the draw-bar TF, which is connected to a

pair of plate springs A A. The draw-bar IF also connects with a piston i) in a cylinder filled with

fluid, the displacement of which from one end to the other can be regulated by a cock in the upper
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port shown, and thereby the indicating and registering apparatus be relieved of the sudden move-

ments and continual vibrations incident to rapid variations in force and resistance, without affecting

the average results. The movement of the springs is multiplied by a lever H, which gives motion
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to a slide carrying an integrating disk K and a register, also an index on a scale M at the left, and

a pencil for operating on a paper-drum N. The integrating disk K receives motion from an oper-

ating disk X, which in turn is revolved by connection with the hind axle. From the same train of

gearing the paper-drum N is operated. To determine the weight ordinarily carried upon the shoul-
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ders of a horse, the shafts are suspended from a yoke P, which is supported at one end of a lever

Q, having at the other end the spring-balance R. The results are however modified by the vertical

component of the tension on the yoke Q. Springs of different resistances are provided for the

apparatus, and provision is made to test the same in place by means of the bell-crank lever 8

and weights I. Experiments made with this apparatus in the year 1874 (see Engineering, xviii., 33)

show that ordinary wagons without springs constructed by different makers, with some differences

in width of tires and inclination of wheels, required with one exception but 44 to 51 lbs. draught

per ton of gross load carried on a road at a speed of about 2^ miles per hour. One wagon with
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springs required but 33 lbs. draught per ton, showing a saving of 25 per cent, compared with a simi-

lar wagon without springs. The spring wagon showed no advantage in a field, where the draught of

the various wagons varied from 188 to 229 lbs. per ton ; the differences in this case being chiefly

due to the widths of the tires, which varied from 2| to 4 inches, the latter of course sinking less into

the soft ground. Two carts required 30 to 36 lbs. draught per ton of gross load hauled on the road
at a speed of 2| miles per hour, and 140 to 143 lbs. per ton when on the field ; the width of tires

being o^ and 4 inches.

A dynamometer car, employed by MM. Vuillemin, Guebhard, and Dieudonne on railroads in

France, contained very complete apparatus for measuring the resistance of railway rolling-stock

under various conditions. A plan view of the springs employed is shown in Fig. 1155. It is com-
posed of 14 bars of the shape shown, each 40.94 inches long and 2.08 inches wide, seven of which
are connected at their centres to each of the draw-bars A and B, and the ends of the springs are
connected by pins in plates C as shown. The bars D D carry chocks at the ends to limit the ex-

treme movement of springs. By removing the pins from the two ends of plates C at the same time,

the number of springs in action may be reduced. Separate scales are provided for each of the
groups thus formed. The tables accompanying a report of the trials of this instrument show that
it recorded tractions of upward of 18,700 lbs.

Dudley^s Dynograph is an apparatus for the same purpose as the above, but with different details,

which has been used on railroads in the United States.

Duckhaiii's Hydrostatic Weighing Machine and Dynamometer.—Fig. 1156 represents a front view
and Fig. 115*7 a transverse section of the machine. From the latter it will be seen that the machine
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consists of a cylinder and piston, the latter kept tight with leather packing both in the piston itself

and on the piston-rod. Attached to this cylinder is an ordinary metal gauge, which shows the pres-
sure to which the fluid in the cylinder is subjected by the weight suspended from the piston-rod. It

of course does not matter if there should be a slight leakage about the piston or rod, because as
soon as the weight is suspended from the rod the leather packing becomes tight, and produces the
same pressure on the fluid (castor-oil is generally used) in the cylinder as though no leakage had
taken place. A peculiar merit of this apparatus is its lightness. A machine of 84 lbs. weight is

capable of weighing 10 tons ; and as soon as merchandise or other bodies are raised and suspended
from it, the weight of the same is indicated on the dial. The machine can be used for weighing all

kinds of goods, and affords a very convenient testing machine for bar-iron, wire, chains, cordage,
etc. It can also be used as a dynamometer to ascertain the resistance of trains or vessels.

A displacement dynamometer has been suggested, in which the forces are to act to push a parallel
plunger into a fluid, on the general principle of the Stiles steam-gauge.
Dynamometer for Measuring the Tlirust of a Screw-Shaft.—This instrument. Fig. 1158, is merely
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a lever, or a combination of levers, with the shaft pressing near the fulcrum, and the farther end of

the lever, or combination, attached to a spring-balance. ^ ^ is the screw-shaft, pressing as it re-

volves ao-ainst a movable pin, which presses against a knife-edge on the lever D E. The rod E F'ls

connected with the spring-balance, which cannot be seen in the figure, being concealed by the cylin-

drical barrel G H. A slide attached to the rod EF has several grooves in it, so that the pencil p
may be brought into contact with more than one part of the barrel if desired. The barrel is made
to revolve by means of a belt a b, connecting it with the screw-shaft ; and there are pulleys of

different sizes connected with the bulkhead at 3f and the shaft at N, by which the motion of the

cvlinder can be regulated, and be made quicker or slower at pleasure.
" When the engines are directly connected to the propeller, the thrust-bearing is made free to move

longitudinally, and the levers are connected to it. A hydraulic regulating cylinder should be con-

nected to the levers, to reduce the amplitude of the vibration of the spring. A diagram from a

thrust dynamometer is shown in Fig. 1159. The mean ordinate may be obtained by either of the

methods mentioned in treating of indicators. The diagram shown was taken in connection with two

others, and the mean pressure of the three was found to be 41.309 lbs., which was multiplied by a

system of levers so that the actual thrust was 8,086.4 lbs. The speed of the ship was 9.893 knots

per hour, equal to (9.898 x 6,080 -f- 60 =) 1,002.49 feet per minute ; so the work per minute was
(10,024.9 X 8,086.4 =) 8,106,535 foot-pounds, showing a development of (8,106,535 -r- 33,000 =) 245.65

effective horse-powers. The indicated horse-power at the same time was 465.6 ; so the efficiency of

the propelling machinery was (245.65 -=- 465.6 =) 52.76 per cent., and (100 — 52. '76 =) 47.24 per

cent, was absorbed in resistances of various kinds, including the friction of the engine and shafting,

the slip of the screw (represented by the water propelled aft), and the fluid resistance on the screw-

blades. The efficiency is higher than has been obtained in many other cases, though the writer in

a series of trials of the machinery of the U. S. Coast Survey steamer Blake found that the efficiency

averaged as high as 56.22 per cent. The vessel had compound engines, and the screw, which was
entirely submerged, had a fine pitch, and was of large diameter for the size of vessel.

A hydrostatic thrust dpiamometer is made by running the screw-shaft through a cylinder and
piston, so that the thrust will be borne by the piston, and the stress is computed from the reading

of a gauge, as in the Duckham machine shown in Fig. 1156.

Rotary Dynamometers are of two kinds, absorbing and transmitting. In the former the power is
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absorbed in friction during the act of measurement ; in the latter it is simply transmitted through

the instrument.

Pronyh Friction-Brake is the basis of all absorbing dynamometers. The apparatus consists essen-

tially of a clamp tightened upon a revolving pulley and tending to revolve therewith, but held in

position by weights or springs representing the intensity of the effort. A simple form, consisting of

a pair of wooden clamps tightened by bolts and connected through a lever to a spring-balance, is

shown in Fig. 1160. Often, however, iron straps faced with wood are used, and held in position by

weights, springs, or both, connected directly to the strap or an attached lever. When the clamps are

tightened so that the weight is lifted, the surface of the pulley, moving with a known velocity, is

regularly overcoming a resistance measured by the weight and strain on the springs, increased by the

leverage if any ; and the distance moved by the surface multiplied by such increased force represents

the work done. The result would be the same if the radius of the pulley were increased to the

point of application of the weight, and the work calculated from the actual revolutions and weights

imposed. If ^= revolutions of shaft per minute, R = the distance from the centre of shaft to a

vertical line passing through the point of suspension of the weights, W= weights imposed, including

strain on spring if used, and P= the horse-power developed ; then

8.1416 X 2 i^JNTlF^ ^

^

33000

To prevent extreme oscillations, a regulating piston in a cylinder filled with fluid is generally con-

nected with some part of the lever ; and it is usually necessary to apply water continuously to the

surface of the pulley to absorb the heat developed by the friction.

A Turbine Friction Di/namometer is shown in Fig. 1161, which is applicable for use on any vertical

shaft. It is an ordinary Prony brake in a horizontal position, acting upon the weights through a

bell-crank. The regulating cylinder is shown applied to the end of the bell-crank lever opposite the

weights. Pipes are also shown to conduct water to the surface of the pulley, the necessity of which

is explained above.

Froucle's Diincmiometer is one of the absorbing type, designed for the use of the British Admiralty,

to be applied directly to the shaft of a screw-steamer in place of the screw, as shown in Fig. 1162.
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It consists of a disk-wheel resembling that of a turbine, with a large circumferential
_

groove on

either side opposite similar grooves in the casing. The grooves in both the wheel and casing contam

curved inclined buckets, which act when the apparatus is immersed to throw water forcibly back and
» " 1 -1 -J ~~~:— The resistance produced tends to revolve the case, which is re-
forth from the wheel and casing
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sisted by lever-arms G G, connected at their ends through a rod II with springs and recording ap-

paratus on the wharf. Gates located in the projection on the side of the case are operated by

gear connected with the inclined rods shown, to close off part of the area between the cavities in the

wheel and case, and thus reduce the resistance as desired within large limits.

In using the ordinary friction-brakes, it is necessary to constantly adjust the screws tightening the

clamps so as to lift the weights clear without striking a stop in the opposite direction. To avoid this,

several brakes have been designed, in which the ftiction is regulated automatically. The simplest plan

of doing this is shown in Fig. 1163, but is applicable only when the power to be controlled is small.

A strap placed over a pulley is secured at one end to a spring-balance c, and loaded at the other

with a weight b. The pulley turning in the direction of the arrow lifts the weight and reduces the

tension on the spring-balance until the wheel turns in the band, when the force to be measured is

shown by the difference between the weight b and the reading of the spring-balance c.

The Appold Brake, shown in Fig. 1164, consists of a strap lined with wood, with its ends secured

to a lever «/ at the positions shown, the upper end of the lever at a being held stationary. The

action of the weight at W is to carry the bottom of the lever to the right and tighten the strap. The

motion of the pulley in the direction of the arrow lifts the weight W, and carries the strap around

until it becomes sufficiently loose to permit the pulley to turn on the brake. For instance, if con-

nections to weight are properly arranged, the point of suspension x may move to e, when/ would
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move to d. The length of the band may be adjusted by the screw y. This brake is perfectly self-

adjusting, but its accuracy has been questioned on account of the neglect of the strain at the upper

end a of the lever, and the difference in friction arising from necessary differences in tension on the

two parts of the band, caused by the lever connection. To obviate this difficulty, Mr. W. Balk has

designed a dynamometer in which a tightening-lever is placed horizontally opposite the connection to

weights, and the end provided with a pan to receive small weights, which are varied as necessary to

adjust the friction.
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A Fricfion Dynamomete)' designed by Mr. C. E. Emery of New York is shown in Fig. 1165. One
end of a friction-band is connected at the point c with the weight W and one end of a lever L. The
lever receives at an intermediate point b a connection from the other end of the band, and is sup-

ported at the outer end a by a spring-balance 8 or one end of a lever M. First, supposing the lever M
omitted, the weight TFwill tend to depress the lever L and strain the spring S {& stop shown being

provided to prevent overstrain). When, however, the pulley revolves in the direction of the arrow,

the weight and lever will rise until the tension is reduced, so that the pulley slips in the band.

Putting i' = the force required to balance the load on the line from c to IF, 1F= the weight (includ-

ing of course the permanent weight or preponderance), and a, b, and c the forces at the points «, 6,

and c due to the action of the spring-balance 8 ; then the downward forces acting on the band =
IF -f e, and the upward force = b. Hence F^=. W + c—b. But S = a -f c ; hence -f= W + c —
(a + c) =^ W— a. Therefore the force required to balance the load equals the weight less the tcn-
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sion on the spring-balance. The force represented by the latter may be subtracted automatically by
adding another lever below L, provided with a central fulcrum on the bed-plate, and connected at

the ends to the ends of the lever L ; in which case the spring-balance would be omitted. The extra

lever and connections, or a pulley and cord, may however be located above the lever Z, as shown in

During a preliminary run,dotted lines, and the balance either be retained or omitted as desired
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the screw 7) in the friction-band should be adjusted to bring the lever L nearly horizontal, when the

action of the apparatus will be absolutely automatic.

A Transmitting Dynamometer invented by Mr. S. Brown of Lowell is shown in Fig. 1166. The
power is transmitted from a spur-gear C to another, E, through an intermediate gear D, the axis of

which hangs in a stirrup supported by a steelyard F, the short arm of which is extended and con-

nected to a regulating piston in the cylinder G, as shown. The force transmitted at the pitch-lines

of the gears is the same on either side of the centre of pulley D, so that the strain communicated
from the latter to the short arm of the steelyard is double that transmitted at the pitch-lines.

The Bevel-gear Transmitting Dynamometer shown in Figs. 116*7 and 1168 operates upon the same
general principle as that previously described. The power is applied to a bevel-wheel -D, and is trans-

mitted to another similar wheel F through bevel-gears E E, provided with bearings on a lever J
turning on the shaft at G. The stress transmitted to the centres of the transmitting wheels E Em
double that at the pitch-line, as in previous cases. As shown in Fig. 1167, the lever is bent from a
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radial line to pass by the gears, and carries at the end opposite the scale a counterbalance weight M.
On both sides of the machine are fast and loose pulleys. The fast pulley on the driving side A
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operates the bevel-gear 2), and the corresponding gear F on the opposite side operates the fast

pulley B. By disconnecting a line shaft at the coupling and running a belt from pulleys on either
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side to the pulleys A and B, the power transmitted may be measured ; and the motion of the two
parts of the main shaft will be in opposite directions if both connecting belts are straight, but in

the same direction if one of them is crossed.
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In an improvement by Mr. J. B. Francis of Lowell, the motion on the side B of the machine is

reversed by gearing to a second shaft, carrying a pulley from which a straight belt may be run to
the main shaft without reversing the direction of its motion. There are also other improvements in
details. The beam is balanced without the use of a movable weight J/, and to this end a regulating
piston is attached, as in Brown's machine. A register is operated by an endless screw on the extra
shaft, and a bell strikes at every 50th revolution. The beam J is so graduated that the weight
raised 1 foot high per second is obtained directly, by dividing the weight as shown on the beam by
the number of seconds occupied by the shaft in making 50 revolutions. The friction of the machine
was ascertained by the use of Prony's friction-brake placed on the extra pulley.

A German Transmitting Dynamometer is shown in Fig. 1169. The power is transmitted from a
wheel D with internal gear to a central spur gear-wheel E^ through opposite transmitting gear-wheels
KK attached to arms on a sleeve carrying a pulley X, which through a band Z strains the dyna-
mometer springs F F.

Kcer's Rotary Transmitting Dynamometer is shown in Fig. 1170. The main shaft is disconnected
at a coupling, on either side of which are secured the disks A and B. From the circumference of

the disk A^ which is the driving

?ide, chains are carried around
the pulleys D on the disk B,
which chains tend to move a disk

C parallel with the shaft, and
compress the springs shown be-

tween disks C and B. The ex-

tent of this movement showing
the transmitted stress is, by a
fork in a slot on the hub of the
disk C, transferred through a
cord to a pulley on a shaft car-

rying an index which shows the
stress on a dial E. This part of
the apparatus is supported in a
groove on a separate revolving

boss, and part of the circumfer-

ence of the latter is provided
with an endless screw operating

another index on a dial F, to

show the revolutions. The dial

frame is prevented from revolving by a cord attached to the lower arm shown. All the disks are
made in halves, and the disks A and B are recessed to go over the coupling when desired, so that
the apparatus may be applied in a very short time. The acting distance of the transmitted force is

from the centre of the shaft to the centre of the chains.

In Suttonh Dynamometer lugs on the side of a driving disk operate upon spiral springs placed
against similar lugs on a driven disk. The acting distance of the springs is slightly varied at dif-

ferent, compressions, but the error is scarcely appreciable when the disks are large, and may in any
case be corrected on the scale.

In Eme>-son''s Dynamometer the revolving stresses are transferred to longitudinal ones by a system
of levers, and the latter measured by a bent-lever balance. C. E. E.

EARTHWORK CUTTING. See Excavating Machinery.
ELECTRIC BELLS. Bells or gongs struck by hammers vibrated by an electro-magnet placed in an

electric circuit. The apparatus and accessories consist of the bell, the push-button or circuit-closer,

the conducting wire, and the battery. The battery may be composed of any of the constant elements
described under Electro-Galvanic Batteries. For household purposes the Leclanche cell will be
found excellently well suited, the number of elements used being regulated by the extent and conse-
quent resistance of the circuit. The button or circuit-closer consists of two metallic strips jo and g,
Fig. llYl, placed one above the other. In its normal state the upper strip is separated from the
lower one by a spring. To the strips p and g the conducting wires a and c are secured, and as the
strips are separated the circuit remains open. It is closed when desired by pressing the knob p'.

The button is inclosed in a wooden or rubber case. Fig. 11*72 is a convenient device for combining
a number of keys within a small compass. Eight push-buttons, corresponding to as many distinct

circuits, are arranged at equal distances around a cylindrical case, within which the connections be-
tween the metallic strips and wires are made. Each wire is separately insulated by a silk covering,
and all are made into a single strand as they leave the case.

The ordinary form of bell used for giving single taps is shown in Fig. ll'ZS. It consists of an
electro-magnet MM, opposite the poles n s of which is placed the armature with its clapper k. The
latter in its normal position is held back from the bell G by a spiral spring attached to the movable
upright d, which serves to regulate its tension. The stroke of the armature is limited by the set-

screw r.

By a slight modification of the connections in the bell instrument, the apparatus can be used both
as a vibrator and as an instrument to give single taps. The general plan is shown in Fig. 11*74, in

which 31 and e are the electro-magnet and armature. /S is a switch which can be turned on B or E
at pleasure. When it is on E, the apparatus becomes a vibrating instrument ; when turned on B,
there is no interruption of the current with the attraction of the armature, and the instrument
simply responds by single taps to each closing of the circuit by the push-button. The path of the
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1171.

1172.

current, when the switch is on B and E respectively, is sufficiently evident from the figure without

further description.

When it is desirable to produce a very loud sound, the double bells and double electro-magnets

1174. 1175.
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c.v. usually employed in the vibrating apparatus. In general, the principle of all vibrating bells is

that of the self-acting make and break ; but, when the contacts are rigid points, the vibrations of
are
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the armature take place only within narrow limits, and the arrangement cannot very well be utilized

for ringing a bell. Siemens has devised a plan, in his dial instrmnents, which answers the purpose
much better, by giving the armature a greater range of movement ; but the adaptation of this device
to the ringing of bells for simple calls is a little troublesome, and in fact, for general use, would be
altogether too complicated. By far the most preferable way of obtaining the desired range of stroke
is that already described, in which a spring of some kind forms part of the path for the current,

and which, with the attraction of the armature, follows the latter for such a distance as may be
required.

When one battery is to serve for operating several of the bells above described, the vibrators can
not all be placed in one circuit, as each one interrupts the circuit independently of the others ; and
it is impossible, or rather impracticable, to make the armatures of the various instruments so that
they will all vibrate in exactly the same time, or always be in unison. The plan generally adopted
for such cases is shown in Fig. 1175, where each bell, /, //, ///, has a separate conducting wire of
its own, as represented by the numerals 1, 2, 3, and a return wire, L L, serves for all. If, now, one
of the bells is operated by the pressure of a push-button in 1, 2, or 3, as the case may be, it acts
without in any way interfering with the others, as they are all quite independent of the circuit thus
interrupted.

The fault just noticed in connection with the vibrating armature, causing a break at each vibra-
tion, may be remedied in a very easy manner simply by causing the armature to cut its own magnet
out of circuit after each attraction. The principle works very satisfactorily, and will be readily
understood by reference to Fig. 1176. m m are the coils of the electro-magnet ; <r, the armature, to
which the clapper k is attached by means of a rather stiff spring ; and/, an elastic steel spring, which
readily follows the to-and-fro movement of the armature for a short distance. As will be seen, a
current arriving at C passes through the wire 1, coils m w?, and wire 2, to the hne L ; the armature
is thus attracted to the spring/. The forward movement of the armature brings the spring /against
a contact c, and forms the shunt quite independent of the armature. As the resistance of this route
is exceedingly small compared to that of the helices, almost the entire current passes by the new
path, and the cores become demagnetized. The retractile force of the spring now preponderates,
and the armature falls against the back stop, breaking the shunt circuit on its way. As this arrange-
ment does not break the main circuit, any desired number can be placed in the same line and
worked without interfering with each other.

When the bell system is to be used for long distances, or when a very loud ringing is desired, for
which purpose the main line current, as a rule, is not sufficient, a relay and local battery are gener-
ally used ; and with the heaviest apparatus, requiring still more power, the ringing is done by means
of weights. Fig. 1177 represents an arrangement devised by Aubine, in which a single set of elec-

tro-magnets, iJ/J)/, serve both for the relay and the call. A small projection on the upper end of the
armature a, when the latter is in its normal position, supports the lever 3, keeping it from making
contact with spring 4, and at the same time holding it firmly against spring 2. When now a current
is sent into the line, it passes along the connection 1 to spring 2, thence to lever 3 and its connecting
wire to spring / and armature «, and from there on through the coils to earth. This causes an
attraction of the armature ; lever 3 falls down on spi-ing 4 and closes the local circuit, which again
results in a magnetization of the core. The armature is thus made to vibrate in the manner already
described, and a violent ringing is set up, which continues until, by pressure on the knob b, lever 3
is again raised and supported by the armature projection. (See " The Speaking Telephone, Talking
Phonograph, and other Novelties," Prescott, New York, 1879, from which the foregoing is abridged.)

ELECTRIC CLOCK. See Watches and Clocks.
ELECTRIC ENGRAVING MACHINE. A machine for engraving the cylinders of copper or brass

employed in printing woven fabrics and paper hangings. (See Calico-Peinting.) The current is

used to determine, by means of electro-magnets, the slight simultaneous advance or withdrawal of
any number of engraving diamond-points from the varnished surface of the copper rollers to be
engraved, according to the position of a corresponding metal contact-point on the non-conducting
surface of a prepared pattern. The pattern and cylinder to be engraved are moved mechanically in

concert, and the proportion of their relative movements can be varied by mechanical adjustment.
The engraving points have a slight vibrating action given to them, which scratches off the varnish
whenever brought into contact with it, and produces a series of fine zigzag lines, which facilitate the
retention of the pasty coloring matter used. The prepared pattern determines the moments at which
this contact occurs ; and the concert between the movements of the pattern and the roller produces
a similar agreement between the pattern and the figures engraved, which may clearly be made larger
or smaller than the pattern in any desired proportion and in any required number. The copper when
exposed is afterward etched by an acid bath.

ELECTRIC FUSE. See Blasting, and Fuses.
ELECTRIC GAS-LIGHTER. Numerous devices have been invented for the ignition and regula-

tion of street gas-lamps by electricity, the current not only lighting the gas, but, by means of an
electro-magnet, turning on or off the supply. One of the most successful contrivances for this pur-

pose is that devised by Mr. St. George L. Fox of London, and represented in Fig. 1178. The socket
i^is screwed on to the top of the gas-pipe, and the frame His, made hollow, for the purpose of allow-

ing the gas to flow up to the nipple at the summit. The gas is turned on or off by means of a valve
or stop-cock, the lever of which is seen caught by one of the studs A. The two studs A A are

borne on the upper part of the permanent horseshoe magnet C, the latter being supported on the

point of a fine pivot working in a cross-piece in the frame H. This permanent magnet is capable of

a reciprocating horizontal movement ; and supposing its position in the drawing to be reversed, the

other stud A would carry the pin or lever back through a short space. This shifting of the lever

one way or the other serves to turn the gas either on or off, as may be desired. The movement of
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the magnet is effected by a change in the polarity of an electro-magnet consisting of a soft-iron core

in a coil at B. According as the current is sent forward or backward through the coil, so the polar-

The electric current

1178.

ity of the core is altered, and the permanent magnet is turned on its pivot,

which turns the gas on or off is obtained from the magneto-electric machine
at the station, and is conveyed by the wire D i>, which wire connects all the

lamps. Supposing the current to be sent in such a direction as to turn the

gas on, the next operation consists in transmitting along the wire D D a

powerful discharge obtained from a condenser raised to an electromotive

force of several thousand volts or units by means of a Ruhmkorff coil.

Around the primary coil at B is wound a secondary coil of fine wire, and of

much greater length. The discharge from the condenser has the effect of

producing a secondary current along the wire E E, thereby developing a

small spark just over the burner. The discharge which passes through the

primary wire has the same effect simultaneously on the secondary wire in all

the lamps of the circuit, so that, the gas being previously turned on in the

manner described, the whole of the lamps are lit. If the first and last lamp
in each circuit be in sight of the station, the continuity of the circuit will

be proved by the lighting of these two lamps. When it is required that

the lamps shall be extinguished, a reverse current through the primary wire

will cause the permanent magnet to turn on its pivot and strike the lever of

the stop-cock, so as to turn off the gas. The stop-cock consists of a brass

tube forming a vertical socket, and fitting into the cylindrical part above
the horseshoe magnet. The socket thus formed has a small aperture on
one side, opening into the hollow of the frame H. The plug of the cock is

made with a very slight downward taper, and is hollowed out in the middle.

At the side of the plug is an aperture corresponding to that in the socket.

When the aperture of the plug is thus brought opposite the aperture in the

socket, the gas flows up toward the burner ; and, in like manner, when the

plug is so turned as to remove its aperture from coincidence with that of

the socket, the gas is intercepted, and the supply turned off.

ELECTRICITY. According to the modern theory of correlation and con-

servation of forces, electricity is a mode of motion of the molecules of mat-

ter. " Light, heat, electricity, magnetism, motion, are all convertible material affections. Assuming
either as the cause, one of the others will be the effect. Thus heat may be said to produce elec-

tricity, electricity to produce heat ; magnetism to produce electricity, electricity magnetism ; and so

of the rest." (Grove.)

The general science includes statical and dynamical electricity, or electric force in a state of rest

or of motion. Statical electricity, being usually developed by friction, is often called " frictional

electricity." The other terms above noted, indicating the development of the force by heat, chemi-
cal action, magnetism, etc., may be classed under the general title of dynamical electricity. This, in

whatever way produced, is always in the form of currents, and exhibits a constant manifestation of

power. Statical electricity may also be obtained by greatly increasing the intensity of dynamical
electricity. #

The term electro-dynamics is commonly used to include the whole branch of electrical science

which deals with the effects of electricity in motion. In making general reference to the subject,

the separate topics comprised in which will be found treated under headings below noted, we here

deal only with mechanical effects, or, in other words, with electrical work.

The word potential, as technically employed, strictly indicates a condition for or tendency to do
work. For brevity it is used alone to denote the difference between the electrical condition of a
given body or point and that of the earth, which is assumed as zero. The work * done in unit of

time in the part of an electric circuit lying between two given points is equal to the strength of the

current multiplied by the difference of potential between these points. It may be added here that,

if the direction of the current is from a point of higher potential to a point of lower potential, work
is done by the current ; whereas, if the current flows from a point of lower to a point of higher

potential, work is done in maintaining the current. We know, however, that if, starting at any point

A of an electric circuit and following the direction of the current, we arrive at a point B of lower
potential, we shall, by continuing to follow the current, get back again from the point B to the point

A ; that is, we shall pass from a point of lower to a point of higher potential. Consequently, since

the strength of the current crossing any complete section of a circuit is the same, it follows that the

net amount of work done hy the current in any part of a circuit is equal to the net amount of work
done in the remainder of the circuit in mainiaining the current. The different kinds of work which
the electric current can do may be classified as follows

:

A. The work done by a current of constant strength, traversing a circuit no part of which under-

goes change of position relatively to another part or to any other conducting circuit or magnet, is

entirely internal ; that is, it appears within the conductors of which the circuit is made up, in one or

other of the following forms: (1.) As development of heat, in metallic conductors of one material.

(2.) As development of heat accompanied by transfer of heat causing inequality of temperature, in

metallic conductors not all of one material. (3.) As development of heat together with chemical

decomposition, in a conductor consisting of a compound liquid.

B. When the strength of a current varies, or when the position of the circuit relatively to other

* Abrid2:ed from a paper on " Electrical Apparatus" by Professor G. Carey Foster, F. R. 8 , in " Hand-Book of South
Kensington Loan Collection," 1876.
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conductors or to magnets is changed, more or less work may be done in the production of effects

external to the circuit in addition to some internal work of one or more of the above kinds. The
external work may be of any of the following kinds: (4.) Magnetic induction; that is, the develop-

ment of the magnetic condition in substances susceptible of magnetism. (5.) Production of induced

currents in other conductors. (6.) Production of mechanical work through the motion of magnets
or of conductors conveying currents.

The laws according to which the action (1) takes place were first ascertained by Joule (1841). The
effect referred to under (2) was discovered by Peltier (1834), and has since been investigated chiefly

by Edlund {1810-71). The laws of the chemical action of the current (3) were established by Para-

day (1833). The magnetizing power of the current (4) was fii'st observed by Arago (1820) ; and the

production of induced currents (5) by Faraday (1831). The existence of mechanical force between
electric currents and magnets, capable of doing work by changing their relative position, was discov-

ered by Oersted in 1820; and in the same year Ampere discovered that there is a mechanical force

between two currents or two parts of the same current. Fi'om the laws according to which he found
that this force is exerted, he deduced the conclusion that a closed electric circuit has the properties

of a magnet, and showed that any magnet might be replaced by a system of circulating currents.

Most of the effects produced by an electric current are connected with the direction of the current,

in such a way that they are invei'ted when the direction of the current is inverted. Thus, when a

current passes from a piece of bismuth into a piece of antimony, heat is absorbed ; but when it

passes from antimony to bismuth, an equal quantity of heat is evolved. When a current passes

between two platinum plates immersed in water, decomposition takes place, and oxygen is evolved at

the plate by which the current enters the water, and hydrogen at the plate by which it leaves ; in-

version of the current inverts the chemical action. Again, a current encircling a piece of soft iron

renders it magnetic, and if the current is inverted the magnetization is reversed. Lastly, if motion
is produced by the mutual action of a current and a magnet, or of one current on another, the inver-

sion of the current causes inversion of the motion. The only two cases in which the effect of a

current is independent of its direction are the development of heat in a homogeneous conductor, and
the force exerted by one part of a current upon another part of the same current. The distinction

between the former (reversible) class of effects and the latter (non-reversible) is connected with the

fact that the work expended in a given time in producing any of the former class is simply propor-

tional to the strength of the current, whereas in the case of the latter class of effects it is propor-

tional to the square of the current-strength. A further distinction is that, if any reversible effect

which a current would produce by traversing a conducting circuit in a given direction is caused by
external agency, a current is generated in the cii'cuit. Thus, by supplying heat at certain points of

a circuit composed of alternate pieces of two different metals, and withdrawing heat at certain other

points, a (thermo-electric) current is produced in the same direction as that which would have caused
heat to be absorbed at the first set of points, and to be evolved at the second set. Again, if the

chemical action which a current in a given direction would produce in a compound liquid is pro-

duced by other means, the result is a current in the same direction, provided the liquid makes part

of a conducting circuit. Similarly, work done in causing changes of magnetization in the neighbor-

hood of a conducting circuit, or changes in the position of magnets or currents relatively to the cir-

cuit, causes the circuit to be traversed by a current opposite to that which would have produced the

changes in question. On the other hand, no current is produced by either supplying heat to, or tak-

ing heat from, any homogeneous parts of a conducting circuit, nor by moving one part of such a

circuit relatively to another part. In fact, all the various methods by which electric currents can be
produced are processes in which some reversible effect of such currents is brought about by the

expenditure of external energy.

The applications of these principles will be found under Electeic Bells, Elkctkic Gas-Lighter,
Electric Light, Electric Machines (Static), Electric Pen, Electro-Ballistic Machines, Electro-
Galvanic Batteries, Electro-Magnets, Electro-Metallurgy, Electrometers, and Electromotors.
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namischen Theorie der Materie," Zollner, Leipsic, 1876 ;
" Introduction to the Theory of Electri-

city," Cumming, London, 1876. Rudimentary and Simplified Treatises, etc.: "Elementary Lectures

on Galvanism," Sturgeon, 1843; "Eudimentary Electricity," Harris, London, 1853; "Electricity,"

Pepper, London, no date; "Light and Electricity," Tyndall, New York, 1875; "Lessons on Elec-
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Manual of Electricity, Magnetism, and Meteorology," Lardner, London, no date; "Traite de I'Elec-

tricite," Gavarret, Paris, 1857; "A Manual of Electricity, Theoretical and Practical," Bakewell,

London and Glasgow, 1859 ; "Electricity, Magnetism, and Galvanism," Harris, London, 1867; "Stu-

dent's Text-Book of Electricity," Noad, Loudon, 1867; "Physics," Ganot, New York, 1873 ; "Nat-
ural Philosophy," Deschanel, New York, 1873; "Electricity," Ferguson, London and Edinburgh,
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York, 1875; " Electricity, its Theory, Sources, and Applications," Sprague, London, 1875; "Traite

de I'Electricite Statique," Mascart, Paris, 1876 ;
" Magnetism and Electricity," Guthrie, London,

1876; "Electricity and the Electric Telegraph," Prescott, New York, 1877. On Special Ajyplica-

lions: "Expose des Applications de I'Electricite," Du Moncel, Paris, 1856; " L'Electricite et les

Chemins de Fer " (discussion of systems proposed for prevention of accidents by aid of electricity),

De Castro, Paris, 1839; " Electromagnetismus," Dub, Berlin, 1861 ; "Les Merveilles de la Science,"

FiiTuier, Paris, no date; "The Forces of Nature—Applications of the Physical Forces," Guillemin,

translated by Lockyer, New York, 1873; "Electrical Testing," Kempe, London, 1876. For works

on telegraphy, see Telegraphic Apparatus. Tables, etc. : " Electrical Tables and Formulae," Clark
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" Experimental Physics " (construction of apparatus), Weinhold, trans-

lated by Loewy, London, 1875.

ELECTRIC LIGHT. There are four methods of converting electricity into light. I. By means
of two carbon conductors, between which passes a series of intensely brilliant sparks, which form

a species of flame known as the voltaic arc. II. By means of a rod of carbon or kaolin, a strip of

platinum or iridium, or various other substances, placed between conductors and rendered luminous

by incandescence due to the heat caused by the resistance of the material to the current. III. By
means of the stratified discharge of the electric current in vacuo, or in tubes containing various

gases. IV. By means of a quick succession of the " extra sparks " due to the sudden rupture of a

current flowing through a conductor of considerable length.

I. The Voltaic Arc Light.

This is the commonest as well as the oldest form of electric illumination. The amount of light'

yielded depends upon the intensity of the current, the nature of the electrodes, and the medium
which surrounds them. The color of the light varies with the material of which the electrodes are

composed, or according to the presence of various metals. It is yellow with sodium, white with zinc,

green with silver, etc. The shape of the arc depends on the form of the electrodes. AVith a posi-

tive coke point and a negative platinum plate, it is conical ; between two carbon points, it is ovoid.

The maximum length of the flame depends on the intensity of the current. Despretz determined in

1830 (1) that the length of the arc augments in more rapid ratio than the number of elements em-

ployed to produce it, and (2) that this increase is more marked for small than for larger arcs. Thus,

the arc produced with 100 Bunsen elements is nearly quadruple that produced by 50 elements; that

resulting from 200 elements is not triple that from 100, and the light from 600 elements is 7^ times

greater than the arc from 100 elements. (3.) When the elements are coupled for quantity, the length

of the arc increases less rapidly than the number of elements. The arc from 100 elements, measur-

ing 25 millimetres, increases to only 69 millimetres with 600 elements coupled in 6 series of 100

each; while with the same battery of 600 elements coupled for tension (see Electro-Galvanic Bat-

teries), it reaches a length of 183 millimetres. (4.) When the positive pole is underneath, the voltaic

arc is shorter than when the negative pole takes this position. With 6 series of 100 elements cou-

pled for quantity, a length of 74 millimetres is obtained when the positive electrode is uppermost,

and 56 millimetres when it is beneath. (5.) When the electrodes are placed horizontally, the arc is

shorter than with vertical electrodes ; but then the quantity battery is more advantageous than one

coupled for tension. Thus, 6 series of 100 elements coupled in quantity give a horizontal arc 40

millimetres in length, while if coupled for tension the same battery produces an arc only 27 millime-

tres long. These experiments show plainly the difficulties in the path of constructors of djTiamo-

electric machines adapted to the production of the electric light, when such machines yield currents

of great quantity and low tension.

The following useful formulae relating to the electric light have been deduced by Mr. Desmond G.

Fitzgerald :

Let-£'=:the electromotive force, in volts, acting in a circuit; i2 = the total resistance, in ohms,

of the circuit ; r = the resistance of the voltaic arc obtained ; H.P. = the horse-power of the prime

motor used to work the dynamo-electric machine ; and h.p. = the horse power absorbed in the pro-

duction of electrical work. The energy of the current, or the mechanical equivalent of the work

1 ,, • , .,1 , TTr ^''x2654 ^ J jE'2x1.18 , ,^ „.
and heat produced by it per hour, will be IF= foot-pounds = = loot-tous. Ihe

, , . , ^
/energy in foot-pounds\ .,, , ,

E^
horse-power absorbed in the current „„^-°"^

—

-. f- r- ) will be h.p.=yr—-—
-. The ratio

J
^ \33000 X time in mm./ ^ Bxlil

'

is the measure of the efficiency of dynamo-electric machines. In the case of Gramme's ma-

chine, under the best conditions, we have H.P. = h.p. x 1.89. The horse-power absorbed in the arc

itself is h.p. x -
. The ratio of this latter value to h.p., or y,g

, is the measure of the

efficiency of the electrical circuit in the production of the greatest quantity of light with a given

quantity of electrical energy. In the experiments with Gramme's machine made by the Committee
of the Franklin Institute, the light produced by the voltaic arc, in standard sperm candles, was

r
h.p. X -^ X 1048 (candles); or, calling /the current in vebers per second, the light in this case was

/'- r X 1.4 (candles). This may probably be taken as a safe minimum value for small lights ; but it

would appear that the quantity of light increases more rapidly than the square of the current, or

that the light is most economically produced when it is least subdivided. With the larger magneto-

machines, worked with greater horse-power, the constants for the two latter formula} would be in

fact considerably higher, provided one light only be obtained.

From the foregoing it will also be seen that the diminution according to the " square," and not

according to simple proportion, applies to electricity just as it applies to light, heat, sound, gravita-
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tion, and other physical phenomena. Thus, if a circuit be divided into two branches whose resist-

ances are equal, a current of half the strength passes through each branch, producing at the point of

resistance, not half the light, but only a quarter, because the effect follows the square of the current-

strength. If the current had been divided into three equal branches, in each branch only one-ninth

part of the original light would be obtained, and so on ; so that if an electric light of 1,000 candles

were divided into 10 equal lights, the result would be 10 lights of 10 candles each, in place of one of

1,000 candles. When the light is produced by the second of the above-named systems—that is, by
incandescence—a still greater loss is occasioned. M. Fontaine has shown that under the most favor-

able circumstances, with a Bunsen battery of 48 cells, 8 inches high, the diminution of the sub-

divided light was so great that, where he put 5 lights in one circuit, he only obtained a total illumi-

nating power of a quarter of a burner, with 4 lamps only three-quarters of a burner, with two lamps

6^ burners, and with one lamp 54 burners. These numbers give the following ratio : 1, 3, 8, 26, 216,

thus showing how rapidly the light diminishes when divided. With the voltaic arc, however, and

with the same battery, he was able, by a Serrin lamp, to obtain a light of 105 burners.

The Voltaic Arc is produced by the incandescence of a jet of particles detached from the elec-

trodes and projected in all directions. This projection takes place chiefly from one pole to the other,

or more particularly from the positive to the negative

pole. The positive electrode has a much higher tem-

perature than the negative, and its rate of consump-
tion during a given time is double that of the latter.

The arc is approximately represented in Fig. 1179.

On each of the carbons appear scattered liquid and
incandescent globules due to the mineral substances

contained in the electrodes. These do not appear

when the carbons are chemically pure. To sum up,

the voltaic arc is a portion of the electric circuit hav-

ing all the properties of other portions of the same
circuit. The molecules passing over from point to

point constitute a mobile chain, more or less conduct-

ing.

#ii :,-'
..'^'^ii^^:
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ment which would render the carbons self-adjusting. This apparatus is termed the regidalor. The
duty to be performed by these contrivances is summed up as follows by Mr. J. H. Shoolbred in a

paper read before the British Association in 18Y8 (see Engineering^ xxvi., 362)

:

" 1. The regular and gradual approach of the carbons according to rate of combustion ; and, there-

fore, a progress varying not merely with the strength of the current, but also with the nature of the

supply, whether in one continuous direction or whether alternating in direction. 2. The approach or

separation of the carbon points to create the electric spark in the first instance, and then to counter-

act the ever-varying irregularities of the strength and supply of the current during the period of

illumination ; and also to prevent these irregularities being felt beyond the lamp itself (a most im-

portant and essential point where several lights exist on one circuit). 3. The normal separation of

the carbons according to the desired length of the voltaic arc, which is deemed suitable to the strength

of the current employed. The first-named duty is generally performed, in most apparatus, either

partly or wholly by gravity, which necessitates the carbons being placed over one another. In some

of the most recent forms, however, the carbons can be placed horizontally, or in any other position,

and either in a direct line opposed to each other, or inclined toward one another, their approach being

performed by mechanical action. The second set of duties are carried out almost universally by
means of electro-magnets and armatures, etc., contained generally in the base of the apparatus.

The third duty is performed ordinarily by adjustment-screws placed on the attachment of the carbon-

holders, and which can be made to raise or depress the carbons at will, even during the period of

illumination."

1. Lamps using Carbon Points.—FoucauWs Regulator.—One of the earliest and most ingenious

forms of lamps is that of Foucault, which is represented in Fig. 1180. L' is a barrel driven by a

spring inclosed within it, and driving several intermediate wheels which transmit its motion to the fly

o. L is the second barrel, driven by a stronger spring, and driving in like manner the fly o'. The
racks which carry the carbons work into toothed wheels attached to the barrel L\ the wheel for the

1181.

positive carbon having double the diameter of the other. The current enters at the binding-screw C,

traverses the coil of the electro-magnet E, and passes through the wheel-work to the rack D, which

carries the positive carbon. From the positive carbon it passes through the voltaic arc to the nega-

tive carbon, and thence, through the support i/, to the binding-screw connected with the negative pole

of the battery. When the armature i^ descends toward the magnet, the other arm of the lever, F P,
is raised, and this movement is resisted by the spiral spring R, which, however, is not attached to the

lever in question, but to the end of another lever, pressing on its upper side, and movable about

the point X. The lower side of this lever is curved, so that its point of contact with the first lever

changes, giving the spring greater or less leverage according to the strength of the current. In virtue

35
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of this arrangement, which is due to Robert Houdin, the armature, instead of being placed in one or

the other of two positions, as in the ordinary forms of apparatus, has its position accurately regulated

according to the strength of the current. The anchor T t i& rigidly connected with the lever F P,

and follows its oscillations. If the current becomes too weak, the head t moves to the right, stops

the fly o', and releases o, which accordingly revolves, and the carbons are moved forward. If the

current becomes too strong, o is stopped, o is released, and the carbons are drawn back. When the

anchor T t'm exactly vertical, both flies are arrested, and the carbons remain stationary. The cur-

vature of the lever on which the spring acts being very slight, the oscillations of the armature and

anchor are small, and very slight changes in the strength of the current and brilliancy of the light

are immediately corrected.

Servings Regulator.—Where single lights only are desired from a machine, the Serrin lamp. Fig.

1181, is most commonly used. In this the carbons are placed vertically over one another, the upper

1182.

11?3.

^rrf

carbon being made to travel by means of a rack and pinion attached to the bottom of its holder, and

driven by a spring which is controlled by an electro-magnet placed in the base of the lamp. This

electro-magnet, according to the force of the current passing into it from the main current, also

attracts or rejects an armature, the effect of this oscillating movement being to cause the lower car-

bon-holder to rise or fall, according to the irregularities in the strength of the main current, which

is itself producing the voltaic arc. The normal separation of the carbon points to suit any required

length of arc is effected by raising or depressing the upper

carbon-holder, by means of the screw placed at the top of its

upright, where the horizontal arm is hinged.

The Brush Regulator has a helix of insulated wire, which

is a core partially supported by adjustable springs. A rod

passes through the core, and at its lower end holds the car-

bon pencil in a clamp. The axial magnetism produced in

the helix by the passage of the current draws up the core,

and, by means of a lifting finger, raises one edge of a washer,

which by its angular impingement against the rod clamps

and lifts it to a distance controlled by an adjustable stop,

but separating the carbon points just far enough to produce

the light. As the carbons burn away, the increased length

of the electric arc increases its resistance and weakens the

magnetism of the helix, and therefore the coil-rod and carbon

move downward by the force of gravity, until by the shorten-

ing of the arc the magnetism of the helix is strengthened, and

the downward movement arrested. (See "Report of a Commit-

tee appointed to Test Dynamo-Electrical Machines," Journal

of the FranUin Institute, 3d series, vol. Ixxv., Nos. 5 and 6.)

The Lontin Regulator.—M. Lontin has introduced two

forms of regulator, which have the two advantages of being

independent of any particular position (the action of gravity

being entirely dispensed with), and of allowing any length of

carbon to be used, and of providing therefore for any ordi-

nary period of illumination without the necessity of a fresh

supply of carbons. In one of these regulators the travel of

the carbons is effected by means of two endless screws with

threads in opposite directions, one to each carbon-holder,

which are thus caused to progress ; the action of an electro-

magnet causes these screws to revolve when required to do

so. In the other regulator, the Mcrsanne, Fig. 1182, an

electro-magnet causes a round bar to revolve, which runs

lengthwise with the carbons, which motion is imparted by

_ ^ means of beveled gearing to small wheels at the extremity

___|] ______1^>-"
'

' of which the carbon-holders revolve, and so propels the car-

bons gradually forward. These carbon-holders are fixed at

about 2 inches from the carbon point, and the resistance which each current has to encounter is

limited therefore to that due to this length, irrespective of that of the carbon.

The Maxim Regulator.—Mr. H. S. Maxim has devised several forms of electric lamps, of which one

of the simplest is represented in Fig. 1183. Both carbon-holders are supported by a cord. As the

upper or positive holder descends, it draws the cord over a pulley and raises the negative just one-
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half the distance traveled by the positive. When the wires are properly connected and the carbons

are in position, the top holder may be allowed to run down until the two carbons meet. This estab-

lishes the circuit and excites the axial magnet in the bottom of the case, when the core is drawn into

the helix, and the two carbons, through the medium of levers, are drawn apart until the magnetism
and tension of the spring balance each other, and as the carbon is burned away the arc is lengthened

and the magnetism reduced ; when the core is drawn out of the spool, thus feeding the carbons

together as they are consumed until the parts have reached a position where the ratchet on the lower

lever is beyond the reach of the pawl, then the core descends and the ratchet revolves, when the

carbons take a new position, and the feeding goes on as before. The ratchet-wheel is prevented

from turning more than one tooth at a time by a spring at the end of the lower lever. The pull of

the rack is opposed to the spring ; and when the pull is reduced by the disengagement of a ratchet-

tooth, the lever, and with it the ratchet, are forced downward, and the succeeding tooth is caught on
the pawl. The core on which the magnetism operates is connected with the rack by compound levers,

so that by changing the position of the connecting link the leverage can be readily adjusted. Ad-
justments may also be made with the thumb-nut on the top of the case, which is attached to a re-

tractile spring.

2. Lamps using Carbon in various Forms.—It will be noticed that all the lamps hitherto described

employ carbon rods, the voltaic arc passing from point to point. Numerous other devices have been
invented in which the carbon is otherwise arranged, or is used in different forms.

The Rapieff Regulator.—This apparatus. Fig. 1184, uses continuous-direction currents, thereby

1184. 1185. 1187.

1186.

dispensing with the use of a second or distributing machine. Each carbon is, as it were, split in two
lengthwise, and the halves placed relatively to each other in the form of a V, approaching each other

only at the point of illumination. Each of the carbons passes through a holder, with a small guid-

ing wheel, at a point about 2 inches from the luminous point, whatever the entire length of the car-

bon. As it is at this point that the electric current enters the carbon, the total resistance the former
experiences in its passage to the luminous point is due to the intervening 2 inches of carbon only,

irrespective of the entire length of the latter. This resistance is therefore uniform throughout the

entire time of combustion. The gradual progression of the cai'bons toward the luminous point, as

required by the rate of combustion, is effected solely by the intervention of gravity, the mechanism
being operated by the descent of a small weight. Arrangements are provided for causing the neces-

sary closing up of the carbons to produce lighting, and an improved safety apparatus is embodied,
the object of which is to have a second light in reserve, which shall be automatically set alight by
the current, if the first one should from any cause be extinguished.

The Werdermann Lamp, Fig. 1185.—In this one electrode consists of a large bun-shaped disk of

carbon C, supported in the bracket 5, and placed with the rounded face downward. The other car-

bon is a fine rod of carbon c, the upper end of which is in contact with the centre of the lower sur-

face of the disk. This rod is supported by means of a spring collar, which also forms the circuit
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connection. This is within about three-quarters of an inch of the top of the carbon, so that this

length becomes incandescent, and, the contact between the two carbons being only a point, a small

electric arc is produced between the electrodes, while the electricity is at the same time passed on

throu"-h the carbon disk, and the connections there attached to the next lamp. A cord connects the

clasp D at the bottom of the rod and the balance weight IF, by which the rod is maintained in con-

tact with the disk. Eound the upper part of the disk is a metal band A^ to which the circuit wire

is attached, and the current thus passed on to the next lamp. (See Engineer, Nov. 1, 1878.)

Regnier^s Electric Lamp.—In this system, which will operate in free air, the renewal of the carbon

is progressive. The pencil, incandescent at one part of its length, proceeds almost continuously until

completely used up. The principle of the construction is shown in Fig. 1186. A cylindrical or pris-

matic pencil of carbon, C, Is traversed between i and .; by an electric current (continuous or alter-

nate) sufficiently intense to render it incandescent in this portion. The current enters or passes out

through the contact /; it passes out or enters through the contact B. The contact I (which is elastic)

presses against the carbon laterally ; the contact B touches it at the extremity. Under these condi-

tions, the carbon wears away at its extremity faster than at any other point, and tends to shorten.

Consequently, if the carbon C is urged forward continuously in the direction of the arrow, it will

advance gradually in proportion as it wastes away, sliding through the lateral contact I in such a way

as to continually touch the terminal contact B. The heat developed by the passage of the current

through the pencil is greatly increased by the combustion of the carbon. In practice, the fixed con-

tact is replaced by a revolving contact B, which carries off the ashes of the carbon. The rotation of

the terminal contact is made to depend on the progressive movement of the carbon, so that the

latter acts as a check on the motive mechanism of the lamp.

An improved form of one of these lamps is represented in Fig. 1187. In this the rotation of the

revolving contact is obtained by the pressure of the carbon on the circumference of the disk. By
this means the end of the incandescent pencil never leaves the revolving contact, thus avoiding any

cause for inequality in the light. The check, which is indispensable, is obtained as follows : The

wheel B is borne at the extremity of a lever which articulates at 0. The pressure exercised by the

carbon on the wheel B causes the shoe S to rub on the felly of a smooth wheel A, which is turned

by the descent of the heavy rod P through the medium of its rack and pinion a. According as the

point of the luminous conductor presses more or less on the wheel B, the check prevents to a greater

or less degree the descent of the column P, the advance of which is imperceptible.

The Wallace Lamp, represented in Fig. 1188, consists of two plates of carbon, A and 5, of which

A is fixed and B is connected with the armature of a small electro-magnet. The two plates are

joined up to the opposite poles of the machine. When no current passes, the electro-magnet has no

effect, and the upper plate falls till it rests upon the lower plate. On a current being sent through

the system the electro-magnet attracts the armature, and thus raises the upper carbon. The distance

through which this motion takes place can be adjusted as required ; and as the time occupied by the

combustion along the length of carbon is considerable, constant adjustment is unnecessary. The

diagram will give a better idea of the lamp than any explanation. The manner in which it acts may,

IISS.

however, be explained. The electric arc being

started at any point, the flame gradually pasess

along the length of the carbons as the material

is burnt away. If it were possible to make
two plates with rigidly parallel edges, the cur-

rent, if it passed at all, must pass along the

whole edge at once. Practically this state of

things is impossible, and there is always a point

of least resistance where the arc commences.
The Weston Lamp.—This consists of two carbon pencils supported on sockets attached to a suit-

able base. The socket of the negative carbon is fixed ; that of the positive carbon is movable, and

has attached to it an armature which extends over the electro-magnet. The positive carbon is

pressed toward the negative carbon by a spring, and it is drawn away by the action of the magnet

on the armature as the current increases in strength. When the current weakens, the reverse oc-

curs. The negative carbon has twice the area of the positive to insure the equal burning of the two

pencils, and it has a longitudinal groove in which is cemented a stick of lime, glass, or other material

that may be vaporized at a high temperature.
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Numerous other regulating devices are in existence, but sufficient have been presented to exhibit

the principal forms.

The Electric Candle.—This is the invention of M. Jablochkoff, and is one of the most important

discoveries made in electric illumination, inasmuch as it obviates the use of any regulating contrivance,

and enables several pairs of carbon rods to be supplied with current from a single source of elec-

tricity. The so-called candle, which is represented in part in Fig. 1189, consists of two cylindrical

pencils of compressed carbon, 8.865 inches long and .157 inch in diameter. These pencils are placed

side by side about .118 inch apart, and are connected together mechanically, but insulated electrically

by a layer of plaster of Paris. The lower ends of the pair of carbons or " candle " so formed are im-

bedded in a mass of composition for giving to it solidity, and a little metallic plate for making elec-

trical contact with its holder or " candlestick " is attached to each pencil, there being one on each

side of the candle. In order to establish the light, one of the pencils is placed in metallic connection

with one electrode of the dynamo-electric machine, and the other pencil with the other pole ; and

when the arc is once established at the top of the candle, it will continue to be produced as long as

the machine is at work and until the candle is consumed. To the top of the candles is affixed a piece

of composition formed of powdered plumbago and gum. This is shown at ^, CD being the carbon

pencils and B the insulating material. It will be noted that the essential principles involved in the

Jablochkoff candle are the placing the carbons side by side, so as to form a two-wicked electric candle,

and the employment of an insulating substance between them, which gradually loses its resistance as

high temperatures are reached. It is to this latter quality of the insulators employed that is due the

success of the Jablochkoff system in dividing the electric current over a number of lights.

The arrangement by which the candles are held consists of a pair of brass jaws, B and F, Fig.

1190 A.

1189 A, insulated from one another, each having a semi-cylindrical vertical groove in its face to re-

ceive the candle, which in the figure is represented in dotted lines. The jaw B is rigidly fixed to the
base-plate A, to which is attached the attachment-screw connected with the positive electrode of the
machine, while the jaw F is jointed to the bracket D, which is attached to, and is in metallic connec-
tion with, the attachment-screw A'. By this jointed arrangement the clip can receive and hold
firmly candles of sizes varying within certain limits, and by means of the spring B' a firm pressure is

maintained between the brass jaws and the metallic plates attached to the carbon pencils. The ter-

minal screw A' being connected to the negative electrode of the machine, the circuit is complete as
long as the arc continues to be produced. Instead of connecting the screw A' direct to the machine,
it may be connected to a second candle-holder, and that to a third, and so on in series. In the Ave-
nue de rOpera, and in the other places in Paris illuminated by the Jablochkoff light, the lamps were
arranged in groups, each group being illuminated by one circuit.

Fig. 1190 is a sectional elevation of the arrangement for holding the candles in the lanterns used
for street-lighting purposes in Paris. It is necessary to have four candles in order to carry on the
illumination for the time required, as each candle lasts but an hour and a half. Only one candle
burns at one time in each lamp, and when this becomes nearly consumed the circuit is switched from
it to a new circuit, until the four have been burned, by which time the hour for extinguishing the
street lights is reached. The holders are attached to a slab of white onyx and surrounded by a globe
of opal glass.

Fig. 1190a shows the lantern with its four candles, the switch, and the Gramme dynamo-electric
machines used to supply the current (see Dynamo-Electric Machines). Full details of the apparatus,
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and also of an automatic switch for shifting the current from one candle, will be found in Engineei--

ing, xxvi., 125.

Fi". 1190 B shows the mode of connecting several sets of lamps, A^ in circuit with one machine, B.

II. Electric Light by Incandescence.

The first electric lamps in which an incandescent carbon rod was used was patented in England by

Kin"- in 1845. His invention was based on the use of metallic conductors or continuous carbons

heated white-hot by the passage of an electric current. The best metal for this purpose he found to

be platinum, and the best carbon that from gas retorts. On account of the great afHnity of carbon

for oxygen when at a high temperature, it was found necessary to protect it from air and dampness,

and to this end the carbon was inclosed in a glass vessel whence the air was exhausted.

Lodyguine's Lamp.—In 1849 Petrie patented a lamp in which iridium in a state of incandescence

was employed, small rods of the metal about 2 centimetres in length being used. Until 1874 no im-

1191 1193.
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portant improvements were made ; but in that year M. Lodyguine obtained a grand prize from the

St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences for a lamp which consisted of a single stick of carbon, inclosed in

a hermetically sealed glass chamber from which all air has been exhausted, and into which an azotic

gas which does not combine with carbon at a high temperature, such as nitrogen, is admitted.

When the current from a magneto-electric machine, such as Wilde's, Gramme's, or Noble's, is

passed through this carbon, it gradually gets heated to a white heat, and emits a brilliant and at the

same time soft and steady light. Fig. 1191 shows the form of the carbon used; the light is_ given

off at the narrow central part. The advantages claimed for this plan are, that there is a continuous

circuit, so that any number of lights may safely be joined up in series to form one or more lamps ;
the

lights can be made as small as desired, the flame is continuous and not injurious to the eye, and the

current can be strengthened or weakened at will. It burns well under water, and has been proposed

for illuminating dangerous mines, there being no fear of explosion from it.
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Kohn of St. Petersburg devised a material improvement on this lamp in 1SY5, the important fea-

ture of which consists in the use of a number of carbons placed vertically between platforms, and

havin"' stems of unequal heights extending above the upper platform. All are inclosed in an ex-

hausted glass vessel. Above the stems, and resting of course on the highest, is a swinging lid

throu^-h which the current passes to the carbon touched. As this carbon gradually consumes it be-

comes' thinner, and finally breaks. The lid then drops down on the next highest stem, and a second

carbon is rendered incandescent. This goes on until all the carbons are consumed, when the lid falls

upon a copper rod, and, although the lamp is extinguished, the current passes on through it to an-

other lamp. Each carbon lasts about two hours. The light is mild and agreeable, but is much more

costly than that of gas. Its intensity is about equal to 20 Carcel burners.

Fontaine's Lamp.—^. Fontaine has devised a lamp which is represented in Fig. 1192. The es-

sential features are as follows : The carbons are encased at each extremity in rigid contacts, and are

held firmly so that the lamp operates in any position. The current passes automatically from one

carbon to the other through the action of an electro-magnet placed in the circuit.

The Sawyer-Man Lamp, represented in Fig. 1193, has a slender pencil of carbon placed as shown.

The light-giving apparatus is separated from the lower part of the lamp by three diaphragms, to shut

off downward heat radiation. The copper standards lower down are so shaped as to have great radi-

ating surface, so that the conduction of heat downward to the mechanism of the base is wholly pre-

vent'ed. The electric current enters from below, follows the line of metallic conduction to the " burn-

er," thence downward on the other side, connecting with the return circuit. The light-producing

portion is, of course, completely insulated, and also sealed at the base, gas-tight. The glass vessel is

charged with pure nitrogen, and the crumbling of the carbon due to sudden heating when the lamp

is lighted is claimed to be prevented by the use of a switch so constructed that it is impossible to turn

the current on or off suddenly. A detailed description of this apparatus will be found in the Scien-

tific American, xxxix., 351.

The Jahlochkoff Kaolin Liffhf.—^L Jablochkoff, the inventor of the electric candle already described,

has obtained excellent results from incandescent kaolin, through the medium of which, by employing

a number of separate secondary coils, one to each candle, for one primary, the current can be simply

and effectively divided. The passage of the current through the kaolin makes the circuit complete,

and a number of lights can be joined up in the same circuit, so as to form a set of luminous centres.

MM. Denayrouze and Jablochkoff have easily obtained 50 luminous centres of various intensity in

graduated series, the weakest yielding a glow equivalent to one or two gas-burners, the strongest

equal to 15 burners, from one current. By employing a magneto-electric machinegiving alternating

currents, the current interrupter and condenser of the induction coil may be dispensed with, the

alternating currents being simply passed through the primary coil. Again, by employing a mag-

neto-electric machine yielding several powerful intermittent currents, the induction coil with its

several secondary coils may be dispensed with altogether, and the magneto-electric currents passed

through the candles. The lights require to be shaded by

ground or opal glass shades to diffuse the rays. The con-

sumption of kaolin is very small, a piece the length of a

centimetre lasting 10 hours.

III. The Geissler-Tube Light.

The attempts to use the stratified light which is yielded by

the electric discharge in passing through Gcissler tubes con-

taining various gases have not been attended with advanta-

geous results. In 1865 M. Gervais devised an apparatus in

which 2 bichromate-of-potash elements transmitted a current

to an induction coil, and from the latter the flow traversed a

tube charged with carbonic acid. The apparatus was com-

pactly arranged, and yielded a mild, pleasant light, which was

easily maintained for several hours under water ; but the gen-

eral conclusions to be deduced from the experiments indicate

that the illumination was of too feeble a nature to admit of

any extended practical utilization.

IV. The Electric-Spark Light.

When an electrical current which flows through a conductor

of considerable length is suddenly broken, a bright flash, called

the extra spark, appears at the point of separation. The extra

spark will appear, although the current is not suflicient to

sustain an arc of any appreciable length at the point of sepa-

ration. In order to obtain a continuous light from this spark,

Professors Thomson and Houston of Philadelphia have de-

vised an apparatus in which one or both of the electrodes,

which may be the ordinary carbon electrodes, are caused to

vibrate to and from each other, so that in their motion toward

each other they touch, and afterward recede a distance part

which can be regulated. These motions or vibrations are made
to follow one another at such a rate that the effect of the light

produced is continuous ; for, as is well known, when flashes of

light follow one another at a rate greater than 25 to SO per

second, the effect produced is that of a continuous light. The vibratory motion is best communi-

cated to the electrodes by an automatic vibrator or an electric engine. In practice, the negative

electrode only is vibrated. (See Journal of the Franklin Institute, 3d series, Ixxvi., No. 4, p. 251.)

1194.
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Fig. 1194 represents the construction of this apparatus. A flexible bar of metal b (the extent of
whose vibrations is regulated by the adjustment of the rigid bar I) is attached at one end to the
pillar pp, and carries at its other end an iron armature a placed opposite the adjustable pole-piece
of the electro-magnet m. The negative electrode is supported in a collar c, and the positive one in
the arm j. The pillar pp is divided into two insulated sections at i ; the upper section conveys the
current from the binding-post marked + to the arm j and the rod i?, supporting the positive elec-

trode. The magnet m is placed, as shown by the dotted lines, in the circuit which produces the light.

The pillar pp is hollow, and has an insulated conducting wire inclosed, which connects the circuit-

closer V to the binding-post marked — . The current is conveyed to the negative electrode through b
and the coils of the magnet m. When the electrodes are in contact, the current circulating through
m renders it magnetic and attracts the armature a, thus separating the electrodes, when on the weak-
ening of the current the elasticity of the rod b again restores the contact. During the movement of
the negative electrode, since it is caused to occur many times per second, the positive electrode, though
partially free to fall, cannot follow the rapid motions of the negative electrode, and therefore does
not rest in permanent contact with it. The slow fall of the positive electrode may be insured either
by properly proportioning its weight or by partly counterpoising it, so that it thus becomes self-feed-
ing. Various modifications of this lamp have been devised by the Messrs. Siemens.

Applications of the Electric Light.
Industrial Illumination.—The electric light is especially well adapted for the illumination of work-

shops and large buildings. It is the only light by which fine work can be carried on by night as
well as by day, and its abundance is such that it becomes diffused in manner similar to daylight, so
that it is only when especially precise work is being executed that a second lamp is needed "to illumi-
nate the shadows cast by the first. The light is not fatiguing to the eyes, and it possesses the great
advantage of exhibiting colors in their natural hues, so that it may be used in dye-works, stores, etc.

As a general rule, one lamp (carbon points) will illuminate 5,120 square feet in a machine shop, half
that space in a weaving-room, spinning-loft, or printing-office, and four times the space in a ship-
yard, court, quay, or the open air. Improvements in the electric light tend constantly toward ren-
dering its working more economical. The principal results of experience up to the date of issue of
this work will be found in M. Fontaine's " Electric Lighting " (18*78).

Lighthouses.— Tlie Souter Point Light.—The great electric light at Souter Point, England, is lo-

cated 3 miles below the mouth of the river Tyne. Its condensed beam is equal in power to 800,000
candles. Two rotary magneto-electric machines of the Holmes pattern are driven by two 3-horse-
power engines. Each machine consists of 8 radial frames, to each of which are attached 36 mag-
nets, making 288 in all, and the poles are alternately pointed toward and from the axis of the ma-
chine. The number of revolutions made by each machine per minute is 400, and as 16 sparks are
produced by each magnet at each revolution, the number of sparks at the carbon points of the lamp
is 6,400 per minute when one machine only is in operation, as is the case in fair weather, and 12,800
per minute when both machines are at work. The electric lamp consists of two carbon points, each
about 10 inches long by half an inch square in section, placed end to end in a vertical position. The
rate of feed is one inch per hour each. An oil-lamp is placed under the electric lamp, and is always
filled and ready to be substituted in case of accident to the latter or to the machinery.

Fig. 1195 illustrates the disposition of the different parts of the lenticular apparatus. A is the
focus at the meeting-point of the carbon pencils ; b, the holophote ; C, the upper totally reflecting

prisms ; D, the fixed dioptric apparatus ; E, the revolving frame of flash-panels ; W, revolving gear-
ing; y, the burner of the oil-lamp ; /, telescopic tubes for the supply of oil and the overflow, for
use if the oil-lamp should be substituted at any time for the electric lamp ; F^ the oil-reservoir ; J/,

the oil-supply pipe ; J, cylindrical shaft for transmission of the beam of reflected light to the lower
light-room ; 0, the lower reflecting prisms ; and P, the window of the lower light-room. The tower
is 150 feet in height, and the light, which revolves every half minute, is visible for 20 miles.

The South Foreland Lights.—The great electric lights at South Foreland, two in number, are
3 miles east of Dover Pier, on the high chalk cliffs overlooking the Strait of Dover. They are
about 1,000 feet apart, the high light 372 and the low one 275 feet above the sea, and form a
range or lead as a guide to clear Goodwin Sands, one of the greatest dangers in British waters. The
magneto-electric machines used to generate the current are of the Alliance pattern. (See Dynamo-
electric Machines.) Each machine is composed of 96 helices mounted upon 6 gun-metal wheels,
each having 16 helices. Between these wheels are placed the magnets, 8 in each division, 40 of
which are composed of 6 layers riveted together, and 16 (the end ones) similarly constructed, but
having only 3 leaves or layers. These magnets, which are mounted in frames, are stationary, while
the helices revolve at the rate of 400 revolutions per minute. (For details of tests of this and other
machines, see Dynamo-electric Machines.) Each electric lamp contains two carbon rods, 10 inches
long by three-eighths of an inch square. The rods are made from coke-dust, and the rate of con-
sumption is 34 inches per night for each light. The lenses are of about the same size as ordinary
third-order lenses, 39 inches interior diameter. (See Lighthouses.) With the machine above
described the power of the condensed beam from each light is estimated at 1 80,000 candles. The
lights are fixed.

Two large and important electric lights have also been established on the headland known as the
Lizard, on the south coast of England.

For full details concerning the electric lights on Cape La H^ve and elsewhere on the French
coast, reference may be had to " European Lighthouse Systems," a report by Major George H. Eliot,

U. S. A. (New York, 1875).

Vessels' Sea Lights.—The electric light has been adapted to sea-going vessels, and has proved a

valuable method of indicating the positions of the latter, and so reducing the dangers of collision.

On board of war vessels it is a potent safeguard against the approach of small torpedo craft under
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cover of the ni^ht. The arrangement of the light for marine purposes, as devised by MM. Sautter

and Lemonnier, is represented in Fig. 1196. The voltaic arc is obtained from a Serrin lamp, the beam

of which is concentrated by a Fresnel lens 0.6 metre in diameter, and composed of 3 dioptric and 3

catadioptric elements. (See Lighthouses.) The lamp and lens are carried on a cast-iron drum,

which is movable around a vertical axis, and capable of oscillating about its horizontal axis without

chano-ing the relative positions of lens and lamp. By this means the luminous beam may be pro-

1195.

jected at will in any direction by the operator, who, stationed in rear of the apparatus, manages
suitable handles. A small lens is so disposed as to project, on a screen of ground glass in rear of

the apparatus, the image of the carbons, so that the rate of consumption of these may be constantly

watched. Means are provided for varying the position of the lamps so as to cause the beam to

diverge more or less. The apparatus is fixed on a cast-iron pedestal on the ship's bridge or deck.

As arranged on board the Amerique, a steamer of the Compagnie Generale Transatlantique, the

lamp is placed on a tower elevated about 16 feet above the deck. The lantern is of prismatic glass,

and illumines an arc of 225°, so that the vessel herself is left completely in the shade. The lumi-

nous beam is about 31 inches in diameter. The lamp is supplied by a Gramme machine of 200 Carcel-

burner power, driven by a 3-cylinder Brotherhood engine. This light is, by an ingenious automatic

arrangement, made intermittent, so as more quickly to attract attention. It is visible at a distance

of about 10 marine miles to an observer situated 19 feet above the water.

ELECTRIC LOOM. This extremely ingenious contrivance, in which the usual Jacquard cards are

replaced by an electrical arrangement worked by a pattern prepared in tin foil with insulating var-

nish, is the invention of Cavaliere G. Bonelli of Turin. A simple metal plate, perforated with holes,

each of which is provided with a kind of piston, successively plays the part of each successive paper

card in the usual arrangement. The pistons fill up every hole that is not required, but are withdrawn

by electro-magnets from those holes which require at each beat of the loom to be kept open. This

is effected as follows : A sort of metal comb, each tooth of which is the terminal of a separate insu-

lated conducting-wire, rests on the prepared pattern. Whenever a tooth touches the tin foil, a circuit
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is completed through its condueting-wire ; but when a tooth rests on the varnish, the circuit is

broken. Each conducting-wire includes in its circuit an electro-magnet. The pistons already spoken
of are each composed of a small iron shank and brass button-shaped head, and are all held hori-
zontally in a frame, one opposite each electro-magnet. In one position of this frame, the heads
of the pistons project through the openings of the metal card or perforated plate ; the diameter of
each hole is a little larger than the head of the corresponding piston, each piston being exactly in
the centre of its corresponding hole. In this same position all the soft-iron shanks touch the poles
of the corresponding magnets, and the metal comb rests on the prepared pattern. A certain number
of the magnets corresponding to the uncovered portions of the tin foil are therefore active or attract
the shanks, but the others exert no attraction. The frame with the pistons is now pulled forward
away from the magnets : those pistons which are opposite the active magnets are held back, sliding
in their frame, so that the button-heads pass behind the perforated plate ; but the other portions
come forward with the frame, leaving the magnets. The perforated plate then drops a little way,
and by this simple contrivance all those piston-heads that were in front of the plate are retained
there, whatever pressure comes against them, for they are now eccentric from the holes. The plate
in this condition presents a perfect analogy with the common prepared card : a certain number of
holes corresponding to the metallic part of the pattern are vacant ; the rest of the holes are blocked
up and present an unbroken surface, by which the proper hooks of the Jacquard loom (see Looms)
are acted on during one stroke. The perforated plate is then brought back to the position first

described, the prepared pattern is moved on a little step, and the same process is repeated. When
shuttles with several different colors are to be used, the pattern is subdivided into insulated portions
corresponding to the separate colors by removing a very thin outline of foil around each ; all the
parts corresponding to one color are afterward connected. As each shuttle is thrown, the battery is
brought in contact with the appropriate series of insulated patches of tin foil, producing a succession
of different cards, and the pattern is not shifted forward until all the colors are exhausted. After
the completion of each fresh combination on the perforated plate, the battery circuit is broken by a
proper contact-breaker, and the injurious spark is thus avoided, which would otherwise occur when
the comb is lifted from the pattei-n prior to a shift.

ELECTRIC MACHINES (STATIC). Electrical phenomena are usually and conveniently divided
into two chief classes : the first comprising those which depend upon the mutual action of bodies
while they are in different electrical conditions ; and the second including those which accompany
the process of electrical equalization. Phenomena of the former class, since they depend on the
existence of a particular electrical state in the bodies which produce them, are called electro-statical

;

while those of the latter class, which depend upon the occurrence of an electrical process requiring
the expenditure of energy in some shape or other in order that it may go on continually, are called
electro-dynamical.

The first condition for the production of any electro-statical phenomenon is the means of develop-
ing the electrical state. Instruments for this purpose are commonly called electric or electrical
machines. These act either by friction or by electrical induction.

I. Frictional Machines.—This type of apparatus was first constructed to be operated by the suc-
cessive approximations or contacts of the parts of the revolving glass cylinder A, Fig. 1197, against
the parts of a rubber attached to a hollow metallic cylinder F, mounted on a pillar of glass. This

1197.

pillar is sustained on a sliding base-board at the bottom, capable of being moved by a screw toward
the glass cylinder, to regulate the intensity of the pressure, and consequently of the friction of the
rubber. The rubber is made of leather stuffed with horse-hair to constitute an elastic cushion.
Another hollow metallic cylinder, termed a " prime conductor," is represented at E, furnished with

a row of pointed wires facing the glass cylinder, designed to serve for collecting the electricity excited
therefrom. To prevent the escape or propagation of the electro-dynamic action from the prime con-
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ductor, it is insulated by the intervention of a non-conducting glass pillar. A flap of silk, G, is at-

tached to the cushion, and is spread out over the top of the revolving cylinder, to suppress the dissi-

pation of the electric action by the reaction of the air, before it reaches the row of points at E.

A revolving movement may be imparted to the glass cylinder by the animal motive power of the

human hand applied to turn the crank-handle attached to the pulley W. Into this pulley a grooved

score is turned, adapted to receive the cord that extends from it to a similar groove in a pulley at-

tached to the axis of the glass cylinder.

The conductor JE has also been denominated the " positive " conductor, in contradistinction to the

conductor attached to the rubber, which is denominated the "negative" conductor, the former being

supposed to contain an accumulation or "positive" excess of the fluid, and the latter to have yielded

1198. 1199.

up a portion of its natural share of elec-

tricity, and to be reduced to a "negative"
state.

To augment the excitation, it is usual

to apply to the rubbing surface of the

cushion a compound of metals triturated

with lard. One part by weight of tin and
two parts of zinc are melted together, and
mixed with six parts of mercury, which
are to be well stirred together until solidi-

fied. The brittle compound is then pul-

verized in a mortar, and mixed with a suf-

ficient quantity of lard to reduce it to the

consistence of a paste.

Fig. 1198 represents a simple form of

plate machine. The glass plate D D is caused to revolve by means of the crank G. Attached to the

inner sides of the supporting pillars are four cushions compressing the plate between them at the

upper and lower portions of the disk, each having flaps of silk appended thereto. The intensity of

the pressure of the cushions is regulated by screws. The two opposite conductors A B are sup-

ported by two stout glass pillars E E, fixed at each end of the mahogany base-board on which the

other parts of the machine are mounted. The brass arch C C is sustained at the centre and lower
ends by the glass pillars FEE, and connects the two conductors A B.

Ra')nsden\'i Machine, a more modern form of this apparatus, is represented in Fig. 1199. Between
the two supports in which the glass plate turns are two pairs of cushions of leather, stuffed with
hair and covered with some amalgam mixed with grease. Two large hollow cylinders of brass c, with
globular ends, each supported by two glass pillars, constitute the reservoir for receiving the electrici-

ty, which in this case is positive. They are called prime conductoi'S, and are supplied with U-shaped
rods of metal furnished with points along their sides, called combs, for the purpose of receiving the

electricity from the glass plate, the arms of the U being held upon the other side. The other ends
of the conductors are connected by a rod r, from the middle of which projects another short rod ter-

minating in a knob for delivering the spark.
Nairne's machine is constructed similarly to that represented in Fig. 119Y, having a cylinder and

silk rubber. Van Marum's machine has two glass plates nearly 5^ feet in diameter, separated by
about 8 inches, and pressed by 8 pairs of rubbers. With this apparatus sparks 24 inches in length

have been obtained.

Armstrong's Hydro-electric Machine, Fig. 1200, also belongs to this class. It consists of a small

wrought-iron plate boiler standing on glass legs. A stop-cock C, when opened, allows the steam to

pass through a number of tubes in the box JB, containing cold water for cooling the steam. The
ends of the tubes are furnished with jets whose construction is such as to increase the friction, and
the jets are lined with hard wood, as shown in the figure at M. The metal plate P, armed with
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points, collects the electricity, which is ordinarily positive, and conveys it to the prime conductor 2).

Faraday showed that the generation of electricity in this machine is caused by the friction of minute

globules of water passing through the jets.

The mechanical 'pressure of bodies, as well as friction and contact, propagates electrical action.

Elastic India-rubber or caoutchouc develops extraordinary electric excitation by sudden compression.

Sparks issue in vivid coruscations to a distance

1200. of several inches fi-om between the rollers used

for compressing sheets of this material in the

process of incorporating it into manufactures of

cloth. In certain processes of calico-printing,

the India-rubber, dissolved in spirits of turpen-

tine and alcohol, and mixed with ultramarine

blue or other colored substances, is passed with

great pressure between the engraved copper roll-

ers and the cloth to be imprinted therewith. A
torrent of sparks is noticed to issue from the

compressed India-rubber, too intense to be sus-

tained by the knuckles, held near them, without
absolute pain. Indeed, the process of printing

with this material was finally suspended from
the danger of burning up the building and ma-
chinery employed, the sparks having actually

set fire to the composition of turpentine, alco-

hol, and India-rubber, and caused the cloth in

the machine to be burnt up.

II, Machines acting by Electrical Induc-

tion.—An insulated conductor charged with

either kind of electricity acts on bodies in a

natural state placed near it in a manner analo-

gous to the action of a magnet on soft iron;

that is, it decomposes a supposed neutral fluid,

attracting the opposite and repelling the like

kind of electricity. The action thus exerted is

said to take place by influence or induction.

Thus, if a positively electrified body A is

brought into the neighborhood of two insulated

(and previously unclectrified) conductors, B and
C, each of these becomes positively electrified, in

the sense of tending to impart positive electricity to other bodies, as long as A is present ; if, however,

B is nearer to A than C is, B becomes more strongly positive than C, or the tendency of B to give posi-

tive electricity to C is greater than the tendency of C to give positive electricity to B. Consequently,

if B and C touch each other, electricity flows from B to C to an extent depending on the difference

between the electrifications of the two bodies, and electrical equilibrium is established between them.

If now they are separated from each other, and removed beyond the range of the sensible influence

of the body A, they are both found to be electrified, B negatively and C positively, while A remains

exactly in the same condition as at first, and therefore capable of producing the same effects upon

B and C, or upon other conductors which may be substituted for them, any number of times. The
ultimate electrification of the conductor B is greatest when the conductor C with which it is put into

communication, while under the influence of A, is the earth.

By proper arrangements the conductor B, which in the manner indicated above can be repeatedly

electrified in the opposite way to the body A, can be made at each time to impart its electrification

to another insulated conductor A', thus electrifying it more and more strongly. By then causing the

conductor A' to act in its turn upon B, B will be electrified in the opposite way to A', or similarly

to the body A. If B when thus electrified is made to give up its electrification to A, this will be-

come more strongly electrified. Thus by letting A and A' act alternately upon B, and each time

making this give up to A' or to A respectively the electricity it has received while under the action

of the other, each of these bodies can be electrified to a greater and greater degree, and will there-

fore act with greater and greater intensity upon the conductor B, and the other conductor, whatever

it may be, with which B is at each operation put into communication. This, in general terms, is the

principle upon which the most improved forms of electrical machines act.

The Elecfrophorus of Yolta, Fig. 1201, is a familiar example of the practical application of the

foregoing principle. It often consists of a cake of sealing-wax, which material is selected as being

a readily excitable substance. A more tough and useful compound is commonly used, made by melt-

ing together equal parts of pitch and rosin, combined with a little linseed oil. This composition,

while in a melted state, is poured into a flat circular tin dish, having a rim of about half an inch in

height, as shown at C. A round metallic plate, adapted to the size of this cake of resinous matter,

is affixed to the insulating glass handle /i, by which the plate of metal may be alternately lifted from
the cake of resin, and again brought into contact therewith. Whenever it is desirable artificially to

propagate the electric action from the cake of resin to some adjacent body, the circular plate of metal

is taken by the tip of the glass handle, and brought into contact with the cake of resin, and at the

same time the finger is brought to touch the plate. Then the finger is to be withdrawn, and the

plate removed by holding the tip of the glass handle. The electrophorus is used practically for pro-

ducing instantaneous light, by causing an electric spark, always excitable in an instant from the plate
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on being lifted from the cake of resin, to kindle a jet of hydrogen gas artificially arranged to issue

from a small apparatus, containing a lump of zinc in acidulated water.

Tlie Holtz Electrical Machine^ Fig. 1202, is remarkable for its great power. A circular plate a is

fixed in an insulating frame. In opposite sides, near the circumference, are two large orifices, which
are partly covered at the back by two bands of thick paper//', having points projecting in the op-

posite direction to that of the motion of a second glass plate h, somewhat smaller than a, and made
to revolve very near it. Opposite the face of the movable plate, which has no orifices, there are

metal combs pp ,
connected with insulated conductors which terminate in adjustable knobs, m and

n. An orifice in the centre of the fixed plate gives passage to the axis of the movable one, which
can be rapidly rotated by a system of hand-wheels. The machine is started by bringing the knobs m
and n of the conductors together, and electrifying one of the armatures, say /, by holding against it

a plate of ebonite which has been negatively excited. After a few turns of the plate both armatures
become highly charged with opposite kinds of electricity, /' becoming positive ; and if the knobs are

separated a stream of sparks will pass from one to the other. By increasing, within a certain limit,

the distance between the knobs, the sparks become larger and less frequent ; but beyond this limit,

which depends upon the insulation and working order of the machine, the sparks will no longer pass,

and unless the knobs are quickly brought together the machine will cease to act. The following is

a brief explanation of its action : The negative electricity of the first armature tends to repel the

same fluid in its vicinity, and to attract the opposite ; consequently negative electricity flows from
the face of the movable plate to the points of the comb, while positive electricity is discharged by
the comb upon the plate. This will cause the comb of the second conductor, which at the com-
mencement, as has been said, is in connection with the first, to become negative, while each por-

tion of the glass plate will pass from the first to the second comb positively electrified. When
successive portions of the plate thus charged arrive opposite the second armature, the latter, through
its point, discbarges negative electricity upon the plate and receives positive in return, thus be-

coming positively charged. Positive electricity from the face of the plate also passes to the second
comb, and the latter discharges negative electricity upon the plate, which then passes on to the
first armature and comb negatively electrified. Therefore the comb will discharge positive electri-

city on and receive negative from the plate, and the armature will also receive a higher negative

charge from the other side of the plate, because the latter is charged with higher tension. The
effect is to cause the plate to leave the first comb more highly positive than it was the first time,

and on again coming opposite the second armature to increase its positive charge. Both arma-
tures become thus in a short time highly charged with opposite electricities, the tension of which is

only limited by the degree of insulation. A strong current of positive electricity, it will therefore
be seen, is constantly passing through the conductors from the second to the first comb, and a cor-

responding current of negative electricity from the first to the second comb ; and when the knobs of
the conductors are separated the electricity will leap from one to the other. It is moreover evident
that the action of the machine requires that each part of the movable plate be charged with elec-

tricity of an opposite kind to that of the armature it leaves, and of the same kind to that of the one

1201. 1202.

it approaches. This condition, however, cannot continue if the conductors are so far separated as to

prevent communication, or are beyond striking distance, because there would then simply be two
armatures in opposite electrical conditions, with a moving plate passing from one to the other and
gradually equalizing the charge. The inventor has modified this machine by placing the plates hori-

zontally and turning them in opposite directions, as represented in Fig. 1203. Neither plate has
openings, but two combs are placed above the upper plate opposite each other, and two others below
the lower plate, at right angles to the upper ones. Each of the upper conductors is connected with
one of the lower, so that there are only two conductors. The machine is started by holding for a
short time an excited plate of ebonite opposite one of the combs. Sometimes, as in the figure, a
third upper comb is placed above one of the lower combs, which appears to increase the power. In
both forms of the machine work is expended in turning the plates in opposition to electrical attrac-
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tions and repulsions, by which mechanical is converted into electrical energy. It will always be
found difficult to obtain good results with electrical machines in damp weather. By warming the
glass insulators, however, and frequently rubbing them with a warm dry cloth, their non-conducting

1203.

1205.

property may bo in a degree preserved. The Holtz machine is more sensitive to moisture than the
ordinary kinds.

Electric Condensers or Accumulators for Statical Electricity are instruments by which through the
agency of induction we are enabled by means of a second conductor to augment the quantity of elec-
tricity capable of being stored up on the surface of the first, an insulated conductor. Every condenser
consists of two conductors separated by an insulator, or dielectric. The one conductor must be insulated,
the other in connection with the earth or some very large neutral body. The usual form of condenser
is made by separating two conductors by a plate of glass, as shown in Fig. 1204. When either posi-

1206.

1208.

live or negative electricity exists uncombined with its opposite kind of electricity, and is capable of
exerting to a marked and obvious degree its attractive and repulsive powers indifferently on surrounding
bodies, it is said to be "free." When either kind of electricity exists uncombined with its opposite
kind, but is incapable of attracting or repelling or manifesting its inductive power on bodies in general,
in consequence of the special inductive action of an adjacent store of the opposite electricity acting
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through the medium of a dielectric, it is said to be bound, captive, disguised, dissimulated, or latent

(Angell). The quantity of electricity which can be stored up on the surface of the plates of a con-

denser is limited : 1, by the tension of the electricity of the prime conductor ; 2, by the distance

between the two plates, or in other words by the thicliness of the intervening dielectric ; 3, by the

cohesive power of the dielectric ; 4, by the specific inductive capacity of the dielectric used.

TTie Leyden Jar, Fig. 1205, is the most convenient and portable form of electric accumulator or

condenser. It consists of a glass jar of suitable thickness, covered inside and out with a coating of

tin foil reaching to within 2 to 4 inches of the top of the jar. A varnished wooden cap fits into the

neck of the vessel, and supports a brass knob, wire, and chain terminating below in contact with

the tin-foil coating at the bottom of the inside of the jar. A Leyden battery consists of a series of

Leyden jars, usually placed in a box or tray, the bottom of which is lined with tin foil, which thus

electrically unites the exterior coatings, their interior coatings being united by means of brass rods

connecting the knobs of the jars.

TJie Carre MacJiine.—In this apparatus. Fig. 1206, a disk A, of ebonite or glass, passes between
two leather cushions D, and is carried directly on the axle of the crank M. A pulley on the same
shaft communicates, by means of a cord, rapid rotation to another and larger ebonite disk B. In

face of the latter are two combs, E and i\ the second of which is opposed to a fixed leaf of ebonite

furnished with paper layers, terminating in points and designed to serve as a second inducer, as in

the Holtz machine. The upper comb communicates with an insulated conductor (7, and the lower

comb is also insulated, or communicates with the soil. An arm T serves as exciter.

The Thomson Machine, Figs. 1207 and 1208, is known as the charge-reproducer. A wheel C, of

ebonite, carries a certain number of insulated metallic plates, disposed in sectors on the two faces,

and appearing at the circumference like the teeth of a gear-wheel. Two metallic plates, / and i?,

bent so as to envelop completely half of the wheel (one of these is indicated by dotted lines), serve

both as inducer and receiver ; that is to say, they act by induction on an intermediary conductor F,

and then receive by the effect of the motion the electricity so developed. Hence it results that the

charge of each of them augments at first in geometrical progression, as in all analogous apparatus.

Two receiving springs, i and ;•, communicating separately with the metallic envelopes in the interior

of which they are placed, receive the electricity carried by the different sectors and communicate it

to the corresponding envelopes. Two other springs, i' and r', called conductors, placed behind the

former ones with reference to the direction of rotation of the wheel, are connected by the wire F.

Suppose that one of the inducers, /, for example, is first charged with negative electricity. The cor-

responding spring, i, is then charged with positive electricity, which it communicates to the succes-

sive teeth of the wheel, which, by the receiving spring r, transmit this electricity to the second in-

ducer R. The opposite spring, >•', is similarly charged with negative electricity, which comes back
by the sectors and by the receiving spring r' to the first inducer, /. As constructed, the wheel is

not more than 2 inches in diameter, and may be set in motion by the motor of a Morse telegraph in-

strument. A few seconds after it is started it produces brilliant sparks. A dry pile of 40 elements,

the two poles of which were placed in communication separately with the two conductors, sufficed to

charge the machine or suddenly to reverse the electrical signs.

Thomson's tension equalizer. Fig. 1209, works like a series of contacts by a proof plane, in order

to establish on a conductor the tension which exists in the surrounding atmosphere. A disk of

ebonite C, turning around a vertical axis, carries a certain number of metal pins, on which are

applied two springs R and R\ in communication with the two electrodes of an electrometer. If one
of these springs is submitted to the influence of an electrified body, the keys which detach them-
selves from it in succession carry continuously electricity of contrary sign to that of the inducing

body, until the electric density at the extremity of the spring becomes null. If the two springs are

at the same time submitted to the influence of two conductors at different tensions, equilibrium will

be attained at the end of a certain time, and quite rapidly, because the electricity carried off at one
of the springs is taken to the other. The difference of tension of the two springs, or of the two
electrodes of the electrometer, will be proportional to that of the two inducing bodies.

In Fig. 1210 is represented another Thomson machine, in which y is a metallic tube communicat-
ing with the soil. This is placed in the interior of a metal cylinder I, which may be termed the in-

ducer, having negative tension. This tube is electrified positively ; and if liquid drops are allowed

to escape therefrom, they carry with them contrary electricity, which is reproduced indefinitely.

These drops fall into another metal cylinder, R, the receiver, which has a funnel within. The elec-

tricity of the drops expands over the surface of the receiver, and the drops escape in a neutral state

from the spout of the funnel. The charge of the receiver then augments more and more until sparks
are produced between the cylinders, or until the drops no longer fall into the receiver, on account of

their being thrown off laterally by the electric repulsion which they encounter. Under such con-

ditions it is necessary to maintain the tension of the inducer / by a foreign source. But it will

easily be seen that two similar apparatuses may be disposed so as to react one on the other, and to

augment reciprocally their electric charges. For this purpose the receiver R (Fig. 1211) of the first

communicates with the inducer /' of the second, and the receiver R' of the second with the inducer /
of the first. The drops which fall from the second inducer 1' are then charged with negative elec-

tricity, which is collected in the receiver R\ which augments the charge of the first inducer /. Two
conductors are united with the interior covering of two Leyden jars, A and B. These jars are cov-

ered exteriorly with tin, and contain a certain quantity of concentrated sulphuric acid. In the liquid

are plunged leaden rods terminating below with leaden plates. The rods are surrounded with glass

tubes, and pass through an ebonite cover, so that the absolutely dry air contained in the bottles is

not affected by the atmosphere. If the glass (Glasgow flint) is of good quality, the insulation of

the bottles may be so perfect that the electric loss may not exceed one one-hundredth of the charge

in three or four days. Under these conditions, one of the jars being electrified at a tension so weak
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as not to be appreciable but with a very delicate electrometer, the valves are opened in order to allow

the water to escape drop by drop. These drops become subdivided into very small ones, which separate

by their mutual repulsion. After a few minutes a rapid succession of sparks is produced in some

part of the apparatus. It is stated that the loss of electricity in this apparatus is so small that a

sini'le drop falling from each tube every three minutes is sufQcient to maintain the charge constant

indefinitely.

The Inductorium.—This is a device for producing induced currents by the action of another elec-

1211.

trie current, which is alternately opened and closed in rapid succession. All instruments of this

kind consist essentially of a hollow cylinder, in which is a bar of soft iron or bundle of iron wires,

with two helices coiled about it, one connected with the poles of a battery, the circuit of which is

alternately opened and closed by a self-acting arrangement, and the other serving for the develop-

ment of the induced current. By means of this apparatus, with a current from a few cells, physi-

cal, chemical, and physiological effects are produced, equal or superior to those obtainable with

1212.

electrical machines, and even with the most powerful Lcyden batteries. Fig. 1212 shows the inter-

nal construction of one of the large horizontal coils, arranged on Ritchie's plan. C is the core of

soft-iron wires, separated by a thin layer of insulating material from the primary coil contained

in the space PP. The two coils are separated by two heavy glass tubes B B, closed at the outer

ends, while their open ends meet in the middle of the coil. Z) Z> is a hard-rubber bobbin, thinnest

at its middle, and at d d are a number of thin insulating disks, which divide the bobbin into com-

partments which communicate with each other, so that the secondary wire is continuous from end to
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end. One of the largest coils is that made for the Royal Polytechnic Institute, London. Its length
is 9 feet 2 inches; diameter, 2 feet; weight, 15 cwt., including 477 lbs. of hard rubber. The
core is 5 feet long and 4 inches in diameter, of No. 16 iron wire. The primary coil consists of
145 lbs. = 3,770 yards of No. 13 wire. The secondary coil consists of 150 miles of wire, weighing
606 lbs., and having a resistance of 33,560 ohms. The condenser is in 6 parts, each containing 125
square feet of tin foil, with 5 large Bunsen cells. The spark is 12 inches in length ; and with 50
cells, it has been increased to 29 inches.

Tests of Electric Machines.—The usual method of testing electrical machines is by means of Lane's
electrometer, Fig. 1213. This consists of a Leyden jar, the exterior armature of which communicates
with a ball B, which by means of the micrometric screw C may be adjusted as desired with reference
to the ball A, which terminates the

interior armature. If the ball B com- 1213.

municates with earth and the ball A
with an electrical machine, a spark is

produced between the two balls when
the potential of the interior armature
acquires a certain value. The electric

energy which is exercised between two
neighboring conductors and the elec-

tric densities on the opposite faces

being proportional to the difference

of the potentials, it is clear that the
production of a spark between two
conductors depends only on the dif-

ference of the potentials, and not on
their absolute value, and that the
quantity of electricity which escapes

at each spark is always the same.
The charge of the battery will then
be exactly proportional to the num-
ber of sparks from the jar. The dis-

charge, however, is not complete after

each spark, because of residues ; but if the experiment is continuously repeated, the total quantity
of electricity that escapes is, as above stated, proportional to the number of sparks. The unit of
measure—that is to say, the quantity of electricity expended at each spark—is proportional to the
capacity of the jar, and depends on the explosive distance, which may be modified at will. It varies
also with the resistance of the conductor which joins the exterior armature with the ball B.

In order to compare the yield of electricity of different machines, it is necessary to equalize the
conditions under which they operate. The results given in the following table have been obtained
with a Lane electrometer, the explosive distance of which was maintained at one millimetre, and all

the machines were adjusted so as to give nearly similar yields. The quantity produced by the first

Ramsden machine is taken as unity. The rubber being "always larger than the comb (or any other
conductor destined to collect the electricity), the useful surface of the electrified glass (plate or cylin-
der) may be considered as that which after being rubbed passes in front of the collector. In order
to compare the surface utilized at each turn of the plate in the different models, it is necessary fur-
ther to remark that if a machine has two pairs of rubbers, the faces of the glass are each rubbed
twice, so that the surface of the annulus on the plate which corresponds to the length of the comb
should be multiplied by 4. In the Nairne machine, on the contrary, the surface is rubbed but once.
In Holtz and like machines, the two faces of the plate are counted, since one of the combs only serves
as rubber and the other as collector.

Table showing Results of Tests of Electric Machines.

NUMBER. Machine.

Eamsden, Fig. 1199
Same, larger
Same, with collecting cylinders
Van Marum
Nairne
Holtz, ordinary
Same, with two plates
Same, inverse rotation machine
Carre, with ebonite plate

Diameter.

Metres.

0.98
1.63
0.98
0.85
0.32
0.55
0.55
0.30
0.50

Length of

Comb.

Metres,

0.90
0.2T
0.20
0.15
0.30
0.14
0.14
0.09
0.13

Yield per

Turn.

1

1

1

1.40
0.18
0.45
0.86
0.23
0.21

Utilized Sur-

face.

Square metres.

2.36
4.34
2.36
1.74
0.30
0..36

0.T2
0.24
0.29

Yield per Unit
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in diameter are easily turned once a second ; but it is with difficulty that a machine 1.62 metre in

diameter can be rotated faster than 40 turns per minute by one man. In the following table we give

the velocities which cannot conveniently be exceeded. On this basis all electrical machines may be

compared without regard to the principle on which they are made. The Armstrong machine referred

to had 3 points of discharge, and operated under a pressure of 4 atmospheres. The induction coil,

supplied by 8 large Bunsen elements, was capable of giving sparks 58 centimetres long. It had been

employed to charge a battery over an explosive distance of 20 centimetres. Under these conditions

each spark of the coil furnished nearly the same quantity of electricity as 5 turns of the plate of the

Holtz machine ; and as the coil gave 6 or more discharges per second, it was evidently equivalent to

3 Holtz machines.

Table showincf Results of Tests of Electric Ifachines.

NUMBER.

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

Machine.

Eamsden, Fig. 1199. .

.

Same, larfjer

Same, with cylinders.

.

Van Marum
Nairne
Holtz, ordinary
Same, with two plates

Same, inverse rotatiou

Carre, ebonite plate . .

.

Armstrong
Large induction coil..

Number of Turns per

Second.

1

0.G7
1

1

2
10
10
10
10

Yield per Second.

.14

1

1.

1

1.4
0.86
4.5
8.6
2.3
2.1
2.4
13

Yield per Unit of use-

ful Surface,

0.42
0.26
0.42
0.80
1.20

12.8
12.3
9.7
7.2

1214,

This table shows plainly the superiority of modern machines. The induction coil really does not

give much more electricity than a double Iloltz machine ; while if it be desired to obtain diiferences

of potential notably greater, the Holtz machine appears much superior to the coil.

For a complete discussion of this subject, the reader is referred to " Traitc d'Electricite Statique,"

Mascart, Paris, 18*76, whence the above tables and many illustrations are taken. See also treatises

classified under Electricity.

ELECTKIC PEN. This apparatus is the invention of Mr. T. A. Edison, and its object is the pro-,

duction of a stencil from which any number of copies of the writing made thereon can be produced.

The pen consists of a metallic tube, in the centre of which a fine needle is reciprocated by means of

a small electro-magnetic engine placed on the top of the pen. The current is transmitted to this

engine through two fine wires connected with an electric battery. The battery is placed on the table

or anywhere near the writer, and occupies but little space. The pen being held in an upright posi-

tion, and moved over the paper, the rapidly succeeding thrusts of the needle cause the surface of the

paper to become punctured with the characters which the hand has traced. After the writing is_ fin-

ished nothing but a faint line appears on the surface of the paper, but on holding it up to the light

the writing is clearly visible. This sheet, which is called the stencil,

is then placed over a sheet of plain paper in a frame, which, when
closed, binds the two around their edges. An inked roller is then

passed over it, and the ink penetrating the holes in the stencil

transmits the written matter to the clean sheet, the lines being com-

posed of a series of very fine dots. In this way, and by placing a

number of sheets in succession under the stencil, about 500 copies or

more in facsimile may be taken, each copy being very clear and dis-

tinct.

An end view of the pen is given in Fig. 1214. The current A en-

ters the engine by the binding-screw B, and thence passes by the

wire B D into the coil A', which together with B' forms an electro-

magnet. On leaving A' it traverses the wire C E, and enters the

coil B\ and on leaving the latter passes to the screw L, and thence

to the platinum point K ; and when the latter is in contact with

the other platinum point J/ attached to the spring NM 0, it re-

turns by the binding-screw P to the battery. Q R \9, & small fly-

wheel, on the axis of which at Z there is a cam, which in certain

positions of the wheel presses against the spring NM 0, and so sep-

arates the platinum points M K, and at the same time interrupts the

current. When the wheel has revolved half round, the cam no longer presses against the spring,

and the current passes.

ELECTRO-BALLISTIC MACHINES, Apparatus for the determination of the velocity of a pro-

jectile at any point of its trajectory, (See Ordnance, and Projectiles.) The earliest contrivance

for this purpose was the ballistic pendulum, which consisted of a tripod, from the top of which was

suspended a pendulum vibrating freely on its axis of suspension, Fig. 1215. The bob was arranged

to receive the impact of the projectile. The pendulum being at rest, it was struck by the projectile,

a body of known weight. The degree of vibration due to the impact was then registered, and from

this the velocity of the striking body was determined, the quantity of m.otion of the body before

impact being equal to that of the pendulum and body after impact. The gun-pendulum. Fig. 1216,

consisted of a cannon suspended in a horizontal position and vibrating freely, the arc of its recoil

being accurately measured when the gun was fired. The quantity of motion of thegun as a pendu-

lum is equal to* that of the projectile, the charge of powder, and the air. From this the velocity of
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the projectile may be deduced. A complete description of this machine, together with reference to
the extended experiments made with it by Major Mordecai, U. S. A., will be found in the former edi-
tions of this work ("Appletons' Dictionary of Mechanics "). It has now given place to the very inge-
nious devices known as electro-ballistic machines, though in reality they are exceedingly delicate
chronoscopes or measurers of brief intervals of time. Their operation is based either upon the action
of gravity upon a falling body, the time being deduced from the space passed over during the inter-

1215. 1216.

val to be measured ; or upon the number of vibrations made by a tuning fork during the interval of
time to be measured, the rate of vibration of the fork being accurately known ; or upon the direct
action of electro-magnets upon a recording stylus, said magnets being demagnetized by the rupture
of the circuit by the projectile.

To the first class of apparatus belong those dependent upon the pendulum, upon the free fall of a
weight, upon the downward movement of a weight transformed into rotary motion, and upon the

121T.

escape of liquids. Examples of the second and third classes occur in the Schultz and Bashforth
instruments, which will be described further on.

Gravity Instruments.—Of the pendulum apparatus the Navez-Leurs Chronoscope is the most suc-
cessful. Two wire targets are placed in front of the gun so that the projectile passes through them,
as. indicated by the arrow in Fig. 121'7. As the projectile passes through the first target it breaks a
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circuit and demagnetizes the electro-magnet a. The pendulum-bob sustained by this magnet then

begins to fall, carrying with it an index-needle. When the projectile cuts the wires of the second

target, the second circuit is broken, and the magnet of the register-pendulum b is demagnetized. The

bob falls, carrying with it an arc and stirrup d, which knocks away a wedge-lever and closes springs

on a disk c, which clamps the index-needle. The time due to the arc of vibration is ascertained by

the theory of the pendulum.

la the Le Boulenge Chronograph the shot is made successively to cut two currents, and thus to

dema"-netize two electro-magnets which had previously supported two heavy bodies
;
the fall of these

bodies under the action of gravity is the measure of the time taken by the shot to pass over a known

distance.

The principle of action of the Nohle Chronoscope, Fig. 1218, consists in registering by means of

electric currents upon a recording surface, traveling at a uniform and very high speed, the precise

instant at which a projectile passes certain defined points in the bore. It is in two portions :
the

mechanical apparatus for obtaining the necessary speed and keeping that speed uniform, and the

electrical recording arrangement. The first part of the instrument consists of a series of thin metal

disks A A, each 36 inches in circumference, fixed at intervals upon a horizontal shaft S S, which is

driven at a high speed by a heavy descending weight £, through a tram of gearing multiplying 625

times. The precise rate of the disks is obtained by means of the stop-clock I), which can at plea-

sure be connected or disconnected with the revolving shaft U, and the time of making any number

of revolutions of this shaft can be recorded with accuracy to one-tenth of a second. The speed

usually attained in working this instrument is about 1,000 inches per second, linear velocity, at the

circumference of the revolving disks, so that each inch traveled at that speed represents the thou-

sandth of a second; and, as the inch is subdivided by the vernier Finto 1,000 parts, a linear repre-

sentation at the circumference is thus obtained of intervals of time as minute as one-millionth of a

second. The arrangements for obtaining the electrical records are as follows : The revolving disks

are covered on the edge with a strip of white paper, and are connected with one of the secondary

wires G of an induction coil. The other secondary wire //, carefully insulated, is brought to a dis-

charger /opposite the edge of its corresponding disk, and is fixed so as to be just clear of the latter.

When a spark passes from the discharger to the disk, a minute hole is perforated in the paper cov-

ering (which is lampblacked) upon that part of the disk which was opposite the discharger at the

instant of the passage of the spark. By means of the micrometer the distance between the sparks

on the disks is read off. From this is known the time which the projectile occupies from the com-

mencement of motion in reaching different parts of the bore, and from these time records may

1218,

be deduced the velocity with which the projectile is passing through the different parts of the bore,

and the pressures in the gun which correspond to these velocities.

TJie Electric Clepsydra measures time by means of the weight of mercury which escapes durmg

the interval to be measured.

Vibration Instruments.— TAe Schultz Chronoscope, Fig. 1219, has a tuning-fork, making an as-

certained number of vibrations per second, and arranged to trace on the blackened surface of a re-

volving cylinder a sinuous line showing the beginning and end of each vibration. This sinuous

trace will'be an actual scale of time. If, then, the instant the projectile reaches each of the two

given points in its trajectory be marked upon the cylinder, beside the sinuous line or scale of time,

the number of vibrations comprised between the two marks will be an exact measure of the tune

required. The general arrangement of parts will be understood from Fig. 1219, in which 1 is the

blackened cylinder ; 2, the actuating clockwork ; 3, the pendulum ; 4, the vibrating fork ; 5, the

Ruhmkorff coil ; 6, the interrupter ; and 7, the micrometer. At 8 the mode of construction of the

target is shown. To use the Ruhmkorff coil, the primary wire is connected with the battery and

the targets, and the secondary wire with the instrument. One of the ends is brought through a
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glass tube close to the cylinder just over the fork ; the other end is connected with the bed-plate and

thence with the cylinder and other parts of the machine, except the support for the glass tube,

which is insulated. By this arrangement, when the primary current is broken by the rupture of the

target wire, a secondary current is induced, and a spark is projected from the end in the glass tube

to the face of the cylinder, which represents the other end, where a bright spot beside the trace in-

dicates the exact instant the rupture took place. The pendulum is used to determine the number of

vibrations of the fork in a second of time ; and the micrometer is used to divide a vibration on the

cylinder into very small parts for close reading.

Tlie Bashforth Chronograph., Fig. 1220, has a fly-wheel ^4, which revolves about a vertical axis,

carrying with it the cylinder /i', which is covered with prepared paper for the reception of the clock

and screen records. The length of the cylinder is 12 or 14 inches, and the diameter 4 inches. B is

a toothed wheel which gears with the wheelwork J/, so as to allow the spring C H to be slowly un-

wrapped from its drum. The other end of C D, being attached to the platform S, allows it to de-

scend slowly along the slide i, about a quarter of an inch for each revolution of the cylinder. E E'
are electro-magnets ; d d' are frames supporting the keepers : and / /' are the ends of the springs,

which act against the attraction of the electro-magnets. When the current is interrupted in one
circuit, as E, the magnetism of the electro-magnet is destroyed, and the spring f carries back the

keeper, which, by means of the arm a, gives a blow to the lever b. Thus the marker m is made to

depart from the uniform spiral it was describing. When the current is restored the keeper is at-

tracted, and thus the marker m is brought back, which continues to trace its spiral as if nothing had
happened. E' is connected with the clock, and its marker m records the seconds. E is connected

with the screen, and records the passage of the projectile through the screens. By comparing the

marks made by m m' the exact velocity of the projectile can be calculated at all points of its

course.

. Works for Reference.—The foregoing illustrations and abridged descriptions are taken from " A
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:t-Book of Ordnance and Naval Gunnery," by Commander A. P. Cooke, TJ. S. N., New York, 1875.
also " The Lp Boulenjie Chronograph," Michaelis, New York, 1872 ; "Electro-Ballistic Machines

Text-

See aiso " xiie ijc oouiciim; \_iir(jiiugr;ipu, juiunaeiis, i>ew i orK, lo^i;; • Jiiieciro-caiiistic JJlacbmes
and the Schultz Chronoscope," Benet, New York, 1866 ;

" The Determination of the Flight of Pro-

1220.

^^^'^

jectiles," etc., Le Eoulenge (translated by Marvin), Washington, 1873. Also the various works re-

ferred to under Ordnance.
ELECTRO-GALVANIC AND THERMIC BATTERIES. L Galvanic Batteries.—When a piece

of zinc is dropped into a vessel containing acidulated water, bubbles of gas are seen to issue from
the metal, and the electro-dynamic impulses are propagated therefrom in every direction. By these

counterbalanced opposite directions, the impulses neutralize each other's actions and reactions ; con-

sequently, no decided electro-dynamic action is perceptible. This experience was repeated thousands
of times before the discovery of the galvanic battery arrangement, without developing electric excita-

tion. But if a plate of copper or platinum, as at C, Fig. 1221, be placed opposite to the zinc Z, the
impulses arc determined through the water to the atoms of the copper plate, in one common specific

direction. When the zinc is dissolving it gives off hydrogen and heat, while forming the more satis-

fied compound sulphate of zinc (the water being acidulated with sulphuric acid). ' The energy set

free by the zinc entering into new combinations takes that form which we call electricity, instead of

the other form which wc call heat, and is capable of manifesting itself by its magnetic, chemical, or

calorific effects (Sprague).

When the two free ends of the wire are brought in contact as shown, a current of positive electricity

is generated, which, as indicated by the arrows, passes from the zinc through the liquid to the copper,

and, traversing the copper plate from it, through the wires toward the zinc. At the same time a cur-

rent of negative electricity is supposed to start from the immersed part of the copper plate, traveling
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in the opposite direction through the liquid to the zinc plate, and out of the cell from

wire connected with it toward the copper. The particles (molecules) of the liquid

the current passes are supposed to undergo polarization, i. e., the separation

of the electricity of the respective molecules, so that one half of each mole-

cule becomes positively and the other negatively charged (Angell), by which

their invisible transfer is effected.

Definitions.—The combination of parts above described constitutes a couple.

Many couples connected form a battery ; couples of certain forms are called

cells. The two metals or their equivalents are called elements, the one most

acted upon being always the positive substance, and the other the negative.

The supposed positive electric fluid will, however, always come out from the

negative. The liquid employed is commonly called the exciting liquid. That

metal which has the strongest affinity for oxygen is usually the most electro-

positive, and one metal may therefore bear an electro-positive relation to a

second, while it is electro-negative when compared to a third. Potassium

is the most electro-positive of all bodies, but its attraction for oxygen is so

violent as to make it practically useless as an element in the galvanic circuit.

Among those which can be usefully employed as electro-positive elements,

zinc ranks first, while platinum is the most highly electro-negative metal.

But the relative electrical condition of several of the metals changes when
immersed in different liquids ; thus, if an iron and a copper plate be con-

nected with the electrodes of a galvanometer and immersed in dilute sul-

phuric acid, the needle will be deflected in one direction ; while if the plates

are immersed in a solution of sulphide of potassium, the deflection will be in

the opposite direction. The following table shows a few of the results obtained by F

Comparison of Different Metals in the Presence of Diffei-ent Liquids.

the zinc by the

whichthrough

1221.

araday

:

ilute sulph. acid.
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feeble as to render it incapable of overcoming a comparatively slight resistance ; while the former,

on the contrary, is generated in very minute quantities, but its electromotive force is so great as to

enable it readily to overcome a resistance many million times as great as that which would entirely

stop the passage of a current of voltaic electricity. The quantity of electricity which is denoted by
unity in calculations based on electro-magnetic phenomena is nearly thirty thousand million times as

great as the quantity denoted by unity when electro-static phenomena are taken as the basis of

measurement
Tlie Voltaic Pile.—The voltaic pile of Volta, Fig. 1222, is constructed by placing upon a bottom

piece of wood a disk of copper, and upon this a disk of cloth moistened with dilute acid or a solu-

tion of some salt, and upon this a disk of zinc, repeating the order indefinitely, one end of the pile

terminating in a copper, the other in a zinc disk. In Cruikshank's battery. Fig. 1223, plates of zinc

and copper are placed together in pairs and held in vertical grooves, all the zinc plates facing in

one and all the copper plates in the other direction; the connection between the plates should be
impervious to the fluid of the trough. This arrangement is really a horizontal voltaic pile.

The Dry Galvanic Pile of De Luc is constructed of sheets of paper, coated on one side with gold

or silver leaf, and alternated with thin leaves of zinc. By means of a circular steel punch, about

an inch in diameter, disks may be cut out of sheets of this paper foil, all of one exact size, adapted
to be packed neatly together in a long glass tube. The atoms of the leaves of zinc very slowly

become united with the atoms of oxygen of the air, recoiling to their natural polarized condition of

groupings of an oxide, whereby a feeble propagation of electro-dynamic action is sustained during

surprisingly long periods of time. Mr. Singer constructed a dry pile of 20,000 series of disks of

silver, zinc, and writing paper, which propagated an intense electro-dynamic action, like that produced

by frictional electrical machines, causing a pair of pith balls of an electroscope to become divergent.

A pith ball suspended by a silk thread between two metallic knobs, one connected by a wire with the

top cap of the pile, and the other with the lower cap of the pile, continued to vibrate unceasingly

between the two knobs during several years. A thin glass jar containing 50 square inches of

coated surface, charged by 10 minutes' contact with the column, was found by Mr. Singer to propa-

gate sufficient electro-dynamic action to fuse one inch in length of platinum wire of the diameter of

gifuuth part of an inch. He states that an efficient pile may be made of one kind of metal only, as

of zinc foil, If one side be made bright, and thus rendered more readily oxidizable than the opposite

surface.

The black oxide of manganese contains an extraordinary excess of oxygen, capable of freely unit-

ing with zinc and other metals. Zamboni improved De Luc's pile by coating one side of the paper

1223. 1224.

1222.

1225.

disks with this substance, mixed with sulphate of zinc, and the other side with tin foil. These piles

are capable of developing sparks across a space of air of one-sixteenth of an inch, and also of pro-

ducing chemical decompositions.

A common form of battery, which is merely a modification of Cruikshank's, is represented in Fig.

1 224. It consists of a wooden trough divided into separate compartments containing the exciting

fluid, into each of which are suspended a zinc and a copper or a zinc and a platinum plate, from a
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horizontal wooden beam, the opposite elements in each compartment being connected together. The
beam slides in vertical grooves in posts at the end of the trough, by which means the plates may
be raised out of or lowered into the liquid. They may also be easily removed from the beam and

cleaned or amalgamated with mercury, an operation which it is essential to perform with ziuc plates

which are not of pure metal ; and, it not being practical to procure this, the operation of amalga-

mation is therefore universal. It consists in applying metallic mercury to the cleared surface of

the zinc plates, by which the pure ziuc becomes dissolved and brought to the surface, where the

action of the acid is confined. In impure unamalgamated ziuc local polarization takes place, form-

ing local currents which greatly diminish or annul the electromotive force. A modification devised

by AVollaston consisted in having a sheet of copper brought around one end of a zinc plate and
separated from it by pieces of cork. Any number of couples can be united by using a trough di-

vided into compartments, or by employing a number of glass or earthen cups such as are repre-

sented in Fig. 1225.

Hare's Deflagrator, Fig. 1226.—A powerful form of battery for heating purposes, in consequence

of the immense quantity of electricity it generates, was constructed by Prof. Hare of Philadelphia,

and consists of one or only a few simple couples, having a great metallic surface,

zinc of several hundred square feet of surface, and a

similar one of copper, are separated by a piece of felt 122T.

or cloth saturated with acidulated water and then rolled

together in the form of a cylinder.

A large sheet of

Grove's Element, Yiu -A cflass or earthen ves-

sel A, containing dilute sulphuric acid, receives a cylin-

der of zinc, within which is a porous earthenware cup

F" containing strong nitric acid, and in which there is

immersed a platinum plate P. A cover attached to it

confines the fumes of hyponitric acid, which are liber-

ated by the decomposing nitric acid. The electromotive

force is 1.956 volt.

The Sesquioxide of Iron Element of Messrs. Clamoud
and Gaiffe is composed of a prism of charcoal which
contains sesquioxide of iron in its pores, and a small

rod of amalgamated zinc. The latter passes through

the stopper, in tlie under surface of which is fixed the

charcoal. A solution of ammonium chloride is used as

the exciting liquid. The reactions are the same as in

Leclanche's couple, where oxide of manganese is used. Its electromotive power is as 12 to 10 of

the sulphate-of-copper battery, and it is thus well adapted for industrial purjjoses.

The Dcaiicll Improved Element, Fig. 1228.—A porous-clay cylinder t is surrounded by a zinc cyl-

inder z. Within the former is suspended a thin sheet of copper, which is attached to the copper

wire rt, connected to the zinc cylinder of the next cell. At the upper part of the copper sheet C a

sieve-like perforated copper plate is attached, which serves to hold the sulphate-of-copper crystals.

The glass vessel and porous cup of each coll is tilled with water, and the crystals of sulphate of

^{-

1280.

ii (e

copper are placed as stated. Adapted for electro-deposition, gilding, silvering, electro-magnets, and
large telegraphs ; scentless, develops no poisonous vapors ; electromotive force in volts, l.OS.

The Skmcns-IIalske Element, Fig. 1229.

—

A, glass vessel; c, glass tube; k, perpendicular copper

plate bent in spirals ; b, wii-c attached to it ; e, thin pasteboard disk
; /, diaphragm in place of

porous cell in Daniell's battery, formed of a peculiarly-prepared mass of paper z ; h, zinc ring,

with clamp. Inner glass cylinder filled with crystals of sulphate of copper and water poured on.

Ring-shaped intermediate space filled with water, to which on first filling is added acid or common
salt. Quite constant, cheap, owing to prevention of chemical consumption of zinc and copper.

Adapted for working long telegraph-lines ; electromotive force same as Daniell's.

The 3feidinffer Element, Fig. 1230.

—

A, glass vessel, in which is placed cemented small glass ves-

sel d, surrounded by zinc disk Z. Inside wall of d covered by copper sheet e, to which insulated
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copper wire g is riveted. Mouth of vessel closed by wooden plate, which receives glass cylinder A,

havin" an opening below. This is filled with sulphate-of-copper crystals. Large vessel filled with

diluted solution of Epsom salts. Valuable where long duration and a current of moderate but con-

stant strength is required, and especially so for operating Morse telegraph, electrical clocks, hotel

telet'-raphs, and electric bells. Electromotive force same as Daniell's.

Crravity Element, Fig. 1231.—A cylinder of zinc is suspended near the top of a glass jar, and a

copper plate is placed at bottom. Jar filled with saturated solution of sulphate of copper and a

1232, 1233.

dilute solution of sulphate of zinc. The diiference in the specific gravity of the two solutions

causes them to separate at once and become superposed in the jar, the sulphate of copper occupy-

ing the lower and the sulphate of zinc the upper portions. Does not have the inconvenience expe-

rienced in use of Daniell battery from deposit of copper on porous cell. Electromotive force same

as Daniell's.

An improvement on this form of battery has been devised by Edison, and is extensively used on

telegraphs in this country. The modification consists in preventing the diffusion of the two liquids

through each other by placing the copper element on top of a large quantity of the crystals of sul-

phate of copper, the tendency to diifusion being checked by the decomposition of the sulphate of

copper.

Callau(Vs Element is constructed on the gravity principle, and works constantly for some months

if care is taken to replace water lost by evaporation. It consists of a glass or earthenware vessel

in which is a copper plate soldered to a wire insulated by gutta-percha. On the plate is a layer of

crystals of sulphate of copper. The whole is then filled with water, and the zinc cylinder immersed

in it. The lower part of the liquid becomes saturated with sulphate of copper. The action of the

battery is that of a Daniell, and the sulphate of zinc which gradually forms floats on the solution

of the sulphate of copper owing to its lower density.

Sir William Thom.sori's Element, Fig. 1232, consists of a containing vessel of sheet lead, in the

bottom of which is placed 5 or 6 lbs. of sulphate of copper. This is covered with a layer of clean

pine sawdust from 1 to 2 inches thick, upon which the zinc plate rests. The vessel is then nearly

filled with soft water, or for quick action with a solution of sulphate of zinc. Remains constant,

giving strong current for from three months to a year. Internal resistance low. Adapted^ for

working circuits of small resistance, where comparatively strong and continuous currents are required.

The Bunsen Element, Fig. 1233.—This consists of a carbon cylinder, open at the bottom, placed

in a narrow-mouthed glass vessel. In the hollow of the carbon cylinder is inserted a hollow porous-

clay cylinder closed at the bottom. A ring a is closely laid around the upper part of the carbon cyl-

inder, and is attached to a hollow cylinder c, of rolled zinc. The porous-clay cup is filled with sul-

phuric acid, and the glass vessel with concentrated nitric acid. The zinc cylinder e, belonging to the

next element of the battery, hangs in the porous cup filled with sulphuric acid. The positive current

in this battery passes in the closing wire, outside the fluid, from carbon to zinc. The Bunsen ele-

ment, like the Grove, develops a very powerful current, but it evolves a heavy deleterious gas. The

carbons are sawn from the carbon deposited in gas retorts. A modification of the Bunsen battery

is in use, in which a solution of bichromate of potash and sulphuric acid takes the place of the

nitric acid. Electromotive force, nitric acid, 1.964; chromic add, 2.028.

The Grenet Element, Fig. 1234.—This has a bottle-shaped cell, containing a mixture of 2 parts

bichromate of potash, dissolved in 20 parts of hot water, and 1 part of sulphuric acid. To the

wooden cover, which is inclosed in a brass frame, are attached two cai-bon plates, which permanently

dip into the fluid ; and between the carbon plates a zinc plate is suspended, which may be plunged

into the fluid or withdrawn at pleasure. This element is not suitable for continuous use
;
but in all

cases where a powerful current is required for a brief period, it may be economically employed.

Electromotive force, 1.095.

27ic Smee Battery, Fig. 1235, consists of a strip of platinum, 1 inch wide by 10 in length, fast-

ened to a beam of wood, upon the opposite side of which is a plate of zinc covered with mercury.

Both are plunged into the glass vessel. A is the wooden bar, B brass clamps, Z zinc plate, F plati-

nized silver plate or strips of platinum. Electromotive force when not in action, 1.090; in action,

0.482.

The LeclancU Element, Fig. 1236.—The -I- pole consists of a carbon plate, which on its upper

end is coated with rosin and provided with a binding-screw ; it stands in a porous cup, which is
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filled with a coarse-grained mixture of the needle form of peroxide of manganese and carbon from gas

retorts. The — pole consists of an amalgamated zinc rod. Both poles stand in a diluted solution of

sal-ammoniac, which is poured into the outside glass vessel. There is no waste of material when the

batterv is not in action, so that, if the evaporation of the liquid is prevented, it may be allowed to

remain untouched for months without losing power. It is well suited for a telegraph-wire not in

1234.

§a

OS 12S5.

constant use, and worked upon the open circm't plan or for electric bells. It is not suitable for per-

manent currents or local circuits, because when placed in short circuit it polarizes very rapidly and
loses power. Electromotive force, 1.481.

The Marie-Davy Element, Fig. 1237.—The zinc stands in pure water, and the carbon in a paste

of moistened protosulphate of mercury in a porous cup. While this makes a powerful battery

which produces excellent effects, its maintenance is expensive, and it is not adapted for continuous

work, owing to the slow solubility of the salt. Electromotive force, 1.524.

The B\jrne Compound-Plate Battei-y.—The special feature of this battery consists in the negative

plate, which, instead of being of one material, is constructed of three different metals soldered to-

gether. The surface exposed to the exciting solution and opposed to the positive or zinc plate is

platinum ; this platinum is backed by and soldered to a plate of sheet lead ; behind this again is a

plate of copper backed by a fold of the first lead plate doubled on to the back of the copper. The
back surface of this second layer of lead is coated with asphaltum varnish. The arrangement will

be understood from Fig. 1238, in which A represents a vertical cross-section of the compound nega-

tive plate, the thickness of its laminae being greatly exaggerated in order to show its construction.

Each cell consists of a central zinc plate placed between two of the compound plates, as shown at

C. The exciting solution consists of 5 ounces of potassium bichromate dissolved in 5 pints of boil-

ing water, to which is slowly added when cold 1 pint of strong sulphuric acid. In the pneumatic

form of the compound-plate battery the exciting solution is kept in a state of mechanical agitation

by air being pumped into the cells through a perforated tube leading from each cell-cover to the

bottom of the cell, where it turns at right angles, so as to lie in a horizontal position underneath

and in a line with the central zinc plate and between the compound plates. Jets of air are thus in-

jected into the cell, which, rising in the form of bubbles between the plates, keep the solution in

violent agitation, washing off from the plates bubbles of hydrogen which otherwise would collect,

1238.

'

C

and insuring fresh fluid being continually brought into contact with the plates. The position of

the air-tube is shown at B and C, leading to a small hand-syringe or bellows. A battery of 10

cells has heated to incandescence no less than 86 inches of stout platinum wire (No. 14 B. W. G.),

and has decomposed acidulated water at the rate of producing lij cubic inches of gas per minute.

This battery has been tried with Mr. Spottiswoode's 18-inch induction coil, which it was capable of

charging to its fullest extent, giving sparks in air 18 inches in length while the air was being
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pumped in, but which fell to 8 inches when the air supply was cut off. Mr. W. H. Precce, C. E.,has

determined that the greatly increased current is due partly to the diminution of resistance in the

compound plate, partly to a second diminution of resistance in the liquid itself caused by the pass-

ino- of the air through it, and partly to the production cf heat, which, by modifying the chemical

affinity between the molecules of the solution, reduces its resistance. Mr. Preece's experiments lead

him to the belief that the action of the air is principally and directly mechanical, and indirectly

chemical ; for by mechanical agitation it removes adherent hydrogen from the negative plate, as

'well as the chrome alum which is formed there, and, by causing a circulation in the liquid, brings

fresh acid into contact with the zinc, thereby assisting its consumption, and by the generation of

iheat reduces the resistance of the solution, and again aids the acid in dissolving the zinc. (See En-

\(jinccring, xxv., 417-421.)

I

Trouve's Portable Battery.—M. Trouve has devised a simple and cheap form of portable battery

suitable for military telegraphing, etc., which contains from 40 to 80 elements. Each of the elements

is composed thus : Between two disks, one of copper, the other of zinc, are placed a number of

round pieces of blotting-paper. One half of the rouleau is saturated with sulphate of copper, the

other half with sulphate of zinc. The elements are arranged for tension in a case of hardened

caoutchouc, and about a commutator and galvanometer, the whole being inclosed in a mahogany

box. When the apparatus is to be used, the elements are immersed in water, which, absorbed by

the paper, dissolves the sulphate of copper and sulphate of zinc, producing the chemical action neces-

sary to a current. The paper remains moist for a long time. To recharge the pile, it is sufficient

to immerse it one half in sulphate-of-copper solution, since the sulphate of zinc is continually being

produced. (See Les Mondes, xxxiii., 3 ; Scientific American, xxxvii., No. 21.)

The Maunooth Battery is essentially the same as the Grove battery, except that it has a plate of

iron instead of platinum, and is therefore much cheaper.

Eartli Batteries.—These are simply voltaic couples in which the layers of acidulated cloth, etc.,

are replaced by a layer of moist earth. Large plates of copper and zinc have been buried several

miles apart, and a powerful electric current has been found in a wire connecting them. The con-

struction of such earth batteries, easy and simple as it appears to be, has never become a settled

practice, by reason of the laborious digging required, it being much easier to plunge plates into cups

and renew them after a while, than to dig up the oxidized zinc plates in order to replace them by

new ones. However, when a brook or river is at hand, the use of earth batteries may be recom-

mended, as in that case the zinc plate has only to be sunk at a convenient and safe spot. Then at

any time, if the current becomes weak, the plate may be easily replaced by a fresh one, while in

place of the copper a quantity of coke may be buried in the moist earth. The great objection to

this form of battery is, however, the unavoidable total lack of intensity ; as the latter quality

depends upon the number of cups, and the earth or water acts as but one single cup, and thus the

burial of several plates is equivalent only to the immersion of them in a single cup. If the plates are

connected for quantity (that is, all the zincs together and all the coppers or cokes together), the series

will act like a single pair, of which the surface is equal to the sum of the individual plates, and thus

as one pair of large surface. If, on the other hand, the plates are connected for intensity (that is,

every alternate zinc to the next copper), only the two plates at the extremes of the series will be of

use, because the several intermediate pairs discharge mutually all the electricity generated into the

moist earth through their metallic connections.

Carbon-eo?imminri Elements.—It has been stated as probable that when the discovery shall have

been made of how to oxidize carbon in the galvanic battery, the cheapest source of electricity will have

been attained. Crookes's battery, in which carbon is claimed to be oxidized, consists of an iron ladle,

which serves both as a containing vessel and as the non-attackable electrode. In this is melted

nitrate of potash, and into the liquid thus produced carbon is plunged. The oxygen in the nitrate

with the carbon produces carbonic acid, which unites with the remaining potash, forming carbonate

of potash, and by the chemical action a current of electricity, which " affects the galvanometer," is

liberated. A better current is obtained by a plate of platinum placed with the carbon in the fused

salt. JI. Jablochkoff has devised another form of carbon battery essentially the same as the fore-

going. He rejects the platinum in favor of iron alone, and suspends his carbon in a wire basket in

the liquid ; but he savs that by adding different metallic salts he is enabled to vary the power of the

battery and the rapidity of expenditure of carbon, and with these salts there is received a galvano-

plastic deposit of the metals on the non-attackable electrode. The electromotive force of the battery

is stated to vary between 2 and 8 units, according to the nature of the metallic salts used.

BccqucreVs Two-Liquid Element.—Fig. 1239 represents a galvanic couple composed of two liquids

and one metal, devised by Becquerel, and called an oxygen circuit. A bottle, d, contains nitric acid,

and into its mouth is inserted a tube containing a solution of caustic potash, and having a cork in

the top through which passes a wire. The bottom of the tube is stopped by a piece of linen cloth,

which is covered with clay, and this with cotton wool, to prevent the clay from mixing with the

liquid. The wire connects two plates of platinum, a and />, and the connection may be made through

the coil of a galvanometer if it is desired to measure the strength of the current. The two liquids

meet each other in the clay, and a current of considerable strength is generated, which passes

through the wire from the acid to the potash solution, and through the clay from the potash solution

to the acid ; the latter answering to the copper plate of an ordinary couple, and the potash solution

to the zinc. The water in the potash solution is decomposed, its oxygen escaping in bubbles, and

its hydrogen going to the nitric acid, which it reduces to nitrous acid. The current which is gener-

ated is of constant strength, and the plates do not become polarized. The power is increased by

making the plate in the potash solution of amalgamated zinc, which being attacked by the nascent

oxygen produces polarization in the direction of the current. A simple couple of this kind is suffi-

cient to effect the electrolysis of water, and several couples form a powerful battery.
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Gas and Secondary Batteries.—In the electrolysis of water or any body which causes oxygen to be

evolved at one electrode and hydrogen at the other, a thin film of gas becomes attached to each plate,

havin"- sufficient electromotive force to send a current in the contrary direction when the battery is

removc'd and a connecting-wire introduced. Such currents, produced by polarized plates, are called

secondary currents ; and upon this principle Prof. Grove

constructed a gas battery which is capable of producing a

continuous current. Two glass tubes, Fig. 1240, closed at

the top, each contain a strip of platinum, which is sus-

pended by a platinum wire passing through the top of the

tube. The surfaces of the strips present the metal in a

finely divided state. The tubes at their upper extremities

are closely sealed and filled with dilute sulphuric acid, and

their lower ends, which are open, are placed in the same

liquid in the vessel a a. The platinum strips are then con-

nected with the poles of a battery, and by electrolysis hydro-

gen is collected in one tube and oxygen in the other. Upon

removing the battery and connecting the platinum strips

either through a galvanometer or an easily decomposed elec-

trolyte, as iodide of potassium, a current will flow from the

oxygen to the hydrogen tube, and in the opposite direction

to that produced by the battery used in evolving the gases,

while during the action the gases in the tubes will gradually

disappear, the hydrogen twice as fast as the oxygen. Rit-

ter's secondai-y pile is constructed upon the same principle.

A number of disks of the same metal are separated by
.

pieces of moistened cloth. After passing for a time a

galvanic current through the system, on removing the battery and connecting the ends of the pile

a current will be found passing in the opposite direction to the battery current.

M. Gaston Plante has devised a secondary element, which consists of a tall vessel of glass, gutta-

percha, or ebonite, in which are placed two sheets of lead, rolled spirally, and parallel one to the

other, and kept from touching by two cords of India-rubber rolled up with them ; they are im-

mersed in a solution of 1 part of sulphuric acid to 9 parts of water. The vessel is closed by a sealed

cover pierced with a small hole, through which the liquid can be poured in or extracted, and which

also allows the escape of any gas which may be generated during the charging of the battery. The

1242.

1241.

apparatus is surmounted by a disk of ebonite, upon which are fixed two contact pieces in connection

with the two electrodes ; two clips are also provided for the purpose of holding metallic wires to be

made red-hot or melted by the secondary current. Two Bunsen cells, or in their stead three Daniell

cells, are required to charge this secondary element. During the operation of charging, one of the

electrodes oxidizes, a brown coating of peroxide of lead soon shows itself, and the metallic appear-

ance disappears entirely ; the other electrode also changes in appearance, its surface becoming

covered with a powdery gray coating. When the charge has attained its maximum—that is to say,

when oxygen begins to be given off by the brown electrode—the secondary element is disconnected

from the' charging battery, for any further expenditure of the polarizing current is entirely wasted.

The secondary element, once charged in this manner and left to itself, will retain a portion of its

charge for several days ; and even at the end of a week it is still far from being exhausted. The

secondary element, when fully charged, has an electromotive force once and a half greater than that

of Bunsen ; it will redden a platinum wire of a greater or lesser diameter according to its size, or

rather according to the size of the electrodes. Secondary elements can be joined together either for

intensity or quantity, and form batteries capable of producing very powerful effects for short periods

of time." (See Scienfific American Supplement, i., 65. As to effects of large numbers of these ele-

ments when coupled together producing the electro-silicic light, see Sdentijic American, xxxviii., 313.)

Connection of Elernaits in Batteries.—The coupling of elements to overcome external resistance is

represented in Fig. 1241. This is termed coupling for intensity or in series, and is the arrange-

ment adopted in telegraph batteries and in galvanoplastic operations. Coupling for quantity is

represented in Fig. 1242, where plates of the same metal are grouped together. It has the same

effect as the employment of one pair of plates having an equal area of surface.

Discharges from Oreat Numbers of Cells.—Some remarkable experiments showing the effects of

discharges of great numbers of cells have been made by Messrs. "Warren de la Rue, Spottiswoode,

and Muller. (See Procecdinr/s of the Royal Society, No. IGO, 1875, and No. 166, 1876.) The element
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consisted of a flattened wire of silver and a rod of zinc. At one end of the silver a cylinder of

chloride of silver was cast. In order to prevent contact between the rods of zinc and chloride of

silver the latter was surrounded with a cylinder open at top and bottom, and made of vegetable

parchment. The cell was a glass tube, the stopper a cork saturated with paraiBue, and through

which a rod of non-amalganiated zinc was inserted. The exciting liquid was a solution of 23

grammes of chloride of ammonium to 1 litre of water. On examining the length of discharge from

various numbers of these elements, its length was found to be in the direct ratio of the square of

their number, as follows

:

No. of cells.

600
1,200

Striking distance.

.0033 inch.

.0130 "

No. of cells.
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exhibiting various eloctro-magnetic phenomena which a galvanic battery is commonly used to exhibit,

and also to give shocks and sparks.

The mechanical forces brought into action upon the needle of a galvanometer by slight disturbances

of temperature have been illustrated in an interesting manner by the experiments of Nobili aud

1245.

Melloni. The thermo-electric battery employed by them consisted of 50 small bars of bismuth and
antimony, forming a bundle about I^ inch long and about 1 inch in diameter, inclosed in a band, as

shown in Fig. 1245. To facilitate the radiating and imbibing properties of the two extremities of

the bundle of bars, the conjoined ends are all blackened. The extremities of the circuit are termi-

nated at the two poles x y. The bars of antimony and bismuth are insulated from each other by
coatings of dry paper or silk throughout their lengths, and are soldered together alternately at their

ends. The terminating bar of each series is separately connected with the ends of a wire forming

the coil beneath the galvanometer n m, Fig. 1246, in the same manner as the copper and zinc plates

of a galvanic battery are connected by the wires
ff

and h with the battery poles x y of Fig. 1245.

In the position of the instrument indicated in the figure, it is intended to denote at p the blackened

ends of the bars of the thermo-electric series, heated by a lamp with a reflector. The dotted lines

represent the radiation of the heat through the aperture of the screen r, while the temperature of

the other ends of the bars p remains the same as that of the surrounding air. The heat of the

lamp induces a disturbance in the electrical equilibrium of the bars of antimony and bismuth. The
electricity is determined to move in one uniform direction in a closed circuit through the conducting-

1246.

wires soldered thereto, and through the coil in proximity to the galvanometer needle, which is thereby

swung around on its pivot. To prevent local disturbances of the needle by currents of air, the gal-

vanometer is inclosed under a bell-glass, and is suspended from d by a very flexible fibre of silk. At
o is a movable screen, designed to intercept the propagation of heat from the lamp when an experi-

ment is suspended. The least radiation of heat from a lamp, or from the bodies of living animals.
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presented before the aperture of this instrument, causes the needle of the galvanometer to move

around on its pivot. This thermo-electric battery, taken in connection with the appended galvanom-

eter, constitutes a far more sensitive test of the approach of a warm body than the most delicate

thermometer. The approach of

1247. a person within 30 feet of it

causes the needle to move, as

stated by Nobili and Melloni.

The slight heat of the bodies of

insects, of phosphorescent wood,
putrefying fish, etc., was thus

detected.

Ii^oe''s Pile, Fig. 1247, consists

of small cylinders, about 1^ inch

long and three-eighths of an
inch diameter, of an alloy of

about 36-i- parts of zinc and 62|
of antimony as the positive, and
stout German-silver wire as the

negative element. Twelve of

these pairs have an electromo-

tive force of one Daniell's cell,

and 20 of them that of one

Bunsen. The resistance of 20

of them is about equal to one ohm. With a great external resistance, 20 of them are equal to one

Bunsen's ; and with a small external resistance, 20 quadrupled ones are somewhat stronger than one

of Bunsen's elements. The construction of a few elements is shown in the figure. The junctions of

the elements are heated by small gas-flames, and the alternate junctions are cooled by the heat being

conducted away by large blackened sheets of thin copper. To protect the German-silver wire from
oxidation, it is inclosed in a tube of that

alloy where the flame impinges against

it ; and to prevent the ends of the posi-

tive cylinders being melted, they are faced

with iron and a thin sheet of mica. The
German-silver wire may be heated to low

redness. The usual form of the appa-

ratus is in 96 elements, which may be

used either as 96 by 1, 48 by 2, or 24 by

4, and instantly changed from one to

the other of these arrangements by
means of a most ingenious and effective

current-transposer, which does not re-

quire cleaning. The current attains its

maximum strength in about one minute

;

that from the single series decomposes

water rapidly, and that from the quad-

ruple series excites a large

net powerfully.

Fig. 1248 represents a small Clamond^s

Pile, connected for intensity. Iron plates

are Isent back on themselves irregularly,

so as to present many reentering angles.

These are made to envelop the bar, so

that, as the latter heats, it expands more
than the surrounding metal, and so forces

itself lightly into the angles. The couples

are made of an alloy of zinc and anti-

mony. The bars of alloy are assembled

in crowns, which are each composed of

ten bars, superposed and separated by

collars of asbestos. The apparatus forms

a cylinder, the interior of which is lined

with asbestos, and heated by means of a perforated pipe of refractory clay. The gas burns in the

annular space between the tube and bars. The consumption of gas is said to be 1 cubic foot for

each volt of tension per hour. The electromotive force of this combination is such that 20 elements

are about equal to 1 Danicll cell—about 1 volt.

ELECTRO-MAGNET. Consiruction.—An electro-magnet is formed by wrapping about a core of

soft iron numerous turns of moderately thick and well-insulated copper wire. The core is gener-

ally bent in the form of a horse-shoe, as shown in Fig. 1249. It is frequently made by screwing the

ends of two soft-iron cylinders to a stout flat iron. It must be formed of very pure iron, and be

made perfectly stout by the most careful annealing after the bonding (if it is bent) has taken place.

It is polished with a file, and care should be taken to avoid twisting it. If this be not done, the bar

retains a portion of its magnetism after the current ceases. The wire is insulated with silk or cot-

ton, and is coiled chiefly about the two extremities, in such a way that to an observer looking upon

electro-mag-
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the poles it appears to be wound in opposite directions upon them. On sending a current through

the coil, the core becomes instantaneously a magnet ; and on breaking contact with the battery, it

loses its magnetism at once. The power of the electro-magnet is enormously greater than that of

any permanent magnet. A permanent magnet weighing 1 lb. has been made to carry 27 lbs. ; but

Dr. Joule has constructed a small electro-magnet, by arranging the coils to advantage and propor-

tioning the wire of the core and the thicliness and length of the wire, which will carry 3,500 times

its own weight.

Fig. 1250 represents a simple electro-magnet which may be made of a piece of wrought-iron pipe

3 inches long by 1 inch in diameter. File away one side until through, and then, after softening it

in fire, wind with cotton-covered wire in the direction of its length. It is superior to the ordinary

form of magnet in its great power, arising from several causes. The poles are close to one anoth-

1219.
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er and have large surfaces, and, from their proximity, the part of the wire in the interior of the

tube reacts on both poles, thus utilizing the battery power to the full.

An electro-magnet has been made by Mr. John Faulkner which is constructed in the ordinary way,

with the addition of an exterior tube of soft iron of the same length as that portion of the interior

bar which projects beyond the plate. This tube has flat ends, so that a plate or keep placed over

the end is in contact with both the bar and the cylinder. When excited, the magnet has a very lim-

ited field, the same being confined to the space in front of the open end of the tube, and it is said to

retain its keep with 100 times more power when the outer tube is on than when it is removed. The
ratio of these retaining powers seems to depend on the relative diameters of the bar and the tube

;

the larger the bar in proportion to the tube, the greater is the difference. (See Telegraphic Journal,

iv., 27.)

An electro-magnet has been devised by Sr. J. S. Camacho of Havana, Cuba, in which each limb is

formed of 4 hollow concentric iron cylinders, the inner one 13 millimetres in thickness, and the three

remaining 7. The interior diameters of the tubes are respectively 48, 76, 106, and 127 mm. Each
of them is surrounded by a coil of copper wire, covered with cotton, and of 3 square mm. in sec-

tion, forming on the three inner tubes 2 complete layers with 180 turns, and on the outer tube 7

layers with 630 turns. The copper wire on each tube is coiled in the same direction, passing at its

1251.

ends across the armature of the magnet, and uniting them therefore in the natural order so as to

form a single conductor, through which the current from the battery may travel, magnetizing each

tube and endowing them all with magnetism of an equal nature. The length of the limbs of the

magnet is 212 mm., the weight 35 kilos, and that of the copper wire 19 kilos, with a total length

of 800 metres. Repeated experiments (see Revista de TcUgrafoSy No. 18, September 15, 1874) have

37
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shown that this magnet requires the current produced by 1 bichromate-of-potash elements, and its

power of attraction at a distance of 2 mm. is more than 552 kilos. An electro-magnet of the ordi-

nary construction, of equal exterior diameter, and placed in the same conditions, supports only 11

kilos, or a weight 50 times less.

The largest electro-magnet yet constructed (1819) is in the possession of the Stevens Institute of

Technology, Hoboken, N. J. Its weight is about 1,600 lbs. Some 2,000 feet of copper wire is wound
on 8 brass spools, each 9^ inches high by ll^J^ inches external diameter. The wire weighs 400 lbs., and
is half an inch thick. The spools are split and filled in with vulcanite. The cores are hollow, and
measure 6 inches in diameter by 3 feet 3 inches in length. The lifting force of this magnet is in

the neighborhood of 40 tons. A good idea of its comparative size can be obtained from Fig. 1251.

Laws of Electro-Magnetism.— 1. The Armature. The attraction between an electro-magnet and
its armature increases with the size of the armature. 2. The Mire. When the current is of equal

strength, the material and the thickness of the wire of an electro magnet are without influence upon
its magnetism. The free magnetism is directly proportional to the number of turns. The attrac-

tion is proportional to the square of the number of turns. When the currents are unequal, the

magnet will attract a bar of soft iron with a force proportional to the square of the product of current-

strength and number of turns of the core ; or another magnet, with a force proportional to the sum
of the products of the current and the number of turns on both magnets. 3. Polarity. The south
pole is always at the end where the current from the carbon or copper of a battery enters a right-

handed helix. Whatever be the nature of the helix, either right- or left-handed, if the end facing

the observer has the current flowing in the direction of the hand of a watch, it is the south pole, and
vice versa. 4. Effect of Strength of Current. The free magnetism of the pole-forces of an electro-

magnet is proportional to the strength of current passing in the coils : between two magnets,
the attraction is proportional to the square of the strength of the current. 5. Action of an Electro-

Magnetic Core on a JIagnei. A magnet (needle) in the axis of a circular current is attracted or

repelled by the centre with a force proportional to the superficial current of the circle ; and the force

with which a magnet is attracted by the coil is proportional to the product of the strength of the

current and number of turns of the coil. 6. The Core. The free magnetism, other things being
equal, is proportional (a) to the square root of the diameter of the core, or (b) to the square root of

its length. The magnetism is the same whether the core be an iron bar or a hollow iron cylinder of
the same diameter.

For theoretical discussion of the laws of electro-magnetism, and also of the best form to be given to

an electro-magnet, see papers on the subject by Count du Moncel in 2'he 2'elcgraphic Journal., ii., 23,

59. The construction of electro-magnets for experimental purposes is detailed in Weinhold's " In-

troduction to Experimental Physics," translated by Loewy, London, 18'75. A good popular exposi-

tion of the subject appears in "The Forces of Nature," Guillemin, translated by Lockycr, New
York and London, 1873.

ELECTRO-METALLURGY, or GALVANOPLASTY, is the art of separating metals from their

chemical compounds and causing them to be deposited in their elementary condition upon surfaces

in various forms by the agency of dynamic electricity. Its principal divisions are electroplating and
gilding, and electrotyping. In electroplating and gilding the deposited metal is usually retained

upon the surface on which it is deposited. In electrotyping it is subsequently removed from such
surface, which forms a mould of which the deposit is a reverse copj'.

General Methods of depositing Metals.—There are various methods which either have been or are

still employed in depositing metals from their solutions for practical purposes, and they may be
classed as follows: 1. By immersing one metal in one liquid, as, for instance, by immersing steel or

iron in a slightly-acidulated solution of sulphate of copper. 2. By immersing two metals in one
liquid, as by immersing the article to be coated in contact with zinc or other sufficiently positive

metal in the particular metallic solution. 3. By immersing one metal in two liquids, as, for instance,

if a deep glass vessel be half filled with a saturated aqueous solution of cupric sulphate, the vessel

be then nearly filled with water containing a small quantity of sulphuric acid, poured in quietly so as

not to mix with the copper solution, and a bright rod of copper, as deep as the vessel, be allowed to

remain in a vertical position in the liijuid during 24 hours without disturbance ; the upper half of
the rod will slowly corrode and dissolve, while the lower half will receive a deposit of copper. 4.

By immersing two metals in two liquids, as in the ordinary " single-cell " electrotype apparatus.

5. By the separate current plan, as when a voltaic battery, magneto-machine, or thermo-electric pile

is em.ployed with a separate depositing vessel. In the present article we have to do only with the
last two methods.

There are two principal forms of electro-metallurgical apparatus, respectively known as simple and
compound. In the former the current is produced in the same vessel as that in which the metallic

deposit is effected. It is most frequently employed when the article to be coated is small, and when
time is no object. The single-cell apparatus is illustrated in Figs. 1252 and 1253. The vessel is

half filled with a solution of sulphate of copper, S ; in this is placed the earthen vessel P, with
the dilute acid A and zinc Z, and this constitutes the whole of the present form of apparatus

;

for, when we desire to make an electro-medallion, it is only necessary to place one or more casts in

the outer vessel m m connected by a wire with the zinc, and then action will immediately commence.
Any number of moulds may be placed in the outer vessel, provided they can radiate to the zinc.

Saturation of the liquid may be preserved by suspending some of the salt in a linen hag over the
mould. This form is objectionable, because the salt of zinc speedily passes through to the outer

vessel ; but it has the advantage of allowing the mould to be placed vertically, in which position it

is much less liable to have particles of dust settling upon it. There is no limit to the size of this

outer vessel ; for a watei'-butt, a tank, or even a lake naturally impregnated with sulphate of copper,

would answer-
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There is another form, where bladder takes the place of the earthen vessel, and where the position

of the cast is horizontal. Here, the outer vessel, Fig. 1253, which is square, is made of wood, coated

internally with cement ; on one part of the edge of this a piece of brass b is fixed, in which arc

two holes, one for connection with the wire of the cast m, the other with that of the zinc. In the

interior of the trough a movable shelf of mahogany is placed, on which is supported a glass con-

taining a zinc plate Z and crystals of sulphate of copper to be dissolved. The glass has a piece of

bladder tied over the rim, and this forms an outer vessel similar to the porous tube in the former

apparatus. It, in like manner, contains the acid and zinc ; the latter being connected by a screw to

a wire, in such a way that it can be readily removed.

In every single-cell apparatus, the solution of metallic salt should be maintained in the required

degree of concentration, by keeping some crystals of the salt undissolved in the solution. If these

crystals are allowed to sink to the bottom of the vessel, they will not answer the intended purpose

of maintaining a saturated solution ; for the portions of the fluid which have been deprived of their

metallic salt rise to the surface, while the saturated parts remain in contact with the crystals at the

bottom, thus preventing their solution. This difficulty may, however, be readily overcome by placing

the crystals to be dissolved in a little bag on a shelf at the top of the liquid, by which means the

saturation of the fluid will be insured.

An excellent single-cell apparatus having a permanent battery, especially adapted for gold- and
silver-plating, is represented in Fig. 1254. The exterior jar is of earthenware, the inside one of

glass, with a bottom formed of bladder and fastened on with cement. Projecting into the earthen

jar through the bottom is a copper rod A , attached to a copper plate upon which rests an amalga-

mated zinc plate. The lower end of the copper rod is immersed in mercury contained in the box or

1254.
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trough B. The lower end of the copper rod C also enters the mercury, while its upper extremity is

bent over to sustain the articles to be plated. The battery is set in an ordinary wooden bench, so

that no part is exposed save the inner surface of the interior jar. The battery is always ready for

use, and, there being no acid, it is free from smell. It is unaffected by the weather, and is stated to

be capable of plating in from 3 to 5 minutes. The inner jar contains the cyarude, the outer the

salt solution.

Electro-metallurgical apparatus is termed compound when the galvanic current is produced out-

side the bath containing the solution to be decomposed. This is shown in Fig. 1255. The object

N, on which precipitation is to take place, is connected with the zinc of the battery Z, while a piece

of sheet copper is attached to the copper S. Some authorities employ the terms simple and com-
pound with reference to the bath, according as the latter consists of one or many cells. Thus, Fig.

1255 would be designated as a simple-bath apparatus, and that illustrated in Fig. 1256 as a com-
pound-cell bath. In the latter case the bath is divided into separate cells like those of a trough

battery, the negative cell in one plate being connected to the adjoining positive plate in the next.

This arrangement requires the addition of electromotive force to the battery, and is moreover found

not to be so manageable or economical as the simple-cell system. It is important in this apparatus

that every positive and negative plate should possess nearly the same surface, and the solution the

same strength, in order that the metal of the same quality should be reduced in each cell.

Batleries.—The batteries most used in electro-deposition are the old Wollaston battery of zinc and
copper plates in dilute sulphuric acid, Smee's, Daniell's, Bunsen's, and Grove's. (See Electro-Gal-

vanic Batteries.) Wollaston's is the most suitable one where the resistance is not great, and where

a large quantity of electricity and long-continued action (as in depositing copper and silver) are

required, because its electromotive force is small, its action (after once it has commenced) is toler-
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ably uniform, and large plates and considerable bulks of exciting liquid may be conveniently em-
ployed. Smee's is suitable for similar cases, but where only a small quantity of electricity is required,

because large plates of platinized silver are expensive. Adam's modification of Smee's battery is

reliable and good, as it gives a full current and uniform action until nearly exhausted of acid. It

1255.
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contains zinc and Smee's platinized platina plates, extending to about one-third the depth of the

vessel. Platinized platina or silver plates, though expensive at first, are cheapest in the end, and
work better in the battery. They are not so liable to get foul as the silver-plated and platinized

copper plates, and are much more easily cleaned. The battery solution is made by pouring into the

battery trough from 16 to 20 quarts of water and then 1 quart of sulphuric acid, stirring well with

a piece of clean board. In Fig. 1257 is represented the construction of an improved battery of this

type made by Messrs. R. Hoe & Co. of New York. It is lined with thick glass, united at the joints

;

and leakage is guarded against by cement and a filling of an insoluble hydrocarbon substance. Dan-
iell's battery is the best in cases where the resistance is greater, and a very uniform current is

necessary. Grove's and Bunsen's are the

most suitable where the resistance is still

greater, and an occasional current of consid-

erable electromotive force, but not of long

continuance, is necessary, as in gilding, and
preparing for gilding (i. e., brassing or cop-

pering) small articles of iron, steel, etc., in

cyanide solutions. In all these batteries the

zinc element is immersed in dilute sulphuric

acid. The strength employed of this mixture
varies from 1 measure of acid and 50 of wa-

ter to 1 of acid and 5 of water; the usual

strength with batteries such as Grove's and
but with Darnell's, Smee's, or WoUaston's, 1 to 101 toBunsen's (which are soon exhausted) is

or 20 is a vei^y good proportion.

Thermo-electric piles are also sometimes used for electro-deposition. It is stated that a Clamond
battery (see Electro-Galvanic Batteries), which consumes 150 litres of gas per hour, is capable

of depositing 1 kilogramme of copper at a cost of 50 cents. {^Telegraphic Journal, vol. iii., pp. 157

and 319.)

Magneto-electric machines are also largely used for the production of current for electro-deposition.

Descriptions of these machines will be found under Dynamo-Electric Machines. A large Wilde ma-
chine, driven at a speed of about 2,000 revolutions per minute, has caused the deposition of 28 ounces

of silver in an hour with an expenditure of 2 horse-power. A single multiple-armature machine of

Wilde's (see Phihmphical Magazine, June, 1873) has deposited 4^ cwt. of copper in 24 hours. By
the Gramme machine, to deposit 600 grammes of silver requires 1 horse-power and a speed of 300

turns per minute ; the tension of the current being equal to that of 2 Bunsen's cells, and its quantity

equal to 32 such cells of ordinary size. At a speed of 275 revolutions per minute, it has deposited

625 grammes of silver per hour ; at 300 revolutions, 605 grammes ; and at 325 turns, 675 grammes.
The weight of the copper wire on the fixed electro-magnets was 135, and on the movable ones 40
kilogrammes. (Telegraphic Journal, vol. i., p. 54.) An improved form of magneto-electric ma-
chine by Siemens and Alteneck will be found described in the Electrical News, vol. i., p. 226. The
chief obstacle to the use of these machines is that, after a few hours' action, the different parts are

liable to become considerably heated, partly by the incessant molecular changes attending the varia-

tions of magnetism, and partly by the conduction-resistance of the coils. This has been largely

overcome in Wilde's machine by the employment of several small machines instead of one large one,

and by allowing a stream of cold water to run through the hollow ends of the magnet. In Gramme's
machine, provided it is not worked too fast, the heat is reduced to a moderate amount. Another
common objection is the complexity of the commutator. The Weston machine, for the construc-

tion of which see Dynamo-Electric Machines, has been used for electroplating with much success,

it being claimed that a shell can be obtained by the machine in from 2 to 2| hours, equal to that

from the usual batteries in from 10 to 12 hours. In Fig. 1258 is exhibited the interior of a large

electroplating works using a machine of this class. The illustration also shows the arrangement of

tanks. The machine is rotated at 800 revolutions per minute, and is connected by means of wires to

rods running across the various tanks containing the metal solution to be deposited. On the tanks
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are rods supporting the anodes or metals to be deposited, and also the work to be plated. It is usual

to place the tank containing the nickel solution nearest the machine, as this solution ofEers the
greatest resistance to the electrical current. A solution of cyanide of copper is used in many cases

as an intermediate deposit upon iron or steel before the nickel, as it prevents the tendency to rust

upon exposure. This solution is also used for depositing copper on zinc and lead, or articles made
up of several metals.

Preparatory Cleansing.—All articles which are to receive a deposit require to be made scrupu-
lously clean. The surface should also be rendered smooth by means of the revolving " scratch-
brush," and by other methods. Articles of copper are usually not scratch-brushed, but dipped.

1259. 1261.
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The processes of cleansing are both of mechan-
ical and chemical nature. The mechanical means
are the usual ones of filing, scrubbing, and scour-

ing with various gritty materials. Emery-cloth
is employed when the articles are dry, and fine

silver-sand and a hand-brush, or piece of canvas,
when they are wet. In addition to this, an in-

strument called a scratch-brush is continually

used, and cannot be dispensed with. A scratch-

brush is merely a bundle of fine and hard brass
wires, about 6 or 8 inches long, bound round
very tightly with other wire except at the ends.
Fig. 1259. These wires are of various degrees
of fineness, and are also annealed to different de-
grees, to suit the various kinds of work. Four
of such brushes are usually fixed in grooves upon
the outside of the chuck of a lathe, so that the wires are parallel with the axis of the chuck (see

Fig. 1260). Another form of scratch-brush, in which the wires are radial instead of parallel, is

shown in Fig. 1261. To use these brushes, a lathe is required. A "scratch-brush lathe," suitable
for cleaning small articles, is represented in Fig. 1261. Above the revolving brush is placed a cis-
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tern containing stale beer, a little of which is allowed to dribble upon the articles during the process

of brushing, and the brushes are surrounded by a screen to prevent splashing.

The chemical methods of cleaning consist in immersing the articles, for a greater or less period

of time in rarious acids or alkalies, according to the nature of the metals. Alkalies are usually

employed hot, and are generally used for removing greasy, tarry, or resinous matters ; and acids are

generally used cold, after the greasy matters have been removed. The alkalies are kept in iron ves-

sels, and the acids in stoneware pans, etc.

The alkali commonly employed is caustic potash. Several kinds of acid liquids are used, viz.,

dilute sulphuric, strong nitric, and various mixtures of them. All greasy articles are always dipped

in potash solution, and then " swilled " in water. Those of lead, tin, Britannia metal, pewter, and

zinc are similarly treated. Iron is cleansed in strongly diluted sulphuric acid. Silver is dipped In

dilute boiling sulphuric acid. Articles of copper, brass, or German silver require a series of liquids,

consisting, first, of strong nitric acid ; second, a dipping liquid composed of water 64 parts, sul-

phuric acid 64 parts, nitric acid 32 parts, and hydrochloric acid 1 part ; and third, spent liquid,

i. e., either nitric acid, or dipping liquid which has become weak. Many articles which are to re-

ceive deposits require to have portions of their surface " stopped off," to prevent the deposits spread-

ing over those parts. For gilding and other hot solutions, copal varnish is used ; for cold liquids,

an ordinary varnish will answer. " Quicking" means coating the surfaces with a film of mercury,

for the purpose of causing the deposited metal to adhere firmly. Solutions of cyanide of mei'cury

are used for preparing the surfaces of copper, brass, and German silver for receiving silver deposits.

Electroplating.—The following practical directions for the deposition of the different metals are

mainly taken from Gore's " Electro-Metallurgy " (New York, 1877), to which the reader is referred

for further details.

Antimony.—In depositing antimony by the battery process, the metal may be obtained not only in

a state of loose black powder, but also in two distinctly different, coherent, reguline conditions, viz.,

as a very brittle metal of a gray-slate color and hard crystalline structure, and also as a highly

lustrous steel-black deposit, of amorphous structure, and somewhat less hard than the pure variety,

which retains its color and brightness without oxidizing for a long time. A satisfactory solution for

obtaining the pure gray metal is composed of distilled water 12 ounces, tartar-emetic 1 ounce, tar-

taric acid 1 ounce, pure hydrochloric acid \l ounce. It is not a good conductor, and should be

worked slowly, with two Smee's elements, at such a rate as to deposit about one-eighth of an inch

thick of metal in four weeks.

Bismuth.—According to M. A. Bertrand, metallic bismuth may be deposited upon copper or brass

from a solution composed of 80 grains (grammes ?) of the double chloride of bismuth and ammo-
nium, dissolved in a litre of water slightly acidified with hydrochloric acid, by means of a current from

a single Bunsen's cell. He states that antimony may be deposited in a similar manner {Athcmeum,

April 22, 1876, p. 570), and recommends its use for artistic decorations, instead of platinum-black.

Brass.—A good solution for brassing by means of a separate current, with an anode of brass, may
be made by dissolving 9 or 10 ounces of "the strongest aqueous ammonia, and 16 to 20 of cyanide of

potassium "(with or without the addition of 20 of the strongest aqueous hydrocyanic acid, " Scheele's

strength "), in 160 (i. e., 1 gallon) of water, and saturating the hot liquid with brass by means of an

electric current ; it must be used at 212° F.

Cobalt.—To deposit the metal, dissolve 5 ounces of the dry chloride in a gallon of distilled water,

and make the solution slightly alkaline with ammonia. Pass the current through the liquid, either

by using a plate of cobalt as anode, or a bar of gas-carbon in contact with a heap of fragments of

cobalt contained in a gutta-percha basket. From 2 to 5 Smee's cells are required. The solution

must be kept slightly alkaline.

Copper deposition by Separate- Current Process.—^In depositing copper by the single-cell method,

a nearly saturated solution of sulphate of copper answers very well ; but for the battery process, an

excellent solution may be made by dissolving 4 parts by weight of finely-pow dered sulphate of cop-

per (best quality), and 1 of sulphuric acid, in about 18 or 20 of water, and then filtering it. Neither

of these solutions, however, is fit to deposit copper upon steel, iron, or zinc, because the electrical

relations are unsuitable ; these metals decompose such liquids rapidly, and deposit the copper upon

themselves by simple immersion. Some persons use a solution containing a smaller proportion of

acid, a greater one of copper salt, and less water ; and others add a small quantity of sulphate of

zinc or sulphate of potassium to the liquid ; the latter is very good. The sulphate solution is used

for coating all metals and alloys, such as brass and German silver, which do not decompose that

liquid ; but zinc, iron, steel, tin, lead, Britannia-metal, type-metal, etc., which precipitate the copper

from such a liquid by simple immersion, are coated in the cyanide or other alkaline solution ; and as

the deposition of copper from an alkaline liquid is more expensive than that from the sidphate, if a

greater thickness of metal is required, the additional thickness is put on the articles in the sulphate

solution. A very good solution may be formed thus : Dissolve cyanide of copper to saturation in

water containing about 2 lbs. of cyanide of potassium to the gallon, and then add about 4 ounces

more of the potassic salt per gallon, to form free cyanide ; the liquid is then ready, and should be

used at a temperature of about 150° F. Cyanide of copper is not very soluble in cyanide of potas-

sium solution ; the liquid formed does not readily dissolve the anode, nor does it conduct well ; it

also has a strong tendency to evolve hydrogen at the cathode, but this may be lessened, or wholly

prevented, by avoiding the use of any free cyanide of potassium, employing a weaker current, and

adding some aqueous ammonia and oxide of copper. Busts and other similar objects may be coated

with copper by saturating them with linseed-oil (or better, with beeswax), then well blackleading, or

treating them with the phosphorus, silver, and gold solutions, attaching a number of " guiding-wires,"

connected with all the most hollow and distant parts, and then immersing them in the sulphate of

copper solution, and causing just sufficient copper to be deposited upon them by the battery process
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to protect them, but not to obliterate the fine lines or features. Further particulars relative to the

deposition of copper will be found under the section on electrotyping.

Qohl.—The electric current employed is usually derived either from a Bunsen's battery or a Cla-

mond's thermo-electric pile, that from a magneto-electric machine being found to be less suitable.

Many solutions have been tried, but none have succeeded like the double cyanide of gold and potas-

sium. They may be formed either by chemical methods or by means of the battery process. The

latter is preferable, as it is unattended by the risk of loss of metal, which occurs in the chemical

process. To prepare a cyanide gilding solution by this plan, simply dissolve some cyanide of potas-

sium in hot distilled water, in an earthenware vessel, in the proportion of from 1 to 2 lbs. to each

gallon. Immerse 2 large electrodes of pure sheet gold in the liquid, and pass the current from

about 3 Smee's or 2 Daniell's cells, stirring the liquid occasionally, until a clean and bright cathode

of German silver (substituted a short time for the gold one) receives a proper coating. The liquid

should be kept at a temperature of about 150" F. during the process, by immersing the vessel con-

taining it in an outer vessel of hot water with a lamp beneath. The quantity of gold dissolved from

the anode is ascertained by weighing, and is not of material consequence, provided the deposit is

good. In this process a portion of the cyanogen from the cyanide unites with the gold, and leaves

potash in the solution, and after a time, being exposed to the atmosphere, absorbs carbonic acid,

and thus brings carbonate of potassium into the liquid ; but the presence of this salt is not objec-

tionable. A very good gilding solution made by this method consisted of 1 gallon of water, 1^ lb.

of cyanide of potassium, and 50 pennyweights of gold.

Nickel.—The bath may be composed either of the chloride of nickel and ammonia or the corre-

sponding sulphate, dissolved in pure water. If the latter is used, the solution must be kept neutral

and up to about 6' of hydrometer. It is prepared by dissolving three-fourths of a pound of the

salt in each gallon of water. This salt is generally considered the best for nickel-plating, and costs

$1.30 a pound (ISTU). From this bath the nickel can be profitably deposited at $2 a pound. The

chloride bath requires about 4 ounces of the salt per gallon, and works better with a slight acid

reaction, the tendency in working being toward alkalinity, even with great exposure of anode. The
intensity of battery current must be proportioned to the bath, and remain constant. Large baths

offer less resistance to the electric current than those of smaller dimensions, and can therefore be

worked with a current of somewhat less tension. For a bath of 10 gallons or less, the tension of

the current should be equal to that of from 2 to 3 Smee cells (carbon and zinc) in series. The
exposed surface of the nickel anodes should in no case be less than the surface to be coated, but

may with advantage be greater. The amount of battery power for a given amount of work should

be in zinc surface equal to the surface to be coated, with care to preserve the normal tension of the

current. If the current is too intense, the coating will present a dull white or frosted appearance.

The anodes must be in connection with the negative plate (carbon) of the battery. Damage is not

infrequently done to the bath and work by misconnection. The work should be scrupulously clean

when entered to the bath, and should be carefully moved about after entering to free it from any

adhering air-bubbles. If the finished work is to have a smooth polishing surface, it must present

such a surface before entering the bath. Nickel is hard, and cannot well be burnished. Traces of

oil and grease are removed by a hot soda solution. After dipping in clean water, the surface is

freed from films of oxide by an acid bath. If the work is of iron, the acid may be hydrochloric

diluted with 3 or 4 volumes of water ; if of copper or brass, nitric acid diluted with about 20

parts of water. Brighten the work in the acid dip, then immerse momentarily in water
;
go over it

with a clean stiff brush and very fine sand ; again dip in the acid, then quickly in soft water, and

place immediately in circuit. The hand must not come in contact with the surface of the work after

removal from the alkali, as the slightest touch may spoil all. On removal of the work from the

plating bath, it should be immediately dipped in cold water and transferred to hot water, which will

cause it when taken out to dry quickly and perfectly. The bath should be covered when not in use,

to keep out dust and prevent as much as possible its evaporation. By a little practice and proper

attention to these simple rules, the nickel bath may be worked continuously, month after month, and

the metal deposited smoothly and with certainty. •

Silver.—The following solutions for plating by a separate current may be made either by chemical

means or by the aid of an electric current. The best solution for general purposes is the double

cyanide of silver and potassium, and when required in large quantities it is usually made by chemical

means. Many solutions have been proposed and tried for depositing silver by the battery process,

but none have stood the test of time and experience like the one composed of double cyanide of

silver and potassium dissolved in water, and a little free cyanide of potassium added. It must, how-

ever, always be remembered, when making cyanide depositing solutions with the aid of potassic

cyanide, that the composition of this salt, as usually sold, is extremely variable ; and unless the de-

positor is aware of this, he may be led quite astray in his calculations, and unwittingly introduce

various impurities into his depositing liquids.

The ordinary cyanide of silver-plating solution is best made by the battery process. To make by
this method a solution containing 1 ounce of silver per gallon, first ascertain the percentage of

actual cyanide in the salt of potassium to be used. If it contains about 50 per cent., dissolve about

3 ounces of it in each gallon (=160 ounces) of distilled water ; or if it contains more, add less, and

if less, add more, in proportion. Suspend a large anode and a small cathode of silver in the liquid,

and pass a strong current of electricity, until about 1 ounce of silver for each gallon of liquid has

dissolved from the anode, or until, with a moderate current, and electrodes of average size, a bright

silver or other suitable cathode receives a good deposit. As this process produces some caustic potash

in the liquid, some of the strongest hydrocyanic acid may now be added to form cyanide, and some
more silver then dissolved in the mixture by the battery process.

The following is an outline of the French method of silver-plating : Immerse the articles of cop-
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per, brass, or German silver, during a few minutes, in a boiling solution of 1 part of caustic potash
in 10 parts of water. Swill them thoroughly in clean water. Dip them into a liquid composed of
10 parts of water and 1 of sulphuric acid. Kinse them again. Immerse them during a few seconds
in a mixture of 20 parts of common salt, 20 of calcined soot, and 1,000 of yellow nitric acid of
specific gravity 1.332, and swill them as quickly as possible in plenty of water. Dip them also

rapidly in a mixture (prepared some time beforehand) of 1 part of sulphuric acid, specific gravity

1.846, 40 of common salt, and 1,000 of yellow nitric acid, of specific gravity 1.332, and instantly

wash them well in clean water. Dip them at once for a few seconds, or until they are quite white,

in a "quicking" solution composed of 10 parts of nitrate of binoxide of mercury and 1,000 parts of
water containing sufficient sulphuric acid to make the solution clear, and swill them again in the
fresh water. Immerse them in the plating liquid, using a weak current ; and if the deposit looks
good, continue the process ; but if it looks uneven or spotted, take them out, " scratch-brush " them,
dip them into a hot solution of cyanide of potassium, and then in fresh water ;

" quick " them afresh,

rinse them again, and then continue the process. When the plating is finished, stop the current a
few minutes before removing the articles, in order to remove subsalts of silver from the deposit,

and prevent its turning yellow. Swill them in water, then in water slightly acidified by sulphuric
acid, again finally in water, scratch-brush them if necessary, swill them again, dry them in hot saw-
dust of boxwood, and weigh them.

The rapidity with which metal of good quality can be deposited depends largely upon the com-
position of the solution. To work rapidly, the solution should contain a rather large proportion of
free cyanide of potassium ; otherwise, the anode becomes covered with an insoluble film before free

cyanide from the articles can diffuse to it, and this film impedes the current. In a good silver

solution, a dozen of ordinary table-spoons or forks will acquire 1,000 to 1,500 grains of silver in
12 hours ; but there are solutions used in Birmingham, in which it is said as much as 1 ounce of
silver can be deposited upon a small table-spoon in half a day. Electroplated articles vary greatly

in quality, because any degree of thinness of silver may be put upon them. Great quantities of
Britannia-metal articles are coated with only a few pennyweights of silver per square foot. " The
thickness of electro-deposited silver is in many cases from -/g to 4|tj, or even y+VnT of a millimetre, or
1.24 grain upon a square metre of surface." One ounce of silver per square foot of surface is equal
to a coating of about the thickness of thin writing-paper, and is considered an excellent coating.

Tin.—There are many solutions for electro-tinning by means of a separate current, but only a
very few have been extensively used. Most of them alter in property by contact with the atmos-
phere, and deposit their metal as a white oxide. Roseleur uses a solution composed of 5 parts of
fused (or 6 of crystals) stannous chloride, and 50 of pyrophosphate of potassium or sodium, added
to 5,000 of distilled water ; the chloride is dissolved in a portion of the water, and added the last,

and the liquid is stirred until it is clear. A very large surface of anode is employed, and a strong
electric current. As less tin is dissolved than is deposited, it is necessary to add occasionally equal
weights of the pyrophosphate and fused chloride.

Zinc.—Zinc may be deposited from its sulphate, ammonio-sulphate, chloride, ammonio-chloride,
acetate, tartrate, etc., by the separate-current process. As with nearly all other metals, the nitrate

forms a bad depositing solution. By proper management, good coherent metal may be obtained
from the sulphate, acetate, and chloride. A solution of zinc in caustic potash is not a good con-
ductor ; a zinc anode does not readily dissolve in it ; similarly with the potassio-tartrate and potas-
sio-cyanide (Smee). A solution of 1 part of the sulphate in 5 to 10 parts of water, with a large zinc

anode, may be made to yield a good deposit, by a current from two small Smee's cells feebly
charged.

Many years ago, sheets and other articles of iron were coated with zinc by electrolysis, in order to

protect them from rusting ; but this process has been entirely superseded by the so-called "galvani-
zing," which is not a galvanic process at all, but consists of dipping the previously cleaned iron into

a bath of melted zinc; the latter being covered with a layer of saline flux, in order to prevent oxida-
tion, and also to dissolve any trace of oxide which may be upon the iron articles. Such a coating
of zinc is a much more effectual preventive of rusting than an electro-deposited one, because the
heat expels all moisture from the pores of the iron, and the layer of zinc is homogeneous, and not
granular or porous, while that formed by voltaic action is always more or less porous, and very
liable to contain traces of the depositing liquid ; the surface beneath the electro-deposit, not having
been heated before receiving the coating, is also liable to contain moisture and acid, absorbed during
the preparatory processes of cleaning, etc.

WrighCs Hot- Vapor Electroplating.—A method of electrojilating has been discovered by Prof. A.
W. Wright, which consists in plating the surfaces of substances with metals by exposing such sur-

faces to the hot vapors of whatever metal it is desired to plate with. The metal is volatilized by the
electric current. The apparatus consists of a hollow vessel, from which the air is partially ex-
hausted

;
within this vessel are arranged opposite to each other the two poles of an induction coil.

The article to be electroplated, a bit of glass for example, is suspended between the poles ; to the
negative pole is attached a small piece of the metal that is to be deposited on the glass. Grove cells

of 3 to 6 pints are employed, yielding, by means of the induction coil, an electrical spark from 2 to

3 inches in length. Under the influence of this spark a portion of the metal of the electrode is con-
verted into gas, or volatilized, and condenses upon the cooler surface of the suspended glass, form-
ing a most brilliant and uniform deposit. The thickness of the plating thus produced may be regu-
lated at will, by simply continuing the action of the electricity for a longer or shorter period. That
the metal is actually volatilized is proved by examination with the spectroscope during the progress
of the operation, the characteristic lines of whatever metal is used for the electrode being fully re-

vealed. {^QQ American Journal of Science and Arts, vol. xiii., January, 187Y, and vol. xiv., Septem-
ber, ISYV.)
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Electrotyping.—The following excellent account of the process of electrotyping, with descriptions

of the most improved machinery and tools, is condensed from " Hints on Electrotyping and Stereo-

typing," a pamphlet issued by Messrs. R. Hoe & Co. of New York.
Moulding.—The type should be perfect, and set up with high spaces and quadrats and with type-

high bearers all around it. This prevents the wax from spreading while the form is pressed in it, and
also facilitates the operation of " backing." Forms for electrotyping must be locked up tighter than
those for press-work. Great care must be taken that the form be well justified, all spaces planed
down, and the surface perfectly clean. Blacklcad freely with a fine, soft hatter's brush, removing
the surplus. A well-leaded form facilitates the drawing of the mould, and prevents the wax from
adhering to the woodcut or type. Woodcuts are locked up in the same way as type, but before
blackleading they must be perfectly cleaned with naphtha or benzine from the ink which is commonly
adhering to them, and dried thoroughly. Great care must be taken that no particles of black lead

clog the fine lines of the engraving, as very much depends upon the preparation of the form for

moulding. The cuts, of course, must be brought up to exact type height by proper underlaying.

The moulding-case is a flat brass pan about a quarter of an inch deep, with two flanges, which fit

into the clamps of the moulding-press. The back of the pan must be planed smooth. The moulding
composition is made of the best pure yellow beeswax. In a temperature of 90° to 95° the wax may
need no admixture ; but if the room is cooler, it should be prevented from cracking by the addition

of from 5 to 20 per cent of virgin turpentine. New wax should be boiled several hours before pour-
ing into the moulding-case ; old wax, only long enough to evaporate all moisture. Care must be
taken not to have too much heat, or the wax will be burned and rendered quite useless. Steam is

much the best for this purpose, as with it the wax cannot be overheated. The moulding-case, having
been slightly warmed, is placed on the level case-filling table, and the melted wax is poured into it

with a clean iron or copper ladle, great care being taken to run the wax entirely over the case while
it is hot, so that its cooling too quickly may not cause irregularities in any part. The air-bubbles

which rise to the surface must be touched with the heated building-iron. Should the wax shrink
away from the edges of the case, it can be reraelted there by running the heated iron over it when it

is just set. When the wax has became cool, it should present a smooth, even surface ; otherwise it

is useless, and it is better put back into the pot to be melted over again. The whole surface should
now be carefully and thoroughly rubbed over with black lead, by means of the soft brush alluded to,

after which the wax is ready for the impression. The form is placed on the bed of the press, and
the moulding-case in the clamps on the head of the press, immediately over but not touching it, and
the bed is raised until a proper impression is taken in the wax. The exact depth can only be at-

tained by practice. Should the form stick in the wax, it may be relieved by touching the chase gently

in two or three places with a long screw-driver, so as not to break the face of the wax. When once
the form or engraving is withdrawn from the wax, it must not be reentered, as it probably would not
go exactly into the same place again, and the impression would be rough.

Now remove the case from the clamps and place it upon a table ready for the process of building.

This operation requires skill and a steady hand. A well-built mould will save a great deal of trouble
in the stages which follow, as the object is to obviate as much as possible the necessity of chiseling

the plates. Wax is run or built on the places where blanks are to be. This building is performed
with the building-iron. Fig. 1262, which is heated and
applied to a strip of wax, melting it and causing it to 1262.

flow down from the point of the iron on to the blanks
of the mould. This process cannot be easily taught,

but it must be acquired by careful practice. The
great difficulty is to prevent the wax from running
where it is not required. A quick eye and steady
hand will do this. The wax used in building should
be cut in strips of various widths to suit the work, and must be kept perfectly dry. If any portion
gets damp, it is best not to use it for building purposes, as there is danger of its spattering over the
mould. The building-iron must not be too hot.

After the wax mould is well built, it is ready for blackleading, which is necessary to give it a con-
ducting surface and cause the copper to be gradually deposited over every part of it. Black lead
for this purpose must be pure, with a bright lustre, free from grit, and very fine. If it is inferior

and dead-looking, it is worse than useless. It must be thoroughly worked into every letter and line,

or it is useless to put the mould into the precipitating cell, for the copper will not be deposited per-

fectly over its surface. The black-lead machine has a traveling carriage that holds the mould, or
several moulds if small, and passes backward and forward under the vibrating brush. One 12 by 18
inches can be blackleaded in two minutes. An apron under the machine catches the powder and
prevents waste. After this operation has been thoroughly performed, the superfluous black lead is

removed by a broad-nosed bellows, not a particle being allowed to remain, or, the copper being de-
posited over it, a rough and faulty electrotype will result. The mould, held to the light, should
reflect from all parts of its polished face. The black lead being an inferior conductor, and its

whole surface not being in the current at once, it is necessary to have some nucleus of metal on
which the copper deposit may commence. This is sometimes provided by removing the wax from
the rim of the brass case, on which the deposit will begin, and from which it will gradually spread
over the whole surface of the wax. Another way is to fasten a piece of metal to the wax at the top
of the mould, and connect it with the metal by a copper wire, perfectly clean, wound around the con-
necting-rod. The back and edges of the moulding-case must be coated with hot wax after it is black-
leaded, to prevent the copper forming upon it. To prevent the deposit of copper on any places
where it is not wanted, the hot building-iron is run over them so as to destroy the continuity of the
black-lead surface. To dispel the film of air which forms on the surface of the blackleaded wax.
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before placin"- in the precipitating cell, lay the case in an inclined shallow tin pan, and pour alcohol

over it be"-iuniug at the upper side. Then place the case on its back in a shallow trough, and force

water on i^ by a pump through a flexible tube, taking care that the water thoroughly penetrates the

cavities and forces out the air-bubbles which adhere so tenaciously. The mould should now be taken

out and quickly placed in the precipitating cell.
. . ^ ,

. ,

Tlie Batteri/.—See that all the connections are perfect. Those from the platmized plates m the

battery lead to the copper plate in the precipitating cell, and from the zinc plates to the wax mould.

The copper plate must be suspended about 2 inches from the mould. The battery should not work too

rapidly, or the shell will be spongy and unfit for printing. If too strong, remove some of the nega-

tive or zinc plates ; if too slow, increase either zinc or platinized plates, or add sulphuric acid. Per-

haps, if the battery has been running some time, only water may be needed to excite its action ;
but

always remove both negative and zinc plates when pouring acid into the battery solution. The solu-

tion of the sulphate of zinc in the bottom of the battery should be removed as it becomes saturated

by a siphon, and fresh water and acid added. If the battery is working properly, 10 or 12 hours will

give a perfect shell ; but if it is found that some part of the mould is not covered with copper, wash

it off well with water, and with the finger or brush rub black lead upon it, after which the copper

will soon run over it! This will never become necessary, however, if the wax has been sufficiently

blackleaded in the first place. The strips of sheet copper forming the connection between the bat-

tery and the precipitating trough should be of sufficient width to conduct a plentiful current of elec-

tricity ; in fact, it is better to have them larger than is actually required. The rods, hooks, and all

connections, on both battery and precipitating trough, should be well cleaned with sand-paper.

Adams's Process for Covcrhifj Moulds with a Iletallic Surface.—This process,^ patented in 1 870,

is claimed to give a perfect surface with certainty and rapidity. While the wax is still warm in the

niouldin"--case, apply finely powdered tin with a soft brush until the surface presents a metallic ap-

pearance. Then brush off superfluous powder. The form of type or woodcut is first coated with

black lead, to insure the separation of the mould from it, and an impression is taken in the wax,

after which the black lead is blown out. Build up and connect the mould in the usual manner.

Then brush, by hand or machine, tin-powder over it, and, after blowing out again, touch with a hot

buildiuo-iron all parts of the mould on which the copper is not to be precipitated. Immerse it in

alcohorthen wash with water to remove the air from the surface, and it is ready to be suspended m
a solution, which must be made as follows : Fill a precipitating cell nearly full with water, keepmg

an account of the number of gallons poured in ; hang a bag of sulphate-of-copper crystals in the top

of it until the water is saturated ; for every gallon of water add from half a pint to 3 gills of sul-

phuric acid, and mix the whole thoroughly. In this solution hang a sheet of copper, connecting it

with the negative plates of the battery ; and when the solution becomes cool and settled, immerse

the mould a°nd connect it with the positive or zinc pole of the battery, when the surface of the mould

will be quickly covered with thin copper. Then remove for completion to another and larger pre-

cipitating cell, containing a solution made in the proportion of one pound of sulphate of copper and

one gill of sulphuric acid to each gallon of water. If sulphate-of-copper crystals form on the copper

plate in the first preciphating trough, detach it and dissolve them off, adding another plate in its

place. When the solution in the first precipitating cell has become nearly saturated with tin, which

will happen after a long time, it should be thrown away and replaced with fresh. This process of

using a metallic powder in connection with black lead, or in place of it, is said to accomplish in a few

minutes what with black lead alone requires from 2 to 4 hours.

ELECTROMETERS AND GALVANOMETERS. Electrometers.—For the purpose of ascertain-

ino- the intensity with which a body is charged, and also the laws of electrical attraction, an instru-

ment was invented by Coulomb, called Coulomb's torsion-balance electrometer, illustrated in Fig.

1263. Its essential parts consist of a fine metallic wire, which is held on a cap at the top, and sup-

ports a delicate horizontal needle of shellac. The needle has a small gilt ball g at one extremity.

Another rod of shellac, /', is so adjusted in the cover of the large glass cylinder that the small gilt

ball a' may be passed down and held at a level with the latter. If, now, the horizontal needle / is

so placed that the ball (/ may be touched by the ball
ff',

and the latter is charged with electricity and

introduced, it will deliver to the former half of its charge, and the two will be mutually repelled,^ the

repulsion being measured by the amount of torsion of the suspending wire, which may be ascertained

by means of a circular scale marked upon the circumference of the cylinder, and another suitably

adjusted at the upper end of the small cylinder, from which the wire is suspended. The cap at the

top may be turned to increase the force of torsion, which is in proportion to the angle, and to bring

the balls nearer together. With this instrument Coulomb demonstrated the following laws : 1. The

force of attraction and repulsion between two electrified bodies is in the inverse ratio of the squares

of the distance. 2. The distance remaining the same, the force of the attraction and repulsion be-

tween two electrified bodies is directly as the product of the quantities of electricity with which they

are charged. .

Galvanometers.—It has been stated that if a magnetic needle is brought near a wire through

which a galvanic current is passing, it will be deflected ; the direction depending upon the relative

position of the wire to the needle, and upon the direction of the current. Upon this peculiar action

depends the construction of an instrument which is used for measuring the strength of a galvanic

current, called a galvanometer. If the wire is held above the magnetic needle, and parallel to it,

and a current is passed in the direction of its north end, that end will be deflected to the left, as

represented in Fig. 1264, when the observer is looking downward and to the north. If the wire is

held under the needle, and the current passed in the same direction, the north end will be deflected

to the right ; but if the current is passed from north to south, the needle will be deflected m the

same direction as when the current passed above it from south to north. If, therefore, the wire is

turned upon itself, as represented in Fig. 1265, two forces will act upon the needle, tending to deflect
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it in the same direction ; and if tlie wire is formed into a flat coil, tlie deflecting force exerted upon
tlie needle will be multiplied nearly as many times as the wire passes backwai-d and forward.

Schweigger's multiplier, constructed in this manner, is shown in Fig. 1266. The sensitiveness of the

instrument is increased by using what is called an astatic needle, which is constructed by placing two
magnetic needles upon the same axis, but with their north and south ends in opposite directions, and
suspending them horizontally by a delicate fibre of silk. If their axes are perfectly parallel, and they

have precisely the same magnetic force, they will form a system which is astatic ; that is, they will

when acted upon only by the earth's magnetism point indifferently in any direction. It is however

1263.

12&4. 1265.

1266.

impossible to place them perfectly parallel, and it therefore follows that when they have equal mag-
netic force they will only come to rest when at right angles to the plane of the magnetic meridian.

It is usual, however, except in the most delicate tests, to have one of the needles slightly stronger

than the other, so that there shall be a slight directive tendency north and south to the system. If

a wire carrying a current is held between the two needles, they will both be deflected in the same
direction ; and if the wire is formed into a coil, the force will be multiplied. An astatic galvanome-

ter is represented in Fig. 1267.

The astatic galvanometer cannot be used to measure currents of much strength, on account of its

12 6T.
1268.

too great delicacy. For this purpose the tangent galvanometer and the sine galvanometer are em-
ployed. The tangent galvanometer, Fig. 1268, consists of a vertical circle made of a band of copper,

the two ends of which are connected with the poles of a battery. In the centre of this vertical circle

a small magnetic needle is placed, in length about one-twelfth of the diameter of the circle. When
the needle is no longer than this, the tangent of the angle of deflection will be proportional to the

strength of the current. In using the instrument, the plane of the vertical circle is placed in the plane

of the magnetic meridian.

The sine galvanometer, invented by Pouillet, is represented in Fig. 1269. A longer magnetic nee-

dle may be employed in this instrument, because it is kept at right angles to the axis of the coil
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through which the current passes. A horizontal, graduated circle, containing a declination needle, is

fixed within a vertical circle, the two turning on a vertical axis which passes through the centre of a
lower stationary, horizontal, graduated circle, an index being used to measure the arc of revolution.

A stout copper wire, covered with silk, is passed one or more times around the rim of the vertical

circle, according to the strength of the current which is to be measured. For weaker currents the
coils are increased. In using the instrument, the
plane of the vertical circle is placed in the plane
of the magnetic meridian. The needle and index
will then each stand at 0, respectively on the up-
per and lower horizontal circles. If a current is

now sent through the wire, the needle will be
deflected ; and if the vertical circle is rotated till

the needle lies in its plane, and therefore again
points to 0, the deflection will be marked by the
index on the lower circle. The deflecting force

of a current acting at right angles to the axis of
the needle exactly balances the magnetic force

of the earth, which is proportional to the sine of
the angle which the needle makes with the mag-
netic meridian.

An instrument called a differential galvanom-
eter is sometimes used to measure at the same
time the difference in strength of two currents.

For this purpose two separate coils of the same
sized wire are passed an equal number of times
around the same needle. When two currents are

sent in contrary directions through the coils, the
amount of deflection produced will indicate the

difference in strength between them.
Sir William Thomson's mirror galvanometer.

Fig. 1270, measures a delicate galvanic current

with more precision than any other instrument
that has been invented. A magnet is suspended
within a coil of wire which varies in size and
length according to the size and length of the
conductor thi'ough which the current has already

passed. If it has passed through long circuits

containing bad conductors, the coil should be long
and of fine wire, because the current will have been so much weakened that a fine long wire is now
sufficient to conduct it, and therefore it may be used to induce a considerable magnetic force. The
coil is placed within the cylinder mounted upon the rectangular box shown in the figure, and to one
side of the magnet suspended within it there is attached a mirror which reflects a ray of light upon
a horizontal graduated screen in front of it, and behind which there is placed a lamp which sends a
ray of light through an orifice. A slight deflection of the magnet, which together with the mirror
weighs only a few grains, gives the reflected ray a wide range over the graduated screen. A bar
magnet, S, placed in the magnetic meridian, is used to counteract the earth's magnetism and thereby
increase the delicacy of the instrument. Another bar magnet, T, perpendicular to the magnetic
meridian, is used to adjust the instrument to zero when no current is passing.

An instrument called a rheostat, invented by Wheatstone for the purpose of comparing resistances,

is represented in Fig. 1271. Two cylinders of equal diameters turning upon their axes are held in a

1270.

frame. One of them. A, is of metal, and the other, B, of some non-conductor, as vulcanite or baked
wood. There is a spiral groove in the non-conducting cylinder in which a wire, connected with the

binding-screw C, is wound for an indefinite distance, and then transferred to the other cylinder and
wound upon it to its further end. By turning the crank connected with one of the cylinders, the

wire may be all transferred from one to the other. A binding-screw connects with the metal cylin-
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der ; and when this and the other binding-screw are connected with the electrodes of a battery, a gal-

vanic current will pass through the wire which is wound upon the non-conductor, and also through

the metal cylinder, so that it will be easy to interpose in the circuit any desired length of wire having

any desired area of cross-section. Establishing a certain length of a certain sized wire as a unit of

measure, a comparison may be made between the resistances of various media. To measure the

resistance of any conductor, the rheostat and sine galvanometer may be used in the following man-

ner : In Fig. 1272, let m be a conductor whose resistance is to be measured or compared. One end

of it is dipped in a cup of mercury, 6, which

is also connected with one pole of a battery, T. 1271.

The other end of m dips into a second cup of

mercury, a, which is connected with one of the

binding-screws of the rheostat. A wire at-

tached to the other binding-screw is connected

with one end of the wire which passes around

the vertical circle of the galvanometer, the

other end of which connects with the other

pole of the battery. The rheostat wire is all

wound on the metal cylinder, and, the circuit

being closed, the deflection of the galvanome-

ter may be noted. Then the conductor m is

removed from the circuit, and the two wires at

a and h are joined. Enough of the rheostat

wire is now wound on the non-conducting cyl-

inder to cause the same deflection in the needle

as before. That portion of the rheostat wire

through which the current passes will have

the same resistance as that of the conductor

»t, whose amount is therefore found by com-
parison.

The results obtained from numerous experi-

ments upon the conductivities of various met-

als show that silver, gold, and copper are the

three best conductors, and that impurities

greatly increase resistance, as does also an in-

crease of temperature. It has been shown by Forbes that metals have proportional conductivities

for heat and for electricity, and that impurities also proportionately increase the resistance for each.

The following table gives E. Becquerel's determinations of specific electrical resistances at 15° C,
regarding that of silver at 0° as 100 :

Silver 107

Copper 112

Gold 155

Cadmium 407
Zinc 414

Tin 734
Iron 825

Lead 1213
Platinum 1243
Mercury 5550

ELECTROMOTORS. Motors actuated by the attraction and repulsion of electro-magnets exist

in numerous forms. The commonest and simplest is the rotating cylinder, having arms of metal,

which serve as armatures, to be attracted or repulsed by electro-magnets disposed radially about

the periphery of the cylinder. A commutator connects the current in proper manner to the elec-

tro-magnets successively, which are thus excited at such intervals as to attract the cylinder and
cause it to rotate continuously. The older forms of this engine were made on the reciprocating

plan. No attempts to adapt it for general use as a motor have been successful—on account, first,

of the practical difiicultics in the construction of the machine itself, and second, of its great lack of

economy as compared with the steam-engine. The best results obtained have been from small

machines, in which economy of fuel, etc., is no especial object. It has in such form been adapted

for operating sewing machines, dental drills, small printing presses, and other light machinery; but

its value is not permanent, as it deteriorates rapidly, especially through the destruction of the com-
mutators, and involves the constant care and renewing of the batteries.

On the other hand, the actual efficiency of the electric engine is about four times that of the best

steam-engine ; but when the relative cost of zinc and coal is considered as materials of consumption,

this advantage is much more than counterbalanced. It may be demonstrated that in the Daniell

battery, the liquid used being a solution of sulphate of copper, the heat produced by the solution of

1 lb. of zinc is 3,006 thermal units, and that consumed is 1,587 thermal units, leaving the total quan-

tity of heat developed 1,419 thermal units. Tliis multiplied by 772 foot-pounds gives 1,095,468 foot-

pounds for the amount of energy developed by dissolving 1 lb. of zinc in a Daniell battery, equal

to one-tenth part of the energy developed by burning 1 lb. of carbon. Similarly, it may be shown that

in Smee's battery 694,800 foot-pounds of mechanical energy are developed. This last is about one-

sixteenth part of the energy developed by burning 1 lb. of carbon. Now it has been stated that the

actual efficiency of the electro-magnetic engine is four times that of the steam-engine ; hence, the

work performed per pound of zinc would be four-tenths of the work per pound of carbon in the

first instance above given, and four-sixteenths in the second. Consequently, therefore, the working
expense per pound of zinc consumed must fall until it is from four-tenths to one-quarter of the

working expense of the most economical steam-engines per pound of carbon, or of coal equivalent to
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carbon, before the electromotor can hope to equal the steam-engine in point of economy. According

to Van der Weyde, the ratio of the cost of electricity as a motive power as compared with that of

steam is as 500 to 1, the price of zinc being estimated at 12^ cents and of coal at ^ cent per pound.

Allowing for the superior efficiency of the electric engine, he determines the expense of running the

latter to be about 100 times that of the steam-engine. (See Manufacturer and Builder, iii., 150, 172.)

Many misinformed inventors have attempted to build electromotors on a supposed principle that a
given battery is capable of magnetizing any number of magnets. This is wholly without foundation.

According to Ohm's law, a battery works to its utmost capacity and utmost result when the resistance

which the discharging wire offers to the current is equal to the resistance which the battery itself

offers to the passage of the same current. Metals are much better conductors than fluids, surpassing

them several million times ; copper wire conducts the currents 20,000,000 times better than the best

solutions in the battery, to which the resistance of the porous cups has to be added ; consequently a
Bunsen battery of two cups is able to discharge its current through many miles of copper wire, with-

out experiencing a resistance greater than the current has to overcome in the battery itself : how
many miles may be easily calculated from the dimensions of the battery, thickness of wire, etc. As
long as the length of the wire is below this, the whole power of the battery is discharged, and no
change in the currents of the wire and its effects on electro-magnets can be perceived, though the

length of this wire be increased and say 4, 8, or even 20 or 50 electro-magnets be charged. As soon

as the number of magnets is augmented so that the length of the wire surrounding them exceeds the

limit at which the resistance it otfers to the current is equal to the resistance offered by the battery,

the whole power of the battery can no longer be discharged, and the power of the individual magnets
will begin to decrease.

A good review of the various attempts which have been made in Europe to construct an econom-
ical electromotor will be found in Figuier's " Merveilles de la Science." Dubs, " Electro-Magnetis-

mus" (Berlin, 1861), deals with the subject quite fully. An interesting controversy regarding an
alleged electromotor of great power appears in the Scientific American, vol. xxv.

An advantageous application of the electro-magnetic engine has been made in Phelps's electro-

motor telegraph (see Telegraphic Apparatus), where it is used to operate the type-wheel and print-

ing mechanism, hitherto driven by means of a weight and wheel-work. The motor consists of 8

electro-magnets arranged in a circle, within which a revolving shaft carries a circular row of soft-iron

armatures, 5 in number. The commutator is so connected that the electro-magnets act successively

as the armatures come within their influence, and cease to act just as the latter arrive at a point

opposite to the poles of the magnets. By this means a constant attraction is exerted upon the arma-
tures, which causes the shaft to revolve with great rapidity. The motor is provided with a centrifu-

gal govei'nor, which acts to reduce the quantity of electricity flowing through the actuating magnets
whenever the speed becomes too great, by which means its motion is rendered perfectly uniform.

The magnets are of ordinary form, having cores 0.5 inch in diameter and 1.25 inch in length, wound
with insulated copper wire 0.042 inch in diameter. The local battery which drives the motor con-

sists of two large Bunsen cells (see Electro-Galvanic Batteries), charged with Poggendorff's

bichromate solution in contact with the carbons in the porous cell, and diluted sulphuric acid in the

outer or zinc cell. The containing jars are of glass 9 inches in diameter and 6 inches high. The
zinc cylinders are 8 inches outside diameter and 0.5 inch thick. Each contains a porous cell 7.5

inches in diameter. The cai'bon element consists of two rectangular plates placed parallel and about

2 inches apart, each plate being 5 by 6.5 inches. This battery will run a motor continuously for 15

hours without requiring a renewal of the bichromate solution. A complete description of this appa-
ratus will be found in " Electricity and the Electric Telegraph," Prescott, New York, 1877. A good
historical account of electromotors appears in " Les Merveilles de la Science," Figuier, Paris, no date,

vol. ii., 385.

Transmission of Power by Electricity.—For the transmission of power from a steam or water
motor initially, the following system has been adopted : First, a strap or belt from the motor was
carried to the pulley of the driving dynamo-electric machine which generated the current. By lead-

ing-wires of the re(iuired length, the electrical current generated in the first machine was conveyed
to the terminals of a second and precisely similar machine. Thus the first machine generated the

current, which was utilized in imparting motion to the second machine. The greatest work was
yielded by the second machine when the strength of the current given by the first machine or source

had been reduced to one-half by the induced current from the second machine. Supposing two
equal machines arranged for the transmission of power, the amount of work reclaimable from the

second machine would be 50 per cent, of that employed upon the first ; and the number of revolu-

tions of the armature of the second machine, corresponding to the maximum of work reclaimed,

would be half the number made by the first. Experiments also proved that the loss of efficiency

was proportional to the added resistance. (See Engineer, xlv., 96.)

At the electroplating works of the Societe du Val d'Osne in Paris, two Gramme machines have
been used in the above manner, one being connected to the driving-shaft of the works, producing a

current which sets machine No. 2 in motion, and this in turn drives the machine which supplies cur-

rent for the baths. Motive power is thus transmitted over a distance of about 400 feet by means of

a single copper wire. The system, says M. Cadiat in La Nature (1878), has worked perfectly and
uniformly for two months. The velocity can be easily regulated by interposing resistance in the cir-

cuit. If, in the circuit from machine No. 2 to the electroplating machine, a copper wire 6.4 feet long

and 0.06 inch in diameter be inserted, the velocity falls from 750 to 40 turns per minute; with an
iron wire 4.8 feet long and 0.32 inch in diameter, the velocity is reduced to 100 turns. As for the

power required, the author states that the starting or stopping cf the system is not recognizable by
the engineer who controls the driving-engine of about 10 horse-power, from which power is also

taken for a variety of tools.
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The statement has been made by Dr. Siemens that a continuous rod of copper 30 miles long and
3 inches in diameter is capable of conveying that distance electrically energy equal to 1,000 horse-
power. This has been discussed by Mr. N. S. Keith in a paper read before the American Institute

of Mining Engineers, May 7, 1877 (republished in the Engineeriyig and Mining Journal, July 7, 1877).
In planning a theoretical machine to suit the conditions of the problem, he points out that it will

require 746,000 vebers current or their equivalent in energy to utilize 1,000 horse-power as electricity

for dynamic purposes.* He says :
" We may therefore use electromotive force of 1,000 volts, resist-

ance of 1.34 ohm, and a current of 746 vebers; thus, = 746 C. In other words, the dy-

namic equivalent of 746,000 vebers may be had by multiplying the electromotive force 1,000 by the
current 746. It has been found that a discharge of the magnetism of a soft-iron core induces a cur-

rent in the coil surrounding it possessing electromotive force of one volt for about each 25 feet of
coil. The quantity or current comes from the strength of the magnetism and number of discharges.
For 1,000 volts electromotive force 25,000 feet in length of copper wire or strips, weighing 1.2 lb.

per foot length, or in all 30,000 lbs., may be taken. This will have a resistance of .66 ohm. It

should be wound upon a core of iron weighing 10,000 lbs. This core and coil, constituting what is

called an armature, must be revolved between the poles of an electro-magnet having such an attrac-

tion for the armature as to call for the expenditure of 1,000 horse-power in revolving it. Such a
magnet will weigh probably 60,000 lbs., and have a like weight of copper in its coils. It should be
excited or magnetized by a smaller armature revolved between the poles of a smaller magnet, with
an expenditure of say 100 horse-power. This is necessary, because, if the coil of the magnet is

part of the main circuit, the resistance will be much increased. The electromotor receiving the
current of electricity must have at least the same length of copper in its coils ; and as the resistance
of the coils (when the machine in motion is exerting its greatest power) is double that which they
have at rest, and as it is necessary from our other fixed resistances to make the resistance of the
machine .50 ohm, we make the weight of copper coils per foot 3.17 lbs., a total of 79,200 lbs., with
a weight of iron about 70,000 lbs." The cost of this apparatus is estimated at $33,200.

" The energy of 1,000 horse-power expended on the machine generating the electric current is dis-

tributed throughout the circuit in proportion to the special resistances of the several parts. The
armature, having a resistance of .66 ohm, absorbs 66-134, or 492.5 horse-power; the conductor 18-

134, or 134.3 horse-power; the motor 50-134, or 373.2 horse-power. This last amount is all that can
be utilized with this arrangement, even if there is no loss. The electric machine and the motor may
be made larger, or two may be used, making the resistances of them one-half as much, but not with
any increase of utilizable power, as the resistance of the conductor remains the same. Estimating
a resistance of .33 ohm for machine, .18 ohm for conductor, and .25 ohm for motor, and we have
33-76 or 434 horse-power for machine, 18-76 or 237 horse-power for conductor, and 25-76 or 329
horse-power for motor. This is less available power than iDcfore. The resistance of the earth re-

turning the current we may count as nothing. Under no circumstances can we utilize the full power
expended. If we decrease the resistance of the machine to .33 ohm, and increase that of the motor
to .83, keeping total resistance the same, we will gain. Then the machine will absorb 33-134 or
246.2 horse-power, the conductor 18-134 or 134.3 horse-power, and the motor 619.5 horse-power.
With a larger conductor or shorter distance, this proportion may be increased. There are various
sources of loss, especially with electricity of such electromotive force and tension. There is no
doubt that at least 50 per cent, of the energy
expended on a magneto-electric or dynamo- \11^.

electric machine at a waterfall may be used
at a distance by an electro-magnetic motor as

mechanical power. The amount of heat de-

veloped throughout the entire circuit will be
equivalent to that from the combustion of 200
lbs. of coal per hour, or 42.746 heat units per
minute. That proportion due to the armature,
having resistance of .33 ohm, is sufficient to

raise its temperature 1° C. per minute. Of
course, then, some arrangement for cooling by
water must be applied."

ELECTROPLATING. See Electro-metal-
lurgy.
ELECTROSCOPES are instruments for the

purpose of detecting the presence of free elec-

tricity, and also its nature. Hare's electroscope.
Fig. 1273, consists of a glass vase, through the
side of which is inserted a wire having a brass
knob on its end, which may be approximated by
means of a screw cut upon its circumference to
within a very minute distance of a single strip

of gold leaf. The intensity of the electricity through a space of air being found to decrease in the in-

verse ratio of the squares of the increased distances, this instrument becomes thus exceedingly sensi-

* "A veber of cnrrent represents the ererffj' set free by the combustion of 11 grains of carbon, or 11 fcrains, about,
of coal, or 1 prain of hy(iros;en, with a development of 6 linits of heat in 6,33S seconds. Th.at amount of free or sen-
sible heat is set free in the circuit. Thus, one volt of electromotive force forces one veber of electric current through a
circuit of one ohm resistance, requiring to do so ifiTi foot-pounds of energ}% with a development of 6 units of heat in
the circuit in 0,338 seconds. The heat set free is the exact measure of the force used."
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tive to the slio-htest disturbances of electrical matter in the gold leaves propagated from the metallic

cap which is made of zinc. By means of this simple instrument, one of the most important facts in the

whole science of electricity may be experimentally demonstrated, by bringing into contact with the

plate various kinds of metals, as a copper plate insulated by a glass handle. A disturbance of the natu-

ral electrostatic condition of the zinc plate and of the gold leaves suspended therefrom is producible

by the simple approximation and contact of various bodies with the plate ; the sifting of various pul-

verized substances thereon being sufficient to pi'oduce the movement of the gold leaf. Both of these

metallic plates may be separately examined by the test of the contact with other electroscopes com-

posed of pith balls or flexible gold leaves, and no signs of electricity will be discoverable. Now place

the plate of copper on the plate of zinc, which is called the " cap of the electroscope," and hold one

hand in contact with J/, which is to be screwed up until the ball at the end of it is brought close to

the tip end of the pendent strip of gold leaf ; and with the other hand touch the copper plate, and

then lift it by the glass handle from the zinc. At the instant the separation is effected, the gold leaf

will be seen to strike the ball if the latter be previously brought to within the distance of one-twen-

tieth of an inch from the former. This instrument serves the purpose of a delicate electrometer^ to

measure very minute degrees of intensities of electrical action. Bohnenberger's electroscope is rep-

resented in Fig. 1274. In this two voltaic piles stand with their opposite poles upon a metal plate,

and from the top of a bell-glass which covers the piles a strip of gold leaf is suspended from a

conductor which passes through the top and terminates in a knob. The gold leaf hangs between the

two knobs of the piles, and the instrument is so delicate that whenever a body only slightly elec-

trified is brought within a few feet of it, the gold leaf will move toward one or the other of the piles.

A pith ball suspended by a silk thread between them will oscillate as long as the chemical action of

the pile continues, which may be for two or three years.

Another form of gold-leaf electroscope consists of a circular brass plate having rounded edges,

which carries a stout brass wire cemented by shellac into a glass tube which passes through a wooden

cap fitted by a groove upon the top of a bell-jar. The lower end of the wire supports a horizontal

brass cross-piece about an inch in length, flattened in a vertical plane and made very thin. Each

side of the cross-piece is smeared with a little strong gum and laid upon the edge of a rectangular

strip of gold leaf about 1 inch by 5 inches in dimensions. The leaves hang thus face touching face.

On the inside of the bell-jar, opposite to one another and each facing one of the gold leaves, are

sometimes pasted two strips of tin foil, of such height that they are touched by the leaves on

the extreme divergence of the latter. These strips reach to the stand if it be of metal; or if

it be of wood, they are horizontally prolonged and carried over the edge to the earth. A shal-

low cup contains quicklime, chloride of calcium, or strong sulphuric acid, to keep dry the inside

of the jar.

ELECTROTYPING. See Electro-metallurgy.

ELEVATED RAILWAY. See Railroad.

ELEVATORS AND LIFTS. Suspended platforms or boxes known as elevators are largely used

now to raise passengers and freight from the lower to the upper stories of high edifices. Since their

introduction buildings are carried much higher than before. The structure of the Western Union

Telegraph Company in New York has ten stories above the street which are occupied as offices, while

the New York Tribune building has twelve such stories. Without a passenger elevator the upper

stories would be practically inaccessible.

Poiver required for Elevators.—The useful power required for operating an elevator is very small.

That employed to run either of the sets of elevators in two of the largest buildings (the Western

Union Telegraph and Evening Post buildings) in New York City amounts to less than -/„- of a

horse-power.

Classes of Elevators.—Elevators in general use may be divided into two general classes: \. Steam

elevators, where the rope lifting the car is wound round a drum turned by a steam-engine ; 2. Hy-

draulic elevators, where the rope lifting the car is connected with a motor worked by water. In

addition to the motor, the hydraulic elevator must have a pump to lift the water from the cellar to

the tank above.

The reasons why steam elevators are so wasteful of power are : 1. The low steam-pressure and

the great back pressure in the steam cylinders ; 2. The small size of the cylinders ; 8. The large

proportion of power expended in overcoming friction on engine and car ; 4. The fact that the engine

runs while the car is descending, thus requiring a cylinder full of steam at least atmospheric pres-

sure. The following are the pressures on the indicator card of the engine running the elevator in

the Western Union building while carrying passengers :

Up. Down.

Initial pressure above zero 32.0 24.5

Terminal pressure above zero 26.6 22.1

Mean back pressure above zero 22.6 20.4

Indicated pressure. 6.7 2.9

Friction of engine and load 9

The causes of the waste of power in hydraulic elevators are : 1. The ordinary steam-pump not

being an economical machine ; 2. Having to use a cylinder full of water whether the car is fully

loaded or not ; 3. The large proportion of power absorbed by the friction of the machine.

In the machine in the Evening Post building, the dimensions are as follows : Height from surface

of water in well to surface of water in tank, 140 feet ; diameter and stroke of hydraulic cylinder,

36 X 96 inches ; lift of car, 96 feet. From these data may be calculated the following : Total un-

balanced load in car, equivalent to 140 feet of water on plunger, 6,000 lbs. ; number of round trips
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in 6 hours, 170; actual load carried each round, calling each passenger 140 lbs., 960 lbs. Thus it

appears that five-sixths of the head of water is wasted.

The cars of both the hydraulic and steam elevators are generally in part counterbalanced. The
counterbalance is always much lighter than the car, in order to be certain that the car will not stick

fast on its passage and then drop suddenly after the rope has become slack. There are various
devices called " safeties " to prevent this, which will be described in the proper place.

The cost of running by steam a large elevator, like that in the Western Union building, for a
year of 300 days, 8 hours a day, may be reckoned as follows

:

Interest on cost of elevator, engine, and boiler, $10,000, at 7 per cent $700
Annual repairs, 5 per cent 500
Sinking fund, 3 per cent 300
Engineer, at $60 per month 720
Attendant, at $40 per month 4S0
Coal, 600 lbs. per day, at $6 per ion 540

Total $3,240

In cities where the municipal authorities will furnish water, hydraulic elevators can be run much
more cheaply than steam. In other places they are gradually gaining favor from their great simplicity,
less first cost, less liability to accident and necessity for repair, and smaller amount of fuel required.

1275.

Steam Elevators.—Two of the best types of steam elevators are illustrated in Figs. 1275 to 1219.

_
Fig. 1275 shows the car in an Otis elevator. A A A A are the guide-blocks, which may be

tightened up by screws. P P are the pawls which catch in ratchets bolted the whole length of the
guides when the hoisting rope gives way.

Fig. 1276 shows the machinery overhead in an Otis elevator. C is the drum over which the rope
to counterbalance passes ; !>, the drum over which the hoisting rope passes ; H, the hand-rope ; W,
the weight which presses the brake on the drum when the hand-rope is thrown up.

38
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12T6.

Fig. 1-211 is an end and Fig. 12Y8 is a side view of the hoisting engine for the Otis elevator.

L is the starting lever connected with the hand-rope. This machine works entirely through gear-

wheels, which are apt to be more durable than worms and worm-wheels.

1277.
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it descends, and of course draws the car upward, thus using the minimum power required to raise

each load, rather than the full power of an engine each and every time. The speed is controlled by

means of 'brakes or clamps, that tirmly clasp wrought-iron slides secured to posts on each side of the

1280.

12S2.

1281.

- ' 'j_l:
.: I

:
I ^

well-room, the operator having control of these brakes by a lever in the car. When the car has

ascended as far as desired, the operator steps upon another treadle in the car connected with a valve

in the bottom of the bucket, and thus discharges the water into the receiving tank "below until the
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car is heavier than the bucket, and it then of

course descends. The water is thus taken
from the upper tank into the bucket, dis-

charged through the stand-pipe into the re-

ceiving tank under the floor of the basement,
and then pumped back again to the upper
tank, so that it is used over and over again

without loss. From the upper tank water
may be taken for use in the building, and
then it must be replenished.

The duplex elevator, Fig. 1281, is operated

by utilizing the weight of water within a tube,

using it both above and below one or more
pistons. It is well known that 33 feet or less

of water in a tight tube will adhere to the

bottom of a piston, and weigh the same as if

above it. By the application of this principle

an exceedingly simple machine may be made
at a moderate cost, adapted to use in dwell-

ing-houses, and for all passenger and
purposes. The tube in which the pistons

move is connected by an open pipe to a tank,

or directly to the city mains, and discharges

its water into a tank or sewer below. By
opening the valve at the bottom of the tube
the water is discharged, and the weight of the

whole column, thus thrown upon the pistons,

draws them down, and raises the car attached

to them. The power is always the same, the
supply of water above filling the tube as fast

as drawn out below, so that we always have
the weight of the tubeful, or the pressure direct from the city mains, to draw the car and its load

up. By pulling the valve-rope the opposite way, a valve connecting with a return-pipe is opened,
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and the car is allowed to descend. The upward and downward motion is perfectly smooth, noiseless,

and steady, and free from all jarring or shaking.

Fi^'. r2S2 represents a device for giving a long travel to the car with a short travel to the

hydraulic piston. The piston is moved up and down by admitting water above and below, and the

motion transferred through the chain to the large drum around which the hoisting rope is wound.

Fig. 1283 represents the general arrangement of a hydraulic elevator, in which all the machmery

except the steam-boiler is shown. A is "the car ; -S, the hydraulic cylinder ; C, the pump
;
D, the

reservoir for water on the top of the building ; -E", the reservoir for w^ater in the cellar.

Safeties.—These are devices to keep elevator cars from faUing in case of breakage of the rope.
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Fig. 1284 represents "Baldwin's safety." A is a. wrought-iron slide, 4 inches by i inch. Such
slides are firmly bolted to the posts on each side of the well-room, and act as guides to the car, and
for holding the same from falling if the ropes should break. H is the safety-block. This is made
of cast-iron, and is 15 by 16 by 5 inches. Two blocks are used on each elevator, securely at-

tached to the bottom of the platform. jD is a wrought-iron band, 2^ inches square, shrunken
around the safety-block to give it additional strength. F is the safety-roll, made of corrugated

steel, IJ inch diameter. G is the finger on which the safety-roll rests, and // a rod attached to it.

This safety is not operated by springs, but by the weight of the car itself. The breaking or over-

strain of one or all of the six cables brings it into action. Four of these cables are attached to the
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bottom of the car, through the safety-block. Tlie other two act as safety cables, and do not come

into use until the others are overstrained. Whenever this occurs, the weight is thrown on the

safetv-ropes ; by which means the fingers to which they are attached, and on which the safety-rolls

rest, are raised, so as to bring the safety-rolls in contact with the slides (which are stationary and

firmly secured to the posts) on one side, and the inchned planes on the safety-blocks on the other—

thereby wedging these rolls firmly into the slot, so that it is impossible for the car to go down a

single inch until a readjustment is made.
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Miscellaneous Hoistincf Apparatus.—The following illustrations represent small macliinery for

raising materials iu mills, factories, mines, etc. For ice elevators, see Ice-IIarvesting AprAUATUs.
A vertical Elevator^ moved by hand.—Fig. 1235 is a side elevation ; Fig. 1286, a front elevation ; Fig.

128Y, a section on the line a b. The weight to be raised is placed on the platform a of the frame
a d e, which, moving between the posts c b, is retained in position by grooves in a and c, as shown
clearly in the section. Fig. 1287. The platform is raised by the winding of the chains or ropes

attached to the frame at /'on the barrel /(, which, if the weight is trifling, is turned by a winch on

its own shaft, but more commonly an extra shaft ^, gear I, and pinion k are employed with the

winch m / two ratchet-wheels q r and catches s and t hold the platform in any desired position. A
counterpoise ]:> is attached by the rope o, passing over the pulley n, to the ban-el h.

A vertical Elevator^ driven by steam or water power, used in the iron-works of Belgium.—Fig.

1288 is a front elevation; Fig. 1289, a side elevation; Fig. 1290, a plan of the lower part. The
parts are as follows : The standards c and d support a lower shaft a and upper b, to each end of

which are fixed the iron wheels e c, of about 1\ feet diameter and 7 inches wide, cast with projec-

tions / /, adapted to the links of the endless chains g g ; at distances of about 5 feet the two
chains are connected by iron rods h h h, from which depend the platforms i k, on which are placed

the loads to be raised or lowered. These weights can be i)ut on or taken off while the machine is

in motion ; and if from neglect the load is not removed, the only result is that it continues to ascend

and descend with the revolutions of the wheels c e. Motion is communicated through the shaft p,
the pinion wi, and the gear 2, fixed to the shaft a. q'xs a. slide coupling ; o o, standards of the shafts

p and n ; and m, a pit or span necessary below a for the passage of the platforms.

An Elevator viorking on an incline., with cm endless chain, used at some of the blast-furnaces of Bel-

gium.—Fig. 1291 is the side elevation; Fig. 1292, the rear elevation; Fig. 1298, the plan. ^ ^ is

the bottom, and B B the top platform ; C C the railway, inclined at an angle of about 30°, and sup-

ported by the frame D D. The wagons are drawn up by the endless chain a a a, resting loosely in

the wheels 6 6 c c, to which last motion is communicated through the gears e and f and the pulley

A, over which passes a band i from the prime mover. Figs. 1294 and 1295 represent two views of a

portion of the wheel c c ; Figs. 129G and 1297, of the wheel b b ; Fig. 1298, a view of the chain.

It will be seen that there is but one row of projections k k on the

rim of the wheel c, fitting the openings m of the links of the chain, l^'^^-

while on b the row is double, and is adapted to the spaces n n of the

chain.

The loaded wagon being brought to the bottom of the incline, the

hind axle is caught by one of the hooks g (which are about 9 feet

apart), and is drawn up. At the top the wagon is received on a
small descending railway, inclined at an angle of about 5°, and
whose summit is sufficiently above the platform B B for gravity

alone to carry the wagon to its place of unloading. The emptied

. wagons are placed on a side track s s, and are lowered by means of

a rope attached to the windlass t f, Figs. 1292 and 1293. Along
the railway o o, and at a distance of from 5 to 6 feet, are placed the

movable catches or bell-levers u u, which, in case of the breakage of

the chain, will catch the hind axle and stop the descent of the wagon.
The wagons used in Belgium are composed of cast and wrought
iron, and the materials for supplying the furnace are first put in

plate-iron vessels (holding from 30 to 40 lbs., and of the form rep-

resented in Figs. 1299 and 1300), and then placed in the wagons,
which contain from 12 to 18 of them.
An Elevator u'orking on an incHnc with a pulley-rope.—In blast-

furnaces where only charcoal is used, the elevator represented in

Figs. 1301 to 1305 is frequently employed. Fig. 1301 is a side

view ; Fig. 1302, a plan ; Fig. 1303, a section on the line A B ; and
Figs. 1301 and 1305 are details. Tiie principal axis k 1-,, Fig. 1304,

is at k, where the drum I is cylindrical, and at k^ squared. On this

part is placed the movable wheel m, with the knobs n «, which are

inserted into corresponding holes of the drum /, whenever this latter

is to follow the movement of the axis k ki. In the periphery of

the wheel is carved a groove, into which fits the quadrant o. Figs.

1301 and 1304, wound like the worm of a screw, and fixed to the
shaft p. To this shaft is also fixed the disk q, Figs. 1301, 1304,
and 1305, on whose periphery is placed the bar r ?•, which is joined

to it by the counter-chains s and t, Fig. 1305, in such manner that

the wheel, together with the shaft ]) and quadrant o, is alternately

turned to the left and to the right, according as the bar is pushed
backward and forward. By this the wheel m is either moved on or

off the drum I, and consequently the latter is brought in or out of

connection with the axis k ki.

A double Elevator working on an incline with pulley-ropes.—At
blast-furnaces where the smelting of the ore is effected by means of

coke, and large quantities of iron, stone, fuel, and other supplies are to be conveyed up to heights

of 30 or 50 feet, several of these elevators are applied. On the inclined plane, forming an angle
of 30° or 40°, are two railways, parallel to each other, the one serving for the ascent of the charged
wagon, and the other for the descent of the empty one. An elevator of this kind is represented
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1313.

in Figs. 1306 to 1309. Fig. 1306 is a side elevation ; Fig. 1307, a plan; Fig. 1308, a front eleva-

tion ; and Fig. 1309 represents the principal axis with its two drums and levers for moving out and

in the clutches.
, i * ni, +r +

A7i Elevator moved bi/ compressed air or pneumatic engine.—At the iron-works ot Ohatlmot, near

Charleroi, in Belgium, an elevator of this description, and about 50 feet in height, was constructed m
1839, for three blast-furnaces, where the smelting of the ore is eifccted by means of coke. The com-

pressed air required as motive power was derived from the great wind-reservoir of the blast apparatus,

the air here being compressed at the rate of 4 lbs. pressure on the square inch. Fig. 1310 is a side ele-

vation • Fi"-. 1311, a front elevation ; and Fig. 1312, a horizontal section of a part immediately above
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the cylinder. The frame a a, Figs. 1310 and 1311, is composed of upright standards and cross-bars,

whose joints are, for the sake of durability, covered with iron bands. The nine vertical beams b b b

form in the plan four equal squares, Fig. 1312. They rest on cast-iron pedestals c c, Figs. 1310 and

1311 into whose holes they are firmly fixed by means of wooden wedges. In two of the squares, by

the side of each other, the iron ore and other materials are drawn up in vessels or tubs A A, one of

which is represented in Fig. 1312. The vessels are provided with two cast-iron crosses, dd and e e,

joined by the wrought-iron bars //. The cross-arms form diagonals of the squares, and are at

their ends provided with rollers
ff ff ff ff,

grooved at their periphery to fit the rectangular rails

h h h h on which they run up and down from the bottom to the top of the elevator. The vessels

containing the ore, etc., are placed on the iron plate i i resting on the lower cross. The square

marked A:°Fig. 1312, is the upper face of a pedestal. To each of the frames are fixed the chains 1 1.

The other ends of the chains pass round the cast-iron wheel m m and are fastened. The wheels

are fixed on the shaft n n, to the middle of which a third wheel o is attached, of far smaller diam-

eter than that of the other ones, and to whose periphery is fixed the chain pp, fastened at its lower

end to the joint-head q of the piston-rod r. The piston P moves up and down in the air-cylin-

der s s, which is about 10 feet high, 2 feet in diameter, and open below. The piston-rod is packed

as in a steam-engine. At the side of the cylinder is the valve-bos n, Fig. 1311, which receives

the condensed air from the reservoir of the blast apparatus through the pipe v v, and from which

ao-ain it can be let into the cylinder s s, by means of the valve tv. The valve is hollow, to permit

the escape of the condensed air (after it has pressed down the piston to the extremity of the cylin-

der) through the aperture x. As soon as the valve w is moved out of its position, as shown in Fig.

1311, downward (which is effected by the combined contrivance of the bar a, the shaft /3, and the

lever 7), the condensed air acts on the piston t and presses it down. The effect of this is that the

vessels A A are drawn up simultaneously with a velocity surpassing the movement of the piston in

proportion to the difference in diameter between the wheels ni m and the wheel o. As soon as the

vessels are lowered again, the slide iv is drawn upward; and as the condensed air filling the cylinder

escapes through the aperture x, the vessels A A sink by their own weight, which surpasses that of

the counterbalance P. The piston t is at the same time drawn up to the upper part of the cylinder.

Elevator for raising bricks, mortar, and any other materials employed in building, and adapted to the

unloading of ships and warehousing of goods, Figs. 1313 to 1316.—The main part of the machine ^,

consisting of the gearing to set the machine in motion, rests upon the ground. The second part is a

trestle, which may be placed upon the scaffolding of the bricklayers, as at F ; in the upper part of

this trestle is an indented wheel B, which corresponds perpendicularly with a similar wheel, at-

tached to the principal body of the machine, rest- 1317.

ing on the ground. Passing round these two

wheels is an endless iron chain, which is put in

motion by one or several men, who turn the

handle of the machine A, consisting of a pinion-

wheel working into a large toothed wheel, on the

axis of which is an indented wheel, round which

an endless chain passes, and also round a corre-

sponding wheel at the side of the one at the foot

of the vertical chain ; the latter is set in motion

when the lower wheel revolves, together with the

endless chain just described, over the indented

wheels at C and E, by which the chain operates

its rotation. On the side of the chain ascending

the workmen attach their hods full of materials

by means of a hook fixed in the hod, as at B,

and others detach them, as at F, to carry them

to the bricklayers on the scaffolding. The empty

hods are attached to the chain on the opposite

side, as at G, and descend to the ground, where

they are detached, as at H. The chain may be

lengthened and shortened as necessary. When
a story is added to the scaffolding, the trestle is

placed upon the new story, and the chain length-

ened as required. At the top is a screw for tight-

ening or relaxing the chain, as occasion may re-

quire. In Fig. 1316, //rZ are accessories used for

lioisting the materials, viz. : / for broken bricks,

K for water, and L for pieces of stone for win-

dows, chimneys, etc. Fig. 1314 is an enlarged view

of the indented wheel, and Fig. 1315 of the chain.

For elevators and other hoisting apparatus used

in mines, see Mine Appliances. For grain ele-

vators, see Eleyators, Grain. For ice elevators,

see Ice-Hartesting Apparatus. T. S. (in part).

ELEVATORS, GRAIN". In this country the

name of grain elevators is given to certain estab-

lishments in which the transshipment of grain is

carried on, and in which it is often stored for long

periods. The grain is weighed when taken in, and
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again when sent out. The removal of the grain from one spot to another, necessitated by these
operations, is ahnost wholly effected by machinery in a very small space and in a very little time.
There are establishments capable of storing from 1,000,000 to 1,500,000 bushels of grain at once'
and these may take in from 5,000 to 8,000 bushels an hour, and send out twice that quantity in

1318,

the same time. If it be borne in mind that the distinctions of shipper, reccivci-, and owner have to
be kept up, it will be seen that the problem solved by the grain elevator is a very complicated one.
The buildings are approachable by vessels upon one or more sides, and have tracks for railroad
cars running into them on a level with the adjoining ground. The grain is shoveled from the cars
into receiving pits, from which it is raised by buckets attached to an endless belt to the upper part
of the building. In order to weigh it, it is stopped at the beginning of its downward motion in a
hopper resting upon a scale. To clean it, it is let fall from the top of a cylinder 15 or 20 feet long,
up which a strong current of air is driven by a fan. The grain is stored in compartments, or bins,
into which the building is divided, which are generally about 10 feet square and from 50 to 65 feet
deep. The bottoms of these bins are hopper-shaped, in order that the grain may run out of its own
accord through an orifice of limited section. A small annex to the prmcipal building contains the
engine and boilers. The motion is transmitted by belts to one or two horizontal shafts in the upper
part of the building, which drive the elevators. Such arc the general arrangements of an elevator
building.

As an example of improved construction of grain elevators, elevations and plan of the Canton
elevator are presented in Figs. 1318, 1319, and 1320.* The structure is located at Canton, near
Baltimore, Md., and is built upon a pier 100 feet in width, which extends into the bay for a distance
of 500 feet from low-water line. The foundation is of piling 60 feet long, spaced about 2 feet
from centre to centre, and cut off at 3 feet under extreme low water. Around these piles were
driven two rows of sheet-piling, and the whole space filled with oyster-shells and small stones, form-
ing a solid foundation of great strength and stability. Upon the tops of the piles was laid a plat-
form 151 feet long and 85 feet wide, formed of two thicknesses of 12- by 12-inch Georgia pine.
This was of sawed timber laid close, and well secured by rag-bolts and locust treenails. The princi-
pal dimensions of the superstructure are given in the following table, and will serve as a guide to in-
dicate relative proportions in designing buildings of similar character :

* Engineering, xxii., 5T1.
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Feet. Inches.

Length from outside to outside of posts 142 11
Width " " " at base '

81
" " " " on weighing floor 40 8

Height from masonry to top of main rafters at centre 139 6
" " " to under side of grain-bins in clear 19 5

Thence to top of grain-bins 62 4
" to under side of next floor-beam, 2.5

" to top of wall-plate 21 8
" to top of main rafter H i

Ventilating top upon main roof adds 6

There are 144 rectangular bins ; one is used for piping and one for a hoisting pit, leaving 142 for
grain. One-half of the number measure 7 feet 4^ inches by 7 feet 6 inches by 60 feet inside, ex-
cepting where each elevating tube passes through the bins, in which case a partition is cut out,

u -l^- 1- -, -. *f\ipiiFY

making a bin 15 feet 3 inches by 7 feet 6 inches by 60 feet inside. The engines are located above
the grain-bins at_ the land end of the building; they are horizontal, with two cylinders 16 inches in
diameter and 24 inches stroke. A piece of 4-inch gas-pipe, supported by bearings, extends through
the centres of all elevator tubes in each line, and receives from the main engines a horizontal move-
ment of 12 feet and about 14 double strokes per minute. To this gas-pipe^ at each elevating tube,
two large scoops or shovels arc attached by ropes passing through leaders properly arranged ; by
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means of these the cars are quickly unloaded. The centre line of shafting passes through the centre

of elevating tubes, and at each tube it has a paper friction-pulley, 1 foot 6 inches in diameter, built

of disks of best quality of Manilla paper, under a pressure of 60 tons, and secured by heavy fol-

lowei's and bolts. Above each paper friction-pulley is one of cast-iron, double-armed, very heavy,

3 feet 9 inches in diameter and 22 inches face ; it has adjusting machinery attached to its short

1320.

shaft. In the boot at the base of the elevator is a drum-pulley 2 feet 6 inches in diameter, 22 inches

face, fitted with stretching gear for the belt, and worked from the track floor. The grain-belt is of

rubber, four-ply, 20 inches wide ; it connects these two last-mentioned pulleys, and is kept tight by

the stretching gear just mentioned. The grain-buckets, of heavy tin, are spaced 12 inches from

centre to centre, and secured to the belt by six bolts in each bucket. They measure 18 inches long,

5^ inches deep, 6^ inches wide. The shafting being in motion, the upper belt-pulley is lowered, and

rests upon the paper friction-pulley, thus causing the elevating belt to travel at about 450 feet per

minute. In front of each elevator tube are placed two sets of Fairbanks scales, each fitted with an

iron tank, having cylindrical body, conical top and bottom, with capacity for 540 bushels of wheat,

shoot-spout and valve fitted to the bottom of weighing tank. Under each pair of tanks is a conical

collecting hopper, having a crane-spout leading from it to the storage bins, shifting conveyer, or

shipping spouts, as desired. Two shifting convcj-ers are located, as shown in section, above the

grain-bins, and extend the whole length of the building. They consist of four-ply rubber belts, 80

inches wide, supported by wooden rollers, spaced 5 feet apart under the loaded and 10 feet apart

under the unloaded belt. They are driven by bevel friction-gear of paper, and are reversible. They

move at a speed of 550 feet per minute, and are arranged to throw off the grain wherever desired.

The belt is perfectly flat, has no raised edges, and does not spill any grain when working under a

capacity of 9,000 bushels per hour. The arrangement of crane-spouts is fully explained by the

drawings.

The working of each line of elevators is as follows : Four cars of grain having been passed by
the inspector are pushed in upon one track, until stopped by the bumper at the end, which will leave

the doors nearly opposite the elevators. The car doors having been opened, two attendants enter

each car with the wooden shovels, with which they quickly discharge the grain into the receiving

hopper. The ropes which work the scoops are attached so as to work alternately, this causing a con-

tinuous flow of grain through the door of the car, so long as any remains or the gas-pipe plunger is

kept in motion. At the beginning of this operation the grain-valve in the boot. Fig. 1320, should

be opened, so as to allow the grain to flow from the receiving hopper into the ascending belt-buckets

(all of the machinery being in operation) just fast enough to fill them.

The grain is discharged from the head of the elevator into one of the weighing tanks, where the

whole car-load is collected, weighed, and distributed. While this operation is in progress, four cars

arc pushed in on the other side of the same elevators and discharged in the same manner, as soon

as the valve at the elevator head is shifted to the other weighing tank, which is done after all of the

first lot is raised. The first line of empty cars is now drawn out and full ones take their places, and

this operation is repeated as rapidly as circumstances will allow. The weighing tank having been

filled, the grain is weighed and discharged through the valve into the collecting hopper and crane-

spout, to where it may be required. The crane-spout is made of sufficient size to deliver the grain

much faster than the elevator can lift, so that one weighing tank may always be ready to receive

grain. The crane-spout can deliver the grain into each of many storage-bins, shipping bins, shipping

spouts, or shifting conveyers, as may be desired or found necessary. Should all the elevators be
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working one kind or lot of grain to be stored in one part of the liouse, the crane-spouts which can

reach those bins may be used, and the remainder of the grain be discharged upon the shifting con-

veyers, and by them placed in the bins. Similar use is often made of shipping conveyers when
workin" the whole house upon one vessel, or a single elevator upon a large vessel which cannot be

moved, the elevator being a long distance from the spout leading to the vessel. Should a vessel

be nearly ready for grain or be taking bagged grain, it is run into the shipping bins, and from them

drawn off as required. When the grain in the house or storage bins is to be shipped, spouts are

attached to the bottom of the bins, and the grain discharged into the receiving hopper in a con-

tinuous stream, elevated as before described, weighed at the top of the house, and discharged through

crane aud shipping spouts into the ship.

When grain is ordered for clean delivery, it is elevated in the regular way, weighed, and discharged

into the foot of the cleaning elevator, by which it is hfted to the top of the house and delivered into

a feeder. From the feeder it flows on to a screen made of perforated Russia iron, measuring 8 feet

wide by 12 feet long, and is set at an angle of 25° from horizontal; it is driven at a speed of 1,100

vibrations per minute. As the grain falls upon it, the cobs, sticks, straws, etc., are carried over the

end; the grain passes through and down an inclined plane to a wind-spout 8 feet by 1 foot, where it

is met by a strong current of air. The unsound grain, dirt, and chaff are carried off, and the cleaned

grain falls into a chamber, and is carried where desired by an iron pipe. The unsound grain is de-

posited in the dirt room, and the chaff and light dirt thrown into the water. The current of air is

produced by a large exhaust fan. As only about 10 per cent, of the grain goes through the cleaner,

it is claimed that this system of " cleaning elevators " for lifting the

1321.grain to be cleaned is a great improvement upon the custom of building

the house high enough for the cleaner, aud raising all of the grain to

that height, whether it has to be cleaned or not. A saving of 10 per cent.

in fuel is claimed by this arrangement. Each of these machines will

draw grain from four main elevators, and clean 8,000 bushels per houi-.

The total storage capacity of this building is 500,000 bushels. The
total elevating capacity per hour is 32,000 bushels. The size of the

grain-bins depends upon the nature of the business, location, rules of

produce exchanges, and systems of grading. Small ones in larger num-
bers are the most convenient, as many prefer their grain separate.

With heating grain they save loss, and where there is no grading of

grain they are necessary.

The Renhaye Elevator, Fig. 1321.—The principle on which this ap-

paratus is based is, that when divided solid matters arc mixed with air

in motion in a conduit, a semi-fluid is formed, in which the pressures

vary according to the laws of ordinary fluids. It may be demonstrated

mathematically that in the semi-fluid column pressures vary as in ordi-

nary fluid ; that the specific weight of the semi-fluid column may augment
up to a certain limit ; that the solids may be elevated to any height by
regulating the specific weight of the serai-fluid according to the pressure

obtained ; that when the specific weight of the semi-fluid column is too

considerable in proportion to the pressure, this column attains a limit

in height which it cannot pass ; and that the maximum results take

place when the specific weight of the semi-fluid column is in the neigh-

borhood of its maximum. Barret and Korting have both utilized air-

pressure as a means of elevating grain, the one employing the vacuum
produced by an air-pump, the other entraining the air by a steam-jet.

The Renhaye elevator differs from both of these in that the air is set

in motion by a fan-blower or centrifugal ventilator, and that the specific

weight of the semi-fluid is regulated by a pneumatic regulator. Fis a

double ventilator capable of giving a pressure equivalent to 29.2 inches

of water, connected to the receiver R by the tube T. Into the receiver

R the grain passes by the tube 8, which is separated from the tube T
by a plane inclined at 45^, which carries the grain to the lower part of

the chamber. In the upper portion of the latter is a perforated partition which affords passage to

the air and to dust. The grain escapes at the lower portion upon a platform placed at suitable dis-

tance to regulate the escape and hinder the reentry of air. iV is a regulator which governs the

weight of the semi-fluid column according to the pressure ; it consists of a piston, the joint of which

is a rubber membrane which extends without friction. A tube connects the tube S with the lower

portion of the regulator. The piston is connected by pulleys with a damper 0, which comes down
over the lower end of pipe S, and is designed to admit more or less air into the semi-fluid mass.

The quantity of air is by means of the piston regulated according to the pressure of the ventilator.

It will be obvious that if the exhaustion of air in S reaches too higli a degree, the upper part of N
descends and is thus drawn up, increasing the air orifice at the bottom of the pipe.

MM. Sautter and Lemonnier have made numerous experiments on this device, of which the follow-

ing are some of the results : The receiver was placed 32 feet above the ground. The motive power

was 6-horse to elevate from 17,500 to 22,000 lbs. per hour, and the regulator worked perfectly the

instant the lower orifice of the pipe became choked. A large quantity of dust was mixed with the

grain, but the latter was delivered perfectly clean, the impurities passing off through the aspirating

pipe. By taking out the receiver and leading the grain through the ventilator, the material was

cleanly cracked without production of flour. To secure the best results it has been found that the

velocity of the solids on arriving in the receiver should be nothing, and that the velocity of the air
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leaving the ventilator should have a determined value for each kind of grain. The rising tube is

gradually increased in diameter so as to diminish progressively the velocity of the grain as it ap-

proaches the receiver. The latter is constructed so as to divide the air-current by means of numer-

ous concentric rings, and the orifice of the aspiration tube is enlarged so as to diminish the strangu-

lation of the fluid vein. At the lower part of the escape tube is placed a conical counterweighted

regulator. The regulator is placed around the rising tube, and is in communication with the air pass-

in"- from the ventilator, and hence modifies the velocity of the entrained air. This arrangement is

said to give results far in advance of those reached by any other pneumatic system of elevation. It

has been determined by experiment that by giving the air a velocity of circulation of 64 feet per

second, grain, plaster, and similar substances can be elevated in a vertical tube ; with a velocity of

128 feet, stone in pieces large enough for macadamizing may be lifted ; with a velocity of 192 feet,

heavy bodies, such as leaden balls, pieces of iron, etc., can be elevated. Large spikes, screw-bolts,

coke, coal, and iron chain have been thus lifted without difficulty.

Fig. 1322 represents a simple form cf elevator for unloading vessels. The extremity of the shoot

C is inserted in the hold of the vessel about to be discharged, its height being regulated by the

guide-frame and pulleys. The machine is put in motion by means of the prime mover A and band-

wheel B, when by means of a series of tin dippers attached to a belt of gutta-percha or leather,

tightly stretched over the wheels at B and C, the grain is brought up to a height of 76 feet, and dis-

charged by means of the small spout attached to the elevator into the weighing machine ; from

thence, by a repetition of the same contrivance, it is taken through the building to a shoot on the

roof, containing an Archimedean screw, by the use of which and the elevator the grain may not only

be placed on any particular floor in the warehouse, but may be transshipped.
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Floating Elevator.—Figs. 1323 to 1326 are a plan, cross-sections, and longitudinal section of a
floating elevator designed by Messrs. Gill & Mansfield of New York. This kind of elevator is used
for transferring grain from one vessel into another. By means of them, ships can take their con-

to

CO

^
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signment of grain while lying in their docks and receiving the rest of their cargoes ; avoiding thereby

th^ expense of moving to a storage elevator, as well as the expense of storage, as grain coming into

Tiort by boat can be immediately t'ransferred to the vessel to which it is consigned.

The vessel carrying the elevator is constructed on the ordinary propeller model. The one here

described is 100 feet long on the keel, with 10 feet depth of hold and 27 feet breadth of beam amid-

ships. The propelling power is furnished by an engine of 150 horse-power. The engine is arranged

so as to be disconnected from the propelling apparatus when its service is required for elevating pur-

poses. Only 35 horse-power is required to work the elevator up to its full capacity, i. e., elevating,

cleaning, and transferring 5,000 bushels per hour. In the figures, A is the boat elevator ; B, the

yoke in"which the boat elevator hangs ; C, a telescopic spout, which is lengthened or shortened as

the boat elevator is lowered or raised into position ; D, a receiver or pit ; IJ, the screen elevator ; F,

the screen ; G, the wind-spout ; //, the shipping elevator ; /, the shipjjing spout ; J, the fan
;

A', an

outlet for the dirt blown out of the grain; L, the engine—a surface condenser with two 18- by 18-

inch cylinders.

The position of the elevator when transferring grain is naturally between the two vessels. The

boat elevator is lowered into the hold of the vessel containing the grain, by means of a rope attached

to the drum F. The grain, being raised by the elevator A, passes downward through the spout C
into the receiving hopper W, from which by means of a valve portions of it are drawn off from time

to time into the weighing hopper W. From this, after being weighed, it is passed into the receiver

D to the foot of the screen elevator F, by which it is again raised and passed down over the screen

F (an inclined, perforated sheet of Eussia iron) into the wind-spout G, where it is met in its descent

by a strong current of air caused by the fan J. By this current of air all the chaff and foreign

matter in the grain is driven out through the outlet A' into the river, the grain falling to the foot of

the shipping elevator II, by which it is again raised and passed out through the shipping spout /

into the vessel alongside.

EMERY-GRINDING. Emery-wheels are employed mainly for producing cutting edges and for

smoothinii surfaces. Their action is abrasive, and is termed grinding or polishing, according to the

nature of'the duty. It is indeed somewhat difficult to separate the grinding from the polishing duty,

as the end to be attained rather than the nature of the duty determines the name by which that duty

is known. As a general rule, however, emery polishing wheels are distinguished from grinding wheels

in that the former arc composed of wooden disks covered with leather, the surface of which is cov-

ered with emery fastened thereon by glue ; while the grinding wheels are composed of emery and

cement. As a matter of fact, the action of the emery is merely abrasive in both cases ; and although

in practice wheels composed of, or covered with, the finer grades of emery (that is to say, from about

No. 70 to No. 120) are used for polishing purposes, yet, as before stated, emery polishing wheels are

understood in our workshops to be wheels of wood covered with leather and coated with emery.

Notwithstanding this, however, wooden wheels are sometimes coated with emery of the coarsest

grades (from about No. 10 up to No. 50), and the action of such wheels can scarcely be properly

termed that of polishing. The duty of solid emery-wheels, composed of even the finest grades of

emery, is usually termed emery-grinding, although the result attained is in many cases that of coarse

primary polishing.

The solid emery-wheel is an American invention, and has in the smaller sizes attained great prom-

inence of late years from its special capabilities ; such, for instance, as the grinding of hardened tools

or cutters to a true edge, or of hardened surfaces to a true conformation. The larger sizes of solid

emery-wheels are used'for purely abrasive or grinding purposes, for which the fast-running grindstone

is either too unwieldv, or so obstructive to the workman's operations as to render the manipulation

both tedious and crude. Among this class of operations may be enumerated the grinding of plough-

shares, stove-plates, and wrought-iron plates, the fettling of iron castings, and the grinding of the

inner surfaces of hollow iron ware. In all the latter classes of work, however, the emery-wheel has

displaced the grindstone because of its handier and greater adaptability to the size, shape, and form

of the works, rather than to its cutting qualification. For it is an indisputable fact that, while the

speed at which an emery-wheel can be run is several times greater than that at which it is safe to

run a grindstone, yet a large grindstone will remove a given quantity of metal in less time than any

emery-wheel, even of the largest sizes yet made. Another and very successful field of operations

occupied by the solid emery-wheel is that of finishing work in the lathe. Thus, the bearings of spin-

dles and the surfaces of steel or chilled cast-iron rolls may be and are finished more true and given

a finer polish by emery-wheels than is possible with lathe tools of any kind whatever.

In all cases of the employment of emery-wheels in place of steel cutting tools, the operation is

considerablv slower, and it may be laid down as a rule that, save upon metal too hard to be operated

upon by steel tools, the emery-wheel cannot compete with the ordinary lathe, planer, or miUing-

tool. And furthermore, the emery-wheel cannot compete with the planer or with the file in the

production of flat surfaces upon either hard or soft metals. Indeed, as a fitting-tool for tine work,

the emery-wheel, except upon cylindrical surfaces, is out of place. In the abrasive operations carried

on in the manufacture of needles, cutlery, harness-hardware, etc., the emery-wheel is a most vahiable

tool, and has assumed a very important position. This is largely due to its strength in proportion to

its shape and size. For instance, vulcanite emery-wheels IS inches in diameter, and having three-

sixteenths of an inch thickness (or " face," as it is commonly termed), are not unfrequently used at a

speed of some 5,000 feet (measured at the circumference) per minute ; whereas it would be altogether

impracticable to use a grindstone of such size and shape, because the side pressure would break it

no matter at what speed it was run. Indeed, in the superior strength of the emery-wheels of the

smaller sizes lies their main advantage, because they can be made to suit narrow curvatures, sweeps,

recesses, etc., and can be run at any requisite speed under 5,000 feet per minute, and with considera-

ble pressure upon either the circumferential or radial faces.
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The distinctive feature of the various makes of solid emery-wheels lies in the material used to
cement the emery together, and much thought and experiment is now directed to the end of discov-
ering some cementing substance which will completely fill all the requisite qualifications. Such a
material must bind the emery together with sufficient strength to withstand the centrifugal force due
to the high speeds at which these wheels must be run to work economically ; and it must neither
soften by heat nor become brittle by cold. It must not be so hard as to project above the surface
of the wheel ; or in other words, it should wear away about as fast as does the emery. It must be
capable of being mixed uniformly throughout the emery, so that the wheel may be uniform in
strength, texture, and density. It must be of a nature that will not spread over the surface of the
emery, or combine with the cuttings and form a glaze on the wheel. This glazing is in fact one of
the most serious difficulties to be encountered in the use of cmer3--wheels for grinding pm^poses, while
it is a requisite for polishing uses, as will be explained further on. Many of the experiments to
prevent glazing have been in the direction of discovering a cement which would wear away under
about the same amount of duty as is necessary to wear away the cutting angles of the grains of
emery, thus allowing the emery to become detached from the wheel, rather than to remain upon it

in a glazed condition. In the following list of cementing materials in common use, the initial W.
prefixed signifies that the wheel thus made may be used with water ; H., that the wheels are com-
pressed by hydraulic pressure ; and T., that they are tamped : W. II. Hard rubber. H. Chemical
charcoal ; that is, leather acted upon by acid (used to prevent shrinkage) and glue. T. Oxychloride
of zinc. W. H. Shellac, linseed oil, and litharge. T. Silicate of soda (water-glass) and chloride of
calcium ; celluloid. T. Oxychloride of magnesia. W. H. Infusoria. H. Pure glue.

The speed at which an emery-wheel may be run without danger of bursting varies according to
the thickness or breadth of face of the wheel, as well as according to the quality of the cementing
material and excellence of manufacture. Hence, although a majority of manufacturers recommend
a speed of about 5,000 circumferential feet per minute, that speed may be largely exceeded in some
cases, while it would be positively dangerous in others. It is in fact impracticable in the operations
of the workshop to maintain a stated circumferential speed, because thai, would entail a constant in-

crease of revolutions to compensate for the wear in the diameter of the wheel. Suppose, for ex-
ample, that a wheel when new is a foot in diameter: a speed of about 1,600 revolutions per minute
would equal about 5,000 circumferential feet ; whereas, when worn down to 2 inches in diameter, the
revolutions would require, to maintain the same circumferential speed, to be about 9,500 per minute,
entailing so many changes of pulleys and counter-shafting as to be impracticable. In practice, there-
fore, a uniform circumferential speed does not exist, the usual plan adopted being to run the large-
sized wheels, when new, at about the speed recommended by the manufacturer of the kind of wheel
used, and to make such changes in the speed of the wheel during wear as can be accomplished by
changing the belt upon a three-stepped cone-pulley, and perhaps one, or at most two, changes of
light pulley upon the counter-shaft. It is sometimes practicable to use wheels of a certain diameter
upon machines speeded to suit that diameter, and to transfer them to faster-speeded machines as
they diminish in diameter. Even by this plan, however,
only an approximation to a uniform speed can in most
cases be obtained, because as a rule certain machines are
adapted to certain work, and the breadth of face and form
of the edge of the emery-wheel are very often made to suit

that particular work. Furthermore, a new wheel is gener-
ally purchased of such a size, form, and grade of emery
as are demanded by the work it is intended at first to per-
form. Neither is it as a rule practicable to transfer the
work with the diametrically reduced wheel to the lighter

and faster-speeded grinding machine. So that, while it is

desirable to run all emery-wheels as fast as their compo-
sition will with safety admit, yet there are practical objec-
tions to running small wheels at a rate of speed sufficient

to make their circumferential velocities equal to those of
large wheels. The speeds recommended for the various
kinds of wheels now in use vary from about 2,700 to 5,600
circumferential feet per minute ; but the speeds obtaining in workshops average between 2,000 and
4,000 feet for wheels 3 inches and less in diameter, and from about 3,000 to 5,600 feet for wheels
above 12 inches in diameter. Wheels above 15 inches in diameter, and of ample breadth of face,
are not unfrequently run at much greater velocities.

Emery-wheels should be held upon their driving-spindles by the flanges upon the face ; for if the
bore of the wheel fits tightly upon the driving-spindle or arbor, and the latter should become heated,
its expansion would tend to burst the wheel. To prevent this, and to permit the wearing out of the
wheel without excessive variation in the circumferential speed of the wheel as the wear takes place,
the vulcanite wheels A above 14 inches in diameter are made upon a cast-iron centre, as shown at B
in Fig. 1327. The spindles or arbors for emery-wheels should have a solid arbor for the wheel to
jam against, and a washer and nut on the other side. The thread should be such that the resistance
upon the washer shall be in a direction that will tend to screw up and not unscrew the nut ; other-
wise the latter will be apt to become loosened. It is obvious, therefore, that where an arbor drives
two wheels, it will require a right-hand thread upon one and a left-hand thread upon the other end.
When the wheel is composed entirely of emery, that is to say, when no metallic centre is used, it is

an excellent plan to place between the collars and the side of the wheel a leather or other suitable
washer ; and in this case the inside face of the collars may be made slightly hollow, so as to insure

1327.

that the surface most firmly gripped shall be that at the outer diameter of the wheel. This will
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tend to secure its truth as well as to maintain the grip. If the wheel requires to be taken on and

off the arbor occasionally, it is well to bore the hole in the wheel enough larger than the size of the

arbor to admit of a lead ferrule being put into the wheel, and then bored out to give the arbor an

easy working fit. In no case must a key or feather be employed, because it tends to destroy the

balance of the wheel.

The balancing of emery-wheels is a very important element ; for, unless the wheel itself as well

as the arbor and driving-pulley be properly balanced, the great velocity of the wheel will cause vi-

brations which will mark the work very plainly. Messrs. Morton, Poole & Co., of Wilmington,

Delaware, found that the difference in the density of cast-iron arbors moulded horizontally was suf-

ficiently great to mar considerably the smoothness of the grinding operations for which that firm

have become famous. Hence all their arbors, pulleys, etc., are cast vertically, and with gates of

suflScient height and body to insure solidity in the castings. Each piece is separately balanced, and

the balancing process is repeated as each part is assembled. Even with all these precautions, how-

ever, it is impracticable to secure in all cases perfect truth as well as balance, especially in the

wheels themselves, because of the difficulty of securing a sufficiently uniform density. Hence, for

accurate work performed at high velocities, it is found to be preferable to turn up the perimeter of

the wheel true, and to vary the thickness of the wheel on diametrically opposite sides when that is

necessary to balance it. It will not answer to turn the emery-wheel true and balance it through the

medium of the arbor, pulley, or collar ; because in that case, though the whole may be balanced at

first, the balancing will be destroyed as the diameter of the wheel diminishes. The best method of

operating upon the wheel to balance it is so to adjust the centres of the arbor, or apparatus upon

which it is turned, as to throw the side face of the wheel out of true to an amount just sufficient to

allow the face to true up when the wheel is balanced, taking very light cuts and trying the balance

after each cut. The tool employed to turn emery-wheels is the bort or black diamond, held in an

iron stock or holder. J3cing easily broken, it must be brought to bear gradually and not violently

against the work.

The grades of emery used for solid emery-wheels, and the smoothness of the duty as compared to

files, are as follows

:

No. of Emery. Grade of Cut.

8 to 10 Wood rasp.

16 to 20 Rasp file.

24 to 30 Rough file.

36 to 40 Bastard file.

No. of Emery. Grade of Cut.

46 to 60 Second-cut file.

VO to 80 Smooth file.

90 to 100 Superfine file.

120 Dead-smooth file.

Emeri/- Grinders.—The machines in which solid emery-wheels are used are termed emery-grind-

ers ; and of these there are various kinds designed to suit various classes of duty. For general

work the class of machine represented in Fig. 1328 is employed, the rests A and B being adjustable

and secured in position by means of the hand-screws C and I) respectively. This class of grinder is

1328.

generally used for promiscuous work in machine shops. The rest B is made angular to facditate

the grinding operations performed on the side as well as on the circumferential face. In usmg this

class of machine, it is highly essential to distribute the work evenly over all parts of the wheel face,

thus preventing it from wearing in ridges. In Fig. 1329 is shown a machine designed by the Tanite

Company for grinding wood-planing-machine knives or cutters. The knife is clamped at the requi-

site angle against the rest, and is presented to the side face of the emery-wheel. The rest is traversed

by a chain fed by hand, and by a self-acting feed by belt and pinion-gear at the back of the ma-

chine. A is the emery-wheel secured to the arbor, driven by the step-pulley £. C is a planer-kmte,
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secured to the traversing rest D. E is the carriage supporting the rest D. F is the bed upon
which the carriage E slides. G is the hand-wheel by which the hand-chain feed is operated. H is

a driving-pulley, to be connected by belt to the feed-pulley /, which operates the feed-gears shown.

1329.

For grinding circular work, such as spindles, arbors, or bearings, the class of grinding machine

shown in Fig. 1329 is employed. The particular machine illustrated, and the two shown in Figs.

1330 and 1331, are the design of Messrs. Brown & Sharp of Providence, R. I. In Fig. 1330, the base

forms a support for the machine, and also provides a convenient closet for holding wheels and such

1330.

parts or attachments as are not in use. Supported on this base is the bed, inside of which are the

feed-works of the machine. This bed has grooved ways for the sliding table C, which table moves

automatically, similar to the table of a planing machine, and is of sufficient length and of a suitable

form fully to protect the slides and feed-works from grit and dust. Placed upon the table C is the
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additional table A, fastened in the middle, so as to allow a lateral movement of the ends, which is

regulated by the tangent screw a and gauged by a graduated arc. Upon the table A are fastened

the head and foot stocks of the machine, the centres of which, it will be noticed, are, by the

lateral movement of the table, always kept in line, either for straight or taper grinding. The head-

stock B also moves upon a perpendicular central bearing, allowing the spindle to be placed at any
given angle to the slides of the machine, affording a ready means for grinding taper holes. The base

of this head is graduated to degrees. One of Horton's 6-)nch universal chucks is fitted to the spin-

dle at d for holding circular work in grinding out holes, etc. The cast-iron pan b receives the grit

and water from the grinding wheel, and also supports the back rest. The wheel-arbor and stand are

adjustable upon the table D, which is fastened upon a bed which moves around a fixed centre, en-

abling the table D to be placed and operated at any required angle to the larger table C, by which
movement angular cutters and work of a similar character can be ground. The table D, at whatever
angle placed, is operated by the handle/. This handle, with accompanying disk, is provided with a

clamp-gauge which regulates the relation of the grinding wheel to the work upon the centres of the

machine. Graduations made upon the bed supporting the table D determine any desired angle.

The operation is as follows : The work is placed between the centres and revolved in the usual man-
ner at a high speed. The emery-wheel W is revolved in an opposite direction by means of the pulley

P, which is connected by belt to the countershaft shown in the figure at the foot of the machine.

The design of the machine shown in Fig. 1331 is as nearly that of an ordinary iron-planer as the

requirements of the case will admit. The emery-wheel A, which takes the place of the steel tool, is

1831. 1332.

driven by belt from the drum B, the latter extending across the machine, so that the belt may travel

along it as the sliding head carrying the emery-wheel is fed. To maintain the tension of the emery-

wheel belt, notwithstanding the raising or lowering of the emery-wheel to suit different thicknesses

or heights of work, the cross-slide, as will be seen, slides in slots in the side frames or standards, the

slots being the section of a circle struck from the centre of the driving drum.

In Fig. 1332 is shown an emery-grinder for sharpening small tools by hand.

In addition to the foregoing fixed machines, there is the swing-frame machine shown in Fig. 1333,

in which A is the overhead driving-pulley ; i? is a frame pivoted at the top upon the shaft to which

A is attached, and carrying at the lower end the grooved step-pulleys or cone C and the frame D ;

^ is a telescopic rod carrying the emery-wheel at its outer end, the object being to permit the emery-

wheel to revolve with the plane of its motion at any angle. The frame B swings from its top as a

centre ; the frame I) E swings vertically, using its bearings upon the end of the frame B as a pivot.

The twist of the emery-wheel permitted by the telescopic arm enables it, while being driven by the

belts F G, to be traversed or operated upon any surface ; while the counterweight W operates to

relieve the overhanging weight of the frames and emery-wheel. The operator guides the emery-

wheel to its work by holding the handles H H.
Emery Polishing Wlicch are built up in sections of wood fastened together by gluing, and with

wooden pegs in place of nails or screws. The joints of the sections or segments are broken ;
that is

to say, suppose in Fig. 1334 that 1, 2, 3, etc., up to 8, represent the joints of the 8 sections of wood

forming one layer of the wheel, the next 8 sections would have their joints come at the dotted lines

A, jB, (7, etc., up to H. The thickness of these sections is usually made of well-seasoned soft wood,

such as pine ; and to prevent them from warping after being made into a wheel, it is advisable to

cut out the sections somewhere near the size in the rough and allow them to lie a day or two before

planing them up and fitting them together, the object being to allow any warping that may take place
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to do SO before the pieces are worked up into the wheel, because if the warping takes place afterward

it will be apt to throw the wheel out of true. To cover the circumference of the wheel sole leather

is used, its thickness being about a quarter of an inch ; it should be put on soft and not hardened by

hamme'rin"- at all, and with the flesh side to the wood. The joint of the leather should not be made

straight, but diagonal with the wheel face, the leather at the edge of the joint being chamfered off as

shown in Fi": 13o5 at A, and the joint made diagonal. If the leather was put on with a square butt

joint, there would be apt to be a crease in the joint, and

the emery or other polishing material would then strike

the work with a blow, as well as presenting a keener cut-

ting edge, which would make marks in the work. It is

best not to put any polishing material on the immediate

joint, leaving one-tenth of an inch clear of polishing ma-
terial. It is obvious that in fastening the wheel to its

shaft it should be put on so that it will run in the direc-

tion of the arrow, providing the operator works with the

wheel running from him, as is usually the case with large

wheels, that is to say, wheels over 18 inches in diameter.

In any event, however, the wheel should be put on so that

the action of the work is to smooth the edge of the leather

joint down upon the wheel, and not catch against the edge

of the joint, which would tend to rough it up and tear it

apart. The leather should be glued to the wheel, which

may be slightly soaked first in hot water. The glue should

be put on very hot, and the leather applied quickly and

bound tightly to the wheel with a band. After the leather

is glued to the wheel it is the custom in Europe to further

fasten it with soft wooden pegs, about three-sixteenths of

an inch in diameter, driven through the leather into the

wood and cut off slightly below the surface of the leather.

The manner of putting the emery and fastening it upon

the wheel is as follows : The face of the wheel is well sup-

plied with hot glue of the best quality, and some roll the

wheel in the emery ; but in this case the emery does not

adhere so well to the leather as it does when the operation

is performed as follows : Let

the wheel either remain in

its place upon the shaft, or

else rest it upon a round
mandrel, so that the wheel
can revolve upon the same.

Then apply the hot glue to

about a foot of the circum-

ference of the wheel, and cover it as quickly as possible with the emery. Then take a piece of board

about three-fourths of an inch thick and 28 inches long, the width bemg somewhat greater than that

of the polishing wheel, and, placing the flat face of the board upon the circumferential surface of the

wheel, work it by hand, and under as much pressure as possible, back and forth, so that each end will

alternately approach the circumference of the wheel, as illustrated in Fig. 1336, the movement being

indicated by the dotted lines. By adopting this method the whole pressure placed upon the board

is brought to bear upon a small area of the emery and leather, and the two hold much more firmly

together. The emery thus glued v.'ill be thicker at the junction of the gluing operations ;
but it is

1334.
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^ iiiii

the practice where this plan is employed to true up the new wheel by a round iron bar, resting upon

a wooden-frame rest kept for the purpose. The speed at which these wheels are used is about 7,000

feet per minute. The finest of emery applied upon wheels of this kind is used for cast-iron, wrought

iron, and steel, to give to the work a good ordinary machine finish. But if a high polish or glaze 13
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required, the wheels are coated with flour emery ; and a wheel is made into a glaze-wheel by wear-
ing the emery down until it gets glazed, applying occasionally a little grease to the surface of the
wheel. J R
ENERGY, POTENTIAL AND KINETIC. See Dynamics.
ENGINE, BEATING. See PArER-jiAKiNG.

ENGINE, ELECTRO-MAGNETIC. See Electromotors.
ENGINE, WASHING. See Paper-making.
ENGINES, AERO-STEAM AND BINARY VAPOR. If the products of combustion, after leav-

ing the furnace of a steam-boiler, are forced into the boiler, mingling with the water and steam,
instead of escaping into the atmosphere, it is reasonable to infer that a greater effect can be realized
from the fuel. There have been numerous engines invented to apply this principle, and some of
them have given very satisfactory results for a short time. So far, however, there have been many
mechanical difficulties that have interfered with their continued success, so that it is scarcely neces-
sary to present detailed descriptions showing their construction. The reader will find numerous
articles on the subject in the files of technical journals, and is especially referred to a paper on "The
Theory of Aero-Steam Engines," by J. A. Henderson, published in the Journal of the Franklin Imti-
iute for July, August, and September, 1874, and to an article on "The Warsop Aero-Steam Engine,"
by R. Eaton, in " Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers," ISYO.

Another plan of increasing the efficiency of steam-engines, that has been very popular with inven-
tors, is to add a second engine, which is driven by the vapor of a liquid having a low boiling-point,
and receiving its heat from the exhaust steam from the first engine. Bisulphide of carbon is the
liquid ordinarily employed

; and the use of the second engine generally increases the economy as a
matter of course, since the effect is to increase the range of temperature through which the engine
works.

Although many binary-vapor engines have been brought to the notice of the public, they have been
usually short-lived, and scarcely warrant an extended notice. There are many practical objections to
most forms of binary-vapor engines, and they seem to possess no advantage, theoretical or practical,
that cannot be obtained by the use of a single fluid, with less complicationand expense. R. II. B.
ENGINES, AIR, The action of air-engines, like that of all other heat-engines, consists in admit-

ting the air at a high temperature and pressure, and allowing it to perform work on the piston and
thus reduce its pressure and temperature, when it is cither exhausted into the atmosphere and a fresh
supply is introduced, or it is again heated and compressed for a repetiiion of the former process.
It will be seen from the above that air has some advantages over steam as a working fluid under
certain cii'cumstances. The efficiency of an engine depends upon the limits of temperature to which
the working fluid is subjected, and it is practicable to use a higher working temperature with air
than with steam, because there is no fixed relation between the temperature and pressure of air, such
as exists in the case of steam.

The principal varieties of air-engines may be classified by the following distinctive features : 1.

Change of temperature at constant pressure. 2. Heat received and rejected at a pair of constant
pressures. 3. Change of temperature at constant volume.

Ericsson's engine, best known as the caloric engine, may be taken as an example of the first class.

In this engine, air is admitted from the atmosphere to the compressing pump at the lowest working
temperature, and compressed, the temperature being maintained constant by the action of some
refrigerating apparatus. The air when compressed enters a receiver. It is then admitted to the
working cylinder, being heated in its passage to the higher temperature, so that its volume is in-

creased and the pressure remains constant under the movement of the piston, then expands with its

temperature maintained constant at the higher limit, and is finally expelled into the atmosphere, giv-

ing up its heat to the regenerator, to be used in heating the volume of air next introduced.
This engine is represented in Figs, lo.""? and 1338. In Fig. 1387, A and B are two cylinders of un-

equal diameter, accurately bored and provided with pistons a and 6, the latter having air-tight metal-
lic packing rings inserted at their circumferences. A is the supply cylinder, and B the working
cylinder ; a', piston-rod attached to the piston a working through a stuffing-box in the cover of the
supply cylinder. C is a cylinder with a spherical bottom attached to the working cylinder at o c ;

this vessel is called the expansion heater. I) D, rods or braces connecting together the supply piston
a and the working piston b. E is a. self-acting valve opening inward to the supply cylinder ; F, a
similar valve, opening outward from said cylinder, and contained within the valve-box/. G \& a,

cylindrical vessel, which is called the receiver, connected to the valve-box / by means of the pipe g.
H, a cylindrical vessel with an inverted spherical bottom, is called the heater. /, a conical valve sup-
ported by the valve-stem /, and working in the valve-chamber J"', which chamber also forms a com-
munication between the expansion heater C and heater //, by means of the passage h. K\s another
conical valve, supported by the hollow valve-stem 1-, and contained within the valve-chamber k' . L
and J/, two vessels of cubical form filled to their utmost capacitj', excepting small spaces at top and
bottom, with disks of wire net, or straight wires closely packed, or with other small metallic sub-
stances, or mineral substances, such as asbestos, so arranged as to have minute channels running up
and down. These vessels L and J/, with their contents, are termed regenerators. 1 1, m m, pipes
forming a direct communication between the receiver G and the heater If, through the regenerators.
jVJV, two ordinary slide-valves, arranged to form alternate communications between the pipes 1 1 and
m m, and the exhaust-chambers and F, on the principle of the valves of ordinary high-pressure
steam-engines ; n n, valve-stems working through stuffing-boxes n' n' ; p, pipe communicating between
the valve-chamber ^' and exhaust-chamber P ; o', pipe leading from exhaust-chamber ; Q, pipe
leading into the receiver G, provided with a stop-cock q. R F, fireplaces for heating the vessels H
and C; rrrr, flues leading from said fireplaces, and terminating at >•'. 8, a cylindrical vessel
attached to the working piston 6, having a spherical bottom corresponding to the expansion vessel C
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This vessel S, which is the heat-intercepting vessel, is to be filled with fire-clay at the bottom, and

ashes, charcoal, or other non-conducting substances toward the top, its object being to prevent any

intense or injurious heat from reaching the working piston and cylinder. 2' T, brickwork or other

fire-proof material surrounding the fireplaces and heaters. Fig. 1338 represents a sectional plan of

Fig. 1337.
1337.

The piston-rod a' only receives and transmits the differential force of the piston b, viz., the excess

of its acting force over the reacting force of piston a. This differential force imparted to said

piston-rod may be communicated to machinery by any of the ordinary means, such as links, connect-

ing-rods, and cranks, or it may be transmitted directly for such purposes as pumping or blowing.

The conical valves if and J may be worked by any of the ordinary means, such as eccentrics or cams,

1338,

L
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Before starting the engine, fuel is put into the fireplaces E B, and ignited, a slow combustion being

kept up until the heaters and lower parts of the regenerators shall have been brought to a tempera-

ture of about 500°. By means of a hand-pump, or other simple means, atmospheric air is then forced

into the receiver G through the pipe Q, until there is an internal pressure of some 8 or 10 lbs. to the

square inch. The valve J is then opened, as shown in the figure ; the pressure entering under the

piston b will cause the same to move upward, and the air contained in A will be forced through the

valve i''into the receiver. The slide-valves iViV^ being, by means of the two stems n 7i, previously

so placed that the passages 1 1 are open, the air from the receiver will pass through the wires in L
into the heater H, and further into C, the temperature of the air augmenting and its volume increas-

ing as it passes through the heated wires and heaters. The smaller volume forced from A will, in

consequence thereof, suffice to fill the larger spaces in C. Before the piston arrives at the top stroke,

the valve J will be closed, and at the termination of the stroke the valve K will be opened ; the

pressure from below being thus removed, the piston will descend and the heated air in C will pass

through k\ p, P, and m into the regenerator M, and, in its passage through the numerous small spaces

or cells formed between the wires, part with the heat, gradually falling in temperature until it

passes off at o', nearly deprived of all its heat. The commencement of the descent of the piston

a will cause the valve F to close and the valve E to open, by which a fresh charge of atmospheric

air is taken into the cylinder A. At the termination of the full down stroke, the valve K is closed

and the valve J again opened, and thus a continued reciprocating motion kept up. It will be evident

that after a certain number of strokes the temperature of the wires or other matter contained in the

regenerators will change; that of J/ will become gradually increased, and that of L diminished.

The position of the side valves iViV should, therefore, be reversed at the termination of every fifty

strokes of the engine, more or less, which may be effected either by hand or by a suitable connec-

tion to the engine. The position being, by either of these means, accordingly reversed to that repre-

sented in the drawing, the heated air or other medium passing off from C will now pass through the

partially cooled wires in i, while the cold medium from the receiver will pass through the heated

wires of 31, and on entei'ing H will have attained nearly the desired working temperature. In this

manner the regenerators will alternately take up and give out heat, whereby the circulating medium
will principally become heated, independently of any combustion, after the engine shall have been

once put in motion.

The I'elative diameter of the supply and working cylinders will depend on the expansibility of the

acting medium employed ; thus, in using atmospheric air or other permanent gases, the difference of

the area of the pistons may be nearly as 2 to 1, while in using fluids, such as oils, which dilate but

slightly, the difference of area should not much exceed one-tenth. In employing any other medium
than atmospheric air, it becomes indispensable to connect the outlet pipe o' and the valve-box e of

the outlet valve E, as indicated by dotted lines in the drawing, these dotted lines representing the

requisite connecting-pipe. The escaping air or fluid at o' will, when such a connecting-pipe has been

applied, furnish the supply eyhnder independently of other external commimication, and the acting

medium will perform a continuous circuit through the machine under this arrangement ; the opera-

tion being in other respects as before described. The working cylinder may be placed horizontally

or otherwise, and it may be made double-acting ; a heat-intercepting vessel may be applied at each

end of the working piston, as also an expansion heater at each end of the working cylinder. Four

working cylinders similar to the above were placed in the steamer Ericsson.

A modification of the engine just described, which has been used to a considerable extent for

light work, is represented in Fig. 1S39. There are two pistons working in one cj'linder, A being

the driving piston and F the pump-piston. G is the furnace, B is the fly-wheel shaft, and the

driving piston is connected to it by the crank o, connecting-rod jo, lever q, and rod r. The crank o

also gives motion to the pump-piston F, through the connecting-rod s, and the cranks t w, which

are secured to the shaft C, making an angle of 7° with each other. The piston A has a valve open-

ing inward, as also has the supply piston F. This latter piston is lined with a non-conducting ma-

terial on the side next the furnace, and it carries on its periphery a cylindrical bell, which works in

the narrow annular space between the walls of the furnace and the surrounding chamber. The
valve in F opens above this bell, so that the air passing through this valve traverses the annular

space and thus has its temperature raised. I) is the exhaust-valve, kept to its seat by a spring,

when not acted upon by the cam I>'. On account of the peculiar connections of the two pistons,

they have a differential movement, so that the operation of the engine is as follows

:

When the two pistons are moving inward, F at first goes faster than A, and air is drawn into

the space between the two pistons from the atmosphere. A then gains upon F, and the air be-

tween the two pistons is compi'essed. i*' completes its stroke before A, and commences the return

stroke while A is still moving inward, so that the air between the pistons passes through the valve in

F, and becomes heated in the annular space around the furnace. AVhile A is making the return

stroke, F continues to move faster, and constantly displaces the air between the two pistons. A lit-

tle before the end of the outward stroke, the two pistons are nearly in contact, but the distance

between them increases slightly at the end of the stroke. The exhaust-valve is then opened and the

heated air escapes, the valve being kept open during the inward stroke, until the compression be-

tween the two pistons commences. As the working pressure is exerted in this engine for less than

half a revolution, a heavy fly-wheel is required to maintain the motion ; and the fly-wheel is couu-

terweighted so that the weight is descending during what may be called the negative part of the

revolution. To start the engine, the 4iy-wheel must be turned until the two pistons occupy the

proper position, and there is a click attachment working in notches in the fly-wheel, to facilitate the

turning by hand. In a test of one of these engines made by M. Tresea {Annales des Mines, 5th

Series, xix.), the consumption of coal was about 9 lbs. per horse-power per hour.

In Shaw's engine, Figs. 1340 and 1341, the products of combustion pass from the furnace into
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the cylinder, and at the completion of the stroke of the working piston are exhausted, passing

through a regenerator and thus being deprived of some heat, which is imparted to the next charge

1839.

of air drawn in. There is a double wall around the furnace, and all the air drawn in passes

through the space between the two walls, having its temperature still more increased before entering

1340.

the furnace. The efficient means employed for heating the air constitute the chief merit of this

engine. As shown in Figs. ISIO and 1341, there are two working cylinders A A, each single-acting,
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and the compressing pumps are formed by trunks on the upper sides of the pistons. B is one of

the pistons, and B' the corresponding trunk. T is the regenerator. Air is drawn in by the com-

pressing pump through the valve E^ and forced into the regenerator and furnace through the valve

F. P is the exhaust-pipe.

The engines that have just been described are necessarily limited to comparatively low pressures,

and hence must be very bulky when designed to develop considerable power. This limitation is an

essential condition of their design, because the original pressure of the air which is compressed and

heated is that of the atmosphere. If, however, the working air be confined in the machine, and

originally compressed to a high pressure, this difficulty disappears. Thus, suppose it is found prac-

ticable to maintain a temperature in a given air-engine sufficient to double the oiiginal pressure of

the air. Then, if the air were admitted at the pressure of the atmosphere, the available pressure,

after heating, would be about 15 lbs. per square inch. But if the supply of air were drawn from

a reservoir, in which the pressure was 60 lbs. per square inch, the effect of increasing the tem-

perature to the same point as in the former case would be to douljle the original pressure, making it

120 lbs. per square inch. It seems strange that the majority of inventors should have ignored this

significant principle, and that too in the face of the example afforded by one of the first air-engines

ever constructed, and which seems, from all accounts, to have been more successful and economical

than any of its successors. Reference is made to Stirling's engine, invented by Robert Stirling of

Scotland in 1S2'7, and put in operation at the Dundee Foundry in 1840. The construction of this

engine is clearly illustrated in Figs. 1342 to 1344, and the accompanying description.

Two strong air-tight vessels are connected with the opposite ends of a cylinder, in which a piston

works in the usual manner. About four-fifths of the interior space in these vessels is occupied by

1841.

two similar air-tight vessels or plungers, which are suspended to the opposite extremities of a beam,

and capable of being alternately moved up and down to the extent of the remaining fifth. By the

motion of these interior vessels, which are filled with non-conducting substances, the air to be oper-

ated upon is moved from one end of the exterior vessels to the other ; and as one end is kept at a

high temperature, and the other as cold as possible, when the air is brought to the hot end it be-

comes heated and has its pressure increased, and when it is brought to the cold end its heat and

pressure are diminished. Now, as the interior vessels necessarily move in opposite directions, it fol-

lows tliat the pressure of the inclosed air in the one vessel is increased, while that of the other is

diminished. A difference of pressure is thus produced upon the opposite sides of the piston, which

is thereby made to move from one end of the cylinder to the other ; and by continually reversing the

I

motion of the suspended bodies or plungers, the greater pressure is successively thrown upon a dif-

ferent side, and a reciprocating motion of the piston is kept up. The piston is connected with a

fly-wheel in any of the usual modes, and the plungers, by whose motion the air is heated and

cooled, are moved in the same manner, and nearly at the same relative time, with the valves of a

steam-engine. The power is gi-eatly increased and made more economical by using somewhat highly-

' compressed air, which is at first introduced, and is afterward maintained, by the continual action of

an air-pump. The pump is employed in filling a separate magazine with compressed air, from which

the engine can be at once charged to the working pressui-e.

' If all the heat, however, which is necessary to raise the air to the required temperature, were to

be thrown away or lost every time that the air is cooled, the power produced by its expansion and

contraction would be much more expensive than that which is gained by the use of steam. In order,

therefore, to imderstand how the work of a good steam-engine has been done with about one-third

of the fuel consumed by it, it is necessary to point out the method by which the greater part of the
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heat is preserved, and is used repeatedly, in expanding the air, before it is finally wasted or lost.

For this purpose, when it is necessary to cool the air, after it has been brought to its greatest heat,

1342.

it is not at once brought into contact with the coldest part of the vessels. This would indeed effec-

tually cool it, but the heat when thus extracted would bo entirely lost, because it could never again be

taken up by a body warmer than itself. Instead of this, therefore,

the air is made to pass from the hot to the cold end of the air-vessel

through a multitude of narrow passages, whose temperature is at

first nearly as great as that of the hot air, but gradually declines till

it becomes nearly as low as the coldest part of the air-vessel. Now,

as every body by contact will give out heat to one that is colder than

itself, the air, when it enters the narrow passages, must give out a

portion of its heat even to the hottest part of these passages, and

must continue in its progress to give out more and more as the

temperature of the passages is diminished, till at last, when it is

ready to escape into the cold part of the vessel, there is only a small

portion of the heat to be extracted, in order to bring it to the lowest

temperature required. By far the greater part of the heat, therefore,

has been left behind in the metal which forms the passages, and

which is so contrived and arranged as to retain that heat until it is

again required for heating the air. It must be evident also, from the

manner in which the heat has been distributed, or spread out, over

the whole length of those passages, that it is capable of being again

employed in heating and expanding the air ; for when the cold air is

again made to enter the passages for the purpose of being heated, it

immediately comes into contact with matter that is hotter than itself,

and consequently begins to acquire heat even at its first entrance

;

and as it is successively applied to surfaces of a greater temperature,

it continues to receive more and more heat, so that when it comes at

last to the hot end of the vessel, it requires but a small addition to

its temperature to give it the elasticity which is necessary to move
the piston. Thus, instead of being obliged to supply, at every stroke

of the engine, as much heat as would be sufficient to raise the air from its lowest to its

1343.

hiarhest

temperature, it is necessary to furnish only as much as will heat it the same number of degrees by
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which the hottest part of the air-vessel exceeds the hottest part of the intermediate passages. In
an account of the performance of this engine, given by Mr. Patrick Stirling (see "Transactions
of the Institution of Engineers in Scotland," vol. iv.), it is stated that the dimensions of the
working cylinder, which was double-acting, were 16 x 48 inches ; the minimum pressure 10 atmos-
pheres, maximum pressure 15^ atmospheres; probable range of temperature, 100° to 600° F.

;

average horse-power, measured on friction-brake, 37 ; and coal consumed per day, 1,000 lbs., corre-
sponding to a consumption of 2.7 lbs. of coal per net horse-power per hour, the consumption fre-

quently falling as low as 2.5 lbs. per horse-power. The engine was used for four years in the regu-
lar work of the foundry, and was finally abandoned on account of the heaters burning out. From
the above record, it seems reasonable to believe that inventors would do well to turn back to Mr.
Stirling's work, and take up the matter where he left off.

There have been several engines constructed on the general principle of Stirling's, so far as using
the working air continuously, but they have generally neglected the second featur'e, of using highly

1845. 1846.

compressed air. Among these engines may be mentioned Lauberau's, described in Dr. Barnard's
" Report on the Machinery and Processes of the Industrial Arts ; " and another of somewhat similar

design, illustrated in Figs. 1345 to 1347. The following description is from the Iron Age of Nov.

23, 1876 :
" Two vertical cylinders, power and compression, are mounted side by side upon a flanged

bed-plate, and form the lower part of the housing for the crank -shaft bearings, which are of suffi-

cient height to give the necessary length of connecting-rods. The power cylinder is fitted to a cylin-

dric heater C with a recessed bottom, beneath which is a small furnace. By a peculiar arrangement
of the interior of the cylinder A and the lower part of the piston (or more properly the plunger), the

compressed air is made to pass in a thin sheet over the surface of the heater, and becomes heated to

the required temperature almost instantly. The compression cylinder, by means of a similar device

for spreading the expanded air after its discharge from the power cylinder, cools it to or below the

temperature of the atmosphere by the circulation of water through a jacket by which it is surrounded.

Connecting the two cylinders at a point just below the bearings for the piston is the passage for

communication, M, which contains a device, called by the makers a ' regenerator,' E. It is simply

a series of thin metallic plates, having the edges thickened so as to keep them slightly apart. The
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object of the arrangement is to economize heat, by absorbing as much as possible from the hot

air discharged from the power cylinder, and in turn parting with a portion of it to the cold air in its

passa"-e back from the compression cylinder. It will be understood that the same air is used con-

tinviously, being passed back and forth from one to the other of the cylinders, and alternately com-

pressed and heated, and expanded and cooled. Any deficiency of air caused by leakage is supplied

by a check- valve, P, at the foot of the compression cylinder. The arrangement of the cranks FF
forms an important consideration, and is an angle of 95°, or 5° in advance of a right angle, for the

power crank. After starting the fire and raising the heater to the proper temperature, the engine

may be started by simply closing a small pet-cock in the regenerator, and turning the fly-wheel about

one revolution or less. The effect is to compress the cold air contained in the compression cylinder

to about one-third of its normal volume. After reaching this point, owing to the before-mentioned

positions of the cranks, the power piston begins to ascend, while the compression piston in complet-

in"- the downward stroke forces the air into the heater ; and as the displacement in one cylinder is

equalized by the receding piston of the other, there is no noticeable change of volume. Owing to

the very effective method of heating the compressed air, its temperature is suddenly raised, and the

expansion due to the temperature produces a great increase of pressure, which forces the power

piston to the end of the up stroke. The compression piston is then 5' behind half stroke and moving

upward, when the power piston, by beginning its down stroke, transfers the expanded hot air through

the regenerator and water-jacket into the compression cylinder in a thoroughly cool condition, and at

or slightly below atmospheric pressure ; in the latter case the deficiency is supplied by the check-

valve." After passing the upper centre, the compression piston again begins its descent as before.

When the engine is to be stopped, it is only necessary to open the pet-cock on the regenerator, which

prevents the accumulation of pressure. Where hydrant water is not available, a small force-pump

is attached to the compression piston for the purpose of maintaining a circulation around the cylinder.

The piston-packing is composed of two rings of leather held down by a gland, that ou the power

piston being kept cool by the circulation of water around it by means of a pipe connecting with the

water-jacket of the compression cylinder."

It has been predicted by more than one prominent engineer that the steam-engine will yet be

superseded by the air-engine. In view of what has already been accomplished, the realization of

this idea seems by no m^eans impossible, while at the same time it must be confessed that a great

deal has yet to be "done before the air-engine can successfully compete with its present formidable

rival. As the obstacles to the complete success of the air-engine consist chiefly of mechanical diffi-

culties that must be overcome, the case docs not seem absolutely hopeless. It is not possible to dis-

cuss the subject in the present article as fully as its importance seems to warrant ;
but the reader

who desires to continue his investigations is referred to the following works, from which the fore-

going remarks are chiefly compiled : Rankine's " Treatise on the Steam-Engine ; " Dr. Barnard's

" Report on Machinery and Processes of the Industrial Arts ; " Enjmeenng, xix. ;
" Proceedings of

the Institution of Civil Engineers," 18-15, 1854 ; and "Transactions of the Institution of Engineers

in Scotland," iv. For further works for reference, see Engines, Heat. R. H. B.

ENGINES, DESIGNING OF. The following example illustrates in considerable detail the appli-

cation of the theoretical considerations given under Expansion of Steam and Gases, with their prac-

tical modifications, in designing an engine for a given purpose. The example further illustrates the

use of the tables in the above-mentioned article. Suppose it is required to design an engine that

shall develop 200 net horse-power, it being proposed that the boiler pressure shall be 90 lbs. per

square inch above zero, and that the steam shall be cut off when the piston has completed three-tenths

of the stroke. The engine is to be non-condensing ; the steam is to be cushioned when the piston

has completed -^^% of the return stroke ; the piston speed is to be 600 feet per minute, the stroke

4 feet, and the connecting-rod 10 feet between the centres. While it is impossibleto foretell with

absolute certainty the performance of a proposed engine, there are various data obtained by previous

experience that can be used, since it is reasonable to infer that like causes will produce like effects.

It is assumed, then, that the cylinder and port clearance at each end of the stroke will be 6 per cent,

of the piston displacement ; tliat the mean back pressure up to the point where cushion commences

will be 1 lb. per square inch above the atmosphere, or 15.7 lbs. above zero; that the pressure

required to overcome the friction of the working parts of the engine will be 1.6 lb. per square inch
;

and that the initial pressure in the cylinder will be 4 lbs. less than the boiler pressure, and the

pressure at point of cut-off 5 lbs. less than the initial. (Although these allowances are larger than

are required for the very best engines, they agree well with ordinary practice, and are, indeed, too

small for many of the engines in common use.) Turning to Table VI. in the article Expansion of

Steam and Gases, it will be seen that the real cut-off for the proposed case is 0.34. The mean total

pressure up to the point of cut-off is [(90 - 4) + (90 — 4 — 5)] -^ 2 = 83.5. By column 2 in Table

IV., article Expansion of Steam and Gases, the ratio of expansion corresponding to a cut-off of 0.34

is 2.94 ; and from column 9 in the same table, and a simple calculation, the mean total pressure

83 5
during the stroke of the piston is determined to be~ + SI x 0.367 = 58.1 lbs. per square inch.

(As calculations of this nature are only approximate, there is no necessity for carrying them beyond

one or two decimal places.) The pressure given above is, it will be noticed, the mean total pressure

throughout the whole stroke of the piston, including also the pressure in the clearance space ;
and it

must be corrected for the mean back pressure up to the point of cushion, for the clearance and for

the cushion. Deducting the back pressure, 58.1 — 15.7 = 42.4. The correction for clearance is

obtained by the formuia/5 — c x (P— p), where p is the mean total pressure corrected for back

pressure, F is the initial pressure, and C is the fraction of clearance. In the present instance, the

corrected pressure is 42.4 — 0.06 x (86 — 42.4) = 39.8. Calling d the fraction of a stroke uncom-
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pleted when cushion commences, and c, as before, the fraction of clearance, the ratio of compres-
sion is {d + c) -7- c, or (0.12 + 0.06) -=- 0.06 = 3, and the final cushion pressure is 15.7 x 3 = 47.1.

The mean cushion pressure, by column 6 in Table IV., article Expansion op Steam and Gases, is

47.1 X 0.55 = 25.9. The mean pressure corrected for cushion is P— c x (H— 1) x (p' — p); in

which expression F is the mean pressure corrected for back pressure and clearance, c is the fraction

of clearance, li the ratio of compression, and jj' and jj the mean and initial cushion pressures respec-

tively. Substituting the proper values in the above formula, the result is the indicated pressure of

the proposed engine, or 39.8 — 0.06 x (3 — 1) x (25.9 — 15.7)= 38.6. Subtracting the estimated
friction pressure, the mean net pressure is found to be 38.6 — 1.6 = 37 lbs. per square inch. Having
determined the mean net pressure, the diameter of cylinder required can be calculated by the for-

//H. P.\
mula, 205 x A/ (

—
j

, where H. P. is net horse-power, P the mean net pressure in pounds per

square inch, and 8 the piston speed in feet per minute. Hence the diameter of the proposed engine

// 200 \
is 205 X i/

I

•

I
= 19.5 inches.

y \37 X 600/

If a boiler is to be designed for this engine, some estimate must be formed of the amount of

steam that it will use. The examples of the performance of engines of various dimensions, given
in the various articles on Engines, will greatly assist the designer ; but, as a further aid, a method
of making an approximate calculation is appended. As the stroke of the engine is 4 feet, and the
piston speed is 600 feet per minute, the number of revolutions per hour is (600 -f- 8) x 60 = 4,500.
Suppose that the steam is released when the piston has completed -^f^ of the stroke ; the theoretical

i-fc
pressure at this point is given by the formula — x P, where — is the apparent cut-off, c the frac-

z + c R
tion of clearance, x the fraction of stroke for which the pressure is required, and P the pressure at

point of cut-off. Hence the pressure when release takes place is —-j— ^-— x 81 = 28.8. The^ ^ ^
0.95 + 0.06

weight of a cubic foot of steam of this pressure, by column 10 in Table I. of article Expansion of

Steam and Gases, is 0.071 lb. The displacement of the piston per revolution to release, including

clearance, is 16.76 cubic feet, so that the total weight of steam used per hour, neglecting that saved
by cushion, is 16.76 x 4,500 x 0.071 = 5,355 lbs. As the space filled with cushioned steam at the

instant the exhaust-valve closes is 2.82 cubic feet per revolution, and the pressure of the steam at

this point is 15.7 lbs. per square inch, the steam saved per hour on account of cushion is 2.82 x
4,500 X 0.0404 = 513 lbs. ; so that the total steam discharged from the cylinder per hour is 5,355—
513 = 4,842 lbs. {Note.—In calculating the piston displacement, the mean piston area, after deduct-

ing the cross-section of the piston-rod, should be used when great accuracy is required ; but it is

scarcely necessary to introduce this element into a preliminary estimate like the above. In making
calculations for horse-power or consumption of steam from actual practice, where the indicator cards

are furnished, the mean effective piston area should be employed.) To this must be added the steam
condensed for the work done during expansion, and the amount condensed on account of the change
in temperature to which the interior surfaces of the cylinder are subjected. For the first correction,

find what proportion of the total horse-power is developed during the expansion of steam, and mul-

tiply this by 1,980,000, the foot-pounds of work in one horse-power per hour. The quotient arising

from dividing the latter quantity by 772 gives the units of heat per hour equivalent to the work of

expansion, which is to be divided by the latent heat of a pound of steam at the terminal pressure,

to reduce it to pounds of water condensed. Thus, the mean total pressure of the steam, as deter-

mined above, corrected for clearance, is 58.1— [0.06 x (86—58.1)] = 56.4 ; so that the total horse-

power is (298.65 X 56.4 x 600) -r- 33,000 r= 306. From column 9 in Table IV., article Expansion of

Steam and Gases, it appears that the portion of the mean total pressure due to expansion is 81 x
0.367 = 29.7 lbs. per square inch, so that the total horse-power developed during expansion is

29.7——- X 306 = IGl : and since the latent heat of a pound of steam at the terminal pressure 28.8, as
56.4 '

shown in Table I., article Expansion of Steam and Gases, column 6, is 941, the steam condensed for

work per hour is (161 x 1,980,000) -4- (772 x 941) = 440. The final allowance for condensation on
internal surfaces can only be approximately estimated at between 10 and 15 lbs. of steam per hour

per square foot of internal surface. It seems probable that there is some law by which the amount
can be definitely determined, when the mean temperatures during forward and return strokes are

known ; but further investigations are required before the law can be exactly stated. In the present

instance, it will be assumed that the condensation is at the rate of 12 lbs. per hour per square foot

of internal surface, reckoning the areas of the two heads, both sides of the piston, the cylindrical

area, the piston-rod, and the surface of the ports. In the engine under consideration, the surface

will be approximately

:

In heads and both sides of piston 8.3 square feet.

In cylindrical part 24.3 " "

In piston-rod 3.3 " "

In ports , 12.0 " "

Total 47.9 ((
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So that the steam condensed per hour will be :

48 X 12= 576
Calculated from terminal pressure less cushion 4,842
Steam condensed for work 440

Total 5,858

or about 30 lbs. per net horse-power. The method of proportioning a boiler to evaporate this amount
of water is explained in the article on Boilers. To reduce the above amount to its equivalent, from
and at 212°, as explained when treating of boilers, it is supposed that the feed water is heated by
the exhaust steam to a temperature of 180°. Thus, by Tables I. and II., article Expansion of Steam
AND Gases, the equivalent evaporation for this case will be 5858 x (1.221—0.154) = 6250 lbs.

If the above calculation had
been made for a condensing en-

gine, the only changes required

in the data would have been as

follows: The mean back pressure

up to commencement of cushion

would have been assumed at from
3 to 3.5 lbs. per square inch

above zero, and the steam con-

densed on the interior surfaces

of the cylinder per hour at from
20 to 25 lbs. per hour per square

foot. R. H. B.

ENGINES, FIRE. The man-
ual engine. Fig. 1348, generally

consists of a double forcing-

pump communicating with the

same air-vessel ; and instead of

a force-pipe, a flexible leather

hose is used, through which the

water is driven by the pressure

of the condensed air in the air-

vessel. Fig. 1348 a represents

a section of the apparatus. The
pipe T descends into a receiver

or vessel containing a supply of

water. This pipe communicates
with two suction-valves V, which
open into the pump-barrels of

two forcing-pumps A B, in which
solid pistons P are placed. The
piston-rods of these are connect-

ed with a working-beam F, elon-

gated, so that a number of per-

sons may work at both ends of

it at once. Force-pipes 1 1 pro-

ceed from the sides of the pump-
barrel above the valves F, and
they communicate with an air-

vessel M by means of forcing-

valves F, which also open up-

ward. The pipe descends into

the air-vessel near the bottom.
This pipe is connected with the

flexible leathern hose Z, the

length of which is adapted to

the purposes to which the ma-
chine is to be applied. The ex-

tremity of the hose may be car-

ried in any direction, and may
be introduced through the doors

and windows of buildings. By
the alternate action of the pis-

tons, water is drawn through
the suction-valve and propelled

through the forcing-valves until

the air in the top of the vessel

M is highly compressed. The
pressure acts on the surface of the water in the vessel, and forces it through the leathern hose in a

continued stream, so as to spout from its extremity with a force depending partly on the degree of

condensation, and partly on the elevation of the extremity of the hose above the level of the engine.

40
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It is to be considered that the pressure of the condensed air has, in the first instance, to support a

column of water, the height of which is equal to the level of the end of the tube above the level of

the water in the' air-vessel ; that until the pressure exceeds what is necessary for this purpose, no

water can spout from the end of the hose ; and, consequently, that the force with which it will so

spout will be proportional to the excess of the pressure of the condensed air above the weight of

the column of water, the height of which is equal to the elevation of the end of the hose above the

level of the water in the air-vessel.

One of the most thorough trials ever made of this class of engines was conducted by a special

jury at the International Exhibition held in London in 1862. A summary of these interesting ex-

periments is contained in the tables on page 627.

At the present time manual fire-engines have been almost entirely superseded by the more effi-

cient steam fire-engine, the introduction of which has been largely instrumental in^ reducing the

ravages caused by fire and lessening fire-rates. The earliest steam fire-engine is believed to have

been%uilt by John Braithwaite, an Englishman, in 1829, and is described in the Mechanics' Magazine

for February 13, 1830. Captain Ericsson obtained a medal from the Mechanics' Institute of New
York, in 1840, for a design of a steam fire-engine somewhat similar to that produced by Braithwaite

;

and a steam fire-engine was constructed in 1850 by Mr. Latta of Cincinnati, who has been identified

with many important improvements in connection with this machine. Various other builders took

up the manufacture of steam fire-engines after Mr. Latta, and they have been gradually developed to

the splendid apparatus which is in use to-day.

Several steam fire-engines were exhibited at London in 1862, including one from the United States,

and the jury were desirous of investigating their qualities by a very thorough test. Only two of the

exhibitors, however, were willing to submit their engines to trial, and these were tested by the jury,

with results that are summarized in the two tables that follow, from the data given in the official report

:

Principal Dimensions of Steam Fire-Engines tried at London Exhibition, 1862.

Number of engine
Name of maker
Diameter of steam cylinder, inches

" water " "

Stroke, inches
Contents of pump, cubic inches

Number of deliveries open on trial

Diameter of suction hose, inches
" of delivery " "

Weight, light, pounds

Time of raising pressure to 100 pounds.
)

1

Merryweather & Son.
9
6.5

15
908.98

1

5
3

8,320

12 min. 10 sec. from
cold water.

Shand & Mason.
8.5
7

9

676.8
2
3.5
3.5

7,040

18 mill. 30 sec. from
cold water.

Shand & Mason.
6.625
5
8

314.16
1

3
2.5

4,480
17 min. 40 sec. from
warm water.

Trial of Steam Fire-Engines at London Exhibition, 1862.

4
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Principal Dimensions of Manual Engines tried at London Exhibition, 1862.

1

2
8
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

Shand & Mason. London Brigade pattern
Merry^veather & Son, London Brigade pattern

Rose, Manchester Brig-ade pattern

Merryweather & Son, London (Hodge's Testimonial)
Shand & Mason, Military pattern
Merryweather & Son, Country Brigade pattern
Koberts, double action

Blinkhorn «& Co., double action

Shand &. Mason
Broughton Copper Co., Manchester Brigade pattern

.

Letestu, Brevete (French)

PUMPS.

Diame-
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A valuable paper, containing details of these and other steam fire-engines, together with a histori-

cal account and an extended discussion, may be found in the " Transactions of the Society of En-

gineers for 1863."

1350.

The steam fire-engines representing the present practice in the United States may be classed as

reciprocatTn^ engines^nd pumps without fly-wheels, reciprocating engines and pumps with fly-^vbeels

ths class bell subdivided into engines 'with cranksand -meeting-rods and en^nes w.th yoke
^

motion), and rotary engines and pumps. Representatives ot an put

the first class, which differs but little from the ordinary direct-actmg

pump, are illustrated and described in the following pages.

The Button engine, Fig. 1349, has two fiy-wheels and the ordinary

direct-acting engine connection, the pump-piston bemg attached to

the cross-head. Fig. 1350 is a sectional view of the pump which re-

quires no explanation. The boiler is of the vertical fire-tube variety

The Gould engine, shown in section in Fig. 1351 has a vertical

fire-tube boiler, with a submerged smoke-flue. The sides of the fire-

box are tapering, for the purpose of increasing the area of the grate

and promoting the water circulation. The pump-cylmder can be

removed by taking off the bottom cover, so that the valves can be

^The Silsby fire-engine, represented in Figs. 1352, 1353, 1354, and

1355, has been selected as a representative of the rotary class.

The engine. Fig. 1353, consists of two toothed wheels running to-

gether In a steam-tight case. The steam is admitted at ^ and ex-

hausted at B, thus moving the wheels. The long teeth of these

cams, which are intended to work steam-tight against the sides and

periphery of the case, are packed with metallicblocks which are

pressed outward by springs. There are openings m ^^^^ «idf ^^ ^^

case for the purpose of removing and replacing the packing-blocks

when necessary. The pump. Fig. 1354, is m the same linej^ith the

engine, and is similar in construction. There are oiitside geais be-

tween the engine and pump, which act as guides. The boiler Fig

1355, contains- both fire- and water-tubes, the latter being seemed

to the lower tube-sheet and extending into the furnace. Lach

water-tube has a smaller tube within it, for the purpose of assisting

circulation, and superheating the steam by passing it as tormea,

through the annular spaces between the internal and external tubes

The Amoskeag self-propelling engine is shown m a full-pa e

engraving, and a general sectional view in Fig. 1356^
^^^'^ft'T'^^Z^S.X^llTiZ^^^^^^

engine have been afforded by Chief Engineer Eli Bates, of the ^ew York City i ire Uepartmeni,
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1355.

and the writer is indebted to him, and to the officers and men of the department, for many courteous

attentions. A somewhat detailed description of this engine is appended, and it may be noted
that many of the features described are to be found
in the other styles of engines. These fire-engines are

made both self-propelling, in which case two engines

are always used, and with a pole for horses, engines of

this class being made single or double, as may be desired.

In the self-propelling engines, as will be seen by refer-

ence to the full-page plate, there is a pulley on the fly-

wheel shaft, which communicates motion to a pulley on
the back driving-axle through a chain connection. The
first pulley is secured to the fly-wheel shaft by a spring

key, which is readily withdrawn when it is desired to

work the pumps, and the pulley then remains stationary

on the revolving shaft, without any tendency to produce
motion in the back driving-axle. The engines are fitted

with link-motion, so that they can readily be reversed. It

will be seen that there is an upright shaft with a large

hand-wheel at the end, directly in front of the wheels-

man's seat. There is a gear-wheel on the other end of

this shaft, which works in a rack connected to the front

driving-axle, thus enabling the wheelsman to guide the

engine in any direction. In passing around a curve, it is

evident that one of the back driving-wheels must travel

faster than the other, and provision is made for this

by an attachment commonly known as the "differential

gear." The wheel on the back axle that is nearest to

the pulley over which the driving-chain passes is loose

on the axle. The pulley over which the driving-chain

passes is also loose on the axle, but it has within it a

wheel carrying two bevel-pinions on the periphery, which
work in two bevel-gears secured to the loose wheel and
the driving-axle respectively. This arrangement allows

the loose wheel to slip when the resistance to motion is

unequally distributed between the two back wheels. (A
clear illustration of this "differential gear" may be found
in a paper on "Traction Engines," by Prof. Thurston, published in the Journal of the Franklin Insti-

tute for January, 18Y3.)

The boiler of this engine has vertical fire-tubes, and needs no particular description, being clearly
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illustrated in Fig. 1356. The pump-valves are circular disks of rubber, with light spiral springs

above them, and are so arranged that the seats can be easily removed. The pump-plunger is packed
with two cup-leathers. The pump has a relief-valve, which can be set to any pressure by turning a
hand-wheel, and will thus control the water-pressure which the hose sustains. It frequently happens
that the fireman has to go with the nozzle into the interior of a burning building, and, having sub-

dued the fire, desires to stop the water before wetting valuable goods. The nozzles used in the New
York Fire Department are fitted with valves, which can be closed when desired, cutting off the dis-

charge instantly ; and the relief-valve allows this to be done without injury to the hose or other con-

nections. Below the wheelsman's seat, as seen in Fig. 1356, is a tank, holding about a boilerful of

fresh water, from which the supply for feeding the boiler is drawn when salt water is being forced

by the pumps, and which also furnishes a supply when the engine is proceeding to a fire at a dis-

tance. When the engine is drawing water from a hydrant, the boiler feed-pumps can also be sup-

plied from the same source.

Simple arrangements are provided for chocking the springs, in order to prevent vibrations when
the pumps are in action. The fuel used for generating steam is cannel coal, which, when put into

the furnace in large lumps, burns freely and without forming clinker. An engine ordinarily carries

sufficient coal for a continuous run of an hour or a little more. When standing in the engine-house,

a pressure of about 80 lbs. per square inch is maintained in the boiler of the self-propelling engine,

and about 5 lbs. in the boilers of engines that are drawn by horses. This pressure is maintained by
connecting the boiler of the fire-engine with a small circulating boiler located in the engine-house,

the connecting pipes being so arranged that there is a constant circulation of water. In the case of

an engine drawn by horses, the circulating boiler is of the simplest description, consisting of a coil

of pipe in the fire-box of an ordinary coal-stove. When the engine is taken from the house, an
automatic arrangement shuts the valves connecting the circulating pipes with the boiler of the

fire-engine, and opens communication with a tank, through which the circulation continues. The
limits of this article will not permit mention of the many ingenious contrivances that have been
developed since the telegraph has been taken into the service by the fire department, but the reader

will find an excellent popular description of the most advanced practice in Harperh Magazine for

October, 1877.

The principal dimensions of the engines that have been described are given in the accompanying
table

:

Table showing Dimensions of American Steam Fire-Engines.

DETAn,S.

Len^b, with tongue removed, feet ....

Width, feet

Height, feet

Weight, light, lbs
" equipped, lbs

Diameter of boiler, inches
Height of boiler, feet

Grate surface, square feet

Number of tubes
External diameter of tubes, inches
Length of tubes, inches
Cross area of tubes, square feet

Heating surface in fire-box, square feet

Total heating surface, square feet

Ratio of heating to grate surface
" of tube area '' '•

Height of chimney above grate, feet .

.

Water space, cubic feet

Steam " '• "
Number of engines
Diameter of steam cylinder, inches
Length of stroke, inches
Number of pumps
Diameter of pump, inches
Stroke " "

Capacity of air-chamber, cubic feet

Number of discharge orifices

Diameter " " inches ....

Number of suction "

Diameter " " inches
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Summary of Fire-Engine Tests at International Exposition, 1876.

o w

£ w

1

2
3
4
5
6

1
8

9
10
11

Silsby

Nichols
La France
Konald
Clapp & Jones. .

.

Button
Amoskeag

Clapp & Jones...

WEIGHT IN POUNDS.
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Figs. 1357, 1358, and 1359 are elevation, plan, and end elevation respectively of the engine as

exliibited at the Paris Exposition of 1878 ; and Fig. 1360 is a section of the cylinder and valve, on

a somewhat larger scale. From the latter it will be seen that the cylinder, open at the front end,

135T.

! IP lu ui [
J. < ^

'

'! ^

.y^
.: tmmmmmimm,^^ ^k\wm^

j/"«*.

is fitted at back with a cover A carrying certain ports, and having a face against which a slide-valve

B can work, this valve being kept in place by a separate cover C held against it by the two spiral

springs shown in Figs. 1357 and 1358. The action of the valve is as follows : When the piston is

135S.

-'"./;.>vvvAv-ig

at the back of its stroke ready to draw in the explosive mixture, the valve B is in such a position

that the port ,/ i in it makes communication between the passage ,/ and I in the cylinder-end A.
When the piston moves it draws in air through the valve from the opening a and the pipe 6, and at
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the same time draws in gas through the small opening k on the back of the valve, which is then just

opposite the passage in the valve-cover e, which communicates with the pipe h above. The admission

opening having been thus made and closed, the piston begins to return, and during its return the

valve, moving continuously, keeps the port I closed. Just as the second stroke commences the pas-

sage n comes opposite /, having just been in communication with in and o. In the chamber m a

small gas-jet is always burning, fed by the pipe m, Fig. 1359, and through o a small stream of gas

is allowed to pass. The passage n is thus filled with gas from o ignited from m, just as it comes to

I ; this ignites the mixture in the cylinder and starts the stroke, while on the return stroke of the

piston the spent gases are discharged through the opening q in the bottom of the cylinder. In order

to carry out the function we have described, it is simply necessary that the valve should make only

one reciprocation for two strokes of the piston, and tor this purpose it is driven by a crank on the

end of a lay shaft which revolves with half the velocity of the crank-shaft (the bevel-gear shown in

the figures being 2 : 1). This crank and the end of the shaft are seen in Fig. 1360. The same lay

shaft serves also to work the governor and two other valves. It carries a cam r, which by means of

a lever v opens periodically a valve g (closed again by a spring), which regulates, the amount of gas,

admitted through h per stroke. A second cam s, by means of a lever t below the cylinder, opens and
closes the exhaust-valve q. The governor is worked from the lay shaft by the bevel-gearing shown
in Figs. 1357 and 1358. In the engines exhibited at Paris it differs somewhat from the form shown
in our figures ; it is merely a small loaded-ball governor of a neat arrangement. By means of a

lever w it controls the position of the cam r upon the shaft, so that, if the speed of the engine exceed

a certain limit, the gas-admission valve g is left closed, and the engine runs on until sufficient of its

stored-up energy is expended to bring the speed down to its proper level. The cylinder is inclosed

in a water-jacket in order to prevent overheating. To insure a circulation of water, it has been found

sufficient simply to connect the top and bottom of the jacket with the top and bottom of a filled

reservoir. The difference in the densities af the hot and cold water is enough to set up and maintain

the requisite circulation. The water enters by the pipe D and returns to the reservoir by E, being

cooled sufficiently, by contact with the air to be used continuously. To avoid shock at exhaust, the

1861. 1362.

hot gases are discharged through a pipe F into a reservoir placed at a little distance, from which

they pass into the atmosphere by the pipe y and the nozzle z. The lubrication of the piston and

valve is effected by the self-acting lubricator a «, driven from the lay shaft. The engine is stated to

consume about 20 cubic feet of ordinary coal-gas per horse-power per hour.
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For light industrial uses it would seem that the Bischof engine, represented in Figs. 1361 and

1362, is especially adapted. The machine illustrated, which was exliibited at the Paris Exposition of

1878, is known as a " one-man power " machine (equivalent to Xi3 horse-power). The machine has

only two principal castings—a base-plate, with which the vertical cylinder is cast, as well as the

valve-chamber, and the cylinder cover and stuflBng-box, prolonged above to form a guide for the pis-

ton-rod head, and having the bearing-bracket for the shaft cast along with it. The space above the

piston communicates freely with the air by the rectangular opening shown. The bottom of the cylin-

der has a single port communicating with the chamber of a plain piston-valve, the only valve used,

which when raised opens communication with the exhaust, and when down (as in position shown)

puts the cylinder in connection with the gas- and air-inlet openings. This valve is worked by an ordi-

nary eccentric through the intervention of a rocking lever. The eccentric is placed about 135° in

advance of the crank. About a third of the stroke up the cylinder there is a little opening on one

side of the latter, opposite which, outside, is the nozzle of a small gas-pipe ; and directly below this

nozzle there is an ordinary burner connected with the same pipe, the gas at which is kept always

lighted. The two burners are protected from draughts by inclosure in a box casing. The upper

burner is the real ignition jet ; the function of the lower one, which is burning continuously, is sim-

ply to relight the other when it is blown out. The crank-shaft lies across the machine, a considera-

ble distance from its axis, the apparent irregularity of action of this arrangement being ingeniously

taken advantage of^ as will be seen. The action of the machine is as follows : The piston, being at

the bottom of its stroke, is at first raised by the energy stored in the fly-wheel and counterweight,

and draws into the cylinder the mixture of air and gas through the valve. As soon as the bottom

of the piston rises above the opening in the cylinder side above mentioned, the jet outside explodes

the mixture, and the explosion drives the piston to the top of its stroke. In the expansion thus

brought about, the pressure under the piston falls below, that of the atmosphere, so that in its

descending course the piston is at first driven downward by the atmosphere acting upon it. This

helps to make the machine work more uniformly, although, of course, it is in reality only single-

acting. The position of the connecting-rod is so adjusted that it has a very direct pull on the crank

just when this is most wanted, during the time when the explosion drives- the piston upward. Its

oblique position comes only when the piston is descending, and for the most part when the connect-

ing-rod is doing no work, being simply carried down by the fly-wheel. So far, therefore, as oblique

pressures are concerned, the skew action of the connecting-rod and its extreme shortness do not do

any harm, while the arrangement adopted reduces the space occupied, by the engine to very small di-

mensions. Each of the two India-rubber gas-pipes is carried through a spring closer. This consists

simply of an upright bracket, having a thin flat spring carried up beside it, adjustable at the top by

a milled finger-nut. The pipe is held between the spring and the standard, and can be closed at will

by tui-ning the nut, which gives a very fine adjustment for regulating the quantity of gas passing.

An eye is attached to the centre of the spring fov the purpose of carrying away a cord from it, so

that the workman can adjust the gas supply without leaving any machine at which he is occupied.

Two special features claimed for this machine are : first, that it works without grease or other lubri-

cant on either valve or piston ; and second, that it requires no water for cooling. The heat from the

cylinder is got rid of sufficiently quickly by radiation, a number of radial ribs being cast from the

cylinder to increase its surface for this purpose. The consumption of gas is about 11.6 cubic feet

per hour, or about 145 cubic feet per horse-power per hour.*

The Simon engine, while based on the same principles as the Otto engine, is differently construct-

ed. The compression of the mixture is done in a separate cylinder, and the air and' gas, after com-
pression, are led to the motor-cylinder. There the mixture at once meets an ignited jet, which in-

flames it. It does not enter the cylinder, however, all a:t once, but in small quantities, which are

successively. ignited, thus determining true gradual expansion. The heat developed is small, and a

very limited quantity of water prevents overheating of the cylinder. The movement is regular and
even. According to M. Simon, the expenditure of gas is 17.6 cubic feet per horse-power per hour.

\ In the Lenoir engine, the mixture of gas and air is admitted into the cylinder at atmospheric pres-

sure, which is maintained until the piston has made half its stroke ; the admission of a spark deter-

mines the explosion.

In the Ravel engine, the explosive force of the mixture is employed to move the piston, which is

inclosed wholly in the cylinder, motion being taken from the cylinder and not from the piston. When
the gas is exploded by a flame, the piston is driven to the opposite end of the cylinder. Its weight

at the extremity then causes the latter to overbalance, and hence the cylinder rotates on its trunnions.

The vapor engine designed by G. H. Brayton, and illustrated in Figs. 1363 and 1364, in its earlier-

form was driven by a mixture of illuminating gas and air, in such proportions that a rapid combus-
tion rather than an explosion resulted when the mixture was brought into contact with a lighted gas-

jet. In the engine as constructed at present, the vapor from petroleum mixed with air is used. Fig.

1363 is a general view of the engine, and Fig. 1364 is a section of enough of the working parts to

illustrate the action. The following description is from Engineering for Feb. 16, 1877

:

" In Fig. 1363, A is the working cylinder and B the air-pump. A parallel motion for the piston

is provided as follows : (7 is a lever, the lower end of which is a vertical foot, the circle being struck

off the centre of the cross-head to which the arm or lever C is pivoted by a journal. The radial foot

of Crests upon a pathway parallel with the bore of the cylinder; hence, as the piston cross-head

moves along, the radial foot rolls along the pathway. In Fig. 1364, A represents the combustion-
chamber, in which the vapor forms continuously, and B the safety device, which is composed of per-

forated plates with diaphragms of wire gauze between them, through which, on the principle of the

Davy lamp, it is impossible for the flame in the chamber to pass. At C is shown an annular groove

* Engineering, xxvi., 333.
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packed with felt or sponge, into which the petroleum is fed by a small pump. A small jet of air

is also introduced into the fibrous material while it is moistened with the petroleum. As the supply
of this jet is constant and under considerable pressure, the result is that the petroleum is forced out

in the form of spray, which is spread over and absorbed by the meshes of wire gauze. The air

under pressure delivered by the air-pump passes in volume from the air-chest D through the valve E,
to fill the cylinder. This volume of air (which is under a pressure varying from SOlbs. to 75 lbs.,

according as regulated to suit the duty)
^3^- in passing through the gauze takes up

the spray, mechanically evaporating it

as it enters the combustion-chamber.
The small air-jet is carbonized to a
degree rendering its combustion con-

tinuous, as previously indicated. To
start the engine, the two plugs EE^ in

Fig. 1363, are taken out of the cylinder,

and the small pump is worked by hand
through the means of the small hand-
wheel shown on the top of the gover-

nor ; the small air-jet is then let in,

and a match is applied to the holes

from which the plugs were removed.

So soon as the combustion takes place,

the plugs are reinserted and the supply

of air from the reservoir is turned on,

whereupon the engine starts instantly.

In Fig. 1364, the dotted lines indicate

the water passages by which the cylin-

ders and the working piston are kept
as cool as may be desired. The motive

power then is produced by the whole
products of combustion acting upon the

piston. The point of cut-off is regula-

ted by the point at which the valve E
closes. The exhaust takes place through
the valve F^ which is operated by a
positive motion, all the valves being

worked from one shaft, and the valve E being attached to the governor. The inlet-valves to the

pump are shown at G (x ; they are connected"together by a rod and work automatically. The air-
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pump discharge valves a,re shown at H H, the hole / being foi' the purpose of attaching a pipe to

an independent reservoir, which is required in some cases. Suppose, for example, an engine is some-

times required to perform for a short period a duty much above its average allotted duty ; then,

when I'unning under the lesser load, air may be compressed and stored in a suitable receptacle

;

and when the load is excessive, the air-pump may be relieved or partially relieved of duty, and the

air stored may be used. To provide sufficient air-pressure to start the engine in the morning, the

frame of the engine contains an air-reservoir, the hole / being plugged up unless ^e extra air-re-

servoir referred to is employed.
" The small pump which supplies the petroleum deserves notice. The plunger is but about thir-

teen-sixteenths of an inch in diameter, its stroke being adjustable from one-sixteenth to one-half of

an inch, by which means the supply of oil to suit any desired speed and power of engine is regula-

ted • and with a given length of stroke the same number of drops of oil will be pumped, whether

the en'Tine is running at its slowest, that is, 80 revolutions per minute, or its calculated ISO revolu-

tions per minute."

For works for reference, see Engines, Heat. R. H. B.

ENGINES, HEAT. See Engines, AiJKO-SxEAxi and Binary Vapor—Air—Gas and Vapor—Solar
—Steam, Hoisting—Steam, Marine—Steam, Portable and Semi-portable—Steam, Proportions of

—Steam, Stationary, Reciprocating—Steam, Stationary, Rotary—Steam, Unusual Forms of.

Theory of Heat-Engines.—According to the dynamical theory of heat, a given amount of work is

always convertible into an equivalent amount of heat ; or, to speak more definitely, one unit of heat

is the equivalent of 772 foot-pounds of work. (See Dynamics.) By a unit of heat is meant the

amount of heat required to raise the temperature of a pound of distilled water from 39° to 40° F.

;

and work of any kind can always be expressed as a given number of pounds raised so many feet

high. For instance, if a wagon is drawn along a road for a mile with a constant force of 60 lbs.,

the work done is equivalent to raising 50 lbs. through a height of 5,280 feet, or 50 x 5,280 = 264,-

000 foot-pounds ; and if a perfect engine had been employed to do the work, it would have required

264,000 -f- 772 =r 342 units of heat.

The steam, air, and vapor engines in common use offer familiar examples of the conversion of

heat into work. Coal is burned in a furnace, for instance, imparting heat to a fluid, such as water

or air ; and then a portion of the heat so imparted may be utilized in performing the work of mov-

ing the engine-piston and overcoming resistance. If all the heat derived from the combustion of the

coal was imparted to the working fluid, and then by its expansion converted into work, this would

represent perfect action, which is of course far from being realized in practice. Thus, suppose that

the heat received by the fluid from a pound of coal is 15,000 units, then the work done per hour

for each pound of coal burned is 772 x 15,000 = 11,580,000 foot-pounds, or nearly 6 horse-power;

showing that the best modern engines only utilize a small fraction of the heat developed by the

combustion of the fuel. The reasons for this waste will be given hereafter.

It will be evident from the above that any form of engine which is made to work through the

agency of heat is properly designated as a heat-engine ; and that this general term covers the va-

rious classes which are described under their several headings, viz. : air-engines, steam-engines, gas-

engines, vapor-engines, and solar engines—the distinctive names referring either to the kind of work-

ing fluid employed, or the means of imparting heat.

It may be well, at the outset, to call attention to the fact, which is often overlooked, that the

effect of a heat-engine depends, not upon the working fluid that is employed, but upon the extremes

of temperature in the working cylinder. Suppose, for example, that the fluid is admitted into the

working cylinder at an absolute temperature T, and that, after moving the piston by its expansion,

its absolute temperature is reduced to t, when it is expelled from the cylinder ; the efficiency of the

T—t
engine is represented by the fraction -yfr' (The absolute temperature is the temperature meas-

ured from the absolute zero, which is fixed by theory at — 461.2° F., so that the absolute tempera-

ture = temperature on Fahrenheit's scale -f 461.2°.) Thus, suppose that in a condensing engine the

steam is admitted at a temperature of 330°, and that at the end of its expansion in the cylinder the

temperature is 200° ; the effect would be only ^^ ' ^ x 100 = 16.4 per cent.
*^

330 -f- 461.2

of the total efficiency of the fluid. Or supposing the total effect of the heat imparted to the fluid was

6 horse-power, the useful effect would be only 0.984 horse-power, and 5.016 horse-power are lost.

From the above principle it appears that the means of increasing the efficiency of an engine con-

sists in increasing the difference of temperatures between which it works, either raising the higher

temperature, lowering the other, or both. It appears further, from the principle, that it is a matter

of indifference what fluid is used in the engine, provided the initial and final temperatures are fixed.

It may be easier, however, to maintain a given difference of temperature with one fluid than another,

so that under certain conditions special advantages will result from the use of a particular fluid.

Horse-Power.—As already remarked, resistance overcome in any case in which motion ensues, if it

can be measured, is convertible into the amount of work that is done in raising a weight equal to the

given resistance through a height equal to the space over which this resistance is moved. A com-

mon measure for a unit of work is the amount required to raise one pound through a vertical dis-

tance of one foot. To illustrate, suppose that a cut is being taken from a 6-inch shaft in a lathe,

and that the resistance to the motion of the cutting tool is 200 lbs. ; then in each revolution of the

shaft the tool takes a cut 1.5708 foot in length, so that the work done per revolution is the same as

would be expended in raising a weight of 200 lbs. through a vertical distance of 1.5708 foot, or it is

314.16 foot-pounds.

Power is the measure of the amount of work done in a given time ; and the conventional unit of
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power, known as a horse-power, is equivalent to 550 foot-pounds of work per second, 33,000 per

minute, or 1,980,000 per hour. If, in the preceding example, the shaft makes 20 revolutions a min-

ute, the work done per minute is 814.16 x 20 = 6,283.2 foot-pounds ; so that the power required to

drive the tool is 6,283.2 -j- 33,000 = 0.19 horse-power. The term horse-power, when used in con-

nection with an engine, is variously applied. The most common distinctions are as follows : 1.

Gross or indicated horse-power. 2. Net or effective horse-power. 3. Total horse-power. 4. Nomi-
nal horse-power.

The gross or indicated power of an engine is calculated from the mean effective pressure in the

cylinder, usually determined, in the case of heat-engines, by an indicator. If, for example, it is

found that the mean pressure is 2,500 lbs., moving the piston at the rate of 400 feet a minute, the

. 2500 X 400
gross horse-power is —-r—r^— = 30.3.^ ^ 33000
The nd or effective horse-power is calculated from the pressure exerted by the engine in useful

effect, which can be determined by a dynamometer. Suppose the useful pressure in the preceding

„ , , , . 2200 X 400 „„ ^
example is 2,200 lbs., then the net horse-power is— —= 26.7.

ooOOO
The total horse-power of an engine is calculated from the total pressure in a cj'linder above a

vacuum, which can be found from an indicator diagram. If, for example, the mean total pressure is

4200 X 400
4,200 lbs., and the piston speed 400 feet per minute, the total horse-power is —t^t^t^— =50.9.

ooOOO

Total horse-power is sometimes used in comparisons of the results of experiments. Another appli-

cation is illustrated on page 624.

The nominal horse-power of an engine can scarcely be said to have any definite meaning, since

there are a number of different rules by which it may be computed. Thus, there is the Admiralty

rule for marine engines, Mr. Bourne's rules for condensing and non-condensing engines, and James
Watt's rule, all of which are in common use ; and in addition numerous engine-builders have what
may be called proprietary rules. For instance, one builder, A, may say, " I will make a steam-engine

with a cylinder 10 inches in diameter, and a stroke of 15 inches, and I will call it 8 horse-power,

nominal." Another builder, B, who makes an engine of the same size, and desires to impress pur-

chasers with the idea that he gives them more for the same price than his competitors do, may say,

"I will rate my engine at 16 horse-power, nominal." The above illustration represents quite accu-

rately the capricious use that is made of the term " nominal horse-power ;

" and the intelligent

engine-buyer may very properly inquire of the builder, "How much will you charge me for an
engine guaranteed to develop so much horse-power, actual ?

"

Works for Reference.—The literature of the steam-engine is so extensive that it is here impossiljle

to give a full list. Copious references to transactions and periodical literature have been intro-

duced throughout the various articles in their proper connections, so that the list that follows is con-

fined to general treatises and text-books. Works on appliances related to the steam-engine, such as

indicators, etc., will be found quoted in the articles treating thereon.

Historical: "History of the Steam-Engine," Stuart, London, 1824; "Treatise on the Steam-

Engine," Farcy, London, 1827; "Anecdotes of the Steam-Engine," Stuart, London, 1829; "The
Steam-Engine, its Invention," etc., Trcdgold, London, 1838; "Mechanical Inventions of James
Watt," Muirhoad, London, 1854; "Life of James Watt," Muirhead, London, 1859; "Life, Times,

and Scientific Labors of the Second JIarquis of Worcester," Dircks, London, 1865; "Lives of Boul-

ton and Watt," Smiles, London, 1865; "Life of Richard Trcvithick," Trevithick, London, 1872;

"A History of the Growth of the Steam-Engine," Thurston, New York, 1878.

Theoretical (chiefly): "Theorie des Jlachines 4 Vapeur," De Pambour, 2d ed., Paris, 1844; " Rela-

tion des Experiments pour determiner les principales Lois, etc., des Machines k Vapeur," Rcgnault,

Paris, 1847; " Le9ons de Mecaniquc Pratique," Morin, Paris, 1846 (3d part); "Traite theorique et

pratique des Moteurs," Courtois, Paris, 1846; "Analytical Principles, etc., of the Expansive Steam-

Engine," Hodge, London, 1849; "Theorie des Dampfmaschinen," Schmidt, Freiberg, 1861; "The-
orie mecanique de la Chaleur," Hirn, 2d ed., Paris, 1865 ; "Theorie mecanique de la Chaleur, avec

scs Applications aux Machines," Zeuner, Paris, 1869 (" Grundziige der Mechanischen Warmethe-
orie," Leipsic, 1866); "Heat and Steam," Williams, Philadelphia, 1871; "Heat as a Source of

Power," Trowbridge, New York, 1874; "The Mechanical Theory of Heat and its Application to

Steam-Engines," McCulloch, New York, 1876; "Heat as a Mode of Motion," Tyndall, New York,

1876; "Traite de Mecanique General," Resal, Paris, 1876; "The Steam-Engine Considered as a

Heat-Engino," Cotterill, New York, 1878.

Elementary Treatises (general) :
" The Steam-Engine familiarly Explained," Renwick, Philadel-

phia, 1848 ;
" Steam and Steam-Engines," Clarke, London, 1875 ;

"" Catechism of the Steam-Engine,"
" Hand-book of the Steam-Engine," Bourne, London and New York, 1876 ;

" The Theory and Action

of the Steam-Engine," Northcott, London, 1877 ;
" Wrinkles and Recipes," Benjamin, New York, 1878.

On Marine Engines: " Catechisme du Marin et du Mecanicien k Vapeur," Paris, 1850; "En-
gineering Precedents," Isherwood, New York, 1858; "A Study of Steam and Marine Engines"
(eleracntarv), Saxbv, London, 1862; "Experimental Researches in Steam-Engineering," Isherwood,

Philadelphia, 1863; "The Cadet Engineer" (elementary). Long and Buel, Philadelphia, 1865;
" Marine Steam-Engine," Main and Brown, Philadelphia, 1865 ;

" Modern Marine Engineering,"

Burgh, London, 1867; "Lessons and Practical Notes on Steam," King, New York, 1867.

General Treatises : " Sammlung von Zeichnungen cinigcr ausgefiihrten Dampfkessel und Dampf-
maschinen," Rottebohm, Berlin, 1841; "Die Hochdruckdampfmaschine," Alban, Rostock, 1843;
" Memoire sur les Machines a Vapeur," Reech, Paris, 1844; "Traite des Machines k Vapeur,"

Bataille and Jullien, Paris, 1849 ;
" Traite elementaire et pratique des Machines k Vapeur," Gaudry,
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Paris, 1856; "Anleitung fiir Anlage und "Wartung der stationaren Dampfkessel," Marin, Briinn,

1859 • " American Engineering, embracing various Branches of Mcclianics," Weissenborn, New Yorlc,

1861 ; " Practical Rules for Proportions of Modern Engines and Boilers," Burgii, Philadelphia, 1865
;

"Treatise on the Steam-Engine," Bourne, Yth ed., 1866; "A Manual of Steam-Engines and other

Prime Movers," Rankine, od ed., London, 1866 ;
" Der Fiihrer des Machinisten," SchoU, Braunschweig,

6th ed., 1864 ;
" Die Dampfmaschin^nberechnung Mittels, praktischer Tabellen und Regeln," Hrabak,

Prague, 1869; "Manuel de I'lngenieur, 1" ct 8' Fascicules," De Bauve, Paris, 187S ; "Compound
Steam-Engines," Turnbull, New York, 18Y4; "Compound Engines," Mallet, New York, 1874; "A
Practical Treatise on the Steam-Engine," Rigg, London and New York, 1878 ;

" The Mechanics of

Engineering," Wcisbach, translated by Du Bois, Vol. II., 1878; supplement to same, 1879.

Treatises on Special Subjects: "The Slide-Valve," Burgh, London, 1868; "Link Motion and

Expansion Gear," Burgh, London, 1872; "Recent Improvements in the Steam-Engine," Bourne,

London, 1874; "Link and Valve Motion," Auchincloss, 6th ed.. New York, 1875; "Designing

Valve-Gearing," Welch, New York, 1875; "The Relative Proportions of the Steam-Engine," Marks,

New York, 1878. R- H. B. (in part).

ENGINES, PROPORTIONS OF PARTS OF. The rules that follow, showing the manner of cal-

culating the proper sizes for the principal parts of engines, are mainly derived from Van Buren's

treatise on " The Strength of Iron Parts of Steam Machinery," a work which should be in the hands

of every designer. The formula for the length of crank-pins is from an article on the subject by

Theron Skeel, published in the Iron Age for Aug. 21, 1873.

Notation.—D = diameter of cylinder in inches ; S = length of stroke in inches ; I = length of rod

or pin in inches ; d = diameter of rod or pin in inches ; t = thickness of cylinder in inches
; p —

boiler pressure by gauge -\- 15, in pounds per square inch ; I = indicated horse-power.

1. Thickness of cylinder.

<= 0.0001 xD X p + 0.15

P-
10,000 X t 1,500

VD

|/D

Diameter of piston- and connecting-rods,

d = constant x D x V p.

_ d^

^ "~
(constant)^ x D*

3. Constants for Rule 2.—The constants depend upon the length of the rod, so that the rule must

be solved by approximation. A table is appended, giving the constants for different ratios of length

to diameter.

Constants for Diameter of Piston-rods and Connecting-rods.

RATIO OF
LENGTH TO
DIAMETER.
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of it a number of small steel pegs, d d d d, on which are placed spiral springs. These springs force
the ring, and by it the hemp packing is pressed hard against the brass segments, causing them to

slide steam-tight against the valve-box cover, the pressure being further regulated by a communica-

1365.

BACK VIEW.

tion made between the space in which the spiral springs work and the steam in the valve-box. A
communication is made between the condenser and the space within the brass ring a a a in the valve-

box cover, and the condenser regulated by a cock, so that when the engineer is handling the engine

he can cause a vacuum at the back of the slides. E E E is, a wrought-iron hoop bound to fit the

turned part of the valve, which slides freely in it, uninfluenced by the valve-rod F F.

4. Length of crank-pin.

0.714 X I
I.

S

5. Diamdcr of crank-pin.

a. Single engine

:

d = 0.084 X {D^ X p y.l)i

_ 1687.5 X d^
^~

B-^ X I

b. Double engine

:

d:

p:

0.09925 x(T)"- X p X l)i

1022.75 X f/^

c. Triple engine

:

c? = 0.1159 X {D^ X p X I)

P
642.8 X d^

D^ I

6. Diameter of shaft,

a. Single engine

:

</= 0.0684 X (D^ X S X p)i
3125 X rfs

D= X S

h. Double engine

:

d-

p =
0.0768 X (D' X S X jd) i

2208 X c/^

D« X S

c. Triple engine

:

d = 0.0862 X (D2 X S X jo) *

_ 1661 X d^
^~ D- X S
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In the case of shafts and crank-pins for double and triple engines, the rules give proportions for the

parts that are most strained ; so that, if it is desired, each pin and joui'nal can be of a different size,

according to the amount of strain.

7. Thickness of cast-iron steam-pipe.

iO.03 X VD
1111 X t^.

t X p.

P =
D.

8.

diameter of the shaft or pin if of

or more keys are used, the above

Proportions of crank.

a. Keys. A single key should have a breadth of 0.4 of the

wrought-iron, and 0.8 of the diameter if of steel. Where two
breadth can be divided among the whole number.

b. Diameter of hub. For a crank of a rectangular section, such as is commonly employed, the

diameter of the hub should be 1.7 time the diameter of the shaft.

c. Diameter of eye. Where the pin is secured by keys, the diameter of the eye should be 1.6 time

the diameter of the crank-pin.

d. Proportion of web of crank. Either dimension, the breadth parallel with the shaft, or the

depth, may be assumed, and the other can be found as follows : If the depth is assumed at any point

of the web, the breadth at that point

(diameter of shaft) ^ x distance from centre of crank-pin to given point= 1.64 X

If the breadth is assumed, the depth
(depth)'^ X radius of crank

= 1.28 X
r(diameter of shaft) ^ x distance from centre of crank-pin to given point~|^

1

1306.

TRAN8VEESE SECTION.

mg pressure is
,
= G2 ; or the boiler pres-

breadth x radius of crank

(All dimensions in inches.)

9. Straps and bolts exposed to tensile strain.

The cross-section of a strap in square inches should be 0.000126 of the total strain in pounds to

which it is exposed. The strap for a connecting-rod should have a cross-section equivalent to that

of the neck of the rod. In computing the effective

section of a strap, the sectional area of the holes for

keys and bolts must, of course, be deducted.

The proper diameter in inches for a bolt exposed
to a given strain in pounds is 0.0132 time the square

root of the strain. If the strain is equally distributed

among several bolts, the diameter of each is equal to

the diameter of a single bolt suitable to resist the

strain, as determined above, divided by the square

root of the number of bolts.

10. Gibs and keys exposed to shearing strain.

The area in square inches required to resist a given

strain in pounds should be 0.00016 of the strain.

A few examples illustrating the application of the

rules are added

:

1. What is the proper thickness for a cylinder 6

inches in diameter, the boiler pressure being 105 lbs.

per square inch ?

d = 0.0001 X 6 X (105 -fl 5) + 0.15 X \/Q— 0.439,

or about seven sixteenths of an inch.

2. Find the diameter for a steel piston-rod suitable

for a cylinder whose diameter is 60 inches, the boiler

pressure being 25 lbs. per square inch, and the length

of the rod 40 inches.

40 X \/'2o+\b =252. Assume the proper diame-
ter to be 4 inches, then the ratio of length to diame-
ter is 10, and, from the table on page 639, the proper
diameter for this ratio is 252 x .0127 = 3.2, so that

the assumed diameter is too large. By one or two
similar trials in the table, it is found that the proper
diameter corresponds to a ratio of about 12, making
its value 252 x 0.0129 = 3.25 inches.

3. What is the proper working pressure for a
wrought-iron connecting-rod 3+ inches in diameter, its

length being 70 inches, and the diameter of the cylin-

der 24 inches ?

The ratio of length to diameter being 20, the work-
3.5=

0.018.5* X 24'^

sure is 62— 15 = 47 lbs. per square inch.

4. An engine with a stroke of 30 inches develops 250 indicated horse-power.

* *u 1 • • 7 250x0.714 ^ „^ „. ,
for the crank-pin is : « = ^^ = 5.95 ; say 6 inches.

PERPENDICULAR SECTION.

The proper length

30
41
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5 A certain engine has a cylinder 24 inches in diameter, and a crank-pin 5 inches long. The boiler

pressure is 65 Ibsf Hence the proper diameter for the crank-pin is : J = 0.084 x (576 x 80 x 5)i =
5.15; about 5|^ inches.

. „„ „ • , mt.

6. A cast-iron pipe is 6 inches in diameter, and the boiler pressure is 50 lbs. per square mch. Ihe

thickness t = 0.03 x V6 x 65 = 0.57 ; about nine-sixteenths of an inch. R. H. B.

ENGINES SOLAR. The total steam-power of the world has been roughly estimated by statisti-

cians at between 15,000,000 and 16,000,000 horse-power. From the data obtained by Herschel and

Pouillet Capt. Ericsson concludes that if all the heat of the sun falling on a square mile of the

earth's surface could be utilized in the generation of steam, it would furnish a supply for engines of

about 13,000,000 horse-power. Many investigators, desirous of utilizing at least a portion of the

immense supply of power so bounteously placed by nature at their disposal, have turned their atten-

tion to the practical means of realizing their ideas. The most prominent experimenters of modern

times arc Mouchot and Ericsson, who have each arrived at substantially the same practical result.

An interesting account of their investigations was published by L. Simonin in the Eevue dcs Deux

Mondes for 1876, and a translation of his paper may be found in the Iron Acjc for Sept. 14 and 21,

1876. Says M. Simonin

:

„,.,,,, i, . j;

" What is coal ? Fossil carbon. And was not this carbon fixed m plants by the sun s heat, ot

which it is the equivalent ? Under the action of solar radiation the carbonic acid in the atmosphere

is decomposed on contact with plants ; the carbon is fixed in the plant, and the oxygen goes back

into the air to serve for the respiration of animals. Hence, no sun, no vegetation ; no vegetation, no

carbon, no coal. Coal in burning gives up the solar heat which was stored up in it, and therefore

it was that, on seeing a locomotive engine move, Stephenson said :
' It is not the coal that drives

wine as being ' bottled sunshine.'
_ , „ m i . ^ ^i

"When water rises in the shape of vapor, what is it that causes it to ascend? Ihe heat ot the

sun If it comes down as rain, forming torrents and brooks which feed our mill-races and drive our

mill's, what is it that turns the wheel ? The sun, for it was the sun that in the first place raised the

water When the wind blows upon the sails of a windmill, or upon the sails of a ship, what is it that

drives the mill or propels the ship ? The sun, for wind is simply an atmospheric current produced

by the heating of a stratum of air, which being dilated by the sun tends to an equilibrium with strata

of the same density, and hence rises, while a volume of cooler air takes its place. And what are the

tides, the propulsive power of which there is some thought of utilizing, whether directly by means of

water-wheels, or indirectly by compressing air, and so producing a constant supply of force? They

are a portion of the heat of the sun, for the seas are formed by the coming together of all those

torrents and rivers which descend into their common reservoir, the ocean. Then, too, the tides are

the result of the combined attraction of sun and moon upon the earth. Thus we find that the sun is

always and everywhere active.
j i

" It is, therefore, no paradox to regard the sun as the one source of fuel in the future, and as the

reservoir of force to which generations to come will at no distant day have recourse. Hence it is

that savants and great engineers, as Euclid, Archimedes, Hero, Salomon de Cans, Buffon, Saussure,

Belidor, Evans, Herschel, Pouillet, Mouchot, Ericsson, have in every age put to themselves the ques-

tion how it might be possible to take from the sun a part of its heat for the benefit of this poor globe.

The most successful solar boilers hitherto devised have been those constructed by Mouchot and

Ericsson, which are quite similar

in their details. An illustration of

Mouchot's apparatus, as erected in

the courtyard of the library at Tours

and at the Paris Exposition, 1878,

is shown in Fig. 1367. It will be

seen that there is a large mirror,

which is silvered, and has the form

of a truncated cone, the sides of

which are at an angle of 45° to the

axis. The boiler, B, is made of

copper, with double walls, between

which the water and steam spaces

are comprised, and the exterior of

the boiler is blackened. A glass

bell. A, covers the boiler, to pre-

vent the return of heat imparted

to the boiler. The pressure-gauge

is shown at K, the water-gauge at

Z, and the safety-valve at /.
_
The

apparatus is so mounted that it re-

volves 15^ an hour ai'ound an axis

parallel to that of the earth, thus

following the apparent daily motion

of the sun ; and it also inclines grad-

ually so as to change the position of its axis with the change in the sun's declination. The dimen-

sions {Emjinecring, Dec. 31, 1875) are as follows: Diameter of mirror at top, 112.3 inches; at_ bot-

tom 39.3 inches ; area of mirror, 45 square feet. The two envelopes of the boiler are respectively
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31.5 and 19. 7 inches high, and 1 1 and 8.Y inches in diameter ; water space, about 4.4 imperial gallons.

The glass bell is 15.8 inches in diameter, 33.5 inches high, and 0.2 inch tliick. With this apparatus,

under favorable circumstances, 11 lbs. of water have been evaporated per hour, from a temperature

of 68° F., and at a pressure of about Y5 lbs. per square inch. Such an apparatus does not, of course,

completely solve the problem of the successful application of the solar heat to driving an engine,

since it does not provide for periods in which the rays of the sun are not available. There have
been many plans proposed for storing up the heat received from the sun, to be used at night and on
cloudy days. M. Simonin suggests that it will only be necessary to heat good conductors, such as

porous stones, in the solar boiler, and then store them away. He says

:

" Straw, sawdust, wool, feathers, confined air, are insulating substances which retain heat. We
might surround with a double envelope of this kind the reservoir holding the sun-heated stones, and
in this way we might have our store of solar heat, as now we have our store of ice. It is one prob-

lem whether we have to retain cold or to retain heat. Now, ice keeps very well even when stored in

the hold of a vessel ; a little sawdust and careful stowage do the whole work. The same means will

serve in storing solar heat, and, if need be, shipping it to a distance. We have barely outlined the

idea, but certain we are that at the proper time the scientific man will appear who shall discover a

practical method of doing this."

G. A. Bergh has proposed to use the solar heat in liquefying carbonic acid, and thus storing up
the work of a solar engine for future iise. A translation of his remarks, first published in Poggcn-

dorff^s Annalcn for 1873, is given in Van Nostrand's Eclectic Engineering J/aya^^te, February, 1874.

The possible solutions of the problem are by no means exhausted, and the subject offers a vast field

for the labors of inventors, and a rich reward to him who is successful.

A paper on " Cooking by Solar Heat," by W. Adams, interesting in this connection, appears in

the Scientific American, xxxviii., 376. The writer, in Bombay, India, used a combination of flat

mirrors, of common sheet glass, silvered, fixed in rectangular frames so as to concentrate the solar

rays to a focus at a distance of 20 feet. The focus was about 2 feet in diameter. With 72 pieces

of silvered sheet glass, each 15 by lOJ- inches, at midday, in the month of Hay, a focus was formed
at a distance of 20 feet, of a temperature above 1088" F. Every kind of wood placed in this focus

was instantly ignited, without being, as in Buffon's experiment, previously smeared with tar and
shreds of wool. A solid cylinder of water, 1 8 by 8 inches, contained in a vertical copper vessel pro-

vided with a steam-pipe, was then placed in the focus, and it boiled in exactly 20 minutes. The
ebullition was exceedingly violent. Another experiment was made with 198 glasses, each 15 by 10^
inches, fixed in 10 rectangular frames. A copper boiler containing 9 gallons of cold water was
placed in the focus, and began to boil in exactly 30 minutes. It was allowed to boil for exactly 1

hour, when 3 J gallons of water were found to have been evaporated. R. H. B.

ENGINES, STEAM, UOISTING. Hoisting or winding engines may be either stationary, portable,

or semi-portable. Their construction being such as to adapt them to their specific purpose, they are

usually classed as a distinct type of steam-engine, and as such have become the special manufacture
of many well-known builders. Their use is the lifting of heavy weights. Their application to pas-

senger-elevators is discussed under Elevators ; to raising material from mines, under Mine Appli-

ances. The machines here presented are those which may be employed for a variety of uses.

Fig. 1368 represents a differential hoisting engine manufactured by W. D. Andrews of New York.
The hoisting drum has a grooved friction-wheel at each end, one wheel being SO inches and the other

26 inches in diameter. The pinions upon the engine-shaft engaging with these wheels are respec-

tively 4 and 8 inches in diameter. By means of levers which communicate with eccentrics, one of

which is shown in Fig. 1309, either wheel may be brought into or moved out of contact with its

pinion. When the large wheel is in contact, the drum has 1 revolution to 7i revolutions of the en-

gine ; with the small wheel engaged, the revolutions are as 1 to 3^. When a heavy weight is to be
raised, the large wheel is used, and a slow motion is imparted to it ; for a light weight, the small

wheel is used, and the speed is doubled, the engine running at a uniform rate. A brake-lever

operated by the foot is used to cause a brake to bear upon the face of the drum-wheels, and by this

means the load can be lowered or held at any desired point. The same may be done by gi'aduating the

pressure upon the hand-levers. It is claimed that in these machines the power required is less than
when using cogs ; and the unpleasant noise of cogs, as well as danger from their breaking by over-

straining or accident, is entirely avoided. No concussion or jar results from throwing the drum into

or out of gear, either when loaded or light. The following table is based on 50 lbs. steam-pressure

:

Table shoicing Dimensions, Speed, and Loads raised by Steam Hoisting Engines.

POWER OF
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can be easily moved from place to place. Tbc engines have plain slide-valves, worked by an eccen-

tric direct from the main shaft. There are locomotive slides and cross-head of simple construc-

tion. Both engines are supplied with steam from the same boiler, which is fed by a steam-

pump attached to it on one side and an injector on the other. Fig. 1311 shows a section of the

friction-drum used in these machines. The drum is cast in one piece. The large gear is made with

holes or pockets in the side to receive plugs of hard wood, that are fitted in and turned oif to re-

ceive the cone-flange of the drum. The spiral spring between the gear and drum forces the drum
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oif the wood when relieved by the screw and pin at the other end. This can be used separate from

the engine by the application of a belt on the pulley on the lower shaft, for hoisting in warehouses,

storcs,°coal yards, or in any place where there can be power attached The friction-gearing serves

1370. 1371.

as a brake in lowering fast or slow,

at the option of the operator.

Fig. 1372 represents a portable

winding engine of Belgian construc-

tion, specially designed for temporary

use at the shafts of mines, where the

regular winding machinery has broken

down, or for use in raising pump-
gears, etc., at shafts not fitted with

fixed hoisting gear. It is propor-

tioned for raising a load of 1| ton

from a depth of 1,650 to 1,950 feet,

the rope used being 0.8 inch in diameter, and weighing 4 lbs. per yard. The apparatus consists of

a pair of wrought-iron frames of I section, mounted on iron wheels adapted for traveling on ordinary

roads. On the top of the frames just mentioned are mounted a pair of cast-iron frames carrying

the engines and winding gear. The engine cylinders, which are 7iV inches in diameter, with ll^f

inches stroke, are fixed to the outer sides of the cast-iron frames, as shown on the plan, the con-

necting-rods taking hold of cranks at the end of the shaft C. On this shaft is a pinion ff, which

gears into a spur-wheel J, on a second shaft D placed directly above the crank-shaft. This second

shaft D also carries a pinion K, which gears into the spur-wheel L bolted to the rope-drum M. This

drum M is 4 feet 7i inches in diameter and 1 foot 7ii inches long, and it can be divided into two by
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a movable division ring, when it is desired to employ two ropes. The total ratio of the gearing is

18 : 1, the encine making 18 revolutions to one of the drum.

ENGINES,"steam, MARINE. I. The American River-Boat Engine.—The beam-engine with

wooden gallows-frame is a form of engine peculiar to American pi'actice, found principally in steam-

boats navigating the eastern rivers and sounds, and used to some extent in coasting steamers and
The modifications made in its construction of late years have been veryboats on the great lakes

18T3.

Scale.—f inch = 1 foot.

small. The various parts and general construction of the engine are fully shown in the following

illustrations.

Fig. 1373 is a side elevation of the engine. Fig. 1374 is an end elevation exhibiting the steam-chests,

the cylinder, and the parallel motion. Fig. 1375 is a vertical section of the steam-cylinder, the con-

denser, the bed-plate, and the air-pumps. Fig. 1377 is a plan of the bed-plate, showing the passage

connecting the condenser with the air-pump, and the opening by which the foot-valve is introduced

to its place. Fig. 1378 is a transverse section of the steam-chests, showing the arrangement of the

balance-valves. Fig. 1379 is a plan of the steam-chest, and of the cylinder with the lid removed.

Figs. 1380 and 1381 are views of the traverse-shaft for working the valve-lifters. Figs. 1382 and

1383 are face and edge views of the crank, showing the method of binding it by a wrought-iron

strap. Figs. 1384 and 1385 are front and side views of the connecting-rod, showing the method of

bracing it by wrought-iron rods. Figs. 1386, 1387, 13S8, and 1389 are elevations and plans of the

crank-shaft and main centre pedestals, showing the attachments for securing the blocks to the

framing.

The following are the literal references : A is the principal frame, which supports the main cen-

tres of the beam, and also the bearings of the crank-shaft. B are the keelsons, a a, the fore and

aft legs of the frame, b, the upright post under the main centre, c, oak-knees, by which the legs

are secured to the keelsons, d, timbers which support the crank-shaft bearings ; the fore and aft

timbers are placed obliquely to strengthen the support, e, the back-stay for further securing the

main centre. C is the steam-cylinder, and C is the cylinder bottom. /, the piston ; the under

side of it, 1, is a solid web, rounded and in one piece with the centre 2 by which it is keyed to the
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rod, and with the circular flange 3 at the circumference, upon which the packing is laid. These

three parts are connected together by stiffening flanges, 4 ; and the whole is covered in by a flat

plate, 5, which holds down the packing, and is bolted to the body of the piston, g, the piston-rod.

Ji h the steam-ports ; the under port is formed in the cylinder bottom, which, it will be observed, is

hollowed out to the form of the under side of the piston, i, the clutch and cross-head, keyed to the

upper end of the piston-rod. k, the links connecting the cross-head to the working-beam. D are

the steam-chambers, in which are placed the valves for regulating the motion of the steam into and

out of the cylinder. / I, the chambers whence the steam is admitted to the cylinder, ni m, the

chambers into which the steam is discharged from the cylinder, n n, pipes connecting the upper

and under chambers, bolted fast to upper chambers, but connected to the under chambers by expan-

sion Joints, o, the steam-valves, and p, the exhaust-valves, fixed

in pairs on the spindles, and denominated equilibrium or balance-

valves, g r, the valve-spindles, having their lower ends guided

in inverted caps, introduced through the under sides of the steam-

chests ; their upper ends pass through stuffing-boxes, and are

connected on the outside to the brackets on the lifting-rods, s,

the steam-pipe from the boiler, furnished with two valves : one

of them, c", is the throttle-valve; the other, d", is the cut-off

valve ; the latter is worked by a cam fixed on the crank-shaft,

which works the lever e", the fulcrum of which is fixed on the

1376.

1374. 1375.

Scale.—IJ inch — 1 foot.

timbers of the crank-shaft bearings, this lever working the lever on the valve-spindle by means of

the rod /", the traverse-shaft and levers ^r", and the rod h". f, the exhaust-passage,_connected_to

the passage i' in the condenser, u ti, the steam-passages to the cylinder, v v. the lifting-rods, with

brackets, 1 1, 2 2, fixed on them, and connected at the extremities to the valve-spindles, on which
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they are adjusted by nuts ; 3 3, the lifting faces, w^ the traverse-shaft : 1, the lifting-frame ; 2, the

lifters ; 3, the eccentric-rod lever. (See Figs. 1380 and 1381.)

The operation of the balance-valves and their peculiar advantages arc as follows : Referring to

Pi"-. 1378, it will be observed that the valves are arranged in pairs, keyed on distinct spindles, and

that each pair, therefore, is moved as one valve ; further, the valves in each pair are of unequal

diameters, the upper valves o, on the steam side, being larger than the under valves, and, on

the contrary, the under valves p, on the exhaust side, larger than the upper ones. And here

the peculiar and elegant adjustment is shown. The common puppet-valve sustains the full pres-

sure of the steam on its e.xterior surface, which must therefore be overcome before the valve

can be opened ; but in the balance-valve the steam pressure is made to balance itself (hence the

name) as it enters the steam-port from both above and below. The upper valve in each pair on

the steam side is larger than the under by as much as will afford, by the difference of pressures

upon them, sufficient force, in conjunction with the weight of the valves, to shut them steam-tight

in their seats. Vice versa, the undei- valve in each pair on the exhaust side is the larger of the

two, so that, by the resulting tendency of the pressure of the steam from wi/hhi, when entering

the cylinder through the steam-valve, the exhaust-valve may be kept shut when required. Thus,

it is clear that by regulating the relative diameters of the valves in each pair, the absolute dif-

ference of the areas of surface of each exposed to the steam-pressure may also be regulated, and

consequently also the amount of pressure effective in shutting them. In the present instance,

the valves are 10 inches and 9 inches respectively in diameter ; therefore, the steam-pressure

effectively exerted in shutting them is that due to a surface equal to the difference of these

areas, or to 15.2 square inches. Let the steam-pressure be 50 lbs. on the inch, then the acting

pressure will amount to 15.2 x 50 = 760 lbs., or, the weight of the valves being added, say 840 lbs.

This will, indeed, appear little when it is considered what a common puppet-valve would require. If

the puppet-valve were 11 inches in diameter, it would be subject to a pressure of 4,750 lbs. The

slides also, such as are used in British engines, weigh 3,920 lbs., without the friction of the faces

13S6.

A^A
1339.
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cast hollow, and has its lower edges, where it rests on the air-pump, filed true, so as to fit and form

a "-ood joint. This serves a twofold purpose, namely, as the air-pump lid and the delivery valve.

Its action is simple and ingenious ; for when the bucket arrives at a certain height, the lid is raised

and'the water flows out all around, thus discharging more effectually and rapidly than by the com-
the hot-

aste-pipc.

om the

mon valve, and requiring little or no power to discharge, having only the lids to raise,

well made' of copper, and riveted to the air-pump by means of a vertical flange, r', the was

s' the feed-pipe, i', the pipe for drawing olf the water from the hot-well, w', the rod fr

beam, which drives the air-pump rod. v', the guide for the cross-head of the air-pump rod, stayed to

the principal frame by means of the bracket ?«'. 31 is the feed-pump, x', the pump-rod, moving

in the guides t/' i/', driven from the beam by the rod z'. M is the bilge-pump. N is the bed-plate.

i", the foot-valve.

The following are the principal dimensions of an engine of this class built for the steamer

Osceola: Diameter of cylinder, 31 inches; length of stroke, 11 feet; length of beam, 17 feet 9

inches; length of connecting-rod, 21 feet 1 inch ; length of links, 7 feet 6 inches; height of beam

from keelson, 31 feet; width between guides of piston-rod, 3 feet 6i- inches; diameter of paddle-

wheel, 28 feet ; number of strokes per minute, 24 ; velocity of piston in feet per minute, 528.

Fig. 1390 represents the beam-engine of the steamboat New World, a remarkably fine vessel

which°some years since plied between Albany and New York on the Hudson Kiver. She was de-

1390.

iMnMiiflMJiimi^^
stroyed by fire. Her average running speed between the points named, a distance of 146 miles,

was 9 hours. Thirteen landings were made, which involved a loss of time of at least 5 minutes

each, leaving 7 hours and 55 minutes as the average running time, or about 18| miles per hour.

This speed was often exceeded for short periods, the rate of 20 miles per hour being frequently

attained. The dimensions of the New World were : Length, 375 feet ; breadth, 36 feet ;
breadth

over guards, 69 feet ; depth of hold, 10 feet 6 inches. She was constructed of wood.

The cylinder of this engine was 76 inches in diameter. The valves were of the type already de-

scribed. The valve-gearing was the Stevens cut-off, a device now commonly used, which may be
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described as follows : There are four lifter-rods, which are turned bars of wrought-iron, placed in

front of the steam-chests. They are made to move vertically up and down through guides which are

cast or bolted to the chests and side-pipes. On the lifter-rods are keyed eight projecting arms,

called lifters. Four of these embrace the extremities of the valve-spindles, which are screwed and

provided with double jam-nuts. The spindles pass quite loosely through the ends of the lifters, and

the jam-nuts are adjusted so as not to bind them : there is thus an allowance made for any slight

lateral motion which inaccuracy of adjustment or wear of guides may render requisite. The four

remaining lifters are likewise keyed upon the rods, and they are placed directly over the levers on

the rock-shafts, from which they receive their motion. There are two rock-shafts, one for the steam

and one for the exhaust valves, and they are worked by separate eccentrics. On the shafts there are

four levers, by which the lifters and rods are raised, and they are curved on their working faces, so

that their action is rendered perfectly smooth and noiseless. By the reciprocating or rocking

motion of the shafts, the lifter-rods, and with them the valves, are alternately raised and lowered.

The exhaust-valve levers are of a length just sufficient to give the requisite amount of lift and lead,

and they are so adjusted on their rock-shaft that the moment one rod is fairly down the raising of

the other commences. The steam-levers are considerably longer, and are placed upon their rock-

shaft in a position inclined to one another, so that an interval, longer or shorter, occurs between the

fallin"- of one rod and the rising of the other. During this interval both valves are down, and the

steam^is of course shut off from the piston. This apparatus then constitutes the expansive or cut-

off gearing, and it may be varied at pleasure by simultaneously adjusting the respective positions of

the eccentric on the paddle-shaft, of the two levers on the rock-shaft, and of the pin in the eccentric-

lever. This latter has a slot in it, in which the pin travels, so that it can be moved to or from the

shaft, and fixed as required. By advancing the eccentric, and lowering the extremities of the levers,

the steam will be earlier cut off, and vice versa. The amount of lift may be regulated by moving the

eccentric-pin. The movement of the rock-shaft in the interval during which the valves are down is

very considerable, especially in a high expansion, and this, added to the additional amount of move-

ment by which the valves are lifted the requisite height, makes the total angular motion of the rock-

shaft very great, and therefore an eccentric of corresponding throw is required. Another variety of

gear in frequent use has but one rock-shaft and eccentric, with but two lifter-rods. The exhaust-

lifters and their action are preciselv the same as in the gear already described. The steam-lifters,

which are like the others keyed to the rod, have spring catches fitted at their extremities, which lock

into the valve-spindles when down, and which are released at the proper time by coming in contact

either with an adjustable stop or with a reciprocating arm, moved by the engine.
_
The valves then

fall by their own weight. To prevent damage arising from the concussion, a contrivance called the

dash-pot is made use of : this consists of a small cylinder containing water, and a piston which fits

it loosely, and is attached to the valve-stem. The height of the water is so adjusted that the piston

touches or dashes upon it before the valve reaches its seat ; the momentum is thus effectually over-

come, and injury to the surfaces of contact completely prevented. The rock-shaft, lifters, and levers

are of cast-iron, turned and finished bright. The outer supports of the rock-shafts are bolted to the

side-pipes, and the middle support, which is common to both shafts, is fastened to brackets cast on

the cylinder.
, ,r t.

The following abstract of a report by Theron Skeel of the performance of the Mary Powell, one

of the finest day-boats now (1879) running on the North River, is of unusual interest, as presenting

probably the most complete data that have been collected relative to the performances of a vessel of

this type

:

Bimejisions of mdl.—'LcDgth on water-line, 286 feet; length over all, 294 feet; beam at water-

line, 34 feet 3 inches ; beam over all, 64 feet ; depth of hold, 9 feet ; height from mam deck to

promenade deck, 10 feet ; height from promenade deck to upper deck, 8 feet ;
draught of water, at

mean load of passengers and coal, 6 feet ; midship section (estimated), 200 square feet
;
displace-

ment (estimated), 28,000 cubic feet
;
projected area of surface resisting head wind, 2,000 square feet.

Personnel {exclusive of steward's department).—! captain, 2 engineers, 4 firemen, 4 deck-hands, 2

pilots, 1 clerk, 1 bagcage-master ; total, 15.

Length of trip, 5 hours and return. Average number of passengers, 250. Average fare per mde,

IJ cent.

Eiujine.—Dmmaier of cylinder, 6 feet ; stroke of piston, 12 feet ; diameter of piston-rod, 8 mches
;

diameter of air-pump, 3 feet 4 inches ; stroke of air-pump, 5 feet 2 inches ;
diameter of shaft, 1 foot

3 inches ; diameter of journal, 1 foot 3f inches ; length of journal, 1 foot 5 inches ;
diameter of

crank-pin, 8| inches ; length of crank-pin, 10| inches ; diameter of wheels over tips of buckets, 31

feet ; length of each bucket, 10 feet 6 inches ; width of each bucket, 1 foot 6 inches ;
number of

buckets to each paddle-wheel, 26
;
greatest immersion of outer edge of bucket at mean draught,

3 feet 6 inches ; displacement of piston per revolution, 676 cubic feet ; of clearance at both ends of

cylinder, 25 cubic feet ; diameter of steam and exhaust-valve openings in steam-chest, 1 foot 2f

inches. ^^ a ^

Boilers {two in number, steel—dimensions o/ racA).—Length over all, 26 feet ; length of cyhndrical

shell, 16 feet 1 inch : length of fire-box, 9 feet; width of fire-box, 11 feet ; diameter of cylindrical

shell, 10 feet; diameter of steam-drum, 5 feet 10 inches; diameter of steam-chimney, 4_ feet 2

inches ; height of steam-drum, 12 feet ; number of furnaces, 2 ; width of furnaces, 4 feet 10 inches
;

length of furnaces, 8 feet ; length of direct flues, 9 feet 1 inch ;
diameter of tubes (external), 4+

inches
;
grate surface (two boilers), 152 square feet ; heating surface, 2,660 square feet

;
superheat-

ing surface, 340 square feet; cross area of lower flues, 23.2 square feet; cross area of tubes, 17.2

square feet ; cross area of steam-chimncv, 25 square feet ; diameter of smoke-stacks (two), 4 feet_6

inches ; height above grate, 68 feet ; number of direct flues and diameter : two flues, 14 inches
;
six

flues, 16 inches ; two flues, 9 inches.
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Results for Three Years.

DETAILS.

Number of observations

Eucning time from Newburgh to New York, or Feturn, minutes
Distance run in above time, miles

Revolutions per round trip from Rondout to New York, and return.

Distance as above
Revolutions per minute from Newburgh to New York, or return . .

.

Speed in miles per hour " " " "
. . .

.

Coal per round trip, gross tons
Coal per revolution, pounds
Slip of wheels per cent, (calculated for centre of paddle)

Revolutions from Newburgh to New York, or return

Revolutions per mile from Newburgh to New York, or return

Revolutions per mile per round trip

1875.

185.5
CO

"96"

'19.3'

23.79

1876.

12
187.5

60
13,100
90
21.3
19.2
22.85
4.57
14.5
4,007
66.8
72.9

1877.

27
182
60

12,190
90

21.77
19.8
24.25
4.37
11.9
3,963
66
67.2

(In making the estimate of running time, the time lost at the landings was deducted.)

Remits for 1877.

Total number of miles run 15,300

Hourlif quantities.

Speed of boat in miles (5,280 feet)

Revolutions of engine

Pounds of coal consumed
" of combustible (ashes 16| per cent.)
" of coal consumed per square foot of grate surface.

.

" of combustible " " "

" of coal
" " of heating surface

.

" of combustible " " "

Tempei'aturcs.

Atmosphere
Hot-well

Feed-water

Chimney gas (Zinc

Pressures (see indicator cards, Fig. 1391).

Steam (pounds per square inch above the atmosphere)

Vacuum (inches of mercury)
Initial pressure (pounds per square inch above zero)

Pressure at cut-off " " "

" at end of stroke (pounds per square inch above zero)

Mean back pressure " " "

Pressure at end of cushion " " "

llean total pressure " " "

" indicated pressure (pounds per square inch)
" net " " " (friction 1.5)

Point of cut-off, fraction of stroke
" where cushion commences, fraction of stroke .'

Power.

Total horse-power

Indicated horse-power

Net "

Pounds of steam used per hour, from indicator diagrams ;

.

19.3

1,306

5,970

4,870
89.3

32.8

2.25

1.88

70°

120°

120°

melts.)

28
25
40

31.2

16.4

5.6

40
29.94

24.34

22.84

0.47

0.8

1,899

1,540

1,446

42,000

Economic performance.—Boiler.

Pounds of water per pound of coal, from 120° 7
" " " " 919'' , . 7.8

" " of combustible, from 120° 8.2

" " " " 212° 9.1

" per square foot of heating surface, per hour 14

Engine.

Pounds of steam per hour, per total horse-power .' 22.1

" " " indicated " 27.3
" " " "net " 28.9

coal " " total " 3.14
" indicated " 3.87

" " "net " 4.13

\

The results of experiments made to determine what proportion of the power of these boats is lost

through the resistance of the air and wind on the decks and cabins show that this loss does not

exceed 10 per cent, of the power applied. That is to say, when running through still air and still
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water, about 90 per cent, of the power is absorbed in overcoming the resistance of the water and 10

per cent, in overcoming the resistance of the air. In this connection it must be remembei-ed that of

the total surface resisting the wind (2,(X)0 square feet), a considerable portion, being the hull of the

boat, the paddle-boxes, and smoke-stacks (at least 800 square feet), is necessary, and could not be

reduced even if the upper decks were left oif.

Amon"' the finest illustrations of recent practice in the construction of side-wheel steamers are

those built for the several routes between New York and the cities of New England, which traverse

1391.

Bottom

GiFn
Long Island Sound. Fig. 1392 exhibits the form of one of these vessels, in comparison with a

steamboat of the same type, but of the form constructed in 1836. The latter vessel was 325 feet

long, 45 feet beam, 80 feet wide over the guards, 16 feet deep, and drew 10 feet of water. The

engine had a steam-cylinder 90 inches in diameter and 12 feet stroke. In the Sound steamers Bristol

and Providence the cylinders are 110 inches in diameter and 12 feet stroke. The engine of the

Rhode Island is capable of developing 2,500 horse-power. The paddle-wheels are 874 feet in diame-

ter and 12 feet in breadth. The weight of the hull is over 1,200 tons, of the machinery 625 tons.

The best speed is 16 knots per hour at 17 revolutions per minute ; average speed, 14 knots. The

coal consumed is about 3 tons per hour, or 2i lbs. per horse-power per hour.

The steamboats on Western rivers have almost invariably horizontal non-condensing engines—an

independent engine for each wheel in the case of side-wheel steamers, and two engines for stern-

wheel boats. The connecting-rod is usually of wood, strapped with iron, and with a length of from

three to four times the stroke. There are two steam- and two exhaust-valves, all single puppet-valves,

worked by the action of cams on long lifting levers, the cams being moved by eccentrics on the shaft.

Boilers with two flues, set in cast-iron fronts and with brick walls, very similar to the setting of

1392.

stationary boilers, are generally used. A description of these engines and boilers is contained in

King's "Lessons and Practical Notes on Steam." A vessel of this class is represented in Fig. 1393.

The largest steamer on the Mississippi is (1879) the Grand Republic. Iler length is 340 feet, beam

56 feet, and depth lOJ feet. The draught of water of this great craft is but o\ feet forward and

4+ feet aft. The two sets of compound engines, 28 and 56 inches in diameter and of 10 feet stroke,

drive wheels 38^ feet in diameter and 18 "feet wide. The boilers are of steel. A similar vessel,

built on the Ohio, has the following dimensions: Length, 225 feet; breadth, 35+ feet; depth, 5 feet;

cylinders, 17| inches in diameter, stroke 6 feet. .

" For a paper on the " Construction of Ameiican River Steamboats," by Theo. Allen, C. E., see

"Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers," 1874.

II. Earlier Forms of Marine Engines.—With few exceptions, vertical engines are used at present

in large ocean steamers, the change having been made a few years after the displacement of the

paddle-wheel by the screw in ocean navigation. The details of the older forms of engines, however,

are not without interest, and some illustrations and descriptions are appended.
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JDlred-acting engines differ from the beam-engine simply in the method of taking the power from

the piston-rod. In the one the head of the piston-rod is connected either directly with the crank, or

by means of a connecting-rod or rods ; in the other, the working-beam or great lever, vibrating on

1893.

its centre, receives at one end the power from the piston-rod through the modifying action of " paral-

lel-motion" rods, or plain slides, and communicates it to the crank-shaft by a connecting-rod at-

tached to its other extremity.

The side-lever engine is a modification of the beam-engine. In our river and coast boats the work-

ing-beam or lever is above the engine, and single ; but in the sea-going steamers two of these beams

1394

are used instead of one, and instead of being above the engine they are brought down to the bottom,

one on each side ; and being connected by a cross-tail, they act as a single beam or lever. Hence is

derived the name from this disposition of the working-beam, the " side-lever engine." Fig. 1394 will
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give an idea of the general appearance of the side-lever engine, in outline. The engines of the Col-

lins line of steamers were of this description, and in fact the side-lever engine was used in the ma-

jority of ocean steamers fitted with paddle-wheels a few years ago.

Passiu"- to the varieties of the direct-acting engine, we find that the attempt to produce engines

1396.

1897. 1898.

more compact and of less weight and bulk has extended the examples of this class of engines into

an almost endless variety of modifications ; scarcely any two are alike. Some engineers regard those

engines only as direct-acting where the piston itself seizes the crank, without the intervention of any

connecting-rods, as in the trunk and oscillating engines.

In the vertical direct-acting engine, the paddle-shaft is directly over the axis of the cylinder ; but

the method has the disadvantage of admitting only a short stroke and a short connecting-rod, and

1400.

1S99.
1401. 1402.

requires that the height of the axis above the bottom of the cylinder should be at least three times

the length of the stroke. Thus one of the extremes, too short a connecting-rod, too short a stroke,

or a paddle-axis too hich above the floor of the vessel, is incurred.

In this country the s'quare engine, the first variety of the vertical engine, has its cylmder immedi-

ately over the axis and cranks, to which motion is communicated from the cross-head of the piston
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1^03.

by means of side-rods, the air-pump beinp; worked by a separate beam connected with the cross-head

by proper links ; but this is equally unsuited to sea-going steamers on account oi" the height of the

cylinder above the paddle-shaft. To obtain the object sought without incurring these evils, many
descriptions of engine have been contrived ; among others the steeple engine, so called, where the pis-

ton-rod is made forked, so as, passing round the shaft, to rise above it to a considerable height, from

which again descends the connecting-rod to the crank. Figs. 1395 to 1400 illustrate the principle.

The top of the piston-rod carries a four-armed cross-head li A, on each end of which stands a pillar

h h ; these four pillars again unite in another quadruple cross-head, sustained upright by a vertical

guide ; and it is from this summit that a connecting-rod descends to the crank K. In Figs. 1398 and

1399, which represent one form of the steeple engine, the piston-rod is seen united to a triangular

frame, from the apex of which the connecting-rod descends to the crank. In Fig. 1400 this frame

is shown to be square, and Fig. 1397 is the side view of both varieties.

Another method of accomplishing the direct connection without encumbering the deck is by the

use of the trunk engine. The axis is placed at the height of half the stroke or more above the

cylinder, and a connecting-rod unites immediately the crank-pin with the centre of the piston. In this

way the connecting-rod, passing through the top of the cylinder, would allow the steam to escape

but for a large trunk or casing with which it is surrounded, and which, passing through an opening

of large area conceived to be steam-tight, rises and falls with the piston to which it is attached. In

Fig. 1401, A A is the cylinder; to its piston is attached a trunk B, which works through a stuffing-

box in the cylinder cover; to the piston the connecting-rod cc is attached. Fig. 1402 represents the

top of the cylinder A A, with its stuffing-box and the trunk.

The Gorgon, Fairbairn, and Maudsley engines are English varieties of direct-acting engines,

but little used in this country ; they deserve a passing notice, as illustrative of the efforts made to

reduce the dimensions of marine engines within the least possible limit. Fig. 1403 represents the

Gorgon engine, in which A is the cylinder, B the piston-rod, C the crank, Z> the condenser, and U
the air-pump. The chief peculiarity of the engine is its parallel motion for keeping the connecting-

rod in vertical line. Fairbairn''s engine, Fig. 1404, has a somewhat similar contrivance. Its arrange-

ment in other respects is obvious from the drawing. Fig. 1405 represents Mauddcy & FieUVs en-

gine, designed for use where long connecting-rods could not be employed. It will be observed that

the rods are connected by a T-plate A, to which is attached the connecting-rod B, which com-
municates with the paddle-wheel

crank. C is the air-pump, worked
by the beam D. The condenser is

at B under the cylinders.

In the oscillating engine the con-

necting-rod is altogether dispensed

with, the piston-rod being attached

directly to the crank ; and because

the piston-rod, from this mode of

attachment, must either be bent

when motion ensues, or the top of

the cylinder must move laterally,

this is provided for by allowing

the cylinder itself to vibrate in a

small arc, effected by casting trun-

nions on to the cylinder near its

middle, as an axis upon which it

oscillates. The general arrange-

ment of the

shown in Fig. 1406
III. ScREW-PROrELLER ENGINES.

—Oscillating engines have been
used to a considerable extent in

ocean steamers, frequently being

geared in screw vessels ; but at

present nearly all merchant steam-

ers have vertical direct-acting en-

gines, with inverted cylinders, while

horizontal direct- or back-acting

engines are more commonly used

in war vessels, so that the machi-

nery can be placed below the water-

__^ line. By far the largest number
of modern marine engines are of

the double-cylinder or compound variety. In this form, the steam, after being used in one cylinder,

is exhausted either into a receiver or directly into one or more other cylinders, and acts in them be-

fore being discliarged into the condenser. It is claimed by many that engines of this form are much
more economical than simple engines (or engines in which the steam is exhausted into the condenser

after acting in one cylinder) ; and in the files of technical journals will be found numerous compari-

sons that have been made in support of this view. There is no doubt that great saving has been

effected in many cases by replacing the older forms of engines by those of the compound variety,

and at the same time increasing the steam-pressure and piston-speed; but it is at least questionable

whether equally favorable results might not have been secured by substituting simple engines, and

oscillating IS
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making the other conditions the same. The matter has never been thoroughly settled by experiment
which would seem to be the most natural method of deciding such a controversy ; but the theory of
the subject has been pretty fully set forth, with considerable experimental data, in the discussion
that has been conducted for several years in the columns of Engineering (which may be called pro-

1404.

1406.

compound) and The Engineer (anti-compound). The compound engine affords one advantage, when
it is desired to use two engines at a high grade of expansion. It will be seen by reference to diagram
7 in the article Crank, that for a pair of simple engines coupled at right angles, the most even dis-

tribution of pressure on the crank is ef-

fected when the cut-off takes place at half
stroke. By the use of a compound engine,
however, with the large and small cylin-

ders connected at right angles, a high
grade of expansion can be used, with an
approximately even distribution of pres-

sure on the crank. Of course, the same
thing can be effected with the simple en-

gine by the use of heavy reciprocating
parts and high piston-speed, or by having
several cylinders ; but in general, the re-

sult can probably be produced more simply
by compounding the engine. Whether any
decided gain results from the use of a very
high grade of expansion is questionable

;

so that the opponents of the compound
engine seem to have some reason for their

opinions. There are some special advan-
tages in the compound engine, besides the
even distribution of pressure already re-

ferred to ; one of the most important being
that the cylinder in which steam of high
pressure is used is not directly exposed to
the refrigerating influence of the conden-
ser. Another practical advantage seems
to be, that while with a simple engine the
engineer frequently finds it easier to lower
the initial pressure and increase the period of admission, thus rendering the engine less economi-
cal than if it were worked at the proper steam-pressure and cut-off, with the compound engine
the pressure cannot be lowered except at the expense of the power produced. This point was
referred to by Mr. Bramwell in a valuable paper on marine engines, published in the "Trans-
actions of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers," 1872; and it is more fully discussed in an
article by C. E. Emery on " Compound and Non-compoimd Engines, Steam-Jaekets, etc.," pub-
lished in the "Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers " for February, ISYS. The
last paper referred to contains records of experiments with compound and simple engines, which^

42
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with other experiments by the same engineer published in a pamphlet entitled " Report of the Trial

of the Steam Machinery of the United States Revenue Steamer Gallatin," etc., constitute the prin-

cipal comparative experiments relating to this subject that have been published. Although these

experiments are hardly thorough enough to settle the question definitely— being made with engines

of only moderate size, most of the trials being of very limited duration, and the conditions not being

such as to make them strictly comparative—they are of exceeding interest and value. A summary

of the experiments is given in the following table and in that on page 659.

Principal Dimensions of Engi^ies.

DETAILS.

Number of cylinders

Diameter of cylinders, inches

Length of stroke, inches

Area of cylinder ports, square Inches

Clearance in per cent, of piston displacement

Rush.

24 and 38
27

31.5 and 64.1
7.89 and 5. 85

Bache.

2

16 and 25
24

13.5 and 27
4.S6 and 4.05

Gallatin.
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Summary of Experiments with Engines of the United States Revenue Steamers Hush, Bache, Gal-

latin, Dexter, and Dallas, 18^74, 1875.

b
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stroke. The valves are balanced by pistons, as shown. The surface-condenser contains 2,380 tinned

brass tubes, each having a diameter of three-fourths of an inch and a length of 13f feet, thus giv-

ing 6,425 square feet of condensing surface. There are two single-acting air-pumps, each 24 inches

in diameter and 24 inches stroke ; also two double-acting circulating pumps, each 14^ by 24 inches.

140T.

The air and circulating pumps are worked by independent engines. We give in a full-page engrav-

ing a perspective view of the engines, quite similar in design, of the City of Savannah.

The engines of the United States revenue steamer Rush are illustrated in the accompanying

figures. Fig. 1408 is an elevation ; Figs. 1409 and 1410, sectional views of the cylinders
;
Fig. 1411,

vertical cross-section of one of the pistons ; Fig. 1412, different views of the auxiliary starting-

valve; Figs. 1413 to 1416, air, feed, and bilge pumps; and Figs. 141'7 and 1418, surface-con-

denser. The following are the principal dimensions: Hull—Length over all, 140 feet; length

between perpendiculars at water-line, 129 feet 6 inches ; breadth of beam, 23 feet ; depth of hold, 10

feet; load draught of water aft, 8 feet 10 inches ; displacement to load line, 3*70 tons. Engines—

Diameter of high-pressure cylinder, 24 inches ; diameter of low-pressure cylinder, 38 inches ;
stroke

of pistons, 27 inches ; diameter of air-pump, 19 inches ; number of tubes in condenser, 781 ;
diam-

eter of tubes, 0.625 inch ; length of tubes, 7 feet; condensing surface, 895 square feet.
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rV. Sea-going Steamers.—One of the finest examples of American practice in the construction of

sea-i^oing steamers is found in the City of Peking, built for the Pacific Mail Company. The hull is

1412.

1411.

423 feet long, of 48 feet beam, and 38| feet deep. Accommodations are furnished for 150 cabin

and 1,800 steerage passengers, and the coal-bunkers stow 1,500 tons of coal. The iron plates of

1416.

1413 1414.

TT-"'-"iM

^^ [^rjL^Ici5)_^T ^
which the sides and bottom are made are from |^ to one inch in thickness. The weight of iron used

in construction was about 5,500,000 pounds. The machinery weighs nearly 2,000,000 pounds, with

141T. 1418.

spare gear and accessory apparatus. The engines are compound, with two steam-cylinders of 51

inches and two of 88 inches diameter, and a stroke of piston of 4^ feet. The condensing water is sent
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throu"-h the surface-condensers by circulating pumps driven by their own engines. Ten boilers fur-

nish s'team to these engines, each having a diameter of 13 feet, a length of 13i feet, and a thickness

of shell of thirteen-sixteenths of an inch. Each has three furnaces, and contains 204 tubes ot

an outside diameter of 3^ inches. All together, they have 520 square feet of grate surface and

17 000 square feet of heating surface. The area of cooling surface in the condensers is 10,000

square feet. The machinery is proportioned to develop 4,000 horse-power at 55 revolutions per

minute with steam of 60 lbs. pressure, expanding down to 10 lbs. before being exhausted into the

condenser. The screw is four-bladed, 20^ feet in diameter, and has a pitch of 30 feet. This

1419.

steamer has made 15.8 knots per hour, equal to 19 statute miles, and bums from 40 to 80 tons of

coal per day, according to the speed and the state of the weather.
•, , .„^ / v.- u

The largest vessel of any class yet constructed is the Great Eastern, Figs. 1419 and 1420 (which

engravings, together with others of vessels here given, are extracted from Thurston's 'Growth of the

Steam-Engine,^' New York, 1878), begun in 1854 and completed in 1859, by J. Scott Russell, on the

1420.

Thames, England. This ship is 680 feet long, 83 feet wide, 58 feet deep, 28 feet draught, and of

24 000 tons measurement. There are four paddle- and four screw-engines, the former having steam-

cylinders 74 inches in diameter, with 14 feet stroke, the latter 84 inches in diameter and 4 teet

stroke. The paddle-wheels are 56 feet in diameter, the screw 24 feet. The steam-boilers supplying

the paddle-engines have 44,000 square feet (more than an acre) of heating surface. The boilers

supplying the screw-engines are still larger. At 30 feet draught, this great vessel displaces 27,000

tons. The engines were designed to develop 10,000 horse-power, driving the ship at the rate ot Ib^

statute miles an hour.

Details of modern iron-clad war-vessels will be found imder Aemor.
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The most successful steam sea-going vessels in general use are the screw steamers of the Transat-

lantic lines. These, as will be seen from the following tables, are from 350 to 450 feet in length,

and are generally propelled at from 12 to 15 knots per hour by engines of from 3,000 to 4,000

1421.

horse-power, consuming from 70 to 100 tons of coal per day, and crossing the Atlantic in from 8 to

10 days. One of the largest of these vessels is represented in Fig. 1421.

Steam-Launch, Yacht, and Tug-Boat Engines.—Brotherhood and Hardinghani's Tliree- Cylinder

Engine, represented in Fig. 1422, has been successfully applied in a number of instances to small

steam-yachts. It is also said to be well adapted to driving circulating-pumps for surface-condensers.

The engine is thus described in Engineering for October 3, 1873 :
" Three cylinders are arranged at

1422.

angles of 1 20° with each other, around a central chamber, with which they communicate, the whole

being cast in one piece. Each cylinder has its own piston and connecting-rod, the three rods taking

on to one common crank. The crank-pin, after passing through the connecting-rod eyes, is pro-

longed, and fits into a hole in a rotary slide-valve, which it thus actuates. The valve has a steam

and an exhaust port, which are alternately placed in communication with the passage belonging to
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each cylinder. In working this engine, steam is admitted to the central chamber, and exerts an

equal pressure on the inner sides of the three pistons. Thus far the machine would be mi equilihrio.

But steam now passes through the slide-valve to the outer side of one piston, thus throwing that

piston into equilibrium, but the three pistons collectively out of equilibrium. A rotary motion of

the crank and slide-valve ensues, and the other pistons are alternately operated upon in a similar

manner, the constant effective area for pressure being a piston and a half."

WUImi's Three- Cylinder Engine.—This engine has been fitted to several fast steam-launches in

the British navy, and under circumstances of actual trial has achieved notably successful results.

Its construction, so arranged that it can be worked compound or non-compound at pleasure, is repre-

sented in Fio-. 1423. When working compound, one cylinder of course acts as the high-pressure and

the other two conjointly as the low-pressure cylinders. Referring to A and B, it will be seen that

in the chamber above the valve-cylinders there is fitted a long cupped slide-valve movable by a rod

and hand-lever, one end of this valve being furnished with a projection which, when the valve is put

into the position shown in C, comes into contact with and opens an ordinary mitre-valve fitted to a

hole in the partition which divides the chamber into two parts. When the valves are in the position

shown in A, the steam is admitted from the boiler to the left-hand compartment of the chamber

only, and it can thus gain access to but one of the valve-cylinders, namely, that on the left. When
the engine is in the gear shown, the left-hand valve controls the admission of steam to and its release

1423.

from the middle cylinder, and in A this cylinder is represented just taking steam, the piston being

at the top of its stroke. On its discharge from the middle cylinder the steam first passes into the

space surrounding the left-hand valve-cylinder (which space acts as a receiver), and then up through

the port on the left, shown in A to be uncovered by the slide-valve already mentioned. In this way

the steam reaches the top chamber, and from this chamber it is admitted to the two other valve-

cylinders, and distributed by their valves as if it were live steam from the boiler. Finally, after

acting on the two low-pressure cylinders, it is discharged into the space between the centre and right-

hand valve-cylinders, with which space the exhaust-pipe communicates. When working as a simple

engine, the slide-valve is pushed over into the position shown in (7, in which position it covers both

the ports in the bottom of the chamber in which it works, and places the space between the left-

hand and centre valve-cylinders in free communication with that between the centre and right-hand

valve-cylinders, and hence also with the exhaust-pipe. At the same time the movement of the slide-

valve into the position shown in C opens the mitre-valve already referred to, and admits live steam

into both compartments of the top chamber, and thus each valve-cylinder takes its supply of steam

direct from the boiler. It will be seen from an examination of the arrangement that when com-

pounded the engine can be run in one direction only, but when working non-compound it can of

course be reversed by the cone-valve at the side. A launch 40 feet long, with 9 feet beam and a

draught of 3 feet 6 inches, has been driven at a speed of 7i knots by one of these engines, with a

consumption of 36 lbs. of coal per hour. The indicated power required to drive the boat at the 7^

knot speed was not ascertained, but a speed of 8| knots was obtained with the same boat with power

of 40-borse indicated. For reports of trial of this engine in steam-launches, see Engineering, xxv., 407.
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Hiqli-Pressure Tugboat Engine.—Yig. 1424 represents a single-cylinder, high-pressure, surface-con-

densin'^ endne built by Messrs. William Cramp & Sons of Philadelphia, for tugboat use. As shown

in the on"-i^ving, the point of cut-ofE is controlled by altering the stroke of the expansion-valve. It

will be seen that' the lower end of the expansion-valve spindle terminates in a cross-head working in

o-uides On the side of the cross-head is a pin on which is placed a link which descends as far as an

oscillatin"- segmental arm attached at one end to one of the main pillars forming the framing of the

eno-ine To this arm, which is graduated, is attached the upper end of the link, to which motion is

given bv a crank on the main shaft, as shown. The lower end of the link, descending from the

cross-head of the expansion-valve spindle, slides upon the graduated arm, and may be locked in any

desired position by means of the screw and handle shown ; and by sliding it to and fro, any desired

decree of expansion may be obtained. The reversing gear consists of a hand-wheel carrying a

pinion on its shaft, which gears into a segment with internal teeth, and throws the lever attached to

the link to and fro. The air-pump is worked in the ordinary way by back-levers connected with the

cross-head, which latter works on a slipper-guide upon the main frame. The diameter of the cyhn-

der is 20 inches and the length of stroke 22 inches. With 59 lbs. initial pressure in the cylmder

and a speed of 100 revolutions per minute, an indicated horse-power of 196 was developed on trial.

1424.

Fig. 1425 represents an engine designed for use in small steam-launches. It has a steam-cylinder

3 inches in diameter, and a stroke of piston of 5 inches, driving a screw 26 inches in diameter and of

3 feet pitch. The maxunum power of the engine is four or five times the nominal power. The
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1425.

boiler is of tlie type usually adopted in semi-portable engines, and has a heating surface of 75 square

feet. The engine weighs about 150 lbs. per nominal horse-power, and the boilers about 300 lbs.

The table on page 672 gives dimensions of the regular sizes of launches and their machinery as

furnished by the New York Safety Steam-Power Company, the builders of the engine represented

in Fi"-. 1425. Within the last few years the building of

steam-launches for pleasure purposes has become a spe-

cialty, and the object of constructors has been to produce

engines and boilers that combine the elements of power

and strength with a minimum of weight. Single engines

are commonly employed, with their reciprocating parts so

balanced that the engines can be run at a high rate of

speed without jar or noise. Steel is frequently used in

the construction of the boilers, for the purpose of re-

ducing the weight ; and a high pressure of steam being

carried, and the steam being allowed to expand in the

cylinder, the performance of the machinery can be made

quite economical. This is often of importance, since the

size of the coal-bunkers can thus be considerably re-

duced. Steam-launches intended for use in salt water are

often fitted with a simple form of surface condenser,

consisting of a piece of pipe passing around the keel,

into one end of which the exhaust steam is discharged,

the water of condensation being drawn out at the other

end by an air-pump, and thus being saved to be used

again as feed-water. Losses from leakage are supplied

from a reservoir of fresh water, which does not require

to be very large, since the continuous runs of steam-

launches are generally of short duration.

The Scientific American of March 8, 1879, contains a

description of what is said to be the smallest steam-launch

ever built. The hull is modeled after the nautilus pat-

tern of canoe, being intended to carry only one person.

The length of the" boat over all is 14 feet ; width, 28

inches ; draught, forward 6 inches, astern 8 inches. The

weight of the hull is 90 lbs. ; boiler, 80 lbs. ; engine, 25

lbs.; shaft, propeller, pump, etc., 20 lbs. ; total, 215 lbs.

The speed of the boat is about ^ miles an hour in smooth

water, with a steam-pressure of 50 lbs. per square inch, the

fuel consumed per day not exceeding 40 lbs. The boat was

designed and constructed by Mr. J. Davidson of New York.

Tabic showing Dimensions, etc., of Iron Vessels built by the Harlan & Hollingsworth Company, at

Wilmington, Del.
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Table showing Dimensions and Performances of several Paddle-wheel Steamers {Fall River Line).

NAME OF VESSEL.
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Table shoioing Average Passages of Steamships of Atlantic Linesfrom 1850 to IS'?'?.

OUTWARD.

YEAR.
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etc., in the fields Engines eitlier attached directly to the boilers or placed on the same casting, so
that no special foundation is required, form the semi-portable class. Horizontal fire-tube boilers are
generally used for portable engines, and vertical fire-tube boilers for the semi-portable.

Portable Engines.—The immense demand for engines of moderate power, easily managed, and
ready for work when delivered, has been thoroughly appreciated by the engine manufacturers of this
country ; so that, in selecting examples, the ob-

ject is rather to convey an idea of modern prac- 1427.

tice in this branch of engineering than to exhibit

all varieties.

Fig. 1426, the Lane & Bodley portable enffine,

is fairly representative of one great division, viz.,

portable engines with locomotive boilers, plain

slide-valves, and fixed cut-offs, the speed being
regulated by the action of the governor upon the

throttle-valve.

In Whilman & BurreWs portable ey^gine, Fig.

14 2Y, it will be seen that a return tubular boiler

is used. The cut-off of this engine can also be
readily changed when desired.

Portable engines designed with a special view
to economy and lightness have cut-offs that are
adjusted by the action of the governor, and are
designed to be run at a high speed. The cyUn-
ders are usually jacketed also with live steam.
Remarks have frequently been made upon the

absurdity of using animal power to draw a port-

able engine from place to place, since it is power-
ful enough not only to propel itself, but also to haul a threshing machine or the like in addition.
Several self-propelling portables have been put into operation, and have worked very satisfactorily

;

and while this is rather the exception in present practice, many manufacturers are ready to build such
engines when called for.

Fig. 1428 shows the Mills sclf-propellincf engine, with locomotive boiler, jacketed cylinder, balanced
valve, automatic cut-off, and reversing gear.

Fig. 1429 represents an improved form of traction engine or road locomotive built by Messrs.
T._„.

j>
-t^

^ ,
rjij^g

following are the principal dimensions: Weight of engine, com-Aveling & Porter of England.

plete, 5 tons 4 cwt ; steam-cylinder, diameter, '7| inches ; stroke of piston, 10 inches. Revolutions of
crank to one of driving-wheels, 17. Driving-wheels—diameter, 60 inches; breadth of tire, 10
inches

; weight, 450 lbs. each. Boiler—length over all, 8 feet ; diameter of shell, 30 inches ; thick-
ness of shell,

-f,^ inch ; fire-box sheets, outside, thickness, \ inch. Load on driving-wheels, 4 tons
10 cwt. The boiler is of the ordinary locomotive type, and the engine is mounted upon it, as is usual
with portable engines. The driving-pinion on the crank-shaft is made capable of being slipped out
of gear, thus allowing the engine to be kept in motion when the locomotive is at rest, either to pump

^
water into the boiler or to drive as a " portable engine," by a belt which can be carried on the

43
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pulley, 4^ feet in diameter and 5 inches face, which is fitted to act as a fly-wheel. When used as a

portable engine, regulation is effected by means of a fly-ball governor conveniently attached.

The principal feature of this engine is the connection between the gearing and the driving-wheels,

which is effected by the differential gear shown in Fig. 1430. One wheel, A, turns freely on the

driving-axle at B, while the other driving-wheel is keyed fast. The latter is not shown in the cut.

A bevel-gear, C, is bolted on the hub of the wheel A, and a similar gear, D, is keyed to the driving-

axle. Between these revolves a spur-gear, U, which is driven by the engine, and which carries two

small bevel-pinions, F F, the latter engaging both bevel-wheels, C and I), their axles being in the

plane of revolution of the large gear E. An examination of the combination will show that, resist-

ances being equal on both wheels, if the spur-gear F be turned, it will carry with it both driving-

wheels at the same time with equal angular velocities, the effort exerted by the engine being equal

at both wheels at all times. If the engine be turning a corner, however, the greater resistance on

the inside wheel retards that, while the outer wheel necessarily moves more rapidly over its longer

path, and, while the engine still exerts the same force on both wheels, the work done is distributed

unequally between them through the then revolving bevel-pinions, without loss and without either

wheel being necessarily slipped or disengaged.

The following summary of results is taken from a report of tests of this engine, conducted by

rof. R. H. Thurston, at South Orange, N. J., in 1872 (see Journal of the Franklin Institute) : "AProf.

1480.

traction engine may be so constructed as to be easily and rapidly manoeuvred on the common road
;

and an engine weighing over 5 tons may be turned continuously without difficulty on a circle of 18

feet radius, or even on a road but little wider than the length of the engine. A locomotive of 5 tons
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1431.

4 cwt. has been constructed capable of drawing on a good road 23,000 lbs. up a grade of 533 feet
to the mile at the rate of 4 miles per hour ; and one might be constructed to draw more than 63,000
lbs. up a grade of 225 feet to the mile at the rate of 2 miles an hour. It was further shown that
the coefficient of traction, with heavily-laden wagons on a good macadamized road, is not far from
.04. The traction power of the engine was found equal to 20 horses. The weight, exclusive of that
of the engine, that could be drawn on a level road, was 163,452 lbs. ; and the amount of fuel required
was estimated at 500 lbs. per day. The advantages claimed for the traction engine over horse-
draught are : No necessity for a limitation of working hours ; a difference in first cost in favor of
steam ; and in heavy work on a common road, the expense by steam is less than 25 per cent, of the
average cost of horse power, a traction engine capable of doing the work of 25 horses being operated
at as little expense as 6 or 8 horses. The cost of hauhng heavy loads has been estimated at 7 cents
per ton per mile." A detailed description of a traction engine especially suited for light agricultural
work, and built by Messrs. Ransomes, Sims & Head, of Ipswich, England, will be found in Engineer-
ing, xxvi., 450.

The use of an engine on a farm for threshing purposes renders it desirable that the straw, which
is ordinarily of little value, should be used as fuel if possible. This was formerly effected in fur-

naces under stationary boilers, and it is only within a
few years that straw-burning boilers have been used
for portable engines. An interesting account of the
earlier forms of straw-burning furnaces and boilers, and
their development, is contained in the " Proceedings
of the Institution of Civil Engineers," vol. xlviii. Fig.

1431 is a section of Head & SchemioiKs patent straw-
buryiing furnace, which is one of the most successful
forms manufactured in England. The straw is forced
into this furnace by rollers, as shown ; and the follow-

ing statement of the advantages of this arrangement
is given by the manufacturers :

" The theory of the in-

vention is that, by means of a continuous mechanical
feed, the fuel can be
forced into the furnace
in a thin stream in the
form of a fan, and the

fresh fuel is practically

held in suspension for

a short time, allowing

the separate stalks to

become immersed in the

flames, and the long

pieces of straw, reeds,— — —

—

or brushwood to have
the effect of stirring up

the half-burnt material in the furnace, thus keeping the whole in motion, besides permitting a proper
ingress of atmospheric air, which is necessary for the rapid combustion of vegetable matter." Mr.
Head gives, from numerous experiments, the following relation between different kinds of fuel

:

" 1 lb. of good coal

2 lbs. of dry peat
2.25 to 2.3 lbs. of dry wood
2.75 to 3 lbs. of cotton stalks or brushwood
3.25 to 3.75 lbs. of wheaten or barley straw

In Messrs. Clajrton & Shuttleworth's straw-burning furnace the grate is placed in a supplementary fire-

box, and the grate-bars are of such shape that they come close together at the front, forming a wide
dead-plate, and only about one bar in three runs the whole length of the furnace. Experiments
were made with a pattable engine having this furnace by Prof. Radinger (see Engineering for Dec.
14, 1877), and it was found that the consumption of straw per net horse-power per hour was 12.4 lbs.

The Hoadley portable engine, Figs. 1432 to 1435, has been chosen as a good representative of ad-
vanced practice in the United States ; and the straw-burning attachment. Figs. 1432 and 1434, is

specially worthy of notice. A somewhat detailed description of the illustrations is appended. The
boiler is strengthened by a horizontal diaphragm in the steam-space, which is also designed to prevent
priming. There is also a dry pipe in the steam-space. A slight depression in the boiler between the
shaft-bearings allows the engine to be lowered about 2 inches. The smoke-pipe is surrounded by a cas-
ing, which furnishes a cooler surface near the driver's back. A spark-arrester (see Fig. 1432) is fitted

to the smoke-pipe. The central cone shown in the figure deflects the products of combustion, so that
they are discharged with considerable force, in jets, between the cone and the enlarged end of the
smoke-pipe. These jets strike the inclined surface under the conical cover, and are deflected out-
ward and downward. Solid particles go downward to the casing, and on passing near the conical
ring, which is open at both ends, are drawn up through the angular space between'this ring and the
smoke-pipe, to repeat the deflection until caught or worn to dust. The gaseous products of combus-
tion escape in a continuous stream through the central outlet, which is 13 inches in diameter.
There is a small steam-pipe opening into the casing, for blowing out the solid particles from time to
time, after the sparks are extinguished.

The straw-burning apparatus. Figs. 1432 and 1434, consists of six independent series of pipes,

will evaporate 8 lbs. of water in

ordinary tubular boiler."

an
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within the fire-box, at the sides, top, and back. Each set of pipes is the same, as follows : The
lower horizontal pipe, IJ inch in diameter, forms the grate-bar, and is connected to the front fire-

box sheet by a union attachment ; the back end of this pipe is joined to two vertical pipes leading

upward, and to a third pipe which is turned down and provided with a blow-off cock. The other ends

of the first-named pipes connect with two horizontal pipes which unite near the front fire-box sheet,

and are connected to that sheet. Thus these series of pipes form a grate with air-spaces of 2

j

inches, and the spaces of half an inch between the vertical pipes allow sufficient opening for the

passage of flame, but do not permit the straw to go through unconsumed, and thus prevent the

obstruction of the tube with soot, etc. These pipes are also a valuable addition to the most effi-

1433.

,/ e / ,
v f fi <' ^ f F^

cient portion of the heating surface, nearly doubling the heating surface of the fire-box. The straw

is fed into the furnace through a funnel-shaped mouth-piece, having a door hinged at the top,

which is generally left open when feeding, care being taken to keep the funnel stuffed with straw.

There are minute peep-holes for showing the condition of the fire ; and if flame is not seen in the
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1434.

IJlilllilililIMii|

jDayi
furnace, the feeding should be stopped for a while. The ash-pan can be readily removed, to give
access to the pipes. It is flanged around the bottom, so as to hold water for extinguishing the
sparks that fall into it.

1435.

The boiler attachments consist of a safety-valve, of the variety known as pop-valves, similar to
the one shown in Fig. 417, in the article Boilers, Steam; a glass water-gauge ; two gauge-cocks, the
lower one being placed at the proper working level ; steam-gauge ; and whistle.
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1437.

In localities where straw is used as fuel, its value is generally very little
;
but it is still desirable

to use it in an economical apparatus, for the purpose of reducing the weight and size of the boiler,

lessening the labor of firing, and reducing

the consumption of water (which often

has to be hauled from a distance) to a

minimum. In the engine under consid-

eration, the boiler is protected from loss

of heat by radiation, and the engine is

constructed with features which are be-

lieved by the maker to be favorable to

economical working. The cylinder is sur-

rounded by a casing which communicates

directly with the steam-space of the boil-

er. The steam-valve consists of two solid

pistons connected by a stem, and the

valve-chest is surrounded by a steam-

jacket, as shown in Figs. 1433 and 1434.

The valve is moved by an eccentric, which

is connected to a centrifugal governor on

the crank-shaft (see Fig. 1435), in such a

manner that its throw and angular ad-

vance are both varied with a variation in

the position of the governor-arms due to

a change of speed. The effect of this ar-

rangement is to change the point of cut-

off in accordance with a change of resist-

ance, always admitting steam at a pres-

sure nearly equal to that in the boiler, and

preserving the steam-lead constant at all

points of cut-off.

Mr. Hoadley has kindly furnished some
particulars of his experience with this en-

gine in California, when driving threshing

machines. He says :
" The power required

to drive a large, 40-inch separator, with

feed apron and elevator to conduct the

unthreshed grain to the beating cylinder,

threshin'' and cleaning 800 to 1,200 sacks in a summer day (usually about 10 hours actual running

time) say 180 to 270 bushels per hour, varies from 12 to 80 indicated horse-power ;
these variations

bein^' encountered in the same tiield, often in the same stack, on account of irregularity of feeding.

and the mean varying, in different fields and under varying conditions, from little above 12 to little

under 20 horse-power. Occasionally even more power is called for, 30, 40, 45 horse-power—far

more than the boiler could maintain, but exerted by the engine for a few moments
;
and still more
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rarely the long, heavy, tightly-

strained belt, unable to transmit

all the power the engine can sup-

ply and the separator demands, is

thrown off or pulled in two. The
boiler was found capable of sup-

plying all necessary steam, for a

mean of 20 horse-power, at the

rate of 80 lbs. of water per horse-

power per hour = 70 to 75 gallons

per hour. Very heavy threshing,

in good grain, was done with 46 to

60 gallons per hour (temperature
73° F., weight 8^ lbs. per gallon)

;

and this rate of evaporation, yield-

ing 12 to 18 horse-power, was
maintained with great ease, with

most moderate firing. The quan-
tity of straw consumed is really

inconsiderable, being no more, in

general, than one-thirtieth to one-

fiftieth of the whole straw and
chaff ejected from the separator,

cut with the head-
One man finds it easy to do
as well as all the work of

0=1191

the grain bein^

er,

firing

an ' engineer,' and is less tired at

night than when firing with wood."
Below will be found a summary

of the results obtained from a test

of one of these engines, of the
size referred to in the preceding
remarks : Diameter of cylinder, 7^
inches. Stroke of piston, 10 inch-

es. Duration of trial, 2^ hours.

Average revolutions of engine per
minute, 236.7. Average net horse-

power, measured on friction-brake.

of straw burned per houi', 351.6.

of water evaporated per pound of straw, 1.84
Semi-portable Engines, intended for places where light

15.53. Pounds of water evaporated per hour, 648.4 Pounds
Pounds of straw per net horse-power per hour, 22.64. Pounds

power is needed, usually have vertical
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Dimensions of Portable and Semi-portable Engines.

No. DETAILS.

Boiler horizontal or vertical ".

Length or height of boiler, ft

Diameter of shell, in

Length of furnace, in

Width " "

Height " "

Grate surface, sq. ft

Thickness of shell, in
" of crown-sheet, in
" of tube-heads, in

Diameter of stay-bolts, in

Distance between centres of stay-bolts, in

Number of tubes
External diameter of tubes, in

Length of tubes, in

Tube calorimeter, sq. ft

Heating surface in fire-box, sq. ft

Total heating surface, sq. ft

Draught area through ash-pit doors, sq. ft
" " " gi'ate bars, sq. ft
" " " holes in furnace door, sq. in.

.

Cross section of chimney, sq. ft

Ratio of heating to grate surface
" of tube calorimeter to gi-ate surface

Water space, cub. ft

Steam " - "

Diameter of feed-pipe, in
" of blow-off pipe, in
" of steam-pipe, in
" of safety-valve, in
" of exhaust-nozzle, in

Engine horizontal or vertical
" attached to boiler or independent

Arrangement of cut-off

Diameter of cylinder, iu

Length of stroke, in

Area of steam-port, sq. in
" of exhaust-port, sq. in

Clearance in per cent, of piston displacement
Kind of valve •. .

.

Diameter of valve-stem, in

iStroke of valve, in

Diameter of piston-rod, in
" of exhaust-pipe, in
" of feed-pump, iu

Stroke " '• "

Number of fly-wheels

Diameter ' " iu .

.

Face " " in -

Weight " " lbs

Diameter of truck wheels, in

Weight, light, lbs
" with water and coal, lbs

Length, in

Width, in

Height, in

Working pressure, lbs. per sq. in

Eevolutions per minute
Cut-off, from commencement of stroke, in

Effective horse-power

J. C. Hoadley

Company.

Horizontal.
9.125
27
36.5
23
28.875
5.75
.25
.25

.875

.875
4.5
29
2.

bi
.25

.671

28
92

28
108

1.

1.

..545

18.8
.117

11.2
7.5
.75

1

1.5
2

2

Horizontal.
Attached.

Controlled by gov.
7.5

10
3.0.3

4.13
10

Piston.

.625

If'B to 2i|

1.25
2x2

.875
10
2

30 and 48.

9 and 7.

150 each.

42 and 54.

7505
8202
125
72

101
120
240

1.

18
,1

Fitchburg

Steam
Engine Co.

Vertical.

7
36
30 diam.

'30

4.59
.25

.3125

.3125

.75

10
52
2.25

54
1.2

24.5
156

.486

2.43

.55

34
.261

18
n
1

1

1.5
1.5
2

Vertical.

Ind't.

Fixed.
7

7
3.5
3.5
8

Piston.

.5

2.5
1.375
2
1.

8
1

42
8

650

75

5480
6000

84
48
114
60

220
4.

14.

Erie City

Iron Woris.

Horizontal.
11.5
30
88
24
36
6.32
.25

.3125

.375

.875
5.5
22
3
78

.929

80
120

.59

1.07
19

.169

1

1.5
1.5
2

Horizontal.
Attached.
Fixed.
7

10
4
7.625
6.25
Slide.

.151

2.25
1.1675
2
1.125

10
2

30 and 44
8.5andl0.5
120 and 350

44 and 54
6000
6500
144
72
90

'lis

"'io

Baxter.

Vertical.

4.25
82
22 diam.

"23

2.5
.26

.3125

.3125

24
2
18

.429

58

.349

23.2
.172

5.25
5.1
1

.75

.75

Vertical.

Attached.
FLxed.
5

1.75
6.6
Slide.

.625

1

.875
1.5
1
1.5
2

24 and 14
6.5 and 5
4S and 160

3100
3400

42
42
90
70

240
3.

6

tubular boilers, and enuines, either vertical or horizontal, attached to the casting on which the boiler

rests, but not connected to the boiler, except by the steam-pipe. In some instances, however, as in

the case of the Baxter engine, Fig. 1436, and some other varieties, the engine is attached to the

boiler. In the Baxter engine, the cylinder is secured in the steam-space of the boiler. The illustra-

tion of this well-known engine is so complete as to need no further description.

The semi-portable engine manufactured by the New York Safety Steam-Power Company, Fig.

1437, is a good example of the most ordinary variety of this class—an example that has been cop-

ied, with more or less success, by many other builders.

Tlie Eclipse Semi-Portable Engine, Fig. 1438.—The frame or bed comprises the one cylinder-head,

guides for cross-head, and the two bearings for crank-shaft, all in one solid casting, the object being

to prevent the working parts of the engine from getting out of line. The shape of this bed is the

half of a hollow cylinder, except a small portion of one end, which is an entire hollow cylinder,

with its one end closed by the formation of a flange or cylinder-head, to which are bolted the cylin-

der and steam-chest, which is also one solid casting. All the exposed parts of the cylinder are

jacketed to prevent loss of heat by radiation. By this plan of constructing the bed-plate the work-

ing strain is directly through the centre of cylinder and pillow-blocks, thereby making a very strong

engine with little material. The heater is formed by a separate cast-iron pipe bolted near its one

end to the steam-cylinder, and supported at the other end by a bracket over the bed-plate. The
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Dimensions of Portable and Semi-portable Engines {continued).

Whitman &
BurreU.

Horizontal.
8.5

30
30
24
20
5
.25

.3125

.3125

.625
6

15
3

89

.633
10

120
.521

1.77

.417

24
.127

15.125
8.75
1
1

1.25
1.25
1.5

Horizontal.
Attached.

Adjustable.
1

10
3.75
15
9

Slide.

.9375

1.0625
1.5
2

1

48
8.25

820

86 and 48
4800
5560
126
69

108
75

140
5.25
12

Gaar, Scott

& Co.

Horizontal-
8.42

27.5
32
23.5
34
5.29
.25

.3125

.875

.875
5

27
2.5

54
.767

20
85.7

.563

1.85
4
.545

16.2
.145

15.97
7.27
.75

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.125

Sample,

McElroy
& Co.

Horizontal.

Attached.
FLxed.
6.5

13
3
6.5
9.23
SUde.

.875

2.25

Vertical.

5.5
28
25 diatn.

30
3.4

25
.875
.375

.875
9

37
2

36
.661

17.2
69.5

.375

.792

.785
20.4

.194

7.25
5.2
.75

1.5
1.25
1.5
1

New Vork

Safety Steam
Power Co.

1.

2

13'

1

42
8

870

25

40 and 48
5225
6110
127
78
84
60

190
8.

10

Vertical.

Ind't.

Fixed.
5
6

2.5
5
19.5
Slide.

.5625
1.75
.9375

2

1.625
3
1

26
6.5

200

Vertical.

6.25
35
30 diam.

'21

4.9
.3125

.375

.375

.75

9

64
2

48
1.144

19.2
153.1

1.24
2.45
4
.78

31.1
.234

19.53
2.68
.75

1.25
1.25
2

1.5

Lane &
Bod ley.

67

2400
2900
55
36
87

100
400
3.5

Vertical.

Ind't.

Fi-xed.

7

3.125
5
6.86
Slide.

.75

2.5
2.125
5
75
5

1

1

2

1

42
7.5

565

Horizontal.

8.56
28
87
17.75
28.75
4.56
.25

.25

.8125

.75

6.75 X 5.5
30
2.25

49.625
.694

24.3
9c.

1

1.24
1.86
2.2
.327

20.8
.152

17.58
6.67
1

1

2

1.5
.75

Horizontal.

Attached.
Fixed.
7

12
3.62
6.87
9.07
Slide.

.9375
1.875
1.3125
1.8125
.75

12
2

40 & 15.9.375
7.875 & 4.375
345 and 85

8542
4802

77
42
126
45

160
5.25

10

8.3125 and 41
5514
6600
148
79.5
80.5
75

200
4.9
15

Niles Tool

Works.

Vertical.

5
80
25.5diam.

"22

8.48
.25
.3125
.3125

40
2.75

80
1.4

13.9
82.6

.66

1.16

.54

23.4
.402

6.29
3.78
.5

.75
1.25
2.5
1.25

Emory W. Mills.

Horizontal.
Ind't.

Fixed.
5
T
1.25
2

3.86
Slide.

.625

1.25
1

1.5
1.75
1.5
1
24
6.5

238

Horizontal.
9.17

19
16
27.5
27
3
.25

.25

.3125

.75
8.5

81
1.5
66

.801
18
86
1

1.56

.087
28.7

.1

8

4
1

1

1.T5
1.25
1.25

2700
3200
54
84
65.5
60

225
5.25
1

Horizontal.

Attached.
Controlled by gov.

6

6

4.1
11

11.75
Piston.

.5

8.5 max.
1

2
1.625
1

1
30
6

260

89 and 43
4250
4850
129
62.5
86

100
250
4.5
10

Snyder's

Little Giant.

Vertical.

4
10
15 diam.

.917

.8125

.375

32
1.0625
16

14

.122

.458

.105

15.3

"".'962"

.455

.875

.375

.6

.5

.75

Horizontal.
Ind't.

Fixed.
2.75
4.5
.475
.689

.767
Slide.

.5

.625

.875

1
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ENGINES, STEAM, STATIONARY (RECIPROCATING). Under this head are included engines

resting on foundations of brick or stone, to which they are secured by bolts. A stationary steam-

engine, in distinction from a portable or semi-portable engine, is unconnected with the boiler which

furnishes it with steam, with the exception of the steam-pipe connection ; and it is not uncommon,
in the case of large stationary engines, for one manufacturer to furnish the engine and another the

boiler. Such engines may be either condensing or non-condensing, but the majority of stationary

engines used in the United States do not have condensers.

A horizontal engine, with plain slide-valve, the speed being controlled by the action of the governor

on the throttle-valve, probably represents the most common type of stationary engine that has been
and is still used in this country. A good example of this form of engine, as built by Lane &
Bodley, is shown in Figs. 1441 and 1442. At the side of the engine frame, in Fig. 1441, is the feed-

water heater, containing a coil of tubes through which the feed-water circulates, and around which

the exhaust-steam passes before being discharged into the atmosphere. The action of the governor
in such an engine is, of course, to reduce the pressure of the steam admitted into the cylinder, when-
ever the speed of the engine tends to increase in consequence of the reduction of the load ; or, in

other words, to reduce the mean pressure in the cylinder by throttling or wiredrawing the steam.

Where the load on an engine is practically constant, there is no particular objection to this arrange-

ment, if the point of cut-off is so adjusted as to give the most economical result. But when the load

varies greatly, there will obviously be a frequent reduction in the boiler pressure before its admission

into the cylinder, with the consequent objection of subjecting the boiler to a considerable strain,

without the resulting advantages of the high pressure produced. For this reason, many manufac-
turers have designed what are known as automatic cut-off engines, in which the governor controls

the cut-off mechanism, and varies the mean pressure in the cylinder by changing the point of cut-off,

while the initial pressure of the steam is unaltered. As ordinarily constructed, such arrangements
are also more sensitive than the regulation by throttle, so that the variation of speed under varying
load is much less. This is not a necessary distinction between the two methods of regulation, but
it is one that usually obtains in practice. An automatic cut-off engine, also, is usually designed with
greater attention to the distribution of steam, and frequently with many improvements in workman-
ship and minor details ; so that it is almost invariably more economical than an engine regulated by
throttle, under circumstances otherwise similar. It is doubtful if this is necessarily the case ; that

is, whether if the latter form of engine were as carefully designed as the other, it would not be about
as economical. In practice, however, as already remarked, the automatic cut-off engine is generally

superior to its rival, both in regard to its capacity for controlling the speed, and in economical per-

formance. Until a recent period, the engine regulated by throttle possessed the advantages of cheap-
ness and simplicity ; but, with improved methods of construction, it is believed that at present the

difference in first cost is almost the only advantage it can claim.

The best point of cut-off, under given conditions, has not been ascertained with precision ; but for

average conditions, with from 60 to 80 lbs. steam-pressure, it is probably between one-third and one-

half stroke. The cut-off can be shortened considerably without much change in the economy ; but,

of course, the shorter the cut-off, the larger will be the cylinder that is required for a given power

;

and the most economical engine, all things considered, is the one that gives the most power for about
the minimum number of pounds of steam per horse-power per hour. A series of experiments to

determine the best point of cut-off for various sizes of cylinders, and different steam-pressures and
piston-speeds, would be of immense advantage to all who are engaged in the designing and construc-

tion of engines. The most extensive tests ever conducted in relation to this matter were the U. S.

Government expansion experiments, which were undertaken to settle some controverted questions in

regard to the benefits to be derived from expansion. These experiments were never completed so

as to include a high range of steam-pressures and piston-speeds ; but there were several series, under
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certain conditions, that are quite complete. Their results have never before been made public ; but,

by the kindness of Chief Engineer B. F. Isherwood, a summary of results has been made up from the

official records, and is given in the following table and in that on pages 684 and 685. They are

worthy of the careful attention of all who are interested in the subject.

Principal
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Summary of U. S. Expansion
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1444.

posed. The ordinary valve is worked in the usual manner ; but the travel of the suppl
valve may be lengthened or shortened, so as to cut off the steam at any part of the stroke,

common valve, and F the valve-chest. B is the supplementary
valve, which is a solid block with two perforations, which, when
opposite the ports in the cover F, admit steam from the sup-

plementary valve-chest K. The starting-handle is connected
with the shaft r/, upon which a lever is fixed, and so connected
by links with the extremities of the eccentric-rods D and d,

that when one eccentric-gab is in gear with the pin e upon
the valve-lever, the other shall be disengaged. In the figure

the engine is in gear for going ahead, and the reversing eccen-

tric-rod D is disengaged from the ordinary valve, and in gear
with the supplementary valve, by means of a second gab /,
which receives a pin upon the expansion-valve lever G. In
this lever there is a long slot, in which a pin (?, fixed on the
valve-link H, may be moved to a greater or less distance from
the centre of the expansion-valve shaft, by means of a handle
t ; and the effective length of the valve-lever being thus varied,

the travel of the valve receives a corresponding variation. The
expansion-valve thus receives the reversing motion while the

slide-valve is receiving the forward motion.
Fig. 1445 represents the variable expansion gear of Mayer.

It consists of an ordinary valve, with the addition of perfo-

rations through the top and bottom faces, each of which is

covered by a supplementary valve upon the back of the first,

consisting of two solid blocks, into which a valve-rod is screwed,
having a right-handed screw where it penetrates the one block,

and a left-handed screw where it penetrates the other ; so that
the blocks will he set closer or farther apart, according to the
direction in which the rod is turned. The ordinary valve re-

ceives its motion in the usual way, and the expansion-valve is

moved by means of a pin attached to the piston-rod, which
works in a slotted lever, to which the expansion-valve rod is

attached. The motion of the two valves is, therefore, at right

angles, and the expansion-valve is about one-fourth of a revo-

lution in advance of the steam-valve. In Fig. 1445, A is the
steam-valve ; B, the expansion-valve ; T, the valve-rod, with
right- and left-handed screw ; G^, a wheel attached to the valve-

rod, over which a pitch-chain passes, by means of which the
valve-rod is turned, and the blocks are altered so as to give

the requisite amount of expansion ; i>, the valve-shaft, and
C E, the valve-lever ; F, the pin attached to the piston-rod.

In all cases in which the motion of the expansion-valve is the
same as that of the piston, the slide-valve must be provided
with lap.

The general arrangement of Watt's and Phelps's variable
cut-off is represented in Figs. 1446 to 1448. The following
description is from the Scientific American for Jan. 21, 1871

:

" The controlling power of the governor is transmitted through
the connecting-rod A, Fig. 1446, the sector B, the connecting-
rod C, and the toothed sector D, to a cylindrical rack turned
on the sleeve E. The sleeve E is feathered to the shaft F,
and slides longitudinally when acted upon by the parts A, B,
C, and Z), while turning with the shaft F, the rotation of the
latter being accomplished through a system of gearing from
the crank-shaft. The sleeve E also carries two cams, shown
in section in Fig. 1448, at G, which, turning under the toes of
tappet-arms //, Figs. 1446 and 1448, attached to the vertical

stems /, Fig. 1448, of the cut-off valves J, Figs. 1447 and 1448,
raise the valves and let them fall abruptly at the proper point
of cut-off to which they are adjusted. The cut-off valves are
of the 'grid ' variety, and slide on the backs of the principal

ementary
A is the
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valves which latter are actuated in the usual way from an eccentric on the crank-shaft. The sliding

of the' sleeve E on the shaft F causes the cams to let the cut-off valves fall earlier or later in the

stroke according as varying velocity affects the governor. If the belt breaks, or any other derange-

ment of the governor occurs, the travel of the sleeve, being a little more than the length of the cam,

allows the toes of the tappet-arms to drop off the cam on to the shaft, closing the cut-off valve ports

and instantly stopping the engine. In starting the engine, a lever and cam, K, Figs. 1446 and 1448,

is used to raise the cut-off valve and open the port. The motion of the engine then, operating on

the o-overnor, draws the sleeve along so as to bring the cams under the tappets, and thenceforward

the gear works automatically. It will be seen that this gear can be made to cut off from zero to

any part of the stroke desired."
, . j

The principle of Sickels's cut-off is to detach the main valve from the stem at any desired pomt,

and close it by springs or weights. As originally applied to puppet-valves, the valve was detached

from the stem as it was risinc:, and allowed to seat by its own weight, being cushioned m its descent

by a dash-pot containing air or water. In later forms of the cut-off, the valve was detached from the

stem by a slidino- or vibrating arm having motion coincident with that of the piston, so that the cut-

off was effected°at any desired point of '"the stroke. Many other cut-offs have been constructed on

this principle, prominent among which is the Corliss cut-off.

The original form of the Corliss engine, on its introduction, is shown in the full-page illustration.

144T.

,-' Kv

Its chief peculiarities lie in the method of working the valves, and in controlling the valve motion

by the governor, so as to regulate the motion of the engine and use the steam to the best advantage

under all conditions. The valves employed are rotary sliding valves. Their motion is similar to that

of the common plug-cock or faucet, but the form adopted is such that they fill a portion only of the

cylindrical cavities in which they are mounted. The connection of each valve to its spindle or stem

is such that it is free to adapt itself to all conditions. It works freely and yet remains tight, pre-

cisely like an ordinary slide-valve. There are two steam-valves and two exhaust-valves, all worked
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independently, yet by simple mechanism. The exhaust-valves are held open durini^ the whole stroke
ot the piston, but the steam-valves are opened at the proper time and allowed to shut automaticallv
at some point m the early part of the stroke. The precise point at which this shutting of the "^team-

valve occurs, and consequently the volume of steam admitted into the cylinder in any riven strokedepends on the position of the governor-balls, and the speed of the engine is regulated by the varial
tions in the quantity of steam thus admitted.

j' « la-

The invention of the Corliss engine marks an era in steam-engine construction, and the historv of
Its introduction bears a striking analogy to that of the pumping engine invented by Watt. Like

1460.

Watt Mr. Corliss was contented to displace the older forms of engines bv his more perfect device

proprietors of mill|^were unwilhng to render him true accounts of the saving effected. Now that
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1451.

the patent has expired, the Corliss engine, or some modification, has been largely adopted as the
standard design by engine-builders in this country; and it has displaced almost all other styles

abroad. No device for regulating the distribution of the steam in stationary engines has been in-

vented that successfully supersedes the Corliss wrist-motion ; and this attachment, together with
improved construction and increased pis-

ton-speed, has increased the efficiency of
the stationary engine quite as much as 100
per cent.

The action of the Corliss wrist-motion
is plainly illustrated in Fig. 1449, which
shows the valves at one end of the cylin-

der, in the two extreme and middle posi-

tions. The sketch will repay study, show-
ing in an admirable manner the effect of
the peculiar mode of connection. The ex-

ample is from the Corliss engine as built

by Watts, Campbell & Co. ; and Fig. 1450
is from a working drawing of one of their

cylinders, showing valve-motion, and de-
vice for tripping the steam-valves by the
rod connected to the governor. The valve,

"

when tripped, is closed either by weights
or springs, dash-pots being ordinarily used
in connection with weights. Fig. 1451 rep-

resents the main bearing used by Watts,
Campbell & Co. on their engines ; the top

and bottom brasses not being fitted, but having a little play allowed, any adjustment required being
made on the centre brasses, as shown.
One of the finest examples of the Corliss engine ever constructed was the pair of engines built

by Mr. Corliss for use in Machinery Hall at the Centennial Exhibition. These engines are illustrated

in a full-page engraving, and the principal dimensions are appended

:

Diameter of cylinder, inches 40
Stroke of piston, feet 10
Diameter of air-pump, inches 36
Stroke " " '24

Diameter of piston-rod (steel), inches 6.25
Length of beam between centres, feet 25
Depth of beam at centres, feet 9
Weight of beam, lbs 22,000
Length of crank-shaft, feet 12
Diameter of " inches 19

" " " bearings, inches 18
Length " " " " 27
Diameter of fly-wheel at pitch-line, feet 29.7
Pitch of teeth, inches 5.183

Face of fly-wheel, inches 24
Weight of fly-wheel, lbs , 112,000
Number of teeth in fly-wheel 216
Diameter of pinion at pitch-line, feet 9.9

Weight of pinion, lbs 17,000
Revolutions of engines per minute 36
Total revolutions during the Exhibition 2,355,300

These engines were let by Mr. Corliss, during the Exhibition, for $77,000, the Board of Finance
building the boiler-house, making the necessary excavations, and furnishing the fuel—thus bringing
the whole cost up to $142,374. According to a statement made by Mr. Corliss, his expenditures
were in excess of his receipts by $40,788.10.

The Harris- Corliss JEngine.—Fig. 1452 represents a modified form of the Corliss engine largely

used in the United States. Fig. 1453 is a longitudinal section of the cylinder, steam-chest, and ex-

haust-passage, with cross-sections of the valves. At A is shown one «team-port open, and at B the
other steam-port closed ; C is one exhaust open full area of port, and D the other exhaust closed.

It will be noticed in Fig. 1453 that the piston has traveled a very small part of the stroke while the
steam- and exhaust-valves A and C have been opening the full area of their ports. Fig. 1454 shows
the method of packing the valve-stems so as to obviate the use of stufiing-boxes and to cause the

thrust-collar to bear directly against the bonnet E. D is the valve-stem, on which is shrunk the

collar F, which fits in a recess a of the bonnet. The opposing faces are finely scraped so that they
approximate very closely, and are packed by the steam itself acting outward on an area equal to the

section of the valve-stem D. In the hollow space in the bonnet all drip enters, and is carried off by
the pipes G, which extend from bonnet to bonnet. (See " Economy Trials of an Automatic Engine,"
by John W. Hill, M. E., in Van Nostrafid's Engineering Magazine, December, 1877.)

The Whcelock Engine.—An elevation of this engine, and a modification of the Corliss valve-gear

'patented by Jerome Wheelock, are shown in Figs. 1455 and 1456. In this arrangement there
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is only one port in each end of the cylinder, an independent cut-off valve regulating the admission

of steam. The cut-off valve is of such a form as to allow a double admission and cut-off, which is

an arrangement very favorable to the distribution for a given port area. The valves rotate on hard-

ened steel bushings, which are adjustable endwise, and no stuffing-boxes are used.

The Wright Automatic Cut-off Engine is the invention of Mr. William Wright of Newburgh, N. Y.

Fig. 145*7 shows the steam side with the cut-off valve gear, and Fig. 1458 the exhaust side. There

14.5T.

are four gridiron slide-valves, which work vertically in chests cast with the cylinder, two upon

one side of the cylinder being for induction, or cut-off, and two upon the opposite side being for

eduction, or exhaust steam. All valve-motion is derived from a single eccentric, which operates

levers, so arranged as to give a quick movement to valves when opening, and also a very slow

movement when valves are lapped. The location of all these valve- faces close to the bore of the cylin-

der insures the least possible amount of clearances. The steam valve-stems are fastened in yokes,

which have at their lower ends plungers fitted in dash-pots, the same acting as guides ; the yokes are

operated by steel slides fitted through the end of hollow rocker-arms, and which act upon the swing-

ing toes held in the yokes, the said slides having a diagonal slot in which works a feather, this feath-

1458.

er being made on a rod which has a longitudinal movement through the hollow rocker-arm, and to

which the governor is connected. By this longitudinal motion, and through the diagonal feather and

slot, the slide is automatically set, to engage more or less with the swinging toes, and which gives

the valve its proper lift, and liberates upon the chord of the arc. The governor itself stands on a

bracket or shelf, cast on the slide part of the bed-plate, and the governor-rod is connected to a lever,

which is fastened to the governor-shaft. This same shaft carries two forked arms which take hold
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of the small rods running through the hollow rocker-shafts. The rods are enlarged at their other

ends, where they carry the adjustable slides mentioned before. The advantages in this arrangement
of valves and valve-gearing are easy accessibility to each valve, by the simple removal of a bonnet,

and that the whole of the valve-gear and governor connections is outside of the steam-chests, where
any derangement can be at once seen and rectified.

The Greene Engine, manufactured by the Providence Steam-Engine Company, of Providence, R. I.,

1459.

is represented in Figs. 1459, 1460, and 1461. There are four flat slide-valves, one (as shown on the
left of Fig. 1460) at each end on the top to admit the steam, and one (as shown on the right of Fig.

1460) to let out the exhaust. The working of the valve-gear is as follows : The induction-valves

are connected with the rock-lever shafts A, Fig. 1459, by arms B working in slots in the valve-

stems C. Below the rock-levers _D 2) is a sliding bar E, receiving a reciprocating motion from an
eccentric on the main shaft. Behind the sliding bar is a gauge-bar F, Fig. 1461, connected with the
governor, which bar receives an up-and-down motion from a corresponding movement of the governor-
balls. The adjustable tappets G G, Fig. 1461, in the sliding bar, are kept up in contact with the
gauge-bar F, and are made to move up and down in unison with it by the springs HH. As the

1461.

1460.

sliding bar moves in the direction of the arrow, one of the tappets is brought in contact with
the inner face of the toe on the rock-lever, causing it to turn on its axis, thereby opening the
steam-valve at one end of the cylinder, the other tappet meanwhile passing under the other rock-
lever without moving it. The toe and tappet are so beveled that the tappet will be forced down
against the action of this spring until it has passed by the toe, when the spring causes it to fly up to
its original position, ready to open the induction-valve at the opposite end. As a result of this

motion, the two tappets always open the steam-valves at the same period ; but, the tappet moving in

a straight line while the toe describes the arc of a circle, the tappet will pass by, liberating the toe,
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1462.

which is brought back to its original position by a weight /, Fig. 1459, the steam-pressure on the

valve-stem thus closing the valve and cutting off the steam. This liberation will take place sooner

or later according to the elevation of the tappets ; that is, the lower the tappets are the sooner the

toes will be liberated, and vice versa ; and so, by sim-

ply elevating or depressing the gauge-bar F^ Fig. 1461,

the period of closing the valves can be changed while

the period of opening them remains the same. The
adjustment of the gauge-bar is effected by the gov-

ernor, and the steam is cut off sooner or later accord-

ing to the amount of load. The exhaust-valves t/, lug.

1459, which lie in the bottom of the cylinder, are con-

nected at their outer ends by parallel rods if, which

are tied together by a cross-bar on the inside. The
exhaust rock-shaft arm i is a jaw, as shown in Fig.

1459, just under the cylinder. One side of this jaw

comes in contact with a lug M on the cross-bar, and
moves both the exhaust-valves simultaneously, open-

ing one and closing the other. While the exhaust-

eccentric is taking up the lost motion between the sides

of the jaw, the exhaust-valves remain at rest. The
other side of the jaw coming in contact with the cross-

bar, the exhaust-valves receive a reverse motion. The
lug on the cross-bar is so shaped that it receives no
blow from the jaw i, but takes a gradually acceler-

ated motion.

Winter's Cut-off, Fig. 1462.—In this the shaft I)

receives a rotary motion from the eccentric-rod, the

latter being pivoted to a lever between its points of

attachment to the eccentric and shaft D. A cam on

this revolving shaft acts on the lifter i^'to open the valve, through the piece E ; the duration of con-

tact, or the point of cut-off, being regulated by the position of the piece E, which can be adjusted

as shown.
Tlie Brown Engine, Fig. 1463.—The cut-off mechanism in this engine is the invention of Mr. C. H.

Brown of Fitchburg, Mass. Its arrangement is as follows : The cut gear-wheels shown impart a

rotary motion to the shaft A, which operates the governor and communicates rotary motion to the

valve-shaft B. Between these two shafts is a friction device C, which is so constructed as to permit

the shaft B to be operated by hand independently of the shaft A. Upon the shaft B are the eccen-

trics, the ends of the straps of which connect with the horizontal lever E ; and the latter extends

into the square slot in the slide-spindle guide to the catch of the tongue. As the shaft B revolves,

the lever E reciprocates vertically in the said square slot. The valve-stem is attached to the guide

F, and in the slot shown in the latter is pivoted a tongue G. The upper end of this tongue has a

projecting catch upon it, and beneath this catch stands the end of the arm E. The induction-valve

is closed when at the bottom of its travel, and the weight of the valve and stem and the pressure of

the steam (acting on an area equal to the area of the valve-stem) are, combined, always acting to

keep the valve at the bottom of its travel, that is, in its normal position ; and there it remains until

lifted for the admission of steam. The manner of effecting this admission is as follows : The end

of the arm E, acting against the catch on the upper end of the tongue in the slot, lifts the valve and
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holds it open so long as the tongue is not tripped. The instant, however, that the latter action takes

place, the valve, from its weight and the action of the steara upon the area above mentioned, closes,

the movement being cushioned after the valve is completely closed by means of the small dash-pot

shown beneath. By regulating the eccentrics, the valve may be given any desired amount of lead,

and the duration of the period of admission may be varied by tripping the tongue before referred to
;

and this is accomplished by the engine governor in the following manner : The governor communi-

cates with the rod K Upon this rod, and immediately behind the induction-valve spindle-guide F,

1465.

rA-^T?.

P~ 'ii^^^^l -^•r"--L"~' .—?" t' P'^"'—"I ;:.

'
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^ _^

To regulate the

The governor is

is an arm standing vertically, and carrying a pin II standing horizontally. The tongue, which at

one end acts as a catch to the eccentric arm at the other end, protrudes from the back of the slide-

spindle guide, and stands directly beneath the above-mentioned pin ; so that, when the rod E lifts

(through the medium of the tongue-catch) the induction-valve, the latter continues to lift until the

tail of the catch G, coming in contact with the pin H, trips the tongue, and the valve instantly

closes, returning to its normal position. The exhaust-valves lie horizontally, and are operated as

follows : Upon the shaft D are the disks /, which are provided with cam-grooves. The rocker-arm

Scarries a friction-roller extending into the cam-groove, the upper arm i being attached to the

exhaust-valve spindle. To compensate for the circular motion of the arm and the vertical move-

ment of the valve-spindle, the connection between the two is made by the eye of the spindle, contain-

ing a slot, in which is fitted a sliding die to which the pin of the arm is fitted.
""' '-'^- ^'~~

amount of compression, it is merely necessary to adjust the position of the disk.

of the ordinary fly-belt type, and is inclosed in a polished casing.

The Buckeye Automatic Cut-off Engine is represented in elevation in Fig. 1464

section of the cylinder, and Fig. 1465 a shows the construction of the governor used.

Fig. 1465, the main valve is seen to be a hollow box, taking steam on the inside, balanced by the

exclusion of steam-pressure from the back, and driven in the usual way by an eccentric fast on the

shaft. Steam is admitted from the inside of the valve to the cylinder and exhausted into the chest,

the reverse of the ordinary operation. The valves are fitted up under steam at 80 lbs., insuring

freedom from leakage or cutting from distortion caused by expansion under heat or pressure. The

cut-oif mechanism consists of a'light cut-ofiE valve, working on the inner face of the main valve, the

stem passing out through the hollow steel stem of the main valve, and being driven from a loose

eccentric on the shaft with a special motion derived from the compound rock-shaft. This loose

eccentric is controlled by the governor. Fig. 1465 a, which is a shell fast upon the shaft and revolving

with it. In this shell are pivoted two weighted levers, the outer ends of which are linked to the

1465 A,

Fi<T 1465 is a

By reference to

flantre on the elongated sleeve of the loose eccentric. The centrifugal force developed m the wei^ts

throws them outward, and two well-tempered steel coil springs furnish the centripetal force. The

system being coupled is independent of gravity, and it is readily seen that the speed detcrmmes the

position of the weighted arms, which in turn determines the angular advance of the eccentric and the

consequent point of cut-off, the range of which is, we are informed, from zero to nearly three-

quarters of the stroke.
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Fig. 1466 represents an indicator diagram taken from one end of the cylinder of a Buckeye auto-
matic cut-off engine ; and the following data, in relation to the engine from which the diagram was
taken, were furnished by the Buckeye Engine Company

:

Scale of indicator spring, -^; diameter of cylinder, 18 inches; length of stroke, S6 inches; clear-

ance in cylinder and ports at each end of cylinder, 2 per cent, of piston displacement per stroke

;

diameter of piston-rod, 3 inches ; extreme length of cylinder between heads, 44i inches ; length of
steam-port, 17 inches ; width of steam-port, li inch ; revolutions of engine per minute, 98.

Data obtained from the Diagram.—Draw perpendiculars to the atmospheric line a b, at the extrem-
14.7

ities of the diagrams, produce them below this line a distance equal to = 0.37 inch, and draw
40

the perfect vacimm line c d parallel to a b. Next select a point near one end of the diagram, a
little before release, and another point near the other end, a little beyond exhaust closure. In the
diagram under consideration, these points are taken at 0.95 of the forward and return strokes re-

spectively. The length of the diagram is 3.73 inches, so that c n is 0.95 x 3.73 = 3.54 inches, as is

also d i. Erect perpendiculars to cd at the points n and i, and draw also the perpendicular k f
through /, at which point cut-off has apparently occurred. Make c I equal to 0.02 x 3.78 = 0.07
inch, and draw the perpendicular I m, thus increasing the length of the diagram in accordance with
the clearance. By measuring the lengths of these several perpendiculars, the absolute pressures in
pounds per square inch in the cylinder at the various points can be determined : Initial pressure, c e,

2.44 X 40 = 97.6 ;
pressure at point of cut-off, k /, 2.28 x 40 = 91.2

;
pressure at 0.95 of forward

stroke, ng, 0.42 x 40 = 16.8 ;
pressure at 0.95 of return stroke, i h, 0.44 x 40 = 17.6. The diagram

ck 0.63 Ik 0.70
also gives the cut-off in fraction of stroke, — = = 0.169, and the real cut-off, - = = 0.188.

cd 3.73 'Id 3.80
An annular planimeter was used for calculating the diagram. Fig. 1466. This gave the total mean

a,Tea.efgbdo 4.33
pressurem pounds per square inch = _—— x 40 = x 40 = 46.43 ; the mean total back

areaeA6c?c 1.60 <^" 3.73 area, efgbh
pressure = ; x 40= -— x 40 = 17.16 ; the mean effective pressure = ^^-^ x

cd 3.73
^

cd
40 = 46.43 — 17.16 = 29.27 ; and the fraction of the total work that is due to expansion =
area fgbdk 2.84^ = = 0.656.
avesiefgbdc 4.33

The only other data needed in the calculations can be obtained from table I. in the article

Expansion of Steam and Gases. Thus, from column 10, by interpolation, it is found that the
weight of a cubic foot of steam at a pressure of 16.8 lbs. per square inch, represented on the dia-

gram by 71 g, is 0.04304 lb. ; that the weight at a pressure of 17.6 lbs. per square inch, represented
by i h, is 0.04496 lb. ; and by column 6, that the latent heat in a pound of steam, at a pressure of
16.8 lbs. per square inch, is 961.3 units.

Ccdculations from the foregoing Data.—The effective area of piston is 250.94 square inches.
The horse-power of the engine, for 1 lb. per square inch mean pressure, and one revolution per

250.94 X 6
minute, is = 0.045626 ; so that the total horse-power is 0.045626 x 98 x 46.43 = 207.6

;

33,000
and the indicated horse-power, 0.045626 x 98 x 29.27 = 130.87. The displacement of the piston in

, . ^ , . ,
250.94 X 72

cubic feet per revolution, to 0.95 stroke, including clearance, is x 0.99 = 10.35128: so°
1,728

that the number of pounds of steam used per hour, as calculated by pressure near termination of
forward stroke, is 10.35128 x 98 x 60 x 0.04304 = 2,620. The steam saved in cushion space in

, . , ,
250.94 X 72

cubic feet per revolution, including clearance, is x 0.09 = 0.94103 ; so that the number
1,728

of pounds of steam saved per hour by cushion is 0.94103 x 98 x 60 x 0.04496 = 249. The number of

,,^ ,,,^, ,,, .
207.6x0.656x1,980,000

pounds of steam condensed per hour for the total work due to expansion is- =
772 X 961.3

863. From this it appears that the least possible consumption of steam in pounds per hour by the

2,734
engine = 2,734 ; corresponding to a consumption, in pounds per hour, of = 13.17 per total

2,734 207.6
horse-power, and -_ = 20.89 per indicated horse-power. The condensing surface in the endne

130.87
o o

under consideration is approximately 28.7 square feet, viz.: in cylinder sides, 17.5; in cylinder
heads and 2 sides of piston, 7.1; in piston-rod, 2.4; in ports, 1.7. Internal condensation may be
assumed at the rate of 20 lbs. per square foot of condensing surface per hour, making the total

condensation 28.7 x 20 = 574 lbs. This will give, as the probable number of pounds of steam

J ,. ., . ,

^

3,308
consumed by the engine per hour, 2,734 x 574 = 3,308 ; or at the rate, in pounds per hour, of

3,308 207.6
= 15.93 per total horse-power, and = 25.28 per indicated horse-power. Dividing the water

used per horse-power per hour by 9, it appears that the number of pounds of coal used per hour, in

a boiler capable of evaporating 9 lbs. of water per pound of coal, is : least possible, per total horse-
power, 1.46

;
probable, per total horse-power, 1.77 ; least possible, per indicated horse-power, 2.32

;

probable, per indicated horse-power, 2.81.
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The Rider Engine, Fig. 146Y.—In short-stroke engines of this class, where the ordinary three-ported

valve is generally in use, the main slide-valve is, in its action and in the form of its face side, simi-

lar to that of the well-known slide-valve, with the exception that its cuds are lengthened to admit of

steam-ports or openings being formed outside of the

valve proper. These openings or ports are, on the

face side of the valve, rectilinear and rectangular to

the motion of the valve ; that is, they run parallel

with the ports in the cylinder, or disposed square

aci'oss the valve-seat. On the back of this main
valve, where the cut-off valve is fitted, these steam-

ports are oblique, and at opposite angles to each

other, the use of which will be presently explained.

The cut-off valve is a sector of a cylinder, with its

ends cut off obliquely in opposite directions, so that

the extremities or acting ends of the cut-oft' valve

respectively conform to the lines of a right- and left-

hand screw of high pitch, corresponding to the obli-

quity or angle of the steam-ports in the back of the

main slide-valve. This cut-off valve just described

1468.

is fitted into a semi-cylindrical recess in the back of

the main slide-valve, and between the spiral open-

ings. It is operated lengthwise by a separate eccen-

tric, to which it is attached in the usual manner, ex-

cepting that it has a swivel-joint to permit its partial

rotation. A portion of the valve-stem is made square,

or sometimes arranged with a " feather," and at this

place on the valve-stem is fitted a sector, engaging a rack on the lower portion of the governor-spin-

dle, so that as the governor rises or falls the cut-off valve will partly rotate. Thus the cut-off valve is

moved lengthwise by the eccentric, and at the same time has imparted to it by the governor an ad-

justing motion on its axis. As a consequence of the radial motion imparted by the governor, and

the spiral form of the steam-ports and acting ends of the cut-off valve, the distance between the

openings and the ends of the valve is varied within very wide limits, the effect being to cut off the

steam at any point of the stroke. The arrangement may be compared to a right- and left-hand

screw, formed by the shape of the valve ends and the openings. This device is extremely sensitive

to the action of the governor, as the rectilinear motion of the eccentric causes the radial or axial

movement of the cut-off valve to be effected by the least possible amount of force. This compound

motion also highly favors the perfection and durability of the service. In engines of a larger size,

where it is desirable to have short steam-passages, the main and cut-off valves are divided through

the centre, and each end carried outward (Fig. 1468) to act on the steam-ports of the cylinder at its

ends, as is usual with the ordinary slide-valves as commonly constructed.

The engine illustrated in Fig. 1469 possesses no striking peculiarities, but is a good example of

that class of stationary engines in which the cut-off is regulated by hand. There are two cut-off
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valves on the back of the main valve, actuated by an eccentric having motion coincident with that of

the piston ; and they are connected to the valve-stem by right- and left-hand screws respectively, so

that they can be brought closer together or the reverse by the movement of the hand-wheel shown
in the figure.

Fig. 14*70 represents a good form of engine built by Messrs. Prescott, Scott & Co., of San Francisco.

This engine is provided with the O'Neil valve-motion and cut-off. It will be noticed that the admis-

sion of live steam to and the emission of exhaust steam from the steam-cylinder are accomplished

by four double-shell valves A, resting on the seats £, with which both the outer and inner rings have

1470.

two points of contact. Four circular openings are thus secured when the valves are raised from
their seats. The valves are raised by the bar C, carried by the rollers D D, and worked backward
and forward by an eccentric on the crank-shaft of the engine. This bar, which has four inclined

planes cut in its upper surface, passes through the slotted valve-stems, which are furnished each with

loose rollers G G. The reciprocating motion of the bar raises these rollers alternately to the top of

the incline, and with them the segments J that suspend the valves. Thus at the proper points in

the stroke of the engine the four valves are opened. They are reseated by the springs JS E, while

the dash-pots FF cushion the valves at the instant of cut-off. The cut-off is operated by the rod

H connected to the arms /, which are attached to the segments ./, which are oscillated in the

slotted valve-stems by an independent eccentric, and supported by the rollers G G. When by their

oscillation these segments pass the rollers, they lose their support, and with stems and valves sud-

denly drop. The cut-off is adjusted to any point of the stroke by a hand-wheel A', and by the right-

and left-hand screws on the cut-off bar, which change the relative position of the segments. By a

simple device the whole can be controlled automatically by Scott k Eckart's governor. The advan-

tages claimed for the O'Xeil patents are : 1. The lift of the valves is so light that but little power is

required to open them. 2. They drop instantly when the cut-off acts, and reseat themselves without

pounding. 3. The construction throughout is the simplest possible. 4. Adjustment can be made
while the engine is in motion. 5. A much better duty is secured.

The Porter-Allen Engine possesses many features of unusual interest, and occupies a deservedly

high place among automatic cut-off engines. This engine is illustrated in a full-page engraving and
in Figs. 1471 to 1479. All of these figures are reduced from working drawings furnished by Mr.
Porter, who gives the following description of the engine :

" This belongs to the class of automatic variable expansion engines ; but it is distinguished in this,

that all its valves have positive movements, which are given by a single eccentric. The valves may
be operated with any degree of rapidity, and these engines are designed for a high rate of piston-

speed, with moderate length of stroke. In this system of valve-gear, invented by Jfohn F. Allen, the

eccentric is set on the shaft in the same position with the crank, or so as to reach the termination of

its throw when the crank arrives at the line of centres ; and the connection of the link is such that

its central point, on which it is pivoted, has a motion coincident with that of the piston of the engine
—the angular vibration of the line connecting the pivot of the link and the centre of the eccentric

coinciding in time and degree with that of the connecting-rod. The openings for admission of steam
at the opposite ends of the cylinder are given, as in the ordinary link, by the tip of the link, in oppo-
site directions alternately, beyond the lead-lines, but these are separated by a distance equal to the

throw of the eccentric. This link is thus merely a right-angled lever, pivoted on a vibrating ful-

crum, with one arm of variable length. When the two arms are of equal length, the cut-off takes
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Blace at the mid-stroke. The release of the steam is, in an engine intended to run m one direction

onlv effected by separate valves, driven from a fixed point at the extremity of the Imk. The motion

of the link at this point is favorable to the proper action of the valves. The release and compression

take place at points near to the termmations of the forward and return strokes, and the movements

JimJll-m—CD.

"iven to the valves in openin- and closing are rapid. The governor adjusts automatically the posi-

tion of the block from which the admission valves are driven, according to the
T^^^^^^ff, f^l^^r;'::

come, from the mid-point, at which the port is not opened except by the lead given to *e valves, to

the point at which the steam is cut off at five-eighths of the stroke. Lead is given to the valves by
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ftr^i^% •Tf'^VV^^ f"'• ^^^ admission of the full pressure of steam, and maintaining^
It up to the pomt of cut-off, and its proper discharge, require, in a high-speed engine, correspondsamplitude in the openings. Each valve in these engines opens foSr passages simultaneousfy foradmission and release. The openings made by the admission valves are further enlarged anJat theame time the idle travel of the valves while their ports are covered is reduced, bothln 'a cons d ar-able degree, by the employment of the wrist-motion first applied to slide-valves by Mr Corlisr The

Te^l^Lr^nfS^TT \^^''^' '
• '^^r''? '' ^'^'' ^^' ^"" °P^^'°g ^^'''^ the P'«t«n reaches the

n.T«°f« wVii .
°.^'''

?u^
^^^Jiitams this (their further motions and return merely enlarging twopassages while contracting the other two until near the end of the return stroke, when the port is
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closed by an accelerated movement. The admission valves move in equilibrium between opposite

parallel seats. Those at the back of the valve are made adjustable, to compensate for wear, in a

manner fully shown in the sectional views of the cylinder. The exhaust-valves work under the

pressure in the cylinder. Their seats, the cover of the chamber, and the discharge nozzle are formed
in one piece. The principle which is regarded as fundamental in the working of these engines is the

action of the reciprocating parts, the piston, cross-head, and connecting-rod, in absorbing the force

of the steam at the commencement of each stroke, and giving it out to the crank at its termination.

This is founded on the fact that the force required to impart and to arrest the motion of these parts

1478.

is greatest when the piston is on the line of centres, and diminishes from this point to the mid-stroke

(as illustrated on page 434). The force varies directly as the weight of the parts, and as the length

of the stroke, and as the square of the revolutions per minute ; and, while in an engine moving at a

moderate speed, with reciprocating parts of ordinary weight, it is quite small, by employing heavy
reciprocating parts and high speed, with strokes of moderate length, it becomes easy to absorb, in

putting them in motion at the commencement of each stroke, a large proportion of the force of the

steam, which is then given out by them to the crank at its termination. This action is of importance
chiefly in engines working expansively, tending to equalize throughout the stroke the pressui-e on
the crank which otherwise would be almost wholly applied to it at and near the commencement.
These parts of the engine thus perform an office similar to that of the fly-wheel, and, besides partially

1479.

relieving the crank from the impact of the steam on the centres, contribute largely to the remarkable

uniformity of rotation which this engine exhibits, and which the small fly-wheels employed would

alone seem insufficient to maintain."

The following summary of tests of portable and stationary engines will give a good idea of the

best as well as of average results obtained in modern practice. It is proper to remark, with regard

to the tests of English portable engines, that they were made with " racing engines," that is, engines

constructed especially for the trial, and much superior to the commercial engines furnished by the

same makers, and that the firing was done by trained experts ; while the other engines were of the

ordinary commercial type, and generally managed by attendants of only average skill.
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Although it has been impossible in the preceding notice to include all the prominent forms of
automatic expansion-gear in the market, the distinguishing characteristics of nearly all important
varieties have been given. In the accompanying table will be found the principal dimensions of
some of the best varieties of stationary engines, which will doubtless be of interest and value to
steam-engine users and manufacturers

:

Dimensions of Horizontal Stationary Engines.

No.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
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respects from the general form of rotary engine, the differences being of such a character as to

overcome many of the practical difficulties ordinarily experienced. Reference is made to Dudgeon's

engine, illustrated in Figs. 1480 to 1482,

and described as follows in Engineering 1481.

for Nov. 14, 1873:
" The principle of the engine and its

mode of action will be readily under-

stood if we consider the action of a pair

of spur-wheels, such as is show n in Fig.

1481. When such a pair of wheels are

working, it is evident that the space in-

closed between any given teeth, when
situated on the line of centres, is very
small, but that as the wheels rotate this

space gradually enlarges in capacity, un-

til it becomes thrown open on one side

by the teeth falling out of gear. K,
then, steam or any other elastic fluid

was admitted into the space between
any given teeth (escape at the end of the

teeth being prevented) when on the line

of centres, it would, as the wheels ro-

tated, be expanded, and ultimately be
dischai'ged into the air, or into the casing

in which the wheels might be inclosed.

Practically, this is what occurs in Mr.
Dudgeon's rotary engine, lleferring to

the annexed illustrations, it will be seen
that the engine consists of a simple cast-

iron casing, formed in two parts, the
lower part being fitted with bearings for

a couple of shafts, on which a pair of
spur-wheels are mounted. These wheels
are turned up true on their edges, and
those parts of them which are in gear
work between a couple of true surfaces,

one of these surfaces being formed at the
end of a circular plug inserted through

45
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one side of the casing, while the other surface is that of a disk cast in one piece with an eccentric

axis, which passes through a loose piece in the side of the casing, as shown in i'ig. 1481. It will be
seen that the eccentric axis is hollow, and that it communicates with a passage cast in the disk itself,

the opening of this passage being situated so that it can discharge steam between the teeth which
are in gear. By turning the eccentric axis of the disk, the admission-port can evidently be varied

in position, so as to discharge the steam either directly on the line of centres, or within a certain

distance above or below that line. We are thus provided with a most simple reversing arrangement

;

or, if desired, the movement of the disk may be so regulated that the admission-port is always on
one side (either above or below) of the line of centres, in which case the movement will vary the

degree of expansion. This latter arrangement is that adopted in the particular engine illustrated,

a lever on the axis of the eccentric disk being connected to the governor, so that the rise or fall of

the governor balls brings the admission-port in the disk-closer to or farther from the line of centres.
" It will be noticed, on reference to Fig. 1481, that the teeth there shown are of somewhat pecu-

liar form, and that they are different on the two wheels. The fact is that they are ordinary epicy-

cloidal teeth, except that those on one wheel are minus the points, and those on the other minus
most of the roots or inner portions of the teeth lying within the pitch-circle. The original object

of Mr. Dudgeon in adopting this arrangement, instead of having complete epicycloidal teeth on each
wheel, was to reduce the spaces inclosed between the teeth when on the line of centres ; or, in other

words, to reduce clearance. A further investigation of the subject has shown, however, that these

spaces are iillcd by the cushioning of the exhaust-steam ; for, the casing in which the wheels revolve

being filled with this steam, each pair of wheels as they come into gear inclose a portion, and as the

rotation of the wheels continues, the steam thus inclosed is compressed, until by the time it arrives

at the line of centres it has reached nearly or quite boiler pressure. This being the case, Mr. Dud-
geon is now using complete epicycloidal teeth on both wheels.

" The engine now working at Millwall has been running over three years without repairs of any
kind. Even the side wear has proved to be imperceptible. The engine, it will be noticed, has not a

single packed joint about it."

See works for reference under Engines, Heat. E. H. B.

ENGINES, STEAM, UNUSUAL FORMS OF. A great amount of inventive ingenuity has been
expended in the devising of steam motors which, eitlaer from their uniqueness of form or peculiar

mode of action, cannot be strictly classified with ordinary accepted types. Eegarding these machines
generally, it may be stated that their employment is rarely more than ephemeral, or at best becomes
I'estrictcd to special uses. The reader interested in them will find scores depicted and described in

the United States Patent Office Reports. Among the few instances which exist of engines of this

class proving of superior value and utility may be noted those of the Willan and Brotherhood forms
of three-cylinder machine. These will be found described under Engines, Steaji, Marine, as their

chief application is to the propulsion of small vessels. The engines which are represented in the

following engravings have all given reasonably fair results under trial, and they will serve to exhibit

some of the best of the unusual forms.

Tlie Allen Double-Expansion Engine.—Fig. 1483 shows a section of the CA'linder and valves of

this machine. The cylinder is made double the length of the stroke, and has a division A in the

14S3.

:a

centre, through which the trunk B passes. On the ends of the trunk are covers C D, held together

by the piston-rod. Steam enters first through the port K into the annular space E. It escapes at

the end of the stroke through the port K, passes through the passage 31 in the valve and into the

port 0, and so to the end G of the cylinder, where it expands. Upon the stroke being again com-

menced, the steam in G passes out through the port into the valve Q, being exhausted at ;S'. The
action at the other end of the cylinder is precisely the same. The division A is packed the same as

a piston, the rings, however, having a spring inward instead of outward. The valves are balanced by

cast-iron rings T and U, being jjlaced on their backs and kept to the face of the chest by light springs.

The tubular openings V and W communicate with the atmosphere, and are always open. This en-

gine was built in England in 1864. The cylinder was 20 inches in diameter and 30 inches stroke.

The trunks were 16 inches in diameter. About 50 revolutions were made per minute, and expansion

was carried down to atmospheric line. (See Scientijic American, xi., 100.)

RandalVs Engine, Fig. 1484, has a dividing plate S, which divides the cylinder A into two cham-

bers, in each of which is a piston c, having rods d which work separate cranks / and /'. Between
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the gear-wheels p and g on the crank-shafts is arranged a third wheel m, which meshes into the two

drivmo--wheels and is carried by them. It is " suspended by the teeth and rotated from both sides,

maintaining its position almost independently of its bearings, and producing a uniform and steady

motion without the use of a balance-wheel." The valves and rods are shown at k and /.

Hurlhufs Spiral-Cam Engine, Fig. 1485, embodies a curious device for the conversion of recipro-

cating into rotary motion. A is the cylinder, B the steam-chest, C the cross-head, and D the spiral

cam.° From the'lower surface of the cross-head project two pins E, which engage with the sides of

the cam flanges and impart a rotary motion to the shaft on which the cam is mounted, and through

the pulley F to the machinery.

RunkeVs Oscilhting-Pkton Engine, Fig. 1486.—This consists of a short cylinder i, the central

portion of which is occupied by a wheel performing the office of a piston, which makes about half a

1485.

revolution in one direction and then stops and turns back the other way, thus oscillating back and

forth. The crank or arm on the end of the axle is made of a proper length in relation to the

length of the crank on the fly-wheel shaft to cause a revolution of the latter to each oscillation of

the former. The piston-wheel has two rings fastened securely upon it, extending to the inner surface

of the cylinder. Two abutments are secured rigidly to the latter and project into the wheel, which

revolves against them steam-tight. When steam is admitted the wings are carried nearly against the

abutments. The valves are then changed so as to admit the steam through the ports from which it

had previously been exhausted, and the motion of the piston is reversed.

Tlie Billings MuUicylinder Engine, Fig. 1487, operates in a manner the reverse of that of ordinary

motors, inasmuch as it is the engine that revolves while the shaft and crank are stationary. Instead

of one, or even three cylinders being employed, as many may be used as can be grouped around the

rim of the fly-wheel without causing too great complication of parts. Dead-centres are, therefore.
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non-existent
;
and the machine, paradoxical as it may seem reducpq it^plf +n n =«if .^+„+- n

about the latter furnish the necessary weight at the rim; the cylinders take steam at the rear endojily, ^ bemg the steam-port, and the dotted lines indicating the steam-passages.
^

The Comber Motary Engt^.-Yig. 1488 represents a curious form of engine devised bv Mr WA. Comber of Birmingham, England. The action consists in each end of the^pistonTeLg Jlterna^:

148S.

1487.

ly propelled down an inclined plane, the curve of which, it is claimed, causes the force of the steamto be almos constant during the whole of the stroke. The cylinder-portfwWch crve the doulT

LTs^rolndefbTa dtri T T'°"="^'
'""'^ ^ ^^^^^ -Hd- 'nded^So^ tted si gh^^^^^^^^^^

nhl nnT f? ^ ^^"""^ chamber communicating with the steam-pipe on one side and the exhaust
'

pipe on the other, and so arranged that the revolution of the cylinder causes the ports to be chanS

Ranches whif:rrcaoabfo/"r' f '
^^"'f,'

'%'''''' ^^ *"' ^'-'^^^^ surrounding its^twop^p^eorancaes, wbichaie capable of adjustment in all directions. A horizontal sprin" Governor }notshown) may be a tached to the trunnion end and work a governor-valve attachJd to the stearJ iSet

Ss'haftt ™"r:ntTn"T '^ *'.^
^^'f-

'''' «^ ^'^ ^^^-'^-' to -SiStattached a wr'ugM-
^x?^T>T-,;J^ ^ " ^^ ^° ordinary bearing for taking off power

""

moves tne piston only m one direction, and it is caused to make the return stroke by its own weight,

ZlTol tL^liSlVlXv^'V.^^"?" '^% double-acting engine the water is admitted on bothsiaes ot tne piston alternately. The pistons of water-pressure engines are generally packed with

SZZ?rZrZ":tr '^ '^ ''''''' ?"* ^^amst thi sides of tl^ cylinder^ the p'rerurf The
r^hTiii •

water-pressure engine are, as may be seen from Fig. 1489, the following : A
water perfo3itrwn"f^^"T*'-°'

^ ^
'"l'

m^V^J-WVe
;
C is the worki^ng cylinder, in which thewater performs its work by forcing upward the loaded driving-piston K; aSd HD is the discharge-
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^Si'tt'tr.::^ tlmX'^\tlZ^^^. So, .b^ mou™ -Wr passes £..(1.)

1490.

i^.r.r.,..h ABC forces the piston K downward, and thus drives the water beneath through the

t^$.C B^D^'Z se'Jnd (II.) through ^ k C, forcing the piston upward, and the water

'VhtTatt'Su^e^efgines thus far described have but one cylinder. Fig._ 1491 represents an

through the discharge-pipe D.
rtressure endne • by it the machine is

T>„nilnfm- The re<''ulator is, as it were, the soul or a water-pressure eugiue
, "j '"

. .

1491.

necessary to connect the first with the engine proper (with the piston-rod), so that no outside force

wUl be necessarTto work it. We can very well call the first mechanism the inner and the second

The outer gear or regulator. As regards the inner regulator of a water-pressure
^^^g'^f

- ^ ^ave to

sneak especially of lie pidon regulator. Fig. 1492, I. and 11., shows the arrangement of a pis on

^gSLoTfoi a Igle-aV^ sin'gle-cylinder^engine. A is *« supply-pipe,^ the -rking J^^^

Hpr B the cvlinder inclosing the regulator-piston or the regulator-cylinder, i; the Uiscnar^e pipe,K JSulato^pistin and i the so-called'counter-piston, which o/y
---^^^^JthT^eg^ aTr"-

ter-pressure to make the movement of the regulator-piston or rod easier, ^hra the leguiator

pistonT s'in its lowest position (I.), the working cylinder is in connection with t^e supply-p pe

S the driving-piston can 'only asc^i'. When on the
-^^-^y'/t^^^/^j^iVrstetartrp t^

the regulator-piston K, shuts off the water in the supply-pipe, and that which is beneath tne pi.ion

''

?hTarr'an4m?nt of the'regulator-piston for a double-acting or for a double-cylinder engine may be

seen from FrgT493, 1, and fl. Here A is the supply-pipe, Cthe connectmg pipe for one cylmder
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and Ci (I.) that for the other, D the discharge-pipe for the one and T) +>,.t f .useen from I. how the piston, in its upper nosition -rdmiLTo ^ ! . ^' ^* /°'' *^^ ^^^o^^^- I* is

flows through B, into U Uereas at thMowpn'r!. v *^/ ,^^^e''. ^^ C, and the dead water from C,
and the wat^er shut off in (7 may fl^vftir^ugriS'^ "' *'' P^^*'°' '''' '''''' '' '^'^'^ ^^o K,

lin^|o^^ftr^a^e:2iSt^^St^1^ ^^ ^-r^ a recti.

^StiTrtLti^er^^^^^^^^^
working and the regulator-cyliis not onlytK 'u'

connection between the
ed with it, come to a state^of res': In ordS tha^^^^^^^^
through the rest of its stroke aftei^ the dnW niSnn L= °^ 7'-'*''° "^""^ ^^ ^'^'^^I^^ *» ^ove

1492.

This apparatus may consist of the following essentialq. n^ r^f o .„..• t.^ u- x.

ing-piston during its up-stroke and is let f?Il .t^L ^" ^' X '^'^^^^'''/bich is raised by the driv-

and for a short time com™ to res. »v?fhave tter'C ITZT^^^ '"'
"T'"? °* "* ""•°=

regulator, the spring regulator, and the wat«yeS,freg„k?or ^"'' ^'™ "'* """^ *' "^'Sto

b, the regulator eoet or jstonT t' mo,« Sfs "IratrS.rf^tE
""' ""['''''^

"l"""' " ""^'^
stroke, and eo„p,e.es in liis .ky .hi reglSTh'etL-fhrrtutTutej' lL\t SdeTant^:^

1493.

K;1era:"wTht?frr:isTSd witS^'f
drop, hammer, balance, pendulum regulator, etc.

gine opens the onTwh le he fallin. wT S,/'^'
^ef^'ators, in such a manner that the motive en-

weight regulator is quite the same a s^-^tlf 'f l^'
other valve. The arrangement of such a

tem consists essent illy of seveml lever t n v '"'^'^-''^fneB with valve regulators. This sys-

sometimes called a /../. or .;wSi;JI"yj«r''"'"" "^*' ' ^^^^ «^ ^^*^^^^' ^^^^ ^* - ^'^
<>

the same pip^, the^so-calleS^jlSw^^^^^^^ '^1%
aux:hary_ engine, are placed in one and

and in some machines even the ZnS^S '
^""/''^ P^"*'™ of Reichenbach's engine in Bavaria;

iliary engine, which t^' a great simSaSnTL^ 'T''"^
of driving-pifton of the au^l

.ipe, S5 . the -cha^Sl^rtS-;-tt:^t&S"tj;?hf^^^^
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later of the auxiW ^^^^^^^,::^t^ :^e^^^^l^^^^
therefore the regulating ^f^^^™ ^'!;;'^^^^^^^^^ upward force on S, as soon as e is closed.

e; and, on the contrary it ^f^nd. under the action w
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^j^^ ^^^^^^

By this a certain quantity
^(j^^l^f^i:^';^^; ^°°riS ascent or descent, and which for this con

which quantity depends on the space trav^^^^ Dy^^^^
have a section at least as large again as that

struction is not very small, since me V ^^" , ,
1 oi. connecting pipes.

of the piston S, which again is not ^^de smaUer tban^he upp y ^^.^ ..^^^'^ption of regulating

In the regulator of the machine at
2^"«3^'5°J^^^^^^ S, the counter-piston/?,

^vater is smaller, as here there
^^^^^J^^^.

P^fJ^ : *7^^^ the first. The regulating

and the auxiliary driving or reversing
P/^J^^^f^*;V;fhe '^'e . and the regulation of this water s

water is here brought into ^be vegu atoi-cyl^^^^^^^ by the P>Pe -

^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^,^^,^ it i^

rraw^^if^-^lerth^'c^^^^^^^^^^
^^^ -^ ^^ ^-^^^* ^^^" '''

1495.

1494.

plate fastened to the driving-piston -d which t..^sn^^^^^^^
^^^T^eTafer^pret^^^ X^^Vt

k two curved knee-formed arms, an a^bor connected ^.^
V^f^g'^^^d a length of stroke of 6.21 feet,

Clausthal has a fall of 630 feet, a piston diameter of 17 mcties, ana a ieu„

and makes four strokes per minute.
arrangement and working of a double-cylinder

DouUe-CiiUnder Water-Pressure f^f'^^.'-^Je
arrangement an^^^

the machine at the

water-pressure engine is shown clearly ^'^ ^ig. 1496 wh^eh i. a vert cal sect ^ ^^^ ^^

"Alte Mordgrube" in Freiberg. Here C ^and (7i A, are
I' ,« r^*^ ° ;^»„ ^, auxiliary piston.

the driving-pistons, 8 and T the t^«.^lS';i'^t°^-P|o;'assume at the chan^e^f the motion of the

S, Tu and W, denote the positions which these pistons assume at tbecnane
^ ^

Siving-pistons. .Further,^ is the
YrKl^l^^^tl^Tr^^ tlTscht'e^ening'for the first

the connecting pipe for the first and C, Tthat f°^/^^^,^^^°''"'
^_-_„(j ^orkinc^ cvlinder. The two
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through > ^. eand clHvS?hf;Son i^S'^ThrSn^y^P^-^T '''' -oJ^eVate^pS
dead water passes out throuo-h f7, 7^, ^, ^ "^

'

*^^ P'^*°^ ^^^' ^^ the contrary, descends, and the

^l^^^f:!::^:^:^^^ -ft ifrnW^^ ? ' ^^^^^- ^^-^'^ ^°-- ^^-^^ described
nection with the supply.pine bv tho r^uL.

elevation in I. and in section in II. This cock if;. '

ton I. downward; and a. the opposite po"si.io. .he°^?Lf S/.etls'^jt^'S H^a'nTISS

the ascent of W thp re^HTm ^* *i, i .

possible. In order tVatl^ ttSn^o^;ZT/ '' ^°^ ''' ^^^^^^^^^^ '^^^u,^ « '^. are
and connection may ascend and descend when ifis a<Sn ft'u T-T-

^^"^ ^^' ^'^^ ^egufator-plston
regulator.pi^ton

7; upon which the water acts from bplnw ?^ n 1^
'' '' necessary, however, that the

^,
upon which the water presses downwaid ^nd^hi^^^^

:pSe"rr;rr!'"' ''» ~--™
(- F„. u,o, and „ and u, ,.he A!i^\i^%:^^:^::!^-^:^::^f
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^
. A nir The ratchet r h is, moreover, connected with the axis of

fastened to the driving-piston rod^ A ^^^/^fr:,r ^ '^^ ^ ^^ s^all counterpoise q.

Sfcock by arms, and°is supported m the ^^^^^/^ «/
*f;if'fi^e.t and most complete water-pressure

SMylmder Water-Prcssure Eng^ne-Qn^^^^^^^^
^^ .^ ^ single-acting smgle-cyl-

enSne^s is stated by Weisbach to be tliat at Hu^lS^^t, in

^
y

^^^ ^^^^ ^,.^_ ^ _

inder engine, but beside it stands another machine
JJ^°;

^
.^^^ H^der, if A^' the dnvmg-piston,

'^t Sd manner of working ^^ f^^^^^^^^.f^luU^^^^^^
h. While in the previous y

and B B, the driving-piston rod, which Pf^^'^ ^ ig^e of leather, in this one, as may be seen in

described machine the packing consists of one broad piece«,
^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^

the fi-ure, a piece of leather is inserted m
^^^fP^^^.V^Xe working cyhnder by the connecting pipe

ato^-cylfider^ ASG^^l one side '^ ^^^^^^.S^' e^pipe lad^s out of it at A. The regulator-

CD /the supply-pipe enters it at £•,

«^f.^^^^nS^ connected with the larger piston T by

piston 8, shown in the middle Pf^^lon
f

/he ^ow^
fJ^^'^^.d by the extra pressure of the motive

the rod S T; the whole apparatus, ^er^^*^^^,
,V^S f^ ce is obtained by introducing the motwc

water on T, unless a third force prevents. This thud fo^ce

J
o

^^^.^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^

Tater above the piston T, tl^^t^-f^e^ ent-^of 'h mechanism occasioned thereby, the hollow

quantity of water necessary during the aescem
^ AAon TT.1497.

cylinder . ^is added to the P^^
.^^^^J^tLt hl?^^^^^^^

''^^^'"^^^^^

« ^d

by an auxiliary regulator, which is ^lj«sf̂ ^^/^P^'^t'^^^^^ through the stuffing-box /.

Se regulator-pistons, the counter-piston ^ and the
^^^^^^

1
^-j^i^^.^ed through the pas-

At the position s t \ shown in the figure, the
ff\\^ .''f.tLds over A the connection is interrupted,

fage e / into the space g ; but if s ^ A is ra^ed
J ^^VwHch tre w^^ in g g may flow out as the

and at the same time a passage a a. is

^^^'^^::^^^^^^^ apparatus ,s- 1 h with the working engine

piston T ascends. Finally, to connect^he au^i^'ary regulato PP
^^^ ;, furnished with

i rod is affixed to the drivmg-piston A A.
'/i;^°^^^^°^' ^e placed on opposite sides of the rod.

a series of holes into which the t'^PP^is^^.^XoutS o and connected with each other by the

The rod h h is attached to two levers,
'^^^^:^^f^^J2th Lr\e.s two knobs F, and F, Toward

piece I ; one of these levers ends in a circular P^cc^ w^ic
^^^^^ ^^^,^.^^ ^^ ^^ 1 best
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J^JO
IS a sectional view, and Fig 1501 is a general plan. Pc is the bottom of the pressure columnloO feet high and 24 inches internal diameter. C C are the combined cylinders, each 24 inchesdiameter, open at top, with hemp-packed pistons «, Fig. 1500, and piston-rods m, combined by a

1498.

r«^So tf
i"'

-^f
•

^^^^l
'^°^'?''°^ between guides in a strong frame. The admission throttle-valve isa sluice-valve, shown at o. Fig. 1499, and between the letter! h and e in Fig. 1501. The main or work-

^Uf^V!L ^T"" f'
.^^.''^^'^f '?:

diameter. Fig. 1500, with its counter or equilibrium piston above,

n n. Jf« ! fl . • ^'^."f
^^°^.«f the pressure water is between the two pistons. The intermediate

undPr^^ F;5 ^Fnr' Ti \
numerous apertures lead from the valve-cylinder, seen immediatelv

Siroui'thfn?.t ? V irmtP'r,*"'' ?'•''' ^^^ P^'^^'^'^ ^«' discharging the water from the cylinderstnrough the pipe e. Fig. 1501, by the sluice-valve k.

ilin,™-^''"^*'?'
'' '""'''^•'^ ''^ an auxiliary engine A, Fig. 1500, by means of the lever v. The aux-

wt7tb™;I ''•'''^P''*''""'^V''.'^ ^'^^ valve-cyhnder
.:, Figs. 1499 and 1500, communicating

T^ith the pressure-pipes by a small pipe, provided with cocks, as shown in Fig. 1501. The motion

attaeher^o th7 ^'^S^^r^'^^^'
is effected by a pair of tappets i T, Fig. 1499,'set on a vertical rod

Fil l\m th 7 rp.'?- ^^'^^l.
*^PP"*' °^«^° *^^^ ^''^"'^^b B bymea^sof the cantilever t,

Sston?valve rod ° ^'""^'^ ^"^ ^^' '°'^ '' ""^''^ "^ain is linked to the auxiliar;

The play of the machine is now manifest. It is in every respect analogous to the Hartz and Huel-
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must be very small. The engine is direct.actiiig,towm^ Yl^er^i™
^^^ j^^^^^ .^ ^^ .^^^^^ .^ ^.^^_

S"the"s;;ar ;;;:rigri50rand 1502. The "box" or bucket of the pump is 28 inches in diam

of the spear w wFigs. 1501 and 1502.
/f ^^"^/^j;^ working full speed, 1,862 gallons per

eter, so that the discharge ^^
266 gal on^ per

^^^^^^^^^^ water'consumed is nearly 140 horse-

^- Tl'e^^tn^^l^ eStXti^th^^^^^^^ the last-named quantity of water is

^
1501.

1500.
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1502.

used generally only to raise water from mines by the aid of Tuimnt! • a^H +v,^ ^^^ • . ., ,

been made bear only upon the apparatus of pum^p anrpressC'^enHnes as a XT'^^F ?'\^rtions as to the efficiency of the engines will/however, be^ound in tie wo/k already auotod
'
r"'"paring water-pressure engines with water-wheels, the same authority states thai "wItSedsW

the advantage of simplicity and cheapness •

and on this account, where they can be used'
or with a fall of about 60 feet an overshot
wheel, or two overshot wheels where the fall
IS 100 feet, give better results than a water-
pressure engine. If the fall, however is
more than the height of two of the largest
wheels, a water-pressure engine is to be pre-
ferred to a system of wheels, the first cost
and mamtenance of which will probably be
the greater. With great falls, however, horl-
zontal water-wheels can also be used, and in
pomt of simplicity and cheapness these have
the advantage. But it is quite otherwise as
regards the duty and efficiency of the ma-
chmes. With great heads, the highest per-
centage attainable with a turbine or reaction
wheel IS 0.70, while water-pressure engmes
give a percentage of 0.80. Consequently,
where with a great head it is necessary to

Construction „t Machine,," translated by DnboiB. Kew York m8(Vol it sSnuf " " ""

lowing description and illustrations from Engineering xxvi sTl
''^''^^^^- We take the fol-

Figs. 1503 to 1507 give details of a hydraulic engine (in'this case with two cylinders) constructed
1503.

1504.

W !l'rtf/LTr'' '°1 •*, ' r^'^^^S of which will be understood from the following, descrip-

lo°thet I alfcISl-s'ct 1!""^ 'Tf «^ ^"Sine B, con::;sthe 3r
the admission-pfrts and which di"^; tt^ f!•

'' ^"^^ '"'* '°°S trunnions G, which containmission ports, and which during their oscillation act as valves ; the outlet for Ihe water is by
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,„„„ parage, leading « a pipe '» *«
op^»tifJr„t 5Zl°/ora" ^iinjl^e'V-Mcltr;

^^^JiS^^'^^'^^^-rSa /;.w„ piece, an o.V a„a an inne. .oUed

1506.

1504.

1505.

togetber at the ends, afd between wbicb is a ,«!?« '°;,'=^''„'td"L;eTpkteTs^^^^^^

±i!::U r'l ?ST^"SirrL'JS :„' trboUow sba. OL .be ca. A-oo sbaf.

P reduced to pass through centre of shaft

d This latter shaft has two snugs

formed on it, to which chains R are at-

tached; the shaft P has the spring case

S keyed on it, which contains the tvvo

springs T The action of this part of the

arrangement is as follows: When the en-

gine is at rest the springs have ]ust as

much pressure on them as holds the roller

ao-ainst the inner part of the curve of cam

;

this pressure is also sufficient to prevent

any change in position of the crank-pin

should the engine be running without loaa

;

when the load is thrown on, the springs

become compressed in proportion to the

amount of load ; the compression of the

springs alters the relative positions of the

shafts and P, which causes the roller i>

to move along the curve of cam, at the

same time shifting position of slidmg frame

/ and giving an increased stroke in pro-

portion°to the work being done. On the

weif'ht being removed the pressure on the

springs causes the roller J/ working on the

cam to bring the frame and crank-pin back

to the inner position, and through this au-

tomatic variation of the stroke the water

required is in proportion to the work done.

When a very high pressure of water is em-

ployed such as is obtained with the ac-

cumulator, the springs are dispensed with,

and an arrangement shown in Fig. 1504 is

employed. In this arrangement two water-

rams IT occupy the place of the spnngs

;

these are connected through centre of shatt

P with the supply-pipe, and are therefore

under the same pressure as is cnnployed to
manner as in connection with the springs,

work the engine.
,
The chains i2 are emp ojed >n ^

^^^^^^^^^^^ ,,,,d on cams V; in this way

but, instead of being wound directly «^ he body ot ^^att t/

J ^^^ ^.^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^j

increased power is reqmred to f^^^^^.

^^f^J/JJ^^^entS with that obtained from the springs."

^^TtlouSnilfXf b\1n'^^^^^^^^ with this engine, the lift being 2. feet:

Weight lifted.

Lbs.

382.

567.
667.

767.

Average Water used

each Lift, Gallons.

10
14
16

17

Weight lifted,

Lbs.

867.

967.

1,067.

Average Water used

each Lift, Gallons.

20
21

22
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ers, sewing-machines, organs, coffee-roastersr spZ'imill ausa "£^'%r"el^hote^ laundries, fo>^es etc., is represented in %. 1507 an'dTsXIn" n ion'o'f
'£'

jLnes SeV"Jr of Missouri. The buckets on the wheel A are set slopine at an an-le of nhn,',t "n^ -i I/'

be varied so as to deliver tlie water upon one or more buckets of the wh.f T
talies place may

Tided for the escape of .he spent waiter. The hrsTof'toJaf 'ist'e'd to'discSigfthT.K
1508 „„ ^f?™ ^^^ ^^^^"g at the bottom when the ma-

chine is used in a vertical position. The
other is formed on the side which becomes
the bottom when the machine is placed hori-
zontally or in turbine position. A screw-cap
(? is placed upon either outlet when not in
use. A slide or gate ^ is arranged in the
casmg so as to close the orifice F when not
in use. By the wave-line chute it is claimed
that the water is given in one continuous
sheet and not by periodical jets. The work-
ing side of the wheel thus becomes a lever,
and there is no waste until the outlet is
reached. A tapering duct / is formed on
the side piece, and gradually widens to a
point diametricallv opposite that where the

s? ted I t^ ^
'^1 ''

f°
^°™ed as to relieve the wheel from back pressure of spent wateT^ It issta ed thata 5-mch wheel of this type, with VO lbs. pressure of water and less than thrle sixteenthsof an inch inlet, has driven a half-horse power 14-inch metal-turning lathe.

sixteenths

^«^^^ s7iow% Dimensions, Foivcr, etc., of Hoofs Hydraulic Engine.

DETAILS.

Diameter of gears, inches
Face of piston, inches

.'

"

Diameter of supply-pipe, inches !".'.'
.'

" of discharge-pipe, inches..'
Length of engine, inches
Width of engine, inches

".'.''.'

Height of engine, inches ........
Cubic inches of water per revolution'
Kevolutions per minute .'

Horse-power at 60 lbs. per square uich

No. 1.

2*

H
1

12
8
8

12.7
250
0.20

No. 3.

2*
2*

21.2
200
0.45

No. 4.

22}
11

18
34.6

180
0.5

No. 7.

5

2

2i
26i
15i
161
69.0

150
1.1

No. 10. No. n.

2

2*
3
SSi
20m

159.2
120

2.5

4
8

Si
40}
20
22}

818.8
100
3.5

No. 19.

6

8J
4

42}
20
22}

477.8
65
4.5

copTe?SttI W^n;:.nf;VJT.r ^f"'" ^!
performed by cutting lines representing the subject on atopper Plate by means of a steel instrument ending in an unequal-sided pyramidal noint such in^tn,ment being called a graver or burin, without the use'of aquafortis. Besides thTgrarrlhere are othei"

beL^- held i^tlie£ nt
'°''

T'^r '°i-^''
""^ S^'^' '^ P"^^^*^ ^'"'^'^'^ ^^ the direction i^quired^

tn «nft n .1 1 ^ ^ ''''^^" inclination to the plane of the copper. The use of the burnisher is

8 inch ?W Th'e sci-ao;rS '""'J'T ^^ ^^ ^^^T^'^-S
out scratches in the copper ; ittabou

t.i: 1

^"
•

^^^aper, like the last, is of steel, with three sharp edges to it and about ftinches long, tapering toward the end. Its use is to sckpe oif the burr raSfby the\ct on of he

^^e a'rol "o? I'ZZIT 1 ^'" "t^ ^""T-
''' ^'^^^'''^^ ^^ *« polish'^ff 'thc^r, ngtvers use a loll of woolen or felt called a rubber, which is put in action with a little olive-oil Thecushion, which IS a leather bag about 9 inches in diameter filled with sand, for LyinAhe pla e on is

o pirat'lS ireT.lrTT'''''T- -^"^^
^''l'^'-^'''

^"^^^^^^^' o^ in skiel, wfiet a sTi'ies

Srfect Thrsi.rntAn ;^ ^^"^ accuracy of its operation is exceedingly

a'n^'btin wJir^q^fttTs in th^ ^^d^^y'^lg""'^'
'^ ' ^"^'^^ °^ '^'"^^—'^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^PP^^-'

^.Ji'l^^f"
^^^/^PP^'' "^"^t be perfectly polished, very level, and free from every imperfection • to thismust be transferred an exact copy of the outlines of the drawing. To do this the plate is heated in

the^bbeVov'erirJnn ""?r'^''
'''} '' '' '''^'''''''^ ^^°^ ^« -^^^^ ^'^'^ "-'^ V^l of ^Wch Tsthen rubbed o^ er it and allowed to spread so as to form a thin coat over the whole surface, after which
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mmmmmmi^m
g.m»,, which i' '» ™P»=''*'tX?i'«sTS^^^^ the same a, cepperplate e,.gra,m.. except ia

M, Perkm», an «""»«*.
«°^JfJ"' J-j^/'S "e ''» i»<>'«=«^ '» ^'"'' Loudon, where he

^•'f';^'^"i meThod Sloycd fe decarbonizing and rccarbonizing the plate may be apphcable to

msmmmmmm

iiiiilMiiiW
would be found too hard for the operations it was intended to perform

" Tf the steel cracks or breaks, it is spoiled. In order, therefore, to fit it ioi use, s&oum it Qappeu

sH:3s^feervssrs:^^^^
traw color to a verytep blue.^ It is found, however, by long experience Jbat on phmgm the .tee

?nto cold water and allowing it to remain there no longer than is sufficient for loweimg the tempera

u e of the steel to the sam'e degree as that to which a hard piece of steel -^^^^^l^,
temper it in the common way, it not only produces the

^^^^f/'^S^f °^, ^Sfof itf^^^^^^
what is of much more importance, ^In-^t entirely does away the mk o^^^

breaking. It is impossible to communicate by words, or to describe, tne cnieuou uy
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determine when the steel has arrived at the proper decree of tpmnprnh.ro ofi^r. i.„- i

bvthl r ^^ % T °"^^ ''^•^^^•^^'^ '^ ^'^^^^^ obsLaSn Llhl'ZrTma":fu t briurie'J'emiSeby the liind of hissing or smeins noise whirh thp lipntori ot^^i r^„„ i
• A

guiuea entuely

From the moment of ?ts first^being pluVIe^^n^i^h^Tatrll v^aVtrrnd^iin;:^^^^^^^^

TI p'o*;X '.Ifp r'' ^'^f • V^' T'' •'^'^^'^' *^^^* *^ '^''^ to be produced is known ' ^The only dnec ions which can be given whereby the experimentalist can be benefited are is fnl

Jm joJuSCi'^ris^ftJita?;;!^??.^^ irt^ ^y^^^^p^i^
straw color which indicates the desired teC of th^st e pi c to betr^^ned" b'v Ih

'
f"'"

°^

cess, as soon as he discovers this color to be produced to din the ^ttl ^^t^ .
^ ^ ""^"I^ P™"

fully to the hissing, or as some call it a singlnrS'l^ot^a^oL t' wS\7n^^^'tt:falrdwl h fewer experimen s, to judge of the precise time at which the steel should be takei out 'it «

would be occasioned, when the steel should 'be withdrawn fom he wlte fo the first'tTme
''

/'""^

iBP«^illi

SSE'SiSSr?K-rf5s;_:-sis7=£

th?e'e or f^r th ck^e^sef of i JJi' ^™f
f^^^^^ion being complete, the plate is to be covered with

ino- to thrblaci n rts Thp f fl
' ''''M^''

""^'"^"'y ^'^ evaporated by heat, the gold only adher-

oxide orcoppefiin^disolfec atSf ""'^'f f.'^
^' ""'^^^^'^

'^J' '^'^''^'^^ «f ^i^^'-- ^^^d- the
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light, but we are aware «f -^^^^^^J^n' a farge tranlp^^^^^^^ glass globe with clear water, and

X^^Vt^^^riS^^S!^^ Z,\na the workLn that the light, after passing through

the globe, may fall directly on the .* n
block, in the manner represented m
Fio- 1509. The height of the lamp

can be regulated according to the en-

graver's convenience, in consequence

of its being movable on the upright

piece of iron or other metal which

forms its support. The dotted line

shows the direction of the light when

the lamp is elevated to the height

here seen ; by lowering the lamp a

little more, the dotted line would in-

cline more to a horizontal direction,

and enable the engraver to sit at a

greater distance. By the use of

these globes one lamp will sutface

for three or four persons, and each

person have a clearer and cooler light

than if he had a lamp without a globe

solely to himself.

There are only four kinds of cut-

ting tools* necessary in wood-en-

graving, namely: gravers, tint tools,

gouges or scoopers, and flat tools or

Shisels. Of each of these four kinds

there are various sizes. Fig. 1510

shows the form of a graver that is

principally used for outlining or sep-
_ ^ ^ ^ -^^ ^^^ j) ^hat is

arating one figure from another A is the back of he tool, ^thc
Jj^'?

P
^^, ^^^ ^^^

MO thin, for llien, iiistoad of cutting out » piece of the

lood" tie tool iill merely make a Jdicute opening

^hleh would be libel, to close as soon as the block

ro«lLrtrSecrr.orS :lS:S<^ .o«r p.i.t shoma be .ubbed on a none, in order

ntuTs^Tgr^ror^ s,.s begnni^^^^^^^^^

is,irn?r:rtVr.?fotrv:r;|rr

^:^:T1:^.T^'^^^ '^^^^^'^^^^^^ ^ -- .hee,.en..owhich

1511.
1512.

A=r

n

k

A [^ ^A [v^ '^

LL

r r

I

B A

the points of such tools are sometimes ground down bj the engraver in order ^o -d- ^th^^^^^^^^^^

Wh^n thus ground down the points are slightly
^^^Ijf

^^.',

^^^/^^f^l^^^^^ of parallel

"av^r toS the point, is regulated by the pressure of the eng-ver's h nd

TT^^fh^ndK when received fro. the turners, is. per^ctly Circular at the r^^^^^

a segment is cut oflf at the lower part, as seen in Fig. 151 U.

46
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at the side than gravers and the angle of the face, at the point, is much more acute About V or sof different degrees of fineness, are generally sufficient Fio- ^n^9 will ^XXq -^ ^ ,
^ °^ ^'

of the blades toward the point. The handle ofXtTnt tool k of ft <= f
^"^

t'^ °V^' '^'^P^

The figure marked A presents a side vS of the blade the others maZ? f^ '^*^V^ " ^T'''
engravers never use a tint tool, but cut all their Unet^ithrgSr^th:^^^^^^^^^^ ,?-
A 1518. B

[III

1516. B

iiiiiii

c

1517,
1514. 1515.

mwmwM

sidfiiU c"u Te "IVrto^nT Se^^rwrdth'^fT^^^^^^^^^
"'''' ^°^'^-^«- °^ ^^^ hand to one

left more than if i^n the sln™cllt:nTet aIftllt^e «:«? ^^L'^mbfS "^7^^^^^ ^^-^

The'tintTorr'"
'' *h^PTt\-d faces of the two differen tooll, K^ 513 ''"' ""'' '"

occasioned by the unsteady direcLn of a gr^er 4oL r4"a^^ T'^
*^ "^^^^"^'^^^

of a proper tint tool. Tint tools ought toiesScleXs^roneottL^TV'.
'""''' ^''^^'' ^^^^ ^'^t

in the middle of the blade when used • for wiflnw,. ^ t-
*'? ^"""^ *° P^'^^^nt their bending

ly guide the point, and henle freS of el ttl^Ts losT ^Tin/'tn^l
't?^"-""^"^I

"^^^°^ P^'^P-^
back are to be preferred to such as are thin not n^wVr J' ,^

°^' ^^^^. ^''^ ''''^^^^ ^^i^^k in the
ting, but from their leaving the rSed lines ^hTcleTi^^the^^^^^^

°^ ^''''\ ^*^^^^"^^^ 5° '^'
sustaining the action of the press A thif tool th.fl f .1 '

and consequently more capable of
the lower part, cuts out the Fines in 4ch a manner thnt.

i!,?^°^%*ickness both at the back and
the black raised lines from which the impression is oSniLrf?-''

'* ^hem appears as in Fig. 1514,
the surface; while a section of Ae lineTcutTvV ooi fht^ .T^,

'''' *'''?^'' "^ ^^''' ^^'^ ^^^^ ^^

1518.
1519,

for the projecting coTT^'^^Z°!'rJZ,l%.'
tooLmakors, but they ought never to be nsed

;

poto beTroldt irejwnfbe «Stbl'fto Seat "Tb""'" i™!-"? t" ^
"°°»'' " "«

Su?ifLr^»f,tVJili'H-t

"

ing is rather ploughed out than cleanlv cut ont ^^f. f '

"^^"'^ ''^PP^"' = ^^^ ^'^'^11 sl^av-

frequentlycauses'small pieces toflvoitnt ?nU /f^' ,f^^^^f^T
to push the tool forward

wood be dry The shavin^ nlL Jnl ? f. ^ '''^''

-f ^^^ followed line, more especially if the
the point, as in F g I'ls ^n 1 hiS.fho .f

™"^ T^' ""'•'
'K^^'' «^ ^^^ ''^^ t^™« «-^r before

is di.-ecti; under i? A short faced too '^^^^^^^^
from seemg that part of the penciled line which

point. Wlien the face oH tS t^ t-- k^^'"^"^" ^^ ''"^''''''' ^''°'" <^i«tinctly seeing the
instance, from the shape i 'o thlt of 1 F"^Sf'' '' "^^'^ '" '^ ^^""'^ *° ^ ^^^P^' f^-" f-

is SricTvtreS^ytLtdnt'brlah^^^^^^^^ "^'^^ ^^-^ ^'""'^'''^ ^^ ^-^^"^ ^^^-t whichuy me pomt breakmg off short as soon as it enters the wood. To remedy this,

1520.
1521.

u wii, have been ^:^::tzV::^c^:^^nis^::'2^^ r^s^:, ?."S is
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A sn.all grindstone is of great service in S^'-^-g
J^L^ist^^^^^^^

1 Turkey stone though the oP-aU^^^^^^^
rameTr^e.^ ThJu|h some engravers use

sides reducing the face, the tool
5*^fjy^^j/^^

P°'°'
l^^ne in addition is of great advantage. A

^:.rrS^- STofisfon SfIts'aXrer line than one .hich has only been

fiarpened on a Turkey stone ; it also cuts more pleas-

antly gliding smoothly through the wood, if it be of

good quality, without stirring a particle on each side

''^The Rrr;ers and tint tools used for engraving on a

plane surface are straight at the point as are here

represented. Figs. 1520 and 1521 ;
but for engraving

on a block rendered concave in certain points by low-

ering, it is necessary that tbe pomt should have a
^^^^^.^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^

slighl inclination upward, as in Fig. 1520. T^^^^^

^^ ,^^^^^, , ,ide of a part

plane-surface engraving Theie
>f^^^°?™^'^ '^be sli-htly inclined upward, as is here shown, it is

producing a wider wliite
"f

«';»?"'?
'°'^°„r is oM of lh» fi.^l things that a joang wood-engraver

i, fa^JSin oeSa°? °o s'.°;rferrd7on"the .««ec.. Engravers on copper and steel, who

have ™eh harder -l=»-fV^- -I'r.Vvt %fZ7l^fo£'Zt':^^^'^^^^
the blade beyond the thumb, Fig. 1»22, so that bj

J"JJfJJ^J,, .^a ^ it is seldom ot perfect],

plate. As box.wood, however .s ""*
«'

f" 'XhTmver in a different manner, and employthe

ki^^ttn^afrs^^vi^rfrr^afsfs^ --rirrirs^«"-^
rSet r"°SS aSS^'^e^lir^t^nteif

rmrert^^^^^^^

I

move back and forward with a ^l^g^^/egree of pressure a^^^^^^^^
T.^^bTgaVst ^he^'edge^of^^:

ready to check the graver's Progress Th>^^
"^^^^^.^ Jg^^ll as to allow of the graver, when hns

block is, however, only applicable ^^^^^
^J^ 'l^^^^^^'g^^.^.et When the cut is too large to admit of

guided and controlled, to reach every part of/
f/^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ -^ Fig. 1524, still forming a stay

this, the thumb then rests upon the surface of the Wock, as seen m i^ „

to the blade of the graver and a check to it^,.sj'P'
f;„'\^"f "j^g invention, the paper blanks were cut

ENVELOPE MACHINERY. In the earbest stagey of the mvenno^y ^ prodigious in-

cut, and the subsequent folding Pe^f^^f '

.^^f^^^^J ^J^^meJ^^^^^^^ means for the en-

Z'Z:::Uore''olr:'Tl^^^^^
an improved paper-cutting machine,
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a plan for cutting out the blanks. Many enveloDe-makpr« nao +v,ia rv,„„i,- , T
a hollow cuttingfdie, cutting through abLt ^TsL^sSZlv^to^: °"^' ^"* ''''''' ^^^^^^

Fig. 1525 IS a sectional elevation of the die, and Fi" 1596 n nlan T+ lo c;^v>i, i •-<• ,

the contour of the envelope blank, A being the sharn erlop %?,«•. J ?T ^ ''^'"^'' '^^P^*^ ^o

sheets by a convenient press, so as to moducc blank aSe;in^ n fh 'f .?™"^^ ^ '^''^ P^'« °f

lines in Fig. 1526. This shape it will be observPrl^«Lf ^ •
^^"^ *° ^^^ '''^^™'" ^^ ^^^e two

example of some of the attemp wh ch haveTeen madeT^J ''"JT'^T
"'''•^"* '' '''^'' '' ^^

greater appearance of style. The cu pieces are lu^S ^ additional security, and probably a

when folde^d, as indicated^ by the dottXStTi^T^^^^^^Xt^^^^^
1525.

1526.

r,g. 152V IS a side elevation of the machine, partially in section. Fig. ?5^28°fa vertical section

of a portion of the machinery, taken at the dotted line ^ ^ in Fig. 152V Fio- 1599 {= a horizontal

to Jt^o^fSdin?
'
Fi.'°SSfif%"'*'

'''' '^^^"-^ '' *^^ apparatus^ for receiv7n°g L'e"llll'p e"a

S

SlTs a ;tn-of SffSng^slidrTi^XT^^^^^^^
^^'^^ " ^'^ '°"^' "^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^- '''' ^^=-

pla^ced rSe'J^ftawr/.?b'"^ri" Tf^
'^''^ '

''T'''''^
"^ ^''^"^^"^ ^^ ^'^^ '••^^--d -^e being

TratusL means S^n^n^^^^ 1 t"'' "^ '^°^''^ ^™^^ ^^^^ P'^^' ^"^ ^^^ into the folding ap"U|te^^STth: rs^i/zi^Scr;:s^;?:r^:iSr '

^^^^-

sir^le devicpV'l^'^
^'^^ ''?'''' °^ ^•^'^''^^ the flaps of the blanksTe b nt to a right an^^le by

?"etottom S \he c^easTnt ^'''^''^T '' ^"^^^''^^ ^'' '^' performance of the s"?ondary1old'ine bottom of the creasing frame or box is perforated, so that the passing back of the plun-er
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leaves the blank within the recess, ^^^h it^four ^a^^^^

plication of the atmospheric action comes ^^^^o Pl^'/^^.
*f P^^t Jdin-- pressure of the return

Lry inclination inward, in oixler

^;J\4^-5;j^^-, X fold n^^^^^^^ Sfperforated, so as to allow

stroke of the plunger. To th b ^^^
*
V^®

^'^'''f

''
,

^

^^^ flaps; so that, on the descent

streams of atmospheric air to be orcedaj^amst^^^^^
Te fnterior and uJde'r surface of the plunger

^-s;'MSu^£5^
^^B^BB^^i^^^^^^^ I^eonsistsof

1528.
1529.

nfimn^
11

A -1. ,.;oPA« ^t thP in-rles of which are prolections between which the blanks are successively fed

sota^Theym vb^c^^^^^^^^^^^
the action of the plunger. ^^ -

.f^^

doo7r

n vnlvP in the bellows opening outward at the commencement of the return stroke.

fs the blanks are fed^n?o proper position, the folding plunger g, Fig. 1528, comes mto action. It

t*^

1581.

^ ' ':,M

final foldin- being completed by the under edges of the plunger, which gives a ^^^^P
PJf^^^'J*^ *^^

fn atory fold of ''the whole series. By suitably setting these
^l-^'^'^^^Xlo^rdZltol^^^

the flaps ; thus, if the two end ones do not overlap each other, they may be folded down to^etuer oy

'ThVniSslTatmospheric side pressure on the flaps is obtained from the inclined air-pump^, the
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piston of which IS driven by a crank-pin on the fly-wheel ; and a tube a conveys the forced air from
the bottom of the pump to a hollow channel passing all round the edges of the folding-box, as dotted
in the plan, Fig. 1529, whence the orifices, already pointed out, open inward to the box Tor the
application of gum or other cementing fluid to the lowest flap, to secure the three stationary ones
a fountam is placed at »•, from the bottom of which two tubes ss branch out to the two flat tubular
receptacles << inclosed in a vessel u, the supply being regulated by a stop-cock before the iunction of
the two supply branches The gumming action is performed by pieces of sponge placed in the upperends of the flat tubes tt, which stand slightly above their upper edges; the presser v, descend n-
just before the plunger, presses the edges of the lowest flap upon the sponge, as clearly illustratedm the plan view This presser receives its motion from the cam w acting on the slide x, to which
the presser is attached. If it is [intended to stamp or emboss the outer flap with an embossed or
perfora ed device dies are applied as at y z. The die y being attached to a shde 1, acted on by theexternal cam 2, the stamping action takes place Just before the descent of the plunder

This machine is said to have produced easily 60 envelopes per minute, or 36,OOo'per day com-
pleted, gummed, and stamped, and might probably be worked faster

Since the first anticipations of the value of the envelope for general consumption, many modifica-
tions have been introduced. In 1844 Mr. Wilson, the inventor of the cutting machi^ne, hit upon the
ingeniously simple mode of economizing the paper in cutting out the blanks, by cutting the ori-inalweb of paper diagonally across its width. Formerly, when the web was divided longitudinally andthen by transverse cuts at right angles, the rectangular sheet thus formed, when cut up into diamond
pieces for the envelopes, suftered considerable loss in the reduction. By Mr. Wilson's plan this was
avoided, as, the transverse cuts being all made diagonally, each blank fitted exactly to its neighborand this source of loss was removed. In 1846, again, Mr. Charles Chinnock obtained a patent forsome contrivances for the obtainment of greater security of inclosure, by applying the ordinary
postage-stamp, or other adhesive labels, so as to become a fastener for the edges of the paper form-
ing the envelope. In one of his arrangements, a small hole, somewhat less than the area of a post-
age-stamp, IS punched at the right-hand corner of the address side, so that, when the stamp is put
on. It adheres not only to the edges of the hole, but also to the turncd-in edge produced in the end
fold of the envelope, as well as partially to the inclosed note. Thus the inclosure cannot be re-

1532.

moved without leaving detective marks. According to another mode, the patentee punches holes of
various sizes through the parts of the envelope where the seal is placed—in some cases placing a bit
ot blotting-paper beneath, this being for the purpose of securing the whole by the seal. In another
arrangement the envelope is the same shape as that now generally used, having four triangular flaps,

?^.!? ii'' *^ ^^'^^^'^ ^°'' *^ ^''^^- 1° *^e ends of three of these flaps are small holes, each one a
little ditterent in size, so that when folded the smallest hole is the lowest, and the largest the third
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the blaSks, is detached from
f^J^^^^I} ^^J^^'^^^J^^^^^^^ the edges of the blanks

turned in or out. From this table .4
;;f^'^^^,^^j™^^X%esived position without bending up their

abut, so that such
J^^f^/^l^J^t ^p i kers of^^^^^^^ CC', which serve to apply the gum to the

l^^'l- '''uo^i?ttn tftV-^^^^^^^
folding-machine. The gummer C apphes

blanks, and to lift one
^"*^Yr;^,,^^.„ n ^ the back flap of the envelope-blank,

the gum to the seal-flap, and the
fTJ^^; ^^^]^/f^.,'^J\^ arm D, extending from a slide, to which a

risS^g SSSgYjSsL^aJ^VbTa^^^^^^ 'xhe gummers 'are supplied with gum by the rollers

1533.

.'<'^'^k^N:'.xxvx'^--^^^-^-^v^-^-^-^^^^^^^^

. c, which ha™ their bearlugs to a reciprocating ---^e/, hy which the, arc^a^^^^

-%S"t^:ci™:rh^v^eS'frfs^^^^^
permost Want, which adheres to them by reason of

'''«°f
«'«»''"' ,?" ;£"„ the blank is disen-

fn contact with the under surface of the pla.torm »PP«'"°S
Jj ^."^^'."Seb .'reclprocatingn,otio,.

gaged from the gummers or pickers and
''«P»f"f<' °°™ ?'\; Sf ,^ ',|,i,h rock-shaft recedes an 03.

%Vi"ttr7.''rb,l:rL""^gh. under the creasiug-plunger 7. ,"Mch is se»red t^ an ar„^

i^^t-jhSgeriS^^irbu^dL-iorgSr^^^

which, when brought down upon the blank while it

.^?^f
.^^Pf;^

*';^''„'J^^°^tc By the descent of

^-:^^^^^JSl^^'^^S^^^^^ t- en.elope can be

'"rr::Blrpt;tVa^lSeVa"»S ^dirc; fro. .he p.atfor,n P, the fo.di.g.wing.
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1584.

-ir\, 1
"^ ' u ' • ' ^'^"'^S ^^^eu uu-ncu aown, remam stationary until the seal-flnn is tnrni.down, and such wings are so shaped that the gummed nart or pdo-p nf flio «ooi fl„ -ii . ?

™ined
to come in contact with any of the other flans and rnnJ^nL tf I

'^^ "^P ^'" not be allowed

from adhering to the other pU of the enUlope
'"^^'^l"^^^^^ ^"''^ ^'^^l-A^P will be prevented

slide from off such table, and drop'one by one i^o or between wo 'ofSefn it
"^''^

'^''^°Pf' '"

f, which project from an endless apron <). The envdopes on L^L di/rS T/^l^ ^^^^''

drop into a receiving-box Ji, which is provided witra fofiowpr V Zli wY^''' ^™"^ *^^ ^P™°'
pressed, so as to be i^ady to be put into bundles o^ packtS ' ^

^'"^ '^'^ ''' ^"^^^"^ '^«^-

sS:^Ss^^:!frs f^ sf-=,b«!£^Fr ---"

.St=L^.^t?5i:;jS----^^^
a pallet, the other shall begin its action. One of themost simple forms is shown in Fig. 1534. A sliding
irame^ A B is furnished with two projecting pieces at Cand i>, and within It is centered a wheel possessing three
teeth,_P,_^, and R, which tends always to turn in the
direction indicated by the arrow. The upper tooth P is
represented as pressing upon the projection D, and driv-
ing the frame to the right hand: when the tooth Pes-

of the frame, and the projection C is drivenrthetfttand '
Ti?us'reTo"tionrthe wl^''^"'

"''
a reciprocating movement in the slidin- piece A B Tt ;« h'p^. fw Vt "^^f^^^^^

"^
^^f

^^^eel causes

some odd num°ber of teeth upon its ciicumJerent ' '^' ^^'''^ '"''''' ^^'^^ 1' ^' ^' ^'

the^vfb?Sra5frTl!^rirL^
''''^'^''' band, with large saw-shaped teeth cut upon one edge-

reciprocating action is caused ^ ^^ ^ ^ '^^'^'^ ^S^'^^ !
thus a

In the anchor escapement a wheel centered at ^ is provided with a number of teeth, and tends

1586.

r£>M

\n^
and^;.- these paUetsmW be flSo-^Sii^^

''^'''^ ^^'^ ^°™^^d into pallets, i m
perpendicular to^i„7shTpass above ^ -d^^^^' ^''.'•'^'^ "''' 1""^^^* *" *^^ '^"^'^^^'^'^ th;t the

The point of a tooth is repr'lsented Is hWTnt t/'T."*^'"" f *° f^ '^" P^^^ between ^and K
to the right hand- and the pofnt « bv

~°^ escaped from the pallet 5 « after driving the anchor
anchor a'little to thrfeft LnTand tLTfhTlh'^i''''*

^ ?' '' '"PPf'^'^ **^ '^'"^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ P^^l^^d the

in the anchor, A C^ (sS " Elentn s nf A^^^^^^
'^" only proceed by causing a vibratory motion

FTPHTxrr T\^ ^ ^
Ji-iements of Mechanism," Goodeve, New York, 1811)

etc?Sg™nd Sbb^f'oTrubbe^^ttensr"^^ l-^^^^^^"
^'^'^'^ ''^'^ etciiinglneidles, hand-rest,

ping.oSt^arnisCtdng^aper,^5^^^^^^^^^
-oking-taper, engraver's shade, bordering-wax, stop:
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'^^^

.ass .ust be kept sti.ed until well ineo.po.ai.d
;^^^:i:^^-S\SZml!^::^

When well mixed, it must be f"[*=^ "^^«
^^'^^^^^^f^.'XsS^^^^^ made into a ball. Procure a

and rolled with the hand, that al
t^/'^^^J^^'yJ^^XSlelt, place the ball therein, and tie up the

fJe' e;.'oS':„:ti:Sir. Sflnt s^.t^L s„fL .a, .. <,uH» ««. TM. » used to.

any small box will answer this purpose.
de^-rees before the fire until it is all equally

Smokinff-Taper.-Trocnve awax taper, ™^^^*
^J .^-^'^^^^^^^ and turn it a few times before

as will soften the mixture to your fancy. Procure
^^^^^^^^^fbeeswax, broken in small pieces ;

quantity of sweet oil (half an ounce «'•

"^^J
?,)' .^^"^ff^t-^k ^^^^^^ incorporated, then pour

when melted, work the ingredients well togetbeyv^th a sti^k untu ^
^^^ .^^^ j^^^^j^^

into a basin of cold water
;
as it gets ^«1'\' ^^^^^^fjttfer i will be for use. Should it turn

^StfJ^^i^^^^^^:^^-^^^ work it well together as before; pour

half-circle, bind it together with
-=^f

^ds ring, lay ^t
^T^l^e^lhe^ive ; when dry, the shade is

round the wire, cover that ha f
if'^^^^^^^^P^f'f^'^i^bdf circle and suspend it from the window-

^r'^:S^^^ ^Suffir^SS JSS'^^tep thi eyes well protected from

''^|?:S?-\t flat^anS tWn'^ecTo'ftood will answer this purpose, which is merely to keep the

hand clear of the plate while at work
suoerior for several reasons, to Brunswick black.

Stoppinff-ouf F«nii.A -Turpen me
^^™>^J^;"., 3'"°^^,'^' frfts of turpentine to about twice the

Break small bits of rosin into a -a^, and cove^^t over with
^P^-J^^ ^^ ^^^, ^^,,„^ to the

height of the rosin. Place the bot le

'^^^^^^^'J'^'^fXtly placed in the mouth of the bottle, as

fire to make and keep the water hot ; a cork may be "ontiy 1 .

^^^^^.^ gj^Q^id be

the mixture will require to be shaken oceasionally A ^°^jl

?«J^^^^°] ^,11 incorporated. This

poured into a small pot, with a l'"l^;=^™Pbl?;f,^^f '

^^.^ j'^*
the mixture well together with the

last is necessary to prevent lumps; ^^ "^^
^^^ ^^^^^J^^^^;',,^^^^^ this varnish go over the

camel-hair pencil. You have now a good stopping out varms'i^ v

^^^^.^^ ^.^^ ^^^^^^^

border or margin of your plate : do this .^^en about to put
^ JJ^ . the process of biting-in,

hard by being left a night toset When mclined to p^^t your p^ate fo V^^^^
.^ ^^^ ^^

rBl£;e%rrkr;yourwallorborderof w^^^^^^^^^^
^^^ ^^.^^ ,,, ,,, pi.t

^gw«/or^i«.-Provide yourself with
^J^'^^^, J"^^ J;;?^"* ""^a fa^^^^ of nitric icid in bottle No. 1.

earthen'jugs with spouts. Then obtam at the cl cmi.t^^
^^^^^^ f,11 of

Pour into bottle No. 2 rather
l^^f .^^an

Jhe four h of t^^^^^^
^^ ^^^ ^^^^1 to unite it

^r^lfbotVeX^Tut^^^^^^^^^^
Idd in bottSt. 1 is w'ell stoppered, and cover ^^^^^^^^^i^l, purchased at any depot

Tracing, and Tracing-Paper.-Tv^cms-p^^ev oi various
^^fJ^^^ ^/i^^gPt^^ating with a carael-

of arts. ^i3ut, in case of necessity, ^^.^T f«od -
-^^^^^^^ the balsam of Can-

hair pencil the finest tissue-paper with the
f^^^Xf, wel together in a two-ounce bottle ; it requires

ada to one ounce of the spirits of turpentine, shaken ^^11 to ethe in a
^^^^ .^ ^.^^ ^^^_

no heat. When covered with the mixture, hang the paper on a line lo uiy ,

ner the other side.
, / • „„* c=^f+ nlnnprl flpall over it lay the tracing-paper,

Place your drawing on the tracing-board (a piece «^
.^f^ Pi"^^;*!,^t"7^^ to it, so that the pres-

fasten down with the brass-headed points, not
tJ^^^J^/^'^? ^^^^^^^^ Z%. Go carefully over

sure of the brass head secures both the drawing
^^'i.2w°;So-aTie"e of white paper between

all the lines of your drawing with an H pencil, «™„^^"y/j^^ neX^^^^ any part of the lines on

the drawing and the tracing-paper, to ascertain that you have not ne^iectca y p

the drawing.
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Tramferring.Paper.—Uhxs. is very easily made as follows • ToVo \..xt u . .
post paper, lay it on a clean place, and rub in^lTwitlT/J • ^/ '^'^ °^ ^^^^ fi»e bank-
sponge is good for this purpose. Apply the chalk unt 1 the mZ'^^' ,f f^ '^'^}

' " ^°^^" ^i* «f
piece of clean old muslin, rub the greater par of heVlw ^f

^ .1
•''" ^^/""^ '°'"'; *'^e°' ^ith a

renewed occasionally as the markin^Tbccomes faint
'^' '"'^^''- ^^^^ ^^'^^ "^7 be

Testing the Ground.—Heat one corner nf vr.>iT. !,i„i.„ j ,

even surface. Next apply your dabber to make a vei mor. ^"'? ^T/* ?^' S™"'^^' '"^ ^ «"'^ '-^^^

cold, mark over it with a rather blunt needMNo sf
" hlld"! "''"1'^ ^^-^^^^ S''^™^- ^^^1^*^°

the passage of the needle, add to it more beLwax shouldTt ?, ^Tl^ ''' '"'7"'"' ^°*^ "'^^k with
the ground will easily melt again. wSn a ba Us'madP tn

^ T} *' °'''^''' '^^°^^ asphaltum
;

The weather has considerable%ffect ITl^^l^.^t^ltlZJ^fT''-^ '' 1" '''' ^ '^^S time!
It IS advisable to get the ground as perfect a^ von c«n wh;T ^ l^ K^^*"

ingredients more, so that
Beating the Plate for Grounf-\VutZ ^hlT^ 7 u f" ^- ' ^'^^ ™elting-pot in use.

the passage of heat to the hand If yourplateTs sL n"ed or 'r'^'f' 7t ^ ^'^' °^ "«°^ '^ ^^^-^
with the oil-rubber, with a little rottenstone and ni .nH °V !. '^°^T^'.*^^

"^^''^ "i"st be removed
dered with whiting. Be careful tS'no dust"em" nron'S: ^htfT ' 1* '' ''' "^"^"'^ P«-
side of your copper plate with a sli-ht hold Fi- l^^7 .^ • Vu '

'^*''^'^ *^^ ^'^^ o° ^he long
vise with a small pie'ce of paper, toiL^'iJ'iSs;/ o h sSe " '"' ''''''' '^ *'^ ^^^^ «^ '"^^

Heatmg may be performed by burning paper under the Wl nf .1.. w u
fire IS much the preferable mode Be careful not to nli .

^, P^^*^ ' ^"* ^ ^to^e or clear
discolored, the plate is over-hot as a teTt turn^t nvl J ,

-/""'.P'^*"" " ^^^ ^^^^^^^^ becomes
off, the pkte is sutticiently hofrsrouldlfhis aidTlTn o?;l"\*' ^''^\'^ '^' °^°'^*«^e ^»^P«A piece of sailcloth, rather arger than the P ate Zukl be7 ':.T'?

^^^' ™"^* ''' ^^tlined.
during the heating process

;
placelt on the table and fav u on it7h?nf ^^ '? •"? '' \'^'''' '^' ^'^

pass your ball of ground over it backward and forward Snti tie Ite^
^^«^

ground as evenly and thinly as possible. Then use vordabber with f T"''^' ^P^'^^^ing the
and plucking it Mp. If the ground does nofdist fbu^o ittif .J- ,

^''^ ^'*'*'°' P^'^'^'^g '^ ^o™
until it shines allover, being'cautious thafi^tastfof f VaSoZ I't^," "1f^

''' f ^''''''
on agam, decreasing the pressure but not the sneeH nf Lfi ^ ^f- ., f'^"'"'

^" *^^« surface; dab

1538.
1589.

by degrees toward the c^ntrlu^sing a Ltol^a tio^^^^^^^^^^ T'""'/
^"1^^ ^°"°^ *^ ^^^'-g^^' ^^

face is of a dark color, keep ng the taper at sfich In;! ,
'°'^;

'T^"" °° "^^^' ^^^ ^'b^le sur-

may have no chance of toucE t altWhThp
1,^^''*^°"^

^f«"^
^^^-^ P'^te that the burning cotton

black alike, and no sooty3 sli e to be sfen on the wnT"^' T'l '•
f^''' *^ ^"^^^^^ ^^ ^"

use. Take the plate face downward fn«f
working part of the plate, the ground is fit for

holding the plat? fn L X'ZZ^onVeZlZ'^^^^^ P^"' '"'' ^'''' '^'^ '"^^ '^-'^'

and harder surface than could be obtained ?th?' ^L t i
.?'' ^^'*

?f°''''
P™'^"*'^' '^ ^*^«"S^^-

plate face downward, supported on one side btthJ f t \f S!'^^"^"^ *« ^o^l- ^^ow place the
smoke from the back, an'd'let iJ remarur:^ quite cold

"" '' ''' "^^' ^^ ^ ^'^ 1540. Clean the

pape'riSe?!;;'th'e'pS mlk? two lirs'oJ'^fh
''"'' ^""^

^^^^T^'
^^^^^ °^ ^ ^^^^ P-- ^^ ^rown

about an inch wide; plarthem at each ^"^^^
Paper, doubled four or more times, and

sealing-wax
:
these ribs serveTs shou Sers for IZeftt^Z

''"'

"/"T^ ""T'^
"^'^ '''''''' *^*^"^^^*^

touching the work.
^uouiaers lor the, est to lie on, which will prevent your hand from

o^is::S^'^^;:::tS^Z::^^^ ?;y^X'^^
^-mg ™led your margm line, if

of soft wax round the border leavfnJ onln tL ^... ' ^ ^^^
"^

u^""
*° *^'^ P^^*^- ^'^ i* ^^^tl^ bits

duces the chalk side next to the Se - ZVl "^^^^^^/^ adn^it the transferring-paper, which intro-

see the pencil lines on your tracii paper TZ t^
"^ '^'^

?f
^'^ '""^* ^' ^^P* 'l'^''^ ^^^' ^o" ^^y

over all the lines of yom- mchiTwiZrnihpf! '

i """"x^ ? P,""'"' '^^^'"P ^°^ '^''''^ ^^ ^be cut, go
pressure

:
the upper sWe of yTi? train, na'v^ Tl'^-"

^'""1' *^* ^'^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ble to make strong
have gone over fhe whole of^thelSswtthX^

being marked with pencil, will show whether yoS
and the black-lead mark^l 1 be percep ble K'l

°'' ^' ?^''' '1' '
^"^^ ^'^^^-^-^^ ^^^^^"^ ^«V

bottom Of your tracing to ^s..r^7'£^Un^^^l^V^J^S^^^ "Z^^'t^ JS
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»5.S:iri?orr:r4-.n«H. „ee..e K. U*e fine
p^^^^^^^

„ISg much impression on 'te
^'J^^/strHo ^1°. slight indenUtion ma, he m.de o. fte

over all the lisMet l»rts. '""f =
j ,„ ™ over the li"hter shade with increased we.;ht o£ hand,

fe p^^i±:L:S^^r^^^^^^^^ -es nearertoget... and_ t.e

pressu. IntCine pa.s that .ec,.e e.tra color .it. No. 1 point: the etCin, .ay .e wor.ed at

for a considerable time by interlining
'^^J

d«ttin
^^ ^ p^i^ted camel-hair

'should you by accident or in.stake
-f^'^^.^^J^J^^tt k up some of the |round on the margm of the

pencil into the turpentme bottle, and
^;^_^^/;,^

P°"".^g° ^hen set it will resist the aquafortis.

J^late and therewith stop out the objectionable maiLs vvne
^^^ ^.^^^ ^^^^ j^^^^^^. ^^

^
iaVSri^A. P?«^^.-I>i cold weather the wax wl be too^^^^^^^

^^^^^ ^^ ^^

miSt then be placed in moderately warm ^ater un it becm i ,^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ j^^ ,1,

"Fig 1544) to about the thickness of a
^^^^^ ^^f^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ fl'a'as you place it on the border

and two forefingers with deer or mutton fat pre., t^^^o
^^^^^ ^he bordering-wax does not go off

o? your plate, with the edge to t^^<^/^™^,t dt tet°Smer o^^ your plate pinch out the wax broader

the varnish. At what y"'^,
^^^end to be the da.^e.t co ne y

^^J .^ ^^ ^^^.^^^ ^^^h the

^:iX^'^-^^^^:i^ SSe^^Sa^^&iiS^l^ a protection fron.

T^ourinn- off One of your ugs bemg filled with wate^ P^^-^ "
j ^{ ^^^^ dry, particularly m

Laka^e Tn your border ;
should you find anJ^ P°" „f .^^^f/^fj;!? a piece of stick. Lay by the

htdefective part; then press down the outer edge^^^^^
^^^ ^ ^^^ ,be p ate

side of your plate two or three sedges (small pieces oin ^
^^e rules for the proportion

hould the acid not lie even. It
-of^^^J-J^uLtkelv depend on the strength of the acid^

"^Hali^g'pro^eTttntr^^^^^^^^^^
^^---- then cover the surface of the plate

1544.

.ith the aquafortis from No. . bottl. I^^jn^ie course of hj. amiimte th.^^^^^^^

then ill the bottle, and afterward returne^djo ^the. plate..^

S^^l^JZ^ enough, and some aquafortis

ou?of bottle No."3 must be added. ^ ^ l^ut continue a gray frosty

Liafortis so that the hues cio noi l""^
„^,.,„Jiv must depend on the expe-

bright copper after the acid has been on

H°av-mg miS'™rt,™foS so that the line, do -^.P™?-^Ji^-uTdepend on the cpe-

^^r„d£S °rd:r^«l™-idr.^«i "^.'o the >. ^, the pla.e aga.n
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The wash-water from the plate must i tWn La, ^^^ fi' / kI-*
"^'^ ^"^"^ ^^'^^'^ ^^eless.'

completed therefore set the plate up endways to dry ^^ ^^' ^''* ^^^^^^ ^«^ ^« ^"PPo^ed to be
Second Bitinq.—When the nlntp I'a r>Qr.f„".+i i ^\ ,

the lighter part^ to asc'tain i?t aefd hafLdTsuffi'-^^. •"? ^^"^ ^^™P- ^ ^^P«t of ground in
stopping.out varnish with a camel-haJi Jenel and wSfrl'"'^'n''/r°- ^^ ^* ^^^' ^ork^p yoi?
hght

;

you must elevate your rest so that jluAolTtLZl \
'^' P''^' ^^^ ^°*^"d to Remain

varmsh is dry, which maybe ascertained by placfn.^'our i '''''•''^^-
,
^hen the stopping-ou^

the plate i{Uc^^^^ jf^tt t^mfyt&1^0^ ^^ ^^^^ »-* ^^ ^^^-'^ that
the wax. Having carefully wiped the sailcloth l.vtvT i I ,-^'', ^'^' ''"^ ^1°* ^'o^e enough to melt
so that the balance remains toVe tlble App]! a^io-ht?! / ' '"'' T^ *^^° ^^^'f^-^y "pon it but
progressively under the wax; pull up the wS .s t, *'^T/' '

^
1545

slightest warmth answers the pSrpose^ B^«noviL ?L?a?l trT^r- ^°" ^^" ^^^ ^hat the
the margin an evil which gives mich trouble to reSv ?ht I \^'^' ^'^^ "^"^ ^^'^^'e *« injure
engraving, it may be as well to use old gloves if T„Vnf I» l ^f.""^'*

™pleasant process ofmove It use a bit of deal firewood cut! the haoYof n .K^f
«" adhere to the plate, to re-

end and place as you did when laying on the 4ound pt f v' ^T/^ ^""^ ^''' «^ '^^ same
candle, using the side (taking care to cover e'Sy'mS hH^J ?^f

*' ^'^ ^^^h a bit of rush
plate up by the vise; heat the back with burm-LPpan^r rhT' ""^tr^'

'''^' '"^^^y^ ^old the
tellow are meUed. Rub off with a soft v^ flJmlnrsn.1f"7'

™''^ the ground, varnish, and
ythdraw rt,e vise and wash the spot with turnen ?ne Pnh T* 7™^"> apply a little turpen ine

;the rag. Dab the plate with vour bag of rottenstone I\
^''^P'" ^ f™"*,

back, and sides, with
01hrubber polish the plate with up and down sSe^ 'usinJ Tar!' l' T' '^'''' ''^

'
''^'^ ^^th' your

quite clean, and polish off with fiue whitin- %hnn1?) \ ^^ considerable pressure: wipe the plate
IS fit for the printer. °- ^^°"'^ ^ou have succeeded in biting-in well the plate

^^yrintZ^^ but little improvement the
made by pressure of the hand), may be3 oyed For iS'

V
' "'".F°'"^^

^'' ^"^^''^ture must be
and uniting lines neglected in the eking,The diT po^n w 1

£"'"1 '^'
"^T'

^'^^^^ ^^^ *«« ^'<?ak,
leave a projection or burr on the plate it must be cSi sufficient; but as the pressure wil
yoiu- plate require more than the d^ry pol c^ accon nli h^

^^ '\' ''^^^'P ^^^'^^P^''- Should
Hehhnff.-Ee^t your plate as before but make oT^^i' fT'''

"^"'t ''^ ^""'^ to rebiting.
ter than the other part. Rub your ^round on tl.!w ™'' ^^^^ """^ ^^th the least work iS it) hot
therefrom, and dab quickly ovef 1 e'otSS part 1;? fhT'^'

?"^ "J*
'^' ^''^'^'^<^'- take the grZnd

the ground the plate should be nolished wUhl) V ^^ ^'^""^^ '"^^''^^^ is covered. Prior to lavin"
of a dabber, which will miihe e'ctd linlfL^pi-e'enTlh! IfT' f ""''

T''^''
'''''' ^"the s? pS

parts but those wanting more color must be .tn^nlf f new-jaid ground from entering. All the
used. Next follow witLcid the Lrilcess''^''^

'"' '' '^^^^^'^
5
«£^- the bordei-wfax must be

in tl^^iSTi;;;^ ^^n^l'^Z'i^l:^^^^^^^- ^'^^ g-™^ -st be lald asmg care that no whiting remliinf in tL eJ^lin^.^n^.^'^^
''""^'^^"^ ** "^" ^°to the lines, tak!

washed with turpentine" a sli-ht extra wnrntV^n;^^! fJ^'^ P^°^^^^ the plate should be merely
The smoldng is here dispensed w^th'sruTyot fat t'd'w^ 7"'^.^'^^ !^*^ ground acfd prS
stance. Now use No. 3 point (sharp) and interHnP tl^f

'
.

""'^
-^

the plate as in the first in-
greater strength, crossing the lines,7ot in dfrec ,,1: Kl''°"

^' -^
''''l''

^"'^ ^'^"'^ ^^-^ ^ant
before directed, receiving a light oil-rubbin-^^ifth a^fttle'ron ^°f

"g'^^^s^e. The plate, cleaned off asmay now be sent to the printer's and a proof obtained '^^ *«f '

aud washed off with turpentine,
be worked up to the color of a line engr^fn.^ In some oVt?' /""? *' ^'^'^tching your plite ma;
too may be used; but as it is rather dan^Sus in the h.nd^nf

1'^^^^^^ ^ -^'^^^^ «^ ^«^enge
best to do without it, as it is apt to slip and make deenlin!>swl

' umnitiated, perhaps it may be
produce any extra color that may be wanted with It)?. . T?

""^^^^ ^'^ ^^'^ted. Rebiting will
G^ural In.^frncfions.-The foHowiW dteSis wm^^^^^ ^^r^^^'^'

^'t^ less danger.

Ss^t£i-Sir5rE-«^^
4 ^f^S:^S^^SlfZ^:?SrTt^y -P-- ^^^^^ ^'^' ^t becomes neces-

flat side to^"e1oiSt,^t':^'bLTe%tpS 'r' 7™^' -' ^^^-'^ there be any
to the etching. PP*^^ ^°^ prevent the freedom of hand required to ojve spirit

ne cnarcoal and oil will remove them, and the oil-rubber will
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clear away the charcoal .arks. The charcoal can be obtained at any coppersmith's or plate-

PTl?your burnisher is good at first, it never requires alteration. The scraper n.nst be occasionally

^^SrGtn.n.-Ta.ehalfaballofW..^^^^^^
Ground) ; to that add a piece of

^'^^l^'^^^^^^^^^^ Sse it 'as before directed
.

mnst be thoroughly ^fO^'Pf^^^J^^^t'^/exactt the same a's in laying the etching-ground, with this

Laying the Grounc.-lhe P™f//^, f,,/^^*:
4"'

^ heat. Smol^e the plate the same as m laying

difference, that the plate does not ^eqmi e so leat a nea^
^^ ^^ ^^^^^, ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^

the etching-ground. The
g^^f^^^'^.f^^^^S te^S^ all ovc?, and quite bright or shining I

bear smoking. The surface
"^^^^^^^Pf^^^gf^e cleared oft', and the plate polished, as described for

s:^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^ "^-^^--' '' ''- ''-' "--^^'^ '" '"'' ''''

-rf^be S::n io test the ..aUty ofyo™^ ^^^^I^riT^tcft^S^ge^f^
heat a small portion of your plate

;
lay ^O'?^ «*

^,'^f
, R,"^™,' b^t from its even texture. Place a

Obtain some of the iinest
^'f-^'^^^^^-XS'lM^^^ pencil make a slight sketch

piece of the paper on the patch of gr<^undkdanc^^^^^^^^^ ^^ ,^^ ^^^ _ ^,^^^^ ^ ^

_a bit of foliage, for instance ;
the paper

f^^^\^{ ^^^^ g^ery line made on its surface,

raised by the two bottom corners, *e back of it should c^.a

I l^^^^^ i.^k as if it was

only darker. Should the sketch on the co pei ^ave a guainy i p
^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^.^^

dotted all over-the mixture of g~ ^'l^\f
"^ ^^,^^^^^^^ hard ground; and if everi the

with pen and ink, the ground
'^.^J^ '^^,^^;'^' f'^.i^; „^^^^^^ the plate, the ground must be re-

most tender marks of the pencil do
^f, PJ^^J,.^'^^^-^"^^^^^^^ until it is fit for work.,

melted, and so with one or the other a. « « S jun^
^^^^ \ll^ ^.^^ ,^,^er for summer will not do for

^: nrrm\yte";rt:iM maS^r^rot:to or three sorts of mixtures, and number them

winter ; so it maj ue as « <-ii •" ^

according to their several degrees o±j^^^^';, •

^f tissue-paper twice the size of your plate.

touch the face of the plate. a^^^\„„ u to be made. If you intend to copy the

Upon the square marked on the
P^P^'^J^^^j^X^iserSnAo^ the hard-ground etching ; only,

subjLt, you must go through the ^ame Pro<.ess as

J
t^^^f/^^^^-^^^^ ^j^hin the square marked on

instead of transfeiTing the red hues on the plate,^^^^^^
^ ^^.^^.- ^^ the

the paper. Take care that
17/;^ '^^'^S^^J yourdesign on the square marked with fine-pointed red

plate without copy, you must lightly
°^^1^^ .^^^'^

^^^^'f̂ ^ drawn, as it were, left-handed or reversed.

?halk. Should the sub ect be
fg^^'^'^^' fJ^J^^ °|^^^",'^a ^mooTh on the table, place it on the paper

Fold a clean silk handkerchief m four^ la^ t

^^^^f^^^ ^ ^he plate face down, exactly on

with the chalk sketch downward ^o^'jt^
b^k the overplus paper, and fix the sides with four

the square mark of the P^P^/^/^l^^^;^ ^.^^ plate on the -Jk^ Take

;tr^t^^::^^^ fo^k.^ use aLt as in etching, and a hard pencil, H II, on

*^^ssririit;:iS^tpieas^eofs2^^^^
the same day ; the mechanical part of the wk

J'^^
^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ,^,^, ,, iu ^etching. The acid

= Eb^e^chnro^g:;":rb^^delrttrId broader in the spout, as you may perhaps

^Z^Z^S^^, - sl^ to n^ -- -riSt^S^S^if^^^^
ing up-that is, commg up in P'^tc^ie.. Dur Uo tne "" »

^ j^r cleaning, see mdnnff,

but very tenderly. Wash we 1 off with ^o^f^^^^cj
^nd p^ace it t y

^^.^^^^^ ^^^^.^^^

above. Should the plate
-^-'f^^-^.^^.^tSeArrLty ^^

^ne, moreover

Aquatint ENGRAViNG.-In this we have anot^berv^^^^^^^^^^
^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ groundwork

which, unlike the last, is still much
P''^fY.pLrIllv resorted to where the object is to produce a

engraving.
, „ , „f +i-,o hp=t white rosin into pieces sufficiently small to go into the

Aquatint Ground.-Bve^k some of the *>est white rosin imo i
^^^.^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^_

mouth of the bottle used. FiU.the ^o tie "P, ojj^^a
^^f^^^^^^^^^^ ^„t glass stoppers. Have

sionally shaken, until the rosin ^^
^issoWed. The ^o^tl s must^^ha^^^^^^

.^, ^^_.^ ^^^

two other bottles ready ; mark the bottles 1, ..,0 ino
.^^ ^^ ^,^^^_ ^^^^

Pour from the mixture No. 1 into No. 2 of"t^V ' ^o 1 and neariy fill it with spirits of wine.

into No. 3 bottle rather less of the mixture f om
^^«; /j. ^^J "^l^^ ,,ttle well before use. The

These bottles must be occasionally shaken, and
^^^^"^^^^^f̂ ^^^^ ^nd^^ t^e o^ in strength, as the

contents of the three bottles must be so mixed that they are one u^^^^^

rosin each mixture contains.

size of the grain to be laid on tbe
.
plate depends

-^^^l^^^^^ ^^J^
°,,^ ,,,ter.

The more of rosin the larger the grain, ^he spiiit must be enu y ^^^^ .^ ^^^^ ^^

^l^^:^^t SStfa^ttTK trS:i%ZL. If tL powder takes fire and ex-
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plodes the spirit is good, and fit for use If it should remain in the bottom of the spoon black andwe^ the sinnt has beeii adulterated with water, and it is not fit for the purpose
Trial of Aquatmt Ground.-R^Te a tin trough about two inches wide and rather lon-er than vourplate, with a convenient spout at one end

;
the trough is to act as a receiver of thfsph-U whenpoured over the plate, the spout to return it to the botde ^ ^

Laying the Ground-Polish the plate well, as before directed. Place it on a sli^^ht slope the tintrough under tlie lo«^r edge to receive the spare mixture. As a trial of your ground pour^theHauSfrom each bottle and make a small patch in different places at the bottom of yourplkte When ehquid has run off to your tin trough lay the plate flat, and with a piece of ragTipe th; lower edJeTake a magmfying-glass and look at the grains deposited on the copper
^

Having poured the spirit from the trough to bottle No 1 make choice of thp rrrnlr, rr,.cf v^ i .

one bottle of ground to suit your purpose, make a memorandum of the circumstance upon thlb^tHe

v«r igh.,„«,erwi« the aq„.,i„,g,„„"„d,mW„grL„Ufc^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

S™„? F
^' """= ' r" !'"''''» "> '>» "'<^« "P «"" »«. ">n<l polishX^befof aTin' tWground. Engravers send the p ale to the printer's and have it flllmi ,m wiik i,?1 -i- i • '^ ? i

Ilaving laid the ground to your satisfaction, the next proceeding is stoppin- out the li-hts

tion Trr;'' '^-t
^'^^''-^''•?'^ "^ ^'^•^ '^^* sideasman lookin^-glass^ra^Sprnlforward posJion

;
lay before it the drawing intended to be worked from, with the base or forSnd toward Z'

K„ ,hf
"'•

^"."f
,»»<= 'h"" " -i-Me nraj be enonjh for the acid to'reEn on ire p ate p„"r

Btopp.ng-ou rs set p,rt the plate thronsh the sane process with the same acid A^andrv the nl«e

'ash X°°.s ti; e"? 'T, " v" • "li""
"*• »PP''' ""> »«i'J. "" '" '« relLn o°n ratte ioSger

:

fi1bprr^^rf?-'^"T^''ru
"" g'?°^-^i2'^d cork to ashes, and take a piece of whiting about the size of a

dirk cAl^r h r ^frl^'' T^ "^"'"'^^^
'

*'^^° ^^'^ ^' ™"c^ ivorv-black a^ willS the mi'Sme a

A^^^in lav the nkte Z wnT *^p^^"^"P-
A,'"f^^ ''"^^^^^y *° ^'^ ""''^ ^"*^ ^-^t^'' ^^l^en required.

p^jS^f;^?^Si^nZ^ sS;^r:;^"i:j tSiiS:;^: ^^^s:^;^!si?^-^!;t:^all thetouches with as much of the mixture as can be placed on hem When "he toShiTSuff ^s

S- th^ whTe /thXtf^me'S'- ^l"' ^^n^'
"^* ^^'^P^'^^'l^' and witfa'krgeii;™ h gouvLi tne wuoie ot the plate. When this last varnish is set, pour on some very weak acid and wntpr •

in th r'\^''^?^J "^
'^'F^""''

^^" ^°- With the soft camel-hair pencU?srd for the acW work

22i^t^^^'"v^T'\ *^' Z^''' 'r'' «^ '• *1^^° ^''^^^ ^b*^ Plat« ^l^an witi cold i-at r and a^a n
stS Thi, ,;/k

''
'f

biting the acid may remain on the plate as long as theTound w S
Snifyin'tlaf ThrSr^^ '''' ^'^^"^^-^^"- Pencil, and^usil^g The
Onfh?/!hTif -1 u.

P ^ ™
'f*

""""^ ''^ Cleaned. Release your border-wax as before describedOn this tint the oil-rubber should be very carefully used (Fig. 1546). The plate being quite clean,'
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. ^ .1, vo^o You will find your tints or bitings rather sharper against each othei than

place it under the shade. J^^^nwav with this by rubbing with pressure the parts to be reduced

you wish. The burnisher is to
.'^"^^^yj/^^Vesii^htly touched with the oil-rubber. Aquatint en-

L color. The parts to be burnished
^^t^:Jke^JZt.u only be acquired by practice The

graving requires some skill m the u^e or ^i_^^ »
j.^.^ ^ modulating the darker parts,

fcraper will be found very useM 01 b„^^^^^^
^^ .atisfactfon, the plate must be

Should you have failed m ,™.^,^"\
*f„„°;^'d Iro^^d must be larger than the first, that is, contain

polished, and another ground la d. The
ff^^^^^f

'°^^^^
^gf^,,

°
The plate should be sent for

Lore rosin. The bordering, biting
J^f/t«,^P£-°;,*,^i:;e%S p\^of you will be able to ascertain

':::!:fZ:^:i::rel^^^^^^
^he ll-nishermustreduce; the increase

can only be had by laying another ground
.^„_.-.t;Qe tarnish with turpentine very slightly col-

Ground to Etch on.-mx
^^^.^^

^
^^^^^^^^^^^^ by the nLue perceptible. With

ored with black, but only sufficiently .o
Jo

render tne unes
j^^ thwise ; when that is set,

this thin varnish and a
^^.^^^-^Z^Z'^J,^^^^^^ I convenient. The etching finish-

rpnpqt the coatins; crosswise ; let it set, ana lay ii "^ •'"i
_
o )

rbovlr aBd bfte »s before direeW b.t -«^ «7gr .«^^^^ ^^ j„„„, „,^f„,^ „4

eiE" Sref.Ta^id 'X>'^Z.STSlStM.,, neglected, pLen. ens™.>„g t-o^

for should Ibe slightest PJrtice of
""f„

"''?
' T fam the rosm will corrode around it, and con-

^T„Si;trraSfs-^Ji o^i::g^Snf^rL'SZ been applied. These •• accidents " arc

1546.

sec

154S.

^

p=^-^M^s ^iadL^^^AJLI

of little consequence, unless they should ^^^ppen on the^ky. To do away with such light places,

thfnr p'a^'eKougfi a double piece of clean --j^^'
-^jtck^J^l^nd.'^ of the acid

The burnisher acts as principal m forming a good kyand^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^ burnisher. Every

"
To'enrich and darken the foreground or foliage, etching over the parts with the etching-ground

above described is much the easiest inetlK)d
^ ^^ ornamental work, as great

Rosin-Ground Engraving.—inis styie oi euoiiviuo i

.,^ ,^ ' rp, t . white rosin should be

depth of color can be obtained. The process ,s extremely
J^^J^/'^J^^^^^f

^™, ^^d tied up in a

reduced to powder by pestle and n^o^^V '^'''
.thfnt ^^ounfand he then powdered

bag. The plate must be heated as m l/^y^^g
f^^^^^-fble ,o that you may use both hands. With

on Ae surface. The best plan is to lay tlie plate on
^
table so that you may

^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^

the bag of rosin pendent in
f^nit.ce'le pt^de e^r"^^ to ai from^the flannel bag, and,

distance from the plate), which will
^^^f^

t^^,
P^J^^.^J^g^'g^'o^e^ to the aquatint de-

falling on the hot plate, it will there fix tself

^^^^fJJj^^^^^^^^^ ;, exactly the same as in the

posit, but much more enduring. (Fig- 1548.)
,^J;^'i';f°Pf°|T o-round may be procured, as

ffifand^j-reSiirthCr^ir

ing, taking ofe the border, and polishing the plate.
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Etching on Glass -The glass is covered with a thin ground of beeswax, and the desi-n bein- drawnw th the etchmg-needle, it is subjected to the action o"f sulphuric acid sprinkled ovei- with poundldfluor or Derbyshire spar. After 4 or 5 hours this is removed, and the glass cleaned off wi?h oH ofturpentine, leavingthe parts covered with the beeswax untouched. This operation nay bTnverted

^^::^l^^C:J'''^''' ^ '^^^^' ^^^^--^ -^ turpen^Cand su^bje^nrtt^

r..fir"i'?l^
'^''^ executed on the etching-ground by dots instead of lines made with the etching

rei^'is^rifthL'biiir"^^^^^^^^ ''- ^'^^^^^ *« '- ^-^p^-^-^^^^- -^ -^^ ^^^
l..f^T^^''

^™'''
J' '''T^"^

'""*^^^ '"^ ^^^ «^°^e way as in the process on copper. The plate isbedded on common glazier's putty, and a ground of Brunswick black is laid in the usual waTthrouVh
FvVvFT^' i'

scratches. It is then bit in, in the way above described.
^' ^^

JiVJixXJiK. bee CoTTON-spiNNiNG Machinery
EXCAVATING MACHLNES. Apparatus for the removal of earth in large quantities The ordinary method of ascertaining the nature of the material to be excavated, prc^ufto the undertak n<^

1^717' '^''^^'''^^ '«
i^y

boring a vertical hole of about 3A to 4 inches diameter in tSe^ound"and br ngmg up specimens of the materials pierced through at different depths. For this exam"nation, when made in rocky ground, the diamond drill is largely emploved as is exnla hpH Zw
^'M^t'^'f. J^' ^T'

^^^^^-^ '^ '' ^°"^b'°^ shafts with KnglyLking at efst one haftwhich should be at the point of greatest depth, and then making'the borings a least 200 07300yards apart. Boring-tools for earth will be found described under Well-boring sSaVo TunnelING. Acuttmgis usually commenced by making a "gullet" or vertical^ ided excavation wide"enough to cont_am cue or more lines of temporary%ails for the passage of cars Tlie w^^0?the cu tmg o Its full width, and the formation of the slope, should be'carried on so as Tevei to befar behind the head or most advanced end of the gullet; for the strain thrown on a mass of earthby standing for a time with_ a vertical face has a tendency to produce cracks, which may extendbeyond the position of the intended slopes, and so render the sides of the cutting liab e to sSdafter they have been finished. The advanced end of a cutting of considerable denth and theparts of Its sides whose slopes have not been finished, consist, while the w^^kls in L'ress o?a series of steps or stages called "lifts," rising one above another by 6 or 8 feet, or thereaboutsthe excavators working at the faces of these lifts so as to carry them on together From faces atthe end or sides of the gullet, the earth is shoveled directly into the carts or ?ars Fiom^he othSfaces of the cutting the earth is wheeled in barrows alon^ planks to points from whic" it can be

Son"lVotrT% ^^' "'"^ "^ ^-^^^^'^^^^S or getting the earth depends mainly u^on tsad-

llT", ^°«^«,.^J^^\^.iid gravel, soft vegetable mould, and peat can be dug with the slivel or Thespade alone; stiffer kinds of earth require to be loosened with the pick before being shoveled into

bSr'nn'l t^ -T «^«<^^^ith crowbars, wedges, or stakes; the softest kinds ofI0 k can be

S?.p?f^ I
P'',V' "•°^'^^'': "^^'^^"^ »'->"ds require the action of wedges; harder still, especkllyif free from natural fissures, need blasting by gunpowder or other explosives *

especially

<1J. !, H-'*'"'''i *''^i T^"*"' ^", '^^"''''' '^"""'Ss and in light soils is best done by the plou-h In

feet^ the inf^
?/,'"'*' ^TT

"^dermined at the ends, falls by itself. For short dLtances 10 to 20feet, the earth, if loose and dry, may be moved by shovels ; from 20 to 200 feet bamows mav be em

otSooT.?" T' ' ';''"''
'

''' '^'^^'''^ '.'''^ ''''' ^"'' b*^ f°™d °^«re economiJalTand fo. hauTs"

.-nTl'^ T'^IT '^'''^.\T
*°

f""^^^""^ °^ ^°'* ''^ earthwork, etc., will be found in papers on the sub

lu ^^?1\^^^"'Z''V\'''TJ^ *" '^""""'^ 'f '^'' Franklin Institute, vol. ii., 3d Ss pa^ ^64

Aid of D .
'" ^"?°T P <J'^"1^*?°S

tbe Cubic Contents of Excavatio'ns and Embanl^m^nts'by the

quoted.
°''"''' ' Trautwine, C. E. See also the works of Rankine and Vose, previously

In order to execute an excavation with speed and economy, it is necessary to fix correctly both theabsolute and the proportionate numbers of pickmen, shovelers, and barrovvmen so that afl sHl hpconstantly employed. The only method of doing this exactly is by tri 1T'tl e po AppLYma ely one excavator to 5 or 6 feet of breadth of face is about as close as the men^can beXedwithout getting in each other's way. The proportion of wheelers to shovelers may be eslimlted anproximatoly by the fact that a shoveler takes about as long to fill an ordinary ban-ow wkh elrfh ^s

Ihl emtt"; b^rlw "Kf '"," '"77 ^'"^*
'''-"'/f

'''' °^ ^ ^-^-^^^ planMn "retuTn with

of whSrs Tl P nl? T ,
«.^b'^"'°"'«

»'f
laired for each shoveler is one more than the number

the earth h.rdlv'-"'' f ^>f'^'''
*" ^\^o^^\^,^ (in a single rank) depends on the stiffness of

wheelba row. S^ '""'"' ^
T^'^''^

*° ^ '^°^'"^'''- ^"^ ''^'^^^ ^'^g^'i ^^ol^s about as much as 50

oil n whicrihe Irl ;f;''-'f''P''r^ '"f^"f
"^"^ embankments depend upon the nature of the

nome cases at ix to
^^^^^^^^ travel will stand at a slope of 1* horizontal to 1 vertical, and

ZlTlJir ^ \ ^'^^-^' *°"Sh remaining at a high angle when first cut, finally assumes a

Sy ea hr^uZTsts'tW t?
' *° '^ 7'^ ™^^"".^° "'^'^'^ ''^' ^^^ "^^ ^^^g^ slope's of cky orcuyey earths suggests that the proper form to be given to the cross-section of the cuttin<r is thit of

Ca^re'Sd J^dlTa::. T ff'"".
°' '''' slopef where the pressure is g" atlsfand^toeVer aboVe'tare should m all cases be taken to secure good drainage and to protect the slopes of the earth-

Fig. 1549 represents the New Jersey excavator, which is designed to excavate earth n-ravpl npntand mar
;
also to dig large trenches, levees, and canals for inlgTting anTo Li ru^p^oseT

'

It t'claimed to be able to dig a trench 4 to 6 feet wide and 3 feet deep, and from 400 to 600 feet long!

* Eankine-s " Civil Engineering." + Yose's " Manual for Railroad Engmeers."
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or to remove a P-Po.tionate amount of e.th^
pt''^t;t:to'ra ^IH^^^^^^^

of not over ^;6. .It i^ al- dauned to excavate , -t) e ya^/
f -f^^ .^ ,,e following refer-

It was patented in 1876 by Mr. J. r. Jsonne i. -^""^ & nactor wheel for auidms; the machine

ences: ^, the frame; B £, propelmg traction-wheels; (7 ^^^^jr-wheel tor g ^^.^^ ^^^^_^^^^^

when traveling, to which s

-".^^^^^^^tlSeSar^' attcLd/^, upper and lower chain^wheels,

knives; ^, the four chains to winch ^l^^. buckets are at ache^
^^^^ ^^^^.^

raised by screw if at an angle suffic.ent to lo^^^^^^^^ ^^l
necessary depth ; the

a contact with the ground; but a few feet ^^^^^^^^
^^^
J"\g ^^^^e parallel with the surface of the

rear of frame is then lowered until the ^^ottomo the trench «

'J^f
P^^^^\

^ f^.tb^r lowering of

ground. The machine may be; permitted to dig
^^f
f

"f ^^^^^^J
^^
|)"Sa^^^ to chains ^ revolving

?he rear end of frame. The digging
^^^^f'^^'^^l^^^'^^^^^^^ the concave backs of

around the upper and lower
•^^^'^^f.^^'l^'^.'^l^^.^^f-.^Vr.Lst the peri of the lower chain-wheels;

the buckets firmly rest, while working m the earth, against the peripneij' u

1549

they ^hen pass up, performing merely the functions of e'e^at-, carrp^ «ie ea..h to^tl. upper

^ssts?t:rsrs;uy=Ss=^
s-^riiti^^hj^sri^^^rr^^r^v:^^ - p-- *-

"^r1r?5?o'r"p^Sen;'f Dunbar & Ruston's steam navvy, which
^^ "-f

/^^ -^taThi^f 1:^0
roads- on each^ide. This is one of ^^^^ -f.[ff.t'rSrirs on^h n Sd^ and" then on

machine advances, excavating its «^^.S^"«t^;.*J"^„^tS filled The lines of rails are arranged

the other, one of the empty wagons in P«s\ti°^/;;^
'^.^^^^^ °Jif gtandin- on a central road behind

for the wagons so that there is always a train of ^^^^pty ^^ agons sU^^^^^^^
^^ .^^ ,^3 roads

the navvy and from whence they are drawn over a short ]
imp roaa imp pob

boy being required to work it.

.„„,„,„ +„ +hp rlntiiled drawings, is constructed mainly of

This machine, as will be seen on reference to the detailed ^raw^
^^^ ^^ ^^rking it

47
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lowered till the mouth of it rests upon the erounfl Tho mo^ ^,, +i • i i , ,.

a foot-brake and gear, holds the scoorin thftTo^ion sofixL^,?! '^f^'l S'*^'™' ?-" '"^^"« "^

a pivot or point on the jib. The scooi is now drn wn fn^l ^^^^ °i
^^^ scoop-handle from

drum therib.v cutting il before it:::rdi;rtoX%S rd'es ^ibTb; tt Vn'^l^ ^T'thTL'^"^"

brought over the wagon to be filled the attendant nolVv ^^%^^™S ™^,^d until the scoop is

catch-bolt, allowing The hinged b^tm L^rptl^^s Ja^nJ^ it ^oSstto' ttwat '''^'
Jib IS then swung round again, the scoop lowered, and the ope'raUon repeated

^ '

offflrte'^S^wk'^^ SoTl^iitfof;ti,r Jlt^^j'
reach, theTn^or-screws are slackened

propelling gear it is moved ?o wa^d^L re^ed di Tat °^'^^ 3' "^ '*' '°^ ^^ ?""" °^ ^^<^

down in ordertopreventthe machine from X'ingtr^^^^^^^ '^^ ^'"'^ ^^^^"^^
For submarme excavation, see Dredging.
A steam digger and excavator, the invention of Mr OH, ^f \t„„ v i

• •„
annexe.? figures, which present the principal srelevatL ?rit i.,nnf.^ ^° ^^^
all the working parts sufficiently into view F,V 1552?s a nlan of £1^ Y "''"n'""'

"'^'''^ ^"°S^
the dotted lines showing the position of the i:,^;er framing or st' letrbot^r' \t\H' s7"°' 'Tcrank-shaft and gearing- Fio- 1554 thp m-iin Hmr., . v iL- *=,

'*"^\Ooiier, j<]g. i55o shows the

cavator
;
and Fig.^556,\' plan of the excaiator ' ''

''''' ''' ""^° ''"'" ^'' ""^^^^^g *^« ^-

of^^^^;^n:s^omS^;ch^::t;^-^;^^^^^^

In'tS mTddlfis^'p'laSh^Si^trt^^^^^^^
'"^"

"^ ^?' *'^ ^^^^™S for turning the crane round,

other end i^ nll^pH f^t p'^"°? for workmg one of the motions of the excavator B ; and at the

bS of whx'ch1? ;ted a phTform /
"

'' V T"''^ *° ^° "'•^^"^^^ *""^- --^' «" ^^^ d'^"-
another motion of the efcaLmi^^^^^

'" '''"''^' stands, and gearing IF for working

getle'r-Tt'iJof a I'J^T^ ^' ^'"- ^^^^^ '' ^^^^'^ «^ ^^^^^ boiler-plate, and is firmly riveted to-

which sev to penetLterd' r^^^^^^
'\'

-''Z''
''^' ^''' *°"^ ^^^^^ ^ p'-^''

i.g'moyTmt?: MhtLrortLT^fyl^enf^^^^
"^^^"^^"^=

^' ^^^ ^^=^»^<" ~"^^
= ^' «- ^-

other fofE^nglt X;hr.™?nd'bnr r^^' ^°', '"^ '.^^"'"S the excavator forward, and the

formed in the follow^^ ma/ner On Jhe l. I f".
^°^^«^/""" ^Ji'^eously. The first motion is per-

a small high-pressure cn^in^nnt «L ^°"f°"t^^ ^*^F ^' ^""^ i" f^i^t of the boiler C, is placed

the crank?, a'id givL a^ro^aly motn t^\t
'
T^.^T^'^' ^^^^^"<^^*'°S-rod of which 'acts' upon

works into the lar| wheel J/7nounted on t^-^Vf^^^ ">
'

^''' ^^'"j"" '' ^'^^ ''''' "^^*^^

or drum n, Fi- 1551 round whTnh til T , ^ VP°^ ^'^'ich is fixed a large channeled barrel

the hollo; crane-nos'tove? t L . V^^'n^'"''^'''
^ '' "^''^'^^

'

^^^'^ ^^^^n passes upward through

round the blocks r to which ^heol'? ^"^^^'^ ^' '? '^
'^^^^^^ P""^^ ^^^^ '^t the jib-head, thence

out of the °round both in n forw. / ''J
" ^"^Pf

^d.^'^' ^^ ^^^^ chain wound up draws the excavator

second moLl[ This kVmotionT,.^^
upward direction, when driven into the ground by the

P, to another gear i' On the axlo TtT^'^T*'?' r' *n' '^S'"
traversing over the indented pulleyuer gearm^. On the axle of the mdented pulley F is fixed a beveled wheel v, Fig. 1552
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end of wliicl, .3,« '"'J^P'^f?"|,S taLrinto the la.-e spur-wheel », mounted upon a shaft, upon

:&tVS,;:.Kl\,;-i?«ScMrc'oVea%he"^^ .» .-» diagonal .ooden arm.

Scale—3 inches = 16 feet.
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S; on the lower end of these arms is fixed an iron yoke, to which is suspended on pivots the ex-
cavator. By this arrangement, as the main chain passes over the pulley F, motion is communi
cated to the shaft for the purpose of forcing downward in a diagonal direction the arms S and withthem the excavator mto the ground. A man stands upon the stage f, for throwin" in and out of
gear this apparatus, and to regulate the motion for lowering or raising the excavator

°

The next motion to be described is for the purpose of turning the crane round either to the rio-ht
or to the left

;
this is effected by another gearing in the following manner : On the first crank-shaft

/is fixed a beveled wheel /, Tig. 1553, which works into a similar wheel
ff, mounted on to the end

of a horizontal shaft Q, upon which are placed loose two beveled wheels / ff", either of which can
be thrown m or out of gear so as to work, as may be required, into the large beveled wheel hmounted upon the shaft JI; upon this shaft is a pinion A', which works into the wheel ? fixed on
the shaft 7; upon this shaft is fixed an indented pulley/, round which the chain r is coiled and
passes upward oyer pulleys s, round either side of the horse-shoe pulley, to the ends of which'it is
fixed by iron bolts

;
the horse-shoe pulley is fixed by means of strong iron stays to the crane andwhen It IS made to revolve, the crane-jib is turned round on the stationary post f, either to the ri^ht

or to the left as may be required, and empties the contents of the excavator into a wagon or barrSw
_
Jheproffrmmff mohon is effected by placing on the hind-wheel axle a strong wheel, shown by a

circle 6, Fig. l5ol, which communicates with a pinion h', on the shaft, as shown by a dotted circle •

motion being given to the shaft above by the bevel-gearing described in the last motion, a forward
or backward motion o± the machine is obtained.

TheCouvreux Excavating Apparatus has been largely employed in Europe, chiefly in the importantwork of regulating the bed of the river Danube and in the construction of the Belgian ship-canalOn the Danube this machine consisted of a chain of buckets so arranged on a frame that the empty
buckets descended from above while the filled ones rose below. On reaching the emptying point
these vessels were discharged by automatic mechanism. Motive power was supplied by a ^oiorse
engine, and the entire apparatus was mounted on a carriage running upon three rails, and propelled
by a 4-horse engine. The excavated material on leaving the buckets fell into a conduit, which led it
to transport-wagons running on a second and parallel railroad. (See Engineering, xxvi., 312 )

Useful Data.-llv. Elwood Morris has determined the following useful data relative to excavation
work: A horse with a loaded dirt-cart, employed in excavation or embarkment, will make 100 lineal
teetot trip, or 200 feet in distance, per minute while moving. The time lost in loadine- dumpin"-
awaiting, etc., equals 4 minutes per load. A medium laborer will load with a cart in 10 hours of thelollowmg earths measured in the bank : gravelly earth 10, loam 12, and sandy earth 14 cubic yards
Carts are loaded as follows : descending hauling, one-eighth of a cubic yard in bank ; level haul-
ing two-sevenths of a cubic yard in bank; ascending hauling, one-fourth of a cubic yard in
Dank. In loam a 8-horse plough will loosen from 250 to 800 cubic yards per day of 10 hoursA scoop-load will measure one-tenth of a cubic yard, measured in the excavation. The time lost in
loading unloading, and turning per scoop-load is 1^ minute. The time lost for every 10 feet of di'^-
tance, from excavation to bank and returning, is 1 minute. In double scooping, the time lost in
loading, turning, etc., will be 1 minute ; and in single scooping it will be 1^ minute. The volume of
earth in embankment is less than in excavation, from greater compression, the proportion bein- as
follows

:
sand, one-seventh ; clay, one-ninth

;
gravel, one-fourth

See Rankine's " Civil Engineering
;
" also Blasting, Tunneling, Rock-Dkills, Quarrying Machine

Well-boring, and Mine Appliances. '

SSS"*"^'^-^^^' ''''^° ^^^' Illuminating, Apparatus for Manufacture of.

_

EXPANSION OF STEAM AND GASES. General Data.-lh^ formulae and tables that follow
give in a compact form, the principal data required in calculations relating to the ordinary forms of
heat-engines

;
and the explanations that accompany them, together with the illustrative examples

are intended to render them intelligible to all who may have occasion to use them
lable I. is compiled from the experiments of Regnault, such calculations as were required bein"-made in accordance with rules given in Prof. Rankine's " Treatise on the Steam-Engine." Some fewremarks on the properties of steam may be appropriate in this connection
Saturated steam is steam which is just sufficiently heated to continue in the form of vapor If

cooled at all, a portion will be condensed
; and if any additional heat is imparted, the steam becomes

superheated. There are three distinct phases in the change of water into steam. Suppose heat is
imparted to a pound of water at 32° ¥., and under mean atmospheric pressure. The temperature
of the water wil gradually be increased until it reaches 21 2^ and in this process, as shown by col-umn o of the table It will receive 180.5 units of heat, or as much heat as would raise the tempera-
ture of 180.5 lbs. of water from 39° to 40°. It requires 1S0.5 units of heat to raise the tempera-
ture of a pound of water through a range of 180° (from 32° to 212°), because the specific heat of

^T^V^T^^^'Zl'^^^.t^
temperature. To raise the temperature of a pound of water from 32° to T%T-.S2 + 0.000000103 X [(T~S9.lf + (7.1)3] ^^it^ ^f heat must be imparted to it; and by this

formula the quantities in column 3 of the table can be computed. When the water has attained the
temperature of 2V2

,
the process of vaporization commences; and heat is required to perform thework of overcoming the resistance of the particles of the water to the repulsion incident to thechange into vapor and also to do the work of expansion against the resistance of the atmosphere in

which It IS formed so that the whole expenditure of heat in changing a pound of water at 32° into
steam of 212

,
as shown by column 7 of the table, is 1,146.6 units, or the sum of the quantities in

columns 3, 4, and 5. By column 6, the latent heat of a pound of steam at atmospheric pressure is
ybb.l units

;
and as this is the quantity of heat in a pound of steam evaporated "from and at 212° "

•the quantities m column 7 divided by 966.1 give the total heat in units of evaporation, or pounds of
•aquivalent evaporation " from and at 212°," as shown in column 8. The other columns of this table
oeed no particular explanation.
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Table I., showing the Properties of Saturated Steam.
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1

2
3
4
5

6

7
8

9
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102.0
1-26.3

141.

T

153.1
162.4
170.2
176.9
183.0
183.4
193.3
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perature
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from 32°
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Required to Vaporize the Water.

197. S
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205.9
209.6

14.7

15
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218.1
216.3
219.5
222.4
225.3
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70.0
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138.4
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6
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981.4
962.0
949.7
940.6
933.2
927.0
921.7
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905.1
901.8
898.7
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28
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4:3

44
45
46
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49
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230.6
233.1
235.5
237.8
240.1
242.2
244.3
246.4
248.4
250.3

181.6
184.9
18S.1
191.1
193.9
196.7

252.2
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255.8
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262.5
264.1
265.6
267.2

199.3
201.8
204.3
206.6
208.9
211.1
213.2
215.8
217.8
219.8

893.9

893.0
890.5
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885.7
883.4
881.3

71.0
71.3
71.7
72.0

73.2

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

268.7
2T0.1
271.6
273.0
274.3
275.7
277.0
2T8.3
279.6
2S0.9

221.2
223.0
224.8
226.6
228.3
230.0
231.7
288.3
284.8
236.4

879.2
877.3
875.4
873.5
871.8
870.1
863.4
866.8
865.2
868.7

976.1
973.1
970.4
967.8

1,113.0
1,120.5
1,125.2
1.128.7
1,131.5

1,133.8
1,185.9

1,187.8
1,189.4
1,141.0

1,142.3

1,143.6
1,144.8
1,145.9

1.152
1.160
1.165
1.168
1.171
1.174
1.176
1.178
1.179
1.181

9 10

W
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perature of
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Density.

t^
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W O 03
H O <1
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<

11

966.1 1,146.6

965.3
963.0
960.8
958.8
956.7
954.8

61
62
63
64
Co

282.2
283.4
284.

6

285.8
287.0
283.1
239.3
290.4
231.5
292.6

237.9
239.

4

240.8
242.3
243.7
245.1
216.4
247.8
249.1
250.4

862.2
860.8
859.4
85S.0
856.7
855.4
854.1
852.9
851.6
850.4

952.9
951.2
949.5
947.8
946.3
944.8
94:3.2

941.8
940.4
939.0

1,146.9
1,147.9
1,143.9

1,149.9
1,150.6

1,151.5

1.182
1.184
1.1&5
1.186

330.

4

171.9
117.3
89.51
72.56
61.14
52.89
46.65
41.77
37.83

1.187

1.187
1.183
1.189
1.190
1.191
1.192

34.59
31.87
29.56
27.58

.00803

.00582

.00S52

.01117

.01378

.01686

.01891

.02144

.02394

.02644

20,623
10,730
7,825

5,588

4,530

8,816

3,302
2.912

2,607

2,361

12

.02891

.03188

.03383

.03626

26.37

25.85
24.83
22.98
21.78
20.70
19.73

1,152.2
1,153.0
1,158.8
1,154.4
1,155.2
1,155.9
1,156.4
1,157.1

1,157.7
1,158.3
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Table I. {continued).

CO w a
CO P^ O
BlgS

gDBi
H o <!

t^ fc D
;:^ ., O*O ^ tc

P3
<!

QUAUTITT OF HEAT PEK POUND, IN BRITISH
THEEMAI, UNITS.

Temper-

ature, Fah-

renheit

Scale.

66
67
6S
69

TO

Required

to raise

the Tem-
perature

of the

Water
from 32°

toT.

Required to Vaporize the Water.

To Over- To Over-
come come

Internal
| External

Resistance Resistance

to Vapor-

ization.

4

to Ex-
pansion.

71

72
73
74
75
T6
77
78
79

80

Degrees.

298.8
299.8
300. S

301.8
802.8

268.6
269.7
270.7
271.7
272.7

5

I

825.6
824.8
824.0
823.3
822.5

803.7
804.7
305.6
806.5
307.4
309.3
809.2
810.1
311.0
811.9

81
82
83
84
85
86
87
83
89
90

91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100

812.7
813.6
814.4
315.8
816.1
816.9
317.7
818.5
319.3
320.1

273.6
274.6
275.6
276.5
277.4
278.4
279 3
2S0.2
231.1
282.0

821.8
821.0
820.3
819.6
818.9
818.2
817.5
818.8
816.1
815.4

320.9
321.

T

322.4
823.2
823.9
324.7
825.4
326.2
328.9
327.6

232.8
283.7
234.6
285.4
280.8
2S7.1
237.9
233.8
289.6
290.4

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

328.3
329.1
329.8
830.5
331.2
331.9
332.6
833.2
3:^3.9

834.6

291.2
292.0
292.8
293.5
294.3
295.1
295.8
296.6
297.4
298.1

814.7
814.1
813.4
812.8
812.1
811.5
810.9
810.2
809.6
809.0

78.8
78.9
79.0
79.0
79.1

79.2
79.2
79.3
79.3
79.4
79.5
79.5
79.6
79.6
79.7

79.7
79.8
T9.9
79.9
80.0
80.0
80.1
80.1
80.2
80.2

803.4
807.8
807.2
806.6
806.0
805.

4

804.8
804.2
803.7
803.1

385.3
335.9
336.6
337.2
387.9
338.5
889.2
389.8
840.4
841.1

298.8
299.6
300.3
301.0
301.7
303.4
303.2
303.9
304.6
805.2

80.3
80.8
80.4
80.4
80.4
80.5
80.5
80.6
80.6
80.7

802.5
802.0
801.4
800.9
800.8
799.8
799.3
798.7
798.2
797.7

305.9
306.0
307.3
3118.0

808.6
309.3
309.9
310.6
811.2
811.

9

121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
140
150

341.7
342.3
342.9
843.5
844.1
844.7
845.3
345.9
846.5
847.1
852.8
358.2

312.5
313.2
813.8
314.4
815.1
315.7
316.3
316.9
317.5
818.1
324.0
829.6

797.2
796.6
796.1
795.6
795.1
794.6
794.1
798.6
798.1
792.6

80.7
80.8
80.8
80.8
80.9
80.9
81.0
81.0
81.0
81.1

792.2
791.7
791.2
790.7
790.2
789.8
789.

3

788.8
788.4
787.9
783.5
779.3

81.1
81.1
81.2
81.2
81.3
81.3
81.3
81.4
81.4
81.4

81.5
81.5
81.0
81.6
81.6
81.6
81.7
81.7
81.7
81.8
82.1
82.4

Latent Heat
of Vaporiza-

tion—Sum
of Columns
4 and 5.

Total Heat
of Vaporiza-

tion above

32°—Sum
of Columns

3 and 6.

ir

904.4
903.7
903.0
902.3
901.6

1,173.0
1,173.4
1,173.7
1,174.0

1,1(4.8

Total

Heat of

Vaporiza'

tion

above 32°

in Units

of Evap-
oration.

E

901.0
900.2
899.6
898.9
898.3
897.7
897.0
896.4
895.7
895.1

1.174.6

1,174.8
1,175.2
1,175.4

1,175.7
1,176.1

1,176.3

1,176.6

1,176.8

1,177.1

1.214
1.215
1.215
1.215
1.216

1.216
1.216
1.216
1.217
1.217
1.217
1.218
1.218
1.218
1.218

894.4
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,t .Mom happen, .ha. .h. .-P'™?- «',*= 'f^^^ t4\':;:™p^i^ "« Sl^uSdr^nd
tions for various temperatures from 32 to 21.

f
°
';^"/"^'\i^^^ „f water at 65" into steam having

the total heat in units of evaporation Becessaijochang a poj^^^^

It"ppear that the total heat in

required quantity is 1.223-0.034 = 1.189 unit of evaporation.

Table II., sko.ina Correction for mits^Maporatior^^

Temperature
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Table III, showing Volume and Weight of Distilled Water af I)Ifevent Temperaturrakrenhrit Srnli>
' ^ res on the

Tempera-

ture,

Fahren-

heit

Degrees.

Ratio of Volume to

Volume of Equal
Weight at the

Temperature of

Maximum Density.

32
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'^;:^:;;:;;i;;^..uias for the .eight and vdu^e f^^^^r^^s:^^s;Si, aSos!

wei-hs ^^ lbs., and the volume of a pound is
— cubic feet. Some results of the above

39.819

formulas are given in the next table.

TABLE v., showing Weight and Volume of Dry Ah- at AtnmpUricP^^

Tempera-
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hence according to column U in table IV., the final temperature on Fahrenheit's scale - (70° +

^S:S;^J^i^^{^^^='"*^-0-''^ so ..a. the .pp,o...>a.e .e».

perature = (212 + 100_ ) .
0.751 '^

^ expands without condensation, what is the

4. If steam is cut "S^^-^.
^.

^f^ ^'^^^^Z,:,^^^^^^^
square inch above zero ? According to

mean total pressure, the mitial
P^^ff^^^^3°_ ^,. ^ Ao _\q 4 i|jg pgr square inch.

steam m its .«P«"'™ "°'°™V,°«': .'^e „„ J fous rfor 'aris» from Its use in ordinaty cases,

t^"i:^SSX:i^^!^^^^-^ be toaOe without the aid of tables.

„.Sri:t ex';ire"compo™d, the ^emLts -posiog it ate » *--—"^ Trt
cauuo. be separated e.cept

£'^*™5\fSJ;,,°°ea„ o are.plosive umt°ure, properly

?„tfiX*^eseSi"l:ti.t:2'rrtfr;;i»^^^

:$.i?;^Jsr?^»5l3^ffHii,Sa;^^^
however, the explosive properties of «''«

«7?°°taB,iMe "niSuT Tta^^^ pierate has a certaio

Sirof o/vravTiTaM ioTen'?p,:si:eZeS,tt-S;^^^^^^^^^^ so it s mLd with a substance

?;p,Ss o^ySu, such as potassium ui.r.te taU^etre) »n.—;->;
«»;;^,,,,,, ,„„ „„,, , „,,

There are a S''»' "»°>>'«'/'j°':C? „^,T° I'-iv^e; '• P. of W. N Hi 1, of the Uuited States

few are used iu practice 1° 1>'^ "i^^^^^^^.^gS;^ guu.eottoo and its

;°r^:tr:the'prr£^t;u'd?urrcor.-^^^^ some ««.i''c„utaiuiug picrates), aud the

''''S^i:fS::::i::-Sr:;C^^'lfS^^ .he ac.,ou of mtHc add up„„ glycer.ue at a

sss:^f1^;&{^|^iHHHirKS^^^

^rJ"?^i^^s-^r'HS3I X ?£Tt£tJ^ss:is
does not take a direct part m the production of the « «-g

>^^"JJ Sic acid The sulphuric and

Seict:s.'SiX'Po;'rr';x=^^^

Freshly made, it is creamj.wh.te^aud opaque but becomes t.auspareut^^^a^ Ls „ot mis with

uearly so, on standing for a suffle.ent <-''^''

''''^'^"'IZ^ti^ t'^K"Tv«'i<K''^ a violent head-

,nd is unaffected by water. It has a
™f\.P»"f"\»"'?"\»^'°;t,nv point Those constantly

ache if placed upon the tongue, or even >
all«";«? '»

'"^j'.^'^lS.? ffrec.es °o a white erystalline

= l't rr''oX.!nVrerf?r:iIrr.Erd by*-;!;:;;'/r-v^sLl containing U m ,a.or at a

:HHi'ESiri?:;;-^:u -nxSf^s--js^^^ is

^r;c:rrnetu's»X Se'f^y ^e'an, ir^'Iuse
.~-f»=, f^ff^ ^^^ ^, ^^l^X^

i%riTSyCctSS;"so3i,n^ u'is«5ode"d aST^tes ^"irnt:but when s^o exploded its

j:;a=r£iJit:^trs^HS^^
^dtSoye" ^heTrot'Sedrr^;e ^i^^^^^

STelStH '^pL^lTKhS! '^shlSers-r-s'-rfi^^ 'ft^nts. •Wno reMd«e and

givinjno sniote. It has been very successfully used in submanne blastmg. (See Biasting.)
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ioSZ^^^I^^!^ STifnt^uT/d T'7' "^^ f -itro.g„eenne have been
v.as f5rst brought before the v^ovld-thll i'lhlorhZVTl Tl '""'"'^l '^ '^' ^^^P^ ^° ^^i^l" i*

in its pores, as a sponge will water GunnoSder .nH IT '''^T''''
'''^''^ ^''^ ^^^^^ ^^ suspended

purpose
;
b^t as these°eannot abso'b an^Ct unties oTnll"

'"'']'''''''' ^^"7:.^* A^st used for this

largely substituted for then., forn:ing l^^S'S^;i^^^:^Zi::^'''''' ^^^^"'^^ '^^^

siiSrr;^SeaS'^;£:^ttii;r^i"t ^^inr^^- ^--'- - -^^

ss ^^^copiissr^rSs ^ '- -H?joX,xtdss

this country dynamite is n.ade and sold ulfdr tie namnflnt Do^^d^'V/ ''T?''
'''"'''' '"^

of dynamite are those of the nitro-o-lvoerinp Pnnt.;,^„^ • ?!
Powder. The explosive properties

freezes, at the same temperatme as ifs nitrn olt .
'° ',*! ^' *^^ absorbent is an inert body. It

fired except by the u eTan extm st"n "1^^^ ?
'^j'"'^

"f
^^-

,

^^ ^^^^^^'^ f™^^>^' ^^ ^^^not be
although with diminished violence S'nL^\haied Iv nlaebf/tf'™''"f '

^' ''''' ^' ^^P'°^^^'
water. The keeping qualities of dvnamite ^Z thll fJJ^ -^ l^""

''^''^^ containing it in hot
safer, because it avSidl tTi^uidlS^^ '* '^ °^^^^ ^^^^- I* is

Exudation must be -uardcd a-Xs^ tWof' •/ .
'°^*°^''

'* ^^ ^^^'' blows much better,

cially if it is liabLCrex^pCrio'tfr.tt7AfI* ^^^J^^^.^t^^^^^^^^^^^. espe-cially if it is liable to be exnosed io7o™« • ^\ •''u
"^""^'"'^ *°^ '^"^^ nitro-glycerine, espe-

nitro-glycerine more fluid,\Xoteruent? s'l^^^^^^^^^ ^'f ^T
"^^^^ ^'^^

the same as its nitro-gh-cerine If flame i/r,nni;o.r!^-. -tT,'^ ^ hnng-point of dynamite is

leaving a residue of sniV^ Tt'is nott^ns tiv.FS fr.r '
'' ^^^^' ^''' ^''^ ^""^' ^'^^ "^ ^^^^S Aame,

by a fulminate fuse. Gunpowdei w 1 fire but n^ V>?'
'°?^"'''' P^^'<^"^«i™- DjDamitels fired

less than when the stronger agent I^ em.'lo ed
'''''•'''^' "''' '^° '^''' '^'^^^^^^'^ '^ °^"^l^

contains'? "p'r ceT Us cSraintiv; Ir^'"'V V"' -^-S^^-"- contained in it. If it

gunpowder. For pTact cal deSS^ '^''f
?' approximately stated at six times that of

IJmiamife £ 2 T^vntnS -^^ "''^ ''^ dynamite, see Engineering, xxv., 465

Mixtiirconti^higTthc'r' Sb anceTrre'^^^^^^^^
'^^^^ *^^ ^^''-- ^btrbent.

mite is often called " Dynamite No l 'Mnd tTn '
S'^

under the same name. The true dyna-
All these mixtures coSa?n k s nitro'dvcerine fh. "tV v^^^^''' l""'

^'" "' '"^^^"'^ ^'-^^"^"1 ^^^^s.
of course they are proportln'telylsfpoS " ^'^ '' '' '''* *^^^^ ^^^* ^<^^^ P^^ P«-^' '^"^

52:T;tere?r:Iitlei:^^^^^^^ 1:, ^^-^^-^^^t
^-^ the composition (Tranzl)

: Nitro-glycorine,

sodium^itrate the pofeSu'ra «; baSum ski T u!'
'^'''^ *

•'
'-"'P^"^' '• S«"^et™es, instelid of the

glycerine contained in it Like all Ee n tVn X. ' •
""^ ^^'''^t^^'^.^ ^'<^ "^^^e in the quantity of nitro-

composition, being mere y a m xture ZXlTo^T''""!
preparations, it has no necessarily definite

fracieur must be^reSd aTLLr'o? to rlv l''^
^^ *' ""P""'"' ^* '^^ manufacturers! Litho-

much more liable to" exiSatlon The n ^ f^""^"^'^^
proper especially for military purposes. It is

rock, etc., and thosfaSy spoke^S Sc^^^ "/f '''^'''l
^^ giant-poVder No. 2, rend-

lithofracteur. ^ ^ ™'^'' ^^"^ ^^'^^'^ «* dynamite No. 2, are somewhat similar to

in ?b:S^the;:S2i™^'Si?Jo'5;lSr'^' ''™"'?' 1 -*-Sl^-"-. -wdust, and saltpetre,

This preparatiL if ISO inferio t?^^^^^^^^^ l^' ^^^'P^^''^. 20 (Trauzl).'

power than the silicious earth and retain th; nlrn ? ''''^ saltpetre have much less absorptive
is said to be considerablyTowe; than thit if

"l^'^^-S'/cerine comparatively feebly. Its firing-point

drawback.
^ *^'^* °^ dynamite No. 1. Also, its lower specific gravity is a

thS™^;:cSf"tS.Sin^'ex^''^ ^° ^rf ""^^^"^^ ^^^° -PPl-t^d by mixtures in which
put into tL^blastyole isutmzed Tl^Se^^^f t

^"bstance, since m this way the whole of the material
glycerine was first ued Thefall cLsTs of ^ nulve'r" "^'''°l""',

'^' f°" "^ *^«^^ ^^ "'"^^^ °'t--
which some wood-fibre or saTdust ^s « ll?lV .P"'^«^"^^f "^^erial analogous to gunpowder dust, to
cerine. By the force of the fnh^nnt- ., '"f'''f

*^' ^''P^'^*^ ^«'- absorption of the nitro-cly-

cerine. Now, since Ltonated.Z^TT '1° ^''^°''bent body is detonated as well as the nitro-|ly-

powder, it wilVbr'een th'l^noroSThr. f ^T""
^''^''^ '" '^^ '^"^'^ "^«^^ P^^-^^f"! ^ban fired gun-

to the fullest extent of wh ch t ?s /a, able ™t&'"°%''
"'''"^'' '^"^ ^'^° *^^ gunpowder absorbent

as rendrock, Hercules, gianlnlir?J%ine/tr.*'rt •%"'', ''"""'^ ''^ ^""°"^ trade-names, such
exercised in their mamVfSre has bee^^.!.r • '*/°\™^''*'°'' °^ *^^^^ explosives the care
tance that the mtro-n-l^Srinr^oulV I n,ff ^

mcreased. It has been found to be of great impor-
with water, and also ncutlalized with a^n ^1 .'^

' ^r™ f
"^^

T°
*^"* ^°^ '* '^ thoroughly washed

spontaneous decomposition Ire alnrost\mkniw^'
carbonate, so that now accidents resulting from

cess'cS-l'kh^a^n^rtCc^^^ ^^^'^^ °^. ---t-ted nitric acid on cotton. The pro-
to the action oi\ m Sure ofTe stron "e fihll'o? I'^fi ''^'i

^7 *:"""" ^°'" ^ ^'^ffi^'^utly long time
the gun-cotton thus prepared to reZfethfi 7*^' sulpliunc acid, and in thoroughlv washing

V^^:t^:r^^ir^\:^:!Sl'i^ obtalL^ and,in addition, the material is pre-
are the reduction of the wetVun cotton o^/fi^ 'f"'

i u
"''"^'^''^^ ^"•'>*"'''-^^ ^^ Abel's processox ine wet gun-cotton to a fine pulp, which can be easily washed, and the com-
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suspended, and ^0^?^^^,^'^^, mto cake or d^^^^^^^ ^^P
^ ^,,i^g

press has 36 hollow cylinders mjvh ch P™f^j^^re of pulp and water, and their tops covered

been drawn down, the cylinders are filled with the i/>^^™
^ "^ ^ ^^

'
. jg compressed, the

Froperties and Modes of ^" "
^--Tt^

somewhat harsher to the touch than the former. Gun-
change in Its appearance. The latter »« somewnai u

gun-cotton, it flashes

cotton is insoluble in and unaffected by water If flame is app^^^^^^^
,.^^^ ^

up without explosion. Dry ^^^^^^^^^^
^^^'^^^^l^"^'^^^ Even if a

flLe^ Moist eompvessed gun-cotton ."^^^^.^ ^^^VuTS^^^^^ ; but if the quan-
considerable quantity of gun-cotton is iii°'^™f ?^''™ "

, r ^ h cases the outer portion confines

;^ ^-^ ^"'^

^Tffi^Un^lv'tf̂ aurUsypTosiTn 'd u'n^:nfined gu-otto" can be vio'lently exploded
the i™er suflicienly to cause tsexplo.^^^^^^^ y^ compressed wet state, gun-cotton can be

xVodTdf^urtTact^pS^Sr It -rneLsary to^^^^^^P^^:.^^
amount of the dry. For firing wet .co-f/^^jf |irpimermu't be inclosed in a water-proof bag
the dry, to which is attached a fulminate fuse ^his primer rnu.toe

^^ ^^^^^^
or box. It is asserted that complete fP'^^ °f

^ ^^^^^^ The fir n-pornt of gun-cotton is about
about in this way, but there is s«'^<' ^0^''* «^.*''

P^^^J- J^io^^ or badly
o^r.o Ti /iQ.-)° r" ^ T+ ia Tint sensitive to friction or peicussiou. iuj|jcixc<^ii^ .. , ,.,. "^

temperature th.l will freeze the water m the
«»^'»;,"*;^°STtis therefore advisable to store gun-

s.trlrFS°w^£\e"rc^fr^^°for.^,t^g.^^^^^^^^^

°^i'h?SvtS: LVr«S"r„''.'rS„pared with guhpowder is various,, given frou. 4-6 to 1.

E;^iS^i5rS3:H^§Bir^=^^^

-rat'™r»";?i:;s}i„Tu^^"'^z^p^^i^^'sz. > .ss noLt

mixture is obtained, but one still too liable to accidental explosio^^^^

ingredient of a powder for

Ammonium Pieraie.—1hi?> salt has been proposed by Abel as an i^-'^^^.^^"^ "; . \ , .

s':;u:;;sha^^i:Se^«™Se£^iiS5ElS^

^t?ss;i^s;S^Sia^Si«0;S^^^S,^^^
wet it is inexplosive. It is therefore always kept wet, and dried in sm^u imo

use. Its explosive force is not much greater than that of gunpowder, but it is much more suaaen

its action.

48
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compressed gun-cotton. In detonatinJfTseTthrfXtnl 1 ^^^f
""^'^ 25 grains is used with

case, and must not be loose. cES sSd be dlTw>, 1^ ^' P^^tained in a copper cap or
to handle it when dry.

^^^'S^^S should be done with wet fulminate, as it is very dangerous

ThlrcraL^^Satls"'"^ "^^ '^ ^^^^^^^ '""'^ *- ^--«-
= ^- ^hose containing nitrates ; 2.

1. TAe Nitrate Class.—Any of the nitratpq mnv k^ „o„^ •
i •

potassium chlorate with galls IHorslev's nowH.rl
"''^':'' Potassium chlorate with rosin;

powder); potassium chlorate wHSr GTn ' ch™,™","! f'°T '''"^ f"""'" (Oriental'

SiriSzr'^oS':it;^«u^™s?<fe£r?'7 -^^^^^^^^

'/^^SSS!'^:^^^ti±'-B7^^ - esses

sihcious earth, it burns slowly when flame is annfpd '.nH ifi
^ detonating fuse. Absorbed in

gun-cotton. Picric acid dissolves^n X'c add^ foltnf ! ^'.''.f''''''}^^ *« blows than dynamite or
bjes may be thus used, but these mxtuTere 1^3^^ ^^"^^ ?t^«^ ^o^ibusti-
nitric acid. Still their power and cheapness are so IrpfftVt ^^ ' ^'T ^^/-^ '^^°*'^'^ concentrated
Gunpowder.*—The pronortions of nftrf ! i I ^ f ^^^^ ^^""^ "^^ be of value,

purposes in gunpowderSSuietl ^^^^^^^
"^"^^^ ^ener^llj useful for ordinary

2KN03 + S -^ 3C, supposingthe cha^oal to^be nTi . ,
' Percentages required by the formula

erally nitre 14.8, s'ulphSr 1L9 anfZcoal 13 3^ Thrnr .
' Pf^f^^^ge composition is gen-

thato- sulpnur and Charcoal fom 10 to r5 a ^•'- Jl^^PfS^^
n.tre varies from 70 to 80;

portioi^s are, nitre 75, charcoal 15, and sulphur 10
^''''' '''"'"' *^' ^^g^l^tion pro-

of formation is p obably 3,0^00 tit^gSatrtK:^^^^^^^^ '^ *^^ g- ^^ *e moment

flStSrdrut'lir?iS?utS^^^^^^^ «^>^^ -'^'^'? --'- - opposite direction to
through an 8-mesh wire sieve and sent tffh. Z °;!^'°&.t,°d the ingredients are then passed

!ii!^illM;a;r^na^e .lltZLT, S^roTr^^'El^h ItL"rTro^JfcLuJ^eS
•Abridged .tam "N.,.1 Orduanc. „d Gu.nery," by Commmder A. P. Coot., C. a. n!
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1558.

in motion. The cross-hoad isM «
^

-/Sl^tf^ .'r^e'^^'Se™^^^^^^^^

Si „"f' l^'r:^Z'£t«:L:^^1^?:^^.'^^^^'«"^^^ •-, .0. ...^ Th= speed is

.bout 8 revolutions pet minute, and .bout 2 pints ot w.ter is 'Pri-iM »7" '''jj,'"'^Sg H
of cannon-powder requires 34 hours working under stone runners weighing 31 tons ana mdixm, -i



^
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revolutions per minute, but only 2^ hours under iron runners of 4 tons makino- 8 revolutions nermmute. Small-arm (dogwood) powders require 5^ hours in the former mills, aSd 4 in the latterlakmg about 50 lbs. as the maximum amount which it is best to incorporate at one time underone pair of runners, it is easy to calculate the capacity of a gunpowder factory. A certain amount
of work can be obtained from them, and no expedient can produce more. The manufacture cannotbe hastened without incurring danger of explosion. A drenching apparatus, Fig. 1559 is usuallv
erected over each pair of runners. It consists of a large shutter pivoted on a spindle 'which runs

1560.

fiS^M .
^'"""P ""^ ?'".'• Sal'i^ced on the pivot edge of the shutter is a large copper vessel

filled with water, so arranged that at the slightest lift of the shutter it capsizes and drJJches thecharge beneath. An explosion of one mill, through all the shutters being in a single sp3e de!termmes the wetting of the charges in all the others.
"^

spinuie, ae-

Gunpowder leaves the incorporating mill in a state of soft cake (" mill-cake "), partlv dust Inorder to convert it into hard cakes of the particular density found to give best resu ts, it is pressedm layers between plates of copper in the hydraulic press. The construction of the press is exhibited

1561.

s?anlVd ThA '' tbe cylinder B the ram, the press-box, Z) the overhead block, and UB the

of whioh fw!
g'^''"''^^'0°of the press-cake is effected by revolving toothed rollers of gun-metal,

bearinls Irtn <!
' P'^^^f'^.f^'t^ting, in each machine, Fig. 156?. They are placed In sliding

uSer Sir. wl . ^ ^f .f!?'* *\' P'^^'^Se of an excess of material without in ury, and the twS

?he mach np nln
''^ *''*^ *^^" *^' ''^^'''- '^^'' Press-cake is placed in a hopper at the back of

lutionstpr ;.1^ . "t,
"P °° ^°

T'^'^^'
''^^•^ *« *^ fi^^* P'-^i^ of rollers, which rotate at 30 revo-'lutions per minute. The grams thus produced fall through a short screen, and then through the
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nr^ner of a pair of long screens, and next through the lower one. The last permits the dust and

Suter parSs to fall through upon a sloping board, down which they shde to a vessel placed to

v!thPm but which retails the proper size of grain, which in turn rolls down into another
receive them but whicn re P ^ ^&^ ^^ ^^^^^. ^ ^^e first rollers are

Tken dowi t; th fi't short sc'reen into the second p'air,^ undergo the same process as at first

and so on with the third and fourth pairs of rollers. The granulating process appears to be the

""
Tte^powde?'is'nexI'freed from dust by placing it in revolving screens coveredwith cloth or wire

mesh of var?^us degrees of fineness, through which the dust escapes. The horizontal reel shown

1562.

,-n FW 1560 is usually employed for powder of large grain. It consists of a cylindrical skeleton of

i stpereds a e^^^^^^ to retain the powder, but only to extract a certain portion of
slope. Biope-ieeis jie uuu lutc

^^ ^^^ ^i_ i,„„:.,«.,+oi r.ca\a in o-pnpral construction, except
dust as it runs through them.

aueu lU retain mc jj^j.t^^i, "-" -

—

j -- — .
-

They resemble the horizontal reels in general construction, except

that they have no ends and the shaft is set at a permanent slope. Each reel ^^ PX^^,^\'^^\^^^^
ing-hopper at its upper end, attached to which is a loose spout for guiding .^^ P^^J^^^^^f, ^Jf/^^
Powder is glazed by causing the grains to rub against each other in ^otatog barrek v,^l^ttle black

lead is added in large-grained powders, to obtain a smoother surface. The barrels liglSbd, aie

Irenerally placed in fine on one shaft, aAd are made of oak. They are usually about 5 feet long and

2^ feet in diameter. The shaft is cased in wood where it passes through them
^„„„;,^ „„p

DrviiK^ is done in large chambers heated by steam from 125° to 130° F., and usually occupies one

day In fine-grained powders another dusting, called " finishing," is sometimes requisite

The foregoing is a description of the English method of manufacturing gunpowder, from which
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the American method differes in some particulars, arising principally from the fart that h..^ 4i,
manufacturer deals with much larger quantities. The chafge"^. worLd^in the m x ng and incorpo^^^^^^^^mil s are from two to six times as large as above described, and the wheels in the inrrporSmill having to work such an increased quantity of material, weigh from 5 to U tons each Tt;^

Snent'oftroiS:"^^''
^''^ "^"^^'-^ '^^ ''"' P™^"^^-^ «^ P-''- exce'edrtS^rtt whol"

The disruptive force of gunpowder is measured by an instrument called a pressure-gau-e Threeforms have been used, two of which were invented by General Rodman of the United States OrdnanceDepartment. One is applied to the exterior of a gun, and communicates with the chamber by a narrow passage; the other ,s inserted in the cartridge-bag at the base of the charge, and remains L thegun after the discharge The internal gauge, Fig. 1564, consists of a cylindric^r box oTs^eel « «with a covers J screwed om Through the axis of the cover is a cylindrical hole, in which a 'steeipiston-rod c is fitted. Within the box is a thick disk of steel d, having a knife-edgeTprotruSfrom its lower face. This knife has a double shear, the edges of the^two shears meeW at Sfcentre in a very obtuse angle.
_
At the bottom of the box the apex of the knife re ts upon a^disk ofsoft annealed copper/ The inner end of the steel rod is stepped into the steel knife^dSk and itsouter end is a bttle below the top of the cover. A copper cup ^ rests upon the top of the red toserve as a gas-check. The pressure of the explosion is received'^by the rod, whicrcoLunicates Uto the knife the apex of which sinks into the copper, giving a cut, the length of which s™as themeasure of the pressure h h is a copper washer. The smaller' figures fhow the parts /J 'and

/, enlarged and viewed frem the side, and the indentation made on the copper dFsk The work

dKn? «V^^,r'r"^ ^r^'
"''•^"^*' ^™^^^^ *° *^^ iov,^om^, but the mann^er oi housing thimtdifferent. Another form of gauge, mvented by Captain Noble of the English Artillery substftutes forthe copper disk a short cylmder of copper, which is crushed by the pressure, the amount of crShin'being employed to measure the pressure. This gauge is screwed into the^all of the gun in sue

°^
manner that the end of the red receiving the pressurS is very near the surface of the bore Both

1564.

1565.

1
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an inch are

:

CLASS.
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manufacturers use different numerals to describe the same sizes. The above-named company renort a
gradual increase in the proportion of sales of the coarser-grained sporting powder from year to year
during the last ten years. Sportsmen are gradually being educated to believe what has been so thoroughly demonstrated m connection with the use of powder in large guns for artillery and naval nur'
poses, VIZ. : that less recoil and higher velocity are obtained by the use of an increased charge oflarger-grained powder than was formerly thought suitable to use ; and they are applying the same
rule to the use of sporting powder with much satisfaction. The adoption of the breech-loadin- smallarm admits of the use of the coarser-grained powder, which is not so easy to use when nowder isrequired in the vent In the present state of the art no general rule can be given to sport^^menwhereby they can select a given sized grain of powder for a given diameter and length of mm • but
It may besafely suggested to them that they will tind advantage in using as coarse a powdei- as'thevcan burn in their gun, and that if the size of the grain is increased the charge should also be gradu-
ally increased

;
the theory being that the coarse-grained powder burns slower than the fine one other

conditions being alike. The fine powder gives a " blow," and the coarse one a " push "
Works for Jxejermice—Eov a very complete description of modern explosive compounds with

references to a 1 United States patents and the bibliography of the subject see "Tunneling Exnlo
sive Compounds and Rock-Drills," Drinker, New York, 1878. "Ordnance and Naval Gunnel^'
Cooke, Aew lork, 1875, contains bibliographical lists of military reports on experiments, etc , uponpowder. See also Engineering, xxv., 38, for the beginning of a scries of illustrated articles on gun-

"^J^^.i^'J^T T''^
^"^^ ^«^- ^^^- «f that journal for a review of explosives at the Paris Exposition

pfATX^r^MnT q"""*:' El-ECTRO-BALLISTIC MACHINES, OEDNA^'CE, PROJECTILES, AND TOErEDOES.
J<AJNJNlJNlj-MlLL. See Ageicultceal Machinery.
FANS. See Blowers.
FEED-CUTTEPv. See Agricultural Machinery.
FILES. Files and rasps have three distinguishing features: 1. Their length, which is always meas-ured exclusively of their tangs

; 2. Their cut, which relates not only to the character, but also to the
rela ive degrees of coarseness of the teeth ; 3. Their kind or name, which has reference to the shapeor sty e. In general the length of files bears no fixed proportion to either their width or thicknesseven though they be of the same kind. The tang is the spike-shaped portion of the file prepared
for the reception of a handle, and m size and shape should always be proportioned to the size of the
file and to the work t^o be performed. The heel is that part of the file to which the tang is affixed

...,T """,!
,

,^' Tl ™''?.l''y
*^'^* '* ''^^'^'*' "^ t^'^e^ 'J^^t^^^t fo™s. ^iz.

:
single-cut double-

cut, and rasp ; each of which has different degrees of coarseness, designated by terms, as follows, viz.

:

Single-Cut. Dotjble-Cut. Easp
^°"S^' Coarse,

'

Coarse,'

g«^f«'
Bastard, Bastard,

i*^^*^™' Second-cut, Second-cut,
feecond-cut, Smooth, Smooth.
Smooth, Dead-smooth.

The terms remgli, coarse, bastard, second-cut, smooth, and elcad smooth have reference only to the

SmX'of the teeth
^^'^"^ ^''^ *'™' single-eut, double-ci^t, and rasp have special reference to the

• ^^y^l-({''i-—'^}^ single-cut files (the coarser grades of which are sometimes called floats) are those
in which the teeth are unbroken, the blanks having had a single course of chisel-cuts across their
surface, arranged parallel to each other, but with a horizontal obliquity to the central line, varying
from 5 to 20 in different files, according to requirements. Its several gradations of coarseness are
designated by the terms rough, coeirse, hastarel, second-cut, and smooth. (See Fig. 1567 ) The roiwh
and coarse tive adapted to files used upon soft metals, as lead, pewter, etc., and to some extent upon
wood. The bastarcl and second-cut are applied principally upon files used to sharpen the thin edges
ot saw-teeth, which from their nature are very destructive to the delicate points of the double-cut
ihe smooth IS seldom applied upon other than the round files, and the backs of the half-rounds

Uoub/e- C«i;.—Files having two courses of chisel-cuts crossing each other are called doublc-eut The
first course^i^s called the over-cut, and has a horizontal obliquity with the central line of the file, rang-
ing liom ^o to 00 . The second course, which crosses the first, and in most double-cuts is finer is
called the «/>-«(^ andhas a horizontal obliquity varying from 5° to 15°. These two courses fill the
suriace ot the file with teeth, inclining toward its point, the points of which resemble somewhatwhen magnified those of the diamond-shaped cutting tools in general use. This form of cut is madem several gradations of coarseness, which are designated by the terms coarse, basiarel, sccond-cui
smooti,imA dead-smoofh, the first four of which are very clearly illustrated in Fig. 1567. The dead-
smooth IS exactly like the smooth, but considerably finer, and little called for. The double-cut is ap-
plied to most of the files used by the machinist, and in fact to much the larger number in gen-
eral use. ° °

^asp cm;.—Rasps differ from the single- or double-cut files in the respect that the teeth are discon-
nected from each other, each tooth being made by a single pointed tool, denominated by file-makers
a punch- the essential requirement being that the teeth thus formed shall be so irregularly inter-
mingled as to produce, when put to use, the smoothest possible work consistent with the number of
teeth contained in the surface of the rasp. Rasps, like files, have different degrees of coarseness,
designated as coarse bastard, second-cut, and smooth. The character and general coarseness of these
cuts as found in the different sizes, are also shown in Fig. 1567. Generally speaking, the coarse
teeth are applied to rasps used by horse-shoers

; the bastard, to those used by carriage^makers and
wheelwright^; the second-cut, to shoe rasps; and the smooth, to the rasps used by cabinet-makers.

^foafe.—j^ig. 15^2 represents a Jloai used for filing lead. It will be seen that the teeth are
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w ctr«;a-Tit across the file and are very open, both of these features being essential requirements.

While XS^eaT^o^eS^^-Pon bonl, h'orn, and ivory, these files are prineipally used by plumb-

^^^:^^^SSE/rid:^S^-r^rS;w,and sharp teeth; these teeth could no^be

out wTth the chisel and hammer in the ordinary manner, but are made with a triangular file._ In Fig

r^firl to Z le, re ent the sections of several of these floats, which have teeth at the parts indicated

ifthe doubetoiTfor instance, a is the float, b the graUle, c the forcnd, J the carlet, e the Jo^i^.r
by the tl^^

f
,"^;° '

tortoise-sheel comb-makers. The floats / to i are used by ivory-carvers for the
used by the horn and tortoise sneeicom^^^

y ^^ ^^.^^^ .^ ^^ ^^ completed by
handles of kmves an^i in the P^^P^^^^°^^^^^i • ^,,1, i^ t^eir handles ; Tc is made of various

'Z^::.^itSSi4i^', \Z anTtaper; /isWe Uke a keyhole saw. The larger of the

o

mifsi

«^'^ If" «^- tf^ ir- w*- *n •r>y

iJ-nfii'iffTTra iisasi&s^

floats, such as those a to r, used by the comb-makers, are kept m order principally by the aid of a

burnisher, represented in two views in Fig. 1569 ; the blade is about 2 inches long, 1 inch wide ana

l-16th thick; the end is mostly used, and is forcibly rubbed, first on the front edge of eveiy tooth

as at «, Fig. 1570, and then on the back, as at 6, by which means a slight buny^ th^ojn up on

every tooth, somewhat like that on the joiner's scraper ; but m this art the burmsher i. commonly

"""The \ummet is a float resembling Fig. 1597, but having coarse-filed teeth, of the kind just de-

scribed ; it may be considered as the ordinary flat file of the horn and tortoise-shell comb-makers

and in using the quannet, the work is mostly laid upon the knee as a support. An mgeniou. aitisan

in this branch, Mr. Michael Kelly, invented the quannet represented m Figs. Io70 and ioiv. ine

stock consists of a piece of beech-wood, in which, at intervals of about one-quarter of an inch, cuts
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inclined nearly 30 with the face are made with a thin saw; every cut is filed with a piece of

ndthfh ^ '-"''i?^
'^' plates and wood are originally filed into the regular float like formand the burmsher is subsequently resorted to as usual. The main advantage results from the smSiquan ity of stee it is_ necessary to operate upon when the mstrument requires to be restored wfththe file. From this circumstance, and also from its less weight, the wooden quannet, Fig 1570 is

156S.

2
1569.

15T0. 15T1.

c

—

-J

B

0O9
f ff h

made of nearly twice the width of the steel instrument, Fi-. 1597 and the face U sbviitw r«„.^.^

SlntsLgtcStSr"^^
'^'''''' ^^"^^^ ^^^°^^'^^ '^ a float^tttht£res1n:Sfcto°:

filetfnr i™""?^'- JSf' i!^-^^' "^'^ ^^^^ ^'' ^-^^P^ctively coarse, bastard, and finishing second-cutfiles for brass Fig 1573, being open in both its over- and up-cut, is not expected to file fine hntfast, and is adapted for very rough work on the softer metals, as in ^10^01? sprues from brass' andbronze castings filing the ends of rods, and work of a similar' nature, ft is alToTsome extent usedupon wood The essential difference between the bastard file shown in Fig 574 and thatTust de

of te!?h 'ih- t^''" f ^°rf "^ '^' "P-^"*' ""^^'^ ''' ^^'^^'1^ ^tr-i^^^t 'ic^oss tie tool This formof teeth, which may be applied to any of the finer cuts, and upon any of the shapes usual vmS

1572.

1574.
1575.

form of cut is especially useful when a considerable quantity of finishing of a lieht nature is re
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files Files of all the sections represented in the groups, Figs. 15Y6 to 1578, are more or less em-

nloved althouo-h many of them are almost restricted to particular purposes.

^ & S «^ Vrfictt files, are made of various lengths from about 4 to 24 mches and are rec

tanXr i^ section, as in i?. Fig. 1576 ; they are considerably rounded on their edges, and a little al o

?rtheirtWcknes their greatest section being toward the middle of their length or a little nearer to

L handle,S are technicalfy called " bellied ;" they are cut both on their faces

and eTes with teeth of four varieties, namely, rough, bastard, second-cut, and smooth-cut teeth.

Taper flat files are in extremely general use among smiths and mechamcs, for a great variety of ordi-

""^'nanTfiies or flat files resemble the above in length, section, and teeth, but the hand files are

nefr?y parallel in width, and somewhat less taper in thickness than the
^-'f^^"f- , ^'f^c'r flat

chinists, mathematical-instrument makers, and others give the preference to the hand hie for flat

'""''Sr'^er^^^^S^^^S^-^^ than hand files of the same length and thickness
;
they are nearly

flat on the sides and ed^-es, so as to present almost the same section at every part of their length, m
wHch respect thervarffJom 6 to 22 inches. Cotter files are mostly used in filing grooves for the

cotters keys or wedges used in fixing wheels on their shafts, whence their name.

HUar files also somewhat resemble the hand files, but they are much narrower, somewhat thinner

as in C and are used for more slender purposes, or for completing works that have been commenced

with th; hand files. Pillar files have commonly one safe edge, and vary from 3 to 10 inches in length.

Half-round files are nearly of the section i, notwithstanding that the name imp les the semicircu-

lar section • in general the curvature only equals the fourth to the twelfth part of the circle.

SmularfiL\ve of the section i?, and from 2 to 16 inches long; they are used for internal

angles more acute than the rectangle, and also for clearing out square corners.
H-ff.r«nt

Cross files, or crossing files, are of the section i/, or circular on both faces, but of two different

""""^MunTfiles, of the section /, range from the length of 2 to 18 inches ;
they are in general taper,

and much used for enlarging round holes. ,.,.,. ^ .i +„^„.
Square files measure in general from 2 to 18 inches m length, and are mostly taper

Equaling files are files of the section D. In width they are more frequently parallel than tape

in thickness they are always parallel. They are in general cut on all faces, and range from 2 to 10

'""l-my? /fes are of the section T, and in general very acute on the edge ;
they are made from 2 to 7

inches lonsr, and are as frequently parallel as taper.
_

Slitting files, called also feather-edged files, resemble the last m construe ion and purpose, except

in havini, as ii section V, two thin edges instead of one; they are almost a ways parallel

Rubbers are strong heavy files, generally made of an inferior kind of steel
;
they measure from 12

to 18 inches long, from f to 2 inches on every side, and are made very convex
;
they are frequently

designated by thdr weight alone, which varies from about 4 to 15 lbs. Rubbers are nearlyrestricted

to the square and triangular sections A and R. Some few rubbers are made near y square m section,

but with one side rounded, as if the sections /fand B were umted ; these are called A«(/-<AjcA;.

Many artisans, and more particularly the watchmakers, require other files than those described,

and it is therefore proposed to add the names of some of the files to which the sections refer, pre-

mising that such names as are printed in Italics designate small files especially used in watchmaking.

1576.

Sections derived from the Square.

C D E F H

c
15TT.

o
K

£^

s

Sections derived from the Circle.

L M N

1578.

Sections derived from the TriangleTV w X

Q

r—

^

(^^

kv M

I

Names of some of the Files corresponding ivith the Sections A to Z, in Figs. 1576 to 1578.

A. Square files, both parallel and taper, some with one safe side ; also square rubbers.

B. When large, cotter files ; when small, verge and pivot files.

C. Hand files, parallel and flat files; when small, pottance files; when narrow, pillar hies; to tnese

nearly parallel files are to be added the taper flat files.
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B. When parallel, equaling, clock-pinion, and endUss-screw files ; when taper, slitting, entering- ward
mg, and barrel-hole tiles.

° '='

E. French pivot and shouldering files, which are small, stout, and have safe edo-es- when made of
large size and right and left, they are sometimes called paraUel V files, from' their suitabihty
to the hollow V's of machmery. •'

F. Name and purpose similar to the last.

G. Flat file with hollow edges, principally used as a nail file for the dressing-case
H. Pomtmg mill-saw file, round-edge equaUng file, and round-edge joint file; kll are made both

parallel and taper.

/. Eound file, gulleting saw-file, made both parallel and taper.
K. Frame saw-file, for gullet teeth.

L. Half-round file. NicMng and piercing files, also cabinet floats and rasps ; all these are usually
taper, iilcs of this section which are small, parallel, and have the convex side uncut, andhave also a pivot at the end opposite the tang, are called round-off files

M. Cross or crossing files, also called double half-rounds

^'
^^/fe when^Imau"^^''^'''"

*^^'"' ^°' ^'''^'' '''''''' ''''"^'^ by the French limes d double dos ; oval-dial

Balance-wheel or swing-wheel files, the convex side cut, the angular sides safe
Swaged files, for finishing brass mouldings

; sometimes the hollow and fillets are all cut
ihe curvilmear file.

Triangular, three-square, and saw-files, also triangular rubbers, which are cut on all sides
Lant file, probably named from its suitability to filing the insides of spanners, for hexa-onal and

octagonal nuts, or, as these arc generally called, six- or eight-canted bolts and nuts f the cant
files are cut on all sides.

'

T. When parallel, fiat-dovetail, banking, and watch-pinion files ; when taper knife-ed'^e files With
the wide edge round and safe, files of the section T are known as moulding Isies and clock-pimon files.

°

V. Screw-head files, feather-edged files, clock- and watch-slitting files.
W. Is sometimes used by engineers in finishing small grooves and keyways, and is called a valve

file, from one of its applications.
X A file compounded of the triangular and half-round file, and stronger than the latter • similar

hies with three rounded faces have also been made for engineers.
Y. Double or checkering files, used by cutlers, gunmakers, and others. The files are made separatelyand riveted together, with the edge of the one before that of the other, in order to give theequahtyof distance and parallelism of checkered works, just as in the double saws ^for cut-

ting the teeth of racks and combs.
Z. Double file, made of two flat files fixed together in a wood or metal stock ; this was invented fornlmg lead pencils to a fine conical point.

In Figs. 15'79 to 15S3 are represented full views of different shapes of files manufactured by the

0.

P.

Q.

R.
8.

\

I

1579.

"""'"""""""""^^^///I-^MZI/^a

15S0.

loSl.

1552.

1583.

VA^i.v\Mmvm\m\^a«M;.Bm&Ma^I\V£u\A^\.,\\\^^^^

^ichoLon File Company of Providence, R. I. Fig. 15Y9 shows the general form of a quadrangular

f/ Jr m '' a flat file; Fig. 1581, a round file; Fig. 1582, a triangular file; and Fig. 1583, a
roller file. Ihe roller file is designed for use in a machine for filing the flutes of feed-rollers in cot-
ton-ppinnmg machinery. It is usually 4 inches in length and second-cut, sino-le.

Fig. 1584 represents a bent riffler. This tool is made in a variety of forms and of different cuts.
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It is used principally by carvers in wood, metals; marble, and stone
;
also in shaping and finishing in

^iHtX^rcrK^orA^^^^^^^^ or the blanks, intended for files are forged ont

of bars of steet that have been either tilted or rolled as nearly as possible to the sections required, so

II JnTp^TvVbut little to be done at the forge; the blanks are afterward annealed with great caution,

To thatrndth r 0? the processes the temperature known as the blood-red heat may be exceeded

The surfaces of the blanks are now rendered accurate in form and quite clean m surface either by

fibn^or Irindin' For the smaller files, the blanks are mostly filed into shape as the more exact

method- fi the1arger,the blanks are more commonly ground on large grmdstones as the more expe-

1534.

ditious method ; in some few cases the blanks are planed in the planing machine for those called

dSpaZlel Jiics. The blank before being cut is slightly greased, that the chisel may shp freely

''^Thefile-cutter is seated before a square stake or anvil, and places the blank straight before him,

with the tang toward his person ; the ends of the blank are fixed down by two leather straps or

loons one of which is held fast by each foot. , . ^ a

Th^ kr-e t and smallest chisels commonly used in cutting files are represented m two views, and

hai size in F^-s 1585 and 1586. The first is a chisel for large rough files
;
the length is about 3

fnche the widrh 4 inches, and the angle of the edge about 50^ ; the edge is per ectly straight but

the on'e bevel is a little mo're inclined t1ian the other, and the keenness ^^
^^^^^^\\'^^ff^

the obiect being to indent rather than cut the steel ; this chisel requires a hammer of about 7 or 8

bs weight Fi<^ 1586 is the chisel used for small superfine files ;
its length is 2 inches, the width

halfInTnch • it is very thin, and sharpened at about the angle of 35°
;
the edge is also rounded, but

Tn a smalTer de'ree •
it is us;d with a hammer weighing only one or two ounces, as i will be seen the

werghHf the blow mainly determines the distance between the teeth Otlier chisds are made of

intemediate proportions, but the width of the edge always exceeds that of the file to be cut.
_S firi cut is made at the point of the file ; the chisel is held in the left hand, at a horizontal

angle of about is'with the central line of the file, as at a a, Fig. 1587, and with a vertical mclma-

15S5. 15S6. 1587. 15S8.

V-l^'-V^^
tion of about 12° to 4° from the perpendicular, as represented in Figs. 158o and 1586, supposing

the tang of the file to be on the left-hand side. The following are nearly the usual angles for the

vertical inclination of the chisels, namely: for rough rasps, 15° beyond the perpendicular
;
rough

files 12° : bastard files, 10^ ; second-cut files, 7°; smooth-cut files, 5 ;
and dead-smooth-cut files, 4 .

The blow of the hammer upon the chisel causes the latter to indent and slightly to drive forward the

steel, therebv throwing up a trifling ridge or burr ; the chisel is immediately replaced on the blank

and slid from the operator until it encounters the ridge previously thrown up, which arrests the chisel

or prevents it from slipping further back, and thereby determines the succeeding position of the

chisel The chisel, having been placed in its second position, is again struck with the hammer, wUicn

is made to give the blows as nearly as possible of uniform strength; and the process is repeated

with considerable rapidity and regularity, 60 to 80 cuts being made in one minute until the entire

lenc'th of the file has been cut with inclined, parallel, and equidistant ridges, which are collectively

denominated the P'rsf course. So far as this one face is concerned, the file, if intended to be single-

cut, would be then ready for hardening; and when greatly enlarged, its section would be somewhat

as in Fig. 1588. The teeth of some single-cut files are much less inchned than 5o
;
those ot noats

are in general square across the instrument.
„ , . , j i- 4^1 „„„ +i,„

Most files, however, are double-cut, or have two series or courses of chisel cuts: and for these the

surface of the file is now smoothed by passing a smooth file once or twice along the face ot tne teetn,

to remove only so much of the roughness as would obstruct the chisel from sliding along the face m
receiving its successive positions, and the file is again greased. The second course of teeth is now
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,T\
15S9

cut, the chisel being inclined vertically as before, or at about 12°, but horizontally about 5° to 10°
from the rectangle, as at b b, Fig. 1587 ; the blows are now given a little less strongly, so as barely
to penetrate to the bottom of the first cuts, and consequently the second course of cuts is somewhat
finer than the first. The two series of courses fill the surface of the file with teeth which are in-

clined toward the point of the file, and that when highly magnified much resemble in character the
points of cutting tools generally, as seen in Fig. 1588. U the file is flat and to be cut on two faces,
it is now turned over ; but to protect the teeth from the hard face of the anvil, a thin plate of pew-
ter is interposed. Triangular and other files require blocks of lead having grooves of the appropriate
sections to support the blanks, so that the surface to be cut may be placed horizontally. Taper files

require the teeth to be somewhat finer toward the point, to avoid the risk of the blank being weak-
ened or broken in the act of its being cut, which might occur if as much force were used in cutting
the teeth at the point of the file as in those at its central and stronger part.

Eight courses of cuts are required to complete a double-cut rectangular file that is cut on all faces,
but eight, ten, or even more courses are required in cutting only the one rounded face of a half-round
file. There are various objections to employing chisels with concave edges, and therefore in cutting
round and half-round files the ordinary straight chisel is used and applied as a tangent to the curve.
It will be found that in a smooth half-round file one inch in width, about 20 courses are required for
the convex side, and two courses alone serve for the flat side. In some of the double-cut gullet-
tooth saw-files, of the section K, as many as 23 courses are sometimes used for the convex face, and
but two for the flat. The same difficulty occurs in a round file, and the surfaces of curvihnear files

do not therefore present, under ordinary circumstances, the same uniformity as those of flat files.

Hollowed files are rarely used in the arts, and when required it usually becomes imperative to em-
ploy a round-edged chisel, and to cut the file with a single course of teeth.

The teeth of rasps are cut with a punch, which is represented in two views. Fig. 1589. The punch
for a fine cabinet rasp is about 3| inches long, and five-eighths of an
inch square at its widest part. Viewed in front, the two sides of the
point meet at an angle of about 60° ; viewed edgewise, or in profile, the
edge forms an angle of about 50°, the one face being only a little in-

clined to the body of the tool. In cutting rasps, the punch is sloped
rather more from the operator than the chisel in cutting files, but the dis-

tance between the teeth of the rasp cannot be determined, as in the file,

by placing the punch in contact with the burr of the tooth previously
made. By dint of habit, the workman moves or, technically, hoj^s the
punch the required distance ; to facilitate this movement, he places a
piece of woolen cloth under his left hand, which prevents his hand from
coming immediately in contact with and adhering to the anvil. The teeth
of rasps are cut in rather an arbitrary manner, and to suit the whims
rather than the necessities of the workmen who use them. Thus the
lines of teeth in cabinet rasps, wood rasps, and farriers' rasps, are cut
in lines sloping from the left down to the right-hand side ; the teeth of
rasps for boot- and shoe-last makers and some others are sloped the re-

verse way ; and rasps for gun-stockers and saddle-tree makers are cut in
circular lines or crescent form. These directions are quite immaterial

;

but it is important that every succeeding tooth should cross its prede-
cessor, or be intermediate to the two before it ; as, if the teeth followed one another in right lines,

they would produce furrows in the work, and not comparatively smooth surfaces.
In cutting files and rasps they almost always become more or less bent, and there would be danger of

breaking them if they were set straight while cold ; they are consequently straightened while they are
at the red heat, immediately prior to their being hardened and tempered. Previously to their being
hardened, the files are drawn through beer grounds, yeast, or other sticky matter, and then through
common salt, mixed with cow's hoof previously roasted and pounded, which serve as a defence to
protect the delicate teeth of the file from the direct action of the fire. The compound likewise serves
as an index of the temperature, as on the fusion of the salt the hardening heat is attained ; the
defense also lessens the disposition of the files to crack or clink on being immersed in the water.
The file, after having been smeared over as above, is gradually heated to a dull red, and is then
mostly straightened with a leaden hammer on two small blocks, also of lead ; the temperature of the
file is afterward increased until the salt on its surface just fuses, when the file is immediately dipped
in water. The file is immersed quickly or slowly, vertically or obliquely, according to its form ; that
mode being adopted for each variety of file which is considered best calculated to keep it straight.
It is well known that from the unsymmetrical section of the half-round file, it is disposed, on being
immersed, to become hollow or bowed on the convex side, and this tendency is compensated for by
curving the file while soft in a nearly equal degree in the reverse direction. It nevertheless common-
ly happens that with every precaution the file becomes more or less bent in hardening ; and if so, it

is straightened by pressure, either before it is quite cold, or else after it has been partially reheated.
The pressure is variously applied : sometimes by passing one end of the file under a hook, supporting
the centre on a prop of lead, and bearing down the opposite end of the file ; at other times by using
a support at each end, and applying pressure in the middle, by means of a lever, the end of which
is hooked to the bench. Large files are always straightened before they are quite cooled after the
hardening, and while the central part retains a considerable degree of heat. When straightened, the
file is cooled in oil, which saves the teeth from becoming rusty.
The tangs are now softened to prevent their fracture ; this is done either by grasping the tang in

a pair of heated tongs, or by means of a bath of lead contained in an iron vessel with a perforated
cover, through the holes in which the tangs are immersed in the melted lead that is heated to the
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proper degree. The tang is afterward cooled in oil ; and when the file has been wiped and the teeth

brushed clean, it is considered fit for use.
_ _

The superiority of the file will be found to depend on four points : the primary excellence ot the

steel the proper forging and annealing without excess of heat, the correct formation of the teeth,

and the success of the hardening.
j, . •, v .i, -nt- i i r^l

Increment- Cut i^«7e.—This name is given to a machme-cut file manufactured by the Nicholson iile

Companv the rows of teeth of which are spaced progressively wider, from the point toward the mid-

dle of the file by regular increments of spacing ; and progressively narrower, from the middle toward

the heel by re^'ular decrements of spacing. This general law of the spacing of the teeth is modi-

fied by introducing, as they are cut, an element of controllable irregularity as to their spacing
;
which

irreo-ularity is confined within maximum and minimum limits, but is not a regular progressive incre-

ment or decrement. The teeth are arranged so that the successive rows shall not be exactly parallel,

but cut slightly angularly with respect to each other, the angle of inclination being reversed during

the operatfon of cutting, as necessity requires. Files possessing the characteristics above mentioned

do not produce channels or furrows in the work, but effect a shearing cut, for the reason that no two

successive teeth in any longitudinal row of a cross-cut file are in alignment ; the file is, it is claimed,

thereby able to cut more smoothly and more rapidly, and possesses greater endurance as a tool for

dressing metal than files not so cut.
„, . „ , . , . ,

Means of Grasping the File.—In general, the end of the file is forged simply into a taper tang or

spike for the purpose of fixing it in its wooden handle ; but wide files require that the tang should

be reduced in width, either as'in Fig. 1590 or 1591. The former mode, especially in large files, is

1593.

1590.

1591

1592.

1594.

1595.

apt to cripple the steel and dispose the tang to break off, after which the file is nearly useless. The

curvilinear tang, Fig. 1591, is far less open to this objection. Some workmen make the tangs of

large files red-hot, that they may burn their own recesses in the handles ; but this is objectionable,

as the charred wood is apt to crumble away and release the file. It is more proper to form the

cavity in the handle with coarse floats made for the purpose.

In driving large files into their handles, it is usual to place the point of the file in the hollow behind

the chaps of the tail-vise, and to drive on the handle with a mallet or hammer. Smaller files are

fixed obliquely in the jaws of the vise, between clamps of sheet brass, to prevent the teeth either of

the vise or file from being injured, and the handle is then driven on.

In the double-edged rifflers, or bent files. Fig. 1592, and in some other files, there is a plain part in

the middle, fulfilling the ofiBce of a handle ; and in several of the files and raspsmade for dentists,

farriers, and shoemakers, the tool is also double, but without any intermediate plain part, so that the

one end serves as the handle for the other.

In general, the length of the file exceeds that of the object filed, but in filing large surfaces it

becomes occasionally necessary to attach cranked handles to the large files or rubbers, as in Fig. 1593,

in order to raise the hand above the plane of the work. Sometimes the end of the file is simply

inclined, as in Fig. 1594, or bent at right angles, as in Fig. 1595, for the attachment of the wooden

handles represented ; but the last two modes prevent the second side of the file from being used,

until the tang is bent the reverse way. The necessity for bending the file is avoided by employing as

a handle a piece of round iron, five-eighths or three-fourths of an inch in diameter, bent into the

semicircular form as an arch, the one extremity (or abutment) of which is filed with a taper groove

to fit the tang of the file, while the opposite end is flat, and rests upon the teeth ; in this manner

both sides of the file may be used without any preparation.

Fig. 1596 represents, in profile, a broad and short rasp with fine teeth, used by iron-founders in

smoothing off loam moulds for iron castings; this is mostly used on large surfaces, to which the ordi-

nary handle would be inapplicable, and the same kind of tool when made with coarser teeth will be

recognized as the baker's rasp.

Cabinet-makers sometimes fix the file to a block of wood to serve for the grasp, and_ use it as a

plane. Thus mounted, the file may also be very conveniently used on a shooting-board, in filing the

edges of plates to be inlaid. Fig. 1597 represents a very good arrangement of this hind, a « is the

plan, b the section of the file stock ; c c is the plan of the shooting-board, and d its section. Two

files (that are represented black) are screwed against the sides of a straight bar of wood, which has
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also a wooden sole or bottom plate, that projects beyond the files, so that the smooth edge of the
sole may touch the shooting-board instead of the file-teeth. The shooting-board is made in three
pieces, so as to form a groove to receive the file-dust, which would otherwise get under the stock of
the file. The shooting-board has also a wooden stop s, faced with steel, that is wedged and screwed

159T.

into a groove made across the top piece ; and the stop, being exactly at right angles, serves also to
assist in squaring the edges of plates or the ends of long bars, with accuracy and expedition.

Short pieces of files (or tools as nearly allied to saws) are occasionally fixed in the ends of wooden
stocks, in all other respects like the routing gauges of carpenters, as seen in two views in Fig. 1598.
The coopers' c7-oze is a tool of this description.

Files intended for finishing the grooves in the edges of slides are sometimes made of short pieces
of steel of the proper section (see Fig. 1699), cut on the surfaces with file-teeth, and attached in
various ways to slender rods or wires, serving as the handles, and extending beyond the ends of the
slides ; or the handle is at right angles to the file, and formed at the end, as a staple, to clip the
ends of the short file, as in reaching the bottom of a cavity. Files intended to reach to the bottom

W ^sW^^m^f--
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of shallow cavities arc also constructed as in Figs. 1600 and 1601 ; or sometimes an inch or more of
the end of an ordinary file is bent some 20° or 30°, that the remainder may clear the margin of the
recess.

To stiffen slender files, they are occasionally made with tin or brass backs, as in Figs. 1602 and
1603; such are called dovetail files. Thin equaling files are sometimes grasped in a brass frame,
Fig. 1604, exactly like that used for a metal frame-saw.

See "A Treatise on Files and Rasps," Nicholson File Company, Providence, 1818, from which
many extracts and illustrations are embodied in the foregoing article.

FILING. The excellence of a piece of work operated upon by a file is only limited by the skill

of the operator; for since a file can be made of any shape and size, and since the quantity of mate-
rial it will cut away and the location of the same may be varied at will, it is evident that it is pos-
sible to perform with the file every operation that can be performed with steel tools. The legitimate
use of the file may be classed under four headings: first, for the removal of a surplusage of metal;
second, to correct errors in the truth of work which has been operated upon by such machine tools

as the planer and shaper ; third, for the production of small intricate or irregular forms ; and fourth,

to fit work together more accurately than can be done by other means.
Work to be filed should be held with the surface to be operated upon lying face upward and

horizontally ; and the general rule for the height of the work above the ground is, that the surface
to be filed should be nearly level with the elbow-joint of the workman. Some latitude is, however,
required in respect to the magnitude of the works, as when they are massive, and much is to be filed

off from them, it is desirable that the work should be a trifle lower than the elbow ; when the work
is minute and delicate, it should be somewhat higher, so that the eye may be the better able to add
its scrutiny to that of the sense of feeling of the hand, upon which principally the successful prac-
tice depends.

Since the teeth of a file are unequal in height, and the form of the file warps in the hardening
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process, it is evident that, even supposing the operator to be able to move the file in a straight line,

the surface filed would not be straight. Hence a file to act upon flat surfaces should be thickest in

the middle, and thinner at each end of its length. This gives to the surface of the teeth a curve or

sweep in the length of the file ; and if the file should warp, the effect is merely to lessen the sweep

on one side and increase it on the other. This is of but little consequence, since, by altering the

height of the respective ends of the file, any part of the same may be brought into contact with the

work. Furthermore, the file can be so applied as to act upon any high spot or part of the surface

without cutting the surrounding surface. It is of no consequence if one side of the file possesses

more sweep than the other, because, so long as it is moved in a straight line, the teeth performing

duty will cut a straight surface if passed clear across the work. The curve of the file, however, is

usually about sufficient to compensate for any variation of the stroke from a horizontal plane. The
level of the teeth crosswise of the file may be either flat or a little rounding, the latter being prefer-

able ; but in no case should it be (for flat surfaces) hollow, because in that case the edges would cut

grooves in the work. For convex surfaces a flat file is usually employed ; but for concave surfaces

the file must be given a convexity greater than the concavity of the work, so that any desired part

of the file may be brought into contact with the work, notwithstanding a slight irregularity in the

curve of the file.

In Fig. 1605 is shown the shape of file desirable for a concave surface. The difficulty experienced

in filing a narrow surface flat is explained by reference to Figs. 1606, 1607, and 1608. The file, held

1605. 1606.

,
1607. 1608.

in the two hands upon the narrow work, may be viewed as a double-ended lever, or as a scale-beam

supported on a prop ; and the variation in distance of the hands from the work or prop gives a dis-

position to rotate the file upon the work, which is only counteracted by habit or experience.

Assuming, for the moment, that in the three diagrams the vertical pressure of the right hand at

?• and of the left at I is in all cases alike, in Fig. 1606, or the beginning of the stroke, the right

hand would, from acting at the longer end of the lever, become depressed ; in Fig. 160Y, or the cen-

tral position, the hands would be in equilibrium and the file horizontal ; and in Fig. 1608, or the end
of the stroke, the left hand would preponderate ; the three positions would inevitably make the work
round, in place of leaving it plane or flat. It is true the diagrams are extravagant, but this rolling

action of the file upon the work is in most cases to be observed in the beginner; and it is only by
much practice that it can be counteracted, which is done by maintaining a pressure at and upon each

end of the file so proportioned that, the teeth performing duty forming a fulcrum, the pressure on
each end of the file decreases in proportion to its distance from that fulcrum.

In using the file for large work, such as is common in a general machine shop, it should be fixed

firmly in its handle, which should be placed truly upon the file. The butt end of the handle should

press firmly against the palm of the hand, the forefinger being placed beneath the file-handle. To
take off a quantity of metal, the operator should stand sufficiently far from the work to be able to

bend the body and place its weight upon the file during the forward stroke. During the back stroke

the pressure upon the file-teeth should be removed, otherwise the teeth of the file become rapidly

worn. A new file should never be used upon a very narrow surface, because the teeth, from their

keenness, sink so deeply in the metal and take so firm a grip that they i-eceive a strain from the cut

sufficient to break them off. The most economical way to employ a file is to use it upon brass first,

because brass requires a keen file. After the tool has become impaired for brass work, it is still

good for use on cast-iron, wrought-iron, or steel. If the cuttings jam in the file (this is called pin-

nine/), they should be removed with a file-card ; or if too fast to be taken off by that tool, a piece of

sheet copper or brass about thi'ee-eighths of an inch wide, 2 J inches long, and one-thirty-second of an
inch thick, should have one end hammered thin, and this thinned edge should be passed across the

file. It should be pressed firmly to and moved along the rows of teeth, in order that it may become
serrated and force out the pins. To prevent pinning, the file-teeth may have soft chalk rubbed over

them, which will prevent the filings from getting locked in the teeth. After every few strokes of

the file the hand should be brushed over it, and the file should be hghtly tapped against the bench
or vise-box, when the loose filings will fall out. When, however, the file requires rechalking, which
will easily become apparent, the use of the file-card may precede the application of the chalk. This

chalking process is especially necessary during the finishing, as the pins are sure to scratch the work.

In using rough or bastard files to remove a quantity of metal, it is well so to regulate the motion of

the file that the file-marks cross and recross each other, which not only tends to keep the filing true,

but increases the efficiency of the operation. It is to be especially noted, however, that in giving the

file lateral side motion during each stroke, it will pin less if that motion takes place from right to

left, and this in consequence of the cut of the file. The serrations forming the teeth cross each

other diagonally. The first series are nearest to the front end of the file on tlie left-hand side, while

the last and therefore the deepest serrations, forming on the finished file the rows of the teeth, stand

49
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diagonally, being nearest to the file-handle on the loft-hand side. Therefore, by giving to the

file stroke a certain amount of lateral side motion, the cutting duty is performed by the teeth more
in a direction parallel to the rows of the file-teeth, and the cross-filing, as the forward motion of the

file is termed, partakes slightly of the nature of draw-filing.

Work requiring to be finely finished should be operated upon by the second-cut, smooth, and super-

fine smooth files, the cross-filing being succeeded by draw-filing.

The object of draw-filing is two-fold : first, the file can be held more steadily, and can therefore

be applied to any circumscribed part of the work exclusively, as is necessary in truing work ; and
secondly, the teeth cut finer and smoother. Hence it is that draw-filing is necessary to the produc-

tion of fine and accurate work. In draw-filing to obtain accuracy, the high spots or parts of the

file should be selected to remove the places which the test-marks upon the work indicate as requir-

ing to be filed, and the file-marks should be kept as straight as possible. But in draw-filing to fin-

ish finely, the file-marks may be made to cross each other at frequent intervals. In either case the

stroke of the file should be a short one, in no case exceeding about 4 inches, as longer ones produce
pinning and the attendant evil, scratches. A worn file, either smooth, superfine smooth, or dead
smooth, will finish finer than a new one ; and better results will be obtained by finishing the work
crosswise of the grain than on a line with it, because any inequality in the metal will usually run
with the grain, and the file-teeth will cut the softer parts of the metal better when following their

length than when merely crossing them. For the very finest of work, the Groubet files should be
used, as they are the finest-cut files made, besides being unusually true to shape.

Filed work is usually polished by the application of emery paper. "With emery paper, as with
files, the more used it is, the better it will polish, because it becomes coated with a glazed surface

composed of particles of the metal it has been rubbing, and all metals polish better by the applica-

tion of such a surface than by that of any other.

Half-round files should be used, during both the roughing-out and finishing processes, with a side

or lateral sweep ; otherwise they are apt to produce waves in the work.

In filing out keyways, it often becomes necessary to use the most rounded or curved face at the

end of the file only, so that, the operation being out of sight, the workman may insure that the file

has contact with the work in such places only as is necessary. A similar method is also pursued in

facing outside surfaces very true ; and if great care is taken and very fine files are used, surfaces

equal to the finest scraped ones may be produced by the file.

Files are often employed for the finishing of work turned in the lathe. For this purpose fine files

1609. 1610. 1611.

only should be used, and the amount of the duty should be kept as small as possible, because the

file is apt to cut more readily into the softer parts of the metal, and hence to make the work out of

round.

The work, when small, is almost invariably held on the filing-block with the left hand, occasionally

through the intervention of a hand-vise, Fig. 1612. In this case the two hands act in concert, the

right in moving the file, the left in adjusting the position of the work, until the workman is con-

scious of the agreement in position of the two parts. Sometimes indeed the partial rotation of the

work, in order to adapt it to the file, is especially provided for, so as to compensate for the acciden-

tal swaying of the file ; such is the case in the various kinds of suing (ooh, used by watchmakers
in filing and polishing small fiat works. A similar end is more rarely obtained, on a larger scale,

when the file is required to be held in both hands. For example, Jiliny-boarck, resembling Fig.

1609, and upon which the work is placed, have been made to move on two pivots, somewhat as a

gun moves on its trunnions ; consequently the work, when laid upon the swinging board, assumes

the same angle as that at which the file may at the moment be held.

A more common case is to be seen in filing a rectangular mortise through a cylindrical spindle, as

in Fig. 1610. The hole is commenced by drilling three or four holes, which are thrown into one by
a cross-cut chisel or small round file ; and the work, when nearly completed, is suspended between
the centres of the lathe, so that it may freely assume the inclination of the file. At other times, the

cyhnder is laid in the interval between the edges of the jaws of the vise, that are opened as much
as two-thirds the diameter of the object, which then similarly rotates on the supporting edges ; this

mode is shown in Fig. 1611. These three applications are objectionable in some instances, as the

file is left too much at liberty, and the work is liable to be filed hollow instead of flat, especially if

the file be rounding, because the unstable position of the work prevents the file from being con-

strained to act on any particular spot that may require to be reduced.

A great number of small works are more conveniently filed while they arc held with the left hand,

the file being then managed exclusively with the right ; this enables the artisan more easily to judge

of the position of the file. In such cases, a piece of wood, /", Fig. 1612, called vl Jiling-hJock, is

fixed in the table or tail-vise. (See Vise.)

Numerous fiat works are too large, thin, and irregular in their superficies to admit of being fixed

in the various kinds of bench-vises, as there would be risk of bending such thin pieces by the pres-

sure of the vise applied against the edges of the work. The largest flat works are simply laid

on the naked surface of the work-bench, and temporarily held by half a dozen or more pins or
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nails driven into the bench. The pins should be as close to the margin as possible, and yet below

the surface of the work. For thin flat works of smaller size, the filing-board, Fig. 1613, is a conve-

nient appendage ; it measures 6 or 8 inches square, and has a stout rib on the under side, by which

it is fixed in the vise. In filing thin flat works, such as the thin handles or scales of penknives and

razors, and the thin steel plates used in pocket-knives, cutlers generally resort to the contrivance

represented in Fig. 161-4, known as n fatting-vise. One face of the small filing-block /, Fig. 1612,

is also used for very small thin works, which are prevented from slipping from the file by the

wooden ledo'e, or by pins driven in. In many instances, also, thin works are held upon a piece of

cork, beneath which is glued a square piece of wood, that the cork may be held in the vise without

bein"- compressed. The elasticity of the cork allows the work to become somewhat imbedded by the

pressure of the file, between which and the surface-friction it is sufficiently secured for the purpose

without pins.

Before any effective progress can be made in filing flat works, the operator must be provided with

1612.
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the means of testing the progressive advance of the work ; he should therefore possess a true

straight-edge and a true surface-plate. The straight-edges used by smiths are generally of steel, and
although they have sometimes a nearly acute edge, it is much more usual to give them moderate
width ; thus, in steel straight-edges from 1 to 4 feet in length, the width of the edge is from one-

sixteenth to one-fourth of an inch ; and in cast-iron straight-edges from 6 to 9 feet in length, the

width is usually 2 to 3 inches. The straight-edge is used for trying the surface that is under correc-

tion, along its four margins, across its two diagonals, and at various intermediate parts, which

respective lines, if all exact, denote the surface to be correct. But the straight-edge alone is a

tedious and scarcely sufficient test ; and when great accuracy is desired, it is almost imperative to

have at least one very exact plane metallic surface or surface-plate, by which the general condition

of the surface under formation may be more quickly and accurately tested at one operation ; and
to avoid confusion of terms, it is proposed in all cases, when speaking of the instrument, to employ
the appellation j»?a?io»if/e)', which is exact and distinctive. (See Planometers.)
The flat piece of cast-iron intended to be operated upon having been chipped all over, a coarse

hand-file, of as large dimensions as the operator can safely manage, is selected. In the conmience-

ment the rough edges or ridges left by the chipping chisel are leveled, those parts however being

principally filed that appear from the straight-edge to be too high. The strokes of the file are

directed sometimes square across as on a fixed line, or obliquely in both directions alternately ; at

other times the file is traversed a little to the right or left during the stroke, so as to make it apply

1614.
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to a portion of the work exceeding the width of the file. These changes in the applications of the

file are almost constantly given, in order that the various positions may cross each other in all possi-

ble directions, and prevent the formation of partial hollows. The work is tried at short intervals

with the straight-edge ; and the eye, directed on a level with the work to be tested, readily perceives

the points that are most prominent. After the rough errors have been partially removed, the work
is taken from the vise and struck edgewise upon the bench to shake off any loose filings, and it is

then inverted on the planometer, which should be fully as large as or larger than the work. As, how-
ever, it cannot be told by the eye which points of the work touch the planometer, this instrument

is coated all over with some coloring matter, such as pulverized red chalk mixed with a little oil,

and then the touching places become colored. The work is slightly rubbed on the surface-plate,

and then picks up at its highest points some of the red matter ; it is refixcd in the vise, and the file

is principally used in the vicinity of the colored parts, with the occasional test of the straight-edge,

and after a short period the work is again tried on the planometer. This process is continually

repeated, and if watchfully performed it will be found that the points of contact will become grad-

ually increased.
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The grooved or roughing-out cutter is employed in the commencement, because it more rapidly

penetrates the work, and a few strokes are given to crop off the highest points of the surface ; the

furrows made by the serrated cutter ai-e then nearly removed with the file, which acts more expe-

ditiously although less exactly than the plane, and in this manner the grooved plane-iron and the

coarse file are alternately used. In the absence of the planometer, the metal plane assumes a

greatly increased degree of importance. As the work becomes gradually nearer to truth, the grooved

cutter'is exchanged for that with a continuous or smooth edge. A secoud-cut or bastard file is also

selected, and the same alternation of planing and filing is persevered in, the plane serving as it

were to direct the file, until it is found that the plane-iron acts too vigorously, as it is scarcely satis-

fied with merely scraping over the surface of the cast-iron, but when it acts removes a shaving hav-

ing a nearly measurable thickness, and therefore, although the hand-plane may not injure the gen-

eral truth of the surface, it will prevent the work from being so delicately acted upon as the contin-

uance of the process now demands ; a smoother hand-file is consequently alone employed in further-

ing the work.

It is now often usual to discontinue the use of the file, and to prosecute the Avork with a scraper,

which, having a sharp edge, instead of a broad and abrading surface, may be made to act with far

more decision on any, even the most minute, spot or point. (See Scraper.) The scraper, however, is

not intended to remove a quantity of metal ; hence even work requiring to be finished by the scra-

per should be first made true by smooth filing, especially if the planing or milling-tool marks are

left upon the work, for in that case the scraper edge is apt to follow those marks instead of cutting

smoothly as it should do.

The former instructions have been restricted to the supposition that only one of the superficies of

the work was required to be made plane or flat ; but it frequently happens in rectangular works,

such as the piece ABC, Fig. 1615, that all six surfaces, namely, the top and bottom A a, the two

sides B b, and the two ends C c, all require to be corrected and made in rectangular arrangement

(the surfaces ab c being necessarily concealed from view) ; and therefore some particulars of the

ordinary method of producing these six surfaces will be added.

The general rule is first to tile up the two largest and principal faces A and a, and afterward the

smaller faces or edges B b and C c. The principal faces A a, especially when the pieces are thin,

must be proceeded with for a period simultaneously, because of the liability of all materials to

spring and alter in their form with the progressive removal of their substance ; and on this account

1615 1616. 1617.

1~1

J

the woi-k, whether thick or thin, is frequently prepared to a certain stage at every part, before the

final correction is attempted of any one part. The straight-edge and surface-plate are required to

prove that each of the faces A and a is a plane surface, and the calipers or a similar gauge is also

needful to prove them to be in parallelism. Calipers, unless provided with set-screws, are very lia-

ble to be accidentally shifted, and it is needful to use them with caution ; otherwise their elasticity,

arising from the length of their legs, is apt to deceive. There are gauges, such as Fig. 1616, with

short parallel jaws that open as on a slide, and are fixed by a side screw ; and a still more simple

and very safe plan is to file two rectangular notches in a piece of sheet-iron or steel, as in Fig. 1617,

the one' notch exactly of the finished thickness the work is required to possess, the other a little

larger to serve as the coarse or preliminary gauge. (See Calipees, and Gauges.)

Sometimes, the one face of the work, or A, having been filed moderately flat, a line is scored

around the four sides of the work with a metal marking-gauge, the same in principle as the mark-

ing-gauge of the joiner. At other times the corrected face A is laid on a planometer larger than

the work, and the marginal line is scribed on the four edges by a scribing-point j), Fig. 1619, pro-

jecting from the sides of a little metal pedestal that bears truly on the surface-plate. Chamfers or

beveled edges are then filed around the four edges of the face a, exactly to terminate on the scribed

lines : the central part of a can be reduced with but little watchfulness, until the marginal chamfers

are nearly obhterated. This saves much of the time that would be otherwise required for investi-

gating the progress made ; but toward the last the calipers and planometer must be carefully and

continually used, to assist in rendering A and a at the same time parallel and plane surfaces. The
two principal edges B b are then filed under the guidance of a square. The one arm of the square

is applied on ^ or « at pleasure, as in joinery work ; or if the square have a thick back, it may be

placed on the planometer, as at s. Fig. 1615; if preferred, the work may be supported on its edge

B upon the planometer, and the back square also applied, as at .s, in which case the entire length of

the blade of the square comes into operation, and the irregularities of the plane B are at the same

time rendered obvious by the planometer. Another very convenient test has been recommended for

this part of the work, namely, a stout bar, such as r. Fig. 1615, the two neighboring sides of which

have been made quite flat and also square with each other. When the work and trial-bar are both

laid down, the one side of the bar presents a truly perpendicular face, which may, by the interveu-
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tion of coloring matter, be made to record on the work itself the points in which B differs from a

rcctanf^ular and vertical plane. When the edge B has been rendered plane and square, the oppo-

site ed"-e b may in its turn be marked either with the gauge or scribing-point at pleasure ; the four

edo'es of b may be then chamfered, and the entire surface of b is afterward corrected (as in produc-

in
°
the second face «), under the guidance of the square, calipers, rectangular bar, and surface-plate,

or°some of these tests. The ends C c now claim attention, and the marginal line is scribed around

these by the aid of the back square alone ; but the general method so closely resembles that just

described as not to call for additional particulars.

Should one edge of the work be inclined or beveled, as in the three following figures, in which the

works are shaded to distinguish them from the tools, the rectangular parts are always first wrought,

1018. 1619. 1620.
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and then the beveled edges, the angles being denoted by a bevel instead of a square ; either with a

bevel having a movable blade, Fig. 1618, or by a beveled templet made of sheet metal, as in Figs.

1619 or 1620, which latter cannot get misadjusted. The beveled edge of the work is also applied if

possible on the planometer ; in fact, the planometer and bevel are conjointly used as the tests.

Beveled works are either held in the vise by aid of the chamfer-clamps, or they are laid in wooden

troughs, with grooves so inclined that the edge to be filed is placed horizontally. Triangular bars

of equilateral section are thus filed in troughs, the sides of which meet at an angle of 60°, as in

Fig. 1621.

The succeeding examples of works with many plane surfaces are objects with rebates and grooves,

as represented in Figs. 1622 to 1625. Pieces of the sections. Figs. 1622 and 1623, supposing them

to be short, would in general be formed in the solid, either from forgings or castings, as the case

mio-ht be ; the four exterior and more accessible faces would be filed up square and true, and after-

ward the interior faces, with a due regard to their parallelism with the neighboring parts, after the

mode already set forth. The safe edge of the file is now indispensable ; as in filing the face b, the

safe edge of the file is allowed to rub against the face a of the work, which therefore serves for its

guidance, and in filing the face a the side b becomes the guide for the file. The groove in Fig. 1623

requires a safe-edge square file. When, however, pieces of these sections, but of greater lengths,

have to be produced by means of the file alone, it is more usual to make them in two or three pieces

162T.
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respectively, as shown detached in Figs. 1624 and 1625 ; which pieces are first rendered parallel on

their several edges, and are then united by screws and steady-pins.

In works of these kinds, which have rebates, grooves, internal angles, or cavities, the square with

a sliding blade, shown in Fig. 1623, is very useful, as the blade serves as a gauge for depth, besides

acting as a square, the one arm of which may be made of the precise measure of the edge to be

tried. This instrument is often called a turning-square, as it is particularly useful for measuring

the depth of boxes and other hollowed works turned in the lathe.

In making straight mortises, as at ss, Fig. 1626, unless the groove is roughly formed at the forge

or in the foundry, it Is usual to drill holes nearly as large as the width of the mortise, and in a

straight line ; the holes are then thrown into one another by a round file or a cross-cutting chisel,
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and the sides of the mortise are afterward filed square and true. For a curved mortise, c c, the

mode is just the same, with the exception that the holes are made on a curved line
; aud that,

instead of a flat file being used throughout, a half-round or a crossing file is used for the concave

side of the mortise. Short rectangular mortises, or those which may be rather considered to be

square holes, as in Fig. 1627, would, if large, be prepared by forging or casting the material into

the form ; and then, the six exterior faces having been corrected, the aperture would be filed on all

sides under guidance of some of the various tests before referred to. In such a case it is conve-

nient to employ a small square s, in the form of a right-angled triangle, to which is attached a wire

that may serve as a handle, whereby the square may be applied at any part within the mortise with-

out the sight of the workman being intercepted by his own fingers. Sometimes also a cubical block,

filed truly on four of its faces to the exact dimensions of the aperture, is used as a measure of the

parallelism and flatness of the four interior faces.

In making by hand the keyways in the round holes of wheels, it is to be observed that it is com-

mon to turn a cylindrical plug exactly to fill the hole, and to make a notch in the plug as wide as

the intended keyway and parallel with the axis ; the plug is shown at </, Fig. 1628. A piece of steel

/ is then filed parallel, and exactly to fit the notch, and its edge is cut as a file, and used as such

within the guide-block, the latter being at the time inserted in the hole of the wheel. In this case

the block becomes the director of the file, and the notches in any number of wheels are made both

parallel and axial. The only precaution that remains to be observed is in regard to the depth of the

notches, and this is not always important ; the depth may, however, be readily determined by mak-

ing the grooves at first a little shallower than their intended depth, and then, the plug having been

removed from the hole, a stop is attached to the side of the file, parallel with its edge, as at s, to

prevent its penetrating beyond the assigned depth. (See Keys and Keyways.)

The manipulation of the file upon curvilinear works is entirely different from that required to pro-

1631.

duce a plane surface, in which latter case the work is held at rest and the hands are moved as stead-

ily as possible in right lines ; but in filing curved works an incessant change of direction is impor-

tant, and, so far as practicable, either the file or the work is made to rotate about the axis of the

curve to be produced. A semicircular groove of half an inch radius, as in Fig. 1629, would be most

easily filed with a round file of nearly the same curvature, and the correspondence between the file

and work, and consequently of their axes likewise, would render the matter very easy ; but the file,

from the irregularity of its teeth, would leave ridges in the work, unless in every stroke it were

also twisted to and fro axially by the motion of the wrist, and occasionally in the reverse direction,

1684.1632.
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as can be held upon the filing-block with the hand-vise, is to swing the work upon its axis, and to

use the file with the right hand, as if on a flat surface.
, , .

Some works are curvilinear in both directions, such as curved arms and levers with rounded edges

;

many of these kinds arc completed by draw-filing them, or rubbing the file sideways or laterally

around the curve, instead of longitudinally as usual. The groat majority of curved works are mould-

ed and formed prior to the application of the file, which is then principally used to smooth and

bri"-hten them Other works are shaped almost entirely with the file, assisted by outlines drawn on

the^pieces themselves ; and again other works are shaped with the file, under the guidance of tem-

plets or pattern-plates of hardened steel. Some observations will be offered on all three of these

First in respect to filing up metal works that have been accurately shaped by founding or forg-

in" htt'le or nothing remains to be added, as the only object is to act on every part of curvilinear

surfaces in the most expeditious and commodious manner, with the general aim of reducing any tri-

flin'^ errors of form that may already exist in them, and avoiding the introduction of new ones

;

which circumstances call for the frequent scrutiny of the eye, and an incessant yet judicious variation

in the position of the hands.
. , , ^, ^.^ ^ a ^

Secondly, curved works, that are moulded or formed almost entirely with the file, are blocked out

square, and the outlines of the curves are drawn on the ends and sides of the pieces, to guide the file

in a manner analogous to the routine pursued by carpenters, masons, and other artisans. For in-

stance, to form a bead, as in Fig. 1635, the work is prepared of a nearly rectangular form, and the

half circle having been drawn at each end, the angles of the work are coarsely removed at about

45" makinf'the end a semi-octagon; sometimes the four angles are further reduced, giving to the

work eio-htlacets, prior to their being thrown together in making the general curve. If these sides

are made with only a very moderate degree of exactness, they will greatly tend to preserve the uni-

formity of section throughout. Many workmen, when they have removed the two principal angles

at 45° make a chamfer entirely around the semicircle at each end, to guide the file in hastily reduc-

ing- the principal bulk of the material. It is also desirable that the straight-edge should be frequent-

ly"applied along the axis of the curve, at various parts, during the progress of the work. Should

th" entire piece, Fig. 1636, have to be made from a solid block, two cuts, a and 6, made withthe

saw would remove the corner. The round part of the bead would be made as before, and previous

to fi'lingthe hollow it would be chamfered on the line c; a half-round file, of less curvature than

the hollow itself, would be first sunk in the middle of the chamfer, and the hollow would be deepened

and extended sideways, always maintaining an easy curve, until it reached the marginal lines where

1635. 1636.
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plates between the templets, keeping them in position by two pins extending through the whole num-
ber, and then all the notches are filed in the brass plates, until the file very nearly touches the steel
patterns, as absolute abrasion on the steel itself would greatly injure the files. In this mode the
several brass plates become very exact copies of the pattern.

Templets are as much used for setting out and producing series of holes in any special arrange-
ment, as in filing works to any particular form. A complex example of templets being used in this

1638. 1639. 1640.

manner is m drilUng the side plates of harps intended for the arbors and link-works used in tem-
porarily sbortenmg the strings. The respective positions of the holes in these side plates require a
most exact arrangement, any departure from which would prevent that precise shortening of the
strmg required to produce the semitones with critical accuracy, and would also cause an unbearable
pr, unless the cranks of the harp were severally in true position, or on the lines of centres, so as
firmly to support the tension of the strings under all circumstances.
A different application of templets is sometimes met with in filing up numerous similar parts in

the same object, as the arms or crosses for the wheels of clocks and other machines. The exact
pattern of one spoke is filed up as a templet, which is shaded in Fig. 1639, and serves for the similar
configuration of every spoke

; the position of the templet being given by a central pin, aided by any
little contrivance which catches into the 3, 4, 5, or 6 equidistant teeth correspondin"- with the num-
ber of arms. °

It frequently happens that certain forged, cast, and other works have parts, known as bosses
swells, collars, and knuckles, that are pierced with holes, which require their flat surfaces and also
their margins to be made partially or entirely concentric with the holes. When such parts occur as
bosses, they often project from a flat surface ; and after the central hole is drilled, some of the pin-
drills, or analogous tools used in drilling-machines, are employed in finishing the margins.
When the circular margins are discontinuous, files and templets are more or less rMiuircd Thus

the extremity of a forged arm, such as Fig. 1640, is drilled, and in the configuration of the remain-
ing parts, if but one or two such pieces are to be made, a boss or plug of wood is turned like a that
shall fit the hole

; the shoulder of the wood is then rubbed with red chalk to mark that part of the
surface which is not at right angles to the hole, and the circular edge of the boss serves for the "-uid-
ance of the file in finishing the exterior margin, visually rather than obstructively, as the wooden
boss would be reduced instead of the file being checked. If therefore there were many such objects
to be filed, two bosses or templets would be made of hardened steel, and used one at each ex-
tremity of the hole, and they would be held in position by grasping the three pieces collectively in
the tail-vise. The same general method is very largely and more rigorously followed in makine
joints or hinges. J R

_
riLTEES. When water containing substances in suspension is passed through a medium pro-

vided with fine pores, it is, of course, at least the purer by virtue of the removal of all such matters as
are unable to pass through the pores. If this were all filtration accomplished, it would be merely a
fine straining process. But all porous substances contain an immense amount of air between their
pores, and the water, by being passed through them, is divided into an infinite number of exceedingly
small streams, and thus the substances in solution in the water are brought into the closest possible
contact_ with the oxygen of the air, giving rise to a chemical action. This oxidation occurs in
ammonia, and the putrescible organic matters which are so dangerous when left in drinking-water.

According to experiments by Dr. Frankland, water containing in solution about 18 grains to the
gallon, after filtration through animal charcoal contained 11.6 grains. The organic and other volatile
matter contained in the water before filtration amounted to .37 of a grain in a gallon, and after the
filtration the amount was .15; that is to say, more than one-half of these matters were removed.
After a month this charcoal removed still more organic matter, and also some mineral matters • and
even a few months afterward one-half of the organic and volatile matters only remained after filtra-
tion.

_

These experiments show that it is not by storing up matters that a filter works—for, in such
case, It would soon be choked—but by oxidizing the putrescible substances, the results of which oxi-
dation are afterward found in the shape of nitrites, nitrates, and carbonates. Dr. Frankland states
that he passed the water supplied to London by the Grand Junction Company through a thickness of
3 feet of animal charcoal at the rate of 41,000 gallons per square foot per day of 24 hours, under
a head of water of 30 feet, the charcoal being in granules like coarse sand. Even at the above hi"-h
rate more than half the organic matter was removed. Vegetable charcoal is almost entirely useless
tor purposes of filtration. It contains an enormous amount of salts soluble in water renders the
latter harder than before passage, and does not purify it as does animal charcoal.

'

At the Gorbals Filtering Works, near Glasgow, the filtering materials are placed in vertical com-
partnients with passages between them, in each of which the water rises to nearly its original level,
and then flows over into the next compartment and down through the filtering material in it In St.
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Petersburg, Russia, the water is made to fall down a series of steps, and then through wire gauze,

and lastly through sand filters ; and by these means the water, which is generally very impure, is ren-

dered tolerably pure, and a considerable amount of putrescible organic matters is collected from this

wire gauze.*

The water both of rivers and of gathering grounds in most cases requires to be filtered. A filter-

bed for that purpose, suggested by Prof. Rankinc,f consists of a tank about 5 feet deep, having a

paved bottom, covered with open-jointed tubular drains leading to a central culvert ; the drains are

covered with a layer of gravel about 3 feet deep, and that with a layer of sand 2 or 3 feet deep. The
water is delivered upon the upper surface of the sand very slowly and uniformly; it gradually de-

scends, and is collected by the drains into the central current. The area of the filter should be such

that the water to be filtered may not descend vertically with more than a certain speed ; for the whole

efficiency of the filtering process depends on its slowness. The speed of vertical descent recommended

by some authorities is 6 inches per hour ; but according to Rankine, in some cases a speed as high

as 1 foot an hour has been used.

From experiments by M. Havrez {Revue UniverseUe des ilines, May, June, 1874, and "Proceedings

of ihe Institution of Civil Engineers," vol. xxxix.), it appears that filtration is influenced by the pres-

sure and temperature of the water, the thickness of the filtering medium, the size of the grains form-

ing the filter, and their mixture. The delivery of a filter per square foot per 24 hours is equal to

1641.

2.4 cubic yards, multiplied by the pressure of the water in yards and divided by the thickness of the

filtering medium in yards nearly. When large and small grains of sand are mixed, the delivery is

found to diminish, as also by silting and fouling. Forraulse for the velocity, influenced as stated

above, are given in the oi-iginal paper, to which reference may be made. The filter-beds at Stoke
Newington, Loudon, Liverpool, and Dublin are i-espectively 45,000, 30,000, and 22,500 square feet

each in area. Their forms are rectangular, 300 x 150 feet, 300 x 100 feet, and 205 x 110 feet.

At London there are V beds, with a delivery of 12,000,000 imperial gallons daily; at Liverpool there

are 6 beds, with a daily delivery of from 9,0(')0,000 to 12,000,000 gallons; and at Du))liu there are

7 beds, with a delivery of 12,000,000 gallons.

Figs. 1641 and 1642 are a plan and section of the classification reservoir and filter basin at Batter-

sea, near London. The reservoir A communicates with the river Thames by a canal R, and at the
bottom is a semicircular trench C D, in which sediment from the water is collected. From this basin
the water passes through a stone conduit about 1 foot 8 inches in diameter to the filtering basin £J.

At the bottom of this are 6 tubes £, separated by intervals of about 5 feet, and pierced with holes

to allow of the escape of the water. Above these is placed the filtering bed, composed of 11.

V

inches of gravel, 8.7 inches of coarse sand, and 5.8 inches of fine sand. After traversing this filter-

ing layer the water enters the tubes a h and escapes at H.
The filtering of the water of Glasgow, Scotland, is conducted on the gravitation system. The

water begins by traversing the coarsest material, and proceeds gradually to the finest. The layers,

instead of being parallel, are disposed in form of steps of unequal heights. This arrangement will

be understood from Fig. 1643. E consists of coarse sand ; 5 is a mass of fine pebbles ; C is a

* Abstract of lectures on water supplies, delivered before the School of MiUtary Engineering, 1S75, by W. A. Corfield,

M. A., M. D.
t " A Manual of Civil Engineering," 11th ed., London, 1S76.
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thicker bed of fine sand ; and D D is the reservoir. From this the water passes to a conduit, the
gates of which are at S. In proceeding from one bed to another, the water traverses automatic
locks, a section of one of which is given in Fig. 1644, their positions being indicated at a b, c d, cf

in Fig. 1643. J/ and iV are the walls
1643. ™

16i4.

forming the reservoir H. F is the
upper filter of coarse sand. The wa-
ter from this passes to a false bot-

tom h I, formed of bricks J separated
and placed on their edges. In the
intervening space the water is collect-

ed and goes to the channel K in the
reservoir 72, where it rises until it

reaches the opening L, whence it

passes to the filter nest in succession.

By changing the position of the valves
so as to close A" and L, and to open
7i and Z', the water from the filter P

and reservoir Ji may be led to a discharge-pipe whenever it is necessary to clean the filters.

In the filters illustrated in Figs. 1645, 1646, and 1647, the stone pipe A brings the water from the
regulating basin to the filters, and iron pipes communicate between the stone pipe or aqueduct and

the top and bottom of the filters. A
valve near the top of the iron pipe
S F, at S, Fig. 1645, forces the water
to enter on the top or at the bottom
of the filter at pleasure. The filter

is 100 feet in length and 60 feet in

breadth, divided into three compart-
ments, which may either act together
or separately, so that when one com-
partment is being cleansed, the other
two continue in operation. The site

of the filters is a piece of level ground,
excavated to the depth of 6 or 8 feet,

with retaining walls all round, joined
with cement, and puddled behind, so

as to become water-tight. The bot-

tom is laid about a foot deep with a

strong stiff puddle, over which is a
pavement so cemented as to be im-
pervious to water. The whole of this

bottom is then divided into drains or

spaces, 1 foot wide and 5 inches deep,

by means of fire-brick laid on edge,

and covered with flat tiles of the same
material, perforated with small holes, like those used in a kiln for drying oats. These holes are
placed very near each other, and are rather more than one-tenth of an inch in diameter ; there is

also a space of a quarter of an inch left open between the ends of the bricks which support the per-

^^^'/••^.j.'-'iy/^cnZ^./tu-,.
.f/////'/.,
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forated tiles, and their upper edges are little more than an inch broad, in order that there may be
no space without holes, and nothing to prevent the water from spreading equally over every part of
the bottom of these drains. This is particularly necessary when the filters are being cleaned by the
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upward motion of the water. The perforated tiles or plates are covered to the depth of 1 inch with

clean gravel, about three-tenths of an inch in diameter ; this is followed by 5 other layers of gravel,

each of the same depth, and each succeeding layer a little finer than the previous one, the last being

coarse sand ; over this is placed 2 feet depth of clean, sharp, fine sand, similar to that used in hour-

glasses but a very little coarser ; about 6 or 8 inches deep of the fine sand neai'est the top is mixed

with animal charcoal, ground to the size of coarse meal, each particle about one-sixteenth of an inch

in diameter. A longitudinal drain or pipe N runs between the filter and the pure-water basin, com-

mimicatin"-'with both ; on each of the openings between the pipe and the filter is a stop-cock to close

the communication when necessary ; there are also two drains, one to carry off the foul water when the

filters are bein"- cleaned, and another to prevent the water from rising too high. When the filter is

complete, its action is as follows : The sluice B and the valve S are opened, and the water permitted

to flow through the filter into the drain N below, until it becomes quite clear. This will take two or

three days when first set to work, unless very great pains are taken to wash the gravel and sand

before they are put into the filter, which will now flow copiously for some weeks ; and when the

quantity passing begins to decrease, the stop-cocks are shut and the valves S S raised.
_

The water

then enters below, filling all the drains, and, having a head pressure of several feet, it will force its

way up through the sand to the top, and in its passage raise the scales or particles of mud which

have been deposited in the downward passage, and carry them into the foul-water drain below. If

the sand of the surface be stirred bv a fine-toothed rake after the water has been raised aboveit,

and a little additional water admitted on the top through the conduit, it will facilitate the operation

of cleaning, as the mud is always deposited on the very surface of the sand. By this means the sed-

iment wiirbe carried off, and the water pass through quite clear again in a few hours
;
the valve S

should then be lowered, the stop-cocks opened, and the operation of filtering will again proceed as

above described. The cost of this filter would be about $3,000, and the quantity of pure water pro-

duced regularly every 24 hours on an average about 106,632 cubic feet.

M. Fonvielle of Paris has invented a filter in which two currents of water instead of one arc

1648.
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employed to cleanse the materials used for filtering. This arrangement can be readily understood

from the section, Fig. 1648, in which S is the pipe supplying water to the filter; D, the discharge

pipe ; a a, stop-cocks by which the current may be made to pass in any direction through the filtering

material F, which is supported between two perforated diaphragm plates. When in operation one

cock only in each pipe is opened, diagonally opposite, as shown in the section. But to cleanse the

filtering materials, both supply-cocks are opened and one discharge-cock, alternately the lower and

upper ; by this means the filtering materials are effectually cleansed. Filters on this principle, with

numerous compartments and of various capacities, are used for the filtration of the waters of the

Seine, and give complete satisfaction.
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Fig. 1649 represents an improved intermittent filter, the principal feature of which is that it

intermittently runs dry, so that the filtering material becomes aerated, and the impurities detached
by it from the water are to a certain extent oxidized. During the day, when the water is bein"-

drawn off for use, the extent to which aeration and oxidation will take place will, of course, depend
upon the rate at which the water is used ; but at night sevei'al hours may generally be counted upon
during which aeration and preparation for further effective filtration may take place. Referring to
the section, A is the cistern containing the filtering material. The bottom of this is perforated, and
is placed over a second cistern £, which contains the filtered supply. C is the supply-pipe from the
main or from a service cistern ; and Z) is a ball-cock which regulates the admission of water to the
filter as the filtered water is drawn from cistern B. The ball I), however, cannot fall to admit fresh
water except in unison with the ball U, which acts by a lever upon the same valve. An interval is

thus gained between the admission of water to the filter A and the partial emptying of the cistern

£, and during this interval aeration of the filtering material may take place. lis an overflow pipe
connected with both cisterns. With reference to this it may be remarked that, although the current
induced by the water falling from the cistern A will most probably tend to draw air with it as it

passes the connection with the cistern B, still it is possible, as the short piece of pipe is now placed,
for some water from A to run unfiltered into B. If this piece of pipe were placed at an angle, so as
to dip from the cistern, or if the connection were made by a double angle-piece, this risk would
be avoided. The pipes F G H for supply to different parts of a building may, of course, be placed
either at the side or at the bottom of the cistern, and may be more or less in number.
An ingenious centrifugal filter has been devised by Mil. Autier and Allaire, the efficiency of which

does not depend on the use of any filtering matter, but on the application of a simple mechanical
action. Its construction is based on the principle that if a cylinder be set revolving rapidly in a
fluid in which solid particles are suspended, the fluid participates in the velocity given to the cylin-
der, that next it revolving at the highest speed, and the remainder of the fluid at ratios the in-

verse of their distances from the cylinder. The solid particles suspended in the fluid are thus driven
away from the neighborhood of the cylinder, where the fluid is left clear, in which condition it can
be led away by properly placed draw-off pipes.

Works for Reference.—" Lectures on Water Supplies," Corfield, delivered before the School of
Military Engineering, 1875; "A Manual of Civil Engineering," Rankine, 11th ed., London, 1875;
" Merveilles de I'lndustrie," Figuier, Paris, no date ; also works on water-works quoted under Canals.
See also Sitgar Machinery.
FIRE-ARMS, CONSTRUCTION AND TRIALS OF. The essential parts of all portable fire-arms

are the barrel, the lock, the stock, the sights, and the mountings. The principal parts of the barrel.
Fig. 1050, are the breech, the breech-screw, near to the fafs (3), bevels (2), and oval; the cone and
cone-seed (4); the bayonet stud and fro7it sights (5); the bore, the grooves, and the lands (6). The
brcech-scrcw is composed of the lodi/ (a), tenon (b), and tang (c). The object of the breech-screw is

to close the bottom of the bore ; the tenon fits into a mortise cut in the stock, and prevents the
barrel from turning on its bed ; the tang is the part by which the breech of the barrel is secured to

1650.

the stock, and for this purpose it is pierced w ith a hole for the tang-screiv, which passes through the
stock and enters the guard-plate. The fats are two vertical plane surfaces, situated at equal dis-

tances from the axis of the bore. They serve to prevent the barrel from turning in the jaws of the
vise when the barrel-screw is taken out ; the flat on the right side of the barrel also pi-esents a sur-
face of contact for the lock-plate, which prevents the hammer and cone from changing their relative
positions. The functions of the cone, Fig. 1651, are to support the cap when exploded, and to con-
duct the flame to the vent of the piece. The parts are the nipple (1), upon which the cap is placed

;

the square (2), to which the wrench is applied ; the shoulder (3), the screw-thread (4), and the vent

1651. 1652

(5). The cone-seat is a projecting piece of iron welded to the barrel near the breech for the purpose
of sustaining the cone. The principal parts are the female screw, the vent, and the rim ; the last
prevents the flame from penetrating between the lock and the barrel.

The ordinary percussion-lock. Fig. 1652, is composed of the lockplate (1), to which the several
parts are attached, and by which the lock is fastened to the stock; the hammer (2), which strikes
upon the cap ; the mainspring (3), which sets the hammer in motion ; the tumbler (4), or axle, by
which the movement of the spring is communicated to the hammer ; the scar (5), or lever, the point
of which fits into the notches of the tumbler and holds the hammer in the required position : the
notches are designated as the fidl-cock notch and safety notch; the scar-spi-ing (6), which presses the
point of the sear into the tumbler notch ; the bridle (omitted in the figure), w'hich is pierced with two
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holes for the inner pivots of the sear and tumbler ; the sidvel (7), which joins the mainspring and

tumbler. The more important parts of the stock are the butt, the handle, the beds for the barrel-

lock band-spring, guard-plate, and butt-plate ; the shoulders for the tip and bands, and the ramrod

groove. The mountings comprise the butt-plate, guard-plate, bands, springs, and tip.

Great improvements have been made everywhere in recent years in military small arms, whereby

"Teat efficiency has been gained by diminished weight of piece and cost of manufacture. The fol-

fowin"- may be enumerated as the principal changes on which these improvements are based, viz.
:

»

1. The adoption of the rifle-grooves and the elongation of the bullet. 2. The loading at the breech,

and the metallic-case cartridge, by which the joint is closed against the escape of the flame of the

charge. 3. The reduction in the diameter of the bore and the length of the barrel. 4. The sub

stitution of low steel in place of wrought-iron in the manufacture of the principal parts, and

especially the barrel, and the American plan of manufacture by machinery, making all parts inter-

chano-eable for repairs. The reduction in length of the barrel has been from 8 to 10 inches; the

reduction in the diameter of bore and the weight of ammunition is shown in the following table :

COUNTRIES.
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its screw-thread ; C, the breech-screw with circular recess to receive the cam-latch F; D, the breech-

block, turning around the hinge-pin shown on the i-ight ; H, the firing-pin, which transmits the blow

of the hammer to the priming of the cartridge. Beneath this pin is shown the cam-latch spring

which presses the latch F into the recess in C. J is the extractor to withdraw the empty cartridge-

shell after firing, and K is the ejector-spring and spindle. When the breech-block is closed, the

point of the ejector-spring spindle presses against the extractor above the position of the axis of the

hinge-block, and no motion takes place. When the breech-block is raised so as to press against the

lug shown on the upper portion of the extractor J, the point on the lower part of the latter moves
slowly to the rear, withdrawing the shell—the upper part of the exti'actor meanwhile compressing

the ejector-spring. When the direction of the pressure of the spring passes below the centre of

the hinge, the extractor moves rapidly and throws the shell clear of the receiver. L is the ejector-

stud, which serves to deflect the shell upward and thereby clear the well of the receiver. The firing-

pin spring, shown at the lower end of the pin and used to press the latter back when the hammer is

1654.

1. Gun complete. 2. Section showing lock and rifling of gun ready to fire. S. Cartridge.

raised, has been abolished. The arrangement of the cam and eccentric handle for lifting the block
is such that, unless the block is closed, the hammer cannot strike the firing-pin, but will merely strike

the handle. The calibre is .45 inch ; the barrel has three grooves equal in width to the lands, and
the rifling has a twist of 22 inches. The length of the barrel is 36 inches (with receiver), and of

the stock 48.7 inches. The piece weighs 8.68 lbs. without the bayonet. The weight of the powder
charge is 70 grains and of the ball 405 grains.

The French Chassepot Rife, Fig. 1654.—In this weapon there is a bolt-handle by which the bolt

which
India-

1C55,

is held in place, the latter containing lock and needle. The fulminate is in a paper wad,
foi'nis the rear of the cartridge envelope. The gas-check is a cylindrical ring of vulcanized
rubber, which is pressed against the surface of the chamber when the explosion takes place. The
number of grooves is four. An opening on the right hand of the chamber allows of the insertion of
the cartridge, which by the forward thrust of the knob is driven into the breech, when a partial

rotation of the knob locks the breech-piece.

TJie Remi7igton Rijle, Fig. 1655, is a single breech-loader, using metallic cartridges. An iron

receiver, made to correspond externally to the

shape of a gun-stock, is screwed to the breech

of the barrel ; in this are contained the breech-

block and lock. Supposing the piece to have been
discharged, it is loaded as follows : 1, it is cocked

;

2, the breech-block is pulled back by the handle
at its right side, ejecting the shell of the exploded

cartridge ; 3, the cartridge is inserted ; 4, the

breech-block is pushed hack to its place, closing

the breech. The gun is then ready for firing.

The hammer has a projection which passes under
the breech-block when it is down or closing the

breech, and prevents the block from flying back
The firing-pin passes the breech-block from the nose of the ham-when the explosion takes place

mer to the percussion-cap in the base of the cartridge-shell

TIlc Fieri Rifle, Fig. 1656.—The principle of this arm is the same as that of the Dreyse, Chasse-
pot, Berdan, and Vetterlin guns. The breech mechanism consists in all of only seven pieces : the
cylinder, with handle, A and S ; the trigger-spring, H; the head-piece, G ; the extractor, C ; the
spiral spring, E ; the thumb-screw, F ; and the striker, D. The cylinder is bored throughout its

whole length, to receive within it the spiral spring, the striker, and the head-piece. The striker is

larger in diameter at one end than at the other. Between the two portions is a raised part, against
which the end of the spiral spring bears, and this raised part carries a tooth or projection, the ex-
tremity of which has a spiral surface. The other end of the striker has a notch in it for the tooth
of the trigger-spring to work in. The head-piece is bored throughout, in order to give a passage for

the point of the striker, and has the form of two connected cylinders of different diameters. The
surface of the cylinder of greater diameter has a groove parallel to the axis in which the extractor
G is placed, and in the cylinder of lesser diameter is a groove in which the point of the thumb-screw
works. On the rear face of this last piece is a small notch, in which the point of the projection on
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the striker lodges when the arm is at full cock. The trigger-spring, which is placed in a groove in

the cylinder, is provided with two teeth, one to prevent the spring from withdrawing from the cylin-

der, the other to take the notch in the striker. The spring projects to the rear of the cylinder and

terminates in a thumb-piece, which is pressed when wishing to fire. The thumb-piece is protected

by the two wings of the breech-shoe from injury or accidental blows. To load the rifle, the handle

of the cyUnder is turned up and drawn back until the head of the thumb-screw lodges against the

1656.

head formed on the breech-shoe. The rotation of the cylinder is not given to the head-piece, which

is prevented from rotating by the projection on the extractor, which works in a groove cut along the

bottom of the breech-shoe. By virtue of this the projection on the striker is compelled to rotate

with the cylinder over the spiral surface of the cavity in the head-piece, and consequently to go back

in the cylinder until the projection in the trigger-spring enters the notch in the striker, when the

spring is compressed. The cartridge having been placed in the chamber, the cylinder is forced for-

1653.

1G59.

ward and turned to the right, by which movement the projection on the striker is brought opposite

the cavity in the head-piece, and the arm is ready to be discharged.

The Martini-Henry Rife, Fig. 1657.—The breech-block is pivoted at its upper rear portion, being

moved up and down by a lever at the rear of the trigger-guard. The firing is by a spiral spring

which actuates a firing-pin. The cartridge-shell extractor works on a pivot below and behind, the

barrel being operated by the descent of the front

end of the breech-block upon one arm of the

bell-crank lever.

Tlie Peahodii Rifle, Fig. 1658.—There is a
falling breech-block hinged at the rear and de-

pressed by the guard-lever, whose short arm en-

gages in a recess of the block and controls its

movements. When the block is down, the car-

tridge is slipped into the bore, and the piece is

fired by the fall of the hammer upon a firing-

pin sliding in a groove in the side of the block.

In opening to reload, the block drops upon an
elbow lever, and withdraws the spent cartridge-

shell.

Tlir Snider Rifle, Fig. 1659.—The breech-block is hinged to the rear and above the barrel, the

block throwing upward and forward, and exposing a chamber in rear of the bore. Into this the car-

tridge is dropped, pushed into the bore, the block brought down and locked by a latch in the rear.

The firing-pin passes obliquely through the block, and is struck by the ordinary hammer.
Carbines in the U. S. army differ from the Springfield rifles only in the length of barrel and

stock, and in various mi aor fittings which need no special reference. The total length of the barrel
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The total weight of the arm is 7.17 lbs., of theis 25.4 inches, and that of the stock 29.85 inches,

charge 55 grains, and of the ball 405 grains.

The most complete series of tests yet made on breech-loading arms was conducted in 1872-'73 by
a U. S. Army Board, the report of which will be found in " Ordnance Memoranda," Xo. 15, Wash-

ing-ton, 1873. Ninety-nine models of American
arms were tested, together with the Chassepot
needle-gun, needle-carbine, Mauser, Werndl, Wer-
dcr, Vetterlin, and Martini-Henry systems, as rep-
resentative of the best foreign practice. The na-

ture of the trials was substantially similar to that
of the trials of magazine guns in 1878. On the
conclusion of the first series of tests the follow-
ing guns were ordered to supplementary trial : Pea-
body, No. 63 ; Whitney carbine. No. 77 ; Springfield-

Stiliman, No. 66 ; Elliot carbine, No. 80 ; Ward-
Burton magazine carbine, No. 58 ; Updegraff, No.
42 ; Sharps, No. 5 ; Springfield, No. 69 ; Eeming-
ton-Ryder, No. 67 ; Berdan Russian, No. 57 ; Free-
man, No. 76; Dexter, No. 38; Lee, No. 61; Rob-
erts, No. 2 ; Remington locking rifle. No. 82 ; Win-
chester, No. 78 ; Broughton, No. 79 ; Sharps, No.
81 ; Remington navy rifle, No. 85 ; and of the for-

eign arms, the Martini-Henry and Werndl. Out of
the 21 arms thus selected, after undergoing sup-
plementary testing, six' were chosen to be altered

to calibre, .45 inch, that calibre having been deter-

mined upon by a board of U. S. army officers (see

also "Ordnance Memoranda," No. 15) as the most
advantageous one for small arm.s. The six were
the Springfield, Elliot, Ward-Burton, Remington,
Freeman, and Pcabody. These were thoroughly
tested, and the result was the victory of the Spring-
field system and its subsequent adoption info the
military use of the United States. The Board
strongly advocated magazine guns, and pointed out
that " whenever an arm shall be devised which
shall be as effective as a single breech-loader, as
the best of the existing single breech-loading arms,
and at the same time shall possess a safe and easily

manipulated magazine, every consideration of pub-
lic policy will require its adoption." In this con-
nection, see final tests of the Hotchkiss gun, trial

of 1878.

Magazine or Repeating Rifies.—An exceed-
ingly valuable and complete series of tests of the
principal types of weapons of this class was con-
ducted at the National Armory, Springfield, Mass.,

in April, 1878. The details of the experiments and
other data are given in the report of the Chief of
Ordnance, U. S. A., 1878. An abstract of the re-

sults of this trial will be found further on.

Tlie Hotchk-hs Magazine Gun.—This weapon be-
longs to that class which has a fixed chamber closed

by a movable breech-block which slides in the line

of the barrel by direct action ; i. e., bolt-guns which
have concealed locks. It is the device of Mr. B. B.

Hotchkiss, the inventor of the revolving cannon
described under Ordnance. In exterior appear-
ance this arm resembles an ordinary single-shot

bolt-gim. The magazine is in the butt end of the
stock ; the supply of cartridges from the magazine
can be cut off by moving a thumb-piece placed on
the left side of the receiver or " shoe," and the gun
is then loaded and fired as a single-loader. Tlie

peculiarity of the arm consists in the construction

of the magazine movement and in the breech
mechanism, or system. This consists of but 6
parts. Fig. 1660, viz.: Breech-bolt, A; recoil-

block, or nose-piece, B ; hammer, C ; firing-pin,

I) ; firing-pin spring, E; and extractor, F. The magazine is located in the stock, and the cartridges
are propelled forward by a spiral spring. Their motion is, however, governed as follows : The trig-

ger C is traversed by a tubular passage, of sufficient size to allow the cartridge to be fed through it

into the magazine and to pass in the opposite direction to the chamber. The axis of this tubular
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passage is not quite in the same line with the passage in the receiver. This displacement is so
arranged that the body of the cartridge can pass, but not the head. When the trigger is pulled to
fire the gun, the trigger-passage and that in the receiver are brought to coincide. A cartridge is

thus liberated and allowed to pass through by the pressure of the magazine-spring into the receiver.

The action of closing the bolt then pushes the cartridge into the chamber ready to be fired. Hence,
each time the trigger is pulled to fire the gun, one cartridge is liberated, and the extraction of the
empty shell and closing of the gun is necessary to bring the new cartridge into firing position.

The gun, when used as a repeater, is operated by 3 motions, viz. : Opened, closed, fired. When
used as a single-loader, it is operated by 4 motions, viz. : opened, loaded, closed, fired. To open the

1661.

piece, the handle of the breech-bolt is raised, and then withdrawn as far back as possible. This
brings back at the same time the nose-piece, and also the firing-pin is retracted. The gun is by
this action cocked. The nose-piece, meanwhile, is kept from turning by the resistance afforded
by the projection on it against the receiver, which allows the nose-piece to follow only the longi-

tudinal motion of the bolt. By reversing the movement of the bolt, the nose-piece catches against
the head of the cartridge and shoves it up the incline of the receiver into the chamber. In push-
ing forward the bolt, the lower edge of the hammer catches against the sear H, and is retained by it

during the remaining slight forward motion of the bolt. This motion is imparted to the bolt by its

bearing against the beveled surface of the rear shoulder of the mortise in the receiver, while the
handle is turning down into place. To fire the gun, the trigger is pulled and the sear is disengaged
from its hold against the face of the hammer. This allows the firing-pin spring to impel it for-

ward, and to drive the firing-pin against the percussion-cap in the cartridge. Extraction is provided
for by a strong spring-hook extractor, carried by the nose-piece. The natural spring of the extractor

presses the rim of the cartridge against the side of the receiver, and by the friction thus created the

cartridge is thrown sideways round the hook of the extractor and clear of the gun. The cartridges

1662.

are loaded into the magazine from its forward end, the bolt being previously drawn backward, so as

to expose that part of the magaziue-passage which connects between the stock and the chamber
in the barrel.

Fig. 1661 shows the same gun with various minor improvements, and represents one of the varia-

tions of the form which proved victorious in the tests above referred to. For performances of this

and other weapons, see table on page 789. In the improved model, five cartridges are carried in

the magazine and one in the chamber.
The Remington Magazine Chin, Fig. 1662.—This gun belongs to the system in which a fixed cham-

ber is closed by a bolt by direct action, and in which the lock is concealed. The breech-bolt is com-
posed of three parts, viz. : the body or locking-tube A, the cocking-piece B, and the portion by which
these are connected. The extractor lies in front of the rib of the locking-tube, and its tenon enters

50
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a recess in the side of the latter. When the bolt is unlocked, the extractor rides around the head of

the cartridge. The ejector is struck by the carrier-lever G when the bolt is withdrawn. The extractor

then pulls on the upper side of the cartridge, while the under side is struck by the ejector. The eifect

is to throw the shell clear of the gun. The coeking-piece B receives the firing-pin and spring, and a

projection H upon it enters a recess in rear of the locking-tube. The form of this projection and that

of its corresponding recess is such as to cam back the half-cock notch to pass beyond the sear, at the

same time withdrawing the point of the firing-pin within the face of the bolt. The piece may be full-

cocked by pulling the cocking-piece to the rear by the button with which it is terminated, or by draw-

ing back the bolt and then returning it to its locking position. The magazine is in the tip-stock.

The carrier is pivoted on a strong screw through the side of the receiver. Its lever works in a groove

in the bottom of the locking-tube. When the bolt is withdrawn, the front end of the groove strikes

on the lever and tips the carrier up in a position oblique to the axis of the bore, bringing the point

of the cartridge opposite the centre of the chamber. The carrier is held in this position by the catch

Z, which springs over a pin on the inner surface of the receiver. When the bolt is closed, its front

presses against the catch and releases it, while the rear end of the groove in the bottom of the lock-

ing-tube strikes the carrier-lever and causes the carrier to descend opposite the mouth of the maga-
zine. AVhen the bolt is unlocked, the side of the groove presses down on this end, and the stop

moves downward, permitting a cartridge to come out of the magazine on the carrier. The stop is so

constructed that a projection on its upper side descends just in front of the rim of the cartridge as

the lower part falls in rear of it, so that the escape of a second cartridge is prevented. When the

bolt has been withdrawn, the spring returns the stop to its first position. A magazine cut-off is pro-

vided, which works in connection with the cartridge-stop.

The magazine is loaded from below, and in any position of the bolt. As a magazine gun, 3

motions are necessary to operate it, viz. : opened, closed, fired. As a single-loader, 4 motions are

necessary, viz. : opened, loaded, closed, fired. This gun carries 8 cartridges in the magazine and 1

in the chamber.
Sharps Rifle Companies Magazine Gun, Fig. 1663.—This gun belongs to that system in which a

fixed chamber is closed by a bolt, by direct action, and in which the lock is concealed. The receiver

lfi63.

has a slot in its upper surface for the purpose of loading the chamber or filling the magazine. It is

bored through at rear for the reception of the breech-bolt, which is composed of two principal parts,

the body and the locking-tube. The bolt is locked by lugs A on the locking-tube, turning in

corresponding cuts in the receiver. The bolt carries on its upper surface the extractor, which is of

the ordinary spring-hook pattern, and in its axis the firing-pin, which extends the whole length of

the bolt. The spiral form of the face of the locking-tube and of the shoulder of the bolt is such as

to cam the bolt up against the head of the cartridge when the bolt is locked. On the rear face of

the locking-tube are two spiral surfaces, which bear against corresponding surfaces G of the firing-

pin. The unlocking of the bolt cams back the firing-pin until the point H passes beyond the nose
/of the sear. When the handle is turned down to lock the bolt, the firing-pin spring is compressed
between the shoulders / on the pin and the nut K on the extreme rear of the bolt. On withdrawing
the nose of the sear, the firing-pin, under the influence of its spring, moves forward and explodes the

cartridge. The shell is ejected by the ejector-pin Z, which strikes against the lever 31 of the carrier

when the bolt is withdrawn, and is driven forward against the lower side of the head of the shell,

while the extractor is pulling on the upper. The magazine is in the tip-stock. The carrier is shown
at 0. When the breech-bolt is withdrawn, the projection P, in which the ejector-pin is situated,

strikes the lever M of the carrier, tipping the latter up in a position oblique to the axis of the bore,

bringing the point of the cartridge nearly opposite the centre of the chamber. The carrier is held
in this position by the pin and spring shown at Q. When the bolt is closed, the cartridge is driven
into the chamber, while the projection R on the bolt strikes the lever, causing the front of the carrier

to descend opposite the mouth of the magazine to receive another cartridge. As a magazine gun, 8

motions are necessary to operate it, viz. : opened, closed, fired. As a single-loader, 4 motions are
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necessary, viz. : opened, loaded, closed, fired. This gun carries 9 cartridges in the magazine, 1 In

the carrier, and 1 in the chamber.

The Winchester Magazine Gun.—This gun, manufactured by the Winchester Repeating Arms
Company of New Haven, Conn., belongs to that system in which a fixed chamber is closed by a bolt,

sliding in line with the axis of the barrel, and operated by a lever from below. The receiver, Figs.

1664 and 1665, is divided by a vertical partition A into two parts. The carrier occupies the front

1664.

portion, while the rear contains, with the exception of the breech-bolt lever, the mechanism necessary

to operate both breech-bolt and carrier. The breech-bolt is a single piece, at the upper front end of

which is the extractor (of the spring-hook pattern) pinned to it, and at its rear a mass of metal
which supports at either side the front end of one of two side links, B and C, which form a knuckle-
joint. The rear ends of the other links bear against the rear of the receiver, giving the necessary
support for the bolt in firing. The outer ends of the links are pivoted to the bolt and receiver. A
groove D, on the inside of each rear link, receives the end of a strong pin on the breech-bolt lever.

Motion of the lever consequently produces a corresponding motion of the links, and through them of

the bolt. The firing-pin extends the whole length of the receiver. Its point is retracted within the

face of the bolt, when the bolt is drawn back, by a small lever E, one end of which enters a recess

in the pin, while the other strikes against the pin F, Fig. 1665, causing the lever to rotate about the

pivot through the front end of the links attached to the breech-bolt. A flat spring (not shown in

the figures) bearing against the surface of the breech-bolt lever holds it in place. The hammer is

cocked by the end of the firing-pin when the breech-bolt lever is thrown forward. The piece is fired

by a centre lock of the usual pattern. A safety device or sear prevents the pulling of the trigger

when the piece is unlocked. When the breech-bolt lever is closed, it strikes the pin ^projecting
from the under side of the sear, and removes it from the safety position. Shells are ejected by the

carrier, which, rising as they are being withdrawn, strikes them at a distance of about one-third their

length from the rear, and rotates them about the extractor, throwing them clear of the gun. The
magazine is in the tip-stock. It is loaded through a gate in the side cover of the receiver, as is also

the piece when used as a single-loader. The carrier is moved at right angles to the axis of the

barrel by its lever G. This lever is thrown up by the shoulder H of the breech-bolt lever striking

its under surface when the latter is thrown open. The carrier-lever is depressed in a similar manner
when the breech-bolt lever is closed, by the latter bearing on a shoulder on its upper surface. The
spring J holds the lever and carrier in either position, Figs. 1664 and 1665. In rising, the carrier

does not completely uncover the mouth of the magazine ; cartridges cannot therefore escape below

1665.

it. As a magazine gun, 3 motions are necessary to operate it, viz. : opened, closed, fired. As a
single-loader, 4 motions are necessary, viz. : opened, loaded, closed, fired. The motions of opening
and closing might perhaps be classed as a single motion, being continuous, the hand not being re-

moved from the lever. This gun carries 9 cartridges in the magazine, 1 in the carrier, and 1 in the

chamber.

forms of magazine guns are the Hunt, ^^hich belongs to the classAmong other well-known m
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which a fixed chamber is closed by a bolt by direct action, but has a centre lock ; the Ward-Burton,

belonging to the same general class as the Ilotchkiss and Sharps; the Burgess and the Tiesing, in

which a fixed chamber is closed by a bolt sliding in line with the axis of the barrel and o])erated by

a lever from below, both guns belonging to the same class as the Winchester. The Chaffee and

Buffington guns have fixed chambers closed by movable breech-blocks, sliding and rotating, and

operated by a lever from below. The Springfield-Clcmmons and Springiield-Miller arms have fixed

chambers closed by movable breech-blocks, which rotate about horizontal axes at 90" to the axis of

the barrel, lying above the axis of the barrel and in front. Both arc adaptations of the Springfield

breech-loading rifle previously described. The Lewis-Rice gun belongs to the system in which a

fixed chamber is closed by a movable breech-block rotating about a horizontal axis at right

angles to and below the axis of the barrel, and in front, and in which the lock is concealed.

The Franklin, Burton, and Lee guns belong to the same class as the Hotchkiss and Remington.

For detailed descriptions of all these, the reader is referred to the report of the Chief of Ordnance,

U. S. A., 18'78.

The Spr'mgfieJd Arsenal Teds of Magazine Guns, 1878.—The following were the principal condi-

tions of trial (for results, see following table): 1. Safety-test. The piece to be fired 10 rounds by

the exhibitor or with a lanyard. 2. Rapidity with accuracy. The number of shots which, fired in

two minutes from the gun—both as a magazine gun and as a single-shooter—strike a target 6 feet

by 2 feet at a distance of 100 feet. The test to be begun with the chamber or magazine filled

;

other cartridges to be disposed at will on a table. 3. Rapidity at will. The number of shots which

can be fired in one minute, irrespective of aim, under the same circumstances as in test 2. 4.

Endurance. Each gun to be fired 500 continuous rounds without cleaning, using the magazine. The
state of the breech mechanism to be examined at the end of every EO rounds. 5. Defective car-

tridges. Each gun to be fired once with each of the following defective cartridges : 1, cross-filed on

head to nearly the thickness of the metal ; 2, cut at intervals around the rim ; 3, with a longitudi-

nal cut the whole length of the cartridge, from the rim up ; a fresh piece of white paper, marked
with the number of the gun, being laid over the breech to observe the escape of gas, if any occur.

6. Dust. The piece to be exposed in the box prepared for that purpose to a blast of fine sand-dust

for 2 minutes ; to be removed, fired 20 I'ounds, replaced for 2 minutes, removed, and fired 20 rounds

more. 7. Rust. The breech mechanism and receiver to he cleansed of gi-ease, and the chamber of

the barrel greased and plugged, the butt of the gun to be inserted to the height of the chamber in

a solution of sal-ammoniac for 10 minutes, exposed for 2 days to the open air standing in a rack,

and then fired 20 rounds. 8. Excessive charges. To be fired once with 85 grains of powder and

one ball of 405 grains of lead, once with 90 grains and one ball, and once with 90 grains and two

balls. The piece to be closely examined after each discharge.

The following supplementary tests were made upon guns which successfully withstood the fore-

going: 1. To be fired with two defective cartridges, Nos. 1 and 2, and then to be dusted 5 min-

utes, the mechanism being in the mouth of the blow-pipe, and closed, the hammer being at half

cock ; then to be fired 6 shots, the last two defective Nos. 1 and 2 ; then w ithout cleaning to

be dusted with the breech open, and fired 4 shots. The piece to be freed from dust only by

pounding or wiping with the bare hand. 2. To be rusted for 4 days after immersion as before,

and then fired 5 rounds with the service cartridge ; then without cleaning to be fired 5 rounds with

120 grains powder and a ball weighing 1,200 grains; the gun to stand 24 hours after firing without

cleaning, and then to be thoroughly examined. 3. Facility of manipulation by members of the

Board. 4. Liability to accidental explosions of cartridges in the magazine. Additional tests may
be made by the Board to clear up doubts raised by previous trials.

Sporting Arms.—Smooth-Bores.—The bores of shot-guns are made in four ways : 1st, cylindrical

;

2d, drawn ; 3d, choked ; and 4th, bell-muzzled. The cylindrical bore is of uniform size throughout.

The drawn bore is less in diameter at the muzzle than at the breech, the decrease however being

very small. Clioked-bore guns have near the muzzle a slight swelling or ridge, the bore being cylin-

drical ; and in bell-muzzled guns the bore is enlarged or slightly flared at the muzzle. The object

of drawing and choking is to bring the shot together, and give a more advantageous " pattern."

This term is used to designate the number of pellets projected into a circular target 40 inches in

diameter at about 30 yards range. Bell-muzzling increases the dispersion of the shot. In choke-

bore guns, it is supposed that the shot in passing out impinge upon the choke or ridge, and are de-

flected inward toward the axis of the bore. Most sportsmen favor a moderate choke, as it is claimed

to afford even pattern or distribution and good penetration at a moderate range, with light charges

of powder—these being the essential requirements of any well-constructed shot-gun.

The Parker Brcech-Ioading Shot-Gun, Fig. 1666, is an example of the most approved American
construction, and is the manufacture of Parker Brothers of Meriden, Conn. The engraving repre-

sents the gun as opened. This is effected by pressing upon the finger-piece 1 in front of the guard

2. The lifter 3 is thus raised, and its beveled side, coming in contact with the screw 4, acts as a

wedge to draw the bolt 5 from the mortise which is cut in the lug 6, and releases the barrels as

shown, ready for the insertion of the cartridges. It will be observed that when the bolt 5 is back to

the position represented, a small hole in the under side of this bolt comes directly over the trip 7,

which by the assistance of the small spiral spring 8 is made to enter the hole and so hold the bolt in

position. At 11 is shown an improved cartridge-extractor, which draws the shells or cartridges from
the barrels during the operation of opening the gun. It is inserted in a hole in the lug 6, with its

rear end enlarged and extending into and around a portion of the chambers of the barrels. When
the gun is closed, the extractor 11 extends from the rear end of the barrels to the projection on the

point 13; and as the barrels swing on this point, which remains stationary, this projection forces the

extractor from the rear end of the barrels, so that, when they arrive at the position shown in Fig. 1666,

the cartridges are withdrawn from them far enough to be entirely removed by hand. After removing
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Table shoiving Data of Trials of the Four Magazine Gum xvliicli gave lest Results at Experiments
made at Springfield Arsenal, 1878.

NAME OF GUN.

No.

Hotchkiss...l9

'Wmctiester..l-3

Eemington. .17

Sharps 8

6

11

9

11

Lbs. Oz.

9

10 C.5

9 9

10

Lbs. Oz.

9 8

11 6

10 6

10 15.7

SAFETY TEST.
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Table shoiving Final Test oftJie successful Gun at Springfield Arsenal Trials, 18*78.
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London. It is so constructed that its cocking occurs simultaneously with the opening of the breech,

so that only one motion of the lever is necessary to accomplish both these objects. This self-cocking

action is produced by means of a lifter (7, jointed on to the short arm of the lever A. The operation

is performed by pushing the lever downward ; and this opens the tjolts of the grip, and at the same
time drives up the lifter (which works in a slot in the body), which presses against the extreme end
of the hammers D, and drives them back either to the half or full cock as may be desired ; this is

regulated simply by the extent to which the lever under the guard is depressed. When the gun is

closed, the head of the lifter, which lies under the hammers and between the nipples, is sunk in the

body, and presents an appearance there similar to other guns.

Rifles.—Sporting rifles made by manufacturers of military arms differ from the latter chiefly in

point of weight and finish, the system of construction being the same. Nearly all American makers
publish very full catalogues, which often embody treatises on the manufacture of sporting rifles, and
are especially complete in details referring to the weapons used at long-range target competitions.

In some of these matches Remington's and Sharps's rifles, of American make, and Rigby's and Met-

ford's, of English make, the former breech-loading and the latter muzzle-loading, have come into

direct competition, and the relative eSiciency of the two radically different systems has been severally

tested, with a preponderance of advantage in favor of the American arms. As the trade publications

above referred to contain full reports of competitions in which the various rifles were used, it seems
unnecessary to do more than refer the reader to the manufacturers, who supply such information

gratis.

One of the most noted sporting rifles of foreign make is the "Express," constructed by the Messrs.

Holland of London. This rifle is breech-loading, and is made double-barreled. It is chiefly noted
for long range and accuracy. The 577 bore Express takes a charge of 6 drams of powder. Larger

sizes take as high as 8 drams, and are commonly used by African explorers against large game.
They project hollow-fronted, solid hardened, or explosive bullets.

Revolvers.— CoWs.—Fig. 1669 represents a sectional view of Colt's army revolver. This has

6 chambers; total length of barrel, 12.5 inches; weight, 2.31 lbs.; weight of powder charge, 28

grains, and of bullet, 230 grains. The various parts are as follows : A is the barrel; £, the frame;

C, the cylinder ; D, the centre-pin ; B, the guard ; J^, the back strap ; G, the hammer ; II, the

mainspring ; /, the hammer-roll and rivet ; J, the hammer-screw ; K, the hammer-cam ; X, the

hand and hand-spring ; J/, the stop-bolt and screw ; JV, the trigger and screw ; P, the firing-pin and
rivet

; Q, the ejector-rod and spring ; i?, the ejector-head ; S, the ejector-tube screw ; T, the guard-

screw ; if, sear and stop-bolt spring ; V, the back-strap screw ; IF, the mainspring screw ; JC, the

front sight ; Y, centre-pin catch-screw ; B', the recoil-plate ; J)', the centre-pin bushing ; and Q',

the ejector-tube. On the base of the cylinder is a ratchet having as many teeth (5 or 6) as the

chamber has barrels. The teeth are so arranged that, when the hammer is at full cock, a chamber
is directly in line with the barrel. On the surface of the cylinder are cut as many small slots as

there are chambers. That which happens to be lowest at the time is entered by a bolt which is

moved by the action of the lock, and is pressed into the slot by a spring, so that while in this posi-

tion the cylinder is immovable. The sear and trigger are in one piece, as are also the hammer
and tumbler G upon which the main spring acts directly. On the face of the tumbler is a pawl or

hand, L, which successively engages each of the teeth on the rear of the cylinder ; and the tumbler

1669.

has also a projecting pin, which at the proper

time engages the bolt that locks the cylinder,

lifting it out of the slot and allowing the cylin-

der to rotate under the action of the hand.

When the pin no longer acts upon the bolt, it

is forced by the spring into the next notch that

presents itself. The operation is as follows

:

The chambers having been loaded by inserting a

cartridge, the hammer, supposed to be resting

on one of the capped nipples, is drawn back;
this causes the pin to disengage the bolt, and the

hand rotates the cylinder about one-fifth of a

revolution. On arriving at full cock the pin is disengaged from the bolt, which then falls into the

next slot and locks the cylinder. The weapon is then discharged by pulling the trigger.

The Schofield-SmUh <fc Wesson Revolver, Fig. 1670.—This arm has 6 chambers, and for army
use the total length of the barrel is 12.5 inches. Its weight is 2.5 lbs. ; weight of powder charge, 28
grains, and of bullet, 230 grains. A is the barrel, connected with the frame B by the joint-screw

C. From the rear of the barrel projects the base-pin, on which the cylinder F revolves. This is

kept in place on its pivot by the inner hook of the cylinder-catch D. The latter is pivoted at its

front end on the cylinder-catch screw D", and is held down by the cylinder-catch cam-screw D', the

cutting away of the upper part of the middle portion of wliich allows the catch to rise when the

cam is turned to a certain position. The base-pin is hollow, and contains the extractor-stem H, made
in two parts, which screw together. Between the head of the stem and the bottom of the hole in
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the cylinder is confined the extractor-spring H' (more properly the retractor-spring), which is com-
pressed -nhen the extractor moves out. The extractor G is recessed into the face of the cylinder.

The ratchet by which the cylinder is revolved is cut in the face of the extractor, and the extractor-

stud G' forms a rear

bearing for the cylinder
'^^'^^•

on the frame when the

revolver is closed. The
steady-pin / keeps the

extractor exactly in place

when it is down. The
lifter J moves upon the

friction-collar K, under the influence of the pawl i, in the man-
ner hereafter described. The pawl is pressed against the lifter

by the pawl-spring IT. The lifter is moved by the pawl in one
direction only, and is therefore free to follow the motion of the

extractor-spring. In closing the revolver, the outer hook of the

cylinder-catch presses back the barrel-catch E, and engages
with it under the influence of the barrel-catch spiing E'. The
position of the hammer prevents the opening of the barrel-

catch, and consequently of the piece, until it has been brought
to the position of half cock. The parts of the lock resemble

in their general features those of Colt's revolver, already de-

scribed. They are : iV, the hammer ; R, the hammer-stud ; 0, the main-
spring ; (), the strain-screw ; P, the swivel and swivel-pin ; /, the trigger

and trigger-pin ; and S, the trigger-spring. The hand W is kept in place

by the hand-spring in the front surface of the hammer, which bears against

a flat place on the pivot-arm of the hand. The stop V is thrown up into

the stop-motion of the cylinder by the stop-spring ; it is drawn down out of

them by the action of the trigger-spring on the trigger when the piece is at

half cock. When the hammer is at full cock, and also during its fall, the
upper arm of the trigger bears down on the rear end of the stop, and keeps
its head securely in the stop-notch. The guard X is secured to the frame
by the guard-screw }', and by a lip on the rear end of the guard-strap which fits under a projection
on the frame. Z is the sight, and the recoil-plate.

For full details as to dimensions of revolvers, modes of inspection, etc., see " Ordnance Memo-
randa, U. S. A.," No. 22 (" The Fabrication of Small Arms ").

FIRE-ARMS, MANUFACTURE OF. The Manufactdre of Rifles.—The manufacture of rifle-

barrels is one involving a great deal of skill and delicate manipulation, for the reason that the length
of the bore is so great in proportion to its diameter that the boring appliance, whether drill-reamer

or bit, is exceedingly liable to spring, and will consequently, to some extent, follow the inaccuracies

of the hole, even under the most careful manipulation and with the very best tools and machines.
To obviate this difficulty has been the object of many inventions, the most prominent among which
abroad is probably the hydraulic cold-steel drawing process, in which ingots of cold steel are forced
by hydraulic pressure through dies.
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The following is the method of manufacture of Springfield rifles in the National Armory at

Springfield, Mass. A most minute description of every stage of the various operations will be found
in " The Fabrication of Small Arms," in " Ordnance Memoranda, No. 22," by Lieut. Col. J. G. Ben-
ton and others, Washington, Government Printing-Office, 1878.

Barrel-Rolling.—A Springfield gun-barrel is made from a 2-inch round bar of decarbonized steel.

This bar is cut into lengths of 9;^^ inches each, and through these holes are drilled, forming what is

known as the "barrel mould," represented at G in Fig. 1672. This is heated and drawn out be-

tween grooved rolls. Each set of rolls, as shown in the engraving, has 8 grooves, 2 cylindrical

and 6 taper, and in connection with the grooves 8 mandrels of various sizes are employed. The
action of the rolls is to draw the heated mould over the mandrel, when the cylinder is straightened

and reheated. Each mould is therefore rolled 8 times. H and /, in Fig. 1672, show its form at

different stages during the process. A is the housing, B B the rolls, C the connecting gears, D
the clutch, E the gun-barrel, and F the barrel-rod. While still hot the barrel is cut to the proper

1C72.

Hfj

.^.i^ %

length by circular saws, and is afterward straightened between two dies, each of the length and shape
of the half barrel, which are arranged in a special machine. Annealing in charcoal follows, after

which the barrel is straightened on the outside. This done, the boring processes commence, the first

one being termed the nut-boring, which is performed as follows

:

Boring.—The boring-rod or tool consists of a long rod of steel, sufficiently small and long to pass
through the hole in the rifle-barrel ; on the end of this rod is an enlarged piece about an inch in

length, the cutting edges being at the shoulder ; the operation is to pass the rod through the rifle-

barrel and bore, by the revolving tool being pulled, and not pushed, by the feeding motion. It is

obvious that if the resistance to the cut, or the strain caused by the cut, is in a direction tending to

compress the metal of the boring-rod, that rod will spring and bend from the resistance ; whereas, if

the strain is a tensile one, the whole strain due to the cut will tend to keep the boring-rod straight

and true, and prevent it from springing, no matter how heavy the cut may be. After the first

boring, the rifle-barrel is again bored with another tool similar in every respect, save that it is of
larger diameter. The next operation is to straighten the bore, which is performed, as shown in Fig.

1672, as follows

:

Straightening the Bore.—A is a frame containing a plate of ground glass, across which is placed
horizontally the small, dark-colored bar 5, the frame being placed in such a position that daylight
shines directly through it ; at about 40 feet distance stands the rest C, which is to support one end
of the rifle-barrel D, while the operator ranges the other end direct to the horizontal bar B.
When the operator adjusts the barrel so that the light from the ground glass shines in a straight

line through the rifle-barrel, the bar B will throw a dark line along each side of the rifle-bore for a
distance, commencing at the end farthest from the operator's eye, about three-fourths the length of
the bore. (The rest of the bore appears from end to end like broad rings of light.) It is the
straightness of these lines which is a guide to test the straightness of the bore. If there is the least

waver, the barrel is not straight ; but here arises the difficulty—in that to see the waver inside is a
very easy matter, but to locate it on the outside requires such correctness and judgment of vision
that not more than one man in ten who essay to learn the business ever attains proficiency. It is

necessary to revolve the barrel, so that the dark line shall strike all parts of the barrel, which must
also be turned end for end in the rest C, because, as stated, the dark lines do not extend from end
to end of the barrel. When the location of the bend is determined, the barrel is laid across an
iron anvil or block, on which there are two projecting blocks, about 8 to 10 inches apart, and the
straightening is performed with an ordinary blacksmith's hammer. After the first straightening, a
collar of Babbitt metal is run on the outside and in the centre of the length of the barrel, which
collar is faced up true, and used in a steady rest to prevent the barrel from springing while the
roughing cuts are being taken off the outside in the lathe ; it would be quite useless to finish the
boi'e before the outside was turned, because, the latter operation releasing the tension on the outside

of the metal, the inside would get out of true again. After the first outside turning has been per-
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formed, the barrel is again bored, this time with a square reamer, reTolvcd at a somewhat quick

speed, and led first forward and then backward and forward somewhat rapidly.

The next operation is to repeat the straightening process, and then the outside is again turned,

and the boring process repeated, the same square reamer being used with a piece of wood placed on
one square, which piece of wood steadies the reamer, as well as causing it to cut a slightly larger

bore, by reason of fitting a little tight in the rifle-bore. After this boring, the outside of the barrel

is ground on a quick-running stone, and the straightening and boring processes arc repeated, slips of

paper being placed under the piece of wood, so as to increase the size of the bore until it becomes of

the correct, plug-gauge size. Here we may note that the dai-k lines thrown on the inside of the bore

by the horizontal bar B in the frame A magnify any defect in the bore, and that, as the operatives

express it, the wave in the barrel never appears to be where it actually is ; and hence the difficulty

of locating the defect on the outside of the barrel. Proving takes place at this stage, heavy charges

of powder and lead slugs being used ; 40 barrels at a time are thus tested.

Polishing.—After various milling and filing operations, to square off ends and prepare parts for

the sights, comes the polishing of the outside, which is performed as follows : The barrel is held

verticallj', and revolved while being passed down between the end faces of two pieces of wood,
upon which emery has been glued in the same manner as on an ordinary wooden polishing emery-
wheel. After the first polishing process, however, the barrel is not made to revolve, but is moved
vertically back and forth between the pieces of wood, so as to leave the polishing marks straight

lengthwise of the barrel. The first polishing is performed with a grade of emery about No. 60 ; the

last is done with flour emery. The machine in which the polishing is performed holds five barrels at

once, the polishing woods opening and closing as the barrel passes through them, so as to accom-

modate the taper.

Bifling is done in the machine illustrated in Fig. 1673. The bed A is similar to that of a lathe,

the rifle-barrel B being held in a head C at one end of the bed ; to this head is attached suitable

gearing, by which the barrel is made to suddenly make one-third

of a revolution. The cutter-mandrel D, or rifling-rod, is held by

a carriage traveling along the machine-bed, and operated back and

forth by the gear U. F is the shipper motion, G the oil-pump,

and if i/" the oiler-heads. The cutters for rifling are arranged on
the end of the rod in three groups, there being two cutters in each

group. The width of the cutters is such that the rifle-grooves are

of the same width as the spaces between them. At the end of

the stroke the rifling-rod also makes a one-third revolution, but in a direction opposite to that in

which the barrel moves when partly revolved ; so that each set of cutters cut first in one groove and

then in another, by which means the rifling is performed more true than would be the case if the

same cutters always ran in the same groove. The cutting is performed on the stroke in which the

rifling-rod is being pulled through the rifle-bore, and does not operate when being pushed, because a

tensile strain tends to keep the rod straight, while a compressing one would inevitably spring and

bend the rod.

The cutters arc ranged so that their cutting edges stand at a right angle to the rifle-groove, and

not to the bore of the barrel. They are not in reality cutters, but scrapers. The cutters are ex-

panded as the rifling proceeds by a cone attachment applied to the bar, the feed-motion being on the

sliding carriage. When, however, the rifle-grooves have been cut sufficiently deep, which is deter-

mined by the amount of the expansion of the cutters, an automatic arrangement, which is very simple

in its construction, throws the cutters back to their smallest diameter, and the process ceases. Du-

ring the whole of the boring and rifling processes, the bore of the barrel is liberally supplied with

oil, the tools being tempered to a light straw color.

Stock-making.—The rifle-stocks are made as follows : The wood, black walnut, is kiln-dried, and

the stock sawn out to the necessary shape, allowing sufficient surplus in the size for the finishing

process. In this condition the wood is left to season. The first operation is facing off the stock on

the part where the barrel fits. The second is termed the tip-turning ; that is, turning the under or

outside' face of the part where the barrel fits. The stock is then ready for the butt-turning machine
or lathe. To drive it, a dog composed of a piece of iron somewhat less in size than the finished end

of the butt, and having several protruding spikes on one of its faces, is driven on to the end of the
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butt, and this driver fits into a socket which takes the place of the face-plate of an ordinary lathe.

In place of a tail-stock, or dead-centre, there is provided a standard fastened to a carriage sliding

upon the lathe-bed, the standard containing a washer revolving in a bearing. The washer is made in
two halves, one half containing an oval slot to fit the outside or oval face of the tip, the other being
flat to fit the face of the part where the barrel fits or rests. The halves of this washer are thrown
open ; the tip of the stock is passed through them ; the butt end with the dog in position is then put
into the socket-driving chuck, and held firmly back against it ; then the washers are by means of a set-

screw clamped to the tip, and the cap securing the washers in the beai'ing is closed, and the stock or butt
is chucked, ready to be turned. The bed A of the lathe. Fig. 1674, is similar to an ordinary flat-

surface lathe-bed, and upon it there slides a carriage B, which carries the standard and the socket-
driving chuck with the butt or rifle-stock C placed in them, as above described. Immediately below
the butt, and held by the same carriage, is a pattern stock or former, D, made of cast-iron, and
held in the same manner as is the wooden butt, the driving chucks of both being made so that they
revolve in the same plane and at the same speed.

Independent of the bed and carriage, and in a permanent position, there is an upright frame G,
pivoted at the bottom or foot so that the top can swing. In this frame there is a wheel i*', which
revolves against the cast-iron former-butt referred to above, so that when the upright frame is

1674.

moved out of the perpendicular its weight presses the wheel against the cast-iron former, and thus
causes the frame to partake of the irregular motion caused by the revolving of the iron former-butt.
In the same upright pivoted frame is a revolving cutter-head" £, the distance between the centres of
the cutter-head and the wheel referred to (whose bearings are both horizontal and parallel one to
the other) being the same as the distance between the centres of the cast-iron former-butt and the
wooden butt to be operated upon. B is the feed-motion and I the shaft for revolving the stock and
former. The cutter-head is provided with 12 cutters, arranged in sets of 3, and each taking a dif-
ferent depth of cut. The cutter-head revolves at a speed of 3,600 feet per minute, the cutters all

being formed more or less on the turning-gouge principle. The machine being started, the iron
former-butt and the wooden one revolve slowly—say at about 80 revolutions per minute ; the cutter-
head, as above stated, at 3,600 feet per minute. The frame is moved out of the perpendicular,
and rests by its own gravity against the iron former-butt, which by friction revolves the guide-wheel.
The carriage, which stands all on one side of the revolving cutters, then traverses past them until it

stands all on the other side, the whole of the turning being performed during one traverse. The
roughing cutters stand in advance on the cutter-head, and the finishing ones, protruding beyond the
roughing ones, are placed behind them. The butt-turning process occupies in all about 3 minutes
15 seconds

; the whole stock-turning and tip-facing and turning takes 5 minutes ; the length of cut
taken during the operation being about 13 miles, if placed in a straight line.
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Bedding Machines.—The rifle-stock now passes to the lock-bedder, which cuts out the recess into

which the lock fits. The general appearance of this machine, which is shown in Fig. 1675, is similar

to a revolving-head gang-drilling machine, containing 5 spindles C\ with their cutters D. The rifle-

stock G is chucked in it-s proper position in a fixed chuck or appliance F, which insures that the
stock is correctly held; to the
right of the stock and in a fixed

position is an iron section H of

that part of the stock into which
the lock is bedded, which iron sec-

tion is used as a guide or former.

The machine being started, the

first operation is to drill two holes,

the drills entering until a stop

prevents them from going any
further, and hence insuring uni-

formity and correctness in their

depth. The position of these holes

is regulated by a pin, which stands

the same distance from the drill

as is the centre of the recess in

the iron former from the recjuired

centre of the recess for the lock

in the stock being operated upon.
The pin reaches the iron former
a little in advance of the drill

reaching the rifle-stock, so that

the position can be acciu-ately set

by swinging the machine-head
until the guide-pin enters the hole

in the iron former ; then the drill

is fed to its duty by hand. One
hole being drilled, the spindles

carrying the drill and the guide-

pin, which spindles are in the same
frame and operate together, are

raised, the machine-head is swung
one-fifth of a revolution, and the

first cutter D comes in position

to operate. On lowering the cut-

ter-spindle there descends with

it, and slightly in advance of it, a guide-pin E\n the iron former; and when the guide-pin is well

within the iron former, the cutter reaches the surface of the wood, and is guided by the oper-

ator moving the head so that the guide-pin travels all around the edge of the recess in the

former. The motion of the guide-pin and of the cutter being laterally identical, the operator has

but to enter the cutter as far into the rifle-stock as a stop provided for the purpose will admit,

and then to move the frame carrying the guide-pin and cutter so that the guide-pin moves and
touches all around the sides of the recess in the iron former. The recess in the rifle-stock will be
then the exact counterpart, in size, form, and depth, of that in the pattern. The whole operation

is but a repetition of the above, with the remaining cutters swung one after the other into position,

the one iron former answering to regulate the lateral movement of them all. A is the frame of the

machine; ^, revolving cutter-head; /, a fan-blower; and J, the air-pipes leading therefrom. The
speed at which the cutters revolve is about 8,000 revolutions per minute. As soon as each drill or

cutter is swung out of position, it stops running, which prevents wear and tear. It is apparent that

grinding the revolving cutters (which cut on their sides as well as on the end faces) to resharpen them
reduces their diameter, and would, unless some provision were made for it, destroy the correctness

of the work. This provision exists in the machine by the following means : In the spindles for

driving the cutters there is a socket which will partly revolve, but which can be locked or retained in

any position. When a cutter is new, and is consequently of full size, it revolves centrally in the

socket ; but after It has been reduced in size by resharpening, the socket is moved in its position in

the spindle by being partly revolved. This causes the cutter to be sufficiently eccentric to the spin-

dle to make up for its lack of correctness in diameter. As a guide in setting the amount of this

eccentricity, the spindle is marked into 10 divisions, each being denoted by a line which extends

down to the junction of the socket and the spindle end. Upon the socket there is also marked a line,

so that this one line acts as a pointer and the other 10 as a rule. To cut out a recess, complete and
ready to receive a lock, occupies about a minute. This machine affords a superior specimen of de-

signing, performing many and very accurate operations with great exactitude, and being very simple

to operate.

The guard-bedding machine and the machine for bedding the stocks to receive the barrels operate

in substantially similar manner to the lock-bedder, and therefore need no separate description.

Numerous other machines are employed, notably milling-machines for various purposes, boring appa-
ratus, screw-threaders, hammers, etc., all of which are adaptations of standard forms of these de-

vices. For descriptions the reader is referred to the work previously cpioted. The various portions

of the weapon are finally assembled, when it is subjected to proofs and inspection.
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The Manufacture of Smooth-Bores.—Every best finished gun usually passes through 15 or 16
hands, each of which constitutes almost a distinct trade ; although two or three branches are often
combined, or subdivided according to the extent of business. They may be arranged in the following
order : 1, barrel forger ; 2, lock and furniture forger ; 3, barrel borer and filer ; 4, lock filer ; 5, furni-

ture filer; 6, ribber and breecher ; 7, stocker; 8, screwer-together ; 9, detonator; 10, stripper and
finisher; 11, lock finisher ; 12, polisher and hardener ; 13, engraver; 14, browner ; 15, stock polish-

er. The barrel-making is also divided into several branches.

The first process in the manufacture of musket or common barrel^ is the making what are techni-

cally called ske/jjs. The skelp is a piece of iron about a foot long, but thicker and broader at one
end than at the other ; and the barrel of a musket is formed by forging out such pieces to the proper
dimensions, and then folding or bending them round into a cylindrical form until the edges overlap,
so that they can be welded together. It is then placed in a furnace, raised to a welding heat, and
taken out, when, a triblet or cylinder of iron being placed in it, it is passed quickly through a pair of
rollers. The effect of this is that the welding is performed at a single heating, and the remainder
of the elongation necessary for bringing it to the length of a musket-barrel is performed in a similar
manner, but at a lower temperature. This method of welding is far less injurious to the texture of
the iron, which is now exposed only once, instead of three or four times, to the welding heat.

The barrels for fowling-pieces are of various kinds, as dub, stub-twist, ivire-twiat, and Damascus-
twist, and sometimes a combination of the two latter ones, as well as another description called
stvb Damascus. These are the best varieties, but a number of inferior kinds are made, which are
only employed for very common guns.

In order to make stub-iron, old horse-shoe nails, called stubs, are collected, then packed closely
together, and bound with an iron hoop, so as to form a ball about 10 or 12 inches in circumference

;

which, being put into a furnace or forge-fire, and raised to a welding heat, is united by hammering,
and drawn out into bars of convenient lengths, for the purposes intended. This method is adopted
for the locks, furniture, and breechings of all best guns, and is to a certain extent practised for
barrels, though not so much as formerly, more expeditious methods being employed on a large scale.

The most approved modern method of converting them into gun-barrels (after carefully sorting
and picking them, to see that no cast-iron or impurities are mixed with them) is first to put about
half a hundred weight into a large cast-iron drum or cylinder, crossed internally with iron bars,
through the centre of which a shaft passes, which is connected by a strap with the steam-engine, and
the revolution of the drum actually polishes the nails by their friction against each other ; they are
then sifted, by which every particle of dust is removed. The steel intended to be mixed with them
is clipped by means of large shears, worked by the engine, into small pieces, corresponding in
size to the stubs, and afterward cleansed by a similar process. About 40 lbs. are thrown on the
inclined hearth of an air-furnace, where they are puddled or mixed together with a long iron rod, and
withdrawn in a mass called a bloom, almost in a state of fusion, to be welded under a hammer of
3 tons weight, by which it is formed into a long square block ; this, being put in at another door
of the same air-furnace, is raised to a bright-red heat, and drawn out under a tilt-hammer of 1^
ton weight into bars of a proper size to pass the rollers, by means of which it is reduced to
rods of the required size. The air-furnace having two doors prevents any loss of time, as the mo-
ment one ball of stubs is withdrawn, another charge is put in, and the two operations go on together,
keeping both hammers employed. The iron thus produced is very tough, and free from specks or
grays ; but stubs are hardly ever used alone, as they were formerly, being too soft ; tlierefore a por-
tion of steel is mixed with them, which varies from one-eighth to one-half of the whole mass. It

need hardly be remarked that the advantage to be derived from the use of horse-shoe nails does not
arise from any virtue in the horse's hoof, as some have imagined, but simply because good iron is,

or ought to be, originally employed for the purpose, otherwise the nails will not drive into the hoof;
and the iron, being worked much more, is freed from its impurities, which can only be effected by
repeated workings.

When gun-barrels are manufactured from stub-iron by a process similar to that of musket-barrels,
they merely exhibit a mottled appearance on the application of acids. It is also usual to make what
are called stub barrels from scrap iron cut into small pieces by means of shears worked by the en-
gine. It would be difficult to define what scrap iron is, or what it is not, being composed of every-
thing in iron that has previously been manufactured, as well as of the cuttings from the various
manufactories ; these are sorted and employed in preparing iron of various qualities, known by the
names of 2oire twist, Damascus twist, stub twist, charcoal iron, tlircepenny skelp iron, twopenny skclp, etc.

The object of preparing iron from small pieces is to cross and interweave the fibres in every pos-
sible direction, and thus greatly to increase its tenacity. Very few plain stub barrels are now made,
as iron of inferior quality, when twisted, finds a more ready sale. For the finest description of bar-
rels, a certain proportion of scrap steel, such as broken coach-springs, is cut into pieces and mixed
with the iron by the operation called puddling, by which the steel loses a considerable portion of its

carbon,^ and becomes converted into mild steel, uniting readily with the iron, and greatly increasing
the variegation and beauty of the twist. In whatever manner the iron may be prepared, the opera-
tion of drawing it out into ribbons for twisting is the same. This is effected by passing the bars
while red-hot between rollers, until extended several yards in length, about half an inch wide, and
varying in thickness according to whichever part of the barrel it may be intended to form ; these
ribbons^ are cut into convenient lengths, each being sufficient to form one-third of a barrel ; one of
these pieces is made red-hot and twisted into a spiral form, by placing one end in the prong of an iron
rod which passes through a frame, and is turned by a handle, the ribbon being prevented from going
round without twisting by means of an iron bar placed parallel to the revolving rod. The spiral thus
formed is raised to a welding heat, and dropped on to a cylindrical iron rod, which being struck forcibly
on the ground {jumped), the edges of the spiral unite, and the welding is then completed by hammering
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on the anvil : the other spirals are added according to the length of the barrel, and the forging is

finished by hammering regularly all over. The ends of each spiral should be turned up and united at

each junction of the spirals, to avoid the confusion in the twist occasioned by merely dropping one
spiral on another ; but this is rarely done. Wire-twist, of any degree of fineness, may be obtained by
welding alternate laminae of iron and steel, or iron of two qualities, together ; the compound bar thus

formed is drawn into ribbons, and twisted in the same manner as the preceding. The operation of

twisting the iron not only increases the beauty of the barrel, but adds considerably to its strength by
opposing the longitudinal direction of the fibres to the expansion that takes place in the act of tiring.

The iron called Damascus, from its resemblance to the celebrated Oriental barrels and sword-blades, is

now manufactured by welding 25 bars of iron and mild steel alternately, each about 2 feet long, 2 inches

wide, and a quarter of an inch thick ; and having drawn the whole mass into a long bar, or rod, three-

eighths of an inch square, it is then cut into proper lengths of from 5 to 6 feet ; one of these,

being made red-hot, is held firmly in a vise, or in a square hole, to prevent it from turning, while the

other end is twisted by a brace, or by machinery, taking care that the turns are regular, and holding

those parts which turn closer than others with a pair of tongs ; the rod is by this means shortened

to half its original length, and made quite round. If only two pieces are employed to form the ribbon,

one is turned to the right and the other to the left ; these, being laid parallel to each other, are united

by welding, and then flattened ; but if three square rods are used, the centre one is turned in a con-

trary direction to the outside ones, and this produces the handsomest figure. By these operations the

alternations of iron and steel change places at every half revolution of the square rod composed
of 25 laminffi ; the external layers winding round the interior ones, thus forming, when flattened

into a ribbon, irregular concentric ovals or circles. The fineness of the Damascus depends on the

number and thickness of the alternations ; and the figure of the ribbon w-hen brought out by acids

resembles that of a curled ostrich feather ; but when wound into a spiral form, and united on its

edges by jumping, the edges bend round and the figure is completed. This is sometimes veneered on
common iron ; and they often wind a thin ribbon of Damascus, or superior iron, round ii-on of the

worst quality ; even gas-tubing is considered good enough, when coated in this manner, to form gun-
barrels of a very low price with a high-priced appearance. Stub Damascus is merely one square rod
of Damascus iron twisted and flattened into the ribbon for forming the barrel. Damascus and wire-

twist is a ribbon of each, twisted together to make a greater variety ; but there is no quality so good
as the best regular stub-twist. The Swedish iron, known by the mark C C N D, and coach-springs,

form an excellent combination for Damascus barrels.

The next operation is rough boring, usually by machinery. A long square bit, attached to a rod,

revolves with great rapidity, while the barrel is pressed forward by a crooked lever, one end of

which the workman holds, and passes the other end along a series of nails or pegs, driven into the

top edge of the trough or bench on which the barrel is placed, thus forcing the barrel forward along
the boring-bit. Water is kept constantly flowing over the barrel during the process, otherwise the

heat generated by the friction would soon soften the bit and render it useless. The outsides are

then ground on very broad stones turned by the engine. The workman sits on a kind of wooden
horse, firmly chained to the floor; a sloping board, nearly in contact with the grindstone, is placed

before him, against which he leans, and rests the barrel ; a long iron rod passes through the barrel,

and projects at each end, sufficiently to form handles, and at the same time an axis, on which the

barrel rotates more or less freely, according to the degree of pressure against the board. By moving
it regularly sideways, the whole surface is ground over. It is evidently impossible to finish barrels

with any great accuracy on a grindstone, though most of the barrels that are made into guns in Bir-

mingham are merely smoothed up after this process, an appearance of regularity being given to

them at the muzzle by filing ; but if transverse sections were made at different distances, they would
be found very unequal in substance, as is always the case with musket and other common barrels,

although some of the grinders are able to finish with considerable accuracy. It is in the ground and
rough-bored state that most of the best barrels are sent to the finishing gunsmith, where, after being

set perfectly straight, they are fixed on a movable carriage, which is drawn gradually forward along
a level surface or railway, by means of a weight and pulleys ; the boring-bit being fixed in a square

hole in the axis of a flj--whcel which is turned by hand or by steam machinery, while the barrel slowly

advances until the bit passes out at the opposite end to that at which it entered. The same square
bit is made to enlarge the bore to the required size by the addition of a spill, which is simply a long
thin piece of wood slightly taper, fiat on one side and round on the other ; this, being placed along
one side of the bit, causes it to cut on two angles only, and the size of the calibre may be very grad-

ually increased by the interposition of strips of writing-paper between the spill and the bit. After
the barrel is correctly bored, the external part is turned in a lathe, a steel mandrel being intro-

duced at each end. The barrel is thus rendered perfectly correct and equal in every part. The
barrel, being tapped, that is, screwed at the breech end, and the plug fitted, is now proved with a

charge of powder proportioned to the weight of a leaden ball that fits the bore ; this is always five

or six times the ordinary load; beside which, it is forced with water, as minute defects, invisible

to the eye and not affected by the proving, are thus easily detected. When fahc-brccched, ribbed,

stocked, and screwed together, the barrel is bored for shooting, and smoothed outside. Double barrels

have a flat struck along the inner side of each, previous to laying them together ; about 4 inches of

the breech end is brazed or hard-soldered, and the remainder of the length soft-soldered ; the upper
and under ribs being soldered on at the same time.

The progressive stages of best gun-making may be briefly enumerated in the following order, sup-

posing the lock and barrel to be already made: The lock and barrel, being jointed to each other (if

the plan require it), are given to the stocker, who lets them into the wood, which ought to have been
previously cut out of the plank at least two or three years, in order to be perfectly seasoned. The
next workman is the screwer-togcther, who lets in all the furniture and puts in all the screws ; when
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this is done, the gun is detonated by another workman, who fits the cock, and finishes the external

part of the breeching. The barrel then goes to the barrel-rnaker to smooth and bore for shooting,

and the gun is returned to the screwer-together. From him it passes to the stripper and finisher, who
takes the whole to pieces and corrects any trifling errors of preceding workmen. The barrel is en-

graved and browned—an operation performed by producing successive coatings of rust on the surface,

and brushing them off as they arise with a fine steel-wire scratch-brush, until the required color is

obtained, which usually takes a week, and is effected by a solution of metallic salts, combined with
nitric ether ; during this process the lock and furniture are polished, engraved, blued, and hardened,
and the stock is oiled and polished. The hardening is performed by stratifying the various parts in

an iron pan with animal charcoal, prepared from bone- and ivory-dust, or old shoes ; the whole is

then exposed to a full red heat for about an hour, or according to the size of the work ; the pan is

withdrawn from the fire, and the contents are thrown into water. The surface of the iron becomes
converted into steel by the absorption of the carbon, and beautiful colors are produced, the variega-

tion of the color being affected by the quantity of the iron. The finisher then completes the gun.
FIRE-ENGINES. See Engines, Fire.

FIRE-EXTINGUISHERS. Nearly all modern special apparatus for the extinguishment of fire is

based on the use of carbonic-acid gas. This gas is heavier than air, and when projected upon the
flames it cuts off the supply of oxygen

167T.which supports combustion. Five per cent. icTfl.

of the gas in the ordinary atmosphere is

sufficient to check fire.

Portable fire-extinguishers differ only in

the mechanical construction whereby the

chemicals which generate the carbonic-acid

gas are brought together.

The Champion Fire-Extinguisher is rep-

resented in Fig. 1676. The mouth of the

acid-jar is above the water-line. The lead

stopper is held by its own weight in the

mouth of the glass acid-jar. It is plain

that, by simply inverting the machine, the

stopper will fall out of the mouth of the

acid-jar and allow the acid and alkaline

water to come together at the base below
the faucet, instantly producing a force of

100 lbs. to the square inch. The power
thus obtained, it is claimed, will throw a
stream fully 50 feet.

The Babcock apparatus, illustrated in

Fig. 1677, contains sulphuric acid in a glass bottle placed in a support, as shown. The alkali is dis-

solved in water, which fills the extinguisher to within 3 inches of the top. The bottle, after being

filled with acid, is held by the screw-cap which comes down over its neck. In case of fire, the handle
is screwed up. The bottle, no longer held in upright position by the cap, at once turns over, so that
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the acid is discharged into the carbonated water. Instantaneous chemical action takes place, sup-

plyin"- about 90 lbs. pressure to the square inch to throw the mingled stream of water and gas.

The arrangement of two large extinguishers of this type, so as to form a chemical fire-engine, is

illustrated in°Fig. lO^S. One cylinder is recharged while the other is working. At a test of one of

these engines before the Fire Commissioners of New York, 300 feet of hose was led from it over

1679.

the roof of an engine-house, and thence to the top of a bell-tower 100 feet high ;
the pressure was

turned on at the engine, and a stream was thrown through the 300 feet of hose, from the top of the

bell-tower, over the adjoining buildings into the street. It is well known that the most powerful

steamer throws a comparatively feeble'stream when the hose is led to the top of a lofty building.

This is owing partly to the friction in the hose, the weight of water, and, most of all, the fact that

all the propelling force is behind the water at the steamer. In the chemical engine it is claimed that

any pressure can be obtained, and the propelling force goes out with the stream, thus always giving

nearly the same pressure at the nozzle, which pressure can be regulated by merely turning a valve.

One of the most successful applications of carbonic-acid gas to the extinguishment of fires on

shipboard, or among shipping in a harbor, has been devised by Mr. A. M. Granger of New Orleans.

The general principle on which the apparatus. Fig. 1679, is based, is the direct use of the dry gaseous

carbonic acid in smothering volume, in contradistinction to the ordinary employment of limited

quantities of the gas dissolved in water under pressure. The generators A are copper cylinders,

capable of withstanding some 300 lbs. pressure, lined with tin to resist the acid, and suspended by

straps under the deck-beams. These vary in number, according to the requirements of the size of

the ship, and preferably are about 26 inches in diameter by 9 feet in length, so that each holds about

448 lbs. bicarbonate of soda mixed with water to a paste. Domes £ extend upward from the gen-

erators to a height of 36 inches, and through these the chemicals are admitted. In each generator

(as shown by the brokcn-away portion of one) is a horizontal shaft on which agitating vanes are

spirally disposed. 'When these shafts are rotated, by means of the bevel-gearing C and cranks
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D, a slowly moving current of acid is carried through the soda, and thorough mixing insured.
Opening outboard is a water-supply pipe E, which communicates with two branch pipes, F and 6?,
respectively above and below the generators. The pipe F serves to conduct water to the latter.
The pipe G may be used as a waste-pipe, as it leads outboard on the other side of the vessel ; or
when the valve H is opened, and the valve / closed, it conducts water from E into the cylinders
from below, to break up the caked residuum before discharging the same overboard. The acid
reservoir J is firmly secured on the bottom of the vessel. It is thus situated apart from the other
machinery, so that the corrosive action thereon of its contents is avoided ; while, if it should leak,
no harm would be done, as the acid would simply run into the bilge. The cylinder, which has a capa-
city of 213 gallons, is made of quarter-inch lead reinforced by an iron shell, which, while strongly
backing and holding the weaker metal, may be easily removed when the inner case needs repairs.
The reservoir is charged from the deck above through the pipe K. The vessels L are intermediate
and distributing receptacles, to hold the acid in small amounts until needed, and also to apportion
the charges to the respective generators. They are of copper, lead-lined ; they possess gauges for
showing the level of their contents, and are directly connected with the domes B by pipes M. To
fill these vessels, a pipe is provided which extends into and near the bottom of the acid reservoir.
From this, branch pipes lead to the separate chargers. An air-pump, iV, the lever of which is shown
in the hands of the figure, forces air by a small pipe into the acid cylinder ; and the pressure gen-
erated drives the acid up through the conduits and into the chargers X, in quantities as desired.
Valves are provided, so that one or all of the chargers may be filled. The alkali generators have
like valves in the water-pipes, so that water may be admitted to as many as needed.
The carbonic-acid gas may itself be used for forcing up the acid by causing the pressure generated

in a portion of tlie apparatus to act so as to drive the liquid up into the other parts. This is done
by a smiple adjustment of valves and connections which need not here be explained. Steam may
also be conducted to the acid reservoir to serve the same purpose. A water-trap, 0, is provided in
the air-pump pipe, which prevents the acid fumes from injuriously affecting the working parts of the
pump. The pipes P, connecting the domes with the charges, serve to equalize the pressure between

51
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the two, and to permit the free passage of the acid down to the generator, when the chemicals are to

be mixed, by preventing a vacuum above the acid. Each dome, by means of a horizontal distribut-

in"' pipe Q, with suitable vertical branches, communicates with the gas holder or purifier Ji, into

which the generated gas is thus conducted. The purifier is a cylindrical vessel, wLich is imperforate

at the points where the entering gas strikes it in issuing from the branch pipes ; and between these

pipes it is perforated to admit the passage of the gas. The object of this partition is to eliminate

the solid and liquid particles which are mechanically carried up in the form of spray, by causing

them to impinge against the imperforate portion of the diaphragms. The gas then passes to the

hose S.

In order to remove the collected impurities from the purifier, a pipe, with suitable valve, leads

from the bottom thereof to the discharge-pipe G. In this way, water may be led in from the main

supply B, and also discharged through the same pipe. The latter also serves as a drain for any of

the liquid contents of the generator which might sui'ge up into the holder ; and thus it operates as

an equalizer to restore the said liquid to the generators. In order to introduce the gas into the

burning vessel, without causing it to entrain air with it, the nozzle T has a tapered screw-threaded

swiveling sleeve, which is provided
16S1. with handles, and which may be

screwed into a hole of any size bored

in the deck. An attendant at the

nozzle is thus dispensed with, and the

latter is firmly held air-tight. An ex-

tra pipe is connected to the distribut-

ing pipe, and leads into the open air

so as to prevent the escape of the

gas into the room through the safety-

valves. There is a separate safety-

valve on each dome, and also one on
the purifier, which is arranged to blow
off into the atmosphere at a lower

pressure than those on the domes, in

order to insure that no gas shall es-

cape between decks. Pressure-gauges

are also arranged on each generator,

and one is provided to indicate the

pressure applied upon the acid in the

reservoir.

An English inventor. Captain W.
H. Thompson, has succeeded in per-

fecting a device, illustrated in Fig.

1680, that has secured the indorse-

ment of the directors of the " White
Star Line " of steamers, upon two of

which the apparatus has been fitted.

At a point, A, on the upper-deck mid-

ships, a series of four iron pipes pro-

ject, and are, when not in use, closed

by screw-caps. The pipes terminate

below respectively in the main-deck,

'tween-deck, hold, and coal-bunkei'S.

To the right of this line of projecting

pipes is a second single one leading

from the boilers below, and half-way

between this steam-pipe and the other

four is a large box, iu which carbonic-

acid gas can be generated by some one

of the usual methods. The reagents

needed to generate the gas are then

brought together in the box, and con-

nection between it and the nozzle of

the pipe leading to the bunkers is es-

tablished, as here shown. When all

is in readiness, the steam-valve is

opened, and at once a blast of steam

enters the box, where it combines with

the carbonic acid, and these two pow-

erful agents rush on and downward
together. The carbonic acid, aided by
the energy imparted to it by the steam,

soon finds its way to the seat of the

conflagration, and, replacing the air

that favored the combustion, acts as a wet blanket, smothering and finally extinguishing the flames.

In order that the distribution of the steam and gas may be as general and positive as possible, the

conducting-pipes, on entering their special precinct, are perforated along their sides, the steam emerg-
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ing from these holes in the manner indicated in the illustration. It will be seen from the method of
its construction that this apparatus is so contrived that either gas or steam may be used alone.
HaWs System of Fire-Extinguishing Apparatus is adapted to carrying a supply of water to all

portions of a factory by means of pipes, through perforations in which it is discharged at any desired
point. The receiver, Fig. 1681, is placed in the counting-room, or any other suitable place where
the valves can be got at readily. The large pipe entering the bottom of the receiver is used where
there is a natural head of water. The hose at the left is connected with a hose from a force-pump
or steam fire-engine. The pipes at the top are mains leading to each room in the building—each
numbered to correspond to the number of the room to which it leads—and cut off from the receiver
by valves. The mains are water-tight until they enter the rooms, where the perforated pipes or
" sprinklers " begin. The latter cross the rooms at intervals of 8 or 10 feet. If, for example, a
fire occurs in any room—say room No. 3—the valve of No. 3 leading-pipe is turned, and in an in-

stant a fine rain-shower of spray fills that room. As soon as the fire is extinguished, the valve, upon
being turned back, will immediately stop the supply of water; and as soon as the pressure is turned
from the receiver, the valve is again opened, and the water remaining in the pipes escapes from a
waste-cock at the bottom. (See also Engines, Fire.)

FISH-PLATE. See Railroad.
FLASK. See Casting, and Pattern-making and Moulding.
FLAX, MACHINERY FOR PREPARING AND SPINNING. To prepare flax for manufacture,

the stalks with the roots are pulled and set up in bundles to dry. The seed is then removed by roll-

ers which act upon the bolls. The retting process follows. This consists in steeping the stalks in
partially stagnant water for about three weeks, during which time fermentation takes place. The
flax fibre being the bark or rind of the flax plant, of which the interior or core is a semi-wooden
substance called boon^ the object of retting is partially to decompose this woody substance so that it

becomes brittle when dry ; and the fermentation should not be continued so long as to injure the
strength of the fibre, but long enough to loosen the gum which causes the bark to adhere to the
woody portion. When thoroughly dried, the flax is ready to be broken. This is done in the breaking
machine, which has fluted or grooved rollers, between which the flax-stem is made to pass, so that
the woody fibre becomes well broken without being cut. Next comes the scutching machine, in which
revolving blades or arms beat out the woody fragments, and the fibres are to a certain degree separa-
ted. In some processes the flax is now directly hackled ; but since the introduction of the principle
of spinning flax wet, various methods have been adopted to render the fibre finer, or in other words
to split it up into a greater number of fibres, by the hackling operation. In order to obtain the
finest fibre, it was found necessary to break or cut the flax into three lengths, and this is done in a
cutting machine which contains a circular saw about 20 inches in diameter, constructed of three or
four plates of steel, each about a quarter of an inch thick, and armed with angular teeth projecting
from their circumference. This circular saw revolves with considerable velocity. A boy, grasping
a handful of flax firmly at both ends, passes it between two pairs of grooved pullej-s, which revolve
slowly on either side and carry it against the saw, which tears off first the root end and then the top
of the stem from the middle. The flax is thus divided into three lengths : the coarse and strong
root-ends, the fine and strong middle, and the still finer but less strong tops. These lengths are col-
lected into separate heaps, "stricks," or "locks," of which there are 300 or 400 to the cut.

Hackling.—Flax may be either hand-hackled or machine-hackled. The operation of hand-hackling
requires much experience in order to attain dexterity. The first tool used by the workman is the
rujfer, which is a rude kind of comb, consisting of a tin-covered stock of wood three-quarters of an
inch thick, studded with iron or steel teeth. Each tooth is about a quarter of an inch square at the
base and 7 inches long, tapering to a fine point. The stock is screwed to a board a little broader
and some inches longer than itself, which again is fixed to the bench slantwise. The points of the
teeth incline from the hackler, and a sloping board at a still greater inclination is placed behind
the teeth, to prevent the flax from entering them too far. The hackler grasps one of the handfuls of
flax by the middle, spread out as flatly as possible, between the forefinger and thumb, and, winding
the top end about his right hand to prevent it from slipping, he proceeds by a circular sweep of his
hand to lash the root end of the flax into the teeth of the ruffer, commencing as near the extremity
as possible, and gradually working up to his right hand, collecting now and then the fibres by holding
his left hand in front of the ruffer and turning the flax from time to time. When the hackler has
ruffed the root end, he seizes the flax by the part that has been ruffed, and proceeds in a similar
manner to ruff the top end. As it is impossible to ruff entirely up to the hand, there must of neces-
sity be a certain space left to be subsequently passed through the ruffer; this is called the "shift";
but the less length that is required for this purpose the better. The next tool used by the workman
is the " common eight," which is similar in form to the ruffer, except that the pins are much closer
placed and are not more than 5 inches long. The flax is not wound round the hand, but is laid upon
the back board with the left hand, over the points of the pins, a slight lowering of the right hand
and the angle of inclination of the instrument causing it to enter the pins suflSciently on being drawn
forward. From the " common eight " the flax can be taken to other tools, called the " fine eight,"
the " ten," the " twelve," and the " eighteen," to be still further hackled. The object of this process
is to split the filaments of the flax into their finest fibres arranged in parallel order, and, so to speak,
combed. The flax is divided by this process into two kinds of fibre, called the " line " and the
" tow." The longer fibres (or " hne ") remain in the hand of the hackler as he proceeds ; the short-
er fibres (or " tow ") aahere to the teeth of the instrument, and require to be removed from time to
time. In the hands of an unskillful operative the best flax will all be converted into tow. A good
hackler feels at once the degree of resistance, and draws the flax with suitable force and velocity, and
throws it more or less deeply among the teeth, according to circumstances. It was thought at one
time that the requisite delicacy of manipulation could only be secured by manual dexterity ; and even
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after the introduction of machine-spinning, hand-hackling was solely employed. The progress of in-

vention has, however, in recent years enabled the spinner to substitute, to a very large extent, ma-
chines for hand-hackling. The flax, divided as previously mentioned into stricks, is spread out and
placed between a pair of short iron bars, which are screwed together and hold it firmly, like the hand
of the hackler. Each pair is called a " holder," the screws of which are 4^ inches apart. A number
of these holders are fixed to a cylinder at distances a few inches apart. The root ends of the flax

fall upon an inner cylinder covered with sharp teeth, which revolves slightly and hackles the flax,

while the outer cylinder revolves slowly in the opposite direction. When the holders have passed

through about half a circle, they are deposited by the outer cylinder upon a kind of rail. The ma-
chine-minder, generally a girl, then removes them to another machine similar to the first, where the

uncombed ends fall upon an inner cylinder, and are hackled like the ends previously combed. Some-
times the entire process is performed by one machine, the holders being opened by the machine-mind-

er, after the root ends have been hackled, and the flax turned the other way. To cleanse the points

of the hackling teeth from tow, a series of brushes, fixed upon wooden cylinders, are provided

;

these brushes pass between the points and remove the tow. One of the best hackling machines is

Ardell's intersector, in which two hackling cylinders operate upon the strick of flax, and hackle it on
both sides at the same time. Combe & Co., of Belfast, manufacture a self-acting sheet machine, very

suitable for hackling the coarser kinds of flax. The hackles are placed upon a flat surface or
" sheet," as the cylinder is not well adapted for hackling large uncut flax. The nature of the oper-

ations in the " circular " and " flat " machines is the same, except that in the circular the flax is acted

on by hackles fixed on the circumference of a cylinder, and in the flat by hackles fixed on an endless

sheet.

The appearance of the flax after hackling is much changed : the line consists of long, fine, soft,

and glistening fibres of a bright silver-gray or yellowish color, and when seen from a short distance

having very much the appearance of silk.

Sorting.—The next operation is called sorting. The hackled flax is taken to the sorting room,

where the stacks are separated into various divisions, according to the degrees of fineness. Before

the line-sorter is placed a kind of table, containing a number of boxes for receiving the various qual-

ities of line. These boxes are respectively labeled 2 lb., 3 lb., 3+ lb., 4 lb., 5 lb., 5^ lb., 6^ lb., etc.,

from an old system of comparing fineness with weight. He judges of the various degrees of fine-

ness by the touch, as well as by the eye. A block hackle stands on the table, through which he fre-

quently draws the line, to keep the fibres parallel.

Spreading and Drawing.—Each of the stricks of flax is subdivided into two or three portions,

which are arranged longitudinally on the creeping-sheet (or feeding-cloth) of a spreading machine,

the ends of the successive portions overlapping each other about three-fourths of their length. The
construction of a spreading machine which produces the sliver or foundation of the future yarn is

shown in Figs. 1682 to 1687. Fig. 1682 is a front elevation of the spreading machine ; Fig. 1683 a

side elevation; Fig. 1684 a general plan; and Figs. 1685, 1686, and 1687 detached views, on an
enlarged scale, of the spirals and fallcrs. AAA, the cast-iron framework of the machine. B B,

the driving shaft, fitted with a fast and loose pulley. C C, the feeding or spreading table ; it is

divided into two compartments, the one being considerably longer than the other, for the convenience

of the attendants who spread the flax. D I) D, rollers situated at each end of the feeding-table

;

over these pass four endless leather straps, upon which the stricks of flax are spread. J^ E, a pol-

ished iron plate, upon which are fixed the guides which serve to conduct the flax to the back or

detaining rollers. F, a cylindrical tin can, placed in front of the machine to receive the sliver.

a a a, the front or lower drawing roUcr. b b b, the top drawing or pressing rollers, made either of

wood or iron, and covered with leather, cc c, the back or detaining rollers. G G, two weighted

levers for imparting the requisite pressure to the top drawing rollers. HH, two weighted levers

bearing in a similar manner upon the top detaining roller, d d, the fallers or gill-bars, forming a

sheet of advancing hackles between the detaining and drawing rollers ; these are for the purpose of

producing great regularity in the draught, and a perfectly parallel distribution of the fibres, eee,

the rubbers for clearing the top drawing rollers from adhering fibres, fff, brass guides for con-

ducting the sliver to the drawing rollers, g g, the sliver-phite, formed with beveled openings for the

sliver to pass through toward h h, the calender rollers, by which the four slivers are compressed into

one, and delivered in the form of a ribbon into the can F. K, the calender rolling shaft, i i, cast-

iron hangers for transmitting the pressure of the weighted lever G to the top drawing rollers, k k
are similar hangers attached to the lever H. 1 1, the spirals or screws, into the spaces between the

threads of which the ends of the fallers are inserted, m m, two pairs of small bevel-wheels by
which the lower spirals arc driven from the back shaft, n n, two small spur-wheels communicating
motion from the lower to the upper spirals, o o, the tappets or cams by which the fallers are eleva-

ted in succession from the lower to the upper spirals, and vice versa, p p, small weighted levers for

guiding the fallers between the threads of the spirals, q, a small endless screw cut upon the extrem-

ity of the axis of the lower drawing rollers a a ; it works into r, a worm-wheel on the axis of which
is another endless screw, driving a similar wheel, called the bell-wheel ; at every revolution of this

last wheel, a pin fixed into its rim acts upon a spring L, to the end of which a bell is attached, the

ringing of which serves to register the length of the sliver delivered into the can.

The following is the detail of the wheel-work in this machine : On the driving-shaft B is fixed the

spur-pinion s, working into the wheel i on the lower drawing-roller shaft ; to this latter axis is affixed

the wheel u, whose motion is communicated by the movable intermediates v and vi to the change-

pinion % on the back shaft ; the relative diameters of these wheels regulating the amount of draught
or the degree of extension which the flax sustains in passing between the detaining and drawing roll-

ers. The opposite end of the back shaft carries the pinion y working into the stud-wheel y ,
having

on its boss the pinion z, which, by means of a movable intermediate z', drives the wheel 1' on the
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axis of the detaining roller. This train of wheel-work is calculated to produce a nearly uniform sur-

face speed of the rollers and the sheet of hackles. A slow motion is communicated to the sheet roll-

er D, over which the feeding-bands pass, by means of the spur-wheel 3 working through an inter-

mediate 2 into the pinion z. A uniform velocity is imparted to the lower drawing- and calender-

roller shafts a and A' by a pinion 4 on the extremity of the former, working through an intermediate

wheel 6 into a similar pinion 6 on the end of the latter. And lastly, a revolving brush situated

under the lower range of fallcrs, for the purpose of clearing away the dust, is driven by the stud-

wheel 1, gearing with the pinion 4, and having on its boss a small pinion working into the wheel 8
on the end of the brush-shaft.

Action of the Machine.—The flax is placed in the sheet-iron guides behind the detaining rollers
and along the endless bands or feed-sheets, by laying down one handful after another, so that the
points of the second strick reach to about the middle of the first, and thus preserve a uniformity of
thickness in the feeding. By the motion of the machine it is introduced between the back rollers c c,

and carried forward by the sheet of hackles d d toward the front or drawing rollers a abb, which,
revolving at a velocity considerably greater than the former, lengthen or draw it out to a propor-
tional extent ; the hackles at the same time combing, separating, and straightening the fibres. The
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slivers from the four drawing rollers are then passed through the bevel-slits in the sliver-plate g g,

and united into one by the calender rollers h \ where they are subjected to a gentle pressure and de-

livered into the can F. This union of the slivers is necessary in order that the varying thickness of

each may be compensated and perfect uniformity attained. When the can has received its destined

supply the ringing of the bell wai^ns the attendant to break the flax, remove the can, and substitute

another.

The Draioinq-Frame.—The next process in the preparation of flax consists m causmg it to pass

twice in succession through the drawing machine, for the purpose of still further increasing the fine-

ness and uniformity of the sliver. These machines, which are represented in Figs. 1688, 1689, and

1690 are in principle identical with, and in the details of their construction very similar to, the

spreading machine already described. They contain, as will be seen by the drawings, two sets of

fallers and rollers, and the place of the feeding-table and guides is supplied by a bent plate of pol-

ished sheet-iron C, extending across the entire breadth of the machine, over which the slivers glide

in passing from the cans to the detaining rollers. These latter differ slightly from those used for

the same purpose in the spreading machine ; here they are three in number, and coupled together by

small pinions, 1, 2, and 3, and disposed in a triangular form, the sliver being made to pass under the

first, over the second, and under the third.
1^93. With these exceptions there is no essen-

tial difference between the present ma-
chine and that last described ; and as

the same or analogous parts are desig-

nated in both by the same letters, it will

be unnecessary to repeat the description.

Spiral or Screw Gill.—Figs. 1691,

1692, and 1693 give a representation of

a very interesting and important piece

of mechanism which enters largely into

the construction of modern flax machi-

nery. This ingenious contrivance has in

a great measure superseded all former

modes of effecting the same object, which

is combing and separating the fibres of

the flax, in order to facilitate the draw-

ing and to give uniformity to the sliver.

The fallers or hackle-bars eld, Fig. 1692,

are supported at both extremities by the

horizontal steel guide-rails k k, screwed

to the insides of the sockets in which

the spirals or screws 1 1 work ; these

sockets being bored in projecting parts

cast upon the stands D D. The lower

screw is driven from the back shaft by
a bevel-wheel and pinion m m\ and a

small spur-wheel w, on the back of the

bevel-pinion, works into a correspond-

ing wheel on the top screw, driving both

screws at equal velocities but in con-

trary directions. In the sides of the

sockets in which the screws revolve,

openings are formed, parallel with their

axes and coinciding with the surfaces of

the guide-rails k k ; through these open-

ings the ends of the gill-bars (which are

steeled and beveled to compensate for

the angle of the threads) are inserted

into the helical grooves of the screws.

Thus the rotary motions given to the

spirals cause the fallers to be driven along the guide-rails in a vertical position, and with a uniform

simultaneous movement ; the top sheet in the direction of the drawing rollers, and the lower toward

the detaining rollers. On reaching the front part of the machine, close behind the drawing rollers,

the fallers are depressed and put out of operation by means of the rotary cams o o, fixed to the

ends of the top screws ; being guided vertically downward between the ends of the upper guide-

rails and the weighted levers p p. They are thus engaged in the threads of the lower screws, which

carry them to the opposite end, where similar cams o o, and weighted levers p p, raise them succes-

sively into their original position on the upper guide-rails, where they are traversed forward as at

first. It is usual to make the lower spiral with the threads considerably wider than those of the

upper, which arrangement diminishes the total number of fallers requisite for the due performance

of the work.

Self-regulating Spiral Roving Macliine.—Fig. 1694 presents a general elevation of the entire

machine as seen in front ; one of the plates which protect the spiral pinions being removed in order

to show the mode of giving motion to the spindles, fliers, and bobbins. Fig. 1695 is a corresponding

general elevation of the back of the roving frame, exhibiting the cone and differential movements,
and, by the removal of one of the covering plates, exposing a part of the back shaft and gearing

1700.
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for working the fallers. Fig. 1696 is an end elevation, showing the principal gearing employed in

this machine. Fig. 1698 is an elevation, partially sectioned, of a portion of the spindle rail or beam,

and Fig. 1699 is a plan corresponding. Fig. 1700 is an elevation, also partially sectioned, of part of

the bobbin-lifter, with its attach-

1704. 1703.

>s>-

ed gearing; and Fig. 1701 is a

plan of the same. Fig. 1697 is a

transverse section of the machine,

exhibiting some of its internal

arrangements, and showing the

course of the sliver from the cams

to the bobbins. Fig. 1702 is an
elevation of part of one of the

stands, showing the slides, springs,

and weighted levers used for de-

fining the course of the fallers.

Fig. 1703, an elevation and plan

of the contrivance for transmitting

motion to the axis of the spirals

on the bobbin-rail. Fig. 1704, a

cross section of a part of the

machine, showing the apparatus

for maintaining constant tension

upon the strap driving the cone-

pulley of the traverse and equa
tional bobbin motions.

A A, the driving-shaft, situated toward the back of the machine and extending throughout its

entire length. £ B, a shaft parallel and near to the driving-shaft, extending from the centre to one

end of the machine. It carries a spur-wheel at each extremity, one of which is commanded by the

equational bobbin motion, while the other, by means of a peculiar arrangement of gearing, to be

hereafter described, transmits the motion to the spiral shaft on the bobbin-rail. C C, the mangle-

pinion shaft, worked by a train of bevel-wheels from the cone shaft, and, through the mangle-wheel,

situated at one end of the machine, close to the driving pulleys, working. I) D, the mangle-wheel

shaft, extending the whole length of the machine, and carrying pinions working into racks 8, 8, 8,

attached to vertical slides ; these slides are furnished with projecting arms fixed to the bobbin-rail,

which is traversed up and down by the mangle-wheel, causing the fliers to wind the roving between

the flanges of the bobbins with all the regularity of a screw. Counterbalance weights 1, 1, 1,

attached'to the bobbin-lifter by means of chains passing over pulleys, serve to relieve the racks from

all unnecessary strain. U, a short shaft situated at the back of the machine, and driven by a train

of spur-wheels from the driving-shaft at the same velocity as the latter. Upon this shaft is sus-

pended a species of frame, fitted to slide longitudinally upon it, and carrying two pulleys and a

weight at the extremity ; the first pulley being adapted to rotate with the shaft E by means of a

long slot and sunk feather, and the other being merely a conical friction-roller, for the purpose of

maintaining a constant tension upon the strap driving the cone F, Fig. 1704. The frame, with its

appendages, is traversed along the shaft by means of a weight 2, situated at the opposite end of the

machine, and attached by a chain and adjustable rod to the frame and to a rack working in a slide

fixed to the back of the roller-beam. Fig. 1697. This rack is serrated on both edges, the teeth of

the upper alternating with those on the lower edge, and the pawls are alternately disengaged at

everv revolution of the mangle-wheel in such a manner as to allow the drag-weight to advance the

rack and pulley frame by half the distance between two contiguous teeth. The mechanism by

which the pawls are disengaged is as follows : At the back of the rack-slide a short rectangular bar

is fitted to slide vertically, having two projecting pins acting upon the points of the clicks. Fig.

1697. This bar is worked by the end of a lever inserted through its lower extremity, and having

its fulcrum under the roller-beam; to the other end is attached the vertical rod 5, carrying two

adjustable catches 4, 4, which at every alternate movement of the mangle-wheel are struck by an

arm 6 extending from the rack 7. Thus one of the pawls is constantly in gear to prevent the rack

and attached pulley frame from being drawn beyond the prescribed limits for each stroke. The

lower pawl is kept pressed against the rack by a counterweight 3. while the upper one merely rests

on it by its own gravity. The pitch of the teeth on the rack must be varied according to the degree

of fineness of the roving. F, the cone driven by a strap belt from the pulley on the shaft F, and

communicating a gradually retarding motion at once to the bobbins themselves and to the traverse

of the bobbin-rail, the velocity of the spindles and fliers remaining constant. This is necessary in

order to compensate for the continually increasing diameter of the bobbins as the roving is wound

upon them. The cone is set at a slight inclination, in order to allow the belt to act upon a greater

part of its periphery toward the apex than toward the base, where, on account of the increased

diameter, this precaution is less necessary to insure the rotation of its shaft. A lever handle (seen

in the end elevation, Fig. 1696) is attached to the carriage of the cone-shaft, for the purpose of

raising its outer extremity previously to winding back the pulley-frame. (? JI, two short shafts

situated toward the centre of the machine, and carrying gearing, to be hereafter specified, for trans-

mitting the motion of the cone-shaft Fto the traverse and equational bobbin motions respectively.

7, a hollow boss fitted to rotate upon the driving-shaft A, with a motion independent of that of the

latter, and carrying at one end a spur-pinion working into a wheel on the shaft B, and at the other

a bevel-wheel, being part of the equational bobbin motion. ^ is a similar bevel-wheel fast upon

the driving-shaft A. L L^ the back shaft, traversing the entire length of the machine, and carry-
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ing the bevel-wheels for working the mechanism of the fallers. MM, a longitudinal shaft working
in bearings on the spindle-rail, and carrying the spiral pinions for conveying motion to the spindles

and fliers, Figs. 1697, 1698, and 1699. Tlie spindles are disposed in two rows, so that each spindle

in the back range stands opposite to the interval between two in the front range. The object of
this distribution is economy of space, as the machines would require to be greatly longer if the spin-

dles stood all in one line. The shaft 31 is situated between the two rows, and drives both rows in

the same direction. N N, a longitudinal shaft working in bearings on the bobbin-rail, and carrying

the spiral pinions for working the bobbins, Figs. 1697, lYOO, and 1701. The spindles pass through
brass sockets fixed to the bobbin-rail to hold them steady as the latter traverses up and down.
These sockets serve also as pivots for the spiral pinions to revolve upon ; it being understood that
the motion of the bobbin spirals is totally independent of that of the spindles. A small flange on
the top of each spiral carries two projecting pins fitting into corresponding holes in the bottom of
the bobbins, and causing both to revolve together. F, the back detaining rollers, having the iron

pressing rollers between them, which are cut into short lengths, and are carried round by the fric-

tion caused by their own gravity. Q Q, the axes of the pressing or top drawing rollers marked 10,

which are usually made of wood, and are pressed against the lower drawing rollers 12, 12, by hang-
ers 11, 11, resting in necks cut in the axes and attached to weighted levers 9, 9, passing under the
roller-beam. H li, a slender rod extending the entire length of the machine, for conducting the
slivers to the detaining rollers. They pass under this rod, and slide over a polished sheet-iron plate
covering the back shaft and bevel-gearing for driving the gill-screws. S S, a rod by which the
attendant is enabled at any part of the machine to stop or set it in motion. T T are a set of fric-

tion-pulleys placed upon a rod surmounting the machine, for the purpose of guiding the slivers as
they are drawn out of the cans by the action of the machine. U V, the fast and loose pulleys on
the end of the driving shaft for starting and stopping the machine. IF W \V is a train of spur-
wheels conveying the motion of the driving-shaft A to X, a spur-pinion on the end of the shaft M,
which drives the spindles and fliers with a uniform motion. Y Z, the draught-gearing between the
drawing and detaining rollers, the particulars of which will be given below, a b, c c, and d are spur
and bevel wheels and pinions, the combination of which forms the differential motion for driving
the bobbins. Supposing that the large spur-wheel a, which, through the pinion b, receives its

motion from the cone, were driven at the same velocity as the driving-shaft A, then it is obvious
that no motion whatever would be Imparted to the bobbins. On the other hand, if the wheel a
were held absolutely immovable, the bevel K, which is fixed upon the driving-shaft, would convey,
through the pinions c c, a motion equal to its own, though in the contrary direction, to the boss /
and attached gearing ; consequently, in the case we have last supposed, the motion communicated to
the bobbins would be uniform. Hence, by combining the two extreme cases, and supposing the
wheel a to be driven in the direction of the driving-shaft, but with a slower velocity, it will be
understood that the boss / will be made to revolve at a speed which, if added to that of the wheel
a, will be exactly equal to that of the driving-shaft A. Thus, when the driving-strap is at the apex
or starting-point of the cone F, the wheel a is at its maximum velocity, and the boss J with the
train of wheels to the bobbins at their minimum, causing the fliers, which revolve at a considerably
greater uniform speed, to coil the given quantity of rove upon the bobbins ; then as the strap
advances toward the base of the cone (every point in this advance being simultaneous with the com-
mencement of a fresh layer of roving), the speed of the wheel a is diminished, causing that of the
boss / to increase in the same ratio, and thus approximating the speed of the bobbins to that of the
fliers, at every alternate motion of the traverse. In this way the irregularity due to the varying
diameters of the bobbins is compensated, and a uniform very slight tension maintained upon the
slivers between the fliers and the drawing rollers, e e e, Ol train of bevel-wheels and pinions for
conveying the motion of the short shaft 6r to the mangle-pinion shaft C. fg (j, a train of spur-
wheels and pinions (including change pinions) for conveying the motion of the cone F at once to
the traverse and equational motions. It is obvious that to preserve the regularity of the winding,
the speed of the traverse or copping motion, as well as that of the bobbins themselves, must be
progressively retarded, h h h, a train of spur-wheels for conveying the differential motion to the
bobbin-shaft iV. The pinion d on the boss J works into a wheel fixed to the end of the shaft B;
this shaft has another spur-wheel h, Figs. 1696 and 1703, upon its opposite extremity, which gears
with k, an intermediate wheel suspended in a joint formed by the meeting of two pairs of arms, one
of which have their centre of motion on the shaft B, and the other on the shaft JV. Thus, when
the latter ascends and descends in obedience to the traverse motion, the arms move in a radial direc-

tion round their respective centres, and consequently the suspended wheel h is kept constantly in
gear both with the wheel on the end of the shaft B and with the pinion on the shaft H. This will

be clearly understood by observing the dotted lines in Fig. 1703, which denote the different positions
of the bobbin-lifter, and the corresponding positions of the arms and intermediate wheel, i k I m,
a train of spur-wheels for conveying the motion of the driving-shaft to the shaft F working the
cone motion. Fig. 1696. « is a spur-wheel on the end of the drawing roller, also working into the
movable intermediate k; which thus commands the drawing, bobbin, and traverse motions. The
train i k n is called the twist-gearing, and its object is to vary the speed of the front roller while
the speed of the spindles remains the same, and thus to put more or less twist into the rove as may
be required, o o p, a, train of wheels between the drawing rollers and the back shaft—jo being "a

change pinion ; these, together with the train Y Z, at the opposite end of the machine, constitute
the draught-gearing, r r, small pinions connecting the detaining rollers together, t u, a handle
and small bevel-wheels working a barrel round which is coiled a chain attached to the pulley-frame
for winding the rack, etc., toward the apex of the cone F. v v, w w, y y, the fallers and gearing for
working them, as minutely detailed in a preceding description, xxx, the fliers fixed upon the top
of the spindles for twisting, guiding, and winding the rove upon the bobbins.
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Spinning —The preliminary processes through which the line passes after it is hackled and before

it is spun are termed, collectively, preparing. The rove-bobbins are now taken to the spinning room.

Spinning consists in drawing the roving down to the last degree of tenuity desired, and twisting them

into hard cylindrical cords, which are called yarns. The spinning of flax does not differ essentially

from the spinning of cotton on the " throstle " principle. Mule-spinning, which is so well suited for

a weak material like fine cotton, is not suited for the strong fibre of flax. In hand-spinning, the

housewife used to moisten the fibres with her saliva, to make them adhere to each other, and also to

make them more pliable and easy to twist ; and in imitation of this practice, the fibres were formerly

wetted in cold water previous to being spun by machinery. For cold water, water heated to a tem-

perature of 120° is now substituted. This has been found to be a groat improvement: a given

weight of flax can be spun to double the length that it formerly could, and the thread that is pro-

duced is finer, smoother, and more uni-

form in texture than formerly. The

hot water is contained in a trough

which runs the whole length of the

spinning frame. A dewy spray is con-

tinually thrown off by the machinery,

against which the attendants protect

themselves by waterproof aprons.

Probably line "which, when spun dry,

would produce only 20 leas of yarn,

would when wetted yield 70 leas or

more, and be proportionately more re-

munerative.

The Wet Spinning Frame.—With

the exception of the hot-water trough

and its adjuncts, this machine bears

a close resemblance to the throstle

frame of the cotton manufacture, and

like it is employed for the completion

of the yarn, after being subjected to

the processes of drawing and roving.

Although the principle of its opera-

tion is for the most part the same as

that of the roving machine, it is much
less complicated than the latter, inas-

much as it dispenses with the gill ap-

paratus (which is, of course, only ap-

plicable to parallel slivers), and with

the equational bobbin motion, which

is rendered unnecessary by the cir-

cumstance of the yarn itself having

attained a sufficient degree of cohesive

force to enable it, with the aid of a

simple contrivance, to regulate the

drag upon the bobbins.

Fig. 1705 is a front elevation, broken

in the middle, for the purpose of ex-

posing part of the gearing for work-

ing the traverse motion; Fig. 1706

is an elevation of the gearing end of

the machine ; and Fig. 1707 is a trans-

verse section of the entire machine.

Literal References.—A A, the frame

ends or standards of cast-iron. B B,

the middle support. C C, longitudi-

nal beams of cast-iron, on which are

supported a a, the stands or framing

of the rollers. The bottom or draw-

ing-roller journals are fixed, while the

top or detaining-roller journals slide

on the upper part of the stands, and

are regulated by screws (see dotted

lines in Fig. 1707), so as to adapt the

reach or distance between the drawing

and detaining rollers to the various

lengths of fibres. This distance should

always be a little more than the aver-

age length of the filaments, b b, the

bottom or drawing rollers, usually called the fro7it rollers, c c, the top or detaining rollers, usually

called the back rollers. Both front and back rollers are made of brass cast upon a wrought-iron

shaft or axle, and fluted, dd, the saddles for retaining the pressing rollers in their proper places.

The bushes or bearings of the top pressing rollers are made to slide upon projecting arms, in order
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to suit the various lengths of reach. The top pressing rollers are generally made of brass and the

bottom of boxwood, and both are fluted, e e are bolts fitted with adjusting thumb-screws for attach-

ing the saddles dd to ffffff, levers with weights for giving the requisite pressure to the pressing

rollers, h h, cranked axles extending the entire length of the machine for relieving the pressing

rollers from the strain of the
^'*'°* weighted levers when the ma-

chine is at rest, i i, ratchet-

wheels fixed upon the end of

the cranked axles for main-
taining them in the position

in which they may be placed.

D D, the wooden troughs sur-

mounting the machine, and
through which the rovings pass

before reaching the detaining

rollers. These troughs are sup-

plied with hot water, and kept

at a high temperature by steam
from a boiler. JE, the creel in

which the roving bobbins are

placed vertically, in alterna-

ting rows, i'', a wooden rail

surmounting the creel, to which
attached jj, the slenderare

sheet-iron supports for the top

of the roving-bobbin spindles,

the lower ends revolving in

foot-steps on the top of the

trough. Fig. 1707. k k, the

bobbins, as filled with loose

yarn by the roving machine.

nil, longitudinal brass rods

m m is a flat brass rod, placed imme-
opposite to each

for conducting the rovings into and through the troughs D D.
diately above the detaining rollers, and extending the entire length of the machine

;

boss of the detaining rollers an indentation is cut in the rod m, for the purpose of guiding the rovings

A small endless screw is cut on the end of the detaining-rollcr shaft, and gears with a worm-wheel p,
Fig. 1705, which works on a stud fixed to the beam C, and has a small heart-wheel formed upon its

upper surface. A small steel pin n is fixed to the end of the rod m, and is pressed against the heart

by a drag-weight o, attached to it by a chain passing over a small pulley. As the roller revolves, it

produces a slow motion of the heart, causing the rod m m. to traverse nearly the whole length of the

boss, and thereby preventing

the roving from wearing the

surface of the rollers unequally.

q q, the thread-plates or guides,

having small notches opposite

to each bobbin through which
the threads pass on their way
from the drawing rollers to

the eyes of the filers. These
plates are made in separate

lengths as may be convenient,

and are hinged in order to en-

able the bobbins to be inserted

into or withdrawn from the

spindles. G G are sheet-iron

linings extending from the

beam C to H H, spouts formed
under and within the rows of

bobbins. These linings and
spouts serve to collect and
withdraw the water which is

thrown off by the centrifugal

force of the bobbins, r r, the

fliers for guiding and winding

the yarn on ss, the bobbins,

formed with a species of pulley

on their lower flanges. In this

machine the bobbins are not
driven independently of the spindles, for a reason which we have specified in our introductory remarks.

The natural tendency of the bobbins to wind on the yarn regularly is assisted by the following con-

trivance: it are drag-weights, attached by pieces of string to loops on the back of the bobbin-lifter;

these cords pass across to a plate with a serrated edge fixed to the front of the bobbin-lifter, and
press against the grooves formed in the lower flanges of the bobbins. The friction thereby occa-
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sioned, which may be varied by changing the length of leverage at which the weights act, gives the

bobbin the requisite retardation for winding on the yarn, u u, the bobbin-beams or lifters supported

by the traverse rods x x, which are attached to bosses upon the traverse shaft 2 z, by chains furnished

with adjusting thumb-screws for adapting the bobbins to the height of the fliers, v v are the spin-

dle rails or beams, in which are inserted the steps and collars for the spindles to run in. w w, the

spindles themselves, with their driving wharves or pulleys fixed to them. / is a bracket upon which

works the strap-guide for starting and stopping the machine. J J, the fast and loose pulley fitted to

the end of liK, a long cylinder constructed of tin plates and extending the entire length of the

machine, forming a continuous drum for driving the spindles. L, a balance-pulley round which the

tape passes for driving the spindles, and which keeps it at the proper tension. The tape passes over

the cylinder If, then over the balance-pulley L, and round two spindles on each side of the frame,

thus causing one belt or tape to drive four spindles. Previously to the introduction of this method,

each spindle was impelled by a separate tape. 31N P Q R S, & train of spur-gearing (
being a

change-pinion), constituting the twist-gearing, and conveying motion from the driving-shaft to the

front rollers on both sides of the frame. 2' if V, a train of spur-wheels situated at the middle of

the frame, and constituting a part of the traverse-gearing. T is a pinion fast upon the end of the

shaft, which carries the intermediate twist-wheel P, and which has a bearing in the middle support

B. This wheel works through the intermediate U into V upon the mangle-pinion shaft. W is the

mangle-wheel, situated at the opposite end of the frame to the twist-gearing, and actuated alter-

nately in both directions by the mangle-pinion. X, a small spur-pinion fixed to the axis of the

mangle-wheel, and working into a rack formed on the top edge of Y, a cast-iron horizontal bar

working transversely in slides bolted to the inside of the end framing A A. Each extremity of

this bar is formed into a radial rack ; these work into the eccentric spur-wheel y y, fixed upon

the traverse-shafts 2 z, imparting to the latter a graduated motion of rotation, which is communi-

cated to the bobbin-lifter by the mechanism previously described, causing the fiier to wind the

yarn upon the bobbin in a slightly spherical form, a b' c d', a combination of wheels formmg the

draught-gearing, precisely similar to the draught-gearing in the other machines which have come

under our notice.

Reeling.—ThQ bobbins are conveyed from the throstle-frame to the reeling room, where the yarn

is unwound from the bobbins and measured on reels, the lowest denomination being the " lea " or

" cut." The standard lea contains 300 yards. The next higher denomination is the " hank." Each

hank contains 10 leas, or 3,000 yards ; 20 hanks contain consequently 60,000 yards
;
and these con-

stitute one bundle. It is by the standard lea of 300 yards that the description of yarn is known.

Thus " No. 20 " contains 20 leas per pound weight. The bundles are arranged in bunches, contain-

ing 3, 6, 9, or 12 bundles apiece, according to the fineness of the quality.

The drying of the wet-spun varn is effected either in lofts, heated by steam up to 90 F., or by

exposure 'in the open air upon poles. When brought from the drying, the yarns are made up, so as

to feel soft and supple, by twisting them backward and forward and stretching them. They are then

folded and are ready for sale.
. .

'Thread, in its technical sense, is the compound cord produced by doubling and twistmg two or

more single lines of yarn. The thread-frame closely resembles the throstle-frame used for spmnmg

linen yarn, but the water-troughs are smaller, and there are only two rollers, which are placed one

above the other. The lines of yarn delivered by the bobbins (which are set closely upon their re-

spective skewers on a creel, or shelf, extending along the whole length of the machine) descend over

a glass rod into the water-trough, where they get wetted. On emerging, they are guided along the

bottom of the under roller, and, passing between it and the upper roller, turn round the top of the

latter, whereon they are laid parallel. From the upper roller the parallel lines of yarn pass oblique-

ly downward, through an evelet-hole, to the flier of the spindle, the rapid revolution of which twists

them into a solid cord or thread. The thread then works itself upon the bobbin, which is fitted as

usual on the spindle.

Preparation of Warp.—As in the case of cotton, linen yarn goes through a series of processes,

called warping, sizing, beaming, and drawing in, necessary for the purpose of preparing the warp for

tllG WG£lV6r.

The object of warping is to arrange all the longitudinal lines of yarn, or warps, evenly along-

side of each other, in one parallel plane. The bobbins, filled with the yarn intended for warps, are

taken to the warp-mill, and placed in the warping-frarae, called a " travers." One-sixth of the num-

ber of bobbins that will furnish the quantity of warp required for the length of the intended web

of cloth is usually mounted in the warping-frame. The bobbins are set loosely in a horizontal posi-

tion, upon wire skewers or spindles attached to the frame, so that they may revolve and give ofE the

yarn freely. The principal machine in the mill is the warping-mule, which consists of a large reel

of wood with 12, 18, or more sides, and about 1 feet in height and 6 in diameter. The external

framework of the reel is mounted upon a vertical shaft, which rises in its centre. An endless band

passes round the lower part of the vertical shaft, and also round a wheel placed at some little dis-

tance outside the reel, and worked by a handle. Standing (or sitting) beside the wheel, the warper

turns it round, and causes the reel to revolve on the vertical shaft. The reel can be turned from

right to left, or vice versa. The warps, converging to a focus, pass from the warping-frame to the

reel through a small machine called a "heck-box," which contains 120 or more pins, made of finely-

polished and hard-tempered steel. There are, in fact, as many pins as there are separate lines of

warp. At the top of each is a minute eyelet-hole, through which the line of warp passes m its

progress to the reel from the warping-frame. The pins are inserted alternately in two separate

pieces of wood, either of which may be raised, independently of the other, by means of a small

handle below. The heck-box slides up and down one (or in some mills two) of the upright posts of

the warping-mule, by a simple contrivance. The top of the vertical shaft is connected with the heck-
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box by means of a cord, which passes over a pulley at the top of the post. As the reel revolves

from right to left, the heck-box is thus gradually raised to the top of it ; and when it revolves from
left to right, the heck-box is gradually lowered to the bottom. The turning of the handle of the

mill therefore unwinds the warp from the bobbins in the warping-frame, and winds it spirally up
and down the circumference of the reel. The use of the heck-box, with its two separate pieces of

wood and their alternate rows of pins, is to divide the warps into two alternate sets of threads, one

set for each of the two healds or heddles of the loom. This separation is called the " lease," and

without it there would be difficulty in weaving the yarn into cloth. The process by which the lease

is formed is thus described by Mr. Warden in his work on " The Linen Trade "
:
" In commencing to

wind the yarn on the reel, the threads which pass through each of the two pieces of the heck are

separated by raising one piece on its slide, and they are then passed, the one portion over and the

other under a guide-pin attached to the reel. The other piece of the heck is then raised, and the

threads in it passed over another pin in the reel, while those in the other piece go under the same.

This process is repeated each time the chain or warp is wound up or down the reel, by which means
the whole warp is separated thread by thread, so as to facilitate their alternate arrangement in the

heddles of the loom. At the bottom of the reel a few threads are alternately passed together in
' pinfuls ' over and under two other pins, which enables the weaver, by means of an evener or very

open reed with a movable top, in each opening of which a pinful of yarn is placed, to spread the

warp regularly in winding on the yarn-beam of the loom. Before the warp is taken off the reel, a

piece of cord is passed carefully through the yarn, close to the pins, to preserve the separation of

the threads, at both ends of the warp, which separation is called the lease. In rolling the warp on
the yarn-beam, the weaver begins at the end where it is divided into small pinfuls, and terminates

where it is separated into alternate threads. He takes care to preserve the lease perfect throughout

the entire weaving of the web by passing two lease-rods between the alternate threads and keeping

them there." It only remains to add that the weaver, as he removes the warp from the guide-pins

of the reel, winds it, in the form of a huge ball, round his left hand.

The next process is that of sizing the warp, which is subject to considerable tension and friction,

and would be very likely to break if stretched in the loom in the same state in which it is spun. A
dressing of size is therefore given to it, to glue together the minute fibrils of which it is composed,

and thus increase its strength, tenacity, smoothness, and elasticity. Warps may be sized either by
the hand or by a sizing machine. The size consists of a paste of fine flour, to which a little brine

is sometimes added. The method of sizing generally used by the hand-loom weaver is to put the

dressing on carefully with hand-brushes, spreading it as evenly as possible over the surface. He
then employs a fan for the purpose of drying the warp. Sometimes the weaver has recourse to the

more primitive method of dipping the warp into a trough filled with warm size, and then squeezing

it, repeating the process nntil the warp is conapletely saturated with the size, after which he spreads

it out to dry in a field or drying loft. When warps are sized by a machine, the rollers containing

them are mounted on a frame at one end of it. The lines of warp pass through a kind of reel to

keep them distinct, and then between two rollers covered with felt. The lower roller dips into a

trough filled with size, and applies the dressing to the yam, while the upper one squeezes out the

superfluous moisture. The size is rubbed into the fibrils of the yarn, and smoothed over by means
of cylindrical brushes, one of them over and the other under the yarn, and moving in an opposite

direction to it. The dressed yarn is then dried by being passed over a steam-box and subjected to a

current of air caused by a revolving fan. In some machines there are several steam-boxes.

The next process, that of beaming, consists of winding the warp round the warp-beam, better

known as the " weaver's beam." The weaver unrolls the bundle of warp-yarn, passes one end of it

over two slings attached to the roof, then through a funnel-mouth round a series of pegs, then back-

ward and forward over rollers, gradually spreading it more and more open until it arrives near the

warp-beam, which revolves upon iron pivots. The weaver stands beside the extended lines of warp,

holding in his hand an instrument called a ravel or separator. It is a rude kind of comb composed
of a block of wood, into which pieces of cane are fastened. The lines of yarn are passed between
the teeth of the ravel, and by this means arc distributed evenly over the warp-beam to the width to

which it is desired to make the cloth.

The last process preparatory to weaving consists in drawing each separate thread of the warp first

through the corresponding loop of the heddles, and then through the teeth (or dents) of the reeds.

The warp-beam is suspended by its ends so as to allow the lines of warp to hang down perpendicu-

larly. The heddles are also hung up in front of the warp-beam. The weaver sits in front of the

heddles and opens their loops ; his assistant sits behind, and, selecting the appropriate thread of the

warp, delivers it to the weaver, who draws it through the corresponding loop of the heddles. The
threads of the warp are then drawn through the teeth of the reed by a hook called the reed-hook,

two threads being passed through each reed-split.

Works for Reference.—"Flax and its Products in Ireland," Charley, London, 1863; "The Linen
Trade, Ancient and Modern," Warden, London, 1867; "British Manufacturing Industries," Bevan
(from which copious extracts are embodied in the foregoing article), London, 18*76. See also paper

by Mr. Thomas Greenwood, "Proceedings of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers," 1865.

FLOORS. See Carpentry.
FLY-WHEELS. It has been shown, in discussing the action of the crank (see Crank), that the

pressure on the crank-pin throughout the revolution is unevenly distributed. It results from this

that the speed of an engine will vary unless some means arc provided to counteract the ill effects

arising from the changing pressure. In the case of land engines, a fly-wheel is commonly attached,

which is simply a wheel with a heavy rim that absorbs energy at points where it is in excess of the

mean, and gives it out where the rotative effect is below the mean. Referring to Fig. 170S, it will

be seen that there are portions of the curve without the mean line ; and the fly-wheel should be
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sufficiently heavy to absorb the greatest excess of power within the limits of a given variation of

speed. The object of other contrivances for the regulation of speed, such as governors and adjusta-

ble cut-offs, is to control the engine under sudden variations of load, so as to make it produce at all

times a crank diagram showing the same relative variation of power ; but the principal office of the

fly-wheel is to supply the correction for this regular variation, although it is of course useful in the

case of irregular variation in the load. In order to

design a ily-wheel for a given engine, the first step

is to lay off a crank diagram, similar to Fig. 1708,

for the case when the engine is developing its max-
imum power. The greatest excess of power is then

greatest excess

H

Return.

of area included by the curve without the mean line. If ^ = greatest area without mean

area -t- mean area, v = velocity in feet per second of a point in the centre of the rim of the fly-

wheel, n = revolutions per minute, P = horse-power of the engine, and — = proposed variation

. , ,. , . TO X ^ X Px 1,062,600 m .„ , ^ ^r,. ,

in speed, the weight of the fly-wheel in pounds is ; — • To illustrate this rule,

suppose a fly-wheel is to be designed for an engine of 50 horse-power, making 100 revolutions per

minute ; that the fly-wheel is to be 12 feet in diameter, and is to regulate the speed of the en-

gine within one-fiftieth. The diame-

ter measured from the centre of the

rim can be assumed at 11.7 feet, so

11.7 X 3.1416 X 100 ^ ^
that!; = =61.3;

60

and if it is found, on laying off the

crank diagram, that the greatest excess

of area is 0.25 of the mean area, the

proper weight for the fly-wheel will be

60 X 0.25 X 50 X 1,062,600
' = 1770

3757.69 X 100

lbs. The above formula can be readily

adapted to the determination of the

proper diameter for a fly-wheel of

given weight.

FOLDING MACHINE. See Cloth-

finishing Machinery, Book-folding
Machine, and Printing.

FORCE. See Dynamics.

FORGE. The term forge is com-
monly applied to a manufactory in

which iron or steel is softened by heat

and worked under the hammer, or

works in which the native oxides of

iron are reduced without fusion to a

metallic state, and then forged into

blooms or bars. Forges differ from
foundries and blast furnaces in their

products being articles of wrought-

iron, while those of the latter are cast-

ings. (See Forging, Forging Ma-
chines, Hammers, and Iron-workixg
Machinery.) The term "forging" is

equally applicable to the working of

other metals, as gold, silver, and cop-

per, when these are heated and hammered into the desired shape.

A common forge consists of the hearth or fireplace, which is merely a cavity in masonry or brick-

work well lined with fire-clay or brick, upon which the ignited fuel is placed, and upon the back or

52
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side of which a powerful blast of air is driven in through the nozzle of a double-blasted bellows,

which in a common forge is generally worked by a hand-lever. Forges are sometimes constructed

so as to be portable, when the bellows is most
conveniently placed under the hearth; these

are used in ships, and for various jobs on rail-

ways, etc.

Fig. 1709 represents a portable forge made
entirely of iron, and provided with a bellows

placed beneath the hearth and operated by a

treadle. In Patterson's forge, the blast from a

bellows or blower is conducted into a lower

chamber, from which it is allowed to pass to

the fire by a tuyere, a valve being operated by

the handle in front of the support. Fig. 1710

represents the Keystone portable forge, in which

the blast is produced by a small fan-blower

driven by the hand-wheel shown. The Root

blower (see Blowers) has also been adapted to

blowing forge fires. Its arrangement in connec-

tion with a blacksmith's forge is shown in Fig.
' 1711. It is claimed to equal a 36-inch to 50-inch

; bellows, according to size. The revolutions made
are from 10 to 30 per minute. Among the ad-

vantages of using blowers for forges are, that

the blast can be varied by the operator to suit

the case in hand, and can be instantly stopped

when no longer needed. This results in a saving of fuel and in economy of room ;
and it is also

claimed that the tuyeres require less cleaning, and that the fire can be more rapidly rekindled, than

with the ordinary bellows.

ITII
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FORGING. (See Axes, Forge, Forging Machines, Hammers, and Iron-working Machinery.)

In forging iron or steel the metal is in almost every case heated to a greater or less degree, to make

it softer and more malleable by lessening its cohesion. Pure iron will bear an almost unlimited de-

gree of heat ; hot-short iron bears much less, and is in fact very brittle when heated ; other kinds

are intermediate. Of steel, shear-steel will generally bear the highest temperature, blistered steel

the next, and cast-steel the least of all ; but all these kinds, especially cast-steel, differ very much
according to the processes of manufacture, as some cast-steel may be readily welded, but it is

then somewhat less certain to harden perfectly. The smith commonly speaks of five degrees of tem-

perature, namely: The black-red heat, just visible by daylight; the low-red heat; the bright-red
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heat, when the black scales may be seen ; the white heat, when the scales are scarcely visible ; and

the welding heat, when the iron begins to burn with vivid sparks.

Steel requires, on the whole, very much more precaution as to the degree of heat than iron ; the

temperature of cast-steel should not generally exceed a bright-red heat, and that of blistered and
shear-steel a moderate white heat. Although steel cannot in consequence be so far softened in the

fire as iron, and is therefore always more dense and harder to forge, still from its superior cohesion

it bears a much greater amount of hard work under the hammer, when it is not overheated or

burned ; but the smallest available temperature should be always employed with this material, as in

fact with all others.

The cracks and defects in iron are generally very plainly shown by a difference in color at the parts

where they are heated to a dull red ; this method of trial is often had recourse to in examining the

soundness both of new and old forgings.

When a piece of forged work is required to be particularly sound, it is a common practice to sub-

ject every part of the material in succession to a welding heat, and to work it well under the ham-
mer, as a repetition of the process of manufacture to insure the perfection of the iron : this is tech-

nically called taking a heat ovet' it ; in fact, a heat is generally understood to imply the welding heat.

For a 2-inch shaft of the soundest quality, 24-inch iron would be selected, to allow for the reduction

in the fire and the lathe ; some also twist the iron before the hammering to prevent it from becom-
ing spilly.

The use of sand sprinkled upon the iron is to preserve it from absolute contact with the air, which
would cause it to waste away from the oxidation of its surface, and fall off in scales around the an-

vil. If the sand is thrown on when the metal is only at the full red heat, it falls off without adher-

ing ; but when the white heat is approached, the sand begins to adhere to the iron ; it next melts on
its surface, over which it then runs like fluid glass, and defends it from the air. When this point

has been rather exceeded, so that the metal nevertheless begins to burn with vivid sparks and a hiss-

ing noise like fireworks, the welding temperature is arrived at, which should not be exceeded. The
sparks are, however, considered a sign of a dirty fire or bad iron, as the purer the iron the less it is

subject to waste or oxidation in the course of work. In welding two pieces of iron together, care

must be taken that both arrive at the welding heat at the same moment ; it may be necessary to keep
one of the pieces a little on one side of the most intense part of the fire (which is just opposite the

blast), should the one be in advance of the other. In all cases a certain amount of time is essen-

tial ; otherwise, if the fire be unnecessarily urged, the outer case of the iron may be at the point of

ignition before the centre has exceeded the red heat. In welding iron to steel, the latter must be

heated to a considerably less degree than the iron, the welding heat of steel being lower from its

greater fusibility; but the process of welding will be separately considered under a few of its most

general applications, when the ordinary practice of forging has been discussed, to which we will now
proceed.

The general practice in forging works from the bar of iron or steel is for the most part included

in the three following modes, the first two occurring in almost every case, and frequently all three

together, namely : by drawing down, or reduction ; by jumping or upsetting, otherwise thickening and

shortening ; and by building up, or welding.

To meet the variety of cases which occur, the smith has hammers in which the penes are made in

different ways, either at right angles to the handle, parallel with the same, or oblique. In order to

obtain the same results with more precision and effect, tools of the same characters, but which are

struck with the sledge-hammer, are also commonly used : those with flat faces are made like ham-
mers, and usually with similar handles, except that for the convenience of reversing them they are

not wedged in ; these are called set-hammers ; others, which have very broad faces, are called flat-

ters ; and the top tools, with narrow round edges like the pene of the hammer, are called top fullers ;

they all have the ordinary hazel-rods. (See Hammers.)
When the sides of the object are required to be parallel, and it is to be reduced both in width and

thickness, the flat face of the hammer is made to fall parallel with the anvil, as represented in Fig.

1712 ; or oblique for producing taper pieces, as in Fig. 1713. Action and reaction being equal, the

lower face of the work receives the same absolute blow from the anvil as that applied above by the

hammer itself ; it is not requisite, therefore, for works of moderate dimensions, to present every one

1T12. 1T13. 1714.

of the four sides to the hammer, but any two at right angles to each other. The smith must acquire

the habit of feeling when the bar lies perfectly flat upon the anvil, by holding it loosely, leaving it

almost to rotate in his grasp, or in fact to place itself. Next he must cause the hammer to fall flat

upon the work. It would be desirable practice to hammer a bar of cold iron, or still better one of

steel, as there would be more leisure for observations ; the indentations of the hammer could be

easily noticed ; and if the work, especially steel, were held too tightly, or without resting fairly on

the anvil, it would indicate the error by additional noise and by jarring the wrist ; whereas, when
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hot the false blows or positions would cause the work to get out of shape without such monitorial

indications.
, „ , . , , . i. j. m, ,.

As to the best form of the hammer, there is much of habit and somethmg of fancy, i he ordmary

hand-hammer is represented in Figs. 1712 and 1713; but cutlers and most tool-makers prefer the

hammer without a pene, or narrow edge, and with the handle quite at the top, the two forming almost

a ri"-ht an"-le, or from that to about 80' ; and sometimes the head is bent like a portion of a circle.

Similar bul much heavier hand-hammers, occasionally of the weight of 12 or 14 lbs., are used by

spade-makers for planishing ; but, the work being thin and cold, the hammer rises almost exclusive-

ly by the reaction, and requires little more than guidance. Again, farriers prefer for some parts of

their work a hammer the head of which is almost a sphere ; it has two flat faces, one rounded face

for the inside of the shoe, and one very stunted pene at right angles to the handle, used for drawing

down the clip in front of the horse-shoe. In fact, nearly a small volume might be written upon all

the varieties of hammers.
_

Suppose it required to draw down 6 inches of the end of a square or rectangular bar of iron or

steel. The smith will place the bar across the anvil with perhaps 4 inches overhanging, and not rest-

ing quite flat, but tilted up about a quarter or half an inch at the near side of the anvil, as in Fig.

171.3 but less in degree, and the hammer will be made to fall as there shown, except that it will be

1T15. 1716. 1717.

at a very small angle with the anvil. In smoothing ofi: the work, the position of Fig. 1712 is

assumed ; the work is laid flat upon the anvil, and the hammer is made to fall as nearly as possible

horizontally ; a series of blows are given all along the work between every quarter turn, the hammer

being directed upon one spot, and the work drawn gradually beneath it. In drawing down the tang

or taper-point of a tool, the extreme end of the iron or steel is placed a little beyond the edge of the

anvil, as in Fig. 1713, by which means the risk of indenting the anvil is entirely removed, and the

small irregular piece in excess beyond the taper is not cut off until the tang is completed. Fig. 1714

shows the position of the chisel in cutting off the finished object from the bar of which it formed a

part ; that is, the work is placed between the edge of the anvil and that of the chisel immediately

above the same ; the two resemble in effect a pair of shears.

When it is required to make a set-otf\ it is done by placing the intended shoulder at the edge of

the anvil : the blows of the hammer will be effective only where opposed to the anvil, but the re-

mainder of the bar will retain its full size and sink down, as represented in Fig. 1715. Should it be

necessary to make a shoulder on both sides, a flat-ended set-hammer, struck by the sledge, is used

for settiiicf doimi the upper shoulder, as in Fig. 1716, as the direct blows of the hammer could not

be given with so much precision. In each of these cases some precaution must be observed, as

otherwise the tools, although so much more blunt than the chisel, Fig. 1714, will resemble it in

effect, and cripple or weaken the work in the corner ; on this account the smith's tools are rarely

quite sharp at the angles. This mischief is almost removed when the round fullers. Fig. 1717, are

used for reducing the principal bulk, and the

a 1718. sharper tools are only employed for trimming

the angles with moderate blows.

When the iron is to be set down, and also

spread laterally, as in Fig. 1718, it is first

nicked with a round fuller, as upon the dotted

line at «, and the piece at the end is spread by

the same tool upon the short lines of the ob-

ject, or parallel with the length of the bar. The first notch greatly assists in keeping a good shoulder

at the bottom of the part set down, and the lines are supposed to represent the rough indentations

of the round fuller before the work is trimmed up.

Tongs.—Figs. 1719 and 1720 are called flat-bit tongs; these are either made to fit very close, as

in Fig. 1720, for thin works, or to stand more open, as in Fig. 1719, for thicker bars, but always

parallel ; and a ring or coupler is put upon the handles or reins, to maintain the grip upon the

work. Others of the same general form are made with hollow half-round bits ; but it is much
better that they should be angular, like the ends of Fig. 1721, as then they serve equally well for

round bars or for square bars held upon their opposite angles. Tongs that are made long, and

swelled open behind, as in Fig. 1721, are very excellent for general purposes, and also serve for bolts

and similar objects, with the heads plated inward. The pincer tongs. Fig. 1722, are also applied to

similar uses, and serve for shorter bolts.

Fig. 1723 represents tongs much used among cutlers; they are called crook-bit tongs; their jaws

overhang the side, so as to allow the bar of iron or steel to pass down beside the rivet, and the

nib at the end prevents the rod from being displaced by the jar of hammering. Fig. 1724, the

hammer tongs, are used for managing works punched with holes, such as hammers and hatchets, as

the pins enter the holes and maintain the grasp.
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Fig. 1*725, hoop tongs, are very much used by ship-smiths, for grasping hoops and rings, which

may be then worked either on the edge, when laid flat on the anvil, or on the side, when upon the

beak-iron; and lastly, Fig. 1726 represents the smith's pliers, or light tongs, used for picking up

little pieces of iron, or small tools and punches.

There is often considerable choice of method in forging, and the skillful workman selects that

method of proceeding which will produce the result with the least amount of manual labor.

1719.

1-21 1724.

1720.

flf^V^ 1'25. 1726.

Forglnct a Screiv-Bolt.—Figs. 1121 to 1730 explain the processes of making an ordinary screw-

bolt. Tlie latter is a single tool, but the heading tool, Fig. 1731, with several holes, is also used.

In upsetting the end of the work, if more convenient, it may be held horizontally across the anvil,

and struck on the heated extremity with the hand-hammer ; or it can be jumped forcibly upon the

anvil, when its own weight will supply the required momentum. If too considerable a portion of the

work is heated, it will either bend, or it will swell generally ; and therefore to limit the enlargement

to the required spot, should the heat be too long, the neighboring part is partially cooled by immers-

ing it in the water-trough, as near to the heat as admissible.

A bolt may be made by building up or welding. An eye is first made at the end of a small rod of

square or flat iron ; by bending it round the beak-iron, as in Fig. 1732, it is placed around the rod of

round iron, and the curled end is cut off with the chisel, as in Fig. 1733, enough iron being left in

the ring, which is afterward 7velded to the rod, to form the head of the bolt, by a few quick light

blows given at the proper heat ; the bolt is then completed by any of the tools already described

that may be preferred. A swage at the angle of 60°, Fig. 1734, will be found very convenient in

forming hexagonal heads, as the horizontal blow of the ha-mmer completes the equilateral triangle,

and two positions operate on every side of the hexagon, i] 5. 1734 is essential likewise in forging

triangular files and rods.
. -x j f

For the parts of mechanism in which a considerable length of two different sections or magnitudes ot

iron are required, the method by drawing down from the large size would be too expensive
;
the method

by upsetting would be impracticable ; and there-

fore a more judicious use is made of the iron

store, and the object is made in two parts, of bars

of the exact sections respectively. The larger bar

is reduced to the size of the smaller, generally

upon the beak-iron with top fullers, and with a

gradual transition or taper extending some few

inches, as represented in Fig. 1735 ; the two pieces

are scarfed or prepared for welding.

Bending Bars.—^Fig. 1735 is also intended to

explain two other proceedings very commonly re-

quired in forging. Bars are bent down at right

angles as for the short end or corking of the piece.

Fig. 1735, by laying the work on the anvil, and

holding it down with the sledge-hammer, as in Fig.

1736 ; the end is then bent with the hand-hammer,

and trimmed square over the edge of the anvil

;

or when more precision is wanted, the work is

screwed fast in the tail-vise, which is one of the

tools of every smith's shop, and it is bent over the

jaws of the vise. When the external angle, as well as the internal, is required to be sharp and

square, the work is reduced with the fuller from a larger bar to the form of Fig. 1737, to compensate

for the great extension in length that occurs at the outer part, or heel of the bend, of which the

inner angle forms as it were the centre.

Punchinn Holes.—The holes in Fig. 1735 for the cross-bolts are made with a rod-punch, which is

driven a little more than half-way through from the one side while the work lies upon the anvil, so

that, when turned over, the cooling effect of the punch may serve to show the place where the tool
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must be again applied for the completion of the hole ; the little bit or burr is then driven out,

either through the square hole in the anvil that is intended for the bottom tools, or else upon the

bolster. Fig. lYSS, a tool faced with steel, and having an aperture of the same form and dimensions
as the face of the punch. In making a socket, or a very deep hole in the one end of a bar, some
difficulty is experienced in getting the hole in the axis of the bar, and in avoiding the bursting open
of the iron ; such holes are produced differently, by sinking the hole as a groove in the centre of a

flat bar by means of a fuller ; the piece is cut nearly through from the opposite side, folded together

lengthwise, and welded. The hole thus formed will only require to be perfected by the introduction

of an appropriate punch, and to be worked on the outside, with those tools required for dressing off

its exterior surface, while the punch remains in the hole to prevent its sides from being squeezed

1736. 1785.

173S. 1789.

1787.

ZZJ^:^^
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1740.

1741.

1743.

in ; this method is very good. For punching square boles, square punches and bolsters are used, and
the split bolster. Fig. 1739, is employed for cutting out long rectangular holes or mortises, which is

often done at two or more cuts with an oblong punch.
Fo^-ging Nuts.—Fig. 1741 shows the ordinary mode of making the square nuts for bolts. A flat

bar is first nicked on the sides with the chisel, then punched, and the rough nuts, if small, are sep-

arated and strung upon the end of the poker (a slight round rod bent up at the end), for the con-
venience of managing them in the fire, from which they are removed one at a time when hot, and
finished on the triblet, Fig. 1742, which serves both as a handle and as the means of perfecting the
holes.

For making hexagon nuts, the flat bar is nicked on both edges with a narrow round fuller ; this

gives a nearer approach to the hexagon : the nuts are then flattened on the face, punched, and dressed
on the triblet within the angular swage. Fig. 1734, before adverted to. Thick circular collars are
made precisely in the same way, with the exception that they are finished externally with the ham-
mer, or between top and bottom rounding tools of corresponding diameter

It is usual, in punching holes through thick pieces, to throw a little coal-dust into the hole when it

is partly made, to prevent the punch sticking in so fast as it otherwise would : the punch generally
gets red-hot in the process, and requires to be immediately cooled on removal from the hole.

Various Forgings.—When a thick lump is wanted at the end of a bar, it is often made by cutting

the iron nearly through and doubling it backward and forward, as in Fig. 1740 ; the whole is then
welded into a solid mass as the preparatory step.

A piece with three tails, such as Fig. 1743, is made from a large square bar; an elliptical hole is

first punched through the bar, and the remainder is split with a chisel, as in Fig. 1744, the work at

the time being laid upon a soft iron cutting plate in order to shield the chisel from being driven

against the hardened steel face of the anvil ; the end is afterward opened into a fork, and moulded
into shape over the beak-iron, as indicated by the dotted lines.

Such a piece as Fig. 1743, if of large dimensions, would be made in two separate parts, and
welded through the central line or axis.

Should it happen that the two arms are not quite parallel, an error that could scarcely be corrected
by the hammer alone, the work would be fixed in the vise with the two tails upward, and the one
or other of these would be twisted to its true position by a hook-wrench or set, made like the three
sides of a square, but the one very long to serve as a lever ; it is applied exactly in the manner of a
key, spanner, or screw-wrench, in turning round a bolt or screw.
Some bent objects, such as cranks and straps, are made from bar-iron bent over specific moulds,

which are sometimes made in pairs like dies, and pressed together by screw contrivances. When
the moulds are single, the work is often retained in contact with the same, at some appropriate
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part, by means of ^straps and wedges, while the work is bent to the form of the mould by top tools

of suitable kinds.
-iu . •

i

Objects of more nearly rectilinear form are cut out of large plates and bars ot iron witb chisels.

For example, the cranks of locomotive engines are fagoted up of several bars or uses laid together,

and pared to the shape ; they are sometimes forged in two separate parts, and welded between the

cranks ; at other times they are forged out of one parallel mass, and afterward twisted with a hook-

wrench' in the neck between the cranks, to place the latter at right angles. The notches are

sometimes cut out on the anvil while the work is red-hot ; or otherwise by machinery when in the

cold state.
, . i i i u

A very different method of making rectangular cranks and similar works is also recommended, by

bending one or more straight bars of iron to the form ; the angles, which are at first rounded, are

perfected by welding on outer caps. In this case the fibre runs round the figure, whereas, when the

gap is cut out, a large proportion of the fibres are cut into short lengths, and therefore a greater

bulk must be allowed for equal strength : this method is however seldom used.

All kinds of levers, arms, brackets, and frames are made after these several methods, partly by

bending and welding, and partly by cutting and punching out ; and few branches of industry present

a greater variety in the choice of methods, which call the judgment of the smith continually into

requisition.
. , • u u

[Veldinff.—There are several ways of accomplishing the operation of welding, which bear some

little analogy to the joints employed in carpentry, more particularly that called scarfing, used in the

construction of long beams and girders by joining two shorter pieces together endwise, with sloping

joints, which in carpentry are interlaced or mortised together in various ways, and then secured hj

iron straps or bolts. In smiths' work likewise, the joinings are called scarfs; but from the adhesive

nature of the iron when at a suitable temperature, the accessories called for in carpentry, such as

glue, bolts, straps, and pins, are no longer wanted.

The scarfs required for the shut are made by first upsetting or thickening the iron by blows upon

its extremity, to prepare it for the loss it will sustain from scaling off, both in the fire and upon the

anvil, and also in the subsequent working upon the joint. It is next rudely tapered off to theform

of a flight of steps, as shown in Figs. 1745 and 1746, and the sides are slightly beveled or pointed,

as in Fig. 1746, the proportion being somewhat exceeded to render the forms more apparent. The

1745. 1746.

1747.

174S.

1749.

two extremities are next heated to the point of ignition ; and when this is approached, a little

sand is strewed upon each part, which fuses and spreads something like a varnish, and partially

defends them from the air ; the heat is proper when, notwithstanding the sand, the iron begins to

burn away with vivid sparks. The two men then take each one piece, strike them forcibly across

the anvil to remove any loose cinders, place them in their true positions, exactly as in Fig. 1745, and

two or three blows of the small hammer stick them together; the assistant then quickly joins in

with the sledge-hammer, and the smoothing off and completion of the work are soon accomplished.

It is of course necessary to perform the work with rapidity, and literally "to strike while the iron

is hot." The smith afterward jumps the end of the rod upon the anvil, or strikes it endways with the

hammer ; this proves the soundness of the joint, but it is mostly done to enlarge the part, should it

durin"- the process have become accidentally reduced below the general size. The sand appears to be

quite "essential to the process of welding, as, although the heat might be arrived at without its

a"-ency, the surfaces of the metal would become foul and covered with oxide when unprotected

from the air ; at all events, common experience shows that it is always required. The scarf joint,

shown in Figs. 1745 and 1746, is commonly used for all straight bars, whether flat, square, or

round, when of medium size.

In very heavy works the welding is principally accomplished within the fire ; the two parts are

previously prepared either to the form of the io7iffue or split joint, Fig. 1747, or that of the butt

joint, Fig. 1748, and placed in their relative positions in a large hollow fire. When the two_ parts

are at the proper heat, they are jumped together endways, which is greatly facilitated by their sus-

pension from the crane, and they are afterward struck on the ends with sledge-hammers, a_ heavy

mass being in some cases held against the opposite extremity to sustain the blows ;
the heat is kept

up, and the work is ultimately withdrawn from the fire, and finished upon the anvil.

The butt joint. Fig. 1748, is materially strengthened, when, as is usually the case for the pad-

dle-shafts of steam-vessels and similar works, the joint while still large is notched in on three or four

sides, and pieces called stick-in pieces, doivels, or charlim, one of which is represented by the dotted

Unes, are prepared at another fire, and laid in the notches ; the whole, when raised to the welding
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heat, is well worked together and reduced to the intended size ; this mingles all the parts in a very
substantial manner. For the majority of works, however, the scarf joint. Fig. 1745, is used, but the
stick-in pieces are also occasionally employed, especially when any accidental deficiency of iron is to

be feared.

When two bars are required to form a T-joint, the transverse piece is thinned down as at a, in Fi"'.

1749 ; for an angle or corner the form of b may be adopted ; but c, in which each part is cut oif ob-
liquely, is to be preferred. The pieces a, b, c are represented upside down, in order that the ridges
set down on their lower surfaces may be seen. In most cases, when two separate bars are to be
joined, whatever the nature of the joint, the metal should be first upset, and then set down in ridges
on the edge of the anvil, or with a set-hammer, as the plain chamfered or sloping surfaces are apt to
slide asunder when struck with the hammer, and prevent the union. When a T-joint is made of
square or thick iron, the one piece is upset, and moulded with the fuller much in the form of the let-

ter ; it is then welded against the flat side of the bar : such works are sometimes welded with dowel
or tenon joints, but all the varieties of method cannot be noticed.

Fig. 1740 may be taken as an example in which the parts have no disposition to separate ; in this

and similar cases the smith often leaves the parts slightly open, in order that the very last process
before welding may be the striking the whole edgeways upon the anvil, to drive out any loose scales,

cinders, or sand, situated between the joints. In works that have accidentally broken in the welded
part, the fracture will be frequently seen to have arisen from some dirty matter having been allowed
to remain between them, on which account shuts or welded joints extending over a large surface are
often less secure than those of smaller area, from the greater risk of their becoming foul. In fact,

throwing a little small coal between the contiguous surfaces of work not intended to be united, is a
common and sometimes a highly essential precaution to prevent them from becoming welded.
The conical sockets of socket chisels, garden spuds, and a variety of agricultural implements, are

formed out of a bar of flat iron, which is spread out sideways or to an angle with the pene of the
hammer, and then bent within a semicircular bottom tool, also by the pene of the hammer, to the
form of Fig. 1750; after which the sockets are still more curled up by blows on the edges and are
perfected upon a taper-pointed mandrel, so that the two edges slightly overlap at the mouth of the
socket, and meet pretty uniformly elsewhere, as in Fig. 1751 ; and lastly, about an inch "or more at
the end is welded. Sometimes the welding is continued throughout the length, but more commonly
only a small portion of the extremity is thus joined, and the remainder of the edges are drawn to-

gether with the pene of the hammer.
In making wrought-iron hinges, two short slits are cut lengthways and nearly through the bar, to-

ward its extremity ; the iron is then folded round a mandrel, set down close in the corner, and the

1750. 1751. 17.^2.

two ends are welded together. To complete the hinge, it only remains to cut away, transversely, either
the central piece or the two external pieces to form the knuckles, and the addition of the pin or
pivot finishes the work.

In spades, and many similar implements, the steel is introduced between the two pieces of iron of
which the tools are made ; in others, as plane irons and socket chisels, it is laid on the outside, and
the two are afterward extended in length or width to the required size. The ordinary chisel for the
smith's shop is made by inserting the steel in a cleft, as in Fig. 1747, and so is also the pene of a
hammer; but the flat /nee of the hammer is sometimes stuck on wliile it continues at the extremity
of a flat bar of steel ; it is then cut off, and the welding is afterward completed. At other times the
face of the hammer is prepared like a nail, with a small spike and a very large head, so as to be driven
into the iron to retain its position, until finally secured by the operation of welding.

In putting a piece of steel into the end of an iron rod to serve for a centre, the bar is heated, fixed
horizontally in the vise, and punched lengthways with a sharp square punch, for the reception of the
steel, which is drawn down like a taper tang or thick nail, and driven in ; the whole is then returned
to the fire, and when at the proper heat united by welding, the blows being first directed as for form-
ing a very obtuse cone, to prevent the piece of steel from dropping out.

For some few purposes blistered steel is used for welding, either to itself or to iron. It is true
the first working under the hammer in a measure changes it to the condition of shear-steel, but
less efficiently so than when the ordinary course of manufacture is pursued, as the hammering is

found to improve steel in a remarkable and increasing degree.
For the majority of works in which it is necessary to weld steel to iron, or steel to steel, the shear,

or double shear, is exceedingly suitable ; it is used for welding upon various cuttinc; tools, as most
cast-steel will not endure the heat without crumbling under the hammer. Shear-steel is also used
for various kinds of springs, and for some cutting tools requiring much elasticity.

It is more usual to reserve cast-steel for those works in which the process of welding is not re-
quired, although of late years mild cast-steel, or welding cast-steel, containing a smaller proportion
of carbon, has been rather extensively used ; but in general the harder the steel the less easily will it
admit of welding, and not unfrequently it is altogether inadmissible.
The hard or harsh varieties of cast-steel are somewhat more manageable when fused borax is used

as a defense instead of sand, either sprinkled on in powder or rubbed on in a lump ; and east-steel,
otherwise intractable, may be sometimes welded to iron by first heating the iron pretty smartly, then
placmg the cold steel beside it in the fire, and welding them the moment the steel has acquired its
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maximum temperature, by which time the iron will be fully up to the welding heat. When both are

put into the fire cold alike, the steel is often spoiled before the iron is nearly hot enough, and there-

fore it is generally usual to heat the iron and steel separately, and only to place them in contact to-

ward the conclusion of the period of getting up the heat. In forging works either of iron or steel,

the uniformity of the hammering tends greatly to increase and equalize the strength of each mate-

rial ; and in steel, judicious and equal forging greatly lessens also the after-risk in hardening.

Tool-Forging.—With the utmost care and unlimited space, it would have been quite impossible to

convey the instructions called for in forging the thousand varieties of tools and parts of mechanism

the smith is continually called upon to produce ; and all that could be reasonably attempted in this

place was to convey a few of the general features and practices of this most useful and interesting

branch of industry. It is hoped that such combinations of these methods may be readily arrived

at as will serve for the majority of ordinary wants.

The smith in all cases selects or prepares that particular form and magnitude of iron, and also

adopts that order of proceeding, which experience points out as being the most exact, sound, and

economical. In this he is assisted by a large assortment of various tools and moulds for such parts

of the work as are often repeated, or that are of a character sufficiently general to warrant the out-

lay ; and to some of these we will advert.

The heading tools, Figs. 1730 and 1731, are made of all sizes and varieties of forms ; some with a

square recess to produce a square beneath the head, to prevent the bolt from being turned round in

the act of tightening its nut ; others for countersunk and round-headed bolts, with and without square

shoulders ; many similar heading tools are used for all those parts of work which at all resemble

bolts, in having any sudden enlargement from the stem or shaft. The holes in the swage-block,

Fig. 1753, are used after the maimer of heading tools for large objects ; the grooves and recesses

around its margin also serve in a variety of works as bottom swages beyond the size of those fitted

to the anvil. At the opposite extreme of the heading tools, as to size, may be noticed those con-

stantly employed in producing the smallest kinds of nails, brads, and rivets, of various denomina-

tions ; some of which heading tools divide in two parts like a pair of spring forceps, to release the

nails after they have been forged. These kinds are called wrought nails and brads, in contradistinc-

tion to similar nails cut out of sheet-iron by various processes of shearing and punching, which latter

kinds are known as cfid brads and nails.

The top and bottom rounding tools. Fig. 1727, are made of all diameters for plain cylindrical

works ; and when they are used for objects the different

parts of which are of various diameters, it requires much
care to apply them equally on all parts of the work, that

the several circles may be concentric and true one with the

other, or possess one axis in common. To insure this con-

dition, some of these rounding tools are made of various

and specific forms, for the heads of screws, for collars,

flanges, or enlargements, which are of continual occurrence

in machinery, for the ornamental swells or flanges about

the iron work of carriages, and other works. Such tools,

like the pair represented in Figs. 1754 and 1755, are called

swage or collar tools ; they save labor in a most important

degree, and are thus made. A solid mould, core, or striker,

exactly a copy of the work to be produced, is made of steel

by hand-forging, and then turned in the lathe to the re-

quired form, as shown in Fig. 1756.

The top tool is flrst moulded to the general form in an ap-

propriate aperture in the swage-block, Fig. 1753 ; it is faced

with steel like a hammer, and the core. Fig. 1755, is indented

into it, the blows of the sledge-hammer not being given directly upon the core, but upon some hollow

tool previously made ; otherwise the core must be filed partly flat, to present a plane surface to the

17&4. 1758. 1761.

hammer. The bottom tool, which is fitted to the anvil, is made in a similar manner, and sometimes

the two are finished at the same time while hot, with the cold striker between them ;
their edges are

carefully rounded with a file, and lastly they are hardened under a stream of water.
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In preparing the work for the collar-tools, when the projection is inconsiderable, the work is always

drawn down rudely to the form between the top and bottom fullers, as in Fig. 1717 ; but for greater

economy, large works in iron are sometimes made by folding a i-ing around them, as in Fig. 1*733.

The metal for a large ring is occasionally moulded in a bottom tool like Fig. 1757, and coiled up to

the shape of Fig. 1758, after which it is closed upon the central rod between the swages, and then

welded within them. The tools are slightly greased, to prevent the work from hanging to them, and

from the same motive their surfaces are not made quite flat or perpendicular, but slightly conical,

and all the angles are obliterated and rounded.

The spring swage-tool, represented in Fig. 1759, is used for some small manufacturing purposes;

it differs in no I'cspect from the former, except in the steel spring which connects the two parts ; it

is employed for light single-hand forgings. Other workmen use swage-tools, such as Fig. 1760, in

which there is a square recess in the bottom tool to fit the margin of the top tool so as to guide it

exactly to its true position ; * this kind also may be used for single-hand works, and is particularly

suited to those which are of rectangular section, as the shoulders of table-knives ; these do not admit

of being twisted round, which movement furnishes the guide for the position of the top tool in

forging circular works.

The smith has likewise a variety of punches of all shapes and sizes, for making holes of corre-

sponding forms ; and also drifts or mandrels, used alone for finishing them, many of which, like the

turned cones, are made from a small to a large size to serve for objects of various sizes. Two
examples of the very dexterous use of punches are in the hands of almost every person, namely, ordi-

nary scissors and pliers. The first are made from a small bar of flat steel ; the end is flattened and
punched with a small round hole, which is gradually opened upon a beak-iron. Fig. 1761, attached to

the square hole of the anvil ; the beak-iron has a shallow groove (not shown) for rounding the inside

of the bows. The remaining parts of the scissors are moulded jointly by the hammer and bottom
swage-tools ; but the bows are mostly finished by the eye alone. In the Lancashire pliers, the cen-

tral half of the joint is first made ; the aperture in the other part is then punched through sideways,

and sufficiently bulged out to allow the middle joint to be passed through, after which the outsides

are closed upon the centre. This proceeding exhibits, in the smallest kinds especially, a surprising

degree of dexterity and dispatch, only to be arrived at by very great practice ; and which in this and
numerous other instances of manufacture could be scarcely attained but for the enormous demand,
which enables a great subdivision of labor to be successfully applied to their production.!

:];

General Hints on Forging.—The following hints on forging have been ofiicially published by the

British Government from data given by several eminent iron-working firms :

With reference to the means of producing sound smiths' work, the most fertile sources of defects

which from time to time have been experienced are: 1. The original inferior quality of the iron; 2.

Improper treatment in the forging ; 3. Improper treatment of articles of smiths' work in actual service.

It being most important that every condition necessary for the operation of welding should be in

the highest state of perfection, this requires that the iron should be at the right welding heat, rather

than over or under it ; so that, if any slight delay or impediment arise in bringing the parts together,

there may be, as it were, a surplus of heat to work upon ; and next in importance to this is that as

little scoria, or oxide, or other foreign material as possible should cling to or interpose between the

surfaces about to be welded. As the welding of iron is accompanied by its combustion, and by the

production of an oxide in a melting state, we must altogether get quit of this interposing material,

as, ere the two pieces are laid together, it has a tendency to form as rapidly as it is swept or wiped
off. But, very fortunately, in almost every case, if due care be paid to the form and manner in

which the surfaces are presented together, the instant the blows are given to the parts in question,

the interposing scoria is forced out, and the then perfectly pure surfaces of the welding-hot iron are

so brought into intimate contact as to unite together and form one mass. There is no department of

the art of forging more important than this, inasmuch as, in the majority of cases of defective weld-

ing, it is observed that the defect in question has arisen either from the scoria being shut up by
means of improper forms of the surfaces, or that it has been insufficiently expressed from between
the surfaces, for want of due energy in the blows of the hammei'. That great attention should be
paid to this is the more important and requisite, inasmuch as, in a great many cases, the system of

"dab-on" welding is unavoidable in the production of certain pieces of work; and as such "dab-
on " parts are generally subject to great and unfavorable strain, it is more than usually requisite to

adopt the proper precautions, so as to secure the proper expression of the scorise, and the intimate

union of the surfaces.

Much evil arises from the risk of viscid and sulphurous scorias clinging to the surfaces of the iron,

owing to the use of raw or impure coal as the material for the smith's fire. If the coal were of a

pure quality, namely, such as contains nothing but carbon and its ordinary bituminous accompani-
ments, the evil alluded to would be less felt ; but as all coal contains, besides earthy matter, more or

less of sulphur, a class of evils arises which is of a very serious nature. When we attempt to weld
together two pieces of iron which have been heated in a fire formed of very sulphurous coal, not

only is the quality of the iron damaged by being rendered brittle, but also its surface becomes cov-

ered with a certain substance which, in a very remarkable degree, destroys that adhesive quality

which accompanies iron when at a welding heat.

When this evil exists to excess, the parts will not unite, however much they may be hammered.
But although such an extreme case as this is not frequent, yet it is a question of degree, and not of

* In practice the recess in the bottom tool would be deeper, and taper or larger above to guide the tool more easily

to its place ; but if so drawn the figure would have been less distinct.

t The remarks on steel also refer to the necessity of good primary forging and hammering to produce homogeneity,
and also to many of the other points gener.ally admitted by practical inen as being conducive to the success of hardening.

X Holtzapffel's "Turning and Meclianical Manipulation."
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existence, so long as raw coal is used. It is therefore advisable, for those fires which admit of it,

sli"-htly to carbonize the coal in a separate oven previous to use. This is the practice in most pri-

vate establishments, where the quality of the smith's work is a prime object. The practice should

be discontinued of making notches in the scraps of two pieces of iron about to be welded together,

as such notches afford a lodgment for scoria, etc.

Another extremely bad practice should be discontinued, namely, that of throwing a few fresh coals

into a hollow fire on the hot iron, just before the heat is coming out. The use of air-furnaces pre-

vents this.

It is recommended also to abolish cold hammering, unless the articles can afterward be annealed.

Detailed descriptions of all forging operations will be found in " The Mechanician and Construc-

tor," Knight, London and New York, 1869.

FORGING MACHINES. This class of machinery is especially adapted to the forging of articles

of definite forms, such as spikes, rivets, nuts, horse-shoes, etc., and as such as may be distinguished

from the various forms of power hammers which perform general work. One of the oldest and

most successful forging machines is represented in Figs. 1762, 1763, and 1764. Fig. 1762 is a front

view, and Fig. 1763 an end view of the machine; Fig. 1764 is a section across the swages, and the

apparatus connected with their motion. The machine consists of a strong cast-iron frame, carrying

the driving-shaft a. On this shaft are forged eccentrics, which give motion to the upper swage-hold-

ers h b. These swage-holders are guided vertically by the frame, while the motion required by the

eccentric is allowed for by the pieces c c, the toes of which work in the hollow on the top of the
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swage-holder. Each upper swage-holder is provided with a spiral spring, shown in Fig. 1'764, which
bears on a key fixed in the frame, and raises the swage after the eccentric has depressed it. A slot

is cut in the swage-holder to allow it to slide on the key.

Machines of this class are always liable to breakage from a bar of too large a size being put be-
tween the swages. This can only be remedied by allowing some elasticity, which in this case is in-
geniously effected in the following manner : A space c, in the lower swage-holder, is filled with cork,
which can be compressed by the screw / to any degree of hardness. The screw g, which passes
through the nut /t, let into the framing, serves to raise the lower swage bodily, when it is required to
vary the size of the work to be executed. The tool i forms a pair of shears to finish the work to a

1763. 1764.

h

'^

proper length, by moving the handle k, which, acting on an eccentric, raises the lower tool to meet
the upper one. This arrangement is necessary, as, from the rapid motion of the tools, which make
600 to 700 blows per minute, it would be impossible to introduce the work without bruising it. oooo
are a series of rests, one being opposite to each pair of tools, which can be adjusted both in height
and horizontal distance by means of the screws n r ; the table s s, carrying the rests, can also be
moved along the frame to facilitate the adjustment. In using the machine, the swages are adjusted
so that by placing the rod of iron successively between them, it is drawn down to the size required,
while the length of each part is accurately determined by placing the end of the rod in the rest. The
machine cannot thus turn out the work too small, while at the same time it is so near the finished
size that very little has to be taken off in the lathe.
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1765.

Screiv-Forging Machine.—Fig. 1765 represents a screw-thread forging machine, devised by MM.
Bouchacourt and Delille of Fourchambault, France. The rod or bolt to be threaded is placed upon

the lower die B, and fed forward while screwing it. The upper die is mounted on a slide C C, which

is actuated in the downward direction by an eccentric E on the main shaft and the toggle-bar D, the

upward motion being obtained by an internal spiral spring F. The lower die B is carried in a slide

G, and is adjusted at the proper distance from the upper die by means of wedge H and the inclined

plate / beneath slide G. The wedge // is operated by a pedal L, and secured in its highest position

by a bolt J received in a mortise made in the plate /, the bolt being operated by a pedal J/. In

order to release the wedge and return it to its lowest position, the bolt is raised by pressing down the

pedal M, whereupon the wedge is free to be returned by the counterweights K in connection with

pedal L. Slide (?, carrying the lower die, then descends by its own gravity, and so separates the two

dies sufficiently to allow of the removal of the screw bolt or rod therefrom. To compensate for the

wear of the dies, and admit of their

adjustment, another wedge O, with

screw adjustment, is disposed below

the inclined plate /". Fig. 1766 rep-

resents the screw forged by this ma-

chine.

Nut-Forging ITackines.—An ex-

ceedingly ingenious machine for forg.

ing nuts without waste of iron, the

invention of M. Le Blanc of Paris,

is represented in Fig. 1Y6Y. The
principles of its operation are shown
in Fig. 1768. The friction-disk A
is rotated in either direction by the

wheels B, and in this way the screw

C is turned. This screw is stepped

in the cross-bar I), and it causes the

ascent or descent of the head F, to

which is secured, by the rods F, the

follower G. The punches, three in

number, are secured to the cross-

bar JJ. The dies, which are mov-

able, are placed in slides on the fol-

lower G ; and connected with them
are the jointed levers //, the upper

ones of which are pivoted to D. The
dies are separately shown in Fig.

1768, and consist of a number of

pieces, some pointed as at J, others

having square ends as at /. By com-

bining these as shown, the desired

shape for the nut is produced. The
punches are adjusted rigidly on the

cross-bar D and over the centres

of the dies. They are of varying

lengths, so that a bar placed suc-

cessively under them becomes indent-

ed more and more deeply as each

punch operates on the same point.

The operation of the machine is as follows : The bar of metal, being heated, is inserted between

the first pair of dies. No. 1, Fig. 1768. The rotation of the screw C then causes the ascent of the

follower, and the jointed levers H are thus caused to force the dies together, so compressingthe

end of the bar into the shape of a nut. While thus compressed, the ascent of the follower brings

the blank so formed in contact with a punch, which produces a shallow indentation. The follower

then descends, the dies open, and the operator pushes the partly-formed nut between dies No. 2, a

new section of metal thus becoming exposed to the action of dies No. 1. On the rise of the fol-

lower the hole in the first nut is punched more deeply by the second punch. The bar is pushed

forward once more as the follower falls for the second time, and on the last pressure the nut first

formed is punched through and cut off. It will be seen that the operator has only to feed in bars to

cause the continuous forging of the nuts, at the rate of from 6,000 to 10,000 per day. Bolts and

spikes are similarly forged by suitable modifications of the machine.

Messrs. Taylor & Co., of Birmingham, England, have also invented a machine in which the bars

are indented before being cut or punched, though in a diflferent manner from that adopted in the
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arrested by an adjustable stop. The serrated portions of the rolls then seize upon the bar and

return it toward the attendant serrated as shown in the figure, the bar being thus brought to a form

suitable for convei'sion into hexagon nuts without waste of matei'ial, while the quality of the nuts

is improved.

Bolt-Forc/ing Macliinc.—Fig. 1770 represents Abbe's bolt-forging machine. The holding-vise is

operated by a handle A attached to the cross-shaft. On each end of the latter are the arms, having

1771.
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links attached to work the sliding frame, which open the radial arms that carry the holding-dies.

These holders are backed up by a filling-in piece adjusted forward by screws. The driving-wheel is

constantly in operation—the machine only when it is forging on the bolt. The long slide carries the

bottom die on its lower end. The top slide-die C works on the face of the long slide, which is

actuated by two levers I) H, having curved slots, the top die-slide having one lever with reverse

curve, all working on the same pin. The pin in the upset carrier F passes through the curved slots,

and as it acts back and forth moves thera in opposite directions. The side-dies have their motion

by means of links G, attached to the upset carrier. When the bolt-blank is placed in the holders

and clamped tightly by means of the handle A, the handle H clutches the driving-wheel with the

shaft, and the upset carrier advances by means of the connections to upset the iron, the forging dies

1772.

being all open. As the upset carrier recedes to half stroke, the side-dies compress the sides of the

head ; and at the extreme end of stroke the top and bottom dies act upon the other two sides of the

head, and so continue to do until the bolt is finished, which is done in four revolutions of the driv-

ing-wheel. The capacity of this machine varies with the size of bolt to be forged, from 8 to 16 per-

fect bolts per minute.
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Ttmted Forgings.—In order to secure homogeneity, Mr. Melling, of the Rainhill Iron Works, Liv-
erpool, proposed to twist together the bundles of constituent bars which go to form a shaft, or other
forging of large size, and devised a machine for the purpose, which is herewith represented.

Fig. 1771 is a complete longitudinal elevation of the machine in working order, having the front
heavy driving gearing removed

nrs. the twistmg

twisting

to avoid obscurinj,

details. In the same view are

also shown the carriages on which
the bars under treatment arc con-
veyeil to and from the machine.

Fig. 1772 is a corresponding
plan, partly in section, showing
the driving gearing. In this view
a bar is represented as in the act

of passing through the

rollers.

Fig. 1773 is an end view, look-

ing upon the delivering rollers.

Fig. 1774 is a side elevation of

a modification of the delivering

rollers, differing slightly from
the same portion in Fig. 1773 in

point of regulation of the upper
roller-bearing.

Fig. 1775 is a front elevation

of the first or revolving set of
rollers, exhibiting the actuating

mechanism whence the revolving

movement round the axis of the

twisting bar is obtained.

Figs. 1776 to 1780 represent

various kinds of work, as finished

from the original pile of bars.
The machine stands upon a massive foundation of masonry, to the surface of which the cast-

iron bed-plate is bolted. The driving power is communicated to the shaft A, from which motion is

communicated through the pair of wheels B B to the transverse shaft C C, passing right across the
machine, and having a heavy fly-wheel J) at its opposite end. From this shaft the first pair of roll-

ers £ £J, from their peculiar movement distinguished as the remlving rollers, are worked by the
worm F, which gears with the large worm-wheel G, cast in one piece with the back of the plate If,

and bored out at the back to work upon a fixed carrier bolted to an upright bracket fixed to the back
part of the bed-plate. The shafts T T carrying these rollers are supported in four bearings X K,
fitted into a pair of transverse cheeks L L, bolted and keyed between the two plates H M. The
latter is supported by a corresponding plate iV, into which is fitted a turned ring cast on the front
of the plate M, and this plate iV is again bolted to flanges on the upright checks of the dcliv-

^^^Si^^P

1T75.
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ering rollers. It is easy to see how by this arrangement the revolution of the main shaft C com-
municates a revolving movement to the framework carrying the rollers F F; but in addition to this
movement they revolve also round their own axes, and this is effected by means of the two plates
H and M, which carry round with them two small spur-pinions F P, gearing with the fixed toothed
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rim Q. This motion is then transmitted from these pinions to the rollers, through the two worms
R R upon their shafts, to the two worm-wheels cut upon the roller-shafts.

In the plan, Fig. 1772, the machine is shown as thrown out of gear with the driving-shaft, while

a bar *S' S is passing through. This disengagement is effected by the two lever-handles T T acting

each one upon a clutch-box, corresponding with similar clutches on worms, the latter being that

through which motion is communicated to the front delivering rollers, which latter may be thrown
into or out of gear by the attendant, when on the opposite side of the machine, by means of a

short handle. The lower of the two delivering rollers W H", which simply revolve round their

own axes, receives its motion from the main shaft, through the worm gearing with the worm-
wheel X on the second transverse shaft F, carrying a pinion Z gearing with a similar one on the

lower roller-shaft. The object in giving motion to the lower roller first is to admit of the raising

and lowering of the upper one as may be required to suit the work, the upper being driven from the

lower one by the pair of pinions c c on the opposite side of the roller-standards h h. In the com-
bined views of the machine, the pressure upon the upper delivering roller is represented as obtained

from the weight c, adjustable on the long lever d having its fulcrum at c, and pressing upon the

journals of the upper roller by the two spindles //. Crane-power may be applied to raise or lower

this weighted lever, by attaching a chain to either of the two loops formed for the purpose, both on
the weight and on the lever. In Fig. 1771 the office of this weighted lever is represented as sup-

plied by a pair of adjusting screws pressing upon the upper roller-bearings.

The bars to be operated upon are brought from the furnace in the carriage ^r/, running upon four

wheels on a tramway. The body of this carriage carries two brackets supporting a cross-shaft, on
which are two pulleys h h, employed for the withdrawal of the bars from the furnace. The pulley-

shaft is worked by a short winch-handle, as in Fig. 1772, and the ends of the two chains, coiled on
the pulleys, are attached to a box which is slipped over the bar while in the furnace. Guides are

1TT6.

1777.

1778.

17?0.

attached to the carriage at k k for the support of the bar or pile of bars to be twisted ; and to

admit of their free revolution they are turned on the outside and fitted into the cast-iron rings, bored

to correspond. These bearing-rings are put together in halves, and are carried upon a pair of

parallel longitudinal rods connected with the body of the carriage, or they may be simply suspended

from a crane. The carriage for receiving the twisted bar, as delivered from the machine, is at / on

the opposite or delivering end. It is nothing more than a semicircular iron trough, mounted upon a

pair of wheels, with a drawing handle. The bar or pile of bars being entered between the revolv-

ing rollers, and passed through until the end reaches the delivering pair, the upper one of this

latter pair is pressed hard down upon it, so as to prevent it from turning. Being thus firmly held

at this end while the after portion is carried round by the revolvers, it is clear that a twist must

take place, and so the simultaneous revolutions of each pair upon their own axes carry forward the

bar; it is preserved perfectly straight, and an even and regular twist is given to it. Fig. 1776 is

the original pile of rectangular bars; Fig. 1777 represents these bars as twisted together previous

to the subsequent finish under the hammer. In Fig. 1778 the twisted metal is shown under the form

of a double T rail. Fig. 1779 is an axle formed out of round bars twisted together, and welded

only at each end for the wheels and journals. Fig. 1780 is a tire-bar exhibiting the striated tex-

ture, as in Fig. 1778.

Horseshoe-Forging ITaclmus.— Walker''s Machine covLsisis oi one or more detachable independent

and automatically traveling horseshoe-dies, in combination with a pair of smooth-surfaced pressure-

rollers, between which the die or dies pass. Fig. 1781 is a perspective view of this machine; Fig.

1782 is a plan ; Fig. 1783 is an enlarged perspective view of one of the dies; Fig. 1784 is a view

of the creased and perforated blank; and Fig. 1785 is a view of the same after being bent ready

to be operated upon by the machine. A and B are two housings to receive the journals of two

horizontal rollers, the upper roller, C, being made adjustable up and down by any suitable means to

53
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retnilate the pressure thereof. D represents the table or platform, over which the dies E travel.

These dies are connected to an endless chain or carrier H, passed around ordinary sprocket-wheels

/ / which arc secured upon upright shafts J; and one of these shafts is provided with a pulley or

band-wheel K to be run by a belt, and by which the endless chain // is caused to rotate and move

each die successively in between the pair of horizontal rollers, the lower roller acting as a rolling

1781.

support or bed for the die, while the upper roller, C, is the pressure-roller for pressing the blank

into the die. The die ^is constructed as shown in Fig. 1783, the upper surface of the die forming

the frog A, around the toe and sides of which is a slightly-convex incline «, to form the required

concavity on the top of the shoe. The tread e of the die is made inclined, so as to be the deepest

17S2. 17S3.

1784.

l-S.").

at the heel on both sides, and the highest at the toe. This tread is also gradually made wider from

the quarters to the toe. The die is also provided with a joint «, to connect it to the endless chain.

The operation of the machine is as follows : The horizontal rollers being continuously rotated,

and tlie endless chain set in motion so as to successively move the dies in between the rollers, the

bent blanks, properly heated, are placed on the dies, and, being carried between the rollers, are by

the pressure thus given caused to receive the impress of the die, and thus complete the shoe.
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The process of makina; shoes by this machine is this : The blanks are first creased, as the iron is

rolled, in the last pass of an ordinary rolling-mill ; then they are cut to length ; then the holes for

the nails are punched ; then the bent blank is operated upon as heretofore described. It is obvious

that by a change in the dies various sizes and shapes of shoes can be easily made. The advantages

of this process are, a better finished and shaped shoe than those heretofore produced, less waste in

the manufactui'e, and less wear and tear of the machinery. The machine is in operation at the

works of the Albany and Rensselaer Iron and Steel Company, Troy, N. Y., with an average produc-

tion of 60 kegs of 100 lbs. each, every turn of 10 hours. Two boys are required to run it, one to

place the shoes on the dies and one to take oif.

This machine can also be used for impressing or embossing other materials as well as metals, by
simply providing requisite dies. For cases where the embossing, etc., is to be done on both sides of

the material, the dies are made double so as to close over the material before passing between the

rollers.

In Burdenh horseshoe-forging machine the motions are rotary and continuous. The red-hot bar is

introduced at the side of the machine, and a sufficient piece is cut off by a descending cutter. The
material then passes between guides to a stop, and is held in place till a bending-piece on a roller

comes against it and carries it along. This piece corresponds to the inner shape of the shoe, and
with this as a former the blank is carried past a series of dies which press it into shape, thinning

the inner edge, thickening the heels, pinching in the heels, making the creases by dies and the nail-

holes by punches in succession. After flattening, the shoe is dropped from the machine.

Other forms of machines have circular beds carrying formers, which pass the blank between dies,

which act successively upon the edges and face to give the required proportions and contour as well

as the creases and nail-holes. Another form pinches the heated blank between a central former and
two posts, while top rollers shape it vertical!}', and side rollers lap the heels around the receding

portion of the former, which acts as a die. In another the bar is fed in between the shears until it

butts against the adjustable gauge-plate. Being severed by the shears, the bender advances and
drives it between a pair of rollers, giving it a proximate horseshoe shape. The heels of the shoe

fall into a depression, and as the bender retires the shoe is drawn from it. The creasing and nail

punches arc on an oscillating lever, and the latter acts upon and in conjunction Avith a lower lever

which perfects the perforation.

Apparatv,s for Hydraulic Forging.—This method of forging, known as " Haswell's system," is

claimed to give results superior to those obtained by the ordinary methods. It consists essentially

in forcing or pressing iron or steel, while at a welding heat, into suitable moulds by means of the

hydraulic press, caiTying a follower or " stamp " upon the end of the piston. Both the mould and

the stamp are used cold. Ingots or bars may be similarly forged or drawn down without a mould
upon an anvil, without giving any blow or shock, as is done of necessity when heavy steam-ham-

mers are used.

Mr. W. P. Blake, in his " Report on Iron and Steel" at the Vienna Exposition of 1873, states that

a small press examined by him with an IS-inch piston gave 600 tons pressure, and the large press with

a piston of 24 inches gave 1,200 tons pressure. The pressure in the pumps was 600 atmospheres.

A soft Bessemer-steel ingot, weighing 2,030 lbs., was forged under the large press, and yielded

noiselessly to the pressure as if it had been putty or soft cheese. As the piston-head descends, the

metal is forced each way, and the prcssui'c visibly extends to the very centre of the mass, as shown

by the movements of the lines of scale at the sides. The ends of the ingot are bulged out at the

centre, and not drawn over at the surface, as is often the case with hammer-forging, which, com-

pared with hydraulic-press forging, seems very superficial. Under the press, the whole mass of the

ingot is affected. One great advantage of this method is the avoidance of great shocks, attendant

upon the use of ponderous steam-hammers. In forging intricate pieces, the moulds are so made
that they can be taken apart, and are held during the forging by strong bands. The follower, or

stamp, is made of cast-iron. The inside of the mould is oiled with old grease from railway-boxes.

A lump of white-hot steel of the proper weight is thrown in ; the stamp descends upon it and

forces the metal into every recess and angle of the mould. Any excess of metal rises at the sides

of the stamp, and is cut off when cold. Such forgings are alike in size and weight, and, of course,

require much less trimming and fitting to bring them into shape for finishing. Care is required, of

course, to get the right quantity of metal, to avoid a deficiency or an excess. The method is suc-

cessfully applied to the manufacture of car-wheels, the spokes and parts of the hub being forged

in one piece, together with the crank-pin. Boiler-heads are made under the press in two heats.

They are forced through a ring, and come out very true and perfect in form.

The manufacture of the parts of locomotive wheels by the process of pressure will serve as an

example of the mode of operation. A wheel with 10 spokes, when made by the common methods,

consists of 12 pieces, but when made by this process it is composed of but 4 pieces. We give

here only a'description of the manufacture of the most complicated part of the wheel, that is, the

part with the crank-pin, as the other parts are made by a simpler repetition of the same process.

The bloom is made in the ordinary way, from scrap-iron, and has a weight of 250 lbs. The bloom

is forced under a steam-hammer (60 cwt.) into a parallelopipedon 16 inches long, 11 inches high,

and 7 inches wide. While still warm it is put into the heating furnace, and when very hot is forged

with the steam-hammer into the form shown in Fig. 1Y86. The piece is then replaced in the heat-

ing furnace preparatory to pressing. The piece is pressed in the cast-iron mould. Fig. 1787, which

consists of the upper mould A A, the lower mould B B, and the die c. The punch d, which is seen in

the lower mould, is kept in position by a brace. The outline of the die c is like that of the bot-

tom of the mould, but with the addition of the shoulder /, which makes an impression to guide the

subsequent perforation. The mould stands on a bed-plate 0, on which it can slide either- to the

right or left as desired. When the mould is fixed in the proper position, and the braces 1 1 are fixed
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so as to hold it there, and the mould thoroughly greased to facilitate the removal of the form, the

piece (Fi'^ 1786) is placed in the mould, being taken from the heating furnace at a strong welding

heat Now follows quickly the action of the press, by which the piece is shaped. The die c is raised,

and a punch corresponding in shape to the piece d in the lower mould is placed upon the impression

made "at /'. The piece (/is then removed by knocking away the brace, and the piece is perforated,

thus formin"' the spokes. By a similar process the hub is formed. The piece is removed from the

178T.
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mould by the same general process before described, by raising the upper part of the mould and

gently forcing the piece out. With two furnaces 24 pieces are produced in lo hours. The expense

is from 30 to 35 per cent, of the cost of forging the same under a steam-hammer.

The making of smaller wheels in one solid piece is, of course, only a repetition of the process of

making segments. The whole wheel is first pressed and the spokes indented, and the interspaces

afterward punched out.

FOUNDATIOXS.* Foundations may be classed under two heads : 1. Ordinary foundations, on

land, or protected from any considerable rush of water ; 2. Hydraulic foundations, in rivers or in

the sea.

To ascertain the nature of the soil on which foundations are to be laid, borings are generally taken

;

but they sometimes prove deceptive, owing to their coming upon some chance bowlders, or upon some

adhesive clays, which, without being firm, stick to the auger, and twist it or arrest its progress, and

the specimens brought up, being crushed and pressed together, look firmer than they rpally are. To
remedy these defects, some engineers have adopted a hollow boring tool, down which water is pumped,

and reascends by an annular cavity between the exterior surface of the tool and the soil, with such

velocity that not only the detritus scraped off by the auger, but pebbles also, are lifted by it to the

surface. This process is rapid, and the specimens, which are obtained without torsion, preserve their

natural consistence. On stiff clay, marl, sand, or gravel, the safe load is generally from 55 to 110

cwt. on the square foot ; but a load of 165 to 183 cwt. has been put upon close sand in the founda-

tions of the Gorai bridge, and on gravel in the Loch Ken viaduct and at Bordeaux. On a rocky

ground, the Roquefavour aqueduct exerts a pressure of 268 cwt. to the square foot.

Ordiimrji Foundations.—When the ground consists of rock, hard marl, stiff clay, or fine sand,

the foundations can be laid at once on the natural surface, or with slight excavation, and with hori-

zontal steps where the ground slopes. At the edge of steep descents, with dipping strata, it is

necessary to find layers which will not slip, or, if there is such a tendency, to strengthen the layers

of rock by a wall, especially when it is liable to undergo decomposition by exposure to the air, or

to use iron bolts uniting the layers of rock. On ground having only a superficial hard stratum rest-

ing upon a soft subsoil, buildings have sometimes been erected by merely increasing the bearing

surface, and lightening the superstructure as much as possible ; but generally it is advisable to

place the foundations below all the soft soil. On an uneven surface of rock a layer of concrete

spread all over affords a level foundation. Sometimes large buildings have been securely built on

quicksands, of too great thickness to be excavated, by the aid of excellent hydraulic mortar, and by

excavating separately the bed of each bottom stone. Such a building will be stable if its pressure

on the foundation is uniform throughout, and if it is placed sufficiently deep to counterbalance the

tendency of the sand to flow back into the foundations. Instances of this class of foundations are

to be found in sewers built on water-bearing sands, which sometimes give rise to as much difficulty

as foundations built in rivers ; as, for example, in the network of London sewers, and in the Met-

ropolitan Railway. The flowing in of sand with the water in pumping, and consequent undermining

of the houses above, was prevented in these cases by constructing brick or iron sumps for the

* Tlie follomna: article is partly abridarpd from a paper on " Foundations " by Jules Gaudard, C. E., in " Proceedings
of the Institution of Civil Engineers," iST6.
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pumps in suitable places, surrounding them by a filtering bed of gravel, and using earthenware col-

lecting pipes, thus localizing the disturbance.

One means of reaching a solid foundation without removing the upper layer of soft soil is by pil-

ing, but piles are liable to decay in many soils. In Holland, buildings on piles of larch, alder, and
fir have lasted for centuries ; while in Belgium, large buildings have been endangered by the decay

of the piles on which they rest. Sometimes columns of masonry support the superstructure, but,

being placed farther apart than piles, it is necessary to connect them with arches at the surface for

carrying the walls.

Too great care cannot be exercised in driving piles near buildings, lest they undermine the founda-

tions of the latter. In erecting the extension of a large apartment house in New York, it was
deemed advisable to drive piles lor the foundations of the extension, although the existing building-

had stood safely without a similar foundation. The driving of 5 piles over an area 7 feet in width
by 7 feet in length next to the corner pier of the old structure caused the pier to sink some 6 inches,

and so endanger the front (27 feet wide and 80 feet high) that the owner was compelled to rebuild

a large portion of the latter. Other and similar cases arc known to have occurred in New York.

See Building JVcwfi, Sept. 2-1, 1875, p. 39, on this subject, in relation to the widening of London
Bridge; also "Foundations and Concrete Works," Dobson, London, 1872, showing other objections

to pile-driving.

To avoid the difficulty and expense of timbering deep foundations, a lining of masonry is some-
times sunk, by gradually excavating the ground underneath, and weighting the masonry cylinder,

which is eventually filled in with rubble stone, concrete, or masonry, and serves as a pier. In

India a similar system has been followed for centuries for sinking wells. "When the stratum of

soft soil is too thick for the foundations to be placed below it, the soil must be consolidated, or

the area of the foundation must be sufficiently extended to enable the ground to support the load.

The ground may be consolidated by wooden piles ; but in soils where they are liable to decay, pillars

of sand, or mortar, or concrete, rammed into holes previously bored, may be used. Artificial foun-

dations are also formed by placing on the soft ground either a timber framework, surrounded occa-

sionally by sheeting, or a mass of rubble-stone, or a layer of concrete, or a thick deposit of fine sand
spread in layers 8 to 10 inches thick, which, owing to its semifluidity, equalizes the pressure.

A heavy superstructure is partially supported on a soft foundation by the ujjward pressure due to

the depth below the surface to which it is carried, in the same manner that a solid floats in a liquid

when it displaces a volume of water equivalent to its own weight. According to Kaukine, a build-

ing will be supported when the pressure at its base is tvh I . j per unit of area, where /* is

the depth of the foundation, w the weight of the soft ground per unit of volume, and yp the angle of

friction. Mr. W. J. McAlpine, C. E., in building a high wall at Albany, N. Y., succeeded in safely

loading a wet clay soil with two tons on the square foot, but with a settlement depending on the

depth of the excavation. In order to prevent a great influx of water, and consequent softening of

the soil, he surrounded the excavation with a puddle trench 10 feet high and 4 feet wide, and he
also spread a layer of coarse gravel on the bottom. When the foundation is not homogeneous, it is

necessary to provide against unequal settlement, either by increasing the bearing surface where the

ground is soft, or by carrying an arch over the worst portions.

Hydraulic JFo^mdations.—Under this head are comprised all foundations in rivers, and where run-

ning water has to .be contended with.

Foundations are laid upon the natural surface where it is rocky, also upon beds of gravel, sand,

or stiff clay, secured against scour by aprons, sheeting, rubble-stones, or other means of protection.

When the foundations arc to be pumped dry, dams are resorted to if the depth of water is less than

10 feet, and are specially applicable to the abutments of bridges, where the water is less deep and
rapid and the bank forms one side of the dam. The dam can be made of clay, or even earth free

from stones and roots, with slopes of 1 to 1 ; the width at the top being about eiiual to the depth of

water when the depth does not exceed 3 feet in a current, or 10 feet in still water.

Concrete makes a solid dam, but it is expensive to construct and difficult to remove. A cofi"cr-

dam with a double row of piles takes up less space, and is less liable to be worn away or breached,

than an earth-work dam. The width of a coffer-dam is often as great as the head of water ; but if

the coffer-dam is strutted inside, so that the clay merely acts as a water-tight lining, the width need

not exceed from 4 to 6 feet. In a coffer-dam of concrete at JIarseilles constructed for the basin of

the graving docks, the widths were calculated at 0.45 of the total height; the maximum width thus

attained was 20 feet.

In building the viaduct of Lorient, on a foundation dry at low water, a single row of strutted

piles, 3J feet apart, planked from top to bottom on both sides, was used (Fig. 1788), and the sjjace

between the planking, 10 inches wide, was filled with silt pressed down. When the filling is so

much reduced in thickness the planks are carefully Joined, and the clay is mixed with moss or tow,

or sometimes with fine gravel or pounded chalk. As water leaks through joints and connections,

the ties are placed as high up as possible, and the bottom is scooped out or cleaned before the clay

is put in. If large springs burst out in an excavation, they must be either stopped up with clay or

cement, or be confined within a wooden, brick, or iron pipe, in which the water rises till the pressure

is equalized, and then it is stopped up as soon as the masonry is sufficiently advanced and thor-

oughly set. If, however, there is a general leakage over the whole bottom of the excavation, it

must be stopped by a layer of concrete, incorporated with the foundation courses (Fig. 1789). Where
there is not space for a clay dam, timber sheeting well strutted and calked is used. Hollow timber

frames without a bottom, and made water-tight at the bottom after being lowered by concrete or clay,

are suitable in water from 6 to 20 feet deep on rocky beds, or where there is only a slight layer of silt
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When a limit to the space occupied is immaterial, as on large rivers, a sort of double-cased crib-

work dam is frequently adopted. M. Malezieux has givcu various details of this class of work,

such as the coffer-dam in Lake Michigan to obtain the water-supply for Chicago. A caisson 200

feet Ion"- and 98 feet wide, inclosed by double water-tight sides from 13 to 19 feet high, was used

at Monti-eal on the St. Lawrence. The interval between the two sides was about 11 feet wide, and

1T8S. 17S9.

I

planked at the bottom so that the caisson could be floated into place. When the caisson was sunk,

piles were driven in holes made in the bed of the river to keep it in place, and the bottom was made

water-tight by a lining at the sides of beams and clay. These kinds of caissons are only suitable

where the bottom is carefully leveled. Although iron caissons are generally used for penetrating

some distance into the soil, there are instances of iron caissons being merely deposited upon the

natural bed.

The methods employedfor laying foundations in the xuater, either on the natural surface or after

a slight amount of dredging, have next to be considered.

A rubble-mound foundation is sometimes employed for dams where any settlement can be re-

paired by adding fresh material on the top ; also for landing-piers in lakes by solidifying the upper

portion with concrete, and in breakwaters where a masonry superstructure is erected on the top.

Such a method, however, is not suitable where a slight settlement would be injurious ; and in the

sea the base of the mound is generally less exposed to scour than in a river.

Another method consists in sinking a framing, not made water-tight, inside which concrete is run,

and the framing remains as a protection for the concrete, and is surrounded by a toe of rubble. If

the framing is of some depth, iron tie-rods are put in by divers after the bottom has been dredged,

to enable the framing to support the pressure of the concrete. When piles can be driven, the fram-

ing is fixed to them. The piles, 5 to 8 feet apart, have a double row of walings fixed to them,

between which close planking is driven, from 10 to 14 inches wide and from 3 to 5 inches thick
;

and sometimes, when the scour of a sandy subsoil has to be prevented, the planks are grooved and

tongued, or have covering pieces put on by divers, or are driven in close panels. The insufficiency

of a simple framing of planks for foundations on running sand was demonstrated by the destruc-

tion of the Arroux bridge at Digoin, and the Gue-Moucault bridge over the Somme by the flood of

September, 1866, in spite of the fascines and rubble-stone protecting their piers, owing to the wash-

ing out of the underlying sand through small interstices by the rapid whirling current. Open fram-

ing is sometimes used for inclosing a mound of rubble-stone. These mounds require examination

after floods, and renewing till the mound has become perfectly stable. In permeable soils founda-

tions of concrete inclosed in frames are frequently employed. Lastly, concrete can be deposited in

situ for bridge foundations. Used in sea-works, bags of concrete, like those at Aberdeen, by Mr.

Dyce Cay, M. Inst. C. E., might be sometimes employed, instead of rubble-stones, for forming the

base of piers or for preventing scour.

Files are used where a considerable thickness of soft ground overlies a firm stratum, when the

upper layer has sufficient consistence to afford a lateral support to the piles ; otherwise masonry

piers must be adopted. The piles are usually placed from 2i to 5 feet apart, centre to centre,

and the distance is occasionally increased to 6A- feet for quays or other works only slightly loaded.

Sometimes, under abutments or retaining walls, the piles are driven obliquely to follow the line of

thrust. The Libourne bridge rests on piles 2^ feet apart, and driven about 40 feet in sand and silt.

At the Voulzie viaduct, on the Paris and Mulhouse Railway, some piles were driven 80 feet without

reaching solid ground, and the ground between the piles had to be dredged, and replaced by a^ thick

layer of concrete. Piles which have not reached firm ground sustain loads nevertheless, owing to

the lateral friction ; as, for instance, in the soft clay at La Rochelle and Rochcfort, piles can support

164 lbs. per square foot of lateral contact, and 123 lbs. in the silt at Lorient. On the Cornwall

Railway, viaducts were built upon piles 65 to 80 feet long, driven, in groups of four fastened close

together, by a four-ton monkey with a small fall. A timber grating is fastened to the top of the

piles, or a layer of concrete is deposited, as at Dirschau, Hollandsch Diep, and Dordrecht ; or both

grating and concrete, as the grating distributes the load and strengthens the piles. Planking is

sometimes put on the framing which distributes the pressure, as at London Bridge ; but it is consid-

ered objectionable, as it prevents any connection between the superstructure and the concrete, and

increases the chance of sliding. The space between the piles from the river-bed to low water is

sometimes filled with rubble-stones, and sometimes with concrete, which is less liable to disturbance.

When the ground is very soft, a filling of clay has been preferred, on account of its being lighter

than concrete.
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A mixed system of piling and water-tight caissons, of rubble-filling and concrete, was adopted at

the Vernon bridge. After the piles had been driven, the spaces between them were filled up to half

the depth of water with rubble-stones ; a caisson 10 feet high was then placed on the top, and a

bottom layer of concrete deposited in it. In a month's time the interior of the caisson was pumped

dry, the heads of the piles cut off, and the filling with cement concrete completed to low-water level.

The caisson was cut off to the level of the grating as soon as the pier was well above water.

The heavy ram of Nasmyth, moved by steam, with a small fall, but giving 60 to 80 blows per

minute, enables piles to be driven 33 feet in a few minutes, and with much less chance of diver-

gence or jumping than in driving with less powerful engines. In certain soils, in which there is a

momentary resistance during pile-driving, it has been proposed to bore holes in which the pile

should be afterward driven. At St. Louis, the annular piles, 3i feet in diameter, made of 8 pieces

of wood, used for guiding the pneumatic caisson, were driven by the aid of the hydraulic sand-pump

working' inside, the invention of Captain James B. Eads. The load that a pile driven home and

secure from lateral flexion can bear may be estimated at from one-tenth to one-eighth of the crush-

ing load, which varies between 5,700 and 8,500 lbs. per square inch. Thus, taking a fair load of

710 lbs. per square inch, a small pile of 7 inches diameter will bear about 12 tons, and a pile of 18

inches diameter will bear about 80 tons ; and a pile to bear the load of 25 tons used as a unit by

M. Perronet should be about 10 inches in diameter. According to M. Perronet, a pile can support

a load of 25 tons as soon as it refuses to move more than three-eighths of an inch under 30 blows

of a monkey weighing 11 cwt. 90 lbs., falling 4 feet, or under 10 blows of the same monkey fall-

ing 12 feet. At Neuilly, however, M. Perronet placed a load of 51 tons on piles 13 inches square,

but driving the pile till it refused to move more than three-sixteenths of an inch under 25 blows of

a monkey of the same weight falling 4i feet ; but such a load is unusual. At Bordeaux the driving

was stopped when the pile did not go down more than three-sixteenths of an inch under 10 blows of

a monkey weighing 1,100 lbs., falling about 15 feet; but one of the piers settled considerably, the

load on a pile being 22 tons ; whereas at Kouen, by insisting on M. Perronet's rule, no settlement

occurred. From experiments made at the Orleans viaduct, M. Sazilly concluded that piles might

support with security a load of 40 tons when they refuse to move more than If inch under 10 blows

of a monkey weighing 15 cwt. and falling about 13 feet. Various formula; have been framed for

calculating the safe load on piles, which arc quoted in a paper by Mr. W. J. McAlpine, C. E., on

" The Supporting Power of Piles," and in a paper on " The Dordrecht Railway Bridge," by Sir

John Alleync, Bart., M. Inst. C. E. If Weisbach's formula is applied to M. Perronet's rule, it

appears that, assuming a safe load, the limiting set of the pile might be 3i inches instead of three-

eighths of an inch for 10 blows ; and the formula shows that large monkeys should be adopted m
preference to a large fall, and in this it agrees with practice for preventing injury to the piles. In

order to provide against the danger of overturning in silty ground, the ground is sometnnes first

compressed by loading it with an embankment, which is cut away after a few months at those places

where foundations are to be built. At the Oust bridge it was even necessary to connect the piers

and abutments by a wooden apron, which, for additional security, was surrounded by concrete.

Scrm'-piles, Fig. 1790, were introduced by Mr. Mitchell, M. Inst. C. E., for securing buoys. They

can be applied with advantage to the construction of bollards and beacons, on account of the re-

sistance they offer to drawing out ; but as in the process of screwing down the ground is more or

less loosened, judgment must be used in employing them for mooring or warping buoys. In founda-

tions for beacons they should be screwed down from 15 to 20 feet below the level to which the shift-

ing sand is liable to be lowered. Even when all cohesion of the ground is destroyed in screwing

down a pile, a conical mass, with its apex at the bottom of the pile and its base at the surface, would

have to be lifted to draw the pile out. The resistance to settlement is also increased by the bear-

1790.

ing surface of the screw ; and the screw-pile is accordingly to be preferred to an ordmary pi e in

soft strata of indefinite depth, or when the shocks produced by ordinary pile-driving are hable to

produce a disturbance. The screw-pile has likewise the advantage of being easily taken up. Screw-

piles have been principally used in England and in the United States. They have usually one or two
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spirals projecting considerably from the shaft, these spirals being cylindrical for soft ground and
conical for hard ground, and cither of wrought-iron or of cast-iron. The shaft may be of wood,

or, by preference, of iron, which must be pointed at the end for hard ground, but cylindrical and
hollow when the ground is soft. The screw will penetrate most soils except hard rock ; it can get

a short way into compact marl, through loose pebbles and stones, and even enter coral reefs. A
S3rew-pile turned by 8 capstan bars 20 feet long, each moved by 4 or 5 men, with a screw 4 feet in

diameter, passed in less than 2 hours through a stratum of sand and clay more than 20 feet thick,

the surface of which was about 20 feet below water, and dug itself to a depth of about one foot

into an underlying schistous rock. At the Clevedon pier screw-piles penetrated hard red clay to

depths varying between 7 and 17 feet; and although the screw had a pitch of 5 inches, they rarely

went down more than 3 inches in one turn. Mr. W. Lloyd, M. Inst. C. E., has recorded an unsuccess-

ful use of screw-piles, which in the shifting sandy bed of a South American river became twisted

like a corkscrew, and were overturned in the first breaking up of the ice.

The proper area of the screw should, in every case, be determined by the nature of the ground in

which it is to be placed, and which must be ascertained by previous experiment. The largest size

hitherto used has been 4 feet in diameter ; but within certain sizes, prescribed by the facility of man-
ufactui'ing them, the dimensions may be extended to meet any case, and may be said to be limited

only by the power available for forcing them into the ground. Either the screw-pile or the screw-

mooring can be employed in every description of ground, hard rock alone excepted ; for its helical

form enables it to force its way among stones, and even to thrust aside medium-sized bowlders. In

ports, harbors, estuai'ies, and roadsteads, rock is seldom met with, except in detached masses, the

ground being usually an accumulation of alluvial deposit, which is well adapted for the reception of

such foundations, and is also that in which they are generally most required.

The ground-screw has been extensively used for several purposes, and its applicability to many
others will be evident from a succinct account of its present employment. The fixed or permanent
moorings at present most commonly used are of two kinds—the span-chain mooring, and the sinker

or mooring-block. The former of those consists of a strong chain of considerable length, stretched

along the ground (across the river), and retained by heavy anchors or mooring-blocks at either end,

and to the middle of the ground-chain the buoy-chain is shackled. The other kind, which is more
generally employed, consists of a heavy sinker, to which a strong chain is attached, extending to a

buoy shackled at the other end. Fig. 1791. This sinker, which is a block of stone or iron, is either

1792.

laid upon the surface of the ground, or placed in an excavation prepared for its reception. As a
simple, effective, and at the same time an inexpensive mode of holding the buoy-chain down, Sir. Mit-

chell adopted a modification of the screw-pile. Fig. 1792, which offers great facilities for entering the
ground, and when arrived at the required depth evidently affords greater holding power than any
other form. Every description of earth is more or less adhesive, and the greater its tenacity, the
larger must be the portion disturbed before the mooring can be displaced by any direct force. The
mass of ground thus affected, in the case of the screw-mooring, is in the form of a frustum of
a cone inverted, that is, with its base at the surface, the breadth of the base being in proportion to

the tenacity of the ground ; this is pressed on by a cylinder of water equal to its diameter, the axis
of which is its depth, and the water again bears the weight of a column of air of the diameter of
the cylinder. It is evident, therefore, that if a cast-iron screw of a given area be forced into the
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earth to a certain depth, it must afford a firm point of attachment for a buoy-chain in every direction

(Fi"- 1793) and will oppose a powerful resistance even to a vertical strain, which generally proves

fatal to sinker moorings, depending as they do chiefly on their specific gravity. The first trials were

upon a comparatively small scale ; but their success was so decisive that the merits of the moorings

were acknowledged, and their use soon became extended. The depth to which these moorings have

been screwed varies from 8 to 18 feet ; the former is deep enough where the soil is of a firm and un-

yielding description, and the latter depth is found to give suflacient firmness in a very weak bottom.

The "apparatus used for fixing screw-piles,

Fig. 1V94, consists of a strong wrought-iron

shaft, in lengths of 10 or 12 feet each, con-

nected with each other by key-joints or coup-

lings, the lower extremity having a square

socket to fit the head of the centre-pin or

axis of the mooring. When the centre-pin

rests on the bottom, a capstan is firmly keyed

upon the shaft at a convenient height ; the men
then shift the capstan bars and apply their

power while traveling round upon the stage,

the capstan being lifted and again fixed as the

mooring is screwed down into the ground. The

operation is continued until the men can no

longer move the shaft round, or until it is

considered to have been forced to a sufficient

depth.

The most important purpose to which the

screw-pile has hitherto been applied to any con-

siderable extent is for forming the foundations

of lighthouses, beacons, and jetties, in siti a-

tions^where the soil, or sand, is so loose and

unstable as to be incapable of supporting any

massive structure, or where the waves have so

much power of undermining by their continu-

ous action, or beat so heavily, that the stability

of any mass of masonry would be seriously en-

dangered.

Figs. 1795 to 1798 represent various forms

of screw-pile. Fig. 1795 shows the largest size,

weighing 2 cwt. 3 qrs. 14 lbs., adapted for

whole timber piles, which are often so splir-

tered and shattered, and even set on fire, by

the rapid blows of the steam pile-driver, when
traversing compact ground, and where wrought-

iron shoes are generally crushed into the tim-

ber even in ordinary ground with the force of

the common pile-engine. The small screw-point

opens the way for the conical part, and the

larger screw not only draws the pile down, but,

when it has penetrated to a suflicient depth,

affords an extended base for preventing further

depression. Thus several feet of timber must

be saved, and the general length of the pile

can be reduced, as it will bear a greater weight

and offer a more solid base when introduced to

a less distance, than when it rests upon the or-

dinary sharp, wrought-iron-pointed shoe. Fig.

1796 "shows the shape adapted for railway sig-

nal-posts, and Fig. 1797 that for the supports

for telegraph wires. The cast-iron screw socket-

points. Fig. 1795, have been successfully ap-

plied for the supporting posts or columns of

timber-sheds and buildings for railway stations

and other purposes. Fig. 179S shows the ap-

plicability to smaller objects, and a tent-pin

has been selected as the most familiar exam-

ple, as it requires to be removed so frequently.

It also shows the use that may be made of the

screw for the standards of fencing, and for an infinite number of agricultural and othei- purposes.

Sheet-piles are flat piles which, being driven successively edge to edge, form a vertical or nearly

vertical sheet, for the purpose of preventing the materials of a foundation from spreading, or of

guarding them from the undermining action of the weather.

Piles with disks differ little from screw-piles, except in the method of sinking them. This opera-

tion was performed at the Leven and Kent viaducts, by sending a jet of water down a wrought-iron

tube inside the cast-iron pile, which washed away the silty sand from underneath the disk and caused
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the pile to descend. Hollow wrouglit-iron piles have also been forced down by blows of a monkey
in silty ground interspersed with bowlders to a depth of about 60 feet, the diameter of the piles

being about 19| inches. The method of cased wells is suitable where the silt is sufficiently compact

and water-tight to admit of pumping the well dry, and where the depth of water is small and can
easily be kept out by a coffer-dam or caisson

1795. without a bottom. (See Pile-Driving Ma-
chines.)

Cylindrical Foundations are sunk with or

without the aid of compressed air, according
to circumstances. These foundations possess

the two great advantages of being capable of

being sunk to a considerable depth, and of

presenting the least obstruction to the current.

In a clay soil the cylinder acts as a movable
coffer-dam, which is sunk by being weighted,

and enables the foundations inside to be built

up easily and cheaply. Iron cylinders are pre-

ferred in certain cases to cylinders of brick,

masonry, or concrete, on account of the ease

with which they are lowered in deep water on
to the river-bed, in spite of the disadvantages

attaching to them of high price, of the consid-

1798

erable weights required for sinking them, and, lastly, of being only cases for the actual piers. The
Dutch engineers have often used oval-shaped iron tubes sunk by dredging inside. Thus, in the
bridge on the North Sea Canal the piers are elliptical ; the one on which the opening portion turns
having axes of 23 and 18 feet, and the others axes of 39 J- and 14 feet. The horizontal flanges and
ribs are larger where the radius of curvature is increased, and the vertical ribs are not continuous,

but arranged so as to overlap. The bridge over the Yssel, on the Utrecht and Cologne Railway, rests

upon cylinders which were sunk by internal dredging 17f feet below the river-bed.

The system of sinking by dredging is generally to be preferred to the compressed air system, ex-

cept where numerous obstacles, such as bowlders or imbedded trees, are met with.

The friction between cylinders and the soil depends on the nature of the soil and the depth of
sinking. For cast-iron sliding through gravel the coefficient of friction is between 2 and 3 tons oia

the square yard for small depths, and reaches 4 or 5 tons where the depth is between 20 and 30 feet.

In certain adhesive soils it would be moi'o. In sinking the brick and concrete cylinders in the silt of
the Clyde it was found to amount to about 3-^- tons per square yard.

The various details of the compressed air system are given in the descriptions of the works in

which it has been employed. Theoretically, when the lower edge of the cylinder has reached a depth
of h feet below the surface of the water, the pressure required for driving the water out of the ex-

. 3.14
cavations is -—- atmospheres ; but frequently the intervention of the ground between the bottom

of the river and the excavation enables the work to be carried on at a less pressure, as Mr. Brunei
did at Saltash. A considerably greater pressure would be required if the water had to be forced
from the excavation through the soil below the river-bed ; but this is avoided by placing a pipe inside
to convey away the water, and M. Triger has found that the lifting of the water was facilitated by
the introduction of bubbles of air into the pipe at a certain height. Pressures of 2 or even up to

3 atmospheres do not injure healthy and sober men, and suit best men of a lymphatic temperament,
but prove injurious to men who are plethoric or have heart-disease. It is advisable to avoid working
in hot weather, and each workman should not work more than 4 hours per day, or more than 6
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weeks consecutively. At Ilarlem, New York, however, workmen have remained 10 hours under a

pressure of 50 feet, and even 80 feet of water. On the other hand, at St. Louis, under a pressure

of little more than 3 atmospheres, several men were paralyzed or died, and the period of work was

"•radually reduced from 4 hours to 1 hour. From experiments on animals M. Bart has found that

the accidents caused by a sudden removal of pressure are due to the escape of the excess of gas

absorbed by the blood. Beyond 6 atmospheres any sudden return to the normal pressure is attended

with danger ; the usual rule now is to allow one minute per atmosphere. The cylinders subjected to

pressure should be furnished with safety-valves, pressure-gauges, and alarm-whistles, as explosions

occasionally occur. Iron rings from 6 to 13 feet in diameter are cast in one piece, and a caoutchouc

washer is introduced at the joints between the rings ; cylinders of larger diameter are cast in seg-

ments, and cylinders of smaller diameter than 6 feet are rarely used. The thickness is usually 1-J-

inch, increased to H i»ch or IJ inch where exposed to blows, in conical joining lengths, and in the

bottom length. When two cylinders have to be sunk close together, it is best to sink them alter-

nately, as they tend to come together when sunk at the same time. At Macon, where there was only

an interval of 3J feet between two cylinders, one of the cylinders was seen to rise suddenly as much

as 6 feet when the other was forced down. Sometimes, where cylinders of small diameter have to

be used, the excavations are extended beyond the cylinder at the bottom, and filled with concrete to

give a greater bearing surface; this plan was adopted at Harlem bridge. New York, and by the late

Mr. Cubitt, Vice-President Inst. C. E., at the Blackfriars railway bridge. Another way of accom-

plishing the same object is by enlarging the lower rings of the cylinder, and putting in a connecting

conical length. Concrete deposited under compressed air appears to set quicker, and to increase

somewhat m strength, provided it is deposited in thin layers allowing the excess of water to escape.

At Szegedin this was effected by mixing very dry bricks with the concrete.

The foundations of the piers of the^Kehl bridge were accomplished by the engineers, MM. Fleur

Saint-Denis and Vuigner, by a combination of the principles of the compressed air process, the sink-

ing of a pier by its own weight, the sinking by dredging, and the coffer-dam system. As the bed of

the llhine at Kehl consists of large masses of gravel liable to be disturbed to a depth of 55 feet

below low-water level, it was deemed advisable to carry the foundations down about '70 feet below

low water. For the two central piers the chamber of excavation was divided into three caissons, the

length of each being IS feet 4 inches, the width of the foundation. For the piers forming the abut-

ments for the swing bridges there were four caissons, each 23 feet long, the breadth of all the cais-

sons being 19 feet. The plate-iron forming the caissons was three-eighths of an inch thick at the

top, and five-sixteenths of an inch thick at the sides, and strengthened by flanges and gussets. The

top was strengthened by double T beams for supporting the weight of the masonry above. There

were three shafts to each caisson, two being air-shafts, 'S^ feet in diameter, one being in use while

the other was being lengthened or repaired ; the other shaft in the centre was oval, open at the top,

and dipping into the water in the foundations at the bottom, so that the water could rise in it to the

level of the river. In this shaft a vertical dredger with buckets was always working, and the labor-

ers had only to dig, to regulate the work, and remove any obstacles. The screw-jacks controlUng

1709. 1800.

W^
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to a hard bottom is much better than piling. The dredger used at Kehl cannot be regai'ded as uni-

versally applicable. Some soils are not suitable for dredging, and in other cases the small amount

of excavation renders the addition of an extra shaft inexpedient, as, for instance, at Lorient. The
chamber of excavation is almost invariably made of piatc-iron, but, unlike those at Kehl, with the

iron beams above the ceiling, instead of below, so that the filling in may be accomplished more easi-

ly. The cutting edge is always strengthened by additional plates. At Lorient the thickness was

2 i=V inches, with several plates stepped back so as to form a sort of edge ; the sides were about one-

half of an inch thick at the bottom, and five-sixteenths of an inch at the top, and the roof was

curved a little to increase its strength. There were two air-locks, each connected with two shafts, in

which balanced skips went up and down. Fig. 1802. On the top of the bottom caisson a casing of

sheet-iron, from three-sixteenths to one-eighth of an inch thick, and weighing about 15 tons, was
erccted/in successive rings.

At 0ie St. Louis bridge the foundations were carried to a greater depth than bad ever been pre-

viousty attained ; and at the East River bridge compressed air was used in wooden caissons of

large dimensions. The particulars of the St. Louis bridge have been given by Mr. Francis Fox,

M. Inst. C. E. The hydraulic sand-pumping tube of Mr. Eads must only be recorded. The follow-

ing details relate to the East River bridge : The Brooklyn pier was to be carried 50 feet and the

New York pier 75 feet below high water. To provide against unequal sinking, owing to the

variable nature of the soil, consisting of stiff clay mixed with blocks of trap rock, Mr. Roebliug

decided to place the bottom of the piers upon a thick platform of timber which formed the roof of

the working chamber, Fig. 1801. The sides were also made of wood, as being easier than iron to

launch and deposit on the exact site. The roof consisted of 5 tiers of beams, 1 foot deep, of yel-

low pine, placed one above the other and crossed, the beams being tightly connected by long bolts.

The working chamber was 167 feet by 102 feet, and 10 feet clear height. The side walls had a V

ISOl.

section, with a cast-iron edge covered with sheet-iron ; the walls had a batter inside outward of 1 to

1, and 1 in 10 on the outside. Five transverse wooden partitions, 2 feet thick at the bottom, served

to regulate the sinking. Wiien the caisson had been put in place, 12 tiers of beams were added on
the roof of the chamber of the Brooklyn pier, and 19 on that of the New York pier, so that the top

rose above water, and the masonry could be built without a cofPer-dam lining. The excavation, to

the extent of 19,600 cubic yards, was performed in 5 months by Morris & Cumming's scoop dredger,

working in two large shafts, dipi)ing into the water at the bottom, and open above. When hard soil

was met with these shafts were shut, and the excavation performed by manual labor under compressed
air. In the Xew York caisson the total number of shafts was 9. The blocks of trap rock impeded
the progress considerably; they had to be discovered by boring, and shifted or broken before the

caisson reached them. When under 26 feet of water they could be blown up ; this enabled the rate

of progress, which had been 6 inches per week, to be doubled or trebled. When the caisson had
reached a compact soil, it was possible to reduce the pressure to two-thirds of an atmosphere in ex-.

cess of the normal pressure, and water had occasionally to be poured into the open shafts to main-
tain the proper water-level in them. By frequent renewal of the air, a supply was furnished for 1 20

men and for the lights ; and the temperature was kept nearly constant throughout the year at 86°

within the caisson, while in the open air it varied from 108° to 0°. As the load increased as the

caisson went down, the roof of the Brooklyn caisson was eventually supported by 72 brick piers, so

that the caisson might not become deeply imbedded in the event of a sudden escape of air. In the

New York caisson two longitudinal partitions were added, which served the same purpose. In the

silty sand which was frequently met with, a discharge-pipe, up which the sand was forced by com-
pressed air, proved very useful, discharging a cubic yard in about two minutes. The New York caisson

(170 feet by 102 feet) was sunk in 5 months ; the earthwork removed amounted to 26,000 cubic yards.
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1802.

i
i

I 10,6 .]! ^''Air-lock

Air-lock

At Bordeaux the air-lock was formed by fixing one circular plate at the top and another at tbe

bottom of one of the rings of the cast-iron cylinder, so that it was unnecessary to remove it each

time that an additional ring was added. To save loss of air, the air-lock should be opened very sel-

dom or made very small if required to be opened often. At Argenteuil the air-lock had an annular

forrn, Fi"-. 1802, with two compartments c c\ each having an external and an internal door. One

compartment was put in communication with the interior to be filled with the excavated material,

while the other was being emptied by the outer door, so that the loss of air was diminished without

any interruption to the work. Sometimes a double air-lock with one large and one small compart-

ment is used ; the large one being only opened to let gangs of workmen pass, and the small one just

bi" enouf'h to admit a skip and to contain a little crane for moving it. By having a small air-lock

opened frequently, any sudden alterations

in pressure are diminished. A more com-

plete arrangement was adopted at Nantes,

Fig. 18()3. There a sheet-iron cylinder

was placed on the top of the double shaft

in which the skips worked, having at one

side a crescent-shaped chamber, «, serving

to pass four men, and also on either side

two concrete receivers, del, having doors

above and below. There was also a shoot

below for turning the concrete into the

foundations, and a box, h c, holding a little

wagon which emerges at c after having

been filled from an upper door b.

M. Desnoyers gives the following recom-

mendations with regard to the choice of

methods of constructing foundations :

1. In still water, to construct the founda-

tions by means of pumping for depths

under 20 feet. In greater depths, to con-

struct ordinary works on piles if the ground

is firm or has been consolidated by load-

ing it with earth ;
otherwise to employ

pimiping, and if a permeable stratum is

met with to build on it with a bread base.

For important works, if the soil is water-

tight, it is advisable to adopt the method

of pumping inside a framing, carrving down the foundations to greater depths than 33 feet by the

well-sinking method. If the soil,"however, is permeable, dredging and concrete deposited under

water must be resorted to, compressed air being employed for depths greater than 33 feet.

2 In mid-strcara. compressed air must be resorted to for foundations more than 33 feet below

water. In less depths the foundations of ordinary works are put in by means of dams or water-

ti"-ht "frames if the nature of the silt admits of pumping out the water ;
but if the silt is permeable,

a mass of concrete is poured into the site inclosed by sheeting. When, however, an important work

has to be executed, it is desirable to use pumps sufficient to overcome the infiltrations. If a perme-

able and easilv-dred"-ed stratum lies between the hard bottom and the silt, the method of a water-

tight casing, with allam at the bottom, should be adopted. To complete these recommendations,

open cylindrical foundations must be included. These may

1S04.

be resorted to, instead of compressed

air, when the soil is readily dred^ied or water-tight enough to allow of pumping, and also frequently

in the place of piles or the well-sinking method. The compressed air system is essentially a last

resource, applicable to a bed exposed to scour, and also either difficult to dredge or with bowlders or

other obstacles imbedded in it.

Portable Co/i?er-7)«»2.—Walsh's portable coffer-dam is formed of water-tight compartments, whic^,

when the apparatus is to be towed from one point to another, are filled with air only
;
but when it

is desired to locate the dam, water is admitted into the sections, causing the entire structure to sink
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and rest on the bottom. Fig. 1 S04 represents the dam in position for the construction of a pier, the

dotted Unes indicating the depth of the structure. The forward portion is shaped somewhat like the

bow of a vessel, by connecting together two hinged gates, formed of metal, and each constituting a

compartment similar to those into which the body of the dam is divided. The rear portion of the

structure is provided with similar doors, made so as to secure and fit tightly against the sides of the

pier-end. The manner in which the body is constructed in sections is shown in Figs. 1805 and 1806.

In the latter engraving the rear gates are represented at A ; and at £ B are the valves which admit

water to the compartments to sink the same. At C, Fig. 1805, are the plate-piles, which are raised

or lowered by the screws attached to their upper portions. D I) are the holding-piles, sliding upon T
irons. Under the body is a keel E. Over the open middle portion is a track to support a dredge,

and pile-drivers and clamping-bars G bind the sides together.

In operation, the sheet and square piles are first raised so that their lower edges and ends will be'

above the bottom of the sections. The latter being emptied, the dam is floated to tlie desired point

and sunk. The square piles are then forced into the earth to form a solid bearing, the sheet piles

1805. 1S06.

T2^f
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being driven in until bed-rock is reached. The water in the middle space is then pumped out, and
Ijuilding therein is begun. To extend the masonry farther out into the water, the piles are raised

and the dam floated and towed ahead until the rear gates once more embrace the extremity of the

structure. Figs. 1805 and 1806 also show two methods of building a tunnel by the aid of this appa-

ratus. In Fig. 1805 piles are driven down until their ends meet hardpan, and above them the ma-
sonry of the tunnel is built, as shown, concrete being placed over all. In Fig. 1806 the digging is

carried down to bed-rock, and the masonry is built therefrom upward. The lower part is filled with

concrete up to the level of the tunnel floor.

Works for Reference.—See the text-books on civil engineering by Flankine (11th ed., London,

1876), Mahan (2d ed., revised by Wood, New York, 1877),' and Wheeler (New York, 1877).

FOUNDIXG. See Casting.

FOURDRINIER MACHINE. Sec Paper-making.
FRAISING MACHINE. See Milling Machink.
FRAMING. See Carpentry.
FRICTION. Friction is the resistance occasioned to the motion of a body when pressed upon the

surface of another body which does not partake of its motion. Under these circumstances, the sur-

faces in contact have a certain tendency to adhere. Not being perfectly smooth, the imperceptible

asperities which may be supposed to exist on all surfaces, however highly polished, become to some
extent interlocked, and in consequence a certain amount of force is requisite to overcome the mutual
resistance to motion of the two surfaces, and to maintain the sliding motion even when it has been
produced. By increasing the pressure, the resistance to motion is increased also ; and on the other

hand, by rendering the surfaces more smooth, and by lubrication, its amount is greatly diminished,

but can never be entirely nullified.

Friction ought not strictly to be called a force, unless that term be in this case taken in a negative

sense. The tendency of force, in the rigid meaning of the word, is to pi'oduce motion, whereas the

tendency of friction is to destroy motion. An active force may indeed oppose motion in one direc-

tion, but only in virtue of a tendency to produce motion in the opposite direction ; the peculiar char-

acteristic of friction, on the other hand, is that it tends to destroy motion in every direction. It is

essentially a passive resistance, a negative force, produced by pressure, to which it bears such rela-

tion that its amount may be measured by the same unit and enunciated in the same terms.

Nor is the measure of the friction between two surfaces in contact properly the amount of force

necessary to produce motion, but the amount of pressure necessary to balance the friction, and bring
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the body to a state of indifference to rest or motion. To understand this, let us suppose that a heavy
hemispherical body rests with its flat surface upon a horizontal plane, and that the plane and the

body are perfectly smooth : on this supposition there would be no friction, and the smallest possible

force would put the body in motion. This condition being remarked, let us suppose that the surfaces

in contact are of the ordinary kind, and that a weight of 10 lbs. attached to the movable body, and
made to act in the direction of the plane, is found to induce the same state of indifference to rest

and motion as in the assumed case of no friction; we then conclude that 10 lbs. is the measure of

the friction. As it is not always easy to determine when this condition is induced, it is better to

regard the weight as an active force, which may by addition be made more and more intense, till

motion of the body is actually induced. For the sake of convenience we may also speak of friction

as a force, and oppose it to other force : this can induce no erroneous conclusion.

Friction being then considered a passive force, its effect is the result of having other force to resist.

If the measure of the friction of a body upon a plane be 10 lbs., and if an increasing force of 1,

2, 3 lbs., and so on, be applied, the friction increases with the force till the limit is reached ; motion
then ensues by the addition of any fraction of weight to the 10 lbs. The force of friction, although

tending to prevent or destroy motion, may also be conceived to act,

like other force, in a direction opposite to that in which the balan- A £
cing force acts ; that is, in the language of mechanics, if the force

P, applied to balance the friction J^\ act in the direction A B, the friction F acts in the direction

£ A. If then the body placed upon the horizontal plane, as supposed, be capable of motion in the

two directions A ^and B A, the body will remain at I'est when acted upon by any force up to 10 lbs.

in either of the directions. If, therefore, we distinguish the forces acting in opposite directions by
the positive and negative symbols + and — , then the limits of equilibrium will be expressed by
/"= ± 10 lbs., according to the usual mode of representing an equilibrium of forces.

What is here stated in reference to a heavy body placed upon a horizontal plane, is equally true

of the rubbing parts of every machine : the pressure upon the journals producing resistance to

motion, that is, friction, the equilibrium will subsist between certain limits, and it is only by trans-

gression of those limits on one side that the equilibrium is destroyed and motion established. To
determine accurately those limits in machines is one of the most important problems in mechanics

;

and the experiments conducted by the French Academy have furnished data that have long been rec-

ognized as standard. From the results of these experiments certain rules have been deduced that

have been regarded as invariable laws, but which have been brought in question by more recent in-

vestigations. The laws referred to are given below, together with a summary of the results on which

they are based, and references to the later experiments by other investigators.

Law I.

—

The friction bears to the presstire upon the surfaces in contact a ratio luliich is constant

for the same materials vAth the same condition of surfaces.

To express this somewhat more familiarly : If the surface of one body be pressed upon that of

another with a certain force, and if that force be doubled, the friction will be doubled ; and if the

force pressing them together be tripled, the friction will be tripled ; and so on. Thus, if a piece of

cast-iron weighing 100 lbs. be laid with its plane surface upon a larger surface of brass, level, and

it be found that a certain weight made to act in the direction of the supporting plane is just suffi-

cient to induce in the mass of iron a state of indifference to rest or motion, that weight is the mea-

sure of the friction between the two surfaces ; and if these be well polished and clean, and without

lubricant of any kind, the weight which it will be necessary to apply will be 14.7 lbs. If now we
place a weight of 100 lbs, upon the mass of cast-iron, making the gross pressure upon the surfaces

in contact 200 lbs., the weight necessary to balance the friction will be increased in the same ratio
;

that is, F= 14.7 lbs. x 2 = 29.4 lbs. Another weight of 100 lbs., placed on the first, making the

pressure 800 lbs., will increase the measure of friction to 14.7 lbs. x 3 = 44.1 lbs. And so on for

every inci'ement of pressure as expressed by the law.

If now we divide the weight which balances the friction by the weight which measures the pres-

sure upon the surfaces, we obtain a ratio which is manifestly constant, since the pressures upon the

surfaces and the weights balancing the friction, corresponding to those pressures, are respectively

multiples throughout of the first units 100 lbs. and 14.7 lbs. Thus we have

14.7 lbs. 29.4 lbs. 44.1 lbs. _^= = = .147
100 lbs. 200 lbs. 300 lbs.

From this then it appears that, knowing the measure of the friction for a given unit of pressure

upon the surfaces in contact, these remaining constant in kind and condition, the measure of the

friction answering to any other pressure may be deduced. In the case assumed we have a common
ratio of .147 as the measure of the friction between the surfaces in contact; this ratio therefore

being known, together with the pressure in the particular case, the measure of the friction for

that case will also be known. Putting P = the pressure upon the rubbing surfaces, P=^the

F
measure of the friction, and fz= — ; then we have F=zfx P.

In this formula the ratio /of the friction to the pressure is termed the coefficient of friction. Its

value, as already announced, is constant for the same materials and condition of the surfaces in eon-

tact, l3ut varies as these vary. Thus in the particular case taken, the value is .147 ; but if the rub-

bing surfaces be unctuous, it is reduced to .132 ; that is, by repetition of the experiments described

above, with this new condition of surfaces, we should find

F=f X Pz= .132 X 100 lbs. = 13.2 lbs.
)F=f X P = .132 X 200 lbs. = 26.4 lbs. v measures of the friction.

F-fy. P=.132 X 300 lbs. = 39.6 lbs.)
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If a cast-iron plate be substituted for the brass plate used as the supporting surface, and the sur-

faces be first well polished, clean, and dry, next wetted with water, and lastly be freely lubricated

with hogs' lard, we have the three values/= .152,/=: .314,/= .07, answering to these conditions;

hence, taking F as before, we have, by substitution in the formula F=fx P, the following results

;

Surfaces wet. Surfaces dry. Surfaces lubricated.

For 100 lbs 7^'=15.21bs. i^=31.41bs. F=1Vo&.
" 200 lbs i^= 30.4 lbs, i''= 62.8 lbs. 7*'= 14 lbs.

" 300 lbs i''= 45.6 lbs. i^ = 93.2 lbs. i^= 21 lbs.

ISOT.

i
m.

The determination of / that is, of the coefficient of friction, for different kinds of materials, and
also for different states of their surfaces in contact, is manifestly the business of experiment.

y: There is no a priori rule by which it can be arrived at in the present state of our knowledge of the

physical properties of bodies.

There is another mode of considering the subject here discussed, which has its expression like-

wise in the subjoined table, and which it becomes us therefore to explain. Let us suppose the

arrangement as in the experiments described, and that A B, Fig. 1807, is the supporting surface,

and C the mass of cast-iron resting upon it. Again, let the pressure of the mass acting perpendic-

ularly to the surfaces in contact be denoted by P, and let the force (?, parallel to the surfaces, be
applied to slide the body toward A. Then, since the forces P and Q act in directions perpendicular

to one another, they manifestly cannot
counteract one another ; consequently,

were there no third force F opposed to

Q, the system would be unbalanced,

and there would obviously be motion
of the mass C in the direction of the

second force. The third force F is the

friction, and so long as the force Q
does not exceed its limit, the system
must remain stable. This being under-

stood, let us suppose that the force P,

Figs. 1808 and 1809, instead of having
its direction perpendicular to the sur-

faces in contact, is impressed obliquely

;

if then the parallelogram of forces P
Q be completed, the force P, represent-

ed by the line P J/, is equivalent to

two others represented by P' J/, by
which the surfaces are pressed togeth-

er, and Q M, which tends to give mo-
tion to the body in a direction parallel

to the surfaces. Now the actual fric-

tion F of the surfaces must be a cer-

tain fraction of PM; let it be 31 Q' =
M F, and complete the parallelogram

P Q', and draw its diagonal P" 31,

Since then 31 Q' represents the friction

of the body upon the plane, that is,

the resistance called into action by the

force P 3/, and since Q 3f represents

the whole tendency of P J/" to produce
motion of the body, it follows that the

body will move or not according as

Q 31 is greater or less than Q' J/, that
is, as PP is greater or less than P' P, or as the angle P 3fA is greater or less than the angle
£ 31A. These conditions are shown in the diagrams : in the first there would be motion induced
by the preponderance of force Q Q' ; in the second, the friction F— 31 Q' being greater than Q 31,
the system would remain at rest.

The angle B 31A is termed the limitinc/ angle of resistance, or more shortly the angle of friction.

Its tangent is the fraction
P P'_3IQ,
P 3I~Pl\f

which is the coefficient of friction. The angle is mani-

festly the same for surfaces of the same nature, whatever be the actual amount of the impressed
"force P, but is different for different surfaces.

From this, then, it appears that the force impressed upon the surface of a solid body, at rest, by
the intervention of another solid body, will be destroyed, whatever be its direction, provided only
the angle which the direction makes with the perpendicular to the surface do not exceed the angle
of friction of that surface ; and that this is true, however great the force may be. Also, that if the
direction of the force lie without this angle, it cannot be sustained by the resistance of the surfaces
in contact ; and that this is true, however small the force may be.
Law II.— The measure of friction is independent of the extent of surface, the pressure and the

condition and character of the surfaces remaining the same.
Experiments on sliding friction, made with different materials and with pressures increasing up to
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the limits of abrasion, show that the above laws are not universally true, and that the coefficient of
friction does not vary with the pressure and independently of the surface, for all pressures. A
record of these experiments was published in the "Philosophical Transactions " for 1829. Even
before the pressure producing abrasion is reached, it may be so intense as to force out the lubricant,

and thus entirely change the conditions. A familiar example of increase of surface with supposed
advantage is to be found in the enlargement of car-axle journals on American railroads, with the
result, as is generally supposed, of reducing the frictional resistance, on account of the more effect-

ual lubrication that has been possible since the change.
Law III.— The friction is entirely independent of the velocity of continuous motion.

It can safely be asserted that this third law, which is to be found in nearly all modern text-books
on applied mechanics, has been completely disproved by the experiments of Ilirn, Boehet, and Kim-
ball, which are detailed in the Bulletin de let Societe Jndustrielle de Mulliouse^ 1854, Annates des

Mines, 1858, 1861, and The American Journal of Science and Arts, March, 18'76, and May, 1877,
respectively. Unfortunately, in overthrowing Morin's law, the experimenters have not furnished a
substitute. Him, who used very light pressures and moderate velocities, announced, as the result

of his experiments, that the coefficient of friction increased with increase of velocity. Bochet's ex-

periments were made by sliding the wheels of loaded cars on rails, so that the pressures were very
large ; and the deduction from his investigations was that the coefficient of friction decreased
as the velocity was increased. Prof. Kimball's experiments, however, which have been conducted
with a wide range of pressures and velocities, render it probable that each of the laws announced
by the former experimenters is correct for the circumstances under which the trials were made. To
use the last investigator's own language

:

" Morin experimented under conditions which gave him a coefficient very near the maximum, and
thus his results are approximately constant. Boehet experimented with railway trains ; his condi-

tions were high speeds, hard rubbing surfaces, and great intensity of pressure. All these circum-
stances are favorable to the result he obtained, namely, a coefficient decreasing as the velocity in-

creases. Hirn, on the other hand, employed very light pressures—less than two pounds on a square
inch—and kept his rubbing surfaces so thoroughly lubricated, that the friction was between oil and
oil instead of two metal surfaces ; his speeds were not very great. These conditions are precisely

the ones I have found favorable to the results he reached—a coefficient increasing as the velocity

increases.
" The result of my experiments would indicate that the following is the true law, within the range

of my experience : The coefficient of friction at very low velocities is small ; it increases rapidly at

first, then more gradually as the velocity increases, until at a certain rate, which depends upon the
nature of the surfaces in contact and the intensity of the pressure, a maximum coefficient is reached.

As the velocity continues to increase beyond this point, the coefficient decreases. An increase in

the intensity of the pressure (the number of pounds on a square inch) changes the position of the
maximum coefficient, and makes it correspond to a smaller velocity. The more yielding the mate-
rials between which the friction occurs, the higher is the velocity at which the maximum coefficient

is found. Heating the rubbing surfaces changes the position of the maximum coefficient to a higher
velocity, since by heat the two bodies are made softer, and are caused to yield to pressure with

greater ease. For a considerable range of velocities in the vicinity of the maximum coefficient, the

coefficient is sensibly constant."

It seems evident from the foregoing that I'cscarches on the laws of friction must be greatly

extended before constants that may be accepted without question can be deduced ; and the reader
will perceive that the tables which follow, long received as standard authority, contain results that

are not universally true, as already explained.

In estimating the friction of pivots, the coefficient of friction is that of sliding friction multiplied

by a certain constant, depending upon the form of the pivots. The following formulae from
"Des Ingenieur's Taschenbuch," Berlin, 1875, show how this constant is calculated. If / is the

coefficient of sliding friction, it may be assumed also as the coefficient of pivot friction, acting with

2 . n ...... V 2 7?3 ,3

an arm of - r for a flat pivot with radius r ; - v — for a pivot with an annular base, Ji and r

being the internal and external radii respectively ; T x r for a pivot with a hemispherical base, of

radius r ; - x -rrs s x -; for ^ pivot in the form of a frustum of a cone, not bearing on the
3 Ji^ — r' sm. a

bottom, a and r being the two extreme radii in the bearing, and a the angle of inclination;

2 Jl
- X -; for a conical pivot, with radius 7?, a being the angle of inclination.
o sin. a

If a conical pivot, Fig. 1810, of some soft material, such as chalk, is revolved in a bearing made
of the same material, the bearing having clearance at the bottom as indicated, it will be found that

the pivot will gradually wear away, until its section is of the form shown by the dotted lines, making
a curve known as the traetrix, and frequently called Schiele's anti-friction curve. A peculiar prop-

erty of this curve is that tangents drawn from any points to the axis will all be of the same length,

so that a pivot having this section will be pressed equally over its whole bearing surface, thus dis-

tributing the wear. The curve is known as Schiele's, from the fact that Christian Schiele took
out a patent in 1850 for a method of drawing the curve mechanically, as shown in Fig. 1811. A
somewhat similar method had, however, been described by Prof. John Leslie, in " Geometrical

Analysis, and Geometry of Curve Lines," Edinburgh, 1821. In Schiele's instrument, .4 is a wooden

54
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slide, to which the rod B is jointed by a pin C. A slide D on the rod carries a drawing pen, and E is

a ruler which acts as a guide for the slide A . To draw the curve, the slide A is placed so that the

ISII.

rod occupies the position F G, and the slide B is then adjusted to the length of tangent required.

By moving the slide A along the ruler, the pen in the slide D traces the required curve G HM 0.

Some applications of the curve are shown in the accompanying figures. Fig. 1812 illustrates a

substitute for the stuffing-box of a locomotive throttle-valve; Fig. ISiS
is a section of an end-beai'ing or pivot; and Fig. 1815 shows the appli-

cation to the grinding surfaces of millstones, the bearings of the stone

also having the same sectional form.

The tractrix can also be constructed by determining a sufficient num-
ber of points, as shown in Fig. 1816. In this figure, the length of the

tangent ^ C is assumed at pleasure, and laid off at the extremity of a
line, 7) C, which is divided into a number of equal parts. By making
the divisions of the line D C small, the curve can be constructed by the

tangents, as shown, drawing from each point of division a straight line to the point previously deter-

mined, and laying off on it the length of the tangent—proceeding in regular order from the starting-

point, which is fixed by the length of the perpendicular C B. By the aid of the numbers on base-

line and curve, the successive steps of the construction can readily be traced by the reader. If t is
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Summary of M. Iforin's Expe^'iments on the Friction of Plane Surfaces.

SLIDINQ

SURFACE.

Oak

do.

do.

do.

do.

Oak

Elm

Beech

Ash ami Sor-
rel wood . .

.

Fir
Pear-tree
VVroii!<ht-iron

Cast-iron

Oak
Elm
Wrought-iron

Castriron .

Oak

Cast-iron

.

Elm
Hornbeam .

Pear-tree .

.

Clipper . . • •

Wrought-iron

Wrought-iron

SURFACE

AT REST.
STATE OF THE SURFACES. Co.effi-

cient of
IViclion.

Oak

do.

do.

do.

do.

Elm.

Direction of fibres parallel to^
the motion 1

Fibres of the moving surface
perpendicular to the motion.

Fibres of both surfaces perpen-
dicular to the direction of the
motion

Fibres of the moving surface

perpendicular to the surface ofi

contact, and those of the qui-]

escent surface parallel to the:

motion
Fibres of both surfaces perpen-,

dicular to the surface of con-|

tact, or the pieces end to end

Oak

Oak.

SOak.

Wrought-iron
Elm
do

Oak

Cast-iron ...I

Elm

Cast-iron

do.

do.
Oak . . . •

Wrought-iron

Cast-iron .

.

Fibres parallel to the motion. <

Fibres parallel to the motion. .

I'

Fibres of the moving surface;

perpendicular to the motion

Fibres of both surfaces parallel

to the motion

Fibres of both surfaces parallel J

to the motion ^

.do • do.

.do. .do.

Fibres of the wood parallel to

the motion
do do. perpedicular

to the motion.

do do. parallel to

the motion.

...do-. do.-...<

j Fibres of both surfaces par-^

( allel to the motion

.do... ...do.

Without lubrication

Lubricated with
|
[^.[["^

Without lubrication

Unctuous
( tallow

Lubricated with < lard • •

( water.

> Without lubrication . .

.

> Without lubrication

.

> Without lubrication

Without lubrication

Unctuous
i dry soap

Lubricated with < tallow .

.

Hard ....

Without lubrication

Unctuous
( dry soap

Lubricated with < tallow

( lard . •

\ Without lubrication. . •

.

Without lubrication

Unctuous
Lubricated with tallow...

Without lubrication

do do
do do
do do

Lubricated with
| f^fJ^^P

Tallow
Greased and saturated with
water

Without lubrication

Unctuous
( tallow .

.

Lubricated with < lard

( olive oil.

Without lubrication. . .—
Unctuous

rdry soap

Lubricated with-^ ^^^^'^

(, olive oil

Greased and saturated with
water

[ Lubricated with tallow. .

.

Without lubrication

. .do do
( tal-

Surface unctuous with < low
lard

, tallow

Lubricated with
( tallow .

.

I ^ lard

( olive oil.

Surfaces unctuous
do. lubricated with tallow

Without lubrication

do do
do do

Surfaces unctuous
Lubricated with tallow • •

Without lubrication

Surfaces unctuous
i tallow .

Lubricated with ^ lard —
( olive oil

Without lubrication

Surfaces unctuous
_ tallow

Lubricated with
C tallow .

.

L^lard ....

( olive oil.

Friction of
motion.

0-478
0-975
0-067
0-:i24

0-143
0-083
0-072
0-250

0-336

0-192

0-246
0-136
0-136
073
066

0-432
0-119
0-137
0-070
0-060

0-450

0-360
0-330
0-550
0-400
0-355
0-370
0-619
0-214
0-085
0-098

0-256
0-252
0-138
0-078
0-076
0-055
0-490
0-107
0189
0-078

0-075

0-218

0-80

0-372

0-195

0-125
0-137
0-077
0-091
0-061
0-135
0-066
0-394
0-436
0-617
0-100
0-069
0-138
0-177
0-082
0-081
0-070
0-194

0-103
0-076
0-066

Limit-
in": an-
^le of
resist,

aiice.

25° 33'

17 58
8 9

18 35

10 52

13 50
7 45

23 22
6 48

24 16

19 48
18 16

21 49
19 33
20 19

31 47

14 9

7 52

26 7

6 7

Friction of
quiescence.

Co-efli

cient of
friction.

20 25

11 3

7 8
7 49

7 42

21 31

23 34

31 41

5 43

7 52
10 3

10 59

0-625
0-160

0-540
0-314
0-254

0-271

0-43

0-376

0-178

0-694
0-420
0-411
0-142

0-570

0-530

0-.570

0-520
0-440
0-619

0-108

0-649

100

0-100

0-100

0-646

0-098

0-617

0-100

0137

0-115
0-194
0-118

0-100

Limit-
ing nn-
^le of
resist-

ance.

320 1

28 23
17 26

15 10

23 17

20 37

34 46
22 47

29 41

27 56

29 41
27 29
23 45
31 47

5 43

5 30

31 41

7 49

10 59
6 44

5 43
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Summary of M. MoritCs Experiments on the Friction of Plane Surfaces (continued).

BLIDINO

SURFACE.

Cast-iron

.

Cast-iron

SURFACE

AT REST.
STATE OF THE SURFACES. Coeffi-

cient of
IrictioD.

Wrought-iron

Cast-iron

.

( Fibres of both surfaces par-

J allel to the motion

Wrought-iron

Bronze.'

Cast-iron

Bronze..

Bronze.-

Brass • .

.

Steel....

Steel. ...

Steel....

Black leather

(its used for

light straps)

Ox hide (such

as used for

strong belts

&c.)

do

do

Hemp

Hemp

Hemp-twist .

.

Hemp-band .

.

Hemp - plait

band ofsmall
cords

Old cordage
If in. diam-

.

Bronze.

Wrought-iron

Bronze.

Cast-iron . .

.

....do-. ...do.

Fibres parallel to motion.

.do...

.do-

.do.

.do <

do do.

Bronze do-

Cast-iron .

do.

.do-.. -do..

Cast-iron do- -do.

Wrought-iron
Bronze

Fibres of iron parallel to the ,

Oak.

Surfaces unctuous
I>ubricated with tallow

Without lubrication

Sm'laces unctuous.

f
water..

.

I

soap—
I
tallow .

.

Lubricated with^> lard

I

olive oil-

hird and
I. pl'bago,

Without lubrication

StU'laces unctuous
t tallow .

.

Lubricated with < lard
' olive oil.

Without lubrication

Stu'faces imctuous

C
tallow .

.

J lard and
pl'bago,

t olive oil.

Without lubrication

SiU'faCL'S unctuous.
I tallow .

.

Lubricated with < lard —
( olive oil.

Without lubrication.

Surfaces unctuous

Lubricated with<

Lubricated with
) J,')!';;'^^;,

Without lubrication

Surfaces unctuous
Lubricated with olive oil .

.

Without lubrication

Surfaces unctuous
t tallow .

Lubricated with < lard —
( ohveoil

Without lubrication

, tallow

Lubricated with

Friction of
motion.

i tallow .

.

1 < lard - .

.

( olive oil.

} do.

Caslriron

.

motion

f Fibres of the oak parallel

leather laid flat

^ do. polished and
hardened by

(.
hammering.

FibresofwoodparalIel|;2lth:

Lubricated with
j

{^].|^"'
'

"

Without lubrication

f tallow .

.

Lubricated with^j
^^.l^^nd

[ pl'bago.

I Without lubrication

0-143

0-152
0144
0-314
0-11I7

0-100
0-070
0-064

0-055
0-172
0-160
0-103

075
0-078
0-161
0-166
0-081

0-089
0-072
0-147
0-132
0-103
0-075

078
0-217
0-107
0-086

077
0-201
0-134
0-0.38

0-189
0-115

072
0-0ti8

0-066
0-202
0-105
0-081
0-079
0-093
0-076
0-152
0-056
0-053

.do- • do.

Brass

Oak,

Cast-iron

.

Cast-iron

.

Oak.

do-

do

.do... .do..

\- .do.- . -do...

{Without lubrication...

Leather saturated with
water

Surface unctuous
Gi-eased and saturated with
water

Lubricated with

Surfaces vmctuous.

Lubricated with

} tallow .

.

i olive oil.

Fibres of hemp not twisted and
placed in a direction peri)en-]

dicular to those of the motion

;

fibres of the oak parallel to the
motion

Fibres of hemp, as above

do do.

tallow .

.

olive oil.

Greased and satui-atedwith

water

J

Fibres of the wood and dii-ection

of the cord parallel to the mo-
tion

.do. do..

do... do..

Lubricated with
\ '^^^^;^-

> Without lubrication

• do. • do.

.do do..

Limit-
ing an-
g^le of
resist-

ance.

Limit-
Co-effi- ! ing-ati-

cieni ofi g-ie of
fricLion. resist-

ance.

8" 9'

8 39
8 12

5 43

9 46

9 6

9 9
9 26

8 22
7 22

12 15

6 7

11 22
7 38

10 49
6 34

11 26

8 39

0-067

0-205 14 51

0-296

0-52
0-335

Friction ot

quiescence.

16 30

27 29
18 31

0-29
0-229' 12 54

0-365
O-l.W
0-133
0-244
0-241
0-191

0-332

0-194
0-153

0-52

0-32

0-52

13 43

0-100
0-162

0-100
0-100

27 29

17 45

27 29

5M.T
9 13

5 43

0-106

0-164

0-103

0-108

0-74

0-605
0-43

0-79
0-267

0-122

0-869

0-64

0-50

0-79

9 19

36 31

31 11

23 17

14 57

32 38

26 34

38 19
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the length of the tangent in the case of a pivot generated by the revolution of such a curve, the
arm with which the coetBcient of shding friction acts, as given in " Des Ingenieur's Taschenbuch,"
is ^ X /.

The table on pages 851 and S.^S contains a very complete summary of M. Moriu's experiments on
the friction of plane surfaces sliding upon one another. It embraces the three conditions of clean
and unctuous surfaces, and surfaces between which a stratum of the lubricant is interposed. The
coefficieut of friction is given for each of those conditions for both the friction of motion and the
friction of quiescence, and also the limiting angle of resistance answering to the coefficients of fric-

tion in the cases of clean and unctuous surfaces. The sliding surfaces were varied from .03336 to
2.7987 square feet, and the pressures from 88 to 2,205 lbs. The surfaces of the woods were planed,
and those of metal tiled and polished with the utmost care ; and when the friction of the clean sur-
faces was to be determined, any uuctuosity was especially guarded against. In the experiments
upon unctuous surfaces, the unguent was carefully wiped off, so that no interposing layer of it should
prevent their intimate contact. In the experiments to determine the friction with unguents inter-
posed, the extent of the surfaces bore such a relation to the pressure that a stratum of the lubri-
cant was retained between them. The relations kept in view were such as are commonly found in
the larger class of machines in which the adhesion of the lubricant to the surfaces of contact may,
as respects opposition to motion caused by its viscidity, be overlooked as altogether insignificant
compared with the friction. As respects the nature of the substance used in lubrication, it will be
observed by comparison of the coefficient of the friction of motion, that with hog's lard and olive
oil surfaces of wood on metal, wood on wood, metal on wood, and metal on metal, have all very
nearly the same friction, the value of the coefficient being in all those cases included between 0.07
and 0.08. With tallow the coefficient is the same except in the case of metals upon metals ; this
lubricant seems therefore less suited for metallic surfaces than the others named.

Axle and Rolling Friction.—Axle friction has been generally supposed to follow the laws of sliding
friction, with the exception that its coefficient is a smaller fraction of the total pressure applied.
There are but few experimental data relating to this branch of the subject. The results of some
experiments by Morin and Coulomb are given in the following table :

Ratios of Friction to Pressure for Axles iii Motion in their Bearinr/s.

,
.. ^

1 I.—ACCORntNG TO MORIN'S EXPERIMENT.
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ina on wood the resistance is to the pressure, if the cylinder be small, as 16 or 18 to 1,000; and if

1?17.

the cylinder be lar'^e, this may be reduced to 6 to 1,000. The friction from sliding, m the same
°

cases, would be to the pressure as 2 to 10 or 3 to 10, according to the

nature of the wood. Hence, by causing one body to roll on another, the

resistance is diminished from 1'2 to 20 times. It is therefore a principle

in the composition of machines that attrition should be avoided as much

as possible, and rolling motions substituted for it whenever circumstances

permit.

On this principle depend the advantages resulting from the application

oi fridion-whcds and frktion-roUejs. The extremity of an axle c. Fig.

1817, instead of resting in a cylindrical socket, is made to rest on the

circumferences of two wheels, A and B, to the axles of which, a and 6,

the friction is transferred, and consequently diminished in the ratio of

the radius of the wheel A to the radius of the axle a. This ingenious

contrivance appears to have been first applied by M. Sully, in the year

1716. (" Descr. Abregee d'une Horloge," etc., Bordeaux, 1716.) R. H. B.

FROG. See Railroad.

FUEL. See Boilers, Steam, and Furnaces.

FULLING MACHINERY. Fulling is a process by which woolen cloths are divested of the oil

imbibed for the operation of cardina, and the texture is at the same time rendered much closer,

firmer, and stronger. This process, also called milling, was formerly entirely performed by the fuU-

int^-stocks. Figs. 1823 and 1824. The stocks, although still in extensive use, have been greatly su-

pe'rseded by a^superior class of machines, in which the cloth passes between squeezers, and is not

subjected to heavy blows. Bv these machines the pressure can be regulated according to the quality

and requirements of the fabric, the milUng is more perfect, the power expended is less, and, not

least, the disagreeable noise consequent on the use of stocks is avoided.

Fi"-s. 1818, 1819, and 1820 represent different views of one of this class of machines. Fig. 1818

is a side elevation. Fig. 1819 a cross-section, and Fig. 1820 a front end elevation of the machine. It

will be perceived that the machine is composed of four cylinders, nn f f\ running horizontally,

arranged in pairs one above the other, and two vertical cylinders, gg'. Both horizontal and verti-

cal cylinders are subjected to pressure : to the former it is applied by means of the weight mova-

ble on the arm of the lever I, which forces down the yoke Ic on the boxes of the cylinders. The pres-

sure is applied to the vertical cylinders by the variable weight s, through the levers w. In both

cases the pressure to be exerted can be varied at pleasure.

The operation is as follows : One end of the cloth having been passed between the sets of horizon-

tal and vertical cylinders, the two ends of the cloth are then attached together, so as to make an end-

less band. The machine is now set in motion by the pulley e on the shaft 6, and the cloth continues

to make the round between the cylinders or squeezers, falling in folds at the front of the machine,

and drawn up again at the back till the washing and fulling is finished.

A rotary fulling-mill, still better than the preceding, is given in Figs. 1821 and 1822. Fig. 1821
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is the side elevation, and Fig. 1822 the longitudinal section, showing the interior arrangement. A A
is the main cylinder, driven by a gear ; on either side are cheeks, between which the small cylinders

or rolls £^ £' B^ revolve, and between these rolls and the cylinder the cloth passes. C is the lower

side or bottom of a trough which receives the cloth after it has passed the roll B\ and down which

^>=
1819. 1820.

it slides into the tub d' d d', curved, as shown in Fig. 1822. Z) is the top of the trough, and is

supported by the cross-piece d ; its upper extremity touches, but without friction, the surface of the

roll B^. E E are the grooved sides of the trough ; their upper extremities are held by small iron

straps attached to the frame by screws, and to ^ jE* by pins ; the centres of the sides are fastened to

small iron plates F F, which are supported ou the standards G Cr, on which they turn freely ; the

1S21,

standards themselves, attached to the plates HR, can turn on the pivots //. L is a cord attached
to the ends of the levers A' A', by which, through the aid of a pulley, the weight 31 tends to draw
them together. iViV", a cross-piece attached to the frame and supporting the pivots 11, and guide-

plates C". The journals 2, 3, 4, of the rolls B^ B" B^, run in bearings inserted in the bars PP P,
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whose lower extremities are maintained in a position by the guide-rings s, attached to the frame,

which admits of a motion in the direction of their length ; while at their upper extremities are racks

into which play the toothed segments p p p, fixed in pairs on the shafts nnn. I" F P\ weights

movable on the arms of the levers U L' L' , whose fulcra are at n n n, and attached to the toothed

se""ments p p p ; by these weights the force with which the rolls B^ B- B^ press on the cylinder A is

regulated. Q Q Q, guide-rolls which keep the racks in gear with the segments, is", a plate perfora-

ted with an oval hole, through which the cloth is first passed, the effect of which is to straighten the

folds ; thence the cloth passes over a conducting roll S, through the short tube i?, to the main cylin

der ; the tube R is supported by a cross-plate attached to the frame. — - -The draught or drawing in of

the cloth is occasioned by the pressure of the roll 5' on the main cylinder, which cylinders are geared
together by the pinion X' and the gear A\ on their respective shafts.

Operation of the Machine.—The cloth is first passed through the aperture i?', over the roll /S,

through the tube i?, to tho groove or space between the cheeks of the main cylinder A, thence be-
neath the rolls B^ B- B\ and is delivered through the trough CZ)^ at the back of the machine.
The ends of the cloth are now fastened together, the mill is set in motion, and the operation is per-
formed as in the preceding machine. The cloth is presented successively in a continuous round to
the action of the squeezers till the fulling is finished. It will be easily perceived that the effect of
the passage of the cloth beneath the rolls B^ B'^ B^ is a stretching of "the cloth in the direction of
its length, which causes a thickening or fulling of it in the width. The cloth should also undergo a
compression or fulling lengthwise. This is effected by the sides E E oi the trough QBE; thes«
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sides hold by iron straps at their upper extremities, at a constant distance equal to that between the
cheeks of the main cylinder, while their lower extremities, by means of the pivots G G and //,
admit of a lateral motion at these extremities. The weight 31 is made to act through the levers
KK, which brings them together and prevents the discharge of the cloth ; the result is that the
cloth, being still delivered by the roll B\ is forced into the guide-box till the pressure is sufficient to
overcome that with which the two sides of the box are brought together by the weight M. The
sides of the box then take a nearly parallel position. The cloth escapes gently, and falls into the
circular box or tub which composes the lower part of the machine. As by the wei2:hts P' F F the
pressure on the cylinders £' B^ B^ can be regulated, and consequently the fulling breadthwise of the

1S24.

J

c::
X

E
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cloth, so by varying the weight M more or less resistance can be opposed to the discharge of the
cloth, and by this means the fulling of the cloth lengthwise can be increased or diminished. A sys-
tem of pereusi-ion has also been added to this machine. Small revolving or reciprocating beaters,
making their blows on a fulling table, strike the cloth as it leaves the expanding trough.

Figs. 1823 and 1824 are side and end elevations of the older form of fulling-mill, k k is the side-
framing of the machine, made of strong rectangular pieces of wood, connected together at the
top by the cross-beams r/c? and the cross-rails g g, upon which the four pieces h h h h rest in positions
parallel to dd and at right angles to the rails ^rf;-. The use of the beams h h h h is, besides afford-
ing additional stiffness to the framing, to carry the four pedestals //'//, in which are the working
centres of the fed or beaters A A. These are suspended by the legs or pieces ^^. From the
under side of the feet, the lifters or wipers B B project ; and by means of these the feet are con-
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tinually thrown back by the two pairs of wipers C C C C upon the common driving-shaft I. The
upriglit framing is secured at bottom by cross-beams, into which the uprights k k are mortised ; and

these are bolted down usually to a solid foundation of stone. R is the rowhead of the receptacle or

trough into which the cloth to be washed is put, and in which the beaters A A are suspended. The
end R of this receptacle is formed of two or more blocks of wood, commonly oak, firmly jointed

together, and is shaped internally into a parabolic curve, against which the cloth is pressed by the

beaters A A, alternately, during the operation of washing. By this means the cloth is continually,

but slowlv, being turned round by the action of the beaters upon it. AVater is meantime supplied

from the cistern a, which extends across the back of the framing, through a series of small holes

pierced in the back of the trough R, and is let off through holes pierced in the bottom of the same.

The centre a is filled from a well or other reservoir, by the pipe P. The feet A A, as above de-

scribed, arc worked by the double wipers C C C on the wiper-shaft I. These wipers, being set

pair and pair at right angles to each other, work the feet alternately ; so that when one foot is being

caught by its wiper, the other is at that moment being released. The feet thus rise and fall alter-

natcl,y, and make each two strokes during one revolution of the shaft /. Into the heel of each foot

is screwed a staple of iron m, which receives a hook-catch s, jointed upon a lever, having its centre

of motion at the stud o. The use of this arrangement is to keep up the feet when the cloth is being

taken out of the trough. This lever and catch are represented separately by Fig. 1825. The
wiper-shaft is usually connected to

1826. },/) one of the main shafts of the works
by a friction-coupling of some kind,

for the purpose of starting the ma-
chine with as little shock as possible.

Various efficient and simple couplings

for this purpose are described under
Couplings and Clutches.

In the machine from which these

drawings were made, the wipers are

of cast-iron. This, however, is not to

be recommended, as the wipers are

liable to break by concussion with the lifters £ B ; and, being cast pair and pair, in one piece, they

are difficult and costly to replace. The most approved, and now the most common mode, is to cast

strong centres which fit upon the shaft /, and to attach to these malleable-iron wipers, which are not

only less liable to fracture, but are also replaced with more facility in cases of failure from accident

or decay. This arrangement is represented by the annexed woodcuts, of which Fig. 1826 is an eleva-

tion, and Fig. 1827 a plan of a pair of the wipers. C is the wiper-shaft, upon which the cast-iron

centre is keyed. This centre is cast

IS'27. with two flange-pieces projecting in
'^"- the plane of the axis, and strength-

ened by feathers on one side. These
pieces are of the same breadth as the

malleable-iron ai'ms a b, a b, which
are to be bolted to them at a a.

In Dusseaux's improved fulling ma-
chine exhibited at the Paris Exposi-

tion of IS 78, free fall-hammers in-

clined at an angle of about 60' are

employed. These are lifted by cams
placed at right angles on the driving-

shaft. The hammer-heads are of wood and stepped underneath. The machine is run by an ordinary

belt-pulley. The time of ascent of the hammers is to the descent as 5 to 1. Desplas's fulling ma-
chine, which was also exhibited in the same Exposition, has rubber cylinders between which the

fabric is pressed. For other machines for treating cloth, see Cloth-finishing Machinery.
FURNACES. Furnaces, as used in the arts, may be defined as the arrangements under which fuel

is burned to produce heat, for the purpose either of inducing permanent changes in the substances

heated, or of preparing them, by softening or fusion, for subsequent treatment. This excludes two
of the applications of fuel which together take up the larger proportion of that consumed: the

domestic use, namely, for cooking and for warming, lighting, and ventilating inhabited places (see

Gas, Illuminating, Apparatus for Manufacture of, and Stoves and Heating Furnaces) ; and
that for the generation of motive power (see Boilers, Steam).

Furnaces may be divided into those in which solid fuel is intermixed with or directly surrounds
the matters to be heated, and those in which the heating is done, in one way or another, by flame,

without direct contact between the fuel and the object acted upon. The characters of the fuel best

fitted for these two kinds of furnace are essentially different. Where the matters to be acted on,

or the vessels that contain them, are in direct contact with the fuel, as in a smithy fire, a cupola, or

an ordinary coke furnace for melting steel or brass in crucibles, an intense local heat is required in

the mass of the fuel itself, and any heat developed above its surface is useless. In flame furnaces,

on the other hand, such as those for glass-melting or for puddling or heating iron, in which the
materials to be heated are not imbedded in the fuel, but placed in achamber above or at the side of
it, the heat made use of is that of the flame ; the heat that is carried into the working chamber by
the current of gases rising from the fire, together with that due to the further combustion of these
gases on admixture with an additional amount of air. Thus, for furnaces of the fii-st class, the
most suitable fuel is one, such as charcoal, coke, or anthracite, consisting of nearly pure carbon,
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free from volatile matter, as this is useless in them as a source of heat, aud the driving of it ofF

reuders latent a certain amount of that generated by the combustion of the carbon, and so lowers

the temperature of the fire.

In flame furnaces, a lowering of the temperature at the fire-grate, where the air and the solid fuel

meet, is immaterial, or may be even advantageous, as tending to diminish loss by radiation and to

preserve the furnace from injury by excessive heat. The only use of the heat at the grate is to

generate a full supply of combustible or partly burned gases at a high temperature, which in com-

pleting their combustion, as they pass over the working bed, shall heat as strongly as possible the

matters placed there. The fuel preferred for use in such furnaces is thus either a combustible gas,

or a solid fuel containing hydrogen as well as carbon, such as coal or dried wood, that will produce

on burning a long and powerful flame. A flame, it is true, may be obtained from fuels that contain

little else than carbon and mineral matter, by burning them in a thick bed, so that the greater part

or nearly the whole of the CO2 formed in the first instance by the combustion of the carbon is

transformed into CO as it passes up through the mass, and by introducing with the air as large a

proportion of steam as can be used without lowering the temperature of the fire. The steam is

decomposed by the hot carbon, producing, according to the temperature and thickness of the fire, a

mixture of either II and CO2 or II and CO. The gases thus generated, together with the mixture of

CO and N produced by the passage of tlie air itself through the mass of fuel, flow forward into the

working chamber, and there burn, on mixing with a further supply of air introduced above the fire.

I. Furnaces in avhich Fuel and Matter to be Heated are Mixed.— Calcination Furnaces.—
Examples of the simplest form of the class of furnace in which solid fuel is mixed directly with the

matters to be heated are the heaps in which brick-clay is burned to make ballast, and in which iron

and other ores are often calcined. In these, the ore or dried clay, in pieces of convenient size, is

thrown into a heap together with a little coal ; and the mass, being lighted at one end, burns through

to the other. In calcining such heaps there is a considerable waste of heat, as a great proportion

of the burned gases from the fire pass off at a high temperature ; and when the calcination is com-

pleted, all the heat that the red-hot mass contains is lost. In an ordinary lime-kiln, a much larger

proportion of the heat produced is utilized, and the amount of this required is proportionately

reduced. (See Kiln.)

Crucible Furnaces.—The small furnaces fired with coke that are commonly used for melting steel

or brass in crucibles require no detailed notice. In these the crucible is imbedded in the fuel, aud a

rapid combustion and high temperature arc maintained round it, by closing the upper part of the

furnace and connecting it to a high chimney. (See Casting, Crucible, and Steel.)

Forge Furnaces.—Where, as in the case of a smithy fire, the top of the furnace cannot be con-

veniently closed in, or where a keener combustion is required than can be obtained by chimney
draught, the plan is adopted of forcing air into the fire by mechanical means. (See Blowers, and
Forge.)

Blast Furnaces and Cupolas are largely used in smelting the ores of iron, lead, and copper, and in

fusing cast-iron and other substances. In all these, the fuel and the materials to be melted or other-

wise acted on are charged together into the upper end of a vertical shaft, and the combustion is

maintained by air forced in through one or more openings or tuyeres near the bottom. (See Blow-
ers, Furnaces, Blast, and Furnaces, Cufola.)

II. Flame Furnaces.—These are very varied in form and character. Their useful effect is ob-

tained by bringing a fiarae or current of highly heated and burning gas into contact with the mat-

ters to be acted on, instead of imbedding these in or mixing them with the solid fuel.

JRci'C7-beralori/ Furnace.—The ordinary reverbcratory furnace, with a fire-grate, a flame-chamber

or working chamber, and beyond that a flue leading into the chimney, is well known. An example

is given in Figs. 1828 to 1831. A A is the hearth

and building upon which the furnace is erected. It

is lined throughout with fire-bricks, and the hearth is

formed at a slight inclination, so that the flame and
heat may more effectually react from the arched roof

upon the work placed on it. B B, the roof and sides

of the furnace, also formed of fire-bricks. The roof

arched throughout its entire length, in order that

1828.

I @

«l 1(

IS

the heat may be reflected and concentrated upon the

work placed on the hearth. C C, the sheet-iron sides

of the furnace, by which the brickwork is secured

and retained in its proper form. D D, the end plates

for binding the side plates together. Instead of being

riveted to the side plates, they are secured by bolts

and nuts, so that the whole structure may be easily

taken asunder when it is necessary to rebuild the fur-

nace. ^, the ash-pit. jp'i^, cross-bearers of wrought-

iron for supporting the furnace-bars a a a. The ends

of the bearers rest in small cast-iron brackets b b,

secured to the sides of the ash-pit. G, the passage
,

to the chimney, formed in continuation of the arch of

the roof. HIT, the chimney, constructed internally and throughout its entire height of fire-bricks.

//, corner-pieces of ordinary bricks built upon the angles of the interior chimney to give stabil-

ity to the whole structure, which is further bound together by bolts d d d passing through the

small cast-iron pieces c c c. J J, cast-iron sole-plate for supporting the brickwork of the chimney,

and which is itself supported by K K, four strong cast-iron columns resting on a solid foundation
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of mason-work. L, the stoke-hole, through which the fuel is introduced into the furnace. The
mouth of this stoke-hole is so constructed as to admit of its being stopped with a piece of coal

when the furnace is in full operation. M, a small square aperture in the side of the furnace by
which the attendant is enabled to inspect the state of the furnace without interrupting the progress

of the work. It may be stopped with a single brick. N N, the main openings into the furnace,

through which the shaft or other work to be heated is passed. O, the sliding door by which the

aperture X is guarded. It consists of a square cast-iron frame, lined internally with fire-bricks, and
fitted to slide vertically between guides of angle-iron. P P, levers working upon the cast-iron

brackets Q Q, surmounting the furnace. They are loaded at the outer ends with counterweights,

and attached by short connecting-rods to the doors O, so as to enable the stoker to raise or lower

the latter with the utmost facility, i?, a register or damper surmounting the chimney, for the pur-

pose of regulating the draught of the furnace. It is brought within the command of the attendant

workman by means of a long chain or wire e e, depending from the lever upon which it is hung.

Gas Furnaces.—The most important modification of this form of furnace is the regenerative gas

furnace of Messrs. Siemens, for which see Fcrnaces (Glass-melting), Iron-making Processes, and
Steel. The Ponsard furnace differs from the Siemens in that the air only is heated by the re-

generator. The gas-producer is placed close to the furnace, and the gas from it taken directly,

without further heating, to the point whore it is burned. A theoretically advantageous modification

of this furnace is to supply the gas-producer as well as the working chamber of the furnace with

highly heated air from the regenerator.

The following practical directions are from The Engineer, Nov. 30, IS'ZY :

" The success of a direct-acting gas furnace, or, indeed, of any gas furnace, will greatly depend on
the suitable form and arrangement of the producer—more especially with reference to the peculiar

kind of coal to be burnt. The gas should as much as possible be made to rise up toward the com-
bustion-chamber, more especially in cases where only the natural draught of the chimney is em-
ployed. The simplest means of doing this is to place tlie producer under the level of the ground.

The brickwork must be very good ; the mortar of a fat clay, Avith a sharp quartzose saud
;
good fire-

brick and fire-clay for the parts exposed to great heat. Herr Ramdohr strongly recommends mixing

cheap treacle in the mortar to be used. The number and dimensions of the stoking-holes must be

made to suit the caking or non-caking properties of the fuel. It is advantageous to make several at

first, which can afterward, in the course of working, be bricked up if found unnecessary. An eye-

piece, best made of a ph\te of mica set in an iron frame, is very useful. A step-grate is generally

best for slack, but an ordinary flat grate, set either horizontally or on an incline, suits caking coal

better. The grate should be made of as small an area as practicable, and its bars cast of good soft

foundry iron, it being of great importance that they should not bend under the heat. In order to

prevent the loss of tar, the need of a tar-trap, the chances of losses of gas, of explosions, and the

deposit of soot, the gas-channels between the producer and gas-chamber should be as short as is con-

sistent with the fire not being in communication with the producer itself. If long gas-channels be

absolutely required, they must be laid 18 inches to 3 feet under the ground ; but they always act as

condensers for the tarry products in the gases. The horizontal section of a gas-producer will be gen-

erally square ; stoking- and cleaning-doors must be provided for easily removing the ashes. A cir-

cular section is, however, much to be preferred, whenever it can be adopted, as sharp corners catch-

ing the slack are thereby avoided. A damper is necessary, in order to regulate and shut off tlie gas.

In any case groat care should be exercised in setting the gas-channels on a gradual incline between

the producer and the spot where they are to be burnt.
" The layer of fuel in immediate contact with the grate is set alight, and is the prime agent of the

process ; the layers above gradually going through the three successive stages of drying, coking, and

burning. If the fuel in the producer were pure carbon, burning to carbonic oxide with the exact

modicum of 6 lbs. of air, each pound of carbon would give off 4,400 thermal units, which, divided

by the mean specific-heat times the weight of Y lbs., would give more than '2600° F. as the elevation

of the temperature; but it is more probable that at least 1000° must be struck off this for sundry

losses, bringing the heat down to 1500° at the very most, in round numbers. The comparatively low

temperature at which the producer can be worked very considerably diminishes the wear and tear of

the bars ; and, as compared with the loss of this kind in ordinary furnaces, the saving is generally

one-half in this item. The lower temperature of the clinkers prevents their acting as a flux with the

iron and eating it away.
" The capital point to be borne in mind is that, if the air be in excess, then carbonic acid is evolved

;

the carbon must be in excess to obtain the required carbonic oxide.

"It is evident on consideration that a very important and considerable source of economy in

the use of a gas-producer is that no loss can occur through unconsumed bits of coal dropping
down between the fire-bars into the ash-pit. In some producers a steam-jet is employed to induce

a current of air, but the decomposition in this way of steam into its elements is a very uncertain

operation.
" The combustion-chamber has the function of mixing the gases with the atmospheric air, in order

to oxidize (to burn) them. The apparatus for mixing the air and gases cither consists of a suitable

number of concentric double jets—one for the gas, the other for the air—or the air is blown through

a number of small tuyeres, or narrow slits, set at a certain angle against the current of gas as it

streams out of an oblique annular slit ; or, lastly, one of the two is caused to impinge against a fire-

brick screen, thereby breaking it up into numerous currents, and bringing them into contact with the

stream of the second fluid as it issues from a concentric outlet. Generally, the best means of com-
bination is to bring the pair of streams at an angle against each other, and as little as possible in a

parallel direction. In order to obtain an intense heat, it is best to let the gas flow out horizontally,

directing the air at a sharp angle on to the stream of gas. The specifically lighter gas strives to rise
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up through the stream of air, thereby mixing itself so rapidly with it that instantaneous combustion

takes place. By regulating the respective quantities of gas and air, it is very easy to obtain either a

reducin"- or an oxidfzing flame, as required. Generally speaking, the combustion-chamber should be

easily looked into from'^the outside. The outlets are best made of equal cross-sectional areas, and

the respective quantities proportioned to each other by means of dampers or valves. It is necessary

to be careful not to let in an excess of atmospheric air, as otherwise the great saving in fuel of at

least one-third or a quarter, compared with the common grate, is lessened."

Griffin's blast gas furnace, for metallurgic operations requiring high heat, is shown in section in

Fi°". 1832. Two fire-clay cylinders, a a, form the body of the furnace. They rest upon a perforated

1832.

1833.

fr i^

fire-clay plate h, into which the gas-burner, c, is introduced. A plumbago crucible, (7, sets upon a

perforated plumbago cylinder, e, and is covered to a considerable depth ^^ith quartz pebbles from half

an inch to an inch in diameter
; // are plugs which may be removed to admit of inspection. The

burner is represented in Fig. 1833, and consists of two chambers of cylindrical cast-iron, one for the

reception of air and the other for gas. Tubes, varying in number from 6 to 20 or more, pass from

the air-chamber through the gas-chamber, and through the axes of tubes passing from the latter,

thus securing admixture of the combustilde gases. A stand g, Fig. 1832, supplied with a thumb-

screw, holds the burner at any desired distance below the crucible. The gas is supplied at the usual

pressure, but the air is urged with a bellows or other blowing machine at about 10 times that pres-

sure. In the experiments made by the inventor, the gas and air pipes were of half an inch calibre

and 10 inches Ions, the gas having a half-inch and the air a five-inch water-pressure. The quantity

of gas used per hour was about 100 cubic feet. Fig. 1832 represents the furnace with the gas-burn-

er in an erect position, but it is perhaps more frequently used at the top, inverted, as shown in Fig.

1834, in which an additional perforated clay plate, h, is laid on the top of the upper clay cylinder.

Into the perforation the burner is introduced, and when in action throws its flame down upon the top

of the crucible, d, which is now placed upon a foundation of clay plates, k k k, raised to the proper

height, and of such a size as to leave a vacant space between them and the clay cylinders, which is

filled with quartz pebbles, and through which the burned gases pass on their exit, which is now

through perforations in the two lower clay plates. The hot gases give up nearly all their heat to the

pebbles, and escape at a much lower temperature than would be supposed. The following experi-

ment shows the power of this furnace : A clay

crucible, 3 inches in both diameters, was filled

with 24 ounces of cast-iron, and not covered.

The flame being thrown directly upon the iron, it

was soon covered with a crust of magnetic oxide.

In 20 minutes the crucible was removed, and a

hole being broken through the crust, 20 ounces of

melted iron was poured out. In the same furnace

16 ounces of copper can be fused in 10 minutes,

commencing with the furnace cold, or in I min-

utes after it is hot. Gore's gas furnace is heated

by a burner in which the air and gas are more

thoroughly mixed previous to ignition than in Grif-

fin's, but it is generally used in smaller operations.

Furnaces for Burninrf Fou'dered FucK—Fig. 1835 represents Ferret's "furnace for burning any sort

of pulverulent fuel, such as sawdust, coke- or coal-dust, etc. It consists of four stories or chambers

of fire-clay, and an ash-pit beneath. The front is pierced with three openings, the upper pair of

which are for charging the furnace, and the lower one affords access to the ash-pit. The furnace is

fed with air previously heated by circulation in a chamber in front of the doors, and afterward led

in through the ash-pit. Combustion is thus effected at the elevated temperature due to the heat-

ing of the air and the close approximation of the platforms, and the incineration may be carried to

1835.
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extreme limit. About 10 kilogrammes of fuel are burned per hour and per square metre of plat-

form surface.

Crampton\s furnace for burning powdered fuel is a remarkable deviation from the ordinary form

of flame furnace. The coal is finely ground, and by a mechanical feeding arrangement is led into a

jet of air from a fan, at a pressure equal to 3 or 4 inches water-column, by which it is carried for-

ward into the furnace. In this the jet of mixed coal-dust and air takes fire and burns like a jet of

combustible gas, except that the flame is solid, and not hollow like a gas-flame burning in air. (See

Iron-making Processes.)

Among the directions in which improvements have been effected in flame furnaces of the ordinary

type are the use of the waste heat to raise steam, a system now carried out to a greater or less extent

in all iron works where such furnaces are used. The Newport furnace of Mr. Jeremiah Head (sec Jour-

nal of the Iron and Steel Institute, 1872, p. 220) may be taken as an example of such furnaces. In

this the blast-pressure is obtained by a steam-jet, and the resulting damp air is heated to about 290°

C. by passing it through a cast-iron beating stove, round which the waste flame is led on its way to

the chimney. The hot blast is conducted partly under the fire-grate, and partly to a row of holes in

the furnace roof immediately over the fire, through which a supply of air is thus introduced, sufficient

to complete the combustion of the gases rising from the fire.

Another improvement is the employment of a blast or forced draught under the fire-grate (the air

in it being frequently more or less heated), in order to allow of burning cheaper small coal, and to

give a command, such as that possessed by the regenerative gas furnace, over the pressure in the

working chamber. Price's retort furnace (for which see Iron-m.\king Processes and Journal of the

Iron and Steel Lvititute, 1875, with maps, etc.) is an example of this class.

Arrangements have also been devised for preventing the cooling down of the fire each time that

fresh fuel is put on, and the rush of cold air into the furnace through the opened fire-door when a

pressure is not maintained in it by blast. Frisbie's feeder, designed for this purpose, consists of

a movable charging-box, which when filled with coal is pushed up into the middle of the fire-grate,

so that the surface of the fire remains always hot ; and as the distillation of the gases from the raw
coal goes on continuously, the fire remains uniform in character, and may be readily kept smokeless.

(See Iron, viii., 516.)

Natural Gas in Furnaces.—When hydrogen and hydrocarbon gases are found to flow naturally

from bore-holes penetrating to beds of coal or shale, they form a valuable fuel, which is made use

of to a considerable extent. In some parts of Pennsylvania, from bore-holes put down for petroleum,

a supply of gas, consisting chiefly of marsh-gas (CH4) mixed with other hydrocarbons and with hy-

drogen, is permanent and apparently inexhaustible. Messrs. Rogers & Burcbfield of Leechburg,

Armstrong Co., Pa., were the first to use this gas in their puddling furnaces. The only change neces-

sary in the latter was to brick up the bridge of the furnaces and let the gas in through iron pipes,

supplying air by a blast. Blast-pipes were also inserted in the crown of the furnace in such a way
that the blast should strike the metal at an angle of 90°, blast being let on at the commencement of

the boil. A notable economy in iron production has resulted from this utilization. The most remarka-

ble gas wells in the United States are those located in Parker township, Butler Co., Pa. For heat-

ing, the gas is a perfect fuel, causing little waste and protecting the furnace bottoms, while the

transparency of the flame allows the heater to see each pile at any time. The quantity issuing from
a half-inch pipe suffices to heat up and supply a puddling or heating furnace. (Sec Engineering and
Alining Journal, March 18, May 22, and June 26, 1875; also "Iron Manufacture in America,"

Pearse, Philadelphia, 1876.)

Petroleum Furnace.—A petroleum furnace, to work successfully, should be so constructed as to

secure intimate mixture of the gases, complete combustion in the body of the furnace, and a supply

and pressure of the incandescent steam, air, and oil adjustable to the varying working conditions.

The Eames furnace, which has given successful results on trial, is constructed as follows : The shape

of the body of the furnace differs but little from the ordinary iron furnace, but in place of the fire-

place and ash-pit arc a vapor-generator, a superheater, a mixing chamber, and a combustion-chamber,

while in close proximity, as a very important part of the apparatus, is a small force-pump. The
superheater is a double casting, inclosing the fire, so chambered that the steam which enters it is

brought in contact with ample heating surface before passing into the vapor-generator, about 150 lbs.

of coal per diem being used in this. The vapor-generator is a cast-iron vessel of about 18 x 30
inches internal dimensions, placed over the superheater, and containing a number of shelves or plates

set one above another, projecting alternately from opposite sides. Next in order is the mixing
chamber, where the steam and oil vapors are mingled with the proper amount of air; and beyond
this, occupying the place of the usual bridge-wall, is the combustion-chamber, which is an indispen-

sable part of the apparatus, though it consists simply of a cellular tier of fire-bricks placed on end
and having a horizontal thickness of 18 inches. Within these cells the combustion begins. From
a tank placed in any convenient position the pump draws the petroleum, and forces it, at about
10 lbs. pressure, into the vapor-generator in a very slender stream, where it flows downward in a thin

layer, dropping from shelf to shelf. It thus meets the opposing current of superheated steam which
passes upward from the superheater ; thence the combined vapors or gases pass through a pipe to

the mixing chamber to receive the recjuired amount of air, and from this into the cellular combustion-
chamber, where begins the combustion, which is completed in the furnace itself. For the purpose
of guaranteeing absolute safety in the use of this fuel, the pump is fitted with what is called an
equalizing valve, which absolutely regulates the flow of the oil into the generator, and at the same
time interposes an insurmountable obstacle between the generator and oil-tank to any chance reaction

of gases or flame. Pressure-gauges on the oil-feed pipe and on the generator serve to give further

security in the manipulation of the apparatus. Of late years, in repeated instances of continuous

working, the actual efficiency of petroleum in firing boilers has been shown to be from two to tliree
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times greater than that of the best solid coal, weight for weight, and in puddling and heating furnaces

from lour to six times greater ; while in steel-melting furnaces its superiority is still more manifest,

its thermal effects being more decided the higher the temperature required.

See papers on " Liquid and Condensed Fuel," by Captain Selwyn, K. N., in Engineering^ ix., 310,

and v., 321 ; "A Treatise on Metallurgy," Crookes and Rohrig, vol. iii., London, 18*70
; and "Metal-

lurgy (Fuel)," Percy, London, 18Yo.

Heat utilized in Furnaces.—In nearly all furnaces, the amoimt of heat that is utilized is an ex-

tremely small proportion of the total heat due to the combustion of the fuel ; the greater part being

carried off by the burned gases, or lost by conduction and radiation. M. Gruner calculates that in

the fusion of steel in crucibles in ordinary coke furnaces, the heat utilized does not exceed 1.7 per

cent, of the total amount that the fuel would be capable of giving out if perfectly burned ; and that

even the extreme supposition that half the fuel is burned to CO, the heat utilized amounts to only

2.6 per cent, of that evolved. In flame furnaces the proportion of heat utilized is higher, reaching

as a maximum 15 to 20 per cent, of the total heat due to the amount of coal burned, in well-arranged

regenerative gas furnaces for heating iron. In those arrangements in which there is little heat lost

by external cooling, and in which the heat of the products of combustion is most fully utilized, the

useful effect is much higher ; thus in large blast furnaces M. Gruner estimates that it is as much as

70 to 80 per cent, of the heat actually developed in the furnace and introduced into it by the blast,

or between 40 and 50 per cent, of the total heat that the fuel could evolve if completely burned

;

and in the annular Hoffman brick-kiln (see Brick-making Machinery), it is estimated to amount
also to between 70 and 80 per cent, of that given out by the fuel. The greater the proportion of

heat evolved that is lost in the burned gas, the less the difference is between the temperature of the

flame and that required to be maintained in the working chamber ; for as soon as any portion of the'

flame is cooled down to the temperature of the matters to be heated, however high this may be, it

can impart no moi-e heat to them, and must be drawn away and replaced by hotter flame from the

fire. Hence a small increase in the initial temperature of the flame, such as that obtained by effect-

ing the combustion of the fuel by means of a moderately heated blast, or a small diminution in the

proportion of heat lost from the working chamber by external cooling, effects a great saving in the

consumption of fuel that is required to do a given amount of work.

The effect of a high flame-temperature on the proportion of heat utilized is strikingly shown by
the very economical working of furnaces on Deville's system, that of burning coal-gas with oxygen
instead of with air. The theoretical temperature of such a flame, if not limited by dissociation,

would probably amount to 7000" or 8000° C, and it is in any case far above the fusing-point of

platinum, which is estimated at about 19i)0° C. In an example, of which M. Gruner gives particu-

lars (see Annales cles Mines, 1876), of the fusion of a charge of 250 kilogrammes of platinum by this

method, the cold furnace was heated up, and the metal melted in it, in 1^ hour, with a consumption

of only 848 cubic feet of gas ; the proportion of heat actually utilized in the fusion of the metal

being 14 per cent, of that due to the combustion of the gas. Thus, on account of the intense heat

of the oxyhydrogen flame, as good an economical result was obtained in this little furnace as in the

best of flame furnaces used in ordinary metalhirgical work ; though the proportionate loss of heat

from the surface-cooling of so small a furnace (a little trough not more than SO inches long) must
have been enormous. (See "Furnaces for producing High Temperatures," £7igi?iecring, xi., 181.)

The diminished proportion of heat that is lost by surface-cooliug in the case of large furnaces, and
the consequent higher temperature of their flame, render them in all cases much more economical in

fuel than furnaces of smaller size. In the ease of ordinary puddling furnaces, for instance, where
the coal consumption in those working 500-lb. charges is about 2,350 lbs. per ton of bar produced,

the consumption is reduced to 1,800 lbs. per ton in working 1,000-lb. charges, and to 1,500 lbs. per

ton in still larger furnaces working 1, 500-lb. charges. In the welding furnaces in use at the Wool-
wich Arsenal, the larger the furnace is, the higher by actual experiment is the temperature of the

flame as it passes over the bridge, and the smaller is the amount of coal required per ton of metal

heated. A furnace of ordinary size, heating 6 tons at a charge, consumes about 800 lbs. of coal per

ton ; a larger furnace, heating a charge of 13 tons, does the work with 700 lbs. per ton. The largest

furnace of all, capable of heating at once a mass of iron weighing 65 tons, gets this up to a full

welding heat with a coal consumption of only 550 lbs. per ton. In copper-smelting, glass-making,

and other work, large furnaces are similarly found to use less fuel, in proportion to the work done
in them, than furnaces of smaller size.

As to progress of invention of furnaces, see " The Furnace of the Future," in Iron, viii., 354.

For ovens, see Bread and Biscuit Machinery. See also Assaying ; Boilers, Steam ; Chimney
;

Crucible; Engines, Steam, Portable and Semi-Portable; Furnaces, Blast, Cupola, and Metal-
lurgical; Gas, Illuminating, Apparatus for Manufacture of ; Glass-making; Iron-making Pro-
cesses ; Kiln ; Steel ; and Warming and Ventilation. See also the various lists of works for

reference under metallurgical articles. The foregoing article is mainly abridged from a paper on
furnaces by Mr. Hackney, for which see " Science Conferences, Special Loan Collection of Scientific

Apparatus, South Kensington Museum," London, 1876.

FURNACES, BLAST. A blast furnace is a vertical structure in which ores of iron are reduced

and smelted in contact with appropriate fuel and flux ; the combustion of the fuel being accelerated

by blast injected under pressure, and the height of the structure being such as to admit of a thor-

ough admixture and preparation of the stock.

Classification.—Blast furnaces are classified according to the fuel employed, the heating of the

blast, and the arrangement at the top or tunnel-head.

According to the fuel employed, they are known as

—

a, charcoal furnaces ; b, coke furnaces ; e,

anthracite furnaces; el, raw (bituminous) coal furnaces; and the above order may be considered as

representing the average superiority of the various fuels. Mixed fuels are often employed ; thus,
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wood or semi-charred wood or coke has been mixed with charcoal, and in some instances wood char-

coal and peat charcoal are used. Coke is largely mixed with anthracite or with raw coal to increase

the yield of furnaces.

Classified by heating of blast, the terms " hot-blast " and " cold-blast " are applied to furnaces.
Cold-blast furnaces use charcoal exclusively, and their number is annually decreasing. In these the
blast is injected into the furnace directly from the blowing apparatus. Hot-blast furnaces are those
to which stoves or ovens are attached, and the blast is heated so as to intensify the combustion in

the furnace. The term "warm-blast" has been applied to plants where the blast is moderately
heated, say from 250° to 400" F. (120° to 210° C). Since the introduction of the fire-brick hot-blast

stoves, those employing a blast heated above 1000° F. (535° C.) have become known as using a
superheated blast.

Classified as to the arrangement of the top or tunnel-head, furnaces are known as open-top or
closed-top. The former either allow the gases a free escape from the tunnel-head, or draw them
away by a superior draught through high chimneys. The latter employ some mechanical means of
closing the top (except when charging stock into the furnaces), so as to more completely control the
gases and convey them away in flues, generally known as down-takes or down-comers.

Structures.—The older furnaces are built of heavy stone masonry, pyramidal in form, inclosing the
interior masonry, the lower portion being laid of sand-
stone, and the upper portion of soapstone or slate ; some-
times ordinary bricks were employed. In Sweden some
stacks are built of blocks made from furnace cinder, and
instances are recorded where they have been used in the
shaft of the furnace for lining.

Fig. 1836 is a sectional view of an old charcoal fur-

nace. A is the tunnel-head, 30 inches in diameter ; B,
the bosh, 8 feet in diameter; C, top of crucible or hearth,

3 feet square ; Z), bottom of crucible or hearth, 2 feet

square ; E, the tymp ; F^ the dam ; iV, the tuyere arch

;

i/, the in-walls, of slate or soapstone. The masonry be-
low J9, of sandstone, constitutes the hearth and boshes.

These furnaces were generally located on hillsides, so
that the stock could be delivered on a level with the
tunnel-head and the iron tapped out at the bottom, the
cinder being allowed to flow continuously over the dam
F. They were generally placed convenient to a water-
power, and the blast was injected through one open tuy-

ere, being supplied from wooden blowing tubs operated
by a water-wheel. If steam was used or the blast heated, the boilers or hot-blast stoves were placed
on top of the structure, close to the tunnel-head, to permit of the employment of the waste gases.

There are instances of such furnaces now in operation, but the more modern are of different con-
struction. They are either a shaft of heavy brick masonry, banded or caged with iron to prevent
rupture, resting upon brick piers (see Fig. 1837), or upon iron columns and mantle-plate (see Figs.

1838 and 1850); or they are wrought-iron shells or casings inclosing light masonry supported upon
iron columns and mantle-plates. The walls of the crucibte and boshes, being exposed, are strength-
ened by buck-staves and binders (see Figs. 1839, 1851, 1852, and 1856). In many cases water-
jackets encircle the crucible, to keep it at a low temperature and prevent the rapid destruction of
the refractory linings. The bottom and all the walls are of fire-brick laid in refractory clay. Blocks
from 3 to 6 inches thick and 12 to 24 inches long are ordinarily employed, but sometimes no special
shapes are used, and furnaces are lined throughout with 9-inch fire-brick. For bottoms, blocks of
fire-clay are laid on end ; and various shapes have been made to prevent the blocks from lifting, by
constructing them in a series of wedges, or forming offsets and recesses upon them. Bottoms are
also made of large sandstones neatly jointed, and monolithic bottoms formed of fire-clay well ram-
med and dried are in use. Fig. 1839 illustrates one form of doubled-wedged bottom blocks, resting
on a layer of fire-clay below which is sand.

Small furnaces are blown with 2 or 3 tuyeres; and as many as 16 tuyeres have been inserted in
one large furnace, by placing them in two tiers. This, however, does not meet with general approval
at present. Some large furnaces use only 4 tuyeres, but the greater number employ from 5 to 8.

The sizes of furnaces have ordinarily been compared by the diameter at bosh, 8 to 11 feet being
considered as small, 12 to 16 feet as of medium size; and the large furnaces are those having a
greater diameter at bosh than 16 feet. Latterly, however, since the height of a furnace has been
considered such an important factor in its operation, a more appropriate comparison is made as to
the cubic feet of capacities. The diameters of the boshes of existing furnaces are from 8 to 30
feet, and the heights from 25 to 103 feet, the cubical contents vai7ing from about 1,000 to over
40,000 cubic feet. Most furnaces, however (exclusive of those using charcoal), are included within
the range of 13 to 20 feet diameter of bosh, 40 to 80 feet height, and 3,000 to 20,000 cubic feet
capacity.

Shape of Furnaces.—The proportions of a furnace seriously affect its operation, and instances
can be found of furnaces of equal diameter of bosh and nearly equal capacity, using practically the
same stock, and other circumstances being similar, whose weekly outputs are as 1 to 2 ; much of
which is directly traceable to the proportions. Attempts have been made to establish universal
formulae for blast-furnace proportions; but they are useful only so far as they indicate certain
limits of possibilities, and they must be decidedly elastic to provide for the behavior of the various
fuels and ores employed or the character of product desired.

55
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The typical form of blast furnace consists of two frusta of cones placed base to base and resting

upon a short cylinder. The upper frustum forms the shaft of the furnace, the lower frustum the

boshes, and the cylinder the crucible or hearth. Such forms are shown in Figs. 1836 and 1850.

Curves are employed in lieu of straight lines and sharp angles in some furnaces, or a combination of

curves and straight lines, as in Fig. 1839 ; but the relative proportions of the various parts of the

furnace are of much greater importance than the presence of angles or curves.

All furnaces may be considered as being divided into four zones, as follow's : a. The zone of prep-

aration is that portion of the furnace inchided between the stock-line (i. e., the point at which the

stock is distributed when charged into the furnace) and the bosh, or greatest diameter, h. The zone

ia57. 1S39.
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of reduction extends from the bosh to a plane 3 or 4 feet above the tuyeres, c. The zone of fusion

includes the portion of the furnace from the bottom of the zone of reduction to the level of tuj-eres.

d. The tvell is that part of the crucible which is below the tuyeres, and in which the molten iron

and slag is caught and retained in a murtex of fuel. The relative proportions of these zones are

influenced by the character of ores and fuel employed, the product desired, and the intensity of blast.

To obtain good results, the upper zone should be of such height and capacity as to thoroughly in-

corporate and prepare the stock for the middle zone, by driving ofE vapors and volatile matter and
partially deoxidizing them. In the middle zone complete reduction and deoxidation should result,

and the material be delivered in proper quantity to the zone of fusion, whose size must depend upon
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the work to be done and the condition of the blast. The capacity of the zone of preparation depends
upon the relation of stock-line to bosh and the distance between them. The drive of the furnace, or
its rapidity of reducing and smelting ores, is affected by the slope of boshes, which generally ap-
proximates 70° from a horizontal line. The boundaries of the zones being imaginary planes, they
will vary greatly in different furnaces, and in the same furnace will be affected by the operation at
different times. The division as given above is used in designing a furnace and adapting it to the
ores to be employed and the product desired.

Yield of Furnaces.—In comparing the output of different furnaces, the amount of iron made
per week is the generally accepted basis, and the designation of a plant as a 100-ton, 200-ton, or
300-ton furnace would indicate that the capacity is that number of tons per week. The gross ton
(2,240 lbs.) is the standard of weight, and, except when cast into iron chills for mill purposes, an
allowance of 14 to 30 lbs. for sand is made. A furnace of a given capacity and of appropriate
construction and management will give a greater yield with charcoal than with any other fuel, and
consume less fuel per ton of iron. Other fuels rank in the order before named, viz. : coke, anthra-
cite coal, bituminous coal.

The variations of stock and management, and arrangement of details, affect the amount of prod-
uct, and there is therefore considerable difference in the output of the same sized furnaces

; but by
taking an average the following will be found closely to approximate actual practice. The weekly
output of a cold-blast charcoal furnace in tons of pig-iron is equivalent to 45 per cent, of the square
of the diameter at bosh in feet. The weekly output of a hot-blast charcoal furnace is equivalent
to 95 per cent, of the square of the diameter at bosh in feet. Thus, a 9-foot furnace would make 95
per cent, of 9 x 9 = 77 tons per week. Superior ores and efficient management have in several
instances increased the output per week for a continuous blast to 250 per cent, of the square of the
greatest diameter, and contrary circumstances reduced the product. The average weekly yield of a
coke furnace in tons is about 85 per cent, of the square of the diameter of the bosh in feet ; but in
some of the large furnaces the output has amounted to 200 per cent. The anthracite and raw-coal
furnaces approximate 80 per cent, of the square of the bosh; but at Pottstown, Pa., a 16-foot
anthracite furnace has yielded 385 tons of metal per week, equivalent to 150 per cent, of the square
of the bosh.

Consumption of Fuel.—To produce one ton (2,240 lbs.) of pig iron, the following weights of dif-

ferent fuels are consumed

:

Minitaum. Average.

Charcoal 1,360 lbs. 2,500 lbs.

Coke 2,025 " 3,000 "

Anthracite 2,460 " 3,300 "

Pvaw coal 3,000 " 4,000 "

The mimiraa given above are the lowest recorded consumption of fuels, and are only attained under
exceptionally favorable circumstances. The percentage of iron in the ore used obviously has a
decided influence upon the yield of various furnaces, and the consumption of fuel per ton of iron

;

and in comparing the output and fuel consumption of various furnaces, the richness and chemical
composition of the ores employed must be considered.

Fixtures.—In place of the old method of constructing the dam some distance in front of the fur-
nace walls, the dam is now set up to the crucible walls, and the long fore-hearth dispensed with ; the
tymp is set in a recess in the walls ; and both dam and tymp are kept cool by coils of pipe in them,
they being cast about the pipe to appropriate pattern ; an iron notch or tapping-hole is provided in
the dam. When the tymp is placed above and back of the dam, thus leaving an opening for reach-
ing into the furnace with shovels, etc., the term " open front " is used ; but where the cinder notch
consists of a water-cooled block similar to a tuyere, the title " closed front " is applied.

Tuyeres are of various kinds, viz. : the box tuyere (see Fig. 1840), a hollow conical case closed at
both ends, into which water is allowed to flow at the bottom and escape at the top ; the coil tuyere,
a conical coil of pipe through which water circulates ; cast-coil tuyeres, coils of pipe about which a

conical casting has been run
; shell-coil tuyeres, coils of pipe supported upon a shell of wrought or

cast iron, but independent of it ; and spray tuyeres, box tuyeres with the back end partly open, into
which perforated water-pipes project. Tuyeres are laid horizontally, and often project considerably
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into the crucible of the furnace ; they are made of iron or of bronze metal. The pipe which con-

veys the blast into the tuyere is known as the belly-pipe. It is projected partially or entirely into the

tuyere, and the diameter of the opening of the small end or nozzle usually determines the volume of

blast. The other end of the belly-pipe is connected on to a bend, in which a sight-hole or pricker-

holc is placed, so that the condition of the interior of the furnace can be judged by inspecting it

through the belly-pipe. This also gives a means of cleaning scoriae from the nozzle or tuyere by

means of long pricker rods.

The perforations through the crucible walls into which the tuyeres are inserted are arched with

fire-brick, and in many instances water-cooled arches, or loater-breasts as they are, termed, are in-

serted. The space between the tuyere and the breast is packed with clay. Fig. 1841 shows an

arrangement of short box tuyere, water-breast, belly-pipe, etc., in which the tuyere snugly fits the

breast and requires no packing, and a series of weights and levers are substituted for the usual key-

bolts to facilitate the removal of the tuyere or change of the size of nozzle.

The blast, after leaving the blowing apparatus, is ordinarily carried into a large vessel or receiver,

and from this a connection is made to the hot-blast stoves. A safety-valve and also an escape-valve,

controllable from the front of the furnace, are placed in this connection. The hot-blast stoves are

placed as close as possible to the furnace, and the heated air is led through a protected bustle-pipe or

circle-pipe, from which connections are made to each tuyere. In these connections blast-cheeks are

placed, so that when the blast is slackened the valves close and permit of gases escaping into the

air, thus preventing explosions in hot-blast stoves, etc. It is also advisable to employ a valve for

each tuyere, to be closed by hand, so that any one can be removed at will. Fig. 1842 illustrates a

modern arrangement of a shell-coil tuyere E, belly-pipe Z), stop-valve C, blast-check B, and blast-

pipe A, the tuyere fixtures being held in place by key-bolts.

The Hot Blast.—A retrospect of the growth of the production of pig iron in the past half cen-

tury would be comprised in the invention and introduction of heated blast as applied to iron-smelt-

ing. To compare the original iron box heated over a coal fire, as employed by Neilson, with the

modern blast-heating apparatus, with improved combustion-chambers, gas-burners, air-regulators,

etc., would be equivalent to comparing the yield of the little Blaubfen with the improved furnace of

to-day. It is only lately, however, that the true value of the hot blast has been appreciated, it

having been considered simply as a means of in-

creasing the product of a furnace, and its value as

a method of controlling the operation overlooked.

There are three typical forms of hot-blast ovens,

viz. : standing-pipe, suspended-pipe, and fire-brick

stoves. Of the first there is a large number of

styles, biit they all agree in consisting of bed pipes

into which vertical pipes are placed. The general

arrangement consists of U-pipes inverted, the blast

passing up one leg and down the other, and being

heated by the combustion of the waste gases from
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the furnace, in a combustion-chamber underneath
the pipe-chamber. Instead of employing invert-

ed U-pipe, single pipes divided by diaphragms, or

double pipes, i. e., one pipe within another, are

used to a limited extent. Fig. 1843 illustrates a

simple form of standing-pipe hot-blast stove. The
suspended-pipe stoves diifer from those just de-

scribed in having the pipe hung from the top.

U-pipes are employed, and the advantages claimed

are greater life of pipes, compact structure, and
ease of making repairs. Fig. 1844 represents a

Weimer suspended-pipe stove, consisting of six chambers, each containing eight U-pipes. The stand-
ing pipe and suspended pipe are both placed in fire-brick chaml)crs.
The third class of stove in use is what is known as the fire-brick or regenerative stove, of which

there are two forms. It is necessary that two or more of these stoves should be used, for the ossen-
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tial principle of their operation is that each stoTe is a mass of fire-brick, which attains a high temper-

ature by the combustion of furnace gases, and gives off its heat to the air afterward driven through

it. As the stove must first be heated up and then impart its heat to the blast, some of the stoves

must be receiving their heat while

the others are heating the blast. To
prevent too great variations of tem-
perature, not less than three stoves

should be used. Figs. 1845 and
1846 represent vertical and horizon-

tal sections of a Siemcns-Cowper-
Cochrane stove, consisting of a verti-

cal combustion-chamber, and a mass
of checkerwork made of fire-brick

to expose as great heating surface

as possible. The mastinry is in-

closed in a sheet-iron jacket. Figs.

1847 and 1848 are vertical and hori-

zontal sections of a Whitwell stove.

The essential difference between this

and the preceding stove is the use

of a series of walls built of fire-

biick, which the blast traverses to

obtain its heat. The regenerative

principle is the same in cither stove.

The advantages claimed for regen-

erative stoves are th:it more intense

heats are possible than with cast-iron

pipe, there is less liability to dam-
age by the heat, and an economy of

fuel is possible. Except in special

instances, however, there has been
no decided advantage shown to re-

sult from a steady work at a tem-

perature above what is possible with

iron-pipe stoves. One especial value

of regenerative stoves is their capa-

city as reservoirs of heat, which can

be used often to great advantage to help a furnace out of " trouble " or bad working.

Bell and Hopper.—There are a number of furnaces which are still known as " open-top," but

much the larger number are provided with a " bell and hopper " or " cup and cone." The ordinary

forms are exhibited in Figs. 1856, 1850, and 1851. The hopper is a cup-shaped casting, having a

projecting flange which rests upon the ma-
sonry of the furnace, the aperture below 194<<.

being somewhat smaller than the diameter X^^^^^ X
of the bell, which is a conical casting sus- f^^

"' "*^. e;:^^!

pended at the apex from an operating beam, ,^''
"^ ^

as in Fig. 1851. An improvement is shown
in Fig. 1839, where the aperture in the hop-

per is of greater diameter than the bell, and
there is an offset or shoulder to receive a

lip-ring which forms the lower portion of

the hopper. The advantages of this ar-

rangement are, that it is not necessary to

remove the hopper when a bell is taken
out, and severe explosions are less liable to

move the hopper. The purposes of the bell

and hopper are to close the top and force

the gases down the flues provided for them,
and also to distribute properly the stock

charged upon the bell. The size of the
bell therefore has a direct relation to the stock-line. Various forms have been employed to accom-

plish proper distribution. Among others is a double bell, Fig. 1849, in which the centre cone does

not drop, but a conical ring closes against it and the hopper. "When this ring is lowered, the sup-

position is that the stock is equally distributed over the throat of the fmnace. A similnr arrange-

ment is employed with the central flue mentioned be-

low. In the usual arrangement, when the bell is low-

ered, the gases from the furnace have a free escape,

and are drawn away from the boilers and hot-blast

stoves. To prevent delay in operating the bell, the

lever is moved by a hand-winch or by steam or com-

pressed air. A cover for the tunnel-head is also per-

in which are openings for dumj)ing charges, provided with sliding covers. These openings

OAS CULVERTS. CHIMNB\ FLCES.
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fected.

are closed before dropping the bell, and opened when the bell is closed ; loss of gases is therefore
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prevented. To accomplish the same result and insure more thorough distribution of the stock, the
hopper is placed several feet below the top of the furnace, so that the charge of stock when dumped
from the charging-barrow strikes on the apex of the bell, falling equally upon all sides. When the
charge is ready to be lowered, the tunnel-head is covered by a plate suspended from a beam, which
is removed after the bell is again raised to position. In both cases the covers are operated by steam
or compressed air. In some open-top furnaces, a bell is hung in the throat of the furnace to insure
distribution of the stock.

Gas Flues.—The gases are taken oif below the bell by flues, and in modern plants carried to the
ground in down-comers, which are wrought-iron tubes, usually lined with fire-brick. These are
sometimes of considerable size, even in furnaces of moderate dimensions, and in many large fur-

naces are out of proportion to everything else. Some down-comers are of sufficient capacity to con-
vey five times the quantity of gas which is ever made in the furnace.

The flues into the furnece are ordinarily circular or arched horizontal openings above the stock-

1S50.
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line, but in open-top furnaces they are often narrow vertical slits below the stock-line, with an up-
ward inclination.

The central flue above mentioned is sometimes used. This is a vertical wrought-iron pipe, extend-
ing from below the stock-line up through the tunnel-head, and then passing off to the side of the
furnace and thence to the down-comers. The draught from a tall chimney and the stock packed
around the outside of the flue cause the gases to pass through this central flue.

The connection from the down-comer to the hot-blast stoves and boilers is either by wrought-iron
flues above ground or by masonry underground flues ; and they usually terminate in gas-burners, by
which the supply of gas and of air can be regulated.

Boilers.—Long horizontal-cylinder boilers, either set singly or two high and placed in nests, are
most in favor with furnacemen. Flue and tubular boilers require more attention, on account of the
amount of dust which accumulates unless the gases are washed previous to burning them. The
ordinary furnace steam-pressure is 50 to 70 lbs. per square inch.
Blowing Apparatus.—As the supply of gases is seldom insufficient for both boilers and hot-blast

stoves, water-power is not employed except at the older charcoal furnaces. Steam blowing engines
are chiefly used, and there is quite a variety of them, including horizontal engines working direct or
operated from a steam-engine by gearing, vertical blowing-tubs driven by a horizontal engine, verti-
cal bull engines, and vertical beam engines. The present demand is for vertical bull engines, or
those having a single steam-cylinder placed under a single blowing cylinder supported on housings
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or columns, the steam and blowing pistons being secured to the same rod, as a horizontal cross-head
which carries connecting-rods for two fly-wheels. Puppet-valves are largely employed. The pres-

sure blown is from three-fourths of a pound to 3 lbs. for charcoal, 3 to 7 lbs. for coke, 4 to 14 lbs.

for anthracite, and 2 to 6 lbs. for raw bituminous coal. The best practice now favors running by
the volume of blast rather than by the pressure, and small high-speed engines are in many cases

displacing the more massive engines of slower motion. There is no fixed rule among furnace
managers for the amount of air supplied to various furnaces ; from data collected at a number of
furnaces, the amount of blast varied from less than 200,000 to over 500,000 cubic feet per ton of
pig iron, and from 77 to 165 cubic feet per pound of fuel consumed. In every case the number of
cubic feet of air supplied per minute was greater than the cubic feet capacity of the furnace, the
average being as 17 to 10.

Charges.—A charge or round is a specified amount of fuel (generally a barrow of charcoal or a
net ton of other fuel) and the proportionate amount of ore and flux, which is termed the burden.
Thus a charge for a charcoal furnace would be a barrow (20 bushels) of charcoal, 1,000 lbs. of ore
and 60 lbs. of limestone. The furnace would be then working on 1,000 lbs. burden, and (3arry 6 per
cent, of flux. Or an anthracite furnace would charge 2,000 lbs. of coal, 3,600 lbs. of ore, and 1,980
lbs. of limestone ; its burden would be 3,600, carrying 55 per cent, of flux. The number of clmrges
or rounds in 24 hours indicates the drive of furnaces. Sometimes much larger quantities of fuel than

2,000 lbs. are used as a basis for the charge. A locked scale, balanced to the weight of barrows and
provided with a series of levers for fuel, ores, and flux, is generally employed to weigh the charges.
The time occupied in the passage of stock through the furnace will average nearly 48 hours, but

it is in some plants 80 hours ; and charcoal furnaces have driven so fast that the stock has not re-

mained in them over 8 hours. This applies to absolute working ; for when for any cause a furnace
is stopped for any length of time, the manager either " blows out " or banks up. In the former
case he endeavors to get everything out of the furnace, and in the latter to keep all in by charging
extra fuel and closing all draughts. In this manner stock may remain in a stack for a long time.

Hoists.—The old mode of constructing furnaces on a steep hillside, so as to conveniently deliver
the raw materials at the level of the tunnel-head, and convey the pig iron and slag away from the
fore part, has given place to plants erected upon flat or sloping ground convenient to railroads. In
these the raw materials are raised to the level of the tunnel-head by vertical hoists or inclined planes,
considerable ingenuity being displayed in the arrangement of the various parts. The compressed air

produced by the blowing apparatus is often employed for operating the hoist. Hydraulic hoists
and water-balanced lifts are used to a limited extent, but the greater number of furnaces use steam
as the power.
The illustrations herein given represent the various styles of furnace construction employed. Fig.

1839 is a section of a raw bituminous coal furnace in Ohio, with curved boshes and straight in-walls,
and is supported on columns and encased with a sheet-iron jacket. It is 15 feet in diameter at bosh
and 50 feet high ; crucible, 7 feet diameter, pierced for 7 tuyeres.
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Fig. 1850 is a half elevation and half section of an anthracite furnace at Bethlehem, Pa. It is

supported on columns, and the brickwork is caged with staves and bands of iron. It is 17 feet in

diameter at bosh and 70 feet high ; the crucible is 7 feet 6 inches in diameter, and blast is supplied

by tuyeres. The section is of straight lines and angles.

Figs.' 1851 and 1852 exhibit the section and elevation of a coke and anthracite furnace at Chicago;

1854.

1S55.
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the section is entirely of curved lines. The bosh is 17 feet in diameter; the height is 66 feet. The

crucible is G feet in diametci', and is blown by 4 tuyeres.

Figs. 1853 and 1854 illustrate the construction of an old-style blast furnace.

Fig. 1855 is a vertical section of a German furnace.

The above fairly illustrate the variations in style and proportions, but there are many modifications

of shape or details.

Efforts have been made to get more intense combustion by injecting petroleum, and considerable

attention has been given to the calcination of the stock in high furnaces. The most prominent in-

stance of this is the Ferrie self-coking furnace shown in Fig. 1856, used in Scotland and to a slight

extent elsewhere. The upper portion of the furnace is divided into chambers or retorts, the cross

and side walls containing flues in which part of the gases from the furnace are burned. The raw
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coal, ore, and flux are charged into these chambers, and the heat generated by the combustion of the

gases (controlhible by air-valves) cokes the coal, roasts the ore, and prepares the flux for action in

the furnace proper below. This illustration shows a water-jacket surrounding the crucible, water-

breasts, plain tuyere fixture, and lined bustle-pipe and down-comer.

Works for Rcferaice.—" Iron and Steel Manufacture," Kohn, London, 1808 ; "Metallurgy of Iron

and Steel," Osborn, London, 1869 ;
" Eesearches on the Action of the Blast Furnace," Schintz, Lon-

don, 1870; "Iron and Heat," Armour, London, 1871; "Chemical Phenomena of Iron-Smelting,"

Bell, London and New York, 1872 ; "Guide to the Iron Trade of Great Britain," Griffiths, London,
1873; Wiley's "Iron Trade Manual," New York, 1874; "Studies of Blast-Furnace Phenomena,"
Gruner, Philadelphia, 1874; " Metallurgy of Iron," Bauerman, London, 1874; " Metallurgy of Iron
and Steel," Percy, London, 1875. For descriptions of the most recent advances, the reader is espe-

cially referred to the files of Iron^ Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, Engineeririg (see series of
papers on "American Iron and Steel Works," by Holley and Smith, vol. xxv.), Engineer, Iron Age,
American Manufacturer, and Engineering and Mining Journal. J. B.
FURNACES, CUPOLA. Furnaces for melting metals prior to casting. In modern practice the

cupola is usually made of boiler-iron in the form of a cylinder or cylindroid, lined with fire-brick. It

is from 10 to 16 feet in hei^'ht and from 8 to 6 feet in diameter inside, and capable of melting from
5 to 15 tons of metal per hour. The chimney may be of brick, or of boiler-iron lined with fire-brick,

which is more common. A cupola is often spoken of as holding a charge of so many tons of metal

;

but as only a limited quantity of molten metal can be contained in it at one time, its capacity is

more correctly measured by the amount of metal it will melt in a given time. Fig. 1857 is a
perpendicular section of a cupola, to enable the reader to understand the manipulations connected

1858.

with the process of casting. The tuyeres, a a, are seen to enter the cupola from 10 to 16 inches
above its floor. The space just above the tuyeres has the shape of an inverted cone, which has the
effect to hold the contents in such a relation to the blast as is best calculated to make it the most
effectual. The floor of the cupola, b, when in use, is composed of sand 6 or 8 inches in depth, lying
upon the bottom plate c, which rests upon supports, and may be dumped by their removal. Some
cupolas are chambered at the lower section, the blast entering through a row of holes in the inner
wall. In tlie upper part of the back of the cupola is the door for receiving the charges. Fig. 1858
shows the exterior of the lower part of a cupola: a a, tuyeres ; b b, small isinglass windows for show-
ing the state of combustion and position of the layer of coal ; c, pot for receiving the melted metal

;

dd, columns of support. (The smaller upright rods support the movable floor, and stand in the pit

below the cupola.) A cupola is charged by placing a suflicient quantity of kindling-wood upon the
floor, and above this a layer of the best anthracite coal in large lumps, and in sufficient quantity to
fill the cupola to the height of several inches above the entrance of the tuyeres after it has well
settled and the wood has burned away. This precaution must be carefully observed, because if the
charge of iron above the coal should come down to a level with the entrance of the blast, combus-
tion would be checked, the metal become chilled, the process stopped, and the dumping of the charge
necessitated. Upon the layer of coal thus carefully deposited, one of pig-iron is placed, varying
in quantity from 1,000 to 5,000 lbs., according to the size of the cupola and to the rapidity with
which it is proposed to effect the melting ; and upon this another layer of coal is deposited, and
afterward succeeding layers of iron and coal. Fluxes are added where occasion requires, according
to the judgment of the founder, pounded marble or limestone being most frequently employed.
The wood is usually ignited when the first layer of coal is deposited, and in from an hour to an hour
and a half the furnace may be tapped.
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In Fig. 1859 is represented an improred cupola for melting iron, highly recommended by Mr.
Edward Kirk in bis " Founding of Metals," from which work we take the following description :

" The bottom plate should project inside of the lining in a large cupola, so as to make the bottom
doors smaller and easier to handle ; and the lining should be sloped out to the edge of the bottom
plate, so that the sand bottom will all fall out when the iron bottom is dropped. This offset also

helps to support the stock, and takes part of the weight off of the iron bottom. The caisson or

shell of a cupola will often rust off, and give way around
the bottom. This is caused by the lining sweating and
the moisture settling to the bottom, and by putting in a
heavy sand bottom, and providing no way for the moist-

ure in the sand to escape ; this moisture keeps the lower
courses of brick always damp, and causes the caisson to

rust off in a short time. The illustration shows how this

may be avoided by laying the first two courses of brick

out one or two inches from the caisson, so as to form a
small air-chamber all around the cupola, as represented

by the letters A A. Small holes should be put in around
the bottom of the caisson, or through the bottom plate,

to supply this chamber with fresh air, and allow the
moisture to escape. A triangular-shaped tuyere is the

best, especially for a small cupola ; for it comes up to a
sharp point at the top, and is not nearly so liable to

bridge over as the round or oval-shaped tuyere. There
is a hollow place in the lining of this cupola, just above
the tuyeres, which indicates the melting point of the cu-

pola. If a cupola is lined up straight, it will burn out

hollow at this point in one or two heats ; and in daubing
up the cupola for a heat, it should never be daubed up
straight or too full at this point, but should be left a
little hollow, as shown in Fig. 1859. Brackets or angle-
iron should be riveted on to the caisson every three or
four feet, so as to support the lining, and admit of the
lower part, where the lining burns out the fastest, being
taken out and replaced without taking down the whole
lining. The lining can be taken out and replaced with-

out the brackets by taking out one side of it at a time,

and replacing it with the new lining before taking out
the other side ; but after a lining has been taken out and
replaced in this way, it always settles and cracks, and
injures the lining. The stack should be reduced to one-
half or less the diameter of the cupola, and should be
drawn in by an arch just above the charging-door. A
cupola contracted suddenly, as this one is, is better than
to have a long tapered contraction, for in this cupola the
heat comes up and strikes the arch, and is thrown down on the iron ; the sparks strike this arch, and
are not so hable to be carried out at the top of the stack as in a long contraction by reducing the
diameter of the stack. In this way the heat is more confined and equalized, and will make a'more
even iron than a cupola with a large stack when the heat escapes freely up the stack."
The following table shows the dimensions of an ordinary cupola of this type

:

Dimensions of Ordinary CujMla. Feet. Inches.

Outside diameter 4 6
Height above hearth 15 o
Inside diameter at tuyeres 3 o
Inside diameter at hearth 3 6
Inside diameter at top (plated with five-sixteenths inch plate 14 feet above

the hearth) 3 o
Diameter of main blast-pipe 15

" of branch pipes (two) ...., 8|
" of tuyere nozzles 7

Height of hearth above foundry floor (about) 3

A cupola of this description has been known to melt from 10 to 20 tons of iron a day, with but
120 lbs. of coke to the ton of metal melted, which consisted of various mixtures of Cleveland hema-
tite and Scotch pig. The diameter was 3 feet 6 inches ; height from tapping-hole to charging-floor, 14
feet. It was supplied with blast from a blower, at a pressure of a quarter of a jjound to the square
inch, and melted at the rate of about oi tons an hour.

The Mackenzie cupola, Fig. 1860, is largely used in this country. It is generally elliptical in plan,
and the blast, instead of being supplied through tuyeres, is admitted through an opening which
extends completely round the bottom part of the cupola. The blast is led into a chamber surround-
ing the boshes of the cupola, and from thence it escapes through the annular opening into the cupo-
la. The cupola is fitted with a drop bottom, which arrangement is almost universally adopted in
the United States. " When first started it is necessary to employ a very light pressure of blast, but as
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the melting proceeds the pressure is brought up to 2i lbs. per square inch. The blast is generally

applied about 40 minutes after the tire is lit, and the iron begins to run about 20 minutes afterward.

American cupolas as a rule arc larger in diameter than those of European design, which is an essen-

tial feature when anthracite is used. An arrangement often adopted is to have the sides parallel,

but with a convex-shaped belt of the same material as the lining arranged just above the tuyeres,

this belt effecting the same object as the boshes in such forms as those of Ireland or Yoisin.

Ireland's citpola is built with boshes, and has a cavity of enlarged diameter below them, so as to

give increased capacity for the liquid iron. In his first patent there are described two ranges of

tuyeres, ordinary ones at the bottom, and smaller but more numerous ones above the boshes, which
latter it was proposed to supply with heated blast.

Woodward's steam-jet cupola is worked by means of an induced current caused by a steam-jet

blowing up the chimney of the cupola, instead of by a blast forced in from below. It is claimed that

a considerable saving in fuel is thus effected. Fig. 1861 shows an arrangement of the steam-jet in

connection with a cupola provided with a feeding-hopper, with a sliding door to be worked by a lever,
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SO that continuous working is possible. The steam is aiTanged to blow through a side flue into the

chimney. The feeding-hopper to the furnace A is represented open, and that of B is shut. There

are eight air-holes in the upper row and three in the lower row.

Hcatonh citpola is constructed by building a tall stack on the basis of a cupola, and providing the

latter with two rows of large tuyeres; the heat and draught are maintained simply by the ascensive

power of the hot air passing up from the cupola and stack or cliimney.

Voishi's cupola is constructed of double-riveted boiler-plate lined with shaped fire-brick, and the

bottom is arranged to drop. The blast is supplied from a belt completely surrounding the cylinder

of the boshes, and from this belt two sets of tuyeres, four in each set, deliver the necessary supply

of air. The lower set are arranged opposite and at right angles to the main, while the upper set are

diagonal to it. The inventor claims that through this arrangement of the tuyeres the gases, being

burnt in the interior of the cupola, create a second zone of fusion with those gases alone. In other

words, the second set of tuyeres obviate to some extent the evil effect of the formation of carbonic

oxide.

A portable cupola with its fan is shown in elevation, Fig. 1862, It is formed of a cylinder A A,
of sheet-iron one-sixteenth of an inch thick, 2 feet 3 inches in diameter and 4 feet 6 inches high,

lined with fire-bricks and clay B B^ in the usual manner, 4 inches thick. The cupola weighs about

6 cwt., and is easily lifted by the workmen on to a trolly and taken to the place required, when it is

lifted off and placed on a temporary staging. The cupola has a belt or air-chamber at C C, into

which passes the air from the fan, and it has four tuyeres of 2 inches orifice to admit the air to the

fire. The yield of metal from so small a cupola is great ; as much as 3i tons have been run down
in 7 hours by two men turning the handles of the fan, and nearly 41 tons by the use of the engine

in the same time.

Tuyeres may be classed under two heads, namely, the coiled tuyere and the water-jo cketcd tuyere.

The coiled tuyere is generallj' made of a coil of wrought-iron tube imbedded in the sides of a

hollow case of cast-iron. Sometimes the coils are wound close at the nose of the tuyere, in order

more effectually to prevent the cast-iron from burning ; and sometimes the tuyere itself is formed

entirely of a coil of tube, closely wound from end to end.

The V'atcr-jackctcd tuyere is generally made of wrought-iron, and consists of two conical tubes of

different diameter, connected at each end by rings of wrought-iron welded in, so forming a space

between the two concentric walls of the tuyere, which is filled with water supplied under pressure.
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and generally brought in through a feed-pipe at or near the bottom of the tuyere, and allowed to

escape through a second pipe in the upper side.

Phosphor-bronze tuyeres are generally fixed in a cast-iron casing or box, beyond which they project

into the furnace for the greater part of their length ; and they are so arranged that they can be

turned round in the cast-iron plate or box in order to expose a different side of the tuyere to the

action of the materials in the furnace. Greater durability is claimed for phosphor-bronze than for

gun-metal or copper ; but each metal possesses the same advantage of preventing adherence of slag,

scoria, or iron to the nozzle of the tuyere, which is the only object to be gained by the use of copper

or its alloys in preference to iron. Additional precautions as to water-supply have to be taken where

such metal is used, as, owing to the low temperature at which it melts, a copper tuyere may be more
rapidly destroj^ed than an iron one where any overheating is possible ; but under favorable conditions

gun-metal, copper, and phosphor-bronze tuyeres have been found very durable, and the advantage

gained by keeping the blast-nozzle always clean and fully open is an important one.

Tlic open-spray tuyere invented by F. H. Lloyd, Fig. 1863, consists of two concentric conical tubes,

closed at the nozzle but open at the I'car end. The water-supply is connected in the usual manner
with a flexible hose, and various systems of spray-pipes are used to suit various shapes of tuyeres

and various conditions of water-supply. The spray-pipes are made either of wrought-iron, brass, or

copper, and a sufficient amount of water is allowed to escape through small holes or slits in the

spray-pipes to protect every part of the tuyere-casing which is exposed to the heat of the furnace.

The spray or jet of water from each hole in the spray-pipe spreads over a considerable surface, and

a small number of holes is, if they are properly placed, sufficient to keep the whole interior surface

of the tuyere-casing constantly wet. Scarcely any steam is visible, and the waste water passes away,
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after cooling the tuyere, at a temperature little exceeding that at which it entered, unless a large

portion of the tuyere is exposed to violent heat, in which case the temperature of the waste water is

certainly no greater than it would be from a tuyere of the old system placed under the same condi-

tions. The spray is principally directed to the loose end of the tuyere, and beats back to some ex-

tent on the top and sides, which are also protected by a sufficient number of additional sprays from
holes drilled in the spray-pipes. The water falls round the sides and end of the tuyere, and escapes

from the back through the waste-water pipe, as shown in Fig. 1863.

The number and position of the tuyere-holes very much depend upon the size of the cupola, the

quality of coke, and the nature of the pig to be employed. For some small cupolas, only one tuyere

is used, which is placed at the back of the cupola, about 15 inches above the bottom. According

as the diameter of the cupola is increased, so must the number of tuyeres be increased around it

in the same horizontal plane, so as to generate a uniform heat at all points in the furnace.

One of the most important modifications of late in the construction of the cupola has been the

introduction of the falling hinged trap-door, shown in Voisin's furnace, Fig. 1864, to allow of the

whole contents to be dropped into a pit beneath the cupola, after tapping ; by this arrangement the

cupola is much more easily and quickly emptied when " done work " than by the old and fatiguing

process of " raking out." When this arrangement can be adopted, that is, when there is the power
to have a clear gangway left beneath the range of cupolas, it is necessary to pay great attention to

the proper arrangement and strength of the supports for the cupolas.

For a very excellent discussion on the subject of cupolas and cupola working (from which the

foregoing is mainly abridged), the reader is referred to " A Practical Treatise on Casting and Found-
ing," by E. Spretson, London, 1878. A large amount of practical data, etc., will be found in " The
Founding of Metals," by Edward Kirk, New York, 1878.
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FUKNACES, GLASS-MELTIXG. These usually consist of a heating chamber, in which are dis-

posed the pots or crucibles in which the glass is fused.

Glass-Pots or Crcciblks.—The various substances which by their fusion produce glass are melted

in large crucibles of refractory earth. These should be capable of supporting for several weeks an
exceedingly high temperature, without splitting or vitrification. This temperature, measured by
means of the thermo-electric pyrometer, is not less than from 1000" to 1200' C. Bohemian glass is

liquid at 1050°, crystal at 925" ; and the pasty state at which working is best carried on is at about
770°. The bricks which enter into the construction of the furnaces require the same care in their

making as the crucibles. The manufacture of all these appurtenances is in Europe usually carried

on in the glass-works, each manufacturer having as a rule particular ideas as to their proper fabri-

cation to suit his requirements. The most refractory clays are employed, as free as possible from
iron, lime, magnesia, and the alkalies ; and in making the crucibles the greatest care is exercised.

In England they are made of the best Stourbridge
^^^^- clay mixed with about one-fifth part of ground

potsherds. The work is entirely done by hand.
The large pots are about 4 feet in height, 4 feet

in diameter at top and somewhat smaller at the
bottom, and contain about 25 cwt. of melted glass.

Small ones range from 19^ to 39 inches in height,

and from 2 to 2.7 inches in thickness, after being
baked. The average duration of a pot in the fur-

nace is about 8 weeks. In the case of window
and ordinai-y bottle glass, the pot is a plain round
vessel, open at the top, as shown at the right of

Fig. 1865 ; but in melting flint-glass, it being

necessary to pi'otcct the metal from all external impurities, the top of the pot is made in the form
of an arch or hood, wiih a small opening on one side near the top, which corresponds to the nose-

hole of the furnace, and from which the workman withdraws the melted glass.

Peligot gives the following composition of crucibles and pots : Crucibles—Fatty clay of Forges,

100 parts; cement, 100 parts; pulverized potsherds, 10 parts. Pots—Fatty clay of Ardennes, 350

kilogrammes ; same, calcined, 260 kilogrammes
;
potsherds, 100 kilogrammes. These ingredients,

moistened with water, are made into a homogeneous paste in a mechanical mixer, and are afterward

kneaded in manner similar to pottery clay. About 300 kilogrammes are required to make a pot.

The material is formed into lumps and allowed to season for several weeks in a moist place, by
which process it acquires the necessary plasticity. The manner of making the pots in France con-

sists in building them up of small cylinders of the prepared clay called pastons or columhins. Gen-

erally a wooden vessel is used as a mould, and this is lined inside with wet cloth. The columbins,

previously prepared and flattened on one side, are placed against the cloth, beginning at the centre

of the bottom. They are thus built up, range after range ; and as they are put in place they are

rubbed together so as to make them unite. When the top of the moulding vessel is reached, the

whole is removed to a warm apartment, and the interior of the pot is pounded smooth with marble
mallets. It is then left in the mould lor several days, after which it is turned out, and any defects
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on the exterior surface are repaired. The pot is afterward left to dry in a chamber heated to from
30° to 40° C. for from 4 to 8 months. Then it is gradually baked at a red heat.

Furnace Bricks.—A glass-furnace after being once fired is always kept in heat until its stoppage

is necessary on account of deterioration. Then it is generally built anew. The bricks, having

therefore to withstand a very high temperature for so long a time, are chosen with great care,

especially those used in forming the vaults and arches. Kefractory clay alone does not produce
sufficiently resisting bricks, and hence very pure white sand is added to it. This material is best

obtained from c^uartziferous rock or pebbles, ground and treated with sulphuric acid to remove all

traces of iron. Vault-bricks should contain from 80 to 85 per cent, of this sand. Those which
come in contact with the glass which flows over during molting or on the breakage of the pots may
contain very much less. If they are too silicious, they are rapidly scored by the glass which almost
constantly falls from the pot into the furnace. If, on the other hand, tliey are made of nearly pure

clay, they resist much better the dissolving action of the basic elements of the glass. The following

is a good mixture for vault-bricks : 250 kilcgrammcs of clay, 250 kilogrammes of calcined clay from
old furnace-vaults, and 100 kilogrammes of purified quartz sand. In Wales a very excellent brick

is made from agglomerated quartz, the material being obtained at Dinas in the Neath valley. It is

nearly pure silex. The rock, reduced to powder, is mixed with about one per cent, of lime and a

quantity of water sufficient to agglutinate the mass, when it is compressed in iron moulds. It is

thus made into bricks, dried, and then baked at a high temperature. The lime acts as a kind of flux

at the surface of the quartz grains and determines their agglomeration. These bricks expand by
heat, while those of clay contract.

Furnaces.—The furnaces used in glass-making may be divided into four classes: 1, ordinary fur-

naces ; 2, Siemens furnaces ; 3, Boetius furnaces ; and 4, single-pot furnaces.

Ordinary Furnaces.—These are heated either with coal or wood. They arc usually of circular,

oval, or I'ectangular form, and contain from 6 to 12 pots. Access is afforded to each pot by a

separate opening, which is closed during the melting. Figs. 1866 to 1869 represent a four-sided

furnace intended for 6 pots. Fig. 1866 is a horizontal section. Fig. 1867 a perpendicular section

through the teazing arch. Fig. 1868 a perpendicular section through the edges or seats, and
Fig. 1869 a front view with a section of the fritting kiln. There are four side kilns connected
with the main furnace A A, Fig. 1866, in the shape of four wings, viz. : two cooling or annealing

furnaces B £, and two fritting kilns C C. Above the foundation, in which the drains x x x

are excavated, the sole-stone w is placed, which forms the bottom of the fire-room. The two fire-

places and grates m m, Fig. 1867, are situated above the ash-pits y, and are exactly opposite to each

other ; they are supplied with fuel from the arches h b and dd, while the flames from the two extrem-

ities meet in the fire-room g, Fig. 1868, and enter together the space a a occupied by the pots u w u v,

and, reverberating from the four-sided arch, escape at last through the flues c c, 8 inches in width,

into the side ovens, of which two can be heated by separate fires K, Fig. 1869; the damper in the

flues c shuts off the flame from the furnace A A when required. The uprights i i ii separate the

working spaces of the glass-blowers, who obtain access to the glass in the pots through the working-

lS7n.

%MM>i}y&^M/^&;^}

holes e c e. Immediately below these are the openings r r r, which can be opened for removing the

pots when broken or worn out from the sieges, to which they often adhere. In order to retain the

heat in the furnace, the working-holes are made as narrow as possible, and consequently much
smaller than the pots ; when it is necessary to change the latter, they are removed through the side

arches, of which there are two in every furnace, kept constantly bricked up except when actually in
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use. Chimneys {I, Fig. 1869) are sometimes erected over one or more of the working-holes to carry

off the heat and the vapors from the pots ; these, however, are not essential, and are not often used.

The side-kilns are accessible by the doors 8 S S. Wood is placed on the scaffolding Z to dry. The
cupola or arch v is walled over with ordinary bricks, and the corners are filled with sand and earth.

The round melting-furnaces, although very commonly used, are not so commodious as those of
quadrangular form under the same circumstances. Pigs. 1870 to 1873 represent a furnace of this

1873.

IST2.
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narrow passages B B, and these are connected with the large apertures h b. These apertures are

used for the insertion of the pots C C, and at the same time for stoking the fire : for the latter pur-

pose they would be too large, and allow too much heat to be lost ; they are consequently bricked

up above and closed in front by
^^''-'' slabs of clay, with the exception

of the small apertures e e. A
grate is indispensable when coal

is used, but not when wood is

the ordinary fuel. The flame

travels from the melting-fui--

nace, after passing between the

sieges and heating the pots C C
and the cuvettes i i, through the

flues o o into the side furnaces

A. Two rows of holes are left

in the free sides of the furnace.

By means of the upper working-

holes m m tn, the melting-pots

are accessible for the purposes

of ladling ; through the two low-

er holes n n the cuvettes are inserted or removed upon the iron slabs p p, which must consequently

be exactly upon the same level as the sieges. All the holes can be closed by movable plates at pleas-

ure. The draught can be regulated through r r, and the ash collects in s s.

Figs. 18Y6 to 1878 show a ground plan'of a melting-furnace for crown glass, and the elevation of

an end and side, a a a a are the stone pillars which carry the cone ; h h h h, the walls of the fur-

nace ; c c, the grate-bars upon which the fuel lies ; d d, the " sieges," or position which the melting-

pots occupy, one opposite each opening c c c. g is an elevation of the sides _/'/, and h an elevation

of the ends i i of the furnace, k k k are temporary openings to enable the workmen to insert

large iron levers to assist in placing the pots, which are carried on a machine, in a red-hot state,

into the furnace through the other temporary opening /.

The Siemens Gas thirnaccs involve two principles: 1. For the direct action of the combustible

that of the products resulting from its distillation is substituted. 2. These products, consisting of

carbonic oxide, carbnretted Indrogcn, and hydrogen, are directed in company with air, but without

being mingled with the latter, into two chambers filled with fire-brick previously heated to a red beat

^ ^__J—-t;

vz/yy/'y/''//-^
'///,y.'//y/,yyy
'^yyyyyyyy^'y
y/y'yy/yyyyyyy
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iii^'^yyyyyyyy.'
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by the furnace flame. The gases and air are consequently heated by their contact with the bricks.

These chambers are termed " regenerators," and the gases, after traversing them, are led into the

furnace, adding to the heat which they have already acquired that which is due to chemical action.

The flame which is the consequence of the latter starts at a short distance from the bench on which
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the crucibles rest, traverses the furnace, determines the effects due to its high temperature, and on
leaving penetrates into two other regenerators, there giving up nearly all its remaining heat, the gases

Thus the two inlet regeneratorsof combustion escaping from the chimney considerably cooled.

ISTT. 1878.

^^^fVi T^ 7^^^

1879

and the two outlet regenerators act inversely. The first pair are traversed from bottom to top, one
by the gaseous products, the other by the air. The second pair are traversed from top to bottom
by the mixture of gases leaving the furnace ; consequently the latter gases raise the temperature of
the brick lining. By means of valves, moved
every half hour, the four chambers are used
alternately ; that is, those previously heated
by the escaping gases are employed to heat
the entering gases and air, and tlie former
entry regenerators now become those of out-

let. This arrangement will be understood
from Fig. 1879, which is a vertical section of
furnace and regenerators. The gases and air

enter through the two contiguous chambers
on the right, and mingle and burn a little

above them ; then escaping, they pass into

the chambers on the left, which they elevate

to a high temperature.

The Bodius Furnace, Fig. 1880, is simpler
and less costly than that just described. The
fuel charged by the two lateral openings fur-

nishes carburets of hydrogen and other com-
bustible products, and falls on the grates D
in the form of coke. This burns, yielding

carbonic acid, which on traversing the layer

of incandescent coal becomes partially converted into carbonic oxide. The grate allows of the pas-
sage of air only just sufficient to consume the coke. In order to burn the gases formed, air is drawn
in at E and F, and is caused to circulate in its conduits H around the fire, thus becoming heated.

It then mixes with the gases, and the

flame produced passes up through the

furnace and escapes by the chimneys
shown. An economy of 30 per cent.

in fuel is claimed for this furnace
over others. It admits of a higher

temperature being obtained, and of

the use of inferior grades of fuel.

Slnfflc-Pot Furnace.—An example
of this construction is shown in Figs.

1881 to 1884. Fig. 1881 is a hori-

zontal projection of the furnace and
crucible. Fig. 1882, section along
the line E F\ Fig. 1881 ; that is to

say, along the flue. Fig. 1883, ver-

tical section along the line CD of

the plan. Fig. 1884, vertical section

along the line A B oi the plan. A is

the foundation or support for the cov-

ered crucible B ; C C are the walls of

the furnace ; D D, openings through
which the coal is thrown on the grate

;

E, arch or crown of the furnace ; F,

door or opening through which the

crucible B is introduced and taken

out ; G, six chimneys ; If, an open-

ing ; 7, hole to facilitate the placing
of the crucible on its support ; li, a bent iron bar for working the fire-clay cylinder ; Z, a support
with a roller across, on which the bar K is supported ; M, a hole with a stopper through which the
coal is thrown

;
iV, aperture with stopper, through which the grate is cleared ; 0,. hood of sheet-iron,

ISSO.
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under which the chimneys terminate ; a a, grate of furnace ; b, throat of crucible ; c, level of the

melted s^ass ; d, fire-clay cylinder for stirring ; e, opening
; /, grate-bars ; and (/. door of opening e.

Mr. Siemens has devised a furnace in which the sole is divided into three compartments by trans-

18S2.

-B

k[J

a-

--—«-- —
-q— ii

verse partitions. The first serves for fusion, the second for fining, and the third for the collecting

of the glass. In another furnace, in operation in Dresden, the second partition is suppressed and 80

annuli of clay are substituted, in which the glass circulates during the fining. MM. Videau and
Clemandot have constructed a furnace in which a huge melting-vat is substituted for the pots.

1S83. 1884.

Figs. 1885 and 1886 represent M. de la Bastie's furnace for the manufacture of tempered glass.

Fig. 1885 is a section of the oven and bath, suitable for tempering shaped articles, a is an oven
heated by a furnace b, having its floor c made in one piece of a refractory material with a polished

surface ; from this a slope d, of the same material, leads into the bath h, which is provided with a

1885.

lid i for the purpose of excluding the air, and a basket Jc of fine wire gauze to receive the heated
articles. At the back of the oven a is a chamber into which the articles are first introduced, and
where they are pai-tially heated ; they are then pushed through an aperture in the dividing-wall into

the oven a, where the final heating takes place. When the temperature is sufficiently high, the ash-
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pit and fire-doors are closed, and rendered air-tight by luting, tlie fire being maintained by pieces of

fuel introduced through a small aperture in the furnace-door, after which the draught is stopped by

closing the damper. The vertical damper / is then raised, which operation both causes the flame to

pass by the flue ^ to a second chimney, passing along the slope d and heating it, and also opens the

communication between the oven and the bath, which is filled with the prepared liquid. A tire-truck

J9,
charged with live fuel, heats the bath to the desired temperature. I is a tube, in which is a ther-

mometer m, for ascertaining the temperature of the bath : by this tube also the contents of the bath

may be added to ; n is an overflow-pipe. The plug o on the cover may be removed to observe the

interior without wholly uncovering the bath. The workman watches the glass through an eye-hole,

and, when the article has arrived at the proper heat, he pushes it by an iron rod to the slope f/,

whence it slides down into the bath, and is received into the basket k. When the glass has cooled

to the temperature of the liquid, the lid is removed, and the basket is taken out with the tempered

glass. The function of the lid is to stop the supply of air, and thus prevent the combustion of the

oleaginous liquid, which might otherwise take place on the introduction of articles raised to a red

heat ; the wire basket facilitates the withdrawal of the tempered articles from the bath, and, offering

a yielding surface to the softened glass, the latter incurs no risk of alteration in form. A layer of

sand may be substituted for the basket of wire gauze.

Fig. 1886 represents the same furnace adapted for the annealing of flat plates. Its general con-

struction is the same as above given, the special feature bein: '
' '

•
• —the rocking-table E and the movable

1886.

furnace-bed B. When the plate which rests on this furnace-bed is sufficiently heated, the bed is

tipped up till it is on a level with the rocking-table, when the plate slides down into the bath, which has

a curve at the bottom to contain any pieces which may be accidentally broken off. When the plate

has been a proper time in the bath, E is tilted up, and, by means of an ingenious adaptation of

levers, the plate is removed and slid out, when the rocking-plate is returned and remains in a posi-

tion to receive the next plate.

For works for reference on glass-making, see Glass, Manufacture of.

FURNACES, METALLURGICAL, other than for iron and steel. The furnaces chiefly used in the

United States for the roasting of ores of silver, copper, etc., are the Stetefeldt and the Bruckner

revolving-cylinder furnaces.

The Stetefeldt Furnace, represented in Fig. 1887, is largely employed in the treatment of silver

ore. The percentage of silver chloridized varies according to the character of ore and the care with

which the furnace is managed. Results as high as 97 per cent., the manufacturers state, have been

obtained, while the average chloridations are claimed to range between 87 and 93 per cent. The

furnace can be used for oxidizing as well as for chloridizing roasting, but it is mainly for chloridizing

of silver ores that it has been generally introduced. It may also be used for the oxidizing roasting

of gold-bearing sulphurets, preparatory to extracting gold by Plattner's process or by amalgamation
;

for oxidizing or chloridizing roasting of sulphuret copper ores, to prepare them for one of the leach-

ing processes ; and for the oxidizing roasting and slagging of galena ores—through suitable changes

in its construction—preparatory to their reduction in the blast furnace.

A is the shaft into which the pulverized ore is showered by the feeding machine, placed on the top

of the cast-iron frame B. The shaft is heated by two fireplaces, C. The ash-pits of these are

closed by iron doors, having an opening E, provided with a slide, so that more or less air can be

admitted below the grate, and consequently more or less heat generated. In order to obtain a per-

fect combustion of the gases leaving the fire-box through the slit T, an air-slit U, connected with

the air-channel F, is arranged above the arch of the fire-box. This slit also supplies the air neces-

sary for the oxidation of the sulphur and the base metals. Another advantage of this construction

is, that the arches above the fire-box and fire-bridge are cooled and prevented from burning out. The

roasted ore accumulates in the hopper A", and is discharged into an iron car by pulling the damper

L, which rests on brackets with friction-rollers J/. i\^is an observation door, and also serves for

cleaning the fire-bridges. are doors to admit tools in case the roasted ore is sticky and adheres

to the walls. The gases and fine ore-dust, which form a considerable portion of the charge, leave the

shaft through the flue G. The doors R are provided to clean this flue, which is necessary with some
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ores about once a month. D is an auxiliary fireplace, constructed in the same manner as the fire-

places on the shaft, which is provided to roast the ore-dust escaping through the flue (?, in passing

through the chamber i/. PPare doors for observation and cleaning. The larger portion of the

roasted dust settles in the chamber I', provided with discharge-hoppers /, from which the charge is

drawn into iron cars by moving the dampers 8. The rest of the dust is collected in a system of

dust-chambers Q, connected witli a chimney which should rise from 40 to 50 feet above the top of

the shaft. At the end of the dust-chambers is a damper by which the draught of the furnace can

be regulated. The dry kiln can also be used as a dust-chamber, and the waste heat of the furnace

utilized for drying the ore before crushing it. The firing of the furnace is done on one side, and all

discharges are located on the opposite side.

The feeding machine is shown in Fig. 1888. The cast-iron frame A, which is placed on top of the

shaft, is provided with a damper B, which is drawn out when the furnace is in operation, but insert-

ed when the feeding machine stops for any length of time, or if screens have to be replaced. C is

a cast-iron grate, to the top of which is fastened the punched screen
1887. 2). The latter is made of Russian sheet-iron, or of cast-steel plate,

with holes one-eighth to one-tenth of an inch in diameter. Above
the punched screen is placed a frame E, to the bottom of which is

fastened a coarse wire screen F, generally Ko. 3, made of extra-heavy

iron wire. The frame E rests upon friction-rollers G. The brackets

H, which hold the friction-rollers, can be raised or lowered by set-

screws, so that the wire screen F can be brought more or less close to

the punched screen D. The brackets K carry an eccentric shaft Z,

connected with the shaft iJ/, from which the frame E receives an oscil-

lating motion. To the brackets N are fastened transverse stationary

blades 0, which come nearly in contact with the wire screen F^ and

can be raised or lowered by the nuts P. These blades keep the pulp

in place when the frame E is in motion, anc^ also act as distributors

of the pulp over the whole surface of the screen. The hopper / receives the ore from an elevator,

which draws its supply from a hopper into which the pulverized ore is discharged from the crushing

machinery. The ore is generally pulverized through a No. 40 screen. By means of a set of cone-

pulleys the speed of the flame E can be changed from 20 to 60 strokes per minute, whereby the

amount of ore fed into the furnace is regulated. This can also be done to some extent by changing

the distances between the punched screen D, the wire screen F, and the blades 0.

The manufacturers give the following example as showing the cost of roasting in a Stetefeldt fur-

nace of 25 tons capacity, in 24 hours, at stated prices for labor, fuel, and salt, such as are generally

paid in mining districts of Nevada :

2 flremen, at $4.50 5^ 9 00

4 pulp-coolers, at $4 16 00

2| cords of wood, at $8 22 00

Wear and tear of screens, etc _Jl_29

Labor and fuel for 25 tons $48 00

Labor and fuel, per ton $1 ^^

7 per cent, salt, at $40 per ton ^ 80

Expense of chloridizing roasting, per ton $4 72

The Bruckner Revolving Furnace, Figs. 1889 and 1890, is also largely employed for the purpose of

roasting and chloridizing silver ores. The exterior of the cylinder is a sheet of boiler iron, 12 feet

long by 5 feet 6 inches in diameter. The ends are partially closed with similar material, leaving in the

centre' a circular opening about 2 feet in diameter, bounded by a flange projecting several inches.

Upon one side is placcdan opening closed by a hinged door. Upon the outside of the cylinder are

bolted three bands, in which the section of the first is square, and that of the third semicircular ;
the

second or middle band is a strong spur-gear. Passing through the cylinder are six pipes parallel to one

another, in a plane at an angle of 15° to the axis of the cylinder ; these pipes also lie in this plane

at an angle of 30° to 35° to the longitudinal axis of the plane, as shown in Fig. 1890, where the

internal Vrangement of the cylinder is seen, a perforated diaphragm being formed through part

of the cylinder by means of perforated plates placed between the above-described pipes, the plates

being held in place by longitudinal grooves upon these pipes. The cylinder is supported upon four
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lar"-e friction-rollers two of which are grooved upon their periphery to loosely fit the semicircular

band thus holdin"- the cylinder longitudinally in place. The other two friction-rollers are made with-

out a n-roove and%ear upon the square band, thus accommodating themselves to the expansion and

contraction of the cvlinder, or any irregularities of form. Rotary motion is given to the cylinder

bv means of a pinion placed under the cylinder and gearing into the spur-gear band.

A fire havin^'- been kindled in the fire-box, the cyUnder is allowed to revolve slowly until heated to
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a dull red, and is then brought to rest with the door on top. In this position about 4,000 lbs. of

pulverized ore and 200 to 400 lbs. of salt are introduced ; the door is closed and securely fastened,

and the cylinder is made to revolve at the slower speed of from one-half to one turn per minute.

The fire is so regulated that after an hour's time the sulphur contained in the ore begins to burn, the

ore in the cylinder being retained at a dull red for some time. (In those ores containing a large

amount of sulphur, little or no additional fuel is required for desulphurization.) During the whole

of this and the subsequent operation, the inclined perforated diaphragm causes the heated ore to

traverse alternately backward and forward the entire length of the cylinder, also sifting it through

the flame, thus insuring a uniform heating, mixing, and exposure to chemical action. The desulphur-

ization being completed, the heat is gradually augmented to a full red. After an hour's time, or as

soon as a sample taken from the cylinder evolves the odor of chlorine uncontaminated with that of

sulphurous acid, which indicates that the chlorination is complete, the door in the cylinder is opened,

and the cylinder revolved by the more rapid moving gear, and the chloridized ore is quickly dis-
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charged, being received into a car, shoot, or other conveyer, according to the construction of the mill.

The total weight of the iron parts is 16,000 lbs. The placing of the foundation and the erection of

brickwork, for fire-box, cylinder-linings, and dust-chambers, will vary greatly according to local cir-

cumstances. The capacity of a cylinder in 24 hours is, as reported by Mr. Charles E. Sherman and
endorsed by B. 0. Cutter, from 8 to 10 tons (in very refractory ores the daily average would be less),

the chloridizing being up to 96 per cent. These statements are based upon their experience at the

Caribou Mill, Colorado. A. D. Breed, Esq., proprietor of that mill, gives the actual total cost of

roasting and chloridizing at $5.50 per ton. This low cost renders it feasible to work with profit

very low-grade ores.

Zinc-roasting Furnaces.—Fig. 1891 represents a vertical section of an improved zinc-ore roasting

and calcining furnace designed by Prof. Pierre de P. Ricketts. The muffle furnace on the right is 42
feet long by lY feet wide outside. The sole of the muffle measures 39 by 14 feet, and the height of

the arch in the middle is 2 feet 4 inches. There are four flues separated from each other by 9-

^^^^^^'^5^^^^WT^SW^JtiEI=^3S5?i^;pi?=5^:3ginmS5;i^^J^^

inch walls at the end farthest from the fireplace. These flues connect with a horizontal cross-flue

running along the end of the furnace. This, by means of another flue at right angles to it, commu-
nicates with the calciner on the left. It is also connected by a vertical flue beneath it with the main
flue underground. One of these furnaces is calculated to roast 3 tons of ore in 24 hours, with a

consumption of 2 tons of coal. Should, however, the ore on reaching the end of the muffle not be

completely roasted, it can be taken out and the roasting completed in the reverberatory fui-naces used

for calcining. The ore is charged through the opening in the arch of the muffle upon the sole below,

where it remains 16 hours, 8 in passing from the charging-door to the middle, and 8 in passing from
the middle to the discharge-doors. During this period it is constantly turned over. The sulphur-

ous acid formed during the roasting is conveyed away by two flues at the end of the muffle which

1893.

1892.

connect with the horizontal underground flue. The roasting furnace can be disconnected from the

calciner at any time by dampers placed at the junction of the flues.

The Hasenclever furnace, in its latest form, with which the name of Hilbig also is associated, is

used at several European works. In the sectional sketch. Fig. 1892, i is the hopper into which the

ore is charged ; s, an inclined channel, depressed 33° from horizontal, 1.8 metre wide, 0.5 metre high,

and 9 metres long, heated from below by the flame in the flue d from around the muffle furnace b ;

h h, 50 partitions, which stop short several centimetres above the inclined floor, forcing the ore to

descend in a thin layer, while the gases from the muffle b, passing through openings placed zigzag in

these partitions, are made to traverse the surface of the ore for a long distance, and finally allowed to

escape at s, loaded with sulphurous acid. The inclined channel and the flues are accessible through
side doors. At 5- is a hollow, air-cooled, revolving feeder, operated periodically by a water-power, at

each turn of which a certain amount of ore is taken from the bottom of the incline and pushed into

the muffle, while the layer of ore in the incline slips downward. Every two hours the ore is spread
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out in the mufBe by hand, through working-doors, and gradually pushed to the back, where it falls

through an opening upon the hearth a, heated by direct flame. Here it is completely roasted, the
last portions of sulphurous acid escaping with the gases of combustion through e, c, d, and tn into

the stack. The Boetius gas-producer I, and the air supplied at n, give an economical heat to the

hearth, the working-door of which is at /'. It will be seen that this arrangement keeps the flame,

gases, smoke, etc., separate from the charge till the roasting is nearly complete, and thus furnishes

sulphurous-acid gas of greater purity (escaping at s) for the manufacture of sulphuric acid. The gas

passes from s first into a cooling chamber, on the iron top of which ore is dried, thus completing the

utilization of the heat. Even blende poor in sulphur (which is the hardest to roast) can be success-

fully treated in this apparatus. A blende containing 20 per cent, of sulphur when charged was found
to contain at

ff
10 per cent., at the back side of b 6.4 per cent., and at the fire-bridge of a (just be-

fore withdrawal) 1.2 per cent. The further dimensions of the furnace are, in metres: mufl^le, b, 6.5

long, 1.8 wide, 0.4 high, with five working doors on one side ; hearth, a, 5.7 long, 0.4 high
;
genera-

tor, /, 1.5 high, 0.5 broad at the bottom, 1.4 at the arch.

The Belgian system of distillation is conducted in inclined cylindrical retorts, disposed in rows
above the fireplace, and provided with fire-clay nozzles or condensers, over the outer ends of which
conical tubes (balloons, caps, or " prolongs ") of sheet-iron are placed during the operation. The
ordinary form is shown in Fig. 1893, which presents a section from front to rear. In this furnace
the eight retorts a' of the lowest row are left empty, to serve as " protectors " and regulators of the
temperature, by means of openings in them, through which the flame may be drawn at will. Above
them are 61 useful retorts, a.

Slone and Watcr-Jaeket Furnaces.—There are many ores of silver carrying gold that are too re-

fractory to be treated as free milling ores, by amalgamation in the mortars of the battery where
they have been crushed, or by the Washoe process, where the ore, after it has passed the battery

screens, comes in contact with quicksilver in the pans, with the formation of an amalgam, which is

afterward separated from the earthy matter in settlers. Neither can they be treated by the dry pro-

cess, where the ore crushed dry in the battery mortars is elevated to the top of a Stetefeldt roasting

furnace, to be sifted in a fine powder with salt down through the chloridizing shaft. Consequently
resort must be had to some other method of separation.

The process which, although but a few years in operation, seems to have met with the greatest

success and favor, is that of treating base ores with a certain per cent, of litharge as a flux, if they
do not already contain sufficient

lead for slagging off. In this way ^^'

a bullion is formed, which collects

and retains the precious metals.

Two general styles of furnaces

have been adopted, termed dis-

tinctively the stone furnace and
the water-jacket, called by some
the hydro-cycle. The stone fur-

nace, as shown in Fig. 1894, is

commonly built of sandstone or

other easily-worked stone that can
be obtained in the vicinity, the
upper structure resting securely

upon corner-piers from 24 to SO
inches square. Springing from
these are arches over the tuyere
embrasures, which are construct-

ed so as to admit of the use of

from four to eight tuyeres on the
sides and one opposite the slag-

pot. The interior lining is either

of fire-stone or fire-brick, requir-

ing as a rule not less than 200
cubic feet of material. The bot-

tom of the well is sunk from 12

to 18 inches below the point of

slag discharge, to hold about 6

tons, and the tuyeres are located

about 15 inches above the same.
The lead with silver is ladled out

of the metal well on the side. At
a height of from 18 to 36 inches

above the tuyeres an offset or

contraction occurs, although the
feeding-floor is generally placed

not less than 12 feet above this point. The stack is commonly run tip to a height of 50 feet. Such
a furnace, to treat from 50 to 60 tons per day, will cost from -$6,000 to $15,000, according to loca-

tion. This is not meant to include the cost of erecting a light iron flue-connection to flue-stack to
collect the dust, which frequently amounts to 15 per cent, of the ore treated, and assays, according
to the original value of the ore, from $5 to $100 per ton. A number of managers pursue the plan
of Avorking it over, mixed with clay, to a mortar, to aid in fluxing ; while others, considei'ing it too

wmm^^^^^mm^y^
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expensive to handle, throw it out as a waste product. The most essential points to be looked afteE

in the running of a furnace are : first, to feed uniformly, and the proper portions of ore, litharge,

limestone, and iron ore to secure an even worjiiug and no loss ; second, to blow just enough air into

the furnace through the tuyeres to

support a combustion that will pre-

vent clogging in the shaft, or on the

other hand cutting the lining away

;

third, to provide an excess of pow-
er for an emergency.
The water-jacket furnace, Fig.

189.5, consists of a wrought-iron

stack resting upon a cast- or wrought-
iron frame about the combustion-
chamber, so arranged, in sections of

five or more, that when one gives

out it can be replaced without dis-

turbing the rest. In each of the

sections the water circulates inde-

pendently of the rest, and after

reaching a temperature of about
175° F. it passes over the spout into

the tank below, from which it is

pumped to a tank set so as to se-

cure a head of about 12 feet above
the bottom of the jacket, where the

water is admitted. The interior di-

mensions and capacity for ore treat-

ment are about the same as in the

stone furnaces. This furnace gives

most excellent results when first

blown in, and would continue to do
so under careful management ; but
carelessness and irregularity in feed-

ing, with frequent changes of charge,

soon necessitate repairs or renewals

of portions damaged or destroyed.

The advantages which it possesses

over the other style, and which have
led to its more general adoption, are

that it costs only about one-third as

much as a stone furnace of the same
capacity ; that it can be erected in

locations where suitable building

materials are scarce ; that it can be
repaired without pulling the furnace

to pieces ; and that it requires less

labor for working. Many ingenious

devices have been added to the fur-

nace with the view of returning the

valuable flue-dust immediately and continuously to the furnace or to the feeding-floor, where it can

be mixed with just sufficient moistened clay to bring it under the action of the reducing flame.

In the table below are given results from a number of experiments with these two kinds of furnace

:

Table sliowing Results of Working of Stone mid Water-jacket Furnaces.

DETAILS.

Shape

Size of lead-well.. . . \

Capacity
Tuyeres above slag-

discharrre

Bottom of well below.
Ileiffht of combustion-
chamber

Heifjhtof feed-floor...

Thickness of water-
jacket

Number of tuyeres . .

.

Size of tuyeres
Length oi' tuyeres
Pressure of air

Cubic feet of air-dis-

charge
Diameter of air-pipe.

.

Gallons of water daily.

Stone.

Oblong.

8i to 4 bv
h to 6 ft.

5 to G tons.

15 in.

IS to 24 in.

80 to .5(i in.

12 to 15 ft.

Water-Jacket.

Round or oval.

AO to 48 by
4S to fid in.

(5 to ei tons.

1.^ in.

18 to 24 in.

42 to 5-t in.

12 to 15 ft.

f to ^ in.

4 to «

Sin.
20 to 30 in.

IJtolJ

4,500 to 7.000

12 in.

DETAILS.

5 to 9

3 in.

15 to .SO in.

H to H
4,400 to 6,400

12 in.

12,000 to 16,000 12,000 to 15,000

Temperature of water . .

.

Height of stack
Diameter of stack
Life of furnace
Length of dust-flue

Cost.
Tons of ore worked per

24 hours
Bushels of charcoal per
ton

Bushels of coal daily

Costofcharcoal per bushel
; Weight of coal per bushel

i

Tons of ore-escape d.aily.

Percentage of eocape ....

Assay of dust ^

Waste in slag and speiss.

Cost of smelting, per
ton

Stone.

120° to 180°

50 ft.

3x3 ft.

4 to ti months.
^00 ft.

.|G,(iOO to ^15,000

40 to 50
SO to 40

1.200 to 2.000

IS to .30 cts.

IS lbs.

15 to IS
10 to 15
Gold, *10 to *40

Silver. |10 to $30
T5 per cent.

$9 to $15

Water-Jaeket.

125° to 175°

.50 ft.

36 in.

3 to S months.
Downc.'ist.

$2,0U0 to $5,000

80 to 45
25 to SO

750 to 1,3.50

IS to 30 cts.

18 lbs.

10 to 15
10 to 15

75 per cent.

$8 to $12
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In the stone furnace the result from a charge of 500 lbs. of ore and 250 lbs. of coal and fluxes
would be about 20 per cent, of metal, 10 per cent, of dust, 60 per cent, of slag, and 10 per cent,
of speiss. F. H. McD. (in part).

FUSES. Devices used to ignite the bursting-charges of hollow projectiles at any desired moment
of their flight, or to communicate fire to the explosive in a mine or blast. As used for projectiles,
they are of three kinds, viz. : time, percussion, and concussion fuses.

Time Fuses.—The time fuse consists of a column of inflammable composition which, bein"'
ignited by the charge in the gun, burns for a certain space of time, at the end of which it commi°
nicates its flame to the bursting-charge in the shell. The navy time fuse, represented in Fig. 1896,
is composed of a mealed-powder composition driven into a paper case. This case is inserted in a
metal stock, F, Fig. 1897, which is screwed into the fuse-hole. A safety-plug, P, at the lower
end, prevents the communication of fire to the powder in the shell, in case of the accidental ignition
of the fuse. The jar of concussion consequent upon the explosion of the charge in the bore^of the
gun is so great as to detach the plug from the case, so that from the moment the shell leaves the
gun the communication is open between the burning composition of the fuse and the bursting-
charge in the shell, and as soon as the composition is consumed the shell explodes. C is the water-
cap, made of copper. On the outer surface of this are pieces of quick-match, the fire from
which, when ignited by the explosion of the charge in the gun, communicates to the powder in channels

1896. 1899.

r
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Percussion Fuses.—A percussion fuse is one which is prepared for action by the discharge and
put in action by the shock on striking the object. The essential requirements of the device are
that it shall not be ignited by the shock of discharge or on striking the water, that it shall be
ignited by the impact of the shell against the object, and that it may not be liable to explode bv
handling or during transport.

The Shenkle i^Mse.— This is the form used in the U. S. navy. It consists of a metal fuse-stock
inclosing a movable core-piece or steel plunger bearing a musket-cap. The plunder is confined
inside the stock, in which it fits loosely, by a screw or pin which passes through both stock and
plunger, and so prevents motion of the latter. When the projectile is fired, the plunoer by its
inertia carries away the pin and presses against the bottom of the fuse-stock. When the motion

inoi.

19C3.

is arrested, the plunger continuing on strikes the safety-cap in front of it, the cap is exploded, and
fare IS commumcatcd to the bursting-charae.

The German Fuse, Fig. 1901.—In thi^Tfuse a plunger a h, having a central fire-hole b, is let into
the luse-hole, and rests against the shoulders c c. This plunger is surmounted by a perforated cap
p, havmg a termmating point above. The plunger is retained in place by a pin E, which passes
transversely mto the fuse-hole, the side of which is put in contact with the point of the cap The
outer end of the pm projects on the side of the shell, the projection being limited by the line of the
cyhndrical portion. The fuse-hole is closed by a screw-cap //, having'a small central screw-hole
into which the fulminate cap rf is screwed. AVhen fired from a rifle, the centrifucal force vener-
ated by the revolution of the shell throws out the pin E; the plunger by its inertia is retained at

the bottom of the chamber during the flight of
the projectile; at the moment of impact the
plunger impinges against the fulminate, which
exploding ignites the charge in the shell. To
keep the bursting-charge in place in the shell,

a brass thimble h, with a flange on top and a
small hole in the bottom, is first pressed into
the fuse-hole and takes against the shoulder c.

Holchl-iss's Fuse, Fig. 1902, consists of a
metal body A, closed at the front end with a
screw-cap B. It has a conical hole at the rear,

which is closed by a lead safety-plug C pressed
in very tightly, so that the plug projects a little

through the base of the body-case toward the
inside. The plunger D is composed of lead
cast into a brass casing to strengthen it, and to
prevent the lead from being upset by the shock
of discharge. Two brass wires EF, cast into the

cad on opposite sides of the plunger, hold it suspended in the case, the wires going through the
holes in the bottom of the case, and being held securely in position by the safety-plug. The plun-
ger has a nipple cast into the lead, and is primed with an ordinary percussion cap ; in its axis it has
a powder-chamber G, containing the igniting charge. The operation of the fuse is as follows : The
safety-plug is dislodged backward into the interior of the projectile by the shock of discharge ; the
wires then being not held tight in tho hole, the plunger is disengaged and rests on the bottom of the
1 use-case, and is free to move in the line of axis. When the flight of the projectile is suddenly
retarded by its striking any object, the plunger, in consequence of its inertia, is driven forward, and
the primer strikes against the screw-cap, thus igniting the powder in the channel, and so firing the
bursting-charge of the projectile.

The English Royal Laboratory Fuse, Fig. 1903.—This fuse consists of the following parts : A,
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the brass stock or body ; 5, the brass screw-plug closing rear end of fuse ; C, the lead plunger
; D,

the brass thimble ; E, the brass safety-wire ; and J^, fulminate. The body has a solid head, hav-

ing on the outside a square recess for the fuse-wrench, and on the inside a sharp pin projecting

from the centre. The screw-plug B has a hole through its centre which is covered by a thin disk

of brass secuVed on by solder ; two small recesses in the bottom of the plug facilitate its inser-

tion with a wrench. The lead plunger C has also a central hole through it, in the front end of

which is placed the fulminate cap ; the plunger has also two slight projections from its sides, upon

which rests the brass thimble D. Running through holes in the heads of the fuse-body and thim-

ble, and to one side of the centre and resting on top of the plunger, is the twisted safety-wire E.

In order to prevent the easy withdrawal of the safety-wire, a small hole is bored into one side of

the fuse-body and down to the hole through which the wire is inserted, and into this is poured

melted lead. A strong cord facilitates the extraction of the wire before firing. Inserted in a loaded

shell with the safety-wire removed, and meeting with a resisting object in flight, the plunger is thrown

forward, sheering off the shoulders ; the fulminate, striking the pin, is ignited, the brass disk closing

the hole through the screw-plug is blown out, and the bursting-charge of the shell ignited.

For reports of tests of fuses, see "Report of Chief of Ordnance, U. S. A.," ISYS. The follow-

ing percussion fuses are recommended as superior to all others : German, Ilotchkiss, English Royal

Laboratory, and Shenkle ; this being the order of merit.

CoNCDSsioN Fuses.—A concussion fuse is one which is put in action by the discharge, but the

effect of that action is restrained until it strikes any object. The distinction between percussion

and concussion fuses is somewhat arbitrary, and the application of the terms has depended in largo

measure upon the sense in which the inventor of any particular fuse chooses to apply them. Such

a fuse, in order to be serviceable, must not only produce explosion on striking, but it must not pro-

duce it on the shock of the firing of the gun charge, nor on that produced by the ricochets of the

projectile in or out of the gun. These fuses have usually consisted of some composition of the

highly explosive fulminates, and the extreme danger of using them has been the chief obstacle to

their adoption.

17ie Splinrjard Fuse, Fig. 1904, is both a concussion and a time fuse. The appearance of the

paper case is similar to that of the Navy time fuse, but the internal arrangement is different. The

case is filled with fuse composition, and a long cavity is formed in the lower portion of the compo-

sition by driving it around a spindle as in a rocket. This cavity is filled with moist plaster of Paris,

and a long needle is inserted in it, nearly to the bottom of the plaster, forming a tube inclosed in

and supported by the composition. The latter is ignited in the usual way at the top, and as it burns

away leaves a portion of the plaster tube unsupported. When the shell strikes its object, the stock

breaks off the unsupported part of the tube, and the flame of the composition immediately commu-

nicates with the bursting-charge ; if the tube does not break, the composition burns and the burst

ing-charge is ignited as an ordinary time fuse.

The Bacon and JlcLiii/re Fuse, Fig. 1905, is very similar to the foregoing, except that the internal

tube is differently formed. A is an outside paper case ; B, the powder composition ; C, inside paper

case ; D, coating of plaster of Paris ; F, conical tube ; and F, a ball on the tube. The thin cop-

per tube F extends through the centre of the fuse composition, and has a solid copper head F,

secured in its upper end by a little soft solder. The fuse being ignited by the flame from the gun,

the upper part of the composition burns away in the first second or two of time, melting the solder

and leaving the head of the tube free to be displaced by the shock of impact. Under ordinary cir-

cumstances this fuse acts like the time fuse, the stopper F being kept in place by the plaster of

Paris ; but upon impact the plaster breaks, the ball falls, and the flame, passing through the tube,

at once ignites the bursting-charge.

Electric Fuses or Exploders, for mines, etc., may be divided into two classes : those in which

the heat is obtained by the passage of the electric spark over a break in the circuit, and those in

which the heat is obtained by the passage of the current over a conductor of great resistance. The

first, called tension fuses, may be used with the Leyden jar, induction coil, or any static electrical

machine. All that is necessary for a fuse or exploder of this class is, that there shall be a break in

a circuit not greater than the spark can easily be made to pass over (one-sixteenth to one-thirty-sec-

ond of an inch is the usual distance), and that between the two points of the break shall be placed

some composition that will be ignited by the passage of the spark. Gunpowder can be so fired, if

packed closely between the points ; but it is better to use some more sensitive material as a priming.

Fulminating mercury is fired by the spark, and may be used for this pui'pose, either pure or mixed

with other substances, as in percussion-cap composition. Abel's composition has thus been used.

It is composed of subsulphide of copper 64 parts, subphosphide of copper 14 parts, and chlorate

of potash 22 parts. The wires of the fuse must be firmly held in a wooden block or similar con-

trivance, in such a manner that the priming cannot be displaced, nor tlie distance between the

points altered. Outside the priming material is placed fulminating mercury, gunpowder, or other

substance, and the whole is properly inclosed in a wooden or metallic case. The principal diffi-

culty connected with the use of statical electricity for causing explosion is the high insulation of

the conducting-wiros that is required. If the insulation is imperfect, the loss is so great as to

render the firing of the fuse uncertain or impossible.

The second class of electric fuses or exploders are those in which, by the passage of the current,

a portion of the circuit having a great resistance becomes sufficiently heated to ignite some explo-

sive or inflammable body in contact with it. These fuses are used with the voltaic battery and the

various dynamo-electric machines, such as Farmer's, Gramme's, etc. For convenience they may be

divided into two classes : those in which plumbago, copper sulphide, Abel's composition, or other

similar hisrhly-resisting substance forms the part of the circuit which is to be heated ; and those in

which a fine platinum wire or other comparatively good conductor occupies that position.
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Of the first division are the fuses used in connection with Wheatstonc's machine and others simi-

lar. They consist essentially of a break in the circuit, which is bridged by a layer of plumbago or

composition which has a certain conducting power, and which will burn when heated. In contact

with this is placed the gunpowder, fulminating mercury, or other substance which is the charge of

the fuse. The difficulties connected with the use of these fuses and the machines for

which they are made are, that good insulation of the leading-wires is necessary, and that

this, from various causes, is often uncertain. Safe fuses of this sort may be made, since

no very sensitive composition is required as a priming.

Of the second division are those known as platinum or German-silver wire fuses.

The essential point in the coustructiou of these is the placing of a short piece of very

1007.

1904.
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fine platinum or German-silver wire in the circuit, and in contact with it a priming material which
when fired ignites the fuse-mass ; or the wire may be imbedded in the fuse-mass itself, and thus
inflame it directly without the intervention of a priming. This form of electric fuse has many advan-
tages. The current with which it is used is one of great quantity and low intensity, so that the
insulation of the conducting-wires need not be as complete as in the other cases. In fact, no insula-

tion is required if the fuse is sufficiently delicate and the whole circuit is not too long.

Hie Dijnamo-Elcclric lyniier used in the U. S. navy is represented in Fig. 1906. It consists of a
hard wooden plug rr, half an inch in length and about three-sixteenths of an inch in diameter, hav-
ing a score cut about its centre, and a longitudinal groove on eoch side for the reception of the cop-
per wires. The latter are cotton-covered, and are twisted together for about an inch, and stripped

of their insulation almost to the twist. The uncovered parts of the wires are pressed firmly into

the grooves in the sides of the plug, and are cut off so that they project about one eighth of an
inch above the plug. The ends of the wires are now split with a very fine saw in the direction of
the plane passing tlirough them, and the distance between the ends is carefully adjusted to three-

sixteenths of an inch ; after which platinum wire No. 40 is stretched between them to form the
bridge, and is securely soldered to the ends of the split wires i i. A wisp of gun-cotton / is next
wrapped around the platinum wire, and the ends of the copper wires are pinched together sufficiently

to take all strain from them. The plug is inserted in a hollow wooden case 6 i, 2 inches long,

and is countersunk one-eighth of an inch. The resistance of the wire should not vary five-tenths

cither side of 0.42 ohm. The ui)per part of the case is filled with rifle-powder, the top being closed
with a disk of cork, over which is poured some water-proof composition, and the whole is properly
coated with shellac.

TJic Bipiamo-Elairic Fuse, Fig. 1907, is made by inclosing one of the igniters above described in

a stout paper case about 6 inches in length, which is filled with rifle-powder to give more flame
and consequently a better ignition of the charge. One end of the case is closed by a wooden plug
B, with grooves cut in the sides for the wires, which serves for the bottom, and the other end is

filled with a disk of cork coated with collodion.

The foregoing is mainly abridged from " Naval Ordnance and Gunnery," Cooke, New York, 1875.
See also Blasting.
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FUSEE. A mechanical contrivance chiefly used in chronometers and watches, in order to main-

tain a uniform force uj)on the train of wheels, and to compensate for the decreasing power of the

spring. The spring io inclosed in a cylindrical barrel, and sets the wheels in motion by the aid of a

1909.

a fusee,

; at the

ain at a

1910.

cord or chain wound partly upon the barrel and partly upon a sort of tapering drum called

l''ig. 1908. As the spring uncoils in the barrel, the pull of the cord decreases in intensity

same time, however, the cord unwinds itself from the fusee, and continually exerts its str

greater distance from the axis, that is, with a greater lever-

age and with more effect.

The disk and roller, Fig. 1909, equivalent to the fusee,

consists of a disk A, revolving round an axis perpendicular

to its plane and giving motion to a rolling plate B, fixed

upon an axis which intersects at right angles the axis of the

disk A. Supposing the rotation of the disk to be imiform,

that of the roller B will continually decrease as it is shifted

toward the centre of A, and conversely. This is precisely

the effect produced by a fusee. The roller may be a wheel

furnished with teeth, and may roll upon a spiral rack as

shown in the diagram. As the disk revolves, the pinion P,

Fig. 1910, slides upon the square shaft, and is kept upon the

rack by the action of a guide-roller ii, which travels along

the spiral shaded groove.

GALVANIC BATTERY. See Electro-Galvanic and Thermic BATiEniES.

GALVANOPLASTY. See Electro-Metallurgy.
GAS, CARBONIC ACID. Carbonic acid gas is composed of 1 atom of carbon and 2 atoms of

oxygen. Its chemical symbol is therefore COo. Compared with air its weight is as 1.529 to 1. Of
the gases which may be liquefied, carbonic acid is the best for use as a source of motive power. It

can be readily prepared by pressure in liquefied form, and stored in strong vessels of small compass.

The following table by Regnault shows the tension of the liquid in atmospheres at various tempera-

tures Fahrenheit

:

Temperature.

- 13°....
- 4°....

+ 5°....

+ U\...
-h 23°

+ 32°

+ 41°...,
-+- 50°

Volume.

. 17.1

. 19.9

. 23.1

. 26.7

. 30.8

. 35.4

. 40.4

. 46.0

Temperature.

-h 59°..

-f 68°..

+ 77°..

-f- 86°..

95°..

104°. .

-t-

Volume.

52.1

58.8

60.0

73.8

82.1

91.0

113° 100.4

The specific gravity of liquid carbonic acid is as follows

:

Temperature.

- 4°..

+ 32°..

Sp. Gr.
I

Temperature. Sp. Gr.

. 0.90 ! -f 86° 0.60 (Thilorier)

. 0.83
i

4-32° 0.9470 (Andreeff)

The expansion of liquid carbonic acid with temperature is at

Temperature. Volume.

+ 4° 0.9517

+ 32° 1.000

Temper.ature. Volume.

+ 50° 1.0585

+ 68° 1.1457 (Regnault)

Ciirhonic Acid Gas as a Motor.—Carbonic acid gas has been employed for driving the propelling

engines of torpedoes ; and experiments in liquefying it, and storing it in flasks, to adapt it for this

purpose, have been carried on at the United States Torpedo Station at Newport, R. I. The following

details* on the subject have been prepared and published by Mr. Walter N. Hill, S. B., chemist of

the station. The liquefying apparatus constructed by Mr. Hill is represented in Figs. 1911 and 1912.

The compressing-pump used is a modification of the Burleigh air-compressor. The generating

* Published by permission of the author.
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apparatus was obtained from John Matthews of New York, and is that much used for generating

carbonic acid gas for making soda-water, with some alterations and additions to render it serviceable

for this purpose.

Fig. 1911 shows the generators, the vessel for receiving, and the coil for cooling the gas. Fig. 1912

shows the compressing-pump and the receivers or flasks, into which the gas is condensed. As used,

the whole forms one complete apparatus, and the gas generated in one end is obtained in the liquid

condition at the other. There are two generators, so that while one is in action the other may be
emptied and recharged. A is a large cast-iron cylinder with rounded ends. This receives the

marble-dust, from which the gas is obtained, and water. ^ is a wheel by which is revolved a composi-

tion agitator within the cylinder, i^is a large valve, through which the spent charge is drawn off.

The acid (sulphuric) is contained in a small cast-iron vessel B, which is supported by a projection

cast on A. There is a small opening in the bottom of the acid-receiver B, which is continued

1012.

through the projection on A. This is closed by a plug on the end of a rod, which passes up through
a gland on the top of B. This rod is hinged to the arm «, so that it can be raised or lowered at

pleasure ; and when down, the arm a is prevented from rising by a cam, which works in a frame on
the side. C is a vessel of the same size as B, but it has no direct communication with A. This
contains water for washing the gas.
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When in use, the necessary quantities of marble-dust and water are poured into A through an
opening which is closed by the cap D ; the corresponding amount of acid is poured into B through an
opening, which is then closed by a cap firmly screwed on, and water put into C, which is also tightly

closed. The plug-valve in B is then lifted by raising the handle a, and a portion of the acid allowed
to run down into A. The valve is then closed by bringing down the handle a, and locking it with
the cam. The acid let down into A acts upon the calcium carbonate (marble-dust), and g-eneiates

carbonic acid gas, which passes up the lead pipe b to the cross c. To one arm of the cross is at-

tached the pressure-gauge d, and to another a short lead pipe, which is connected with the top of B
and serves to equalize the pressure in B, so that the valve may be easily worked. The lower branch
of the cross is a pipe which extends to the bottom of C. The gas therefore bubbles up through the
water in C to the upper part of that vessel. From thence, when it is to be compressed, it is drawn
through the pipe e c to the receiver G.

All the castings of the generators are heavily lined with lead to protect them from the action of
the acid. The valves are of brass, heavily tinned. The generators are all tested to 500 lbs. to the
inch, and are capable of supporting a much heavier strain. They are limited to 300 lbs. pressure,
and are provided with ingenious safety escapes.

From the receiving vessel the gas passes through a lead pipe g g into the coil of lead pipe H.
This coil is placed in a tank or box under the floor, which is filled with ice-water flowing from the
freezing mixture in the box L L mentioned below. The other end of the coil is connected to a
strong small vessel, /.

Fig. 1912 represents the compressing-pump and the receivers for the liquid. The steam-cylinder
/ has 15 inches stroke by 7 inches diameter. There are two compressing cylinders, k k, of steel,

each 2^ inches in diameter
by 10 inches stroke, provided 1913.

with steel pistons, in which
are small steel valves open-
ing upward. The receivers or

flasks MM, into which the

gas is condensed, are placed

in the box X L, where they

are surrounded by a mixture
of pounded ice and salt, r.

During the compression, the

cooling mixture must bestirred

and pressed against the receiv-

er in order to obtain as much
cooling effect as possible, for

upon this largely depends the

pressure at which liquefaction

takes place. When the flask

or receiver is thoroughly cold

and empty, this pressure is

about 350 lbs., but rises as

the operation goes on, and
large quantities of gas are

rapidly condensed to 500 to 600 lbs., which may be considered as the average range. Sometimes a
higher pressure is attained, of 700 to 800 lbs., when the condensation is very rapid and the cooling
imperfect.

Flasks to contain liquid carbonic acid are shown in Fig. 1913. They are cylinders with rounded
ends. Each is provided with a valve in the centre of one head. When in place in the torpedo they
lie upon their sides. The opening controlled by the valve in each is, therefore, continued into the in-
terior by means of a pipe which turns up against the side. In this way gas passes out only when the
valve is opened. They are four in number : two 7 feet long each (including valve), one 5 feet long,
and one 4 feet long (both with valves included). The outside diameter of each is 12 inches along the
body, and 13^ at the heads. They are made of the finest sheet steel (.045 inch thick), in successive
layers, which are firmly fastened together with pure tin. The heads are made from cup-shaped
pieces of steel, which are placed one within the other and sweated together with tin. A flask con-
structed as explained, which was tested to destruction, gave wav under a pressure of 1.4 ton (of
2,240 lbs.) to the square inch, or 3,136 lbs. Rupture occurred 'in the bodv, and the sheets them-
selves were torn through irregularly without regard to the joints. The heads and junctions of the
heads to the body were not affected. The strains borne by these flasks may be calculated as follows

:

At 1,200 lbs.: longitudinal strain, 19,104 lbs.; tangential strain, 3S,800"lbs. At 1,365 lbs.: lon-
gitudinal strain, 21,731 lbs. ; tangential strain, 44,152 lbs. These calculations are based upon a
thickness of side of .18 inch. In reality it is nearly five-eighths of an inch, but of this only the steel
is of importance ; and, as there are four layers, this amounts to .18 inch. The excess of tin on the
inside, as already remarked, is not required, and does not add to the strength. Taking the tensile
strength of the steel at the low figure of 120,000 lbs., it will be seen that the extreme strains are
well below this point. Finally, the flask which gave way under 3,136 lbs. hydraulic pressure had,
when it ruptured, a tangential strain upon the surface withstanding it of 101,390 lbs. to the inch.

Ritchie's improved form of batterer's apparatus is represented in Fig. 1914. In this apparatus the
gas is conducted into a bronze receiver capable of resisting a pressure of 200 atmospheres, and is

condensed by means of a steel force-pump. The receiver is surrounded by a copper cylinder con-
taining a mixture of ice and salt. When enough of the gas is thus liquefied, it is caused to pass

57
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through a tube, terminating in a fine rose of wire gauze and into a lined woolen bag. On passing

out the cold produced by evaporation is so intense as to freeze the liquid carbonic acid, which forms

a deposit resembling snow. By means of the solidified carbonic acid it is possible to freeze mercury

in a white-hot platinum capsule. Water placed in the latter assumes the spheroidal state, in which

it does not really touch the vessel, being separated from it by a layer of steam ; if, now, solid car-

bonic acid mixed with ether is introduced into the water, enough heat is absorbed by the evaporation

of the carbonic acid to freeze a small quantity of mercury placed in the mixture.

Manufacture of Carbonated Beverages.—There are two systems of apparatus for making "soda

water " and other carbonated beverages, the continuous and the intermittent. The continuous sys-

tem, being well adapted to making carbonated beverages for filling siphons and bottles, is much
used in Europe, while the intermittent system prevails in the

United States, where beverages are extensively dispensed

from the counter.
^

The continuous system consists of a generator, in which

the gas is evolved under very moderate pressure ; a gasome-

ter, into which the gas passes and is stored ; and a beveragc-

carbonating compressor, by which the liquid and gas ai'e

compressed into a receiver and agitated under a pressure of

from 150 to 200 lbs. to the square inch for filling siphons,

or 60 lbs. for filling bottles. In the intermiitent system, the

1915.

pressure is obtained in the generator from the expansive force of the gas evolved by the chemical

action of sulphuric acid on a carbonate. After the required pressure is obtained, the gas is drawn

into a receiver and agitated with the liquid, to carbonate it.

Fig. 1915 represents the Matthews generator, generally used in either system. The chamber ^^
is filled with a powdered carbonate (preferably ground marble) and water to about two-thirds its

capacity. Sulphuric acid is poured into the acid-chamber B. The gas-washer C is filled with chips

of marble and water to wash and cool the gas. All the openings in the generator are then tightly

closed. The sulphuric acid is allowed to enter the carbonate chamber ^, by means of the valve c,

in small quantities, and the agitator/ is turned to mix the carbonate and water with the acid. _As

the carbonic acid is evolved, it passes through the pipe g to the bottom of the gas-washer, and rises

in minute bubbles through the water and lumps of marble to the pressure-gauge. When the re-

quired pressure is obtained, the gas is drawn into the fountain by means of the pipe h. The pipe i
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connects the top of the acid-chamber with the gas-washer, equalizing the pressure in the two, and
thei'eby preventing the pressure of the gas in the chamber A from opening the valve e. The valve
e is locked in position by means of the cam j.

Another form of generator is shown in Fig. 1916. In this a mixture of sulphuric acid and water
is introduced through the bung, and the marble-dust is poured in through B. The acid liquor passes

1917. 191S.

to the bottom of the vessel ; but the marble-dust is arrested by a diaphragm If, furnished with
several slits, through which the marble-dust is made to sift when the shaft S is caused to revolve by
turning the handle B. At the same time the agitator facilitates the evolution of gas by keeping
the mixture constantly stirred. As soon as a pressure of 105 lbs., indicated by the gauge L, is

reached, the stop-valve of the fountain is opened, and the gas is made to pass into it slowly by

1920.

FilONT ELEVATION.

1921.

SECTIONAL ELEVATION.

1922.

gradually opening the stop-valve D of the gas-washer. When enough gas has come over, the valves
are closed, the pipe is disconnected, and the fountain is made to revolve in its frame for about ten
minutes, to aid the absorption of gas by the water.

Carbonic-acid-gas generators are made either of steel, iron, or copper, and are lined with sheet
lead without seams to prevent corrosion. Those made of steel are the best, as they will resist a
pressure of 2,500 lbs. to the square inch. They cannot be burst by the chemical action even of a
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1923.

full charo-e of sulphuric acid and carbonate, as the highest pressure that can be thus developed in

the generator does not exceed 1,000 lbs. to the square inch. The best iron generators are made to

resist a pressure of 500 lbs. Copper docs not answer so well for high-pressure generators, as it is

weakened by the heat of the chemical action in the generator during the operation. The best genera-

tors are protected from bursting by undue pressure by a safety-cap containing a duplex disk which

will sustain a given amount of pressure. If the pressure in the generator exceeds this amount, the

disk is ruptured and the pressure escapes. Generators are made of different sizes to carbonate from

500 to 600 gallons of liquid at one operation.

Fi"-. wn represents the Matthews portable steel fountain for containing and transporting car-

bona'ted beverages. It consists of an interior fountain of pure sheet-tin, inclosed in an exterior case

of sheet-steel of great strength and elasticity. The opening for the stop-cock in the fountain is

strengthened by steel washers or rings. The flange of the cock beds down on the bung surmount-

ing the fountain, and is recessed so as to form a matrix to receive a soft metallic or other pack-

in"-. The lip of the bung of the fountain fits up into the recess and impinges on the packing, which

is prevented from spreading by the sides of the recess, thus making a perfect joint. The weight of

the steel fountain for holding 10 gallons of beverage is about 40 lbs., while that of the cast-iron

fountain is 180 lbs., and of the tin-washed copper fountain 80 lbs. The fountain is filled to about

two-thirds its capacity, leaving a space for the gas compressed above the beverage to force the latter

out of the fountain. These fountains are also made of wrought-iron and copper.

An improved glass-lined fountain is shown in Fig. 1918, and consists of a glass vessel a, encased

in a shell of steel, iron, or copper. The gas enters between the glass vessel and its metallic case

during the filling of the fountain, and equalizes the pressure inside and outside the glass vessel.

Portable fountains are charged by first filling them with the required quantity of liquid to be car-

bonated, and connecting them with the generator. The carbonic acid gas is let into the foun-

tain at 150 lbs. pressure. The fountain is then shaken to agitate the water and impregnate it

with the gas.

One of the principal parts of the continuous system is the beverage-carbonating compressor shown

in plan in Fig. 1919, and in elevation and section in Figs. 1920 and 1921. The gas and liquid enter

the twin cocks where marked " Gas " and " Water." By the upward stroke of the reciprocating cylin-

der I), they are forced through the valve L and passages up and into the receiver U, as indicated by

the arrows. The reciprocating action of the cylinder and its passages works the agitator F with a

churning motion. The agitator has one or more volutes to catch and distribute the gas in the water,

and to agitate the latter within the receiver.

S is the safety-valve. The pressure used

rarely exceeds 200 lbs. to the square inch.

In this machine the feed and the agitator

are operated through the base or lower por-

tion of the receiver, and the discharge- or

feed-pipe passes from the pump into the re-

ceiver and imparts to it a reciprocating ac-

tion by or with the pump, so that the press-

ui"e of the gas or the liquid in the receiver

is made to assist the pump in its discharg-

ing or feeding stroke to the receiver, by
acting on the exposed end of the discharge-

or feed-pipe. All the parts exposed to the

beverage are encased with pure block-tin,

and the agitator-shaft is jacketed with pure

silver. All tin-washed surfaces are avoided

as not durable.

In bottling carbonated beverages the

Matthews internal gravitating stopper, Fig.

1922, is largely used as a substitute for

corks. This stopper consists of a glass

stem with a rubber cap. The stopper is

forced into the bottle before filling, and can

be used repeatedly to close the bottle. The
pressure of the carbonated liquid presses

the rubber cap against the neck of the

bottle; the more pressure the tighter the

bottle is closed.

A bottling machine, shown in Fig. 1923,

is required to fill bottles closed with this

stopper. The bottle is placed neck downward in the socket of the machine, and secured by depress-

ing the foot-lever. By raising the hand-lever a vent-tube is elevated in the bottle. A valve operated

by the hand admits the beverage, the air escaping by the vent-valve. As soon as the bottle is filled,

the supply-cock is closed and the hand-lever is depressed, withdrawing the vent-tube from the bottle

and allowing the stopper to fall into its place in the neck of the bottle, which is then released by

elevating the foot-lever, and the operation is completed.

GAS, ILLUMINATING, APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURE OF. All substances, whether ani-

mal, vegetable, or mineral, consisting of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, when exposed to a red heat,

produce various inflammable elastic fluids, capable of furnishing artificial light. We perceive the

evolution of this elastic fluid during the combustion of coal in a common fire. Bituminous coal,
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when heated to a certain degree, swells and kindle>s, and frequently emits remarkably bright streams

of flame ; and after a certain period these appearances cease, and the coal glows with a red light.

The flame produced from coal, oil, wax, tallow, or other bodies which are composed of carbon and

hydrogen, proceeds from the production of carburetted hydrogen gas, evolved from the combustible

body when in an ignited state. If coal, instead of being burnt in the way now stated, is submitted

to a temperature of ignition in close vessels, all its immediate constituent parts may be collected.

The bituminous part is distilled over, in the form of coal-tar, etc., and a large quantity of an aque-

ous fluid is disengaged at the same time, mixed with a portion of essential oil and various ammoniacal
salts. Large quantities of carburetted hydrogen, carbonic oxide, carbonic acid, and sulphuretted

hydrogen also make their appearance, together with small quantities of cyanogen, nitrogen, and free

hydrogen; and the fixed base of the coal alone remains behind in the distillatory apparatus, in the

form of a carbonaceous substance called coke. An analysis of coal is thus effected by the process

of destructive distillation. The principal products obtained, and their several uses, may be repre-

sented as follows

:

' Naphtha.

o

' Gas, illuminating, etc.

.

Tar ,

Ammonia water

Coke, for fuel

Oils, 30 per cent

.

Benzole j Benzol ) Used to make
\ Toluol \ aniline.

Pitch, 70 per cent.

Naphtha—used for varnish.

Xylole—used for small-pos remedy.
' Carbolic acid j Used for disinfect-

Cresylic acid \ ants.

Naphthaline—dyes, etc.

Anthracene, \ per ) Used to make
cent ) alizarine.

Chrysene—no use as yet.

( Used for roofing and pavements.

( Anthracene, 2 per cent.

Dead oil .
-

For the manufacture of gas, a coking bituminous coal is greatly preferred, for the reason that it

exists in great abundance, and that a compact porous coke remains after it has undergone fusion,

which can always be sold at a fair price.

The manufacture of coal-gas consists of three distinct operations : Distillation, condensation, and
purification. Distillation is carried on in retorts, which are long, horizontal, semi-cylindrical, D-

shaped vessels of cast-iron, or more generally of clay. These consist of two parts, the body and

the mouth-piece. The temperature to which the retorts are heated before the coal is introduced

varies. For iron retorts, a temperature from 1470° to 1830° F., called a dull cherry-red to a clear

cherry-red heat, is generally adopted. For clay retorts, a deep orange (2010° F.) to a clear orange

(2190° F.), or even white heat (2370° F.), is employed, the coal itself being exposed, when introduced

in either case, to a dull cherry-red heat of 1500° to 1600° F. The temperature to which the coal is

raised, and the length of time it is exposed to heat, are matters of considerable importance. Expe-

rience has demonstrated that it is better to interrupt the process about four hours after the charge

is introduced ; for while, at first, condensible vapors rich in carbon are given off, which when passing

out are decomposed, yielding fixed gases possessing high illuminating power, yet if the operation is

allowed to continue too long, little but hydrogen is given off, and this is apt to be mixed with bisul-

phide of carbon, a very bad impurity. It is also necessary that the gas be removed as soon as pos-

sible. It is therefore drawn up a conduit, called the " ascension-pipe," which is placed near the

mouth-piece, and from thence passes to the hydraulic main. An exhauster is employed to remove

the gas from the retorts, and more particularly to force the gas ahead through the condenser, washer,

and purifiers into the holder, and thus enable more gas to follow from the retort. In the hydraulic

main a portion of the tarry matters becomes deposited. The hydraulic main is a large horizontal tube

which extends the whole length of the retort-house, receiving the dip of pipes of successive benches

of retorts in its passage. This tube is half filled with tar and ammoniacal water, which is always

maintained at a constant level by an overflow to the tar-well, and enables it to act as a contrivance

for sealing the pipes, so that gas will not escape during the drawing and charging of retorts. From
the hydraulic main the gas passes to the condenser, which consists of a series of iron tubes, which
are usually placed in cisterns of cold water or exposed to the air ; by this means the gas is cooled,

and the tarry and aqueous matters held in suspension are deposited. By a simple contrivance the

tar and ammoniacal liquor which separate in the condenser are made to flow into different wells.

The gas passes into a washer, and then into a scrubber, or into the scrubber direct at works where
washers are not used. By this passage of the gas through the washer, where it is made to bubble

through water, and by its exposure to wet surfaces of large extent in the scrubber, the ammonia,
last traces of tar, and considerable of the sulphuretted hydrogen and sulphur compounds are re-

moved. None but a mere trace of ammonia remains after the passage of the gas through the

scrubber.

Purification.—Four methods for the purification of gas arc used, namely : the " wet-lime process,"

the " dry-lime process," the " Lauring process," and the " iron-ore process." By the first, the gas is

made to pass through milk of lime, which is very effectual in separating the sulphur compounds and
carbonic acid ; but this process has been in great measure abandoned, for the reason that there is no
use for the saturated milk of lime, called " blue billy," which is very foul, and, not oxidizing rapidly,

is useless as a fertilizer. In the " dry-lime process," which has superseded the foregoing, dry or

slightly moist hydrate of lime is placed on trays in iron boxes, through which the gas is made to

pass. This process is equally effectual in separating the sulphur compounds and carbonic acid. When
this saturated lime is exposed to the air, it is rapidly oxidized, becoming heated and giving off the

same odor as the wet-lime process, which is very offensive, and was the source of considerable com-
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plamt by every person who dwelt in the vicinity of gas-works until a system for deodorizino- the foulhme was invented, which effects its oxidation in such a manner that the offensive "ases evolved are
not permitted to pass into the atmosphere, but are conducted throuo-h a

°

washing apparatus, and finally through a special purifier, by which "hey
are rendered comparatively inoffensive. The " Lauring process," named
after its inventor, was discovered in 1849. It consists in the use of
hydrated sesquioxide of iron, and it is found effectual in removing the
sulphur compounds from the gas. The sesquioxide of iron is prepared of

7/W////^^////^

^^^^^^^^^^^
1926. 1927.
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suitable quality by mixing copperas with slaked lime and sawdust, and exposing the mixture to the

air, so as to oxidize the protoxide of iron to the sesquioxide. The resulting mixture contains hydrated
sesquioxide of iron, sulphate of lime (hydrate of lime), and saw-dust. When this mixture has been
used, it can be exposed to the air, and will not give off any offensive odors. The air, acting upon
the sulphide of iron formed in the purifier, liberates the sulphur, and sesquioxide of iron is again

produced. The mixture can therefore be repeatedly used, until it becomes so impregnated with lib-

erated sulphur as to prevent its acting rapidly on the gas. It has been used for periods of a year

at a time. When saturated, the material can be employed for the manufacture of sulphuric acid, as

it then contains from 40 to 60 per cent, of sulphur.

The iron-ore process involves the use of the natural sesquioxide of iron or " bog-iron ore." This

material may also be used over and over again, and when exposed to the air does not evolve offensive

odors. It has been largely adopted in preference to Lauring's mixture, as experience has shown
that the sulphate and hydrate of lime present in the latter do not take any appreciable part in the

purification. An improvement on this process was made by Messrs. St. John and Cartwright, and
has been in use nearly seven years at the New York Gas-Works, giving entire satisfaction. As the

bog-iron ores of this neighborhood are not sufficiently pulverulent, St. John and Cartwright add to

the ore a quantity of iron borings or turnings, which they convert into artificial hydrated sesquioxide

of iron by moistening the whole with ammoniacal liquor and exposing the same to the air. Charcoal

is then added to the mass, which consists of natural and artificial oxide. Before placing the mixture

in the purifier, it is moistened with ammoniacal liquor. Several varieties of the natural sesquioxide

of iron are in use in different parts of Europe.
Apparatus.—Fig. 1924 shows the general arrangement and interrelation of the retorts, hydraulic

main, condenser, washer, purifier, and holder or gasometer.
Ketorts.—The proper mode of constructing retorts in which coal is distilled, and the art of apply-

ing them, form objects of primary importance in every gas-light establishment. The forms of the
retorts used are various. Fig. 1925 represents sections of a retort of cast-iron, commonly known as
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the " D " retort. As clay retorts have been found by experience to be much better than iron retorts,

the latter are going rapidly out of use. Fire-clay retorts admit of being heated to a higher tempera-
ture than iron retorts, and they are capable of holding their heat much longer. The dimensions of

retorts that are now in use vary, considerably. Single retorts, however, should be 21 by 14 inches

L

1929,

o o o o o

1980.

and 8 or 8^ feet long internally, so as to be capable of receiving large charges, and of being easily

drawn—two important considerations, as affecting economy of labor in carbonization. Ketorts which
are called " through retorts " ought to have about the same internal diameter, and a length of from
18 to 20 feet. The through retorts are open at both ends and closed by mouth-pieces ; while the
single retort is closed at one end and open at the other, capable of being closed also by a mouth-piece.

Mode of sdting Bdorts.—In Figs.

? 1031. (m 1926 to 1931 is represented the old

method of setting a bench of five re-

torts. Fig. 1926 is a front elevation.

Fig. 1927 a transverse section through
rti in Fig. 1928, and Fig. 1928 a lon-

gitudinal section through c d in Fig.

1927. Fig. 1929 is a "plan showing
the furnace and side openings below
the fire-tiles on which the lower re-

torts rest, and the bedding of the

lower retorts. Fig. 19S0 is a plan
over the three lower retorts, the two
upper retorts being removed. Fig.

19ol is a plan over the oven-arch,

showing the flues, etc.

A A are retorts of the kind called

D. S is the mouth-piece, 10 inches

long, with a socket cast on the top to

receive the stand-pipe. Each socket

has a neck, as shown in the figure, the

length of which is from 4 to 5 inches.

B is the " stand-pipe," through which
the gas as it is generated passes from
the retort. B' is the " bridge-piece "

connecting the stand- and dip-pipes.

C is the " dip-pipe." D D are the

bonnets, to be removed when the pipes

require clearing, jointed by putty and
pasteboard. E is the hydraulic main, i^ is a light hollow cast-iron pillar, supporting the hydraulic
main in the centre of each length; it is based upon the cast-iron girder which supports the firing-floor.
6- is the pipe through which the gas makes its exit from the hydraulic main to the condensers, fur-
nished with slide-valves to disconnect the mains at each side of the house, when at any time it is
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found necessary to repair or clear them. His a, small pipe for conveying the surplus tar formed in

the hydraulic main to the tar-well. L is the furnace for heating the retorts ; its breadth is 14 inches,

the length of the fire-bars 2-1 inches. iJ/J/are side openings, 3 inches square, left in the brick-

work, through which the heat of the furnace passes. iV iV are 4^-inch walls, built of fire-bricks, one

between each of the openings ?w / they serve to support the fire-tiles T, on which the outside lower

retorts rest. The direction of the flues is shown by arrows. PP are fire-bricks, placed on end, and
a fire-lump upon which the two upper retorts rest. are openings 3 by 4^ inches in the crown of

the main arch communicating with the branch flame. Q is the branch flue, one being built over the

centre of each bench of retorts. Ji is the main flue, ruiming the entire length of the benches, and
connecting with the chimney, into which all the branches lead. Between this main flue and each

branch are dampers to regulate the draught through the furnaces. S S are cast-iron plugs, cover-

ing sight-holes through which the heat of the retorts is seen and judged of. V is the furnace-door,

protected by a fire-lump inside. W is a cast-iron plate, 1+ inch thick, on which the fire-door is

hinged, serving also to protect the face of the brickwork which it covers. In the centre, and about

6 inches above the fire-door, a square opening is cast for the admission of an iron spout when it is

required to burn tar. A' is a pan at the bottom of the ash-pit, for evaporating ammoniacal liquor,

and the offensive liquid products which could not be disposed of in olden times. Y Fare openings

left in the wall iV, by which the carbon deposited from the furnace is cleared away. The oven
represented in Figs. 1926 and 192Y is a good arrangement. The heat from the furnace passes through

the square openings 3f at each side, and is thus equally divided along the whole length of the retorts

;

from between the walls N it rises between the fire-tiles at the outer sides of the lower retorts. The
flame is not suffered to impinge upon any part, but is equally distributed throughout the oven, and
consequently the retorts work and " burn out " evenly. The lower retorts, which would otherwise

be exposed to a more direct heat, are carefully guarded by fire-tiles, which at the same time prevent

the bottoms from bulging. The openings at the top of the main arch act more in the manner of

safety-valves than flues, serving to regulate the final exit of the heated air, and, being distributed

along the outer length, they do not draw the flame to one part. The whole interior of the oven, as

well as those parts in contact with the flame, must be constructed of fire-bricks. The main arch,

6 feet in span and half a brick in thickness, is formed of bricks moulded on purpose to suit the

curve, the joint being kept as close as possible. As this arch is permanent, much care should be
taken in its formation.

A bench of iron retorts arranged on this plan, if well and regularly used, ought to last 12 to 14
or even 1.5 months, and should never be allowed to become cold. The first portion of oxide which
forms upon the surface, when allowed to cool, cracks and falls off, leaving a new surface to be acted

upon the next time it is heated.

Figs. 1932 to 1935 represent a method for setting a bench of three retorts, which has proved very
valuable, each retort having an internal measure of 15 x 12 inches. Fig. 1932 represents the bed,

one half in elevation, the other half having the front wall
removed, in order to show the entrance to flues 0, Fig ^935.

1933, which extend underneath each retort, and communi
cate with the vertical flues, shown in dotted lines in Figs.

1933 and 1934, and partly in section in Fig. 1934, and
marked L, and in Fig. 1935 in plan. The frame of the
furnace-door is secured by a horizontal bar F, and bolted

at both ends to the buckstaves T T, this method being
sometimes adopted instead of bolts imbedded in the brick-

work. P is the furnace, the sides being formed of large

blocks, which, as already stated, are more durable than
bricks, the quality of material in both cases being alike.

For carrying repairs into execution, the furnace being " let

down " and cold, the door and frame are removed, and the
brickwork of the front wall is cut away.

In Fig. 1934, G are guard-tiles, to protect the lower retorts from the direct action of the fire at

these points ; ^ is a course of tiles, shown in plan in Fig. 1935, placed so as to form a flue, B, from
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the back of the retort to the front. There is only one fire-bar of 2-inch square wrought-iron, the

two bearers being of the same material. The fire-bar projects to the level of the front of the wall,

a space existing between the former and the frame of the furnace-door, and through this space, as

well as underneath the furnace, passes the supply of air to the fuel. In the same figure is represent-

ed one of the .sight-boxes, as well as a clearing-out box for the flue.

Fig. 1934 is a longitudinal section direct through the centre of the bed, showing the arch J", imme-
diately over the furnace-door, the front wall being 14 inches thick ; also the fire-brick lintel E, with

1936. 1937.

the dead-plate attached to the door-frame, which facilitates clinkeriug. The top retort is supported
by the piers PP and their respective slabs. L is the flue, at the junction of the two vertical flues.

Fig. 1933 is a section through the line B, all the letters of reference corresponding. The verti-

cal flues, shown in dotted lines, connect the flues with the main flue, the damper closing the com-
munication between the beds and the main flue. The latter, for want of space, is omitted.

Fig. 1935 is a plan of the setting, the arch being removed at the points A A, showing the two
vertical flues LL, also the entrances to the two flues P, formed by the tiles H{Ni\i Fig. 1933) which
convey the caloric along the sides of the lower retorts into the flues 0, hence to the vertical flues, as
indicated by the arrows.

Ear-shaped Retorts.—Fig. 1936 is a front elevation of a bench containing three retorts.

Fig. 1937 is a section taken transversely

Fig. 1938 is a longitudinal section through the centre of the arch.

Fig. 1939 is a plan of Fig. 1938.

The method adopted for setting retorts at the New York Gas-Works is illustrated in Figs. 1940 to
1943. The retorts used are neither D-shaped nor oval, but are made up of the two foi'ms, similar to

in.ss. 1989.

i

the ear-shaped retorts just mentioned. "Their dimensions are 24 by 13 inches, and 8 feet long, set
six in an oven, and almost entirely with tiles and quarries moulded to fit into their respective places
in the setting. The heat ascends from the furnace between the two vertical rows of retorts, passes
over the top, down the outside to the top of the oven, through the horizontal flues nearest to the
furnace on both sides, and thence by way of the vertical shafts into the main flue on the bench.
The average make per mouth-piece is said to be 7,500 cubic feet of gas per day, and the quantity
produced per ton over 10,000 cubic feet, a percentage of cannel coal being used."

"
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Brunton''s Retort.—Fig. 1944 represents a front view of a bench of four retorts, upon Mr. Brunton's
principle. A A are the retort-mouths, the lids of which are fitted with stuffing-boxes, for the reason
to be presently described, and permanently jointed in their places with iron cement. ££ are hop-
pers, capable of holding from 20 to 28 lbs. of coal, which, when an air-tight slide-valve C is drawn

back, falls into the retort through the neck D ; the valve is closed immediately. F is the furnace
projecting beyond the face of the brickwork in which the retorts are set. FF are handles for work^
ing a piston contained in the mouth-piece A.

Fig. 1945 is a transverse section of one-half of a bench. The retorts G, shown as circular, may
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be varied in form if thought necessary. We believe the patentee gives tlie preference to those of a
D-shape. £ is the furnace ; the direction of the fiues is shown by arrows.

Fig. 1946 is a longitudinal section through the centre of the furnace. ^ is a short pipe, open to

1945.

the interior of the retort, sealed at the lower end by dipping into water, through which, after a
charge is thrown into the retort from the hopper B, a portion of coke is expelled, by advancing the
piston contained in the mouth-piece. / is the pipe by which the gas, as it is formed, passes to the

^p - hydraulic main. K is a bonnet, to

be taken off at any time when re-

quired to examine the interior of

the retort.

Fig. 1917 is a back view of Fig.

1944.

Fig. 1948 is a plan below the re-

torts. (The same letters refer to

corresponding parts in all the fig-

ures.)

The annexed diagram, Fig. 1949,
will explain the construction of the

piston before alluded to. a is the

piston, drawn back in the proper
position to receive a charge, which,
when the slide-valve is opened, will

fall into the space 6, and be pro-

pelled forward into the heated part

of the retort by turning the screw
c, which works in a nut d on the
back of the piston, e is a collar

upon the shaft of the screw, work-
ing between the bottom of the stuffing-box and a washer held in its place by four pins. The stuffing-

box is made tight in the usual way, by screwing the gland / against a gasket. 5" is a shield loosely

*^'iV\Si>^»Ms»sS«»»*'v'^

1947. 1948.

attached to the front of the piston, to prevent the accumulation of small coal-dust in the mouth of
the retort. When the charge is thrust forward, the piston is turned back directly into the mouth,
to preserve it from the action of the heat. That part of the retort adjacent to the flues only is
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heated, and is consequently the only part liable to much wear and tear. The only part requiring

renewal is that of the retort situated between the outer walls of the bench, and weighing about 9

or 10 cwt. The fuel required to carbonize the coal is about 25 per cent, in coal on the quantity

distilled.

Reciprocating Retort.—It has been stated that the first portion of vapor produced by coal when

under<'-oing destructive distillation in ordinary retorts will, when converted into gas, form that of the

most brilliant quality ; and it is to effect this that the following arrangements have been patented.

Fi"-. 1950 is a back elevation of two pairs of retorts. A^ A- A^ A* are the retorts; B B, the

stand-pipes ; C^ C^ C^ C*, slide-valves for opening and shutting off the communication between the

retorts and hydraulic main ; D is the hydraulic main. The front elevation differs but little from it.

Fi"^. 1951 is a plan of the lower pair of retorts. The operation is as follows: Supposing the en-

tire bench to be at the requisite heat for decomposing the coal, and that they are working six hours'

chart^es the lids of the retorts ^4' and A^ are removed, and by means of scoops (each half the

lenn-rh of the retort) the coal is introduced at both ends, and the lids immediately secured in their

places; the slides i^' and F"^ are opened, and C and C^ closed. The bituminous vapors that rise

1949.

^H^l
first will pass through the pipes U F, and thence through the entire length of the hot retorts A'^ and

A\ and be converted into gas, which will pass to the hydraulic main by the stand-pipes on which

the slide-valves C^ and C'-* are fixed, and which remain open. When the distillation has gone on for

half the duration of the charge—viz., three hours—the valves C and C^ are opened, F^ and F'^

shut, and the gas evolved from the retorts A^ and A^ passes through the stand-pipes attached to

them. The retorts A- and A'^ are now charged, the mouths closed, the valves F^ and F^ again

opened, and C^ and C* shut. The operation is now reversed, the first vapors passing through the

two first-charged retorts until their charge is expended, when C- and C* are opened, F^ and F^
closed, and the charge drawn. They are then immediately recharged, and the operation of opening

and closing the valves is repeated.

Ketorts on this construction have been worked, and are found to act w-ell, producing gas of aver-

age quality and in greater abundance than by the ordinary method. The reason of the gas being

only of an average quality is, that the carburetted hydrogen made after the production of bituminous

vapor has ceased still passes over the red-hot surface of another retort and deposits some portion of

its carbon, the rich gas formed by the conversion of the bituminous vapor only serving to make up

the deficiency. If, instead of having only two retorts in a set, the number could be increased to six.
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and after the first hour the gas be allowed to pass away on the ordinary plan, both the quantity
would be augmented and the (juality improved.

Revolving- Web Retort.—This retort is arranged so that the coal is acted upon in a thin stratum
and converted into gas at once. The chemical advantages of this method are many. All the ele-

ments of the coal are liberated nearly at the same time, and unite with one another in such propor-

1953.

tions as to form gas of the best illuminating quality, and in greater alnmdance than when the coal is

carbonized in mass. The condensed bituminous vapor which forms tar in the ordinary process is by
this nearly all converted into defiant gas.

Fig. 1952 is a longitudinal section through A B in Fig. 1954. Fig. 1955 is a transverse section
through CD in Fig. 1952. Fig. 1953, plans of the retort in section, over the top of the retort, the
web, and furnace, respectively. The same letters refer to corresponding parts in all the figures. E
is a hopper containing the coal ; F is the discharging-disk ; G is the retort ; iTis a web on to which
the coal is discharged by the disk F; II are revolving drums carrying the web H ; K is the fur-
nace

;
L L, the flues passing under and over the retorts, and finally into the main flue ; J/, the shoot

into which the coke falls, the end of which may either dip into water or be furnished with a tight
door. The retort itself, and the chamber in which the drums work, are made of wrought-iron boiler-
plates, riveted together so as to be quite gas-tight. The only parts subject to wear and tear are the
retort adjoining the flues and the web, both of which are heated ; the latter, however, never becomes
so hot that the shape alters The action of this arrangement is as follows : All the coal must be

either ground or beaten small

and screened, so that no lumps
remain larger than coffee-ber-

ries, and a 24 hours' charge

must be thrown into the hop-
per and secured by a luted cov-

er. The dischar£rin£r-disk, which
is 9 inches in diameter, with 6

arms, is made to revolve uni-

formly with the drum below
it, at the rate of 4 revolutions

an hour; for this purpose two
shafts run the entire length of

the retort-beds, on one of which
the drums are fixed ; on the

other are the discharging-disks,

connected at one end by a strap.

Tlie diameter of the hexagonal
drums is so regulated that the

coal which falls on the web
from the discharging-lip will at

one revolution have passed the

entire length of the retort. Fif-

teen minutes is sufficient time

to convert the coal so distrib-

uted into gas. Each link of
the web is 14 inches long and 24 inches broad, having a surface of o36 square inches, upon which
the contents of one partition of the disk will be discharged, viz., a little more than 124 cubic inches
of coal in a stratum less than three-eighths of an inch thick. Each successive link receives the same
quantity, so that, in one entire revolution of the disk and drum, 745 cubic inches of coal (equal to
21_lbs.) are distributed over a heated surface of 2,016 square inches, and converted into gas. By
this process 84 lbs. of coal will make 450 cubic feet of gas of the specific gravity .490. It therefore

K i
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follows that in 24 hours 18 cwt. of coal will be discharged by each retort, making 10,800 cubic feet

of gas, equal to 12,000 cubic feet per ton. The quantity of gas produced by five D retorts, such as

are shown in Fig. 1926, will be about 14,000 cubic feet in 24 hours, of specific gravity .390 or .400

;

and the quantity produced by four of the revolving-web retorts will be 4o,200 cubic feet in 24 hours,

of the specific gravity .470 or .490.

A 1E54. 1C55.

Mouth-Pieces and Lid of Retorts.—The old methods adopted for securing the lid in ordinary retorts

are represented in Figs. 1956, 1957, and 1958. These figures are views of a mouth-piece on a scale

of half an inch to a foot. The mouth-piece was three-quarters of an inch thick, secured to the retort

by bolts and a cement joint made between their flanges.

The mouth-piece is always made of cast-iron, even in the fire-clay retorts, and is fastened in the

ordinary way lay means of iron bolts and cement. A gas-tight joint is obtained by using a mixture

of iron filings and gypsum, which is made into a paste with an aqueous solution of sal ammoniac.
Fitted to the mouth-piece is a short tube in which the ascension-pipe sets, for carrying oif the gases

and vapors evolved during distillation. In front of the mouth-piece is fitted a lid of wrought or cast

iron. In the ordinary mouth-piece a gas-tight joint is obtained by means of luting, the lid being

pressed down tight by means of a screw and cross-bar into the mouth of the retort. One of the

1956, 1957.

195S.

most important improvements made of late is a method by which luting is rendered unnecessary wher-

ever the exhauster is in use. The lid of the mouth-piece is made so true (as also the mouth-piece

itself) that the pressure of a lever insures a perfectly gas-tight union. This device, known as the

Morton mouth-piece, is shown in Figs. 1959 and 1960. The door is closed by turning the handle B,

which, acting as an eccentric, presses with sufficient force to produce a gas-tight joint.

Scoops or Shovels.—To introduce the coal into the retorts, when a mechanical retort-stoker is not

used, a "scoop" is employed, in preference to a shovel. The scoop is a semi-cylinder made of

thin plate-iron, 6 feet 6 inches long and 12 inches in diameter, with a cross-handle at one end,

represented in Fig. 1961. The charge for the retort is placed in this ; one man takes the cross-

handle, and two others at the opposite end lift it with its contents up to the retort; it is then
pushed forward, quite to the bottom, turned round, and withdrawn immediately, and the coal left in

1959. 19G0.

1961.

the retort raked into an even stratum. The lid, previously luted, is now quickly jointed on to the

retort-mouth. It must be obvious that the loss of gas by this simple method is very trifling, the

whole operation not occupying more than 40 seconds ; whereas, when the shovel is used, the coal is

thrown in so much by degrees that more gas is lost, owing to the greater length of the operation, and
the heat producing some effect on each separate shovelful ; in either case the loss is considerable.
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Previous to drawing the charge, the lids of the retorts are loosened, and a light applied to the issuing

gas, beginning at the upper retorts. This precaution is necessary to prevent explosions.

Rowland's Retort-Stoking Machinei-y.—Rowland's retort-stoker, or " power retort-worker," is rep-

resented by Fig. 1962. The following description is from a report of the engineer of the New York

Gas-Light Company :
" It is capable of being, and often is, worked at the rate of drawing and charg-

ing 20 retorts in as many minutes, cleaning them perfectly and depositing the coal evenly therein.

If loaded with the aggregate coal for say 20 retorts, the receptacle will be emptied when the last re-

tort is charged, and each individual retort will have received its proper quota, and this without any

attention from the operator whatever. The ability to unequally divide the charges is such that one

retort may receive say 300 lbs. of coal, and the next one 150 lbs., or any number of pounds inter-

mediate to the two sums, by simply turning an index-wheel, which can be accomplished in 20 seconds.

The apparatus is briefly a locomotive carriage traveling by preference upon an elevated rail, although

it would be equally as effective on a surface rail, the former being adopted in order to keep a floor

space for the coke-trollies. Its functions are to travel the length of the retort-house, automatically

divide the coal into specified cjuantities, put the same into the retorts, and deliver the coke into the

wagons. The power to perform the various functions is conveyed by means of compressed air, which

performs the triple duty of working the machine, creating ventilation by the exhaust, and tending to

keep the operators cool, and lastly of affording a means of preventing the rake and handle of the

drawing portion of the apparatus from becoming hot and melting, which end is obtained by causing

the air to pass through the handle and hoe, thus carrying off the heat and obviating the constant and

rapid destruction of the rake or hoe, and the handle to which it is attached. The drawing part, of

which the rake dd is the chief implement, is fixed to a traveler, and can be advanced into and re-

turned from the retort by the chain cc, being in gear with pulleys, the motion of which can be readily

reversed. The first effect of the inward pull of the chain is to lift that part of the traveler to which

the rake is adjusted and fixed (to suit the height of the retorts to be drawn), and the continuation of

the pull takes the rake so lifted in over the charge, as far as the operator thinks fit ; he then reverses

the gear, the action of which not only brings the hoe down through the coke to the floor of the re

tort, but brings it out with as much of the charge as had been overreached. There is a very simple

movement by which the operator can swerve the end of the rake to the right or left as it recedes

from the retort, by merely revolving the wheel e to the right or left, as the case requires. Notwith-

standing this deviation from the centre line of the retort being induced by the operator, when the

rake is re-inserted in order to remove every vestige of the charge, it takes automatically as to height

and bearing the same path that it was set to for the first stroke ; therefore the fouling of the mouth-

piece is rendered impossible, without any trouble on the part of the attendant. In fact he has noth-

ing to do but to cause the rake to advance, and set the 'monkey's tail' (as the men call it) so as to

determine whether it shall return in a line coinciding with the centre line of the floor of the retoit

or to the right or left of the same.
" The charger *S' is a case or box the shape and length of the retort, but as much smaller as neces-

sary for clearance. It has a sliding bottom, and when loaded with a maximum charge is really full.

If the retort is not in a condition to work off so much coal, the measuring cylinder within the case

J/ is set in a few seconds so as to take from the hopper H the quantity that the man in charge of

the retorts considers to be enough. The dropping of the coal into the scoop after it is measured is

carried out in this manner : The shoot N can be adjusted in the same way as the scooj) to the height

of any retort in the range. It also automatically moves a few inches upward every time the scoop

is sent in, to allow the heel to pass under its edge, and just before the meter is about to deliver a

charge into the scoop (just withdrawn from the retort) it is lowered a few inches by the motion of

the same cam that raised it. 'By this time the slot or opening in the measuring cylinder through

which it received the coal from the hopper H is downward, and the charge pours down the shoot N
into the scoop, which has a slotted opening along its arched top into which the shoot fits dust-tight.

A few seconds after this, the measuring cylinder still revolving, the cam on the shaft that carries

this cylinder hfts the shoot N (as before mentioned) above the scoop. The advance-gear is now

thrown in and the loaded scoop inserted. Immediately this is accomplished, a pinion gearing in a

rack underneath the sliding bottom is by a self-acting arrangement set in motion, and runs the bot-

tom back from under the coal, leaving it deposited evenly on the floor of the retort. The body or

case is now by the reverse action of the gear returned to the bottom, and being in situ is ready for

another charge, which by this time is nearly measured out by the meter M. The hose-reel R gives

freedom of motion without having to reconnect. The hose is wound on by a counterweight, and off

by the pull of the machine ; but to prevent any strain on the hose, a line that winds on and off with

it is made fast to the machine. The air, which is compressed to about 40 lbs. to the square inch,

comes to the hose through the hollow shaft of the reel. When the coal is deposited in front of the

retorts, as is generally the case in large works in this country, the large hopper H \& not required, the

coals being lifted to the meter J/ by a chain of buckets, or an equivalent, as the machine advances."

Retort-House.—Figs. 1963 and 1964 represent a retort-house built of brick, for coal-gas, upon the

most simple construction, and well adapted for a town requiring 70,000 cubic feet of gas for the

supply of each night in the winter season. Being without coke-cellar, the charges must be drawn

into wrought-iron barrows, the contents wheeled into the open air, and sprcnd abroad to cool. The

outside walls are calculated to give the greatest security with the least possible material. The piers

n a are 18 inches thick at the base, projecting 4i inches (on the outside) from the brickwork filling

the space between them. Half way up the walls there is a 4i-inch offset, which leaves the thick-

ness of the panels 14 inches below "and 9 inches above the offset. The roof is of wrought-iron
;
the

ventilator is of wood. The retorts are set 5 in one oven, making 40 retorts, which will allow two

extra benches for repairs. In 24 hours, 30 working retorts will carbonize 240 bushels or 180 cwt. of

coal, and produce 78,000 cubic feet of gas. In some places, where little gas is required in the

58
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summer season, one-half or even the entire number of retorts may be set three to one oven with

economy.
In the example, Fig. 1964, advantage was taken of sloping ground to form a coke-shed, which

saved a considerable quantity of brickwork. The charge, as it was drawn, fell through the space in

front of the retorts, and was carried by an inclined plane into the shed behind. This house is con-

siderably larger than that described in the last example, and is furnished with a coal-store. It may

1963.

/ tileTea I Lies

.r\

t/ro h

perhaps be as well to state here that coal from which gas has to be distilled should if possible be

always kept under cover, because, when moisture is present, the hydrogen arising from the decompo-
sition of water will deteriorate the quality of the gas. It is, therefore, a matter of economy to con-

struct a sufficient shed to preserve the coal in a dry state. The house contained 55 retorts, allow-

ing two benches of 5 retorts each for repairs. The coal carbonized by the remaining 45 retorts was
360 bushels or 2Y0 cwt. in 24 hours, producing llTjOOO cubic feet of gas.

Chimneys.—It is necessary to have a good draught, as the coke of the furnace has to be intensely

heated. It is therefore necessary not only to confine the fuel within proper limits, but constantly to

supply it with the requisite amount of oxygen, to be derived from the atmospheric air presented to

the fuel. It is absolutely essential, then, that the chimney be so constructed as to accomplish the

object in view. The utility of the chimney consists not only in its height, but in its area being con-

structed in like proportion, so that the heated air and products of combustion may pass off with free-

dom. Dampers should be placed in the settings, and not in the main flue ; as the object is to have

a good draught throughout the whole of the settings, and to check each bed carefully by its damper.
The height to which chimneys are built depends on the amount of gas to be made. For small works,

producing from three to four million feet per annum, a chimney 35 feet high, with an opening 16

inches square, is sufficient. The height of the chimney increases according to the capacity of the

works, until it attains a height of 120 feet, with an area of 20 or 25 square feet, which is about as

high as chimneys for gas-works are ever built. (See Chimneys.)

Hydraulic Main and Ascension-Pipes.—By the " hydraulic main " is understood a vessel with

which are connected the ascension-tubes leading from the retorts, and it is the first element of the con-

1965.

1966.

densing apparatus as already described. The hydraulic main is more commonly made of wrought-iron,

as cast-iron breaks too easily. The thickness of the wrought-iron is one-fourth or three-eighths of

an inch, depending somewhat on its diameter. The diameter of the ascension-pipes is on an average
from 4 to 7 inches. The hydraulic main is placed on the top of the furnace, and is supported on
cast-iron stands or crutches, which are mounted on cast-iron piers placed over the piers of the ovens,
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so that the main may be distant from the front of the settings, and from the excessive heat there
present.

Fig. 1965 shows the mode of connection between the retorts and the hydraulic main. A is the
ascending or stand-pipe ; C, the dip tube carried downward into the hydraulic main ; B, the main,
and tn, the liquid—viz., tar, or, at the first starting of a gas-works, water.

Condenser.—The object of the condenser has already been stated. The form of the most common
air-condenser is represented by Fig. 1966. The inlet-pipe is in connection with the hydraulic main,
the outlet-pipe being connected with the exhauster. The stand-pipes are connected with each other
at the top, and rest in a large cast-iron tank, which, by means of partitions, is divided into compart-

1967.

ments not communicating with each other, being hydraulically locked ; each compartment being fitted

with an inlet m and outlet n.

Horizontal condensers have lately grown into use, and are considered, when of considerable length,
to be the best means for reducing the temperature of the gas and absorbing its impurities. Fig.

1967 represents a horizontal condenser invented by Mr. D. A. Graham, who claims that by his appa-
ratus he removes about 16 lbs. of sulphuretted hydrogen and 5 lbs. of carbonic acid for every ton of
coal carbonized. The condenser represented is 65 feet long, and consists of 650 feet of 16-inch pipe,
which, with the inlet and outlet pipes, makes
the combined condensing surface equal to 1968.

4,000 superficial feet. At the Beckton works,
London, each condenser consists of 2,600
feet of 12-inch pipe for a maximum make
of 2,500,000 feet of gas, or about 3 feet

surface per 1 ,000 feet, per diem.

Mackenzie's Surface Condenser is repre-

sented in Fig. 1968. This condenser has
for its object the gradual cooling of the gas.

Cold water is admitted at a number of places

at the bottom of the condenser, and sur-

rounds the tubes. The gas, being admitted
at the top, comes in contact with a surface

of nearly equal temperature, and moves
slowly downward; the surface constantly

growing colder as it descends, until the de-

sired condensation is effected. The current

of gas is always downward with the gravi-

tation of the heavy particles, causing the
accumulations to be deposited in the tar-

well below.

Pclouze and Audouin's Mechanical Con-
dense^'.—A novel process of condensation
has been devised by MM. Pelouze and Au-
douin, which consists in forcing the gas at

great velocity through numerous small ori-

fices. The jets so formed are brought in

contact with a surface placed near to the

perforations, and against this the globules

held in suspension break and unite, acquir-

ing thus a weight sufficient to cause their

precipitation in the form of liquid against

the sides of the apparatus. The essential portion of the device which forms the condenser proper
consists of a chamber of polygonal section formed of two vertical concentric portions. These parts

are similar, each being composed of two metallic plates placed a short distance apart. The interior

plate is pierced with a large number of small holes disposed symmetrically with relation to the ver-

tical axis of the chamber. In the external plate are made several much larger rectangular orifices,

so arranged as to come opposite the non-perforated parts of the inner plate. It will be obvious that

when the vesicles entrained by the gaseous jets strike the solid portions of the external plate, they

are broken up and run together in liquid form down the surface of that plate, the gas meanwhile
escaping by the rectangular orifices. In the other side of the chamber a similar action occurs, and
this completes the operation. The action of the apparatus depends on the shock of the gaseous
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molecules on the plates. The gas passes up into and through a cylindrical chamber, which is sus-

pended and balanced by a counterweight. After traversing the sides of the chamber, the gas finally

escapes by a pipe.

The Exhauster is usually placed between the condenser and the scrubber, and combined with it

there is a pressure-gauge in direct communication with the hydraulic main, Mr. Joseph A. Sabba-

1969.

19T0.

ton, the engineer of the Manhattan Gas-Works, has shown how great is the advantage of an ex-

hauster with clay retorts. The following is a trial reported by him

:

" Owing to the engine being idle for repairs to the boiler, the exhauster was not in operation dur-

ing 3^ days. The amount of gas manufactured was by this reduced 115,000 cubic feet per day, the
average make before the exhauster was stopped being 1,618,000 cubic feet per day. This would
show a difference in favor of the exhauster of about Y.6 per cent., or 772 cubic feet per ton. After
the exhauster was again started, the average daily make (during a period of five days) was 1,665,000
cubic feet per day. This would show a difference in favor of the exhauster of about 162,000 cubic

feet, or 10.7 per cent., equal to 1,016 cubic feet to the ton of coal. Taking the mean of two trials,

the difference in the yield of gas, when clay retorts are used, may be taken at 9 per cent. The
daily amount of coal used in each of the three periods varied but a few pounds, and the inlet-gauge

to the exhauster showed equal vacua during the first and last of the trial."

Mackenzie's Steam-Jet Exhaunier is represented in Fig. 1969. In constructing an instrument of this

kind the oljject is to get the largest

result with the least expenditure of

steam. Baking or cooking the tar

must be avoided. Actual test has

proved that the gas can be success-

fully handled by this instrument up
to 12 inches pressure with a min-

imum of steam. The steam, being

thoroughly incorporated with the

gas, takes up a large portion of sul-

phur and ammonia, and if properly

condensed will thoroughly wash the

gas without additional water. If a

surface condenser is used, nearly all

the ammonia now deposited in the

purifiers, with that taken out by
washing, will be contained in about

one-tenth the amount of water,

which is important when the am-
monia is saved. The steam passes through the jet-pipe with a velocity due to its pressure, and creates
a current from the retorts in the same direction. The steam, and such impurities as have combined
with it, are taken out by condensation. The amount of steam is regulated by the make of gas operating
a governor, attached directly to the steam-valve. A self-acting by-pass, to allow free passage of the
gas in case the exhauster is not in use, is provided, and valves to adxnit of ready access to all parts.
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Roofs Improved Eotari/ ExJiaiister is shown in Fig. 1970. It is in use at several of the large gas-
works in this country. The blower operates by a regular displacement of air, measuring and forcing
forward a definite quantity at each revolution. The power applied is all used cither in driving the
machine or forcing forward the air. (For construction, see Blowers.)
The horse-power required to drive different sizes of these exhausters is as follows, the weight of

the exhauster being given without engine or bed-plate : 375 lbs., |^ h. p. ; 525 lbs., + h. p. ; 1,650 lbs.,

1 h. p. ; 3,500 lbs., 2f h. p. ; 5,575 lbs., 4 b. p. ; 7.950 lbs., 5^ h. p. ; 10,800 lbs., SJ h. p.

Figs. 1971 and 1972 represent a gas-exhauster designed by Mr. Methven for the Commercial Gas
Company's Works, London. This machine consists of three vertical wrought-iron cylinders, which
are made to rise and fall in a tank containing water, by the revolution of a treble crank-shaft with
connecting-rods and guides. Each of these cylinders is inverted over a chamber of cast-iron, the
interior of which communicates with the hydraulic main. The top of each chamber is provided with
a flap-valve, which allows the gas to escape into the movable cylinders during the ascent of the latter

by the action of the crank. The cylinders have valves on the top, similar to those in the cast-iron

chambers, which during the descending stroke allow of the discharge of the gas into the upper part
of the external cistern. From the cistern a main leads through the purifiers to the gas-holder, and
the gas is thus pumped out of the retorts and discharged into the gas-holder, independent of any
amount of pressure required to be overcome in its passage.

The velocity of this machine is regulated by the use of conical strap riggers to suit as nearly as
possible the amount of gas being generated ; but in order to avoid the possibility of the pressure
upon the hydraulic main becoming less than that of the surrounding atmosphere, and the gas thereby
becoming impoverished by the admixture of atmospheric air, a regulating machine is attached to the
exhauster, which by self-action maintains that pressure perfectly uniform. The regulator consists of

a chamber which communicates alike with the inlet and outlet passages of the exhauster, and which
is divided by a valve or conical plug acted upon by a float sustained in water, under the immediate
influence of the exhausting power of the machine. The action of the float is communicated to the
valve with the smallest amount of friction by a lever and connecting-rod with the usual adaptation
of a water-Joint ; and the effect is that, when the machine from any cause is reducing the pressure
of gas upon the hydraulic main below that of the atmosphere, and thereby causing a' partial vacuum
in the retorts, the float of the regulator is by the same means depressed, and the communication be-
tween the inlet and outlet of the exhauster thereby opened to a sufficient extent to restore the equi-
librium. Equilibrium is maintained between the interior of the hydraulic main and the atmosphere
during the various velocities. The pressure has been increased to 48 inches of water without any
sensible variations in the effect upon the gauge indicating the pressure upon the hydraulic main. The
highest speed of this machine is calculated to discharge 60,000 cubic feet of gas per hour at a pres-
sure of 30 inches.

Washer.—The washer used by the Manhattan Gas Company consists of a series of 36 cells, 3
feet square and 10 feet high, each supplied with two jets of water, which enter at the side and are
thrown into spray by impinging against an iron plate ; the gas passes through the entire series. A
system of washer has been invented by Mr. Cattrels, wherein the gas is caused to pass through long
narrow channels situated just beneath the surface of the water ; consequently fresh surfaces of
each globule of the gas in its transit are brought into contact with the water, by which means the
ammonia is eliminated. Washers are not so generally used to eliminate ammonia as are scrubbers.

Scrubbers.—Fig. 1973 represents one of Mann's scrubbers, constructed by Messrs. Walker of
London. The size is usually so proportioned as to be about one-third its height. For large works
the dimensions are 60 feet in height by 18 feet in diameter. The figure represents two of a set of
five scrubbers used at the London Gas-Works. The penthouse on top of the tower contains the
gearing, the reservoir, and means of controlling the supply of water.
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"Within the scrubber is a series of trays which support layers of coke, while at the extreme top

is the contrivance for distributing the water or weak liquor, by means of revolving arms perforated
with small holes, the motive power be-

ing imparted by means of a cog-wheel
and shaft connecting with an engine.

In order to occasion a still further dis-

tribution of the liquid, the water or

weak liquor distributed by the perfo-

rated arms falls into a layer of brush-
wood, which is also sometimes made to

revolve, and thus the liquor finds its

way on to the first layer of coke in the
form of fine drops. The liquor then
falls slowly through from tier to tier,

becoming stronger and stronger as it

descends."

The St. John and Roclcwcll Appa-
ratus, illustrated in Fig. 1974, takes the
place of condenser, washer, and scrub-

ber, and avoids the use of any water
save that condensed from the gas. The
gas enters the first box, which is made
absolutely tight, except at the dip-

tubes ; it is then forced down tubes
submerged in the liquid products of
the coal, which are brought forward
by a separate pipe from the hydraulic

main to a given depth. The tubes
have at their lower ends a fine mesh-
work, so that the volume of the gas is

divided many hundred times, insuring

the requisite action. After passing
this series of seals, the gas is then con-

ducted to another of the same char-

acter, and so on, until it has passed
through the four boxes. It then en-

ters the first of the series of upright
pipes, which are provided with a lattice-

work and corrugated plates (as shown
by the open pipe in the figure), and,

after proceeding through the whole
series, makes its exit to the purifier.

The tar is removed by cohesion ; the
ammonia and naphthaline by solution.

Prof. Charles F. Chandler tested this apparatus at the works of the Harlem Company for a week,
using 163,120 lbs. of Pennsylvania and 4*70,445 lbs. of Murphy Run coal. The yield averaged

1974.
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10,897 feet of 17.06 candle gas, which contained, after being purified with oxide of iron, only 2.65

grains of ammonia and 23.58 grains of sulphur in 100 cubic feet.

Purifiers.—Malam's improvement of Phillips's apparatus is generally employed for either oxide

of iron, lime, sulphate of iron, or other solid compounds used as purifying agents. His arrange-

ment, as generally applied, consists of four purifiers in connection with each other, and with a cen-

19T5.

tral valve by which they are controlled in such a manner that, three of them being in operation, the

fourth is shut off, thus affording every facility for discharging the foul material and recharging

the apparatus for purifying.

Fig. 1975 represents two of a set of four purifiers in connection with a central valve, that marked
B in elevation, the other, C, in section. The centre valve is also shown in section, and consists of

1976.

a closed cylindrical vessel E, supported by nine vertical T-pipes, open at the lower ends and stand-

ing on the tank T, which is filled with liquor, and receives any condensation, thus serving as a

siphon for all the connections.

Although, as has been said, lime-purifiers have almost entirely gone out of use, still, as there

remain a few, a description of the old apparatus employed will be of interest.

In Figs. 1976 and 1977 are represented an elevation and plan in section of one of a series of

197T.

three " dry-lime " purifiers, through which the gas passes successively ; in other words, they are

" worked together," and, though separate, may.be considered as one machine. A is the inlet-pipe

from the wash-vessel, entering at the bottom of the first purifier. ^ is a plate of sheet-iron, about 2

feet square, placed over the mouth of the inlet-pipe, to separate the stream of gas in some degree, as

well as to prevent any lime from falling into the pipe. C C C are the layers of hydrate of lime,

spread upon screens formed of an outside frame, and a number of round rods or wires about five-
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sixteenths of an inch in diameter, stretcaed across them in one direction, to afford greater facility

for clearing, with a small interstice between each. These screens are placed one over another, in

three tiers, from 6 to 8 inches asunder ; each tier may consist of four screens for the convenience of

lifting them out and replacing them. D is the outlet-pipe leading to the second purifier. This

arch-pipe is made of thin plate-iron, sealed at each end by a water-joint ; because, when the lid has

to be lifted, this arch-pipe must be removed, and any other kind of joint would be troublesome. E
is the lid of the purifier, also sealed by a water-joint ; e c are round five-eighths rods, keyed at one

end into the keep-ring k, and riveted to each corner of the lid at the other ; a chain is hooked on to

the ring k, and passed over a pulley to a balance-weight, by which, and the rods just mentioned, the

lid is lifted. F F a.ve blank flanges or bonnets, through which, when removed, the pipes are cleared

from any deposited impurity. G O are clamps, to keep the lid of the purifier in its place.

Figs. 1978 and 1979 represent the hydraulic valve just mentioned. A A\s Ol cast- or sheet-iron

tank, 3 feet in diameter and 2 feet 6 inches deep, generally filled with tar to within 6 inches of the

top. 5 is a light sheet-iron or tin gasometer-shaped vessel of less diameter, divided into three par-

titions by the plates C, D, and -£", of less depth than the rim. F is the pipe from the wash-vessel

or condenser. G is the pipe leading to the first set of purifiers. H is the outlet or return pipe from
them. / is the pipe leading to the meter and gasometers. These pipes, in the present position of

the valve, are all in action. F and G, being in the same partition, communicate with each other, as

do ^and /, for the same reason. When the purifiers liave to be changed, the vessel B is lifted up,

until the bottom of the partition, at C in the elevation. Fig. 1978, clears the pipes, the outside rim
remaining immersed in the tar (the stops *S' on the guide-rods prevent it from being lifted too high),

and turned partly round until it occupies the position shown by the dotted lines in the plan, Fig.

1979. The guide-rods M pass through openings N. K and L are the pipes connected with the
second set of purifiers thrown into action and into com-

- l^^S. . munication with F and /, when the vessel B is shifted to

the position shown by the dotted lines in the plan. P

P

is a wooden frame supporting the pulleys and balance-

weight Q to assist in lifting the vessel B, which while

in action is kept from I'ising with the pressure of the gas
by a bolt.

In preparing the lime for the purifiers, it ought to be
beaten, well sifted, and water added until, by compression
in the hand, the lime will just adhere ; if any lumps re-

1979

main, their outside only will be acted upon ; when broken, they will be found untouched in the inside

;

and although such lumps may be used again, it is always better to systematize the process in the
first instance, and prevent even the smallest waste.
Lime-Water Purifier.—Fig. 1980 is an elevational section of a lime-machine, and Fig. 1981 a plan

through « 6 in Fig. 1980. A is the inlet-pipe through which the gas passes into the chamber B,
which is 4 feet in diameter, jointed to the lid of the purifier, and supported upon two cast-iron beams
C. On to the bottom flange of this chamber a circular ring of thin wrought-iron plate is riveted,

of such diameter that its outside rim will be within 5 inches of the tank of the purifier, i) is a
hoop supported from the tank by bolts J d, etc., having its upper edge level with the before-named
plate, and its lower edge 4 or 5 inches below it. The "space left between this hoop and the ring is

three-eighths of an inch, through which the gas (after having overcome the pressure of the column
of water contained in the tank, plus the pressure in the gasometers) will pass, and bubble up
through the lime-water, ^is an arm made to revolve on the spindle S: the parts c e of this arm
continue through the aperture and over the ring, serving to keep the lime from settling or obstruct-
ing the passage of the gas. F is the outlet for'the purified gas. (? is a stuffing-box, through which
the spindle 8 passes. 7/ is a mitre-wheel, connected to a water-wheel or steam-engine for turning
the spindle. / is a pipe through which the lime-water is drawn off when it has become saturated
with the impurities of the gas. It will be observed that by this contrivance the water can be
completely drained off, by opening a slide-valve bolted to the flange of the pipe A", without suffering
the gas to escape along with it, because a column of water will remain iu the tube /equal to the
height of the bottom of the tank, measured from the inner radius of the curve of the tubes, viz.,

12 inches, which is always more than sufficient to overcome the pressure of the gas in the purifier
when the valve on the inlet-pipe A is closed, which should be done before that at K is opened. L
is a cylindrical vessel, open at the top, for filling the purifier; it also serves to show the quantity
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of water required ; when the machine is at work the column contained in the vessel will be higher
than that in tlie tank, in proportion to the pressui'c of gas in the gasometers, usually about 3 inches.

The lime-water may be mixed in a cistern, and drawn off by a hose into any of the machines,
care being taken to keep the mixture well agitated while passing. The proportions are one measure
of paste-lime to three of water ; that is, to every 5 bushels of paste-lime about 120 gallons of water
must be added. The size of the lime-machines ought to be so regulated that they will contain suffi-

cient lime-water to purify the quantity of gas made in 24 hours, without having occasion to fill them
higher than the water-line shown in the engraving. Four lime-machines are necessary, two being
in action and two out, alternately. When that machine is spent through which the gas first passes, it

is shut off, and a third opened, the

second being left to perform the « 1080.

duties of the first, and so on.

The quantity of lime required for

the complete purification of coal-

gas varies very much with the qual-

ity of the lime and the gas ; that

coal which produces the greatest

volume of sulphuretted hydrogen
from the presence of iron pyrites

will require the most lime. As the

best means for arriving at a proper
practical conclusion, we annex the

quantities used at different gas-

works in various places.

At the Imperial Gas-Works, Lon-
don, one bushel of quicklime puri-

fies on an average 10,000 cubic feet

of gas, the price of lime being Id.

per bushel. The lime is used both
as a hydrate and in the fluid state,

in the following proportions : For the purification of 1,000,000 cubic feet, the produce in the winter
season of 24 hours, 80 busiicls mixed as " dry lime," and 20 bushels mixed into a fluid : this quan-
tity performs its part thoroughly. At Cheltenham, U bushel of quicklime, reduced to the state of
a hydrate, will purify 10,000 cubic feet of gas perfectly; cost per bushel, from bd. to 6(/. At Bir-

mingham, the purification of 1,000 feet costs, in lime and labor, from \}d. to Uc/., but in reality not
nearly so much, as the refuse is sold for two-thirds the original cost of the lime. Lias lime is used,
and "dry purifiers." With the dry-lime purifiers at Chester, 1 cwt. 2 qrs. is required to purify 10,000
cubic feet of gas. The Welsh lime is used, its price being 13s. id. per ton ; therefore the purification

of 10.000 feet will cost l.s. without labor, which is about the average cost.

In making the dry-lime purifiers, that they may present a sufficient surface to the gas which passes

through them, an excess, rather than
1^^^' a smaller area, should be given. A

bushel of lime, when I'cduccd to the

state of a hydrate, contains very

nearly 4,500 cubic inches : allow-

ing that this quantity will purify

5,000 cubic feet, it follows that 12.5

square feet of screen surface is re-

quired, the depth of the lime being

2.5 inches. For retorts calculated

to produce 300,000 cubic feet of

gas in 24 hours, the purifiers should

present a surface of at least '750

square feet. If three machines are

worked together, each containing

five screens, their dimensions may
be 8 feet by 6 feet, and 3 feet deep,

4 bushels of hydrate of lime being
spread on each screen. The sur-

face presented by three machines
like Fig. 1976, is 324 square feet;

they were erected for an establish-

ment producing 130,000 cubic feet

of gas in 24 hours.

The work performed by a lime-water purifier is generally computed by its contents in gallons, and
the head of water or pressure opposed to the passage of the gas through it. Taking the latter at a
constant quantity of 8 inches, the computation is easy: 4,500 cubic inches of hydrate of lime
(which, as before stated, is the quantity produced by reducing one bushel or 2,150 cubic inches of
quicklime), mixed with 48 gallons of water, will purify 10,000 cubic feet of gas, if properly applied.

In the example at Fig. 1981, the lime machine contains 316 gallons, which will hold in solution 13
bushels of hydrate of lime, and purify 65,000 cubic feet of gas. Two of these machines will there-
fore do the same work as the three dry-lime purifiers before mentioned, viz., 130,000 cubic feet.

Notwithstanding, however, that the quantity of lime required may be well known, it is necessary
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to test the gas in its progress through the various purifiers. A saturated solution of the acetate of

lead in distilled water is an excellent test, detecting the presence of the minutest quantity of sul-

phuretted hydrogen, and more convenient than the carbonate, from its complete solubility. Test-

papers may be printed in the following form

:

Station and Date.

Ckude Gas. First Purifiek.

Lime-machine having been charged

Second Pukitier. Third Purifier.

hours with — bushels of — lime.

Fill a bladder, furnished with a stop-cock, full of gas from the main, before it enters the purifiers,

and also one from each separate purifier, and let the bladders be labeled ; with a camel's hair pen-

cil paint the square marked Crude Gas with the test solution, and force the gas from the proper

bladder upon it while wet ; the paper will immediately be turned black ; then paint the square

marked First Purifier, and force the gas into it, and proceed in like manner with the two others

;

the paper in the fourth square ought not to be discolored. The squares must not be moistened at

once, because the first impure gas would in that case blacken them all.

Lime for the purpose of purifying coal-gas should be free from foreign matter. That which
slackens the quickest, and produces the greatest heat during the opei'ation, is the best. When dis-

solved in diluted muriatic acid it should not effervesce, and when perfectly pure should leave no
insoluble residue.

The Station-Meter.—The gas, after passing through the purifier, next enters the station-meter,

the object of which is to measure the quantity of gas made per ton. The difference between the

indications of the consumer's meter and the station-meter will indicate the loss of gas by leakage.

The difference between the station-meter and the (wet) meter of the consumer is more of size than
anything else, so that a description of one or the other will apply in both cases.

Fig. 1982 is a front elevation in section, and Fig. 1983 is a side elevation, also in section, of a sta-

tion-meter of the capacity of 200 cubic feet, by which 300,000 cubic feet of gas may be measured
and registered in 24 hours. The principal part of the machine consists of a hollow drum of thin

1982. 1983.

sheet-iron A A, revolving upon an axis a, and divided into compartments, so arranged that, as the

gas enters, it shall in revolving successively fill all the chambei'S, pass through them, and be dis-

charged measui-ed. The part of the drum which contains the gas is in the form of a concentric ring

1 foot 6 inches broad, 6 feet deep, and 1 feet 6 inches in extreme diameter, which will be imderstood
by reference to the engraving. The plates which form the sides are of the same outer diameter as

the drum, viz., 7 feet 6 inches, but are 2 feet 9 inches broad ; they will therefore project within

the smaller diameter, leaving the centre circle (through which the inlet-pipe K passes) 2 feet in

diameter. The surface of the water contained in the drum and outside tank of the meter is 4
inches above the upper circumference of this centre circle, when the drum is in its place ; so that

the communication between the outside and inside of the drum is cut off by a head of water of that

height, and continues to be so in every part of the I'cvolution. It is evident, therefore, that the gas
must enter any chamber having its inner hood above the surface of the water. B C I> E represent
the inner hoods, and the direction of the gas from the inlet-pipe is shown by the small arrow at B.
As the chamber fills with gas, it displaces the water, and causes the drum to revolve. Before B
dips into the water, the hood C rises above the surface, and opens a communication for the gas into
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its chamber
;
and so on with D E, when it will have completed one revolution and measured 200

cubic feet. The same action that allows the free passage of the gas into the chambers causes it to
be expelled from them through the outer hoods F G H I, in the direction of the arrow at F:
each of these outer hoods is sealed alternately in the same manner as the inner hoods, and
opened for the passage of the gas from them, by one constantly being above the water-line. The
direction in which the drum revolves is marked by the arrow over the top of the case. The
bevels of the division-plates d d are arranged so that they will enter the water without effort.

The axis a a on which the drum revolves is supported on friction-rollers ; on the front end
of this axis a spur-wheel ;S' is iixed, working into another wheel T, having half the number of
teeth ; at every half revolution of the drum it will therefore make an entire revolution ; its spindle
passes through a stuffing-box, and is furnished at the opposite end with another wheel F, which
marks 100 feet on the index. From a pinion on the spindle of this last wheel another wheel is

worked, having ten times the number of teeth on the pinion, which will therefore mark thousands.
This last wheel is again furnished with a pinion and works into a third wheel, which will mark tens
of thousands, and so on ; the quantities marked on the dials in-

creasing in a tenfold ratio up to hundreds of millions, or higher ^^^^4

if thought necessary.

The entire train of wheel-work is shown in Fig. 1984, where
a is the first spur-wheel, working upon the main axis ; b, the sec-

ond wheel, both being inside tlie meter-case ; c, the wheel on the
opposite end of the shaft of b, which projects through a stuffing-

box on the case, in order to communicate motion to the train of
wheel-work, which must of course be on the outside of the meter-
case ; d, the wheel driving the hand which marks hundreds on the
index, and having 100 teeth {c has likewise the same number of
teeth); e, the pinion on the wheel d, having 10 teeth

; /, the wheel
driving the hand which marks thousands on the index, having 100
teeth, and driven by the -pinion c;

ff,
the pinion of the wheel /driving /*, which marks tens of thou-

sands on the index ; and in like manner any quantity may be registered. If it be required to register
units (and in smaller meters it is useful), the first wheel d is made to drive a pinion p, having 10
teeth, to the spindle of which the hand marking units is attached.
The Holder, or Gasometer, serves not only for the storage of the gas, but to cause sufficient pressure

for its distribution through the mains. Gas-holders are of two kinds : the single lift, and the double
lift, or telescopic. The latter require counterpoises, which the simpler form do not, and are more
expensive, but are very extensively used by all large works, especially where ground is valuable. The
simple gasometer consists of an iron vessel, open at the bottom and inverted into a tank of water
below the surface of the ground, having perfect freedom to rise and fall, and guided by upright rods
fixed at several points in the circumference. The holder is so counterbalanced as not to exert a pres-
sure on the gas more than equivalent to a column of water 6 inches high, this pressure being suffi-

cient to force the gas through the mains to the consumers. The diameter and number of the vessels
will vary according to the magnitude of the works to which they are attached and the space to be
occupied by them.

Fig. 1985 represents the half section of a simple gasometer, capable of containing 150,000 cubic
feet, the diameter being 87 feet 6 inches, and the height 25 feet. The sides A A are made of No. 16
iron plate (Birmingham wire-gauge), weighing 2^ lbs. to the square foot, riveted together ; the top
£ of plate weighing about 3 lbs. to the square foot, or No. 14 gauge. C C. etc., are rings of 3-inch
T-iron, placed 5 feet asunder, and riveted strongly to the sides ; the rivets ought not to be more than
3 inches apart. The top and sides are secured together by 3-inch angle-iron, rolled to fit the curve.
dd are rings of bar-iron, about half an inch thick and 3 inches deep, fastened to the top by clips,

which are riveted ; these rings are placed about 6 feet apart, and strengthened further by diagonal
bars, from one to another, breaking joint, ^are stays formed of wrought-iron pipe, about l^inch
diameter, fixed in the situations represented, their ends being bolted to the T-iron at the sides, and
the rings on the top. G are vertical rods, fixed at the upper and lower ends to the brickwork of the
tank, and passed through eyes fast to the bottom of the side of the gasometer, serving to guide the
vessel in its rise

; their positions are between the standards S, on which are also guide-rods acting in
like manner. The eyes serve as stops to prevent the vessel rising out of the water. The standards
S, 8 in number, are each formed of 3 cast-iron frames 6 feet broad at their bases, of the same height
as the gasometer, and jointed together in the form of a T on the plan : they are secured to the stone
plinth by dovetailed lock-nuts, keyed and leaded. B is the wooden curb, which ought always to be
attached to a gasometer; its use is to regulate the flow of gas from one gasometer to another.
While immersed in the water of the tank it acts as a float, and to some extent buoys up the vessel

;

when the gasometer has risen to its full height, it acts as a weight, being partly out of the water,
thus causmg the gas to flow into another gasometer not yet full, and which^having its curb complete-
ly immersed, is under less pressure. / is the inlet-pipe, of the same diameter as that leading from
the retorts, viz., 8 inches. Its mouth above the water-line should be rather higher than the edge of
the tank, /f is the outlet-pipe, 12 inches in diameter, entering the gasometer under the same circum-
stances as the inlet-pipe, i are receivers in which the tar or water collects from the mains, being
pumped out by a small hand-pump, of which a and b represent the suction-pipes. F, masonry or
brickwork.

A gasometer 100 feet in diameter and 39 feet high at the sides, containing 300,000 cubic feet,

weighs about 116 tons 14 cwt. 36 lbs. A gasometer 36 feet in diameter andl2 feet deep contains
12,200 cubic feet, and weighs about 5 tons 2 cwt. 49 lbs.

Fig. 1986 represents an improved gasometer. The largest bolder in the world is in London ; it is
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230 feet in diameter, and holds 3,000,000 cubic feet of gas. The largest holder in this country be-

longs to the New York Gas-Light Company ; it is 168 feet in diameter, is supported by IC columns
72 feet high, and stands 70 feet high when full. Its capacity is 1,500,000 cubic feet.

The Governor, or Pressure Regulator, causes the delivery of the gas through the mains at a con-
stant pressure. An improved governor has been devised by Messrs. Braddock, of Oldham, England,

which for safety has two countcrbal-
'i^^^- ance weights, and reverses the position

of the inlet, which delivers the gas on
the top of instead of beneath the cone,

as in other governors. The cone is sus-

pended to a bell by the same rod which
passes through the central pipe ; there

is also another small pipe in connection

with the outer part of the bell. The
chamber within the bell having the

same area as the cone, the pressure is

always counterbalanced, and oscillation

is prevented.

Fig. 1987 is an elevation, in section,

»

and Fig. 1988 a plan, of a governor capaljle of equalizing the flow of 300,000 cubic feet of gas in 24
hours. ^ ^ is a cast-iron tank containing water, 5 feet 4 inches in diameter and 4 feet 6 inches
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deep, in which the regulating vessel ^.5 floats. C is a cone of cast-iron, turned true in the lathe,
and suspended by an eye-bolt to the top of the floating vessel. D is the inlet-pipe, having a plate
d on the top, furnished with an aperture, bored out to fit the diameter of the cone at the base, and
which, if raised to that height, will completely shut off the gas from entering the vessel. E is the
outlet-pipe, its diameter being regulated by the distance to which it has to convey the gas to the
equilibrium-cylinder of the street-mains.

The floating vessel £, when immersed in water, of course loses a portion of its weight equal to
that of the water which it displaces

; and the density of gas contained in it will vary as the immer-
sion. By making the chain i''of a proper weight, it may be made to answer the purpose of a regu-
lator of the pressure. Let it be supposed, for example, that the vessel weighs 1,000 lbs., and loses
100 lbs. of that weight when immersed in the water, and that a portion cf the chain equal in length
to the height which the vessel rises weighs 50 lbs., and the counterbalance 950 lbs. Then, when
the vessel is immersed, its effective weight is 900 lbs., to which must be added the portion of
chain now acting, as increasing the weight of the vessel, 50 lbs. The sum corresponds with the
actual weight of the counterbalance, 950 lbs. Again, let the vessel be elevated out of the water ; its

actual and effective weight then is 1,000 lbs. ; to balance which are opposed tke counterpoise, 950 lbs.,

and the portion of the chain now removed to the other side of the pulley to countcr])oise, and acting
with it, 50 lbs. The sum corresponds with the actual weight of the vessel, l,0ii0 lbs. The eft'ects

of the vessel and counterpoise being thus opposed to each" other, the pressure of the gas contained

1987.

1998.

therein is equalized. By adding or removing the weight of the counterbalance, an increase or de-
crease of pressure may be effected.

The action of the governor is as follows : The ontlet-pipe is connected with the mains, and the
inlet-pipe with the gasometer supplying gas into the machine. It will be evident that, if the density
of the gas in the inlet-pipe becomes by any means increased, a greater quantity of gas must pass be-

tween the sides of the adjusting cone and the aperture in tlie plate f/, the consequence of which will

be that the floating vessel will rise, and therefore contract the area of the opening in d ; and if, on
the contrary, the gas in the inlet-pipe decreases in density, the vessel will descend ; so that, whatever
density the gas may at any time assume in the gasometers or mains, its pressure in the floating ves-

sel will remain uniform, and consequently the velocity of the gas passing into the mains will be reg-

ular : for when the aperture of the plate d would admit more gas than necessary for the supply to

the mains, the floating vessel rises and diminishes the area of the inlet-pipe ; and when, on the con-
trary, the inlet does not allow a sufficient quantity of gas to come from the gasometers, the gas passes
out of the governor.

Pressure Indicator.—If a governor be not used, it is advisable to have a pressure indicator attached
to the main or mains that leave the works, to serve as a check upon the conduct of the workmen
whose duty it is to regulate the pressure of gas in them according to the demand at certain hours of
the night. It is thus constructed: A small gasometer about 12 inches in diameter is made to move
in a tank of water in such a manner that it shall rise or fall according to the pressure in the mains,
with which it is connected by a small pipe ; a guide-rod, furnished on the top with a pencil, marks
the exact amount of pressure upon a sheet of paper coiled round a cylinder. This cylinder is moved
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round once in 12 hours by a timepiece. It is evident, therefore, that if the paper be divided by

horizontal lines corresponding to the rise or fall of the gasometer by every tenth of an inch increase

or decrease of the pressure, and if it be divided by vertical lines corresponding to the revolutions of

the timepiece in 12 hours, it will effect the object required. The gasometer must be formed with an

air-vessel inside, so that when it is totally immersed it shall be in exact equilibrium with the external

atmosphere, and when risen to its full height it shall have a pressure equal to that required to force

the n-as through the mains. Say the height to which the gasometer rises is equal to 10 inches, and

the pressure required is 3 inches ; then if the paper be divided into 30 parts by horizontal lines, each

division will indicate one-tenth of an inch.

Pressure-o^auo-es, as the name implies, are instruments by which the velocity with which the gas

flows into the main is ascertained. They are made of glass tubes partially tilled with colored water,

and furnished with graduated scales divided into inches and tenths from a point in the centre of the

scale marked zero. When no gas is passing into the main to which one of these instruments is

attached, the columns of water contained in the tubes are in equilibrium with the external air, and-

stand at 'o. When the gas is admitted, the equiUbrium is destroyed ; the gas depresses one column

and raises the other, the total variation being the amount of pressure.

Fig. 1989 shows a section of a water-valve. It is formed of an air-tight cylinder A A, containing

a portion of tar or water. B is the inlet-pipe, which communicates with the gasometer. C is the

outlet-pipe, which conveys the gas to the main. D i) is an inverted cup, 10 inches deep, furnished

with a rod passing throiigh a stuffing-box, by which it is raised or lowered. When the cup is in the

situation shown in the figure, it is evident that the communication between the outlet and inlet pipes

is shut off by the pressure of a column of water 10 inches high. When the cup is raised above the

mouth of the outlet-pipe by the rack and pinion, a free passage is left for the gas. This description

of valve may be fixed with advantage between the gas-holders and the mains, or between any system

of lime-water purifiers.

Isabellas Automatic Governor, for regulating the pressure of gas in street mains, is shown in Fig.

1990. The distinguishing feature of this governor consists in automatically changing the position of

the weights to operate the valve and make the desired variations in pressure, as opposed to putting

on and taking off weights by hand of an attendant. The operation of this governor is as follows

;

At the inner end of the lever A is suspended a rod which carries a perfectly balanced valve, which

works easily in a proper chamber, located in the outlet-pipe holder. At the outer end of the lever

A is pivoted an adjustable bar or track B, on which are placed the rolling weights C. These

1990.

weights are connected by a cord to a sliding bar D, working between friction-rollers, and driven by a

cam E on the main spindle of a powerful clock, contained in the case G. As the weights are moved

in at the proper time by the action of the clock and cam, the valve below is opened and the pres-

sure gradually increased to the desired point, and held there until the time set for it to be dimin-

ished by the rolling back of the weights and the consequent gradual closing of the valve. The cam

E is easily and quickly secured in any position on the spindle, and has stamped upon it the hours of

the day, as shown by the index. It will be at once apparent how any desired eifect can be obtained

by changing the position of the cam, or by putting on cams of different proportions.

Works for Reference.—"Treatise on the Manufacture of Coal-Gas," Richards, London, 1877;

"A Treatise on the Science and Practice, on the Manufacture and Distribution of Coal-Gas," Mus-

pratt's "Chemistry;" Muspratt's "Handbuch der Technische Chemie," 3d ed., 1875; Bolley's "Hand-

buchderchem. Technolocrie," 1862; Wurtz's " Dictionnaire de Chimie," and " Neues Handworter-

buch der Chemie;" "LeGaz;" Knapp's " Lehrbuch der chem. Technologic," 3d ed., 1865; Wag-
' Jahresbericht der chemischen Technologic;" Schilling, " Traite d'Eclairagc par le Gaz ;

"
ner s

Matthews's "History of Gas-Lighting," 2d ed., 1832; Schilling, "Handbuch fur Steinkohlengas ;

"

Blochmann's "Beitrage zur Geschichte der Gasbeleuchtung," 1871; Wilkins, "How to Manage
Gas ; " Sugg, " Gas Manipulations, with a Description of the various Instruments and Apparatus em-

ployed in the Analysis of Coal and Coal-Gas ; " English " Abridgments of Specifications of Patents

relating to the Production and Applications of Gas," 1860 ; Richards, " Gas-Consumer's Guide ;

"

Accum's "Practical Treatise on Gaslight," 4th ed., 1818, and "Description of the Process of Manu-

facturing Coal-Gas," 1819 ; D'Hurcourt, "De I'Eclairage du Gaz;" Bowditch, "The Analysis, Tech-

nical Valuation, Purification, and Use of Coal-Gas;" Thomas Newbigging, "The Gas-Manager's
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Hand-Book
;
" Mason, " Gas-Fitter's Guide

;
" Bower, " Gas Engineer's Book of Reference • " Euo-hes

" Gas-Works and Manufacturing Coal-Gas ;

" Clegg, " On the^Manufacture of Coal-Gas ; " Colburn'
" Tlie Gas-Works of London," and " Gas-Consumer's Guide." H A M Jr

'

GAS, ILLUMINATING, BURNERS FOR. There are three conditions necessary for the produc-
tion of a perfect burner—that is, one that is "perfectly adapted to the quality of the gas which it Is
destined to consume, and which will develop, when burning a regulated quantity, the maximum of
light possible

: 1. The gas should issue from the burner at as low a pressure as is possible consist-
ent with the proper flow of gas. 2. The air-supply should be suitably regulated, the amount of
atmospheric oxygen supplied to the flame being exactly proportioned to the richness of the "as 3
The burner should be so constructed that the gas is kept as cool as possible up to the point of its
being consumed."

Since the experiments of Christison and Turner in 1825, it has been frequently maintained that
gas gives a larger proportion of light when it is burned in large quantities than in small • in other
words, that the larger the quantity of gas consumed in any kind of burner, the larger will be the
proportion of light obtained from the gas. Properly conducted investigations made by the Referees
of the London Gas Companies have demonstrated the fallacy of the above doctrine, and have proved
that the observed variations in the illuminating power of gas upon which the conclusion was based
are entirely due to the burners. The correct statement of the matter is, that with every burner there
is a certain point of gas consumption at which the burner gives its maximum of lioht, and that if
the consumption be either increased or diminished from that point, the proportion of li'^ht obtained
from the gas will be reduced. At the same

°

time, even taking each kind of gas-burner at
its best, the difference in the quality of the
gas-burners in general use is so great, that
some of them yield only one-fourth or one-
fifth the light obtainable from burners of
the best construction. The chief point to be
observed, alike in the construction and in
the employment of burners, is the due regu-
lation of the air-supply to the flame. This
depends partly on the size and shape of the
gas-flame—for, of course, the larger the sur-
face of the flame, the more is it brought in
contact with the air—but still more upon the draught, whereby the same extent of surface ^^ill be
more or less exposed to the action of the air.

There are three kinds of burners in use: the bat-wing burner, with a slit; the fish-tail burner
with two oblique holes in the end facing each other ; the argand burner, a circular burner with a rint^
of small holes, and provided with a gas-chimney and interior supply of air. Burners are made of
brass, iron, or lava (soapstone) ; the last is far preferable, from the'fact that the holes or slits are
not liable to be stopped up by rust.

The bat-u'ing burner, represented at 2, 4, and 5, Fig. 1991, is so called on account of the flame
taking the form of the wing of a bat. The burner consists of a metal, lava, or adamas nib, with
a hole pierced therein within a short distance of the top, across which is a slit from which the gas

1091. 1992.

1993. 1994. 1995.
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issues in a thin flame. The bat-wing burner is best adapted for all out-door lights. The slit may
be freed from any obstruction by passing a thin card through the same. The flame is too broad
to be used in globes or shades.
The J;s/i./ail burner received its name from the shape of the flame. It is formed of the same
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materials as the bat-wing burner, but differs from the latter by the hole, wliieh is bored nearly to

the top, receiving two oritices or small holes, drilled at such an angle that each jet of gas, in issuing,

impino-es against the other, forming when lighted a sheet of flame at right angles with the holes,

Fifs. 1992 and 1993 represent such a burner.

The argand Ininier is represented by Figs. 1994 and 1995, and has been already described.

The argand burner is best adapted for ordinary gas ; it gives a very steady flame, and consumes

the "-as to the best advantage. It is provided with a cut-off or check of very simple construction.

Thelacst burner yet constructed is Sugg's London burner, shown in Fig. 1995 without its chimney.

For general use 5- or G-foot lava-tipped check bat-wings are the most economical.

The pressure of the gas is one of the most important considerations. Argands give most light

under a pressure of one-tenth of an inch, bat-wings and fish-tails under a pressure of three-tenths or

four-tenths of an inch. As gas is supplied to consumers under pressures varying from 3 or 4 inches

down to one-tenth of an inch, it is very desirable to check the flow of gas when it is excessive. Hence

re"-ulatinf burners and regulators for checking the flow of gas have been invented. A very simple

method t^r checking the flow of gas is to screw a 5- or 6-foot burner over a 3- or 4-foot burner.

The Flass Economic Gas-rjoverning Burner, Figs. 1996 and 1997, may be described as follows: It

consists of a case or shell constructed usually in two parts, a and 6, with a flexible automatic disk-

valve c. An increase of pressure, whether it occurs in the gas-mains or service-pipes, is instantly

communicated to the valve c, which rests upon and contracts the aperture d through which the gas

enters from the inlet c into the chamber/, and, in consequence of the relation which pressure bears

to volume or quantity, the quantity of gas now admitted in a given time is exactly equal to that

which passed when the pressure was less and the opening greater. From the chamber/ the gas

passes through the outlets at the lava tip g in the upper shell «, resulting in a rich, clear flame.

1997.

3. a.

When the pressure in the mains or house diminishes, the valve c slightly rises ; and the aperture d

to the chamber/ is again enlarged, admitting of a suflicicnt volume of gas to correspond with the

now reduced pressure.

The Plass gas-governor, shown in Fig. 1998, is constructed on the same principle as the burner

just described. Fig. 1999 shows the governor properly connected with the meter.

1998.

Tlie Champion Gas-saving Regulator is shown in Fig. 2000. The following is a description of the

same : A, outer case of cast-iron ; B, large inverted cup ; C, cast-iron cap ; Z), brass valve-rod ;
E,

discharge-chamber ; F, inlet-chamber ; (?, valve-seat ; //, brass coupling connecting regulator with

house-pipe ; /, brass coupling connecting regulator with meter ; J, brass valve ; X, small inverted
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cup ; P, opening for valve-rod through which the gas flows into and under cup i ; Q, passage for
gas to large inverted cup B ; V, valve-seat to automatic discharge ; W, brass valve ; X, valve-rod

;

V, passage from regulator to inlet-chamber. The gas flows from the meter into the inlet / through
the opening F up and under the small inverted cup L, which cup is sealed and made to float in
quicksilver, and is attached to the valve-rod D. This cup is made to rise and fall according to the
increase or decrease of the gas-pressure. When the gas-pressure is greatest, the aperture controlled

20CO.

2002.

I?>

2003.

D

Wp L5

^

0.lt^

by the valve / is made less by the upward movement of the valve. The regulated gas then flows
into the discharge-chamber E, and a portion of it ascends into and under the large inverted cup B^
which is also sealed and made to float in quicksilver, and is also attached to the valve-rod D. This
large cup gives a larger area to the buoyant power, and prevents irregularity in the movement of the
valve. The cups are weighted and adjusted according to the light that may be required. If any
condensation should ever be collected in the regulator, it is automatically discharged by means of the
valve W through the passage Y to the meter.

For economy's sake, if for no other reason, there should be a governor attached to every meter.
A good street-lamp is shown in Fig. 2001, every practical device being employed to get the full

benefit of the light. It may be described as follows : The glass shade is oval in shape, with the
lower part open ; the glass itself is very thick and strong, but the principal improvement is the use
of two porcelain reflectors, the one on the lower part of the chimney, the other at the centre of the
glass shade or bell, which succeed in throwing down on the pavement considerably more light than
do the street-lamps ordinarily used. Both these reflectors are outside the shade, and thus escape
being blackened by the smoke. The upper one radiates light to a distance, but always downward

;

the lower one sends the rays down near the lamp all round, and prevents any shadow being cast. In
a band round the upper part of the lamp, above the lower reflector, the names of the streets are
lettered on ground glass. H. A. M., Jr.

GAS, ILLUMINATING, DISTRIBUTION OF. Jl/«««s.—The term "main" is applied to all cast-
iron conduit-pipes that serve to convey gas from the works to the place or district to be lighted, and
especially applied to those pipes from which smaller ramifications branch. The diameters of the
mains vary from 1^ inch to 15 or 18 inches, according to the quantity of gas required to be supplied,
and the distance it has to flow.

The 1^-ineh mains are cast 4 feet 6 inches long, the 2- and 3-inch mains about 6 feet long, and all

the other sizes 9 feet, with a socket at one end and a plain bead at the other.

Sockets.—Figs. 2002, 2003, and 2004 represent the sections of sockets of different-sized pipes, to a
scale of 1| inch to the foot. Fig. 2004 is that of mains from 9 to 15 and 18 inches in diameter.
The usual thickness of metal is shown by the hatched lines, and is proved to be suflScient. The
depth of these sockets is 4^ inches.

Fig. 2003 is a section of the sockets of mains from 4 to 8 inches in diameter ; their depth 4 inches.
Fig. 2002 is the thickness of those of a smaller diameter, 3 inches deep.
The thickness of the main pipes ought to be as follows

:

1-1^ inch diameter J inch thick.

2 inches

3

4
5

6

1
4

R
ff

full.

9 inches diameter i inch thick.

10 " "

12 " "

13 " "

14 " "

15 " "

18 " "

4
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In order to guard against the danger of water remaining that enters from the external surface into

the pipes, and the deposition of other condensed matter, a reservoir should always be placed at the

lowest point, where two or more descending mains meet and form an angle, to receive the water, etc.,

that mav happen to collect at this angular point, an accumulation of wiiich Avould obstruct the passage

of the ""as througli the mains. These receivers ought to be at least twice the diameter of the mains

between which they are interposed, and four times that diameter in depth. These receivers afford the

best indication of the sound or leaky state of the system of mains. In all instances where the pipes

are perfectly sound, observation has shown that half a mile of gas-mains, three inches in diameter, does

not deposit more than a quart of condensed vapor or water in the year ; on the other hand, when tlie

mains are leaky, the water of the reservoir requires to be pumped out, particularly in wet weather, as

frequently as once a fortnight. The loss of gas by such leakage is much greater tlian is generally

imagined. In order to keep the common air out of the faulty mains, a constant influx of gas is often

necessary ; this is of course so much gas lost to tlie economy of the establislnnent.

Distribution of gas through mains.—The velocities of different gases under the same pressure will

be to one another, inversely, as the square roots of their specific gravities ; therefore a heavy gas will

be discharged through the same opening with a less velocity than that due to a lighter gas. For ex-

ample, if coal gas of the specific gravity -420, and with a pressure of five-tenths of an inch, flows tlirough

a circular orifice one-fourth of an inch in diameter, at the rate of eighty cubic feet per hour, gas having

the specific gravity "400 will flow through the same opening at the rate of 81 -9 per hour, pressure re-

maining tlie same. For by inverse proportion.

As s/400 = 20-000

Is to SO, the quantity discharged of the heavy gas,

So is n/420"= 20-493

To 81-9, the quantity of lighter gas discharged.

The discharges of the same gas through diff"eient open-

ings and under the same pressure, are proportional to

the areas of the orifices m circular inches, or to the

squares of their diameters. Allowing an excess in the

larger openings for the difference of the friction, the

results of the annexed experiments will agree very

nearly with this law.

To obtain the velocities of the same gas from any

other opening, say.

As the square of given opening,

Is to the given quantity discharged,

So is the required opening
To the required quantity discharged.

The quantities of the same gas discharged in equal

times by a horizontal pipe under the same pressure and
for different lengths, are to one another in the inverse

ratio of the square roots of the lengths. Hence, when we know the quantity of gas discharged from a

given length of pipe, we may find the quantity discharged by any other length with any pressure, and

of gas of any specific gravity.

Example of the foregoing rule.—It is required to find the number of cubic feet that will be discharged

from a horizontal pipe six inches diameter and 1760 yards long, the specific gravity of the gas being

•420, and the pressure equal to five-tenihs of an inch perpendicular head of water. We know by

experiment that 44,280 cubic feet will be discharged by a six-inch pipe 3-46 yards long ; therefore, by

inverse proportion, say.

As n/ 1760 ^ 41-952, the required length.

Is to 44,280, the known quantity discharged.

So is V¥i& = 1-860, the known length,

To 1963-2, the required quantity discharged.

We therefore find that the loss by friction in a pipe a mile long is 44/^16-8, the initial velocity being

equal to 46,080 by calculation.

A horizontal main, 16 inches diameter and 1700 yards long, is laid from the works to the equilibrium

cylinder : it is required to know how many cubic feet of gas of the specific gravity '390 will be dis-

charged with a pressure equal to a head of water of 6-lOths of an inch.

We have found by the last example that a six-inch pipe, one mile long, with a pressure of 5-lOths ot

an inch, will deliver 1963 cubic feet of gas having the specific gravity -420, in one hour. Then say, as

36, the square of the diameter of the six-inch pipe, is to 1963, the quantity of gas delivered, so is 256,

the square of the diameter of the sixteen-inch pipe, to 13,959, the required quantity delivered by a

sixteen-inch, one mile long. For the difference of specific gravity, say,

As ^-390 =-197, the specific gravity of the lighter gas, is to 13,959, the quantity delivered of the

specific gravity -420, so is ^-420 = -204, the specific gravity of the heavy gas, to 14,455 = the quantity

delivered of the specific gravity -390.

And f(3r the difference of pressure, say.

As ^-50 = -707, the first pressure, is to 14,455, the quantity discharged through a sixteen-inch pipe

by that pressure, so is .^60 = -774, the required pressure, to 15,824, the required quantity, of specific

gravity -390 discharged from a sixteen-inch pipe, with a pressure equal to 6-lOths of an inch head of

water. The actual quantity discharged is about 16,500 cubic feet.

Diameter
of oritice in

inclies aud
parts.
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An accurate experiment was made by Mr. Clegg, at the Pancras Station, on the quantity of gas dis-
charged through a four-inch main, six miles in length, witli a pressure of three inches perpendicular
head of water. The specific gravity of the gas was not taken until some hours after the experiment,
when it was found to be -398.

• A new four-inch main had to be laid for the purpose of supplying parts of the parish of St. Maryle-
bone with gas

;
after completing a circle of nearly six miles in circumference, it terminated within the

distance of a sliort street from the point at which it left the works. By completing this distance, the
two ends of the pipe were brought together on exactly the same level. There were no short bends,
and all the services and branches were closed. The pipe measured exactly six miles in length. The
leakage was ascertained in the first place by shutting the valve adapted to the returned end, and ob-
serving the gasometer ; it was found to be thirty-tlii-ee cubic feet at the end of one hour, and was
allowed for. At the commencement of another hour the valve was opened and free passage given to
the gas, which was allowed to escape : by observing the gasometer at the end of this hour, it was found
that 885 cubic feet had been expended ; deducting thirty-three cubic feet from this for the leakage,
852 will remain for the actual quantity discharged at the end of six miles. This experiment is valua-
ble to the practical man, both for the unquestionable data it supphes, and for its close approximation
to the rules here laid down.

The quantity discharged by calculation is 873 cubic feet
By experiment 852 "

Difference 21

Tables of the different quantities of coal gas of the specific gravity -420, delivered in one hour, from
horizontal pipes of different diameters and lengths, and under different pressures

QUANTITIES DELIVERED BY A TWO-INCH MAIN IN CUBIC FEET.

Length of
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QUANTITIES DELIVERED BY A TWELVE-INCH MAIN IN CUBIC FE
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must be iu as direct a line as possible, to avoid unnecessary expense and obstructions. The union

joints used to connect two services together must be of the same diameter as the pipes, and soldered

firmly on to them.

Gas-fittings ought to be made of the best materials ; they should be judiciously arranged, and fixed

by skillful workmen. The choice of a situ-

9005 ation for the main cock is of importance

;

it should be placed as near as possible to

the inside of the wall through which the

gas is admitted from the street-main, and
where it will at all times be accessible to

the inmates of the house. The key or

spanner by which it is turned should always
be attached, and the nick which indicates

whether it is open or shut should be dis-

tinctly marked. The cock should be lit-

erally a stop-cock.

Throughout their various ramifications

the pipes should have a slight inclination

toward the point where the main cock is

fixed, and thence to the street-main ; this

is to allow the water, which is occasionally

deposited in them, to drain off without in-

200'V

200(5.

terrupting the passage of the gas. In fit-

tings which are not thus arranged the water
accumulates in some curvatur^of the pipes,

and occasions an oscillation, or, as it is very
commonly called, jumping of the lights.

Consumer's Meter.—The consumer's me-
ter is constructed upon precisely the same
principle as that shown in Fig. 1982, but
the partitions of the drum are differently

arranged, and placed in such a manner
that, as they reach the water, the surface

presented shall be as small as possible,

or the resistance offered shall be so grad-

ual that the stream of gas fiowing through
the machine is uniform and constant. This
is necessary in a meter from which any
number of lamps are immediately sup-

plied; because the most minute diminu-
tion or increase of the volume of gas flowing to them would cause a variation in the light, and pro-

duce an oscillation. In a station-meter the intervention of the gasometer will remedy this defect.

A variation in the arrangement of the drum, therefore, is a matter of necessity.

As in the former case, the outer circumference or rim of the drum is divided into four partitions,
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separated from each other by partition-plates, not running across directly at right angles with the

face, but beveling from the plane of the water, meeting the wrap of the opposite hood. The sides

of these partitions are also beveled ; the space left between each plate forming on one side of the

drum the inlet, and on the other side the outlet for the gas ; the area of the latter being greater than

the inlet, to insure perfect freedom of action. The dotted lines show the wrap of the hoods. Fig.

2005 is a view of the front or inlet side of the drum, with the convex cover removed. The outlets

will present the same appearance, but of course reversed. By x-eferring to Figs. 2006 and 2007, the

remaining parts will be understood. The direction of the gas is marked by arrows. Tiic box a, in

which the inlet-valve is contained, is soldered tight, having no communication with the rest of the

case, except through the valve, the position of which is shown by the arrows ; b is the inlet-pipe pro-

jecting above the water-line, conveying the gas into the meter by the bent arm c, rising above the

water between the convex cover and the inlet-hoods ; rf is a float attached to the inlet-valve, adjusted

so that when the water falls below the centre opening the valve will close, and the gas cease to enter

the meter.

Motion is communicated to the train of wheel-work behind the index from a spiral worm w, fixed

on to the axis of the drum, working into a wheel, the spindle of which passes through the tube t,

scaled by dipping under the water contained in the case.

The following are the principal dimensions of consumers' meters

:

Numlier of
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20in.

of undergoing contraction and expansion by the passage of the gas. These alternate contractions

and expansions of the chamber set certain valves and simply constructed arms in motion, which, by

the aid of a few wheels, can be made to turn the hand of a dial, as in the ordinary wet meter.

Messrs. CroU & Richards's meter consists of a cylinder or case A A, Fig. 2008, divided by a plate

B in the centre into two separate compartments, which are closed at the opposite ends by metal

disks C C. These metal disks serve the purpose of pistons, and are kept in their places by a kind

of universal joint attached to each. The space through which the disks move by the action of the

gas, which aifords the means of measurement in this meter, is governed by metal arms and rods,

shown in Fig. 2009, which space, when once adjusted, cannot vary. To avoid the friction attending

a piston working in a cylinder, a band of leather i> i> is attached, which acts as a hinge, and folds

with the motion of the disk ; this band is not instrumental in measuring the gas, so that its contcac-

tion or expansion would only decrease or increase the capacity of the hinge, the disk being still at

liberty to move through the required space only. The leather is also attached in such a manner that

it can only bend in one direction, and this renders it much more durable.

The gas enters the cylinder at the top, from the space occupied by the arms, valves, etc.. Fig. 2010,

and forces the disks bodily forward through a

certain space ; the motion communicated by the

disks to the arms and rods causes the supply

of gas to be cut off, and admits of its escape by

another valve ; at the same moment the gas

is admitted to the other side of the disk, and

this is forced to return to its original position,

traversing, of course, the same space as before.

Each backward and forward motion consequent-

ly indicates the passage of a constant quantity

of gas, and the same apparatus which admits

and shuts off the supply by means of valves is

connected with clock-work ; and thus the motion

of the disk, or the quantity of gas which has

passed through the meter, can be indicated upon

a dial-plate, as in the ordinary wet meter.

Comparative Advantar/e of Wet and Dry Me-

ters.—Wet meters are simpler in construction

than dry meters, having no valves except the

float, but they are liable to freeze and stop on

account of too much or too little water. Dry

meters are therefore more generally used, al-

though they are more liable to get out of order,

as the wear and tear is greater ; but the inac-

curacies from wear or corrosion are generally

in favor of ^he consumer. The water in wet

meters is sometimes replaced by glycerine or

water in which chloride of calcium is dissolved,

to prevent evaporation, thereby keeping the

liquid all the time at the same level.

2011.
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The index of the meter. Fig. 2011, is very simple. Each figure or division on the faces indi-

cates as follows : On the right-hand face, 100, 200, 300 cubic feet, etc. ; on the middle face, 1,000,

2,000, 3,000, etc. ; on the left-hand face, 10,000, 20,000, 30,000, etc. ; and, in this way, multiplying

by 10 for every additional face. The face in the centre or top indicates the fractions, as 1 foot,

2 feet, and so on, and it is used in testing the governor. When there are 10 or more burners

lit, the hand may be seen to move ; the more burners lit, the faster it will move. Look at the

left-hand face of the index and set down the figure the pointer has passed, which on the above

diagram is 8 ; next look at the ftiddle face, and set down the next, which in the diagram is 9 ; next

upon the right-hand face, and take the same relative figure, which is 2 ; and you have the number

892, to which add two ciphers to represent hundreds, and the sum of 89,200 is shown as the present

sttitc of the TUGtor ^' * iu.j jr.

GAS, ILLUMINATING, MACHINES FOR PRODUCING. When buildings are situated beyond

the reach of the gas-mains of cities, it becomes necessary to find a substitute for coal-gas.^ One of

the best is the gas produced by bringing a current of air in contact with gasoline. This fluid, being

of a volatile character, readily throws off carbonaceous vapors, which, combining with the air, pro-
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light.

duce a gas that bums, when properly regulated, without smoke or odor, and furnishes an agreeable
ht.

TJie Springfield Gas Machiiie is shown in Fig. 2012. An air-pump operated by a weight is used

to produce the air-current. The gas-generator is a cylinder containing evaporating pans or cham-
bers, in which the gasoline is kept. The generator is always placed in a vault under ground,
removed from the building a safe distance ; or it may be buried in the earth. The air-pump is sta-

2013.

tioned in the cellar of the building to be lighted. Supposing a machine to be set up and connected
by pipes, as shown in Fig. 2012, the generator to be filled with gasoline, and the weight of the
pump wound up, the process of gas-making is as follows: The action of the pump draws a supply

2014.

of air through the induction-pipe leading to the gas-generator ; in its passage through the generator
it becomes carburetted, thus forming an illuminating gas that is returned by the gas-pipe to the
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burners within the building. The machine is automatic in its operations, gas being made only as fast

as consumed. When the burners are shut off, the pump stops and the manufacture of gas ceases, but
immediately commences when they are opened again. The gas-generator is recharged whenever
exhausted, usually once in from three to six months, varying according to the rapidity of the con-

sumption of the gas. Gauges on the generator show at any time the amount of fluid it contains,

and when it needs to be replenished. A double-way cock connecting with both the tilling and vent

pipes in the vault is used, so that of necessity a free vent is given while filling, thus preventing any

^^^tW UPPER 2015
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backward pressure of the gas upon the pump or strain on the generator. The weight of the pump
does not commonly require winding oftener than once or twice a week, and this takes but a
moment's time. There is a retaining power spring within the pump that drives it while the weight
is being wound, operating on the same principle as that of a watch, which enables it to be wound
without stopping its movement.

Fig. 2013 is a sectional view of the gas-generator, showing its series of evaporating chambers.
The gasoline, as it enters the generator, tills the uppermost chamber first, to the top of the overflow

tube C ; this tube allows of its passage to the next cham-
ber below ; this in turn filling afterward the one below this,

and so on successively until all are filled, and the fluid

appears in the lowest chamber at say two-thirds the height
of the lowest gauge G. The filling-cock then being shut,

the apparatus is ready for use. Air forced by the pump or

hydraulic blower enters the generator at £, passes over the
fluid and through the meshes of fibrous capillary material,

now thoroughly saturated with gasoline, back and forth
through the subdivisions of this chamber, then up through
the tube C to the next chamber above, winding through this

in a similar manner, afterward through the chamber still

above this, and so on; until finally, becoming thorouglily

impregnated with the vapor arising from the gasoline, it is

delivered a rich carburetted air-gas, through the gas-tube K
to the burners of the building to be lighted.

In Fig. 2014 is shown a "flat" gas-generator. The modi
fication consists in making the evaporating chambers of

greater diameter and fewer but larger, and so arranging the
connections for the air, gas, and filling pipes that they may
be substantially buried in the earth, only an arc of a circle

projecting into a little brick pit.

Fig. 2015 is a perspective sectional view of the "flat"
generator, showing the wooden division-frames and the capil-

lary webbing stretched upon them ; also, by the arrows, the
direction taken by the air in passing through. Fig. 2016 is also a sectional view, as it appears
when charged with gasoline.

Fig. 2017 shows an ingenious improvement in the apparatus, whereby the air-pump is operated
by water and a water-wheel. Where a fall of water is available, it is made use of to operate a
" hydraulic blower," which is substituted for the air-pump driven by weight. The hydraulic blower
is shown in section in Fig. 2018, and consists of two copper vessels, one inverted in the other.
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to which are attached pipes as shown. The injection-pipe A brings water from the flume or
other source of supply. This pipe is fitted with the nozzle jB, through which the water rushes, fall-

ing through the larger pipe C ; in so doing, air is drawn in at the suction-pipe I), and both water
and air fall together into the inverted vessel JS, where the air is confined. The water passes off

through the discharge-pipe K Through the pipe G air is conveyed to the gas-generator. Where a
head of water of 4 feet or more can be obtained, it can be used with perfect satisfaction. The
cost of gas made by this process is from $1 to §1.50 per thousand feet, G gallons of gasoline making,
it is claimed, a light fully equal to 1,000 feet of coal-gas.

The Solar Gas- Generator is represented by Fig. 2019. A is an air-pump propelled by the
weight £. F is the air-pipe, through which air is forced into the carburetter C, where it unites
with the vapor of gasoline, thus producing the gas, which is carried through the pipe G to the burn-

2019.

ers. I) is an iron reservoir for containing a large supply of gasoline. E is the automatic filler,

which regulates the supply of gasoline to the carburetter. H is the filling-pipe, through which
the gasoline is poured into the reservoir. / is a vent-pipe to allow the escape of gas while
filling. J J' are globe valves for the purpose of confining the gasoline to the reservoir and carbu-
retter, whenever alterations may be required. K is a draw-off cock, which can be opened with an
ordinary wrench, i is a vacuum-pipe for the purpose of preventing a vacuum, which would other-

wise occur in the reservoir and automatic filler. J\l is a plug for drawing off the water from the air-

pump. N and are gas-cocks for shutting off the pressure from the air-pump and generator. P"
is the induction-pipe, which supplies air to the air-pump. The reservoir is intended to contain a
supply of gasoline for six months, more or less, according to dimensions selected by the purchaser.
The gasoline is transported in barrels, and poured directly into the reservoir by means of a rubber
hose, one end of which is attached to the barrel by a faucet, and the other to the filling-tube, as
shown at the surface of the ground. The automatic filler performs the important function of supply-
ing gasoline to the carburetter in exact proportion to the consumption of gas ; by which means a
most desirable result is secured, not otherwise attainable, viz., uniformity of light. 11. A. M., Jr.

GAS, ILLUMINATING, PROCESSES OF MANUFACTURE OF. The principal processes of
manufacture of illuminating gas are given in some detail in the following article, beginning with the
various systems in use by the lai'ge gas companies which supply the city of New York.

Manhattan Gas-Light Company's Process.—The gas is manufactured directly from coal, three
kinds of which are used, viz., Westmoreland, Nova Scotia, and cannel. These varieties are mixed
together, the mixture containing about 10 per cent, of cannel coal, which is the enriching material,
furnishing those hydrocarbons desirable for illumination. The mingled coals are introduced into the
retorts, which are 1,000 in number, mostly arranged in benches of five or six. The charges weigh
from 200 to 250 lbs. The retorts previous to the introduction of the coal are heated to from 2100°
to 2300° F., which raises the temperature of the coal to from 1500° to 1600° F. The distillation

takes from 4 to 4-i- hours, when the retorts are opened, the residue of the coal (coke) is withdrawn,
and new charges of coal are inserted. During the process of distillation, the gas passes up the
stand-pipe, then down the dip-pipe into the hydraulic main. Thence it goes to the large condensers,
which are two in number, and afterward enters the dry scrubbers. Here it passes over a large num.
ber of surfaces, and deposits thereon any tar which it may contain. The gas next proceeds to the
scrubber proper, where it meets with an immense number of moist surfaces which remove the ammo-
nia. Only from 1 to \\ gallon of water is used for 1,000 feet of gas.

^
The scrubbers are two in number, 85 feet high, the gas-way being 60 feet. Being exposed to the

air and consequently to fluctuations of temperature in winter and summer, the scrubbers are sur-

roimded with an iron jacket, near the bottom of which are steam-pipes for heating the air in the
jacket, which is Icept in circulation by suitable openings at top and bottom. Steam is used only in

winter, to keep the water in the scrubbers from freezing, as generally the colder the water is the bet.
ter is its absorbent power.
From the scrubbers the gas is forced through the purifiers, which are 12 in number, containing
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from 500 to 600 bushels of lime each. The tops or covers are removed by machinery and trans-

ported on a tramway. The gas is passed through sets of 4 purifiers, whence it is forced into the

meters, which are 15 feet in diameter and 12 feet deep. Finally it passes to the holder ready for

consumption.

About 1,000,000,000 cubic feet of gas is made in a year by this company, the amount daily pro-

duced being from 1,000,000 to 5,000,000 cubic feet. The candle-power averages (with the city

burner) 17^ candles. About 1,Y00 lbs. of coke is produced from 2,240 lbs. of coal. The exhauster

is situated in these works between the condenser and scrubbers. The water used at the works is

from a driven well. About 175 tons of coal is used per day. The lime from the purifiers is sold

as a fertilizer at half a cent per bushel.

774C New York Gas-Liglit Company's Process.—Penn, Rock, and cannel coals are used at the

works of this company. The mixture of these three varieties is introduced into the retorts in

charges of about 240 to 280 lbs. The retorts are charged 5 times in 24 hours, and are arranged in

benches of 6, there being 12 clay retorts with lead lids. The gas after leaving the retorts passes up
the stand-pipe, then down the dip-pipe into the hydraulic main, whence it is forced through two large

multitubular condensers. It then enters a large revolving scrubber 40 feet high, every other tray of

which revolves. The gas is next forced through one limc-puritier containing 600 bushels of lime,

passes through a 30-inch leader to the iron-purifiers, but branches off in two 20-inch pipes on one

side of the purifier, uniting on the other side again in a 30-inch leader. The gas passes through a

set of three iron-purifiers, then to the meter, and finally to the holder ready for consumption. The
exhauster is situated in front of the condenser. The average amount of gas made per day is over

3,000,000 cubic feet. There are a number of holders at the works, two of which have a capacity of

1,500,000 cubic feet each. The greatest pressure of gas at the works is 5.8 to 6 inches, being 1.6

inch at the office. The works are situated at 21st Street and East River, and the gas is not distrib-

uted until it reaches Grand Street (about 2 miles distant) ; hence the cause of high pressure. The
candle-power of the gas, with the city burner, is 16.5 candles.

'The Harlem Compaivi's Pi-ofes.9.— Virginia coal, at $5.25 per ton, is used alone at the works of

this company. There are 52 benches containing sets of 5 retorts. The charge per retort is on an
average 200 lbs., requiring 4 hours for the distillation, 6 charges being introduced in 24 hours. The
gas is drawn from the retorts and ascends the stand-pipe, then descends the dip-pipe into the

hydraulic main, whence it passes into a St. John & Rockwell scrubber. It is then forced through a

large scrubber about 40 feet high. It next traverses three purifiers containing oxide of iron, and
thence passes to the meter, and to the holder ready for consumption. About 2 gallons of water is

used in the scrubber to ai)out 1,000 cubic feet of gas, the wash-water from which contains 6^ ounces

of ammonia to the gallon. About 1,550 lbs. of coke is produced from a ton (2,240 lbs.) of coal.

The pressure of the gas at the works is 3 inches. It is claimed that 11,000 cubic feet of gas is

obtained from a ton of coal. The candle-power of the gas, with the company's burner, is 17^
candles.

The Metropolitan Gas Compamfs Process.—In the worlcs of this company naphtha is substituted

for cannel coal to produce the necessary hydrocarbon. Virginia coal is used in summer and
Penn or New Castle in winter. There arc 560 clay retorts, arranged in benches of 6 each. The
charge is about 240 to 250 lbs. The gas from the retorts passes up the stand-pipe, then down the

dip-pipe into the hydraulic main. It is then drawn into a large multitubular condenser, after pass-

ing through which it is forced through two large scrubbers, one containing ammonia liquor and the

other water. It then goes through a set of three purifiers, which are filled with a layer of sawdust

moistened with acid, then a layer of oxide of iron, and then four layers of lime. From the purifiers

the gas passes to the meter and then to the holder. This gas, which has a candle-power of from 12

to 15 candles, is afterward enriched with naphtha gas, which is prepared in 12 "through retorts,"

which contain iron tubes extending half the depth of the retort. The naphtha is made to pass

back and forth through the tubes until it is thoroughly vaporized, when it escapes out of the pipe

through to the other end of the retort, and is rendered by the intense heat a more or less permanent
gas. It is sometimes mixed with the coal-gas just before the latter enters the condenser, and then
passes with the coal-gas through the condenser, scrubber, etc., to the holder; or the naphtha gas is

itself passed through a separate condenser, scrubber, and meter, and mixed while more or less hot

in the pipes in its passage to the holder. It is claimed at these works that 73 cubic feet of naphtha
gas (of 60-candle power) is obtained from 1 gallon of naphtha, and that from 1 ton (2,240 lbs.) of

coal from 11,000 to 12,000 cubic feet of gas is produced. The largest amount of gas manufactured
per day is 3,200,000 cubic feet in winter and 800,000 cubic feet in summer. The candle-power, with

the company's burner, is from 18 to 19 candles. The McKenzie exhauster is used after the conden-
ser and scrubber.

The JVeio York Mutual Gas-Light Companies Process.—This company claims to obtain from 1

ton of coal from 16,000 to 18,000 cubic feet of a gas of only 1 to 4 candles luminosity. This, after

proper purification, is enriched by naphtha up to any candle-power, generally about that of 20 can-

dles. The process is as follows : After leaving the retorts the gas passes through the stand-pipe,

the dip-pipe, and the hydraulic main, and then through a 16-inch pipe to 8 large coolers (condensers),

which it successively traverses, and finally enters two large scrubbei's, whence it proceeds to the

purifiers. The coolers and scrubbers contain scrap-tin, which gives innumerable surfaces for the gas
to meet. The first purifier contains oxide of iron, which robs the gas of its sulphur compounds.
Tlie gas then passes through purifiers containing lime, which takes up the carbonic acid, and then
goes to the temporar}' holders in the form of purified light carburetted hydrogen, heavy carbu-

retted hydrogen, and hydrogen. From the holder the gas passes to the carburetter, where it is

enriched with the vapor of naphtha. It then passes through a long distributing reservoir (hydraulic

main) to the through retorts. On leaving these it traverses the stand-pipe, dip-pipe, and hydrau-
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lie main, and lastly is forced through five coolers (condensers) containing as before scrap-tin. The
candle-power, with the company's burner, is 20 candles.

The Municipal Gas-Light Company's Process.—This company uses a new process invented by
Tessie du Motay. Water instead of coal is used as the element for producing the foundation of

the gas, which is afterward enriched by naphtha vapor. The light is remarkable for its whiteness.

The process is as follows : In a large boiler water is converted into steam, and passes into a large

iron cylinder, known as the " gasogene generator," which is filled to three-fourths of its height with

coal. The coal is first heated white-hot by means of a blast, and when in this condition the blast

is turned off and the steam is admitted. Decomposition of the steam at once takes place ; hydrogen
gas and carbonous oxide gas are formed, which take up of course the impure gas given off from
the coal. The gas then passes up a stand-pipe and down a dip-pipe into a large rectangular iron

vessel containing water, through which it proceeds to a temporary holder of 125,000 cubic feet

capacity. From the holder the gas goes to the carburetters, where it is enriched with naphtha
vapor volatilized in the carburetter by means of a steam-jacket. It then passes to the through
retorts, which are highly heated, and on passing through the naphtha is decomposed into higher

hydrocarbons, which tend to make a more stable gas. From the retorts the gas passes up a stand-

pipe and down a dip-pipe into the hydraulic main, whence it passes to the condensers, then through
the scrubbers to the purifiers, then through the meter, and finally to the holder ready for con-

sumption. The exhauster is situated after the condenser and scrubber. The pressure of gas at

the works is 2.7 inches; at \\ mile distant, 14 inches. From 1,000,000 to 8,000,000 cubic feet of

gas is made per day, having with the company's burner an illuminating power of 22 candles. Six
gas-holders are used, capable of holding 18,000,000 cubic feet of gas.

The American Hydrocarbon Process.—The method formerly known as the Gwynne-Harris process,

but now as the Allen-Harris or American hydrocarbon process, was successfully introduced into the

city of Poughkeepsie in 1875. Three double retorts of fire-clay are employed; each retort has a
horizontal diaphragm extending from front to rear, dividing it into an upper and lower retort, with
small holes through the rear half of the diaphragm. The three are set in a bench like retorts for

coal-gas, as shown in Fig. 2020. In the bottom of the lower retort chambered tiles are laid, closely

joined and cemented, forming a fal.^e bottom. The rear half of the upper surface is perforated with
small holes. Two fire-clay superheaters, 6i by 9i inches in size, and 5 feet in length, having a hole
11 to 2 inches in diameter, extending from the front to near the I'ear, and returning again to the
front, are laid upon or at the side of each retort in the bench. Near the foot of the bench wall, in

a small chamber about 4 inches square, is placed a drier, consisting of a metal pipe about 5 feet

long, with a smaller one within it, to prevent the possibility of any water or condensed steam from
reaching the red-hot clay superheaters or retorts. The steam is generated by a boiler of suitable

size ; and where a rapid production of gas is required, an independent superheater is built alongside
of the boiler, consisting of an oven in which are iron pipes, 5 to 6 inches in diameter, filled with
coiled steel wires or shavings, and passing back and forth in the oven. The steam, by a connecting-
pipe, is sent from the boiler into this superheater, where it is raised to about 700° or 800°, or even
to 900" ; from here it passes through the drier, and thence into and through the fire-clay superheat-
ers, which lie in the hottest part of the bench, and by which it is raised to about 2500°. In this

state the steam enters the chambered tiles, and is carried back, and passes up through the small per-
forations, by which it is distributed in finely-divided jets, under and through the incandescent anthra-
cite coal in the lower retort, and in like manner through the perforations in the diaphragm and the
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incandescent anthracite coal in the upper retort. The steam is thus perfectly decomposed, with

great rapidity and at a small cost. As each particle of steam comes in contact with the incandescent

coal, the oxygen in it unites with an atom of carbon, forming carbonic oxide, and its hydrogen is

set free ; the result being hydrogen and carbonic oxide, which are the most incondensable of all

gases. To give illuminating power to this gas, where the daily production is large, a separate bench
is set with like retorts, but without any of the above-mentioned fixtures, and without containing any
coal, coke, or other materials. This bench is also kept at a high heat, and into these retorts the

water-gas is sent from two adjoining hydrogen benches ; and at the same time an exceedingly small

stream of naphtha is constantly flowing in, and, being converted into gas, this unites with the water-

gas, and gives it its illuminating power. The gas, thus perfected, passes up the stand-pipe into the

hydraulic main, and thence through the condensers, purifying boxes, and station-meters, to the hold-

er, ready for use.

One bench in which the oil- and water-gases are thus united is sufficient to carburet all the water-

gas from two hydrogen benches ; and the three benches will readily make 100,000 cubic feet of gas

per day. The labor of making this gas is very light. The hydrogen retorts are drawn and recharged

once a week with anthracite coal, and every morning the fire is raked back, a few pounds of coal are

thrown in front, and the lid is closed for 24 hours. The steam and oil are admitted into the retorts

by cocks, and require no attention so long as the daily make of gas does not greatly vary ; and even

then it is only a trifling matter to regulate the same, increasing or lessening the quantity of either,

as occasion requires.

In decomposing the steam 17 lbs. of anthracite coal, and in adding the illuminants from 3^ to 4
gallons of naphtha, to each 1,000 feet of gas, are used. Over 1,500,000 feet of gas has been puri-

fied with 24 bushels of shell-lime, averaging over 65,000 feet per bushel. When the use of rich gas

coals is for any reasons perferred to that of oil, the same are carbonized in the retorts in the oil-

bench, and the water-gas is introduced in the same manner as when oil is used, and the results are

similar. The following is a statement from the Citizens' Gas Company of Poughkeepsie for the

month of September, 1877

:

Total gas manufactured, 1,592,400 feet. Average daily consumption, 52,970 feet. Average can-

dle-power, 16.73. Materials, etc.

:

18.70 tons stove coal, at $3.90 $70 20
11.1144 tons grate coal, at $3.54 , 40 71

13.1880 tons chestnut coal, at $3.74 51 62
647 bushels of coke, at $0.09 52 23

96 bushels of tar, at $0.93 89 28

6,480 gallons of naphtha (average 4.06), at $0.07f 502 20

4 men in works 165 00

Total cost $971 24

Cost per 1,000 feet, 61^ cents delivered in holder.

One change of purifier, from July 28 to September 5. Gas made, 1,680,200 feet. Lime used, 24
bushels. Average gas purified per bushel of lime, 65,800 feet (shell-lime used).

The cost of 1,000 feet of gas, as shown by this statement, is only 61^ cents ; but this is higher
than it would be if the works were running their full capacity. With an average daily consumption
of 80,000 feet, the cost would not be over 50 cents per 1,000 feet, delivered in the holder.

The Lowe Gas Process, Fig. 2021.—This process had a nine months' trial in the city of Utica

under the direction of Prof. Henry Wurtz, and gave excellent results, when, unfortunately, the

works were destroyed by fire. "Fig. 2021 represents a section of one of the sets of apparatus, of

which four are erected at Utica, although only two are, at the present season, kept at work ; these

being more than sufficient to supply the consumption of the town, which, during the month of Octo-

ber, 1875, was close upon 120,000 feet per day. On the left of the engraving is represented the
gas-generator, 9 feet high and 28 inches in internal diameter, half filled with clean anthracite, broken
to rather large ' egg size.' p indicates the man-hole for feeding the coal, almost flush with the second
floor of the building, on which the attendant stands. The apparatus next on the right is called by
the inventor the ' superheater '—a name used provisionally, though its functions are but imperfectly

expressed thereby, being i-ather those of a regenerator. The dimensions of the superheater are 15
feet in height by 28 inches internal diameter. The first step in the process consists in blowing up
the anthracite in the generator to intense ignition, by means of a blast of air entering under the
grate

ff,
at the point marked by the arrow. The highly-heated gaseous products, consisting of car-

bonic oxide and nitrogen, pass down through the pipe /, and, meeting in ff another blast of air

from the right, kindle again and blaze up through the mass of loose fire-bricks in the superheater,

heating the latter to an intense temperature. During the first stage of blowing up the generator,

the valve h at the top of the superheater is open, and the blast passes on to the boiler to help make
steam. The second stage is to shut off' the air-blast, to close the valve h, and to introduce steam
into the side of the generator, through the small pipe marked ' Steam ' passing down its right-hand
side. Water-gas is now formed, and there is simultaneously fed into the top of the generator, trick-

ling slowly in through the small siphon-tubes ni, a certain amount of crude petroleum, of ordinary
density, which, vaporized by the heat as it enters, is swept on to and through the superheater, in

which it undergoes gasification ; and the whole mixture passes on through n, down to the washer v,

and on to the other arrangements provided for condensation. The amount of gas obtained at each
heat is 3,000 cubic feet or more, according to the degree of heat attained, and the average time of
each such heat, including both stages of blowing up the fire and generating the gas, is one hour ; so
that 24 heats, or over 70,000 cubic feet of gas, can be obtained daily from each apparatus."
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During the tests at Utica it was found that the cost of purification per thousand for labor and
lime together was but 2.V83 cents. Prof. Wurtz states that there appears no reason, so far as he
can ascertain, why this low cost of purification should not be maintained. The candle-power of
this gas, during the period of the analyses, was 19^ candles for 5 cubic feet per hour. The density
was found to be, mean of three determinations, .571.

After the burning of the Utica works, arrangements were made for another demonstration of this

system with the Philadelphia Gas Trust, at their Manayunk station. The process, as recently " blown

JS'TtofttStCrH

2021,

in" there, showed a decided advance in some particulars over the results obtained at Utica, owing to

some alterations. The genei'ators, of which there were three, were 40 inches in diameter, instead of
SO inches as before. To each of these there were two—instead of one as formerly—of the stacks
called superheaters, filled with loose fire-brick. The products of combustion were divided between

these, and when heated up sufficiently one served, as formerly, for the
thorough fixing of the gases, the other to superheat the steam before
its entrance to the base of the coal-chamber. The temperature
attained by a jet of steam passing down through a column of fire-

bricks 15 feet high and 30 inches in diameter, standing at a white
heat, is enormous, and produced surprising results. The increased facility of generation was imme-
diately noticed

;
the delivery of gas, instead of 3,000 feet, which was considered a good result at

Utica, at once attained 8,000 feet to a run of 30 minutes in one generator. Two days later, over
10,000 feet was run, and subsequently 13,400.

_
The Wren Gas Process.—The common objection to oil-gas is that it does not come to the consumerm the shape of a permanent gas. That is, the hydrocarbon is not fully gasified, but is rather in a
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semi-vaporous state ; consequently the gas leaves a deposit in the pipes, and smokes when burned.
In the Wren system this difficulty is claimed to be obviated by the construction of the retort used,
which is divided by longitudinal partitions into chambers. The oil, entering one of these, is vapor-
ized, and the vapor then passes through the retort from end to end four times in traversing the com-
partments. As a large-sized retort enters 6 feet into the fire, it will be seen that the gas traverses
24 feet of heating surface, and in doing so it changes from a vapor to a permanent gas. Fig. 2022
exhibits the construction of the works. The crude petroleum from the receptacle i*' passes into an
inverted siphon, which communicates with one of the chambers of the retort B, which is imbedded
in the furnace A. It will be noticed that this construction prevents any danger of explosion of the
retort, because, as soon as the stand-pipe chokes, the pressure in the retort meets the oil and stops
the inflow, the oil running over the funnel of the siphon ; consequently no more oil can get in and
no more gas can be made until the excessive pressure is relieved. The stand-pipe conducts the gas
to a washing-vat C, and thence it passes to a receiver D.
The inventor states that the portable form of this apparatus, the retoi't of which is 6 feet in the

fire, 13 inches high, and 17 inches wide outside, will produce as much as 10 large 9-foot gas retorts,

or 40,000 cubic feet of gas per day of 24 hours. To produce petroleum-gas, the equivalent in illumi-

nating power of 25,000 feet of coal-gas, using the single retort, it is further stated that 300 lbs. of
coal will be consumed in 24 hours' continuous run. The cost of making the gas is estimated as fol-

lows, prices being those obtaining in 1878 : 50 gallons of petroleum, at 6 cents, $3 ; one-fourth ton
of coal, at §8 per ton, 82 ; labor, $4 ; total, $9, or 36 cents per 1,000 feet of 80-candle gas. Gas
made by this process is unaffected by temperature, and retains all its properties over an indefinite

period. It has been stored in a cylinder for four years, and then found to have left no deposit and
not to be impaired in its illuminating properties. It is well adapted for enriching coal-gas of 11-

candle or other low power. One part of petroleum-gas to 5 parts of coal-gas makes a 17-candle
light; to 4 parts, a 21i-candle light ; and to 3 parts, a 30-candle light. It is also suitable for heat-
ing purposes, and especially so for iron- and steel-working, owing to its freedom from sulphur.

The Adams Gas Process.—Each bench contains four full-sized clay retorts. These are connected
in pairs, each pair being a unit, so to speak, for the purposes of the process, the rationale of which
is as follows : Retort No. 1 is charged with gas coal in the ordinary way and heated* Two hours
afterward retort Xo. 2 of the pair is also charged, and the products of the fresh charge, tar, aqueous
vapor, etc., which are given off before the temperature reaches the point when good illuminating gas
is evolved, arc led directly into the now highly-heated first retort. On the way they are mixed with
superheated steam and petroleum vapor. The mingled gases combine with those in retort No. 1 for
two hours. Then the charge in that retort is drawn, a fresh charge put in, and the first products of
distillation are led into retort No. 2, reversing the former operation. In this way the alternation
continues. The inventor, Prof. II. A. Adams, of New York, claims that the gas thus made reaches

20i23. 2024.

over three times the amount which coal alone is capable of producing in the same number of retorts
of similar size ; and he further asserts that the three gases, namely, from petroleum, from water,
and from coal, unite in the retort to form a fixed gas of excellent quality and fine illuminating prop-
erties. From the sectional views. Figs. 2023 and 2024, the construction of his apparatus will readily
beunderstood. Eeferring to Fig. 2023, A and B constitute the upper pair and C and B the lower
pair of retorts. As the process is the same in each couple, we shall refer, for convenience, chiefly
to the upper pair. These in front of the bench are connected by the horizontal pipe B, in which the
mixing of gases is effected. At F are the steam nozzles, which, as shown in Fig. 2024, connect by
suitable pipes with the superheater G. These are simply clay retorts or pipes placed in the lower
flues of the furnace, and into which the saturated steam from a boiler is discharged. It will be seen
from Fig. 2023 that the products of distillation from retort A, freshly charged, arc passing over into
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retort B, which has been in operation for two hours. The steam-jet is seen in operation on the left,

and it will also be noticed that the valve H, which shuts off communication in the pipe E, between

the retorts is open. In the pipe between the lower retorts it is represented closed. The object of

this valve H is to shut off connection between the retorts when charging one so as not to lose the

gas from the other. At /, Fig. 2024, is the reservoir for oil, which escapes in a fine stream, easily

reo-ulatcd, at the nozzle /, falling into the retort and upon an inclined apron or gutter K. This last

is placed in the mouth of each retort, when the latter is charged with coal, for the purpose of caus-

ing the liquid to flow back into the hotter portion of the retort, and so conducted to the hottest part

of the coal therein. At L are the four stand-pipes which are connected to the rear ends of the

retorts. The object of this arrangement is to compel the gas-tar and aqueous vapors formed in the

front ends of the charges to passthrough the red-hot ends of the retorts and escape from red-hot

stand-pipes, being converted into gas during their progress. In order to prevent accumulations of

carbon in the mouths of the pipes, a tubular cutter shown at M is emploj-ed. At N are the saddle-

pipes, provided with steam-pipes for conducting steam through them to cleanse them. In order

to remove the fine particles of carbon which the gas contains, it is caused to bubble through the

liquid which seals the dip-pipes P in the hydraulic main. To this end a ring of holes is made near

the end of the dip-pipe, and the main is filled with water and gelatine or other gummy substance

until the fluid level is above the holes. The gas forces its way down through this liquid and escapes

in jets from the orifices. By means of buckets arranged under the ends of the pipes, as shown at Q^

Fig. 2024, the holes may be closed, and the gas generated in one retort may be turned into another.

Oil-Gas.—An apparatus for obtaining gas by the distillation of oil is represented in Fig. 2025.

To accelerate the evolution of gas, and shorten the time which the gas already produced has to re-

main in the red-hot vessel, the retort a. is filled with bricks, or lumps of coke,

which extend the red-hot surface very materially. The second cylinder b serves

both as reservoir and hydraulic main at the same time, and, with this object in

view, a and b are connected in two places, d and g. Oil flows from a large cis-

tern above the apparatus in a constant stream through the tube c to 6, and b

is thus kept filled up to a certain level. From b the oil descends through e to

is converted into gas and tar, and returns through d to b. The tube d makes
a short bend, and just enters

2025. below the fluid-level in b, so

that the vapors of the decom-
posed oil must constantly pass

through the reservoir of oil,

and deposit their tar. The
retort a is, therefore, con-

stantly supplied, not only with

oil, but with a mixture of oil

and tar, in such a manner that

all the condensed products re-

turn to the retort together

with a fresh quantity of oil,

until they are completely con-

verted into gas. If the ex-

periment is made in a long

tube, inclined at the hinder

part, while the front is kept

cool, hardly any tar will be
produced. The gas which col-

lects above the oil in b passes

on through the tube g. As the

objections raised in the case

of coal-gas do not here occur,

cast-iron retorts are solely

used in oil-gas works, with the

same firing in other respects,

r being the grate. According to trustworthy statements, 1 cubic foot (= about 4 gallons) of oil pro-

duces 600 to 700 cubic feet of gas, which "is equivalent to from SO to 96 per cent, by weight ; the

remainder is carbon, which is deposited between the coke or bricks, and some unavoidable loss. The

production of oil-gas is a continuous process, and thus differs from the distillation of coal. The

retorts only require opening now and then, for the removal of the de::osit of graphite. Vapors of

the same composition and properties are found in oil-gas as in coal-gas.

Table shoiving Products of Distillation of Oils.

SUBSTANCES
DISTILLED.

Oil.

Train-oil

.

TEMPERATrRF, OF THE DIS-

TILLATION.

Bright red heat

Lowest possible temperature,
Low red heat

Specific Grftvity

of the G.1S.

0.464
0.590
0.75S
0.906

Absorbed by
Chlorine.

Light Car-

buretted

Hydrogen.

Carbonic

Oxide.
Hydrogen. Nitrogen.

In 100 parts of Illuminating Gas,

6
10
22.5
3S

2S.2
32.4
50.3
46.5

14.1
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diff1ret;tt-;;'4ThfitTf'r^^^^ Taltlr^^^nt^,
of being, send, there would be no

As this, however, is not the ease, h ^c^om^e? nrsslrt re^d'ertSlo^ fl' tF' °^-^^-^"--
means, that it may be easily supphed to the retort. The voIatUe o 1 fm^t ^, ^^ '°'^' '""^''^^
this purpose.

-^"^ volatile oil trom tar is frequently used for
The flame from the retort fire before p^finino- Ktt tu^ „u-

taining rosin. As this melts, it' tr ck es thro "h a^^^ieve tTZ' II 'T'.-
''

""''l
"^ " '''''' ''^

ing the impurities and the solid portion behind where it i^mtprt^h
<^^"^^>°^°f ^^ ^^ssel, leav-

rosin tar). Thus a solution which will no w'er so idifvt^ ?^ ?* ^^
""-^u^^

P^"'* «^ *^e oil of
plied, as with oil in the former case When th. T ? ^ obtained, and with it the retort is sup-
eoole'rs, it is in a fit state for consumption no furtfer ZfZf ^k*

''' ^^^^.^ensible vapors in thfe

case with oil-gas.
^ '

^^^'^ purification being required, as is likewise the

ha?reet'xten^terSTrtt Cra^Snotld'"'^^ '''V'''
'''' '' P^^*'-' ^ ^^^^ which

by itself, and the oil of tar collected^ni^dls^ledtf Z l^Tconda^roducl
''' ""° ^^ '''' '''''''

^^^^^5i^«^a^^«^<?s&^Ss^^^

Gas from Soap- TFato'.—Few cases are ii^oT^+a-q +« „• j?

of gas illumination as the process^arriS out Sthp^wn f ^VT^^' '° '^'^ "^ *^^ P^^««^^l ^^1"^
very good gas is obtained from SrwLlfpre4ousTv co'.t «

^^^'^ ^"^^
'
^* ^^'''^'' ^^'^^^

now is a source of profit to the manufacture ^
This refuse is trt.^"^ '?

throw away, and which
have been freed from fat. Besides the unchan-tS f.r^-fi

* ^<^^ soap-water in which woolen stuffs
come from the loom, the soap-water contains a lint n f ^l'''!" ^^T S^''^' ^^« "^^^'S^d as they
pounds of the same 'acid with lime in s^rnded fll£r / '^*f

^°^. ''^^''''^ °^ '°^^^ ^^'^ c«m-
the wool. From all parts of tl rtol JhpTotn w^f '

^""t'
""'*> ^"™''^ '"^"^''^ extracted from

the works, where SOo'cwts. at a timeTre^^'Sh VL^^^f^^ ^'^f
^'""•-ht to the reservoirs of

hydrochloric), mixed with equal Zts of w?er ^f^
^P^'^'^°'^t• «^ sulphuric acid (or twice as much

lation is effected. The water coSLcSer's t\Z ?l'?'' ^^ \^ *° ^« ^°"'-^' """^P^'^' ^o^gu-
is formed at the same time, and an mpu r.rav faUvtlft

*'-°^
T^""!

^° '"'"'^°^' ^ 1^"^^ S^P^^^i
the fatty acids, oil, and animal matte7w th r^Lh w\ 1' "'"' *° '^^ '"''^'^'^e- This consists of
been mechanically separated and the r^m^nr.^f ', t^'

greater part of the latter has already
are then drawn off into a stond boi er c'ntfn n^^^^^^^ ^f

''^"^
'-"l

^^PP^'' '''''''
' «- ^^tents

filtration which follows affords a clear oil and thl^^!
'"^P^^^^ f'd, to effect clarification. The

sodium) a very tolerable soap, whi?e sil^ret oJ ron senJ«f«
«™de^«oda (containing sulphuret of

containing much fat for distillation L the ^.retorts The nrocf^'^f 'Iw'n*'
"" ^^""'^ ^""'^ ^^^^'^"^'

tised with rosin : the tar produced the first^lL il^ !;^
The process of distillation is like that prac-

the solid residue, and so on ^ '' ""^^^ '''' *^^ °^°"o^ to dissolve and render fluid

Gas from Animal Matter.-ln the distillation of animal matters, bones, flesh, etc., as it has Ipng
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been practised for the production of bone-charcoal and bone-black, tar (stinking oil, Dippel's animal

oil) and gases are generated. The illuminating power of the latter has attracted the attention of

manufacturers. Seguin, in particular, has carried on the process on a large scale, making use of the

<^ases The material—for instance, the flesh of dead animals—contains 60 per cent, of w ater, which

must be removed by drying before being placed in the retorts, and the latter should be kept at a

cherry-red heat. The sulphur (a constituent of albumen, fibrine, etc.) is chiefly fouud in the gas as

sulphuret of carbon, the nitrogen of the flesh as carbonate of ammonia. After being properly

cooled, the gas is first passed through a solution of chloride

of calcium, where carbonate of lime and sal ammoniac are

2027. formed, and thence through tubes containing lumps of sul-

phur, which condense the sulphuret of carbon to the fluid

state, and dissolve in it. The latter would be converted in

the flame into sulphurous acid and carbonic oxide.

A process is employed to convert the gases arising from

0000

000-

0000

ooo rendering-tanks into a good illuminating gas, as follows:

The gas proceeding from the tank is made to pass through

a coil which is kept cool by means of a flow of water ; the

vapor of water is condensed and runs ofl', while the gas

passes on through pipes to the bottom of a large tank con-

taining gasoline, through which it bubbles, enriching itself

with the hydrocarbon, and then passes on to the holder,

ready for use. H. A. M., Jr.

GAS-ENGINE. See Engines, Gas and Binary Vapor.

GAS-FURNACE. See Fuenaces, Glass-making, and Iron-

making Processes.

GAS-LIGHTER, ELECTRIC. See Electric Gas-Lighter.

GASOMETER. See Gas, Illuminating, Apparatus for

Manufacture of.

GAS-STOVE. See Stoves and Heating Furnaces.

GATLING GUN. See Ordnance (Machine Guns).

GAUGE, GUNPOWDER. See Explosives.

GAUGE, WIRE. The American standard wire-gauge is

a production of Messrs. J. R. Brown & Sharpe, the object

2028.

25

J6

20-- riO
being to introduce greater uniformity in the progression of

the sizes. This will be clearly understood by reference to

the diagram shown in Fig. 202'7, in which the two lines A C
and B "C, meeting at C, represent the opening of an angular

wire-gauge. The divisions on the line A C show the sizes of

wire by the common gauge ; those on the line B C, the sizes

by the new American standard. Wire to be measured by

such a gauge is passed into the angular opening until it

touches on both sides, the line of division at the point of contact denoting the size by wire-gauge

number. Thus No. 13 by the old gauge is No. 15 by the new. The standard gauge, as adopted by

the sheet-brass manufacturers in the United States, is shown in Fig. 2028.

In Fig. 2029 is shown a jeweler's wire-gauge. One edge of the angular slot is graduated into 250

parts, and figured to give the size in thousandths of an inch. For example, a size of wi^'c which,

passed down half way in the slot, will stop opposite 125, is -^^^^^ of an inch in diameter,

lar slot has no sharp edge to injure the stock gauged.

Fig. 2030 represents a twist-drill and steel-wire gauge by the same makers.

The angu-
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2029.

2030.

13

10 11

14 15 16 17 18 19

12OOOOOOOOOOOO
20 21 22 23 24 25OOOOOOOOOOOO Oi

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41

1

OOOOOOOOooooooool
42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60OOOOOOOO OOoooos«»oo

The difference between the two gauges, known respectively as the Birmmgham or English and the

American, is shown in the table below.

Table of Birmingham and American Wire- Gauges.

w
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Solid cylmdrical tools are often made of steel wire, drawn to gauge and to great accuracy of dia-

metrical size. There is, however, a slight degree of variation due to the wear of drawing-dies. In

the table below will be found the gauge numbers and the sizes in decimal parts of an inch of the

Stubs wire The iirst column is the size according to the Stubs wire-gauge ; the second is the size

in decimalparts of an inch, as given by Mr. Stubs ; and the third column represents the average sizes

obtained from actual measurements of the wire, taken during a period of several years by the Morse

Twist-Drill and Machine Company.

Table showing Diameter of Stubs's Steel Wire, in Fractional Paris of an Inch.

NO. OF
STUBS'S
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J^ote. The numbers of the Birmingham and other gauges correspond exactly, or within .001 of

an inch, to the numbers on the Whitworth wire-gauge, except those marised *, which are within .002,

and those marked **, which are beyond .002 of an inch. Below .001, one thousand means .002, two

thousand parts of an inch.

French Wire-Gauge.—
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be shrunk on and a compressive force and security attained which would be impossible by forcing

the parts together both at the same temperature. Shrinking has, however, been almost entirely

abandoned for such joints as can be accurately fitted.
,^ . , . „ rri i -n

The foregoing remarks are taken from Kichards's " Workshop Manipulation." I he reader will

find exampfes illustrating their practical application under Fire-Arms, Manufacture of, Sewing-

Machines and in the various articles describing the construction of machine-tools. Sir Joseph

Whitworth, in an address delivered before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Manchester, in

185Y, referring to the subject of accurate gauging, says:
_

" As an illustration of the importance of very small differences of size, I have brought an internal

gauf-e havin"- a cylindrical aperture .5110 inch diameter, and two external gauges or solid cylinders,

oneljcing .5769 inch and the other .5770 inch diameter. The latter is jutttto of an inch larger than

the former, and fits tightly in the internal gauge when both are clean and dry ;
while the smaller

5769 inch 'gauge is so loose in it as to appear not to fit at all. These gauges are finished with great

care, and are made true after being case-hardened. They are so hard that nothing but the diamond

will 'cut them, except the grinding process to which they have been subjected. The effect of apply-

ing a drop of fine oil to the surfaces of these gauges is very remarkable. It will be observed that

the fit of the larger cylinder becomes more easy, while that of the smaller becomes more tight.

These results show the necessity of proper lubrication. In the case of the external gauge .5770 inch

diameter, the external and internal gauges are so near in size that the one does not go through the

other when dry, and if pressed in there would be danger of the surface particles of the one becoming

imbedded in or'amoug those of the other, which I have seen happen, and then no amount of force

will separate them ; but with a small quantity of oil on their surfaces they move easily and smoothly.

In the case of the external gauge .5769 inch diameter, which is jivf, ou of an inch smaller in diameter

than the internal gauge, a space of half that quantity is left between the surfaces ;
this becomes

filled with the oil, and"hence the tighter fitting which is experienced. It is therefore obvious both to

the eye and the touch, that the difference between these two cylinders of ttt ou7i_ of an inch is an

appreciable and important quantity ; and what is now required is a method which shall express

systematically and without confusion a scale applicable to such minute differences and measure-

ments : it should be based on a uniform principle which will accustom the workman to speak of his

measures as aggregates of very small differences ; and when a good workman becomes familiar with

such sizes as tuVu and ttt^o of an inch, he will not rest satisfied until he can work with correspond-

in"- accuracy. He will also be able to judge of their effect under different circumstances, and know

how much to allow in the fitting parts of a machine, according to their relative importance and the

treatment they are likely to receive at the hands of the attendant. For instance, the cylinder of the

moving headstock of a "lathe requires as good a fit as possible ; but in practice it is found that the

cylinder must be .0005 inch or soiiTr of an inch too small, because it frequently happens that machi-

nery is not kept in a proper state of cleanliness, or from motives of false economy is lubricated with

bad oil. These are two evils which are productive of great mischief. The abrasion caused by ac-

cumulated dust and grit produces increased wear and tear, and soon injures the surfaces in contact

;

while bad oil becomes sticky and rancid, and spoils the working of a good fit. And here let me state

what I think is the proper definition of a good fit. A tight fit is not necessarily a good one
;
but

when the surfaces are true, and a proper allowance is made in the size of the parts working together,

then a good fit is obtained. What constitutes a proper allowance or difference in size depends on

the nature of the case, and the treatment which the machinery will meet with. In machinery sup-

plied to establishments using rape oil there must be greater allowance and looseness in the fits than

would be requisite if better oil, as sperm oil, were used. I need scarcely say how much more ad-

visable it is to have the more accurate fit and use the best oil, than to have a loose fit and use the

inferior oil which, causing more friction, consumes greater power. The deterioration of templets or

patterns of size, from their becoming worn or altered in process of time, is productive of great in-

convenience, as many of us perhaps have experienced. For when an original standard was thus

altered, it was irretrievably lost, because there was no means of ascertaining and recording the exact

measure. It is of great importance to the manufacturer who makes parts of machines in large quan-

2031. 2033. 2033.

tities to have the means of referring to an accurate fixed measure ; it will enable him to reproduce

at any time a facsimile of what he has once made, and so preserve a system of sizes of the fitting

parts unaltered. The greatest care should be taken to make standards of size correctly at first, and

to preserve them unaltered. Errors in the standards are not only propagated in the copies, but are
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superadded to the errors in the workmanship which will occur in the course of manufacture ; and

this is especially likely to occur in cases where one manufacturer supplies parts of machines for the

use of another."

Forms of Gavges.—Standard Gauges.—The gauges used as standards for male and female cylin-

drical forms are usually after the pattern shown in Figs. 2031 and 2032. They are made of steel,

hardened and ground to size, the grinding process being so delicately performed as to leave a polish.

In testing such gauges, the heat imparted to them by holding them for any length of time in the

hand will cause a perceptible difference in the size ; hence, to insure the greatest practical accu-

2037.

i

2

n P ' 1

o® ®o

racy, it is necessary to test the whole set at an equal temperature. As a test of accuracy, we may
take a female gauge and place therein two or three male gauges, whose diameters added together

will equal that of the female. Thus, in Fig. 2033, the size of the female gauge A being 1^ inch, that

of the male B may be 1 inch, and that of C half an inch, and the two together should just fit the

female. On the other hand, were we to use, instead of B and C, two males seven-eighths and five-

eighths inch respectively, they should fit the female ; or a half inch, a five-eighths inch, and a three-

eighths inch male gauge together should fit the female. By a series of tests of this description, the

accuracy of the whole set may be tested ; and by judicious combinations a defect in the size of any
gauge in the set may be detected. A notable fact with reference to these gauges is that, if we
take a male and female of

corresponding sizes, and
slide the one continuously
through the other, it will

pass through at a proper
fit ; but if we arrest the

progress of the male and
allow it to rest a few mo-
ments, it will become fast in

the female, and require con-

siderable force to remove it

again. The wear of these

gauges takes place most rap-

idly at and near the ends,

because it is difficult in usinsr

them to keep them in lines

true with the bores into

which they are tried ; and
the movement due to the

adjustment to line causes
abrasion. It is indeed an
excellent method of testing

to place one in the other to

the depth of about one-six-

teenth of an inch, as shown
in Fig. 2034, and, holding
the female firmly, lightly

press the male first in the
direction of A and then of
B. There are few gauges
which will not, under such a test, show some slight movement, denoting defect.

The Whitworfh Measuring Machine.—In Figs. 2035 to 2038 is shown Sir Joseph Whitworth's
millionth-measuring machine, the same parts being indicated by the same letters of reference in each
of the views. A standard one-inch bar, B, is here shown in position for being measured. A rigid
casting, A, forms the bed of the machine, and is carried up at each end, forming two headstocks.
Running from one of these headstocks to the other is a V-shaped groove, in which the square bars B
and C are laid, and which also receives the other bar, D, of which the length is to be tested. The
sides of the groove and also those of the bars (which are square in section) are worked up as truly

plane as possible, and are kept accurately at right angles to each other, so that, upon wliichever side

GENERAL VIEW.

2038.
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the bars may rest, they are capable of sliding smoothly and with perfect steadiness in the groove.

Their ends also are carefully made square to their sides, and are brought to two planes, one extrem-

ity of each in the case of B and (7, and both extremities of i>, being turned down so as to present

circular instead of square faces. Through each headstock runs an accurately pitched micrometer

screw, by which B and C can be driven forward along the groove, as may be seen in the left-hand

portion of the plan, in which the saddle, by which B is protected and partially concealed when the

machine is in use, has been removed. The screw on this side, which has exactly 20 threads to the

inch, is driven by a worm-wheel F of 200 teeth, into which gears a tangent-screw H, having fixed upon

its stem the graduated wheel G. The circumference of this wheel being also divided into 250 parts,

a movement through one division corresponds to a traverse of -r x x
;^—r = one-millionth of an

inch on the part of the bar C. Fixed pointers enable the exact distance through which either of the

wheels F or G is moved to be read off, so that we have thus the means of detecting this extreme-

ly minute difference in the length of any bars—if, at least, we can fulfill the important condition

of causing the micrometer screws to exert a perfectly equal pressure in every case. The arrange-

ment by which this equality of pressure is secured is one of very great simplicity and beauty. Be-

tween one extremity of the bar under comparison and the sliding bar a small steel plate with truly

plane and parallel sides is introduced. This plate is called the " feeler " or " gravity piece," and

its ends FF are drawn out so as to rest upon two supports fixed upon the sides of the bed. When
little or no pressure is exerted upon the bar Z>, the feeler, if one of its ends be momentarily raised

from the support, falls back again by its own weight ; when, on the other hand, the pressure is at all

considerable, it is either incapable of being raised without violence, or when lifted does not return

;

the friction, in fact, between its own plane surfaces and those of the bars between which it is placed

forming a delicate measure of the pressure to which they are subjected. When this pressure is just

sufficient to keep the feeler from falling by its own weight, without interfering with its perfectly free

motion when touched, the correct adjustment has been given to the instrument.

Suppose now that a proposed duplicate is to be compared with a standard one-inch bar. The
standard D and the feeler F F are first placed in the positions shown in the figure, contact between

them and the sliding bars being nearly established by turning the wheel F, after which the final

adjustment is given with the wheel G. As soon as the feeler on its end, being lifted, remains sus-

pended instead of falling back on its support, the adjustment is known to be complete, and the posi-

tion of the wheel G is accurately noted. Since the new bar is to be an exact copy of the standard,

the coarse adjustment-wheel F is left untouched, the standard being released by moving the wheel

G only, which is again adjusted when the duplicate of which the length is to be tested has been

laid in the groove. If the position of the wheel then be the same as before, it is evident that the

length of the bars is identical ; but if not, the exact difference between them is given in millionth

parts of an inch by the number of divisions by which the second reading differs from the first ; a

movement through one of these divisions being sufficient to release the feeler, or again to arrest its

fall when the adjustment of G is correct. This degree of delicacy will thus be seen greatly to sur-

pass that of the measurements which have been obtained by reading line measures with the aid of

powerful microscopes. As an instance of the extreme sensitiveness of machines of this kind, it

may be mentioned that the one shown is capable of detecting the expansion in a one-inch bar which

is produced by merely touching it for an instant with the finger ; and in a larger machine, if due

precautions be taken to protect it from dust, moisture, and currents of air, momentary contact of the

finger-nail will suffice to produce a measurable amount of expansion in an iron bar 36 inches in

length ; a space corresponding to half a
^^^^'

division on the fine adjustment wheel,

or one two-millionths of an inch, having

been rendered distinctly perceptible by it.

The Hexagon Gauge.—This implement
is represented in Fig. 2039, applied to a

bolt-head, the edges A B serving to try

the hexagon sides of the head, and C D
to act as square-edge to the face. The
edge F is used as a straight-edge. When
this gauge is not available, a bevel-square

may be set in the following manner

:

Take a piece of sheet-iron, true on one

side and on one edge, and let A B, in Fig.

2040, represent the true edge, from which

mark with the gauge the line C D. Then
taking any point, such as 7, in the line C
D, as a centre, at a convenient distance

describe with a pair of compasses the arc

F G. Take the compasses, and, with-

out shifting their points at all, rest one

point on the intersection of the lines

C D and F G', and then mark the arc //. If then a line be drawn from the intersection of the

arc F G and the arc H to the centre 7, upon which the arc F G was struck, the lines H I, I C form
the angle required ; and the stock of the bevel-square may be applied to the planed edge A B, and
the blade set to the line I H, as denoted by the dotted lines.

Machinist's Adjustable Gauge.—An adjustable gauge is shown in Fig. 2041, in which A and B
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represent two sliding pieces of steel, and C and D screws and nuts. It is obvious that, when the

screws are loosened sufficiently to just let the sliding pieces move by a slight tap, the gauge may be

extended by striking the ends E E, or either of them, their inside edges being rounded off to pre-

vent them from burring. It is better to set them at first a little below the required size, and to per-

form the adjustment by opening them, so as not to require to strike the points at all. The points

should, however, in any event be tempered to a blue. It is an excellent plan to file away the screw-

heads on two sides a little, say one thirty-second of an inch, thus forming a sliding piece under each

head to fit into the slot of the gauge, which will prevent the screws from turning when screwed

or unscrewed, and in the end save much annoyance.

Carpcnter^s Gauge.—The most convenient form of this tool is shown in Fig. 2042, in which A
represents the tightening wedge, standing at a right angle to the rod of the gauge. The advantage

of this design is that it requires only one hand to work it, inasmuch as the wedge may be loosened

2040. 2041.

^C^L^P>^3>
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2042.
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,

2043.

or tightened by striking it, as if it were a hammer, against anything that may happen to lie on the

bench. Thus the gauge may be set and adjusted with one hand, while the other is holding the

work, as is often necessary when marking small Avork. For widths above 10 or 11 inches we must

have recourse to the gauge shown in Fig. 2043, called the panel gauge. Its sliding piece may be
*? inches long and the stem 2 feet ; the rabbeting at A forms a steadying base, the part of the

2044.

L

2046.

A
n

U
rod about the marking-point being raised to correspond with the distance from the rabbet to the
stem nut. Next we have the cutting gauge, shown in Fig. 2044, in which a steel cutter takes the
place of the marking-point, being wedged in position. It is employed to cut strips of wood, rubber,

etc., of thicknesses up to about a quarter of an inch. The cutter-point should be tempered to a dark
straw color.

The Trammel Gauge is an exceedingly useful implement, of which but little appears to be gener-
ally known. It is shown, together with its method of application, in Fig. 2045. It enables the
operator to strike a true circle upon a round or uneven surface. It is composed of the turned bar
or rod of metal A, of about half an inch diameter, and upon it slides the piece of brass tube B,
upon which is contrived a support for the sliding arm C, as well as a set-screw for fastening the arm
C in any desired position. At the end of the arm C is placed an arrangement for fastening the
scriber D, so tliat the scriber may be set at any requisite distance from the rod A, by adjusting and
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fastening the arm C, and revolved about while lifted or lowered upon the rod A. If the stand B,

pierced with holes for screwing down, is provided, it will be a very useful addition.

Suppose it is required
2047. that the end C of the

cjlindrical branch-pipe £,
in Fig. 2046, shall bo fitted

to the main stem A. Take
a planed board and gauge
a line upon it, and at a
point on this line describe

a circle upon it of the size

of the foot of the instru-

ment. Then make two
V-blocks, G G, Fig. 2045,

to carry the branch, place

them with the apex of the

V exactly over the gauged
line, and place the branch
in the Vs. Then set the

point of the scriber at a

distance from the rod of

the trammel equal to the

diameter of the branch,

which may be readily done
if the size of the rod be
known. Next mark upon
the top of the branch, as

it lies in the Vs, the dis-

tance it requires to be cut

out to form the curve.

Draw the branch forward

until this mark falls ex-

actly under the scriber

;

and this adjustment being-

made, fix temporarily the

branch to the piece of board whereon it and the Vs rest. Then move the arm C, Fig. 2045, a

half circle, and, letting the point of the scriber contact with the branch, draw the necessary line.

It will be found, however, that it is requisite to mark the lines while lifting the arm, to prevent

the scriber from digging into the wood. Thus one side of the branch will be marked. Then turn

it upside down on the Vs, set the joint vertically again, adjust the mark to the scriber-point, and

proceed as before to mark the other side of the branch ; and the lines so drawn will be of the exact

curvature of the body A of the branch-pipe in Fig. 2046.

Ri7ig Gauges are used for testing the diameters of projectiles. Two sizes are used. The projec-

tile must pass through the large rmg in every direction, and not at all through the small one. Ring

gauges 2i inches wide in aperture are used for determining the size of broken stone in road-making

under the Macadam system. A jeweler's ring-gauge is a tapering piece of wood or slip of metal

upon which are marked the sizes for finger-rings.

The Star Gauge is an ingenious device for obtaining the exact dimensions of the bore of cannon.

It is composed of three parts, the staff, the head, and the handle. The staff is a brass tube made

2048.

in three pieces, connected together and graduated to inches and quarters, so that the distance of the

head from the muzzle of the gun may always be known. The inner end of the staff expands into

the head H, Fig. 2047, in which are placed four steel sockets at equal distances apart. Two of these

are permanently secured and two are movable. A wedge or tapering plate \\\ the sides of which

are cylindrical, runs through a slit in the head, and when it is moved forward or backward the sockets

are projected or withdrawn. The tapering of the wedge has a certain known proportion to its length,

so that if it is moved in either direction a'given distance, a proportional movement is imparted to the

sockets. There are four steel measuring points P for each caliber of gun. A sliding rod is con-

nected with the wedge and moved by a screw in the handle. The amount of movement of the
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measuring points in various places in the bore of the gun is thus registered on an exceedingly fine

scale on the handle ; and any deviations of the inner surface of the bore from a true cylinder of

standard dimension is indicated.

Caliper-Gauge Testing Apparatus.—Yig. 2048 represents a device for testmg and correctmg faxed

caliper gauges, and also as a reference in any case to prove dimensions within its range. The disks are

separate, ground independently to standard size, and tested by the measuring machine. They are

made of 'steel, and not hardened. The usual set, as shown, is made to embrace 51 sizes, advancing

by sixteenths from one-eighth of an inch to 2\ inches, and by eighths to 4 inches. J. R. (in part).

GEAR-CUTTING MACHINES. Machines for cutting the teeth of gear-wheels. Figs. 2049 and

2050 represent Messrs. WilUam Sellers & Co.'s apparatus. The wheels are held upon a stationary

2049,

mandrel, and a revolving cutter traverses across the wheel-face, cutting through the latter a groove

whose form is determined by that of the cutter. After a cut is taken, the cutter is traversed rapidly

back, the wheel is revolved the distance required, and the cutting again proceeds. The essential

parts of such a machine are : a mandrel to hold the work, and having in connection with it a me-

chanical device by means of which this mandrel may be moved through any required fraction of a

revolution; mechanical means of revolving and traversing the cutter; and adjustability of the parts

of the machine to suit the size and shape of the work. In Figs. 2049 and 2050 is showri a machine

automatic in all its motions, and designed for cutting cither spur- or hcvel-whecls of any size, from 54

inches diameter and 12 inches face downward. A is the revolving spindle, carrying the cutter. The
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head B carryin"- A, slides or traverses upon C D is the mandrel, upon which is shown a gear-

wheel in Fi"-. 2U-19. To cut bevel-wheels, the plane of the slide C is set at an angle to the plane of

the mandre?^. This is done by adjusting the position of the standard, which turns upon the bed

on which it rests, and is adjustable to any position ; the cone-pulleys, being held to the same cast-

ino- swino- with it, the whole being firmly locked in the adjusted position of the bolts at the base

of'^the cofumn or standard S. The head H is adjustable to suit the diameter of the wheel to be cut

by slidin"- along the part of the frame 0. The number of divisions, or in other words the number

of teeth cut in a wheel, will depend upon the part of a revolution through which the mandrel D is

revolved at the end of each return traverse of the cutter ; and this is arranged to suit the require-

ments by means of a tangent-wheel and worm-screw very carefully and accurately constructed, and

by the additional use of change gear-wheels, and the turning of the handle P one, two, or three

times, as may be called for on the schedule of division. This turning of the handle, however, and

all other motions, are done by the machine itself. Thus, a blank wheel being put in place and the

proper cutter adjusted to depth of teeth, length of stroke of cutter-head, etc., the cutter will pass

across the face of the wheel-cutting space between two teeth, and will

then return at a quick pace to the starting side of the wheel ; the

blank will then be turned to present a second space to be cut, and

the cutter will start its proper motion ; all the changes being made by

the machine itself, not by the attendant workman. In quantity of

work done it is stated that one machine has been found, on similar

work, to do once and a half the work done by a skillful man on a

gear-cutter of 'equal power operated partially by hand. In practice,

one man can advantageously attend four of these machines.

Corliss's Bevel-Gear Cutting Machine.—In Figs. 2051 to 2063 is

shown a machine designed and constructed by George H. Corliss of

Providence, R. I., for the purpose of cutting the teeth of unusually

large bevel-gears with a degree of accuracy never before attained.

It was designed to cut

the teeth of the bevel-

wheels employed in

connection with the

shafting at the Centen-

nial Exhibition in Phil-

adelphia. These wheels

were remarkable for the

quietness and smooth-

ness of their action.

They were 5 feet 8f
inches in diameter, had
54 teeth of 4 inches

pitch, and ran at a

speed of 2,245 feet per

minute, with less vibra-

tion or sound than was
produced by the leather

belts attached to the

pulleys at the opposite

ends of the short sec-

tions of intermediate

shafting driven by the

bevel - wheels. It is

worthy of note that the

most delicate operations

performed in watch-

making were carried on
in close proximity to

these gears, the lathes

and other machines

standing directly upon the boarded flooring. The essential parts of the machine are as follows
:
A,

Fig. 2051, is a frame carrving and affording journal-bearing to the arbor-shaft or mandrel -S, which

carries the wheel B' to be" cut by the tool C. D is a dividing-wheel, constructed so that it can be

moved with mechanical precision through any required portion of a revolution, and having a device

to lock it in any adjusted position. The operation is to cut down one side of a tooth on B
,
then

move the index-wheel through that part of a revolution which is necessary to revolve B to the

amount of its pitch, and cut down the same relative side of the next tooth, and so on all round the

wheel. The upper part of the frame A forms a quadrant of a circle, and serves to carry the devices

which govern the motion of the radial frame 8 at that end. This radial frame has for the centre of

motion of all its movement a point denoted by C, Fig. 2053 ; and C being true with the axial line of

B, it represents in all cases the centre to which the lines of the sides of the bevel-teeth converge.

The upper end of the radial arm ^ is adjustable vertically, and is permitted a slight lateral motion,

both movements operating from the point C. The body of the radial frame S serves as a slide-

guide whereon traverses the carriage to which is attached the cutting tool C. The perimeter of the

quadrant frame A is provided with a slide whereon traverses a carriage adjustable to any required
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position on the quadrant. This carriage carries and maintains qtit;nn«r-r ;„ ;+= ^- * j
templet of the shape of tooth requiring to be cut' rtt^n^d'S*rSl^ aSTffaS'd a'pin; hence, by lowermg S while the pin is in. contact with the curves of the tPnfnW fl .1 fv,motion of S at that end will exactly conform to the shape of the temnlet tooth t^i".^' ^°
will diminish in amount, though remaining constant in direction as the pTn C ist^proachfd

"?'°°
this It will be perceived that one former o? templet-tooth may be employed to cut wheelfof .n

""

diameters, giving to the teeth of each its proper curves and depth rftooth all th^t ?s n.l ""^^
insure exactitude being to set the various bevel-wheels at their nrnLr .1w f necessary to

The machine is providell with pivoted rack-tee 1, to give to tTe Sal flTstt'lfTr^'l^-necessary to allow its outer end to conform to the sh^pe o^ curves of the to^i^toot?^quick return motion for the cutt ng tool on its back traverse—n Hp^iVp w1.,vt. r ., •
^^ ^

from contact with the surface of the tooth on Sf etuTn sti4e whi le at tl^^^
•' 'T^'V'^

the pin from contact with the templet-tooth during he elvaSon of he ou « end oV
9^' ''

7-lT'other ingenious devices, which will be presently explained iTdetnVT?^^^^ •
'

''"'^ '* ^^^

with every refinement of fit and accuracy of meLu^^erd' nensions lile at t"e same%Lr>^ehminates to a great extent those minute errors which are insS^hlP Lt tV,/fi .
^^

its design

manipulations. Thus the dividing-wheel D is 15 eettn dSter o tZ f the'tv^l T^^T'loperated upon is 5 feet in diameter, whatever error mLhtS^; tL Hi
• •

^'^^'^^^el-gear wheel

drd J, lis hub fittmg mlo a true bore provided m the ...udrel. The bevel-wheel is so elmckcd "pen
2053.

t*^e mandrel that, when the in-
dex-pin is in place in one of the

7^ _j index-holes of the wheel D, the
i

^
.

^

^T tool will be allowed its proper
^-—r|

amount of cut upon the side of
*= the tooth standing beneath it.

The bevel face of the wheel to
be operated upon having been
turned to the proper angle, the
operator lowers the radial frame
or arm S, and so adjusts it and
the distance of the mandrel B

2054,

(in its relation to the point C)
that the guide or slide surface
of S stands parallel with the
bevel surface of the wheel, and
both the depth and the shape of
the tooth will be cut automati-
cally by the machine to correct
form. This adjustment is easily
made by traversing the cutting
tool over the turned bevel sur-

face of the bevel-wheel. This

"Tb^JSSn^lSS^^tt^
Hgidly fastened to the quadrant, S5::i;iSS"Sh:^.d^

its eutS nn n =f H
'^^

^l'
tcmplet-tooth at its pitch-line. The tool is then adjusted so that

withli^ fi
P

K Tf! 'T ^'^^ *''" pitch-line of the wheel to be cut. The cuidc-pin upon and«d bv'belt"ofwp'°
''^'^P '' ''" teinplet-tooth, and the machine is started. The pi'nion P,operated by belt po^^er, revolves, moving the rack B, which in turn operates the sliding carriage to

S/=T.
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of rotation of F is reversed and thcaSia^'l
belt shipper the directioS

at the end of the back traverse and nroceedfnrfrnnftl 1 ,^

back the feed of the tool taking place
the tooth. The tool cuts while traver?LTtot?d he nfinifepoin; c'so th;Tt/'' ''f '' '^"^°^ ''
the cut shall operate to balance the weight of the cariaS thrcutt£ tnS w

resistance offered by
Such is a general description of this m-iPhinr^. i

"" ^° ^''"^ ^'^'^ ^"^'^<^''' ^^°d the rack,

reference being had to tb?d a^^-in. of whtrFi' 'oll Tl r". '"'f'^^
its construction in detail,

sectional front elevation ; and Fi" 2^53 a nhn°v'iew of tl..
^'^ '''^' elevation; Fig. 2052, a

is a back Vie. of the device ^^ S^t? dl^S^^t °S£^Xf^^^.t^^-^^?^^

view, part in section, and Fig. 2056
IS a side elevation, of the feedino-
and guiding device attached to the
upper end of S. Fig. 2057 is an end
and Fig. 2058 a back view of the de-
vice for locking the dividing or index
wheel m position after adjustment,
lig. 2059 is a top and Fig. 2060 a
side view of the rack H and pinionF- and Fig. 2061 is a sectional view
of the same. Figs. 2062 and '^OeS
are two views of the slotted link for
insuring an exact recurrence of the
divisions. In all these drawino-s sim-
ilar letters of reference indicate sim-
1 ar parts. The method of rotating-
the index-wheel Z> is shown in Fi"- 2054 Thp rim ^f +t, t, i •

with the pinion operated by the'hand^vheel // Thl
.•''

'I
'' Provided with cut teeth in gear

equidistant index-holes, and to remove Ztlbp/l .1
"rcumference of D is provided with 216

is simply necessary to Withdraw th?Z}ii2o1sr^ any definte portion of its revolution it

until the wheel A., rotated the rfquifed dl'stance ZnT^^Sr^"'"' 'f '^''''^'' ^^^ ^'''''^' ^"
if the gear to be cut is to contain 216 teeth til wh'Jin n

^Sam enter an index-hole. Thus,
J falls into the next index-hole at eactad^us\tnr of iftl"

''
T''"^'''^

'° ™"^° ^« '^^' the pin
then at each adjustment J will falP^n o everv oth

'

i^ il",'
'' ° ^'r' '' '° "^^^^^'^ 108 t'^eth,

the pin J is in position, / is relieved of the strah, rl .p t. , r
"^^^ '}^ ^^""'^ ^ '« ^^J^^^ted and

of the cut, and also from any lat^rd vi^3ra^^of̂ the . Hn t t?" -'^/'^^'^ ^ "°^="^' ^^^ ^'^^'^^^
IS caused to bear upon the rim of Z) cSmpin<x it tru v in t

?' i'^^'
^'^'- ^^^^ ^°^ ^058, which

sity of counting the number of index-Ses t^bJ mS.l h It ""^^^^^f
P°''*^°°- 'To avoid the neces-

ehininate the possibility of error thatSht occur'^if le one ?t<?'"
^'* ''^' adjustment of D, and to

each adjustment of D, the inn-enious arran-^empnt i operator was required to count those holes at
The devices for feeding S CZe cullfe^tiM '^.^'g^; ^058, 2062, and 2063 is provided,

at the outer end of S. pis a sted pin pivoted b^t?^!; f-^-
^f

5,and 2056 are views of the parts
contacts on the down feed of S SthThe former L?.^°:" ^°,^^ ^"'^^ "P°" '*« ""ter end, which
end. The guide ^' holding the emp t-toothTs VcZf-T'\?' "°i^

°^ ^^^-<^ ^«'™ ^' 't^ innerA The templet-tooth g being curved o the ^ -I '.^ ^^^
'"^

•

^''''''°" '° "'' perimeter of
of its curve, due to its"^ curvature, is allowed fo in t" ""''"'T'V-

°^ ^.' '^' ^'^"^^ion in the form
amount of lateral motion imparted by a Sde^fof. '^°°'t™f,>«° ^

^^^ it is evident that the
will be less at the point of attachment'ofTheTnl - "" '°.*^*' templet-tooth to the end of S
radially removed froL the infin to nnTn?^?.!*?°^.' "^ P^Portion as the point of contact of « is

-ch eni';f ;i;;'m^io::/r^™ s
'yjv'^ T':r'^^^' ^

^^- r^ri:;zz,z^z
the arm carrying the ratchet-tooth / thus t' 1?".^ ' "^'^'^ °^'^' ^^^'' ^"^ J/", operates
arrow (Fig. 2056), the catch c' par% States' the ninion./' ™T-'/° '^^ '^'^''^^'^^ denoted by the
the arrow and the pinion :.', caEsin/^ to detpnd n

" ' ""Y^
°^°^'"' ^^^^ S-^^^ ^ ^^ denoted by

M'
,
the latter being reguhted by'the nosittn of L •'^™°"°t P^P^Jtionate to the movement of

relieve the gears and° rack-teeth of^the wSt of S .n.l "t

""^T '° '^^ ''"^ P^^^-^^ in J/". To

^^S;:=rit-S;5fe--^^^^^^
cord, is prodded; it
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X passing over the pullej'S p" jo", of which there is a set on each side of the machine, and carrying a
weight beneath the floor. It is obvious that the templet-tooth g must stand with its curve in the
same plane as the curve of the tooth being cut ; hence, after all the teeth of the wheel have been
cut on one side, the templet-tooth is turned over and the other sides are cut. Now the cord x is

attached to the lever H ; this is necessary to keep the pin pin contact with the curve of the templet-
tooth, on whatever side that curve may stand, unless relieved by a separate device which operates
on the return traverse of the cutting tool, and which is arranged as follows : The body of p at 1 is

wedge-shaped, being tapered on its vertical sides from / toward the pivot at/»', and it operates be-
tween two similarly inclined or wedge-shaped surfaces stationary at /, contacting during a part of
its movement with the fixed wedge on the same side of it as the cord to it is fastened. When the
tool begins its up and return traverse, the rod )• moves in the direction of the arrow, and through

the medium of J/ and M advances p ; its taper part at / contacts with the fixed wedge, and causes

J} to swing slightly on the pivot-stud />', and remove its round end from contact with g ; then, as
the motion of r is reversed, the side face of p' at / is removed from contact with the fixed wedge,
and the rope at h is permitted to again hold the pin p against g. To permit of the lateral motion of
S^ the teeth of the rack R are pivoted at their centres by steel" pins, as in Figs. 2059, 2060, and 2061.

Previous to the introduction of this class of gear-cutter by Mr. Corliss, it was not attempted
to give to bevel gear-wheel teeth the true form of curve, the practice being to operate upon one
side of the space at a time, using two or three cutters, giving a correct form at one or two points
only, and trusting to the wear of the surfaces to give better contact. The bevel-wheels referred to
as having been cut by this machine show upon examination, after their six months of duty, that
the bearing surface on the driving and driven sides of the teeth is smooth and polished, the wear
having been sufficient merely to efface the tool-marks made in cutting the teeth, while on the follow-
ing or follower side of the teeth the tool-marks remain, showing no abrasion or wear. J. K.
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